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CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY Oli' INDU.
TJtursd~y~ the 4th Nooember 1948

---o- .
(?

The Gonstituent Assembly of India met in the Constitution :S::all, Ne·w DeJhi,

at Eleven of the clock, ;1.\fr. President (The Honourable Dr. Ra]endra. Prasad}
pi j;he Chair.

'\)

f_RESENTATION OF CREDENTIALS AND SIGNING 'THE REGIS.TEn
The following Members presented their credentials and signed · ihe~.
Register:
{1) Shri H. Siddaveerappa. (Mysore. S~te); "'-...
(2) Mr. K. A. Mohammed (Travancore State);
(3) Shri R. Sankar (Travancore State);
(4) Shri 'Amritlal Vithaldas Thakkar [United State of Kathia:war
(Saurashtra)];
·
{5) Sbri Kaluram Virulkar [United State of Gwalior, In'dore, Malwa
(Madhya Bharat) ]!;
·(8) Sbri · Radhavallabh Vijayavargiya [United State· of Gwalior, IndorQ
Malwa (Madhya Bharat)];
.
(7) Shri Ram Chandra Upadhyaya (United State of Matsya);
.(8) Shri Raj iJ3ahadm· (United. State of Matsya);
{9) Thakar Krishna Singh (Residuary States);
(10) Shri V. Ramaiah (Madras State);
{11) Dr. Y. S. Parmar (Himachal Pradesh).
TAKING-THE P:LEDGE
The following Member took the ple'dge.
Sbri Syamanandan Sahaya..
HO__MAG:E TO THE FAT!!ER OF THE RATION
Mr. President: Honourable Members, before
take up the items on ~he
brder Paper, I bid you to rise in your places to pay our tribute of homage and
reverence to the Father of the Nation who breathed,Ji£e into 6ur dead flesh and
'bones, who lifted us out of darkness of despondency and despair to the lighil and
sunshine of hope and achievement and who led us from slavery tn freedom.'!
May his spirit eontinue to guide \lS. May his life and teaching be the torch•
light to take us fudher on to our goal.-· . . . ·
·

we

(All the Mf}lllbers stood up in silence.)
CONDOLENCE O:N 'rHE DEATHS~ OF QUAID-E-AZAM .MOHAMMED E!
JINNAH, SHRI D.P. KHAITAN AND SHRI D. S. GURUNG

llr. President: 1 ask you, Members, to stand in your places ~ pay our
tribute of respect to Quaid·e-Azam Mohammed Ali Jinnah, who by his grim
<letermination and steadfast devotion Wll'S able to carve out and foun~ Pakistan.
(
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[Mr .. President]
•
and whose passing away a~ this moment is an irreparable loss to all. We sencl
our heartfelt sy~pathies to our brethren ·across. the frontier.
(The Members stood up in silence.)

Mr: President:'Two Members have died since the Constituent Assembly met.

in its. constitution-making function.

They are Shri. Debi Prosad Khaitan and
Shri Damber. Singh Gtirung froni' Darjeeling. · They represented their consti- .
tuencies very faithfully and were of considerable help in 'our deliberations. I
.ask you to rise in your
places to show our respect to their memory.
I
•
.
(The Members stood up in silence.)
'.

AMENDM·ENTS 'fO CONSTITUEN,T ASSEMBLY RULES 5-A & 5-B
:Mr. President: We shall now proceed to take up the items on the Order
. Paper. The first item is a motion by Mr. Govinda Menon and also by Shrimati
Durgabai, of '!hich notice has been given. I would ask Shrjmati Durgabai to /
;m,ove it.
'
' p
- Shrimati G. Durgabai (Madras: General): Sir, I beg to move:
That the provisions mentioned·. ih the Constituent Assembly Noti.fica.tion No. CA/43/
Ber/48-I,. dated the 2nd August 1948, be made part of the Constituent Assembly Rules, M
ahown in the amendments below, withleffect from the 2nd August, 1948 :(i) Rules 5-A and' 5-BFor"Rules 5-A and 5-B substitute the following. Rule:"5-A. when a vacancy occurs by reason of death, resiguation or otherwise in th«t_ ·
office of a. member of the Assembly representing an Indian State or more than
one Indian State specified in column 1 of the A.nnexure to the' Schedule to these
rules, the President shall notify the vacancy and make a. request in writing to'
the authority specified in the corresponding entry in ·column 3 of that Annl(xure
to proceed to fill the vacancy as soon as •maY' reasonably be practicable by
election or by nomination, as the case may be, in the case of the States speciiiGd
in Part I -of the said A~exure, and. by election in the case of the States specified·
in Part II of that Annexure :• '
r
'~
Provided that in the case of the States specified in Part I of the saidAnnexure, where the seat was filled previously by nomination, the va-cancy ma.y
be filled by election :'
·
Provided iurther that in making' a request to fill a. vacancy by election
under this rule' the President may also request that the elec;.tion. be completed.
within such time as may be specified by him. "•
(ii) In Rule 5}..
.,.,.
For clausel(b) of Rule 51 substitute the following clause:
"(b) 'Returned -candidate' means a. candidate whose name has been published in theappropriate Officiltl Gazette as a duly elected member of the ~.ssembly andincludes a candidate whose name has been reported to' the Preshlent in themanner provided in: paragraph 5 of the Schedule to these rules as a dulv: chosen·
representative of..,any Indian State or States specifie.d in ~column ( of theAnne:x;ure to, that Schedule."
(iii). In the SchedulEr' F~r. paragraphs 3, 4, 5 and 6, substitute the followip.g paragra~ :
"3. (1) Whe~ the represeilta.t~on allottea to the States,- individual or grouped in the- •
Assembly, or the groupmg of the States for the purpose of such representation
is altered by. an order made under paragraph 2, or by an amendment of tri&
r . Annexure to this Schedule, the President may;, by order·
(a) re-assign mempers representing a State or States to such State or Statesas ma-y be specified in the order ;
•
·
(b) declare the. seat or seats . of any member or members of the' Assembly
representing any State or States affected . by · an order under .paragraph Z:
or an amendment of the. Annexure to this Schedule, ail ·the case may he,.
to be vacant. •

.
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(2) Any member who has been re-assigned to a. State or States by ari order made
under cla.tille (a.) of sub-paragraph (1) and whose seat has not been declared
vacant under clause (b) of that sub-paragraph shall as from the date of· the
order be deemed to be a duly chosen repr~entative of such State or States.
(3) A member whose seat is declared vacant by an order maae under clause (b) of
sUb-paragraph (1) shall, if it is so specified in the order, continue to hold office
as member of the Assembly until his successor has been duly elected and bas
taken his seat in the Assembly.
"4. (1) Not less than fifty per cent. of the total representatiYes of the States specified
in column 1 of Part. I of the Annexure to this SchedJile in the Assembly shall
be elected by the elected members of the legislatures e~of the States concerned,
or where such legislatures do not exist, by the members of electoral colleges
constituted in accordance- with the provisions made irt this behalf by we
authorities specified in the corresponding entries in column 3 oi that Part.
(2) All vacancies in the seats in the Assembiy allotted to the States Rpec~fip,d i~
column 1 of Part II of the Annexure to this S.chedule shall be filled by electwn an'i
the representatives of such States to be chosen to fill such seats shall'be eleci.Pd
by the elected members of the legisla_tures of the Rtates concerned, or where such legislatures do not exist, by the members of electoral colleges constituted
in accorda.q.cetwith the provisions made in this behalf by the authorities specified
in the corresponding entries in column .3 of that Part.
5. On the completion of the election or nomination, as the case may be, of the
representative or representatives of· any State or States specified in column, 1
of the Annexure to this Schedule in the Constituent Assembly, the authority
mentioned in the corresponding entry in column 3 of that Annexure shall "'make
a. notificativn under his signa.ture and the seal of his office stating the n:ame
or names of the person or persons so elected or nominated and cause it to be
communicated tQ the President of the AsseniblJ'1."

Sir, before I commend my motion. to the House for its acceptance, I
wish to say a few words of explanation as to why and how these amendments to
the rules have become nec~ssary.
Sir, Rules 5-A and 5-B of the Constituent Assembly Rules lay down the
procedure for filling a casua'l vacancy in the office· of a member representing an
Indian State or more than one Indian State and the Schedule to the Rules
prescribes the allocation· of sea:ts in the various States or groups of States and the
manner of choosing the States representatives and also the method of appointing
~nveners for purposes, of conducting election. 'l'hese Rules 5-A and 5-B were
based on conclusions reached by the two Negotiating Committees set up by the
Chamber of Princes and also by .the Constituent Assembly.
Sir, since then, as it is common knowledge, many changes of a far-reaching
character have taken place and these changes have taken place both in the
.constitutional as well as in the s,dministrative set up of these states. :For
example, certain States have formed themselves into Unions and certain others
have merged into neighbouring provinces and still certain other& have been
constituted into Centrally Administered Areas.
Sir, these changes in their turn affected radically in the case of some the
existing scheme of representation in the Constituent Assembly. Consequently,
it became necessary to re-group these several States and to re-allocate seats
among- them !md also ch:mae the conveners for the purpose of conducting elections and also make necessary changes in the rules of the Constituent Assembly.
All these matters were considered at a meeting of the Honoural5le the President
and of the Honourable the Minister of States and also the Rajpramukhs and
the Premiers of the Union and the States concerned and also the Premie:rs of
variou~ provinces affected by these changes and also o£ the officials of the
Secretariat of the Constituent Assembly and of the States Ministry; and the
decisions rea:ched at that Con£erence are now embodied in these provisions which
are now sought to be jncorporated in the ConstjtuS{lt Assembly Rules.
Now, Sir, the most important feature "of these changes in the provisions is
that in the case of newly formed group or Union of the States1 Cutch- and

r
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_Junagadh, which hav•-:l been given" separate representation in the Assemblyall the vacancies in the seats are to be filled by election by the elected memb61'8
0£ the Legislutures of the States or where such legislatures do not exist,_ by any
<lther Electoral College which is set up for that purpose.
Under the old Rules some of them could be filled by nomination. Sir, as you
have~ already noted the various changes, I do not think that I need elaborate
these points. I comm'end my motion to the House for its acceptance. Sir, I move. •
"
Mr. President: I have received notice of certain amendments to this
motion. Mr. J(amath.
Sh.ri :a:; v. Kamath: (C. P. & Berar: o-eneral): )M:_r. President, 13ir, I ~ove:,
"That in. sub~para. (1) of the proposed paragraph 3-of the Schedule,, for the words 'to _ the States, individual or grouped in the Assembly' the words 'in the Assembly to the Statea.
i,ndividual or grouped' be substituted."
-

That is to say, if the/ amendment is accepted, it V{ill read thus: ~N'ow i~
- reads, "When the representation allotted to the States, individual or grouped
in the Assembly". In the place of this, it will read, '~When the, represe~ta
tion allotted in the Assembly to the States, individual or grouped, ...... " I do
not think I need speak much on this amendment. It is self evident and vhe
meaning that is sought to be conveyed by the paragraph is as represented in
my amendment. Certainly, the ~States individual or gl'Puped as .they are,
is not for Assembly purposes. Therefore, it should be "represep.tation allotted
in the rAssembly to the States, indiyidual or grouped." This is· the first amendment.·/
'
Sir, the second amendment runs thus:

.

"That in sub-para. (3) of the proposed paragraph 3 of the .Schedule, .for the words
'

•is declared. vacant' the words 'has been declared vacant' be substituted."

This is purely, if L may say so, a linguistic amendment.

I think it refers

to the state of affairs arising after a seat has been declared vacant. The
woi·ding _"when ea seat has been declared vacant" is more correct and more
.accurate.
I therefore commend these amendments of mine for the acceptance of the
House.
/
·
-.
Sir, I wisp to speak on tl;w motion. ;May I speak?
Mr.- President: Yes.
'·
I

Shri H. V. Kamath: Sir, I seek some clarification on- certain points that
ID.aye ar~sen from the.. motion moved by my honourable friend .S.hrimati Durgabai. .S_Ir, the potential strength of thi~ As~embl:y: is -324. ~ am given · to
understand· that the actual strength today IS· 303. Twenty one members who
are to represent Hyderabad, Kashmir and B.hopal are not presen~ with us:
Even as ·regards the r~ernaining ·303, the papers yesterday brought us the news
th13,t the Patiala, and East Punjab States Union have. not elected their representatives to this. Assembly. I do not know why these States or Union of
States or group~s- of States should continue to be unrepresented _in this last
and ~ost important· -session of the Constituent. -Assembly. ·As regards
Kashmir,
I agree
there
are
difficulties._ As
regards
Hyde.rabad
which now forms one of the States . specified in Part I ef the
:Annexure,/ it takes
fup. rank
among , _the
States.
1 ao not
see why we should not c~ll upon the Ruler of Hyderabad .· to
elect
or to elect and nominate as the case may be in accordance with the provisions
<lf this resolution, and send representatives' to take their place in this Session
, .as early as possible. In view of the recent events that have taken place,· a
happy denouemen~I hope the House is in agreement with me that we
. have had a happy termination o{ the Hyderabad episode-we wish to welcome
. '
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~ur friends, our colleagues from Hyderabad as soon as possible in this Asse1I!bly .
. As regards Bhopal, I do not know what difficulties stand ,in the way, wh9,t,
stumbling block th.ere i_s in the, way, w"hat obstacle has ..to be surmounted, so far
as, the participation of Bhopal in this Assembly is c?~cerned. I would pleatl
with you 1md I would request that the _Bhopal autho.~Ities should also_ be called
·-upon at once jJo send their members to this Assemqly With the least pogs1ble delay.

Then, •Sir, the report which appeared in the press yesterday as :tegards
:J?.atiala ·and ;East Punjab States Union was not very clear. It alleged all
sorts of things against the administration and against the-Ruler; but, whatever
it may be, I think it is high time tha:fl this Union of Patiala and East Punja~
States should be called upon to send their representatives to this last session
of the Constituent Assembly.
·
There is another point. which I would like to draw your attention to. In
the ;Rules that have been framed by us during the ·previous sessions, we have
.stated~I refer to Rule 5 sub-rule (2)-"Upon the occurrence
of a vacancy,
the President shall ordinarily make a request in writing to the 8peake,r of the
Provincial Legislative Assembly concerned, or as the cas~ may be, to' the
President of the .Coorg Legislative Council, for the election of a person,. for
the purpose· of filling the vacancy as soon as may reasonably be practicable.'~
Here, now that in some of the .States mentioned in Part I of the Annexure=-"
I am sorry I cannot say off hand which .States have gob elected legislature
functioning-,take for instance, · ;Mysore; it is a big State and it has already
sent its representatives' to this Assembly-so far as such States are concerned,
1 se.9 no reai;ori why in future, instead of the :Ruler, the Speaker ·or Presidenn
of the Assembly should not be requested to fill. the vacancies tliat may arise.
It may be argued against this that too Rule as it stands, 5-A provides for the
;&uler being ~he authority in this· case. Eut, as we are amending the ;Rules,
why not amend certain provisions of these Rules .so as t~ make them more
, in conformity with democratic practice and. democratic traditions? Therefore,
;r would ask my honourable friend .S.hrimati Durga Bai to explain why, in the
case of those states where we have got Assemblies functioning, the Speaker
or the President should not be the authority instead of the -Ruler. On this
point, I would ask some more light fro!ll the mover of the mot1on.
Sir, before I resume my seat, L commend' my two amendments to this
motion-for the acceptance of the House. Thank you, Bir.

Mr. President: 1\fr. Sidhw'l.
Shri R. K. Si~wa (C.P.
a.mendment was-

&

Berar:

General):

Mr.

President, Sir,

my

"That in sub-para. (1) · of the proposed paragraph 4 ·of the Schedule, delete the wor<is
'Not less than fifty per cent' of and :for the words 'the t-otal representatives' the words
'The total number of representatives: be substituted."

The object of my amendment was tha( while we· have done away with
the nomination system in our. Constitution, it would not be fair to allow the
~3tates, particularly the Rulers to nominate the 50 per
cent. . I therefore,
with that object in view and just in conformity with our decision for abolishing
i;he ·nominations, suggested the .abolishment of this also. I however understand that an arrangement has been arrived-at between the Rulers and the
people of the .State and the States people have agreed to this arrangement
being continued and I am also told thafJ although this is there, the representatives are all elected by the people. themselves. If that is so as I understand
it is so, I do not propose to IDsWe this amendment.
·
.

-

Mr. President: Do you move the a.mendment or not?
Shri R. X. Sidhwa: I d.9 not move it, Sir.

-
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Mr. President: All the amendments of which I have notice, so far as this
motion is concerned have been ~oved. I have received a complaint from one
l\{emhEw th8-t t,he a;enda Rno amenclment;: have been circula.ted here and he
did not get them before· and so he has not been- able to give notice 6£- amendments and he wants that the discussion be adjourned. I understand from the ·
Secretariat that the agenda and other papers were circulated some days a~o
but they were sent to the addresses thatJ were then known to the. office and 11i
is possible that the Members during the course of transit have not been' able
io get the papers that were sent to them and .by way of caution a second
copy has been supplied here to-day. It js not as if the agenda and the papers
have not been circulated. Only the se.cond copies· have been given to-Slay .. 1
do not think there is any ground for adjourning the discussion of this motiOn
particularly because after all-it is more or less a motion of a formal nature,
because we have already acted upon these B,ules and they are not likely to
be acted upon in the future when this session of the Assembly is over.
Shri Mohanlal Gautam (United Provinces: General): *[I have no objection
in complying with your order. But I submit· that ,the information supplied
+.o von hv the offiee is incorrect. Manv of the Members have not received
· <>.opies oi the ng·enda. Not I alone bnt 'two or three of my c:Olleagues also who
.::~re present here have not received it. I am in greater difficulty as my _telephone also has been disconnected· even though they had already taken from me
ihu subscription for the whole year. Twiee I have referred this matt-er to the
Deputv MinisiGr for Commmiicatioru; but telephone eonnection bas not yet been
restored. When I•·'came here I telephoned from another place to. the Deputy
Ser;retary; Coiis~ituent Assembly. and informed him that no copy 0'£ the agenda.
had been received by ine and that the telephone connection also had not been TeRtored This is the situation oi' the Members :md I wonld like to make my
protest against it. Had it been so with me alone, you could have adopted
this course. But there are many members present here who have not received
the agenda. The Deputy Minister Shri Khurshed Lal is also one of them. He
also denies having received a copy of the agenda. I don't\know how it was
-circulated but even he complains of not having received it. Twice I complained to him that my telephone connection had not been restored even though
ihe subscription money had been realised by them for the whole year. You have
·,.edur:P.rl m; MRmbers to this miRerRble. plight. As for the agenda. I am not
th eonly Member to complain about it. Many Members have not received it.
""!'here are imp.ortant items on the agenda and as a protest I demand the postponement of its -consideration.li
.

Mr. President: *[Copies of the agenda were sent to the Me~bers bv the office.
Whether it dii! reach the Members or not is a mn,tter for Shri Khur;hed liaJ to
- -answer. It is also his responsibility to' see whether telephone connections have
be~n provided or not. I do not think that there 'is any important reason to
R.d]onrn the House. Ii anv Member wants t.O speak on this matter he may
do so.]
. ·Mr. Hussain Imam (Bihar: Muslim): *[I would like to suggest that you
are empowered to admit the amendments which are, even now, received from
Honourable Members. That would leave no room for grumbling.!]
Mr.· President: *[As I' have not received any amendment as ,yet, the question does not arise. J.
·
, Shri Shyama~dan S~ya (Bihar: General): *.[Mr. Presi~ent, I request
that thos~ ame~dments whiCh have been moved should be considered if they
:1~e~,~\n~J~erat10n. But first of aJl a chance should be ~iven to the mover

* [ ] Translation of HindU:s~ni speech.

i.
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Mr. President: *[Had I received .any amendment I would. have allowed ii
to be moved in the House. But no amendment has been recmved. Now, you
want thaf ~his discussion should !{e postponed so that there might be an opportunity to move an amendment. But as yet I have no amendment before

me.]

Shri Shyamanandan Sahaya: *[Mr. President, in ·this connection ~t is
submitted that your orders are binding on. all. .If the copy of the agenda 1s lost
in transit, tJ1e purpose of sending it,-and it is that the Members may go
through it and may form their opinion---"is •defeated.. Consequent~y if it coul4
not reach the MeiJ?her or if there is any delay or error in its d(lspa~ch from th~
Assembly offic>c. n.nd thereby if any Member did not r51ceive the agenda, then
in my opinion it requires consideration whether the resolution may be taken
up for consideration on that d~y or not. I want to draw your attention to this
fact.']
Mr. PreSident: *[I do not think it necessary at this stage, for such questions are not before us as require prolonged discussions and postponement of
the debate to some other day and stoppage of our proceedings today. J
Dr. P. S. Deshmukh (C. P. & Berar: Genera.l): Mr. President, Sir, I do
not .have to make the complaint that some of the ho:p.ourable Members of this
House have made, although I must say that I did not get the agenda before
yesterday, and that is the reason why it was not possible for me-my~steno
grapher not having arr!ved-to send in my amendments to the various Rules!l
It is' quite ,clear that the Rules are pretty lengthy and therefore the amendments are also likely to be of a similar nature. ·I hope therefore that you will
kindly pardon my not having sent in my amendments and the few amendment~'
thnt I propose would be considered by the Honourable Mover of the Mo1ion.
The first amendment I would suggest is-

.

"In the first' part of Rule 5-A instead of 'an Indian State or' more than one 1nd1au State•
substitute the words 'one or more Indian States'."
\
-

I personally think it is
is-

better~ English

in that way.

My second amendment

,

"Instead of the words 'make• a request' the word 'direct' be substituted."'

It should be possible for you Sir, to direct the authorities specified in the
oorrespondin!:l' entry in column S of t:ba-t Annexnre. I do not think it is in consonance with the dignity of the office you hold or the position of this Constituenf
Assembly that it should be necessary to request a petty State or the authority
Assembly are summoned by you. ' I would therefore suggest the adoption of
existing therein to hold the elections._. We, as Members of the Constituent
the above amendment.
· ·
/
-

Similar· words are used in the second proviso. There also the word 'request'
has been used. That also should be changed to 'direct'.
_
There is also one rnor~ amendment I would suggest so far as the second
proviso is concerned. - I suggest that"The proviso as it stands be substituted by the following viz. 'Provided further thc.fl
in directing to proceed to fill a vacancy by election under this Rule the President may also
direct that the electio!l be completed by a certain date'."
~

The change is to replace the words "making a request to fill" by the word&
"directing to proceed to fill". The word "request" is changed into "direct,"
and the concluding words-'within such time as may be specified by him'-are
pf9posed t<> be changed by the words "by a certain date".
* [ ] Translation of Hindustani speech.
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The wording in paragraph 3 (1) on page two_may read--better if it were puti.
as follows :
· •
·
"When the representation allotted to any States, jointly or individuaily, in the Assembly
or the grouping of the States for the purpose of such representation is altered by an o1der
made under paragraph 2, or by an amendment of the 'Annexure to this Schedule, the President
' may hy order- . . . . . "
.
'-'

The alteration ~ould be to change the word "the" into- ·~any", and toomit the_words-"individual or grmtped"in the Assembly", by merely saying
"jointly or individually". ·
·
·
This amendment of mine is very similar to Hie one _moved by Mr. Kamath·.
I think he was somewhat hesitant in sugge_sting a whol~sale .alteration of the·
clause. That is why the· suggestion he has made, although if has the sameIntention, does not express it so correctly as the' suggestion made by me.- · I
hope, Sir, it wili be possible for the honourable Mover to consider the varibus'
amendments suggested by me, and if· possible to acc~pt them. .
/
Shri Biswanath Das (Orissa: General): Sir, I hav~ just given· notice of ·an
amen!}ment. Before moving it I would like to explain the position as it is today.
In part 1 to the Annexure, Mayurbhanj State has been mentioned with onerepresentative and the Returning Officer is the Ruler of Mayurbhanj. But it, hasbeen decided by the States Ministry that the "State of Mayurbhanj cannot" slland singly by- itself and it has been agreed that it shall merge into the-·,
province of Orissa, along with the twenty-three other States that hav~ al~adylllerged.
,
Mr. President: Has the Mayurhhanj State already merged or is it a proposal?,

.

Shrli Biswanath pas: I believe they have signed a ··certain agree:J;Ilent ani ·
J;hey are going to hand over the State to the ..Government of India and thafl.
an Administrator has been already appointed and that he is going to take charg&
of the State. Under these circumstimces, I' oelieve th~re is . no justification
for treating Mayurbhaiij State as a separate identity, and ag~in to recognise theRuler of Mayurbhanj State as the Returning Officer. I do not know, and I
cannot 'Say whether the GGvernment of India have actually intimated to -~he~
(}overnmept of Orissa that Mayurbhanj State is to merge in Orissa. But this
much I can assure you, and · through you the . Hm;~<?urable Members of the
Constituent Assembly that this is the expressed view of the Government of
India that it shall be merged into the province of Orissa. Therefore, there is
absolutely no purpose in bringing in something which will undo wi:J.at has been
aJ,ready done and decided by the States Ministry with the full concurrence of
the State of Mayurbhanj, the people and also the province. of Orissa.
- Therefore, 'Sir, I beg to move an amendment,. which is (I have given
notice o£ it just now):
"Omit Ma.yurbhanj with its representation of one and the Ruler of Mayurbhanj as 'the
Returning Officer from Part-1 of the Annexure."
·
.

I further move:
'.'That the State of Mayurbhanj be added , to the Orissa States in Part II of the said ,
Annexure, substituting 24 foJ:_ 23 and also under the column...-of repreeentation substitu~ing
6 for 4, including 1 from the~ State of Mayurbhanj, and the Governor of ·oriss_a to eontinllt'
as the Return!ng Officer." - _
·
.
·

~his is the complete amendment 'that l place before-_ the Hob.ourablt!
'
· Jr{embers of the Constituint Assembly and think that it is a ·necessity.
If ·you propose to give separate representation and a separate identity' to
Mayurbhan.j, that means you propose to perpet!Jate. the independent· existence
of smaller States, a policy which has heen refuted and not accepted by the
·states Ministry and the Government of India. Therefore, my amendment "is .
just to give effect to the· very idea which has been aCc-epted:, adumbrated and
0

ollowed in primciple and in practice by the St~tes Ministry and the Govern-ent ·of India.
ld:r. President: I may point out to· Members that· so far as the States areconcerned, the question has been in a st.ate of flux There have been so ma:ny
changes going on from day to day that_ it has been ~ifficult to keep pa~e. w1th·
them. The proposal is based upon the recommendatlon of the States Mm1s~ry,.
and the proposal was reached at a conference at which not only _the Pnme:
Ministers of all the provinces concerned but also of the States concerne.d. and,
Rajpramukhs were present, an~ there were; representatives of the S~ates M1ms~ry.·
as also of the Constituent Assembly, and these proposals are m conforr~nty
with recommendations of that Conference. If there has been a.ny change smce.
then, we have no notice of that. change. Besides, there
be no difficulty·
in altering any of the rules subsequently if a change has taken place. So .I
would suggest to Shri Biswanath Das that he r.ced not apprehend that there lsc
any question of perpetuating smaller States. At the moment we are proceed,.
'ing upon facts that we know and we are recognising those facts and making the·
rules iri conformity with those facts. As sooh as a change in those facts takesplace, and we are informed of that change, we shall change the rules accordingly. So I would suggest to him not to press his _a_mendinent at 'this stage.
We -can take up t4.e matter as soon .as the States Ministry is in a position to.•
tell us that this ought to be changed.
··

will

Shri Biswanath Das: An officer of the States Ministrv is here. These are·
the salient facts. I do not dispute them but I beg of hfm not to dispute the·
facts that I have placed before him. • ~
·
·
~
Mr .....President: ·I do not· dispute his facts. I onlv sav that I have received'
0
no intimation from .the States Ministry to_ that eff~ct -rmd therefore we areproceeding upon what we have from the States Ministry. As soon as we ·have· .
information, there will be no difficulty in changing the rules. That can be done·
at any sitting.
'
Shr:i Biswanath Das: You are going to takecharge of the State. The ~imnent..
newspapers published that the Constituent Assembly has given separate rep~. sentation t{) the ·state I assure vou that there will be tremendous trouble to hefaced not ~by me or· the people· of Orissa but by the very administrator that'
is going to be appointed by the Government o£ Xndia. Under these circumstances I appeal to you, knowing as you do ·the difficulties of the situa-tion-_
and as a person having an intimate knowledge of the areas and the people
concerned, .not to-tread on dangerous ground. I do not want to,press
amendment. I have only brought this matter to. y_our notice as also to the·
notice of the Constituent Assembly.
Mr. President: I think the newspapers will not onlv publish the fact that;
Mayurbhanj has been given separate representation b~t also the statementswhich I have made_ and you have made. Along with these statements theinformation by its_elf will have rto effect of .thtJ kind that you apprehen~ and r
would therefore suggest to the honourable Member not to press his aml'!ndmenil.
Shri Ram SliJlai [United State of' Gwalior, Indore, Malwa @Iadhya
Bharat)J. *[Mr .. President, I would like to know
if an amendmentJ
which is contrary to the principles· accepted by the Negotiating--- Com-mittee can be moved to the amendment 1\0W before us. For example- ·
50 per cent. is fixed-in it. Is it possible to move an amendment that instead:'
of 50 per cent. all the members should be elected or that they should benominated by the Raj Pramnkhs or that the members must be electe..d-'
on the basis of the electoral rolls that had been prepared before in the States?·
I would like to know whether an amendment can be moved which. goes beyond."
·the principles accepted by the ·Negotiating Committee.]

m':

-

.

* [ ] Translation of Hindustani speech.
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- Mr. President: I think we have to be very cautious in dealing with the
States. We are proceeding on the basis of agreements entered into with the
::..States and here we should not sa~y or do anything which may have the effect
··of going back upon any agreement which has been made with the States. All
these amendments are 'based upon agreements which have been made between
the States Ministry and the States concerned. The House will remember that
··originally there w~s ·one set of agreements- but that has become out of date
.and therefore we have a secona set of agreements'. All these amendments
. are based upon these agreements and I would therefore suggest that nothing
•should be done to go back upon any of the agreements that have been entered
into,
I would ask Mr. Sidhwa not to press his ame'fldment . . . . .
Several Honourable Members: He h~s not moved it.
Shri S. Nagappa (Madras: General): Sir, I beg leave of-the House to move
-the amendment of which I have given notice just now. I am in agreement with /
·the original 1notion but as ·regards the Annexure Part I, third column (viz,
.:Authority for the purpose of the choosi'ng of representatives in the Oonstituen~
Assembly) I propose to move an amendment to the word "Ruler" of Hyderabad,
Mysore, Kashmir and .so-on. I would like -to say that the rulers today do not
'have the real ruling power, as it has been transferred to the people .of the
·state, especially since August 15th 1947. So, Sir, I think the ruler of any
·state should iwt be made the authority for the purpose of chooshig represen·tatives in the Constituent · Assembly, as he has not got the • authority to
-choose. What is the good of calling someone an authority who really has not
-got that authority? To me it does not look to be in order. I shall be thankf)Jl
'·if the HonouraJ;>le the 1\fover accepts my amendment:
•.
.
"That for the word 'Ruler' in column 3 of .Annexure Part I the word 'people' be
·substituted." .
·

If·you find that this is not in order then for instance, the Speaker of any
.'Assembly, which has been elected by the people of that State, occupies a
·more important place than that of the Ruler. No doubt the RUler is there as
.:a nominal figurehead but the real pecrson who rules is either the Prime Minister
who has been duly elected by the people of that State or the Speaker of the
/ 'Legislative Assell).bly, wherever there is one. So, ·Sir, I would request that th~
'Honourable the ;Mover would accept this simple amendment. I have pror'Jl'lSed a simple amendment and I need not explain it further. I hope the
'House will' be good enough to accept it.
.
'
Mr. President: I might point out that the Honourable Memhe:r's amend·ment is wholly misconceived. It is not as i£ the Ruler is going to nominate
·the representatives. The Rulers- have to be addressed for the purpose· of .
·gettillg the .representatives elected by the bodies who have; the right to elect
·them. The Ruler does noil come in in any'other way.
•Shri S. N:a.gap_na: That is exactly my point. You are addressing the Ruler
'·but the· Ruler has not got any authority to elect. What is the good of asking
·a person who does not possess 'the power? 'The:. actual power i.s not with the
Rule:r but with the people of the state. So the representatives should ·be
·elected by the people of the State-either the Speaker of the Assembly
·wherever .there is an Assembly functioning or the Prime :Minister or the Raj
Pramukh who has been duly elected. · They will be the proper authority.
;;Even for the sake of form it shopld not be there.
Mr. President: .I have pointed out the ·position to the Honourable Member
\but -if he wants to press his amendment............
_
..
Shri S. Nagappa: There is no. guestiop of pressing the amendment. -I have .
<understood, Sir, your point. You have been kind enough iio enlighten we that
<the ruler 'is only a figurehead. and is meant for the purpose of addressing
1
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-someone .. But what I say is, what i~ the good
address~ng a Ruler who haa
not got the authority and who has transferred his au.thority to· the people of
the State?
·
.
.
Mr. PreSident: Every order of the Government of Indm also goes m ·the
name of the Governor-General, although it is the ).W:inisters who pass the
·orders. The position is exactly similar.
Shri S·. Nagappa: Sir, I accept your advice and T leave it' to you.
Shrimati G. Uurgabai: Mr. President, I do not think I have m-uch to say
'by way of replying to the points raised by several Honourable ;Members of the
House and I am thankful to you, Sir, that you had taken upon yourself the
task of explaining some of the/ points raised by Honourable ;Membe_rs. I would·
not refer to the points raised by .Shri Biswanath Das and .Shn Nagappa,
because the Honourable President has sufficiently dealt with those points.
With regard to the amendment moved by Dr. P. S. Deshmuk~, I think
the existing expression, 'make a request in writing' is more happily worded
than that suggested by him and is .also very courteous, I do not think th&re
is need for a change. :Sis other amendment also I cannot accept for the
same.reason.
With regard to the point raised by Mr. Kamath in his amen~ments, I may
say that I appreciate it and have great pleasure in accepting his amendments.
They are really verbal amendments and I accept them.
.
He has raised the question of Hyderabad and ·Kashmir in this connection~
I do not think it is for me to say anything on the points he has raised about
those. States; but I feel that those points are irrelevant to the motion I have
.. moved here .. I commend my motion to the House for its acceptance.
Shri H .. V. Kamath: M;r. President, I have not moved any, amendment and
therefore the question of irrelevancy does not arise, I only wanted to knoW!
whether Hyderabad, Bhopal and Kashmir would send their represen,tatives f.o
the Assembly. L only wanted some light and clarification on the point.
Mr. President: I sh-all put the amendments to vote. The amendment of
Mr. Kamath runs thus:
_,....
,
.. 'T'hat in sub-para (1) of the proposed paragraph 3 of the Schedule, for the
1
words". 'to the States, individual or grouped in the Assembly', the words :m
the Ass8mbly to the States, individual or grouped' be substituted.

o!

'rhis has been accepted by the mover.
The amendment was adopted.
Mr. President: The other amendment of Mr. Kamath, ~viz., "Tliitt in sub..
para. (3) 0f the proposed paragraph 3 of the Schedule, for the wprds 'is declared
vacant' the words 'has been declared vacant' be substituted" is now for the
vote o£ the House. 'rhis has also been accepted by the Mover.
_The amendment was adopted.
·
Mr. President: Then there are the amendments of Dr. Deshmukh. So
far as the wording of one of them at any rate is concerned, it has, been already
accepted when J\'(r. Kamath's amendment ·was accepted.
The other
amendment is only a question of taste whether we should make a. direction o
or a request. As ,Dr. Deshnukh has not withdrawn it I shall put it to voi8.
The amendment is:
~
'
· ·
-·
"In the place of "the word 'reqne.st' the word 'direct' should be ~sed."
•
The amendment was negativ~d.

Mr. PI:es1dep.t: I shall now put the amendment of Dr. Deshmukli Jo
.Olause 3 (I) of lihe Schedule to vote.
The amendment' Was negatived.
- The amendment of Mr. Biswanath Das was, by leave of the Assembly
wi'hhdrawn~
·
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Shm .S. Nagappa's amendment was, by leave of tlie Assembly, withdrawn ..
President: The motion, as amended, is for the vote of the ;House.
Shri H. V. Xamath: Would you please tell us whether ;a:yderabad .and'
Kashmir would send their yepresentatives to this Assembly?
~
Mr. President: I am not in· a position to give any information on that
point. The O:overnment, if they liked, w:ould have given, you the information
by now.
'
I
'l"b.e motion, as amended, is for the vote of. the ;House.
The motion, as amended, was adopted.
~-· President: _&rim~thi Durgabai may n()w move her second motion.
)11'.

AJ.\miN)D;IY.f.E~T TO T;H;E ·AN.NEXUR;E TO T;B:;E SO;HEDULE.·

Sbrimathi-G. Durgaba.i: Mr. President 1 oeg to move the follo.wing motion~
- ''.That the provisions mentioned. in the Constituent Assembly Notification, N.o CA I 431 Serf
48-II, dated' the 3rd August 1948,- be made pa.rt of· the· Constituent Assembly Rules, as showB
In the amen~ments below, with effect from 3rd August 1948.'~.

Annexure to the Schedule-

~

:

.

.

For .the Annexure to th~ Schedule substitute the following Annexure :ANNEXURE

Number of
seats allotted
in the
Constituent
Assembly

Name of State or States .

-------

~6

.

JAIPUR
BIKANER
BHOPAL
KOLHAPUR
MAYURBHAN.T
O SIKKIM AND COOCH BEHAR

/.

l

I

TRIPURA
MANIPUR
.
XHASI STATES

f ..

RAM PUR

7
4
3
6
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1:-1
1

• TOTAL

49

-

3

Ruler of Hyderabad.
Ruler of Mysore.
Ruler of Kashmir
Ruler of Baroda..
Ruler of TravanQore.
· Ruler of Cochin.
Ruler of Jodhpur.
Ruler of Ja.ipur.
· Ruler of Bika.ner.
Ruier of 'Bhopal.
Ruler of Kolhapur.
Ruler of Mayurbha.nf.~~er of Cooch Behar.

'

Ruler of Tripura.
/

·}
.-

BENA¥ES

Authority for tho purpose
of the choosing
of
rep~ntatives.
in
f!he· 1,
· Constituent Assembly

•

2

1 -

-------=----~------HYDERABAD
MYSORE
KASHMill
BARODA
TRAVANCORE
.._
COCHIN
°

\

I

'PART

Ruler' of Rampur.

-
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II

· Numberof
seats allotted
in the
Constituent
Assembly

Name of State or States

Authority for the purpose
of the choosing of
representatives in the.
Constituent .Assembly.

2

3

ORISSA STATES

..

Athgarh
Athmalik
Bamra
Baramba
Baudh
Bona,i
Daspalla
Dhenkanal
Gangpur •
Bindol
.
Kalahandi.
1{23) KeonjhaT .Khandpara
Narsinghpur
Naya.garh
Nilgiri
.
Pal La.hara.
Pa.tna
•
Ra.irakhol .
Ranpur
:Sonepur
Talcher
'Tigiria

..
'

"l.

.

.

.

l

4

Governor of Orissa.

l

.j

I.

CENTRAL PROVINCES AND BERAR STATES
Bast.ar
.
Changhbhakar
Chhuika.dan
Jashpur
Ka.nker
~
Ka.wardha
'(15) Khairagarh
Korea
.
Nandgaon.
Raigarh
Sakti
.
Sarangarh .
Surguja
Udaipur ,_.
Ma'kr;j.i

1

t

. .I
...

Governor of' Central ProVinces
and Berar.
~

: :J

~RAS S'J;ATES

.}

:Banganapalle
:Pudukkotai
Rajpipla
·Pa.lanpur
Cambay
Dharampur·
·•
.Balaainor •
Baria · • .Chhota Udepur
Sant
Luna.wada.
rsan'!Cla
;&chin
.Jawhar
.Danta
JIU\jira.
Sangli

I

3

1

Governor of Madras.

BOMBAY STATES
)

'...
,·

4

Governor of Bombay
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II-contd.

PART

Number of
Authority for the purpose
seats allotted
of the · choosing of
in the
representatives in the
Constituent,
Constituent Assembly
Assembly.

Name of State or States

.

\

BOMBAY STATES-contd.

1

Savantvadi
Mudhol
-...
:
1
Jamkhandi
·~
Miraj (Sr.)
Miraj (Jr.)
'•
1
Kurundwad (Sr.)
Kurundwad (Jr.)
Akalkot
-\
Phaltan
4
Governor .of Bombay.
Jath
Aundh
\'
Rammug
I
Idar
1
Radhanpur
., \ · 1
Sirohi
,.
Savantll'
Wadi
\.
Vijayanagar
\
Jambughoda
•
•
·.
I
271 minor states, (thanas, etc.)
J
HIMACHAL PRADESH
;

{35) Bhor

1

1

t.

'

Bashahr
Sirmur
Chamba
Mandi
Suket
Baghal
Bag hat
Balsan
Bhajji
(21) .Bija
Darkoti
Dhanii
Jubbal '
Keonthal
' Kumharsain
·Kunihar
Kuthar
Mahlog
'
Mangal
Sangri
Tharoach

/

-·

~.

.

)

:t

l
·l

l

f

I

'

I

J

United State of Kathiawar (Saurashtra)

,4 -

United State of Matsya •
United State ·of Rajasthan

2

'·

United State of Vindhya Pradesh •
United State of- Gwalior, Indore, Malwa
,(Madhya Bharat)
.
. · .
·•
Patia.la and East3

Cutch/
Junagadh

Chief. ~iimmissfoner of Himach all
Pradesh.

~unj(b
.

States Union •

4

4

Rajpramukh of tae State:
·Rajpramukh of .the State.
Rajpramukh of the State.
Rajpramukh~ of

the State.

'Rajpramukh.of the State.
Rajpramukh of the Urrioh.
Chief Co.!I)missioner of Cutch~
Administrator of Junagadll,

AMENDMillJNTS~

P.ART

Name of

State or States.

TO THE RULES

II-concld.
Authority for the purpose
of the choosing f
representatives in the
Constituent Assembly

Number of
seats allotted
in the
Constituent
Assembly.

1

3

RESIDUARY STATES :
Jaisalmer
1
Sandur
.
1
Tehri-Garhwal .
Bilaspur .
.
BIHAR STATES:
, I
Seraikela -.
}
~ I
Kharsavan
.
.
EAST PUNJAB STATES
}
Loharu
Pataudi
Dujana
.. J J

l

Yl

Such authority as may
be·
appointed by the Government
of India.

: 1 ·I
TOTAL

GBAND TOTAL OF pARTS I AND II

40

89

Shri H. V: Kamath: Av.Ir. President, the amendment I have given notice· of is an exteremely simple one and a purely verbal one- intended to add the·

definite article 'the'. It reads: ·
"That in part II of the propo![ed Annexure to the Schedule, for the words ··Governar·
of Central Provinces and Berar' in the 3rd column under the heading 'Central Provinces.
and Berar States', the words 'Governor of the Central Provinces and Berar' be substituted."
I would
invite your
a~tention
and the
attention - of
th~

House to the name by which my province is known in official documents and.
records. In our draft _Constitution, of which we have all got copies, in·
achedu1e I, Part I, page 159 where the list of the various provinces has been
given, you will find my province described as the~ Central Provinces and Berar.
Mr. President: I do not want you to adduce arguments in support of this
amendment.
·

Shri H. V. Kamath:· I move the amendment and commend it for the..
acceptance of the. ;House.
Mr. President: Do you accept. that?
•.
Shrimati G. Durgabai: I accept that.
M.r. PreSident: The amendment is that the word "the" be added before_,
the words "Central Provinces ood l3erar".
•'
The all!endment was adopted.
. .
Mr. President: The motion, as amended, is now put to vo·te.
The motion, as amended, was adopted.

!

Addition of New Rulre 38-V.

-

. Shrim~ti G. Durgabai.: Sir, I beg to move that the following amendment to-the Constituent Assembly Rules.· be taken into consideration:
A!ter. rule 38-U insert the ioJ!owing·
"38-V. ~en a Bill referred to ~~ R~e ~-A js passed by th~ Ass~mbly, the President.
~II a~th!.lntwate the same by affixmg h1s signature thereto. When the Bill is so authen-

ticated 1t sha.ll become a.n Act and shall be published in the Gazette of India."

26263
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[Shrimati G. Durgabai]
Sir before- I commend my motion for the acceptance of the :Hou,se, I
·consid~r it my duty to offer a few words of explan,at.IDn as to why this amend- .
:·ment has become necessary. 'Sir, La.m sure that Honourable ;Members are
. aware that during the last session of the Constituent Assembly. when it met
on the'27th January, certain amendments were proposed and accepted by
this House to the rules of the Gon·~tituent Asse~bly, and one of those amend-ments was to introduce a new rule 38-V laying down ...the procedure for passing
of the ·Bills referred to in :Rule 38-A. Sir, that propooed rule 38-V · raised ·
.a good deal of- controversy and objections were raised b;f some :Honourable
:M:embers on· the ground that a Bill passed by the Constituent Assembly for
amt~nding the lndian Independence Act or the Gove-rnment of India Act ·
.1935 as adapted by that Act should flot be. subject to the ~ssent of the (Jover,nor-General since such a procedure might detract from the sovereign character
,of the A,ssembly .. Another objection was raised on the ground that, if that.
rule was adopted, the consequence would follow that the Governor-General
·might give or withold his. assent even to a Bill seeking to ~mend the existing
constitution. . Another objection was raised on the ground that there should
-not be any· difference between the procedure to be ~dopted for passing the draf1i
:Constitution and for passing a Bill seeking to a.mend the existing Act. -These
·objections were discussed and after ·prolonged discussion, the suggestion made 1
:by :Mr., Kama~p. to. refer the proposed rule back to the Draft Commmittee for
ere-examination in the light of the object-ions raised, was accepted.
TJlls
..suggestion was accepted by the House and the rule was referred back to the
Drafting Committee. The Drafting Committee has considered this rule and
their fresh proposal is before the House. Sir, this new rule dispenses" with the_
.assent of the Governor Ge11eral to any Bill passed by the Constituent Assembly
,under Rule 38"A. The original rule reads thus:
·
·

.

~"When a Bill referred

-

to in Rule 30-A is passed by the Assembly, a copy thereof signed ·

'by .the President shall be submitted to the Governor-General for his assent. Wihen the Bill
is assen.tR.d to by the Governor-Genera!, it shall become- .an. Act and shall be "Published in
tl!e Gazette of India."
·
'

· I think Members have undersfi?od t_he sign"i!icance of the- change proposed·
and that I need not elaborate this pomt. I commend my motion for the
;acceptance of the House.

-Mr. Presid.ent: Mr. Kamath has tabled an amendment to this t<;> substi:tute the words "ha~ been" for the word '.'is".
.
Sh:rl H .. V ... Xamath:, ;Mr. President, Sir, I move:: ..

-

.
'
· '.!..T~at in the· pr?posed rule 38-V for q1e words 'when ,the Bill is so authenticated! t,he /"· ,
·cwords \Vhen the Bill has be.en so authenticated' be substituted."
,.....
.
\

T-his ~mendment, Sir, is entirely sirnil::tr' to the one whi'ch has

been

.ac~epted by .. the Hous~ with r~gar~- to. another motion moved by my h.smourable

F?end, Mrs. Dnr~a?al. I thmk It will be happier ·and more in consonance
With the rules of IdiOm and usage to substitute the ·words "has been'' for the
·word "is" so that, if the amendment is accepted, the propos~d rule will ~ead:

• "W~en a Bill referred "to _irr ru.le ~8-A is passed by the Assembly, the P.resident shall .a_uthentl<~ate the same by afibnng his signature thereto. When the Bill has been 80 authM·
. :~Icated, It shall become an Act . . . . " etc.
•
;

I commend this amendm~nt .fo"r the accept~nce .of the House.·
Mr. Pr~id~nt:_ The motion has been mo!ed and also an amendment to that.
:·.1£ any Member w1shes to speak on the .motion, he niay do s9 now. , ·
-Shfima.ti G. Durga.ba.i: I accept the_ amendment.---,
_
Jtlr. President: It seems there is nobody who '!isvesto·speak on the motion.
~The .mover has accepted the amendmept. I first. plj,t ~th; !lrnendment to vote.

PROGRAMME OF BUSINESS
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The. amendment :was adopteaL
~s amended, is now put to vote.
The motion, as amended, was adopted.

.Mr. President: The motion,

PEOG;R.AM_M_E OF BUSI:NE_SS.

Mr. President: we :will now go ~n ~to the next item on the agenda but·
before doing so, I would like" to explain to the House the procedure which l
propose to follow in· dealing with the Draft Constitution. ,Members are aware
that the Draft Constitution was prepared by a Drafting Committee which was
appointed by this House and the Draft was placed in the hands <;>f _Members
nearly eight months or more ago. _Members were asked to send, m any suggestions or amendments which they wished to make and a large number of suggestions and amf>numeuts were received not only from Members but also from
the
pu~Iic !llld
public
bodies, provincial
governments
and
so
forth:
The Drafting Committee has considered all these suggestions
and amendments and they have redrafted many of the artjcles in the light of
~e suggestions made by either _Members or the publiq. ·~o we have now got
not only the Draft as it was originally prepared, but also 'the. re-draft of a
number of the Articles which the Drafting Committee had· prepared in the
light of suggestions received. These have been placed in the hands of Uembers. What I propose now to do is to take up each Article after we, of course,
have passed this motion for consideration and I shall take all these· amendments of. which notice has been given already as having been given in time,
110 that Members who have already given notice Of amendments need no\
repeat the notice after the motion for consideration has been adopted. I will
also give to Members two days more for giving notice of any further amendments which they wish to propose to the Articles.
And then, I
. propose not to accept any; other amendments, unless they are of
such a nature ·that it becomes · necessary to accept them.
Of course,
there 1will be~ amendments which may be consequential and those will
have to be accepted. There may also be amendments whiw,h for other reasous
may be· considered by the House to be of such a nature that they should be
··considered; I will not burke discussion of those amendments; I shall have
them also. But ordinarilv I would ask the _Members to confine themselves to
the aiten'dments ot which we have already got notice and· they are, I believe, , ·
about a thousand in number. In this way we might economise time without
in any way affecting 01ir efficiency and without in any way putting any check
on free discussion of all the Articles of the IJroposed draft. This is what I
propose to do, of course, subject to what the· House lays down. I think this
is quite reasonable in view of the fact that :Members have had such a long time
io consider; and that they hav~ considered in detail the draft is apparent
.from.thelact that we have already got notice of about a thousand amendments,
and tf by· any chance any amendment has been overlooked and if a.ny member
feels its considera,.tion to be necessary, we shall take it, but ordinarily I will
not take any furt:her amendments after this. What I propose is that \ve
-discuss the motion,_ which Dr .. Ambedk"!r will move, ~or two days, that is, today
and tomorrow, when we sit both m the mornmg and in the afternoon
and we give Saturday and Sunday for giving notice of amendments
f.o :he members: All the amendmen~s of w~ich we have already recieved
notwe and of which we shall have received notiCe by 5 o'clonk on Sunday will·
be tabulated, ~rinted an~ plased in the hand~ of Members by Monday, and then
·we proceed With the discuRSion of the amendments from Tuesday. That is
the programme which I have outlined in my mind.
There is another thing which I might tell Members. · There is a n:iotion
of ~hich notice ~as been giyen and there is also an amendment of which
·notice has been gtven that thts House should adjourn discussion of the Consti-
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[Mr. President}
tution 'altogether and a new House on adult franchise and on non-communal
lines should be elected and that House, should deal with the question of f~;am
ing the Constitution. I do not know if the House will be prepared to throw
• away .all that we have been doing during the last two years, particula,rly ·
because there is in the Drait an· article which gives a somewhat easy method
of amending the Constitution during the early· years after it comes into force··
and if there is any lacuna Qr if there is anything which needs amendment, "
that could easily be done under the provision t:o which I have just made r~
ference, and it. is, therefore, not necessary that we should hold up the eonsideration of the entire Constitution until we have adult fra-nchise. The difficulty
will be in the first place to form the electorate under adult franchise; we have:
no· such law existing at pi·esent. Adult franchise we have contemplated in
this Draft Constitution and it will come into force when this Constitutioil has
,been passed. ·So if you want to have adult franchise and if you wftnt to·
have another Constituent Assembly for the purpose, of drafting the amendments, we shall have to pass another law and I do not know which House
will have the right to pass that law which will constitute a Constituent Assembly. _So L think it would be best to proceed with the draft which we .have·
prepared after much labour and to which so much care and a.ttention has been
given 'by the Drafting Committee and by the ~'(embers of this House.
"''h.is it> the programme which I propose to follow and if there is any other
suggestion which any member wishes to make, I shall be glad to consider it.
There is only one thing more which I might mention and that is this. I do
.not wish to curtail discussion. I want to give to members the fullest- oppor~unity for considering e,very article and every aspect of the Constitutional
question, bec!'tuse, after all, it is going to be our Constitution, but at the same
time, I do not like that we should spend more time than is absolutely necessary over it- by repeating arguments which have already been once advanced
by one ;Member or another or by going over the same gro{lnd. For that
reason·, we may oot reconsider_ many of the decisions which have already been
taken. ;Members know that we had long' discussions, and after. long discus, sions we settled the principles of the Constitution and the Draft, the bulk of
it, is based upon those decisions which were taken after long discussio-n by this ""
House. I would not e:x;pect that the M.embers woul~lightly thrO'W away
those decisions and insist upon a reconsideration of those· aecisions. There:
may be cases where a reconsideration may be nooessary. But oclinarily, we
shall proceed upon the decisions which have already once been taken and it is
only where no decisions have yet been taken that the House may have to take
decisions £or the first time. Now there arn certain questions on which no
deci~ions have been: taken. There were certain committees appointed by the
House. ,_ The reports of those ,Committees were not considered ..., Bub the
Drafting Committee has taken care to place in the draft alternative proposals,
one set of proposals representing their own views where they differ from those
of those Committees and another set of proposals embodying the recomme-ndations and the decisions
those Committees. So when we come to those
particular provis_ions; the House may consider them on theh~ merits and after
c<msidering them on their merits may accept either the opinion of the Drafting
Committee or of the Committee. The House will have the draft ready, so
that it will not have to wait for preparing a' draJt on these questions. When
.we consider this whole matter from this point _of view, I think, after all, the
seope £or discussion gets very much 'limited, because most of the amendments
will be more or less of a drafting nature, because the decisions have already
been taken, and so far a,s the drafting is concerned, ·the Drafting Committee
has alrea~y considered ,many of these suggestions and a-IDendments and it
has accepted them. So, while there· may be discussion of, principle ·in regard
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to some questions which have not been decided, there---is not ~uch to discuss

so far as principles are concernad, because we ~ave already discussed those
principles and we have ~rrived at certain c_oncluswn~. Therefore, wh~t I feel
is this, that if we proceeded in a business-like way, JU should be possible for
us to complete discussion of the whole Constitut~on by t_he second anniversary
of the day on which we started_ the work of th1s Conshtuent Assembly, that
is, by the 9th of December next. .
If we succeed in doing th~t, after that we might have a few days adjournment, when all the ·amendments which have been accepted by the House;
will be considered by the Drafting Committee and put in their:, proper places,
when all the re-numbering and re-allocation of the Articles from. one Chapter
to another and so forth~all that becomes necessary~all that could be done
within that interval of say ten or fifteen days. Then, we might tneet a second
time when we could finally .accept the Constitution as it will have emerged.
In this second discussion, under the Rules, we shall not. go into the merits
of any question; we shall have only to see that the amendments as they\.were
accept~d by the House have· been incorporated in the final form )n which the
draft is placed before the House. .
·
This is the proposal which I place before the I-:tguse and I think this ought
to meet with the.approval of the members of this House.
Seth Govind Das (C .P. & Berar :. General): *(Mr. President, I would like to
know whether after adoption of the article relating to the national language,
clauses which might have been passed by then in English would be placed
before this House for adoption in Hindi.]
Mr. PreSident: *[Yes, of course, all the clauses would be reconsidered in
that l~nguage which may ha<ve been adopted as the national language. There ·
would be no discussion at that time on the clauses as such. The Qnly point
for e0nsideration would be whether the clause has been correctly translated· or
not. I, therefore, .think that our discussions should be based on the Enalish
0
draft at present, for all those who have given thought to the draft and those whohave prep~red it, have do?e so in that language only. And when clause relating
to the natwnal language Is finally adopted we would put up the translation of
the Constitution in that language before you for adoption.]
Pandit Balkrishna Sharma (United Provinces: General): Sir, I wish to draw
your attention to this very important question which my honourable friend Seth
Govind Das has raised before the House.
Shri Mahavir Tyagi (United Provinces: General): *[Mr. President, I would:
like to submit that before we proceed to discuss fundamentwl questions, it appears desirable that you should decide what the procedure would be for tabling
amendments. Shall the old procedure be followed or the one which you have.·
stated now? It is necessary so that we may have some idea of the order in which
debate would proceed, and the time we would be allowed for sending in amendments.]
Mr. President: *(Both will be decided simultaneously.]
Pa;ndit Balkri.shna Sharma : ~. I fail to see where the point of order lies.
As a matter of fact, I only wanted to draw your attention to one thing. Before·
'you call upon the Uonourable Dr. Ambedkar ta move that the Draft Constitution be taken into consideration, I should like to draw your attenti011 to the
question which
has been raised by my friend Seth Govind Das.
After the motion which the Honourable Dr. · Ambedkar is to move·
has been carried, we shall certainly consider the Constitution clause
by clause.
As you know, Sir, I am one of those who had given·
notice that. the National language of India be Hindi · and the ·script
11
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the Devnagnri Sieript. Naturally, the question will arise when :w:~ take
into consideration' one Clause after the other of our 'Constitution, as to which
language will it be in which ·the Constitution shall be deeri1ed .to have been
passed. My su15gestion, therefore. before you will be that when we consider the
-clauses ·o:f the Constituti6n, after finishing one Chapter of it, we must revert
in Hindi and pass every clause trS has been ame¢ed by this House and as has
h~en: translated in that language by a Sub-Committee of this .House. I would
:therefore request you, Sir, that before you. ·take up the consideration of the
,Constitution c'lause by clause, you maw be pleased to appoint a Sub-Committee
.of this }Iouse which will keep itself in tol)ch with the clauses and the amend<ments that the House wishes to make therein and as they are passed, and that
Committee should get these clauses _translated and these clauses, after finishing
one Cha.pter, may again be brought before the House in Hindi and it could be •
.deerned to have been pa'ssed in Hindi also. So that, after some time, wlieri we
:have ultimately done away with the English language, the original· must be
-considered to have been passed in Hindi, and it should be the ultimate authority,
'the authentic constitution. If we do not adopt any such course, I think we
:shall be greatly handic>apped a1; the time when I think article 99 of the Consliitution comes before us and we declare our language as Hindi and the scripfi
·the Devnagari script. I think there is some difficulty· before my South Indiari
friends. 'l'hey cau. easily s~y that "this Constitution at present is in the English·
,language which we all understand, you call upon us to pass every clause .in
Hindi. and we· do not know the language.'' I think those of my South Indian
-friends whodo notknow Hindi to such an extent m~y rely on the better sense
of their colleagues. Here, in this House, there are friends who do not know
~nglish and yet they rely upon your good sense and they do not raise the
obj·ection that they do not· know the· English language and therefore this Constiiiution is n,ot good. __Similarly, they may try to accommodate us in this matt~r. -~
Mr. President! I think it will cut short discussion on this point if I explain:
what I propose to do in regard to this matter. There is a motion· of which notice
·has been given that. a Committee should be appointed for the purpose of prepming a translation and that translation should be passed Article by Artic!e by 1
·this House, and that should be treated as the original. There is something to
:that effect of which notice has been given. What I propose to do is this. Mem- 't
·hers are aware that we h~ve got translations prepared: thete is a translation .
rin Hindi; there is a translation in Urdu; there is a translation in: Hindustani;
__au these 'three translations of the Draft Constitution are ready and I believe '
. ,members have received copies of these translations. As soon as the quest-ion is •
"decided as to what will be our language, we. shall set up a Committee which .
·will take ~p that particular translation which is ready and see to it that it con-·forms literally to the original in English. Whatever our sentiments may dictate,
we ftave to recognise the fact that most of those who have been concerned· with'
the drafting of the constitution can express themselves better in:· English tha11
they .can in Hindi; it is not only a question of expressing in English or Hindi,
·'but the ideas have also b'een talen from Constitutions of the West. So the
ieXpressions which hav..e l:feen used liave, many 'of them, histories of their own·
and we have t~lien lhem_ bodify from the-.phraseo!ogy ot Constitutions of tM r
West in many places. Therefore, it could not be helped because of the limita-tion of th'ose who were cnarged witfl drafting· that the draft had to be prepared
·in English. I do not think we llave lost anYthing by·that bpt when once a particular article is :ftnally adopted' in this Rouse in the English language, we shall
see :00 it that as correct and perfect a translation is produced as possible and ih
"The langv.age which Will !le accepted by the Constituent Assembly as. ·the
fiangn~~e ·tor our Iiational pmposes. fJo I would ask the 'Mem,hers no~ 00 an~i- ~
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cipate the discussion which ~e shall' have on the question of language. That
' will come .a lifrtle later but I promise this that as soon as that question· is settled,
we shall have .. the translation revised or prepared in that particular langu~e
·which is accepted and we shall put the translated Constitution also before the
House for acceptance,
'
Seth Govind Das: *[Mr. President, you had made a specific commitment that
. when the constitution would be placed before us, its ·original would be in our
national language. I had also· put a question to you at that time and in your
reply also you did SU'J that the original draft of the const:tution to be placed
before us would be in our language. But the draft con~tution placed before
·us by Dr. Ambedkar is in English. As the constitution now .placed before us
is in English I would like to know when the constitution originally drafted in
our national language and about which you have given us an assurance will be
' brought before us].
The ltonoura.ble Shri G~yam Singh Gupta (C.P. & Berar: General):
*(Mr. President, I would like to inquire whether after the adoptio!l of the
article relating to the national language, each clause would. be taken
up in the National Language for adoption just in the same manner
'88 the clauses in the English Draft are taken up for :final adoption after
thest:; have been duly ame•1ded.)
Mr. President :

*[Every

article will be t~Jren up. J

Pandit :Balkrishna Sharma.: .. Sir, I only want to make this suggestion that
before taking up the Constitution clause by clause will it not be better if you
very graciously permit us to take up the question of national language and.·bave.
a decision· about it. Because if we first take up the question of the· national
' language and decide it, then once for all the hr.tchet is buried '(Cheers). You
can have the discussions of 10 or 15 clauses in Eng1ish. The Committee will
be getting the translations ready t-he next day and the whole translation of that
part will be before the House which will ·be cal}ed upon to take it into consi•
deration and then it shall be deemed to have been passed by the House';
Therefore !. llUggest you may be pleased to permit this House to take up thequestion ot the national language first before taking up the Constitution clauseby claul'ie. The question of national language comes in somewhere in cbuse 99 ,
of the Constitution which may take long. This question bristles with many
difficulties .and some of us feel it to be fundamentally embedded with ourfuture. There are other members who do not attach importance to it. Therefore I would •request you to take up this question nrst and give u.s an opportunity to decide it and afterwards take the Constitution in English clause by·
'clause and then give us opportunity to take them in . Hihdi as well.
r

lllr. President: May I state that the very reason which he has adduced for·.
t&kmg up the question of language. in the beginning has induced me to pnt it
off to a later stage: The reason which he ·has given is that there are differences of opinion, some people holding very strongly one view and others holdingthe other view equally strongly. I suggest that it is much better to. discuss
at any rate the fundamentals oLthe Constitution in a calm atmosphere before·
"our tempers have got frayed. I therefore suggest that we should go on with·
the Constitution and discuss each item and when we have done that much,-·it will not in any way prejudice the question of language-the language question.
will be decided on its merits' by the House and when that dec~sion has been
taken, every article will be passed ultimately in that language also. Therefore
nothing is lost. Only, we do not lose temper to begin with.
• (]Translation of .Hindustani speech.
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Shrl R. V. Dh.Ulekar (United Provinces: General): *(Mr. President, Sir, ·

I

the proposal that I want to place before you is this. On t4e first occasion vyhen
I delivered my speech in Hindi in this House, I had inoved an amendment' to ·
the effect that the constitution should be framed in our national language and
that the English version should be treated as its translation. Therefore I want
t<> submit that when. the discussion on the English version of the Co~stitution
is over and it has been fully pasHed and when with your permission a decision
has also been reached in regard to the national' _language, I shall place the
:proposal' before you that the constitution in the national language should be
.considered as the original one. It will be insulting for us to adopt the translation of the English veJCrlon. No nation has so far done so.
I shaH
I admit.that the Members would sp~ak in English· in this debate.
also speak in English and in fact want. to do so but later I shall speak in'
Hindi. I wish to inform you that I want to place before you a motion when
this discussion is over. It will be to the effect that the English ven;ion of the
Constitution will be considered the translation of the constitution in the national
language and the latter will be taken· to be t.he original one. The English version
will be styled as translation. I request that I may be told as to when I may
table t:P.at motion before you.]
Mr. President: *[This Assembly is entitled to say whether the constitution
will be passed in Hindi or Urdu and that version will be taken to be the
original one. The other versions will be considered as its translations. You have\\
the power to do so.]
~
Shri Suresh Chandra Majumdar (West Bengal: General): Sir, your orders came
regarding the translations. Complete translations-have .been made in certain
languages and I have no quarrel with tha.t but in the process of Constitutionn!al;ing it is imperative that the people of our country~whatever may be t.heir
""'TJ.l,en language-they should understand it. So in your scheme of translation if you will •kindly include, in addition to Hindi and. Urdu, other major
'l.anguages of India, it would·be very convenient for everyone to understand and
thereby, whatever may be tlie Rashtrabhasha afterwards, it will not be said
that the proqeedings were carried on in a language or langua-ges which were not
- intelligible to al' parts of the country. This is my s'uggestion.
I ha.ve no
disr~specf for Hindi nor have I any attachment to English but as the Constitution is a very important thing I think it should be made intelligible to all the
people of the country. So my prayer is you might kindly. include in your
-s_cheme of translation at least the major languages of India and I don't think
it 'will be difficult for you to arrange that.
·
· Pandit Hirday Nath Kunzru (United Provinces: General): Mr. President, you
have made an announcement regarding the procedure you propos~ to follow
in connection with the. Bill before us, that will have a very important bearing
-on ·the discussions that will take. place shortly. You have drawn our atteniion to two points.
·
The first point\s that as the principles underlying this Bitl""-were accepted
by the Assembly a few months back, ·no amendment should be broucrht forward•
~hich would qi{estion any of these principles or ·would seek to make o any altel'aiion in them. Sir, this is a matter. . . . .
·
.Mr. Pre~adent: l qualified that by "ordinarily". ·
Pandi-t Hirday Nath Kunzru: It all depends on how the Chair will interpret ·
ihis word. But I remember that when the discussions on the principles .erne
bodied in the. Bill were going on, it was said .several times that we should
have a better opportunity for expressing our opinions later when the whole
picture was before us. This is .a matter that, I venture to think Sir deserves
your serious attc:>ntion. We might, a few months back, have ac~pted -certain
~
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oondusions, but ii, either after studying the Act a_s a whole, or. af~er further
reflection, any of us comes to the conclusion that ~ny of t~ese J?~mc1ples should
be modified or completely altered, his right to express h1s OP.llllOll should not
be questioned.
Mr. Presiident: I may say at once that I do not propose to rule out any
discussion. •:..It will be for the House to decide whether it will go back on any
·of its decisions. As Chairman, I do not propose to rule out ~my discussion or
.reconsideration.
Pandi't Hirday Nath Kunzru: The House will certainly have the right to
.decide whether it will go back on any of its previous dec~sio_ns. I£ it_ doe~ not
.approve any change in the principles accepted by it some tJme ago, 1t w1ll be·
'Open to it to throw out any suggestion for a change made
any_ Membe:.
:But what I have said, is due to the faet that I am under the 1mpresswn that 1t
was your intention to rule out certain amendments.
I
'
Mr. President: I am sorry i£ I left that impression;,,
Pandit Hirday Nath Kunzru: I am very glad to hear from you, Sir, that this
is not your intention. It is therefore not necessary .;for me to discuss this
• aspect of your pronouncement any more.

?Y

I now come to the second point which you asked the House to bear in
mind iD: giving 11otice of amendments in future. You said that you would
allow amendments to be I?roposed till 5 o'clock on Sun~ay n~xt, but th~t
thereafter you would not admit any new amendment· for d1scuss1on, unless 1t
seemed to vou to relate to a matter of importance .. I think, Sir, we all appre· ·
eiate ·the ·s~bstance of what you have said. As far as possible, our discussion
should be canalized in proper channels· and should relate to such points only
as ought to be considered by the House again. Your advice therefore in regard
to the character of the amendments • would naturally carry great weight with
every Member of this House. But I submit, Sir, that no amendment, no
matter when received, ought to be automatica1ly ruled out on the ground that
it was not received by 5 o'clock on Sunday afternoon. It is the duty of the
Chair to regulate the di'scussiort· and I have no doubt that every Member of
this House is anxious to help the Chair in its onerous task, particularly as
the Chair is occnpied by a Jler~on of your eminence. But we have under the
rules cer:tain definite rights of which every Member of the House ought to be
jealou<>:. vVe have under the rules the right to give notice of flmendments
at any stage we like,_ and provided they a.re rec~ived within the time allotted
·by the rules, our right to put forward new amendments cannot be questioned.
It ca!lnot be questioned even by you, Sir.
·
I therefore suggest that when you consider any amendment that is proposed,
to be superfluous, or to relate to a very unimportant matter, you may well
advise the Member concerned to save the time of the House by withdrawing it.
But should he insist on expression his~ view, even on an unimportant matter,
I hope that you, whose duty it is to maintain our rights and privileges UU.·
'impaired, will not take away by executive discretion his right to propose his
amendment. Sir, this is a matter of great iinport.ance. It relates to a question of l?rinciple. I do not think that in practice any conflict will arise between
the Chair and any member of this House but I am anxious that no right, not
Elven the least, that the rules enable us to enjoy should be taken away from
ns or whittled down either directly or indirectlv. I hope that my observations
will receive the attention of the Chair and th.~t my remarks wiil 'be taken in
the spirit
which they have been ma~e. We all mean to be respectful to
. you. We hsten to whatever you say with great attention and with a desire
to act up to your advice but we do earnestly request- you not to make any
attempt to trench' even on the smallest of our privileges. vVe ask you to
stand up for them should anybody attack them and I trust that the discussion
will be carried on in such a way as to enable us to feel that you are the
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guardian of our dignity and privileges and will maintain unimpaired every right
·that the House ~joys at present under the rules.
-....Mr. PreSident: I hope I ha~e not given any cause so far in this Assembly
to any Member to complain that I have acted in such a way as to take away
any of his rights and I hope to continue the tradition in the future ,also; ·
Maul&na .Hasrat Mohani (United Provinces:. Muslim): Sir, I beg to draw
your attention to the fact that. I have already giv~n notice of a motion to the
effect:,
-~
. "That the consideration of the Draft Constitution of India be postponed till the ·election
of a fresh anil competent Constituent .Assembly on the basis of Joint Elect.orates and the
formation of political rather than communal parties in India."

I also beg .to draw your attention to your ruling when I proposed an
. amendment to the same effect on the occasion of the presentation of the
report on the principles of a Mode] provincial constitution, viz., that the con&i·
deration of the. provincial constitution be postponed unless and until we have
considered the Union Qonstitution . . . . . . .
Mr. President: We shall take up your amendment in due course.
Kaulanli Jiasrat Mohani: I. want to place my. 'motion first.
Mr. Hussain Imam (Bihar: Jl1uslim): The motion that the Bill be considere.c:l
.: has not bee!! made and therefore the amendment cannot be moved at this stage .
.Mr. President: That is what I im saying. We shall take it up in due
course.
..
Th~ <:Asse~IY~-· t'h~:t:L;adjourned· for-. Lunch :Jill. Three,, of. .the.,. Glock ..
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Th"l Assemblv re-assembled afte~ l~nch at Three of the: Clock; Mr. President
(The Honourable Dr. Rajendra Prasad) in the Chair.
Shri Mahavir Tyagi: Mr. Presiqent, before we rose for lunch, the question
put before . , you for your consideration
wa~ w~ether
the procedurewhich you · had announced regarding the duwusswns· here held good
or whether you will please accede- to the, request· made by my,
friend Pandit Hirday Nath Kupzru.
According
to
the rules w_e
have the right to give two days._' notice of amendments if they are to be const~
dered valid. I need not quote the relevant rule. It ~s known to everybody.
We followed it last time. When the draft of the Constitution was sent to us,
I and many others here t.hought naturally that t.he same old procedure with
regard to discussion will oo followed. Now, many of my friends may not hav:e·
· sent in their amendments in full in, the hope that we would discuss these·
matters here and then give notice of our amendments after a discussion between
ourselves. The old arrangement of two days' notice enabled us to meet in
groups or. parties and discuss and send in amendments. If this practice is- to
be guillotined and we are not to be permitted to g}ve notice of amendments as
we proceed clause by clause, it will not be fair for those who have only just
now joined the Assembly. There are many who have signed the Register today
and got the papers of the Assembly a fuw hours ago. The draft Constitution, .
is a huge volume which we want to read and consider. If you accede to the
request of my friend Mr. Kunzru and permit the new•comers to study the draft
Constitution as the discussion proceeds it will facilitate them to send their
amendments. in time and, _};tave their say. Otherwise, the new arrivals will, not.
be ~~COplJP.Q~~ted.at; ~\\,<
·
Mr. President, we are the Constituent Assembly and are making the Constitu-t,ion_, An ordin!).ry Ia:w _which is considered by the Legislative Assembly and
passed can be amendecl,-.o11ce every month or so. But the Constitution is- not.
amended every now and then. We are making a Constitution for centuries fio;
c?me and it cannot be amended easily, as easily as we can amend a- legislatm~ enactment. 'l'herefore. full facilities should be given to the Members
~is Hc11tse to have their say.

of ·

Therefore, I repe_at the request that you may please consider th3t the two.
days' time given in the rules is not taken away and allow amendments subject
to their relevancv to the motion under consideration. Amendments mav not be·
moved which ha~e the effec.t of negativing the main motion except as p~rmitted'
by the Chairman. Notice of amendments to a motion must be given one clear
day before the motion is moved in th~ Assembly. This rule being there,
1
submit, unless we change the rules. . . . . .
Mr. President: The relevant rule is 38-0.
Shri Mahavir Tyagi: It says:
"If notice of .a proposed amendment has not been gh·en two clear days before the day.•
on which the Constitution or the Bill, as the case may be, is t<J be considered, any JLemher· ·
ma.y object to the moving of the amendment, nnd such objection shall prevail, unle:IB th&• President in hie discretion allow$ the amendment to be movod."

Do you mean to interpret
Constitution. . . . . . .

this rule 38-0

in such a wav that the whole·
•

Mr. President:- I hope the Honourable Member will not drive me to give·
a decision on that point tod~y. You had bett-er leave it there. (Laughter).
Sh.ri H. V. Kamath: Arising from the pronouncement
morning, may I seek clarification on two points?
-

made by you this.;

Shri Algu Rai Shastri (United Provinces: General): *[Mr. President, I find
that Honourable. Members stand up to in~~VEEn~ in the (Jebat~. I request that .
I inay also be g~ven a chance t9 speak. J
-

~
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S Sbl'i Jt, V; ltam.ath: May I seek a little• cla,rification of the announcement
you made this morning? You were pleased to say that the Assembly would

.adjourn on \Jth December for a few days. Do w,e adjourn on that day irrespective of whether we complete the. consideration of the Constitution or not?
Mr. President: Nothing of the sort. L only suggested some sort of time "'
table which I considered to be fair. It is for· the House to decide whethar
.
.they would go 8n_ up to 9th of December next year. (Laug]1Jjr).
,Shri"H. V. Kamath: Are we going to have a recess from 9th Decen1ber to
·date to be specified later?
I
Mr. President: It all depends on the business on hand. I have sugges-ted
more 'than once that I do not want to curtail discussion. As we are· c:onsidering
t.he Constitution of the country~ we shall not do anything in a hurry; but
at the same time I do not want to waste time.

a

sliri. R. v. Kamath: Are ·We going ]p adjourn on the 9th December, irrespective of whether we complete the consideration of the Constitution· or rnot? ·
Mr.

~sident:

Shrd H.

V.

That we shall see.

:Kamath: You were pleased to remark in the morning as regards·

the non-participatio~ of Hyderabad and Bhopal, that it is a matter entirely for
the Government to consider. Mr. President, according to our Hules you have
power to call upon the rulers or Hyderabad and other States to send representatives to. the Constituent Assembly. But, you were pleased to say that ~it is
:a matter in the ha.nds of Government. I do not know how the Government
<James into this affair. You are fully authorised.to call upon the rulers to send
their representatives to the Assembly.
Mr. President: Sitting in this As~embly, T have. no right to compel anybody
~Those who have· come in are entitled to participate in
the
, delib~rations of this Assembly and those who have not come, we cannot force
them t{) come. It is for the Government to deal with them.
Shri Algu Rai Shastri,.: *[Mr. President, as far as I remember you had'
·.announced in the last session that the Constitution to' be presented here would
be in Hindi and that it might be translated into English. But the· statement
you have made today has been a source of disappointment in as much as we
learn that we have to _discuss the very Draft that has been prepared by th_e
~Drafting Committee in English.
We have oefore us its Hindi version also. I
do not understand why we should not take into consideration the Hir1cli version
.of the Draft when it is before us. "'0le may take up for consideration the
Hindi version of the Draft clause by clause and if any portion is found to be
·'translated in rather difficult language Dr. Arribedkar who himself is a great ,
·scholar of the Sanskrit language, may explain such portion from the English
Draft to those who are unable to follow the version in Hindi. It is necessarv
'for every country to frame its/constitution in its own languag~. We belong tO
.a cour?-try that has its own language. We should thei·efore discus> it clause by
.clause_ in our own langmtge. The Draft prepared in a foreign language should
not be. presented to this House for discussion ..

to do anything.
I

..

.

.

Sir, perh'aps you remember that at the comm~·!;cement of the first session
<Of the Constituent Assembly I made a request that the discussion in this
House should be carried on in a language which is underst{)od by t.he peop1e of
this. country. We should not proceed in this House .{lS i~ it were the British
Parliament. The word 'Dominion' is entirely foi·eign in 'character. I remember
·.a saying of the late Moulana Mohammad Ali. He used to sav that the word
~Dominion' might be applicable to Africa, South Africa, New Z~aland Australia
and Tasmania. ·These .are }he domi:p.ions where our alien ruJers h~d founded

* [ ] Translation of Hindustani speech.
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.colonies and established cantonments. But India cannot be said t<> be & can·
tonment for the British. They went to the eountries I· have alread_y nam~
.and estab-lished there their colonies and cantonments; they also ca.rr1ed then
language with them and the people of those count-ries are English speaking.
(But this cannot be said in our case. vVe have our own language! our own
-civilization which has come down, to us through hundreds of centur1es; so also
' we have our own literature. Just· as the English people can take pride· in
their literature, in Shakespeare and Milton, we too can be proud of the
works of our Kalidas, Tulsidas, J ayasi and Soordas. It will be matter of de.ep
!hame for a- countrv which has developed a language of its own, to frame 1ts
first free Constituti~n ·in a foreign language. Therefore, I would like to entreat
you, to pray to you that the Hindi version of the Draft Con~titution should be
placed before this House as the original Draft of the Constitution. The clauses
<Jf the Hindi version should \be discussed here and the English Draft should
not be presented here for discussion. It should be treated of#Jy as a translation.
The English have quit India. Their cantonments are nq. longer here.
Following your example and the example of your colleagues and other respected
leaders who have immortalized their names in our history by eliminating the
English rule from our land and whose names have become memorable, we should
remove the word 'Dominion' from the Draft and I am sure it will be removed.
It will, I think b0 agitai;ed in detail in this House and niany Members wou'd
€xpress themselves on it. But this is a matter for future discussion. Just now
the question before us 'is whether we. have ~ny language of our own and a culture of our own; whether we hav~ a language of our songs, of our poems and
for the expression of our thoughts and emotions. We should frame our Constitution in the same language in which we would express our feelings. The
Preamble o£ the Draft sa;ys: "We, the people of India . . . . . . . . . give to
ourselv.es this Constitution." Here the term. "We the people o£ India" means
not the few men who are sitting in this House.but the dumb millions of India.
and on whose behalf· we are !unctioning here. Therefore the Constitution
that is being presented here must be in the language we understand. It is a
matter of regret that mariy of our veteran leaders have begun to say that the
problem of language has not yet been solved; that our language has not been
reformed and that English has to stay. Such things are said sometimes. I
do not want here to mention the names of those leaders. But since they
say that we have no language of our own, I want to tell them that ours is
developed language, a rich language which is capable of expressing high thoughts
and sentiments. It has a rich and a good vocabulary. \Ve have inherited
<Jur language from our ancient sages, we have inherited it from Kautilva 's Artha
Shastra, from our ancient literature which has such gems as the lYfahabharat
-an~ the Ramayana. 'vVe _have developed our language ~taking words from these
€pies. Therefore it can not be said. . . . J
·.Mil'. President: *[Excuse me, I do not understand what vou are discussirw.
All the matters to which you are referring arE. those on whic.h there is· already
considnrable agreement. J

a

Sh_ni ~lgu R~t Shastri: *[I .am only submitting tha,t the original draft of the
ConstJtut'on whwh \Ve are to. dtscuss here should be i11 Hindi and not in EPglish.
Therefore. we should have liberty to table amendments on the clauses of the
H~ndi ver~ion of th~ Draft t~ea~ing it as the original or,e. I beg to propose this
_ With the 1den that zt woula md1cate that we have our own language. \Ve do not
deem our land to he such a dominion within the British Empire as can express
itself <?nly in English.

I would like to say a few words more. Fortunately or unfortunately our
brethren who live in those coastal regions where the English landed for the
* [ ) Translation _of Hi~dustani speech.
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first time have acquired considerable proficiency in English. It· is they . who.
feel the greatest embapassment when Hindi is mentioned as the natiOn~.
language. -It had been the great good fortune of th,e people of .Ma~ras that thexr·
scholars gave ~ India a sublime message based on the Vedw literature ands ,
culture. Similarly it was their lot that the English . . . . . ; ·]
·
Mr. President: *[I would like to point out .to you that you are continuing;
to talk on a subject on wpich there is i1o dispute. All 'admit that we can and;
will frame .our constitution in our language. There is no scope for any £urther1,
discussion on this mattBr. Previously also the question has been discussedi
many times and I am sure that at the appropriate occasion it
be adopted.)

will

~ Shri Algu Rai Shastri: *[I am talking at present, of tabling amendments=
in Hindi.] .
•
·.

' ·Mr. President: *[You can t,able amendments in Hindi if you so desire. But
how can •an a¥1_endment in Hindi fit in the Clause that is in English. There
will be difficulty for me but, however, if you wish to table any amendmen,f;
in Hindi you can do so.]
I

Sardar ·Bhopinder Singh Man (East Punjab: Sikh): , *[Mr. President, I
want to invite your attention to the fact that while discussing the Report of
the Minorities Board this House had decided on the' last occasion that tha
consideration of the problem of Sikh rights should be held up as the conditionsin the East Punjab were not normal. ·Today, we have got before us recommendations relating to all minorities but . so far Sikhs are concerned, n()
decision has~een taken as yet.]
·
.
Mr. PreSident: *[When this question is taken up you will be free to say
what you want to say about it.]
.
. Sardar Bhopinder Singh Man.: *[Sir, You have observed that amendments
·may be sent within two days but nothing has been d~idBd regarding this
question.] ~
Mr. PreSident: *[~ou can send yopr amendments, after a decision has been
taken in this matter.]
'
Mr. Hussain Imam: Mr. President, Sir, I do'n_ot wish to prolong the discussion otl this subject. I simply wish to draw your at~ention to two important
points. The. rule as framed is all-comprehensive, the time of two days is
given~or giving amendmf)nts before· the Constitution is taken up. .Yo_ur dis~
cret~on, Sir, is still left wide open, and I hope it will be used generously. I
am saying this not that I am not convinced that it-will be used generously but
to assure .my friends that, if there is anything material, they can rely on
you ~hat it will be given favourable considBration. · '
·_
There is a second point on which I require your indulgence. Amendments
to amendments can only come forward when the amendments are before; the
House. Therefore in that category· you will have to· relax your ruling and give
us an opportunitv to give amendments to amenoments even after that time.
•

""

_.,.

-

I

Mr. PreSident: C~rtainly.
I·
:Mr.. HuSsain Imam: Thirdly, I wish to stress that~ this controversy about
language may be happily solved if all those friends of ours who are 'interested
in the Hindi version ·are formed into a Committee from the beginning to go
forward with tlie work o£ translating or putting forward a Hindi version also..
Amendments also may be sent in Hindi provided· the offi~ arranges to give
us an English trai?-slation as well. So in, this manner we will be able to
achieve both the objectives. An amendment may be given in .any language.
-

--

• [ )
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<Which is approved by the Constituent Assembly provided a translation appears
-on the Order Paper simultaneously.
_
__ _
. Fourthlv I should like to invite the attention of the House to ~he fact
lihat thf:: cdustitutior. is being made for---1 \Yould not say_ Eor geueratiOnS-~~
Long as it serves our purposE>. - 'rhe United States of Amenca has mad:;m~ ments to its constitution and about twenty amer:dments \ave t~: Yt 0~;
,made. There the process is so difficult. As Y?u Will remem er, · a no
·h
has to be o-pt throufl'h
the two Houses, but It must be- a~proved b_Y e~
0
0
unit of -the U.S.A. 0ur position is not so bad. But _there IS one. thillg, ~~;
()ll which I vYould require your indulgence, and that IS ~he questwn of ~:·
·
.boundaries of existing or new provinces. That x:uatter, Sir, after. th~ comh~tu
.tion will become so difficult that I am sure it will ~el!ome· w·ell mgh Impossible
.to do anything towards this end. If it is the Will of. the House that the
present boun'daries should be changed in_ any m_anner, It would. b~ meet and
proper that before we finalise the ConstltutiO~ ill the next ~.esswn -after. the
·.recess, we should have a picture of th~ provmces as t~ey .will be constituted
'in the immediate future and not leave It for further act10n ill a remote future.
~

Mr. President: I think that the suggestion is somewhat premature. We are
.awaiting the report of the Commission which we have appointed and we shall
, oonaider it at that stage.
Mr. lt-uSsain Imam: Before finalising, we may be able to move amendment3
to those recommendations as and when it comes up. I simply invite the
attention of the House fu the urgency of the matter and to the ma~r being
given full .. consideration and finalization.
·
Shri R. V. Dhuleka.f: *[Sir, I submit .that the period of two hours that
will be given to us tomorrowdor general'discussion is too short. It is a different
matter .tgat hundreds of amendments will be received. When every member
'gets an opportunity of expressing his views,_ the amendments that are tabled
after a discussion of a··few days, are altered. The amendments are not referred
to in the discussion. Therefore I request that if we are given three or four
-days' time for discussion and every Member is asked to observe the rule that
he should not f:PCik fer more than fifteen minutes, every Member then will
have the satisfaction that he has made his contribution in the House in the
fra1~tng of the constitution. I submit that one day means only five hours
time. If Dr. Ambedkar takes it up at four today and takes half the time
tomorrow, there will hardly be left any time for· us. Therefore I humbly
request that we may be given an opportunity of speaking on this highly important constitution. The opportunity of framing the constitution does no~
com.e over and over again and everyone desires to speak out whatever he has
to say for' his country and nation. I want to submit also that whatever
we speak here is not meant for this House only· or fGr the present time only.
Whatever is spoken here will be read even after hundred or two hundred or
four hundred years and the people will come to know of the views of their
ancestqrs on a particular point. They w._ill interpret it accordingly. There
fore. Sir, I think V!£ the Members in this House will be highly obliged if at
least four days are granted to us. Everyone of us wants only fifteen minutes
and I want to tell you on behalf of other Members also that if this opportunity
is given to us, we s~all sit together and come to a decision regarding the
hundreds of amendments that may be brought forward and · the Members of
this House will help you in :finalising the constitution as quickly as possible.]
-

"

'}

Mr. President: *fWe shall consider this lalier on. The time now lieing spen~
on the preliminary discussion reduces the time available for detailed discussion.
Therefore, I would ask that you allow the real :work t.o gtart.]

* [ ] T.ranslation of Hindustani speech,
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Pand.it Thakur :Oass Bha.rgava (East Punjab: General): *[Mr. President, at..
the. very outset I would like to enquire whether the Honourable Dr. Ambedkar·
has given any Lotice· of his intention to introduce the Draft Constitution as.
required by the Rule 38-L or not. I am asking' for this informa·tiori, because
i£ no such notice has been given, I am afraid he can not move for considerati~n.
According~to the rules five days' notice is necessary. J
Mr. President: *[Yes! It has be,en included there. It has been inclu_ded
in the Agenda. It being a re-draft. all the amendments will be taken up agam.] ·
· Pandit Thakur Dass Bhargava: *[Another point which I vva.nted t? b~1.ng
to your notice falls under Rule 38-M. The copy of the draft const1tutwn,
which is a re-draft, has be~n given to us just today at the 'time when you were.
adjourning the House for lunch, whereas it should-have reached us much earlier.
I think all the Members have not received a copy each so far. According to
Rule 38-M. such copies should reach the Members at least three days -before,
more particularly for the reason that it qontains various reports on new·
matters. Unless it has been thoroughly read' and studied, how can amendments be sent?]
. Mr. President: *[\Vhich copy are you referring to? . The Draft Constitution,
placed before you by Dr. Ambedkar of 21st February, the. copies of which were
distributed, will be moved by him and the amendments ·on it will be propose~
as ~mendments and. they will be moved on behalf of the Drafting Committee.)
Pandit Thakur. D'a.SS Bhargava: *[The third point .for submission on which I
respectfully want to 'lay more emphasis is regarding the interpretation of Rule38-0. In my opinion the view that the words "two clear days before
the 'day' on which the constitution is to be considered" in Rule 38-0 is.
·that all the amendments should reach the office by Sunday before 5 P.M., is nofr
correct 'for t}le reason that· the constitution shall not be taken up ,for consideration on the 9th November only; rather, its ·consideration will continue from dny
to day when the clauses will bE' discussed. There will be other dates further·
on after which it would be stated that the Constitution will be considered on
those particular dates-" . That bf?ing t-he case, Members have the right to send
in their amendments, two days before the date when the particular amendments shall be discussed. J
Mr. PreSident: *[Let us not take a decision on ~his point at this stage. J
Pandit Thakur Dass Bharga.va: *[I 'a.m aware that you want to give full
opportunity to the Members for discussion and t.hat their right 0 £ giving notice
of amendment3 should remain intact. Every Member has confidence in the
matter .of the exercise of your discretion. But in my humble o:ginion, the
question of discretion does not arise here, because according to my interpretation, every Member can. send in amendments as a matter or right. This is also
the intention of Rules 38-P and 38-Q. · Your order that Members should
send -their amendments by 5 o'clock on Sunday goes in a way, prima facie,
against the Members, which is not,.in order and should be reviewed. You may
not decide it now, if you do not want to, though incidentally and in a way,
the decision is ,there. In my humble opinion, if without reviewing· the order,
you extend the date, instead of 7th, to lOth and decide the question, when
:>ccasion arises, then nobody will have any grievance.] .
,· ·
'
Shri T. Ohanniah (Mysore State): On a point of order, Mr. President, Sir,
of.,the · h.J!l.ournble Members who spoke previously know .the English
language very w~ll. We are veryson·y to bring it to your notice that most of the
Members, especially Members coming from Madras, fron;1 Bengal, Bombay,
Assam and many other plaees cannot understand Hindi or Hindustani. We have
~ost

* [ .] Translation ·of
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to sit almost like dumb people. Mr. President, Sir, you are here to protect theinterests of all the Members. I would, therefore, request you to see that all
those .members who know English and who are able 'to speak in English are
made to speak in English.
'
MOTION re DRAFT CONSTITU'l'ION
Mr, President: I think we shall now proceed with the discussion. I call
upon the Honourable Dr. Ambedkar tq move his motion.
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay: General): Mr. President,
Sir, I•introduce the Draft Constitution as settled by t.he Drafting Committ.ee
and move that it be taken into consideration .
.The Drafting Committee was appointed by a Resolution passed by the
Constituent Assembly on August 29, 1947.
' The Drafting Committee was in effect charged with the duty of preparing
a Constitution in accordance with the decisions of the" Constituent Assembly
on the reports made by the various Committees appointed by it, such as the
Union Powers Committee, the Union Constitution Committee, the Provincial
Constitution Committee and the Advisory Committee on Fundamental Rights,
'Minorities, Tribal Areas, etc. 'l'he Constituent Assembly . had also directed
that in certain. riiatters the provisions contained in the Government of India
kct, i935, should be followed. Except on points which are referred to in my
letter of the 21st February 1948 in which I have referred to the d~partures
made and alternatives suggested by the Drafting Committee, I hope the
Drafting Committee will be found t<l have faithfully carried out the directions.
given to it.
'
The Draft Constitution as it has emerged from the Drafting Committee is a
formidable document. It contains 315 Arlfcles and 8 Schedules. It must be
admitted that the Constitution of no country could be found to be so bulky
a~ the Draft Constitution. It would be difficult for those who have not been
through it to realize its salient and special features.
The Draft Constitution has been before the public for eight months.
During this long time friends, critics and adversaries have had more than
sufficient time to express their reactions to the provisions contained in it. I
dare say that soine of them are based on misunderstanding and inadequate
understanding of the Articles. But there the criticisms are and they have to
be answered.
'
For both thelse reasons it is necessary that on a motion for consideration I
should draw your attention to the speciaf features ·of the Constitution and also
meet the criticism that has been levelled against it.
0.

Before I proceed to do so I would like to place on the table of the House
P..'2:ports of three Committees appointed by the Constituent Assembly *(1) Report
o£ th3 Committee on Chief Commissioners' Provinces t (2) Report of th0
E~c·-(t Committee on Financial Relations between the Union and the Statet~,
al:.d t(~) Heport of the Advisory Committee on Tribal Areas, which came
too late to be considered by that Assembly though oopies of them have beRn
circulated to Members of the Assembly. As these reports and the recommendations made therein have been considered by the Drafting Committee it is only
proper that the House should formally be placed in possession of them.
Turning to the main question. A student o£ Constitutional Law if a copy
of a Constitution is placed in his hands is sure to ask two questions. Firstly
what Js the form of Government that is envisaged in the Constitution; and
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secondly· what is the fo;rm of the Constitution? For these _are the two crl.!cial
matters which every Constitution has to deal with. I will begin with the firs~
of the two questions. •
In the Draft Constitution there is placed at the head o£ the Indian Union a
functionary who. is called the President of the Union. The title of this function;.ary reminds one o£ the President of the United States. But beyond identity of
names there is nothing in. comnion between the form of Government pre.valent
in America and the form of Government proposed under the Drait Constitu·tion. The American form of Government is cafied the Presidential system 'Of
Government .. What the Draft Constitution proposes is the Parlia:inentary
system. The two are fundamentally different.
·
Under the Presidential system of America,_ the President is the Chief head
of the Executive. The administration is vested in him. Under the Draft
"Constitution the. President occupies the same pos.ition as the King under the
English Constitution. He is the head of the State but not of the Executive.
He represents the Nation but does ·not rule the Nation. He is the symbol oflitle .nation. His place in the· administration is that of a ceremonial device on
.a seal by which the nation's decisfons arc made known. Under the American
COnstitution the President has under him Secretaries in _cha:r;ge of diff"erent
Departments. . In like manner the President of the Indittn Union"' will have un}ier
. him ~inisters in c~arge of_ di:t:fererit Departments of administration. Here again
there IS a fundamental difference between the two. The President o£ the
United States is not, bound to accept any aavice tendered to him by any of his .
'Secret~ies. T~e · ~r~sident of the Indian ymon · will be gen.e~lly bound by
the adVIce of his M1msters. He can do nothmg contrary to their advice nor can
·he do any thing without their advice. The President ·of the Uni'ted'"States can
-dismiss any Secretary at any time. The President· of the Indian Union has
·no power. to do so so long as his Ministers command
a. majority in Parliament.
.
i
· The Presidenti~l system o£ America is based upon the separation of ~he
Executive arid the J,egislature. So that _the President and his Secretanes
cannot be members of the Congress. The Draft Constitution does not rec~
nise this doctrine. The Ministers under ·the Indian Union are .members · of
Parlitlln.ent, Only' members of Parliament can become Ministers. Ministers ·
nave the same rights as other members of Parliament, namely, that they ca,n
sit in Parliament, take part in debates and vote in its proceedings. Both sys, terns of Government are of course democratic and the choice between the two
is not very #e'asy. A democratic executive must satisfy two conditions--'-(1)
It must be a stable executive and (2) it must be a responsible executive.
~Unfortunately it has not been possible so far to. devise a system which can
·ensure both in equal degree. You can have a. system which can give ·you cmore
stability ·but less responsibility or you can have a system which gives you .mate
·responsibility put less stability. The American and the Swiss systems give
more stability but _less responsibility. The British system on the other hand
. gives you more responsibility bUt less stability. , The reason for this is obvious ..._
The American Executive is a non-Parliamentary Executive which means that
it is not dependent for its existence upon a majority~in the Congress, while the
British system is_ a Parliamentary Executive which means that it is dependent •
upon a majority in Parliament. . Being a non-Parliamentary Executive, the
Congress of the United States, cannot dismiss the Executive. A Parliamentary
Government must resign the moment it loses the confidence of a' majority af
·the members of )?arliament•. Looking at it fto~ "the point of view of responsi.bility, a non-Parliamentary Executivfl ,being independent of Parliament tends
-te b_e less responsible to the I...egislRture, while a Parliamentary Executrve being
"<tnCJre depende~t upon a majority in Parliay:nent become IHore responsible. The
-/
.
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.Parliamentary system differs from a non-Parliamentary system in as much as the
former is more responsible than· the latter b\lt they also differ as _to the time
and agency for ·assessment of their responsibility. Under the non-Parliamentary
system, such as the one that exists in the U.S.A., the assessment of the responsibility of the Executive is periodic. It takes place once in two years.
It is done by the Electorate. In England, where the Parliamentary system prevails, the ·assessment of responsibility of the Executive is both daily: and
periodic. The daily assessment is done by members of Parliament, through
questions, Resolutions, No-confidence motions, Adjournment motions and
Debates on Addresses.. Periodic assessment is done "by the Electorate at the
time of the election which may take place every five years or earlier. The
Daily assessment of responsibility which is not available under the American
system is it is felt far more effective than the periodic assessment 11nd far
more necessary in a country like India. The Draft Constitution in recommending the Parliamentary system of Executive ha.s preferred more responsibility
to more stability.
·
So far I have explained the form of Government· under the Draft Constitution. I will now turn to the other question, namely, the' form of the
Constitution.
·
Two principal forms of the Constity.tion are known to history-one is called
Unitary and the other Federal. The two essential characteristics of' a Unitary _
Constitution are: (1) the supremacy of the Central Polity and (2) the absence
of subsidiary Sovereign politie~. Contrarywise, a Federal Constitution is
marked: (1) by the existence of a Central polity and StJ.bsidiary polities side b~.
side, and. (2) by each being sovereign in the field assigned . to it. In other
words. Federation means the establishment of a Dual Polity: The. Draft
Constitution is, Federal Constitution inasmuch as it establishes what ma'y be
called a Dual Polity. This Dual Polity under the proposed Constitution will
consist of the Union at the Centre and the States at the periphery each endowed
with wvereign powers to he exercised in the field assigned to them respectively
"by the Constitution. This dual polity resembles the American Constitution.
The American polity is also __ a ·dual polity, one of it is known as th_e Federal
Government and _tlie other States which correspond respectively to the Union
Government and the States Government of the Draft Constitution. Under the
American Constitution the Federal Government is not a mere league-of the
States nor-are the States adrninist,rative units or ~tgencies of the Federal Government. In the same way the Indian Constitution proposed · in the Draft
Constitution is not a. leaglJe of. States nor are the States administrative units or
agencies of the. Union Government. Here, however, the similarities between
the Indian and the American Constitution co~e to an end. The differences that
distinguish them are more fundamental and glaring than the similarities between
the two.
·
The points of difference between the American Federation and the Indian
Federation are mainly two. In the U.S.A. this dual polity is followed by a
dual citizenship. In the U.S.A. there is a citizenship of the U.S.A. But
there is also a citizenship of the State. No doubt the rigoun; of this double
citizenship are much assuaged by the fourteenth amendment to the Constitution of the United Stat-es which prohibits- the States frorn taking away the
rights, privileges and immunities of the citizen of the United States. At the
same time, as pointed out by Mr. William Anderson, in certain political
matters, including the right to vote and to hold public office, States may and·
do discriminate in favour of their own citizens. This favouritism goes even
farther in many cases. Thus to obtain employment in the service of a State
-or local Government one is- in most places required to be a local resident or
citizen. Similarly in the licensing of persons- for the practice of such public
-professions as law and medicine, ref'.idence or citizenship in the State is frequentty required; and in business ,,,here publio regulation must neoessarily be
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strict, as in the sale of liquor, and of stocks .and bonds; similar requirements
}lqye been upheld.
Each State has also certain rights in its own domain that it holds for thei
special advantage of its own citizens. Thus wild game and fish in a sense
belong to the State. It is customary for the S.tates to charge higher hunting
and fishing license fees to non-residents than to its own citizens. ·The States
also charge non-residents higher tuition in State Colleges and Universities, and
permit only residents to be admitted to their hospitals and asylums except in
·emergencies.
In short, there are a number of rights that a Sta.te can grant ..to its own
citizens or residents that it may and does legally deny to non-residents, or
grant to non-residents only on more difficult terms than tl;10se imposed on residents. These advantages, given to the citizen in his own State, constitute the
.special rights of State citizenship. Taken all together, they amount to a.
considerable difference in rights between citizens and non-citizens of the. State.
The transient and the terr:;porary sojourner is everywhere. under some special
h.andica.ps.
The proposed India:n Constitution is a dual polity with a single citizenship.
There is only one citizenship for the whole of India. It is Indian citizenship ..
'There is no State citizenship. Every Indian has the same rights of citizenship,
no matter in vvhat State he resides.
The dual polity of the proposecl. Indian Cm1stitution differs from the dual
-:polity of the U.S.A .. in another respect. In the U.S.A. the Constitutions of the
Federal and the ·states Governments are loosely connected. In describing the
Telationship between the Federal and State Governments in the U.S.A., Bryce
bffs said:
"The Oentral or national Government and 'the State Governments may be compared to a· .
1arge building and a set of smaller buildings standing on .the same groun·d, yet distinct fmm
>Bach,other."
'

Distinct they are, but how distinct. are the State Governments in the U.S.A.
1rom the Federal Government? Some idea of this distinctne~B may be obtained
:from the following· facts:
1. Subject to the maintenance 0£' the republican form of Government, each State '"
America is free to mE1ke· its own Constitution.
/
"'
2. The people of a State retain for ever in their hands, altogether independent of th6
:Ka.tional Government, the power o£ alteri'ng their Constitution.

'To put it again in the words o£ Bryce':
"A State (in America) exists as a commonwealth by virtue of its own Constitution, and
:all State Authorities, legislative, executive and judicial are the crea.tures of, and subject
:to the Constitution."
·

'This is. not true of the proposed Indian Constitution. No States (at any rate
;those in Part I) have a right· to frame its own Constitution. The Constitution
~f the Union and of the St.ates .is a single frame .from which neither can get out
.nJ1J within which they mud work:
·
So far I have drawn attention to the differences between the American
• F~deration and the proposed indian Federation. But there are so'rl!e other
, !Special features of the prop~se~ Indian Federation which mark it off not only
from the American Federation but from all other Federations. All federal
system" includin"' th<~ American· are placed in a tight mould of federalism.
No matter what the circumstances, it cannot change its form and shape:- It can
never be unitary. On th~ other hand th~ Draft Const~tution can. be both unitary
as well as federal a.ccordmg to the reqmrements of t1me and Circumstances. In
"1orma.l times, it is frametl to wt>rk as a federal system. But in times of .war
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it is so designed as to make it work as though it was a unitary system. On~
the President issues a Proclamation which he is authorised to do under the Pro·
visions of Article 275 the whole scene can become transformed and the State
becomes a unitary state. The Union under the Proclamation can· claim if it
wants (1) the power to legislate upon any subject even though it may be in the
State list, (2) the power to give directions to the States as to ~ow t~ey should
exercise their executive authority in matters which are· withm thmr charge,
(3) the power to vest authority for any purpose in any officer, and (4) the power
to suspend the financial provisions of the Constitution. Such a power of converting itself into a unitary State no federation possesses. This is one poin~
of difference between the Federation proposed in the Draft Constitution, ana
all other Federations we know of.
·
This is not the only difference between the proposed Indian Federation and
other federations. Federalism is described as a. ~ak if not an effete form of
"Government. There are two weaknes_iles from which Federation is alleged to
suffer. One is rigidity and the other is legalism. That these faults are inherent
in Federa-lism, there can be no dispute. A Federal Constitution cannot but be
a written Constitution and a written Constitution must necessarily be a rigid
Constitution. A Federal Constitution means division of Sovereignty by no less
a sanction than that of the law of the Constitution betw-een the Federal Government and the States, with two necessary consequences (1) that any invasion
by the Federal .Government in the field assigned to the States and vice versa
is a breach of the Cow>titution and (2) such breach is a justiciable matter to be
determined by the Judiciary only. This being the nature of federalism, a federal
Constitution cannot escape the charge of legalism. These faults of a Federal
Constitution ha-ve been found in a proncrimced form in the Constitution of the
United States o£ An~erica.
Countries which have adopted Federalism at a later date have attempted to
Teduce the disadvantages following from the rigidity and legalism which are
inherent therein. The example of Australia may well be referred to in this
matter. The Australian Constitution has adopted the following means to make
its federation less rigid:
(1) By conferring upon the Parliament- of

the Commonwealth large
powers of concurrent Legislation and few powers of exclusive '
Legislation.

(2) By making some of the Articles of the Constitution of a temporary
duration to remain in force only "until •Parliament otherwise provides."
It is obvious that under the Australian Const-itution, the Australian Parliament can do many things, which are not within the compet-ence o£ the American
Congress and for doing which the American Government will have to resort
to the Supreme Court and ·depend upon its ability, ingenuity and willingness to
invent a doctrine to justify it the ex-ercise of authority.

In assuaging the rigour of rigidity and lega:lism the Draft Constitution follows
• the Australian plan on a far more extensive scale than has been done in Australia..
Like the Australian Constitution, it has a long list of P.ubjects for concurrent
powers of legislation. Under the Australian Constitution, concurrent subjects
are 39. Under the Draft Constitution they are. 37:- Following the Australian
Constitution there are as many as six Articles in the Dra-ft Constitution, where
... the provisions are of a temporary duration and which could be rep1tteed · by
Parliament at any time by provisions sui~ble for the occasion. The biggest
.advance made by the Draft Constitution over the A,utralian Constitution is in,:
1

\
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the matter of exclusive !JO>Yers of legislation vested in Parliament. While tha
exclusive authority of the Australian Parliament to legislate extends only to
about 3 rhatters, the authority of the Indian Pa.rliament as proposed in the
Draft Constitution will extend to 91 matters. · In this way the Draft Constitution has secured the greatest possible elasticity in its federalism which issupposed to be rigid by nature.
·
·
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It is not enough to say thaii the Draft Constitution follows :the Australian
Constitution or, follows it on a more extensive scale. What is to be noted
-is that it has added new ways of overcoming the rigidity and legalism inherent
, in federalism which are special to it an-d which are not to be found elsewhere.
-

First !§; the power given to Parliament to legislate on exclusively provincia,J;
subjects in normal times. I refer to Articles 226, 227 and 229. Under Article
226 Parliam.ent can legislate when a subject becomes ·a. matter of national con- .
cern as distinguished from purely Provipcial .coucern, though the· subject is u{·
the State ·list, provided a resolution is passed by the Upper Chamber by 2f3rd
majority in favour of such exercise of the power by the Centre. Article 227 _
gives the similar power to Parliament in a national emergency. Under Article
229 Parliament min exercise the same power .if Provinces consent to such
exercise. Though the last provision also exists in the Australian Constitution
the first two are a special feature of the Draft Constitution.

The second means adopted to avoid rigidity and legalism is the provision
for facility with which the Constitution could be amended. The provisions of
the Constitution relating to the amendment of the C'onstitution divide bhe
~Articles of the Constitution into two groups.
In the one group are placed
Articles relating to (a) the distribution of.. legislative powers between the
Centra and the States, (b) :the representation of the States in Parliarp.ent, and•
(c) the powers of the Courts. All other Articles ai·e placed in another group.
Articles placed in the second group cover- a very large part. of the Corrstitution ,
and can be amended by Parliament by a double majority, namely,' a majority
of not less than two· tbitds of the members of. each I;rouse present and voting
and by a majority of the total membership 0£ each House. The amendm~nt
of these Articles does not require ratification by the Sta.tes. His only in thos'il
Articles which are placed in group one that an additional safeguard of ratifica:..
. \ tion by the States is introduced.
One can therefore safely say that the Indian Federation will not suffer from
the faults of rigidjty or-legalism ..... Its distinguishing feature is that it is a flexi-.
ble federation:
'
·
There is another, special feature of t~e proposed Iridian Federatio:o, which·
distinguishes it from other federations. A Federa.tion being a dual polity based'
on divided authority, witli separate legislative, executive and judicial powers•
for each of the two polities is bound to produce diversity in la:ws, in administra- .
tion and in judicial protection. Upto a certain point this diver<Sity does not •
matter. It rnay be welcomed as being· an attempt• to accommodate the powers
- of Government t{) loc8J needs and 'local circumstances. But this very diversity
when .it goes beyond' a certain point is ca.pable of producing chaos and hasproduced chaos in many federal ,States. Qne has only to imagine twenty dif-.
ferent laws~if we have twenty States in the Union:-of minriage, of divorce, •
ot inheritance of· property, family relations, contracts. -torts,' crimes, weights
and measures, of'''9ills and cheques, banking and commerce, of procedures for·
obtaining. 'justice and ·in· ~he stapdards and methods of administration., Such
a shit.fl. of affairs not m;ly weakens the State but becomes . intolerant . ·to~ thecitizen ·who moves 'from State to 'State only to.finn:that what is l'awful.m one
State· is riot lawful in another~ The D:r;aft ·c61i'!?titiltion has sought ·to forge
means and -methods· whereby India will have Fe'del"ation: and at ·tlie\ sai:rie time··

1
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will have uniformity in all basic matters which are os:>ential to maintain the
of the country. The means adopted by the Draft Constitution are three

uni~y

(1) a singl; judiciary,
(2) uniformity in fundamental laws, civil :md criminal. and
(3) a common All-India Civil Service to man important posts.
'

.

A dual judiciary, .a duality of legal codes and a duality of ci:vil ·services,
:as I said, are the logical consequences of a dual polity which is inherent in a
federation. In the U. S. A. the Federal Judiciary and the State Ju:diciary are
separate and indeperident of each other. The Indian Federation though a Dual
Polity has no Dual Judiciary~ at all. The High Courts and the Supreme Ccmrt
:form one single integrated .Judiciary having jurisdiction and providing remedi.es
in all cases arising under the constitutional law, the civil law or the criminal
law. This is (lone to eliminate all diversity in all rernedial procedure. Cana.da
is the only country which furnishes a. close parallel. ~rhe Australian system
is only an approxi_!nation.
·
Care is taken" to eliminate all diversity from laws which are at the ba::.is
civic anft corporate life. The great Codes of Civil & Criminal Laws, such as
the Civil Procedure Code, Penal Code, the Criminal Procedure Code, the·
Evidence Act, Transfer of Property Act, Laws ot Marriage Divorce, and Inheritance, are either placed in the Concurrent List so th:1t the necessary uniformity can always be 'preserved without impairing the federal system.

~f

The dual polity which is inherent in a federal syste111 as l said is followed
in all federa-tions by a dual.service. In ·all Federations there i& a Federa1 Civil
Service and a State Civil Service. The Indian Federation though a Dual Polity
will have a Dual Service. ·but with one exception. It is reeognized that in
every country there are certain posts in its administrative set up which might
be called strategic from the point of view of maintaining the standard of a<lministration. It may not be easy to spot such posts in a large and complicated
machinery of administration. But there can be no doubt that the standard of
administration depends upon the calibre of the Civil SerYants who are appoint-ed to these strategic posts. Fortunately for us we have inherited from the
. past system of administration which is common to the whole of the country
and we know what are these strategic posts. The Constitution provides that
without depriving the States of their right to fol'Ill their own Civil Services
there shall be an All India Service recruited on an All India basis with common _qualifications, with uniform scale of pay and the members of which alOnt:_
could be appointed to thest3 strategic posts throughout the Union.
8uch are the special features of the proposed Federation.
. to what the critics have had to sa.y about it.

I will

DO\Y

turn

It is. said that there i;h10thing new in the Draft-Constitut-ion, that about half
of it has been copied from the Government of India Act of 1935 an~ that the
rest of it has been borrowed from the Constitutions of other countnes. Very
little of it can claim originality.
·
One likes to ask whethec there can be anything new in a Constitution framed
at this hour in the historv of t.he world. More than hundred :vears have rolled
over when the first writt~n Constitution was drafted. It has been followed by
many countries reducing their Constitutions to writing. \Vhat the scope of a
Uonstitution should be has long been settled. Similarly what are the fu:r;.da.mentals of a Constitution a1·e recognized all over the world. Given these fa.cts.
all Constitutions in t):leir main provisions must look similar. The o~ly new
things, if thel'e can be any, in a Constitution framed so late in the day aJ.'e the
variations made to rt;\move the faults and to accommodate it to the needs of
the country.
The charge of producing a blind copy of the C.onstitutions
of other countries ·is based, I am sure, on an inadequate study;
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of the ·constitution. I have shown wha.t is pew in the Draft ·constitution and
I am sure that those ·who ha.ve studied othtlr Constitutions imd who are prep~red to consider the matter dispassionately will agree that the Drafting Committee in performing its duty has. not been guilty of such blind and slavish
imit;at.ion as it is' repre%dPd to.,.be.
. As to the accusa.tion that the :Qraft- Constitution_ has produced a good part
of the provisions of the Government of India Act, 1935, I make no apologies.
There is nothing to be ashamed of in borrowing. It involves no plagiarism~
N9body holds any patent rights in the fundamental. ideas' of a Constitution.,
What I am sorry about is that the provi~Jions taken fi'om the. Government of
India Act, 1935, re-late mostly to the details of administration .. I agree that
administratiye details should have no place in the Conetitution. I wish very
much tha.t the Draft.ing Committee could see its way to avoid their inclusion
in the Constitution. , But this is _to be said on the llocessity which justifies
their inclusion, Grote, the historian of Greece, has said that:
"The diffusion. of constitutional morality, not merely ·
among the majority o£ any community but throughout the
whole, is the indispensable co11dition of a government at once·
free and peaceable; since even any powerful and obstina.te
institution·
minority may ren<ier the worKing of a free
impracticable, without being strong enough to conquer
ascendency for themselves.''
By constitutiona1 morality Grote meant "a paramount reverence for the
fonns of the Constitution, enforcing obedience to authority acting under and
· within these forms yet combined with the. habit of open speech, of action
subject only to definite legal control, and unrestrained censure of those ve-ry ,
authorities as to all their public acts combined too with a perfect confidence in
the "9osom of every citizen amidst the bitterness of party contest that the, ~
forms of the Constitution will not be less sacred in the eyes of his opponents .
thaLt in his own." (Hear, hear.)
·
While everybody recognizes the necessity. of the diffusion of Constitutional
morality f<;>r. the peaceful working of a democratic Constitution, there are
two things interconnected with it which are not, unfortunately, generally recognized. One is that the form of administration has a close connection with
the form of the Constitution. The form of the administration must be appropriate to and in the same sense as the form- of the Constitution. The other is
that it is perfectly possible to pervert the Constitution, without changing its ~
form by; merely changing i:he form of the administration and to make it in- .
consistent and opposed to the spirit of· the Constitution. It follows that it is
only where people are saturated with Constitutional morality such as the one
described by Grote the historian that one can take the risk of omitting from the .
Constitution details of administration and leaving it for the Legislature . to
prescribe tl;tem.. Tlie ·question is, can we presume such a diffusion of Constitutional morality? Constitutional morality is not a natural sentiment. It has
'fu be cultivated. We must realize that our people have yet to learn it. Democracy in India is only a top-dressing on an Indian soil, which is essentially •
undemocratic.
1

~ I~ these circumstances it is wiser not to trust the Legislature to prescribe
forms of administration. 'rhis is the justification for ·incorporating them in
the Constitution.
Another criticism against the Draft Constitution is that no part of it re·
presents the ancient polity of .India. It is said that the new Consitution should
·have been drafted on the an:aient Hindu model of a State and that instead o:f
incorporating Western theories the new Constitution· should have been raised
. .and built, upon village panchayats .and District Panchayats. There are others
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who nave taken a more extreme view. They do not want any Central or Fro·
vincial Governments. They just want India to contain so many villa_ge ~ov·
ernments. The love of the intellectual Indians for the village commumty IS of
course infinite if not pathetic (laughter). It is largely due. to the fuls?me pr~ise
bestowed upon it by Metcalfe who described them us httle republics havmg
nearly everything that they want within themselves, and almost independent
of any foreign relations. The existence of these village communities each one
forming fl. separate little State in itself has according to Metcalfe contributed
more than any other cause to the preservation of the people of Ir:di~, thro~gh
all the revolutions and changes which they have suffered, and IS m a. high
degree conduciv~ to their happiness and to the enjoyment of a. g;reat portiOn of
tbe freedom and independence. No doubt the village commumties have la~t.ect
where nothina else lasts. But those who take pride in the village commumtles
do not care t~ consider what little part they have played in the affairs and the
destiny of the country; and why? Their part i.n the destiny of the country has
been well described ~y Metcalfe himself who says:
"Dyn~ty after dynasty tumbles down. Revolution succeeds to revolution. 'Hindoo,
Pathan, Mogul, Maharatha, Sikh, English. are all masters in turn but the village co~n
munit1es remain the same. In times of trouble they arm and fortify themselvss. A,.. host1le
army passes through. the countr:r. 'rlie village comrnuniiies collect their little cattle withia
thelr walls, and let the enemy pass unprovoked."
•
__

~

\'.,

Such is the part the village communities have played in the history of their
country. Knowing this, wllat pride can one feel in them? That. they have
survived through all viscisitudes may
be a .fact. But mere. survival
has no va.lue.
The question is on what p!:mo they haye survived.
Surely on a low, on a selfish level. I hold that .these village republics
have been the ruination of India.
I am therefore surprised t:hat those who
condemn Provincialism and communalism should come forward as champions of
the. village. What is the village but a. sink of localism, a den o:l' ign.orance,
narrow-mindedness and commuwiJism? I am glad that the Draft Constitution
has discarded the village and adopted the individuat as its unit.

Constitu~ion

be~~e

Th: D:a:ft,
is also cri_t.icised
of the safeguards it provides
for mmont1es .. _In this, the Draftmg Commit~e has no responsibility. It
follows the de.msions of ~he. Constituent Assembly. Speaking for myself, I have
, no doubt that the Constituent Assembly has done w]sely in providing such safe-) guards for minorities ru;; it has done. In this country both. the minorities and the
majorities have followed a wrong path. It is wrong for the majority to deny
the existence of minorities. It is equally wrong for the minorities to perpetun.te
themselves. A solution must be found which will serve a double purpose. It
must recognize. the existence of the minorities to start with. It. must also be
such that it will enable majoriilies and minorities to merge somedav into one_
The -solution proposed by the. Constituent Assembly is to be welcoill'ed because
it is a solution which serves this twofold purpose. To diehards who have
developed a kind of fanaticism against minority protection I would like. to say
two things. One is that minorities are an explosive force which, if it erupts,
can blow up the whole fabric of the State. The history of Europe bears ample
and appalling testimony·to this fac~. 'l.'he other is that the minorities in India
• ha,ve agreed to place their exi;:>tence in the hands of the majority. In the history
of negotiations for preventing the partition of Ire1and, Redmond said to Carson
"ask for any safeguard you like for the Protestant minority but let us have a.
United Ireland." Carson's reply was "Damn your safeguards, we don't want
to be ruled by you." No minority in India has taken this stand. They have
loyally accepted the rule of the majority which is basically a communal majority
and not a political majority. IiJ is for the majority to re.alize its duty not to
discriminate against min.crities. Whether the minorities will continue or wilt
vanish must depend upon this habit of the majority. The momeJ1t the majority
loses the habit o£ discriminating against the minority, the minorities can ha,ve
no ground to exist. They will vanish.
.
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~ The most criticized part of the Draf~ Constitution is thaL which relates to
~'umla:m~nt~l.Rights. H is said that Article 13 which defines fundamental rights
Js.r.dc1le.ct wrt11 so many exceptions tha.t the exceptions have eat-en up the rights
altogether. It is condemned as a ldnd of. deception. In the opinion of the c:·ities fundamental rights are not fundamental rights un:ess they are also
absolute rights. 1'he critics rely on the Constitution of the United States and
to the Bill of Rights e:nbod1ed in ~he' first ten Amendments to tha.t Constitution
in support oi: their contention. It is said tha.t the ·fundamental rights in- the
American Bill of Rights are real because. they are noti subjected_ to limitations.
o1· .exceptions.

I am torry to r.ay that the wholE. of the criticisin about fundament~lrights
is base.d upon a misconception. In the first -place, the crit.icism in so far as it
. Reeks to distinguish fundamental right.s from non-fundamental rights is not ·
sound. It· is incot·rect to say that fuhdamental rights are absolute while non~
Jundamental rights are.
not absolute. The real distinction between the two is
1
tbat n:on-fundamenta l right;s are create.d by agreement between parties while.
fulldanwntal rights a:re the gift of the law.' Because. fundamental rights a.re
-the gift of the State it dces n.Gt follow t;hat the State cannot qualify them.
}n the- second place., it. is wroi1g to say that fundamental rights in America.
are absolute. The differcm~c. iJ<>:;~,n::elJ ·,.be; pos:tion under the American Constitution 'and· the Dni£t ConsUuhm ;:,; JJJO o} £orm and not of substance.. ·That the
fundainental rights in America are not absolute rights is beyond dispute. In
support of every exception to the fundamental rights se.t out in the· Draft Consti. tution one can refer to at least one judgment af the United Stat12s S'upreme Court.
It would be sufficient to quote one such judgment of the Supreme Court in justification of the limitation on the right of free speech contained in Article 13 of
the Draft Constitution. In Gitlow F s. New York in ·which the issue was the
constitutionality of 2• New York "criminal anarchy" law which purported to
punish utterances calculated to bring about violent change, ·the Supreme Court
s~d:
·
.

/

~

''It is a fundament.al priucivle,.lon;; established, that the freedom of speech and o£ the
press, w!1ich js secured by .the Constitution, does not confer an absolute right to speak or
publish, V.,ithout responsibility, whateve1· one may choose, or an· unrestricted and unbridled'
1ice::~se that gives immunity for every possible use of ln.nguagc and prevents the punislmlent
M thase who abuse this freedom."
· ·

It. is therefore wrong to say that the fundamental rightiS in Atnerica are absolute,
while those in the Draft Constitution are not.
It is argued thau if any fundamental J•ighf,\; require qualification, it is for the
Constitution itself to qualify the.m. as is done in the Constitution of the United
St;ates and where it does not do so it should be. left to be determined by _the: ~
.J1idiciary upon a considETation of ~ll the re.levant considerations. All this, I
am sorry to say, is .a complete misrepresentation if not a misunderstanding' of
the AnJerican Constitution: The American Constitution does nothing of the kind,
Except in one matter, :1amt=oly, the right of assembly, the American Constitution
dot;s not it,self impose nn;y limitations upon the fm~damental rights. guara.nteed
to the American citize.ns. Nor is it correct to sav that the American Constitution
lea:ves it• to the judiciary to impose limitationsv on fundamental rl.ghts. The
l'igl1l to imp9se limitations belongs to the Congress. The. real position is differeJ1t
~·mm what is assumed by the critics. In America, the fundamental rights as
enacted bv the C.onstitiution we.re no doubt absolut-e. Congress, ,how_ever, soon
-'found 'that it was absolutely essential to qualify these fund?.mental rights by
]imitations. When the question arose .aE to t1he constitutionality of these limita. t_ions before the Supreme. Court, it w_as contended ~hat. t~e ~onstitut.ion gave
no power iD~t.he UnitBd StatBs Cbngress to impose such hmrtatwn, the Suprem~
Cou-rt i.nvent~d the doctrine of police power and refuted the advocates of absolute
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:fundc:menta.l 1>jg-hts by the argument that every State has inherent in it police
l)ower whieh is not required to be conferred oa it expressly by the Constitution.
To use the language of the Supreme Court in the case I have already referred
to, 1t said:
·
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..• "That a State in t~e. e:-:ercise of its po_lice power may_ punish those who aLuse this
J:reedom by utterances lflliDlcal to the pubhc welfare, tendmg to corrupt public morals
-lncite to crime or disturb the publ!c peace, is not open to question . . . . "
·
·
'

What the Draft Constitution has done i.s that imtead oft formulating fundamental rights in absolute terms and depending upon our Supreme Court to come
to the. rescue o£ Parliament by inventing the doctrine o£ police power, it permits
:the State directly to impose limiL\.t:ions upon the fundamental rights. There is
t·eally no difference in the result. Wb.at one. does directlv the other does indirectly. In both cases, t.he fundamental rights are notJ. absolute.
In the Draft Constitu.tion the Fundamental Rights are. followed by what ar~
·-called ''Directive Principles". It Is a novel feature in a Constitution framed for
Parliamentary Democracy. The only other constitution ..framed for Parliamentary
Tiemocracy which embodies such princ:ples is that o~ the IJ;ish Free State. These
Directive. Principles have also come up for criticism. Iti is said that they are
"<lnly pious declarations. They have no binding force. This criticism is of course
-superfluous. The Constitution itself says so in so many words.
If it is said that the Direetive Princjr;les have no !~gal force b~hind them, I
:am prepared to admit iL But I am not prepared to admit that they have no
~ort of binding force at aH. Nor am I prepared to conce.de that i.hey are useless
becaust- they have -no binding ·force in law.

The Directive Principles are like the Instrument of Instructions which were
issued tc tihe Governor-General a.rid to the Governors of the Colonies and to those
of India by the British Government under the 1935 Act. Under the Draft
Constitution it is proposed to issue .such instruments t{) the President. and to the
Governors. The.. texts of these Instruments of Instructions v<,'ill be found in
'Schedule IV of the Const•itution. What a.re called Directive Principles is· merely
.another name £01· Instrument o.f Instructions. The onJv difference is that thev.
are instructions to the .Legislature and the Executive. " Such a thing is to my
mind- t{) be welcomed. Where.ver, there is a grant of po\ver in general terms
for. peace, order and good government, it is necessary that it should be accompanied by instructions regulattng its exercise.
'!.'he inclusion of such instructions in a Constitution such a.s is proposed in
't·he. Draft becomes justifiable for another reason. The DraftJ Constitution as
framed only provides a machinery for the government of the country. It is
not a contrivance to insta!l anY' particular party in power as has be.en done in
-some countries. Who should be in power is left to be determined by the people,
as·~t. must be., if t'he. syst-em is to satisfy the tests• of democracy. But whoever
.captures power wiH not be free to do what he likes with "it. In the exercise af
it, he Vv-iil have to respect these instruments of instructions which are called
Directive Principles. He cannot ignore them, He may not have to answer
for their breach in a Court of Law. But he. will certainly have to answer for
them before the electorate at election t!me. What great value these directive
-principles possess will be re.~lized better when the forces of right contrive t-o
.capture power.
'l'hat it has no binding force is no argument against their inclusion in tbe
Constitution. There may be a difference o£ opinion as to the exact pl~.ce they
~hould be given in the. Constitution. I agree that it is somewhat odd that
proyisions which. do not carry po.s~tive o~liga:tions should b.e placed in t~~ midst
-of provisions whiCh do carry pos1t1ve ?bhgatw~s. In my JUdgment thm; proper
place is in Schedules Ill A & IV whiCh contam Instrument of InstructiOns to
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the President and the Governors. For, as I have said, they are really Instruments of In~troctio.ns to the Executive and the Legislatures as· to how they
should exerCJsc therr rowers. But that is only a matter of arrange~ent.
_ · Some critic;; have· said that the Centre i~ ·-too strong. Others have said that
it must be made stronger. The Dmft Constitution has st-ruck a balance. However much you may deny powers to the .Centre, it is difficult to prevent the
Centre from be.coming strong. Conditions in modern world are such that
centralization of powers is inevitable.
One has only to consider the growth
of the Federal Governmenti in the U.S.A. which, notwithstanding the. very
limited powers given to it by the Constitution, has out-grown its former self and
has overshadowed and eclipse.d the State Governments.· This is due to modern
.conditions. The same conditions are sure to operate on the Government of
India and nothing that one em~ dO' _will hel.P to prevent it ~rom being strong. -On ·
the other hand, we must resrst the tendency t-o _make rt stronger. It cannot
che.w more than it can digest. Its strength must be commensurate with its
weight. It would be a, folly to make it so strong that -it may fall by it:s own
weight.
'
The Dra.ft Constitution is criticized for h~ving one sort of constitutional relations between the Centre and the Provinces and another sort of constituiJional
relations between the Centre and tha Indian States. The Indian States are. not
bound to accept the whole list of subjects include.d in the Union List but onlXJ
'those which come under Defence, Foreign-Affairs and Communications. They
are not bi:n;nd to accept subjects included in the Cbncurrent List. They are not
bound to accept the State List contained in the Draft Constitution. They are free
to create their own Constituent Assemblies and to frame their ovm constitutions.
All this; of course, is yery unfortunate.' and, I submit quite indefensible. This
disparity may even prove dangerous to the efficiency o.f the State. So long as
the disparity exists, the Centre's authority lbver all-India matters may lose its
efficacy. For, power is no power if it cannot be exercised in all cases and in all
places. In a situation sud1 as may be created by war, such limitations on the
<ex~rcise of vital powers in some areas may bring the whole life of the State in
complete jeopardy. What is worse is that the Indian States under the Draft
Constitution are . permitted to maintain their own armies. I regard this as a
·most retrograde and harmful provision which may lead t-o the break-up of the
unity of India and the overthrow of the. Central Government. The Drafting
Committee, if I am not misrepresenting its mind, was not at all happy over
this matiier. They wished very much that there was uniformity between the
Provinces and the Indian States in their constitutional relationship with the
Centre. Unfortuna.tely, they could do nothing to improve matters. They were
bound by the decisions of the Oonstituent Assembly, and the Constituent Assemb1;1\
in its turn was bound by thE.' agreement arrived at between .the two negotia·t~ng,
Committees.
.

;'

'

.

· But we may take courage from what happened in Germany. The German
Empire. as founded by Bismark in 1870 W?S a composite S~ate, consisting of 25·
units. 0£ these 25 units, 22 were monarchicf!J, States and 3 were republican
city States: This distinction, as we all know, disappeared. in the course of
time and G~J:many became one land with one people living under one Cons£itu'tiion. The process of the amalgama.tion of the -Indian States· is going to be much
quicker than it, has been in Germany. On the 15tp August· 1947 we. had ' 600
Inaian States in existence. Today by the integration of the. Indian States with
Indian Provinces or merger among themselves or by t:be Centre having taken
tliem as Centrally Administere~ .Area-s tp_ere. ha:ve remained some 20/30 States
as vi3Jile States. ~'his is a very rapid process and progress. I appeal to, tqose
States that• remain to fall in line. with the Indian I:rovinces and to become full
units of the Indian Union on the same terms as the Indian provinces. They

'

~
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will thereby give the Indian Union the strength it needs. Thev will save themselves the bother of starting their own Constituent Assemblies ;nd drafting their
own separate Constitution and they will lose nothing that is of value to them.
I feel hopeful that my appeal will not go in va.in and that before the Constitution
is passed, we will be able to wipe off the differences between the Provinces and
the lndian States.

Some critics have taken objection to the. description of India in Article 1 of
the Draft Constitution as. a Union of States. It is said that the correct phraseology should be a Federahon of States. It is true that South Africa which is a
unitary State. is described as ft Union. But Canada. which is a Federation is.
also called a Union. Thus the description o£ India as a Union, though its
constitution is ·Federal, does no violence to usage. But what is impCirt:omt
iRthat the use of the word Union is deli\?erate. I do not know why the word
'Un~o?-' ~as us~d in the Ca.na.dian Consti~ut~on. But .I can tell you why t~e
Draftmg uommittee has used It. The Draftmg Committee. wanted to make It
clear that though India was i::o be a federation, the Federation was nof the result
of an agreement by the States to join in a :Federation and that the Federation
. not being the result, of an agreement no .State has the right to secede from it.
The Federation is a Union because it is indestructible. Though the country and
the people may be divided into different States, for convenience of administration
the country is one. integral whole, its people a single people living under a single
imperium derived from a single source. The Americans had to wage a civil'
war to establish tiliat the States have no right of secession and that the.ir Federation was indestructible. The Drafting Committ~e thought that it was better·
to make it clear at the outset-ra-ther than to leave. it to specula,t'ion or to dispute.
The provisions relating to amendment of the Constitution_ have come in for
a virulent attack at the hands of the critics of the Draft Constitution. H i'::l
said that the provisions contained in the. Draft make amendment difficult. _It
is proposed that the C011Stitution should be amendable by a sitnple majority at
leasb for some years. The argument is subtle and ingenious. It is said that
tbis Constituent Assembly is not elected on adult suffrage while the future.
Parliamenu will be elected 01. adult suffrage and yet-the former has been given the:
right to pass the· Constitution by a simple majority while the latter has been
denied
the same
right.
It is paraded as
one ·of
the a.bsurdities or
the Draft Constitution. I must repudiat-e the charge because ;t is without ..
o foundation. To know how simple .ai'e the provisions of the Draft Constitution
in respect: of amending the Constitution one has only to study the provisions for
amendment contained in the Americ~m and Australian Constitutions. Compared
to them those contained in the. Dra,ft Const~tution will be 'found to be the'1implest. The Draft Constitution has eliminated the elab_orate and difficult.
procedures such as a decision by a convent:ion or a referendum. 'l'he Powers)£ amendment are left with the Legislatures Central and Provincial. It is only
:or amendments of specif).c matters-and they are only few-that the ratification
)£ the State legislatures is required. All other Art.icle~S of the Constitution are
left to be amended by Parliament. The only limitation is that it shalllbe done
by a majority of not less than two-thirds of the _members of each Hou~e :t:resent
md voting and a majority o£ the tctal membership o~ ea.ch House.. It 1s difficult
~ conceive a simpler method of amending the Constitution.
I
What .is said to be the absurdity of the amending provisions is ·founded upon
'l, misconception of the position of the Constituent Assembly and of the futu~e
Parliament elected under tb.e Constitution. The Constituent Assembly in making' _
a- Constitution has no partisan motive. Beyond securing a good and workable·
constitution it has no axe to grind. In considering the Articles of the Constitution
it has no eye on ge.tting through a pa~icular measur~. The f~ture Parlia~ent
if it meu as a Constituent Assembly, Its members w1ll be actmg as partisansseeking to cany am~ndments to the Gonstituti~m to ·fac~litate. the passing of party
measures which they have failed to get through Parhamen~, by reason of som6J.o
I
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. Article of the Constitution which has acted as an ·obstacle in their wav.
Parliament will have an axe to grind while the Constituent; Assembly has none..
·That is the difference between the Constitue~t Assembly a.nd the future Parliament. That explains why the Constituent Assembly though elected on limited
. franchise can be trusted to pass the Coi1stitutcion by simple majority an"d why
the Parliament though-elected on adult suffrage cannot be trusted with the same
power to amend it.
.
.

1 believe I have. dealt with all· the adverse criticisms tha.t have bee1i levelle~l
:against the Draft Constitut.ion as settled by the Drafting Committee. I don't
think that I have left out any important comment or criticism that hf!-s beeu
•made during the last £ight 'months during which the Constitution has been
before the public. Jt is for the Constituent Assemblv to decide whether they
·will accspt th0 constitution ~1s settled by the Drafting Committee or whetf!ilr
they shall alter it before p:,ssing it.
But this I would like to saf The Constitution has been discusse.d in some
•of the Provincial A.ss~.rriblies of India. It was discussed in Bombay, C.P., \Vest
Bengal, Bihar, Madras and East Punjab. It is true that in some Provincial
Assemblies serious objections were taken to the financial provisions of the consti~
· tution and in Madras to Article 226.' · But excepting this, in no Provincial
.Assembly was any serious objection taken to the Arpides of the Constitution.
No Constitution is perfect a,nd the Drafting Conimittee. it•self is suggesting ce.rtain
amendments to improve the Draft-Constitution. · But the debates in the Provin. cial Assemblies give me courage to say that the Constitution RS seJutlecl by ·the
Drafting Committee is good enough to make in this eountry a start with. I feel
that- it is 'workable, it is flexiblG and it. is s.trong. enough to hold the country
:together both in peace time and in war time. Inde.ed, if I may say so, if things go
wrong under the new Constitution, the reason \Vill not be that v1re had a bad
Constituticm. What V.'e vvill l\ave to 13ay is, that Man was vile. Sir, I move.
Mr. Pre~;ident: Ma~lana Ha.srat :lVIohani -has given notice of an amendment.
It was given at balf-pa<>i:J Eleven this morning. I will allow him to move it,
particularly because it will have tl;le eff·ect, if it i~ lost, of _blocking another motion
··of which I have got notice. Maulana Sahe.h, w1ll :you kmdly move your amend- ,
ment?
Itlaulana Hasrat 1\{ohani: ''[Sir, the amendment; of which -I have given
·notice, is to the effect that the nresent Constitution Assembly is riot competent
.and there are three reasons 'A~hy -I do not regard it as competent. 'rhe first a.:nd
-the most :l'mportaiit reason is. . .
. . . .J

Shri B. Das (01'issa: General): Mr.
·please rea-d out the· amendment first?
!,{r,

Presidei1t..

President: I will read out the amendment.

Sir,

will

Maulana

Sahi~

The amendri1ent is this:

"That the Consideration of tbe Dl'afL Constitution of India be postponed till the election
--of a fresh and ,competent Constituent Assembiy on the basis of joint electorate and the
formation of political rather tha.n communal part,ies in India.".
t

.

.

That is the a.m_endment.

Shri B. Das: May L riGn on:- a point of order, Sir? My point of order, is that
·Maulana Sahib cannot move his negative amendment after ......
Mr. President: Won't you allow him to move it?

.

* [ ] '!-'ranslation of Hindus-tani · spe~ch .
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Shri B. Das: He has just. spoken in Hindustani, the purport of wnich ~&
that he has m'5ved his amendment.
This is contrary tD the practic.e of th1s.
House. I think it is out. of order and it should uot be allowed.
Mr, President: I think l had better allow the Maulana Saheb to move the'
amendment. Then, you may take the point of ·order.

· Maulana. B:asrat Moha.ni: *[I was telling the reason why I do not regard.
this Constituent Assembly as a competent body. Firstly, because all over the
world wherever a-Constituent Assembly has been set up, it has been done as an
outcome of revolution. Revolution does not necessarily mean an armed revolution. It only means that, when the 'prevailing system of Government bas come
to an end and another is intended to be set up in its place, a Constituent Assembly has been invariably called to frame and pass· a constitution in the light o:fi·
new 'conditions. If the previous form of Government were to continue then
'there was no need . of a Constituent Assembly. Look at our ne',Y constitution
drafted by Dr. Ambedkar. There is nothing new in it. He has mostly copied
out either the Government of India Act of Hl35 or, as admitted by himself,
has drawn from the constitutions of other countries. A bit from here and a bit
from t'here~it is a Pandora's Box. This is what .has been produced by our
friend Dr. Ambedkar! My biggest. complaint on this account is that· if for the·
purpos~ of drafting a constitution he had to copy out the constitutions of other
countries, then why did he not embody the, latest and the best constitution?··
How was it that he looked up to the constitutions of Australiw, Canada, America, and England, but' the constitution of the Soviet Union did not catch his ·eye?·
I have jotted dgwn ali"'the points he has made in his
speech. This is not
the time to reply them in detall, but this much I can say that he pas retained,
all the bad points that he could lay his hands upon. He ha-s observed that
there should be no rigidity and legalism, but has he at any place said that ~l.·
Unitary System of Government should b~ established.? At one pla·ce he men-:';
tioned that he could not provide for the village Panchaya-ts. If he had kept
the Soviet Constitution in view, there would have been no difficulty in his way ..
I claim it and I challenge him on that point. For example, he has said that,
unless there is a unit:uv type or Government and a powerful Centre, nothingcan be done. Such talk is beside the point. He does riot know that it is so in
the Soviet Constitution. What he has done is to allocate some subjects to.
Provinces, some to the Centre- and some have been put in the concurrent list.
In the Soviet Constitution every constituent state has been ~ade a. perma-nent
republic; and to win its confidence every component unit has been given control over the defence, foreign relations· and communications. What ha-s been
the result? He says that it would be detrimental, but there the Soviet Government have gained the confidence of their component states. · The result has
been that all ·part-s of the Soviet Union-considered from the point of view of·
population they are all Muslim republics-have helped their utmost in the last
war. Peopl<' of {:nucH>:ia and of every war-ravaged region· have stood whole:.
heartedly by the Soviet Union. Coss::tcks and others who rendered help all
belonged to the Union. Thus his obsPrvation is unjustified. He i~ not taking
the people into his confidence, and says that all should merge. J
Pandit Balkrishna Sharma: May I rise to a point of order? The revered·
Maulan~ Sahib is discussing the merits of the Constitution whereas the pro-

posal that is put fonvard before us is t.hat. we -must not consider this Constitution. The discussion of t.he merits 0f the. Constitution cannot be brought before·
1Jhe House when we are to consider only the question of postponement o£ thediscussion.

" [ 1 Translation of Hindustani speech.
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Mr: Presiden~: I tho"ught it would sa-ve time if you left him alone.
Maulana Hasrat Mohani: *[I repeat what I have already said,

that
"the reason why this .Ilo~se is not competent, is that you have consulted ·
wll the constitutions of the world; but you have not cared to see the latest and
-the best cm1stitutions. The second point arises, what was the baf!is of the election
. of our Constituent Assembly? It was on communa.l basis. Muslims ~had elected
J.Y.t;uslims and ;E(indus· had voted for the ;E(indus, but the States :were not repre·£ented. What -was the position at the time of the first meeting of the Oonstftu·ent Assembl,Y? On your own admission there were three partie<S, narp:ely, the
-Congress, the Muslim League and the States; but up to that time the States
.had not come in. No member of the Muslim L~ague had twken any part. The
'result has been that the constitution that has been framed has been forged by
one party a1one. How can you enforce it on others? I mean to say that no
•reliance can be placed by us as the Constitution has been framed by one party
alone. In the situa.tion .that has how arisen we -also find the same, namely
'that there is only one party.
It is like this: the Muslim League is finished,
.it has dissolved itself and all the States have merged t.hemselves in the Indian
··Union and now only the Indian Government, namely one party, has remained
in the field. That is why we have to form political parties so that your diffi.
.,culties may come to an end. J
Shri Satyanarayan Sinha (Bihar: General): *[Did you'find out any better
'·solution?]
'
. .
Maulana Basrat MOhani: *[I am coming to that. Dr. Ambedkar has
just said that the majority party should be considerate ·towards the Minority
party. I say: we do not want them. You have provided in the eonstitution
·'that 14 _per cent of the seats should be reserv_yd for the Muslin1s. You still
•consider yourself .86 per cent and 1\tuslims to be 14 per cent. So long as you
:have this commumllism, nothing can be done. Why do you say that Muslims
;are in a Minority. .So long as you depict them in communal colours Muslims·
sha-ll remain a Minority.'. When we come as members of a politieal party or
as members of the Independent Communist party or as Socialists and then
.form a coalition party, then as a whole they will be array.ed against the rest.
You say that a long time has elapsed that many things have happened and
·that you have worked sq hard'. Mr. President, I would recall that when Pandit
.J awahar Lal Nehru had presented the Dmft Constitution,, I had then rais.ed an
·objection and he had advi$ed rile to leave alone· a primary matter. I had there·upon pointed out to him that it would be absurd' to leave aside a point which
-is to be settled first. I had also pointed out that by doing so he would not. be
·taking any ·strong and firm stand but would be stuffing irrelevant matter in all
directions. I had also enquired what he would do if questi~ns were raised on
·these issues, if without taking any decision, he started framing the constitution.
'It is a futility; we should see what type oCOonsti.tution is required. Wf'. want to
·make a picture, but if that picture is not painted correctly, then it cannot be
-termed a picture. You will say that you h.ave worked ha:rd and that quite a
'long time has elapsed. My answer would be t4at there is no difficulty about
it, neither was ther_e any risk. I ha'd protested at that time and I was glad
-that the Honourable President had stated that the point would be eonsidered
and it was on that tinderstanding that we had discussed the resolution. You
·know that ,the same#thing has happened in Pakistan as well. Mr. Jinnah ·had
·said that so long as the Constituent Assembly was not elected, the constitution
·could not be passed. This is the reason why I am telling you· that. so long as
·the Constituent Assembly is not elected on non-communal basis, you have no
·right to get a constitu~ion passed by this Constituent Assembiy. No ma:tter
receives any_ consideration from you, because you are inflated with the idea.
tllafi you are in majority and that whatever your like. will be passed. Do noli

a

* ( 1 Tmnsla.tion of Hindustani speech.
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imagine that no blame will come upon you. I am alone and I am saying all
I can say. You may not agree. In reality you are doing all that the British
Government had been doing. After sometime they used to give us pensions
.and used to ask us to stay at home. But why should we do so?
I \Vould like to ask you what you are doing in Hyderabad. You say that
.a Constituent Assembly will be set up which would frame a constitution. You
have accepted this principle for 'Hyderabad. Why don't you. do it here?
Dbviously all this is being done on communal lines in which truth and justice
have no place.
·
\

.

I

If he Mys that he cannot do that, he ha-s no power to elect a new Constituent; -Assembly on the basis of joint electorate and that that would b,e done
sfter the constitution has been framed, then .J repeat what you have said, that·
'legalism' and 'rigidity' should be cast aside. I ask him whether he can set
up a Constituent Assembly in HyderalJad Without the Nizam 's firman. But
here we set up an electorate for the Constituent Assembly as we felt the need
for it; so it is incorrect to say that we can not do it. "Where there is a will,
there is a way.'' If you are in earnest to be just. to the country and if you
wa.nt to treat every one equally, then I give you a warning that your endeavollll
to assimilate all into one whole, to build a paramount Indian power, will bring
disaster. The latest example is that of Aurangazeb the Emperor. After cOnquering the whole of India he annexed the, two Southern States of Bij·apur and
Golcanda with the intention of founding a unitary Moghul Empire. What was
the result) 'l'hey say Aurangazeb - lost his kingdom because of his bigotry
but I say it was lost because of his imperialistic ideas. If he had not done
that, he' would not have lost a kingdom. Do not think it is easy to form a
-single unitary Government by coercing each and all into your fold. That can
not last. You should hold fresh elections on non-communal ba-sis, on the basis
of joint electorates, and th(jn whatever constitution you fl!'ame will be acceptable to us. We regard the constitution fra'med by you. worthy of being consigned t-o the waste paper basket. ]I
_
'

Shri B. Das: I wish to point out that under Rule 31 sub-clause (2) the
motion for adjournment on the motion moved by the Honourable Dr. B. R.
Ambedkar for the consideration of the Draft Constitution of India should not
bave been allowed by the Chair.

Mr. President:,! have taken this under Rule 25, Clause (5), sub-clause (b)
as a motion for adjournment of consideration of a motion which is under discussion.
Shrl :3. Das: But he is wanting a fresh election to take place first in the
'country. That is a negation of. the whole idea.
.
Mr. President: I have liherally construed the rule for the Honourable Member and I have taken it, as I have said, under Rule 25, Clause (5), sub-clause (b).
Begum Aizaz Rasul (United Provinces: Muslim): Sir, before we adjourn
for the day, may I know how many days the Chair proposes· to allow for the
general discussion on Dr. Ambedkar's motion?

~r. President: As at present ad;rised, it is hoped to conclude the discussion
t..o-morrow. I will Iimi~ the time of each speaker and if I find that there is a
considerable opinion in. favour of further discussion, more time may be given.
The Constituent Assembly then adjourned till Ten of the Clock on Frida.y
the 5th November 1948.
.
.* [ 1 Translation of Hindustani Speech.
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To
THtE PRESIDENT,

CoNSTITu~:NT- AssEMB~Y

OF ·INDIA,

NEW DELHI;

.'

DEAR SIR,
We, the members of th~ Com~ittee appointed by you in accordance with:
the motion adopted by the Constituept Al?sembly on the 30th ,July,_ 1947, forthe purpose of recommending constiti,rtional changes in the :five Centrally administered areas, viz.', Panth Piploda, Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Coorg~
Ajmer-Merwara and Delhi, submit this our report and the annexure thereto._
We have adopted broadly the principles of responsible government as the basis
of the constitution for the three last mentioned provinces. We have, however, made_ some- modifications -in ,the pi·ovisions adopted by the Assembly in
-respect of the M:ajor Provinces. .Before formulating our proposals we -fully - 'considered the position -of these pmvinces with respect to their geography,
financial condition and the working of the existing~stem of goverhment inl
these areas.

-.

2. Panth Piploda is a small tract of territory consisting of- only 10! villages
situated in Malwa in the Central India Agency. In view of its smaJl size and
isolated position we have recommended that it should form part of the provinceof Ajmer-Merwara. This step was als9 su-ggested by some influential citi~enB:
_of Panth Piploda. As regards th~_ group of islands in the Bay of Bengal known·
as the Andaman _and Nicobar Islands which have ceased to_ be penal settlements, we 'recommend that they should continue to- be administered b:v theGovernment of India as at present with ·such adjustments in their ·administrative machinery as may be deemed necessary._
3. Before recommending any const-itutional changes for the- three Chief
CommissiQJ?-ers: Provinces of Ooorg, Ajmer-Merwara and Delhi which we pro-·pose to designate aR Lieutenant -Governors' Provinces; we took into ar.connt' the following considerations:~
r~sponsibility for the g't)b&
government and the financial solvency A-'of these provinces: ' -'"

(a) that th0 Centre must _have a, special

(b) 'that on account of the smallness of these areas and the seantinass:
.·of their resources, the· need 'for CenkaJ assist;:mee ;vill continue·
for pulling up the standard of their nilministration to the leve"R
in the major provinces.
·"
' ( '48
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Among the important decisions taken by us are:,-,
(1) Eac};l o£ these three provinces shou~d henceforth_ function under a
t,ieutenant Governor to be appomted by the President of the
Indian :Federation.
,
(2) Each of these provinces should normally be administered by a
t)ouncil of Ministers responsible to ·the legisla~ure as in other
nrovmces, but_ any differencC' on an important matter ansmg
~between the Lieutenant ._Governor and the :M:inistry should be
referred to the President of the Federation for final decis10n.
(3) Each of these nrovinces should have an elected legislature which
- should function like other pro-vincial legislatures except that->
(a) the Federal Legislature will in the case of these provinces, have
concurrent power of legislation ev;en in .respect of the subjects
included in the Provincial Legislative List;
(h) all laws passed by the provincial legislature shall require the assent
of the President of the Federation;
'(c) the budget of the province after being voted 'by the provincial
legislature shall require the approval o£ 'the President of the
Federation before it becomes operative.
__./
4. We are fully alive to the circumstances which led to the formation o£
the Delhi province in 1912. We/also recognize the special importance of Delhi
as the Capital of ttte Federation. We are, however, o£ the opinion that the.
people of the province which contains the Metropolis o£ India should not bo
d~prived of the right of self-government enjoyed by the rest of their countrymen living in the smallest-of villages. We have, J!~cordingy, placed the Delhi
Pro~ce on a par with Ajmer-Merwara and Coorg and have recommended res•
pons1ble Government subject to the limitations already indicated. Our detaUed
recommendations ars given in the annexure.
Your sincerely,

·;s. ;I?ATTAB.JII SITA;RA_MAYXA
(Chairman)

N. GOPALA_$WA;M;Y AYYAB.GAR
DF!SHBA:NDU _GUPTA

K. SA_NT;HA_NA;M;

Q, ;M. ;I?OONACB:A
MUKAT BEHA;RI LA;L J3.HAR_GA V;,..:
Members -Of the Committee.

'
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. I

· LIEUTENANT GOVERNORS'
PROVINCES
....
-

Delhi, Ajmer-Merwara inch;-ding Panth Piploda, Coorg and such other
provinces as may be so designated shall be Lieutenant _Governors' :Provinces,

The ProVincial Executive
2. In each Province. there shall be a Lieutenant" Governor who---:shail be
appo.inted by' the President of 'rhlil Ee.cleration.
3. The provisions of the Constitution Act relating to the term of office, "
qualification for appointment, eligibility for re-appointment, conditions of o~ce, ,
declaration· before entering office by the Governor shall as far as possible be
applicable in the case of the Lieutenant _Gov~rnor. He may be removed from
office by the P1:esident on grounds upon which a _Governor may be impeached.
4. (i) The executive authority of the Province shall be vested iri the-Lieutenant Governor and may be exercised by him either. directly or through persons
acting· under his ·authority.~
. ·
(ii) The power to suspend, rernjt or to commute the sentence of any person
convicted of any offence shall be vested in /the Lieutenapt Governor as in the
·case_ of major provinces.
~ ' .
•
(iii) Nothing iq this section shall prevent the President of the Federation
or the Provincial Legislature from delegating functions to subordinate authorities.
·
·

Administration of Provincial

~airs

5. (i) There shall be a Council of Ministers with the Chief :Minister at thehead to aid and advise the Lieutenant !Jovernor in the exercise of hi:S functions
except in so far as he is by or under this Constitution required to exercise his
functions or any- of them in his discretion.- The number of ministers shail not
exceed three except with the approval of the Pr~sident of the Federation.
- (ii) In case of difference of opinion between the Lieutenant Governor and
hi.s ministers on any issue which, he considers important, he _may refer the
matter to the· President of ·the Fe9,~ration, :whose decision. shall be final and
binding upon· the Province:
·
6. The' provisions of the Constitution Act- relating to the appointment, dismissal and with respect to the determination of the salaries of the ministers
in the _Governors' Provinces shall, as far as ·possible, be applicable io. the case
Of Lieutenant Governors' Provinces.

Legislative
I

•

7. There shall for ea.ch o£ the Lieutenant '_Governor's Province be a Legislature, consisting of a single Chamber to be known as the. Legislative Assembly.
It shall ..be composed of members ch9sen by election. '
~

·s_- The term

.

o£ office. of the eleetedn;tem.bersof the Assembly, the basis of
franchise and other general provisions !'hall be on the lines as provide'a.~in the
Constitution Act for Governors' Provinces except that the representation of- the
different territorial constituencies in the Assembly shall be on a scale of R~
more than one represen&tive £or_ every 5,000 persons subject to a maximum of 33 for Coorg, 15,000 subject to a maximum of 40 in the C?Se of Ajmer~erwara including Panth P.iploda and 20,000 subject to a ma:dmum of 50 in
the case. of Delhi. "'
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9. The Provincia] Assembly shall not have the p6wer to mak~ laws fOl"
iederal subjects; and the subjects included iil both the Rrovincial . and cOil~
current lists in, the new constitution, will be treated as con~urrent m respecj
of these minor prqvinces.
Laws mad~ by- the federa~ legislature for these
provinces in respect of any ·of these subJects shall preva:~ ove: laws p~ssed by
the Provincial ,Assembly in so far as the, la~ter are mcons1stent )V:i~h. ib,e
Federal laws.
10. Laws passed by the Provincial Assembly shall require the assent ()f
the President of the Federation.
11. The provisions of the Constitution Act relating to prorogation and assolution of the legislature, the right of_ the Governor to address and sen«l
messages, electio:a of members as Officers of the legislature and fixation of their
salaries in Governor's Provinces shall apply mutatis mutandis in the case atLieutenant _Governors' Provinces.
12. The Provisions of the Constitution Act relating to the making of declaration by members, vacation of seats, qisqualificatious of members, "their pri'fileges and immunities, salaries and allowances, in the Provincial Legislaturesshall be as far as possible be applicable in the Lieutenant _Governors' Provinces.
13. The provisions of the Constitution Act t-elating to language to be used<
in the Provincial ·Legislature shall as .far as possible be applicable in the cas&
of these Provinces._
AdminiStrative Breakdown

14. If at"" any time the President o£ the Fe'deration is satisfied that; iii&
government of the Province cannot be carried on in accordance with these provisions, he should have power. to supersede these arrangements, take .th&
administration into his own hands and make such other provision for conducting
it as he may consider necessary. The exercise o£ this power will be subject tG
the usual provisions relating to. report to and control by the Federal Legislature
in the case of emergencies in a Governor's Province.
JudiCiary

15. (i) In_ the case of Coorg, the powers of a B;igh Court shall be exercisedby the ,Madras High Court.
(ii) For Delhi and Ajmer-;Merwara there shall be a High Court establishe«ll
in Delhi having original as well as appellate jurisdiction over both the provinces~
The constitution of this High Court, the appqintment of judges and their
sala~e.s, its jurisdictio~ an.d administr~tive functions shall be governed by ~
prov1S1ons of the Cons~1tut10n Act applicable to the High Courts ..
Provincial

Servic~s

16. (i) For higher appointments provision shall be made in the recruitment
of All India Admin~strative Serv'lces for meeting the requirements of these
three provinces.
·
_(ii) ~rovision shall be ma~e £or transfers inter se of service persmmel re-,
Ol"Uited m the above manner m these three province~.
.
Repres?ntatiOJl in the Federal LegiSlature
17. Notwithstai:tding anything to the contrary in the Union Constitutiom
regarding th~ basis o£ representation for the ;Houses of ;Federal Legislature,..
each of these three Minor Provinces should be treated as a unit of the Fedet'ar~. fQr p~oses o£ representation in the t':o :S:ouses of the. ;F'ederal Legi~-
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CIDER- COMMISSIONERS' PROVINCES
18. (i) ,Andaman -and _N:icobar Islands and such other areas as iiiay be -so
iesignated shall be the Chief Commissionm·s' ;E'rovinces.
(ii) The Andaman and _N:icobar Islands shall continue to be administered
, .as· at present witli such adjustments 'in the administrative machinery as may
be. deemed necessary.

U,ditional Note by Shrlllukat Behari Lal Bhargava and Shd c. }'4. Poonacha, ,
to the Chief· Commissioners' Pro$ces Con~itution ConimiVtee Report.
We, the m~mbers representing Ajmer-;Merw"ara and Coorg having signed
the report find it necessary t;o append this additionaJ note regarding the future
·of thes!'l two provinces.
The special problems arising out of the smallness of area, geographical po!<i·
·liOn, scantiness of resources attended with, what may be called administrativedilliculties _of many a comple:x: nature may, at 110 distant future, necessitate
-the joining of each of these areas with a' contiguous unit. Therefore? we feel
ibat a specific provision should be made in this chapter of the constitution to
inake possible such a union after ascertaining the wishes of the people of these
areas. No doubt, our: attention was drawn to clause 3 of the Union Consti-~~tign Committee ;Report, which is yet to be adopted by the Constituent
Assembly, wherein certain provisions relating to the ·creation of a province,
altering the boundaries of a province, etc., are embodied. But after careful
examination we feel that the proposed clause 3 of the· Union Constitution
"!Jommittee :fl,eport is of a very restrictive nature and does not in~specific terms
contemplate the inclusion of tan Indian P-rovince of areas with a State 'or (}_roup
-of States. Taking
account the situation of Ajmer-J\{erwara which is sur·rd'Unded on all sides by Rajputana States such a clause would perpetually'
· 1eave Ajmer-Merw~ra in isolation even though the people of Ajmer-Merwara
_ftl&y at any time decide against it. Accordingly we press up<?n ~he Constituent
· Asuembly the mgeney of incorporating a suitable provision in this chapter ot
the Constitution so as ;o make it possible for each of these areas to join a
-cc:Jntigl:lOU!! unii;.
-

mto
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CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF INDIA
COUNCIL HOUSE

New Delhi, the 9th December 1947.

To
THE SECRETARY,
CoNSTITUENT AssEMBLY oF INDIA,

COUN{JIL HousE, NEw DELHI.

Expert Committee on Fdnancial Provisions ·
SIR,
I have the honour to forward herewith the Report of the Expert Com• mittee on Financial Provisions of the Union Constitution for submission to theHan 'ble the President. ·
I have the honottr to be,
Sir;
Your m9st obedient;! serV-ant>.

·.

'
'-·

M. V.

EANGACHARI~

Me~ be,.;.s-e•6r:e-ta:ry...

)'

•

REPORif

Terms of Reference
~~~~EXURE 1] .

We were appointed by the President of the Constituent Assemb!y to examine

and report on the Financial Provisions of the Constit.ution •Act with the3ollowing
~nns of reference:·~

·
·
.
- I.· To examine, with the aid of the memoranda on· the distribution: of revenue
<Aletween the Cen.tre and the Provinces sent by the Government of India and
tlie ·Provinces, ~he existing provisions relati,ng to finance and borrowing po:w:ers
m the Gove~ment of India Act, 1935, and their working during the last ten
years and :to make recommendations .as to the entries in the lists ancl sections
rt.O be embodied in the new Constitution.
·· ·
· The following points ·shall, in particuiar, be kept in view irt making the re•
·
·
.eomiiiendaMons:·•.
·
1
(a) How are taxes to be aliocated between the Centre and the Units as
··
· ·
regards legislation, levy and collection?
{b) .,Which are ,the F~deral taN:es- ·
~}~whose net proceeds are -to be retained e!!tireiy by the Centre;
(ii) whose .net proceeds are to be entirely made over to, U.nits;
.· {ii)·whose net proceed's a:re to be shared between t.he Centre and the
Units?.
.
'
'
'
·
{c) On what principl~s th{l taxes mentioned, in .(b) (iii) are to be shared
between the Centre and ~he Units? · ·
:(d) What is to be the machinery for determining the shares: 6:g.,
whether a Finaneia.l Com:mission s,hould be appointed immediate,
ly after the enaetment o£ the Contttitution to report on the prin~
ples of shlfting and their application to be brought into effeet
when the Constitution · comes into force; and whether the same
or a· similar Commission should review these principles and their
.concrete application' periodically' . say' . once in five 'years?

' lL What ~ho~ld, b~ the prine.iples on which Federal grants should be made
·-iO ,the Units iu future? What should he the machinery for· the determinatiqn ()f
such grants: could the same Fuumcial- C001mission 98 is referred to in I( d) abov.e
~t Nr. the machinery for this pu!:'posa also, ~r should it be s different one?

m:

How could tlie Indian States be fitted into this general system as far a.s-'
Should a time hig be provided.
-'tlieii{ Bei!J8 so- fitted in?
·
·

oor.

~ie on the same terms as. P~irwes?

IV; On the .. assumption~ of fuiaifclal respousibi.lity for Defence, Foreign
' l\iaim. a.nd Communications on behalf of the Indian States under arrangement's
i@.. aecessfun· to the Federation, what special financial arrangements, if any,
'Me necessary between the ~receding States·....and the ~ederation?
·
... ,.V~ Sho~ld .the existing rights of the 'Indian States as
Federal taxes now
. ;levied by them be acquired.on payment· o£ comp'Emsation?
'

to

V:I. How ·far is it feasible, on the centrali:atfon ~f all' custo~s levied a~ the
Feooial frontiers, to permit Indian States afiectt~d by sucb. centralization oo ~e
~m -such portion of tlie cuswms so levied. at their frontiers as might be attrl{
\ .
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bute!l to consumption- in th~ States,- etc.? [A review of the# existing agree-~
ments between the .'Centre and certain important Indian States as _regards
maritime customs, excises etc. may be of value in this connection.]
• VII. Some Provinces have claimed a }arger percentage of the _inco~e-tax ~
be made ovoc t-o them ,than under the ·eiisting system. Does th1s cla1m ment
oonsideration; if .so, to wha~ mden't?
·
"'
VIII. A suggestion has been l:l\ade that the Centre should be 'allocateO. only
the excises on specified commodities, the rest of the. field of .excise being left
to the Provinces to tap a.cc 0 rding to their neflds. Would this be possible without
any material detriment to Federal revenue? ,

/IX. On the basis that the res:~luury powers are vested in the Centre in the
new Constitution soo far as the Provinces are concerned, and in the States so
far as the States are concerned, is it necessary that any additional specific taxes
should be entered in the 'Provincial List, and if so, what?
X. Is it necessary to make. any modifications in the existing provisions as
regards procedure in financial matters contained in Sections 33 to 37 and 78 to
83 of the Government of India Act, 1935?
'
. XI. A large number-of Indian States at present derive substantial revenues
from land customs levied at the frontiers between their limits and those of
neighbouring- States or Provinces. , One of the fundamental rights a.lready
mlopted by the Gonstituent Assembly is to remove all internal barriers in regard
to trade between Unit and Unit. Could these land customs be done away with
either immediately or over a period of years, and· if so, should any prejudice
caused thereby to the finances of particular States be 'compensated and in what
manner?
~
[The Committee should kindly indicate clearly which of its recommendations
Should go into the body of t-he Copstitution and which should be provided for
by Feder&l law.]
-

Prefatory ltemarJa
2. We b-egan our work on the 17th November and have been sitting contliiluously. \Ve have ·received memoranda from the various Provincial Governments
setting out their claims for larger resources as well as their points. of view in
connection therewith. We have also received ll' memorandum from the Ministry
of Finance ~f-the Central Government giving a picture--of the .financial position
of the Centre in the near ~uture. The Secretariat of the Constituent As&eP!PlY
has eollected for us iniormatipn" on various ma&rs r~:<latin~ to the States, aBd
• al~o, helpful information regarding other Fe~erations. It haG also prepared a
draft of the sections wh:ch come w'ithin our terms of reference; and this hss
considerably helped us in our work. vV e are indebted for all these memoranda,
information and drafts. We are also indebted to some of the Provincial authorities who app-eared before us in person -and discussed with us informally .the
questions arising out of the memoranda presented by their Governments. We
availed ourselves also of the speeialised knowledge arid experience of not only
some of the officials of the Central Secretariat, but of some meinbers of the
Constituent Assembly ancl others 'who have unique knowledge of some of 'the
• · problems under our consideration. ·All our discussions, howevei·, were free and
informal; and we did not, therefore, record any evidence, apart from the
me:moranda placed before us. _
•,
.
•
3. In particular, the other two of us would like to place on record our grateful
appreciation of the assistaooe we hav~ recei·ved from our colle~gue and Secretary
Mr. Rattgachari, who amidst his. ex¥ting, multifarious duties, including th&

I
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preparation of the. interim budget, not only found time regularly to attend our
meetings, but also placed his wide knowledge and experience at our disposal,
.~nd arranged to secure at short notice most of the al,'ailable information required •
by us.
We should also like to thank Mr. B. Das Gupta of the West Bengal
Government Secretariat for the intelligent and extremely well informed assistance he gave us. We are also indebted t<> Mr. Mukerjee, Joint Secretary of
the Constituent_ Assembly, for his help throughout our sittings and in particular
for putting our recommendations in the shape of draft amendments to the Constitution.
'
4. Our terms of reference may be divided broadly into the four following
groups: ·
·
(I) Relations between the Centre and the Units, and between the Units

inter se;

1

_

(2) Financial proce'dur~, i.e. relating to the budget, expenditure ·and
money Bills; ,
·
·
(3) B'Orrowing powers of Units; and
(4) Relations of the Union with the States.
We have accordingly, for convenience, regrouped our terms of reference .as
follows:.

(1) 1, VII, VIII, IX, Il
~2) X
(3) I (4) III: IV, V, VI, XI
and discussed them, as far as possible, in the above order.

Brief History of Financial Relations
5. Before dealing with the working of the financial arrangements in the
Government of India Act, 1935, _it i.'s n_ecessa.ry to give a' brief account of the
earlier arrangements so that we can have a correct picture of the problems
before us.
·6. The period before the passing of the'Government_ of India Act, 1935, falls
into two well-defined parts, namely, the period endirig with the 31st March,
1921, i.e., before the opert~tion of the Government of India Act, 1919, and Jhe
pe!iod covered by that Act. .
·
.
7. The· process of financial development in this "country has been one of
evolution from a unitary to a quasi-federal type. · The Government of India
started as a completely unitary Government in entire control of the revenues
o( the country with th13 :Provincial Governments depending on the Central
G<>vernment for all their requirements. In the earlier years, Provincia:! Govern. ments were given fixed grants for meeting the expenditure oil specific servi~es, ,
, and the first step in making specific sources available_ to them was taken when '.
the· ProvinciaL Governments were given the whole or part of certain heads of.
revenue like Forest, Excise, Licence Fees (later to develop into · Inoome-taJ..),
Stamps, Registration, Provincial Rates, Law and .Justice, Public Works, Education, etc. The. funds released by this allocation were not adequate for the·re· ·
;quii:ements of the Provinces and had to be supplemented, mainly b~· sharilig
with them in v~rying proportions the main source pf Qentral revenue, namely,..
Land Hevenue, and partly 'by making to them additional cash assignments.
In 1904,. the_ .settlem~nts. with the Pr_?vinc~s were. made quasi-permanent.
thereby making the Provinces less dependent 'on the ':fluctuating. grants from .
the Centre. ':[1his method <?f.fi}1a~cjng t~ Provinces )vas ..exaiilinedj:i:J.qre ~than;
once and ·retained .as the best 'suited
~he ·then ·circumstances.
··•
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8. The Government o£ India Act, 1919, which, among other tqjngs, aimed
at giving a reasonable measure o£ autonomy to the Provinces as l;he first step·.·
in the process of self-government, made the first clear-cut allocation of resources
between the Centre and the Provinces without having any divided heads, between them. Under this Act, certain specific heads were given wholly to the
Provinces and the remaining sources were retained by the Centre. Thus among
the principal heads of revenue, Land Revenue, Excise and Stamps were given to·
the Provinces, while the Centre retained Customs, Income-.tax, Salt and Opium.
Of the three great Commercial departments of Government, Railways and.
Posts and Telegraphs were retained by the Centre, while irrigation was handed!
over to the Provinces.
9. This aUocation of resources between the Centre and the Units, particularly
the assignment of the whole of Land Revenue to the Provinces, left the Central•
budget in a; substantial deficit; and in the earlier years of this scheme, the Centre·
had to depend on the Provinces for contributions for balancing its budget. These·
contributions were fixed by what is commonly known as the Meston Award,.
and were designed to produce for the Centre an estimated shortfall of Rs.
9·8 crores resulting from the rearrangement of resources between the, Centre·
and the Provinces. The contributions ranged froin Rs. 348 lakhs from Madrasto Rs. 15 lakhs from Assam, while one Province, namely, Bihar and Orissa,
had to make no contribution at all. It is unnecessary for the present purpose to·
describe in .detail the method by which these contributions were fixed: It is
enough to inention t.hat they became a source of cnnstant friction between .
the Cent.re and the Provinces; and when substantial Provincial deficits occurred, an unceasing clamour developed for their ~ithdrawa:l. Between 1925 andi
1928 these contributions were. partially remitted and they were completely
·
extinguished in 1929.

...

10. The experience of the years under the 1919 Act clearly showed that the·
sources of revenue allocated to the Provinces were inelastic, and were insufficienlr
to meet the increasing requirements o£ the Provinees for their expanding needs
for nation building·~Services such as Education. Medical Relief, Public Health·
etc.·; which fell a;lm6st wholly in the Provincia] field. It was clear that some ·
additional revenue heads had to be released to 'the· Provinces; and while the
Government .of India Act, 1935 did not make any radical cha:nge in the allocation
of heads· between the Centre and the Units, it revived in a somewhat modified'
form the·. earlier principle of dividing the proceeds of c~rtain Ce.ntral 'heads, .
the two heads concerned heing Cust-oms and Taxes on Income. The Act alsoprovided for t.he grant of fixed subvei)tions to some of the ~m~ller Provinces,:
and gave the .Centre power to raise Excise and Export duties for distribution
among the Provinces and federating St~~tes. After an enquirv into the relative needs of .the Centre and the Provinces by Sir Ott-o Niemeyer, the ~Provin
cial shares in the divided heads of Central revenue and the· subventions to some
of the Provinces were fixed by an Order-in-Council, which, subject to a mo.difiication during the war, continued till 15th August, 1947..

Present Ooalnitutiona.l Positioa
. 11. Under the Government of India Act, 1935, which is the starting poinitof our enquiry, the taxing jurisdictions of the Central and Provincial Legislatures:
are entirely separate. But, while the Provinces retain the whole of the netproMeds of all taxes levied by them, the Central Government has to give away·
either in part or in who~e the net proceeds of some of the taxes levied by it.
12. The taxes, the net proceeds of which are ·to b€ given away vrliGliy t.o the·
Provinces, if levied, .are·
• (1) :Federal Estate and Succession duties,
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(2) Federal Stamp duties,

(3)_ Ter:rpinal Taxes on goods and passengers carried by l{ailway or Air,

,

·,..

...-

(4) Taxes on Railway fares and freights ..

':!'he Cen'ore ca.n levy a surcharge on those taxes entirely' for its own purpose.
None of these taxes l:j,as in fact been levied, except that the Federal Stamp
.duties continue to be levied under the old laws, the duties however -being collected and retained ~by the Provinces. .
13. The Federal Taxes, t.he net. proceeds of which are. t.o be shared with the
Provinces, fall into two ·groups:- ..
(1) taxes .the sharing of the net proceeds o£ which has ·been made obli- gatory by tnt" Constitution viz., income-tax and jute export duty.
(2) taxes, the ·sharing of the net proceeds -of. which has been left to be ·
' determined by the Federal Legislature viz., Central Excises
including duty on salt, and export duties e·xcept on jute and jute
products.- ·The Central Legislature has levied certain taxes under
these heads, but has not provided for giving any share-to the Provinc~s.
.,
'
.
H: Beside·s providing for g:ving away the net proceeds of taxes in whole
o{)r in part to the Provinces, the Constitution also provides for .fixed grants-in-aid to some Provinces.
15. There is also a general provision for giving wants to Provinces at the .dis.cretion of the Central Government either for general or specific purposes.
·
16. Two ~hies showing the Constitutional position in respect of the revenues
.{)f the Federal and Provinci~l Government.s respect-ively under the Government
..of Inaia. Act, 1935, will be fow1d in· Appendix I. We are· indebted 'to Mr .
.Ayyangar's commentary on the Government of India Act, 1935, for th~se tables.

-

-
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. 17. 'Fwo tables giving the financial position of the Province~ and the Centre
.durihg the year 1937-38. to 1946-47 are set out in Appe,ndix H., In considering
'the working of the existing . arrangement~ during the last decade, the most
important point to note is ithat wa.r broke out soon afte1.· the Government o£
[ndia Act,· 1935, caine into operation .

. 18. DUnn% tl1e. war, all- ·~rovin(:e~ -·except • Bengi!l :awi Assam ha,d ,s1~ius;
>budgets. Revenue receipts increase~ sever.tl ~ime;;, mainly on account of war~
time conditions and also . because the Provinces levied a number of new taxes
~d inct'eas'ed ·tae rat~ -of · ej.istirig ·oties ; ther~ weie remlmt)H~le·· increases in ,
rrt'c'cipts under Pro>;incial, i.e,, Liquor and Drugs, Excises, and-in the Prov:in- .
cial share of Income-t-ax. Most Provinces were under Section 93 ·administration~
All development work' was stopped. The Pr<Hri.nces are now faced with a heavy
'Programme o£ expendit11fe without any corresponding, increase in revenue. On:
the contrary, even apart from volunt~ry abandonment of revenu.: as in the case
(Of Liquor Excises. the revenue is likely· to go down much bel9w w.art.ime leYels.
1Jand revenue, both in t-he 'perman~nt(v and temporarily set.tlea ·provinces, is
·not likely. to expand. State purchase of zamindaries will not bring any rep!1i>n
'for· vears to come, In ryofwari Provinces, remissions are rkeh to be more
'libe;_l than before, and there irs th,us little prospect of an increas~ in l:md reve- ·
·inie:-- ·Receipts from stamps · rmd registration fees are not likely t-o increase
•Jnuch, while forelbt revenue will p~Jrhap!'l ·dwind~ Cl!i aeeo'un.ll of large ~cale felling '
<du~ing the war. Receipt.s from sales tax:, _electricity iiax :and ent<:JrMirlment m ·
-may not fall, though they w-ill be _below the war-time peak fol' some time tor

-~<~me.

... •
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19. During the war and after, most. of the Provincial Governments have
practically e:){hausted the entire field of taxat~n. re~erved for ~hem. Moreo~er,
Provincial Government-s have to share the Provmcml field with Local Bodies,
and on that account too, need a!lequate resources. A substa~tial_ transf~r
of revenues from the Centre to the Provinces, therefore, seems mev1table, if
essential and overdue programmes of social service and ecor:omic,; developmoot
have to be undertaken.
20. At this stage, we would refer to the a.doption, by most Pr~vincial.Govern
.ments, of a prohibitionist policy; and of the inevitable loss of substa:ntml re~e
nue by all of them .. Obviously, it is for the proV-in~es to find al~rnat1ve provmcial resources from which to recoup the loss; and m any case, It would not ~e
practicable for pr~>Vinces to expect sufficient assistance fron1 _the Centre fo~ ~h~s
purpose, at any rate for many years. The point_ that we w1sh t>O emphas1se IS
that it will be for the Provincia-l Governments to balance the urgency of schemes
of development against the advisability of social reforms like prohibition, and
that in any case, they must not embark on schemes, whether of reform or
development, depending- merely on the possibility of obtaining assistance auto~
, matically from the Centre.
·
21. To turn now to the Centre, It has been workin.g on deficit budgets. The
large surpluses that were expected sometime ago have· not been, and are not
likely to be realised, majnly_ because of the food shortage, the refugee problem .
and other causes arising out of the partition of the country, particularly, continued heavy expenditure on Defence. These are, however, temporary problems,
and we consider that the financial position of the Centre is essentially sound.
As t-hese temporary problems are solved, the budgetary position· of the Centre
will necessarily .get better. There, is scope for improvement in tl).e administration o£ Central taxes, and particularly of t~xes on income. In respect of taxes
on income, it should be possible for the Centre not only to collect more in future
in the ordinary course every year, but to secure for the exchequer, by legislative
changes, if nec,essary, the large sums iliat a.re believed to have been successfully
·kept back from the Government in recent yeftrs. We do not, however, expect;
_tmy appreciable C'hange under Customs and Excise; and we do not expect Raile
way contributions on a.nything like the scale during the war. Even after the t-emporary problems referred to above have been solved, expend:ture on Defence
and Foreign· Affairs would still be substantiaL _ The -Defence Services will prol;)~bly be reorganised and re-equipped, · and it is not possible t() foresee what
would be the· sc!lle of expendit.ure for properly equipped defence services ev~n
on a peace-time· basis. ':f'here is 'little prospect on the other hanl of 1·eduction
in the s-ervice oi the national debt but there is, however, scope for reduction '
in the existing civil expenditure.
22. The problem before us is h0\'11. to transfer from the Centre to the Provinces, sufficient amount which, while not placing too great a strain on ilhe
Cent're, .would provide adequate resources for the inaugurafon of useEul schemes
ofif wdfare and development by the Provinces. While the Centre, on its mesent
basis, may not be in a position to part with substantial sum!!. we feel th~t with
the resolution oLits temporary difficulties and improvement in it.<; tax adminii!ltr~tion, tog~ther .with ~he levy and collection of taxes evaded in the past, it can
Wlth no. serwus nsk to Its own budget part with sizable sums e:verv v:ear. vVe are
suggesting later in detail how these sums· should be regulated.· We. have already
refetred to the need for Provinces ha-ving clear pr'orities M. between contendin'g
demands for money. and we have no doubt {:bat. the Province;; will in the earlier
years }ltiliM the additional re~;ources now plrt.ced at their ditpoM 1 b'f concent'rahing on schemes t~a5 would add to the product-ive ca-pacity ·of ~he· count.ry and
consequently the mcome of the people and thus enable t.he provinces t-o embark
<>n further schemes of reform a"Dd .development.
·
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Claims of Provinces ·
23. Every Province has drawn.. pointed attention to the urgency ,of itsprogrammes of social se:t:Vice and economic development and to the limited.
nature of its own rgsourc.es, both existing and pot-ential,. and all of them have
asked· for substantial transfer of revenues from _the Central sources.· ,A summary
of the detariled suggesti9ns made by them~ which very considerably, is set out,
in Appendix III:
·

24. On the question o£ apportionment of income-tax among Provinces also,.
the-provinces differ widely in their views. Bombay and West Bengal supportr
the basis cif_ collection or residence, the United Provinces that of population, and
Bihar a combined basi~ of population and origin (place of _accrual); Orissa and'
Assam want weightage for backwardness. East Punjab, while suggest-ing no• basis, wan'ts her deficit of Rs. 3 crores somehow to be met.
25. In the case of excise taxes, the bases suggested_are production, collectionr
consumption and population, whil-e Assam suggests some weightuge for its low
Assam- has further pressed for special treatlevel of revenue and expenditure.
ment of excises collected on wasting assets, e.g., th~ ,petroleum raised in Assam.
Assam also wants a share of the export duty on tea.
·

gener.al Observations
26. ·Before we proceed further we would make a few general observations.
India has federal form of Government, and· every federation is based on ~ ·divisio~ of authority and involves a certain amour_;~t of compromise. In this
country, federation has been the result of gradual devolution of authority. It
has not come intO existence through agreements among sovereign States as in
some other federations.
·
· 27. What we have to do is to distrihute the total" available resources among..
Federal and Provincial Governments in adequate relation to the functions·
imposed on each'; so,' however, that the arrangements are· not only equitable i!l:
themselves and in the interests· of the countrv as a whole but· are also adminis1
trativ~iy _feasible: We have' also to ensure that tilere is not too violent_ a depa~ture from the status quo, and also ·to se·e that while. we have as much uniformity.
as possible; weak· Units are helped at least to maintain certain minimum stand- , :
. ards of service·s.

.'

28. The basic functions of a Federal Government ar(3 D~fence, Foreign Affair~
and the service of the bulk of the national debt1 and they.·are all expensive func- ,
tions,· particularl:y in tht;l light of the limited reSOtJrces orthe country. The head,_ .
"Communications" would ordinarily at lea~t pay for itself~ The Federal Government m?-y also have to assume leadership- in the co-ordination and development
of research and higher t.echnieiil education·. Normally, however,· apart from war
or Jarge scale internal disorder; the expenditure of the Centre' should be comparatively stable. The needs o!-;the Provinces are in contrast, a.linost unlimited.
particularly in relation to. W'el!are services and general development. If theSe .
~ervices, on which-the improv'ement of J:mman well-bein'g ·atid. incref;lse of the
oountn-y's produotive eapacity 80 much depend,- are bo be prop~y planned ~,tnd
exe.cuted, ·it is ne-cessary to -p~ at the disposal of Proviriaal Governments:
adequate 'resources of their own,'without their having to' depend on the variable
munificence or affluence of .the Centre. The Provinces mu.st;:'therefore, ha:ve a,s
many independent sources of revenue as possible. -On the other hand, 'it is-_
not practicable' to augment their -revenues t-o· any considerable extent by addii1g ·
more subjects to the ProviT)cia1 Leg:slative List, without simultaneously upsetting the equilibrium of the 'Centre. We cannot, -therefore, avoid divid~ .
heads; and what we hav~ to aim at is to have ()nly a few .4iyide~· head,s-:-w:el_l;:
.,
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· :balanced and high-yielding, and to arrange that the shares of the Centre and
;the J:>rovinces in these heads are adjusted automatically without friction, or
mutual interference.
·
29.' In this country the lack of sufficient economic a.[ld financial statistics and
.other similar data is a great handicap. Therefore, the allocation of resources has
to be made: largely on the basis of a broad judgment, at any rate until the necessary data oocome available. We attach great importance to the collection of
':these statistics and to connected research, and trust that the Government will
make the necessary arrangements without delay. In the meantime we have
made our recommendations on the best judgment we could give to the exiguous
data available.
APPENDICES

Lists of taxes for the Centre and the Units
30. We recommend no major change in the list of taxes in the Federal Legislative List as recommended by the Union Powers Committee. We however,
recommend the substitution of the limit of Rs. 250 for Rs. 50 in clause 200 of
the Draft Constitution relating to taxes on professions, trades, callings and employments. We observe from the Draft Constitution that it has b~n proposed to
transfer to the Federal Legislative List stamp duty on transfer of shares and
debentures, but we presume that the duties will continue to accrue to the
Provinces. In view of the far-reaching effects on public credit and finance of
Stock Exchange transactions,_ we consider that the Centre should have the power
to legislate for .the regulation of such transactions. If such regulation involves
the levy of taxes, we recommend that such taxes should be retai~d by th~
Centre except that if the ta-xes take the form of mere duties on transfers of shares
and debentures, the Provinces should have these duties just like other Stamp
duties. We accordingly recommend the entry in the Federal Legislative List
of a new item "Stock Exchanges and futures market and taxes other than
Stamp duties on transactions in them".
31. In the list of taxes in the Provi~cial Legislat.ive List, we recommend the
following changes:(1) In entry 43, the vvords "heart-hs and windows" may be deleted. Such
taxes are not likely to be levied. In any case, they would be covered by the
word "buildings".
,
(2) In entry 53, the word "cesses" should, !Ye think, be replaced by the word
"taxes".
(3) Similarly, in entry 56, we would substitute the word "taxes" for the word
"dues".
(4) In entry 50, we would make the following changes·:(a)~for the word "sale", we would substitute "sale, turnover or purchase", in order to avoid doubt.
(b) We would also add words such as "including taxes in lieu thereof on
the use or consumption within the Province, of goods liable to
taxes by the Prollince on sale~ turnover or purchase". This addi·
tion is suggested in order to prevent avoidance. by importing for
personal use from outside the province.
32. One of the Provincial Memoranda has suggested that the entry "State
Lotteries'' should be transferred to the Provincial List, but, as we do not wish
to encourage State Lotteries, we should prefer the subject to remain Central
where, too, we hope, it will not be used.

Shares in certain taxes·
33. We have no new items to SlJ?gest for insertion in the Provincial Legislative List.
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34. The Federal Government will-levy and collect ail the taxes in the Fede. ral Legislative List.- But, _according to our recommendations in. the following.
paragraphs the Centre will retain the whole of the net proceeds of the following
taxes only, viz. : (1) Duties of customs, including export duties.
' ·
(2) Taxes on capital value ofassets and taxes on the ca'pital of Companies._
·· (U) TaxeB on Railway fares an~ freights.
-35. At present, the Central Government shares the net proceeds of the JuteExport duties with the jute-growing Provinces . and has ·to hand over to theProvinces the whole of the net proceeds of taxes onrailway fares.and freights, i£
levied. As regards -the latter, we recommend that, if sueh taxes are to be levied
at all, they should be wholly Central, for, we cannot see any difference in substance between. such taxes and a straight-addition to fares and freights. As regards the former we are of the opinion that an export duties are capable of, very
. limited application and have to be levied with great caution, they are unsuitable for sharing with the Provinces.
· ·
36. It is necessary, however, to compensate th~~- Provinces concerned for the
loss of this item of revenue, and we recommend that,. ior a period of 10 years
or jill the export duties on jute and jute products are abolished, whichever
may be earlier, fixed sums. as set out below be paid to these Governments as
compensation every yea~. ·

"

..,'\.MOUNT

PROVINCE

Ra.
100
15

We~t

Bengal
Assam
Bihar

6ri;sa

.,.

17

.

3

lak~<;~,

"
"
"

In arriving at- these fig'ures 'vhich we have based on the figures of pre-war
years, we have taken all !elevant ~ireu~stances into account, and· in particula~,
the concentration of manufacture 111 West Bengal. If at the end of ten years,
which we think shoUld be. sufficient to enable the Provinces to ·develop their
resources ~dequately, the Provinces still need assistance in orclyr to make ·
up for this loss of reyenue, it would no dou~t be open to .them ~0 s~ek grants-inaid' from the- Centre, which would be considered on their merits 111 the usual
course by the Finance Commission:
.
_
37. ·Of the remaining Federal TaxesJ · we recommend that the net proceeds
should. be wholly Ql' partly given away to the Provinces as indicated below:
/ 38. Under th~ present ~arrangement the ':ProvinC(_'lS receive 50 per cent of the
net proceeds of income~ tax:· except what is attributable to- Chief Commissioner,
Provinces and taxes -on federal emoluments. The net proceeds o£ the Corpora~ion Tax are also exeiuded for the purpose ci£ the sharing. Subject to what we
have said ·in 'patagraph' 49 regarduing tax on agriculture.! income, we recom. menrl that; while the net- proceeds_attributable to Chief Commissioners' Pro·
· vinces should be r~tained' wholly by the· Centre, the other ·reservations should
go, and that the Province<: should get not less than 60 per cent of the net pro.
cee'ds of all income tax including the net proceeds of Corporation Tax, and
taxes on federal emoluments. For the purpose of the division, income-tax will
mean any'! levy made under the authority of the entry "Taxes on Income" -in
M:l-e Federal Legislative LtF:t.
.
' ,
·
/

.

-

.

89. We also consider that over and aoove its share in fihe net proceeds retained
by i~ ~orme.lly,. the Centre should be. empowered to levy ,a surcharge whenever
conditiOns reqmre such a levy;. obviously such occasions should be rare are
not last for llllduly-long periods._
·

-
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40. Excise dut~es are ordinarily closely connected with customs duties an~t
_ barring liquor and dr~1e; excises, which we consider, should cdntinue to remam
Provincial are inherently not suited for provincial taxation. On the other hand,
they are only a spe•·ies of consumption taxes of which ano~her species namely,
sales, turnover and pure};tase taxes have been the subjec~ of provincial taxation
for some time. The i\1emor&nda receivt~d by us from the Provincial Governmentsare almost unanimous in demanding'some share under excises; and our problem
is to find not only more resources for the units but ix> make their revenues more
balanced. If it was possible to have excises on commodities · not subject to.
Customs duties (whether revenue or proteotive) or not competing, or capabl~ of
competing with, or of substitution for, ccn:nmodities subject to cusix>ms duties,
e.g., ori rice or wheat or millets or on jute and jute goods consumed in India, we
see no reason why such excises or !l' share thereof should not be allotted to the
units, apart from the general poiitical objection to the division of heads, viz., the
divorce of benefit· from responsibility. But such excises are not likely to be
.levied. Again, it is obvious that Excise duties on commodities subject to a
protective tariff or even a high revenue tariff could not be conveniently shared.
In the circumstances, the utmost that we can suggest by way of assistance in this-_
respect to the Provincial Governments is to hand over to them a share of one of
the important Central Excises on a commodity not receiving tariff protectionr
viz., Tobacco. Incidentally, the effective adminiqtration. of this excise require&
the ac_tive co-operation of Provincial Govemments, which would be better forthcom)ng if they had a spare in the tax. We are averse·to giving the units a share
in too many Centra:l Excises; for, such an arrangement would not only magnify
the political objection of benefit without responsibility but lead to administrative
in<X!nvenience, sinc-e "l\Je Pfiiles eould not be altered except by irhe consent
of -all the beneficiaries.
We accordingly recommend that 50 per cent of the net proceeds of the·
excise duty on tobacco should not form part of the revenues o£ the Federation
but should be distributed to the Provinces.
· ·
41. It will be seen from what has been said above that we are not in favour of
the suggestion :rp.ade in item VIII of the Terms of Reference, viz., that;.. tJhe
Centre should be allocated only the excises_on specified commodities, the rest of •
the field of excise being left to tpe Provinces.
.I

42. These duties OOl'.no4i he adminjste-reci satisfa0torily ·except by or in tb.e
closest touch with the income .:tax staff; and in any case, if the Centre · is to
part with a substantial amount of taxes on income and also a part o{ certajn Central excises, it is appropriate that it should geVa share of the estate and
succesde:u duties. 'l'his will also give to the Federal . Government ·a direct
interest in the duty. Subject to what we have said in paragraph 49 about taxes
on agriculturaL property, we recommend that not more than 40 per cent of the
net proceeds of such duties should be retained by the "Centre.
·
&:-.

43. We recommend the continuance o£ the status quo, i:e., .the legislation
in respect of the duties on the specified documents should be Central but Pro·
vinces will .colleen a.nd retain tbe duties.
-44. These taxes are not suitable except £or purely local purposes, i.e., for the
benefit o£ ·municipalities, pilgrim funds, etc., but they can be conveniently levied
and collecbed enly by the Cen~re, The existing provisions may stand.

Giants-in-Aid and Subventions
45. Item II of our ten,ns of referenc-e refers

.to Grants-incaid.

'
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Assam and Orissa now get fixed t.ubventions of Rs. 30 and Rs. 40 lakhs per
.annum, respectively. The recommendations that we have made for the increase
in the Provinci&l share of income-tax and the transfer of a share in· the excise on
tobaccc will increase their revenues substantially like. those of other. Provinces.
Even so, however, we have little doubt that these two Provinces will stiB re"
quire fixed subventions on higher scales than at present.
The position of East Punjab is peculiar. Everything there is unsettled, and
It is clear, howev~r, that this
Province will require a substantial .annual subvention for some time to c9;ne.

it will take some time for things to settle down.

.

...

.

The position of West Bengal is uncertain, and it is not cle_ar how her finances
will shape as a result of the partition. The liability that she will have to take
over as a result of the partition is not yet known. All told, however, she will
pe~haps need some temporary assistance.
46 .. For lack of time and data, we have not been able to assess the subventions required by these four Provinces. We, therefore, recommend that the
Central Government should immediately ·take up the question so that the
.amounts required by each of these Provinces may be determined in time. The
.amounts should be subj·ect to periodical review by the Finance Commission to
which we refer later.
/
47. We have suggested elsewhere that till the Finance Commi~sion has been
.able to recommend a better basis of distribution, a part of the divisiqle pool of
income-tax should be :used in order to ·mitigate hardship in individual cases. The
provision
also contains an element
of grants-in-aid.
·
.
,

#

48. It is. clear that during the developmental stages of· the country it -will be
necessaTy for the Centre to make spepific 'purpose grants to the Provinces from
time to time. The provisions of claus"e 203 of the Draft Constitution seem to be
-adequate for the purpose.' We ·have considered t.he question whether, as in
Australia, grants should be made in order to equalise, or at any rate to reduce the
disparity between the levels of services. and of severity of taxat.ion in the different
.provinces .. There is undoubtedly something attractive in seeking to bring up the
'backward units at least to 'average' standards, both in effort· (severity of taxa- ·
tion) and in performance (standards of services). 'In Australia, the maximum
-difference betw.een the level-s is said to be of the order of 20 per cent and the
number of unit States is small. In India, on the other hand, as for example in
the U. S. A., the difference in the levels is very wide and the number of' units
larger when acceding States com~ into the picture. _-In such a background
'averages' would be mere mathematical concepts. totally unrelated to actual facts.
'On the other hand, even in a Federation autonomous units, there is a great deal
to be said for helping the less prosperous units to come up to the level of the-more
prospProns ones. As in· all such matters we must t~ke a realistic decision with
reference to the conditions in our country. While we do not recommend the
adoption in this country of the Australian system, we have no doubt that the
Centre; when distributing specific purpose grants under clause 203 of the Draft
Constitution, will bear in' mind the varying circumstances in the different Provinces.
,...
..
. __..
48-A .. Section '199 of the Draft Constitution provides for special assistance to
Assam in respect of expenditure fo:r promoting the welfare of scheduled trib'es in
the Pl"ovince. 'We agree with this ;>i."vision .. It has been represented to us on
' behalf.. of OriRsa that a similar :m·· ilJ;on should be made for assisting her to
develop the backward.areas of ''h.·-' ~~:y ;nee. In the absence of any data, we have
bec-;n ~unable t.o assess the mea.s1.11:e (\f ass~stance, if. any, required by this Pro·
vin,ce. and we content O'lrs-lv~·~ .,it!: expressing the view that, if the Central ·
Government, after a due exr;ninntio<1 of the question in all its aspects, decide {
the' special assistanCe is necPsHary )t should be provided on adequate scale.

ot
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T&xea on Agricultural Income and Property
49. It is obvious that the taxation o~agricultral income by the Provinces,
while all other income is taxed by the Centre, stands in the way of a theoretically
sound. system of income-tax in the country. We should, therefore, have liked to.
tal_{e this opportunity to do awazy with this segregation. In view of the ease with
which the origin of agricultural income can be traced, it could be arranged that
the ~ax from such income, even though levied and collected by the Centre as part
qf in integrated system of income-taxes, should be handed back to the Provinces;
and it could be further arranged thl'lt till such time as the Centre in fae.t levied a ·
~x on agricultural income, the Provinces already levying this tax might COJltil1uc~
to le;'Y it without restriction and with full power to vary the rates of tax. The
interests of Provinces could thus be fully protecte-d, and there could, therl:lfore~
be rio financial objeptions from the~. On the other hand, the present arrangement has the political merit of keeping together in one place both benefit and
responsibility, a rather important point, seeing that the Province,; will have full
control over but few important heads of revenue. A few provinces have, in'
fact, levied the tax and are administering it for some time. Perhaps also~ •' '
the Provinces can administer this particular tax with greater faeility than the:
CeJ!tre. For the present, therefore, we have decided to continue the status quo,,
but, in view of the importance of the matter, would recommend that the Pro-. vinces should be consulted at once arid if a m~ority, including of course those·
now levying the tax, agree, tax on agricultural income may be omitted from,
the Provincial List of subjects, consequential changes being made elsewher<e.in·
th~ Constitution. Our foregoing remarks apply mutatis mutandis to Succession,
and .]~state Duties on agricultura:l property also.

Division of proceeds of Revenue between ProVinces
1:'

50. Inoome-tax.-As ~·egards the basis of distributing between Provinces the
share of proceeds from taxes on income, we are of the opinion that no single basis
would lead to equitable results. Origin or locus o£ income is no ·doubt relevant, .
but in the complex industrial and commercial structure of modern times, wherea single point of cont~·ol often reguh.tes a vast net-work of transactions, wherf;l;
the raw materials come from one place, are processed in another·, manufactured
in a third, marketed wholesale in a fourth and ultimately sold in retail over· a·
large m-ea, cm:itracts are made at places different from whe;..e they are performed,
money is paid in at one place and goods delivered at another and more tha:n one
o£ these stages relate to the same tax-payer ,the assignment of a share of profits
t.o each st.age _can only be empirical or arbitrary.
I

51. Again, the residence of the tax-payer is an important factor, but apart
from the artificial legal definition ot residence for income-tax purposes, the
predominance of joint stock enterprise in business, the dispersion of the shareholders of companies all oYer the country and even outside, the possibility
(emerging from the artificial definition) of simultaneous residence in more than
one area, the non-assessment (due to various reasons) of a large number of
; sharehokiers, ar1d the absE·nce o! authoritative, i.e., tested, information in the
income-tax records as to the province of residence o£ 'a resident o£ India (for, today, it is immaterial to the Income-tax Department in which particular Province o~1 assessee is resident), all these together ,make this criterion of residence a difficult factor t.o apply in practice in distributing the proceeds o£ the
tax. Even i£ the statistical difficulties were got over, residence eould bechanged at the will o£ the tax-payer.
li
52. :Another possible c.riterion· is the place of collection. This place ·
iJhe principal place of business of the tax-payer, or his residence z"f· lhS U~ua ~
,
e Is no"'
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carrying on a busine~s 'or pro~ession.- .The cibjectim~ to this factor is that it is
unfair .to_ the areas o( origin and sale 'which .it.co'ri1pletBly ignores,. while it gives
far too much weight to the place _of control of a business, which is usually,
though not necessarily, the place of coll~tion. Moreover, even more than in the
case .of residence, the place of collection can be easily altered at the will of the
.tax-payer.
.
53. Another possible basis is that of needs, i.e., the shares wou'doe regulated
somewhat like grants-in-aid, and rather than go into el~Jborate enquiries for this
purpose, the/population of a Province could be taken as a rough measure of i~
n~eds. The objection to this basis is that a 'share' is something to which a
Province is entitled because its citizens or things have in some ·measure contributed to the fund, while a gr::nt is something- given to it without regard to its.
contribytion to the Centre or 'to any common pool.
·'
~
54. We have said enough to show the difficultie·s ·of the problem, but the
difficulties have somehow to be faced and met, unless we keep ·the_ whole of the
taxes on income as Central and permit Provinces simultaneously to levy a Provincial income-tax on the basis of origiil. In our opinion the latter course is not
feasible in the circumstances of this country even if 'justifiable in theory; and
. pending enquiry by the Finance Commission the~ set.t1ng up of which we suggest
later, we have no choice except· somehow to ma.ke the -distribution on as
equitable a b~sis. as can be devised in the circumstances. •
- 55' ·we propose to 'proceea on th~ basis of cotieet.ion as well as population
and also to make some provision for adjustment on thebasis of need. \Ve recommenrhthat the Provin~ial share, i.e .. &0 per cenj;. of the ;;et proceeds be distri·
butecl a.i.nong the Provinces, cts follows:.-··
· ·
·
•.
20 per. cenL on the basis of population.·
fl5 per cent. on the basis of collection.
5 per cent. in- the map1wr indica~ed in.,:;paragraph 5&.

·.

60

-·---For the distribution of the first two blocks, population figures of the previous.
census and collection figures as- certified by the Auditor-General . should. be
accepted as authoritative;
-,
· 56. The third block of 5 per ce1l.t. should be utilised by. the apportioning
authority as a balancing factor in order to mitigat-e any hardship that,.may arise
in the case of particular Provinces as a result of the. application· of tl;le other
two criteria; irr distributing this block it would be ·open to t-he authority to take
into account all relevant factors.
.
.
.
.• .

Excise d.uty on Tobacco
57. In our view, tbe most equitable method of distributing this duty is on
:the · basis of estimated ccLsumption. We have no doubt that the Government
will take steps to obtain necessary statistical information if it is not ah·eadv
available.
·
·
'
·
•
' Estate and Succession Taxes·.
58.' These t.axes ha~e not so far been levied. ·One of the hurdles to be
e.rossed befor:~ thev can be levied is the determination of the manner·of distri:
bution of the_ net proce_eds ariwng Provinces. Until · the taxes · ·are 'actually·
levied ancl' collected for some time, no data about their incidence will be avail·
nble. Hence, the le ;7. will have to start witJ:l some. a priori basis of apportion' ment among ~rovinces. We ;1ccordingly recommend tha~ until the · Finance
Commission is in a position to· eyoJve a better method on ~be ba~
'

-

\
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of data- available to it, the net proceeds sbould be "distributed amo~1g the. Provinces as follows:- .
'
·
· ,..
'
The net proceeds attributable to real property-Qn the basis of the. lqca.tion of the property.
Of the balance75 per cent on the basis of the residence of the deceased;
25 per cent on the basis of the population of the Province.
The administration and distribution of these taxes would, in the ordinary
course, fall on the Central-Board of Revenue, but it would be necessary to empower an appropriate authority to adjudicate in the case of disputes between
Provinces as t~ the residence. of individuals.

Effect of the proposals
<

•

59. The net effect of all our recommendations together is that, ori the present
basis of revenue; the Centre will have to transfer· to the Provinces a sum of the
<>rder of Rs. 30 crores annually. It will recover a part of this loss by the imposit-ion of the Estate and Succession Dut.ies, of the net proceeds of. which it will
retain 40 per cen~. We believe that it will not be beyond the capacity of the
Centre to part with this amount annually during t.he n_ext five years, though it
inust cause some strain, while at the same time the transfer will enable the
Provinces to start their programme of essential social services and economic
development.
60.
our recommendations regarding the distribution of vroceeds of taxes
among the Provinces, ~e have not only proceeded on more than one basis, but
have provided lor an element of flexibility in order to mitigate h:rrdship. We
have also provided for a periodical review so that the method of. apportionment
can be 3Japted to changing conditions from time to time Oll the basis of experiel)oe.' We have further provided for grants-in-aid both to the weaker Provinces and to Provinces in difficulty. .· 61. We have also tried to make the whole arrangement as automatic and free
from interference as -possible. The basic features of the schen1e will be embodied
in the Constitution itself, while periodic changes will bt_Plade by the President
·on the recommendation of the Finance Commission, which we hope, will command the confidei1ce of all. As frequent changes a;re undesirable, we have re:
<:ommended a flve-yearly review, though in special circumstances the Finance
' Commission may embark on a review at a shorter interval. The Provinces will
now be sure of their position and can go ahead with their plans.
62. It is needless for us to add that to the extent that the 'Centre transfers
its resources t~ the Provinces in the shape 0f nsw or increased shares in
revenue, its ability to give grants to the Provinces for specific or other purposes
must be correspondingly reduced.
·
. ·
63. We may not hav~ been able in our proposals to satisfy everybody or to ·
provide for every contingency that may possibly arise in the future, but we have
tried to do the best possible under the circumstances.

:u;

,

Finance Commission
64. For reasons already stated, our recommendation as to the initial basis
of apporfienment among Provinces .is not intended to be permanent. Conditions may change. The working of the scheme for some time will in itself
produce some data that would indicate the nature and direction of the changes
required. It is necessary, therefore, to have a periodical review of the whole
position by a neutral expert authority. / •

r,
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65. We ref;O.QJmend for this purpose, among others, the appointment oi a
high level Tribunal-of five members including a Chairman who has been,' or
is, holding b1gh judicial office, not lower than that o:f a. Judge of a ·High
Court. This Tribunal may be called the Finance Commission. There may
not ordinarily be enough \vork for the Commission to keep it busy continuously, and the inembers need not, th~refore, devote their whole time to the work.
The members should be appointed by the !!resident jn his discretion if only
because a Commission of this kind would have frequently occasion to deal
with ··points of conflict between the Centre and' the Units. While we ·would
not .. lay down any conditions in the Statute a·s t(; how these members should
be selected, we recommend 'that; two shou!d be selected from a p001el of
nominees of Units Governments and two. others from a panel of nominees of
the_ Central Government, the Chairman being selected by the President himself. One at least of the five should possess close knowledg.e of the finanoes
and accounts of Governments, while another at. least should have a wide and
authorihttive knowledge of economiCil. It would be an advantage if one or
more were public men with vide e.xperience., It would be further advantage
if a member possessed more than one qualification, and steps should be taken
to iOOOUre the services of sueh ind£vjduals. The al!point.me,rts ·might be· made
£or 5 years and be renewable for another five yearxs.
·
.
66. Bet·ween now and the setting up o£ the Finance Commission, we rec
commend that. the Central Government should take steps in consultation with
·the Provinces, to collect, compile and maintain statistical information on eer~ tain basic matters such as the value, volume and di~tribution of production,
t.he distribution of,. income, the incidence of t.axes, both Central •and Provinci~.
the consumption of important eommoclit.ies; particularly those that are t.axed '
or likely to be taxed, etc. The Finance Commission, when set up,, would then
have some- basic i,nformation kl go upon, a'llcl would l'Jo doubt call for such further· informat.ion' as it may need. It would also, to the extent necessary,"arrange
for continuous examination and research in respect of all important matters.
67. The Fi,nance Commission should be enfr!J.sted with the following'functiohs :-, ·
(a) To allocat-e between the Provinces, the respective shares o£ the
proceeds of t.axe.s that have to b8 divided between them;
(b) To consider applications tQr grants-in-aid fr~m Provinces and nep~t.
thereon;
/
( ~) To consider and ·report! on an;y other matter referred to it by the
'
President.
68. While these categories would exhaust the duties of the Commission, ·
it should be open to the Commission. to make any recommendations it may
think expedient in the course' of the discharge of these duties: It ma;y, for
example, suggest a· variation in the heads of revenue assigned to the Provinces, i.e., the transfer of new heads or the withdrawal of existi~g heads, or
increases in the shares of existing heads or a reduct:on in these shares. In
making all .such' recommendations, the 1 Commission will take into 'account
all relevant matters, including the stat-e of finances o£ the Centre. Its· re- ',
commendations, in so far as they do not involve any change in the Consti- 1
t.U:tion, would, when accepted by the President, be' given effect to by him by
order, while recommendations involving· a chang~ in the Constitution, ff
'similarly accepted by him, would be dealt with.' like any other proposed
amendment to the Constitution.
00. The Commission's first :fun"tion would ·be of the n!Jture of an' arbitration, and therefore, the Commission's decisions will -be, final. As regardt>
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the second function, we have ·no doubt that the recommendation of the
Commission in respeet of grants-in-aid would be given the ~tmost; weight by
bhe President and not ordinarily departed from ·by him.
70. The basis for the allocation of revenues referred to in item (a) should
ordinarily be settled by the Commission at intervals o£ five years, but it
~houl<t be open to the Commission to shorten the interval if it feels satisfied
in ~;pecial circumstances that such shortening. is called for.
, "71. We wo'tud further recommend, in order to save time, that the Finance
Commission may be set up in advance of the coming ir:..to effect of the Cons~
tqtion, and its status regularised after the Constitution comes into effect.
ReSiduary Powers of Taxa.ti<m

l

72. It appears that under the new Constitution, r.esiduary powers will be
vested in the Centre, so far as the Provinces are concerned, while the corresponding residvary powers in respect of the States will b'e vested in the States
themselves. The que'stion has therefore been raised whether, as a consequence, as many specific taxes as possible should not be entered in the Provincial List of subjects. We cannot think of any important new tax that can
be levied by the Provinces, which will not fall underc or:e or the other of tre
existing categories included in the Provincial List. We think that the chance
of any practical difficulty arising out of the proposed constitutional position ··
is remote, and, in any case,. it seems to us that if a tax is levied by the Centre
under its residuary powers, there will be nothing to prevent the proceeds of
the whole or a part of this tax being distributed for the benefit of the J'rovinces only. As a matter of abundant caution, however, it may be laid
-down in the .Constitution that if any tax is levied by the Centre in futur8'- ·
under its residuary powers, and to the extent that the States do not agree to
accede to the Centre in respect of the corresponding subject, the whole or
a part of the proceeds of the t.ax shall be distributed between the Provinces
and the acceding Stlttes only.
'

This disposes of Item IX· of our Terms of Reference.

Exemption of Provincial Governments from Taxation
73. Section 155 of the Government of India Act provid~s- that profits fr0m
trading by a Provincial Government would be taxable only if the trade was
carried on outside the Province. The exemption from Central taxation of
; trade by Provincial Governments carried on within the provincial limits did
not matter much in the past; for the Governments had fe>v trading operations.
With the present tendency towards nationalisation (e.g., m'imy provinces .have
already taken up quite seriously the nationalisation of road transport), the
Centre should have some power to levy either income-tax or a contribution
in lieu of income-tax in respect 0£ the~~ trading activities. · Disputes as to
such contributions should, we consider, be examined and adjudicated upon
by the Finance Commission. to which we have already referred.' We feel
that if nationalisation of industries or trades fakes placE" rapidly, the whole
quP.stion would have to be reviewed de novo, for the entire structure of the
tax system of tile country would be completely changed.
'
• 74.
the meantime we make the following recommendations:{a) The existing practice should continue in resped of trading operations of the Central Government, i.e., no incon'le-tax should be
levied on the profits. It should be open to the Centre, .however, io levy a contribution, as in the case of Railways, for its
sole benefit from. such operations. H the trading is carried on
by a separate juristic person, tax will be levied even if the
Gov-ernment is tht ~inant shareholder.

In-
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(b) Tn,x should be. levied on the trading operations of Uni]s (as also
of local bodies), whether .carried on within or without their
jurisdiction; and the tax or the contribution in lieu· thereo! •·
should be tre~~~ as ordinary income-tax reven_u~ for the Pl;ll'·
pose of ,the div1s1ble pool. Vle presume that If there are · noprofits, there wi11 'be no coritributiOJ1; but if this presu;·nption
. IS wrong, we suggest that the contribution should be treated
as·
·f .
_part of the divisible pool of income-tax. . . ..
'
(c) We r~commend _that quasi-trading operations incidental to the·
ordmary functwns of Government such <18 the sale of timber by
the forest departme?t or of jail woducts by the jail department
should not be treatea as trading operations for this purpose.
.I
-.

Emergency Provisions
\

75. The needs of the Centre -in times of. emerg;:mcy~, such as war or Ja.rgescaJe internal disorder, cannot be provided. for t.hrough 'the detailed, allocation
of· he~ds of . revenue, or of .shares .tl:lerein. I~ is obviously not . possible to
legislate how emergendes should oe met.. ; 'iVe ·would suggest' that tl1ere
·should be a special provision in the Consfitqtion authorising the President in
an emergeney to suspend ()r . vary the financial provisions in such manner as
he may· think best in the circum,stances. For example, if there is a war and
an Excess Profits Tax is levied, i~ m}ght be necessary for the Centre to retain the.
whole of this tax for. itself.
Procedure in Financial

is

:Mat.~ers

76. Item X of our terms of reference
as follows:-~
"Is it necessary to make any modifications )n the existing provisiOns as
regards procedure in financial matters1 contained in _SecNons 33 to 37 and 78
to 83 o£ the Government of In<iia Act, 1935?" ~ .
77. The prdsent finan~ial procedure in the fedtral sphere is laid down in
--sections· 33~37 of the Government of India Act, 1935. The. corresponding
clauses in the Draft Constitution as prepared by the .Secretariat of the Constituent Assembly are 74, 75 and 77-81. \Ve have, two recommendations to~
mab:~

·

1

·

(~)

When a money bill is sent from the Lower House to the Upper,
a certificate of the Speaker of the Lower House saying that it
is a money bill should be attached to,/or endorsed on, the bill and"
·--..a ,provision to thact effect should be- made in th'i> Constitution on
the lines of the corresponding provision in the Parliament Act,
1911. . This will prevent controversies about the matter outside-·,1
'the Lower House.
(2) After clause 80, a· proVision .may be made making it necessary for
novernment to approach the Legisl::tl;ure fo1; regularising any
• excess expenditure that might be dis~overed i)1 audit after the
close .of the year. This 's, in faCt, done even now, 'but there,.
_ is no statutory obligation to do so.
. . Subject,. to _these- two recommendations, we· approve of the provisions ..-in
the Draft Constitution.
·
78. Financial procedure in the Provincial field is goverped by sectio!\s 78_.:..82
of the Government of India Act, 1935. The corresponding provisioi1s in the'~
Draft· Constitution occ1_1r in clauses 149~153. We recmm:riend~
-~
(1) that in a Province with a bicameral Legislature, if any, the powers
of,the Up~er House over money bills should be- exactly the same
as at the federal level; .
'
'
·

-
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{2) that the new provision, in respect of a vote on excess grants, recommended by us at the federal level should be ·repeated at the
provincial level also.
79. It is usual in written democratic constitutions to provide that no money
can be dr.awn from the treasury except on the authority of the Legislature.
granted by an ac_t 6f appropriation. In 'this country, the practice has been
to authorise expenditure by resolutions. of Government after the
demands
have been voted, and. not by law. As the existing practice has been working
well in this country, appropriation by law does not appear to be necessary.
'

Auditor-General
80. Though ·the question has not been specific~lly referred to us, we co~
sider that the status and powers of the Auditor-General are -so closely connected
with financial procedure that we have gone into this matter· also. The provisions in resoect of the Auditor-General of the Federation are contained in
nlauses 106-io9 of the Draft. Constitution. and those in regard to the AuditorGeneral of the Provinces, in clauses 174-175.
In •substance, all these
clauses repeat the existing provisions in the Gov\)rnment of India Act. We
consider the provisions t.o be adequate for . t-he purpose of securing the independence of. the Auditor-General. We notice that the Auditor-General of
India is to perform the functionP. of t,he Auditor-General in respect· of the
Provincial Governments also for an initial period of three years,· and thereafter, until a particular Provincial Government chooses to appoint its own
Auditor-General. We favour thA continuance of a single Auditor-General for
the Government of India as well as for the Provincial Government;s,. and it
is possible that the Provincial Governments will also prefer that course, and.
will choose not to use their power of appointing separate Auditor-General for
the Government of India as well as for the Provincial Governments, and it
is possible that the'ProWcial Governments _will also prefer that course, and
will choose ·not to use their power of appointing separate Auditor-General of
their own. The Draft Constitution, howe·ver, gives them the option to
appoint Auditors-General if they think fit so to do. We are not sure whether.
it. is possible altogether to do away with this option, much as we shouW.
' like to do so;, but if the option remains, we recommend that the· provisions
of sub-clause 3 of clause 174 should be amended so as to make the Auditor.
General of a Province eligible for appointment as Auditor-<1eneral of another
ProvincA also.
:Sorrowing POWers
81. This question is covered by Item I of our Terms of Reference.
The present position is that the Provinces have the freedom to borrow
in tlie open market in India excep.t when they are indebted to the Centre.
The most outstanding advantage of the freedom of b.orrowing is the sense
of financial responsibility it creates; for, there is :p.o more accurate, sensitive
and dependable meter of the credit of a borrowing Government than
the
...
~reaction bf the securities market.
\Ve do not therefore wish to withdraw
·this freedom. Nevertheless. it is necessary to have some machinery which
would ensu:re_Jihat borrowing Governments do not, by their competition, upset
the capital market. This machinery is now provided through the Reseiv..e
Bank which advises all the Governments, but in view of the ambitious programmes of development both by the Centre and by the Units, it may become
.necessary to set up some kind of expert machinery, both competent and :
definitely empo"jered, to fix the order of priority of .the borrowings of the
different Governments. In some countries, this co-ordination is effected either
by a Ministerial Conference or by a Loans Council.· Such machinery should
~ riot affect the responsibility of a Government for its borrowing policy, and
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should help only in the timing of the loan and avoidance of- unnec~ssary c~m
petition. The co-ordination by the Reserve, Bank has worked well m practwe, ·
and so long as it works well we do not recoll).mend any change. We a.s~ume .
that there will be no distinction between federating <States and the Provmces
in this respect.
82. We are of the opinion that it should not be open to a Provincial 9ovemment or to a· Government of a State to go in. for a foreign loan except with
the.consent of the Federal Government and except undet such conditions, if any,
as the Federal Government may think fit to impose at the time of
granting the consent.
Vve notice, however, that there is an entry, vi~ ..
"18. Foreign Loans" in the Federal Legislative List in th5l Draft Constitution.
~We are not s·ure whether, the insertion of this en.try in the Federal Legislative List is enough to prevent the Government of a Unit from going in for ~
foreign loan. .We, therefore, ;recommend that the point be examined, and
if the provision is not found to be adequate, e. specific provision should be made
in clause 210 of the Draft Constitution making it necessary for the Government of a Unit to obtain the consent of the Federal Government bef9re going
in for a foreign loan.
'

Problem of Indian States
.

/

-

83. The points at issue are contained in 'items III,. IV, V. VI and XI of our
terms of referencQ..
This part of our work is the most diffic_ult party thereof, and -the difficulty
-arises as much from the lack of statistical data as from the complications of
the problem itself; for, not. only do conditions differ widely between the Provinces as a whole and the States as a whole, but from State_to State, so that
it is difficult to apply--a common yard-stick.
.
84. The Union Powers Committee of the Constituent Assembly in Para. 2 (d)

Q£ their report, dated 17th April, 1947, has expressed its view on this subjec~ in

the following terms:-"We realise that, in the matter of industrial development,
the States are in varying degrees· of advancement and conditions in British
India and the States are in many respects dissimilar. Some of the al:]ove
.:taxes are now regulated by agreements between the Government of India and
the States. We, therefore, think that it rnay not be possible to impose a!
~Uniform standard of taxation throughout the Union __all at one~.
We recommend tljat uniformity of taxation throughout the Units rriay, f~r an agreed
t>er1od of years after the establishment of the Union not exceeding 15, be kept
in arbey21nce and the incidences, levy, realisa.tion and apportionment of the
-above taxes in the State Units shall be subjected to agreements between them
-and the Union Government. Provision should accordingly be made in the
Constitution for implementing the above recommendation." We entirely agree
with these observations.'
85. We assume t.hat the ultimate object of the Federation must be t~ secure
for the federating States t~e same, or nearly the same standards. of economic
development, fiscal arrangements and administrative efficiency as in the l'ro;rince.s. It !s only ag~inst this ~ackground that .the States can have the samt
:~dent1ty of mterest wrth the Umon as the Provmces have.
·
I

-

'86. The first diffic·ulty met with in our investigation is that many of tbe

'Smaller States have neither a budget nor effective audit, so that' adequate
-and re1iable .information about their financial position, on a basis permitting
~omparison with Provinces, is not availa_ble. We recommend accordngly that
It should be made obligatory within as short a period as possiqle· for each State
to arrange for th(} preparation and authorisation of a periodical budget and
tlie maintenance of .proper accounts and audit and to send copies; of its budcret
accounts and audit reports to the Union .Government. v,
"' '

•
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87. In the absence of sufficient data, \Ve are not in a position to make recommendations other thap of a general nature.. We. are clear in our mind
that the States should gradually develop all the laxes in the Provinci~l Legislative List so that they may correspondingly give up reliance on ta~s in the
Federal Legislative List. Thie process however would necessarily take some
time and in the meanwhile it will be necessary to have trans~tional arrangement.:!.
,
.

,

D

88. We will now take wp Land Customs. We do not recommend the
immediate abolition, of Land Customs, for we ftnd that such a course would
lead to a serious dislocation in the finances of many States. ;Moreover, where
there is no large re-export trade, these land customs, though a possible source
of annoyance, are really of the nature of octroi duty levied at a few point of
entry. On a long view, however, in the interests of the States themselves,
these duties might be replaced by other taxes, such as sales and turn-over taxes.
We recomme~d accor~ngly. that Land Customs now levied by the States should be abohshed durmg the next 10 years. As a first step it may be arranged
that-.
'
·
(1) a .State shall not in future levy land customs on a commodity on
which there is no such duty now;
{2) a State shall not after a fixed date, increase the rate on any Pnmmodity; and ,
(3) a State levying land ,~mstoms should· grant refunds oil re-exports.
Gradual abolition over a period of 10 years should not cause any serious
dislocation to the finances of these States, nor can there be any question o£
paying any compensation to these States, for the simple reason that the Union
Government will not gain any corresponding revenue.
89. Maritime customs should be uniform all through the Union, and thEt
Federal Cfflvernment should take over the administration of such customs in
sll the maritime. States. If this arrangem~nt results in the loss of any State
of the revenue now enjoyed by it, it is only fair that the State should be compensated for the ·loss. Pending determination of the appropriate compensation
in each case by a States Commission, the appointment of which we recommend
in a later paragraph, each State may be given an annual grlj.nt equal to the
average revenue from this source during the last three years. The right of
Kashmir to a rebate· on sea customs may be similarly abolished on payment
of a similar grant.
90. The Federal Government may levy Central Excises in- all the States,
but those States. which now enjoy the benefit. of a part. or the whole of these
revenues raised in their areas should, in lieu of such benefit, receive grants on
the basis of the average revenue enjoyed by them from these sources during
the last three years. In our opinion. neithei this arrangement nor the one
referred to in the foregoing paragraph should present any difficulty from the
purely .financial point of view either to the Union or to the States.
91. 'l'he Indian Income-Tax Act, with such modification as may be considered necessary by the President, may be applied to all the Federating States.
The net proceeds of the tax attributed to the States may be· credited to a States
Income-Tax Pool and such portion not being less than 75 per cent. of the net
proceeds attributable to each State. as determined bv the President. mav be
•
paid back to the States.
We are aware that many problems will arise in the course of allocating
these proceeds between the different states, but tliey are not insoluble, and ca~
be solved on lines similar to those followed in allocatincr similar revenues
between the Provinces.
b

'
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92. -The ne~tl for a uniform svstem of income-tax both in the Provincesand in the .States has b~co~e urg~nt not only because' of the facilities afforded·
for evasion ·and avoidance.of the Central Income-tax by. the existence of States
';rith lower rates of taxation or no tax at ali, but also beca.use it is alleged that
mdustries .are ·being diverted artificially. by the incetltive of lower ta;xation to~reas not mherently suited for the industries.

,.

:n

.

-

. 93: Though we do not favour any -abrupt change in. the status quo, we do·
n~t a~tach much weight po the argument that the States are, as a whole, industrially bac~ward and that thev cannot. therefore stand the same hiah rates
of ta:;at~on,- particul~rly incom~-tax,. as· the Provi~ces can. If the pr6ductive·
cap~City of a St~te, and. cons~quently its level of income, is low, it followst~Iat t~e State will :hot have ~o contribute much by way of tax if· it falls in.
bne With the .PI"?vinces.. If,· on the other hand, the point is that industries - should be ar?rfi.c1ally. shmula~.d in the States somehow by the incen~ive of~ ·
lower taxes; It. Is obvwus that if the State is not· suited for industrial develop~
ment, the cost of bolstering up its industries must ultin{atelv fall upon the·
Provinces and other States.
~

94. As already stated, we are not in a position 'to make detailed recommendations regarding ·the States. We recommend for this purpose the establish-·
ment of a States Commission with five members who should possess wide·
knowledge of ,the :financial' administration -of Provincial, Federal or State·
Governments. Preferably, one of these members might be a member of the
Finance Commission (for, Provinces) -referred to earlier in · this report.
The Commission should a<lvise the President, as also t-he States, ·about their
financial systems and suggest methods by means of which the States could'
develop- their resources an<;! fall into line with, the Provinces as quickly as
possible. One of the first tasks of the Commission will be to examine in
• detail the privileges and immunities enjoyed by e·ach State, and also the. connected liabilities, i£ any, and recommendei .a suitable basis of, compensation .
for the extinction o£ such rights and liabilities. We consider in particular that
the States_ Commif;sion should deal with the problems befo-re it with understar;tding and sympathy and suggest solutions which would not only be fairboth to the States and to the Provinces. but· enable the States to come up· •
to the :Produeial staudards in as sho.t·t a time as possible. ·
.

.,

\

95. The States w4ich come into the ·above arrap.gements would pay their
contribution for Defence and other Central services through· the share of the
net proceeds of Central taxes retained by the Centre, and nothing more should
be expected· :from those States. .On the other hand, the ·States .whi?h accede
but do n()t come intro +.he <1hove arrangements, should pay a contnbutwn to the
Centre, the amount of Jrhich .should be determined by" t}1e States Commission
having regard to all tbe relevant factors.
{)6. The constitutional arrangements in this respect, particula~ly d~1ring t,he
intei'l"egnum of 15 years, should, in our opinion, be kept :ery. ~exible. The
President should •be enabled by order to adopt any, TIJ)ancml , arrangemer).t he
may find exp-edient with each State until such a11.·angem~nt is_ altered by an
Act of the Federlll Legislature after necessary col{sultatwn w1th the States.

97. While the outlines which we have indicated above are capable o£ beingapplied to most of the m'ajor 01: even middle-sided States, it. is, _in our. opi~io.n,
necessarY. to group together a 'mmber of smaller States m sizab~e a.dnumstrative units before they can be brought
into any reasonable financial
pattern.
..
"'
..
"

~

'

98. We ~re sorrv that we have not been able to contribute anything more
precise then we ha;e done to this part· of the terms of reference to us.

/

APPENDICES

09. We enclose two Appendices (IV aud V) one o£ whicp se~~ out i;n detail,
as far as we have been able to collect, the rights. and immumt1es e~Joyed by
various Stat~s, and the other setting out the total budgets of certam .S.tates.
and the part played by Land Customs in those budgets. ·
summary of- Recommendations.

100. (1) No major.change to .be made in the, list of ta~es in" Federal Legislative List as reeomme:;Jded by the Union Powers Comm1ttee. (Par:a· SO)*

.

(2) Tlw limit of }\~. 50 to be rai~ed to ;Rs. 250 for taxes on ~ro£essions etc,
·
_
.
levied by- Local Bomes. (Para. 30)
'

(3) An entry to be made in the Federal Legislat!ve List o£ a new item "Stock
Exchal}ges- and Futures Markets", etc. (Para. 30)*
(4) A few ~inor changes of a drafting ni\ure ~o be mad~ in ~he l~st o£ taxesin the Provincial Legislative List; and no new 1tems for msertwn Ill the Provinci;;tl I,egislative, List. (Paras. 31-33)*
(5) The Centre to retain ~he w~ole of the net ~roceeds o£ the £~ll~wing taxes,_
viz., (a) Duties of Customs 1r:cludmg Export Du~1es; ~b) tax on c.aprtal v~lu~ of"_
assets, etc.; (c) taxes on Rarlway fares and frmghts, and (d) Central Exmsea
oili.ar tban·on·toracco. (1\na. 34)*

(6) The grant of fixed- assignments for a period of years to the jute-grQ.wiug
provinces to muke up for their loss o£ revenue. (Pa,ras. 35-36)* .
(7) The net proceeds of the following taxes to be. shared with the Provincial
Governments, viz. (1) Income-tax, including Corporation Tax; (2) Central Excise on 'robaceo; (3) Estate and Succession Duties. (Paras. 38-42)*
0

•

•

(8) The suggestion that the Centre. should be allotted only the excises on
specified eormnodi~ies, not accepted (Para. ~1)*
.
(9) Federal Stamp Duties and Terminal taxes on goods. etc., to be adminis£ered centrally, but wholly for the benefit of the provinces. (Paras. 43 and 44)*.
{10) Larger fixed subventions than now, nrcessar.v for Assam· and Orissa, and
subventions for limited periods for East Punjab and West_ Bengal, -but nO>
precise figures recommended for lack "o£ data. (Par~s. 45 and 46)*
(11) Grants-in-aid or; the Australian model not .favoured. (Para 48)*
(12) Merging the tax on agricultural income in the Central Income-tax and'
similarly the Estate arid Succession Duties on agricultural property in the
similar duties 011 property in general to be examined in consultation with Provincial Governments and transfers made from the Provincial List o£ subjects, if
necessary. (Pam. 4g)*
.
(13) ;Not less than 60 per cent. of the net proceeds of Income-tax, including
Corporation .Tax and the tax on Federal emoluments, to be divided· between
Provinces·in the following manner:~
20 per cent.. on the basis of poJ?ulation, 35 per cent. on tJ:te basis of collection and 5 per cent as an adjusting factor to mitigate hardship. (Paras. 55 and
5~*
.
0

(14) Not less than 50 per cent of the net proceeds o£ the excise on tobaccoto be divided between Provinces on the basis of estimated consumption. (Para...
5~*
'
0

(15) Not less than 60 per cent. of the net proceeds from Succession and Estate-·
Duties to be divided between the P;rovinces on the'following basis :-Duties in
* Reference to paras. are to paras. iu the original ~eports.
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respect of real property on the ~asis of allocation of the. property, and of the
balance, three-fourths on i;he basis of the resideJ?.ce of the deceased and oneiourth on the basis of population. (Para. 58)*

(16) Net effe~t of the recommendations, to transfer annuanJ a sum of the
<>rder of Rs. 30 crores from the Centre ·to,the Provinces. (Para. 59)* .
(17) A Finance Co~mission with a .High Court Judge or ex-.High Court Judg&
as Chairman and four other members to be entrusted_ with ·the following fun«>
tions :-viz. (a) allocation ·between the Provinces of ·their shares of~ centrally
administered taxes· assigned to them; (b) to consider applications for grants-in-aid fo~; Pr()vinces and report thereon; (c) to consider and report on other
matters referred to it hy the President. ~(Paras. 65-67)*
.

(18) The Commission to reyiew the pouition every five
earlier. (Para. 70~ '
.

-circumsta~£eS,

y~ars,

or, in speci!U
•

(19) A tax levied by. the Centre under its residuary powers,_ not tJo enun~
to the benefit o£ a non-acceding State unless ii agrees ~ accede to the Centre
.in respect of that subject. (Para.
·
. 72)*

.

(20) Tra<ling operations of Units, as also of Local Bodies, whether carried ·
•on within.or without their jurisdiction, to be liable oo Centra} Income-tax or a
•Contribution in lieu, 'but quasi-trading operations incide~tal to the normal func-tions of Government n0t to be taxed. (Para. 74)*

..

(21) The President ·to be empowered in an eme-rgency to suspend or vary
>the normal financial provisions in the Constitution·. (Para. 75)* ·
(22) A few minor changes suggeste<l in regard ~ the procedure
.
·lillatters. (Para.· 77)*

in

financial.

(23) No change to be made in respect of bon·owing· powers o£ Units.-(Paras.
;81-82)* ·
I
.
·
~24) Early arrangement to be made for the preparation of regular budgets
-and the maintenance o£ appropriate accounts and audit by all acceding _States.
·
(Para. 86)*

(25) States gradually to develop all the tax-es in the Provincial Legislative
List and co,rrespond!rlgly give up taxes in the Federal List. (Para. 87)*

(26) ;M:aritime customs and exicises in State's to be taken over by the Centre,
::f;he Stat8s being compensated therefor it necessary. (Paras. 89 and 90)*
(27) The Indian r'ucome-tax A"ct to be applied to all the federating_ States,
'-and 75 per cent. of ·the net proceeds. atl.ributable to the States to be divided
;between theru. (Para 9l)*
.,
(28) A 'States Commission to be set up with five members with wide. know1edge of the firta.ncial administration of Provincial, Feddral or State (}qvernm~. ~~~*
'-·. (29) The States Commission to examine the privileges a;:;_d_ immunties etc.
<'()f States and to suggest suitable compensation £or the extinction o£ these rights
·
.and ·liabilities. (Para. !f4) •·
(30) States which do not come into the arrangements to pay a contribution
· :to the CE?ntre to be determined by the States Commission. (Para. 95)*
(31) The interim Constit.1,1tionaL a_rrangements with the States to be flexible
:and small States to be gfouped together. (Paras. 96 and. 97)* ~
· .

* R~ference

t<> paras. are to para8. in the origh1al reports.
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Ooncluston
101. Some of our recommendations would need to be emodied in t}w ·
Constitution while others' would be given effect to by the order qf the President.
We have att~mpted a draft o£ the necessary' provisions 1n the Constitution to.
give effect to the former; and these are set out in .Appendix VI.* '

102. ,M;r. Rangae6ari has signed this report in his personal ciacity, and·
the views expressed in it should not be treated as committing in any mannel':!he Ministry of Finance of which he is an officer.
. ·
N~LINI

.v: .s.

:RANJAN SA,RK;E:R,

·s:-u~DA;R.A){,

~

)11_. Y. · :RAN_GA(J;HA;R.I.
Nttw Delhi:

ith DOOember 194:7.

_____ ________..
....:.,_

• Reference to paras. ·are to pa1'as.
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CONSTITUTIONAL
POSITION OF lTHE jCENTRE. ANDj!THE
PRPVINCES
IN RESPECt~. OF a:EvEN'ttE UNDER
•
l
. .
.
.
.;
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT, 1935
:-

:

'. ·~

(

d

...

, \

(a) Revenues of the Federation

(1)

(2)

From Collllllerdlal
Operations.

I

I

.

';0~.

'

.

,,
I
and

A. Levied and collected by B. Levied and oolleeted byI the Federal Government or C. Levied
collected b:r
the Federation but bewhioh a portion Is or maJ' be assigned to the provlnoea
Federation and, belon!!lna
lonalng who!ly to the Pro- ,..
1
wholly to the Fedemtwn.
vlnoes or Units.
,.
1, Duties on
Suoession to .
I
I
r
1,. Taxes In Lists A & B
propertf other than agrl- a. Assigned by the .A.ot.
b. May be assigned by
IIL. areas administered by
.
eultura land.#
I
.
Federal Law.
the Federal Government.
2. Stamp Duties on.Bllls of
1
S
·
2. Oustoms.
'o.
Exchange Oheques . Pro- 1. Income-tax other than 1. Duty on Calt.
3. Corporation Tax.
.
notes, Bills· of Ladmg,
Corporation Tax. (Subject 2. Other dutws or Excise 4. Slll'charges menUoned In
Letters of Credit, Polioies • to Federal Suroharge)~
on Tobaooo and on other
Lists A & B.
•
ofinsuranee, Proxies and 2. Jute J;Jxport Duty.~
Goods.· manufaotured.or'll. Taxesonoapitalvaluesof
Reoeipts.t
produced in India exoep~
assets of Individuals and
3. Terminal Taxes on goods
•·
companies.
or passengers carried by
(•I) a:Jeohollo liquor
for
6. Misoellaneous reoeiptil
Railway or air. ~
human oorummptlon.
from fees In respeot of
4, Taxes o:iJ. Railway fares
(h) Opium,
hemp, and
·matters.•'lu Fedora! Llsi
and freights:•
other narcotios and
(lnoludnlg fees taken In the
(Sublecl't to the right ofthe.
non .'"~rcotic drug~.
ll'odoral Co uri.)
li'ederatlon to raise Ji'edo(c) medwwfll and toilei
raJ Revenue by a sur-·
preparailona. 1"
o~e on all the Items In
s: Duties of Export. 'i"
Ull.i !st.) '
• :f'lot yet levied.
/
l"l
t These duties oontlnue to be both levied and oollooted ify the Provlnoes:
~ Levied ao far only for the benent of loeal bodiiJII.

: (3)

'(4)

SovtHlp ll'unotlona. 'Oontrlbutlons from
..,
8tates-Assl11ned
by Hla Male1ty.

-

.

. I

'

a

0
2:

1. Poat! & TeleiJlAph. ·· 1. Colll&lle and
Trlbu-. and other
2. Federal Railwa)'l.
• Ourrenoy.
pa~enw.
3. Bank!~.
2. :Bacheat and lapte
4.. Other ommeralal
ln a.reu admlnlaOperations.
&erod by Federal
#
4ilovenunen•.

l

..

f}

/

From T&XA>s

\

TH.€

w

>-3
....
>-3

c:::
t1'l

·.
··
:.
'.
·
"-

z>-3

.• >
m.

·oo

~·

\;1j

....

~.
0

"".....z

tl

....
>

r-t
~

8

'·

1 Duty now abolished.
· ,,
11 See notes under the other Table.
'If No share 'auiped .to Provlnaee,

!Z
c

-:<

,....
<:C

,::.
c:1)

(b)

Revenues of the Province

/

I.

LT~·
I

.

I

Sov&relg~

C•.

B. CommtrJI Operations.

.

A. Directly raised by the Provlnoe.

....

I

D. Granta-in·ald and sub·
nntlons from the centre.

Lghts.

~itheat anJ Lapse.

,.

~olletted

B. Lelrl.j and
by the Federation and
1. J,ami Revenue.
wholly allocated to the
2. Duties ofexoiseonalooholicl!quors,eto, Provinoes. •
excluded from Federal revenues.
I
3. Taxes on Agricultural income.
I
4. Taxes on lands and Buildings•,
Item! In I,fst A of the other Table.
Hearths and Windows.

11. Succession to agricultural land.
6. Taxes on Mineral rights.
7, Capitation taxts.
8. Taxes on Professions, Arts, Trades and
Calllngs.*
9. Anlmr.ale and Boats. •
10. Salo of Goods and Adverllaement1.
11. Octroi.
12. Taxes on luxuries, entertalmnerite, ete. *
18. Stamps--other than Stampo In Federal List.·
14. Taxes on Passengers and Goods In Inland
waterways.
16. Touls.t
16. Mlsrellaneous Receipts from feea lnelnd!ng
fees taken In Courta (other than the Federal
Court.)

----·---

c.

•

I
I

>
't!

Levied and Colleeted by the Federation
but which Is or may be allocated In part to
the Provinces.

't!

!;;!

z

I

I

(a) By the Government
~~ India Aet.
Ineome-Tax.t
Export duty on Jute. 'I[

Co

0

I

H

0

(b)'BY Federal LeP!a·
tlon.l
Salt.t
.
Federal EXclee Duty.
Export Dntlelill~

!;;!

Ul

't

b

~

-

,

t

• These t..:xoo ere now raieed by MuniciPal and other Loeal authorities for their needs.
t Now abolished-but before abolition wu a source ol Munltlpal Taxation.
By order In Counoll 60% of the net prooeeds of tax on Income other thnn Corporation tax ex elusive of proQeeds attributable to Chief Commissioners Provlnoes and taxes In
reepeot of Federal emolument• are dlstrlbutahle In accordi\MC with a presaribed ratio. •
'
'U 62i assigned to Provinces by Order in Council distributed among jute produoing Provlnees In proportion to the respective amounts of Jute grown In them.
I Dnt:r abollahed.
·
II ~o ehare allotted to Provinces.
•

~

-:J

<:0

APPENDIX B

~

FINANCIAL
POSITION
OF THE PROVINCES AND
THE CENTRE FROM 1937-88 TO 1946-47
,.
.•
.
(a)' Provinces

I'

[Annexure II]

,

-

(InlakhsofRu~)
p
-~

•

.

'
Provinll6

ProvinoiQJ
R9Vtlnue

\

---·------Madras. '
.

__

!'

Devolution
Grants from
the Centre
in~luding

· - · -I

Total
Revenu.J

Total

Cnmulativ-&

Revenue

D3ficit(-<)
SLU"piUJJ(+)

J§ll(psndi tur-8

..

------------. •. 2,68,%7

--:;---------'
:t,84,!!

+

2,87,39

1,92,52

M,51

2,19,03

1,65,35*

69,92

2,35,27

2,51,13*

-Hl,86

United Provinoes

1, 79,3!'

26,77

2,06';10

2,04,99

-j;-1,11

Punjab

1,84,12

11,51

1,95,63

1,60,46

+35,17'

15,10

90,16

81,81

63,61

7,69

71,3~

70,661

3ll,54

7,89

43,43.

11,55

23,49

7,93

25,64

Bombay

..

BengaJ •

.

;

C.

P.

& Bera.r •.

'

Assam

I

N-W.F.P.
OriS>~a

Sind

71S,Q6·

.

.

II

11,94
17,71

•.

. -.

2,06,69

55,19

10,27t

.

.

65,46

..

8,17
u.u~

+

..

29,18

55

ei7,0i

42

,.

25

2,48

17,31

6,43

6,79

57

+s.aa

7,78

1,07

+

64.

8,14

2,41

42,89

+54

1,02

"1,54"

22,95

+

15

-63

25,11

+53

(j'

iJJ.
{

.. ::

10

60

'

60,04

+5,42

8,14

;

of 3,00 In 1943-44taken by Bengal as reduction of Expenditure on Famine. Hence Revenue and
tThe subvention wlis capitalised on 1st April 1944 and the va~ue set otf a~airll!t the f,joy<l :Uarr!'ge. :Pebt.
l\.evlsed E)stimaW!! haVe ~enerally been tl'~en for 1946·'7.

•subsi~y

Closing
balance
on
31st Mar.1947

(:.

..

1Bihar

..

"

·------- __ .,.

24:,12

•

Balances in
Reserve Funds
on·
lUst Mar.l947

Dev. Grants.

___,_._

·

·'

__

\
0

0

z

U!

~
to3
ct

~

too;]

;...
IJl
00

=

II:

Cll
t-'

~

0
'fl

...
s:
~

t;;

i

p;:

.8

~
0

lilxpendj~ur~

both

4~v~

been illcreased by 8,00.

<
1-A

f

())

J

I
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(b) Central Government- (1937 38 to 1649-47) ·
(In lakhs of Rupees)

--

Expenditure
Revenue r----------ADefence
Civil

Year

39,39

86,61

1937-38

38,97

84,52

1938-39
1939-40

94,57

1940-41

1,07,65

. 40,57

1,34,57

45,03'

47,2~

46,18

Deficit(-)
Surplus(+)

Total

86,61
-63

85,15 .

49,54

94,57

73,61".

1,14,18 .

43,33

1,03,93

1,47,26

-6,53
--12,69

1942-43

1,77,12

~~;28

2,14,62

2,88,90

--.:1,ll,78

1943-44

2,49.95

81,44

3,5lt40

4,39,84

'71,89,89

4,96,26

.--1,60,55

1941-42

-.

.

1944-45

3,35,71

1,00,77

3,95,49

19±5-46

3,61,18

1,24,38

3,60,23

4,81,61

-1,23,43

3,36,19

1,43,36

2,38,11

3,81;47
,

-45,28

19,68,07

7,31,52

18,87,33

26,18,85 -6,50,78

1946-47 (Revised Estimate)

TOTAL.

on

The amounts included in t.he above
acco:mt of revenue assigned .to the
Provinces and Grants-in-Aid and Subventions to them aTe ~en bPlow :-

..

'·

(In lakhs of Rupees)

~

Sbal"e of Jute
Export Duty

Year

Share of
Income-tax

Grants-in-aid
and Subventions.

~

1937-38

...,.

~'

2,65

.....• ,-~
'>"'

3,14
3,05'

1938-39

2,51

1,50

19.39-40

2,56

2,79

3,04

1940-41

1,85

4,16

3,04

1941-42

1,95

7,39

3,03

1942-43

1,40

10,90

2,76

-1,38

19,50

5,75(a)

1,4~

26,56

8,70(b)

' 1,57

28,75

9,'L?(c)

2,80

29,87-

1943-44
1944-45
1945-4-6

.

.-

--

1946-47 (Revised estimate)

TOTAL

20,16

/

1,32,67

1,70

'43,9l(d)

(a) Includes 3,00 Special Grant to Bengal.

(b) Incudes 7,00 Special Grant to Bengal.

_.(e) Includes 8,00 Special Grant to Bengal.

(d) In!Jlud<B 7 round Iy in all for Coorg.

I
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[4TH Nov. 1948-
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APPENDIX B
SUMMARY OF PROVINCIAL SUGGESTIONS
. Part I-Taxes
Tax

1

Assignment
existing or
contemplated

Provinces
'propo>ing

2

3

I. Irioo:ne tax (other A maximum of 50 %
of the net proceeds
than on agrioultural
to be distributed
income).
&"l'long provinces.
£Sec. 138 of the
Government of India ·
Ailt, 1935 and item
54 in Federt\1 Legie- lative Lisq
'

.'

A osigrn1ent propo>ed
for provinces

:Madrar.

A minimum of 5()0/o' of net

p~.o

icoods.

Bombay

75%

of inco:ne tax and corporation tax receipts for provinces
or 76.% of the corporation.
inco·ne and Buper taxe5 paid
by residents in a province
to he eat"rnarked for that
.; province. From the divisible
pool from
corporation and
income tax 331% should be
l!ollotted to Bombay
which
is the 11\J'~ single contributor to th!3 revenue.
U.P.
50% for provinces on population basis.
C.P.
75%. Tax on Agricultural in
come also should be collected
by cent:re.
Weei Bengal 60% to be diBtributed in pro.
portion to the collection of
these taxes in provinces.
"Bihar .
Even on the ba>is of population Bihar
should·
have
received 17 orores aB again~;t
13 allotted. In future none
of the poorer provinces should
get an amount lower that
that payable· on the basis
of . population. ..,The di,·tri- ·
bution should be governed
not
by re3idence
of the
assessees but by the· place.
where the incorr:e is earned•
The ba<:ic factors must. be
population and
the
place
where the incorr:e is earned.
If anv modifications are>
to be ·made they must be
done with
the object
of
a.."5isting the financially poorer .
'provinces among which Bihar·
() is at the very bottom.
Di;otribution of 50%
may
continue ·.as- at present ; but.
the ·percentages .shoul~. be
revised taking . into pomideration 'the factor also of thestate of. development in addi-.
tion to .those of population
and ·re.,idence· used by Sir
Otto. Due weightage to be
given to undeveloped pr6vinces.. Should the provincit:W'
share· exceed 12 crores, 175%of the eJrceeds may be left to.
the discretion of the Central
Government.

,

At~~ignmont

Tax

existing or
contemplated
1,

Province~~

proposing
3

AI!Signment proposed
for provinces
' 4-

·------..-----------_._...._....._~---~----

East Punjab

"

Assam

2. Corporation

Ta.K:

Wholly Federa;l

(Items 46 in Fed6ral

Leg. List)

3. Central
Exci$
duties (~ tobacco
and other
goods
except
alcoholic
0
liquors.(item 46)

Ther3 is provision for
sharing in full for
in part (Sec. 140
(1)) but not so
far shared.

After the partition the East_~
Punjab Province facos a de- '
ficit of about 3 cron;; : it»
share of income tax proce.~ds
should be very appreciably
increaaed to meet the deficit
fully:
·~
·

75% There should be a dra.st ie
revision of the sharee of pro..
vinces in income tax rJcEipt e.,
<•
having regard to the facts tho.\
Sind and N.W.F.P. go out
that the amoUilts now avJf.
able in the divisible po61l have
enormously excPeded the original estimate and some provinces arc now getting, as a
result income tax amount s
exceeding the entire revenue s
of some others.
Mwas
At least 50% of the net proeeed
to go to provinces.
Bombe.y
7!5% for provinces ..
U.P.
50% for provinces on population
basis.
C.P.
C.P. sugg<sts the 'inclusion o f
Corporation tax and taxes on
Capital and Capital Assets in
taxes on income for distribution.
M&dra.8
• Should be entirely provincialize d •
Bombay
Should be provincialized or no i
less than 50% of the net proceeds in eaeh producing unit
to be allotted to that ,unit.
U. P.
Should be entirely provincializOO
and distributed on population
basis.
C. P. .
Should be provincialized or 75%
should be allotted to provinces.
The duty should cover some
more articles such as l'Ubber
goods, papers, etc.
West Bengal 25% of the federal oxcise should
be allocated to provinces.
Bihar
A portion of the duty should be
distributed on the basis of
the yields in different Provinces.
Oris$a
A portion may be distributed to
provinces gradua.lly
particularly as the provinces are
now faced with tho loss of
their excise revenue.
Assam
•. At ieast 75 per cent of the
excise duty collocted on her·
oil should be allotted to Assam.
At least 50 per cent of the
other excise duties
(Sugar,
Steel, Matches, Tobacco and
Beetle Nuts} to be given to
the producing units on a
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AI!Signment
existing or
contemplated
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Assignment proposedfor provinces

Provinoea
proposing

2
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3

-

formula combining factors of
province of production, size of
population and level of revenue
expE>nditure.

' • Export Duties on 62t p61" cent of net West Bengal
Jute and Jute pro- ,. proceeds. [Section
ducts.
140 (2)]

>
. Exporli Duties

Madras

Bombay
U.

P:

C.P.

Orissa

•t

8. Succession duties. Provided for full
Federal
Stamp
distribution GO
dut~es,
Terminal
provinoes. (Seo.
Taxes (Railway &
137)
Air),. raxes on
Railway Fares & .
·Freights.

75 per cent. should accrue to theprovinces growing and. manu.;;..,
facturing jute.
~
The entire· net pr;;;e~ds of the'
jute producing ~ provinces ..
should be distributed
pro·
port;onately among the con•
cerned provinces:
At least 50 per cent of net
proceeds of all export duties
should be distributed to pr9·
vinces according to principles
· formulated by Federal Legislature. Analogy of jute duty
arrangement cited .
.50 pe:r cent ."of net proceeds.
.All E:Jeport duties should be
entirely
provincialized and
distributed
on
population..
basis.
Expo;t duty on minerals (Coal-.
and Manganese, ttc.), should
be allotted to C. P.
(Jute, •
analogy).
25. per cant. of net proceeds of
export du;;ios other than juteA portion may be distributed
to provinces gradually pa.rti· •
cularly as the provinces are
now faced with the loss of
their excise revenue.
At least 75 per cent of the sal~·
· proceeds of export duty realised on her tea.
should be provided th~J!
the net proceeds shall not form, 1
part of tho Revenues of the
Federation but. shall be distributed to the provinces accord·
ing to principles formulated
by the Federation.
'The provisions should be fully
utilized to augment the resources of pr<Winces.
It

U.P.•

~

.

C.P•.

Successiqn duties in respect also
of agricultural land should be
transferred from the provincial
to the Federal list. The duty~
should be· on ad valorem
basis.

West Bengal

The proyincial- government.s·
should be empowered to levy.
them if tho Central Govern•
mont do not levy them.

8f
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Assignment
existing or
contemplated

Tax

4

2

1

Assam

/

.

-

L~tterie3

7. St:J.te

Assignment proposed
for provinces ·

Provinces
_Proposing

Fede..-al (ite:n
48
Federal List).
S. Taxes on trade!!,
Provincial tax,
professiom, . calSoo.
142-A,
lings .and employ- (
Item 46 in
ment.
Provincial list.9. Taxes on sales and (Item 48 in P!o·
advertisements.
vincial list). /

C. P . •

50 per· cent of inc~me fro m
increase in railway fares an
freights above the levels deter .
mined by ~he Railway Budge t
of February 194 7 to go to
provinces on population ratios
weighted by a given factor in
favour of provinces with sm al·
ler revenues and expenditure.
Should be transferred to Pro.
~iall!st.

The limit of B.s. 30 p.a. should
be removed and . gradation
acoording to capacity should
be provided for.
Sales 'tax should be Ievie d i
all provinces and
acceding
states.

Pan n-llon-tu propoSals
Ta.x
1

Assignment
e:x:isting or
contemplated

2

Porvinces
proposing

• 3

U.P.

C.P. .

West Bengal

Bihar

Assignment proposed
for provinoes
4

(I} The inequity of the Niemeyer
Award should be rectified
and the central. allocation
for U. P. should aim at a
/ milli.mum of 6 or 7 crores p.a.
• ~oing up to 12 or 13 crores
m the space of 10 years.
(2) The consolida-ted debt due
from the U. P. to the Govern.
rnent of India should be wiped
off.
,(3) The Government or Ind
should .share losses on the_
food grains scheme as orig j.
_ nally promised by them.
A system of central grants
derived after taking into a.oI!Ount such factors as natur 1 •
resources, stage of industri a :
development,
taxable cap , .
city, etc., is ElSilential.
An
expert financial enquiry should
be undertaken.
(I) Provision for federal aid to
provinces
for social and
amelioration work.
(2) There ~hould be a tinanc
commission on the lines o f
the Commonwealth
Grants
CommiS!'ion in Australia.
If any grai].tE·in-aid or sub
ventions are given in futur
the per capita revenue an
expenditure in each provinc e
during the last ten years
should-be kept in mind. Thos
with low per capita revenu e
and expenditure
Bhou l
be given greater a.Ssist a 1 t
' than the rieher.

so

I
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Tax

Assignment
existing or
contemplated

1

2

Provinces
proposing

Assignment proposed
for proviricEJs
I

3

4

·------------~~----------~~~------------------------------------~--------'~
Orissa .

\

,

..

.Assam.

'

The broad lines of the present
allocation may be maintained '
in the new Constitution ; but
the subvention 'of 40 lalilis ·
fixed fo_r ,the province ·should
be increased ; it should be
stated. as, a percentage of the
revenues of the central govern·
ment and in any case there .
should .be a minimum annual
subvemion of 150 lakhs.. . · .,
Enforcement of the policy of prohibition and judicial pan·
chayats will ~ake the pro•
Vincial administration impossible ' unless the · Central
Government
multiplies .its
giants ,and subventions very
liberally.
Abolition of the Za.Tindari aye.
tem would serioWJly affect
Land revenue and Btampa.
Hake.' every one pay aecordinc
to his capacity. ~Provide for
a well regularised house· taz: _
on a provincial I!Cale ; & llaX
on passengertJ.
Nationalization of industry· will
waeh away' the the twin anchor
aheets of Central financeInoome tax and Customs.
'(1) PMiioalarly as the Eaat
Punjab is now to be ~>he
\ frontier of the Indian Domi·
nion, there is a strong ease
for a recurring subvention of
more than 1 crore fot it (N.
W. F. P. used to get 1 orore),
(2) A non-recurring subvention
for the capital of the province.
(Orissa was gh•en such a grant.
There ic;; an obvious case for an
upward revision ·or the sub·
ventiona granted to Orissa
and Assam.
,;
Assam as a frontier as well as
a backward province of India
deserves special treatment.
Its ro);alty of 5 per cent on oil
• (!'~! against /10 times that
. amount of .central excise) is
unfair. Large amounts of
inoome oocrue in Assam but
are assessed in Calcutta whichis headquarters of the concern.
ed companies. Some provinoos like Bombay· and Bengal
--have been allowed to get a lar~N
share of increase tax: receipts·
bOOe.use of their claim to be
territorially \responsible
for
the product-ion of the.incomes.
Assam is entitled 1to similar
consideration' in regard to
.certain
items of central
revenues.

I.
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APPENDIX B

RIGHTS AND IMMUNITIES ENJOYED BY THE STATES
(A)

Anuual valu•3 of tb,e immunities enjoy·ad by the States. under Sea Customs,

Currency and Cohlage

"

.

'
Year to which
the figures
relate

State

Rs.
in lakhs

Remarks
(see footnote)

(i) Sea Customs

Kutch
Bhavnagar
Morvi
Junagadh (excludin~ Mangrol)
NawanP.gar.
Porbandar
/

C~mbay

.Be.roda
.Janjira
Coohin
Travancore .
Sawantwadi

;

194;5-46
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
194.3-«
1945-4.8
19«-45
Do.
Do.
Do.

,

0.

Mangrol
Kashmir.

21·18

(l)
(2)

. ]9

(3)

6·80
12·65
15·27
3•63

(3)

(3)
(3)

2·.00

(4)

22·98

(5).
(6)
(7)
(7)
{S)
(9)
(H))

3·00
22·70
17·99
0·12

2·33
ll·OO

19~-~

(ii) CUNVmC!JI Q!!ld Coir,ragt-

i;fyderaba.d •

/,

19'-5·4~

105.56

(6th October i94&-5ih October 194S)

, (1) In connection with Federati.on, the proposed method of calculating the immunity in
the case of Kutch was as follows :To the trade figures supplied by the State the British· Indian tariff rat~ should be applied
and from this total should be deducted the difference between the duty calculated at British
Indian. tar~ff rates a11d that actually collected at State rates on goods not c;onsumeJ in the
Stat-e 1tself .

. As the figures necessary to apply this formula are not available the figure given in the
&tatement represents simply the amounts of customs duty retained by the .State in 1945-46.
(2) The value of the immunity in the case of Bhavnagar is the total of customs collectioilJI
made and retained by the State. · The figureil ior 1945-46 is abnormal.
;

The figures for 1930-31 to 1935-:36 were ae follows :Year

Rs.

1930-31
1931-32.
1932-33
1933-34
1934-35
1935-36

51;02,974
75,91,016
81,93,368
99,32,628
1,21,55,668
61.62,300

•
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(B) Note prepared by the Ministry of States on excise arrangements with Indian
'
States
.. Matches,_:_In respect of match excise there is a pooling arrangement withthe States. The main principle is that the whole of the proceeds _...of the tax
eollected in any State are made over to tne general pool and the whole proceeds·
of the pool divided oetween British India on the one hand ·and the various
States that agree to come into the pool on lihe other on the basis of population,
regardless .of whether matches are rrranufactured or not, "in the States. Import ·
-of matches .from the States that have hot joined this arrangement, is prohibited. The conditions that a State is required to accept tor admission to the
pool. are--:'"
.
,.
#

(a} The S~te should levy, duty on matches produc;d .in their terri~ries
by means of British Indian banderols and pay the proceeds into
'the common pool.. :

--

.

{b) The British Indian procedure for .the levy and collection of duty
should be £ollowed.. .
Licence fees and fines are not included in the pool. Deduction on accoUllt.
of collection-charges at a uniform rat-e is allowea.- 'I-lle present rate is 3 ·pin·
cent of the net collections. The tota~ net revenue is distributed among the
various States and British India on the basis of population. , While t.he "amount
contributed by States during 1944-45 to thf pool was "'Rs . , 44,38, 970 the amount
actually paid· to the States was Rs. 1,00,66,875. The British Indi~ realisation was Rs. 5 ,46,26, 781.
'--

*

~

*

*

*

"'

3. Sugar,_.:...Arrangements were made in ·1934- with the sugar producing
. States whereb.J they were requ"ired to levy the same rates of excise· and under
(3! The value of the immunity in .these cases is represented by the totlj1 C]Jstoms coliections
less the amount payable to the Central Government under the Agreements.
I

, (4) By the agreement of 1938 Cam bay is
following two amounts :-

all~ wed

to retain whichever· is greater of the
,

(i) Rs. 2 lakhs; or
' ports on the basis of
· (ii) a proportion of the customs duties collected at. the State
population with suitable adjustments to correct difference between the propor-'
tion of the urban population to the rural population in the statt> and the whole
of India respectively.
~-

Since the net customs revenue collected by the State during 1945-46 ·was only_
Rs. 6,oo3/- the State was entitled to receive from the Centra,! Government
_ difference between that figure arid Rs. 2 lakhs. The immunity in this case is
therefore Rs. 2 lakhs.

(5) Baroda is entitled to retain all the duty· collected by it up to a maximum 'of 1 per
·cent. of the average customs revenue .Of British India and until this maximum is reached. ·
the __immunity is represented by the State's collections. The latest. figures available are given
her.e.
·
(6} Annual payment under the 1940 Agreement, which represents tl:ie State's ~mmunity.
(7) Th~ immunity of Trav.ancore ·and Cochin is represented by their ~hare of the pooi
reduced 'by. the collection of duty· at the British port· of . Cochiti, at Cochin ports and
Travancore backwatas. In addition it is necessary -to. incluue for Travancore the annual
collections of customs duty at their- ports other than the backwater. ports; and in respect of
ci>mmodities such.. as tobacco, on 'Which Travancore levies duty at rates other than ·British
Indian rates, the amount of <!_uty at those rates is substituted for the actual •collections.
' (8) The immunity is ' represented by the compensati~n· pf!yment of Rs. 13,433 leBi',
Rs. 1,700 allotf.:!Jd for abolition of land-customs ,under the ·Agreement of 1838. ·
(9) Actual amount collected and retained by the State.
(10) Drawback from customs on goods, imported by

•.

sea

through British India.
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the same conditions as in force in British I~dia. in return for which sular produced in Indian States was to be admitted free to ·British India. Soon after·
the outbreak of war, arrangements were made with the major §Uga.r producing"'
States, whereby in addition to compliance with the. 1934 arrangements, these·
States undertook to hand over to the Central Government the excess of their
earnings from sugar excise in any year above the highest revenue derived from
the sugar excise in any of the three. years. preceding 1939-40. As regard.>
States whicli had not till the· developed a degree of production materially in
excess of tlieir own consumption and States which had not commenced proo
duction, the Residents were asked to watch and report developments. Alt
producing _States were, however, requested to levy the same duty- as in British
India. In the case"' of S\.!Ch States .where production now exceeds consumption,
'the· arrangement is that the State retains duty on the basis of ·population a\.
the rate of Rs. 3/20 .per capita revenue.
·
The sugar producing Stat.es

are~

"B

A

Mroore
Ph1.ltan··
Kolh~pur

Ka.purthala.
Rampur
Jaora
Bhopal
Sangli
lHiraj

-

Bdroda
Hydera.ba.d
Udaipur
Gwalior
Aundh
Nabha.
Kashmir.

The States falling in categoryA. above produce sugar in excess of .their_requirements and those falling in category B less than their n~quirem~nts. Of
the first mentioned Sta.tes, negotiations were satisfactorily concluded with the
first five. Bhopal which is surrounded on three sides and Jaora. which is
surrounded on all sides by Indian States, taking full advantage of their
geographical position did not accept the settlement at fh·st. Jaora, however,
agreed to surrender its surplus revenue from, 1947-43. Sangli and Mira.j States
only recently developed their sugar factorie~ and ha·ve agreed to surrender the
S.L<rplus revenue on the basis oj3the formula at 'A',above but have P.rotes't.ed for
revision of the arbitrary figure of actual consumption represented by 3j20ths.
The matter is~ under consideration. ..
.

.

'l'he amount retailiable by Indian States arid· the average duty collected ara
as follows:.....,
~

Name of State

Mysore .
Kapurthala
Kolhapur
Rampur
Ph1.lt<tn.
Sangli
Wraj

.'
'·

· Amount retainable

A vere.ge collection

Its.

(Rs. in lakhs);

12,91,135
2,52,000
2,33,592
11,43,532
5,21;262
44,007
6,944

17

.

. .... .

8;

{

16
Not known~
Not kno\Vll.

---

\

/

-~
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Following is the contribution bv the above States to the Cent]'al :§~chequer
Lin respect of the year 1945-46- "

-

-

Rs.
-~

Mysore •'
Kapurthah
Kolhccpur
Rg,ropur
Phaltan
Sangli
Mirttj

t

.,

I

6,47,368
2,26,820

,

. 1,40,585

.

.

. 1,07,869'
59,268

'Information regarding the amount to be surrendered by Mysore and Rampur is
:still awaited.
· _
c

.

*

*

*

*

*

*

7. Tobacco.-All States are expected to levy the_,Bripish Indiah rate of dtity.
'(Some States where production is' not of much consequence levy excise on the
basis of acreage in view 'ot the high cost o£ administration.) 'rhe States' are
~ntitled to retain the proceeus of the excise duty subj~ct'to the limit, on ~e.
'basis of their population, worked out in accordance with the following formula-

Rxp

A= -p'Where A hi the limit retain&ble

.

'

~y-

a State;

R= the total net revenue in any year calculated 'from 1st April . to 3lsi
March, collected in British India and all the participating St&ies
(i.e., the gross revenue less the cost of collectioo, licence f~;
penalties, fines etc.);

.,

p=the population of the State concen1ed;
P =the ·popula-tion of British India and all the participating States.

Some States have not come into the scheme and the t9bacco of such Sta.iles
•On entry into- British India is confiscated and :_released on payment of fine and
penalty. Although section 5 of_ the· C~ntral Excises and Salt Act 1944 empowers us to impose customs duty equivalent ·to the excise duty, the provisions·
··of this section h:tve not been involved because it has· been possiele to realise
an amount equivalent to the excise duty on State Tobacco under rule 32 of
'the Central Excise Rules by means of confiscation. Hyderab.ad has not accept,ed the' formula and does not share the revenue with the Government of India:although it has legislated on the lines of British Illdia. No restrictions have
!been imposed' on the entry o£ Hyderabad Tobacco into British India.

r

.
.
To facili-tate movement of tobacco from and to the States, a special proce.

-

.Jure for the movement in bond bas been de;ised. Under this procedure the
<duty is realised at destination and credited to a Suspense accpunt. The amounts
realised on the State tobacco is at the end of the year credited to the· State ood
iis taken into account in the State's realisations· for- purposes of the formula.
'The revenue contributable by the _States during ,the years 1948-44 and 1944-46 •
·were R.s. 51,38,809 and Rs. 1,48,07,552 respectively.

-

=

8. Veptable Product.-The formula is the same as in respect of tobacco.
'The only States concerned at present are Mysore -and Cochin alth_ough the other
·states were asked t.o legislate and have legislated on the matter. Of the two
-'States, namely, Cochin and Mysore, Cochin's contribution· to the Central
Revenues during the year 1943-44 and 1944-45, was Rs. 76,160 and Rs. 41,21~
u-espectively .. The .Mysore State has nothing to pay under the formula .
. -~

,
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9 Tea Coffee and Betel Nuts.-The States concerned are:'
Tea: -Mysore, Ti,avancore, Co chin, Tripura, Mandi;
Coffee :-Mysore, 'fravancore, Cochin;
-Betel Nuts :-M vsore; 'l'ravancore, Cochin, Tripura; Sawantwadi
Janjira..
"
The rates of duty imposed by Travancore are as follows:Betel Nut

_.

and

As. l/6 per lb.
-{6

Coffe<>
Tea

" "

i/9 , ,
.'fhe sam~ formula as in respect ~f tobacco has been adopted in respe!!t of
these excises also, although the Board's intention was that 'P' in respect of
these excises should denote the population of all India and not limited to
participating States and British India as in the case of t?bacco. Mys?~e and
T~avancore, the t}Vp important States, have b~en clamourmg for a revision of
the formula. In the case of Travancore the following revised formula has been
offered :---

p

A=y
Where'; A denotes per capita consumption figure; .,
"
T =the rotal quantity Of the ariicle taxed itt) British Iridia and I in other
participating unitt!;
P =the total population of British India and other participating 1 Sta~s.
On the basis of the. per capita consumption figure worked out, the amount
retainable by the State will be worked on the basis of the following formula: ......
A=~x<ixp

'

Where A~ amount retainable by the S~te;
a=per capital consumption figure of British India and the participating
units;
d==rate of excise duty levied by the State;
p=Population of Travancore.
The excess over 'A' plus cost of collection will have to be surrendered by the
State. The State's acceptance of the formula. has not yet been received.
In the case of Mysore, we have agreed in respect of coffee that the amount
retainable by the State may be dtiltermined on the basis of -: the Coffee Controller's statistics of coffee consumption in the State. Mysore has accepted
this formula and is pressing for a similar formula in respect of betel nuts.
After a recent tour, the Board has stated that after the establishment of the
Beter Nut Marketing Board, it may be possible to adopt the coffee formula in
respect of betel nuts also.' •
'
•

(C) Statement showing tb.e Yolue of mvice pootage statllps supplied annually ·
" .
, free to State=J
Name of State

S.No.

Value

Rs.
I
2

3
4

5
6

Alwar
Baroda.
Bharatpur
Bhopal
Bikaner
BUBhahr

30,000
1,25,000
12,00()
8,380 •
37,000
/

600

•
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-. Name of State

.v~Iue

Rs.
7
8
9
10 .

Cooch Behar .
Datia ,, .
Dhar
Faridkot
Gwalior
Ida!."
Indore.
Jhalawar
Jubbal .
Kalsia

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

'

~

550·

\·
.

35,00(}
2,400·
250'
450•
20,000·

..,.

Kashmir

'18
' 19
-20.• 21
22
23
24
25
26

(D)

9,000·
5,000·
3,00(}
1,00(}
480 .

15,000~

Kotah
Loharu..
Malerkotla

Mandi

·.
0·

Marwar
Panna
Sikkim ·.
Sir moor
Suket

.

. '. -.

300
900
- 700
39,000
'
901)
1,50()
. 1,275

. ,>

700

Statement showing the values of immunities granted annually to Indian
States in the shape of free conveyance of their official correspondence
·
·within the State limits

N a'nle of the State

r •

Remarks

Value of the immunity

....

Rs ..
.. 21,38,182-

(1) Mysore
.
(2) Hyderabad
(3)
(4)
'(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

,
Combined figures for the po\.tions
of the Sts.te in the Madras and
Bombay Circlee"

5,4;40

Banganapalle
Pudukottai
Baroda
Bhor
Jawhar
Bhopal·
Rewah

365
37,960
14,705
68
t:.,. 3,627
49,177
1,72,380

(Ef Statement showing the amounts of telephone revenue accruing in India on
behalf of r:Wlian States and vice vera::t ·
Amo-unt of revenue accruing in Indi'l on beh:tlf of States_
' '1944-45
Rs.,

I. Kashmir .
2. Jamm'u Tawi

"'1,912
3,880

3 0
0,-'o

1946-47 .

1945-46

Rs.
2, 731 3
4;475 5

0

o
Amount of reVenue accruing in States on beh'llf of India.

./
,_.

,
r .
·"
Tawi

'

~~;.·45._- ~1·•
•
1,702 · .5.· 0
. 3,608 1 0

Rs.
1,646 13 _0,
4,005 4 0

l945c46

.,
Rs.
• 2,375~ 1 .0
4,133 12 0

Rs.
1,187 7
1;501 3

0
0
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APPENDIX B
(Annexure V]
STATEMENT SHOWING REVENUE AND THE PERCENTAGE OF LAND
CUSTOMs INCLUDED IN THE REVENWJl.OF CERTAIN STATES
(In lakhs of R 1a pees):._
/
Total
Revenue
(Ordinary)

S. No. Name of State

2

1

-

3

611

Gw.clior
5 Ja,ipur
6 Ba,roda,.

11

l2
13
H

15
16
17
18
19

22 Sirohi

26 Jhalawar

•

~4

:35

:36
.37
'38
39
40
.41
42
• 43
44
45
46
4.7
48

Jaiselmer
Shahpura
Danta
Paladpur
!dar
.
Balasinor
Lunawada
Sant
Chhota Udaipur
Radhanpur
Barb
Dewas (Junior)
Panna
R>ttam
-Alirajpur
Bijawar
Chhatarpur ~ .
Barwani
Jaora
R'tjgarh
SJ.ibna.
Jhabua.

.

'
124
89

13·2

117

21·0
13·5
11·6
4·6

\

..

·-

..

"'Inch~des, Sea Customs, figures of

whwh are not separately avail·
able.'

17·8
1·3·
8·9

_,

.......

ll· 5

48·9
16·1
12·5
17·4 tincludes Excise also.

4t

23
1
6
5
19:"

6

14-~,

40
1
27
29
44
20
6

~

Remarks

5-

4L
23 .
20*

llO

.

.23 Dungarpur
.24 Banswara
.25 Partabgarh
.27
'28
'.29
30
31
-32
33

224
81
305
252
90
124
48
23
65
89
30
17

Jodhpur
Udaipur (Mewar)
Indore
Bikaner
Alwar
Bhopal.
Kotah
Tehri-Garhwal
Bharatpur
Cutch
Patna
Sarguja
_Nawanagar

20 Tonk
21 Bundi

1

557
303
197
434

4,

'7
8
9
10

4

-943

1 Hydera.bad
2 Tra,va,ncore
3· K:1shmir

-Percentage

Land
Customs

35·4

-

1·1
\
20·0
'.
29·4
/.
.
17·3 :Incl~des Sea .Customs, figures of

-

which are not separately avail•
able.·

34...
29
21
22
13
8
7
6
4
3
28
45
5
10
12
24
23
18
23
10
17
6
7
4
12
22
12
6
13

11

8.
4
8

3

3

1
3
1
1
5
17
1
2
2
2
4

1
4
~§

6
1JI
1~

2
2
3
1
l

4

32·3

27~6

19·0
36·4 23·1
37·5
14·3
50·0
25·0
33·3
17·9
37·8
20·0
20·0
16'7
8·3
. 17 ·4
5·6
17·4
10·0 §Includes Tributes &c.
35·3
~
16·7 IIIncludeS"Sayar.
14·3 ~Includes Biyai.
40·0
16·6
13•6
8·3
16·6
30·8
!

..
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APPENDIX' B

AMENDMENTS RECOMll:ENDI:D> · IN THJI: D:aAft CONSTITUTION
Provisions ~lating to procedlll'e in bancial matters
Clause 75.-To clause 75 add the following, namely:\
'
"(4} There shall be endorsed on- every Money Bill when it is trans-mitted to the Council of States under Section 74, and when
it is presented to the Pres-ident for assent under section 76, the
certificate of the Speaker of the House of the People signed by
him that it is a Money Bill. ''
'
,
Clause 79 .-In sub-clause (3) of clause. 79, for the. words "succ~eding sec--.
tion" substitute the words "two succeeding sections".
· . "
·
New clause 80-.A.-After clause 80, insert the following new clause na;nely- .
''80-A. Excess grants.-If in any :financial year expenditure from the reve- ··
nues of the Federati0n has been incurred on anv service for which the vote of
the House of t1le People is necessary -i1i excess ~f the amount granted for that
servi~e .and for that year, a demand for the excess shall be presented to ·the
House of the People and the provisions of sections 78 and 79 shall- have effoot
in relation to such demand as they have effect in relation 'to" a demand for a
grant."
•
c
Clauae lU.-For sub-cla.us~ (1) of clause 145, substitute the following
1
namely:,
~
~

:t

"(1) Subject to the special provisions of this Pad of this Constitution
with •respect to Money Bills, p, Bill may originate in either H<?use
of the Legislature of a Province which has a Legislative Council.

.,

1

(1a) SubjectOto the provisions of sections 146 and 146-A, a Bill shall
._not be deemed to have been passed by <the Houses of the Legislature of a Province·having a Legislative Council unless it has been
f>greed to by both Houses either without amendments or wi~h such
amendments only as are agreed ~ by . both. Houses."

.

Clause 146.-For clause 146, substitute the following,
'namety: ~ ,
-

"146. Passing of BUJ,s other than Money Bills In Provinces having /Legislative Councils.-(1) If a Bill which has been passed by the Legislative Assembly of a _Province having a Legislative Council and transmitted to the Legislati--re.JJouncil is not, before the expiration of twelve mo~ths from its reception
by the Council, presented to the Governor for his assent, the Governor may
summon th.e Houses to meet in. a joint sitting for the purpose of deliberating
·and voting on the Bill:
Provided that nothing in this section shall apply to a Money BilL
(2) If at a joint -sitting of the two Houses summoned in accordance. with
the provisions· of this section the Bill,, with -such ?mendnie:i:tts, if any, as are
agreed to in joint sitting is passed- by a majority of the t-otal number of
members of both Houses present and voting, ~it shall be deemed for the purposes
of this Constitution
to have been passed
both Houses:·
,,
""" . bv
....
Provided _that at 'a joint sitting:(~) unle-ss .the Bill has· been passed by the' Legislative Council with
amendments and ret.urned to the Legislative Assembly, no amendments shall be proposed to the Bill other than such amendments
if: any, as are made necessary by the delay in the passage of th~

;B.iU.i .

(b) if the Bill has been so passed and return~d by the Legislative _Council, only such amendments. as aforesa1d shall be proposed m the.
.
Bill and sue~ other amendments as are relevant to ihe matters..
with respect to which the Houses have not agreed, and the decision of t'he person presiding as to the amendments which areadmissible under this sub-section shall be, final.'·
•

#

.

.

Nev clauses 166-A and. 146-B.-After clause 146, msert
o-lauses, namely:-

the

follmYing

"lro..A. Spocial provisiono ill !'OCipOCt of :ti~ey Dillo.-(1) A Money Bil1
5hall not be introduced in a Legislative Council.
(2) After a Money Bill has been passed by the Legislative Assembly ot
a Province having a Legislative Council it shall bE; transmitted to the Legislative Council for its 'recommendations, and the Legislative Council shall withilll
. a period of thirty days from the date of its receipt of the Bill l'eturn the Bill
t() the Legislative Assembly with its recommendations, . and the LegislativeAssembly may the'reupon either accept or reject all or any of the recommenda"lions of Legislative Council.
(3) If the Legislative Assembly acoopts ·any of the recommendations o£ the·
Legislative Council, the Money Bill shall be deemed to have been passed by
both Houses with the amendments recommended by the Legisl~ttive Council:
and accepted by the Legislative Assembly, and if the Legislative Assembly doe.s.
. 'not accept imy of the recommendations of the Legislative Council,' it shall hB
deemed• to have been passed by both Houses in the form in which it was pa,ssed'i
by the Legislative Assembly without any of the Amendments recomm€nded
by the Legislative CounciL
(4) If a ¥oney Bill passed by the Legislative Assembly and transmitted t~
•he Legislative Council for its recommendations is not returned to1 the Legislati~e Assembly within the said period of thirty days, it shall be deemed to.
have been pass.ed by both Houses at the expiration of the said period of thirty
days in the form in ~hich it was passed by the Legislative 4-ssembly.

146-B. Definition of "Money Bill" .-(1) For the purposes of this Chapter, a:
Bill shall be deemed to be a money Bill if it makes provision-'· .
_
(a) for imposing or increasing any tax; or
(b) for regulating the bori;o\ving of money or the giving of :-.tny guarantee:
by the Province or for amending the law with respect to anyfinancial obligations undertaken or to be undertaken b:v Uie Pro.
vince; or

.

(c) for declaring any 'expenditure to be expenditure charge.d on the revenues of the Province, or for increasing the amount of anv such.
expenditure.
"
(2) A Bill shall not be 'deemed to be a Money by reason only that it.
provides for the imposition of fines or other pecuniary penalties or for the de~
mand or payment of fees for licences or fees for services rendered· or by reason
that it provides for the imposition or increase of any tax by any local authority·
ol body for local purposes.
(3) If any question arises whether a Bill is a Money Bill or not, the d~::ci-sion of the Speaker of the Legis1ative Assembly thereon shall be finaL
'
(4) There ~shall be ~ndorsed on ~very, Money Bil~ when it is transmitted t()
the Legislative Council under s~c~10n 146-A after 1t has been passed by th&
Legislative Assembly, and when 1t lS presented to the Governor for assent undersection 147 the certificate o£ the Speaker o£ the Legislative Assembly signed
by him that it is a Money Bill".

,

;
I
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Clause 1~.-In the proviso to clause _148, after the .words "Provided that"
insert the words ''if the Bill is not a Money Bill".
"
". Clause 151.-In the sub-clause (3) of clause 151, for the words "iuceeeding
:section" substitute the Words "t'Yo succeeding sections." "
·. New Clause 152~A.-After .clause 152 insert the following clause namely:'--.
"152-A~ Ex<;ess grants.-If in any fuancial year expenditure fro~'\the re'Venues of (he Province has been incurred on any service for which the vote of
the Legislative Assembly is necessary' in excess of the amourit granted for
that service and for that yea~.,.•a demand for the excess shall be p~~sented to
the Assembly and the provisions of sections 150 and :151 shall have_ effect in
relation t-o such demand· as they have effect in relatwn to a demand for a "
.grant.''
Clause 153.-For clause 153, su.bstitute the following clause, namely:"153. Special provisions as to fin~~cial Bills.-(1) A Money,Bill•or an amendment thereto shall not be introduced or moved· .except on the recommendation
<if tfie Governor.
•
..
•-<
· (2) A Bill which, if enacted and brought int~ operapion, would involve .expenditure from the revenues of a Province shalt' not _be passed by ·a House of
the Provincial· Legislature unless the Governor has_ recommended to that House
:the consideration of the Bill.''
"'
Provisions relati'ng to the .Auditor-General of the ProvinceClause 174.-For sub-clause
:namely;-

(3) of ·clause 174, sub,qfl:f?.tte

the

following

" (3) The Auditor-General of a Province shall be eligible for appointment as
.Auditor-Gener!tl of the Federation or •as Auditor-G-eneral of any other Province
·but not for any other appointment either under the Federation or under ,the
Government of a unit ·after he has ceased to hold· his office.'' _
.

.

.

~

.

\'

\

.PrOvisiOns relating to ~l::iution -of revenues between the Federation and l;lDits
. and miscellaneous J'illancial provisions'
Clause 1M-A.-For clause 194-A substitut~ the
"1~-A. Interpretation.-In t'Ja.is Part,

1.;

namely:-

.

.

~.

following,~

(a) 'Finance Commission' means the~ Finance Commission constituted
under Section 202-A of this Constitution;
(b) 'unit' does not include a Chief Commissioner's Province.". "

. Clauses 196 to 199.-For
·'J}amely:- ·

-

claus~ 196
·

to 199, substitute
·

the

following,
.-

"196 •. Certain suceession duties.:_(1) Duties 'in respect · of succession · to
property other than agricultural land and estate .duty in respect ot,. property
·other than agricultural land shall be levied and collected by the ·Federation, but
-sixty per cent · or such higher percentage as may be prescribed of the net
proc~~ds in any financial year of any such duty,· except in so far- as those pro·.
ceeds represent proceeds attributable to"Chief Commissioners' Provinces shall
no~ for~ ~art o~ the revenues. of th~. Fed.eration, but 'shall 'be assigned ~ the
umts wrthrp. whrch. t~at duty rs ~evrable Ul that year,. and sha:l\ be distributed
- ~on& the ;:nits' in· accordance withAsuch principles of dist1'ipution as maJ. be
prescnbed .• · ...._ .
·
·
·
- ·
- _.,...... '
I

j t

-1'

•

'

-

4

-

• 'tl,

(2) If ,any dispute 4a~ses _as ·to the distribution 'of the net pro~eeds · pf any
such duty among the umts, rt shall be referred ior decision to such authoritv
as ma.y be appointed in this behalf .by the Presiden.t -~apd the decision-of such:· .
auth9rity shall be 1inal.
· ·
·
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196-A. certain terminal ta.xes,-,Terminal taxes on goods or passenger
carried by railway or air shall be levied and collected by the Federation, but the
net proceeds in any financial year of any sue~ .tax, excep.t ~n so ~ar as .those .
procee!ls represent proceeds attributable to vh1ef CommiSSioners Prov1:nces,
shall not form part of the revenues of the· Federation, but shall be assigned
to·· the units within which that ta:x is leviable in that year, and shall be distributed among the units in accordance with such principles of distribution as may
be prescribed.
'

196-B. Certain stamp duties.-Such stamp duties as are mentioned in the
Federal Legislative List shall be levied by the Federation and collected, in the
case where such duti-es are leviable within any Chief Commissioner's Province,
by the Federation and in other cases, by the units within which such duties arerespectively leviable, but the proceeds in any finan.;ial year of any such duty
leviable in that year within any unit shall not form part of the revenues of the·
Federation, but shall be assigned to that unit.

197. Taxes on Income.-(1} Taxes on income othet· than agricultural income.
shall be levied and collected by the Federation, but sixty per cent or such.
higher perce11tage as may be prescribed, of tlie net proceeds in any fipancial
year of any such tax, except in so far as those proceeds represent proceeds
attriuutable to Chief Qornmissioners' Provinces shall not form part.o£ the revenues
of "the Federation, but. shall be assigned to the units within which that tax is:
leviable in that year, and shall be distributed among the units in such manner
as may be prescribed:
Provided that the Federal Pariiament may, at any time, increase the ->aid
by a surcharge for Federal purposes and the whole proceeds of any suchl!.urcharge shall form part of the revenues of the Federation.

~es

(2) In this section, "taxes on,incomf\!' includes any' sum levied by theFederation in lieu of any tax or1 income but does not include any contributions·
l6vied by the Federation in respect of its own undertakings.

198. Salt duties and excise duties.-(1) N.Q duties on. salt shall be levied by
the Federation.

.

~

(2) Federal duties of excise shall be levied and collected by the Federation,
but, if an Act of the Federal Parliament so provides, there shall he paid out.
of the revenues of the Federation to the units to which the Act imposing the
duty extends, sums equivalent to the whole or any part of the net proceeds of
that duty, and those sums shall be distributed among th~ units in accordance·
with such principles of distribution as may be prescribed:
~-

.

Provided. that fifty per cent or such higher percentage as may be prescribed,.
of the net proceeds in any financial year of the excise duty on tobacco, except;;
in so far as those proceeds represent proceeds attributable to Chief Commissioners' Provinces, shall not form part of the revenueR of the Federation but:
shall be assigned to the units within which th~t duty i.s leviable in that year,
and shall be distributed among the· units in such manner as may be prescribed.

198-A, Taxes not enumerated in any of the lists in the Ninth Schedule.-If.

~my tax not mentioned in any of the lists in the Ninth Schedule to this Constitu~

tion is imposed by Act of the Federal Parliament by virtue of ·entry 90 of the
Federal Legislative List, such tax shall be levied and collected by the Federation but a prescribed percentage of the net proceeds in any financial year of any
such tax, except in so far as those proceeds represent proceeds attributable to·
Chief Commissioners' Ptovinc~s, shall not form part of the revenues of the
Fooeration, but shall be assigned t<> the units within which that tax is leviablain ~at year, and shall be distributed among the units in accordance with such
p~iples of distribution as may be prescribed.

.·
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198-B. Grants in lieu of jute export duty~-Until the abolition of the export
Cluty levied by the Federatiqn on jute or jute products or the expiration of ten
years ·from the commencement of this Constitution,-whichever is earlier, there
~all be charged on the revenues of the Federation in each year as grants-in-aid
of the revenues of the Provinces mentioned ·below the_.sums respectively speci!\ed agai~st those Provinces: _
·c

Province
West

Sum

B~n:8al

100 lhkhs of"';upees:

-

::Bihar

_17 lakhs of rureee.
I

15 lakhs of rupees .

.A-ss!i\m

;I lakhs of rupee!;!.

Orissa ,

199, Grants irom l'ederation to certain wrtts.-Such sums as the Presi.dent
may, .on the ·recommendation of the Finance Commission, by order fix shall be
..charged on .the revenues of the Federation in each year as grants-in-aid of the
,revenues.of,such units as the President may on such recommendation determine
~ be in_ need of a£sistance, and- different sums may be fixed for different. units:

-

Pro-vided that. there shall be charged on the revenues of ,the Federation in
e_ach 'year· as grants-in-aid of th~ revenues of the. Provinces of Assam and· Orissa
~lie -sums of thirty and forty lakhs of rupees respectively or such htgher sums _
.as .the President -may on the recommendation~o-£ the Finance Commission fix in
Tespect ·Of either of these Provinces:
.
.
Provided further that there shall be paid out of the -revenues of the Federa~l9n .as grants-in-aid of the revenues of a Province such capital and recurring_
sums as may be necessary to enable that Province to- meet the cos.t.s of such
schemes of development as may .be undertaken by the Province with the
approval of the Federal Government for the purpose 'of.._promoting the welfare·
-of the scheduled tribes in the Province or raising the level of administration
-of the scheduled areas in the Province to that of the administration of the
rest .of the Province:

Pr~vided also that there shall be paid out o£ the revenues of th/ Federation as gi-ants-incaid v£ the revenues of the Province of ·Assam sums, capital
.. a?,:d recurring, equivalent to---.
~

"

-

(a) the ayerage excess of expenditure over the revenues during the three
years immediat-ely preceding the date of commencement of this •
Con_ytitu~n in respect of the administration of the areas specified
in Part I of the table appended to paragraph l9 of the Eighth
Schedule to this Constitution; and ·
_
.
'(b) £he costs of such ~chem~s 'Of develop~ent as ~av be undertaken by
that Province with the approval of the Federal ·aovernm~nt for the
purpose of raising the level of administration of the said areas to
that of the administration of the rest of the Province.
'Clause '200.-In sub-clause (2) of clause '200, for .the word "fifty", wherever
it/ occurs, substitute. the words "two hundred and fifty". ,
New ,Clause 201-A.-After clause 201, insert the following clause, namely:201-A. Application of the proviSions- relating to distribution of revenues
-dtll'ling the period a Proclamat~on of Emergency is in ope;rat~on •...;....,Where !} •
'proclamation of Emergency is in operation whereby the President has declared
·tha~ the security. of_ India. ~s threaten~d, then, not:withstan~ing anything contained !D the forego1ng prOV1SIOJ1S of thrs Chapter, tlie Presrdent· may, by order,
.•

11
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.direct that all or any of those provisions shall, rintil the expiration of the :finan.Cial year in which such Proclamation ceases to operate, have effect subjec~ to
:Such exceptions or modifications as may be specified 'in such order."
Clause 202 ........,.For Ciause 202, substitute the followi~g, namely:~
''202, ~ftnition of 'prescribed' and oealcula.tion of 'net proceeds' ete.-(1}
In.. the foregoing provisions of this Chapter- (a) 'prescribed' means- - (i) until the Finance Commission has been constituted, prescribed by
order of the President; and .
(ii) after the Finance Commission has been constitu'tM, prescribed by,
order o£ the President on the recommendation of the Finance
Commission;
·
• (b) 'n:et proceeds' means in relation to any tax or duty the proceeds
thereof reduced by the cost of collection, and for the purposes of
those provisions the net pr~ceeds of any tax or duty, or o£ any pad
of any tax or duty, in or attributable to any area shall be ascertained
and certified by the Auditor-G:eneral of the Federation, whose certi·
ficate shall be finaL
(2) Subject as aforesaid, and to any other express provision in this Chapter,
a11 order of the President may,
in any case where under this Part .of this
. Constitution the proceeds of any duty or tax are, or may be, assigned to anY,
unit, provide for the manner in which the proceeds are to be calculated, for the
t~me from or at which and the manner in which any payments are to be made,
for the making of adjustments between one financial year arid another, and for
~ny other ~ncidental or ancillary matters." . · '
·
New Clause 202-A and 202-B.-.After clause 202;""insert the following clauses,
namely:-

"202-A. Finance CommisSion.-(1) There shall be a Finance Commission
which shall consist of a Chairman and four other members to be appointed by
the President in his discretion. .
..
(2) The Chairman shall· be a .person who holds or has held judicial office not
inferior in rank to that of a Judge of a High Court.
(3) .The •members of the Commission shall receive such remuneration as the
President may by order determine and shall hold office for a term of five years
and may on the _expiry of such term be~re-appointed for another term of five
~~-

.

.

(4) It shall be the duty of the Commission to perform the functions conferred on the Commission .by this Chapter or by any other law for the tims
being iri force and to give advice to the Federal Government upon such financial matters or to perform such other duties of a financial character as may
.from time to time be referred or assigned to it by the President.
(5) The Commission shall determine its procedure and shall 'have such powers
in the performance of its functions as the President may by order confer on it.
202-B. Recommendations of the Finance Commission.-,The President shall
cause every recommendation made by the Finance Commission .under the foregoing provisions of this Chapter together·with an explanatory memorandum, as
to the action taken thereon by the 'l>resident to be laid~ before the Federal
Pa.rlimen.t.''
.
Clause 207.-To clause 207, add· the following Explanation, namely:"Explanation.-For the purposes of this section, any undertaking by ihe
Government of any unit, such as the sale of the fQrest produce o~ any fores~
upder the control of such unit. or of any article produced i:J?. any j,!1il within such

'

\
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unit, shall not be deemed t~ be a trade or business, carried on by or on behalf
(of such Government."
_
,
· -?reviSions relating :to borroWing
Cla,use 210.-In sub·clause (3) of clause 210, for the word "Province.", iA
the two places where it occurs, substitute the word "unit".
Nin,th, Schedule

·ProVincial Legislative List_s .
In the· Provincial Legislative List in the Ninth Schedule·'.(1) in entry 43, omit the words "h~arths and windows"; (2) for

~ntry

50, substitute the following, namely:-

"50. Taxes ori the 'sale, turnover or purchase of goods i~cluding taxes in
lieu thereof on the use or consumption withip. the Province of goods
liable to taxes within the Province on sale, turnover or purchase_!
taxes on advertisement;"
;(3) in entry 53, for the word "Cesses" substitute the word "Taxes"; and
..(4) in entry 56 1 for the word "Does" substitute the word "Taxes"._

i01
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[Annexure I]
APPENDIX C
No. CAj24JConsj47

CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF INDIA
Council House,
New Delhi, the 4th March 1.948.
FROM

THE HoNOURABLE SARDAR V ALLABHBHAI. J. PATEL,
CHAIRMAN,
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON MINORITIES FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS, ETC.,

'l'o
'IHE PRESIDENT,
CoNSTITUENT AssEMBLY OF INDIA.
DEAR SIR,
On behalf o£ the members of the Advisory Committee I have the honour
to forward herewith the reports of the N9rth .East Frontier (Assam) Tribal and
Excluded ArRas and Excluded and. Partially Excluded Areas (Other than\.,
Assam) Sub-Committees, adopted by the . Committee at _the meeting held . on
the 24th ·February 1948. The two sub-Comm'ttees had been set up by the
Advisory Committee in their meeting held on ·the 27th February 1947 in
'pur8uance of paragraphs 19(iv) and 20 of the Cabinet Mission's Statement
dated the 16th May 1946 and the two reports ·had been drawn up after they
had undertR ken extensive tours of the provinces, examined witnesses and
representatives of the people and the provincial governments and taken the
v:ews of the different political organizations.
2. Acting 'bn an earlier suggestion of the Advisory· Committee made on the
'ith December 1947, the Drafting Committee had already incorporated in the
Draft Constitution provisions on the basis of the recommendations contained
in the reports of the two sub-Committees. This coupled with the fact that
the recommendations were practically unanimous made our. task easy, and-except for the two amendments mentioned in the Appendix to this report, tile .
, Advisory Comp1ittee have accepted all the recommendations of the two subeommittees. In regard. to these amendments, it was agreed that these
should be noted for the present and necessary amendments made later.
. ~. Summaries of the recommendations of the two sub-committees a.re given
''On pages 208 to 218 of the report (Volume I) of Excluded and Partially Excluded
Areas (Other· than Assam) Sub-Committee. Provisions embodying these
:recommendations are contained in the Fifth, Sixth . and Eigth Schedules
sttacbed · to the •Draft Constitution.
Yours truly,
V. · J,_ PATEL, CHAIRMAN

'[Annexure II j
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APPENDIX C
North East Frontier (Assam) Tribal and Excluded Areas
1. The following prov'so is to be added to paragraph D(1) of appendix 'A,'
to Part I on page 20 of the report : ·
"Provided th~t the Assam High Court shall have power of revision in
cases where there is failure of justice or where the authority
exercised by the District Court is without jurisdict'on."
.
'

•
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2. In Schedule 'B' on page 23 of
the words . "excluding tha
plains por.tion" be added after each of the items in the schedule so as to read
as follows : ·
.
.
- The Sadiya and Balipara Frontier Tracts (folxcluding the plains portion)The Tirap Frontier Tract (excluding the Lakhimpur Frontier Tract and
. the plains portion).
The Naga TriBal Area (excluding the plains portion).
..

---
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I_ have the. honour to forward herewith
Sub-Comm'ttee's report on the
Tribal and Excluded Areas of ·Assam. The report has been dra:Wn up by U!!after a tour of .the Province which in0luded visits to the Lushai Hills District,
f;hf. North Cachar Hills Sub-Division, the Mikir Hills .and the Naga Hill!;:
District. The Committee could not visit the Garo Hills District on account
of bad weather and difficult communications and' the ~Jowai Sub~division of'
· the Khasi Hills District could not also be visited for the same reason. We
however ·examined witnesses and representa.tives of-the Garo Hills District at
Gauhati and pa'd a visit also to certain Garo villages on· and near the Goal'para.
road, At most of the places we visited,. we had to be satisfied with a visit to
the headquarters/ofthe district·or tract and with a visit to one or two villages in
the neighbourhood.' To visit places in the interior would have taken us a
grea.t deal more of t,ime and delayed our report considerably. Representatives.
cf the tribes. howe;ver visited the headquarters, even from long .distances, and
on the whole we feel tha.t we have been able to get into contact with all the
jmportant representatives of the hill· people- and to take . their views. on th~
future ad.ministrat'on of, the, areas.. We have also taken the views of the
different political organisations in the province and recorded the evidence of
officials.
·
2.. ·Except for· the Frontier Tracts and Tribal Areas, we co-opted two mem-bers· from the tribes of each of the distr~cts visited. The co-opted member&)·
·with the exception of. Mr. Kezehol. (representative Of the Koh.ima section of
:the Naga :National Council and himself an .Anga1pU. 'Yho submi~t.ed his
resignation during the fina1 meeting .at: Shillong, ;discussed the· pro_posals and
flgned (subje_et to dissent in the case of Mr. Kheloushe & Mr. Aliba Imti) the
·minutes of the meeting.
.. ".
·
·
3. In connection .with the co~option of members we .would like to mention'
the. "Diskct Conference'' convened by the Superintendent of the Lushai Hil~s;
as an e-lected body_ purporting to be representative of 'the whole of the Lushai
Hills. ·The election to this body which consisted of twenty chiefs and twenty
·commoner£ with the Superintendent himself as President was boycotted -by
the Mizo ·un'on which was· the only representative body of the Lushais at that
~ time and . clearly could not be regarded by us as representing more than :>~
c
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section of opinion, largely that of certain officials and chiefs controlJed by
them. Consequently the criticism that we co-opt.ed members without conauljing the Superintendent or h:s conference carries, in our opinion, no weight.
.
/
4. In the Naga Hills. the Committee had ~ face a similar situation in ~he
sense that certain officials were influencing the extreme elements of
the Na.ga National Council. D:scussion of a num·ber of points could not becarried on ~ the full extent on account of lack of agreement within the Naga
National Council· but we understand that on the occasion of the Governor'&;
visit to Kohima, the more reasonable elements put forward- their views. We
find tha.t our proposals not only contain the substance of these but go furthe1'
in some respects. The res'gnation of Mr. -Kezebol was due to the fact that
his ·section of the Naga ]'i[aticinl!<l Council was dissident. Our proposals corre- ·
spond fully to the spirit of the resolution of the Naga ;National Council passe?
at W okha in June 1946, and we feel confid~nt that the majority of people . in
the N aga H:lls District will find that our proposals go a long way toward&
meeting even their present point-,£ view.
5. Our report {Volume I) is divided into two parts and the evidence forms
a separate volume (Volume II). In the first part of our report we have given
a bird 's eye view of the areas as a whole, noting in particular their common
features and giving the frame work of the scheme of administration ,.r_ecommended by us. In Part II a largely descriptive account of the different area&
is given separately and we have mentioned their special features or needs.
6. We regret that our colleague Mr. Aliba Imti has not been able to attendi
the meeting to sign the report and hope that he wiH be al?le to attend. themeeting of the Advisory Committee.
I have the honour to be,
·
Sm,
. Your most obedient servantr
" G. N. BARDOLOI~
Chairman,
~ North-East Frontier (Assam) TTibal
& Excluded Areas Sub-Committee·
.
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REPORT OF 'THE SUB-COMlUTTEE ON NORTH-EAST
(ASSAM) TRIBAL AND EXCLUDED AREAS

FRONTIER'.

Pa.rtt
1.

INTRODUCTORY~

The Excluded and Partially Excluded Areas of Assam as scheduled ..by t~
Order-=in-Council under the Government of India Act, 1935, are as follows:--

EJreluded Al'eaa
The North-East Frontier (Sadiya, Balipara, and Lakhimpur).

Tracts
The Na.ga Hills Districts.
The Lushai Hills District.
The North Cachar Hills Sub-Division of th'e Cachar j)istrict~

Partially ExcludM Areas
The Garo Hills Distric·t.
,The Mikir- IDlls (in the N.owgong and Sibsag'lr Districts).
The British por:tion of the Khasi and J aintia • Hills District, other tha.w
Shillong Municiparty and Cuntt.
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T'here is also an area to the east of the N aga Hills District known as the·
C) Naga Tribal Area the position of which is covered by· the provisions of Section
'311: (1) of the Government of Ind'a Act: The Tirap Frontier Tract which adjoins
the Lakhimpur Frontier Tract has no defined boundary with Burma.
· The' Assam Triba.I and E~cluded Areas Sub-Committee is required td report
un a scheme of administration for all these areas:
GENERAL DESCRIPTION_:_,
. (a) The Frontier Tract.s.-The Schedule quoted above shows the. North·East Frontier Tracts as excluded areas. In considering the list of areas to
·be excluded or partially excluded and making recommendations to H. M. a~· in
1935 the Government of India wrote as follows : - .
j
· "Balipara, Sadiy~ and Lakhimpur are essentially frontier areas inhabited by
·tribes in an early stage of development. Balipara has no defined outer boundaries
and extends to the confines of Bhutan and 'ribet." It will be seen that it was
mentioned that Balipara has no definite outer boundaries but the position of
"'Sadiya and Lakhimpur or the Tirap Frontier Tract was apparently the same.
On the Tira:p Frontier Tract in fact, the boundary with Burma· has yet 'to be
~ettled a.nd all three regions include considerable areas of as yet virtaally un.administered and only partially explored territory. The position of Bal:para and
Sadiya however differs from that of the Tirap .Frontier in .• that there exists a.
,boundary between Tibet and India. The facts are that in 1914 there was a'
tripartite convention with Tibet and China regarding the relations of the three
· Governments apd in particular regarding the frontier between India. and Tibet. The
.convention which contained an agreement about the frontier line between India
' and Tibet was ratified by the Tibetan authorities at I..~hasa, and the line known as
fihe MacMahon Line. was indica.ted on a map of which a copy was given to the
Lhasa GovemmiO'nt which acknowledged it. The existence of this line was for' a
_long. time not known to the Assam G9vernment, and on the other hand it was
ifounJ that there was no notification under Section 60. of the Government of India
Act, 1919, specifying 'the northern frontier 'of Assam,, with the result that the
MacMahon Line which is the frontier between, Tibet and India is the legal
!boundary of Assam as well. In practice the position is peci.Iliar. Though the
Governor of Assam is vested with authority over the Frontier Tracts, it is taken
to be exercised, not by virtue of the. provisions applicable to Excluded Areas of ,
the Government 'of India Act, 1935, but as the Agent of the Governor-General
under Section 123 6£ the Act, vide Notification No. I-X, dated the 1st April .
1937 of the Government of India in the External Affairs Department (Appendix '
B. page 130). All the costs of administration of the tracts are a]so borne by the
Central Government and the Central Government are inclined t<> treat them as
tribal areas v.-ithin the meaning of Section 311 of the Government of India Act.
On the other hand, the loca,l officials treat the area as consisting of two parts .
.One whic_h they call the Excluded Area ~nd stretches up to the "Inner Line''
'boundary, and the Tribal ·Area, wh'ch by them is understood to mean the area
beyond the "Inner Line" boundary. The "Inner Line" boundary is roughly
along the foot of the hills and the areo/ boundep., by -its occupied by a somewhat mixed· popula.tion, while the hill portions beyond it are purely in_h,abited
by the tribes.· This treatment again does not appear to be . strictly
justifiable in, law though it may be conyenient ·to think of the administerep
· plains portion of the area separately from the not fully adm'nistered hills.
Since the frontier tracts are administered in practice by the Central Government as tribal areas, the .absence of notifica,tion under Section 60 of the Governme,nt 6f India Act, 1919, was regarded as· an oversight. The position of
these areas will be discussed further at a later stage, but it is clear from the
. foregoing that the Naga Triba.l Area on the Eastern Frontier and thE\ Balipara,
Sadiya· and Lakhimpur or. Tira.p Frontier Tracts on the North-Eastern Frontier.
fall under one category. The Balipara ~rontier Tract which includes the
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·subansiri area 's the tract over .which there is as yet the smallest measure of
.control and administration. This tract and the Sadiya Frontier Tract are inhabited by tribes such as the Senji~honji, Dafla, Apa Tani, Momba (BaJipara.):
i.he Abor, Mishmi, Hkampti (Sadiya.). The Tirap Frontier contains Singphaws
{who were originally Kachins) and a number of tribes classed as Naga, while
the Naga Tribal Area is largely inhabited by Na.gas o£ the Konyak group. The
policy on these Frontiers is. to establish administration and control over the
whole area right up to the frontier, and a five-yea.r plan has been sanctioned by
-the Government of India. This plan mostly covers the Sadiya and !Balipara
1
l'racts but a few schemes of the Naga Tribal Area are also included in ib. A
separate plan for the development of the latter is under consideration.
(b) The Excluded Areas.-The Excluded Areas of the Naga Hills District,
ihe Lushai Hills District and the North Cachar Hills Sub-division fall within
the second category of areas over which the Provincial Ministry has no juris' diction "·hatever and the revenues expended in this area are not subject to thE»
-vote of the provincial legislature: The Naga Hills District is the home of a.
good number of tribes classed as Naga, such as Angami, Ao, Serna, Lhota.
Adjoining it 's the N aga Tribal Area in ~he eastern portion of which a good deal
of head hunting still goes on. Though the tribes are all called Na.ga •• they
. f::peak different languages and have differing customs and practices also. The
Lushai on the other hand, though consisting of a number of clans, are practically one people and speak a common language. The Kuki in the North Cachar
HiHs and elsewhere are people of the same stock as Lushai or Mizo· and speak
the same language or a. dialect. The Lushai Hills District except for an inappreciable number of Lakhers in the extreme south contains a uniform population. The North Cachar Hills, on the other hand, provide sanctuary for the
· Kachari, Naga, Kuki, Mikir, and Khasi. The largest of the tribes here. are the
Ka:e'htari and the villages of the different tribes, are more or less interspersed.
· (c) Partially Excluded Areas.-The third category is the Partially Excluded
.1\.reas consisting of the Khasi Hills District (British portion), the Garo Hills
District and the Mikir Hills which fall in t.wo ·districts, viz. Nowgong and
Sibsagar,. are administered by the Provincial Government subject to the powers
of tlle Governor to withhold or apply the laws of the Provincial Legi&lature
with ·or without modifications; or to make special rules. The Khasia,
incidentally, are the only line of the tribes in this area who speak a Monkhmer
. ltmguage; all the other tribes speak Tibeto-Burmese languages. Generally
speaking, they inhabit the areas which bear their names but there are villages
outside. these districts which also contain some of the tribes. Thus, the Garo
inhabit a number of villages in the Mymensingh district· of Bengal in addition
to many villages in the districts of Kamrup and Goaipara. in As;sam. The
Khasi population is not only to be found. in the British portion of the Khasi
and J aintia Hills, but the States (which comprise a fairly large area) round
:tbout' Shillong are inhabited by the Khasis. These States, twentyfive ·in
number, have the special feature that their chiefs are actually elected in a.
few cases by free el&3tion, though in the majority of cases the election is .con-.
·fined_ to a particular clan, t.he electorate consisting of Myntries of the clan only
in some states, by a joint electorate of Myntries and electors elected by the
people in general in others. The Stat€s have comparatively little revenue or
authority and seem to depend for a. good deal of support on the Political Officer
in their relations with their peoples. There is a strong desire among the
people of the :S.tates to "federate" with thP-ir brothers in the British portion,
a feeling which the people on thA British side reciprocate. Some of the Sit;ms
also -appear to fa.vour amalgamation but their idea of the Federation differs
from that of t.he people iw that the Chiefs seek a greater power for themselves
than the people are prepared to concede to them.
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Of the people in the Partially Excluded Areas, the Khasi are the mostadvanced and the ,Mikir the least. Unlike the Naga and the- Lushai Hillsthese areas have had much more contact with people in the plains, situated.
as they are between the valleys of the Brahm~putra and the Surma. They
have representatives in the provincial legislature who,· in the case of the ·GarQe
·and the Mikir Hills, are elected by franchise of the Nokmas and the village:
~eadmen lH;p~ctively ..
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DEVELOPli(ENT~

As regards the degree of development and
education-- in the excluded
and Partially Excluded Areas, the most backward areas, comparatively
appear to be the Mikir ·and the Garo Hills, both of which arePartiaJly Excluded Area~. The Frontier Tracts, parts of which must be
inhabited by people with on cont-act with civilisation or educa-tion, are of course
on a different footing. The Khasi fUlls have probably benefitted by the fact\
that the capital of. the province is situated in them. In the Garo Hills,
,Christian Missions have spread some education along with Christianity but the:
Mikir Hills have suffered from the fact that they are divided- between ··two
districts,. Nowgong and Sibsagar, and- thus nobody's child. Partial exclusion
ha~ in a way been responsible for their . backwardness also, since both theG-overnor of the •province and the Ministry can disclaim the sole responsibility
tor the area; The Sub-divisional Officers and Deputy Commissioners of these-Hills- moreover seem to have taken little interest in them and hardly ·any
'touring has been performed by officers in the Mikir a<feas. ·On the whole. how-ever, the Hill Districts s4ow considerable progress. The Khasi Hills have
provided Ministers in the Provincial Government. . The people of the Lushai
Hills who have benefitted by· the activities of the Missionaries among them
~annot be said t:O be behind the people of the plains in culture. education and
literacy. In literacy particularly they are in a better position' than a gooCJi
number of tlie plajns areas and the general percentage of litera~y among them .
is about 13 per cent, while the.literacy among men only is about 30 per cent.
Among the Naga also may be found a number of persons of college education,
though the district as a whole appea.rs to be less advanced than _the Lushai
Hills. In the Naga Hills{ the demand for education is keener. in the Mokokchung
Sub-division than in _the Kohima.• Sub-division. In the North ·-cachar Hills, thec~
deveV>pment of the people has not been impressive .and the Sub-division as a
whole should be classed as more backward than other areas -and comparable
with the Mikir rather than the. Lushai Hills. While education has made some
progress in all these areas. the conditions of life and pursuit of non-agricult_uraJ
occupations cannot be sai~ to ,have reached the level attained in the plains,
rtltliough .the d-egree· of intelligence necessar.Y is undoubtedly available in, most
of these areas, even in the tribal are11s. We were in fact impressed by· the
intelligence of the Abor and Mishmi, the -Slierdukpen; the Hkampti and even
_tb_e Konyak of the tribal area. _Th~ skill of many of the tribes in weaving and
' tapestry contains the elements -of a very -attractive cottage .industryat present articles are made largely for personal use-but agriculture is procticall:v- the only occupa.tion, and with the exception of considerable areas occupied
by 'the Ang~mi in· the Naga Hill under terraced. and irrigated .cultivation and
the· advanced cultivation in the Khasi Hills, the mode of, agriculture is stlli
-the primitive qne. of jhuming. Po~io.ns of the forest are ~urnt 'down _and-in the-· -'j
ashes of the burnt p~ch the seeas are sown ; the followmg year a new pateh
of forest is felled and cultivat-ed and· so on, the first patch perhap's being ready
ngain for cultivation after three or 'four yeflrs.. The jhuming patches dFrv.elop a
thick !!rowth of bamboo or weeds and treRs do not grow on them. Thus the ~
method· is destructive of good. jungle. In certain parts, of course, conditions
may be said to pe unfavourable to the. terracing of the hil~sid~s~and ~here.,is'
·no source of water. supply other than ramfa.ll~ In the· Lus~ai Hills for msta.nce
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comparatively few areas have the gradual slope which renders terracing easy;.
in the North Cachar Hills Sub-division, irrigat:on is difficult to arrange and the
small hamlets occupied by the tribes cannot provide enough labour' for terrfl,cing
work Attempts have however been made to 'introduce terracing and improved.
methods of cultivation as well a~ the growing of fruits, and there is little doubt
that good progress will soon be feasible in these directions. . A certain amount
of political consciousness has also developed• among the tribes, and we were
,.. much impressed by the demand of the Abor in the Sadiya. Frontier Tra<:t for
representation in the provincial legislature. The idea of Government by the
people through their chos.en representatives is not
totally new conception to
most of the hill people· whose ways of life centre around the tribal and village
councils, and what is required now is really an un~erstanding of the mechanism
and implications as well as the responsibilities of the higher stages of admin,istration .and the impracticability as well gs the undesirable res:ults of. small groups
of rural population being entrusted with too much responsibility. Generally
&peaking, it can .be stated that aU the excluded areas of the province, not taking
into aMOUnt at this stage the frontier and tribal areas, have rea<:hed the stage
of development when they can. exercise their votes as intelligently as the people
of th~ plains. On the ground of inability tQ understand or exercise the franchise
therefore, there is absolutely no justification for· keeping the excluded areas in
thattcondition any longer.
As regards the Frontier Tracts, not only bas there been little education
<:xt~ept in- the fringes or plains portions, but administration has yet to be ~ully
established over large tracts and the tribes freed from feuds or raids among
themselves and from the encroachment and oppress'on of Tibetan tax collectors.
The: removal of the trade blocks set up by these Tibetans on. the Indian side of
thE" MacMahon Line sometimes creates delicate situations. Thus the country
is in many ways unripe for regular administration. Only when ,the new fiveyear programme has made· good headway will there be an ~dequate improvement in the position: Even the village councils in these tracts appear to be
ill-organised and there seems to be• little material as y.et for local self-governing
institutions though it may .be possible to find a few people who can speak for
their tribe. The plains portions are however
a different footing and -thequestion of including them in the provincial adm.nistration needs carefui
examination. For example, we are of the view th_at prima facie there is little
justification to keep the ... Saikhoaghat, the- Sadiya plains portion and possibly
portions of the Balipara Frontier Tract under special administration.
4. THE mLL PEOPLE'S VIEWsThough the Constituent Assembly .::Secreta:-iat and we ourselves, issued a.
leaflet to provide information and create interest in the political future of
India, the Constituent Assembly's functions and the objects of our tour, thEt
Hill people, even of ·the· Excluded Areas, were not found lacking ill!
political consciousness.
Perhaps ·not without
instigation by certain
elements, this consciousness has even instilled ideas of an independent status.
the external relations under which would be
governed ·by
treaty;
or agi'!lement.only. In the Lushai Hills District the idea of .the Superintendeni>
who constituted himself the Pres'dent of the "District Conference" which he
himselt had·'conv{med (see para. 5 Part II) was that the District should managEt
• a!l affairs with the. exception of defence in regard to which it should enter into
an agreement with the Government of India. A "Constitution" based on this.
principle was later drafted by t~e Conference. (The great majority_ of the
Lushai however cannot be regarded as holding these views and it is doubtful if
the D ·stric~ Conference represents the views of anylfody other than certain
officials and chiefs). In the Naga' Hills, although the original 'resolution Bs:·
passed 'by the Naga. National Council at Wokha contemplated the .administratior' of the area more or less like other parts of Assam, a demand· was subseuuently put forward for ''an interim Government of •the· Ra·ga people'' under ·
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the protect'on of a beneyolent .rguardian power" who w~uld provide funds for
-,development and defence for a period of ten years after which the Naga peopls
,would decide what they would do with themselves~ Here again it seems to us
.clear that the views of a small group of people, · following the vogue in the
N\lga Hlls of decisions being taken by general agreement and not by majority-'_gained the acceptance of the National Council, for little more purpose than
.that of presenting a. common front. In other areas more moderate Views prevaiL In. the Ga.ro Hills. the draft constitution asked for all powers of govern,ment including taxation, administration of justice etc. to be vested in the
-legal council and the only link proposed with the Provincial Government was
Jn respect of a few subjects like 'higher education, medical aid etc~ other than
.•the subjects of defence; external affairs and communications whi~h were not
.provill<lial subjects. In the Mikir Hills and in the North Cachar Hills, which
ilre the least vocal 'and advanced of the areas under consideration, there would
,probably be satisfaction' if contrpl over land- and. local customs and administration of jus~ice are left to the local people. The Khasi Hills proposals were for
:a -federation of the States and Briti~h portions; otherwise the proposals were
.similar to those made for the Garo Hills. A ,feeling common to all of the Hill
Districts 's that people of tb,e same tribe should be brought together u~der a
.common administration. This has led to· a demand for rectification of
!boundaries. The Lushai want the Kuki of Manipur and other areas in~ their
'houndar'es, the Naga want the Zemi areas of the North Cachar Hills included
'in their district and so on.
:5. POLITICAL ·EXPERIENCE-

, , Except for the . Municipality of Shillong, there are no statutory
·local self-governing ·bodies in, any of the Hill Districts.
The partially excluded areas have elected representatives in the provincial
llegislature but in the Garo Hills the franchise is limited to the Nokmas and in
the Mikir Hills to the headmen. Generally, however, the tribes are all highly
·democratic in the sense that their village councils are creat-ed by general
assent or election. Chiefship among certain tribes like the Lushai is heredi:tary (although certain chiefs have been appointed b:v the Superintendent). but
~mong. other tribes appointment of headmen is by common consent
or by
.election or, in some cases, selection from particular families. Disputes are
,usually settled by the Chief or headman or council of elders. In the Naga_
Rills what is aimed at is general agreement in settling d:sputes. Allotment o£
1and for jhum is generally the function of 'he Chiefs or headmen (except in
the Khasi & J aintia Hills) and there are doubtless maD,J·other matters per-. '
•taining to the life of the· village which are dealt with by the chiefs or elders, "but while this may form a sU:it.able background for local self-government the
<tribes altDgether lack experience of modern self-governing institutions. . The
.. District Conference" of the. Lushai Hills, the tribal .counc] of the North
IOachar l!ffil« and the· Naga NRtional Council are. very recent essays in organising representative bodies for the district as a whole and have no statutory
·sanction. While there is no doubt that the, ·Naga, Lushai, Kha3i and Garo
-will be able ~ manage,. a darge measure of l(),cal autonomy; tl:ie Ngrth Cachar
ttribes and the Mikir m.ay yet '':ant a period of supervision and guidanc~. ,

,
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'THE ·SPE9IAL FEATURES-'-'-'
.
'
.
.
'
Wha.tever the capacity of the different counc;ils ·or conf~rencel:l to manage
~the affairs of the areas may be, the· general proposals for the administration
·of these are;1s must be bJsed upon the following considerations:-

.

'

-

.

(a)· The distinct social customs and tribal organisations . of the different
·peopic~s as well as their religious beliefs. For instance, the Khasi and the
·Garo have a matriarchai system, the Lushai have heredibrv o_hiefs, t.he Ao
:Naga· have got the oounoil of elders called 'tatar' which is· periodically renewed
,
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by election. The laws of succession of t.he Lushai permit the youngest son c·£ 0
• the f&mily to succeed to the property of his father. Similarly, in the case of
the Garo, the ;youngest daughter gets her mother's property and so on.
Christianity has 1 made considerable headway among the Lus.hai, Khasi and
the Garo, but large numbers of the hill people still continue their own tribalforms of worship which some people describe as 'animism'.
(b) The fear of exploitation by the people of the plains on account of their
~;uperi0r org!lnisation and experience of business, the hill people fear that if
suitable provisions are not made to prevent the people of the plain~? from acquiring land in th£,' hili areas',_ large numbers of them will settle down and not only
occupy land belonging to the hill people but will t:J,lso exploit th<;m in. the nonagricultural p10fessions. Thus, the hill people seem to attach special value
to the present syst.em of an 'Inner Line' .to cross which non-tribals entering·
- the area require a pass, and the provisions prohibiting non-tribals from settling
down or carrying on business without the approval of the district-officer. It
is felt that even industries should not be started in the hill areas by non-tribal&
because that might mean exploitation of the people and the land by the nontribals. In addition to these main points there is the questi,)n of preserving
their ways of life and language, and..,method of cultivation etc: Opinions are·
expreEsed that there could be adequate protection in these matters only by
transferring thP government of the area entirely into the hands of the hill people
tbems<:lves ·
(c) In the making suitable financial provisiOns it is feared that unless suitable provisions are made or powers are conferr-ed upon the local councils themselves, the provincial government may not, due to the preat;ure of the plains
people, set apart adequate funds for the development of the tribal areas. In
this eonnection we invite a reference to the views expressed in the Assam Government's F:1ctual Memorandum on p. 67 of Constituent Asf:\ewbl:v Pamphlet
J~xcluded and Partially Excluded Areas-I.
·
7. PROVISIONS OF 1935 ACT.......,
- The prov1s1ons of the Government of India Act are based on
the principle 'that legislation which is passed by the Provincial Legislature
is often likely to be. unsuitable for application to the Hill Districts. The
mechanism provided for "filtering" the legislation is therefore to empower
the Governor of the Proyince to apply or not tp apply such legislation. 'l'he full
implications of the provisions "Of the Government of India Act are discussed in
the Cunstituent Assembly pamphlets on "Excluded and Partially Excluded
, Areas' Parts I and II, and it is perhaps not necessary to discuss them exhaustively here. The main features of the provisions are that certain areas have been
scheduled as excluded or partially excluded; it is possible for areas to be trans-"ferred from the category of excluded to the category of partially excluded by
an Order-in-Council and, similarly, from the category of partially excluded to
- the category of non-excluded; legislation will not e.pply automatically to any
such scheduled area even if it is a partially excluded area, but will have to be
notified by the Governor who, if he applies them at all, can make alterations.
The revenues for excluded areas are charged to the revenues of the Province and
speci:l1 regulations, which do not apply to the rest of the ProvinC'.e, may be
made by the Governor in his discretion for excluded and partially exclud<:d. areas.
~- FUTURE POLICYThe • continuance or otherwise of exclusioit cannot be considered
solely from the point of view of the general adv~ncement of an area. If that
were so, all that would be necessary in the case of areas like the Lushai
- Hills which are considered sufficiently advanced would be to remove the feature
· of exclusion or partial exclusion. Such action m~J.y be suitable in the case of
certain partially excluded areas in o_ther parts of India. But in the Hills of
Assam the fact that the hill people' have not yet been assimilated with the
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be taken into. account though 1J. great pro·
.POrtion of hill people now c~assed as pl<liwi tribals have gone_ a long way towards
such assimi:ation. Assimilation has protably advanced least in the Naga Hills
-artd in the Lushai Hills, and the polic_y ot uclueion has of c_ourse tended to
• -create a feeling of separateness. .
.
On the 'other hand, it is the advice of anthropologists (st>e Dr. Guha's
".evidence) that assimilation cannot take place by the sudden breaking up of tribal·
institutions and what is required is evolution or growth on the old foundations.
This m~eans ·that the evolution should conie- as far as possib:e _from, the tribe
itself but it is equally clear that contact with outside influences is necessary
·though npt in a compelling way.' The dist.inct features of their /way of life
have at any rate to be taken into account... Some of the tribal systems such
as th& system of the tribal coune;il for the decision of disputes· atford by far the
simplf~st and the best way of dispensation of justice £or the rural areas without
the co~tly system of· courts and codified laws. Until there is a change in the
,way of life brought about by the hill people themselves, it would not be desirable
.to permit"any different system to be imposed fz:om outside. The future of these
hills now does not seem t0 lie in absorption in the hill people will become
indistinguishable from non-hill people bute4n political and social amalgamation.
9. TR'B RILL PEOPLE'S LlaltDThe anxiety of the hill people . about their land an~ their fear of exploita.·
tion are undoubtedly matters for making special provisions; it has
been the· experience in other pa~s of India and in other countries, that unless
protection is given, land is taken up by people from
the : more •
· advan<::ed and crowded arPas. The question has already acquired serious proportions in the plains portions of Assam and the pressure· of population from
cutside has brought it up as a serious problem which in the next few years may
be expected to become very m~ch more/acute. There seems to be no doubt
whatever therefore that the hill people should have the largest possible measure
of protectiou for their land and provisions for the control of immigrat.ion into
their areas fot• agricultural or•non-agricultural purposes. It seems also clear
:that the hill people will not have sufficient confidence if the control on such
matters is kept in the hands of the provincial Governmept which may only be
too amenable to the pressure of its supporters. Even the Head of the ·State
up.der the new Constitution will probably be an elected head, and even though
he may be elected a:so by the vote:; of thE: bill people, they may still have .!;he
fear1 ibat he will give way to the pressure of the plains people 00 whose_ votes
·he may be la.rgely dependent: The atmosphere of fear ~{nd su!:ipicion whi<rh
n6W prevails, even,if it is argued that it is unjustified, is nevertheless one which
must b& recognised and in order to allay these suspicions ar"d fears, it would
"Rp'Pe~rr necessary to provide as far as possible such constitutional.· provisions and
safeguards. as would give no room foi· them. Moreover, in the nreas where no
'right of private property or proprietary right of the chief is recognised the .land .
is regarded as the property of the clan, including the forests. Boundaries be- tween the area of one hill or tribe are recognised and violation may result in
·fighting. ·Large areas of lan5f are required for jhum and this explains in . part
the fear o£- the tribesman that its availability will be reduced if incursions by
outsiders is permitted.. In all the hill areas visited by us, tliere was an emphatic
un~:>nill!ity of opinion among the hill people that ~here should, b-e control of
immigration and allocation of land to outsiders, and that such roiitrols should.
· be yested in the hands of the hill people themselves. Accepting this then a! a.
fu.n(htmental fe~ture of the administration of the hills, we recommend that the
-Hill Districts should have pow~rs of legislation over occupatiQn or use of land
other than land comprising reserved forest under the Assam Forest Regulation
of ·1801- or other law applicable. Th~ only limitation we would place upon this
is to provide that the local councils should not require payment for the occu·pation .o£ vacant land by the Proviri~ial Governmen~ for public purposes or
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,prevent the acquisition of private land, also required for public purposes,- _<..u
,payment of compensation,
/
.10. FORESTAs part- - of the question of occupation· of land the t.ransfe~ ot
the l!lanagement of land now classed as reserved forest has also been r!!>Ised.
'i'v'e- havt> recommended that the legislative powers of the Local Colln(lils should
,not cover reserved forests. While accepting the need for centralised management of the forests, we would strongly emphasise that in questio:qs of act~al
management, including the appointment of forest staff and the granting of
-contracts and leases, the susceptibilities and the legitimate desires and needs of
the hill people should be taken into account, and we recommend that the Provincial Government should accept this principle as a part of its policy.
11. JHUMINGWe recommend further
that the t-ribes should have the right
·of deciding for themselves whether to permit jhum cultivation, or not. We are
lully aware of the evils of jhum cultivation that it lead_s _to erosion, alteration
<of the_ rainfall, floods, change of climate etc. The tribes may not always be
aware of thesE. dangers but they have definitely begun to reaEie ih11t settled
or terraced cultivation is the better way. The Anga.mi terra.ca 0;:1. & large ·scale
and in moat of the hills definite attempts at introducing settled cultivation are
being made. The main difficulty however is the· fac~t that all hill are~s do no~:
lend themselves to t-erracing equally well and in some parts, there may, be a
portion which could be terraced w:ithout prohibitive cost, or economically cultivated, by this. method. Terracing· mean' labour, a suitable hill aide and the
possibility of irrigation. When these are not all available it is ohvious that the
tribes 1 cannot be persuaded to take up terracing and must continue jhum. While
therefor;.>, we feel strongly that jhuming should be discouraged and stopped
whenever possible, 110 general legislative bar canoe imposed without taking local
-circumstances in the account. Besides there if.> a feeling arp.ong the tribes that
jhuming is part of their way of life, and that interference with it is wanton, and
done with ulterior motives. The wearing out of that feeling must come- from
witbin rather than as imposition from outside which may caus\3 undue excite-ment a;mong the. tribes. We propose therefore that the control of jhuming
sh:::uld be left to local co:mcils who, we ~xpect, will be guided by expert advice.
12. CIVIL AND CRIMINAL:COURTS~
· On the· principle that the local customary laws should be interfered with as little as possible and that the tribal councils and courts
should be. maintained we recommended that the hill people should
have full powers of administering their own social laws, codifying or modifying
them. At present the Code of Criminal Procedure and the Civil Procedure
Code are not applicable to the hill districts though officials are expegted to be
guided by the sririt of these laws. In practice, criminal cases, which are not'
of a ~erious nature like murder and offences· against the State, <~.re left to the
tribal ccmncils or chiefs to be dealt with in accordanee with <'ustom. Usually
offences are treated as matters for the payment of cortrpensation and f\nef! are
inflicted. . There appears no harm and a good deal of advantage in maintaining
-current pra~tice in this respect and we recommend accordingly that all criminal
offenc!'ls •except. those punishable with death, transportation or imprisonmen•
for five years and upwaras ·should be left to be dealt with in accordance with
local practice and that so far as such offences are concerned the Code of Criminal
P~oce~_ure. should not apply. As regards the more _seri_ous offences punishable
With 1~pnsonment of five years or more we are of the v1ew th9.V they sbould be
tried henceforth regularly under the Criminal Procedure Code. This does not
mean that tribal councils orcourts set up by the local oouncilq should not try
such eases anll we contemplate thau wherever they are capable of being empowered with powers under tlie Criminal Proce4ure Code. this sliould be done.
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·.As regards ch-il cases (among the tribes ther<:> is. little distiuction betw~en
criminal and _civil ca~es) we recomm.end that except suits arising out o.f special·
laws, &.11 ordmary smts should be disposed o£ by the tribal eouncils or courts·
and we see no objection to the local councils being invested with. full powers to·
. deal with them, including appeal arid revision·. In respect of civil and criminal
cases where non-~ri~als are involved, they should be tried under the regular·
law and the Provmmal Govemment should make suitable arranoements for the·.
('Xpeditious disposal of such cases by emp:oying Circuit Ma.gistrat~?s or Judges.
13. OTHER
LOCAL SELF ·GOVERNMENT..._,
_.As regard's such mattE:rs as primary schools di;p·ensaries and the .like
whiCh no~mally come under the scope of local self-governing institutions in the plains it is needless for us to say that the Hill Districts should'
get all such powers and except in the North Dachar Hills and the
Mikir Hills, we are of opinion that the Hill People will be able to take over
co~t~ol of such matter~ without ~uch difficult:y._ With a view to provi~ing some
trammg and thereby smoothemng the transitwn, the Chairman of our Sub~
Committee has already taken up the question of establishment of councils with
powers· of loc'al boards. The difference between the councils we contemplatef()r the Hill Districts and Local Boards will already have been clear from the
for~goir:g paragraphs .. It i~ proposed to entrust these councils with powe.rs of
legi~latwn and admimstratwn over land, village foresti, agriculture and village
and town management in general, in addition to the administration of tribal Orlocal law. Ove.r and above these ma.tters the tribes are highly inoorested in
education and feel that tbey should have £ull control over primary education at·
least. We have considered this question in a.ll its aspectJs and feel that the
safe policy to follow in thi~Pmatter is to. leave it to the local councils to come to·
a decision on the. policy to be followed. vVe recommend tlhat primary education
should be edministeted by the Local Councils without interference bythe Government of Assam. The Assam Gov~rnment will however always be. available to·
provide such advice and assistance as the Local Councils may require through
its Education Deparfunent. part-icularly with reference. to the linking up c£
primary with secondary education. -,As regards secondary school education
we do not consider' that the Hill People in general are able to look'- after this.
subject themselves nor do we consider tha.t this stage should be left without .
some inte.gration at least with the general system of the Province. Tliere is
of course no objection to Local Council being made responsible for the_ mana_ge- ·
merit of secondary schools where they are found to have the. necessary matenal.
But we consider that no statutory provision for this necessary and that it should
be open to the Council and the Government of .Assam by executive instructions
to make the necessary arrangements. ThE: Local Councils will have power.s of
mana'gemel1t in all othe;r matters us~ally. administered _by' local. boards and'~e
consider that on account of the special mrcumstances m the hills the counmls
should ha·ve powers to make their own' administrative regulations aiid rules.
We e.xpect however that in all ~atters, . particularly th?se involving technical
matters like the management of dispens::mes or const~uctw~ ,of roads, the Local
Councils and their staffs ·Will work under the Execut-Ive gmdance of the corresponding .Provincial Department.
. .
.
.
. For the Mikir and the ;North C'acha.r ~ills; we recm;nmend ~hat the ne~e.ssary
supervision and guidance should be pr?VIded for a pe~IOd ·of SIX years vyhi~h WfJ.
expect will be. the ter~ of "tiwo counmls by the appo.mtmer:t of the DistriCt ~r
Sub-Divisional officer, as the ease may be, as ex-officw President of the C~unml
with powers, subject to the con~rol of the. Gove~ment .of Assam, to modify or
annul resolutions of the Council and to Issue mstructwns as he
may find
necessary.

14. FINANCE_,
-(a) Powers of the Oouncil.-The next question we propose to consider ·
is finance.
A demand common to the Naga .tliils, the Khasi and Jaintia
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Rills, the Garo Hills and the Lushai Hill is that all powers of taxation should ·
rvest in the National Councils. The National Conference of the Garo and of the
· Xhasi and j air:tia Hills suggested a contribution t.O the provincial revenues or a
·snaring of ce.rtain items. If this were accepted even the Centre would have no
,powers to levy finances in these areas. Suggestions regarding contribution to
provincial revenues are obviously based on the assumption that the district, in
.addition to.what it needs for its own expenditure, will have a surplus to make
over to the Provincial Governm,ent. In the ,case of the Garo Hills, it was
·suggested that the abolition of zamindari rights in that area would result in a
.considerable augmentation of the revenues of the district which wo11ld then be
.able to spare a certain sum to the Provincial Government, and generally the
idea seems to lie that given suffic~e"nt powers the Districts will be able to increase
their re\'enues by exploitation of forests, mineral and hydro-electrical potentialities. Not only do some of the districts feel that they will have plenty of money
· in du(j course but the deman~ for all powers o-f taxation is based to a large
extent on the fear that if the Provincial Governme11t has those. powers they
may not get a fair deal and there may be diversion of money to .other distric~s.
Districts which, on the othe.r hand feel that they do not command potentral
·sources of revenue or at least realise that the development of the resources will
tak·3 time during which they remained deficit can ·only make a vague demand
for allocation of funds from a benevolent Province or Centre to supplement local
!l'esources.

/

The queteion of finance and pcyvers ·of taxa.tion in an atmosphere. of suspicion
-:and fear is not an easy one. Any surplus district is likely to examine the provincial expenditure with a jealous eye. to find out whether it gets a· good share
·of'expenditure for its own benefit or not. The extreme case is the expe.ctation
or demand that all the revenues derived from a particular district muat be speni
within that district itself. It is obvious however that where different districts
:ate functioning under a common Provincial Govern~ent, the re.venues of the
whole area become diverted to a common pool froih which they are distributed
to the best possible advantage. of the Province as a whole. Should .all powers
of taxation and appropriation of revenues be placed in the hands of the hills
<listricts, the plains districts will not fail to make ·a similar demand, and if they
do, there would be little. justification to refuse it to them. The 'concession of
such a demand to the various districts virtually amounts to breaking up the
provinc1al administration. Besides, giving unregulated powers of taxation in
general to small units is undesirable as it would result in diffe.rent principles,
perhaps unsound principles, being adopted in different places for purposes of
taxation and in the absence of coordination and provincial control, chaos is more
likely than' sound administration. Further it is obvious that a local council anti
local executive would be rnuch more susceptible and amenable to local pressure
.and influence than either the Provincial Government or its executive and will
therefore not find it possible to undertake measures of taxation which the Pro; vince as a whole can. Even if taxes can be adequately resorted to by the local
council, the proposal that an appropriation could be made ·for the provincial
~evenues does not sound practicable, for what th~ quantum of that will be is
to be determined only by the National Council and it is quite obvious that the
·Council will decide the quantum from the point of view of its own· need rathwthan the needs of the Province as a whole. The areas which feel that they
have large potential sources of revenue must not forge.t that their demands for
educational and other development are also very large and expanding. Variousother factors such as the. efficiency of tax collection and the cost of co,lecting
sbaff have to be taken into consideration and we are of the view that the only
practicable way is to alloca~ certain ta~es an? :financill:l powers to the C'our:cila
tmd not all powers of taxat10n. Acceptmg th1s conclusiOn then we can ;;ous1der
what powers they should have. It goes without saying that they should have
-all the. powers which local bodies in a plains district ~nj<?y and we recommend:
that in respect of taxes like. taxes on houses, professions or trades, veb,icles,
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. animals, ocpro~, market _d_ue~, ·ferry dues and powers t.o impose cesses for specifiC
purposes. withm the az:tbit .?£ the Councils, they should have full powe.rs. We expe~t. that the Councils will seek the advice- of the Provincial Government. in
e~erCis~g th:se. powers bl!t. in view of the· democratic spirit and nature of
tri~al l?fe, we ~o not consider that any control by the Provincial Government
whwh IS p~escribed by statute is necessary. In addition "we would recommend
powers· t<> Impose. house :tax or poll tax, land ·revenue (as land administration
lS ~a~e over to the Councils),_ levies arising out of the powers oYmanagement
of VIllage fo~es~, su~h as grazing dues and licences for removal' of forest produce..
(b) PlroVIDClal !'inance.-There is no doubt that for some time to -come the
development of the. Hills must depend on the rest of the province and they will
be regarded as '' defici~ areas~'. , As their devel~pment m)Jst. be regarded as a.
matt~r of urgency conside.rable sums of money wiill be required but it is equally
certam that measure& of development are needed· ~n other districts also and the .
_claims of the IIills will not find ·a free fie.! d. The expenditure on the excluded
areas has so far be_en a non-voted charge on the provincial revenues but unless.
it is proyided in the Constitut.ion that sums considered necesasry- by the Governor·
for the Hills will be outside t,he vote O'f the legislature we have to consider how
the provision of adequate. revenues can 'be secured.. In this connection, we would
point·out the admission in the Factual Memorandum* received from the Governmen_t of Assam that while the Excluded Areas have benefitted by the-provision in
the Government ·of India Act regarding them,. the Partially Excluded .Areas in
respe.Ct of which the funds are. subject to the vote of the legislature .have suffered
greatly. In particular, ~he position of the Mikir Hills seems to be- a bad
exampl£·. Here, only a small proportion of the revenue derived from the.. areawhich contains rich forests is utilised in the district and the position ii+ respect
of provision of. schools, medical facilities etc. is. unsatisfactory.· We have noted
the views of witnesses from tl:J.e various political organisations t<liat there is a 1~
o£ goodwill among the plains people towards the tribes but we feel that_ a more
concr.e.te provision is necessary as practical administration must- he taken into
account. It is admitted all round that the development of the hills is a matter
of urgency ·for the province as a whole and tihere should therefore be a good
me.asure of support for a specific provision.
Coming to the actuaJ provision to be' made, it.has been sugg-=:sted in some
quarters that the revenur· to be spent within a Hill District. should be .ear .J?arked
by provision in the Const,ituti_on _and shou~d. for~ a de_fimte P!Oportwn of. ~he
revenue of the Province. This, In our opmwn, IS an ImpractiCable. propositiOn
since any 'statu0ry· ratio is_ in~ariable for a mimb~r ?f years and t~ere are_ no
simple- conside.rabons on whwh It can be based .. If It IS based on the pop_ulatwn,
it is obvious· that the expendit\J.re would -be totally inadequate, for the hill areas
ar~ generally sparsely populated.
On ~~e other hand, if a ce~ain .stage -of
development has been reached, the. proyisiOn of; funds on the.-basis of area may
amount pampering. the. tract~, ':'~Ile re_venue; IS needed elsewhere. yY e have
no doubt t.hat .the fixatiOn of a rigid rat1o by sta.yute wo~ld not _be smtable fo!
tbe· Provincial Gove;rnment to work on and may not. b~. m ~he mterests of the
Hills themselves.· We feel that plaCi_ng the sums outside the . vote o~ tlfe
legislature is likely to be· distasteful to the L~gislature and c?ntrary to the
democratic spirit and proceed t~erefore to consider an al~rnat1ve:.
.
It a.ppears· to us that the mam reason why the. ne~ds. of the Hills are· apt
be overlooked is due to the clamour of more vo_c~l diStriCts and the _facts t~at
there is little attention to or criticism of, the prOVISIOnS made for the. :EI:Jlls~ WhiCh
iri the case o£ voted items are merged in gen~ral figures. If the.ref?re a separate ·
fi
c'al "tatemerit .for each such area showmg the revenue from It and the ex~:~it~~e~ roposed --is. placed before the legislature, -it would ha~e, ;apa~ from
pth
· h 1om cal effect the advantage that it wottld draw attentiOn specifically
e. psyc 0 o·
·
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. 19. · EMERGENCY PROVISIONSThe picture drawn thus far is therefore that o~ an autonomous.··
Council for the district with powers· of legislation over the land, village,
forestk: social customs, administration of local law, powers over village
and town committees, etc., with corresponding financial powers. These are
far in excess of the powers of Local Boards. Wha.t if the Council or the exe.cutiv~ controlled by it should misuse the powers or prove incapable of reasonably
efficient management? Some of the Hill Districts are on the borders of India.
What if their acts prove prejudicial to the safety of the country? Experience·
all over the countryindicates that local bodies sometimes misma.nage. their affairsgrossly. We consider that the Governor should have the power to act in an
emergency and to declare an act or resolution of the Council illegal or void, if the·
safety of the country is prejudiced, and to take such other action as may be·
necessary. We also consider that if gross mismanagement is reported by a-Com-.
mission, the Governor should have powers to dissolve. the Council subjept to the.
approval of the Legislature before which the Council, if so it desires, can put
its case. (See clause Q of Appendix A*).
>

20. T:ij.E FRONTIER TRACTS(a) Central AdminiStration recommended.-We have indicated the dffierence
between the. ~rontier ~racts and other Rill .Areas already.
It i&
clear that the legal position on the Balipara and Sadiya Frontier Tracts isthat they are, part of the province right up to the MacMahon Line~
Regul,ar provincial admb\istration is however not yet possible (except
perhaps in the plains portions before the Inner Line) on account of the
.circumst-ances prevailing there. The policy followed in these tracts as well ason the Tirap Frontier (where there is no delineated frontier with Burma ·yet),
and the ,Naga Tribal Area is that of gradually extending administra.tion. We
recommend that when the Central Government; which now administers ·these·
areas ~(and which we consider it should continue. to do with ilie Government of
Assam as its agent) is :->t the view that administration has been satisfactorily.
established over a "Eufficiently wide area, the Government of Assam should1
tali:e over the administration of that area by the issue of a notification. We··
also recommend that the pace of extending administration should be greatlysccelerated and that in order•to facilitate thjs, steps should be taken to appoint
separate officers for the Lohit Valley, the Siang Valley and the Naga Tribal area
which at present is in the jurisdiction of_ t·wo different officers (the Political
Officer, Tirap Frontier Tra.ct and the Deputy Commissioner, Naga Hills District).
We have provided that the administra.tion of the areas to be brought under the
provi::lcial administration in future sh')u]d also be similar .to that of e.xisting Rilt
Districts.
·
·
(b) Lakhimpur Frontier and Plains Portions.-Regarding the LakhimpurFrontier Tract, it appears to be the vie'w of the External Affairs Departmentthat this Tract. does not differ from the. plains "and need not be considered. in·
relation to the problems o.f t.he hill tribes.'' Our information goes. to· show· thatr
a portion of the Lakhimpur Frontier Tract was recently (duririg the war)•
included in the Tirap Frcntie~ Tract. The. view of t.he Political Officer regardingthis portion differed from that of other witnesses' and, the circumstances here
seem to need closer examination, as the Political Officer has st.ated that the area
.is inhabited by tribes people. There are certain Buddhist villages inhabited by
Fa.kials who should be broughp into the re.gu:arly administered area if possible.
About the Lakhimpur Frontier Tract which is under the Deputy CommissionerLakhimpur we have no hesitation in recommending tliat. it should be attached'
to the re.gular administration of the District. The report of the Deputy Commissioner produced before us in evidence is clear on
point. \Ve ~lso conclude
·from the evidenr;e colle.cted at Sadiya that the. Sa1khoagha.t portwn of the
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e:Xcll!ded area south ol the Lohifriver and possibly the whole of tlie Sadiya plai:ms
portion up to the Inner Line could be inc!nde.d in regular administration, bu1;,
feel that the question needs more detailed investiaation and recommend thca.t it.
sho:rld be. und~rtaken by the ·Provincial Govel"?-~ent. The portion ~f the · --..
B~hp~ra -Frontier Tract round Charduar should pe subjected to a similar examma.tlon, and the headquarters of the Political Officer of this tract should be
shifted into the hills as early as possible.
• : (c)· Posa Payments.-Certain_ payments are being made at pre;ent to the
tnbes. on the ~ort4 E~st Frontrfr. In the Balipara Frontier Tract payments
called posa whr~h totalm all to ab~u~ Rs. 10,40(Lper'year, and certain customary
prese~ts ~re p~rd. These are. vestrg~ai payments of sums which. the tribes· used
to cl.mm m the_ days of the Ahom kmgs wh-ether by way of quid' .pro quo for ·
keepmg the peace on the border apd not raiding the plains or in recognition of a
customary claim on the local inhabitants or territory. On the Tirap Frontier a payment of Rs. 450 per year is ·made to the Chief of Namsang as le.ase money "
for a tea garden. We have considered th!l quest!on whether these . payments!
should be eontinued in view of the costly develo.pment schemes being undertakAn,
and have come to the conclusion that it would be a mistake to stop them. The
-effect upon the_ trilies of such a step would be. the feeli!J.g that the first act of "
the new Government was adverse to them a!ld 1J4e result of any tiisa:ffection in
. this area might seriously jeopardise. our aims of establishing aamillistration and
bringing the tribes, who are well disposed at present, into the fold of civilisation·
·within our boundaries. 'l'he payments are negligibly small in comparison with
the large s~ms of mone3' required for tbese areas and· we recommend that they
should continue unchanged at_ any rate till there is a suitable opportunity_ ·for a
review of the posit~on.
~1,

REPRESEl!TTATION--..,

(a} Adult Franchise.-The partially exci~ded r.reas are already represented....._
in the provincial legislature. In the . Garo _Hills and Mikir, Hills the (
franchise as already stated is a restricted one.
The; excluded areas
, have no representa'tion at present.
So far as the frontier tracts tribal
areas are concerned t-hey have no representaJion and -the ()ircumstances are such
that until it is de.clared thati an area is or can be brought under regula-r adminis"tration, representation cann<_?t be provided. we are of opinion that examination
·should be· made as soon as possible of this question in ·view of the very clear .
desire e;xpressed by the Abor, ·Hkampti and others for represent(ltion. Meanwhile, we are of the vie!" that-there is,no longer any justification for the exclusion of the Naga, Lushai and Nortl}. Cacliar Hills and. that these areas should
be ·represented in the~ provincial legislature. The restriction on 'the .·franchise
in the Garo and Mikir Hills should be removed- and, if_ there is universal adult
franchise-elsewhere, that system should be applied to all t-hese Hills. _·we would
. note h(lre that our colleagues from the Lushai HiEs expressed some. doubts ahoutJ
. the feasibility of adult franchise in the Lushai Hi~ls and s~emed to prefe~ house.~
hold franchise. We do not anticipat-e any ~eal drfficulty m 8:d:Ult franchrse her~
if it is feasible elsew:Q.ere but would recommend bhat the posrtwn of the Lusha1
Hills ma.y be considered by the appropriate body lYhich deals with the questiol\
of franchis.e.
·
_,
·
·
(b) Provin·cial Representation.-:-As regards the number of representatives of
·- the Hill Districts in the provincial legislature, we are of the view that if ths
principle of weightage. is recognised for any community, the ·case of the hill
people should receive appropriate con~ideration in that respect. '!;hough we do
not propose that there should be any weighta.ge for the hill people as a principle, ·
,·wevare ciear that the .number of repre~entatives for eiwh of the Hill Districts.
should not be less in proportio1;1 to the total number iJhan the ratio of the
population' of the district to the total popula~ion. even_ th_ough this .may, in some
cases, mean a slightly weighted representatiOn m practwe. In the _draft provincial eonstitutiori we .find that it is provided that the scale. of representation
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in the provincia1 Assembly -is not to exceed one representative for ·every lakh of
the population. On_ this basis, the Hill D:stricts would, according to the
minimum recommended by us, obtain representa~ion as follows:·No.
2
3

Kliasi & Jaintia Hills
Garo Hills
Mikir Hills
. 0 •
Na.ga Hills
Lushai Hills
North Cachar Hills

-

..

2
2
2
1
ToTAL

12

Population
105,463
223,569
J-49,746
189,641
}52,786
37,361

858,566

. It will be t;een that ii the total population of the Hills is taken, the number of
representa-tives for all the Hills will be somewhat in-e.xce;;s of the number which
would be arrived at on the basis of one representative for each lakh of iJhe population. We are. not only of the· view that in the special circumstances of the Hills,
representatives as recommended by us is necessary to provide proper representation but ilhat the excess should not be. adjusted to the detriment of the ~est of
Assam out of the total number admissible under Section 19(2) of the Draft Provincial Constitution. We· have provided accordingly that in reckoning the
number o£ representatives for the rest of Assam, the populapion and the number
of representatives of the Hills shall not be taken into account. _We contemplate
th'at the Khasi and J aintia Hills should iD:clude the Municipality and Cantonment
o£ Shillong which is at present a general constituency. This will be an j:lXCeption to the provision barring non-tribals £rom election in the Hill constituencies.
(c) Federal Le~Iature .....:....The total population of the Hill Districts _given
above clearly justifies a seat for the Hill Tribes in the Federal Legislature on the
seale proposed in Section 13(c) o£ the Draft Union Constitution.
. (d) Joint Electorate.-The Hill Districts have this simple feature, 'that their. popu~ations are al~ost entirely tribal. In the. Khasi and Jaint-ia Hilll? (a pocket
of M1kir excepted) in_ the Garo Hills, the Mikir Hills (some Rengma and Kuki
excepted)· the population is uniform. In the Naga Hills, among the different
bribes like the Angami, Ao, Serna, there is now the beginning of a feeling of unity.
The N aga Hills District has a population of 1·85 lakhs and is likely to get two .
representatives at least wh;ch might enable the al'ocation of one eac4 to the two
main centres of Kohima and Mokokchung. In the North Cachar Hills · th'3
;position is less satisfactory but- in all these areas we consider that the electorate
.should
joint for all the tribes and non-tr:bals residing there. In ;view of the
preponderance of tribal people we consider that no reservation of seats is necessary
and the only condition which we propose is that :the costituencies should not
·-overlap across the boundaries of the district (in the case of North Cachar, tlae
subdivision).
(e) Non-Trib&ls Barred.-We. hav'e considered the .question of non-tribals residing permanently in the hill~. Some of these have been in residence for more
than one -generation and may well claim )he right to stand for election but
we find that the feeling against 'allowing them to stand for election is extremely
strong'. It is felt that e.ven t}lough in a predominantly tribal constituency the ·
chances are all in favour. of a tribal candidate, the non-t'l'ib~~:ls, in view of their
greater finan~ia.l strength can nullify this advant:;tge. We recommend therefore
that ph>.ins people shou:d not be eligible fo! ~dect'on to the provincial legislature
from tihe Hill Constituencies.

be

'22. THE PROVINCIAL MINISTRY-

That the Hills can 'already provide representatives . who can take
part in the provincial: administration ,is obvious. On· four occasions residents
of the Khasi Hills have occupied a place in the provincial Executive Council or Cabinet. The hitherto excluded Lushai and Naga Hills have
the same potentiality.
With Ministers from the · Hills in, the Cabinet
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it may be expected indeed that their interests will not be nealected. The·
do~b.ts raised are : will there necessarily be a Minister from the Hills even when.
a ~mtable person is available.? . If not who will look after the interests of the
Hills ~ The Hill areas contain "close upon a million people. and 'in view of the
great 1mporta!lce of the _frontier hills in particmlar, it would be wise of any Ministry
to mak~ a pomt of havmg at least one colleague from the Hills. Iti is our considere.~ .Ylle~ tha.t .representat.ioi} for the Hills should be gw1ranteed by statutory
provisiOn If possible. If this ·Is not possible, we are of tihe view that a suitableinstr_u~tion should be .pro'vided in the inst~-ument of instructions or corresponding.
provis.wn. The development of the. }[ills however is a matter ·which requires
special attention in the interest~ of the. province and we •feel that if the circums·
t~ces necessitate it, the Governor should be in a position to appoint a special
Minister who should, if possible, be from among the hill I?e6ple .. Xn this connection we would refer to 'the need for a special development plan· which we have
referred to in Para. *16(b ).
·
23. THE- SERVICES. A good deal of discussion
has centred round. the
problem of
.providing suitable officials for the hills. ·The num~er of suitably qualified
candidates from the hill people themselves has been inadequate hitherto•
and the utilisat1ion of othe~ candidate.s has of cm1rse be-con found necessary. No
special service has been cbnsidered necessary for the hills. · On the other hand1
there .has been a 'certain amount of feeling. against the plains- officials notably
.a.gain~t inferior ·staff, who have been posted there. We have considered;.:. this
question carefully and come to the. conclusion that no separate service for tho
Hills is gesirable or necessary and that there should be free interchange between
~:!ill and non"hill officials, at le.ast in the higher eadr?s of the provincial a'nd AllIndia Services. The' District Councils will doubtless app9int" all their_"st_aff from
.their OWIJ. people and to prevent int8rchangeability would "be tantamount t0
. perpetuating exclusion as our proposals involve. a: good deal of separation _already.
We recommenil therefore that- while non-tribal officials should be eligible for
posting to the hills and vice versa shol.)ld be sele.cted with care. We also recommer).d that in recruitment. the appointment of a due proportion o.E hill · peoples
. should be·part.icularly kept in rriind and provided for in rules or ~xe.ontive
instructions of the Provincial -Government.
·
24. 'A COMMISSION~
·7
.We . have referred to the . need for special ·attention to the · development of the Hills. No statutory provision fo: the earm.arking of adequate
funds· 'is considered possible.
On the •other · hand, the Hill Councils
recommended by us· will have far greater powers-than local bodies. i11 plains.
districts .. 'The Hills occupy a position of strategic importance. and it is in our
opinion of great. importanee for const~ant touch to be maintained wi~h the _devel6pment and administration of these areas. For this purpos·e we consider that therE'
should be.-provision for the a.ppointn1ent of a Commis'sion, ·on which we exp-ect
tnat bhere will be representatives o{ the tribes,: to ~xa!Ilinf. the ..s~ate of affa;irs
periodically and report. We recommend that there should be provisiOn to a,pp_o:nt
·the Commission ad hoc or permanently and that the Governor of the provmce
should have the responsibility and power for_ appointing it. The report _,?f the
Commission should enable the Gove.rnment to watch the progress of the
" development plan and take such otl.fep.-administrative action as may be necessary.
25. PLAINS T'RIBALS/
• The total . trib:'!l population of Assam, . was shown . in the Census
of 1941 as 2,484,996. The· excluded and partially excluded areas contribute
to this onlv 863 248.
About 1·6 million tribals therefore live in the
plains-includii:tg tho~e who work as t.ea-gar~~ns la?our .. The te~ms of our enquiry
' are t;ha.t. we repor.t on. a scheme. of admq1Istratl.on for_ the tnb~l and ex_cluded
areas and the questio)l <)f tribes people in the pl3;ms stnctly does not concern us.
Reference to para. is to para.' in the original report.
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Their case will doubtless be dealt with by the Minorities Hub-Committee. Thepopulatio"n of the plains tribals :which is being gradually assimilated to the
p~pul~tion of the plains,
sh~uld ·for a~l practic~ purp_oses
b~ .trea.ted as a
mmonty. Measures of protectiOn for their land are. also m our v1ew necessary.
At present certain seats are reserved in the provincial legislature for them. Th0
question of their representation and protection will we hope be considered by the
Mi1'lorities Sub-Committee. We have kept in mind however the possibility of
there being certain area.s inhabited by tribals in the plains or at the foot of the.
hills whom it may be necessary to provide for in the saii?-e manner [See Clause*'
A (3) of_Appendix A].
26. BOUNDARIESAll the Hills people have expressed a desire for the tectificatioll! .
of district boundaries so that people of the same tribe are ·brought under a
common administration.
We !'ympathise with this desire but. fincj. that
it is only outside our terms of reference but also that it would necessitate an
amount of examination \vhich would make it impossible for us to submit our
report to the Advisory Committee in time.
The present boundaries have, we
find, been in existence for many years and we feel that there is time. for a
separate commission set up by the Provincial Government to work on the prob. lems involved. An exception should however be thjl case of the Barpathar and
Sarupathar mauzas included in the Mikir Hills which the Provincial Government
have already decided should be removed from the cattgory of excluded and added'.
to the regularly administered areas (see memorandum of Government o! Assam).
We a£<ree with this recommendation and propose that· it should be given effect.
when °the new Constitution comes into force.
27. NON-TRIBAL RESIDENTSIn the Hill Districts, a certain number of non-tribal people rPside·
as permanent residents. They generally follpw non-agricultural professions
but some cultivatP land also. • We have recommended that· these
res\,dents should 11ot~ be eligible to stand for election to the movincial legislature.
It is necessary however to provide them with representation in the local
council if they are sufficiently numerous.
yVe contem~te that consti:-tuencies may be formed for the ,local councils if the number of residents-is not
below 500 and that non-tribal constituencies should be formed wher.3 this isjustified.
•
28. DRAFT PROVISIONSFor the sake of convenience we have condensed most of our recommendations into the forms of a draft o£ provisions in roughly legal form and this draft
will" be found as an appendix to this part. The draft also contains certain·
incidental provisions including finance not referred to in this report.
2g. TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS.:_
•
Reference has been made
to the constitutions
drafted in the
different dist-rict for their local councils. This is of course ·the expression of
.the strong desire for autonomy in th~ Hill District.
Rather . moreimportant however are the individualities of the different tribes and the distinct-:
ne.:;s of their customs and social systems.
If the tribes are
allowed
to decide the · composition and powers of their own councils it · wilr
doubtless afford them the maximum of sentimental satisfaction and con"l.uce
• also to t.he erection of a mechanism suit-ed Without question for their own needs·
.and purposes, While therefore it will bp necessary in t.he existing conditionil'
for ~h~ G~vern?r of Assam (t:s t~e functionary who -will carry on the
adm1mstrat10~ t1ll the new const1tut_wn. comes· into. foree) to frame pl:ovisionat
rules for holdmg electwns and const1tubng the 0ouncils. \V e recommend ..tha~
the councils thus com:ened should. be_ provisional councils (one year) and that
t4ey should frame the1r own conshtutwn and regulations for the future.

'

* Reference. to clause is to clause in the origina,l report .
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APPENDIX C

t Annexure V]

_
APPENDIX A* TO PART OF NORTH-EAST FRONTIER (ASSAM) TRIBAL
AND EXCLUDED AREAS SUB-COMMITTEE· REPORT

A (1) The areas included in Schedule* A to thia P~rt shaH be autonomous
<listri.cts.
_ (2) ·An autonomous district ~ay be divided into autonomous regions.
(3) Subject to the provisions of section P the Government of Ass~m may
'from time to time notify any area not· included in the said schedu.le as an
autonomous district or as ibcluded in an autonomous district and the provisions
of this Part shall thereupon apply· to such area' as i! it was induded in the said.
·schedule. .
.
··
.
·
. (4) Except i~ p~rsuance of a resolution passed by the District Council of an
:au.tonomous district in this behalf the Government .of· Assam shall not notify
any district specifiei. or deemed to be specified in the schedule or part of l:'uch
.district, as ceasing to be an autonomous. district or·a part. thereof.
B (1) There shall be a District Council for each of the areas specified in
Schedule* A. The Council shall have not less than twenty nor more than forty
members, of whom n6t less than three-fourths shall be elected by universal 'lldult franchise.
·
Note.-If adult franchise is not universally adopted this provision will rave
'to be altered.
'.
,
,
.
I
(2) The constituencies for the elections to the District Council shall be so
'COnstituted if practicable that the _different ·tribals or non-tribals, if any,
in~abiting the area shall elect a representative from among thei( own tribe or
··group:
....
· _Provided that no constituency shall be ,formed with ~ total population of hiss
than 500.
·
·
(3) _If .ther:_e arr- different. tribes inhabiting. distinct -~teas within an a'uto- ·
nomous district, . there shall be a separate -Regional Coup.cil for each suc_h area
or group of areas 'that may. so desire.
(4) The Distri;t Council in an autonomous dis"tri~t with Regional Council
shall have su~h powers as may l}e delegated by the Regional Council in addition
:to the PC!Wers conferred b_y- this co71stitution.
-'
_
(5) The District or the Regional·Couf!cil may frame rules regarding (a) the
.coni:J.uct of future elections, the composition of the Council, cthe ·office ·bearers
·who may be appoint.ed, the manner of their election awl other incidental"
J:patters, (b) the. conduct of business, (c) the appoiJJtment. of staff, (d) the
:formatio"n and functioning of s-u,bordinate local councils or boards, (e) generally
.all matters pertaining tQ the administration of subjects entrusted to it or falling
·within its powers :
Provided that the D.eputy Co~missioner or the Sub-divisional officer as the:
case may be of the Mikir and the North Cachar Hills shall be the Chairman
cex-officio. of the District Council and shall have -for a period ·of six years
after the constitution of the, ·Council, powers subject .to the 'control of the
·Government o{ A~sam to annul or modifv anv resolution 01: decision of · the
:'Diskict Council or to. issue such inslructior{s as 'he may 'consider approprrate.
· . - C (1). The Regional Co~ncil, m: if there is no Regional Council, the District
•·Council; shaH have power to make laws for the area under its jurisdiction
-.reg~rding (a) 3:llotment, occupation cir use for agricultural, residential or other
non-agricl.lltural purposes, or setti~g apart for grazing, cultivation, residential or

* References t.o appendices imd schedules are td':appendices· and sch~dules in' .the original
~Xeports.
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c.other purposes ancillary to the life of the village or town, of land other than
.land classed as reserved forest under the AssaiiL :Forest Hegulation, 1891 or other
·law on the subject, applicable to the district.
.
Provided that land required by the Government of Assam for public purpos~s
,:shall be allotted free of cost if vacant, or if O«?cupied, ·on payment of due
.-compensation in accordance with the law relating to the acquisition of land,~
(b) the man,.agement of an;y forest which is not a reserve forest, (c) ~he use of
canal or water courses for the purposes of agriculture, (d) controllmg, prohibiting or permitting the practice of jhum or other forms of shifting cultivation,
(e) the establishment of village or town committ<)es and council and their
powers, (f) all other matters relating to village or town management, sanitation,
watch and wa111d.
'
~·

· (2) The Regional Council or· if ~here is no Regi?nal Council, th~ · pistrict
Council shall also have P?'Y,ers to make _laws regarqmg (_a) the appomtment or
·succession ofchiefs or headmen, (b) inheritance of property, (c) ll1arriage and
:all other social customs.
D (1). Save as provided in Section F the Regional Council, or if there is no
Regional Council, the District Council, or a court constituted by it in this behalf
· -ahall have all the powers of a final col.lrt of appeal in respect of cases or suits
between parties, all of whom belong to hill tribes, in its jurisdiction.

(2) The Regitlmal Council, or if there is no Regional Council the ;District
Council, may .-aat up Village Councils or Courts for the hearing and d~posal of
disputes or .eases ~other than cases tribal_ under the· provisions of Section F; .or
cases arising cout •of laws passed by it fn the exercise of its powers, and inay also
appoint .-sudh ·ofiieials as may be necessary for the administration of its laws.

E. "The Distiiet Council of an autonomous district shall h-;.ve the powers to
·est-ablish or wanage primary sehools, dispensaries, markets, cattle pounds,
!ferries, fishe~ roads ·and waterways and in particular may prescribe .the
language and trutnner in which primary e,ducation shall' be imparted.
F (1). For the trial of acts which constitute offences punishable with imprisonwent for five years or more or with- death, or transportation for life unde< the
"Indian PenaJl O<lde or other law applicable to the district or of suits arising out
of special laws or in which one or more of the parties are non-tribals, the
'Government of Assam may confer such powers under the Criminal Procedure
·Code or Civil Procedure Code-as the case may be on the Regional Council, the
District Council or Courts constituted by them or ·an officer appointed by the '
-Government 0£ Assam as it deems appropriate and such courts shail try the
offences or ,·suits in accordance with the Code of Criminal Procedure or Civil
~
Procedur-e as the case !'nay be.
(2) The Govel'nment o£ Assam may withdraw or modify powers conferreo4. on
the Regio:mal Council or District Council or anv court or office under this
:se.ctio:rn..
"
(3) 'Save 'as provided in thi~~ section the Criminal Procedure Code and the
·Civil Plroeedure Code shall not. apply to the autonomous district.
·
Note.-.,Special La":s"-Laws of the type of t11e law o£ contract, company
law .or insurance etc. are contemplated.
'
.
. G (1). There shah be constituted a District or Reaional Fund into which shall
be credited all m?ne.)'S received by the District Co~ncil or Regiomd Council as
the case ·may be m the course of its administration or in the d:scharge of its
responsibilities.
'
(2) Rules approved by the Comptroller of Assam shall be made for the
management o£ the Fund by the District or Reaiont'l
Council and management·
0
of the Fund shall be subject tQ these rules_.
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H (i). A Regional C~ncil, or if there is .no Regional 'Council the District
Council shall have the fo1Iowing powers of taxation :
(a) _subject to the general principles of assess~ent approved in this behalf
for the rest of Assam, land revenue, (b) poll tax or houf?e tax.
(2) The District Counqil shall ha:re powers to impose the following taxes,
~hat is to say (a) a uax on'pr-61essions: trades or ca'ling, (b) a tax on animals,
vehicles, (c) toll tax (d) market dues, (e) ferry• dues, (f) cesses for the rna:--..,
tenance of schools, dispensaries or· roads.
_ • .
.
•
(3) A Regional Council or District Council may make, rules for the imposition
and recovery of the' taxes within its financial powers.
·
~ ·
I (1). 'The Government uf Assam shall not grant any l,icence or lease t<> pros'pect for or extract minerals within an autonomo'us district save in consultation
with the Distric;t C.9uncil.
(2)- Such .share of the ~oyalties accuring from licences or leases for mineralsas may be agreed. upon shall be made" over t·o t.he Di~trict Council. · In default.
of agreement such' share as may be determined by, the Governor in his discretion
shall
be paid.
- ·
,_.
.
..
. ·
J (1) .. The District Council may :for the purpose of regulating the. profession.
of moneylending or trading by non-tribals. in a manner detrimental _to. the in-terests of the tribals make rules· applicabl,e to the district or any ~ortion. of it;,...(li)i
prescribing that except the holder of a licence iss11ed by the_ Council in· this
. behalf no person shall carry on moneylen<:ling, (b) prescribing the maximum ,rate·
of interest which may be -levied by a moneylender, (c) providing for the main-tenance of-accounts and for their inspection by its -ufficials, (d) prescribing thatno non-tribal shall carry on wholesale or retail business in any commodity·
except under a licence issued by the district council in this behaif:
Provided that no such rules. may be made unless the District Co.uncil
-approves of the rules by a majority of not less than three-fourths of its; members:
Provided further t)::tat a licence shall not be refuse:d -to moneylenders and
dealer carrying on business at the ti_9Je of the making of the rules.
K (1). The number of members representing an autonomous district in the
Provinci~l ~egislature shall bear at least the sm;ne pro.Borti?n to the· population'
of the d1stnct as the total number of members m thaCLeg1slature bears to the·
total population of Assam.
·
·
• (2) The total number of representatives allotted to tl(e autonomous districts:
(which m~y at any time be specified in f'chedule A*) in. accordance· with Subsection (1) of this Section shall not be taken into @_ccount in reckoning the total'
nu~?~r of represe_nta~ives to be all?Hed t_o ~be rest of t~e Provinqe under }he
prouswns of Sectmn ............ of the Provmcra1 Coustrtutwn.
·
(3) No const-ituencies. shall be formed for the puf}'Ose of_ election to the
Provincial Legislature which ~include p01;tions of other autonomous djstric'ts or
other are[\s nor shall any non-t~ibal be eligible 'for election except in the
constituency which includes the Cantonment ancl Municipality of Shillong.
. L (1) Legi1<lation passed by the provincial •legislature- in respect of «m) any_
of the subjects specified in sectio~1 C or
·
.
(b) prohibiting or restricting the consumption C!I any non-distillei alcoJiolie
liquor, shall not apply to an autonomous district.
.
(2) A Regional Council of an aut-onomous district or. if <!ibere is no Regional'
Council, the District Council may apply any such law to -the urea under its
jurisdiction, with. or without modification. ,
. .
'
·
.
·
M. The revenue and expenditure pert_aining to an Ulltonomous distriet which
is credited to or inet from the funds of the Government of Assam shall be shownseparately inI the annual financial. statement of the Province of Assam.

''v

* Reference to'\ schedule is to schedule .in the original·· report.
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estimated t-o be approximately 1,000 square miles. The cen~used portion o£ the:
area was 571 square miles and the population of 6,512 cohtamed ~nly 560 ~~a,
the remaining number of 2323 persons enumerated as Assam t:1be~ con~I~tmg\
of Cachari, Garo, Mikir and Miri. The area beyond the lnner Lme IS estimated)
to cover about 11,000 square miles and contain a population of approximately
350,000. For admini&tratlive purposes it is at present divided int.o. two parts,
the Balipara or Sela Agency and the Subansiri Ar~a unde~ two PoL1twal Officers.
Particular! v in the Subansiri Area there are portiOns whwh hav~ not yet been
sxplored by our officers, ,an4 the de~a~ls of. the .tribes living there ar~ still not
fully known. In the Sela area admmistrat1on has been extended as far a&
Dirang' Dzong and tgis area contains tribes like the M.omba, Sillung, Aka_ or
Rhuso, Senjithonji.
The Suban~i arell is, inhabited largely by Da.tla (N1su}
and Apatani but large .areas have yet to be visited and explored.
In the western portions of the tract the way of life oJ the tribes is influenced
.a good deal by Tibetan customs and Buddhist monastaries but in the eastern
sector the people are much more primitive. Some terraced cultivation and
orange garqens exist but people like the Aka depend on jhuming. Literacy
amon~ the~tribes seems to be very poor in spite ..of the influence of monastaries.
Except among the Momba there is little demand even for edueation.
]'or their
requirements of cloth and salt notably' the inhabitants depend upon contact
with the plair:s areas or with the Tibetans.
'fhe monastary at Towang
exercises considerable influence over the lives of these tribes and puts forward·
claims to monastic tax~tiqn.
The tribes keep poultry, pigs, goats urid mithun.
• ·Jn the olden days some chiefs here apparently used to exerdse a kinu of right
of levying taxes in plains villages.
This appears to have been recognised by
the Ahom Kings who allowed relief to the people~ liable to such taxes from 'other
taxe.:; to a l'Orresponding extent. In connection with these - levies an agreement* was entered into by the British Government for the payment of an
annual subsidy, known as posa.
Rs. 5,000 are paid to the Talung Dzongpons
and the Sat Rajas of Kalaktang and .some bottles ~of rum and cloth also are
given.
The tribes in return also given certain presents like ebony, a gold
ring, two Chinese cups, two yak tails and two blankets. Similar payments of
posa arll made to the Chaduar Bhutia or Sherdukpen, Thembangia Bhutia, Aka
a:qd -certain other. tribes. Payments to the Dafla and Miri are however made
cnly to freemen and in all cases cease on the death of the present holder. The
total payment of posa co:q1es to about 10,000 rupees per year·. lVIaintenanee cf
law and ·order in this area as well as defence against external encroachment is
'- looked after by the posts occupied by the Assam Rifles.
Though some of the witnesses wh0 appeared before us could speak
Ass_a~ese a~d ~ppe_ared to be i~telligent, we are inclined to agree with the
Pohtwal Officer s VIew that until the five-year plan which provides for an expan~iOil of sch~ols_ and. communicat~ons. has. been given e~~ct, there is likely to
be httle matenal m this Tract particularly 111 the Subansm Area, for local, selfgoverning institutions. For some time the problems of administration here must
r~main confi,wd Itirgely to the maintenance o£ peace among the tribes, preventiO'l of (·ncroachment and oppression by Tibetan tax collectors, extension of
COilimtmications; and elementary facilities for obtaining< medicine and primary
education. Tibetan officials are known to have se£ up trade· blocks with a view
iio compelling trade with Tibet rather than India and the removal of these
obstructions is a matter which may involve TJOlitical contact with Tibetan
authorities.
As alrea~y pointed out large areas are as yet terra incognita to
our officers and the attitude of the tribes is one o£ fear or suspicion whichCP-ay
*Clause IV of Agreement No. XLIV of 1888 with the ~apaschor or.;.Kavatsun Aka.s runs
as !ollows :-The "pos&". we ~hall receive fro~ Government is in lieu of the due we formerly ·
Jev1ed on the Assamese mhab1tants of the plams, and that we have no right to receive any
food, service, dues or other token of superiority from any receipt in British territory .
.
1
•
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easily turn ·to b,ostiiity.
It is clear however that the southern portions of the
tract. will dt:rielop earlier than the northern most portions and administration of .
the political agency type can therefore be gradually shifted northwards. The
Political officers' ~iew is that the time is not yet ripe for shifting his lieacfquarters
from Oharduar to a olace in the hills. The area round Charduar which is in
the plains portion 'is~ inhabited mostly by non-tribals or de.tribalised people of
tribal origin. The question' of bringing _it. under regular adrp.inistration needs
-therefore to be examined in detail by the Provincial Governnient. What we
contemplate is that ,areas ove:r ,which adequate ,control has been establish'ed
:should be brought under the regular provincial administration while areas further
:north remain under the control- of the Central Government, as at present. '.The
(]entre should however administer the tract through the Provincial Government
:~s its agent so that the Provincial Government remains- in contact' with the
;a_dministration*. .
. .
·
We are also of the view that steps should be taken as soon a.s practie~ble
~ erect boundary pillars on the trade routes to Tibet nt places where they
:mtersect the MacMahon Line.
.
· .
'l'he payments of 'posa represent a small amount ,p.nd ~e sentimental value
-• atta?hed_ to it and the probability that any cessati'<H~ of it -concurrently with the
,eommg mto force of the new constitution would have. most undesirable consequences on the attitude of the tribes, should be kept m mind. It shouli clearly
1
not be discontinued for the present.
· .

·2 THE SADIYA FRONTIER TRACT.. The Sadiya F/ontier Tract is the t;act between the Subansiri river on the· •
·west. a~d the- boundary of ,the Tirap Frontier' 'l'ract on the north·east. The latter boundary has been adjusted from timi) to time. The Frontier
.area comprising_ the Sadiya and Tirap Frontier Tra'cts _is somewha~
:in the shape of a parabola which contains the area through which the Brahmaputra •river with its tributaries debouches on to the plains.
The ·Sadiya tract may. be regarded as falling into .two or three· distinct portions.
·To begin with, there is the portion to the west consisting of the valley of the '
Dibang or Siang witli Abor tribes like Minyoqg, Bori, Galang;- Padam. 1 The_
Valley of the Dibang in the centre covers the area inhabited by Idu or Chulikata
Mishmi, and the valley of the Lohit is inhaQ,ited by, Digaru and other Mishmi
.a.nd certain Hkampti and Miri tribes.- Included i:n these three broad divisions
is ·the plains portion of the traf3t (which includes ~aikhoaghat'-'on the south
bank of the Lohit river) which runs up to the foot of the hill (roughly along the
Inner Line).
As in the -case ef the Balipara tract, regular administration has --~
__ yet to be .established in portions up to the Ma<5Ma.hon Line, which itself needs
. to be demarc:ated by the erection of boundary pilla'rs at least at the points where
the trade -rOutes cross into India.
The headqu&rters of the. Politica1 Officer is
at Sadiya and there is an As13istant Political' Officer at Pasighat. ·
.
The AssisfJan~ Political ,Officer of the Lohit Valley stays ut Sadiya and his
jurisdiction includes the Chulikata or Idu Mishmi in the north and-the Digaru
-and others towards the east and s-outh of the tract. There are no easy lateral
· communications between the Chulikafa area and the Lohit Vall~y proper.
· By inhabitants, the hill -tract falls broadly in~o portions inhabited by Abof
(Siang Valley) the Chuljka~a in the Dibar!g Valley and· other Mishmi in the
Lohit VallE;y. and _the Hkampti or Shan who are a comparatively· civilised tribe
following Buddhism. ill addition there is the mixed population, of the' Sadiya
portion to the south of Inn-er. Line 'containing non-tribals and some Miri. Although the Gallong Abor are somewhail different from the Padam and
" Minyong the languag~s are pract.ically the same and .the ..., whole o£ the Abor - ~
*See Assam Government's Factual Memorandum on page 70 of Excluded and Partially
' _Excluded Areas-I (C. A. Pamphlet); all references to pages are to pages i~_original r'ep<!rts.:
-~-
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Tract could be regarded as reasonably tpi!?i'fil.
The ·M.~sh~i area, tho~gh il.~
falls into two separate portions along the D1bang and Loh1t Jhvers1 respectively,/
and the tribes do not un::lerstand one anot?ers languaga, could be ~·reatcd as ~ne ..
The Hkampti area which is the third one is sma~l and ~he .Sad1ya populatw~
is a mixed one.
The area beyond the Inner Lme wh1eh 1s not cens~~-ed lS
estimated to contain 250,000 Abot 40,000 Idu, 25,000 Digaru .and MI]l ~mci
about 2,000 Hkamp~i.
The c.ensused portio~ is ar~ area ?f 3,3~9. square rmles
with a total populatiOn of 60,118 of which 39,974 are of tnbal ongm.
That total area of the tract may be in the neighbourhood of 15,000 square
m'iles and its development and administra.tion Glearly necessitate the suo-division of the tra.ct and the appointment of more offieials. In fact the Polit:J.cal:
Officer has already recommended the division of the tract into two portwns.
based on Pasighat a;d Sadiya respectively.
'fhis is r?ughl;y equivalent to a.
division into the Mishmi area and the Abor area respectively and the proposalS'
under consideration at present seem to contemplate the posting of '1 Political•
Officer at Sadiya for the Mishmi Agency with an Assistant with headquarters at.:
Walong (Lohit Valley) and a second Political Officer at Pasighat (now the·
headquarters of'an A.P.O.). The main reason for keeping 1S.adiya as the·
headquarters for the Mishmi Agency would appear to be the lack of lateral·:
communications between the Chulikata area in the Dibang Valley and the
Diga.ru area in the Lohit ~alley: ~ It is clear however that Sadiya and the-·
portion up to the Inner Line )s in the plains anJ. oontai~F a mixed-population.
Cultivation in this tract is al§O settled and the people of the tract desire that
it should not continue .under the present system of exclusion. Moreover, there
is the a-re:1 cccupied by the Hkampti who are settled cultivators professing~
Buddhism which has also spread a ·good· deal of literacy among them. Primm
facie there is a strong case for treating the plains portic,n of the tract as well asthe Hkampti portion as regularly administered areas in the form perhaps of a. '
separate subdivision or district. ' The distinctness of the Hkampti ml,\st howevE)r be borne in mind and ·the area will probably have to be trea.terl as aseparate taluk.
An early and detailed examina.tiou ·of the whole question is
clearly called for. I£ Sadiya is treated as plq,in, suitable headquarters for·
the Political officer of the Mishmi Area needs to b<l looked for keeping in mind·
the difficulties of communication between the Dibang and Lohit valleys.
· With the exception of the Hkamptis who are settled cultivators, and may·
be regar§ed as comparatively civilised, and a few people in the plains portiofr
who also do settle::l cultivation, the Abor aJ1d Mishmi pursue j1wming and appear
to. exhibit little competence in the art of raising crops. They of course eke outThe he11ds of mithun kept·
a livelihood by keeping poultry, sheep and mithun.
by these tribes are in fact the occasion for disp.utes between people as raiding·
for mithu"!' seems to be in this area what head-huuting is in the Na.ga tribal
~rea. Se_rwus quarrels. ~rising out_ of raidir:g for mithun may ca.Il for the.
mter':ent10n of·the Political officer.
The tnbes are generally heavily addicted:
to opmm and attempts to keep the growth and consumptio'n of opium in check
se~ ~· be meeting with litt.le success:'/ Though we feel that the Abor an~
M1shm, are people who can be educated and ·assimilated to
civilised
administration :in a comparatively short time, there is little literacy or educa-tion
among them at P!esent, and the depth of the area over which control has been.
established -beyond the Inner J_,ine_ does not seem t..o be··great. Communications.
are the urgent need so that greater contact is possible event if the lack of education is reg~rded as no impediment.. By the time the £ve year plan has been .
worked out _(It ?onte:nplates the makmg of ~ road to Walong and improvement
o.f commumcatwns m oth~r respects also) 1t may be possible to give effect tothe .k~enly. expresse? des1:~ among the Abors of a share in the provincial:
adm~n~stra~on .. Jt ~s obwous1 that the pace 9f establishment of full-fledged
admmis.tratwn In this are~. should be .accelerated. A beginning should however
be poss1ble by way of poht1Cal education of- the people, if tribal councils are see-
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up to enable the different tribes to come together to discuss matters of mut~al
interest and unierstand the problems of administration .
.

~.

The forests of this tract can produce a good revenue but land revenue in the
plains portions amounts to about 50,000 and the poll tax. which is also levied
in this area amounts to about 15,000. This forest revenue in 1946-47 was
430,000.
8. THE LAKRIMPUR AND TIRAP FRONTIER TRACTSThe exact position, legal ana de facto is not clear. The Lakhimpur Frontier
Tract is mentioned as one of the North-East Frontier Tracts scheduled as an
excluded area. No frontier has as yet been laid down between Burma and India
in thrs region. There is an area locally known as the Lakhimpur Frontier Tract
.which is treated as an exclu.fled area with the Deputy Commissioner, L.akh~mpur,
- as the Agent or Political Officer.
The Tirap Frontier Tract, which apparently
· derives its name from the river of that name, is said at present to contain a
number of villagera added to it from the Lakhimpur Frontier Tra.ct during the
war, and the rest of the portion inhabited by Naga tribes towards the Burmese
territory.
In addition to the Tirap Frontier Tract the Political Officer, whose
headquarters are at present in M;argherita in Lakhimpur district, is also in
charge of a portion of the Naga Tribal Area which stretcf:ies along the boundary
of the Lakhimpur district till it touches the notthem apex of the ~aga Hills
district· boundary and then runs along the eastern· boundary of the Naga Hills
districts towards its southern projection towards Burma. · The area of the
Lakhimpur Frontier Tract as shown in the cen~s is abotit 394 square miles ..
The area of the Tirap Frontier Tract can of course only be gue§sed as there is
no definite boundary with Burma. It may be in the neighbourhood of 4,000
·square miles.
In population also the trac~ differs. frvm part to part. .The
Lakhimpur Frontier Trait differs "in no way from the surrounding plains;
possesses none of the characteristics of the hill areas and need not be considered
in relation to the problems of the hill tribes''.
«·In the "po1-tion of the Lakhimpur Frontier Tract which has now been taken into the Tirap Frontier Tract
there are several villages inhabited by Kachins and vthers who are regarded ll£
tribal and pay 'house kl.x. In the Tirap Frontier Tract a number of tribes
classed as Naga·such as Tikak, Yogli, Ranrang, Lungri, Sank-e, Mosang, Morang
etc. reside.
The whole of the area inhabited. by the Naga tribes could
appropriately be regarded as part of India since the economic relations of all
these trihes are with India and not with any other country. · The demarcation
of a boundary with Burma is to be taken up therefore on this principal and the
question is said to. be no>v under consideration by the Government of India.
It is ob_viously a matter which needs to be t;Jxpedited.
In the northern portion of the Naga Tribal area (which may be really ~egarded
a.s part of .the Tirap Frontier, since for a considerable distance Jhe bound~ry
of this area runs along wi.th the eastern boundary of Lakhimpur district) there
are tribes classed as Konyak Naga and. the relations of this area are also with
Ule plains por~ion of the Lakhimpur aistrict~ .For instance it is common for
• tribes ~rom Namsang and Borduria to come frequently to Jaipur for their
marketmg etc., ana a good ·number of them seem to speak Assamese. The
area is thickly populate~.
The Singpho or Kachin are Buddhists and they
had chiefs belonging to the old rujing family before the country was taken over
in 1839. The agreements entered into in 1826 and 1836 are dead letter and
~~ough the chiefs are consulted by the Political Officer whenever there is any
a1spute to be settled or other matter to be dealt with; the Political Officer is
·being looked up lio more and more, and ]he chief is regarded only by way of
being an adviser to The Political Officer.

a

*See North East Frontier and Excluded Areas (C. A. Pamphlet) paragraph 5 (c); all
references to pages are to pages in the originaJ reports.
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Agriculture is mostly by the primitive method of jhuming and there are no
educational facilities. The economic condition of t:.he tract is pretty poor. The
Rachin however are settled cultivators. and are in a better position than the
Naga. In the Naga Tribal Area head hunting is Eitill practised and slavery *'
also seems to exist.
'
F~r the Tirap Frontier Tract also the five year plan approved by t~e. Gov~rn
ment of India contemplates the extension of the bene~ts of a~m1~1strahon.
The b,eadquarters is proposed to be moved to a place m the mtenor. called
Horukhunrna and hospitals and schools are to be constructed. Both m the
Tirap Frontier Tract and the Naga tribal area the policy is just the same,
namely the. extension of ad.ministration gradually up to the Burma frontier.
This policy appears to us to be the correct one to follow, whatever the legal
status of the area may be under the Government"..of India· Act. As in the case
of the MacMahon Line frontier, all the portion between the Burmese bo~Jndary
and the administered area of Assam should be merged in Assam as soon as
possible and the distinction between Tribal Area and administered Indian
1
territory· abolished.
The Lakhirnpur Frontier Tract need no longer be treated as an excluded
area.
As regards the portions of this tract taken over into the Tirap Frontier
Trac:t the justification for continuing it as a frontier area needs to be further
eXlllllined and if no difficulty is likely to be .caused by the inclusion of the
Rachins and other tribes who live there in the Lakhiinpur district the area
should be merged in the district. In the rest of tha area, steps should be taken
to organise non-statutory tribal councils, panchayats etc., in anticipation of the
time when this tract will be fit for inclusion ·jn the provincial administration.
For the proper administration of the Naga Hills tribal area it would appear
desirable to provide more officials, and a separate. o;licer with headquarters as
close as possible to the area, if not inside, is necessary. It would appear
that there is already sanction for a separate Sub-divisional Officer at Mokok" chung under the control of .the Deputy Commissioner. Naga Hills district
but the present arrangement by which the tribai area is shared between 1 the
Deputy Commis11ioner, :Kohima, and the Political Officer. Tirap Frontier Tract,
needs to be further examined. It would perhaps be best to divide the portion
into two districts. one which will in due course either merge with the existing
Naga Hills district and £orm a sub-division thereof or be a Konyak district, and
anotb,er which will form a portion of another district under an officer :with
headquarters in the present Tirap Frontier Tract.
' 4. NAGA mLLS DISTRICTThe Naga Hills District is an area of 4,289 square miles bounded
on the east by the Naga tribal area, on the south by Manipur Stajie and on the
west . by the Sibsagar district.
The population was given as 18.9,641
of whiCh 184, 7()6 or 97.4 per cent were tribal, at the 1941 census. The district
is inhabited by a number of N aga tribes notably the Angami, the
Serna, the Lhota and the Ao.
Of these tribes Angami are the most
numerous and inhabit the area round Kahana their number at the
1941 census being slightly over 52,000.
The :Ac~ are the next numerous
numbering over 40,000 and the Semas come third with 35,741. • 'l'hese two
tribes inhabit the area round Mokokchung which is a separate sub-division of
the district, and the Serna also inhabit the region to the north-west of the
~gami country .. The tr~bes speak different Ia:tgu~ges anc1 their lingua franca
ts_ Assamese or Hmdustap1.
They have also d1ffen:~g customs and traditions.
J\.reas claimed by the tribe ?r village are je~lously guarde8. against encroachme~t and tC?. ~uch ~n e;tent m the Naga }n_bal Area that a villager seldom
ventures outs1de h1s VIllage boundary. Vhthm the boundary of the district
proper there is generally speaking regular administration though durln<:r the '"''ar
a slightly different atmosphere might have b.eet1 introduced.
Tho~gh lthe
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percentage of literacy among male ·Naga is about 6 only, quite a good numb~r
of these have received high education. Fema.le.literacy among the Naga 1s
however negligible, though in the Mokokchung Sub-division it was fol\nd to be
nearly four per cent.
Literacy seems .to> be higher iu the Mokokchm~g area
than the Kohima area and 1the demand for educatiop is also keener here. As
regards· economic circumstarwes a. good deal of terracing is done in the Angp.mi
areas and a number of Nagas ~Seem to have taken up non-agricultural occuputions
• · ......-the planting of gardens, etc.
It has been mentioned that the district is inhabited by mutually exclusive,
diverse:tribes. A movement for unification has however been afoot in the last
two or three years and a body known as the ;Naga National Council (with subcouncils of the' different tripes) was formed in 1945. Though a non-official.
·_political organisation; many of its leaders and members are · <Government
officials and the organisation has also received official recognition locally. . Thus .
the anomalous position of G:overnment servants participating in. political· activity exist and in part this situation is due to the fact, _that the educated,
influential and leading elements are _Government servants. Though the formation of this Council may'be t-aken as an indication that the unity of administration has given a sense of unity to the different tribes it would perhaps be
a mistake .to suppose that there has been any· -i·eal consolidation,· and the
tenac;ity- with which the tribes hold on t{) .their o"Ml particular views of tradi-.
tions is still a potent factor. A. notable characteristic of Naga* tribes is that
decisions in their tribal councils are taken by general agreement and not by
~he minority accepting the decisions of the majority.
This feature, though
'perhaps well suited t<J village affairs, may ·lead to many an unsatisfactory
compromise in matters o£ greater movement. · ,
In June 1946, the ;Naga .National Cowcil passed a resolution expressing
their approval of the scheme proposed by the Cabinet Mission in the State
Paper of M:ay 16, 1946, and their desire to form part o£ Assam and Lndia. The
resolution prot-ested against the proposal to grou~ Assam with Bengal. This
resolution and the feeling which prompted it seems .to have,-held the £eld
'throughout 1946, arid the Premier ·of Assam who visited the, distr'Jct in
;November 1946 was greeted :with the utmost cordiality .. :Early in 1947 the
Governor of. Assam, Sir ,Andrew Glow, visited the Naga Hills and! advised the
Nagas t~at their future lay with India and with Assam.
Subsequently,
toward~s the end o£ February 1947, the Naga .Natienal Council passed a. resolution. in which they desired the establishment of "an Interim _Govern;nient ot
;Nagas with financial provisions, for a period o! ten years at the end of which
the Naga people will be left to choose any form of Government under which
. iihey themselves choose ro live." This resolution' was of course completely
different fro:rp. the previous one in that it was based on the idea of beino- a
sepa~te nation and country. ·Subsequently the Naga National Council s~nt
another memorandum in which they me:J?_tioned a "guardian power" without
h,owever stating who should be the guardian power, and it was found that they
were extremefy reluctant to express any choice openly between the three possibilities of the Government of India, the ProvinCial Government and H.M.G.
It would appear that this was the formula on which a general mpasure of
agreement cquld be obtained among the .Nagas since there were clear~ indica~
tions that many o£ them were inclined to .take mo~derate views more on the •
- lines of the original_resolution at Wokha buf in vie~ of..tbe intransigeance
of certa~n other members, probably of the Ang?:mi group, t.hey were ·prevenied
fro:rp.. domg so.
~
,
Subsequent e~~nts connected with the visit of H .. E'. · the Governor· to the
:N:aga :Hills on the 26th .o£ June 1946 show that the .Nagas ha~e dropped theh* Other kibes have this characteristic
or Ies~r degree.
, also in greater
...
... ....
.
'
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€Xtreme demands. The· substance o£ the ·claim;; made by the Nagas is n?W:
to maintain their customary laws and eoc:rls, management of their lan~ w1th
its reso~rces the continuance o£ the R,egulations by which entry and res1dencE'
in the Hills' could be controlled and a- review of the whole position after ter
years.
5. LUSHAI HILLS DISTRICTThis district has an ·area of . S,l42 square miles and lies to the
south of the Surma Valley. It forms a narrow wedge-shaped strip of territory
about 70 miles wide i.; the ::wrth ·tapering to a~ost a point at its
southern extremity and separates Burma from the State of Tripura. and the
Chittagong Hill Tracts of Bengal ori the. east and south-:ast re~pec.t
ivelv. With the exception of a small area at 1ts southern extrerri1ty wh1el1 IS
inh~bited by Lakher tribesmen, the rest o£ the district is inhabited by the
tribes known as Lushai or Mizo and found elsewhere in North Cachar sub~
division, and Manipur as Kuki. Tlie communications with the main inhabited
aJ,'eas ·of Aijal (headquarters) ~nd Lungleh are difficult and · th.~re is only ·!1'
bridal path connecting Aijal with Silchar. From Serang, near AIJal, commumcation by river, along the Dhale~wari, is possible and Demagiri in the sout~
is connected with Rangamati in the Chittagong Hill Tracts, by the Karnaphuli
river. There is also a bridal path connecting Lungleh with Rangamati. The
population of this district is 152,786 according to the last census and over 9o
per cent of the population is tribaL The district as a whole is hilly, with a
general· elevation of between 3,000 and 4,000 feet and the slopes are usually
quite steep.
'
Jhwniing, with the exception of certain orange gardens, is the c'ommon
form of cultivation, and terracing and wet cultivation· present many difficulties:
Spinning and weaving is a common cottage industry, and every "=oman in a
Lushai household spins and weaves for the needs of the family.
~fost
attractive tapestry work is done in these hills and the designs make a very
colourful display. Much of the weaving and spinning is done however for
personal use and not for sale. The degree of lit~racy in !he area is very high;
the reason for it being probably the fact that a large proportion of. the population is Christian and the Sunday Schools have assisted the spread of literacy·
even among the adult men but, apart from a few ·Government servants, the
numQer of people follo'VI·ing non-agricultural occupations is negligible. The
general level of intelligence and civilised behaviour in this area is high ar_a
compares favourably with most places in the plains.
" ·
There are no local self-governing ·i!lstitutions and village life is to a great
extent domin~ted by the chief who is generally hereditary*. . Formerly the
number of chwfs was small, probably 50 or 60, but on account of the increase
in population and the growth of new villages the present number is -over 300.
The chiefs settle disputes in the village, make a distribution of land for
jhuming and generally carry out· any orders issued to them bv the officials
including such 'work as collection of taxes. Of late the relati~ns between the
chieh and t~1~ p~ople has bee~ rather strained, and it would appear that. one
reason for tms •1s t.he convemng o£ the .so-called · District Conference by the
Superintendent of the Lushai Hills. The- "Mizo Union" was. started ~orne•· <time _ago_ by t~e people (including chiefs also as 'members) as <:t. non-official
()rgamsatwn. •nth the consent of the Superintendent. This organisation seems
to hav.e been w!th~ut a rivaL to begin with but in 1946 the Superintendent
convened the Du:;f.rJCt Con>erenc<e with a Iuembership of 40 of w.hich 20 were
commoners and 20 were chiefs. The District Conference was supposed to be
elected by household franchise at the rate of one voter for every 10 houses and
*A certain number of non-heredita-ry appointments have been made of- late ty the
'Superintendent.
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first con£erence, the chiefs and the people had separate electorates, tha•
is the people elected their own representatives and the chiefs theirs. ~he
- con£erence apparently created little enthusiasm and the large repre.sentatl?D
of chiefs on it must have caused some dissatisfaction. The Supermtenden~
was the President of the conference. 'Towards October 1946 this- conference
seems. to have broken down and was virtually abandonded. S_hortly before the
visit of the Sub-Committ€e however fresh elections were he~d by the Superintendent. At this election a change was made in the franchise so that the
separate electorate was a~olished and chiefs an~ co;nmoners vote~ jointly.
The ratio of chiefs and commor1ers was however mamtamed and on th1s account
the "Mizo Union" decided to boycott the elections with considerable effec~
on it. In fact it is claimed by the ]1.1izo Union that only two or three hundred
voters actually took part in the elections. _ However this might be, the conven;.
ing of the District Conference which was claimed to be ail elected body obviously - ,brought it. into rivalry with the Mizo Union, and since the conference was
supported by the Superintendent, the Mizo Union· incurred official disfavour. t
The Superintendent being the President- of the conference and the chiefs being
·largely under official control· and- influence, there was apparent justification
for the suggestion that the District Conference was not representative of the
views of the people. In fact -the attitude of the Superintendent gave us very
good reason to believe that the District Conference was completely dominated
by him and was his mouthpiece. _ The Superintendent himself propounded a
·scheme before the Committee the purport of which was that all local affairs
· should be managed by a constitutional bony elected by the district who would
have their own officers appointed by themselves and that the Government of
Assam or of the Union should pay only a certain SUI)1 of money :;tmounting to
the deficit of the district and enter into 11n agreement regarding the defence of
the district and its external relations. To what extent the Superintendent
believed that the Lushais could actually administer their own affairs ·efficiently
in evecy matter other than defence is a matter of some doubt because in answer
to a question whet-her he thought that the whole 'administration could be
-managed by them, he replied "I will not guarantee that it eould be done".
(See p.-Vol. II Evidence). In answer to a further question he gave it as his
opinion that. it would not. be very long before the district could manage its
own affairs and that the length of the period would depend upon whether there·
was interference from outside by .bodies that are too powerful or not. The
general impressions gathered by us during our discussipns with representatives
of various interests in t.he district was that. with the exception of a few people
who are under the influence of the Superintendent, the attitude of the rest
· was reasonable and it would not be long before disruptive ideas preva_iling
now completely disappear.
'
·
· The main emphasis in the demands oithe Lushais was laid on fue protection
of •t.he land,_ the prevention of exploitation by outsiders and the continuance
of their local customs a~d language.
.
The district has a revenue of about 2 lakhs and an expenditure a~ounting
to about six lakhs. A hi!!h school has· recently been started. The' Assam Rifles
'
·
are stationed at Aijal arid :Lungleh.

6. THE NORTH dACHJ\R HILLS SUB:DIVISION- ·
This area is a snb-dlvisie>n of the. Gachar . district whooe head~
qudrters is Silchar. It is a.n area of 1,888 square. miles inhabited by 37;361
people of wh.ich 31!529 were tribals, the remaind'er being - accounted
for by the varwus ra1lway :md other colonies of outsiders. The 1nain feature
of this sub-division is that it contains a number · of different tribes
t There were incidents earlier leading- to the seizure
Superintenaenls.

of

the Miz.o Union:s funds bv the
' ·
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namely the Cachari, the Naga, the Kuki and Mikir; a small nu~b~r of. SJ?teng
or Khasi also inhabit the area.
The
general charactenstic IS
that
the tribes named above, with the exception o£ one or two villages of Naga in•
habited bv a few Kuki live in areas of their own and there is no
intermingli~g of populati~n of the different tribe.s in. the villaf?eS. The z.emi
:Naga are however not in a compact block and live m thre~ .different portiOns
with Kuki or Cachari in the intervening portions. The r.~hklr form a pocke~
to the north~west of the area and the Cachari roughly inhabit the central and
south-west portions. The Cachan are the most numerous of the tribes. with a
population of about 16,000; the Kuki are about 7,000. and the Zen;I about
6,000. Relations between the Kuki and the Naga are said to be unsatisfa~tory
though for the time being relations appear to be good. It may be mentiOned
here that the Zemi have still unpleasant memories o:f bad treatment by the
Angami of the Naga Hills District and there is not much love lost between
them though they showed themselves ·responsive to instructions given by certain
Angami officials from Kohima

There is little literacy in thi:; area and cultivation is by the primitive method
of jhuming. Unlike the· Angami areas in the N aga Hills District, the hillsides
here are much steeper· and, apart from rainfall, there is no scope for irrigation.
Then again, unlike the Angami, the Zemi live in small hamlets and it is not an
easy matter to find adequate labour for the introduction of terracing'and wet
cultivation. A certain number of orange gardens have been planted and
potatoes have been introduced into the district. There is little doubt that with
the encouragement of education, for which there is a demand the tribes can
be brought up to the level of the others; but at present while they are quite
capable of underStanding the broad outlines of the democratic mechanism and
can take part in elections, it is unlikely that they will be able to manage a body
like a local board without official aid. The main difficulty in , this portion is
however that caused by the existence of different tribes who have little feeling
of solidarity among themselves. Quite recently a s<?[t of tribal council to
bring together the different tribes with. a. view to educating them in local selfgovernment was undertaken by the Sub-Divisional Officer, but the Mikir,
influenced as. they were by people from the Mikir Hills who wanted an amalga-· •
mation of the l\{ikir area with the Mikir Hills portion, would not co-operate
in the- joint council. Then there is the question of choosing a common repretsentative. The Cachari being the most pumerous have some advantage and
the area is obviously too small for the representation of more than one in the
provincial legislaJure.
It :is likely however that, therP will be a sufficient
combination ·for the purpol'le of electing a common representative. Since this
area cannot share a representative with plains areas, the po-pulation of 37,000
will have to be provided with a representative of their own. If however a local
self-governing body is formed in this district it is clear that there will have to
be some kind of regional arrangement by which the different tribes have their
own separate councils which will then come together in the form ·of a nouncil
for the whole sub-divrsion.
·
Like most otl1erhill district-s this. area. is also a. deficit area. The same
· feeling which exists in other area.s about safeguarding land and proMd,ion ot
• the. l~~d fron; occupation by outsiders as well as excluding them also from other
activi!'ies whiCh may lead t.o exploitation prevails here. One feature of this
area Is that among t,he different tribes it is Hindustani which is more of
common language than Assamese.
7. KHASI AND JAINT~A HILLST?is partiallv exc!udPd area consist-s of the .J aintia Hills formerly
formmg part of the Km!!dom of the old .Jaintia Kinl!s and now forrnin!! the
.Jowai Sub-division, and some 176 villaQ'es in the Sadar Sub-di~ision.
The R~asi and .Jaintia Hills as a whole consists oi a large territory between

' '
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the · Garo Hills on the· west and the North Cachar Hills and the Mikir
Hills on the east. The Rhasi States '.-vhich consist of 1,50Q villages cover
the :western portion of the Hills and the British· villages are interlaced with
them. The peop1e of th~ Jowai Sub-division are known as Synteng o.r Pnar
·-and speak a dialec.t but with the ex·ception of. a small number of ~1ikir on t.he
-northern slopes of the Hills, the whole population of these Hills m~y be
·Tegarded as ·uniform. Unlike tJheir neigJ1bours who speak T.ibet.n-Burtnan
'tongues the Khasi form an island of the 1vfonKhmer ·linguistic family.
The Khasi States, which are about 25· in number, are some of the smallest·
in India. The largest States are Khyriem, Mylliem and Nongkhlao and the
, smallest is ;N:onglewai. The system of inheritance of Chiefship is described as
lollows:---,
"The Chiefs of these little ·states ar~ generally taken from the same famiJy
inheritance going £hrough the female. A uterine brother usually has the first
claim and failing him a sister's son. The appointment is how~ver subject to
•the approval of a small electoral body, and the heir-apparent is occasionally
·_passed over, if for any reason, mental, physical or moral, he is unfit for the
.position. The· electors are generally the myntries or lyngdohs, the representa''tives of the clans which go to, form the State." In Langrin, the appointment
;;is by .Popular election. · In some of the States, if the Myntries are not unani-·
· mous in their· choice, a popular election is held. The Chiefs are known as
'Siem in most States; but in some they are called Sardar, Lyngdoh.in three~of .•
·them and Wahadadar in one.
The functions of the chiefs are largely magis·
· ·ierial a:nd in the discharge of their duties they are assisted by their Myntries.
:·~he relations betWeen them and the Government of India are based upon sanads
i.ssued to them. For s'pecimen of these sanads Volume XII of Aitchison's
·'Treaties Engagements and Sanads may b'e referred to. Under the terms of th~.
·sanad, the chiefs are placed completely under the· control of the Deputy Com, missioner and the Government of India q_nd w~,J.ste lands as well as minerals
are ceded to the Government on condition that hal£ the revenue is mad.e over
t..o the Hiems. Their criminal and civil authority are also limited. The sanads
<do not mention the right to levy excise on liquor and drugs and presumably
-ihe Siems have that right. Though the States are not .in. the partially
-excluded areas, the main interest attaching to them is .the fact that there is
·an understandable feeling among the people of the States that there should
-be a federation between the States and the British portions so that all the
"Khasi people are brought under a common administration. The -position is
iihat in the British areas, though there ·is now the franchise and a member
'is sent to the provincial legislature, there is no statutory local· body for. local
··self-goverrnnent. The States, on the ot-her hand, enjoy certain rights ai stated
•-above; and the problem is to bridge the gap.
·
. _
.
, _ . The Khasi and J aintia Hills have the aqvantage of the provincial head'«<uarters Shillong, being situated among them. Literacy among the Khasi
amounts to about 11 per cent >yith a male literacy of 1Q per cent.. The district
·is already enfranchised and· the special features which it is desirable to bear
. 'in mind is the matriarchal system prevalent there, the lemocratic village
·.-systems 'and other special customs and traditions. Cultivation in the Khasi
--and J aintia Hills may be regarded as c-omparatively advanced. Ther~ is a. good •
, -deal o£ wet cultivation and the ·culture of oranges and potatoes is common.
The Khasi have also taken to non:agricultural professions much more tha:n other
·
hill people.
. :'8. THE GARO HIL~SWhich is the butt-end of the rarwe of .hills which constitute th~
-water shed for the Brahmrmntra and the SJ'rma Valleys. The Garo who inhabi£
. ihese hills are people of· Tibeto-Burman origin and are similar· to the Cachari.

·
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The are::t of the district is 3,152 square miles and it is inhabite_d
by
a population of 233,569 of which 198,474 or nearly 85 per cent, are. tril;lals,
mainly Garo. The Garo inhabit not only the district which bears therr name
'but there are villages inhabited by ·them in Kamrup alld Goalpara also an~
portions of the Mymensingh district of Bengal joining the Garo Hills is in•
nabited by thousands of 0-aro.
The Garo are a people with a matriarchal syste.m like the Khasi. T~e
tribal· system of the Garo is highly democratic and the whole village w:rth
the .Nokn:la as the head or chairman' takes part in the ,council if any matter
is i:r;t di»pute. The dci.strict as a whole is pretty backward with only about five
literates in a hundred. and lack;ing in comn\unications. Christian missions have
'been active and there has been a certain amount of conversion but on the whole
the Garo even while being able to produce a fair number o_f intelligent an~
literate people have .yet to come up to the degree of the Khas1 or the Lusha1.
Franchise at present is restricted to the ;N'okma but is unlikely that there will
be any great difficulty in working a franchise system )ased on adul~ franchise
than in most other areas.
·
·

In the Garo Hills also the sole occupation is agriculture and though garden
'1:lrops are grown round the huts sometimes, the · method is largely that oi
jhuming. The people weave their own clothes ~ut there is no important
cottage industry. The area is however much more in contact with the plains
·on either side of it than areas like the Lushai Hills or the _Naga !Iills. \
·'The Garo are keenly desirous of uni~ing all the villages inhabited by Garo
whether in the plains o£ Assam or in the ;M;ymensingh district o£ Bengal under a
<lommon administration. The Bengal district of Mymensingh seems to be the
home.. of about 48,000 Garo most o£ whom are on the fringe of the Garo HilLe:;,
and the question of rectification of the boundary to include this '-area in the
Garo Hills district of Assam definit.ely deserves consideration. A similar
examination is necessary in rEJ.spect of other Garo villages in the Kamrup and
Ooalpara districts of Assam.

9. THE MIXIR BILLSThe partially excluded area of the Mikir Hills with an area of about 4,400
square miles and a population of about 150,000 persons is"split up between two
districts namely Nowgong and Silsagar. The Mikir Hills form an area rather
irregular in shape into which there projects an enclave of the Assam Valley. The
wester,l l·xtremity of the partially excluded an~a a~tually reaches a point in the
Khasi Hills and eastwards, it extends to a point not far from Dimapur while to_
the north it approaches Golaghat. It is clear that the irregular shape of this area
makes the administration from centres outside the area rather inconvenient which
apparently is the reason why the district has had to be split up between two
plains districts. Being a rather sparsely populated* area with rather less than
50 persons to the square mile and containing no communications other than
the railway passing through it, it has apparently not been considered .suitable
for treatment as a separate district. The Provincial Government has at present
under consideration a proposal for the making o£ the whole of the Mikir Hills
• area into a separate sub-division, perhaps on the analogy of the North Cachar
Hills Sub-division. Divided between two districts as it is and consistn"' of
.inhospitable territory in which jh1tming is the only method of cultiv;tion
practised while malaria takes its toll, it has been sadly neglected in many ways
~nd special steps are necessary for its development.
Very obviously the
present state of affairs where it is divided between two districts cannot continue
if the area is to be developed and it should be made either· a dif>trict or a sub-

* It may J;>e noted however that the Lushai Hills are also sparsely populated and there

:ia no railway running through it.
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division with its headquarters somewhere in the middle of the bend so that it
is accessible from both extremities. The area includes certain mouzas ;Barpat.har·
and Sarupathar inhabited very ,largely by non-tribals which even at the ""time
.of the constitution of the partially excluded areas were considered doubtfuli
areas for exclusion, and the Provincial ,Government have since taken a decision that the areas should be added to regularly administered portions as soon•
as possible.

The ;M;ikir are probably the. mo&t backward of all the_ tribes of the Assam
Hills though this backwardness is probably not. their own fault. There are· ·
pockets of ;M;ikir in. 'the North Cachar and the Khasi Hills. Like the Garo
and Khasi the Mikir desire the consolidation of their own tribesmen under a
single administration. Unlike the Lushai or the Khasi Hills, Christianity has
made little progress here.
·
·
While the special customs of the Mikir, their addiction to jhuming cultivation etc. necessitate that an arrangement must be m_ade by which they are
able to maintain their own system, the ;Mikir Hills at present find representation in the provincial legislature although through the restricted fmrichise of
the headman, and opinion generally is that there is no "objection to the ext-ension of adult franchise in the area. The sparse population may give rise to
certain practical difficulties in organising elections there but it 'would appear
that these are not insurmountable .
The ;Mikir ;Hills are· inhabited to some extent by Cachari (about 2,000)
Rengma Naga and a few Kuki, but on the whole, the population may be regarded as untform.
In view of the comparatively backward state of thll Mikir and the f:.tcli
that there are no self-governing institutions of a statutory type locally, it _is
necessary .in introducing institutions of this kind to arrange for a period of
supervision and guidance in other words, any local council set up in the hills
should at first be subject to the control of the local District or Sub-divisional
of.ficP.r.
·

.

G. N: BARDOLOI.
(Ghairrnan),

J. J. M. NICHOLS-ROY,·
RUP NATH BRAHMA,
A.-V. THAKKAR. APPENDIX C

[Annexure VUI]
.

.SUMMARY OF REOOMMEl!DATxONS OF THE ASSAM
SUB-OO:MMl'rl'EE.

District Councils should be set up in the Hill Districts {see Section *B of ,, .
Appendix A) with powers Of legislation over occupation or use of land other
than land comprising reserved forest under the .Assam Forest Regulation of •
'. 1891 or other law applicable. 'I;'his is subject to the proviso that no payment
_· would be required for the occupation o£ Vl;lCan~ land by the Provincial Government for public purposes and private land required for public purposes by the
·Provincial C':ravernment will be acquired for it on payment of compensation
_ [Para. *9 Section .C (1) Appendix A].
'
*References to paras., sections and appendices are to paras., sections and appendices
in the original reports.
(',
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2. Reserved forest :will be managed by the Provincial Governmenll. In
questions of actual management including the appointment of forest stat! and
the granting of contracts and leases, the susceptibilities and the legitimate
desires and needs of the Hill people should be taken into account (Para. *10).
3. On account of its disastrous effects upon the forest,· rainfall and other
climatic features, fhuming should be discouraged and stopped wherever possible but the initiative for this should COPle from the :tribes themselves and
the CC•ntrol of jhuming should. be left to the local councils
[Para. *11 and.
Section C. of Appendix AJ.
m
- 4 All social law and •custom is left to be controlled or regulated by the
tribes [Para. *12 and Section C (2) of App,endix A]!. All criminal offences.
·except those punishable with death, transportation or imprisonment for five
years and upwards should be left to be dealt with in accordance with local
practice and the Code. of Criminal Procedure will not apply to such cases. As
regards the sE>rious offences punishable with imprisonment of five years or·
more they should be tried henceforth regularly under the Criminal Procedure
Qode. To try such cases, powers should be conferred by the Provinci_al ,Gov-.
ernment wherever suitable upon tribal councils or courts set up by the dis·
trict councils themselves.
All ordinary civil suits should be disposed oi by tnbal courts and local.
councils may have full powers to deal with them including appeal and revision.
Where non·tribals are involved, civil or criminal cases should be tried'
under ~the regular law and the Provincial Government should make suitable,
arrangements for. the expeditious ·disposal of such cases by employing circuit
magistrates or judges [Para.. *12 Sections D & ;F of Appendix A J.
5. The District Councils should have powers. of management over primary·
schools, .despensaries and other institutions which normally come under the
scope of local self-governing institutions in the plains. They should have full
control over primary education .. As regards secondary school education, there
should be some integration with the general system o£ the province and it is
left open to the Provincial .Government to entrust local councils with responsibility for secondary schools wherever they find this suitable [Para. *13 and'
Section E of Appendix A J:.
For the ;Mikir and North Cachar Hills the District or Sub Divisional Officer,
as the case may be, should be ex-officio President of the local council with·
powers, subject to the control of the Government of Assam, to modify or annual
resolutions or decisions of the local councils and to issue such instructions as:
may be necessary [Para. *13 and Section B ,{5) of Appendix A].
6. Certain taxes and financial powers should be allocated to the councils.
They should have all the powers which local bodies in regulation districts
enjoy and in addition they should have powers to impose house tax or poll tax,.
land revenue and levies arising out of the powers o£ :rp.anagement of village·
forest [Section *H of Appendix A and Para. 14 (a)]:.
·,
Statutory provision for a fixed proportion of provincial'~ funds to be spent~
on the hill district.s is not considered practicable. A separate financial statement for each hill district showing the revenue derived from ·the district and•
the expenditure proposed on it is recommended. The framing of a suitable
programme of development should be enjoyed either by statute or hy Instru-ment of Instructions [Section *M of Appendix A and Para. 14 (b)]!.
* References to paras., sections and appendices are t.o paras., sections arid appendicea•
in the original reports.
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It is quite clear that the urgent requiremei?-ts of the hill dis~ricts by way of
'expenditure or. development schemes are beyond the- resources of the· Pro.vincial Govermp.ent.. The development of the hill-districts should be .as much
the concern of the Federal Government as the Provincial' Government.
Financial assistance should ~e provided by the Fed~ration to meet the deficit
:in the ordinary administration on the basis of the average deficit during the
past three years and the cost of development schemes should also be borne
by the Central Exchequer [Section ~N of Appendix A and Para ..~ (c)JIThe claim of the hijl. district eouncils for assistance from ~general provincial
revenues to the extent that they are unablE) to raise the necessary finances
within their own powers is re?qgnised [Para. 14 (d)]'.,
· 7. I£ local councils decide by a majority of three-fourths of their members·
-to licence money lenders or traders they should have powers to require moneyJenders and .professional dealers from outside to take out licences [Para. *15
_-and Section J of Appendix A J:.
8. The management of mineral resources should· be .centralised in the hands
-of the Provincial Government but the right of the district councils to a fair
. share of the revenues is recognised. ·_No licence or lease shall be given- by
'the Provincial Government except in ·consultation with the local Council. If
there is no agreement between the J>rovincial Government and. the district
•Council regarding the share of the revenue, the Governor will decide the
matter in his discretion [Para. *16 and Section 1 of Appendix A];
_ --~
9. Provincial legislation which deals with t]le subjects in · which the hill
·-councils have legislative powers will not apply to . the bill districts. Legisla-tion prohibiting the consumption of non-distilled liquor;; like Zu will also
not apply; the district council may however apply the legislation [Para. *17
and Section L o~ Appendix A]'.
·
. ·
10. It is necessary to provide for the creation of regional councils for the
-different tribes inhabiting an autonomous district if they so desire. Regional
·..councils have powers limited to their customary law and the management of
lands and villages and courts. Regional councils may delegate t-heir po:wers
:to the district councils [Para. *18 and 8.ecti'ori B (4) of Appendix A].
·
11. The Governor is e~powered to set aside any act or resolution of the
•council if the safety of the country is prejudiced and to. take· such action as
may· be necessary including dissolution of the local councils subj.ect to the ..
approval o£ _the legislature. The Governor is'.also.given powers to dissolve the
, council if gross mismanagement is reported by a commission [Para. *19 and
i3ecti<?ns Q and R of Appendix A J. · ·
.
12. Tl~e Central Government sh~uld co'ntinue to administer t.he Frontif'r
· 'Tracts and Tribal Area with the Government of Assam ·as its agent until adrni:
nistration has been satisfactorily established .over a sufficiently wicle area.
Areas over which administration has been saiiisfactorih- established mav be
'taken over by the Provincial Government with the ap-proval of the F;deral
'Government [Section *P of Appendix A and Para. 20 (a)l.·
.
The pace of extending administration 8hould' be great(~ accelerated' and
-separate officers appointed for the Lohit Valley, the Siang· Valley and the ,
.Naga ·Tribal Area1 [Para. *20 (a) Ji- ·
0

·•

The Lakhimpur Frontier Tract should be attached to the regular adminis-tration of the district. _The case of the portion of the· La.khimpur_ Frontier
Tract recently included in the Tirap Frontier Tract should be examined by the
Provincial 'Government with a view to a decision whether it ·could immediately
'be brought under provinciai administration. A similar examination of tl{e

* ~eferences to paras.,

m tOO
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position in the plains portions of the Sadiya Frontier Tract is recommended.
The portion of the Balipara Frontier Tract around Charduar should also ~e,
subject to a_similar !:xam.ination [Para. *20 (b)].
Posa payment should be· continued [Para. *20 (c) :] .
13. The excluded areas other than the ·Frontier Tracts should be enfranchised immediately and restrictions on the franchise in the. Garo and Mikir
Hills should be removed and adult franchise introduced [Para. *21 (a) andi
Section B (1) of AJ>pendix A )1.

We~ghtage is not considered ~ecessary but the hill districts should ~e represented in the provincial legislature in proportion not less than what 1s due·
on their population even if this i.J:!volves a certain weightage in ·rounding off.
The total number of representatives for the hills thus arrived at [See para.
21 (b) Ji should not be taken into account in determining the ny.mber of representatives to the provincial legislature from the rest of Assam [Para~ 21 (b) and~
.Section K of Appendix ,A].
The total population of the hill districts instifies a seat for the hill. tri~es
in the Federal Legislature on the scale proposed in Section ~13 (c) of the Draft
Union Constitution [Para. *21 (c)]l.
Joint electorate is recommended but constituencies are confined to theautonomous districts. Reservation of seats, in view of this restriction, is not
necessary [Para. *21 (d.) and Section K (3) of Appendix A J:.
N:on-tribals should not be eligible for election from hill constituencies except in the co~stituency which includes the Municipality .and Cantonment of
Shillong [Para. *21 (e) and Section K (8) of Appendix A l
14. ~presentation for the hills in the :Ministry should be guaranteed by
statutory provision if possible or at least by a suitable instruction in the
instrument of Instructions or corresponding provision [Para. *22-See alsoSection 0 (3) of Appendix A J.

i5. :Non-tribal officials should not be barred from serving in the hills but
they should be selected with care i£ posted to the hills. The an.I>oint;ment of
a due proportion of hill people in the services should be particularly kep~ in
mind and provided for in_ rules or executive instructions of the. Provinciaf
Government [Para. *23]J.
16. A commissio~ may 9e appointed at any time or permanently to enable·
the _Government to watch the progress of development plans or to examine
any particular aspects of the administration [Para. *24 and Section 0 (i) of
Appendix A].'
.
_
.
_
. 17. Plains tribals number 1·6 million. Their _case for specfal representation and safeguards should be considered by the , Minorities Sub-Committee
[Para. *25].
18. The question of altering boundaries .so ~s to bring the people o£ the

s~m~ tribe under a CO!I)mon administration should be considered by the Pro-

vmmal Government. The Barpathar and Sarupathar ;M::ouzas included in the
Mikir Hiiis should be included in· the regularly administered areas henceforth
[Para. *26 ]'.
19. Non-tribal residents may be provided with repres.entation in the local
councils if they are sufficiently numerous. For this purpose non-tribal constituencies may be formed if justified and if the population is not below 500
[Para. *27 and Section B (2) of Appendix AT·
'
*References to paras.,. sections and appendices are to paras., sections and appendictein the origfnal reports~
.
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20. ·Provine~! councils should be set up by the Q:ovemor of A.ssam a~r
.consulting such, local organisations as e:xis.t. These provisional councils which
will be for one year w:ill have powers to frame their own constitution and
rules for the future (Para. *29. and Transitional Provisions of Appendix A also].

*References to paras.,

;.n Ule original report.&.
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CONSTITuENT ASSEMBLY OF INDIA
.EXCLUDED AND PARTIALLY EXCLUDED AREAS (OTHER ~H.AB
ASSAM) SUB-COMMITTEE [VOLUM:E I (REPOJtT)J

Sub-committee
1. Snri A. V .. Thakkar-Chairman.
Members:

2. Shri Jaipal Singh.
8. Shri DevP.ndra .N ath ·S~manta ..
4. Shri Phul Bhanu Shah.
5. The Honourable Shri J agjivan Ram.
6. The Honourable Dr. Profulla Chandra Gh.osh.
7 .. Shrf Raj Krushna Bose.
Co-opted Members:
8. Shri Khetramani Panda (Phulbani Area).
Q. Shri Sadasiv Tripathi (Orissa P. E. Areas).
10. Shri Kodanda Ramiah (Madras P. E. Areas).
11. Shri Sneha Kumar Chakma (Chittagong Hill Tracts).
12. Shri Damber Singh Guru,ng (Darjeeling Dist,riet).
· Secretary :
18. Mr. R. K. Ramadhyani, I.C.S.

[Annexure n]
APPENDIX D
Frorp
THE CHAIRMAN, ExcLuDED & PARTIALLY ExcLUDED AREAS (oTHER
TB.lN AssAM) Sun-Cow:uiTTEE.

To
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APPENDIX D
INTERIM REPORT OF THE EXOLU,DED AND PARTIALLY 'EX. CL"Q:DED .AREAS (OTH:ER THAN ASSAM) SUB-COM.MITTEE;
OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE (CON-STITUENT ASSEMBLY
OF· IND~).
.
1. INTRODUCTORY- .
Appendix 'A* shows the excluded and partially- excluded areas for ·which we are reqUired - to submi€ a scheme- of administration.
Appendix B* contains- certain statistical information and the thirteenth
schedule to the Government of India (Provincial Legislative AssemblieS)
Order, 1936, which shows the different tribes classed· as backward, and
among these tribes are to be found the inhabitants of the excluded and
partially exe~uded areas. · In determining the areas to be classified _as
excluded or partially excluded, the Secretary of State. for India issue&
instructions that exclusion must be based upon strict necessity and must
be as limited as possible in scope consistently with the needs of the aboriginal pppulation~ As regards partial exclusion, he considered that prima
facie"any are_as containing a preponderance of aborigines or .very ,backward
people which· was of sufficient siz_e to make possible the application to it
of special legislation and which was susceptible, without inconvenience,
of special administrative treatment should be partially excluded. ·The
, Govemm~nt of India in making recommendations for pai·tial exclusion'
kept in view the possibility of obtaining convenient blocks of ter!'ftory -with
readily rel'ogmsable boundaries susceptible of special admiuistratiYetreatment without inconvenience. Thus, the excluded and, partially
, excluded areas arc well defined areas populated either predominantly or e
to a consider~ble extent by aboriginals. The /excluded an~- partially
excluded areas, .however, do not by any means cclver the entire population of tribal origin, and in many cases represent· only a comparatively
small proportion of the aboriginal population, the rest of them
being scattered
over non-excluded areas. As an
example, in
the C.P., out 'of 299 millions of tribals of all religions, only 8·3 lakhs livein the ,partially excluded areas. With the exception of the Mandla District, which is a partially excluded area and contains 60·5 per cent of •
tzibals, ,Betul and Chhindwara districts which include partially excluded
areas and contain 3!3·4 and 38·3 respectively. of tribals,. the tribals are
scattered all over the province and comprise almost a fifth of the population in some 'districts. This kind of inter]Uingling is prominently noticeable in· Bombay and' Bengal and to some ~ex~nt in other provinces also.
In Bengal notably, the tribal population of the excluded areas is but a
small fraction' of the total tribal population of the province. A common
feature of the partially excluded areas is that they are generally locatea
ill the out of the way. and hilly_ tracts, and it is in these atFBas that concentrations of aboriginal population may be found. In the non-excluded
areas 1 although small blocks of them can Le distinguished, notably in the
Madras Presidency, elsewhere, they are interspersed with the rest. of the·
' population and _are sometimes hardly distinguishable from the general
popula.tion. Although our terms of reference strictly require us to report·
on the excluded areas, ~the total population of tribals in the non-excluded"
portions of Britisl! India not including Assam comes to about 5' 5
millions, and we consider therefore. that our recommendations should not
altogether leave out of cqnsideration such a large population\ who in many

* Reference to Appendix is to Appendix in the origmal report.
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respects are in a very backward condition. We have felt it therefore
necessary to recommend that the whole tribal population should be treated. as a minority community for the welfare of whom certain special
measures are necessary. Bearing this in mind, we proceed f'o discuss
the general features of the tribal population in the different provinces.
2. THE EXCLUDED AREASThe excluded areas are few in number and consist of th~
islands of the Laccadive group on the West Coast of Madras, the Chittagong Hill Tracts in Bengal and the Waz:iris of Spiti and Lahoul in the
:Punjab. Of these. tracts, the West Coast Islands and the Waziris -of
the Punjab are isolated from the rest of the province on account of
their geographical position and the impossibility of 'communicating with
them during a part of "the year. · The West Coast islands are cu~ off from
the mainland for sevel'al months during the monsoon. Similarly, thePunjab Waziris are isolated _during the winter wh~n snow blocks th~
passes. Inaccessibility of these areas is largely responsible for theit
exclusion as well as for the backward condition of their ·inhabitants. Theposition in these areas is briefly given below : ~
_
(a) Madras.-·1'he islands may be considered to tall in three divisions,
the Amindivi islands opposite the South Canara coast, the Laccadives
attached to Malabar and Minicoy, the southernmost of them, also attached
to Malabar. 'fhe total area ~ about 10 squ~re miles aud th; population;,
all Muslim, 18,355. The Minicoy islanders are of Sinhalese origin whileo
the inhnbitants of the others are akin to the Mapillah of Malabar. The·
econom;>- of the islands is based on the cocouut 'palni and the p;:oduce (coi:rproduction is a whole family job) is P.XChMged for rice and othet· necessities. The administration is carried on largely by customary laws and
special regulations. An amin, or monegar (Amindivi) with powers to nry
petty criminal and civil cases is thA officia} immediately in contact with
the islander-s and the amin is in fae;t selected i t,!>m the islan"aers. In theMinicoy ~sland, literacy is said to bo cent per cent; in the/others, it is.
negligible. ~There is no appreciable. intercourse between the islands of the
three groups and their geogra-phical position necessitates ~:;eparate treatment. While they" are loc,:~,ted in a strategic. _)osition, we understand that.
the islands are not suitable ~or naval Btations as the'v are coral islands and·
there is difficulty in getting fresh water. Hitherto", thev have been ad.
ministered practically in tb e manner in which relations were started with
tpem in the days of John Company. Rs. 2lakhs are spent, partly by way
of doles including gifts of combs and mirrors, on the visits of the Col·
lector or other official to the islands, but no attempt seems to have been
a:uade to increase_ intercourse between the islands and .the mainland.
(b) Punjab.-The excluded area consists of Spiti and Lahoul with an'
area of 2,931 and 1,764 square miles respectively.
Spiti has a population
of only 3,700 and Lahoul abo':.-6 9,000 (1941). The people are of Tibetan
origin and Buddhists. The main difficulty about the areas is the. difficulty
of communication as the passes leading to them are blocked by snow in
the !winter.
The Provincial Government have now come to the conclusion tha,lJ
• Bahoul need no longer be considered as e;cluded area and should be·
brought under the ~eneral system of administration.
The cultivation of kuth has brought some economic prosperity< to this
l1!'ea and many Lahoulis have taken to trade also. _.Spiti is still econo
mically in a backward copdition and the schools there are rot flourishing.
Spit! has still very little of the contact with the plains which Lahoul ha!!.
Several agrarian laws have not been applied to Spiti particularly though the
mosll ®porta'"n£ enactments are now in force withoull modification.
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(c) Bengal.--:-'l'he Chittagong Hill Tracts on the other hand, are not
inhubited by a population .of Burmese and tribal extraction. They
·Covet an area of about 5,000 square miles and contain a total population
• of 247,.053, mostly- Buddhists. In 1941, ther!-1 were 9,?95 ' literates
includ:ing 622 females among the tr~bes out of a. population of 233,392.
'There .are 154 schools and a High School at Rangamati. There is a good
. 7deal of contact with the plains p'eople in the western portion of the tract,
c but the ect,tern portion towards the Lushai Hills and the Burrfiese border
1s more primitive.
.
·
Jhuming cultivation is practised ,almost universally and it would ap':pear that- there are considerable difficulties in t,he way o£ terraced or wet •
. ·cultivation on account of the friable n.:ture of the hill sides and the di:ffi. .culty of. irrigation. · Some settled cultivation also exists and it may
happen that a family does both kinds of cultivation. Both plough rent
'and jhum tax are levied. Pressure· on the land is increasing and the ·
· <tribes are greatly apJ~.reh~nsive of encroachment by outsiders.
•
Weaving ana tapestry is a common household .occupa.tion but .cannot
be said, to be a. ·cottage industry though it has potentialities in that direction. The district is deficit to the extent of about Rs. 2 lakhs.
The special feature of the Chittagong Hill Tracts are the Chiefs, the
<Jhakma R.aja., the Bohmong and Mong Raja .. The tract is divided into
:three circles. representing the
jurisdiction ·of the
Chief. · The
. •Chakma circle is· 'the largest and is 2,409 square miles ; the
Bohmong ·and Mong· circles are 1,935 :wd 704 square. miles respectively. The Chief have certain magis.terial and appellate powers and out of
the jhum tax of Rs. 6 per family. Rs. 2-8-0 goes tQ the Chief, Rs. 2-4-0 to
the headman and Rs. 1-4-6 to the Government. 'Oi1 the ground that they
:are really tributary powers, the Chiefs are claiming the status of Indian
States and desii·e that three States corresponding to the circles· should be
·-set up. It is claimed that before the jhu-r~ tax was impos..~d there was
:a capitation or family tax and that· the right to .levy this tax was a
,symbol of sovereignt-y . . In ]928, a report on the position of the chiefs·
was submitted by Mr. Mills who· recowmended that the chiefs should be
relieved of the collection of jhum tax ·and shou~d also be, relieved of their
·magisterial duties, the powers of Honorary Magistrates being conferred
·On them if they were proved fit.- His W.ea was that "they were the
'leaders of their people and in that lay their value" and t,hey· should there·fore be consulted in all importw..t matters of the administration. Their
~position and future is a 'matter of some importance_. and needs careful"
·examination by the Provincial Government. We do ·not feel that we can
.express· a carefully considered opinion.
_N;ow that Bengal is .to 'b~ partitioned, the futu:r:_e administration of the
Rill Tracts appears to lie with Assam. The Lushai Hills form in part
·the hinterland of this district &nd though' communications to the east are
not .easy, they are ·not more· difficult than with Ghittagong. _The Karnafuli ·provides a waterway to Demagiri which is connected••with I.ungleh
in .the Lushai Hills. The Ohakma, Magh and Mro of "these Hills have
.probably their tribal origin, in common with the Lushais and in any. case
the province of Assam is the ·home of many different tribes. It is obvious
-that the Hill Tracts should not 'go ·to East Bengal in view
its predomi·nantly non-Muslim population. The ·poople themselves are . strongly
·averse to inclusion in Bengal. They desired that the area should be set
·'Up as an autonQmous
district.
....
13. PARTIALLY EXCLUDED AREASThe main feature of ihe - P~rtially. =Excluded Areas is .. that they
:are not altogether excluded from the scope of the Provincial Ministri<ill!
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.like the excluded areas nor is the expenditure on them out:side the scope of the legislature. In fact the administration of the areas
notably of the C. P. and Bombay has not been appreciably
different from the rest of the province and the Provincial Governments
were in greater ·or less degree opposed to their exclusion. It is in the
Agency 1'facts of Madras and Orissa and in the ·Santal Parganas that 'a
.different system prevails. A brief account of the areas of each province·
follows:'-(a) Ma~as.-The partia1ly excluded areas,.consist of the East Godavari Agency, the Polavaram taluq of West Godavari Agency. · The to'tal
.area is 6, 7_92 square miles and the total population 493,000 of. which
about 278,000 are tribal, and 54,000 are classed as backward making a
iiotal porc{mtage of 67-Ei. The tribes inhabiting these tracts are Koya,
·Koya Dora, Hill R_eddy, Dombo, Kondh and others .. The tribes are
._ pretty l::ackward on the whole an(J.. Jo podu (shiftlng cultivation) largelY,
Except manual labour they have no non-agricultural occupations worth
mentioning. There are special agency rules and save for certain sections
<the Civil Procedure Code does not apply. Crime is scarce a-nd the aboriginals are simple arid truthful. The mechanism of justice therefore needs
-to qe .a simple one.
·
There are no local self-governing bodies and tribal :panchayats do not
_ uoem to be :6.t for work other than the decision 9f petty disputes. The
·toddy palm plays a large part in the life of aboriginals.. They have
-trilffered in the past through exploitation by moneylenders and landlords
.and incidents like the Rampa rebellion have occurred in the areas .
.Lisenc,ing of moneylenders, as agre:ed by the Collector of West Godavari,
js probably a definite need of these parts in aqdition to the prevention of
.acquisition of land by non-aborigines.
Yaws and mala.ria ar~ very common in uhese parts.
(b) BOmbay.-The partially excluded areas which are to be found -in
'the districts of West Khandesh, East Khandesh, Nasik, Thana, Broach·
cand Panch Mahals cover 11n area of_ 6,697 square ,miles and contain a
.population of 1,125,471 of which 663,628 or 58·9 per cent are- tribals. .The
iribes. are' largely Bhil, Varli, Kokna, Thakur and Katkari. In 1935, the
Government· of- ]3ombay we:re not in favour of exclusion of any area
-except the Mewasi Chiefs 'Estates 'and the Akrani Mahal in the West
Khandesh District on the ground that the administration of these areas
·was all along carried on in the same manrier as the other tracts and that
·there were local self-governing institutions in the areas. The Akrani
·Mahl in the Satpura Hills is an almost purely .Bhil area and probably the
-one with the least contact with. the plains.
In 1937, the Goverl?:_ment of Bombay appointed Mr. D. Symington to
, condu-ct a special enquiry into the conditions prevailing in the aborigi,nal .
areas. Mr. Symington pointed out that the local boards were largely or
'-even exclusively run by non-Bhil elected members and opined that it was
·not a mere question of providing seats for the hill tribes but that these
·people were not sufficiently educated and advanced eitheT to use their
• vot&s sensibly or to produce from amo11g themselves enough representa·tives capable of looking after their. interests intelligently on 1ocal boards.
"They are not only illiterate but also ignorant of everything outside their
·daily run. They are contemptuous of education which they regard as
-a degrading and senseless waste of time. They have more faith in -witchdoctors than in pharmacopoeia. They live near the border line of starva. tion. They ·are inveterate ·drunkards: It w~ not surprising that they ·
;take no interest in the local boards elections or lo~al board administra-
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~on. >c• - He also .expressed the· opinion that the salvation of the abon·
ginal lay in protecting him from exploitation,_ by the moneylenders who·
w~r~ gradU:a.lly depriving him of his land, and stopping the drink habit.
Grvmg evidence before us, he reiterated the·view that elect.ions would becompletely useless so· far as these people were concerned.

Among the Thadvi Bhils (Muslims) there is a Sub-Judge. Among thehalf dozen graduates from the Bhils there is Mr. Natwadkar, the M.L.A_
from West Khandesh and there is a lady from the Panch Mahals. The
demand for education is however becoming very keen.
/In the Warli areas of the Thana District visited by us practically all:
the land ·had been taken up by non-tribals and the tribals were reduced
to the 1Condition of landless serfs .• The Bombay- Government have in facu.
. llow.,found it I<ecessary to pass special Jegisla.tion to !Jrevent alienation of
!and. On account of the acquisition of all the/land by a few people, th~
/and system in this tract has been virtually transforme~ .from a ryotwart
system to a system similar to the malguzari system of the Central
Provinces.
(c) Central Prorvinces & Berar.-The partially excluded areas, of which
Mandla District is the largest unit, contain only 833,143 _tribals out 6f a
total tribal population of nearly 3 millions. The Gond (including Maria
, a.nd J?ai·dhan) is the main tribe in the C. P. and the Korku in the Melghat
ltre prominent in Berar. Although backward and adhering-largely ~o their
own customs and ways in the areas where they are still most numerous,
the tribes have in appreciable de,$ree assimilated the life of the rest ol
the population and- t):ibal institutions are either weak or practically nonexistent. Mostly the tribes have taken to settled cultivation and there·
is little bewar or dahia in the province. ' Of handicrafts and cottage industries, however, there i.'!l,next to nothing and this is the great weakness-.
of the abdriginal economy. The aboriginal is given to drink but opinion
in fav?ur of temperance or prohibition seems to be gaining ...ground ..
The partiaiiy' excluded areas are, with hardly any exception, administered in the same manner as the other dist-ricts. The C. P. Land Alienation Act of•1916 is the only· notable legislation ,enacted specially for the
protection of the aboriginals and restricts the trans~er of agricultural land'
I' from aboriginal to non-aboriginal classes. In 1940, when the C. P.
Tenaney Act was amended to confer rights of alienation on certain classes·
.of tenants, the application of the amending· Act to the partially excluded
areas was made subject to certain modifications designed to secure t):lat
·unscrupulous landlords would not manipulate to their own advantage th&
complicated provisiqns of the Act.
,
'
'
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A special enquiry into the problems of the aboriginals was ordered bythe C. P. Government and a report wa.s submitted by Mr. W. V. Grigson
in 1942. ~:r;nong the points made by Mr. Grigson were the weakness of
the tribal representatives in the local boa;lds and the ·need for provisions
to prevent t:he application of legislation to aboriginal areas except after
.special consideration. Mr. Grigson was also examined by us as a witness·
and expressed himself in favour of a system of indirect election for the
aborig!nals. Opinion of a number of C.P. witnesses was not in favour.- •
of reserved representation for the aboriginals in proportion to their population. Some witnesses preferred nomination out of a panel submitted by
the District Officers. At present there are Three tribal members in the·
Legislature although only one seat is reserved. ~
The Provincial Government.have now' created a· special Departmentand ina-ugurated a scheme of 4:levelopment of the abot:igi:nal areas in which~
multipurpose co-opera.tive societies play a prominent part. Opinion in tlie-
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<J.P. (as in Bombay) was strongly i~ favour of boarding schools with free
-meal!!. a'S the only way ot makin5 schooling acceptable to the aboriginals.
(d) Orissa.-This provincl contains a partially excluded area of nearly
26,000 sq. miles, i.e., a~a10st t·wo-thirds of the province, is partially
-~xcluded. The partialiy excluded area includes the portions of the Madras
Agency Tracts trans..:erred to Orissa, the Khondmals of the., former' Angul
District and the bambalpur District which was formerly in the C. E.
The total triba~ population of the province is 1, 721,006 of 'Yhich 1,560,104
-are found iu the partially excluded areas. The, tribes inhabiting this
:,Provine€> are among the most i:;ackwi:trd in the whole of India. The Bond~
Porjb., Gadaba;- Kondh and Savara are 'among the most important of
tbbm. In 1939 the Orissa . Government appointed a special -committee
.to make recommendations for the partially excluded areas (Thakkar Committee) which found that some tracts were too backward to administer
-even local boards. Although they have representatives in the legislature,
four of the five reserved seats a.re filled in by nomination and some of
the nominated members have to be non~tribals. The percentage of liv
.tacy in the Agency Tracts is about one per cent. A Back~ard Classes
W:e1fare Dopurtment has recently been set up .. The Thakkar Committee
:made a number of important recommendations which could not be given
'"fleet to during the war and are no~v being taken up'. '. . Apart from the Khondmals . which are now attached to the Ganjam
Agency, the Angul Sub-divisien which is a partially excluded area has
·only 13,308 tribals w.ho form 8 per cent of its papulatipn. The Thakkar
Committee recommended the administration of this area as a regular .
-district and pointed out tha-t the· Angul Laws Regulation is no lonJZel
-~uited to the advanced condition of the people. Even in 1935, it wa~
sta.ted by the Orissa Government that the area was so advanced that iJ;
should be possible within a few years to place it on a level with the normal
jistrictis (para. 49, Recommendations of Provincial Governments and thl
·Government of India, Indian Reprint).
The District of Sambalpur was made a partially excluded area largely
Dn account of thE' special system of that district, viz., tho distinct system
--of revenue and village administration. The district was formerly
·.part of' the C. P. and the C. P. Revenue Laws and type oi
village administration were in force. The aboriginal population
of the district is 252,095 a.nd constitutes 19·6
per cent. but
most of~thes,e triba-ls seem to -have assimilated the customs and culture of
·the surrounding Hindu population. The adm'inistration of the district
though differing from- the rest of Orissa was not radically different from
·the administration of the C. P. plains districts until 1921. Three of the
Zamindaris of _Sambalpur had been decla-red scheduled· districts under the
Act of 1874, but with the exception of the ~nsolvency Act
-of
1920
nll
other
legislation
was
applied
to
the district.
'The
Thakkar
Committee
recommended
fpara.
397)
that the
distric~ should cease to be a partiaJly excluded area and should
be treated as a narm~rlly administered area. The Committee however
considered (para. 402) that some sort of protection was still needed for the
aboriginals of that district and recommended certain special measures for
·the protection of the land of' the aboriginals (para. 403). The tribes in
·this district consist mainly of Gond (102,765), Kondh, Kharia and Sa.vara.•
'They are con('.entrated largely in the Sadar Sub-division of the district.
Literacy ~mong them is not up to the level of the Scheduled Castes of
-the District and amounts to only about 2 per cent. They however tske
-part in elections and in the Samha,!Pur · Sadar constituency there is a
Teserved seat for the backward tribes. This is the only one of the five
'tribal seats in the province which is filled by election.
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The question of representation for the Orissa tribes presents somewhat ·of· a problem.
Local officials had serious doubts as to the possi,.
bility of finding. suitable representatives from among _them, at any rate
in proportion to their population. The Provincial Government have
similar hesita.tions. In their factual memorandum (page. 28,*) they have·
recommended that local bodies should be partly elect,ed and partly nominated.
For the Provincial Legislature, "a specific number of seats
should be reserved for aboriginal members in. ·general constituencies; but
the aboriginal members should be elected to these seats by a system of
indirect· or group· election. ''
(e) Bengal.-,The partially excluded areas of Bengal consist of _the'
District of Darjeeling and certain police station areas in the Mymensingh district whiah border on the Garo'.Hills of Assam>
The Darjeeling District is shown to eontain 141,301 tribes out of a.
total population of 376,369 in 1941.
The tribal population of the dis·
• trict seems to consist largely of labour employed in the tea ~ardens an<t
some Lepcha and Bhotia. Actually, the latter are only about 20,000 in~
number. The prominent community in Darjeeling is the _ Gurkha or
Nepalese ·community which numbers about
lakhs. A good many are
employed in the tea gardens and the local police force · also contains a
high proportion of them. The Gurkha are not regarded· as a bag,kwardl
tribe and the thirteenth schedule . to the Qovt. of India (Legislative Assemblies) Order does not include Gurkha. They feel however neglected sofar as other ranks of Government service are concerned and in the trade
and business of the place, the Marwari has the upper hand. - On
the
<>ther hand, the small community of Lepcha (12,000) finds itself domina.ted by the Gurkha and one ·of the complaints is that their land (theLepcha claim to be the original inhabitants) has been gradually taken
·away from them by Nepalese immigrants.
The partial exclusion of Da.rjeeling was recommended by the Govt.
of Bengal not because it was considered as a backward area but becauseit was felt th!!.t' safeguards were necessary ill the interest!> of the hill;
- people. -~he fact tha.t Darjeeling was 'the summer capital of the Gov- ·
ernnient of Bengal and the existence o£ European tea-planters
may
have played some Jittle_ part. The 1941 census shows that even among
the triba1s (mostly tea garden coolies) there was 16,450 literates out of a·
total population of 141,301 and 2,571 of these were women.
- The local bodiel:l. (Municipality ,and District Board) are · not· wholly
elected bodies and tlie Deputy Commissioner , is the President of
the
Municipality. Undoubtedly the lan·d the hill tribes needs to be pro-tected from the_ maw of money lenders but there is little case otherwise·
for-continuing partial exclusion or special administration.
_The Gurkha League desires that· there should be an elected Advisory
Council in the Di~trict so that the interests of the Gurkhas in representation: in the services, in ·the land and industry of the district may beprotected.
They have also sponsored a movement for union with·
Assan;t-where -there is a strong Gurkha element.
As regards the partially excluded ·-portion of the Mymensingh District,
there are about 49,000 Garo in all bvt according to the census, ...some of
the thanas contain very few tribes. The provincia;! GovtJ. were oppOsed'
to its partial exclusiop iri' 1935. They pointed out that no special mea-sures_ had been, hitherto necessary to protect the tribe and had no indication at any time tbat the existing administrative. sys_tem had worked'
inequitably for them: It would appear that the partial exclusion of tliis
area was consequential upon the exclusion of the Garo Hills District ' in'.
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Assam. The Garo of this area are keenly desirous of being united wi~h
the Garo of Assam under a ·common administration, and in· view of the
division of Bengal there is a .good case for rectification of the boundary,
i.e. to include the Garo area in the Garo Hills Di<Jtricts of Assam. The
majority of the population- of the partially excluded . area (5·94 lakhs).
~nsists however of non-=tribals and it will be necessary therefore,,_to draw
a fresh boundarY..
(f) -Bihar.-The Partially Excluded Areas of this prqvince extend over
the enormous area of 32,458 sq. miles comprising the whole of Chota
Nagpur division and the Santhal Parganas District. The total population of the area is 9, 750,846 and nearly 4.5 million of these are tribal
people consisting of Santhal, Oraon, Munda, Ho, Bhumij and other lesser
tribes of the Kolarian family. Although the .general level of literacy and
development in this area is lower than that of the non-aboriginal population, the tribes people here are rapidly advancing and quite a number
of people in the learned professions may be found among the ·Munda
and Oraon. Local self-governing institutions exist, and there ,is n<>
question .that the area would be able to take part intelligently in the
administration of the province: The main feature of this area may be
summarized in the words of ·the Provincial Government in recommending
partial .exclusion:. "The Rpecial Tenancy Laws in Chota Nagpur, th&
Santhal Parganas, *Sambalpur and *Angul are the ·bulwark of the
backward peoples. The legislatures of the future- would have the power
to amend, modify or even repeal those laws" and the :tmly safeguard
against legislative action detrimental to the interests of backward peoples
is the power of-the ·Governor to refuse assent. . ... The importan~ of
these special Tenancy Laws to the aboriginals cannot be overstressed.
The hist_ory of the Santhal Parganas and Chota Nagpur'was one of ·continuom; exploitation and . dispossession of the aboriginals punctuated by
disorder aud even rebellion 1mtil special and adequate prote_otion was
given. In the fringe areas, such as Manbhum, where the non-aboriginal&
are ih a majority, the aboriginal element would probably· have been
driven from the land ,long ago but for the protection given by tenancy
• laws. . ... The fate of the aboriginal where he has been unprotected has
usually been to lose his land ...... " In the Santhal Parganas, legislation
since .1855 has been mainly by means of special regulations framed by
the Governor-Genera-l-in-Council. The main function of these regulations was to regulate inter cilia the agrarian law, the constitution of
courts and their pro:ledure, moneylending and the village poliCe. Except
tn the most important cases the jurisdiction
of the High Court was
excluded and judicial procedure simplified. In the Kolhanpir of the
Singhbhum District also, the Civil ·Procedure Code was replaced by
t'iimplified rules but generally speaking, the laws of the rest of the pro-·
rince operate in Chota Nagpur. For a detailed account, the Factual
Memorandum of the Provincial Government may be referred to (pages t9798, Excluded and Partially Excluded Areas-I). Since · 1937, - section
92 (2) of the Government of India Act has been made use of to frame
i!Ome special regulations notably for the Santhal Parganas.
o6

The population of Chota Nagpur and the Santhal Parganas is rather
· mixed and except in th~ Ranchi District, the Singhbhum District and
the Santhal rarganas, t,he t!:ibal population are in s. minorit7. In tl1P-irFactwil Memorandum, the Bihar Government have pointe::l out that a
comparison between the figures of 1941 and 1931 census shows that there
*Now in Orissa.

t References to pages ax.e' to pages in the or1ginal reports.
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is room for doubting the' accuracy of the figures of the 19fl cer.:sus.
Recently an egitation bas ·been started for the £ormation of a separate
Chota Nagpur Province on the 1 ground that this land is th~ land of the
aboriginal residents who are 'distinct from the inhabitants of. the plains
in many ways. Taken as a whole, the tribals form only ·45.6 p8r cent
of the total population of the Partially Excluded Areas and in Chota ·
Nagpur they constitute 44.2 per cent of the population. Only in Ranchi
(70 per cent), Singhbhum (58·4 per cent) and Santhal Parganas (50·6
\. ·p,er cent; are they in anything like a m~jority. The creation of a
separate province is a matter outside the scope of our enquiry and we
do not find that this is in 'fact necessary for the satisfactory administration of the tribals .
. (g) United . Pr<>vinces.-The partially excluded areas are the Pargana
' inhabited by the J aunsari tribes in the north and the portion of the
Mirzapur District below the Kaimur Range inhabited by mixed tribes of
Chota Nagpur and Cflntral India. The area)s 483 -sq. miles in the Debra
Dun District a.nd 1. 766 sq. miles in thl:l Mirzapur District. The total
{)opulation ·of both areas is about 200,000.
The Jaunsar Bawar Pargana forms the watershed between the Jumna
and the Tons. The country is ,hilly and offers little land for cultiva-tion. It appears that most of the cultivable land is held ,by Brahmins
ap.d Rajputs and tha~ th~ Koltas (Scheduled· Caste) are debarred from
possession of lahd 'according to .the village Wazibul-arz and occupy practically the position o.f serfs. Though the great ~ajority of the people are
Hindus, polyandry and special systems of divorce are· in vogue since
ancient times. Although the area· is unde_r the criminal jurisdiction of
the High Court ar simplified system of crin:linal, civil and revenue administration is followed and except in Chakrata Cantonment, regular police
are not employed. For civil law, the Commissioner, Meerut, acts as•a
High Court. The Excise and Opium A-cts have not b01•n extend~d to the
area. and opiuw cultivation J •. nermif.ted. 1'here is great illiteracy in the
area and the administration will have to be suited to the lift of the inhabitants. In Khat Haripur Bi~s at the foot of the ·hills however conditions are different and 'approximate to those in the plains. The Khat
Haripur Bias Tena,nts ·Protection Regulation of 1940 has afforded some
:Protection -to the tenants. 'rhe Provincial Government are of the view
that this Khat should be included in the Debra Dun Tahsil. Though the
area is t>nfranchised and is included in the Debra Dun rural constituency' it is considered incapable o£ sending representatives to the
!egislature.
'
As regards the Mirzapur District, the excluded area' consi&ts of four
parganas of which only the _Agori and Bijaigarh paiganas have a concen_'fjration o£ aboriginals. The -ropulation consists of a number of tribes
having 'affinities to the tribes in' the neighbquring provinces from which
they have come. There is no strong tribal life left among them. · Theil'
· occupations are saiQ_ to b·e these _'u,sually followed by the Scheduled Castes
and in their religious) and socia.I customs they are similar to low-ca&te
Hindus.
·
The' lana !"avenue system of this ·area is. differen~ from the rest Of
the Province and is based on a plough 'tax. The non-agricultural classes
are gradually acquiring. land from- the aboriginal. The Tahsildars . . of the
tra<tt who exercise magisteria1 £unctions are· Munsifs also.· E:x:~ept in

'
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·relation to suits of succession and divorce, the Court of the Commis,.sioner is -the highest court of appeal in civil suits. The area is undet
the jurisdicti0n Qf the Distric~ Board of Mirzapur. ·
The Provinc1al Government are of the ·view that there is no justi:fi·-cation for this -area being trea.ted differently from the rest of the probe extended to it
vince and that normal administration should
jmmediatelv~
_,
4. POLITICAL EXPERIENCEThe people of the excluded areas .have no experience of local
·self-governing institutions of the modern or statutory type and a.re of
,course not represented in the legislature.
The management of
.tt Local Board is perhaps likely to be a much bigger undertaking for the
:people of these areas than the mere election of a fepres_entative
to the legislature and the establishment of sw::'h bodies needs perhaps a
period of official guidance and control, particularly in areas'like the Madras
· islands. The partially excluded areas on :the other hand are all included
in electoral constituencies of the provincial legislatures and with tne
,exception of the Agency tracts of Madras and Orissa,* the Santal Parganas
and Jaufisar Bawar, are covered by local boards also. There are certain·
. reserved c:on~tituencies, viz., Bihar 7, Orissa 5, Madrns 1,. Bombay 1 and
·'<J. P. 1. _ In Orissa, four o! the five members a.re selected by nomina-tion. Unlike Assam. no reservation of seats had been made for tribals
··of the piaiJ~s or non-exclud-ed areas and these vote along with generai.
Voters. In Bombay, C. P. and Chota Nagpur, the tribals though report~d to be apathetic and showed aside b:v nori-tribals, have
known, at
least nominally, such bodies as local-boards. Nevertheless 1t is likelv to
1ake some time before tliere is sufficient interPRt in these bodies and
probabry interest in local self-government will have to be built up from
·-the village, stage. Although as shown by Mr. Grigson in his report, the
tribals cast their vote ll.s copiouslv as others, they have yet to learn to.
"utilise its powers to their own adva.nta.ge.
·
5. EFFECTS OF EXCLUSION'
Although. exclusion or partial excmsion b ns been in force for
:a number of years now, the benefits whi~h the areas have derived from
it are not particularly noticeable.
In the case of the excluded
'areas, ·the sole responsibility for the administration has lain upon the
G9vernor and the revenues earmarked for these areas have been out·side the vote of the provincial legislature. No definite programme for the
.,development of the excluded areas with a view to removing the disability
Df exclusion has been followed. The introduction of kuth cultivation in
Laha·ul has brought it some economic prosperity but the West Coast
.islands are proba.bly no better off than they were ten ortwelve yPars ago,
and in the Chittagong Hill Tra!!ts no great impetus to enlightenment is
verceptible. On the other hand, in the partially excluded areas also little
· improvem!=Jnt is as yet visible although in Bombay an inquiry into the
collditions of the aboriginals was started as early as 1937. A Backward
Class Department and Board have also~ been functioni~ in 12>ombay.
Other provinces have since taken the cue and welfare work now seems
-:to be forgiug ahead but it IS perhaps the general interest in the backward
-classes which is !.'esponsible rather than the system of partial exclusion
·as such. The remarks of the Orissa Government are of interest: "The
~ystem of partial exclusion has also been a most unsatisfa~tory constitu·
\tiona! device. In matters of administration of the par_tially excluded
.,.In the Koraput District there is a District Bo~rd with the Ooliector as President.
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areas, the Ministers tender advice to the Governor, with whom the ultimate responsibility for the good G.overnment of these areas rests. He.
may accept or reject such advice. The system suffers from a fundamen·
tal .defect; the responsibility is shared between· the Governo!, :;tnd, the·
Ministry answerable to the people of this country or their elected representatives~" No less responsible is perhaps the fact that the repres~~ta,
tives of the partially excluded areas have not been ·capable of bringing
sufficient pressure and influence to bear-on the Ministry. Further, someof the partially excluded areas which constitute small pockets in large
districts and constituencies e;ould apparently. be,...lost sight of and their·
interests subordinat~d to. those of the larger 'areas in which they were
· contained. Some of the C. P. excluded areas situated in the Ohhindwara
arnd Bilaspur districts may be particularly noticed in this connection.
They constitute comparatively smalL islands of ·partial exclusion which·
have little voice in a large constituency. The greatest weakness of the·
sche:rpe of partial exclusion is perhaps the fact that it. left areas weakly
or only nominally represented in the legislature without any special'
financial provisions. Whatever the reasons may be, the conclusion to bedrawn from .the state of affairs noticed by us is that partial exclusion or .
• exclusion has been of very little practical value. There has been neither
·educational nor economic development on any appreciable scale. The··
object of special administration has thus not been achieved, and it · is
clear that if the hill. tribes are to be brought up to the level of the rest o£:
the- population the strongest measures are ·now necessary.
•
6. ATTITUDE OF. THE GENERAL PUBLIC-

D

One thing which we notice!! in the course of our "'Visits, fib,.
the different Proyinces was a considerable awakening o£ the public consoi- ence in the matter of the ·welfare · of the tribal people.
The
inquiries instituted in some of the Provi~ces have doubtless contributed.
to this quickening.
Noncofficial organisations are beginning to take
interest in the welfare of the tribes and ·the work of the Servants of India
Society stands out prominently among these,
The recei;_t nsmg
of the Warlis in Bombay Presidency has -drawn attention, in a r.ather
forcible way , perhaps, .to ·their pi:oblems.
Whatever the reasons,.
it seems now clear that t.here is a general tendency to take up the ques'- ·
tion of. development of the tribes people as a serious matter, but
whet~er.' this by· itself is sufficient to ensure the futl\re wellbeing of the·
tribes·~ i's
more than· questionable. M:ost of · the Provinces are .-:far
from being happily· placed in the matter of funds~ and the davelopment
of area_s 'inhabited by tribes which are situated gener!l-llY in hilly country
is a matter which calls for ·a good deal of. expenditure for which there
are many competitors. The emergence of educated people among the
)rjbes js as yet. inadequate for the. maintenance of interest in. their
problems. _ _ ,
7. POTENTIA:Jtl:z'IES OF THE TRIBE~-~

Thew views /of people of different . points of view rega;ding the
future administration of the hill tracts and of _the tribes people_ t.l;J.€.mselves
·was found to be remarkably uniform.
To begin ·with,_. there was
hardly ap.ybody who didnoit believe that the tribals are capable, of :being
brought to the level. of 1 that re~ of -the population by means
of education- and contact. Wherever facilities 'for education and con:tac~
have beea avail.able, the tribes people have showed that their intelligence
· .!3an be developed and environmental difficulties overcome. H is true·
that as yet there is a great deal of apathy in certain ~·areas. Mr.

"
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Symington's report in particul_ar points. out that ~he B~l~ ta]{e .litt~e
interest in the local boards or m educatiOn and thmr add1et10n to dnnk IS
likely to li:eep them in their present backward state. In the partially
excluded areas of Orissa, we came across tribals who had not been any
where beyond a few miles of their village or seen a motor car or a railway
train, By -and large however - we found that there _ ~s a considerable
demand for education and ndvancement among the tnbal peoples and
have no doubt that within a short time . they can be brought up to a
satisfactory level, ifadevelopment plans are vigorously pursued.

8. GENERAL CONCLUSIONSTo sum up: Both exclusion and _pa-rtial exclusion have not
yielded much tangible result in taking the aboriginal areas towards removal of that condition or towards economic and educational- better-·
ment.
Representation of -partially ~xcluded areas in the legislature and in local bodies has been weak and ineffective and is· likely to·
continue to be so for some time to come. Education shows definite·
signs of being _sought after more and more but the poor econ_omic condi·
tion of the aboriginal and the difficulty of finding. suitable teachers present'
problems which must be over-come before illiteracy can be. properly
tackled._ The great need pf the aboriginal is protection 'from expropriation from his agricultural land and· virtual .serfdom und·er the moneyJender.
There are certain tracts like Sambalpu'r a~1d Angul .in ·the Orissa province which need no longer be treated differently from · the regularly
administered districts. On the other hand areas like the 'Madras and·
the Orissa Agen-cy 'tracts still need a simplified type of administr~tion
which does not expose them to the complicateCl machinery of ordinary
law courts. Differences in social customs and practices among the
tribes also need to oe
_, kept in mirid.
9. REPRESENTATION IN LEGISLATURES-

We have • pointed out at_· the -very outset. that the tribalswho live L1 non-excluded areas-form part of our problem and cannot
be left out of account.
Iri considering representation in the
Legislatur,es we would urge ·that the tribes should be treated as a· whole
as a minority and not separately. In this regard, we would refer-·
to a certain difference of opinion which exists among the parties interested. In Bombay the view of the Ministers and others dealing withe
the prvblem was unreservedly in favour of providing representation for
the tribes as a whole by reservation of seats in a joint_ electorate. In
Madras also a similar view found favour. In the Central Provinces.
however, different views '>vere expressed nof. only in respect of the method
of election but also about reservation, both b_y officials and by Ministers.
-Certain district officials suggested that there should be nomination out of
a panel submitted by district officials. Mr. Grigson favoured a scheme
of indirect elections by m_eans of group panchayats. The general feeling
among these officials was that election was not likely in the present
circumstances to produce suitable representatives. Some point was given·
to ihis by the reply of Mr. Wadiwa, a Gond pleader, who gave evidence·
before us, that he could not stand for election ·on account of the expense
involved. The. Ministers on the -cOJ?-trary seemed to have no objection to~
I eJections but were strongly opposed to reservation of seats in proportion
to their popul~tion. Mr. Grigson also did not appear to favour reservation though he was of the view that if_ reservation was made for the·
scheduled castes there was no justification for not_ protect-ing the aborigi-
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.nal siniilarly: ''But once we .start with reser'vation there is the possibility of it becoming permanent_'' The Ministers considered that in'(Jreased representation would be provided by their scheme of demarcating
'()Onstituencies without the evil of creating a separati.st mentality. "These
.tahsil areas will 'be delimited so that particular c'omm:unities in· particular
areas will get an effective voice. Just as particular wards iii a munici,pality return only a particular class or community of persons-some
-wards in Nagpur Municipality reJ;urn only Muslim members-an Ahir
. ward or tahsil will return only an Ahir, a Gond tallSil will return only a
Bond and so on. Itt this way we want to give all the sections of our
people thorough and complete' representation without whetting their commmna.l appetite." As regards the other tribals who ar_e not found in
compact a.reas·, it is asserted that they are generallly dispersed in the
:Province and not easily distinguishable from the other people. In. Orissa
reservation of "a specific number of seats" in general constituencies is
~ recommended but it is considered necessary thau aboriginal members
:should be elected to these seats by a suitable system of indirect
<Or group election. The remarks of the Orissa Government in connection
..v'th. the system of partial ex.clusion are relevant: ''The inadequacy nt
.representation r~ the a-borigin:?1 people ot t.hese areas in the legislature
;.fias also contributed to their neglect. They' are not vocal nor have they
any press ior propa-ganda. They have been represented in the Asse,mbly
oy five members, four nominated by the., Gcvernor and one elected from
Sambalpur. As a result of this insufficient representation. the problems_-of these areas do not receive the attention to which their size and
importance entitle them. " We have given serious thought to the
·question and come to the conclusion that the triba.ls should have
_·reserved seats in a joint elect{)rate based on adult franchise. We
·do not consider the scheme of the C. P. Government adequate as iii.
·-provides no safeguari;lf; for the large numbers of tribals who live in the
·non-excluded areas and who without reservation would have no chance of
being represented in the Legislature. The case of the tribals is not
,essentially different from that of the Scheduled Castes a.nd they are in
fact more backwa.rd in··e"'ducation and in their economic condition than the
-8cheduled..-Castes. Representation in proportion to their numbers in the
legislatures, ev.m if some of them are not vocal or able to argue their
ease will emphasize the importance and . urgency of their problems.
And it is to the interest of t.he country to see that these original inhabi·tants of the Indian soil are brought up to the level of the rest so that
·they can contribute in due measure to the progress of the country rather
-than be'a drag on the rest. We do not consider that the method of
~indirect election or nomination should he resorted w. The aboriginals
'have to take part in direct election some time and the sooner their train·
. 'ing for this starts the· better.
Having_ regard to the cireumstances of the Madras island · and the
J>unjab, EXcluded A1·eas, we recommend special representation as foliiows:· ·
\
~

Laccadive Group 1
Lahaul and· Spiti
Amindivi Group
M.inicoy .

1

It- s~ems clear· to us that these areas cannot be i~cllide<] l.n ~ther "
<OOnstit.uencies, nor ~ol}ld they be suitably represented if so included.
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10. LEGISLATION(aJ Areas to be Scheduled.-~he_ provisions _for partially excluded an~
excluded areas in the 1935 Const1tut10n are des1gne<i to prevent the application '"Of unsuitable legislation,
to permit the making of special
rules and regulation!i required for any different system of administration
needed in the aboriginal areas, and for the provision of funds
at the discretion of the Governor for the totally excluded areas. Although
in most of the Provinces, there has been a good <:leal of assimilation of the tribal people to the people of the plains, yet the social
system of the . tribes is different from that of the plains people
in a number of the partially excluded areas. In the excluded areas, of
course as 'already pointed out, . there are people like
,Tibetans,
the Chakma, Miro and Mogh of the Chittagong Hill Tracts, the
islanders of the Lae:mdive Islands and so on. In the partially excluded
areas, the tribes of Orissa and Chhota Nagpur a~d even the Gonds of
the C. P. and the Bhils of Bombay who have assimilated the life of the·
plains to a greater extent than others have different social customs._ The
law of inheritance and the s:ystems of marriage and divof'ce are different
from those cf other communities. It is possible of c0mse for the legislatures to bear these features in mind and pass different laws just as:
. different laws h?-ve been passed. for Hi~dus and Muslims but there are
other subject~; as well in which the tribes will have to be treated on a
different footing. In places like the Agency Tracts, for example, th~
population is as yet too primitive 1to be able to understand or make use
of the complicated pro<Jedure and law of the civil, criminal and revenue
- courts. We have mentioned earlier the features peculiar to the San1ial
Parganas and the J aunsar Bawar Pargana. Even in the more advanced
tracts uf tl::te Central Provinces of Bombay, the tribal is at a serious dis·
advantage on account of his poverty and ignorance and the procra.stina·
tion of courts and officials and is easily victimized. This is of >tlomse
true of all poor and simple rural folk, but it is clear that in t-he case of
the aboriginal, it applies to a community found predominantly in certain areas and not to individuals. Thus a simplified system of dispensation of justice will be__ necessary in certain arj;las. There is again the
question of land legislation. The land is the only thing left . to• the·
aboriginal, who i:loes not follow non-agricultural professions to any appreciable extent as yet. In the Chhota Nagur Division different kinds of
tenure have been recognized for the tribals and in any case, even where
the tenure is simple and ,common to other areas, grant of the power of
alienation to the tribals is certain to result in his gradual expropriation.
W~ are thus led to. the conclusion that it is necessary to provide that in
certain areas laws of the provincial legislature which are likely to be
based largely on the needs of the majority of the populations should
not' apply automatically, if noti generally, at least in certain specified
subjects. A general provision of this kind is of comse a matter- of convenience and would eliminate the· need for the legislature to provide
special clauses or saving clauses. It would also enable special consideration if the legislation is to be applied to the area. This of course
involves notification of areas and we recommend provision for the pl}l'Pose.
We propose that the a1·eas should be known as "Scheduled Areas" in
future.
t)

(b) Application to s,cheduled Areas.-The next question which arises is
whether any special mechanism is to be provided or whether the
matter should be left to the· legislature without any additional safeguard:
to apply legislation.
The Government of ' Orissa have apparently
thought it sufficient if the laws are specially extended by the Provincial
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Government and other GovernmentS may hold similar v1ews. The fact
be in . a majority in
'111 the
legislat.ures
·:tha.t non-tribals 'will
a.nd tJ:te fears
which - the
tribals entertain that their interests
.a.nd special cuStoms and circumstances
may
be
ignored must
in this context be taken into account. Doubtless they would like to feel
that they ·themselves have a voice in the decision ap.tl that a. decision is
non-:-taken by persons unacquainted or imperfect-ly acquainted with their
.special circumstances and ·not gen,uinely interested in their welfare. rThe~
feeling whi·ch prevails in this matter has been· expressed thus: "Speaking purely hypothetically, it should not be- possible for the member re_presenting Chittagong to be able to oblige his constituents by getting
some radjcal changes made to the detriment of the hill tribes, which is
-of local- advantage to them." (Lt.:Col. ·Hyde,, D.C. Chittagong Hill
Tracts) and "Ministers may find that owing to political pressure from
-organised p~essure groups, that it is impossible for them to give the pro-tection which they desire to give". (Grigson, aboriginal Tribes Enquiry
,Officer, C.P. &'-Berar.)
~

The present system under ·which the Governor in his discretion ap-·
;plies thn legislation is not likely . to appeal as this_ principle -will be
regarded as unuemocratic, even though the governor iri future may be
.an elected functionary. · An alternative mechanism is therefore neces'sary, We ha:Ve considered the question in all its. aspects and come to the
·COnclusion thai) in respect of certain subjects, laws passed by the- Pro--'
vincial ,Legislature
should not be
applied to . the / Scheduled
if
the
Tribes
Advisory
Council
does , not
con~ider
Areas
1
-them suitable for those areas. We hav·e . also provided that in other
subjects the Provincial Government should have the power to withhold
·Or modify -legislation on the advice of the Tribes . Advisory Council.
(Pala*. 15),
(c) Special Subjects.-It has been stated ab~ve that in certain subjects
legislation should not apply if considerecl-unsuitable by the Tribes Advisory
Council.. We consider such a definition desjranle to prevent any unneces·sary cbmplication of legislative procedure or delaying of legislation. In
most of the areas. ordinary legislation is applicable and the po}icy has been
-and should be to apply legislation normals unless there is any special reason
-to the. contrary. As a matter of general concern restriction seems nec·essary only in c,.ertain matters and we recommend that all legislation rela·
ting .to (1) social matters (2) occupation o!OJ.and including tenancy laws,
allotment of land and setting apart of land for vi!lage ·purposes, , and (3)
.Village management including the establishment of village panchaya.ts
·should be· dealt with in this manner.
13. CRIMINAL AND CIVIL COURTS-.
We have noticed that there ar~ · areas where the regular machin'ery for the disposal of criminal and civil cases is not in operation and
-an "Agency" "system is in' force.: The civil procedure has in
particular been substituted by a simplified procedqre. We have no dpubt
-that simplified procedure should be possible • for the disposal of petty criminal and civil cases and recommended accordingly that except
wliere the regular procedure is'already in force, a ,simplified system •sJ:wuld
·continue to be iilforced. We are not however in a position to say whether
-the exact procedure followe~ at pre$ent nee~s modification or not,
/' * Reference to tpara. fs to para. in the. original report.
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· lit;y is that thi("Governor in his discretion should set apart funds and that
these Iunds should.be outside the vote of the legis~atute .. We feel that such
a pro'\ision is likely to Qe repugnant to the provincial legislature.
·
\Ye recommend however t-hat the revenues derived 'from and the· expenses incurred on the Scheduled Areas from the provillcial budget
should be shown separately so as to- prevent the needs of . thef)e areas
being overlooked through incorporation in the gen·3ral i~teipS Such. a
separate statement will of course afford a better opportun1ty for scrutiny
and criticism.
'19. GOVERNOR'S RESPONSIBILITY-

\

In conneQtion with financial safeguards the view was expressed that the
formulation of a plan of improvement affords sufficient· guarantee for
the expenditure of funds.
We are of the view that in the provisions
:!orresponding to the Instrument of Instructions the Governor should- be
required to see that a suitable scheme of devlopment is drawn up and
·
implemented as far as possible (See Para: *17).
T~IBAL

20_.

MINISTE.R-

Co~nected with the formulation of development schemes and the prov:sion of 'adequate expenditure for the hill tracts is the need for the' appoint. ,. ment of ·a .separate Minister to give effect to the plans and to look
after the interests of the aboriginals. The tribal population in the C.P.,
·Orissa and Bihar forms a considerable proport-ion of the tOtal population
a_nd on this ground alone the tribals have a case for representation in the.
Provincial Government. In the C.P.,' the tribal population is nearly 18
pe:r; cent. In Orissa, almost a· fifth of the population is tribal, . and m
Bihar there are over 5 millions of ,them· constituting about l4 per- cent.
Pflrtly in order to provide representation for the tribals and ,in any case
·to see that adequate attention is paid to. their administration we are of
the view that there- should be a separate ·Minister for the tribal areas and
tribes in C.P., Orissa and Bihar and that this l'nould be provided by
statute. The Minister should be a tribal himself unless a suitable
person cannot be found. We mav add that the Government of Orissa
have recognised that there should 'be a separate portfolio for t'ne ~elfan,
of the backward classes under the new constitution.
"'

21. SERVICESIt . has been pointed out that t!;.c tribals constitute an appreciable proportion of the population particularly in some Provinces. On this
account, the policy of recruitment of a due proportion of aboriginals having
regard to reasonable efficiency, into the Government services is justified
and necessary and must be followed. A part from this, however, 'it is
necessary that there should be an adequate number of tribals in the
servi~es so th~t the constant complaints of mishandling b:v non-triba1
~ffimals, particularly,. of such servants as for~st guards, constables or exCise peons and clerks can be minimized. Moreover, it is onlv bv adequate representation in the Government and local bodies". servic~s that
the tribal can gai'n the necessary confidence .and status. . .

We do not consider that a separate ser~ice of tribal' peop1e. is necesor desir~ble for· the Scheduled Areas. and we recommend that they
should be recruited to a general cadre.
This will enabJe:·them to.. come
into contact with non-tribes people and we also consider that .there
is
~ary

* Reference to para. is to para.· iri the original report.
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. ~p-.bbj~c:t!on to the posting of selected non~tribal officia~s--to the Schedul-.
- e~ ~~a~ ..Jr;t, .fa~t, ..in the. evidence b~for13~s. opitiion has been pra·ctic~lly um~or~ t~~ there is no necessity· for a special cadre of officials
fOr ~he hill tract~ an~ what jg really requirea is selection of sympathetic·
-officmls for workmg m the hills. We would draw attention here. to the
importance o£ providing suit~ble accommodation and facilities for medical· atj;ention. to officials serving in the 'scheduled areas. Malaria and
other ~ise~ses-~on_stitute the seourge of these hill tracts and unless_ special
attentmnns' paid. to t~e health of the staff it is unlikely -that development ~ohemes_ Will ~a_!fe much headway. The provision of facilities few
reoreatron and adequate_ compensatory allpwances for officials posted to _
- ~;.,the!:le area~_ should be kept in mind. Any tendency 'to treat these posts
:as pel!al po,sts ()r posts for the sa£~ deposit of · incompetents must be
stroi,tgly deprecated.
1

~.

:

•. ;

~

'

22. TRIBAL PANOHAYATSWe have recommended that simplified rules should be continued where
they Are in force in the Scheduled Areas for the trial of· civil ap_d criininal
cases.
Wherev~r triaJ . institutions - are still fairly~
vigorous,
W£'
would recommend lihat they should be utilised to try petty _civil ·disputes
and criminal cases. The establiRhment of the more, advanc_ed type of
·village P_a,nchayat is recommended wherever possible.
.,
·
23. SHIFTING OULTIVATION___:__
- Shifting ~ultivation or pod~ is -practised mostly in the Koraput and
· Ganjam agency tracts of Orissa and in the similar agericy tracts of Madras:
· . In the ;Centra! Provinces it is prohibited by law and is not
practised to. any appreciable extent excent in the Baiga Chak where it
is permitted and in the Zitmindaris.- We have nothing. to add to th!'lrecommendations of- the Orissa Partially Excluded Areas Inquiry
Committee. .This- .met_hod · of cultivation should be eliminated, as ~oon as t.

-

~~-

24. PROHIBITIONWe invite the attei1tion of P'rovinei~l Governmm1ts to the _recommendations made' by "Mr. Symingt6n (Bombay) and the .Ori::;sa
Pm-tially Excluded Areas Committee. Tempei·ance pl'apagan4a should be
taken up as part of the ~elfare work. A~ feeling has been growing- among
ahoriginals, particularly in the tracts of Bombay and the Ce_ntral Provinces that prohibition is· to ·their ad-vantage, and ·this feeling should be
fo~tered\among all the tribals.
25. LAND.:_

~-

.

The · "importf1i1ce of protection - for the land of the tribals has .
been· emphasised earlier. All tenancy legislati0n which bas been passed
hitherto with a vrew to protecting the abm:iginal,has tended to prohibit the
alienation· of. the tribals land to non-tribals.- Alienation of any k}nd,
even to other •tribals, may have to be prohibite5! or severely restrict~d
in different stages of advancement are concerned.. \Ve find however
that Provincial Government-; are generally alive- to this question_ and.
that proti:iqtive.;laws. exist .. ,,~e 'assu.n:e that these wi}l ,~ontihu~ to apply
. and as we· have made specral provision to' se,e that land laws are not
-altered- to ,the disadvantage Of. the tribal in future, we !!o not consider
additiorial restrictions necessary. As regards the allotment of new_ land
for cultivation
resi~ence how~v~r. we are of the view that- the interests'

or

..
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<A· the tribal need ro be safeguarded in view of the increasing pressure on land everywhere.
We have provided accordingly that the' allotment
of vacant land, belonging to the Staoo in Scheduled Areas should not be
made except in !J.CCordanc~ \Vltn special regulations made_by the Government on the advice of the Tribes Advisory Council.
_.
APPENDICES

r

· 26~ M:ONEY-LENDERSConnec~d 'with the protection of ,the land is the :need for prevention of
exploitation by money-lenders. We consider it necessary that in
the
Scheduled Areas. money-lenders should not be permitted at all and' that
.at any rate they should be allowed to operate under licence ~!ld stringent
.control only.
27. THE S·CB.EDULED 'AREASH has been pointed out that areas like Sambalpur, Angul
.and Darjeeling need no longer be treated as partially excluded areas. The
U. P. Government are of the view that the Khat Haripur Bias
should be detached from the Hill Sub-division. They have also recom-·mended the removal of the Dudhi Partiallv Excluded Areas. The
population of the partially excluded areas in ·the United · Provinces is
smalLand the Jaunsar Bawar pargana is not inhabited 'by people who
3re ~n an ethni~ sense tribals. We_ have · ~ot r.e<,IOmmended ,1 a Tribes
Advisory Council for U. P. and_ we do not consider It necessary to schedule
~ither of these areas.
Similarly we do not consider it necessary to
schedule the Spiti ·area of the Punjab.
In all these tracts,. it will
be
open tO the Provincial Goverpment to apply the provisions of Part II ·of
the law proposed by .us.
In Bombay, we consider that_certain areas in
the West Khandesh District and the partially excluded areas of the
Broach and Panch Mahals District should ..-henceforth be administered
The C. P. areas are retained as they
without any special provisions.
are and in Chhota Nagpur we are provisionally of the view that only the
three districts which-..have a majority of tribals should .be scheduled.
The schedule pmposed is shown as Appendix D*. ·
~
·
On the other hand, there may be ~ther areas .which the Provincial
This can
Governments may like to bring under special ·administration.
be done by the ·Provincial Government in their discreti9n.
For the
protection of the land of ~tribes line· the Lepcha in :O~rjeeli~g the Pro-·
vincial Governme~t could make the appropriate provision of the chapter
. relating to ·the Scheduled Areas applicable to the area concerned.
'28. DRAFT. PROVISIONS-.
'
We enclose a draft of' provisions contemplated by us in roughly legal
form (Appendix 0*).

A. V. THAKKAR
Chairman.
D. N. SAMANTA.
THAKUR PHUL BHANU SHAH.
RAJ KRl)SHNA BOSE."
JAIPAL SINGH.
P. C. GHOSH.

-----------------------···-··*Reference to appendices are to appendices in the origin~l reports.
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APPENDIX-D

Part !-Excluded- Areas
.MADRAS
The La00adive _Islands (including Minico;rl and the Amindivi IslaDds~
BENGAL
1'he Chittagong Hill
4

Trac~.

THE PUNJAB.
Spiti and Lahoul in the Kangra District.

Part

n-Partially Excluded areas

MADRAS
The East Godavari Agency and so much of the Vizagapatam ·Agencyas is not transferred to Orissa under the provisions of the Government of'
India (Constitution of Orissa) Order, 1~36.
BOMBAY
In the West Khandesh District, the Shahada, Nandurbar and Taloda.
T::iluks, the Navapur Petha and the Akrani Mahal, and the villages belonging to 'the following Mehwassi Chiefs' namely, (1) the Parvi of KatJ;li,
(2) th,e Parvi of Nal, (3) the Parvi of Singpur, f4J the Walwi of Gaohali,,
(5) the Wassawa of Chikhli, and {6) the Parvi of Navalpur.
. /
·•
"The Satpura Hills re.served forest areas of the East Khandesh District ..
The Kalvan Taluk and Peint Peth of the Nasik District:
.
.... The Dhahanu and Shahapur Taluks and the Mokhada and Umbergaon,
Petbas of the Thana District.
·
The Dohad Taluk and the Jhalod Mahal of the Broach and Panch,
1:<1
_Mahalas D1strict.-

.

BENGAL
The Darfeeling District.
The ·Dewanganj, Sdbardi, Nalitabori, -Haluaghat, Durgapur and
makanda police stations of the Mymensingh District ..

.

.,

Kal--

:

'

THE UNITED PROVINCES
, The J aunsar-Bawa.r Pargana of the Debra Dun, District.
The portion of1 the Mirza pur District south of the Ka.imur Range.

I

BIHAR
'the Chhota Nagpur Division.
1:'he.. SantaJ P~rganas District.
'

THE CENTRAL PRO,VINCES AND B:ERAR .
In the Chanda District, the Ahiri .Zamindari' in the Sironcha Tahsil,.
and the ,.J?hanora, Dudmala, Gewardha, Jharapapra, "Khutgaon, R'ttgal, ,
Muramgaon, Palasgarb, Rangi, Sirsundi, .Sonsari, Chandala, Gilgaon,
_fai-Muranda and Potegaon Zamindaris in th:e Garchiroli Tahsil.
. The Harr;?.i, Gorakghat, Gorpani, Batkagarh, · Bardagarh, Partabgarh·
(Pagara), Almod and Sonpur jagirs of the Chhindwara District, and the:·
·portion of the Pachmarhi )agir in the Chhindwara District. tThe Ma~dla District.

••
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The Pendra, Kenda, Matin, Lapha, Uprora, Chhuri and Korba. Zamin·
·daris of tlie Bilaspur District.
The Aundhi, Koracha, Panabaras and Ambagarh Chauki Zamindaris
·of the Drug District.
·
The Baihar Tahsil of the Balaghat District.
· ' The Melghat Taluk of the Amraoti District.
The Bhainsdehi Tahsil of ·the Betul District.
ORISSA
The District of Angul.
The District of Samb~j.lpur.
The areas transferred from the Central Provinces under the provisions
'Qf the Government of India (Constitution of Orissa) Order, 1936.
The Ganjam Agency Tracts.
The areas transferred to Orissa' ·under the provisions of the aforesaid
.Order from the Vizagapatam Agency in the Presidency of Madras. ·
APPENDIX D

I
-:Statement showing the total po.pulation and Tribal population of Provinces

.

.
.

Bombay

.

Bengal

-

.

United Provinces

49,341,810

562,029

1·1

20,849,840

1,614,298

7'7

60,306,525

1,'889,389

3•1

289,422

·53

....

...

55,020,617

Punjab

28,418,819

•

.

Bihar·

.
.

'!J.P. and Be!·ar .

Assam
N-W.F.P.
{)rissa

.

Sind •

.,
.

·-

.

1: elb.i

-----

13•9

16,813,584

2,937,364

17•5

10,f:Q4,733

2,484,996

24•4

.

. .
. .

'

.

.

...

...

8,728,544

1,721,006

19·7

4,535,008

36,819

·81

583,693

91,472

15·6

33,768

11,076

32•8

501,631

3

168,726

19,723

\

~

Andaman and Nicobars
:Saluohistan

5,055,641

3,038,067
'

.

36,340,151

/

Ajroer-Merwara .

oorg

Percentage

'

.

Madras

i

Tribal
Population

Total
Population

Name of Province

~

917,939

...

11·7

...

...
'

Source : 1941 Census Table
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EXcluded and Partially Excluded Areas . Population
(Provincial Totals)

.

'

Areas' in
Sq. M:il~s.

Name of Province.

Total
Population.

A:borigina 1
or Backward
Class •

.

')

Excluded ~eas-

I

Pa~tially

I
I

#

'

i
1-

-

-

I

~

. Bombay

58·.9>

'233,392

94•5-

I

•. }

United Provinces •

'

J

';

•.

.

-

..

247,053

2,51•8

977,665

-

2,250

202,000

-

~-

11,7QO

'

..

'

11,700
(Tibetans)
.

'

-

....

-·

Partially Excluded Areas:Nil.

71•1

!43,600

~

'-

'

.

.

4,695

J

-~

Ar~as-

f
I

I

-

Partially Excluded

Excluded Areas-

I

1'9·4

-

•'

Nil.

')

·-r

.

190)12

....

Excluded Areas-

.

I

•.

'

-Partially Excluded Areas-

1

'

-

1,125,471

·5,007

J

:.

·

66~,528

-

.

}

.

.

67·&

Excluded Areas-

I

«'.

• I

333,372*

-

-

Punjab

-

493,026

6,697t

I

-

Excluded Areas-

- Partiary ·Excluded Areas-.

1I
.•

-

.

Nil.

-

.

.18,33l$

,-

·-

J

Bengal

99•9-

Excl;'ided Areas-:-

I

'

18,357

6,792·31

,J

-

.

9·62
Sq"Miles +
291!
acres.

fI

MadrEi-~

~

'

-

.

;

.Percentage.

10

.•

' '- \

~

• Includes· 72,809 Backward Clas8.
·
tDpeA not iucluil.EI the area .;,f" 8atpnra Hills Feserved Forest".

'

-
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Name of Province

'

Ar.;'as in
Sq. miles.

.

I

·.
'
....
Bihar

'

I

- ..

Ce ntral Provinces and
Berar.

Nil.

Excluded Areas-

l

9,750,846

.

Aboriginal
or Backward
Clas.q

-. -

I

32,592

0

Percentage

-

4,451,109

Nil.

Partially Excluded Areas19,856

.

1,467,681

829,918

'
.

I

!
~

Oriss a

-

Excluded AreM-

I

~

··Partially Excluded Areas-

J

'

.

r
J

I

/

Total
Population

I

Excluded· Areas~

-

~

Nil.

-

Partially Ex_cluded Areas-

I

{'

J

19,831

2,939,416

1;560,!0!

17,233,205

8,435;1:90

---- --·---- --------------------

53•07

.....

~

GRAND 'roTAL

'

1.00,248

~

..

48·95
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III
Stafllment Showing Total Population and Tribal Population By Districts

-

I

. .

.

Province or
District•

Total
Population.

'

..

..
...
'

\

.. -

..
,.-

~

Ahmedabad.
Ahmedabad City .
Broach & Panch Mahals
Kaira
Surat
Thana
Bombay Sul: urban

'·

Central Division
.,

--

Southern Division·

'

2,277,283
1,617,026
1,056,507
1,146,250 '
1,051,235
1,171,419
777,481
1,823,955
I ti32,395
2,577 540
2,869,226
2,809,ti48
2,60S, 753
2,5ti3,375
2,1\14,091
2,446,ti01
l,979,ti43
2,244,543
209,709
. 3,929,425
1,523,516

'

'·

1•1'4
7·46
63•55
4•03
4•70
35•79
·23
•14
·02

·10

...

...
•51

...

A
2
39

'

--...

- ......

-

l'i"

~

\..:"

...

...

6
12,440

·44

..

...

.

213
24
6

...

.

-

...
...
...

...

161
62,951
34,366
52.312
'

1,614,298
4 606
874,103
8,730
5,7!4
268,617
5 161
320,575
257,130
13,890
667,828
41,146 .
61,054
357,719
·167,280
36,835
11,014
2,780
67,761
1,674
1,008
. '1,414
. 197
62,170
1,298.

...

.
,

.

1,48\i t5Sil
/ 5,27fi,593
1,372,171
5\!1 267
9:Z4 527
914,\!57
881,051:!
93:Z.7il3
251,147
8,; 97,39,
1,112,229
1,327,722
912,214
1,U3,901
1,359,408 ,
],::127,249
.1,014,670
5,885'1:)71
1,225,428
975,982
1,210,016
441,157
668,922
1!373,466

...
...

• i'i48

~0,849,840 '

Northern Division

:

'

1,444~294

.

Province of Bomb!!-Y Proper
·Bombay City

..

·562,029
286,923
140,721
146,202
101,532
97,200
4,332
1,999
345
2;246
15
19
' 5,878

4~1,437'

3,624,507
2,161,863
271.569
1,890,294
1,380,088

.

'

'

49,341,810
. 3,845,944

BOMBAY PROVINCE

· Belgaum
Bijapur '
Dharwar
, -Kan~rh
Kolaba
Ra.tnagiri

-

I

.

Ahmednagar
East Khandesh
-West Khand9sh
' Nasik
Poona. .
Sa tara
S_halapur
.

Percentage.

I

MADRAS PROVINCE

British Territory
Vizagapatam
Agency
Plains :>
Godavari Eaq~
Agency
Plans.
, Godavari West
Kistna
·'Guntur
.Nellore
Cuddapah
Kurnool
Bellary '
Anantapur
Madras
Chingleput
Cht.toor
No· h Arcot.
Salem
Coimbatore
/
South Arcot
Tanjore
Trichinopoly
Madura
Rani.nad
Tinnevelley
Nilgiris
·
Malabar
South,Kanara

I

Tribal
• Population.

30·02
·87
3 ~43

.

'

'
'

..

7·74
·31
}6·56
·64
' ·97
29··06
·57
36·37
27·57
5·53
8•15
J 3·60
'4·60
39·21
15·02
2·71
·o8
·21
1'15
•14
·10
•12
•04
9·29
'·09

~

APPBNDIOES
~Province

------

Total
Population.

or

District.

BENGAL P.RoVINOlll
'British 'Territory

IBurdwan Division

.
.

..

0,

'.

/'

iflrMidency Division
:24-Parganas
·CAlcutta
.Nadia.
.Murshidabad
.Jessore
Khulna

iRajshahi Division
Rajshahi
Dinajpur
Jalpaiguri
Darjeeling
Rangpur
Bogra.
Pabna ·
Maida.

~

Dacca Division
Dacca •
Mymensingh
Faridpur
Bakarganj

-.

.,

OhiUagong Division
Tippera
·Noakhali
•·
Chittagong
.
.Chit.tagong Hill Tracts

.

Tribal
Population.

Percen~.

/

60,306,525

Burdwan
Birbhum
'Bankura
.Midnapur
.Hooghly
,Howrah

J.69

.,

.

I 1,889,389
'

3 ·13

10,2't17,369
1,890,732
1,048,317
1,289,640
3,190,647
1,377, 729
1,490,304

706,729
151,355
74,084
154,246
253,625 .69,500
3,919

6·87
8·0
.7·07
11·96
·7 ·95
5·0<1
·26

12,817,087
3,536,386
2,108,891
1,759,846
1,640,530
1,828,216
1,943,218

99,235
51,085
1,688
12,671
26,138
4,978
. 2,675

·77
1·44
·08
·72
1 ·59
,"27
·14

-12,040,465
1,571,750
1,926,833
1,089,513
376,369
2,877,847
1,260,463
1,705,072
1,232,618

776,729
67,298
182,892
279,296
141,301
'18,200
14,387
6,906
66,4<19.

6·44
4·28
9 ·49'
25·63
37·54
·63
1·14
·45
5·39

i6,683,714
4,22'2,143
6,023,758
2,888,803
3,549,010

65,398
4;029
59,722
1,363
284

8,477,890
3,860,"139
2,217,402
2,153,296
247,053

241,298
1,524
34
6,348
233,392

·39
·10
·99
·05
··~H

2·85
·04
·29.
94·47

"

'UNITED PRoVINCEs
~55,020,617

'British Territory

Agra. Province
·Meerut Division ·.
DehraDun
Saharanpur .
Muzaffarnagar
Meerut
Bulandshahar

.Agra Division
Aligarh
Mu.t;tra
Agra
Etah

Rohilkhanrf, IJivision
Bareilly · .
Bijnor
Budaun
Moradabad
Shahj ahanpur

Pilibhit

40,906,147

..

5,716,451
266,244
1,179,643
1,056,759
1,896,582
1,317,223

289,422
289,244

·53
·71

70

70

/

15,326,768
1,372,641
806,992
1,289,774
984,760

79
1

6,195,996
1,176,197
910,223
1,162,322
1,473,151
983,385
490,718

57
28
11

78

17
1

·Ol

.. ,
<
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Pr'ovince or
District.

Atlahabad Division
Fa.rrukhabad
Etawah
:
Cawnpore
Fat.ehpur
Allahabad

Total
Population.

Tribal
Population.

.6,014,813
9!i"5,377

'19,139
47
143

8~3,264

1,5!l6,247
806,944
1,812,981-

\.

1:osa

241
17,625

- Percentage.

,

·32

·02
·70
·03'
'·97

Jhansi Division
Jhansi
J-alaun
Hamirpur
_·Banda·

2,553,492
. 773,002
482,384
575,538
722,568

26,439"
12,494
6,361"
7,584

1~04
1•06
1'31
1•32

Benares Division
Be nares
Mirzapur
- Jal'lnpur
Ghazipur
Ballia

5,545,257
1,218,629
899,929
1,387,439
985,380
1,053,880

141,6fil
21,152.
43,383
3,353
21;641
52,132

·2·55-

.~

Gorakhpur Division
Gorakhpur. 1
Basti.
Azamgari;

7,972,108
3,963,574
2,185,641
1,822,893

Kutnaon Division
Nairutal
Almora
Garhwal

Oudh Province

1,581,262
291:861 687,286
602,115
14;ll4,47Q

L1A-cknow Division
Lucknow
Unao
Rae Bareli.
Sit.apur
·Hardoi
·Kheri_.

6,530,932
949,728.
959,542
1,064,804
.1;293,554
1,239,279
1,024,025

Fyzabad Division
Fyzabad
Gonda
Bahraich
Sultanpur
Partabgarh
Bara Banki ' "'"'

7,583,538
"1,319,425
1,719,644
1,240,569
_1,100,368
1,041,024
1,162,508

BIHAR PROVINCE.

. 101;746
/ 99,076
83
2,587

1•74

4•82•.
•242·2~

4•951'28
2·50
'14

53
53
' 178

'illi

7
7

..-'""'

171
157

.01

14

'\
\

Briti;;h Territo~y

Patna Div.ision
Patna
Gaya
. Shahabad

36,340,151
~

.\

7;irhut Division .
Saran.
- .
Champaran.
Muzaffarpur
Darbhanga-

7,265,950
2,162,008
2,775,36.1
2,3?.8,5810

-.

!1,959,827
2,860,537
2,397,569
3,244,651
3,457,070

/Jhagalpur Division
Monghyr - -.""
Bhagalpur . ,
, "Purnea
Sant-al Parganas .

-9,598,025
2,564,544
2,408,S79
2,390,105
: 2,234,497

J:l.

5,055,6!7

13·9}'·

300,00412,722
258,032
29,250

4·12:
• 599·33
1• 26.

31,378
18,314
'20,086
1,996
982
e-.
1;393,041
5_3,421
104,879.
•104,856
1,129,885

•"35•64
•83
•05
•03
14-·45
2·08
4•35

4·:ts
50· 56

I

...
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Total
Population.!

Tribal
Population.

7,516,349
1,751,339
1,675,413
912,734
2,032,146
-· 1,144, 717

3,321,224
478,253
1,173,142
323,106
678,126
668,597

44·19
27·31
70·02
35·40
33·37
58·41()

2,937,364 . 2,663,959

17·47.
20·1&

Province or
District.

Percentage.'

-~

Jhkota Nagpur Dimsion
HazaribQgh
Ranchi
Palama.u
Manbhum
Singhbhum
CENTRAL PROVINCES
BEBAB

AND

16,113,584
13,208,718

British Territory

Central Provinces

- '789,355

Jtdlbttllpore Division ..
Sa,ugor .
·Jubbalpore
(,
Mandla
Hosha.ngabad
,Nimar

3,691,112
939,068
910,603
504,580
823,585
513,276

N agpur Division
Betul
Chhindwara
Wa.rdha
Nagpur
Chanda

3,924,985
• 438,342
1,034,040
519,330
1,059,989
873,284

854,939
168,229
395,781
51,848
. 66,471
172,610

Ohat.tillgMh Division .
Bha.ndara.
Balaghat
· Raipur
BilBBpur
Drug,

5,592,621
963,225
634,350
1,516,686
1,549,509
928,851

1,019,665
U5,173
138,693
273,260
,287,680
104,859

Berar Province

Amraoti
Akola
Bnldana
Yeotmal·

82,107
166,958
. 304,099
123,621
112,570

3,604,866 •
988,5'24
907,742
820,862
887,738

~

.

-~

273,405 .
63,210_
30,456
19,849
159,890

21·398·74
18·33
60 27
15·01
21 ·9321·7S
38·38·
38·28
9 98
6·27
19· 77"
18·23
11·96·
21·~fl

17·01
18·5620·91
7·86
6 39·
3 36
2·42
18 01

ASSAM PROVINCE.
British Territory

10,204,,733

. SW'ma Valley and Hill Division
Cachar
.
.
. .
.
Sylhet
.
. · •
•
· Khasi & Jaintia Hills {British)
N aga Hills
.
.
.
,
Lushai Rills

I

Assam Valley Division
Goalpara
Kamrup
Darrang
Nowgong .
Sibsagar .
Lakhimpur
Garo Hills.

2,484,996

4;218,875
641,181
3,116,602
11S,665
189:641
152;786

683,546
178,264
. 69,907.
103,567
184,766
147,042

5,919,228
1,014,285
1,264,200
736,791
710,800
1,074,741
894,842
223,569

l, 757,664 237,993
197,926
260,748.
166,525
..... 360; 768
335,230
198,474

-

24·35'
16 20
27·80
2·24
87·28
9hi3. 96·24
29·74
23·46
15·66
35·39·
23·43
33·57
37·46
88·78
·66·49
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'
Pro"~.-ince

or
District.

I

.

'

----------·-·......;....__

'

.
\.

60,118

1,721,006
55,280
29,757
29,555
232,095
'
433,687
59,658
-374,029
940,632

19o72
2 27
2 69
2·68
19o7l
'23°3-8,
4o29
80 77
83°40

~

8,728,544
2,•131,427.
1,029,430
1,101,939
~.182,62.2'

.
I

SIND PROVINCE

58·54

.

0

-

39,974
3,812

6,5~2

0BISSA PBoVINCE

British Territory
Cuttack .
' Balasore
Puri
Sambalpur.
Ganja.m .
Plains
. Agency
·xoraput

Percentage.

'·

Sadiya Frontier Tracts •'
Balipara Frontier Tracts

.

'

1,855,264
1,392,188
463.076
1,127,862

4,535,008
389,380
758,748
713,900
• 511,208
584,178
692,556'
581,004
304,034

British ';rerritory
.Dadu · .
Hyderabad
Xarachi
Larkana
Nawabshah:
Sukkur·
Thar Parkar
Upper Sind Frontier

'

Tribal
Population.

Total
Population.
1

'

· As.mm Valley, Division -contdo

<?

..

0

..

..

'

'
·'

o8l
·31
o10
o12

36,819
154
769
' 884

...

1,326.
51
33,635.._

0

.23..

·01
5o79
ooo

...

r

583,693

.AJMER-Mi!JRWARA
'.

I

-

.A,NDAMANS & NHJOBARS~
And a :mans
Nicobars

.

..

..

'

-\"
33,768.
21,316
12,452
;

-------

~

'

}6R, 726

l5o67

'

'

--------

o,

CoORG

91,472

11,076
OOo
ll,076

.

-

-

32o80
o,.
88o95

...

l:lo 69

19,723
-
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Schedule 13 h Goverament of India (Pr.lvincial Legislative Assemblies)
· Order, 1936
/

BAOXWARD TRIBES
PART .I-MADRAS
1 . .Bagata.
•·
2. Bottadas__,Bodo Bhottada, Muria Bhottada and Sano Bhottada..

3. Bhumias__,Bhuri Bhumia and Bodo Bhumia .
. 4. Bissoy-Barangi _Jodia,, Bennangi Daduva, Frangi, Hollar, Jhoria,
Rollai, Ronde, Paranga, Penga-Jodia, Sod"o Jodia and
Taka.ra.
5. Dhakkada.
6. Domb-Andhiya Dombs, Audiniya Dombs, Chonel Dombs, Christian
Dombs, Mirgani Dombs, ·Oriya Domb.~, Ponak.a ;Dombs,
Telaga and Ummia.
7. Gadabas--Boda Gadaba, Cerlam Gadabi\, -Fr:v1ji - Gadaba, Jadia.
Gadaba, Olaro Gadaba, Pangi Gadaba and Paranga Gadaba.
8. Ghasis__,Boda Gbasis and San Ghasis.
9. Gondi-Moaya Gond and Rajo Gond.
10. Goundus-Bato, Bhirithya, Dudhok~uria, Hato, j atako and J oria.
1L Hosalya Goudus-Bosothoriya Goudus, Chitti Goudus, Dangayath
Goudus, Doddu Kamariy:l, Dudu Kamaro, Ladiya Goudusand Pullosoriay Goudus. '--.

·.

12. Magatha Goudus-Bernia Goydu, Boodo Magatha, Dongayath.
Goudu, Lagya Goudu, Ponna Magatha and Sana Magatha. ~
13. Serithi Goudus.
•
14. Holva.
15. Jadapus:
Hi. J atapus.
17. Kammaras.
-18. Rhattis-=-Xhatti, Kommaro and Lohara.
19. Kodu.
20. Kommar.
21. Ronda Dhoras.
22. Ronda Kapus.
23. Kondareddis.
"·

.;-·

'

~4. Rondhs-Desaya Rondhs,

'

Dongria Kondhs,· Kuttiya
Tikiria Kondhs and l"enitv Kondhs.
·

Rondhs,.

25. Rotia-Bartikar, Bentho Oriya, Dhulia or Dulia, Holva Paiko,.
Putiay, Sanrona and Sidho Paiko.
·1

26 Roya cr Gound with its sub-castes, ~aja or Rasha Royas, Lingadhari
Koyas, Royas (r:--rdinary) and Kottu Royas.
.

(J
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27. Madigas. ,
. 28. -Malas or. ;<1genCJ>~ MaiRs or Va,lrnikies.
29. Malis.-:Wotchia Malis, Pf!ik~ Malis 'and· Pedda Malis.
~30. Maune.
:31. Manna Dhora. .,
82. Mukha, Dhora-Nooka Dhora·. , .~'
:33. Muli or Muliya.
34. M~ria.
:35. Ojulus or Metta Komsalies.
36. Omanaito.
·
3'7. Paigarapu:
·38. Palasi. ..
~·
39. Palli.
40. Pentias.
41. Porjas-Bodo, Borida, D~:~ruva, Didua., J'odia,. llundili, Peqgu Pyrli •
and Sal~ya.
42, Reddi or Dhoras.
. ....
43. Relli or Sachandi.
44. Ronas.
0
·45. }:lavaras-Kapu ·Sa varas, Khutto Sa.v!!_l'as and Maliya Saval'8.8.
/

PART II-BOMBAY •
1. Barda..
Z. Bavachii.
3. Bhil
4. Chodhra.
5,-Dhanka.
8, :Qhodia.
7; Dubia. ·
8. Gamit or Gamta.

9. Gond.
10. Ku.thodi, or Katkari.
Konkana.
. ,.
12. Koli Mahadeb.
- 13. M~vchi.
14. Naikdu. or Nayak.
15: Pardhi, including
Advichinoher.of ·
Phanse. Pardhi.

•

u:

.16. Patella.
17. Pomla•
-18. Powara
· 19. Rathawa.
20. Tadvi Bhill.
21. Thakur. :
22. VaJvai. _
28. Varii. ,
24. Vasava.·

PAR'.I;' III-BIHAR
A person shall be deemed to be a member of a backward tribe if and
(a)

.

onli if~

he·is resident in the P.rovll!ce and belongs to any of. the following
tribe&:·.

1. Asu.r. .
.2 •. Banjara.
' 3~ Bathudi.
4:. Beritka.r.
5, Binghia.
6-:-·Birhor.
7•. Birjf&.
8. Cherq,
9. Chik Baraik.
IO. Gadaba.
11. Ghatwa.r.

12. Gond.
. ')3. "Gorait.
14. Ho.
I5, .Taung.
16. Karilllllli~
I 7 •. J{h~!_ia.._ .
IS. Khar-War.
19. Khetauri.
20. Khond;
21. Kisan!
22. Koti.

;

23. Ko.ra.
• 24. Korwa .• _
. 25. Mu.hii.
26. Mat Pu.haril\.
~27. Munda . . .
- 28. Oraon. ·
t .:-•
.. 29. P~tliira.. .
· 80. Santa.!.,
31. Sa.uria Paharia.

32. Savar;
33. Tharu.
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(b) vhe is- re;ident in any of the following districts or police stations, that is to say
·l;he districts of ·Ranchi, Singhbhum, JJazaribagh and the Santal Parganas and the p:.lice

·atations of Arsha, Balarampur, Jhalda, Jai-pur, Ba.ghmundi, Chandil, Ichagarh, Baraha._
·bhum, Patamada, Banduan and Ma.nbazar in the district of 1\hnbhum and belonglf to u ne
·-of the following tribes :,.-.
~
7._Rajwar.
8. Turi.

4. Bhumij.
5. Gha9i.
6. Pan.

l. Bauri.
2. Bhogta.
3; Bhuiya.

(o) . he is resident in· the Dhanbad sub·civision or any of the .following police
stations in the Manbhum district, that is-to say, Purulia., Hura, ~anoha, Ragunathpai',
:Santuri, Nit;uria, Para, Ch&il, Chandan-Kiari and Kashipur, and belongs to the' Bhurni
wibe.
.
.
/

PART IV-CENTRAL PROVINCES
I. Gone!.
2. K-a.war.
3. M<Joria.
4. Muria.
5. Halba.
6. Pardh!!.n.
7. Oraon. ··.
8. Binjhwar.
9. Andh.
lO. Bharia Bhumia.
II, Koti_._
-12. Bhattra..

13.

25. Kol.
26. Nagasi~
27. Sawarit.
28. Korwa.
29. M'ljhWl>".
30. Kh'l.ria.
31. S'l.unh.
32. Konih.
33. Nihal.
3t. Birhaul (or Biror).
35. Bo1utia.
35. Pando.

Baig~.

a, Kolarn.
1.s.

Bail.
16. Bhuinhar.
17. D~auwa.r.
18. Bhaina.
19. Parj'l.. ,
20. K!!.mar.
21. !3hunjia.
22. Nagarchi.
23. Ojhct.
24. Kork•1 .

•
PART V-ORISSA

'
'
A person ahalJ be deemed to be. a m~mber
of backward
tribe if and only if(a) he is resident-in the Province and belong.;; to_any of the following tribe.;;:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

...

Bagata:
Banjari.
Chenchu.
Gadaba.
Gond.
Jatapu.
Khond (Kond)

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Konda-Dora.
Koya.
Paroja.
Saora (Savar).
Oraon.
Santa!.
Kharia.-

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Munda.
Banjara.
Bingjia.
Ki.;;an:,Koli.
~ora.

(b) he is resident in any of the following areas, that is to say, the Koraput. and Khont!.
mala districts and the Ganjam Agency and belongs to either of the following tribes:-

'

-

/

l. Dom or Dombo.

2. Pan or Pano.

(o) h~ is resident in the Sambalpur district and belongs to any')~ the follGwing
:-

~ribes

l. Bauri.
2. Bhuiya..

-

3. Bhumij._
4. Gha.si.

5. 1'uri.
fi. p,,n or Pano.
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Statu~ory

"I

_[4TH Nov. _1948
\

D

Recommendations
PART I

A. The Provincial Government may at any time by notificatien apply• the provisions of Part II of this Chapter or of any of it_s sections to such areas,
· as may be specified in the noti6cl}tion, being areas i:ihabited by any of the·
·tribes named in Schedule A (and hereinafter referred to 'as "the
tribes')·
'
B. (1) The number of representatives of the tribes ,in the Provincial\_
Legislature shall not be less in proportion to the total number of representa' tives than the population' of the tribes in the province bears to its total popu- ~
lation.
(2) In the Federal Legislature .(House of the People) there shall be such,
number of representatives of the tribes of each Province as may be in accordance· with the total population of the tribes in that Province on the scaleprescribed in Section.
C. Tile 'election of the representatives of the tribes to the Provincia1
Legislature ·shall be by universal adul~ franchise.
PART II
-D. As from· the commencement of this Constitution ,the ·provisions oft
this Part shall apply to the areas specified in Schedule B to.this Chapter (an&
hereinafter referred to as "the Scheduled Areas ").
~ E. (1) The Provincial Government inay, if so advised by the Tribes:
Advisory Council, by notification• direct that any law passed by t]le~Legis-
latute shall not apply to a Scheduled Area or shall apply with such modifications as it may prescribe :
Provided· that the Provincial Government shall, if ·so. advised by the·
Tribes Advisory Council, direct that any law passed by the Provincial Legis-:
~ature in respect of th"e following subjects, that is to say, (i) all social matters•
'including inheritance of property ; (F) occupation of .land (not being forest
reserved under the provisions of the Indian Forest Act or other law applica
able) including tenancy laws, a~lotment of land, reservation of land for any
purpose ; (iii) village management, ipcluding the establishment of village panchayats, shall not apply to a Scheduled Area or shall apply with such modi-' fications as -it _may prescribe with the poncurrence of the said Council.
I (2) The Provincial 'Government may, in consultation with the TribesAdvisory Council, make special regu~ations for a Scheduled Area on any-matternot provided for by a law in force in 'theErea ..
' ·F. Vac~nt 'land in a Scheduled Area which is the property of the Stateshall not be allotted to a non-tribal except in accordance with~rules made by
the Provincial Government in consultation _with the Tribes Advisory Council._
. G. (1) Th~Provincial Government may, and if so advised by the 'Tribes
·Advisory ·council shall, -direct that_ no person shall carry on business in a.
Scheduled Area as a moneylender except ·under and in accordance with the,/
conP,itions of a licence issued by it or by a~ offi?er au-thorised by it in thisbehalf.
-,
· ,
_ 1
(2) Any contravention of an order issued by the Provincial Government.
under ~ub-section (1) of this Se?tion shall be an offence.
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H. The revenue ~nd .expenditure pertaining to a Sched~led Area which
is credited> to or met from the funds of the Provincial Goveriunent shall be
shown separately in the annual financial statem~nt of the Provincial Government.
I.· There shall be paid out of the revenm~s of the Federation such capital and recurring sums as may be necessary to enable the Provincial Government tQ meet the cost of such schemes of development a~ may be undertaken
with the approval of the Federal Government for the purpose of raising the
level of administration of the Scheduled Areas and all round development of
the tribes t~ that of the rest of the province.
·
J. (1) There shall be established-as soon as may be after the comm.encement of this Constitution in th~ Provinces of Madras, Bombay, West Bengal,.
Bihar, C. P. and Berar. and Orissa, a Tribes Advisory Council to perform such
.functions as may be prescribed· in this Constitution and to ~dvise the Pro- vinoial Government fron! time to time on an·matters pertaining to the administration and welfare of the tribes and of the Scheduled Areas.
(2) The Tribes Advisory Council shall consist of not less than ten and
not more than twenty-five members of whom three-fourths shall ~e elected
representatives of the tribes in the ·Provincial Legislature (Lower House).
(3) The Provincial Government may make rules prescribing or regulating ·
as the case may be •:(a) the number of members of the Council, the mode of appointment
of the inem hers and of the Chairman of other ~ffice- bearers ;
(b) the conduct of meetings and procedn:e ~ general ;
(c) relations with officials and local bodies ;
· (d) all other incidental matters.
K. (l) The Federal Government may, at any time;· and shall after the
expiry· of ten years from the· commencement of this Constitution, institute
a Commission to report on the administration-of the tribes and the Scheduled
Areas in generaL
(2) The Federal Government may at any time require the Provincial
Government to draw up and execute such schemes as it considers essential.
for the welfare of the tribes.
L. In the Provinces of Bihar, the Central Provinces and· Berar and Orissa
there shall be a separate 1\finister for Tribal Welfare : •
Provideu that the :Minister may hold charge simultaneously of welfare
work pertaining to Scheduled Castes or other backward classes or any other
work.
· ,
M. Notwithstanding anything in the Criminal Procedure Code 1898, or
the Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), the Provincial Government may
make special regulations for a Scheduled Area for the trial of offences other
than those punishable with imprisonment for five years or more or with death
or ~ransportati9n for life and of disputes other than those arising out of special
laws respectively and may empower headmen or panchayats to try such
cases.
·

-

'

.
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APPEN"DIX. D
Schedule A.
PART I-MADRAS

"

L Baga ta.
•
2. Bottadc>s-Bodo Bhottada, l\:Iuria Bhottada and Sa:10 Bhottada.
:3. Bhumias-Bhuri Bhllmia and Bodo Bhumia.
4o. Bissoy-Bharangi Jodia, Bcnnangi Daduva, Frangi, Hollar, Jhoria,
Kolbi, Konde, Pctranga, Penga Jodia~ Sodo Jodia a~d Takora..
5. Dhakkada.
-6. Domb_-Andhiya Dn;nhs, Audiniya ~Dombs, Chonel Dombs, Christian
Dombs, M"itgaiLi Dombs, Oriya Dombs, Ponaka Dombs; Telag
and Ummia.
·
7. Gadabas-Boda Gadaba, Cerlam Gadaba, Fanji Gadaba, Jodia Gadaba,
Olaro Gadab<i., Pangi Gadaba and Paranga Gadaba.
8. Ghasis-Boda Ghasis and San Ghasis.
· 9. Gondi-Modya Gond and Rajo Gond.
l ~- Gonndus-Bato, Bhirithya, Dudhokouria, Hato, Jatako and Joria ..
.
l l. Kosalya Goudus-Bosothoriya Goudus, Chitti Goudus, Dangayath Goudus.
Doddu Kamariya, Dudu Kamaro, Ladiya Goudus and Pullosoriay
Goudus.
'
·
'U. Magatha Goudus-Bernia qoudti, Boodo J\bgatha, Dongayath Goudu
Ladya Goudu, Ponna Mag;;;.tha and Sana Magatha.
Serithi Gouc;lns.
14. Holva.
Iii. Jadapus.
l6. Jat.aus.
17. Kammaras.
..
1.8. Khattis-I(hatt,i, Kommaro and Lohara.
l(). Kodu.
20. Kommar.
2L Konda :!ihoru,'.
- 22. Konda Ka;,ns.
•
23. J\:.ondaredr) is.,
2±. Kon.dhs-Desaya Kondhs; Dongria Kondhs, Kuttiya Kondh.\ Tikiria
Kondhs and Yenity ~ondhs.
'
25. Kotia--,-Bartikar, Bentho Odya, Dhulia or Dulia, Holva~Paiko, Putr:iay.
Sanrona and Sidho Paiko.
' :26,· Koya or Gound with its sub~sects, Raja of Rasha Koyas, Lingadhari.
Koyas, Koyas (ordinary) and Kottu Koyas.
a
'!.7. l\fadiga<>. · .
23. }ialas or Agency Malas OT Valmikies.
~). ~Ialis-Worehia Malis, Paiko l\falis i!.'Hl Pe::Lb. 1f'tlis.
'

u:

.
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:30. Maune.
:31. Manna Dhora.
:32. 1\fukha Dhora~Nooka Dhom..
~33. Muli or :M:uliya.
·34. Muria.
35. Ojulus or ~'[etta Komsalies.
• :36~ Omanaito.
'
'.37. Paigarapu.
:38. Palasi. ••
/ -39. Pali.
-40. Pentias.
41. Porjas-Bodo, Bonda, Daruva, Didua, Jodia, Mundili, Pengu Pydiand
Saliya.
42. Reddi or Dhoras.
,43. Relli or Sachandi.

-44. Rona,s.
45. Savaras-Kapu Savaras, Khutto Sa varas and.Maliya Sa varas.
·46. The inhabitants of the Laccadive, 1\finicoy a11d Amindivi Islands.

PART II-B0:.\1BAY
tl. Bard a.
:2. Bavacha.
.<J. Bhil.

Chodhra.
Dhanka.
'{). Dhodia.
-7. Dublia.
t3. Gamit or Gamta.
-4.
:·5.

Gond.
Kathodi or Katkari.
Konkna.
Koli Mahadeb.
Mavchi.
Naikda or Nayak.
15. Pardhi, including
Advichincher or
Phanse Pardhi.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

.

16.
17.
18 .
}9.
20.
21.
22.
23.:"
24.

Patelia.
Pomla.
Powara.
Rathawa.
Tadvi Bhill.
Thakur.
Valvai.
Varli.
va.~ava.

PART III-BIHAR
·{n) A resident of the province belonging to any of the folio wing tribes :::l. Asur.
2., Bajra.
3. Bathudi.
~4. Bentkar.
-5. Binjhia..
6. Birhor.
·7 .• Birjia.
8. Chero.
9. LJhik Baraik.
uo. Gaiaba,
fll. Ghatwar.

12. Gond.
13. Gorait.
14. Ho.
15. Juang.
16. Karmali .. ·
17. Kharia.
18. Kharwar.
19. _Khetauri.
20. Khond.
21. Kisan.
22. Koli.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27,
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Kora.
Korwa.
Mahli.
Mal Paharia.
Munda.
Oraon.
Parhiya. '
Santal.
S~Paharia.

Savar.
Tha.ru,

ISO
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(b) a resident in any of the following districts or police stations, that·
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is" to say, the districts ,of Ranchi, Singhbhum, Hazaribagh and the Santall
Parganas, and the .police stations of Arsha, Balarampur, Jhalda, Jaipur,
Baghmundi, Chandil, Ichagarh, Barahabhum, Pa.tamda Banduan and Man-_
hazar in the district of Manbhum, belonging to any of the follQ.wing tribes : .
,- .
I. Bauri.
2. Bha.gta..
3. Bhuiya.

4. Bhumij.
5. Ghasi.
6. Pan:

7. Rajwar.
S. Turi.

(c) a resident in the Dhanbad Sub-Division or any ofthe following police·
stations in-the Manbhum District, that is to say, Purulia, Hura, Pancha,.
Raghunathpur, Santuri, Nituria,''Para, Chas, Cha~dan-Kiari and }$:hasipur,.
belonging to the Bhumij tribe.

PART IV-CENTRAL PROVINCES

.

I. Gond.
2. Kawar.
3. Maria,
4. Muria.
5. Halba.
6. Pardhan.
7. 10raon.
8. Bimjhw_!'r.
9. Andh.
10. Bharia·Bhumia.
lt~ti.
12. Bhattra.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
,23.
24.

u.

Baiga.
Kolan.
Bhil.
Bhuinhar.
Dhanwar.
Bhaina.
Parja.
Kamar.
Bhtiiljia.
Nagarchi.
Ojha.
Korku.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

,ao.
31.
32.
33.
34;
35.
36.

• I

Kol,
Nagasia..
Sa.wara.
Korwa.
Majhwar.
Kharia.
Saunta.
Kondh,
Nihal.
Birhaul (or Birhor:)~
Rautia.
Pando.

PART V-ORISSA
(a) A resident of the province belonging to any of the following tribes:-

...\

,,

1.
2.
3.
4•
5.
6.
7.

"1'

.

~

•

(b

~....
·~·...
Bag~~;
·
'

Banjari:
Ohenchu.
:Gadaba.
Gond.
Jatapu.
Khand (~ond).

,_

'8.· Konda·Dora.
9. Koya..
10. Pa.roja,
11. Saora. (Sa.va.r).
12. Oraon.
13. Santal.
14. Kha.ria.

.--

15. Munda.
16. Banjara,
17. Binjhia.
18. Kisan.
19. Koli.
"20. Kora.

fa 'resident of any of th~ following areas, that is to say, the

Koraput.

~nd Khondmals Districts and the Ganjam Agency .belonging to either~of th&

.

fOllowing tribes :- .. _

.

-

'
2,

. - ·1 •..Dom or Dombo,

Pan or Pano.

'

(o).a !esident o~the Sambalpur District belonging to an;y ofthe following;
tribes :..:..
·
.
·
1. Bauri.
2. Bhuiya.

.

''

.

3.
4.

Bhumij,

oha6i.. -.
*

6.

..

ll'ari. ·~
6.
Pan 01t Pa.w~.
t..
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PART VI-BENGAL
!.
~

Botia.

7. Mro.

Ohakma.

8.

Oraon.

9.

Santal.

3. Kuki.

-4. Lepc!'-a·
~. Munda.

10. Tippers.

lJ.

Any other· tribe noWied by the Provincial

-6. Magb.

Govt.

PART VII-UNITED PROVINCES
l,

Bhuiriya..

6. Kol.

2. Baiswar.

7. Ojha•

:3.

.
Baiga.

8. Any

4. Gond.

o~her

tribe notified by the Provincial

Govt.

-5. Kharwar.

Schedule B
MADRAS

The Laccadive Islands (including Minicoy) and the Amindivi Islands"
The~ East Godavari Agency and so much of the Vizagapatam 'Agenoy
is- not transferred to Orissa under the provisions of the Governmen~ of
i[ndia (Constitution of Orissa) Order, 1936.

~

BENGAL

The Chittagong

~Hill

.

Tracts.
BOMBAY

In the West Khandesh District:-The Navapur Petha, _the Akrani
and the villages belonging to t~e following Mehwassi Chiefs: (1~
-:the Parvi of Kathi, (2) the 'Parvi of Nal, (3) the Parvi of Singpur, (4) the·
Walwi of Gaohali, (5) the Wassawa of Chikhli and (6) the Parvi of!Navalpur.
-

~ahal

In the East Khandesh District:-The Satpura Hills Reserved

]'ores~

~eas.

In the Nasik District:-..rrhe Kalvan Taluk and Peint Peth.
In the Thana

District:--,The

~okhala and Umbergaon Pethas.

Dahanu and
•

Shahpur Talukas and

BIHAR

The Ranchi and Singhbhum districts and the Latehar Sub-division; o•

..the Palamau district of the Chota Nagpur Division.
·
~ . The Santa.l Paraganas Distnc~; excl~dktg the Godda and Deogarh
· .sub-divisions.:

\

'
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In the Chanda District, the Al;liri Zamindari in the Sironcha Tahsil and:,
the Dhanora, Dudmala, Gewardha, Jharapapra, Khutgaon, Kotgal, Muram-gaon, Palasgarh, Rangi, Sirsundi, Sonsari, Chandala, Gilgaon, Pai-Muranda,
and Potegaon Zamindaris in the Garchiroli Tahsil.
.

\

The Harrai, Gorakghat, Gorpani, <Batkagarh, Bardagarh, Partab~
garh (Pagara), Almod and Sonpur Jagirs of the Chhindwara :Qistrict, andl
~he portion of the Pachmarhi J agir in the Chhindwara District.
,
The Mandla District .
. The Pendra, Kenda, Matin, Lap,ha, Uprora, Ohhuri and Korba Zamin-4aris of the Bilaspur District.
The Aundhi, Koracha, Panabaras and Ambagarh Chauki Zamindaris;
bf the Drug District.
B~ihar

The

Tahsil of the Balaghat District.

The Melghat Taluk of the Amraoti District.
The Bhainsdehi Tahsil of the Betul' District.

·ORISSA
The Ganjam Agency Tracts including Khondmals.
The Koraput District.

·r

..
MINUTE -OF DISSENT

Scheduled Areas
I regret 1 must submit a minute of dissent in regard to the '·'Scheduled'
a.reas" for the Chhota Nagpur Plateau. I cannot agree to the elimination·
of the Districts of Manbhum, Hazaribagh and Palamau which, elen accordfng
to the unreliable 1941 Census, contain 678,126, 478,253 and 323,106 Adibasisrespect.ively, that is, a total of 1,479,485 Adibasis for the three Districts. I
c&.nnot see how I can agree to the demolition of the economic, geographical and
ethnic unity and entity of the Chhota Nagpur Division. Jt is not right-that~e should give an ex 'Parte verdict and change the 8fatu.s guo of these t.hreeDistricts:

1

frhe

4
19th August•19 7.
.

_,

JAIPAL SINGH.

,
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APPENDIX D
INTERIM REPORT OF THE EXCLUDED AND PARTIALLY EXCLUDED
AREAS (OTHER THAN ASSAM) SUB-COMMITTEE

Summary of Recoinmendations
I. Tribes who live in the non-excluded areas are part of the problem
and the tribes as a whole should be treated as a minority. Tribals should
have reserved seats in a joint electorate based on adult franchise in proportion to their population. One representative each is recommended for tl:e
Laccadive, Amindivi and Minicoy islands respectively in the Madras Legi~la
ture and one for the Lahaul and Spiti Waziris in the East Punjab Legislature
[Para. *9 and Sections,A and B (I) of Appendix C]
2. It will be necessary to provide for the exclusion of Uflsuitable legislation in such matters as land, village managemm1t and social customs in
certain areas inhabited predominantly or to an appreciable extent by tribals.
These areas will be known as Scheduled Areas (Para. *10).
3. Legislation in such matters as land and social customs should not·be
applied to Scheduled Areas if the Tribes Advisory Couneil advises' to the·
contrary (Paras.* 11 and 12 and Section E of Appendix C).
'
4. Simplified procedure should be continued for the Jbposal of petty
/criminal and civil ca.ses (Para.
. *13 and
., Section M).
.. 5. Seats should be reserved in the Federal Legislature on the basis of the·
tribal population of the province. A Tribal Advisory Council should be set.
up with a minimum often and a maximum of 25 members in Madras, Bombay~
Bengal, Bihar, C. P. and Orissa (Para. *15 and Section J of Appendix C).
6. There should be provision for ·the Federal Government to institute
a special commission to enquire into the progress of pla-tus 0f development.
and also into the conditions of the Scheduled Areas and tdhals iri general·
[Para. *16 and Section K (1) of Appendix C).
'
~
7. It will·be necessary for the Central Government to C::J'lle to the assistance of Provincial Governments for the ext~cution of schemes of development
by providing the necessary funds. The Central Government should also be in
a position to require the Provincial Governments to draw up schemes·for the·
Scheduled Areas (Para. *17 and Sections I and K (2) of Appendix C).
8. The revenues derived from and the expenses incurred )ll the Schedule
Areas from the provincial budget should be s}10wn separately in the anm1ar
financial statrment of the province (Para. *18 and Section H of Appendix C).
!:1. It should be the Governor's res:~=onsibility to se:e that schemes of
development are drawn up and implemented. (Pam. * 19).
10. There should be a separate Miqi.st.~r for Tribg, I' Welfare in C. P.
Orissa and Bihar, and provision for this shoul::l be <!)nt.a,ined in the statute.
(Pa.ra. *20 and Section llof Appendix C).
11. There should be a due proportion of aboriginals recruited inta the
various Government Serv.ices. A separate service is not recommended but.
non-tribal officials posted to the Scheduled Areas should be selected with care.
(Para. *21).
12. Tribal panchayats should be encouraged wherever possible (Para.*
22).
13. Shifting cultivation should be discouraged (Para, *23).
14. Temperance propaganda should be carried on as part of tribal welfare
work (Para *24).
*References to pa.ra.s., sections and appendices are to paras., sections and appendicein the orginal reports.
·
\
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.
15. The alienation of land belonging to tribals to non-tribals should be
prohibited. .Allotment of new land in Scheduled Areas should not be made
to non-aboriginals except in exceptional cases' (Para. *25 and Section F
of Appendix C).
·16. There should be provision for control of money-lenders bJ- a system
of licensing (Para. *26 and Section G of Appendix C). . '
.
Sambalpur, Angul and Darjeelin_g and certain areas in Bombay need
not be tr.eated as Scheduled Areas. In Bihar the three districts o:( Ranchi,
~inghbhum, and Santa! Parganas only where the tribes are in a majonty are
Included in the Schedule provisionally. The U. P. and Punjab areas are not
B.ncluded (P.:.,ra. *27 an?- Schedule B of Appendix C).-

....

.
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•AJ?PENDIX D
FINAL REPORT
THE CHAIRMAN,·

-'
ADVISllRY COMMITTEE ON MINORITIES, ETO.

-DEAR tliR,

f.'his is our final report written after our visit to Bihar, and the United
Provinces. It relates to· the partially excluded areas of .these· . provinces
and the excluded areas of the Punjab in respect of all of which the recommendations contained in our interim report were provisional.
Certain
general recommendations have also been ,added.- ,
2. _With reference to Bihar .,we confirm the constitutional. proposals
already made by us in toto.
BIHAR

..

/ · \V e consider it necessary ·in addition to refe:r- to certain matters connected with the administration o~ this, the largest compact block of territ<lry qomprising any excluded area in Illdia, which came to our· notice
during our tour. To begin with, the Christian section of- the tribals,
though small in number (see statement appended), is educationally a.nd
economi~ally Jar in advance of the non-Christian tribals.
The demand
for education among the non-Christians is said to be negligible and :this
presumably is the result of their economic backwardness which makes it
necessary that children should assist their parents in earning their livelihood. - There are however allegations that the _ Christian. teachers and
educational officials encourage.__only Christian children, and as a good
number of the .schools are run by Christian Missions, the non-Christians
lack facilities for education. The Christians again appear to be mucli
better organised and vocal and they are found to take prominent part in
focal and political organisations. The other _striking feature o£- this
area is -the feeling common among educated tribals and shared by nontriba-Is in considerable measure that Chhota N!!gpur has little share in the
administratio11 commensura~e with its area, population and· industrial
importance and is _being neglected by the Government which is made up
of elenients interested mosi;Jy in ~the rest of Bihar.
Certain non-abortginal
witnesses have expressed their vie~s of the neglect of Chota Nagpur in
no uncertain terms and suggested that the ameliorative measures claiiried
by the Government are purely def~ensive action prompted by the separation
_ *References to paras., sections and appendices a.re to paras., sections
and appendiet:& in the original reporU!.
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:movement.
Even when the Government. is supposed~ to be resident at
.Ranchi, it is given as concrete proof of thbir lack of interest tha~ they arc
llllostly absent on tour in areas other than Chhota Nagpur in which they
a-re interested.
Dr. Sinha bas also stated that the present Government
has yet to do something "to capture the imagination of the people" and
:that under the present practice "the Honourable Ministers stay for a very
.short period_ at Rancbi~at tb~ir own will and conv.enience~and do not!
•.usually visit so much the aboriginal areas as they do those of the other
.three divisions of Bihar".
We have referred to these statements not,
-because we are· in agreement with them or with a view to adjudicating on· •
<j;hem but purely as indicative of the local atmosphere. Dr Smha baa
.referred to the absence of tlle aboriginal element in the Ministry and bas
'recommended reconstitution.
·
The extreme expression of the discontent. prevalent in Chbota Nagpur is
the separatist movement which demands the· formation of a new province
This movement is
of Jbarkband QJlt of the partially excluded area.
10ponsored at present by the Adibasi Mabasablia containing a very large
·advanced or Christian element but in Singhbhum and in the Santal Par~anas also, a good proportion of non-Christians_ seem to have been affected
•hy it. To borrow Dr. Sinha's words it is "capturing the imagination"
m the tribals. Unmistakably also the movement is gaining sympathy
ltmong the non-aboriginals; and even if it be partly due to mere local
-ambition, the virtual exclusion of tribal elements from- the ·Cabinet has
uLJdoubtedly contributed r.u.uch to it.
We have already· held in our
interim report that the question of the_ formation of a separate province
is not for us to tackle but v'.;e would invite the .attention ·of the Provincial
and Central Governments to the separation movement, which seems to be
gaining strength, as a symptom of the disco~tent which is simmering in
:varying intensity among all sections of the Chota Nagpur population. Ail
the same time we have noticed that the Cabinet of the Bihar Government
-and such an eminent public man- as Dr. S.- Sinha oppose the separation
movement on the grounds very well -shown in 'the brochure of Dr. Sinha.
lvVe have also received a number· of telegrams from these areas saying tha~
they thoroughly disapprove of the separatis't moyement.
We are inclined to. the view. which seems to be shared by Dr. Sinha
also, that there should be adequate association of the people of the partially
excluded areas, particularly the tribals, ·in the different bral!ches of the
administration including the Cabinet and that there can be neither satisfa_ction nor n,dequate progress until this is done. In short', the problem
.of administra.tion in this tract must be, dealt with not only by economio
and edw::ational improvements but also by ~·emedies which recognise its
' political and psychological aspects; arid .we would lay . the maximum
emphasis on the urgency of action in both these directions.
#

UNITED PROVINCES
3. As regards the par:t;ially excluded areas of the United :Provinces
wiz., the Jauns~r-Bawar Pargana in the· Dehra Dun District· and
:the area comprising the Dudhi Tahsil and part of the Robertsganj Tahsil
·of the Mirzapu: District, w.e find that both of these compa:ratively small
t~,reas are suffermg from senous neglect. Although a committee was set
up as early~ as 19W to enquire into the administration of the J aunsarBawar Pargana and a report was submitted by it in 1941, it is a matter
'for regret that no ac'tion has yet been possible although the report waa
ultimately made only by the official members of the Committee.
We
~nderstand that another committee has been appointed recently this year
$';0 ¥o ip.to the matter by the Provincial_~Government and h<?pe that speedy
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action •will be· taken on its report. 1'he main matters which require·
attention in this a.rea are as follows:~
(1) the fixation and collection- of ·land revenue and distnibution of
"rights timber...:' through the agency of the Sayanas as welt
as the position of the Sayana in the village panchayat which
give~ rise to a great deai of oppression. ·
(2) survey resettlement of the area and removal of restrictioris on,
the possession of land and reclamation of waste-land by Koltas
(local depressed ·castes of Hindus).
(3) the elimination of social · evils like ·polyandry and venereak
dis~ase.

' In the parti'ally excluded area of the Mirzapur District which is in-habited by a majority of tribal:o we find that tJte administration is of apretty primitive character. The figures given in the U. P. Government's
factual memorandum for the Dudhi Government Estate which are shown
below indicate that the revenue from it is not utilised to the extent of
even t}Vo-fifths of the administratio~ of the area:-

Income

'

Expenditure

1944-45

1,64,430

83,421

1945-46

2,96,002

88,002

1946-47

·/ 2,34,797

,.

ToTAL

-;95,229
\
1
.

' 89,854-

~~-2,6~~~i.e.
3'1· 6>
per cent, ·
I

· of
thsincome.

- ~e would draw particular attention to the statement of witnesses that a,
very large percentage of the population of this area is· suffering from,
venereal disease. In the Dudhi Estate the U. P. Government have themselves noted that there is a passage of land from the lianas of tlie aborigirials to the non-aboriginals. It would appear that the rules of the Dudhi
Estate are ineffective in preventi~ this since land can be surr~ndered tothe .Supurdar who re-allots the same to another person, most probably a
non-aboriginal. Such a transfer unfortunately does not· require theapproval of the S.D.O. or the Collector. It does not appear that suitablesteps ha-~e been taken to put a stop to this.. Among other complaints arethe working of the .monopoly ~hen to ti'Iessrs. Gladstone Wyllie and Co.,
Ltd., for the collection and sale of lac which is terminable in the year 195~.
The working of this monopoly under which only about one-seventh, or if·
we allqw for overhead and working charges, not more than one-fourth, of
the price realised by the company for th~? sale of the lac is obtained by .the
aboriginal cultivator tends to keep the aboriginal in a miserable condition.
It does not appear to us that the Government ha:ve any comprehensive or·
fully considered prog~amme for this~ area,as yet.
The population of this tract is very small (! per cent.) in comparison·
with the tota-l population of the ·United Provinces. We would ndt on that
account recommend for its future administration the proposals which we
have recorillnended for some of the backward tracts of ~ther provinces, but;
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we are equally definite that special provisions for it3 de~elopment a1:e
essential, as without them it is certain that due attention will not. be paid.
to its needs. Similarly although the ini1abitan~s of th8 J aunsar-Bawar··
Area, as pointed out in our interim report, 9re not tribal~ by race and :vedo not recommend inclm•ion in the schedule of our Intenm Report spectal.
provisions are nMessary for this area Rlso. \Ve recommend therefore constitutional provisions for both of these tracts as follows:-a;1 advisory committee consisting of tri_bes or~
· backward people to the extent of not less than two-th1rds of
its membership to advise the Government on the development·
of the area.
· ·
the estimated revenue and expenditure (including developme:1t ·
schemes) pertaining to the area should be shown separately mr
the provincial budget;
although general administration of' the type in f~rce in other·
' districts may be applied to the trl'!:ct, the trial of petty-"ci_vil ·
c and criminal cases should be permissible under special regu- ·
lations;
there should be provision in the Constitution prohibiting the·
transfer o£ land £rom aboriginals to· non-aboriginals except.
with the sanction of an authorised officer;
the "powers of Supurdars i(Jthe Dudhi area of Mirzapur Distri~t:
to allot waste lands and accept surrender of land should be·
withdrawn and in Jaunsar-Bawar the system o£ Sayanas'
• should be abolished and the Sa.yanas replaced by Government en1ployees;
·
the U. P. Government should report to the Central Government:
annually or as may be required by the Central Government
regarding the administration of this area and abide by' its .
directive; 1
there_ shall be one seat reserved in the :Provincial Assembly for
a tribal from the area of the Mirzapur District which is now
•
partially excluded.

(1) there should be

(2)
(3)
Q

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

EAS'l' PUNJAB
4. The disturbed conditions in the Easti Punjab have prevented the·
of witnesses £rom Spiti and Lahoul before us and it is equally
not poseible for us to visit the area. It is unlikely that settled conditions
appea~ance

will prevail in the Punjab before the passes are blocked and we do not
propose. therefore to postpone our recommendations which will now be.
based on the £actual memorandum sent by· the Provincial Government.
We consider that
follows:-

constitutional

provisions should

be

made

as'

. (a) An A?visory Committee of which at least 2(3 shail be local
residents shall be set up to advise the Provincial Government regarding the administration of Lahoul and Spiti.
(b) The Provit}cial Government may declare any law passed by the
Eederal or Provincial J.1~gislature as not applicable to the.-.
, tracts or applicable wit~ specified modifications.

(c) The Provincial Government may make special regulations for·
the adp.1inistra.tion of criminal and civil law and the protec
tion or rights o£ local Tibetan .inhabitants in land.
'
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(d) The }>rovinc:ial Gove~ent S>haU report tQ. the Central Government annually or as may be required . by the CentrB;l G:overnment regarding the administration of this area and abide
by its ·directive .
...._ (e) We confirm the 'recommendation made in paragraph 9 o£ the
Interim. Report that there should be a representative_ for
Lahoul and Spiti in the ~rovincial Legislature.
: 5. A Central. Department.-After surveying the position in' all the pro-vmces, we have been ·forced to the conclusion that unless there is a separate
1lepa$nent of the ~ederal Government prescribed by Stat~lje to llUpervis~
-and which the development of the scheduled .a,reas and the tribals in the
different provinces and to furnish such advice and guidance as may be
'needed,· the pace of progress of the tribes will not be sufl'rciently swift.
. The Central Government have already recognised the need for a Directorate
-. -of Anthropological Survey and we recomYneru!that provision for a-central
-Department of Tribal Welfare should be made in the Constitution.
-·
6. Recruitment, to Ar~ed Forces.-We are also of the view that·s~cial
. -attent]on should be paid to the recruitment of the tribes to the . armed
~:forces of India. The tribes· people can in our opinion furnish valuable
~ -inaterial for this purpose -as· experience in the last war goes to show.

7. Village and Tribal Headmen,-!During the course- of our enquiry
:many complaint~ of oppression and ~handling of the tribes people by the
" hereditary. chiefs or. heads of villages like the Mustadars Bissdis and Paros
-and Muthadars of South Orissa, the 'Parganait~ and· Pradhans of th&
:Santal Parganas and the Mankis and Mundasol Singhbhu~ have reached
us. We are of the view that a genera1 review of the powers a-nd functions
•of such village or tribal heads should be undertaken by Provincial Governments with a view to removing the grievances _of the tribal villagers, the
:abolition of powers which are' exercised in an oppressive manner and the
.general reform of these ancient systems.
·
8:- Non-official welfare organisa:Uons.-We recommend that the Provin'cial Governments should utilise i!he services of appr_oved non-official organi:sations which are at present doing welfare work· in the provinces for th&
tribals or which may hereafter come into -existence by giving them grants·
;in-aid with a view to supplementing the volume of development work.
9. Officials to learn tribal languages.-We have. found that officials
posted to aboriginal areas rarely know the local language. This obviously
,does not COI;ldUCe to satisfactory administration and we are of the view the.j
:Lt should be made compulsory for officials posted to the aborigin~tl areas to .
obtain a. working knowledge of the language within ·a. reasonable periQd.
Proficiency in these languages or dialects should be encouraged by th~
,grant of ·suitable awards.
~ours

truly,

A. Y. THAKKAR,
Exclu.~ed &

Chairman,
Partially E~cluded Areas••

(other than Assam) Sub:Oommittee.

:YembersR.AJ KRUSHNA BOSE.

PHUL BRAN SHAH
.JAIPAL SINGH.

f

-
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The percentage of Tribal population on to the total population in 6
the Tribal.
population.
Districts of Bihar and of the Christian population to that of

-

-

Total
population.

Name of District;.

Tribal ·
population.

Percentage.

i

Christian
Tribal
population.

Percent.
age.

..

.

1. Santhal Parganas

2.

Hazaribagh

22,34,500

11,29,885

50•5

17,51,300

4,78,253

27•8

-

2,593

5!.

70·0

2,85,200

4•31'·

11,73,142

2•05

23,205

.

16,75,400

.

9,1 ~,700

3,23,106

35•4

10,786

5. Manbhum

20,32,100

6,78,126

33•3

1,354

0•19

6. Singhbhum

11,44,700

6,68,597

58•4

"17,775

2•65

3,40,913

7·66

3. Ranchi
4. Pa.lamau

.

'

~

-

-·
TOTAL

.

97,50,700

-

3·34

.
44,51,109

45•65

I

:MINU'l'E OF DISSENT
. I submitted a dissenting minute against the provisional report which·
had included recommendations for those tribal areas also which had then .
not been visited. After the visit of the Sub-Committee to these areas, 1·
am more than eonfirmed in iny opinion that all the six districts of theChhota Nagpur Plateau, namely, Maoohum, Singhbhum, Palamau,
Hazaribagh, Ranchi and the Santhal Parga.nas, should remain "Scheduled
Areas". All the witnesses were emphatic that the Chhota Nagpur Division ..
as a whole·should be scheduled. and no district or territory should be
excluded from the scheduled status.
Even Dr. Sachchidananda
Sinha, whose Memorandum has received such attention from theother members of the Sub-Committee, has
admitted
that foradministrative
reasons
all -: the · six
districts
should
be·
scheduled. I have -other reasons also for the same insistence but the most
vital one is the_ necessity_ of protecting 1,479,485 Adibasis 6£ the districts.
of Manbhum, Hazaribagh and Palamau with the veto of .. the Tribes
Advisory Council. This 1941 Census figure is .large enough to justify the
e.laim that 15 lal?:hs of Adibasis should not be ~xposed to the dangerP. r:-f ·
General Administration.

Partially Excluded Areas in Mil'Zaplll' District.-The tribal tract in
Mirzapur district should be transferred tO the Scheduled -Area of the Chhota.•
Nagpur Plateau. Administ"raiively as well as geographically, the Bihar
Government would be in a bett.."r position to manage this far-off corner of..'
the United Provinces.
Chitt~ong Hill Tracts.-7'he Indisn Government must claim back the
Chittiagong Hill Tracts. · The Radcliffe Award must be altered in regard to.
them.
·

JAIPAL SINGH•.
tlepl. 25.1h, )947.
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y Chairman on Minute of D~ssent by Shr:i Ja.ipal Singh

l do n~t think, that. any witnesses whom the Oom1llittee examined
·w~re explamed our proposal that was under contemplation by the Com-

'.~~·uttee a~ou~, ''Scheduling_'' of ~ertain ~reas i?
some
provinces.
. Schedulmg has .a certam speCial meanmg which was not explained
·to nor known by w1tnesses at ali, not even to Dr. Sachchidananda Sinha.!l
'l'herefore they could not distinguish between ''Schedule and non·
·schedule" areas in which Tribes reside. Therefore the statement that,
·all the witnesses were emphatic that the Chhota Nagpur D~visio~ ns a
·whole should be scheduled and that no District or territory should be
··excluded from the "Scheduled States" is incorrect, at any rate, very
, :highly exaggerated.
\

The Tribal people in Manbhum District form only 33·3 per cent. of
; the total. population. In ·H.azaribagh 27·8 is the similar percentage. The
' Latehar Sub-Division of the Palamau District has been recommended by
the Sub-Committee as "Schedule". But in the Sadar Sub-Division the
;:percentage is only 26·0. · Moreover there are very small compact areas in
the two di<>tricts mentioned above a:nd in /the Sadar Sub-Division of
J?alamau District which have a Tribal population of more than 40 per. cent
...of the total population, the tribal people have assimilated themselvE-s w·ith
·the rest of the population so as to be indistinguishable iti those arras. It
i,; not... therefore necessary to "schedule" the districts of Manbhurn and
:Hazaribagh and -the Sadar Sub-Division of Palamau District for the small
percentage of the Tribal. people who are dispersed among the rest of the .
!population, and thus to brand these 2t districts as backward.
.
As ha,s already been shown in th·e ~body of the report the area of Dudhi
"Tahsil and parts of Robertsganj are too small to be made a Scheduled ..Area. It is a very fantastic proposal to detach this a.r~a from the United
''Provinces and to tag it on to Bihar Province. It requires no a'rgument
to say that this proposal can foJ;m no part of this Committee's proposal.
1

I

.

Chittagong Hill Tracts is a purely 97 pe; cent Buddhistic or non~Muslim "'area and this Committee would have been too glad, had it formed
-s part of West Bengal but as the Boundary Commission gave its decision
.-to the con-trary and it was accepted by both the Dominions of India and
Pakistan. Tl1~ Committee has been very' sorry to know this decision but
-the award of the Boundary Commission is unalterable.
A .• V. THAKKAU,.
Delhi, 25th Sept. 1947.
Ohairm,an.

MINUTE' OF DISS:ENT
The Sub-,Committee submitted a provisional report prior to visiting
Bihar .. While submitting that repo1~t I raised a question to the efl'eeil
·that all districts of Chhota Nagpur Division and Santhal Pargana should bs
'included as Scheduled Areas. During Bihar tour evidence adduced before
·the Sub-Committee· strongly confirmed my contention that the aforesaid
areas deserve to be included as Scheduled
Areas. The evidence includ1
. ing tha:t of Dr. Sachchidananda Sinha ~trongl,y sul?port this contention.
-Inclusion of the aforesaid tracts as scheduled Areas IS strongly warranted:
.}

'The
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APPENDIX D

..Joint Report of the Excluded and Partially Excluded Areas (other than
Assam) Sub-Committee and. the North East J!'l'ontier (Assam) Tribal
and Excluded Areas Sub-Committee of the Advisory Committee
In accordance with the ruling of the Chairman, AdviJ?ory Committee,
•we have held a joint meeting of our two sub-committees. Separate reports
.have already been submitted by us- which in the case of the Assam SubCommittee contains final recommendations, and in the- case of the other
:Sub-Com-!_nittee is final for the Provinces of Madras, Bombay, Bengal, the
-·Central Provinces an!l Orissa, and is provisional for Bihar, the United
. Provinces and the Punjab which have yet to be visited or in respect of
which witnesses are yet to be examined. The report of the latter Sub·Coinmittee contains however the framework of .the proposals likely to be
.adopted finally. Although that report is not final for all Provinces, this
joint report is being submitted so that the recommendations could be taken
into consideration by the Advisory Committee, if this is necessary, before
·the final report is available towards the end of September. We would
:further point out that the ·position of the excluded and partially ·excluded·
.f.reas has undergone a change with the coming into operation of the Indian
Independence Act and the adapted Constitution of 1935. Under the
~Indian Independence Act so much of the provisions of the Government of
lndia Act, 1935 as requires a Governor to act .in his discretiOn or exercise
ihis individual judgment ceases to have effect from the 15th of August.
'The partially excluded areas are represented in the legislatures, however
inadequately, but in the case of the excluded areas the change implies thai
.they are brought under the jurisdiction of the ~inistry without representation in the legislature. Taking into account the past history o:f these
tracts, the needs and susceptibilities, of the people and other factors, it
;appears desirable that the Provincial Governments should at least be aware
.of our recommendations as soon as possi~le so that their policy may be
;guided thereby even if other steps are not found. necessary in the Consti·tuent Assembly for their implementat~on at an early date. We recommend that Provincial GoYernments should he advised to take· such action
..as the establishment of District Councils and Tribal Advisory Councils as
r:nay be possible immediately to give effect to the policy recommended by us
vnd to make such statutory regulations for this purpose as may be neces.•.sary.
2. Coming to the actual recommendations made by the two Sub·
·-Dommittees, we are r~f the view that although certain fea~ures are common
to all these areas, :vr' the circumstances of the Assam Hill Districts are sG
-different that radic~al:;y different proposals have to be made for the areas of
•this Province. The distinguishing feature of the Assam Hills and
Frontier Tracts is the fact that they are divided into fairly large districts
.inhabited by single tribes or fairly homogenous groups of tribes with highly
democratic and mutually exclusive tribal organisation and with yery little
. of the plains leaven which is so common a feature of the corresponding
. ,treas, particularly the partially excluded areas of other Provinces. The
Assam Hill Districts contain as a. rule, upwards af 90 pel' cent. of tribal
,population whereas, unless \Ve isolate_small areas, this is generally not the
case in the other Provinces. The tribal population in the other Provinces
:-has moreover assimilated to a considerable extent the life and wavs of the
1=;Jlains people and tribal organisations have in many places eompl~tely disT mtegrated. Another feature is that some of the areas in Assam like the
~ -Khasi Hills or the Lushai Hills, show greater potentialities for quiek
,:)rogress than tribes in the otbe1· Provinces: ThPv m:w also he distinguish.. -.a by the:'r greater eagerness for reform in which they have a dominanli
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share th~n the apathy shown by the tribals of some other Provinces.
Having been uoluded tofally from ministerial jurisdiction and secluded
also from the rest of the Province by tha Inner Line system, a parallel. to.
:which is not to be found in any other part of India, the excluded areas have
been mostly anthropological specimcilS; and these circumstances together
with the policy of officials who have hitherto been in charge of the tractS':
have produced an atmosphere which is not to be found elsewhere. It is in,
these conditions that proposals have ..,been made for the establishment of
special local councils which in their separate hill domains will carry. on the
adminisj;ration of tribal law and control the utilisation of the village land!.
and forest. As regards the features common to tribal areas in other Provinces, the Assam hillman is
much in need of .protecpion for his land as his.
brother in other Provinces. He shares the backwardness of his tract and.
in some parts the degree of illiteracy and lack of ·facilities for~ education.
medical aid and communications. Provision is necessary for the development of the' hill tracts in.all these matters and we have found it necessary
to recommend constitution~! safeguards of various kinds.
3. The differences bet~een Assam and other areas as well as certaim,
common features have been illdicated above. While in Assam the Hill~
Distriatfi, present fe~tures of their own and tbe Assam Sub-Committee have
eonfmed' their recommendations on the whole to these tracts, it has not,
·~been possible for the other Sub-Committee to· deal with the problems of thil·
tribes ·in exactly· the same manner. The special features of the hills havebeen mentioned and they distinguish almost to the same degree ~he tribesmen in the hill and the tribesmen in the. plains of Assam as _they do the·
regular plains inhabitants. The total population censussed as tribal in th~
plains of Assah1 is about 1 ;5 million out of which possibly some 50 per cell•.
consists of tea-garden labour, dravv.n in part from other provinces. Thisportion of the plains tribals is of course a population which h~~similated.
in high degree the life of the plains. .:r:he stable population ~. plaihe·
tribals is more. o.r .less in the same· position. As regards other ;rr~v~inces,
the degree of assimilation is on the whole greater whether the tribes£ an is
, · found in the hills or in the m(}re acC€ssible.parts although some .:Ot,, the
1
· · smalf tribes .in the Agency Tracts of Orissa and Madras have hardly '~
ome·
· int~o contact with the p~ains. ·. ~n any. case their outlook is totally diffe \pt .
_From t!!-e very manner m whlCh partmlly excluded areas have been for :l.ed'
it has not been possible to include large numbers of tribsJs. who are scatt "i:··
'ed about in t?e Provinces i.r~espect'iVe of whether theJt qondition was adva?o'-.·.
ed or otherwise. It has been necessary thereiare to treat all persons of tr1ba.!· . ~
origin· as a single minority atd not. SElP·~J:rately. as in the case of Assam. In ;
this method of treatment therefore the .. recommendations for other Provinces differ radically from the proposal~ for Assam. ·The excluded aml
partially excluded areas however contain. CO!lsideriJ,ble~ concentrations OI'
tribes people al,ld generally they are in hilly ~nd. comparatively inacceB!:lible
areas with no· communications and £acil1ties :for the development of the
population. Land fot:; them also is a yital i£acfor .and · prdtection of the
tribals' land .. is an essential need~ The financial r.equii:ements of ther
Scheduled Areas are considerable, and the Centr~ will have to come to the
88Sistance of certain Provinces at any -rate.:. Thtis the essential features or
.the proposals for the. tribals of Provinces otJl.er than :Assam are proportion•. f a~ representation"Jor the t.ribals as.. a ~hole in t.he Legislature, the scheduh
.... ing of certain areas as in need of special trttention and "in which the protee·,
tior. of land and ·the social organisation of the trib8ls is an indispensabli>·
-need. To facilitate .the proper administration of the tribes, a Tribe~
-Advisory Council with statutOry functio_n~ ie re"C-o~menqed '~?r, t)le ..Provinces of Madras, Bombay, the Centr:~l Pro"!"hce!':,.Bih~.~. ~est Bengal BDif'·
Orissa; and the application of provincial legislatiori''to t~il Scheduled !A:ffl~tsis Jinked up with this Advisory Couneit
t
.: ·-
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4. The common proposals for Assam ~and .other P~vinGes is t~at. of .
,provision of funds by the Centre and a separate finanCial sta.tement m the
budget for the Hill Districts (Assam) and the Sched;uled Areas (other Pr~·
vinces). The inclusion of provisions for the control of moneylenders IS
.another common feature.
· 5. We have attached copies of t~e Appendices* to the separate reports
which indicate the legal provisions llecessary and a summaryt of. toe recom·
mendations- of both the Suo-Committees.
6. We recommei1ded that the plains tribals of Assam§ should be recognised as a minoritv and should be entitled to all the "[>rivi].eges of a minority
including represell'tation in the legislatures in proportion to population and
in the services; and that their land should be protected.
7 . .Subj~ct therefore to the special provisions for the. representa~ion. of
the Hill Districts of Assam, all tribals should be recogmsed as a mmonty
for the purposes of representation in the l~gislatures and in the- services.

_.._. V. THAKKAR, Chairman,
ExcLuded & Partially
Excluded Areaa (Other
than Assam)
Sub-Committee.
Delhi, the 25th August 1947.

G. N. BARDOLOI, Chairman,
. N. E. _F. (Assam)
Tribal & Excludea Ar~as
Sub-Committee.
Dated'

New
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Appet.dix A to ·Part I

of North-East Frontier (Assam) Tribal and Excluded
A~aa ~ub-Committee

Report

·

A. (1) The areas included in Schedule. A to this, part shall be autonomous districts.
(2) An autonomous district i:nay be divided intO autonomous regions.
. (3) Subject to the provisions. of· Section :I? the GoYcmment of A&sam
·may from time to time !!Otify afiy ~rea no,Lincluded in the said schedule as
an autonomous district or as ~eluded in an autonomous district and the
provisions of this Part shall th't!reupon app\y to such area as if it was inBluded in the said schedule.
·
(4) Except in pursua~ce of a ;esolution passed by the Dis'tric~ Council
tf an autonomous district in this behalf the Government of Assam shall not
notify any district specified or deemed to be specified in the schedule or
part of such district, as ceasing to 'be an ~autonomous district· or a part
thereof.
~ ·
~
·
- B. (1) There sliall be a District Council for each of the areas specified
·in schedule A. The Council -shall have not less than twenty nor more than
forty members, of wpom not le~s than three-fourths shall be elected by
uniTersal adult franchis~.
.
>

Note.~

'be altered.

' 1 adopted this provision will have to
If P.dult franchise is not universally
•

- "For the relevant -"'-ppendices of 'the Report of ·the Excluded a.nd Partially
Excluded Areas (other than Assam) Sub-Committee, See pages 33-34 of the original
-reports..
·
t See page· 63 of the original report.
· ~This means that Tea-garden la~ur and ez tea-garden labour which consists of
tl'ibals from provinces other than As!<llm are excluded.
,· .

-
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(2). The constituencies for the elections to the District Council shall b•
.so co~~tituted if practicable that the different tribals or non-tribals, if any,
ID?abitmg the area shall elec$ a representative from among their . OWlL
tribe or group:
.
·
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Provided that no constituency shall be. folJlled wijh a total popu~ation.
tf less than 500.
.
'
- ·
(3) If .there are different tribes ·inpabiting distinct areas within ...
autonomous district, there shall be a separate. Regional Council for each.
auch area or group. of areas that may so desire.
(4). The District Council in an ' autonomous district with Regiona:!
Councils shall have such powers as may be delegated by the Regional
Councils in addition to the powers conferred by this constitution.
·
.
(5) The District or the Regional Council may frame rules regarding (tt)'
•he- conduct of future e!ections, the composition of the Col).ncil, the office·
bearers who may be appointed, the manner of their election and qther inci~·
lental matters, (b) the con~uct of business, (c) the appointment of staff,.
(d) the formation and functioning of subordinate local councils or boardt~;
(e) 'generally all matters pertaining to the administration of subjects entrusted to it or falling within its powers :
Provided that the Deputy Commissioner or the Sub~divisional officer U·
~he case may be of the Mikir and the North Cachar Hills shall be tb
Chairman ex-officio of the District Council .and shall have powers for ;,
-period of six years after the constitution of the Council, subject to the
Bontrol of the Government o£ Assam, to/animl or modify any resolution
or decision of the District Council or to issue such instructions, as he ma:t
consider appropriate.
.
~
.
C. (1) The Regi~nal Council, or i£ there is no Regional Council, thoDistrict Council, shall have power to make laws for the area under itt;
jurisdiction regarding (a) allotment, occupation . or use for agriculturat~
residential or other non-agricultural purposes,. or setting apart £or grazing,
wJtivation, residential or oth~r purposes ancillary to t4e life of the villag•
or town, of land other than land classed as reserved forest under the Assam
'Forest Regulation, 1891 cr other law on the subject applicable to t}iQ
district:
\
Provided that land required 15'y the Government of Assam for publio;
purposes shall be allotted free o£ cost if vacant, or if occupied, on paymerili.
of due compensation in accordance with tt;J law relating to the acquisition
of land; Co2 the managementiof any forest which is not a r~serve forest;.
(c) the use of canal or water courses_ for the purposes of agnculture; (d)
controlling,· prohibiting or permitting the practice o£ jhum or other form!
of shifting cultivation; (e) the establishment of village or ~own co~mittee11
and COUncils and their powers; (f) all other• matters relatmg to VIllage Or- .
t-own management, sanitation, watch and ward. ·
'
_ · (2) Th~ Eegional Council or if there is no Regio~al Council, the _District;:
Council shall also have powers to J:tlake laws regulatmg (a) tht;1 appomtment
ot· succession of chiefs or headmen; (b) inheritance of property; (c)'
marriage and air' other social customs.
.
D .. CJ.) ·s;ive as provided in Section ·F the Re{J.ional Council: or if the~e
ir-: no Regiona-l CouPcil, the District Council, ·or a ·court constit~ted by 1~
in 'this behalf shaH have all the powers of a final court of appea~ m r~sp~~t: .
o£ cases or suits between parties, all of whom belong to hill tribes, m-1ts
jnrisdiction.
•
(2) The Regional Council, or if there is no Regional Council the District. Council may set up Village Councils or Courts for the hearing arid disposaF.
of ,disputes or cases other than cases triat>Ie urider ,the provisions of Sectioll'
)

~

.
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F, or cases arising out of law;; passed by it in the exercise of its powers,
and may also appoint ~1 uch officials as may be necessaiy for the administi·ation of its laws.

E. The District Council of an autonomous district shall have the powers
to establish or manage primary schools, dispensaries, markets, cattle
pounds, ferriers, fisherir.s, roads and waterways ·and in particular may
prescribe the language 87ld manner in which primary education shall be
·
imparted.
~ 'J1'. (1) For the trial of acts which constitute offences ·punishable with
imprisonment for five years or more or with death,' or transportation for
life under the Indian Perral Code or other law applicable to the district or
) of suits arising out of s_Recial laws dr ip. which one or more of the parties
ttrt: non-tribals, the Gov~rnment of Assam may confer such powers under,
th Criminal Procedure Code or Civil Procedure Code as the case may be
on the Regional Council the District Council·or Courts constituted by them
or an officer appointed by the Gov.ernment of Assam as it deems approp:ri~te and ~uch courts shall try the offences or suits in accordance with the
'Code of C1;iminal Procedure· or Civil Procedure as the case may be.
_ (2) The Oovemment of Assam may withdraw or modify powers conferred on the Regional Council or -District Council or any court or omcer
. under this s~ction.
(3) Save as provided in this section the Criminal Procedure Code ana
the· Civil Procedure Code shall not apply to the-autonomous district.
NoTE.-''Special Laws"-Laws of the type of th'e law of contract,
oompany law or insurance etc. are _contemplated.

G. (1) There shall be constituted a District or Regional Fund 1 into
· 'il.'hich shall be credited ail moneys received by the District Council or
Begional Council as the case may be in the course of its administratio:J?. or
in the dischargE)- of its responsibilities.
(2) Rules approved by the Comptroller of Assam shall be made for the
~anagement of the Fund by the District or Regional Council and management of the Fund shall. be subject to these rules.
H. (1) A Regional Council, Ol' if there is no Regional Council the Diflt-rict Co"l!ncil shall have the following po~ers of taxation:
(a) subject to the genera,l principles of .assessment.- appr.9ved in this
behalf for the rest of Assam,; land revenue (b) poll tax or house tax.
(2) The District Council 'Shall have powers to impose the following
taxes, -that is to say (a) a 'tax on professions, trades or calling, (b) a tax 0:1
• animals, vehicles, (c) i{)ll ta-x, (d) market dues, (e) ferry dues, (f) cessesior the maintenance of schools, dispen~ries or roads.
(3) A Regional Council or Di•itrict Council may make rules for the
iniposition and recovery of the taxes within its financial powers.
I. (1) The Government of Assam shall not grant any licence or leaseU to prospect for or extract minerals within an autonomous district save in
•
consultatio~ with the District Council.
(2). Such share of the rovalties accruing from licences or leases for
minerals as may be agreed upon shall be mad.e over to the District Council.
Jn default of agreement" such share as may be determined by_ the Governor
in his discretion shall be paid.
J. (1) The District Council may for the purpos~ of rerulating the pro·
fessi.on of moneylending, or trading by non-tribalA in a m:nner detrirrieritaJ!
tu tJ;<:> :nte~e£t!3 of the t:i~als make !ules applicable to "the -district or . any
portwn of 1t: (a) prescr1bmg tl1at except the- holder of a licence issued by
p
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;t~e _Co\lncil in t:Us behalf no p~rson shall carry on moneylending, (b) pres_cr1bmg the max_~um rate of interest which may be levied by a moneylender, (c) prov1dmg for the maintenance of accounts and for their inspection by its ?fficial_s, (d)_ prescribing th"at no non-tribal shall carry on wholesale o~ r~ta1l busu~e~s m _any commodity ex~ept under a licence issued by
the D1stnct Council m th1s behalf : .
· .:! •
Provided that no such rules may be inade unless the-District Council
approves of the rules by a majority of not less thari three founths of its.
•
~
·
members :
Provided further t.hat a. licence shall _not be refused to. moneylendei·s
and dealers carrying on business at the time of tnakin![ of fhe· rules.
-.
K. (l) ·rr:he nm~ber of ~embers re'presentillg an autm;wmous district in · <..
the Provmc1al ~eg1slature shall bear at· least the1 same proportion to the
population of the district as the'· total number of members in that Legisla~
ture bears to the total population of Assam. ·
"(2) The total number of representatives ·allotted to the autonomous
district~ which may at any time be specifie~ in Schedule A in accordance
with Sub-section (1) of this Section shall not be taken into account in
reckoning the total number of representatives tD be allottea to the res~ of
tht Province ·under the provisions of ·Section ............... of the' Provincial
·
·
·
· Constitution.
(3) N<f consti~uencies shall be formed for the purpose o£ election to the
Provincial,Legislature which include portions· of other. autonomous districts
or other areas; nor shaH any non-tribal be eligible for election except in th~ _
constituency ·which includes the Cantonii?-ent and Municipality of Shillong ..
: L. (1) Legislation passed by the provinciallegisla~ure in respect of (a)
any of the subjects ,specified in section C or (b) prohibiting or restricting
the consumption of any non-distilled. alcoholic liquor, shall not apply to .an
autonomous district. ·
(2) A Regional Council
an autonomoy.s district-or if th~r~ is H?
Regional· Council,'-the District C~uncil may apply any such law to the area
under its jurisdiction, with or without modification.
M .. The revenue and expenditure pertaining to an autonomous district
which is credited to .or met from the funas or the Government of Assam
shaH be shown -separately in the annual financial statement oi the· Province of Assam.
·
N. There shall' be paid out of the revenues 6£ the Federati~n to the
.
-. Government of Assam such' capital and 'recurring sums as may be neces. ~ary 'to enable that Government-( a) to meet the aver_age excess of expenditure over the revenue d_uring the three years immediately -preceding the
conin1encement of t~is· Constitution in respect of the a9n1inistration of the ... '
areas specified in Schedule A; and: (b) to meet 'the cost of such schemes ~f
development as may be undertaken by the Government: with the approval
of the' Federal Government for· the -purpose of raising the. level- of administration of ·the aforesaid areas to t4at of the rest of the provin~ce.
0. (1) The Governor of Assam may at a.ny time _institute.: a commission · -'/
specifically _to examine and report on any matte.r: relating to the administra.P
tion or. generally at such intervals as he may prescribe, ori the administration of the autonomous districts generally and in particular on (a), the provision of educational and medical facilities and.communications (b) the
need for any new or snecia11~gislation and (c) the administration of the
District. or Regional Qo1.1ncils and· the laws or rules· made by them.
(2)' The repo~ of s1.1ch a commission with the recommendations of the .
·Governor shall be placed before the provincial legislature· by the Minister
concerned with ail explanatory mem~randum regarding the acti~n taken or
· proposed to be tsken on it.
.
'
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(3) The Governor may appoint a special Minister for the Autofwmous
J):stricts.
P. (1) The Government of Assam may, with the approval of the
Federai Government, by notification make the £oregoing-pr?visions or any
of them applicable to any ar€a specified in Schedule B to th1s Part, or to a
part thereof; and may also, wit~ the approval of t~e Federal Government,
1
exclude any such area 9r par£ thereof frorri the s1'ud Schedule.
(2) Till a notification is issued under this section, the. administration of
ilny area specified in Schedule B ·or of any part thereof shall be carried on
uy the Union Government through the Governmwt of Assam as its agent ..
Q. (1) The Governor of Assarr, in his disctetion may, if he is satisfied
that any act or resolution of a Regional c.r District· Coun"cil is likely to t>ndanger the safety of Indja, annul or f?_uspend such act or resolution and
lake such steps as he may consider necessary (inchiding _dissolution of the
Council and the taking over of its a<lministration) to prevent the commis-,....
.sion or continuation of such act or giving ·effect to such resolution.
(2) The Governor shall place the matter before the legislature as soon
as possible and the legislature may confirm or set aside the declaration of
the Governor:
R. The Governor of Assam may on the recommendation of a commls3ion set u-p by him ·undsr section N order ths dissolution <;>f a Regional or
District Council and direct either that fr'esh elect~m1 should take place
imm-ediately, or with the approval of the 1egisl:=tture of the province, plac,.a
the administration of. the area directlv under himself or the .commission or
other body considered suitable by hi~, during the interim period or for a
reriod not excePdin~ twelve Jr.onth,;:·
. •
Provided that. such action shall not be taken without affording· a~ opportunity to the District or Regioolilal Council to be heard by the provin·
cia! legislaturte and sball not be taken ii the provincial legislature is
oppo~ed Lu It.

'

Transitional Provisions
Governor to carry on administration as"under the 1935 Act till a Councir
is set up, he should take action to constitute the first District Council
- Begionnl Councils and frame provisional rules in consultation with existing
tribal Councils or other representative organisations, for the conduct of the
elections. prescribe· who shall be the office. b~arers etc. The term of the
first Council to be one year.

or

GOPINATH BARDOLOI, (Ghai~mg,n)
.J. J. M. NICHOLS-ROY._
fi"UP NATH BHAHMA.
A. V. THAIG\:AR-.
Schedule BThe Rhasi and Jaintia Hills Dl\trict excludingthe town o~ Shillong.
The Garo Hills District.
The Lushai Hills District.
The Naga Hills District.
The North Cachar Sub-division of the Cachar District.
The Mikir Hills portion of Nowgong and Sibsagar District excepting the
mouzas of Barpathar and Sarupa_thar.
.... Schedule B ·
The Sadiya and Balipara Frontier Tracts.
The Tirap- Frontier Tract (excluding the Lakhimpur :Frontier Tract).
The Naga Tribal Area.
·
\
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[Annexure XII 1
APPENDIX D
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE· ASSAM SUB·
COMMITTEE
District Councils should be set up in the Hill Districts (see Section B
!Qf Appendix A) with powers of legislation over occupation or use of land
other than land comprisi.[lg reserved forest · under the Assam Foresi,
.Regulation of 1891 or. other law applicable. This is subject to the proviso
that no payment would be required for the occupatio!\' of vacant land by
tbe Provincial Government for public purposes and private land required
for public purposes by the Provincial Government will be a·cquired ,for it on
paym,ent of compensation [Para. *9-Section C (1) Appendix A.]
2. Reserved· forests will be managed by the Provincial Government in
questions of actual management including the appointment of forest staff
'and the granting of contracts a'r{d leases, the susceptibilities and the legitimate desir'!s and needs of the Hill People should lte taken into account
-(Para-:- *10].
3. Ou account of its disastrous ·effects upon the fo~st, rainfall and
oth~· climatic features, jhuming Rhould be discouraged and stopped wherever· possible but the initiative for this should come from the tribes themselve& ancl tlle. control of jhuming should be left to the lodtl co unci[::;.
[P'ara. "·11 and Section C of Appendix A].
· .
,.
4. All social law and -custom is left to hP controUed or regulated by thF.
, tribes:- [PanL *12 and Sectlv-u C (2) of Appeuciix A]. :\-11 crimipal offences
• e:x0P.t:·t those punishable with death, transportation or imprisonment for
five years an.l- upwards should be left to be dealt with in accordance with
loc:al practice and the Code of Criminal Procedure will not apply to suet
cases. As regards the serious offences punishable with imprisonment -of
five years or more they should be tried henceforth regularly under the
Criminal Procedure Code. To try such eases, powers should be eonferred
by the Provincial Government wherevm; suitable upon tribal councils or
courts set up by the district co~ncils themsel;res.
' All ordinary civil suits should be disposed of by tribal courts and loca_l
ccuncils _may have full powe;rs to deal with them including appe~l and
revision.
\
Where non-tribals _are i~volved, civil or criminal cases should be · tried/
· U;Jder the regular law and the Provincial Government should make suitablfl •
· arrangements for the expeditious <lisposal of such cases by employing circuit
magistrates' or judges. [Para. *12-Section D & F of Appendix AJ.
5. The· District Councils should' have powers of management over
primary schools, dispensaries and other institutions which normally come
tJBder the scope of local self-governing institutions in . the plains. · They
ehould have ·full control over_ primary '3due?tion. As regards secondary
sdrool education, there .should be some ~tegrati6n with the general system ·
of the pro·vince and it is left open to t~e Provincial Government to entrust
local councils with responsibility for secondary i':Chools wherever they fin~
-this suitable. [Para:- *13 and- Section E of Appendix A J:.
For the/Mikir and North Cachar Hills the District or. Sub Divisionii.l
Officer, us the case ma_v be. should lie ex-officio President of the lop!
<;ou,ncil with powers, subject to the control of the Government of Assam,
to modify or annul resolutions __ or decisions of the local councils and to
issue such instructions as may be necessary. [Para. *13 and Section
R (5) of Appendix A].
" Refer~>nces to paras ;, sectiOns and aopendices are to paras.-, sections and appendices
in the ·original reports. '
·
~ ·
~-~
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6. Certain · taxes and linancial powers should be .allocated to the
fCOuncils. They should have a11 the powers which local bodies in regulation
. .districts enjoy and in ad$lition they should have powers to impose house
.tax or poll tax, land revenue and levies Misip.g out of the powers of management of village forest. [Section *H_of Appendix A and Para. 14 (a)].
Statutory provision for. _a fixed ~roportion of provincial fund.s to l..e
&pent on the hill districts is not !.:Onsidered practicable. A separate financial
atatement for each hill di0trict showing the revenue derived from the district and the expenditure proposed on it is recommended. The framing of
a suitable programme' of development should be enjoined either by statute
·Ol' by Instrument of Instructions.
[Section *M of Appendix A and Para.
14 (b)].
'
It is quite clear that the urgent requirements of the hill districts by
way of expenditure on developl}lent schemes are beyond the resource:> of
ilhe Provincial Government. The development of the hill districts should
.be as much the concern of the Federal Government a;s the 'Provillcial Government. Financial ass!stance should be provided by the Federation to
:r:neet. the ~eficit in the ordinary administration on the basis of the average
·defimt durmg the past three years and the cost of development schemes
.should also be borne by the Central Exchequer [Section *N of Appendix
A and~Para. 14 (c)].
: ~he claims of the hill district councils for assistance from general pro- ·
Ymma,l rev~n~es to _the extent that they are unable to raise the necessary
:finances w1thm ~the1r own powers is recognised [Para. *16 (d)].
7. If local councils decide 1y a majority of three-fourths of. their members to license moneylenders or traders they should have powers to require
.moneylenders and professional dealers from outside to take out licences.
[Para. ·*15 and Section J of Appendix A}
8. The management of mineral _resources should be centralised in the
lands of the Provincial Governmentbut the right of the district councils to
.a fair share of the 1evenues ·is recognised. No "licence or lease shall be
"" given by the Provincial Government except in consultation with the local
Council. I£ there is no agreement between the Provincial Government and
the district council regarding the share of the revenue, the Go~ernor will
~ecide the matter in his discretio~1 [Para. *16 and Section I of Appendix A]!.
9. Provincial legislation which deals with the subjects in which the
hill councils have legislative powers will not apply to the hill districts ..
Legislation prohihiting the consumption of non-distilled liquors like_ Zu will
· also not apply; the district council may however appl_y the legislation
[Para. *17 and Section L of Appendix A].
10. It is necessary to provide for the crea~ion of regional councils for the
different ·tribes inhabiting an autonomous district if they so desire.
Eegional councils have powers limited to their customary law and the.
management of lands and villages and .courts. Regional councils may
delegate their powers to the district councils [Para. *18 and Section B (4)
of Appendix A].
·
Jl. The Governor is empowered to set aside any act or resolution of the
·council if the safety of t.he country is prejudiced and to take such action as
• may be· necessary including dissolution of the local councils subject to the
approval o£ the legislature. The G-overnor is also given yJWers to dissolve
the council if gross misma,nngement is reported by a commissi0n fPara.. *19
:m·d Section Q and R of~ Appendix A].
,
12. Thr\ Central Government should continue to administer the Frontier
"Tracts and Tribal Area with the G:.ovemmerit of Assam as its agent until

-

.

*References to paras., sections and appendices are to paras., sections and append_ic.:,s
1
in the original reports.
'
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administration has b.een satisfactorily established over a sufficiently wida
area. Areas over which administration has been satisfacterily established.·
may· be taken over by the Provincial Government with the approval of the·
Federal Government [Section *P o_f Appendix A and Para. 20 (a)l_
The pace of extending administration. should be greatly accelerated and.·
separate officers appointed for the Lohit Valley, 'he Siang Valley and ihe
Naga 'I;'ribal Area [Para. *20 (~)].
·
The Lakhimpur Frontier Trud should be attached to the t·egular administr?<tion of the district. The case of the portion of' the Lakhimpur
Frontier 'l'ract recently included in the Tirap Frontier Tract .should be.
examined by the Provincial Government 'with a view to· a decision whether
it cpuld immediately be brought under provincial administration. A similar exam,ination of the .position in- the plains portions of tlle Sadiya Frontiel'
'l'ract is recommended. The portion of the Balipara Frontier Tract around.
Charduar should algo be subject to a similar examination [Para. *20 (b)J
Po sa payment should be _Qontinued [Para: *20 (c) l
.
13. The excluded areas other than the Frontier Tracts should be e:Iifranchised 'immediately and restrictions on the franchise ·in the Garo and
Mikir 'Hills should be removed jlnd adult franchise introduced [Para. '~21
(a) and S~?ction .B (1) of ApJ)endix A ]i.
..,
Weightage _is.Iiot considered necessary but the hill districts should ,b&
represented in the'provincial legislature in proportion not less than what i~
due on· th~ir population even if this involves a certain weightage i~ roundin'g off. The total nuinber of representatives for the hills thus arrived at
[See Para.. *21 (b)] should not be taken inlio.account in determining the-·
number of representatives to the provincial legislature from the rest of
-Assam [I'ara. *21 (b) and Section K or Appendix A l
The total -population of the hill districts justifies a. seat for the hill
tribes in the Federal Legislature on the scale proposed in Section 11 (c) of
the Draft Union~ Constitution [Para. *21 (c)].
.
.
Joint electorate
recommended but constituencies are confined to tha
autonomous districts. · R~se:rvation .Of seats, in view of this restriction; is
not necessary [Para. *21 (d) tlnd Section K (3) o£ Appendix A]. . ·
N on-tribals should not be eligible for election -from hiU constit~enciee.
except in the constituency which includes the Municipality and Cantonment of Shillong [Para. *21 (e) and Section K (8} of Appendix, A].
14. Representation for the hills in the Ministry should be guaranteed by;
statutory provision if possible Oi' at least by a suitable instruction in the- _
ipstruwent vf. lnstructJpns c;>r corresponding prpvision [Fara. · *22-,See
also Section 0 (3) of Appendix A].

is

~

15. Non-tribal officials should j:10t be barred from serving in the hills
but they should be selected with care. if ·posted to the hills. The- appointment of a due proportion of hill people in the s~rvices should be particularly
kept in mind and provided for in rules or executive instructions of the·
Provincial Goyernment [Para.' *2~-].
16. A commission may be appointed at any time or permanently 00.
enable the Government to watch the progress of development plans ar t&
examine ·any particular aspects of the administration [Para. *24 and' •
Section 0 (i) _of Appendix A].·
17. Plains tribais number 1·6 million. Their Vase for special representa·
tion and safeguards should be consid.ered by the Minorities. Sub-Committee.
[Eara. *25]!.
·
<-..

* References to paras:, sections and appendices are to paras., sections· and appenJices.
in the original reportS.
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. 18. The question of altering boundaries so as to bring the people of th& ,
·same tribe under a commGn administration should be considered by the
·Provincial Government. The Barpathar and Sarupathar Mouzas included
in the Mikir Hills should be included in the regularly administered areas. ·
henceforth [Para. *26]:
19. Non-tribal residents may be provided ~ith representation iJ?. the.
local councils if they are. sufficiently. numerous. For this purpose non~
tribal constituencies may be formed if justified and if the population is not.
below 500 [Para. *27 and Section B. (2) of Appendix A].~
.
20. Pmvincial coun_cils should be set up_ by the Governor o1 Assam aftAr
consulting such local organisations as exist. These provisional councils
which will be for one year will have powers to trame their own constitution
8.nd rules foi· -the future [Para 0 "*:;J9 and Transitional Provisions of Appendix A also ]i.
,
1

[ AnJ.lexure Xlii j
APPENDIX D
SCIJ,;f::DULE 13 ~0 GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (PEO:Y:It1QIAL
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLIES) ORDE.R, 1936
BAOK'vVARD TR.IBES
PART V-ASSAM
The following 'l;ribes and Communities :9. Deori ..

I. Kachari.
1 2.

10. Abor.

Boro or Boro-Kachari.

3. Rabha.

-11. Mishmi.

4. M.iri.

12. Dafla.

5. Lalung.

13. Singpho.
14. Khampti.

6. l\likir.

· 16'. Any Naga or Euki"tribe.

7. Garo.

16. Any other tribe or comm
for the time being designate < by
the Goverm>r in ltiil discretion.

8. Hajong.

I Annexure

XIV]
APPENDIX D

General Summary of the Reports of the Excluded & Partially Excluded
Areas (other than Assam) S1;1b-Committee and the North-East FrontAer(Assam) Triba;l and Excluded Areas Sub-Committee. [including the
Final Report of the E. & P.: E. · Areas (other than Assam) SubCommittee. T
·
I
In pru\1inces other than Assam, with the exception of the Laccadive
Islands of Madras and the Spiti and Lahoul area of the Punjab, there are
:rao excluded areas. In both of these excluded areas the population is note
• ethnically tribal. In the Laccadive Islands the islanders are Muslims of
the same stock as the _Moppillahs of Malabar. In Minicoy·· Ehey are, * References to paras. and sections are to paras. and sections in the original .r<'-:>oril;.
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.believed to be of Sinhalese origin. In Spiti and Lahoul the inhabi~ants aH
-of Tibetan origin. In the remaining partially excluded areas of provincea
-Qther. than Assam the principal tribes to be found are Santa!, Gond, Bhil,
Munda, Oraon, Kondh, Ho and Savara. Many minor tribes like · Kork~
?ardhan, 'Ko,, Bhumii·, Warli also inhabit the areas. The total population*
ofall the tribes, excluding Assam, is about 131 millions of which appro:xj·
mately 8 millions inhabit the partially excluded 'areas. With the exception of certain.small tribes like the Bonda Porja and the Kutia Kondh of
Orissa, all the remaining • tr!bes · have experienced varying degrees of
sophisticatio;n ¥-d come into contact with people of the plains and
,advanced tracts. Although the tribals living in the non-excluded areas are
ofttnl hard to distinguish from the plains people among whom they live,
tney are generally in a backward conditio-~ which is sometimes_ worse than
the condition of,the scheduled castes. It is not possible therefore to leave
tb.em out of consideration on the ground that• only _the tribes in the partiallj
Jxcluded areas need ·attention. All the tribes of provinces other than
Assam, whether liviug in the plains or in the partially excluded · tract~
-slwuld, as one whole be treated as a minority. As regards Assam, condi·
tions in the h1ll districts of which the Naga Hills, the Lushai Hills and the
North Oacbar Hills have been excluded are 01: a totally dill'erent footing
-and the atmosphere, varticularly in these excluded areas, is one which il!l
not to be found elsewhere. These areas -must therefore be treated sepa·
rately from the -rest. As-regards plains tribals the total number of whom.
jncluding Sylhet, comes to, approximately 1·5 million accoxding to census
figures, about seven lakbs are tea-garden labour from various parts of the
-country [not ·.included in the schedule B to the Government of India·
(Legislative Asst)mblies Order) 1936] are not to be taken into account a~ '
tribes of Assam. The tribal population of the excluded and partially
-excluded areas comes to about 8t lakhs. lil Assam there are in addition
the frontier tracts and tribal areas in which conditions o£ setWiu administration prevail only to a very small extent and large areas cannot be said
to be under regular. administration at all: Even now, in the northern
·frontier tracts, Tibetan tax-cbllectors make inroads and, in the N aga tribal
area, bend-bunting goes on. The administration of these areas still involye!l
-contact with foreign States and p1;blems of defence.
·
0

-

. 2. The areas inhabited by the.. tribes, whether in Assam or elsewhere,
.arE. difficult of access, highly· malariaL and infested also in some cases by
other diseases like yaws and venereal disease and lacking in such civilizing
facilities as roads, schools, dispensaries and water . supply. The tribes
themselves are for the most part extremely simple people who can be and
are exploited with eas~ by plainsfolk rejlulting iJ~ the pa,;sage of land former. . iy cultivated. by them ·.to money-lenders and other erstwhile non-agricul-turists. While a good number of superstitions and even harmful practice!,
are prevalent· among them the tribes have their own custom<~ and way ot .
life with institutions like tribal and village paiicbayats or e.o,mcils which
-a.re very effective in· smoothh1g village administration. The _sudden d~s
ruption of the .trib9.ls customs and ways by exposure to the rmpact of a.·
more complicated o.nd- sophisticated manner of li!e is capable of doing
great harm. Consid~;>ring -past experience and thf' strong .temptation to take
·advantage of the tribals simplicity and .weaknesses_ it is e~sen~ial to p:ovide ·sw.tutory 'lafeguards for -the protection of the land whiCh IS __ t]le mam·stay of the aboriginal 's· economic life and for- his customs and instituti~ns
which; anart frnm .being his owP, contain Plements of value. In makmg
' -pro7isions howeve~ allowance conld be mw:le for the fact that in the noh'

'

/

· *hdudiu~ Ass.a.m, the total pop11lation o{ the tribe! in the t)'!'ovinces is 15·9
_ ·mill ion a.

~
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exch.1ded areas the tribals nave assumlated themselves lli euasidera.blEI
·degree to the life o~ the people with whom they live and ~he special provi11ions concerning legislation in particular ar~ therefore proposed largely for
the schedule areas [provinces other than Assam; see page *33 of thi.i
volume]! and the autonomous districts [(Assam) Para. *13 of Report and.
·
Section *A of Appendix A on p. 19 of Report'J:.
3. Alth6ugh in the case of the autonomous districts of Assam a distinc'ion has been made, the proposals in the main contemplate that t:ribalfii
11hotijd be treated as a minority in the matter of representation in the IAgisIatures and recruitment to the various services of ·the Central and Provin<-!lll Cloverrunent.s.
In the cal:;e of the tr!bals of provinces other than
Assam reserved r 'Presentation in the 'provincial and Federal Legislatures
(House of the People) in proportion to the total tribal population of the
Province is recomm~Dded by join:f! electorate. In the case of Assam similar
reservatiOn of rQpresentation for the plains tribals (excluding tea-garden
labour) is recorr·mended. In the case of "the hill districts, in view of thBir
small ana exclusive populations it is recommendPd that representation
»hould be provided in proportiop. to the population out in such a way tha•
·an fractions of a)akh are tJken as one Jakh even &nou.gli this might involve
a small weightage. In th-~ Federal. Legislature (House of the Pe-)ple) the
autonomous hill district.; snould have a representative.·- The plains tribals
should have representation in the House of the People also-on the basis (•f
their population. In all casas election by adult franchise 1s recommended
and indirect election or nomination should not be- resorted to. There should
be special representation aS' follows:-Laccadive Group-1.
Amiudivi
Group-1.
Minicoy
Island-1.
Lahaul
& Spiti-1.
·(Para. *9 of Interim Heport of Other Than Assam Sub-Committee and
Para. *21 of Assam. Sub-Committee Report; see also Pa.ra. 6 of Joint
Report).
'
Non-tribals will not be eligible dor elections from hill constituencies to
the provincial legislature except the constituency which includes the muni- ·
-c~pality of Shilling [Para. *21 (e) and Sec. K (8} of App. A of Assam
Report]. Constituencies· may not be so made as to extend outside the.
·boundaries of autonomous districts [Para. ~21 (d) and Sec. K (3) or 1\.pp. A,
Assam Report 1.
..
-,
·
4. There should be a department under the Federal Government in
·order to supervise and watch the development of the tribals in the different
provinces and to furnish such advice and guidance as may be Deeded
[Para. *5 of Final H€port of Other Than Assam Sub .Committee].
5 ..The areas inhabited by the tribes are hilly and difficult country, to
develop which is likely to be beyond the resources of some Pr€>vincial Gov.ernments. The Federation should therefore provide the necessary funds
for· the execution of approved schemes of development [Para. *17 of
Interim Report and Sec. *I & K (2) of App: C 'of Other Than Assam SubCommittee, also para. *14 (c) and Sec. N of App. A of Assam Sub-Com• mit.tee Report]. In the case of Assam, the Federation should also meet the
average deficit of t'he autonomous districts during the three years preceding
the.commencement of the Constitution [Para. *14 (c) and Sec. *N of App.
A of Assam Report].
*References to paras., sections and pages <\re
.original report.l.

~
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.. 6. The Central Government should also be in a position to require th&
Proxjncial Governments to draw up and execute .schemes for the scheduled._
areas [Para. ··'17 of Interim Report and Sec. I & K (2) ·of App. C o-f Othet:
·Than Assam Sub-Committee J.
·
·_
7. The Federal Government
should institute a special commission alter.
0
~en ~ars to enquire into the progress of the scheduled areas and the tribes- [Para~ ,"16 and Sec: K (1) o£ App. C of Other Than Assam Sub-.Coniinittee
He port J. .
. 8. In provinces other,than Asffilm, exceptil'1g the U. P. and the Punjab,_
a Tribes Adv:isory Council containing, to the extent .of three-fourths ctf its,
member~hip, elected members o£ the provil'lcial legislatures is reco~mend
ed. The Council !<hall have not less than ten m· more than twentv-fivemembers [Para. *15 and. Sec .. J of App. ·c of Other Than Assam ·Sub"
Committee Heport} For U. P" and the Punjab an advisory committee·
containing representatives of the tribal or ~backw_ard dass con~erned to the
extent of two thirds is recommended ,[Paras. *3 & 4 of Final Report; see· '
also para. ~'18 of this Summary for details of U. P. Committees]. -For.As-sam there is provision for the Governor_ to appoint either a permanent
or an ad hoc corrunission to report or keep the Government. in touch v:ith'
the ad_ministration of the autonomous districfs [_Para. *24 & Sec. 0 (1.) of
App. ~ of Assam Sub-Cori:n:nittee • Heport].
-fl. The hill -district!! of Assam are to be designated as autonomous districts and special district councils should be -set up for each of them. Thedistrict councils will have powers of legislation over· (a) occupation or use ·
, oi land other t):lan land comprising reserved fo~est, (b) the management of
forE>st other than reserved forest, (c) the use of canals and water courses
fm the purposes of a_griculture, (d) control of jhum cultivation, (e) establishment o~ village and town committ!Ces and· (f) village manag-ement ir19eneral. Reserved forests will be managed by the Provincial Government-. ·
1Paras. *-9 f,o 13 of Assam Sub-Qommittee Report]i. ·
_
The district council will have powers of mana'gement of all institutio~s,
which n0rmally come under the scope,of loca'l self-govern!llent in the plainsand will have full c.ontro1 ovel~ '!'rinl.ary educati~n rPara. *13 and Sec. E
of App. A of Assam Sub-Committee· R.,eport] ..
.
.
The district council will ·also have powers to make its own rule!l and
_ · re.gulat:ons regard.to'g its own constitution [Sec. *B (5) of App. A of Assam
8ub-Committee. Repor-t].
. - ·.
The • district council will have powers to make laws affecting-(a) appoiritme~t and succession of, Chiefs, (b)- inheritance of property
councils [Para. *18 & Sec. B (3) of ·.App. A of Assam Sub-Committee
H'eport].
District co~ncils and regional councils eah set up courts with fult
• powers to deal with all civil-suits other than those arising out of special
,laws and offences punishable under the Penal Code with imprisonment of
less· than five years in accordance with local or triba-l custom except wherenon-iriba.ls are invo·ved. (Para. *12 & Sec. D & F. of App. A of Assam
8ub-Co1)1inittee Report).
,Where there are diffetent tribes it1 a district and they wish to managetheir own affairs regional councils may be set up.. Regional councils havf>'
powers limitea to theil· customary law and the management -of lan<l~ •
·-villages and courts. -Regional councils may delegate their powers to district
councils [Para. *18 & Sec. B (3) . of App .. -A of Assam Sub-Com\nittee·
Rep~rt].
___.. _ ' ·. .
·
* References to paras., sections and pages ate to paras.; sections and pages in tlieo
'lriginal repo:tS.-
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Special attention should be paid to the recruitment of tribes to theAl'IDed Forces of India [Para. *6 of ~inal Report of Other ·Than Assam
Sub-Committee]!.
22. The abolition of the powers of Supurdars (Dudbi area of Mirzapur
District, U. P.) to accept surrender and make a reallotment of land is
recommended. The system of Sayanas in Jaunsar Ba,war (U. P.) should be
abolished and revenue collected through officials.
23. A general review of the powers and functions of ancient systems of'
-villa,ge or tribal headmen should be undertaken with a vie~ to removing '
the grievances of tribals and the abolition of oppressive powers and general
reform [Para. *7 of Final Report of-Other Than Assam Sub-Connniit8e].
24. Provincial Governments should utilise the services of approved nonofficial organisations doing welfare work among the tribals, with a view to.
wding to the volume of development work, by giving them grants-in-aid
[Para. *8 of Final Report of Other Than Assam Sub-Committee JJ.
25. It should be made compulsory for officials posted to aboriginal
tracts to obtain a working knowledge of the local language within a reasonable period.
26. Posa payments to the frontier tribes should be continued [Para. *20·
(c) of Assam· Sub-Committee Report].
The pace of extending ·administration in the frontier tracts should 'be
~reutly accelerated and additional
officers appointed where necessary
LPara. *20 (a) of Assam"' Sub-Committee Report].
The Provincial Government should undertake an. examination of the
position in the frontier tracts with a view to taking a decision whether any
.11ortion could be taken immediately by .it under provincial administration
LPara. *20 (p) of Assam Sub-Committee Report J~
.
No~-The contents o£ Appendix A of the Assam Report [page 191 and of Appendir
*0 [pa.ge 33] of this volume must be studied for a full picture of the constitutional
provisiOns recommended. [See also pages *300--32 for Schedule of tribes.]
()

.

,

* References to pages, paras. and sections a,re to pages, paras. and sections m
original reports.
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CO-NSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF INDIA
Friday, the 5th November 194:8.
The Constituent Assembly of India met in the Constitution. Hall, New Del~i.
at Ten of the Clock, Mr. President (The Hoqurable Dr. R!J]endra Prasad) m
the Ohair.
--

' TAKING THE PLFjDGE AND SIGNING THE REGISTER
The following members took the Pledge and signed the Register:
1. 1\ir. Mohamed Ismail Sahib (Madras: Muslim).
~. Shri P.- S. Rau (Jodhpur).
MOTION re DRAFT OONSTITUTION-(contd.)
. Mr-. President: I have received an amendment to "the Honourable Dr.
Ambedkar's motion from Seth Domodar Swarup which is more or less of the
same nature a£ that which was moved by Maulana Hasrat Mohani .yesterday,
but as it is slightly different I will allow him to move it.
I· propose that
members should have limited time f'or speaking on this motion.
I understand
there are many members who desire to participate in th~ discussion and 1 .
therefore suggest that we might sit to-day and to-morrow for general discussion instead of to-day only, and to-morrow we will finally dispose of the·motion
moved by Dr. Ambedkar. Then I will give two days i.e, Sunday and Monday
for amendments, and from Wednesday we will sit and t.ake up the Articles
one after another.
T'o enable the largest number of members to participate
in the discussion today I think ten minutes would be enough for each member,
and if the House approves of it I should like to stick to that tim.e liinit.
Shri T. T. Krishnamachari (Ma-dras: General): Sir, in anticipation of
Saturday being a holiday some of us hav-e entered into other engagements llike
:rhee'tings of Select Committees on Bills.
Mr. President: I am afraid I have no information about meetings of com·
mittees, etc., and I should have been consulted about the fixation of these
meetings while the Assembly was going to sit.
Therefore I propose to give
priority to· meetings of this House.·
Shri T. T. Krishna.machari: Sir, while the fixing of a time limit is no doubt
desirable, I submit that in a matter of such importance even if one deals with
only one aspect of the subject it is not possible to say anythin~ relevant or to
the point in ten minutes.
Therefore I humbly suggest that such a time
limit should not be adhered to.
Otherwise the discussion will be stifled and
nobody can make any point.
I have something to say myself on the financial
provisions.
Mr. President: If I find that any particular member is making a useful
contribution to the debate I will relax the time limit in his favour .
. . Pandit Lakshmi Kan.ta Mai'tra (West Bengal: General): Sir, I should
l:ke to. suggest tha~ two ~r t~ree more days may be given for the general
d1~cusswn becau~e m eonsrdermg the Draft Constitution the general discussion
will. be a very Important _feature of the thing and members can know the
feelmgs of people from d1fferen1l parts of the country on different aspecfu of
( 209 )
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the Constitution. That will help us greatly in drafting nur amendments and
·deciding whether to move or not to move particular amendments.
A_s a
matter of fact evt)n for ordinary legislation two· or three days -~re alwa-ys gr~en.
In the Finance Bill which operates only for one year five or slX days are glVen
£or the 'gener~l discussion.
Here if you give us two or. three days more the
time,.will not be lost. That will give us ~n idea as to the direction in which the
mlnds of different members are working on different aspects of the question.,
So I suggest tha.t you may be pleased to give us two or three days more for t•hf'.
-general discussion.
\~
•
•
,
Shri .K. Harnimanthaiya (Mysore State): Sir, in a house of three hundred.
members two days are hardly suJficient.
It is only about .ten members who
can ·speak and it would not. allow all sections to -participate in the . debate.
Even five days would hardly be enough.
The H.o.nourable Shri K. Santhanam (Madras:' General): Sir, I suggest that
a discussion of the entire Constitution ..will not be or much use. It wili'not be
. possible· for any one to make any useful contribution. in less than 45 minutes or
one hour. So I suggest that as we take up ·each para. we may have fl' short
general diseussion on that para. and then proceed to pass it. In· that way we .
-can have a R.useful generwl 1 discussion than if the debate ranges· over the entire
constitution.
··
Mr. President: I think we had better no~ take any more time in discussing ·
how we shall proceed.
Let us. proceed and we shall see. ·
Shri B. Das (Orissa: General): Sir, I wish to support the suggestion made
by my ·friend Shri Santhanam.
I wish to point out, however, that .several
documents. have not been made available to members as yet .. For instance,
the report of the Boundary Committee we have not received so far.
Then
certain documents were available to the Drafting Committee which the House
has a right 'to see.
For instance, there are the opinions of the provincial
Governments_ on. the draft const-itution, the views of the High Courts ana the
Federal Court on the various provisions about the judiciary.
There are legal
t1,spects of many: issues which we must know and the views of the High Courts
and Federal Court are th~refore very important; these documents should therefore be J?lade available to us-; then only we can carry on further discus~ion.
Mr. President: We shall try to supply members w:ith copies of opinions
of provincial Governments, High Courts and such other importa.nt bodies, _say
by Monda.y or Tuesday next•.
·
Shree R. K. Sidhwa (C. P. and Berar:. General): On a point of information,
Sir.
You said that you will allow S~th Damodar Swarup to move the motion
of which he has given. notice. Yester,day, Maulana Hasrat Mohani moved
· a similar motion.· May I know whether this motion will be taken up independently of the gflneral discussion for which' you have allowed two days?
. · · Mr~ President: I shall take votes on the adjournment) ·motion -immeaiately
after discussion on these- two propositions is over and then we shall proceed
witli" the general discussion.
Shri R. V. Kamath (C. P. and Ber~r: General): I have given. notice o:ll
an a.I!1endment to the original motion.
.
,· Mr. President: We will take it up when we have finished the adjournment
motion. ·
·
·
.
·
·
~
Ma.ulana Rasrat Mohani (United Provinces: Muslim): It has been published
in the 'Statesman' of the 4th November that the Preamble will be debated and
putr to vote last. I underst'ood from the observation made by ·you that you will
a_dqpt that c~urse.
If this is so, ......
Mr. President~ I am not concerned with what_ the newspapers publish.
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Maulana Hasrat Mohani: You stated in· your observations yesterday J,hat ·
this matter will be· decided now and that it should not be taken up again. Do
jou mean that the Preamble will be taken up now? •
·Mr. ~esident: I never said anyt~g about the Preamble or any part of the
Constitutio!l·
.
Maul~a Hasrat Mohani: I. want to mov'e the amendment to the Preamble
.at this stage.

Mr. President: No am~ndment to the Preamble or any part of the Constitution can be taken up at this stage.
We shall take up all amendments. in due
'
..course.

-

Shri Damodar 'Swarup Seth (United Provinces: G~neral): *[Mr. President,
with your permission I want ~ place this amendment before the House:
"Whereas the present Constituent Assembly. \vas not elected on the basis of adult
franchise and whereas the final constitution""'>£ free-rndia should be based on the will of the
-;;ntire people of Indi~, this Constituent Assembly resolves that while it should continue to
·function as Parliament of the Indian Union, necessary arrangements should· be made for
convening a new Constituent Assembly to 'be elected on the ba·sis of adult franchise ·and that
~he ~Draft Constitu~on prepared by the Drafting Committee bo placed before It for its
considemtion and adoption ~Yith such amendments as it may deem necessary."
•

Sir, before speaking on this amendment I_ ~eem it necessary to point out
that I had given notice of a separate resolution to the effect that the cons1deraBut. un·ti6n of the Draft Constitution should for the time be postponed.
Jortunately for some reason that resolution of mine has not been a~mitted.
"Therefore I have no option but to move an amendment for the same purpose
.as the resolution.
'\
Sir, yesterday when Maulana ·rrasrat-Mohani Sahib m6~ed his :;~.mendment,
·it was with regret that I noted-' that some honourable members of th!s House
'Were mocking at it and were in a way playing with it.]
/

Shri S. Nagappa (Madras: General): Mr. President, I would like to know
.from the honourable member who· is moving this motion whether, when Iie was
elected to this august body,· he did not.recognise this as a sovereign body
,competent to act as the Constituent Assembly?
I£ rrot wl).y did he agree to
become a member? (Laughter.)
Mr. President: That is not a point of orde~ .
. Shri s-:-:-Nagappa! I ~ould like to know whether he is in order in sayi~g that
·t!ns ~ody IS not a Cor:;st1tuent AssemblY: and that a new Assembly should be
.constituted on the basis of adult franchise.
Mr. President:

He is· in order in moving his motion. (Renewed laughter)

Shri Damodar Swarup Seth: *lSir, I was saying that it is easv to ridicule
.a resolution or amendment or to ridicule the views of its suppo;ters but it
requires some courage fu understand the rea.lity and to appreciate it.
1 am
afraid that this amendment of mine may displease some of my friends. Hut .
everyone has a duty to perform.
It is the duty of every man unhesitatingly
and fearlessly '£o give expression to the voice of his conscience and nature
before his · fellow be!_ngs regardless of the consequences that may
'follow or of the opinion•people may form about him and this because I believe,
Sir, that in the lives of nations as in the lives of individuals also there
is sometimes a· situation- in which they have to swallow the bitterest pill.
I
-think that the .consideration of the Draft Constitution has brought such an
r.~
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.
occasion in our country and therefore we need not worry about our v1ews bemg,
welcome or unwelcome to one person or the other.
We have to perform our
duty. I shall at first try to 'throw light on the representative character of
this Oonstituent Assembly which is assembled here and which is going to c?nsider the Draft Constitution and to pass it.
·
Sir, the first characteristic which a constitution-m~king body of a fre~
country should possess is :that it should be able to claim that it. represents the
will of the entire p~ople of that country.
Sir, with your permission,_! ..would
put it 'to the Honourable ;M'embers present in this House whether they can.
sincerely claim that· they represent, in this House, the ....entire people of Indiar-·can emphatically say that this HolJ_se cannot claim to represent the whole
country.
At the most it ca_n claim to represent that fifteen per cent of th·e:
population of India who had elected the members 'to the provincial legislatures .
.The election too, by virtue of which the members of this ,House are here, was.
not a direct one, they are here by'-virtue of an indirect election. In these circumstances, when eighty-five per cent of the people of the country are n:ot
represented in this House• and when they have no voice here; it will be in my
opinion
very gream mistake to say that this Rouse is competent to frame w
Constitution for the whole country. Besides the representative character of
the Draft Const5tution tha~ is being placed before the house, w~ have also to•
consider its nature. We see that the Constitutions of United States of America:
and Britain have been copied in this_ Constitution. Some :oirticles have been bor~
rowed from the Constitutions of Ireland, Australia and Oanada. A paper has rightly remarked that this is a slavish imitation of the Constitutions of tliese countries'·sir, the conditions that prevailed in America, Britain, Canada or Australia d<Y
not obtain in our country.
The conditions prevalent in our country can be·
compared only with those,of Russia-Russia of pre-Soviet Republic days. Be'sides, we have seven lakh -villages in our country and the village is its smallest:
unit. Tha.nks to Mahatma Gandhi, our struggle of 'freedom reached the
villages and it was because of the villages and,because of. their might that India'
became fr~e.
·
I want 'to ask .whether there is. ~y mention. of villages and oo.y :gla~e ·for- ..
them in the. structure o£ this great Constitution. No, nowhere. The constitution of a free country 11h'Ould be based on Tlocal self government'.
We see·
nothing of local self-government anywhere in this Con>;titution. · This Const.i~
tution as a whole, 'instead of being evolved f:r::om our life and reared from the
bottom upwards is being imported from outside and built from -above downwords. A constitution which is not based on units atrJ.d in the making o$
which they have no voice, in which there is not even a mention of thousands·
and lakhs of villages of india and in framing which they have had no hand,_.
well you can giv~ such a. _constitution to the country but I very much <doubt·
whether you would be able f..o keep it for long.
Sir, our Indian Republic should have been a Union-a Union o£ small
autonomous republics. _All t.hose autonomous republics by joining together
would hav(l forme,d the bigger Republic of India.
Had· there been su'clf
antonomops republi:cs, neither the que~tion of linguist/ic provinces nor: · of:
.communal majorities or minorities Dr of backward classes would have aris!m.
The autonomous Units of the Union could .. have joined the unions of their •
choice according to their culture.
The Union that would have been £ormeii
in our. co~ntry in this way, would not haye required so much emphasis on
centrahsatwn: as our learned Doctor Ambedlm.r has laid.
Centralisation is ru
good thing and is useful at times but we forget that all t·hrough his life Mahatma
Gandhi emphasjsed the fact that too much centralisation of power makes that
power to~alitaria'?- a:nd ta~res . it. towa.rds £asc~st i~eals._ The only method of
safeguardmg agamst tota.Irtarramsm and fascrsm rs that power should be:

a
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.O.ec~ntralised;to the greatest extent.

We would have thus brought about such
a centralisation of power through welding of heart as could not ?~'matched
.anywhere in the world. But the natural consequence of cent~ahsmg power
.by law will be that our country whic~ has all.a1ong opposed Fasmsn:-even tonwy we claim to strongly oppose it-w1ll gradually move ~wards Fasmsm. Ther~
fore 8ir I want that this House should seriously cons1der these matters. Thrs
is n~t· a1~ crdinary matter. We should not treat ·This eon~titution-making_ as _a
light and playful business. · On the contrary it is a step pregnant w1th h1stor~c
.consequences. After hundreds; nay, thousands of _years Iowou.ld _sa;Y, and 1t
would be no exaggeration to say so, that in the h1story of Ind1a 1t 1s for the
iirst time tha.t we have this opportunitv of framing the Co11stitution of the
·whole of India. Therefore no amount of thought we can give to this Constit~
t.ion can be too much.
We. may be told and we have been told that let lh1s
Constitution be adopted, for the assembly, elected on adult franchise provided
therein, would be quite competent .to effect the necessary amendments in it.
But Sir when the Co~stitution is once framed, there will be legal difficulties
in amendi1~g it. Moreover it woulid be no matter of pride for us that a task
()f such importance in the history of India, which )l'e are expected to complet.e.,
The
:should have been left half-finished by us to be completed by others.
.coming generations will only deplore sueh a course of action on our paTt.. Therefore if we take into consideration the unrepresentative character of the Draft
Constitution that is before us and its nature -and structure, we come to the
-conclusion that it is not in harmony with our present conditions, our culture
and oUl' eustoms.
Therefore it is necessaty that we should postpone its eousideration for the time being and should form a. new Constituent Assembly
-on the basis of adult franchise so that it may go through this constitution, consider it and amend it where necessary. Till the forma.tion of this new CDnstituent Assembly the pi·esent Constituent Assembly can function as the Parliament of India.
We do not want that there should be any delay in this. No
-doubt we have taken two years to do this work and we might take an year or
·so more but one or two years are nothing in the life of a na.tion.
So long as
this Constitution is not finalised we can continue to function as we havf!l been
doing· so fnr. As I have said we are going • to frame the Constitution .of United
India; it should be a new and ideal Constitution.
Today after Ind.ia has attained freedom it is not necessary for me to tell
you that the world is looking up to India.
It expects something new from
India. At such a time a'S the present one it was necessary that we should have
placed before the world a Draft Constitution, a Constitution, which could have
been taken as an ideal. Instead we have copied the const.itutions of other
·c~unt.ries and incorporate~ some of th~ir parts and in this way prepared a Con·
·st1tutwn.
As I have smd, from the strueture of the Constitution it appears
that it stands on its head and not ·on its legs.
Thousands and lakhs of villages
Df India neither had any hand nor any voice in its framing. I have no hesitation in _saying that if lakhs of villages of India had been given their share on
the bas1s of adul~ franchise in drafting" this Constitution its shape would have
been altogether d1fferent.
What a havoc is poverty causing in our country I
What hunger and nakedness are they not suffering from!
Was it not th'en
• necessary that the right to work and right to employment were included in the
Fundamental Rights declared b;v this Constitution and thP people of this land
were freed fror:n the worr~ about t~eir daily .food and clothing? Every. man
~hall hav~ a r1ght to receiVe e~ucatwn; aH these things should have. been
mcluded ~n ,the Fundamental R1ghts. But. Sir, I need not say anything else
except pomt out that even Honoura:ble Dr. Ambedkar has had to realize and ha.s
also admitted in his speech that many objections have been raised in regard
to the Fundamental Rights. Notwithstanding the reasoning of the learned
Doctor, I find it difficult to accept. that the Fundamental Rights and other· rights
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are qne 'and the same thing. ·I understand that Fundamental Rights are thoserights which cannot be abrogated by anybody-nay, not even by the government.
One. can be deprive'a of these 1·igbts only as· a punishment for an.
offence; awarded by a Court of Law. But if the Fundamental Rights were to-·be at the mercy of the government, they cease to be ]\mdamental Rights. Sir,
what I mean by all. this is that if the thousands of villages of the .country, the·
poor classes and the laboure~s of India had any hand in framing tpis Constitution, it wQuld ha~ been quite different from what it is today.
.:
'With your permission, therefore, Sir, I wo~ld appea-l to the House that,
treating this Constitution not- as· ordinary but as a historical document, they
should give proper consideration to it. And I would appe(il to ~you, tlir, that
consideration of the Draft Constitution be postponed for th~ present and thecountry be given an opportunity to express itself so that the Constitution thab
may be framed may really be a democratic Constitu.ticin. With these words Ji
close my speech ·on the amendment.]
_
Mr. President: *[The motion is before you; those who ·desire to speak may
do so.]
'
. Pandit Balkrishna Sharma (United Provinces: G-eneral): *[Mr. President,.
my friend 13eth Damodar Swarup has submitted a motion before the House today that we should postpone the consideration of the Draft Constitution placed
In support of his motion he- has advanced some arguments.
B_eliefore us.
fore taking up an analysis of those arguments I would like to draw the attention
of the Assembly to one or two important matters.
The first thing that strikes
me is that the motion moved by my friend is a"bsolute1'y undesira-ble. After all,
We have assembled here having
for what purpose have we assembled here?
been elegted to frame the Constitution. The political party, ·to which theHopoorable Member belongs, once decided that this Constituent Assembly is
not an independent sovereign body; and so it should be boycotted. Again that
part-y, under what considerations I know not, decided that they should seek
election to it.
They were elected to this Assembly but sol'Ee of their partymen
did not att.end the Assembly_ in i!ie beginning.
But later, . again under a;
consideration, of which ~ am not aware, they "decided to . participa-te in this
Assembly.
Now you can imagine what opinion can be formed. of a group,
party or an individual whose policy changes every moment, which is -satisfied
at one moment and discontented the -ne-xt. I think the idea that we should
·not frame. the Constitution in this House struck the mind of my friend Seth
Damodar Swarup rather too late. In my ·bumble opiniOlJ, the arguments
advanced by ]lim are weak,- groundles,g, uninteresting and senseless to su~b a
degree as c;,nnot be defined.
His first argument is that the Constituent
·Assembly does not have a representative chaxacter.
I would like to submit
that there is ridiculous aspect of democracy, and that comes to the surface
when to . make democracy fully ;representative in character, we evolve such
institutions as- proportional representation and thereby establish fascism
amongst ourselves. In. Germany, Italy arid France, wherever a:ttemp'ts weremade to establish this type of Democra-cy, the only ,result was tha-t it was soon
transformed into fascism.: The argument, that we are the representatives of
15, per cent of the population and that the representatives of 85 per cent of-the •
population are not with us and therefore ~we should postpone on that ground the
·consideration of the Constitution, is a fallacious one----"fallacious because nowhere in the world can a ~ode! assembly .be constituted. We have represented
the whole .of t,he ·country m- this _Assem~ly. Sethji had been a member of· the _
Congress till recently; on the basis of the formation of such assoc!aticins could
he ~ay that the Congress was a bo~y rep'resenting the whole of India? ' While .
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he could not say that on numerical basis, my friend Sethji has alw~ys, considered himself to be- a divin~ lieutenant in India.
Even though not( even
- one poor man, not even a farmer, and a worker h_as elected him to represent
India, yet he considers hi~self to be a_ rep_resentatlV?;
And why ~oes he do
so?
As the saying goes m the Russmn language we_ are the will_ ~f the
peoples". We are the representatives of the will, emotwns . and ambitl<'{ns. oi
the people, and in this capacity representing the whole of India we are framn~g
our Constitution, though our representation is not based on numbers. Hence,
I .think that it is ~ot proper to raise this fallacious argument about percentages.
The second ~int which he has raised is that we have borrowed in _our
Constitution many articles from the constitutions of other countries. I thmk ,
that Honourablie Dr. Arnbedkar has very ni.cely answered this question in his
yesterday's speech.
I would only like to say that if my friend Seth Damodar
Swarup runs so much after originality which I believe he intends to do, I
am afraid he would make himself extremely ridiculous. It will be because
when he talks of origina-lity he hin1.sellf is' not really original. His eyes are
fixed on· Russia and he comments that Russian Constitution has not been
followed in framing this Constitution. This means tha-t had we followed Russia
we would have been original, but bElcause we have followed· Australia, Oanada,
U.S.A. and U.K. or.... borrowed many articles from ihem or received an'inspiration from them, we are not original.
Now it is for us to choose which one to
follow."
Sethji and Maulana · Hasrat Mohani incline towards Russia.
We favour friendship with Russia.
With great int-erest and sympathy
we witness the great experiment Russia is .. making to organise men;
but it is definite Ehat we cannot accept even in dream its policy to
subordinate or annihilate the individual for the sake of the state in
all important stages of life.
Sethji has quoted Mahatma Gandhi, who was
against ov~r-centralisation. My friend should remember that Mahatma Gandhi
was essentially an anarchist.
He was a philosophical anarchist.
His view
was that. in the ultimate analysis anarchism was beneficia.!, for his aim was
to raise man to a pedes~al were he does not need external restraint.
You and
we are not such great souls. · It would be cidiculous for us to attempt to talk
ot anarchism by simply repeating the words of Gandhiji and trying to put it into
actual-practice.
Hence, it is useless to •repeat the words of Mahatma Gandhi
hez:e.
By quoting'"M:ahatma Gandhi in support of his arguments Sethji has
not revealed any special power of reasoning.
He wants t.a know· what position
is hehl by villages, labourers, farmers, and local sel£-govemments in this Constitution. I would like to submit humbly that if he will take the trouble of
studying the whole of the Constitution carefully, he >vonld come to know that
~ven, to~ay in the making of ~his _Constitution· we _are not ignoring that sacred
mspiratwn of Mahatma Gandhi which led him to give us a message that India
do~s not consist of cities but of the seven lakhs of villages.
Mr. President, 1,
therefore, oppose the motion of Sethji a1id I am sure that the House will not
at a.Il hesitate in rejecting it outright. J

Prof. Shibban Lal Saksena (United Provinces: General): Mr. Presid6 nt,
Sir, Seth Damodar Swarup's amendment should not be dismissed so lightly
as my Honourable friend Sbri Balkrishna Sharma- has done. ·We oursel1ves
when the Cabinet Mission were in India, wanted that this Assembly should b~
elected on adult suffrage; but the Britishers never wanted election on adult
suffrage.
They forced on us this method of elect-ion.
If thev had acc~ded
·to our demand, we would have been elected on adult suffrage. 'seth Damodar
Swarup knows full :well that th~ Congress~ party w?ich is in the majority~in this
House,__ would have welcomed IL
The Issue whwh he has raised is a fundamental one and we must. all admit that an Assembly elected on adult suffrage ~
would be the real Constituent Assembly, though I am sure a large majority
of these same members would be again returned.
·
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But, today, the question is a practical one: can we adjourn now and wait for s
year or so to have a; new election for the Constituent Assemblv and then frame
our constitution? 1 think the present Constitution which has been framed by a
foreign Parliament is not one under which I would like 1;0 remain a minute
long~r tha_n I can help. I therefore think that today we must go on with the
consideratiOn of this Draft Constitution but "when we come ·to the chapter for
chooging the Constitution we must make changes in the Constitution ·in the
first ten years much easier than it is at present in the Draft. I think we must
make it possible for any change in the Constitution to be· made by simple
:rpajority and not by two-thirds majority.
Sethji has also raised other issues. He has said tha.t this Constitution does
,not give any voice to the villages. He is thinking of the Soviet Const.itubion .
.Mahatma Gandhi's o"'"'l Constitution, of which an outlr.1e was given by Shri
S. N. ·Aggarwal, was also based on village republics or village panchayats, and
I think we shall have to discuss this point carefully when we come to "~hat
aspect of the Constitution: I was pained to hear from Dr. Ambedlmr that he
rather despised the system in which villages had a paramount voice. I think
we will have to amend that portion properly. This Assembly is now entering
upon its task and is fully entitled to change the entire Constitution.
:Sethji has today give1i his amendment.s and -we sha1l be very glad to discuss
them. I do not think that S.ethji is alone in the views he expressed. "We.'
must not dismiss these_ things with the lightness with which my predecessor
has dismissed them.
In tpis Assembly we must discuss every aspect of this
Constitution with seriousness and everybody must ·be treated with respect.
Other things which he has said, can also be discussed at the proper t.ime. He
has said tha1t there is no provisiolf in this Constitution for Local Self Government in units. It is an important thing which must be included in the
Constitution and at present there is this omission in the present Constitution.
But I don't think that·Sethji's advice that we should adjourn now and wait for
a year foi' the Constitution-to be made by a new Constituent Assembly is proper,
bec-ause the new Assembly will have to be elected afresh and this House will
have to make some rules for electing.a new Constituent Assembly and that will
take some time. Then we will have to sit now to make some rules for election of
the new Constituent Assembly and then to have the new Constitution discussed
by it. I think the new .Houses of Parliament in this Draft Constitution
· elected under adult suffrage- will have full power to change the Constitution, and
if~that clause which inakes it difficult to change the Constitution is removed, the
purpose of this amendment will have been serv-ed. 1 therefore suggest thll.t
when that portion comes, we \vill discuss that, but at present the adjournlllent
will not be proper. I therefore oppose this amendment..
Shri· s.~Nagappa (M~dras: General): Mr. President, Sir, I am sorry that
Ihave to oppose my Honourable friend's motion that is before the House. My
friend has been sa.ying that he has not been returned to this Assembly in order
to make a Constitution. I am at a. loss to understand wha.t is the purpose fo.r
which he contested .these elections. I think ·it was ·clear to him whe.n h~ .
got into this Assembly that he was coming here o11ly in crder to frame a Con-"'
stitution. But his point is th'lt this is not a: representative b0dy. May I ask
P.im which sort of body will be really representative? Are these members not "·
elected by the elected representatives of the people? No doubt I agree that
there was no .adult suffrage. Whose fault is it? Is it t;he fault of the present
Government or is it the fault of the previous Government? My friend would
have· been· in order if he had asked tb.e previous Government and ·he was also·· ·
aware that the previous Government had not ~;nough tiP.1e. They were eager"
to go and so, even if they wanted to prepare the electoral rolls on a.duH suffrage
and conduct elections, they would have taken two yea.rs. J don't know wheLhe_,r
my friend wanted to have the foreign ·domination for two more years. We
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have been elected by the ·representatives of the people and every member re·
presents some thousands of people. No doubt he does not represent every one
,of the people that are in that province but he represent;s the educa.ted that are
the cream of the people. . When they have sent these members here with
the definite task that they should frame the Constitution and moreover when
this was the ·-body that has received the power from tbe foreigner, it is more
in order and more representative than any other. Even if elections are held
on an adult suffrage, can .my friend guarantee that there will be other than
these members? I doubt it. These are the chosen leaders not from to-day or
,yesterday but for so many years and the people have conf:idence in them. Even
when the country was going through turmoil and difficulties the people . bad
:reposed confidence in them.
I

•

\

.

My friend was say(ng that there are no poor-peo:ele's--representatives. What
:are we? I represent the poorest of the poor. He was talking of the depressed
·classes ai1d backward communit,ies. Are· we not depre::;s(:,cllclass people? What
about Dr. Ambedl.I.ar? · \iVhom does he represent? He represents the lovH::st
:rung of the ladder and can there be any other representat-ive other than Dr.
Ambedkar from those people? It is our fortune that tho task of framing the
Constitu t.ion has been entrusted to the representative- -the real representative-•Of the lo\vest rung of -·the ladder and_ I can't understand when m.Y
friend says the poor _ have not been given • a cha.nce · to be represented
here, and the worker has not been given a chance to be repres~ecl
here. If that was the case, may I ask why there \Vas no agitation in the country
when this Assembly was elected? There were so many organisations and there
were so many papers
who could have
complained and agitated;
:and almost all people were eager that this body must come into
.existence as early as possible and
relieve the
Britisher
who
was
anxious to leave this country. When that \Vas the case· I am surprised at
my friend's observa.tions. If my friend does not consider this as a represeuta.- ·
-tive body, he should have refrained from coming into thjs Assembly. He dirl
not do that. He was wise enough to get into this and continue for two years
and be called a Member of this Assembly. Having done all that, now when the
Constitution is ready and ripe for adoption, he ca 1mly comes :and says that this
is not a representati~e .body. I see no logic or reason in that. Can he proye
t.ha-t except a section of the country which is dissatisfied and a section which
,could not get into the House or a section which is jealous of the present Gov·
•ernment, there is any large body of people in the country who are not satisfied
-with the representative character of this Hous~?
Mv ft·iend the Maulana talked in the same strnin. I do not know whether
'he to~k his inspiration fron't Shri Damodar Swarup or '~'hether the latter took •
his inspira\timl. from t.he Maulana, or whether they conspired among them·selves. Anyhow their view seems peculiar not only to me but to large numbr1rs
of people. I do not know what the Maulana was trying to impress on the House,
but he seems to be more fond of the Soviet Constitution than of his own Con·stitution. Forgetting that he can frame a better constitution than the Soviet or
any other constit-ution, he toM us that he was for adopting the Soviet Const.iimtion. I do not know the reason why he has been tempted to adopt tha-t con·stitution,I£ his argument is that as we have borrowed from every constitution \Ye
should borrow from the Soviet Constitution also, I can see some reason in it.
Here he says that as we have borrowed from America and England and New
'Zealand we should borrow also from Soviet· Russia: Bul; why should he b'e so
fond of t.hat? We borrow from other countries what is fit t-o be adopted by us,
when they suit our conditions and requirements. It is not for the sake of borrowing tha:t we do this and our Constitution is not a combination or mixture of all
.other constitutions. \iV e study other constitutions and consider our own
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customs and usages and culture, and we borrow . what suits us best..
There is nothing wrong 'in Lorrowing something which ·suits us best.
,
Sir, I oppose the motion. •
• Shri Syamanandan
Sahaya (Bihar: Genera.l): Sir, I propose a
closure of the_ debate on Jhe amendments and move that- the question be now·
put.
My Honoura.bl_e friend ·Seth Damodar Swarup has done his duty by
voicing the opinion of a certain political section of the country and we need
not take any more time over this. .We may now proceed to discuss the Draft.
!" Constitution generally.
Mr. President:rThe question is:
That the question be now put.
The motion was adopted.
Mr. President: The question is:
That' Maulana Hasrat Mohani's motion be adopted.
The motion was negatived.
Mr: President: The question is-·
That Seth Damodar Swarup 's motion be adppted ..
..,..
The motion was negatived.
Mr. President: The House will now proceed to a general discussion of themotion by Th. Amliedkar. Shri H. V. Kamath has an. amendment on it.
Shri H. V. Kamath: Sir, I move:
, "That in the motion. the word 'Constituent' be deleted and fvr the wordH 'settled by·
the Drafting Committee' the words ·'prepared by the Drafting Committee' be s•1l>st1tuted".

.

...

r

\

.

It is a purely verbal amendment and there is no need to enter into a dis, cussion or controversy over it. The word "Constituent" is redundant as-.
"Assembly~ means the Constituent 'Assembly. As regar;ds the other part,_ the
copy of the Draft Constitution that we have got says, "prepared by the
Drafting Committee''. I wish toii> bring Dr. Ambedkar's motion into line with
this even at the risk of being dubbed a stickler or purist. Sir, I move ..
1'1-ir. President: I will draw attention to Rule 38-A which uses the word~;
"Draft Constituti~n of India settled by the Drafting Committee". Dr·. Ambedkar's motion takes the word from that rule.
Shri H. V. Kamath: By leave of the President, I shall now speak on the
motion itself. While I support the motion 'I do not accept all the observations that
_Dr. Ambedkar m'ade in the course of his learned address yesterday. As regards those aspects of the 'question,. which deal with the strength. of the State,
which deal with the provrsiowto convert a Federal State into a unitary one in
the· event of emergency; as regards the undersirability of the various cofuponent units of the State to maintain ar:nies· to the prejuuice of the security
of the Uniori as a whole, I endorse his/observations whole-heartedly. He told
w;· with some pride-I think-that the Constitution is borrowed largely from
the Government of India Act and considerablY from the constitutions of the
-United Kingdom, Uil.ited States and Australi~ iuid perhaps Canada also. J ·
- listened to his speech with considerable pleasure and not a little profit. But
. I expected hii:n to tell us what, if any, had ~been -borrowed from our political
· past, from the political and spiritual genius of th2 Indian people. Of that there
was '.not a single word throughout\ the whole _spee~h. ; This is perhaps -in tune
with the times. The other day Shrimati Vijayalakshmi while addressing the
United Na.tions G'enenil Assembly in Pa-ris observed with pride that we in
India have borrowed from Franc~ their slogan of liberty, _equality and fraternity we 1have taken this from En~land and that from America, but she did not
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say what we have borrowed from our own .Past, from our own political a;:nd
hist<Jric past, from our long and chequered history of which we are so proud.
On one thing I joill issue with Dr. Ambedkar. ·He was pleased to tefer .to,
the villages-I am quoting from a press report in the absence .of the official
copy-as '.'sinks 9f localism and dens of ignorance •. narrow-mmded~~ss a~d
communalism"; and he nlso laid at the door of a certam Metcalfe our pathetic-faith" in village communities. Sir, I may say that it is not owing ~ Metcalfe
but owino- to a far greater man who has liberated us in recent tunes, ourMaster a~d the Father of our nat.ion that this love of ours for the villages has·
grown, our faith in the viNage r~publics and our rural communities has
grown and we have' cherished it with all our heart.. It is due to '¥ahatma,
Gandhi, it is due to you, Sir, ·and it is due to Sardar Patel an.d Pandit Nehru
and Netaji Bose that we have come· to love our village folk. With all deference,
to 'Dr. Ambedkar, I differ from him in this regard. His attitude yesterday was.
t.ypical of the urban highbrow; and if that is going to be ou~ attitude towards.
the village folk, I can only say, "God save us." If we do not cultivate sympathyand love and affection for our villages and rural folk I do not see how we can
uplift our country. Mahatma Gandhi taught us in almost the last mantra that.
he gave in the last days of his life to strive for panchayat rai. If Dr. Ambedkar·
cannot see his way to accept this, I do not see what remedy or panacea he ha<>
got for uplifting our villages. In my own province of C.P. and Berar we have·
recently launched upon a scheme of J anapadas, of local self-government and
decentralisation; and that is entirely in consonance with the teachings of our·
Master. I hope .that scheme will come to fruition and be an example to ·the
rest of the country. Sir, it was with coi1siderable pain that I heard J?r.
Amoedlmr refer to om villages in that .fashion, with dislike, if not with con-tempt. Perhaps the fault lies with the composition of the Drafting Committee,
among the members of which no one, with the SQle exception of Sriyut Munshi,
has taken any active part in the struggle for our country's freedom. None of'
them is. therefore capable of entering into the spirit of our struggle, the spirit
that animated us; they cannot comprehend ·with their hearts-I am. not talking·
of the head it is comparatively easy to underdand with the head-the turmoiled'
birth of our nation aft~r years of travail and tribulation. That is why the tone·
of Dr. Ambedh.ar's speech yesterday with regard to our poorest, the lowliest and
~he lost was what it was. I am sorry he relied on Metca-lfe only.
Other histonans and resea.rch scholars have also given us precious information in this reg"'rd ..
I' do not know if be has read a book ca-lled "Indian Poiity" by Dr. Jayas:wal; I
· do not know if he has read another book by a greater man, "The Spirit and ·Form
of Indian Polity" by Sree Aurobindo. From .t4ese books we learn how our polity
in ancient times was securely built on village communities which were,autonomous.
and self-contained; _and that is why our civ_ilisation has survived through all
these· ages. If we lose sight of the strength .of our polity we lose sight of everything. I will read to the ·House a brief description of what our polity was and'
what its strength was:
''At the height of its evolution and in the great days of Indian civilisation·
• we find an adY?~a-ble .political system, efficient in the highest degree and very
and·
perfectly combmmg village and urban self-government• with stability
·order. The State carried on its work administrative, judicial, financial
and'
protective-without destroying or encroaching on the rights and free activities
of the people. and its constituent bodies in the same department. The royal
courts m. ~a-p1ta.l and c?un~ry were the suprel?e judicial authority co-ordinating·
the admimstratiOn of JUStiCe throughout the kingdom."
That .is so far as th~e. village r~pu~lics are concerned. I believ·e the day is.;
not far distant when not merely India but the whole world, if~it wants peace and:'
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:security and prosperity and happiness, will have to decentralise and establish
viLlage republics and town republics, and on the basis of this they will have
to build their State; otherwise the world is in for hffi'd tim~s.
Then, Sir, I find in Dr. Ambedkar's speech considerable amount of· ~hunder
. and plenty of lightning. But I could not find the light thfllt sustains, the lighii
that warms, the light that gives, life, the light eternal. I heard. what he said
.. about minorities in India. I do not know on what basis he made this rema:rk
that· no minority in Indit~ had taken this stam"i. After referring. to the Redmond·Carson episode in the history of the Irish struggle, he went on to sa~ that no
:minority in India has t-aken this stand. ·'Damn your safeguards" said Carson,
"we don't want to be ruled by you."
'
Dr. Ambedkar said: "They have loyally accepted the rule of the majqrity
·which is basically a ~ommunal majo~·ity and not a political majority.''
If, Sir, our minorities had really taken this .,t::md·, India's history would
:have been different. After what has happened during the last two years, can
we say that no minority took this s·tand? It is because • a certain minorit.y took
this stand and said, "We do not want to be ruled by the ma.jority." Go to hell.",
1
· we had the tragedy of the last eighteen month~. If Dr, Ambedkar was referring
to lndia after 15th August 1947, I have nothing to say; but if he was referring
to India before 15th· August 1947, I fail to understand him. How can he say
that no. minority stood for safeguards and sa~d, 'We do not want to be ruled
.~by you'? It is because a certain organisaiton took the, stand, I'No safeguards.
We do 'not .want. safeguards. \Ve want a separate Stat-e.'·, that ultimately
·Pakistan came into being and \Ve had to witness the t.ragedy of the past eighteen
months.
In 1927, I as a student pttended the Madras session of the Congress. Maulana.
Mahomed Ali and Pa.nclit Mala-viya w.er€ ooth present there. · There was a ques·t.ion about safeguards and Pandit Malaviya made a mbv~ng speech that went
·straight to the heart. Re said: "What safeguards did you ask from the Secretary of State for India or from th~ Government of India? We are here. What
·better safeguards you wa.nt?" After that speech, Maula"na Mahomed Ali came
to the rostrum, embraced Pandit Malaviya and sa.id: "I do not want any sa£e·guards. We want to live as Indians, as part of the Indian body-politic. \Ve
·want no safeguanl.s from the British Government. . , Pandit Malaviya is our
·best safeguard." · I£ that spirit had continued to animate us, we would have re·mained as united India, a single country,· a single State a-nd a single nation. ·
·This being so, I fail to understa.nd what Dr. Ambedkar means by saying that no
minority in' India has taken this stand. The majority has alwa.ys been willing
·to grant them safeguards, adequate safeguards. But the minority would have
·nothing to do-with it. The minority in India took the same stand as c·arson
took in· Ireland. T!J_at is why, to the detriment of the Irish bod:v-politic division
·was -resorted to, as was done in India, resulting in disturbance of the peace and
·progress of the country.
·
'
\Vell, Sir, there are one or tw~ other aspects of the Constitution I would
-like to touch upon. One relates to Article 280 of "the Constitution, viz., the •
·one about Fundamenta-L Rights. ,.
1
Mr. President: Tlie Honoura.ble Member has almost exhausted his time.

Shri H.. V. Kamath: I onlv want one or two more minutes, Sir.· The Funda·mental Rights could be suspe;;_ded in the event of an emergency and that means
·-that the power of the High Court 'can be taken ·away. It is a dangerous pro·vision to make in the Constitution. If I remember aright, even during the last
~world war, the British Government did not suspend t.he right o~.the citizen to
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not know whether ;ye should go ope better,. rather one worse, than the British
Government.
Then we have the Ordinance-making power given in Article 102. This shou!d.
Cbe done away with. When we were fighting the British Government, we attacked this power, this ordinance-making po':e! of the Governor-General and ~he·
Viceroy. Here we are making this prov1s1on, not for an emergency. Art1cle:
102 merely says that the President may promulgate Ordinances whenever he·
is so satisfied. That power should be drastically curtailied, if not entirely done
away with.
Now I will conclude· by saying that, with all its good point.s, with all ita.
provisions for making India. a united and strong fed~ral-unj~ar)' Sta.te, there
are certain matters which could have been more happ1ly provided for. ~
Now, what is a Starte for? The utility of a State has to be judged. from.
its effect on the common man's welfare. The ultimate conflict that has to be
rEsolved is this: whether the individual is for the State or the State for the·
individual. .Mahatma Gandhi tried in his lifetime to strike a liappy balance, to.
rec0ndle thjs dwandwa, 'if[) and arrived at the conception of the Panchayat
Raj. I hope/that we in India will go forward and try to make the State exist
for the indivi•lual rather than the individual for the State. This is. what we ·
must aim at and that is what we must bring about in our own country. Because
we hLtve a gwat spiritual and political heritage, we in India are best fitted to·
·bring about this consumma.tion in our oWn country; and let me say that unless .
in thf' whole world the spirit of empire gives place to the empire of the spirit,
in the way that Mahatma Gandhi and all seers before. him have conceived it,
unless this consummation comes about in the world, there will he no peace on
earth. At least let us try to bring about this empire of the spirit in our own·
political institutions. If we do not do this, our attempt toda.y in this Assembly
would not truly reflect. the political genius of the Indian people. We have
been s0 much taken in by Western glamour. This glamour hap hen too much·
with us. We have become the prisoners of our habit foJ:IDB and thought forms.
They have become almost like the old man in Sindbad -the Sailor whom hecould not shake off. We have become unable to shake off vur old. habitS.
But amid all the mist of confusion, there is still the certainty 0f a new twilight;
not the twilight of the evening, but the twilight of the morning-the Yuga ·
Sandhi India of the ages is. not dead no:t has she spoken her last creative word;
she lives and has still something to do for herself and for the human family.
And that which is now awake in India is not, I hope,
AngliCized or ·
Europeanized Oriental people, docile pupil of the West and doomed to repeau
the cyclo of the Occident's success and failure, but still the ancient invincible
Shakti recovering Her deepest. Self, lifting Her head higher towards the
supreme source of light and strength, and turning to discover the complete
meaning and a vaster form of Her Dha.rma. In that faith and fortified by that
conviction, let us march forward into the future, and by the grace of God,
victory will crown our efforts. '
Seth Gorvind Das (C.P. and Berar: General): *[Mr. President, I rise to·
s?pport the I~wtion moved by Dr. Ambedkar. ~ut at the very outsei; I would
hke to make 1t clear tha.t my support to his motwn does not mean that I agree
to evEry thing he has said in his speech, On the contrary, in my op~nion his
•speech has not at all been befit.ting the "beautiful motion movecl by him. He
has raised many controversial issues and it would have been better if he had·
not raised them at all. While supporting the motion, I would like to make·
it clear to you that I do nat have at present the enthusiasm with which,such ·
a motion should be supported. The motion as also the whole Constitutiort 'have
heen presented to the House in an alien language. There has been yesterday·
consid~rable oiscussion on this question and I would not say much on. it. But
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I d~ feel a_ regret today that we di~ _no~ ~ecid~ .the question of 11ational ~language
.earlier. S1r, bad we taken a dee1s10n m this respec] earlier,_ yesterday, t-here
·.would have been no necessity for you to give an assur~nce that this Constitution
would be· placed before this House in the language which .would be accepte_d
.as~ ~e nwtionallanguage and that the articles which woul'd have been pa-ssed
by th& _time a decision is taken,in this respect would be rep3.ssed in our own
.language,_ Perhaps you remember, that you h~d given us an assurance in this
.respect and. that wheri after your assurance I had raised ~he qu~stion again .
you had stated in your reply that the original draft of tha Constitution would
.be in _the natioJ?-al language. To adopt the Constitution in an. alien language
.is noJ; only a matter of shame for us but it will crea.te many difficulties in the
future and will establish supremacy of English in our country. Even during
British regime our country produced many ·learned men Whu did not know
.English.
·
For example, mention of late Pan~it Sudhakar Dwivedi may be made. Such
.a pmson nowadays is Moulana Abul Kalam Azad who cannot be .said to be a:...
"lcholar of the · English language. If we frame our Constitution in a foreign
.language, even free India, inspite of having its own national language, will have
to depend for ever· on those who have specil:!>lised in English in so far as the
·\!Oljstitutional matters, would be .concerned.. Therefore again, I would appeal
t1J yoy_, .as I did yesterday,_ that the -original of our Constitution should be jn ·
Hindi.
Moreover, this Constitution is incomplete. ~-Many important ~atters have
not been included in it. No doubt artieie 99, cbtpter II lays down '.Jn Parliament Business shall.be conducted in Hindi or English", but m the whole of
the Draft- there is no mention about our national Janguag-e. Of course, we can
aniend article 99, and specifi<Jally men~ion the language for transaction o:l' business in oui- Assr,mblies. But that alone would not do· unless we also· speci.fica1Jy declar:e which language shall be our national language. The mere state- \
rnent tbat in Parliament btisi:ness shall be conducted in this or that language
is not enough. We have to declare tha.t a particular ·language shall be the
uational language of the country. \Ve have also to declare w.i1ich shall be the
national script of the country. In so far as both these matters are concerned
the Constitution is quite incomplEtte.
Perhaps you might have noticed the fact that in the Irish Constitution there
is mention of their National Flag. Though we a:ccepted by a resolution this tri- _·
colour flag as our National Flag, we have ma.de no mention of thG National Flag
in this draft. · ·
·
1
We would like that our Const-itution should· specificalily provide that a parti.cular flag shall .be our National Flag just as has been done. in the Irish Constitution.
,
,
-'B-esides, our Constitution is silent. about our National Antpem. On many
·Oecasions our Prime MiniBter Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru has ~Stated that the
nrial de~ision on the question of N atiCiual Anthem would be taken by· the, Constituent Assembly: But I would also like that a provision should be included in
--9ur Constitution which specifically fixes ·our National Anthem.
I would also like to. e2..1:>ress my views on- all ·these ma.tters tha.t have not:
;been provided· for by this draft of the Constitution. In my opinion Hindi alone
can be· t:fie national la.nguage of this country. I think there .are only a few
-members of this House who believe today that English can be ma·de the national
'~language~ of this country. , The Hindi-Hindust,ani controversy has a1so come .
to an end, simply because Article 9~ of the Constitution refers to "Hindi or
Emt~h" alone in relation to the. transaction of business in our Parliament.
Th{ts the (]_Uestion of .Hindus-tani also exists no niore, 4s far as the members
,and- residents· of South India are concerned, I. would agree that business· here
• ~ay be conducted in English also ~or .some ye-ars to com.e. We should not
impose anything on them: But H~nd1 must be 'our nalaona.I language and
'Devnagari our national ~cripll.
(_
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This Constitution should by~ specific provision prescribe the :flag that has
,been accepted before in this Houoo as our National Flag and l suggest ~hat
Jike thG Union J ac:k: it should be given a .distinctive name of its own. I would
.like to suggest to you a beautiful name for it. It may be named "Sudarshan".
The --word "Sudarshan" means beautif.ul in appearance. While presentiug the
flag to the House Pandit Jawaharlal· Nehru had described in his speech how
.beautiful· our :national :flag is. I suggest, tlierefore, that it be named ''Sudar_shan". There is also a Chakra or wheel on it. The· weapon of Lord Vishnu was
.also known ~udarshan Chakra and l;:wnce this name would be quite suitable.
• ~t\.s far as the question of National Anthem is concerned, ,I would say tha~
'Vande Mataram' can be our National Antherri. The history of our struggle
lor independence is associated with Va-nde Mataram. If it be said that its
tune is not fit .for orchestrisa,tian I vwuld submit that this is a c!i:fficulty which
.can be overcome by experts in orchestral music. Lyrical wngs of Mahakavi
.Soordas and Meerabai can be sung not only in one but in many tunes. It is
therefore wrong to thinlc that 'Vande Mataram' is not suited for orchestrisation.
There is no person who ha_.;; no respect in his heart for Rabinclranath Tagorethe King among poets. 'rhe verse '' J ana Mana Gana'' was. composed on the
-occa~ion of the visit of the late Emperor George the V .to India in 1911. .The
poem offers greetings, not to Mother India, but to the late King Emperor.
EverJ sentiment in it is in relation to the "Bh(:lra,t Bhagia Vidbata ,_and who is
meant is clear from thf,l expression "victory to the Emperor" (Jai Rajeshwar).
It is evident that in a Republic we cannot in our National Anthem, offer any
~greetings to any 'Rajeshwar'.
'Vande Mataram' alone, therefore can be our
Natioaal Anthem.
Besides itt> in~ompleteness, this Const,itution also needs many amendments.
For instance, our country has been named as 'India' in this Constitution.
As far· as the foreign countries are concem~cl this narrie is a.liright. But if a
meeting is held in our country which we have to address, shall we address the
gathering 'Ay Indians'? When we want to frame the Oom;titution of our
... ountry in our national la:gguage, when we want to make it a secular state,
neither 'India' nor Hindustan are suitable names for this country. In my
.opinjon, we shculd give this country the ancient name 'Bha!"at'.
· One thing Jnore I would like to mention hm;~ Ou;s. is an !"tgricultural country.
It should have aU. that is necessary for agriculture. From. this point of view
the p:rotection of cowt~ is very essential for us. The problem of cow protection ·
is a matter which has been associated with our ~ivilisation from the time of
Lord Krishna. To us it is not only a religious or economic but also a cultural
problem. Just as we ·have declared the practice of· untouchability an offence,
we ean also declare that cow-slaughter in this country -would be an offence.
\Ve should include some provision in our Constitution for thiB. We learn from
our history that only such regimes, -whether durinF Hindu period or Muslim
period, as had prohibited cow-slaughter had b_een ~pular and successful in our
country. History is a witness to the fact that cow-slaughter was abolished here
during the rule of many Muslim Kings. It may be said that it would entaiL
a heavy financial burden. I submit, however, that even if we impose a tax
on the people and ask them to pay it in order to protect the cows, I am af
oph~cn that they would pay it quite w~l~ingly. The bogey of finnncial di~culties
used to be .raised before us bv t·he E-nt1sh Government. But I would hke tha£
"in the-fnatter of cow-protecti~n this bogey should not be rai;;ecl before us
.
We have to examine the Constitution from every point· of view and seek to
make it complete .~n aU respects. Ours _is not a newly bora eountry. It is
an anrient country, it has a long history, .a hoary civilisa.tion and culture. We
.should frame our Constitution keeping iri view all these facts before us. We
do not want to place• any minority, whether Muslim or other, under any disabilities. But, certainly we are not prepared to appe::me those who put, the
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two-nation theory before us. r want to make it clear that from the cultural
point of view orily one culture can E.xist _in this, country. The Constitution that
we adopt must be in har:t;nony with ou~ culture and that Oo.o,shtution would be
.
·
suitable to us which is in our language:
Iff is.after ~:;,enturies tha-t we have .tl1is opportunity of framing 011r constitution.,
.We must use it well and frame a constitution that is suited to the genius of
our land.]
.
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad (West Bengal: Muslim): Mr. President, Sir, I have'
·a short tim~t at my disposal to deal with this enormous subject and I shall
ther6fore confiue myself to one or two specific subjects and res<Jrvt! my comments.
on other matters for a latter stage. 'fhe first thing tO which I wis_h to draw ~he
attention of the House is the trea.tment of the expression "States". "States"
under the Draft Constitution moons almost anything. The idea '\U.S to do away
with the distinction between the Provinces, the Indian Statea, the Chief Com..:.
missioners' Provinces and similar other things. ;rt was feared, and very naturally
feared, at one stage that the.Indi::m States would not align themselves or could
llOt be made tc align th_emselves to the new set up of things, but thing!j haveproceeded rapidly and the "States" ha.ve -quite reasonably aligned themselves.
or are aligning themselves with the Provinces. I therefore think that .this defisorts of things is no longer necessary. I should
nit-ion oC'States" as meaning
think we 'Should revert to the nomencla.ture of Provinces, Iodiun States and
Chief Commissioners' Provinces and the like. ·There ~s no fe~n: af jumbling.· ·
them together and it is better to treat them as distinct entities. It may have
been thought by the eminent draftsmen that unless they dicl this, there would
be some centrifugal forces working, making them drift apart. But,- that fear·
havi11g been allayed, it is now necessary to go back to the original state af
affajrs. ' I submit that we are uot 'legislating for the future; we/are legislating
for the· preseut; though we should have an eye for the future, we must not
forget that w~ are _legislating for the present time. In the Dtaft Constitution.
we have three distinct }tems, namely, Provinces, Indian States and Chief Commissioners' Provinces, We should not do away with the presert distinctions.
If at a future da.te, these distinct entities would combine into one, as I have··
no doubt they will, and would be governed by the same or similar characteristics, then will be the time to amend the Constitution g.nd treat them on the.
same basis.
' ..
·
You wonld be pleased to find that in Parts VI and XIII, "State" means'
the Provinces. In Part VII, "Sta.te" mean!! Chief Commissioners' Provinces.
In Part IV "State" means Indian States. In Part Ill, "State'' means a•
wonderful series of things.- By tneans of article 7, "State" means first of all,·
the Government o.£ India, secondly it means the Government of ·the Sta.tes,
meaning all the States, ~ovinces, Indian States and Chief Commissioners~·
Provinces, and what is v:,ery remarkable, it aliso means .local and other authorities:.
I 13uppose these .are the municipalities, district .boards and ·other autonomous·
authorities. I think the pa'Ssion for a constitutioilal expression has gone too
far. T~>·call a district board, a municipality or a thing of that type as a "State"
would be doing violence to langua.ge. If English is to remain the language in,
whi0h the Constitution h?-s to be embodied, I think we should have some r~spect~ •
. for t]Jc, accepted meaning of the word State. A State always mea.ns and implies
a kind of sovereignty_ It may be limited<Sr it may be unlimited. Some kind
of sovereignty• is implied i~ the word State. But to call a district board or a
municipality a State would be a· misnomer. I think the passion for the use of
the wod. 'State' should be checked. If it is a question of nomenclature, if we
.wani; tu use the same expression for the Government ol India and the States,
we should distinctly mention the word municipality or .,_district board and not
allow these to _be comprehended within,the meaning af the all-pervading wordi

all
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'State·. If we allow the word 'St;te' to 'he used for ail sorts of purpo.ses, the
v~ry purpose ·0 { this well-biown constitutioual expression wo~ld be . lost .. I
should think therefore that Honourable Members should look mto thrs whrle
drafting amendments. I Jind it to be an anomalJ:" and it i~ d.ifficu:t t(. find a
substitute for this expression. I ask the co-operatwn of the Honour.ahle ·:i\iemiwts ,;;, t.his House to find a suitable expression for this. The expression. bas
t1 een defined. to mean different things in different clauses. Th-:·.se are artJCles
1 7 28 128 212 und' 247 accordino to which the word 'State' means different
c-tb:ngs. 'The1:e
a dange; of using c a well-known_ expression to mean ~ifferent
thiJ,gs in different parts of the same statute. TlllS m~y le~d t_o eonfusJC~1. It
will be difficult ior everyone who will have to deal wrth the mterpret.atwn _of
this Coustitution or to understand this Constitution, to keep his head· qurte
elear .:,;, to what is the sense in which the word 'S-ta-te' has been used at a
JoRl'1:1z:ulal; place. I sub~it, Sir, the ~ltimate pui']Jos~ which see1:r;s to_ be lying
behind this draftsmansh1p is the ultJmate co-ordmatJon anJ umtormrty of all
tbese"' different institut-ions. P.ut, at present, there is no need.for this kind of
ind:scriminate use of the word 'State'. I should therefore ask Honourable
nwmbers to consider in giving notice of amend:r;rients, whether it would be
better to stick to the Gld and well known expressious Provinc<Js, Indian States
and Chie£ Commissioners' Provinces.·

is

Then, I have one or two things to say with regard to another subject. Coming
to tbe directive principles of State policy, articles 28 to 40, I think that these
rire pious expressions. 'l'hey have no binding force. These· raH'1ot be enforced
in a Court of ,Law and really, as the Honourable. the Law Minister himseli
candidly admitted, they are pious superfluities. That is the criticism. He' has
given only one rep:y that the draft Constitution admits it to be so. I submit
it is r;ot a reply, but rather it is a statement of the fact of th critieism. I
think every constitutional principle should give a right, and every .a·ight should
i':e justiciable in a Court of law and in other places. H t.here is a right, its
violation is a. wrong, giving rise, to t.he w.ell known cause of action. So, there
cnn be no right, the violntion of which wou\1 not lead to a ~a use of action. -I
do not think that people would rush to Court for these things. But, if a constitutio;,a] right is defined with a considerable atrwunt of ceremony in a considerably
imp:.a-tant document like the Constitution of India, and if for the yiolatiori. of
the s::;me no legal remedy is provided, it would be absolutely wrong to insert the
>:o-cn]ed rights in the sta.tute. I submit, Sir, these principles are so well known
that the:v do J~ot require to be stated formally in a Constitution, at the same
time taking care to see that they are not justiciable in a Cou;t of lc;,w. I subrnit,
if these. principles of a purely directive character without a. binding force be at
nll introduced in a Statute. I think there are-other principles which should also
'be e(juallv introduced. as for instauce, 'don't tell a lie' 'don't ill-treat vcur
1wighLcn~', <Wd so on and so forth. The Ten Commandm,ents of the Bible "and
the other commandments from various religions and from praciicfl.l life shotild
al!'lo _be introduced on the same principle. As we do not think it practicable
to ;::~Ate All these obvious truths. not that these truths are not aJmissib:e or are
not binding, hut becau.se they are obvious. I submit that these directive princi ..
ples. are too obvious to require any mention. If there is any principle which
• 1eq•m·es .to be mentioned. it mus't be justiciable~ it must be l'nforcea:ble in a
r'r.flJ~+ of bw. Otherwise. it should have no place in a Constitution. The
R?no~rRble Law. Minister hi~nse.l£ admitted that,, there is no principle similar ro
thrs tO b~ found m. any Conshtut10n, except in the Irish Constitution. I£ a prineipl~ o~ thrs broa~ nature hes found ylac.e l?nly in one Constitutrion and that ConstJtut:on not bemg ~he ?est,
t:hmk 1t IS n.ot a safe guide to b-e folowed. I
submrt that these d1rect-rve prmCJple~ should also receive careful attention from
the Honourable members; at the tnue when this thin a will conme
th
principles should require careful attenlfon.
"'
· up, · ese'
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A;; the ti.il1e is very shoh, I do not wish to t~lm up J.!le time of the House
any further b_ut I would l'esenie my other comments for· ::;uitab~e occasions if
and when~ they arise.
•
Sa-rdar Bhopinder Singh Man (Eas~ J?unjab: Sikh) : "L Mr. President for a
country \dllC;h has passecl througn une historic phase of sugjugation, it is
natural tha.t ·while framing its constitution, it should ha:ve n ilnght vision.
Prog:·ess is liable t-o iJe unpeded, if high ideals are not kept in vww. H is an
essential fo,: progress: .J)i±ferences do occur among the peoph', bqt e;n such· '
occas:uns· we 11ave to 'see with what speed to proceed, which would enable us·
to reach our destination. Ip. politiga.l matters it. is wrong to ignore r. re_a.J.ity
and to take any J:tasty and unba~anced step, howsoever progressive the· step
may b6. I congratulate the Drafting Committee for v~sualizing the conditions
in their true J)&rspective and solving various problems ue..;ording i.o the
exigercies of th~ time. Criticism is being level1ed from two_.pl!ints oj View. A
. stroug Centre and retention of residuary:·powers hEwe becoma object of criticism
Ly ~cme people. Undoubt'Eldly the position of the Congress nls.} has been the
s·ame. But under changed circumstances and in the light d old expuiences
arlllJ ;,rtition of the country, some people demand a strong Cent;r3. ln opposing
•this the exarnple of Russia. is quoted. But it is forgotten that Hussia has J:umded
over these· powers to her units after· a dictatorial regime of 30 ·years. ·
•
I think, blowly and· gradually :1s the country advances socially and economically-, dil'ferent provinces might get this freedom in . IP'o'ta.lments. In
.accerting these principles, I do not think it expedient to interfere in the day-today \Wrking powers q£ the provinces, which have been handed over to them by
the C-:o•1tre. Clause 226 can be cited >Js an example.. 'rhis ctl<nt~e' h-k: been
diseus.sed in the Ass"!rnblies of the different provinces where it has been disapplY·ved_
·
Another question is the problem of Minorities._,. White eonsidering this
question, the members of the Majority Commu'!lity are t.ouched. They are
influenced by the past happenirigs. But consider it minutelJ. Formerly, il!
·om'- euuntrJf ·there used to b-e the third power which alwavs il1Juced them to
bec;:orrie unreasonable. I ·regret that as a conse_quenct one important minority
succumbed to this- temptation, anct adopted an unreasonahle ·attitud:: and got
the.counhy partitioned .. But,- Sir. this cannot be said regarding other minorities.
The minority, to which I belong, h_as always responded to th8 c'all of the country
and. in spite ,,f their very small number has pl_ay~d a big I?a.rt~iu~;_:~ry battle of
freedom for thE: countrv .. Therefore, when I mv1te your a:.tten.t-f~·towards me.
a.3 '1 wembcr of the minority community, it is not ~y intention to raise. communal issue nor to wea~n the nation
the countrv: rath8r [ say this as a
patriot, who fE)els th[!t to gain t$e goodwill of the minorities is to: rtdd to the
glory of the country and to increas." the ;;trength of t.he nati011. Now, when
there is L.) third power and the davs of t.he unreasonable...- altitude of the
minorities has come to an end, the responsibilitv of ·the maioritv has increased.
The majority has to gq,in the .confidence of the rninoritv. J l;oTJe with the attainment of power, the maiority will be able to disnel the doubts Bnd misgivingsof the minority. It. will have to gain the confidence of the ininarity.]
Shri R. V .. Dhulekar (United Pro-dnces: General): *[No\v there ~s no /'-·
. minority. here.]
· . .·
.
·
.
.
.
Sardar. Bhopihder Singh<I'!'Ian:' *[Well, you have alrracly accepton' it.• You ·•
have accepted it in .two. different clausl:'.s on the basis of religiofJ n!ld :an~_~age.
Sir, while-1 say that in the Draft Constitution problems have been solved
according to the exigencies· of the time~ I shall be failing in my .duty. i{ I did
,\ot king to your notice. that in clause 1_3 relating t-o the Mndrtmental rights
a11d more particularly the rights of citizenship, such ~ifficu1t .conditions have
...,
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be~n laid Ctowr that all the rights have been rendered nugatory. So far as
fimmce is· concerned, special consideration is to Jre given to La:ot Punjab a?-d
~·est Bengal which have been affected very much due to partit.ron. AlQng with
it the clause ;·elating to the citizenship rjghts should, in. my opinion, be made
more elastic for the refugees. It would be difficu:t for lakhs oi r~fug~eG coming
from .far off places to appear before a Distl'ict Magistrate for illiug t,he declaration
tbat they ~nteud t~_adopt the citize~ship of India.
,
.In man.1· cases it is quite possible that the people will have to come'from a
distance of 40 to 50 miles and they will have to Epenu a 1ot f01' their journey.
Therefore, it is not expedient to force the peop:e like this, n:wre ,Particularly
in the Punjab where they have no arrange~ent of a fix~d place of' residence.

There is vet another and last ]JOint. I have observed it tince yesterda.y
tlwt endeavoirr is being made to solve- the· language proble:n hy giving an
cilwfional tinge. In· my opinion, there should be no display of sentiment while
solving the lr,ngua.ge problem. At tin,es it takes a religiou;:; tuw. In my
opinio11 the Congress stand sbou:d he maintained in solving the. language
problem and the numerous resolutions passed by the
Congress- previously,
regading the language problem, should stand.]
.
Mr. Frank An~on.y (C.P. and :Eerar: -General): Mr. Presiden'u, Sir,_although
'Dr. Ambedkar is not present in the House I feel that, as a llfiwyer at least, I
ought to cor:;gmtula.te him for the symmetrical and lucid analysis which he gave
us ~f the principles underlying our Draft Constitution. Whatever different
views we mav hold about this Draft Constitution, I feel that this will be con<:eded that it' is 11. momi~ental document at least from thE; ptlysical point of
view. if from no other point of view. And I think it woulQ. be churlish for uf:
not to offer a ;mrcl of specia: thanks, to the members of the Dra.Hing. Qommittee,
bPcau;,e I am certain that they must have put in an infinite amount of labour
- and skill to be able to prepare such a _yast document.
Dr. Ampedkar referred- tc the :fact that whil~ tJ:ere was a. necessp;ry ,mmimum L>f rigidity and legalism. in a federal eonstituiioi!, an aitempt hflcl been
m:1de '.:o give it thE- maximum of flexibility by: accommodating as much as
possihle local needs and local circumst:mces. He also pointed out that this
flexibility had not been over-carried to the ext~nt o£ encouraging chaos. For
inst:mce, on fundamental matters an essential unity and integ;ration httd been
retained by having uniform laws, by having a. single and inleg~ated judiciary~·
h:v h:wing a Central Administra.tive Service. Dr. Ambedkar !'llso indicat,ed that
the C01:stitution sought to strike a balance between giving the Centre- too much
' or too litt:e power. He felt that it is a. salutary principle not 1-o over-weigh the
Centre with too much pOwer under which it might crash. Sir, I know that
several Members in this House will not agree with me. I, also, re!"ard as a
~ salntar:y principle the need for not giving, too much power to the Cent~e. Con- ~tituticnally. that is -an unexcept.ionable principle, but in applying it, wf. must
3dapt it ·to loca~--needs and circumstances, and, if we are fran.k with ourselves.
we must admit that in this vast country of ours t.here is an inher~nt potentiai
.•of divergenee and disintegration.. Because of thflt I feel that the maximum
possible power +.bat can be given to the Centre must -be give~ to the flPntre in
the .interests ot .the country, in the· interests of. the integritv a ,1d cohf.>sion of
the nation. I feel that in three particular matters there ;;h<',1Jld be Central
tontrol. I do not know to what extent some o£ my friends will al!ree with me

here.

'fhe first matter in which control should, I feel, be by and from the Centre
I feel that the Police Services
tbrongbont the country >".hould ·be controlled from the Centre. -You may not
hnve absolute control.. You may qualifv it. But there should be some measure
<>f eolltrol' from the Centre. We have to remember tha.t there was such a thing

~s w:th regard to the Police Administration.
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<1S the Indian }'oiice Service. It was au all-India service, the wembers of which
filled hy appointments in the Poli~e Administratio~s in thE} different provinces.
In ,,opibe of th;;;.t single unifying link, the Police Adrnin:istraticins in the different .AI
Provinces he.d•Ta~ying standards. If we are frank, we will admit that in some
rrovinoes the Polict Admimstration set general standards of efficiency and
mtcgnty. At the same _time, we have also to admit that in certain provinces
bhe >:tandardt? set bv the Police Administrations were not far removed from
chronic inefficiency a;1d chronic corruption; 'While we hafve sought to secure 'ccbesiw and integrity, w·ith regard to our judiciary, with regard to the Centrai Administrative Service (I do not lmmV to what exteHt members of tile Centr:.ll Ad-'
miLJist.rative Servict 'vill be appointed to key positions in the Police Administratio!:?s of the dif?erent pro.vinces), wha,tever ilitegrity and cohesion we may secure
by uavmg a o:mgle judicictry, whatever integrity and cohesion we may secure .A
tlu·?ugh _the Central Administrative Service, I feel that that integrity and coheswn y,.·1ll be largely stultified if the Police Administrations ar0 ;eH a.': the men~y
of the different .pruvincial Governments .. I might add here that I feel this.
measure of cohesion by central control, to );orne extent at least; i'3 vital. It goes.
to the mots of a healthy and stab:e ·society in our vast country.
The second matter on which I should like to see control from the Centre·
1s education. I kno_w that I am touching on.:a very contrGvers!al point, that,
I~ will be criticised ·and my suggestion will be completely l'epndi~tted by those
'rho, I feel, think-and on{y think-in provincial terms. At the same time.
1 fed that ·my proposal that education through6_ut· the country should be controlled from the Centre will hnve the approval and enclorsem~·nt of emi~ent
educationists of men, of vision and of men with .statesmunsnip. What is
happe{1ing today? Oh the thrtshold of independence (I can no:; helr: s~ying it) 1
certai11 provinces are running riot in the educational field. Provinces are irnplementm.g not only divergent but ofteu directly opposing po:ieies. And it is -~
a,lfi,mwtic thttt a uniform, synthesized, planned education system is the greatestforce to ensure national solida.rity and national integration. Equally, divergent,
fi.ssipswus, opposing edpcational policies will be. the greatest force •for disinteg- •
ration and the disruption of v~is country. I regret to say, hut it 1s true, i£ we
will only a-dmit it, that educational policies conceived in narrow provincial and
even parochial terms are today menacing us with the inevitable danger of raisingcqltural barriers, mental stockades, of building educatiCIDal w::;.Jls, over ·which
it wiil;.. become increasingly .impossible to look. I feel very strongly on this
suo]l d, becauso I have not a. little to do with education.' I hnve a grertt deal
to do wit~education from an all-India point" of view, and I feel ':hat if n policy
oi taib,;ez faire at\ this stage is conceded' or accepted from the Centre, then we ,
are trifli~g with a force which ii1 its potential for mischief, in its potential fort~
disrnrting this count.ry is much greater than any disruptive_ tendency we have
fac-ed from l'eligious communalism. .
"")4
-Finally, Sir,. th 8 . subject which T feel should be al?o controlled from the-- ~
Centre is the nat neglig-ible subject of he~lth. .Education .aml heaH? . are, ~o
wy mind, the two paramount nroblems vihrch this e?:mtry JS faced with: And
we cannot oe~dn to liquidate ill-health and mal-n~tritwn, unless. we do It on a.
uniform scale.. I do not believe that we can begm tQ touch th1s, perbRps our
greatest problem. •by allowing it. to rest at the me~·cies of tbe.~Tifferen.t yrovi~ciai
Governments which are, some of them, bound to have haltmg r;oliimes; some
of them are bound to ha.ve dispamt~,policies, SCI111e of them. a.rf; bound to have
divergent policies.
'
1
Lastly, ·I wish to endorse the sentiment expresse~. b.Y. Dr. Ambedkar
when he commended the provisions on behalf of the mmont1es.
I know thafi
it is an unsav0ury subject (after what India has g0Ie :vhrough) to taJk o:f<' lj
minoritres or in terms o£ minority problems. And I do not propose to do thae ,.
i do not propose to commend the~e minority 'T?rovisions, because they h:1ve
already been accepted by the Advisory Commtttee; they have been accepted i
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tw the Conrrress Party; tbev have also been accepted by the Constituent- •
But I feell ought to b<tnk and to congratulate the Congre&s
.:Party for ills realistic and statesmanliko approach to this not - easy problem;
and I feel we ought particularly tu thank SardaJ.' Patel for his very realistw
" and stategmanlilte approach.
There is no point in blinking, or in sb.irkmg
t.he fact that minorities do exist in. this country, but if we approach this pro!Jlem in the ·way the Congress has begun to approach_ it, I beiieve that in
"tef!. years there will be no minority problem in this country.
Believe me,
Sir, when I tell you that I, at any rate, do not think that there is a s~ngle
.rightminded minority that does not want to see this country reach, and reach
in the shortest possible time, the goJll of a real secular democratic State.
We believe-we must believe-that in the achievernent of that goal lies the
greatest guarantee of any minority section in this· country. As Dr. Ambedkar
has said, we have struck a golden mean in this matter.
The minorities too
hav.e been helpful.
There is no doubt that we went more than half-way 'to
meet the Congress Party and the Congress Party also, although it is very
difficult for a member who is not a member of a minority community, to
-appreciate the difficulties and anxieties of a minority, has done that and we
-are deeply grateful to them for it.
I believe that in these provisions we
·have struck a mean-a mean by '.vhich through a process of evolution,
t.hrough a process of natural alld easy transition, if we all play the game (as
I believe ·we will) this country will t!chieve the only goal which we all wanii
to achieve, namely, a goal where we think of ourselves as Indians first, last
-and always.
One of the realisations which impressed itself very strongly
on• my mind when I attended, recently, the Commonwealth Parliamentary
Conference was that the eyes 6f the world are OJ"\ India.
People realise that
·when India comes into her own, the balance of power, industrial, economic
and even military will be affected tHroughout the ·world.
vVe all belieye that
qndia will come into hei' own.
I am one of those who believe that India will
attain her fullest stature in a secular democratic society.
There may_ be
shortcomings and imperfections in this Constitution which are inevitably the
result of necessary adaptation. But I believe that in this Const.itut.ion we
have both the opportunity and the guarantee of a secular democratic society
in this country.

A~sembly.

Finally,. Sir, I wish to say that it is not so'mu·ch on the written \Yord of
the printed Constitution ,that will ultimately depend whether ;ve reach that
full stature, but on the spirit in which the leaders ~nd administrators of the
countr~- implement this Constitution of ours and on the spirit in which they
approach the vast problems t[wt face us; on the way in which we discharge
~he spirit of this Constitution will depend the measure of our fulfilment oi- the
1deals which we all believe in.
·
Shri Krishna. Chandra Sharma (United Provinces: General): I join in thB
pleasant task to compbiment Dr. Ambedkar for the well worked out scheme
he has placed before the House, the... hard .work he was put in, and his yesterday's able and lucid speech.·
'
·

Sir, ours is a Democratic Constitution. Democracy involves a. Gov<3rnment
ConstitutioYJ. is not an end in itself. A Constitution is framed for certain objectives and these objectives are the general good o£ the people, the stability of the
State and the growth and development of the individual. In India when we
say the growth and development of the individual we mean his self realisation,
self-development and self-fulfilment. When we say the development of the
people we mean to say a strong and united natioi1.
Sir, in cohsidering a Constitution we have to take note of the fact that the
of, by, and for the people. In democracy, the combined wisdom of the people
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is regarded as superi~r to that of any single king· or tyrant or indeed to a group
of rnen. Moreover, democracy emphasizes the supreme good as• being the
welfare of the people. . Political institutions are. justifiable only in so far as ..
they lead to this result and not by any pomp and show attached to them.
These being· the fundan,1entals of. democracy, we have to judge whether the
Constitutiol't placed before us will make India a strong united nation with the"
possibility of self-fullfilment, self-development and self-realisation of the iJ)dividual.
./"i
·
Sir,. India nee.ds wealth and when· we say India needs wealth, we mean
that India is a poor country and th§refore should be strong enough to compete
with any great .country jn· the world and erect it on a footing of equality. Now,
there waos a time when we.alth was regarded tD .consist in gold a:hd silver or
some other resources of the countrv.
In the modern context, the ·wealth of a
nation consists primarily in the li~nbs of its young men, their. character. ·and
brain and their working capacity.
Now, in this Constitution. there is nQt a
~ingle item or provision nny,vhere to make the people work or' to make them
grow.
You have got directive prin'ciples.
There. the State endeavours to
give primary education and to find work and employment.. The State does
not take t)1e responsibility to make the people work, on the principle that he
·who does not work, neither shall-he-·eat.
This is an ip1portant question. \Ve
should· have provision for.._ enforcement of work for -able-bodied citizens. So
Sir, ii1 ·the .:directive principle which a learned friend of mine has criticised,
there is no legal obligation imposed on the State to fulfil the rights givep in the
Constitution.
I suggest that we make a nrovision that anv law made in cop~
travention of these :principles shall to that ~x~ent. b~ void. ·This -will not. affect
the present position. It 'vill jive jurisdi13tion to a. court of law, though
·')niy a negat-ive right to the people to move a court .that- any law which ·_goes..,
against the interests of,j.he people, against providing primary education for the
children and against providing wo.rk and employment to the people should be
declared void.
The court will have jurisdiction to declare that such and such
a law is void, because it contravenes the genel'al principles laid dci·wn in Chapter

.rv. ,

•

The second thing I wish to emphasise in the directive P!iJ?-cipi~s _is that for
the growth of democracy, ·a free a:Tid heal-th.:r public opmloJ;J..JS necessary.
The position· is that in mediaeval times one dared not· think freely but in these
enlightened times one can dare think freely, but· he cannot.
Look to the
spectacle of· the man who by black-marke~.ing and by doing ~hings· a decent
man will not ·do amasses fabulous wealth. He buys a dozen of educttted
women, roams about in the wor1d and gets control over twenty Provincial daulies .
.He by unscrupulous propaganda gets hold on the mind of the people and passes
as a benefactor of huma.nity. Do you think this is democracy? Do you think
there is any possibility for the growth of an honest, independent citizen in a
-..country where such.· a thing is possible? I, Sir, with all· the force at my command protest that such a thing.:.should ·not' be allowed to happen in this greati
country. You should and you can-make it impossible for such things to happen
by preventing the abuse of wealth or the amassing of wealth in the hands o:li
individuals to that extent. You should do this control of the Press and providlll' ·
for a he.althy and independent. press so that ioffective independent opinion should
be possible. For instance, I would refer to ~he provisions of Chapter."JI of the
Russian Constitution.
There are• two articles there-14 and- 18.. They- lay
down that the Sta.te will compel every abie,bodied citizen to work and further,
in another article it is laid down that the Press would not be allowed to
prejudice or affect the growth of effective independent opinion. This effective
opinion is. the- backbone of democracy.
r
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Having dealt with directive principles, I pass on. t~ Chapter XIV rel::"~ing
to min~rities. As I said, this great country needs umty .. 'fhe obJect IS a
united ·nation. Much has been said about the rights of minori.ties. I do
not think -our mmonties are mmorities in the real sense of the term or t.be
.classes or groups accepted~by the League of Nations. . vye all belong tQ the
same race.
We have all lived in this country for c~ntunes, for thousanqs of
years. · We have imbibed a common c;ulture, a common way _of living, a.
common \\·ay of thinking.
Thus l ~o uot understand 'the meanmg ?f; g1vmg
these special privileges in Chapter XlV. It creates statutory mmontles and
to say that the thing will last for ten years only is to forget the lesson of the
-vast. \Vhat happened in the P.ast?. You g~ve cer~j_n rights and privileges
to Muslims as such and those nghts and pnv1leges, It was hoped, would m
the course o[ ·time automatically cease, that the~ Muslim .community would
t~alise the futility of those special privileges and \VOU]d associate itself With
the common: people of the land and give. up those privileges.
But the result
was the <partition of the country. Once ~'OU gi"ve to a certain group of people,
not on their functions, not because they are doing something for the count_ry,
but simply bec~se they belong to a certain group or class, certain special
privileges, you 'perpetuate what is generall,y the fault in democracy, namely,
the giviclg r1se -to of groups or classes ·~vhich would do things detrimental to
the country as a whol~, things wh:ch would servt.· their. selfish ends, or the
ends of the groups or classes t};tey belong to. Cliques and intrigues vrill do neith~r
any good to the groups or ~la:;;ses they represent nor to, tbe count.ry, b_ut m
the name of that group or clique they will serve their own selfish ends. \Vhile
it would stand in the way of a united nation it will not do any good to those
classes or groups and would perpetuate what is, as I said, generally the defect
in democracy.
I would therefore suggest that this Chapter better be altogether
omitted and if there are any safeguards, or any encouragement, . necessary for
the ba·ckward classes or certain other classes. there might be other rneans,
namely, giYirrg. scholarship to deserv-ing students, giv-ing other financial help,
ope.riing institutions and other facilities which are necesS<lry fnr their amelioration and lifting up; but to perpetuate divi§ion in the body politic; to perpetuate
division in the nation. would be detrimental to the healthv growth of the
nation and- would do an incalculable hnrrn to us and our po~terif:y. '
Shti T. T. Krishnama~hari (Madrns: G.:nen\l);... M:r. President, Sir, I am
one of those in the House_who have listened to Dr. Ambedlmr verY carefullv.
I am aware of ·the :tmount of \York ang entl:nsiasm ti1n t be has brous;ht
bear on the work of drafting this Cnnstitubon.
At 1he same time, I do
reali-se that that amount of attention that \YC\S necessa.r;.- fm• the purpose of
drafting" n. Constitution so important to. us nt this mon:ent hos not heen given
to it by the D~·aftin~ Committee.. The House is pe_rhaps a\vare that <1f the sevan
members nominated by you, one had resigned from the House and was replaced.
One died and wa::::_ not n;placed.
One was away in America nnd his place was
. TKlt filled up and another j)erson 'was. engaged in State affairs. ::md there was a
Yoirl to that. extent.. One or two people were fn'· away irom Delhi and perhaps
rc8f;ons of health cl1d not permit them to attend.
So it-happened nltim::ttely
that the _burden of drafting f:l1is Constitution fell on Dr. Ambedkar .and 1 have
• no .dou_ht that we :we grateful to 1-olim. for hav-in<e· acJneved this task in a manner
wluch IS nndoubte:dly commendable.
But my point really is that the attention
that. \'\'ilS dnP to a matter like this hns not·been given to it by the Committee as
a wh9le.~ ·Some time in April the Secretariat of the Constituent Assemblv had
intimated me and others besides myself that 'you had decided that. the ..:Union
Powers Committee, the Union Constitution Committee· :md the Provinci2l Constitution Committee, at any ra~e the members thereof, and a ·few other selected
people should meet and discn.ss the various amendments that had been snaaes~
ted hv the membe~·s of the Honse arid also bv the general public.
me;tin~
was held for t\\:o days in April last and 'I believe a certain amount of good
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work "~as .done and l see that Dr. Ambedkar has chosen to accept certain
recommendations of the Committee, bu"t nothing 'was
heard about this
committee thereafter.
I understand that the Drafting Committee-at any
rate Dr. Ambedkar and Mr. Madhava Rau-met ·thereafter and scrutinised
the amendments and they- have made certain suggestions, but tecluiically
perhaps this was not a Drafting Committee. Though I would no~ question
your ruling on this matter, olle \vould concede that the moment a Committee
had reported that Committee became functus officio, and I do not remember
your· having teconstituted the Drafting Committee.
The point why I mention
all these is that certain aspects of our Constitution have not had the amount
of expert at~ention that was necessary, the amount of attention that could have
been provided to it if a person like Mr. Gopalaswami Ayyangar _or Mr. Munshi
or certai:l other persons had attended the 'meetings all through.
.
,
Sir, I would draw your attention to one aspect of the Draft Constitution,
viz,, the iln:mcial provisions in the Constitution. You, Sir, appG:inted an "'
Expert OommittQe.
\\'ell, to my own mind, the way in which the Committee
i>vorked was not altogether satisfactory, though the members of the Com111ittee
"~N,ere emir1ent enough.
I had the opportunity of giving evidence before the
1
Committee and I did come away from that meeting feeling that the Committee
·was not seized of the seriousness of the matt-er they were entr:usted with, nor
were. they competent to 8dvise the ))rafting Committee in regard to the subjects
refe"rred to them~ · Sir, the proof of the pudding is in the eating.
I have
with me a copy cf the report of the Expert Committee, ~nd I am not satisnecl
with it.
Circumstances happened that the House cou'd not discuss the
report of the Expert Committee and. I believe that the Drafting Con1rnittee were
more or less left to decide for thernseh:es whet.her those recommendatio.ns
were worthy of being incorporated or no't.
Sir, I have a few remarks to, ma1ce. in regard to the report _of the Expert
Colllrnittee.
'rlie _Expert Committee did not seem to be sure of itself.
Actually, though the terms of reference v1hich you: Sir, furnished· them were
vYide enough, wide in th~nense that going on the experie.nce of the Government
of India and the provincial governments during the last ten years they were
com1•etent even to suggest. alterations of the various heads in the l'sts enumera- /
ting Central and .State subjects if necessarv, thev did not 11ttemut to seize the
opportunity that.you furnished to them, but oi~ the other han'd they have
' 'mentioned explicitly in their report that they preferred in the circun~stances
that exist in this country to adopt the 8tatus quo rather tha-n attempt to ma1w
any revolutionary changes in the financial struchre of the country.. That, 8ir,
I am afraid, was very unfortunate.
The se~o~d point. on which. I· wo~Jd like. to. t~t~ch i_s about. pqragr.aph 49 of
the report with regard to the Items m Provmcml hst. Nos. 48. 49 and '51.
51
relates to agricultural income'tax.
48 and 49- relate to Estnte Duty ancl
Succession Duty on agricultural land.
They felt that in the wesent context
of things, the difference between ag-ricultural- nroperty and non-agricultural
-property had no validitv. I thi~1k thev were quite right,- but they have not
had the courage to suggest that m the 'Draft, Oonst.itu'-lon thif' distinction which
was imported for specific leasons into the Government of India Act should be.
done away with.
I ~ropose Sir, if the Honse would permit me, to table 'arf'
amendment -seeking to do away with this diRtinction.
Not that I feel that·
the p_owers:of the provinces sho~ld be ~ncrouched upon but I feel that the only
way m whiCh the reven~es of the lFovmces could be augmented is bv .unifving
income"-tax, ~hether i.t · !s · ag~icnltu~al or non:ag-ricultural propert,y ;' unifyin~
~state ~uty whether It IS agncultura~ or non-agricultural property and so on ·
and makmg the advantage of such umfication available to the Provinces
Sir,· one other recommendation of thEJ Exnert Committee is I am ~fraid
ratl1er mischievous. That is1 they' have suggested in regard
Sales· Tax_:_
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':\,\ hic:h i::; item 58 in L1st ::l-thut the definition should be t:lnlarged so as . to
juoitlde · L se Tax· as well, going undoubtedly on the experience of the Am~ncan
8tate Gst1 Ta,x wluch, 1 tniul>, is a permcious recommendat10n. __ I thmk 1t_
hml::; a reilec;t10 u in the meutiou of tlale8 1'ax in Item No. 58 \vhwh ought not
.to be there.
'
'rhe other recommendations of the Expert Committee like increasing the
share of income-tax to the provinces from 50 per· cent to 60 per cent nnQ.
inco: porating in the pool the proceeds of Corporatio? Tax~s as well a.s. taxe~ _on
J:i'ederal emolurnents have been more or less d1S1111ssed oy the Draftmg 0o,nmittee.
So I do feel that either the Drafting Committee · was· not competent to
r .examine even -the half-hearted recommendations
made by t-he Expe; t Committee or they klt that it wmdd be better to tread on safer ground and adopt
the status quo which idea, I think, more or less dictated the decisions made by
the Expert Committee itself.
Then I come to a new, provision that ·has been· made in the financial sections o£ this Draft Constitution, viz .. Artic:e 260. Article 260, Sir, speaks
<Of a Finance Corrnnissi011. In fact, Sir, in the terms of JtBferenC:e that you
had sent to the Expert Cowmittee ~'on yourself madB that suggest.ion, but 1
do not. know if it is at all necessary for us to incorporate in the constitutioJ1 an
Article like 260 which is manP,atory only in regard to one particular aspect of
it. namely, the appointment of a Commission. The duties assigned to it, to
:n·bitrate behveen provincial units and the Uentre and also t-o act as a sort of
Grants Commission, can actually be done by any Commission approved by any
law enacted by Parliament. Pa!'liament is empowered to appoint a Commission of this nature so long as the re;:;ommendations of the Commission are
not 111nndator_\- on the Centml and provincial governments which is the position
3S the .wording of Article 260 as it now stands. So. what I really feel would be
wiser to ir;sert it, in view .of the fact that we have had no time to examine the
financial implications of this Cor.stitution and in view oi the fact that \Ye could
not apportion .the·heads of irwome- properly between the provinces and the Centre,
n pl'ovision in t.he Constitution itself for ~ Commission \vhich will go into the
-enfre financial structure of the countrv ::md make recommedations eYen m
Tegard to changing the heads in the lis.ts as::;ign~d to the provinces and the
Centre.
As a matter of fact, rnention has hAen made b:y the Expert Committee that it should be don{1, though the~' have not gone further .into it.
·what I would like to have in this Constitution is that a Finance Commission
should be appointed and that. Commission should be empowe'·ed to make
recommendations to make alterations in both lists 1 and 2 and that the
recommendations o£ that Commission sho;uld he adopt-ed as a part of the
fons~it~tion and should be obligatory on the t1overnment. of India and the
provmClal governments without going to the needless process and trouble of
an amendment to .the Constitut.ion. I do not know, Rir. if such a thimt is
possible b-qt I see that the mover o£ this mot-ion is not. here-probably he may
have been able to enlighten me on this point if he were here-but. I do feel
that :;tn ~ttempt sho1nd be made to insert- a provision of this nat.ure in the
ConstitutiOn. I v,;-ou1d only say, Sir. \vhen dealing with this particular aspect of
!~e matter t~at I feel that the defects in reg-.ard to the distribution of the fina;~
mal powers m the 1935 Act have not been properly appreciated and no serious
attempt has been made to devise methods t-o inc"ease the revenues of the
provinces which do badly neE)il :Jdilition11l resonmes and to have a more rational
and equitable system of taxation in this coun_try.
Sir. one or two other asnects I would like t.n t.fluch on before T sit down iR
this. Sir, the Mover of the motion mentioned Rbout t-he need for a strong
Centre. I find that that sentiment hns been echoed bv l'vi:r. Anthonv. Well
I think in the uncer_tain ~tate of e-yentc; which lie· .ahead of us nnd i~ view
the £net that the mam obJective of otfr having achieved freedom.is to bett-er the
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, ..-lot ot tl1e loviliest in this countrv, ,namelv, to improve the economy
oi the common man, the . oniv ·way in ·which that can be r~chieved
to take certain
amount of' powers
to the
Centre vvhich · can
1s
I am all for a strong
direct the steus to be taken to this end.
Centre, if the p~ovinces' powers could be preserved intact. It is also necessary,
. 8ir, as I firid from a letter written to me recently by a former Member of t.he
Government of India H,nd a well-lmc\\Tl lawyer who has complained, that
• Province~ as they are today are merely going off the rails. and are imposing all
· kind§_ of parochial and provincial restrictions in regard to the internal .economy
of the province ·and he ·has doubted 'l'ihetheJ' it was wise to have a federal system.:::>
of Government in the present ~tate of things and ..whether we, should
not go back to the unitary system·.
That is there and wh~n w~ look at it from
that point of view, we feel.that a st-rong centre is necessary.
I would also say
that .in certairi matte· s Central direction may probably be useful.
My
honourable friend .Mr. J agjivan Ram' has found a. lot of difficulty in implementing his labour policy because of the imperfect power that is vested in the
Central Government.
Actuallv I see that Dr. Amb,,dlmr has said that
, Article .60 is now so worded that "the po,ver of the Central Governm~nt in regard
to concurrent subjects will al.so extend to giving executive diTections~whirh are
·non-existent at the present time·. But I do not t)J.ink, as I read the Aiticle
60, tlle power is_explicitly there but. that is a point which Mr. Jagjivan Ram
has often.:. mentioned aJ?.d I always felt that in regard to labour matters, it
is better that a. larger amount of power is vested in the Gen:tre both for purposes of co-ordination and also because in the provinces the va-rious vested
interests prevent progressive ·l:J:bour legislation· being updertaken.
So, 1
·would perhaps suggest either an explicit mention in Article 60' that in regard to
·concurrent subjects the power of the Central Government to give executive
directions will also be there or to j.mt labour legislation 1n List 1.
One ot,her matter in which perhapff I had some sympathy with Mr. Anthony's
suggestion, though I· feel I must resist all other suggestions l1e has .made in
regai"d to stre11gthening the Centre, is in regard to public health.
There are
certain f.\<?;peets of public. health where the Central Government could do a
lnt of good. Adunll'i'. di<1ease in this countrv is universal It is \~ot the main
nrivilE"!P. d ]VJ:i\Clras. BombaY or u~ P. and therefore in the matter of public
h_ealth le:gisla.tion and also in the matter of maintaining institutes £or purposes
of research in health, I t~1ink somP amount of pcwer could be given to the
Centw; a.nd therefore, that item ·could come .into List 3. . But, Sir, while I
feel that a st"ong Centre is necessary, because 1 visualise the most important
task before us is the implementing of the econo~ic objectives, I am rather dis- '-· _
inclined to pursue that idea to its logical end. because of what happened
:vesterday here. Sir, I assure you that I am not going into anv controversy,
. because a controversy can be raised at the proper time.
We found yesterday.
' the display of a certain amount of intolerance, of a certain amount of fanaticisr\1,
• of a certatn . amopnt of thoughtlessness on tJ;1e part of .people whom. I aJways
regarded as being highly intellectual. highlv developed in the matter of aesthetic
sensibilities and civilization .. I refer, Sir,' to a type of imperialism tha~ seems
to threatep us to-day which perhaps _driven to its logical end will bring into
being a type of tefalita.rianism a.nd its reaction on the"'r"est of the unit's of the
Union ef India. to be.
Sir. I refef• to this question of language imperialiRm.
There are va.rious folms.
imperiali~m and ·l~nguage imperialifm is • one of the •
most powerful methods 'of propagating the imperialistic id~a.
It. is no doubt
true that a large portion- of this country· do speak a particular langu'age. · :r-t:
I were perhaps a Hindi speaking person. I would certain visualise the days
when. the Hindi-speaking areas would be a powerful area. well-knit. with
United Provinces, the northern ,nortion of C.P .. norticms of Bihar. Matsya
Un'ion, ·Madhya ·Bharat, Vindhya :Pradesh. all together rep1;oducing, Sir,
tho greatness of the A.§okan Rmpire. the Empire of Vikramaditva rmcl that. of
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Han;havardhana. It is a thing "l1[ch just tickles your fancy and if - y~u_
nap pen to be a native of the area . your imagina~ion m?re or less takes you
to t)le glories of the past which one seeks to brmg mto_ bemg. But wh~t about
the otiler arE)aS?
W~at about the level of educatiOn tna.t we hav_e n?w
attained in those areas and the ideas of freedom that _have grown w1th . 1t?
Believe me, Sir, that .the hatred that we in ~ou~h Indm had ~or the Enghsb..
, language has ~ow gone.
We disliked the Enghsh languag_e m the P~~t- 1
disliked it because .1. was forced to learn Shakespeare and M11ton, for wh~ch I_
bad 110 taste at all, but today i~ is no longer a matter of duress.- But 1f w~
are going to be compelled to learn Hindi in order to b_e a member of
'the Central Assembly in order to speak out the gnevances of my
people, well, ·I would pe"rhaps not be able to do it at my age,.
and pE;rhaps· I will not be willing .to do it becaus~ of the a~ount of constramt,
that you put on me.
I shall deal with this particuJar ~UbJect later ~~n at the
appropriate time but I do feel, Sir, that my honourable f.t·1ends of t~e- v. P. an<i
C. P. and portions of Bihar will take note of the fa.ct that wh1~e they- are
enthusiastic for their own language, and while they want the Enghsh language·
to be. >Viped out of this country, they .must also recognise that there are a
number of people all over India who do ~ot understand· the Hindi language.
Sir, my honourable friend yesterday resorted to a simile, to strengthen l~is casec
I am accustomed to hear similes. I have a friend \Vho is extraordinanly· good:
in similes and parahles, who is somewhere near here now. But what aboutthe simile used by my friend? My honourable friend s9,id: ''Are there not
a npmber of people who do not understand English, who trust the people who·
speak the language?" Yes,. there are a. number .of j_Jeople in this I:Ious9 and:
elsewhere who do not·understand English. It may be my neighbour from Mad.,
ras does not understand English and he is prepared to trust me, but that does.
not mean that a person in South India would be content to trust somebody
in U .P., however good - Pandit Balkrishna Sharma may be rtncl ' whatever·
assurance I Ipay carry forth from Delhi to the South. 1'- know he is an idear
legislator;- has an aesthetic soul, is a poet and all that sort o£ thing---"-it
does not mean that merely because in one particular area there a"l:e people wh<J:cH.nnot understand the language, they should be prepared to trust l-hose people,
who understand it and who are a thousanlj miles away to carry on the administration. Has anybody in this House given one moment of t.houg-ht to those of
ug of this House, who have been merely gaping unintelligently becrmse we·
could not understand what is being said? It mav be, as m:v honourable·
friend, Mr. Satyanarayana, who propagates· Hindi in . South India wi{hout
effect told me, •that there was not mueh s_ubst::mce in the Hindi s.peec:he;>; that
have been made; perhaps it is so, but I \Vould like to know what has been·
sai~; I_ would like to counter the points f!Jade.
I felt compl0tel;v lwlplPss in
a SituatiOn where I am bound to have brought to bear all my facnlt-ies to·
· understana what has been said for the beneflt, of the future of 1~v rolmtrv. for'
the benefit of the future of my people. This kinr! o£ intolerance ~nakes u; fearthat the strong Centre which we need, a strong Centre whi~h is necessa,·y will'
also mean tlre enslavement of peop1e who do not speak the language of the legislature, the language of the Centre. I would, Sir. conve.v a warning on behalf or
the~yeople of the South .for the :e~son that th-:ere are already elements in ~outh·
Inma who w~nt separatiOn and 1t IS up to us to tax the maximmn strength wehave t? kee~mg those elements down, and my honourabl? friends in U. P. do·
not he1pus m an_.v way_ by. fl?gging their idea 'Hindi Imperialism' to tb" maxi-,;n~n1 e~tent poss1ble. S1r, 1t IS up to my friends in U.P. to have a whole-lndia;
It Js•up. t~ the~ to hav_e a Hindi-India. The choice is theirs and thev can incorporate It m .thiS Cmistitution; and if we are left out, well, we will o~ly curse our·
·
luck an~ bore for better times to come.

_ Mr. President: We shall now adjourn for lunch~ Before we adjourn, it h 9 s
been pointed out to me by the office thnt some difficulty is being experienced<
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in distributing papers because some members have not reported thtir arrival
-or given their addresses. I request the members to leave their addresses in
the notice office so that papers may be sent to them. Those who have not done
so. Tl'ill kindly do so. '
· ,
We shall adjourn now till Three of the Clock.
The Assembly then adjourned for lunch till Three or the Clock.

/
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'The Assembly 1:e-assempled after lunch at Three of the Clock, Mr.
President (Dr. H. C. Mookherjee) in the Chair.
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Shri B. Das (Orissa: General)~ Mr. Vice-President, ·Sir, at the outset I must.
thank the Honourable Dr. Ambedkar for the brilliant analysis of the Constitution that he presented to the ~onstituent Assembly. Sir, I equally tha?k his
colleagues who laboured hard for six long ~onths to· forge . the Const1tutwn
that is presented to this House. While paymg respect. that 1s ~ue to ther;n, 1
will be failing in my duty if I do not state here that the Draftmg Committee
has exceeded the terms of the reference' and power that was vested in them
by the Honourable House. Sir, the House, if I remember aright, decided
to refer the decisions to the Drafting Committee to be presented in the shape
of a bill and a subsequent motion by an Honourable Friend in this House gave·
them the option of making certain chariges which might be found necessary
in thELcrurse of ~e drafting changes flowing from decisions. But, Sir, in thJcourse of drafting the Bill they have not only assumed to themselves the po.wGrs.
of the Drafting Committee but al~.o the powers of a Select Committee-naysomething more-the Constituent Assembly itself.. They have made certain,
changes for which they had no authority. Reference has already been rri'ade
to the question of bringing in new changes in the Constitution for ·which they
had no authority, questions which were not discussed nor were decided in the
Constituent Assembly. Certain changes they themselves have made which they
·admit in the report ancl the changes have been marked and new questions have
been introduced. Three committees were appointed either by the House or·
by the Honourable the President-the Sarker Committee, The Centrally Administered Areas Committee and th'e Minority Committee. I must state ·here
that >Ye have not discussed those reports nor has the Assembly come to any
decisions and yet important changes have been made not in terms of reference·
or the recommendations of the Committee but in certain. cases something more·
than what the Committee have recommended; espe'cially_ in this case need· I
draw the attention of the/House to the recommendations of the• Sarker Committee involving very important q11estions, viz., the financial relations between
- the Centre and the Provinces as 'also .alL!ong the provinces themselves. I must
frankly say that the Drafting Committee had no jurisdiction and all that has
been done is done without the p01ver or authority of this House.
Similarly, changes have been made in the Constitution, without a decision
of the Assembly. Sir, I will, having stated so far a])out the decision taken by
the Drafting Committee itself, come to the question of'the Draft Constitution.
Sir, the procedure adopted by the Honourable President rega;:-cling discussion.
of the Draft Constitution is, I am afr,aid, peculiar. It is neither the procedure
that relates to a Bill, nor the procedure that has been followed in other
Constituent Assemplies. We constituted the Drafting Committee on the lOth
of August 1947. After six months of labour, a report was presented to the
Honourable Members of this House. The repor't was circulated about the·
middle of February 1948 and a very short time was given for Honourable
MAnJbers to place their vie{vs before the Committee. I must frankly confess
that not only was the time given to us short, but the time that was chosen
for offering suggestions was yery inopportune, in the sense that both the
mPmbers of the Central Legislature as also members of the Provincial Legislatures were busy with their Budgets. Therefore, the attention that was necess?rv and that ought to have been given to ~uch an important thing was not
g"IVen. f0r no fa~It of the members . themselves. Thus tpe ·help which the·
Draftmg Committee must have received or has received necessarily remains
very small and inadequate. Having said so much about the time 'given to·
us for submitting our suggestions. I pass on to the other question that · was-.
raised by Mr. T. T. Krishnamachari.
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N.ot all _the members of the Committee have taken part i~ the discuss10ns
of the Drafting Committee, not even I believe the majrn:ity of the members
, have given their joint thoughts. Therefore the decision of the Dra.fting Com;znittee boils down to be the decis1on of a few Honourable friends. 'They may
be etninent in their- own way,_ but we want more minds, more thought' and
.more ;Lscussio11 on this question. 'l;here· was ~not enough, l claim. A year
passed >Yitl10ut much work and n lot of work could have been done and there
v·;ould have been ·no -c011,1plaint today either on the score of taking consultations
-or taking help of members-or placirg of the views of different members of the
·Coils_tituE~pt Assembly before the Drafting Committee. It is !J> matter to
be·
:regretted that even today we do not h<tve before us the decisions or the discus;:;ions of the various legislatures. We claim here that we are delegates re_prese1-;_ting provinces and we do not /movy what the provinces have decided and
vvhat their views .are. H we ""UJrl know them, this would certainly give us
:good g_uidance in .giving our decisions. L&t- me hope that a~ least before the.aCtual Bill is taken for discussion, we -will have before· us the discussions or
.decisions of all the proviuc>i-al legislatures whon! we have the honour to represent in this ConstitPf•.nt- Assembly.
It behoves me to place n1y prot~st here that a BilJ of this importance has
not been .thor'oughly scrutinised by a sort of Select Committee taking into
-consideration the various representaticlns made from all over India and also·
-views expressed by th!'J ntembers of different provincial legislatures. If such an
•occasion had b~n gi'<<-Jn, it \Yould have been welcome. If a __ sessi0n of- the
'Constituent Assembly had been held in the month of l\hyr 1948, sitting and dis'.cussing, say, for ·about: a week or so, the matter could easily have been
referred t-o a Cor1mittee which would have taken the place of a Select Com. mittee, and the~/ would have thoroughly scrutinised the various Sections by this
'time, taking illto consi(leration the views of different org~misations. I feel that
·due scrutii1y has not. been made by the members of the Drafting Committee,
nor is this House given necessary time to discuss th,e w_hole question, nor even
the opportunity 'to place the views of members properly and fully either before
the Select Don"mittee or before this House. I must again st~J,te that there
was a meeting of four committ-ees in one•place-that was about 9th or lOth April
1H48-a combi,ned meeting of the Drafting Committee, the· Union Powets Committee and the Union Committee and the Provincial Constitution Committee.
·I must frankly state that the decisions that were arr-ived at have not been
accepted by the :Drafting Committee. Therefore, is this a Drafting Committee,
>Or a 8elect Committee, or an all~pow~rful Constituent Assembly?- It remains
tor me, no, not for nie, but for the Jionourable Members of the House to
-decid.:;. Under these circumstances', I do not at all feel happy over this per0

01ie other item I will state before I resume my seat. It is an· important
'One. I refer spHcially 'to the q1iestion of fundam-ental rights. Fundamental
Tights, sp,eciaHy Section "1-., 'lays down that any Act wh!ch comes into . conflict
with the fundamental rights will be swept away, and the same Section defines
the law to include Ordinances, Rnles, Regulations and the like. That means
thnt aU thf' existing laws, urovincia-1. ceni:·al as also parliamentarv laws that
,·are in operation including Regulat,ions ann a huge number. of. Codes will he
:SWept away by the ,operation of. the justiciable portion of the fundamental
rights. I am asking my. Honourable· friend Dr. Arnbedkar whether he 1..- has
examined- thoroughly t:ne" implications and effect of these fundamental ri;hts
on
0
the 'existing laws, both central and _provincial. Are you going_;to creat<>
cbaos -in the country? I believe it was left either •to t.he Secretariat · of . the·
'Constituent Assembly or to the Central and Provincial Governments to determine the effect and implications of these laws. The BritiRh Governme~t before
it passed, a ~on.stituti?n Act ~n~ertook ar: examination as to the implications
-o( t~e Const1tut10n on the ex1shng laws, and after being -satisfied with it,
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_.--they provided three different stages. . The :first stag_e was prov-idecl. iu the A<.Jt
itself, that the existing laws shall contiaue in operatwn. T~1e seoon~ \Va~ ta~e:1
by allowing authority to take to adaptat-ions _of ~he .~cts tnat are 1:1 ex1stenc8
and the third'stage was in providing for tlle 1ssumg of '9rd~rs m CounctL
Nothina of this kind has been attemp.ted here nor an exammatwn of the effect
upon e~isting laws u·ndertaken. It was left to me to protest. against this in .
April 1947. I said this is unfair to the eountry and would. bnng trou?le and
misery. An examination was promised, and I state that. th1s ex~mu:atwu has·
not yet· been undertaken, at least to my· knowledge. Th1s ·exammatwn should
be taken up i:Q. righ.t earnest. I hope my speech "]}roves that the necessary
discussion has nut been possible.
·
Shri B. D'as (Orissa: General): Mr. Vice President, Sir, at the outset· I n;mst
pay my tribute to the "Drafting Co_n:.mi~tee t~at di~ a greatly ardu~:ms. wor~ and·
put ip.to shape and form the Const1tutwn B1ll whwh we t>re cons1denug wday
and ·which we have to alter according .to our will, so that a proper sovereign
Constitution will be designed for India. While I pay my tribute to Dr.
Ambedkar and his qolleagues, I must also pay the tribut-e that your Advisers
deserve. Our areat Constitutional Adviser, Srijut Narasinga Rau has rendered
yeoman service" in assisting the Drafting and other· Committees in bringing the
Constitution to this safe anchor. We are also indebted to our friend Srijut
Narasinga Rau for raising our international status at the. U.N.O. While we ar~
still a Dominion, and 1 alwavs think I am still a slave of England, my friend.
went there, raised our status" and dignit_y and showed the ·west that lndi?- can
contribute to world peace and happiness.
Now, Sir, I agree with some of the draft. articles of this Constitution Bill.
I may not be able here within the short time at my· disposal to state the issues
where I agree. I would rather st.art by enumerating the points where I dis·
2gree with the draft constitution and IYhere the House must deliberate and so
change the draft that the Constitution is truly for Indians and not based on
past traditions arid past conneet!ons .\vith the British .
. Now I will take the new draft of the Pmamble to which I strongly object:/ .
The Objectives Resolution that we adopted ~n January 1917" stated that . the
Constity.tion is "Independent Sovereign Republic". On 21st-February 1948 my
friend Dr. Ambedkar changed it into "Sov~reign Democratic Republic", but we
find in· another note of 26th ·october 1948 it has been ('hanged into "Sovereim
·Democratic State". I do not know how this Drafting Committee can change
the Objectives Resolution that- this •House passed in January 1947. There .,we
have agreed unanimously that the Preamble should be "Independent Sovereign
Republic" and I am one who will oppose the amended draft Preamble very
strongly.
·
··
• There are certa1n points -here in which the House riever gave its opinion.
They were controversial. · 'l'he;v were allowed to stand over, but still I welcome
the new amendment to article 5 that the Drafting Committee has· suggested.
It should be further improved. I am referring to the definition of "citizen·
sliip ". It requires. closer examination. The Drafting Committee in its first
draft was hesitant but in another suggested amendment thev have- introduced
a better draft. It needs further improvement. .
" ·
Regarding Fundarliental Rights, there were two or three points where the
·
llouse did not reach any con~lusion. I do hope that we will be allowed suffi.
cient time to discuss those ·without. accepting the Drafting Committee's recom.
mendations. One thing I am happy about is that the women e} India have·
won a position ~hich women i~ _no other independent ~~tion enjoy. They hnve
secured....equal rights, equal pnv1leges. equal opportumt1es, with men and that
is one great achiev~ment in Fundamental Rights of our citi7.ens.
Sir, I very strongly oppose the idea of nominated Governors. I do not know
why the idea of those in which my friend Dr. Ambedkar is particip.ating--the
Government-should come into the drafting of this Const-itution Bill. At no
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s~age have we f01ind any representative of our Cabinet maki_ng here that suggestiOn. Governors should be elected by Provincial As8€mbLes and they need not
has the residents of that. province to contest the Governorship. WJ3 do not \Vant
to hand our powers. 'to the Government, be he the President or any Jther able ·
Administrator' including Dr. Ambedkar. We do not ·want the Governorship;;
• or Ministerships to be confined to a few individuals and their associates.

My greatest objection-and one on which the whole Constitution Act wiil
founder-is in relation to financial allocation as between the provi,nces and the
Centre. J. am surprised. that a brave m~n like my friend Dr. Aniliedkar . is
fighting shy to discuss the finances of the Provinces and piously recmnmend _that
for five years after the proniulgation of tlle Constitution Act we should not disturb
.the financial allocations. Very, very surprising indeed i.i -was to· me! It was
"the same attitude that the Colonial Government, that our former Government,
took, and the supporters of that Government took " in 1935. The foi·eign
rulers wanted a top heav.:y central administration and starved the Provinces. I
am surprised today to see that the same thing has been in the mind of the
Drafting Committee! Of course, I concur with my friend Srijut Kamath that
more Congress-minded men ·should have heen in the Drafting Committee so
that they will. represent the principles and the thoughts of the people wl1o have
brought this Constituent Assembly to fruition and whose desire could have
be'en reflect-ed in the draft.
I am grateful to J\fr.
T. T. Krishnamachari for speaking· out
strongly.
! find that in public health t,he range . of expenditure in
all tbe . Provinces varir~d from - 5·8 and 3·1 per cent. of the total
expenditure.
This was ·before the war in 1935-38; this is so after
the war in 1947-48. Due to inflation, the expenditure has gone up three times
in all the Provinces and at the Centre. This is a point which, every province
should exarnine and take IJOte of. Poor provinces J~~'-"""··~~n='etr>~
going ·to examine -the consequences of such a state~:~ Dr. Ambeclkar.
vVe want finances re-allocated so that provinces have resources to give effect ·
to the second sentence in the Preamble:
"Justice,-social, economic arl'tl political."
0

Sir, I do not care for political 'justice. I want social and economic. justice
from this House for the people. And· if the Honourable Ministers are found
hostile to it, we will compel them to accept the'1~ajority. view of the House and
do justice--social and econc.mic,-to the teeming millions placed under: pro·vincifl.l administrations.

Shri Lokanath Mj.sra: (Orissa: General): 1\fr. Vice-President, Sir; I am a new
Member t.o this august House and never before have I taken any part in ·the
pzoceedings here. .I therefore would crave the indulgence of this Honourable
House if I fail to make,a coherent speech. But therr I owe it to the people
who sent me here to express in their behalf wh<tt I think is their view on this
most important matter.

/
, Sir,. this Constituent Assembly
which represents the sovereignty of India and ~
. ~hich is supposed· to give shape and form and prestige ·to our freedom is here .
, deliberating on a Constit.ution that is supposed to be the guardian of our future'~
With that end in view, our leaders have laboured enough and .hard and have
produced a Draft Collstitution which we are now going to discuss. But I cann.ot
really congratulate the Drafting Comm~ttee to the extent that they have been
congratulated on this draft.
/
. ·~

Sir mv first point is this: that although Dr. Ambedkar has delivered\ a very
brillim~t. "illuminating, bold and lucid speech completely analysing the Draft
Constitl.1tion-here I must say that but for that ~peech I would not have been
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able to find. out the- defects in the draft so much~I must sav that the draft
doe.s not repres~nt the Objectives Resolution which this sovere"ign body passed
last year. So, far; as I have been able to read it and so far as I can remember,
_the Objectives Resolution- was a magnificent product which represented the
mind and spirit o£ India not only 'tor the moment, but for the distant future t0o.
What was the Objectives· Resolution? That Objectives Hesolution envisaged a
'fede1:al constitution "'in which the provinces would have the residuary powers and
the 0entre would have rio more and no less power thar1 is necessary to bring
- the provinces into ·a coherent system. But this Draft Constitution, by whatever
name it may be ·called, federal or unitary, . parliamentary or,.. pre;;idential, is
laying the foundation more for a for~idable unitary 'constitution than a federal.
orie. By u_nitary I mean that it has surreptitiously taken more power to the
Centre thi:m it has given to the provinces. Whatever Dr. Ambedkar might have
said· 'or might have been thinking of about giving power to the individual with
all his disdain for our villages, r must say, this Constitution does give nothing
to the ~vidual, nothing to the family, notliing to the villages, nothing to
the d~cts, and' nothing to the provinces. Dr. Ambedkar has taken everything to .the Centre.

Anct. wh1~ !s

this Cen.tre?. By this centralization of power, I do not kno~
.will happen in _the future., But from my present experience I must sny
that the ,Government ,that. we are now having has been so centralised ::md om
people in power have become so greedy of power that in the name of law and
or~er,_ peace and unity, they are liable to go astray easily if
the country
is not vigil~nt' and the ,people are not relentlessly vigilant. I- should therefore
say that, whatever might. be the future of India, we· must once for all know
and the people must once for all know and realize_ what is the ideal for -vvhich
wd''are having this Constitution and what ammmt of freqdom we are going to
have.
I· beg to question, Sir; whether we want w strong Centre.. For what? Some
people say that i1 gr~at deal of provinaialism is CO!Jling to the fore day by day and
that ·there may lie friction. 'rherefore, to start with, v1e must make the Centre
so· strong· 'that it 'vill be invincible. But this should not mean that we must be
wa1~-mind~d. We viant a strong' Centre. Strong again,st whoni? Is it against
Pakistan? Is it against Hussia? Or is it against the people of India thernselves? I am quite s_ure that if you can build on the solid foundation of India's
pa.st, which is nothing more and nothing less than the spirit or the inward
visiOf! of lndia or the inwardizing temperament of India, if you can think and
speak in term'! of the spirit and not o£ your external objectives, I am quite
sure you can build an India q~te unite~, quite strong and ~J,the sa-me ',;ime
an example to the world. But If by takmg so much -power mto the hands of
·the President or the Ministers, or t-he central oligarchy, v;c vmnt to- unite
India, ~ am sure India will either break or it will be another menace to us and
all.. ,
wh:;t~:

Now, it has been said that the United States of America has got a federal
. constitution, but that gradually it is becoming a ·unitary constitutiOn and that
therefore it is getting better. It has also heen said that as tinw goes on_ it is
natural that the Centre must be taking more power and that the provinces and
• units must be. losing more and more power. This is a temnorament
of war1
mindedness or at least of panicky peace. Let us see to what effect the Unit-ed
States Governmen,t has taken more power.• ThP effect cHn onl:v be that thev
will be 'stronger against Russia or some other countrv. That- means stroria
against external forces. I should say that the strength of a nation and th~
unity of her people do not depend upon the State -power. It depends -upon
the realisation .of the inner unity and the human spirit that mal>:es
men
brothers. Therefo_re if the _words in the Preamble 'Equality, justice and peace'
could have· meanmg only Jf we have a. strong Centre, the sooner we are disillusioned, the better. I am whoUy agltin8t
a very strong Centre in the

an
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sense .that the Government will be so strong, though' not dictatorial or oligarchic,
that the provinces will lose all importance, all initiative and drive. 'rhat
·ultimately curbs the individual, below.
,
An Honourable Member just now said that we may have a strong Centre'
l:fut no common language. I should say that we should be strong at the Centre
if only we have a common language. If rea,Lly we must have unity in India,
we must have a common language. If we are not prepared to forego the pro·
vincial language how can we have unity amd how does it lie in the mouth of
a member to suggest that we must have unity, but no co)llmon language. He
-pr9bably means that we must have a strong Centre with no common language
which expresses an inher~nt common· culture.. The slogan of united India with
a strong Centre is that way frightful. A strong Centre is not worthy of the
struggle that may be in store for us. Now my time is up. I' would have
~aken s9me
inore time to X-ray the · speech of Dr. Ambek.: I
bow down to his knowledge. I bow down to his clarity of l'i6fkch.
I bow down to his courage.
But I arn surprised to see that so
learned_ a man, so great a son of India knows so little of India.
He is doubtless the. very soul of the Draft Constitution and he has given in
his dr31ft ·something which is absolutely un-Indian. By un-Indian I mean· that
however much he may repudiate, it is absolute]fy a slavish imitation of-nay,
much more,-a slavish surrender to the \Vest.
·
Kazi Syed Karimuddin (C. P. and Berar: Muslim): Mr. President, Sir; I
congratulate Dr. Ambedkar for t.he introduction of the motion for the consideration of the Draft Co:r;tstitution of India: The speech that he delivered was a .
remarkable one and I am sure that his name is bound to go down to posterity
as a great constitution-maker. ·
It' was stated by him yesterday that the Constitution is the bulkiest in the
world. In my opinion it is no merit in itself, unless there is substance in it.
There is no doubt that we have copied provisions after provisions from foreign
constitutions. TlriS constitution is neither parliamentary nor non-parliamentary,
and it is yet to be seen, when we ~egin to work it, whether it :would work
properly.
Sir, I have very serious objections to· some parts _of the Constitution. As
Dr. Ambedkar himself has agreed, the continuance of the States is really n<?t
proper in lndia, i.e., States or groups of States who will have the authority to
legislate or to have separate Constitue9t As~emblies. In my opinion, it is
really a stigma and a blot on the Constitution of India that even in the 20tb
century Rajas, Rajpramukhs and N,izams are allowed to continue and to ha,~e
•their dynasties also continued. All these institutions must be abolished and
there should be similar Constitution for every State. All these States or groups
of States should either be merged with the provinces or should be converted into
independent Provinces.
8ir, the most· important provision in this Constitution from the point of view
o£ the minorities is the provision for reservation of seats with joint electorates.
The Constituent Assembly last tirpe considered the problem of separate and
joint electorates with reservation of seats. 'rhe only provision made for the
minorities now is joint electorates with reservation of seats. In rity opinion, it
is neither here nor there. Joint elecj;orates with reservation of seats is absolutely of no consequence to the minorities. It would do them p~sitlve disservice.
· The representatives who would be elected under joint electorates with reserva~
t1on of seats would not be the representatives of the minorities for whom ·
res'ervation is given. Even a false convert, or a hireling of the majority, party,
would come in by the vo~s of the majority party. Therefore, my subri:lission
is that this provision is detrimental to the interests of the minorities. lf the
two .resolutions regarding the continuation of separate, electorates or joint
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electorate with reservation of seats with a fixed percentage of votes of the community to which the candidate belongs which were rejected last , time are not
- acceptable to the House, the minorities should forego this reservation of seats
under joint electorates. Sir, this is going to create permanent statutory minorities in the country. It would be to the great disadvantage and detriment
of. the Muslim ~ommunity or any other minority community which claims
reservation, as there is no chance under this system 'for any real representatives
of the minorities to be elected. Even when .we are having separate electorates,
we are not able to do any service to the community. We have thrown ·ourselves
at the mercy of the majority and it is up to the ma.iority. to rise to tbe occasion
and in this way the minorities and the majorities· will be united together in
the country to th~ advantage of both. We ha~e seen how things have happeY!ed in India after 15th August HJ47 and we were sitting in separate compartments helplessly. We should be prepared to have joint electorates and fight
our battles on a common ticket. It is up to the majority to create confidence
in the.ftH.inorities and it is up to the minorities to come forward and co-operate
with the)majority. Therefore my submission is that reservation of seats wil\
create more bitterness, more jealousies, more communal hatred and Muslim disintegration. This provision is not in favour of the Muslim community. It is
no use aocepting safeguards which are nominal and-cannot be effective. This
is my opinion. We must be left to our own fate and we are quite prepared to
face the future. If at all the majority community want to protect· the rights
of the minorities, let them introduce the system of proportional repn:;sentation.
Proportional representation with multi-member constituencies with plural voting
is the oniJ' democratic system known in Europe for the protection of Political
and Communal minorities. Without any ·sacrifice of democratic principles the
minorities can be protected. The rights of the minorities c.an be prote:;ted in
another way and that is by the establishment 0f a non-parliamentary executive
in this country. I was really surprised to hear Dr. Ambedkar, while he was
introducing the Dr!j,ft Constitution, praising the· system of parliamentary executive, while ~n his book "States and Minorities" he has advocated that the system
of non-parliamentary executive is best suited to protect the minorities, and I
would like to read to him what he himself stated in the year 1947:"Provision.3 for the

prot~cti?n

of minorities-

•

The constitution r>f the United States of India shall provide :

Clause 1
• I

(1) that the executive-Union or State-shall be non-parliament'l.ry in the sense that
it shall not he removable before . the term of, the legislature.
(2) members of the executive, if they are not members of the legislature, shaH have
the right to speak in the legislaturE:, speak, vote and answer questions :

*

*

*

*

(4) the representatives of the diffm·ent minorities in the daJ;Jinet shall be elected by

members of each minority community m the legislature by the single tra.nsferuble
vote.
i5) the representatives of the majority community in the executive shall be elected

by the whole House by the single transferable vote.

*

*
..
* .,
•In my opinion this is the easiest method to afford protection to minorities.
What has happened in India? In all provinces tfere were acts of rioting, arson
and murder and the ministers were not courageous enough to come forward and
stop them immediately, being afraid of their constit-uents. If you introduce nonparliamentary executive, the· members of the executive would not he afraid
because they are not liable· to be removed by their supporters. Therefore in
parliamentary executive the Government is naturally vveak. and vacillatinobecause the ministers have to depend for their continuance 011 cqmmunali;
minded supporters~
·'
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~ '' ' ·
Sir, the fourth part of the Constitution is _the di~ective f~darri.entals~ which
have been given. I want to tell Dr. Ambedkar · that 'ii1 ., his book,
he has. mentioned . that all these principles a~d fupdanient~ls sho~ld
be mandatorv. He has mentioned that these· provisions · should qe
-enforced witl~in a period of ten years., What is stated in Part IVJs
v.ague. ·what we want today is not me're talk. of economic or philosop)lieal
ideal's. \Ve want an economic pattern of the country in which the lot of tl:w
poor masses can be· improved. In .this Constitution which is framed,'_ the~c is
neither a promise nor a declaration for the nationalisatiori · · of the industries.
There is no pl'onli;e for the abolition of ,Zamindari. It" is \\()thing but .a drift.
It is nothing 13Ut avoiding the whole issue in, a Const.itution of a Fre~ I?dia.
Not to have a definite e~onomic patter~ in the Constitution of Free India Is ,.a
great tragedy.
.
'
·
.
. .
. .
One -word more, Sir, and I have done. It is".mentioned in ·a foot note
to· the Preamble that the question of our continuance in the·· commonwealth or
oth-erwise is not yet~decided. I am very sorry to point out that· when the
Objectives Resolution .was moved, it >_Va~ proclaimed to the .world and to the
Indians that India will be a free. p,nd Independent State. Why is this indefiniteness? At whose instance is this done, when by a resolution the sovereign
ConstitJ:l\)nt Assembly of India had dec~ared. that Indi[l) would be independent.
I cannot understand how this position was taken and with whose~suthority and
with whose consent this was done. My submission is that Dr. ·Ambedkar has
gone beyqnd his powers in taking this wrong step. We have not fo~otten the
tragedies 'that have been committed in India, . We. have not forgotten the tragedy
of Jallianwallah; _we have not forgotten the support of British imperialism ~o
the Union Government. in South Africa against Indians; we -have hot forgotten
the racial policy in Australia. Such an association identifies us with Fascism in
South Africa and with racial discrimination in Australia and moreover it would
-this.
be an absolute failure of ou~ foreign poficy .of neutra.lity .. In view. of
my definite opinion is. that there is no other way except to be out· of ·the
Commonwealth._ J~::mdit Jaw.aharlal Nehru in 1929 at Lahore has declared
that }ill-less Brit~h Imperialism anti all that it implies is discarded,. ~ndia. could·
never be a member of the Commonwealth. I am very sorry my time IS up.

all

?rof. K: T. Shah (Bihar: General). Sir, I have ~o join in t?e chorus _of
congratulatwns that have been offered to the Draftmg Comnuttee and Jt;s
Chairman ·for the very elaborate Draft Constitution that they have placed before
this House. I have particularly to felicitate the Law Minister for the very lucid
way in which he has put forward the sali611t features of the· Constitution for
obr consideration, and given us thought-provoking ideas, with reasons why
certain items have been inCluded and why certain others have been put in the
manner thev have been.
·
tJ-

-

'

,.

My ~ongratuiation;, I venture to submit, are the more sin~ere, as I am afraid
I am not able to take the same view on many of the leading issues involved
in -this Draft Constitution. I would invite the House, Sir. to consider that in
the first place the principles _on which the Draft is based; or the in;;tructions for
preparing this draft were prepared and given at a time when this country was
passing through very serious· crises and happenings which"'many of us deplore. •
Our mtnds were tense; our thoughts were fixed upon certain everits, which. i.£
I may say so, dis~orted our vi~ion of the future India as it should be. Under
the_.stress of those events, instructions were given and prinCiples laid dowh
which I _for or~e feel on more sober consideration we may have 'feason to revise.
When the proper time comes, Sjt', I shall put forward suggestions for _amendina
certain provisions in the Constitution, on which I will not take the thne O"f th~
House at _this moment. :certain general ideas, however, I \vould 'beg, to' place
before th1s House at this stage which I think would require recon&iiJ.~i;~t~on;,
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and the foremost is to use the words of Dr. Ambedkar" himself: "the aims of
th{s Constitution.'' : What is this Constitution intender! to' do? The •Constitutioi1 's ain:;t. as explained by Dr. Ambedkar, or as can be gleaned from the
woi·ding of the Constituhion itself, is almost entirely political and not at all
social or economic. I hope no one will think it is a bee in my bonnet when
I put forward this idea that there is not a trace of any desire to secure social
justice,_ a teal equality of the people, not merely paper equality, but equality 'in
actual fact, in daily living and experience, which we were promised and. we
had all hoped would pe the result after the Imperialist exploiter was ousted
from the countty. As I read t·wo o1· three -most prominent chapters or articles
I feel a glaring lae.k or any attention being given to- the disinherited, . to the·
. disposs-essed, to thos<.J who ha·,re not scope to have the minimum, what I may
,. call, a decent standard' of civilized exiatence in this country.
, Take the chapter of FundamentaL Rights. For example, we were told a~1d
, with some .force that the Fundamental Rights have been . added to and modified by a.-number of. exceptions, but that these exceptions do not take away
the right. I for one feel that the exceptions are too many. As I smd before ·
we have given the ,instructions or the principles have been laid down for draftIng this Constitution in a moment of tension, in a moment when our minds
were terribly disturbed so that attention was paid only to the dangers in an
emergency rather than a more norma!J. more permanent, more usual form of
,
life or standard of life which we were hoping for. :
,In-: the various items of the Fundamental Rights which will come up for
detailed discussion later on I shall have, I hope, an opportunity to- suggest
amendments and redress the omisHion or correct the distortion this Draft suffers
from on this most important subject.
But there is one aspect of it which I wish even at t~is moment to place·
before .the House. The Rights are throughout spoken of only as "Rights"; and
there is not a word said about Obligations. I would put it to the.House that we
are living and thinking as individuals or as a community too much of Bights and
forgetting our Obligations whether as cit'zens, or as communities, or as a State.
I for one wou"ld like to emphasize the chapter of Obligations of the State to
the individua' and vice ve1sa as much, if oot more, as that'bf rights.
The Rights, if_ I may say so, indicate extreme individualism, an exclusionist
or exclusivist tendency, in which the individual emphasises his exclusive claims
or PJSSession of privileges· or possibiliti8S far more tha:n that of his membership
. of a gtoup or of a society, or of. a community; whepeas a simiLar emphasis on
Obligations would teach him that he is not living in an isolated compartment
by himsel£, he is not living in a Robinson Crusoe islan~, but that he is a member
of :. cooperati-ve society, of a mutuallv interdependent community, of a state
in which the only guarantee for survival, the only chance of progressive advancement is a co-operative effort, in which individual rights have to be subordinated,
the individual demands have to be subordinated to the co-operative necess{ty
of joint effort for a common or agreed end. Sir, we· are living in an age when .
we think so much of freedom; and talk in terms of individual l~berty ~" much
that we are apt to forget that "freedom" is likely to degenerate into "licence"
it \Ve do not take care to remember the need simultaneouslv for self ·discipline
that fre-edom has its obligations just as much as its advai:;'t.age~. This ,;ould
• he a self-imposed restriction like any kind of discipline that one can think of.
· Here again is a case in~ which in regard to not only individuals, but also
communities the provinces and the whole Union, I should -·like to emnhasise
t.he Obligations chapter as much a.s, if not more than, the chapter of Rights.
The individual has his rights, and I for one shall never agree to any suagestion
of any infraction of those right.;::. But, at the f\ame time the il1rlividual as
well -as the society have mutual obligations; and unless these obligations are
'duly stregsed, I fear the, apprehensions of many of us, about the likely consequences of the unrest of our time. will not be J.ulled to rest.

.
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In this connection, I would like to add anofiher idea which. I would .beg
.the ·House to consder more at length later on. We are talking about
"Democracy" almost as a fetish. I know I am using some unpopular languag:3
when I speak in this strain. But please remember that "democracy", to_ be
successful, has to be qualitative as much as quantitative. You must remember
that what should count ought not to be merely the number of hands that are
raised or the number of heads, present, but the character of those hands or
the content of -those heads.
In the Constitution before us, this qualitative aspect' of democracy is, I am
afraid, very much over-looked, if it is at all there, whereas the quantitative
aspect figures almost in every 0hapter, and if I may say so, almost in every
word of this Constitution. I could give a number of illustrations straight off
of the way in which the wordings express more the quantitative side of democracy, more the number, more the numericaJ strength, and not the moral force,
the spiritual backing, the intrinsic value that a sound democracy should have. ·
. . I am afraid this is an idea not very popular at the momeut, not very
fashionable. But 'it is an idea which I .wish the House would at least bear in
mind before adopting the several clartses of the constitution. They embody a
view, which, I am afraid, has already become obsolete. We were told the
other day that there is nothing new iri this constitution. The 'Law Minister was
good enough ·to say that in matters ·like this, there can be nothing new. But
here is a suggestion: why sho~ld we not begin, if I may say so, emphasising
what I call the qualitative side of democracy of the new India as much as we
have so far been talking of territorial or quantitative democracy?
· In the chapter relating to the distribution of financial resources and obligations, to which allusion was made this morning, in the chapter relatii1g to the
distribution of powers between the provinces or the units and the Union, in the
question of the emergency powers, and so on, always there is a. hint, behind
the scenes so to say, there seems to be a conflict even in the minds of the
· draftsmen, between what is demanded in the interests of the· integrity, independence and security of the new State and also by the rreer life, nobler living,
and wider 01}poftunity for the in~ividuals that make up this nation.
I am not incliined, Sir, to ·invite a; repetition of your bell t.l10u~h I have a
lot more to say. Even if you are gracious enough to extend the time, I would
not be able to,r~my it within this time limit. I would, therefore, reserve, what
I have to say to the time when the amendments come up for discussion. 'Thank
YQU.

Pandit Lakshmi ~anta Mai!tra (West Bengal: General): Sir, I would be
-' failin~ in mv duty if I do not at- the very outset congratulate my Honourable
friend and old colleague,. Dr. Ambedkar, for the magnificent performance he
rmide yesterday. The House appreciates the stupendous amount of time and
energy he has spent in giving the constitutional proposals a definit~ !!nape. In
the few minutes at my disposal, I propose to discuss some of the most striking
points in th~s Draft Constitution, and before I plunge myself headlong ido
the provisions. I would request my honourable friends Dr. Ambedkar and Sir
Gopolaswami Avyangar to· listen to me for,fl few minutes with attention.
The first thing to which I would like to draw the attention of my honourable•
frimid. Dr. Ambedkar, is the description .he has given of India as a Union of
StntPf;. I take particular objection to the. expressi~n States; for, "States'; in' e•
political parbnce, in the eonstitutiona_l literature of the world, has got a.
C'ertnin EmAcial connotation. Unfortunately, ·the expression -Siiates -has been·
n~Pri in t.hi~ Drnft Constitution in many places for a varietv of. purposes a~d in
0ifferPnt senst's likelv to create .confusion. If the word States is retained in
the deo;crintioh of In'dia as it is, the impression may be caused in future that
these States are independent ~overeign States, joined tci the Centre by some
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sort of a voluntary association. Stude~ts of constitutional history know wha~ ·
happened in the United States ~f Am~ri~a. There, so~e of the St.ate~, , unde.,
the advice of some of the emment JUrists of the time, formed the States
Rights School and seriously contended that the States had each of them r~al
sovereign and independent status and that it was by sheer voluntary ass?cla. tion that they formed into a federation and worked to~ether. I want th1:> t.o
be guarded against. We had before the transferance of power a body of te~n
tories known as Native States. Many of them have acceded to the Ind1an
Union. If this description of India, as is given"::in Articles 1 and 2, i~ retained,
these States may contend, at some later stage, that they were sovera1gn States
and were united to the Indian Union by purely voluntary arrangement. We
want to make it perfectly clear in the constitution that this Union is an
indissoluble Union of _indestructible States, States in the sense of constit~ent
units., If I try to develop this point further, I will take more of the tnneof-the House. We have got to find a suitable expression. We could use the
word Provinces in the case of Governors' Provinces, and in the case of the
Native States, '"principalities" or expressions like that. If, Ajmer-Merwara,
Coorg or even Delhi were to be dignified by the name of State, it would be
descending really to the region of the ridiculous.
The next point to which I want to draw the attention of the House, is the
discretionary power given to the- Governors in the Constitution. The Hous61
knows very well-that according to the Government of India__ Act of 1935, the
Governor had certain special powers to be exercised by him in his discretion
or in his individual judgment:- This caused a lot of friction between the provin~ial Ministers and the Gpvernors,-some of the Premiers are sitting here
in front of me and I see them nod in assent of what- I say-that this had been
really· a source of discontent among the p-opular ministers in the country.
After the 15th of August, 1947, we made a clean sweep of these provisions. It
is now provided tha:t "there shall be a Council of Ministers to aid and advise
the Governor in the exercise of his functions'', :removing completely all the discre·
tionary powers which the Governors used to enjoy under the Govermnent of
India Act of 1935, untill the 15th of August 1947. 'Curiously enough I find _
that in this Constitution these noxious provisions have been bodily ineorporated
in Article 143 (i) and (ii). Here in this Constitution we have again provided
for discretionary powers of the Governor but I ar;;k the House very seriously to
consider whether it really means progress or regress, advance or reaction. To
day the Constitution of the country provides that the Governor or GovernorGeneral of this country shall function merely as the Constitutional head and
nothing more. To-morrow if this Constitution, as it is, comes into operation with
Section 143 (i) and (ii), the Governor will be more than a constitutional head
as he will have certain discretionary powers. There is another point to which
I would like to draw the attention of the House. In ~he Government of India
Act o£ 1935 there was in Section 54 a salutary check that whene'ver the
Governor was to function' in his discretipn or in the exercise of individual judg· ·
ment, he was to be under the superintendence, guidance and control of the
Governor-General. This is entirely absent in the present case. Therefore this
demands serious consideration.
My tpird point is regarding the provision for a very strong Centre. An
Honourable Member speaking before me was making a grievance that the ...
C~ntre was being made over-strong. Yes, we wa:nt a strong Centre by all
means, _if '!e want f? preserve or maintain our new-born freedom, and if we want
the sol~da?ty of th1s country._ (Hear, hear). We have had enough experience
of Provmmal Autonomy of whwh we had been enamoured in the past and now
w_e have ~een its effects. We have seen the centrifugal and fissiparous tenden-c1es that 1t has generated and we all know it to our cost. If we_ want to hold
together all the component units there must be a Qentre which would be able
to bring them into cohesion, and that Centre must have ample powers for the
purpose. This does not mean that provincial autonomv should be ruthlessly
curtailed.
'
v
•
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•
1;ext P<?int is reg~rding r~servatiei:t of seats. fo; -.~il}~rities. 1 I 'have . a''
;trong feeling abou,t. it., ...tieservation of seats to-day has, absolutely no m<Janing
\.L'iLe~>rsJ . ..11es13rvation ,of. se~ts for Mu~lims can have absolu~ely no justliica-.
t10n .. After. ha~ing· divided the country on the basis of two-:q.ation ~l:le_ory with
ll.H its jirpp1i6ations, after having provided in the Co:p.stitutio~l :J!'ul)._clal,l1;(l1ltal.J
U1ghts some of which are justimabie, aiter .having provided· in the C.onstit~tAon
1J1recti,ve Principles. of Governance, aft~r having provided in ,the ConstitutiO:rj.
tor ,adult suffrage, after havjng. done ~Jl this, does a11yone feel called upOJ,\ r,to
provide for any reservatiop? ln principle I am opposed to it.. Let .my Muslim
iriendR not misunderstand me. . Th~y have got this cpuntry . divided and ,we
know. to .9Ur cost what that division has meant. Pul).jab ,has -understood :dt.
anq B<;ngal haB. realised !~· 'therefore, those of you :vvho. are super-secular1minded, by aii means, give all; ma11ner ()f special represen.tations to whomsoever you
please .but so far as tl_le province of West Bengwl and East Punjab are! COil.:
cerned, I b«;lseech you to take your hands off., In.the last session of thet"Con;,
sti~uent ,A,~;;seml.)ly, I got a motiop. passed that so ;far as reservation for minoriti~s,
etc.; is .• concernec;l; exception must be made in the case of West Bengal. and'
East Punjab; the House accepted it.
..
.
·
· .... · 'v'
·-PrOd. N;: G.' Ranga (Madras: Genera1): We do n~t·lwarit •reservation!' '' ~
Pandit .Lakshmi 'Kanta. Maitra: ·Mr. Viee-President of 'tllis '~ugust -~~seifibly
rep'1'~sents 'the' Indian Christian Community in. India. He . is·· man· of.. greht.
eminei1ce:{ID,d·'standing and he has been president, for three 'successive teri\is~
of the Indian Christian Association.· . This 'Chris\i.ian c9mmunitj under. his a~ly
guidance anlil.· leadership has never claimed any spec_ial);ypresentati<?n. An'd if
there ·is 1 any community in' India 'which can Iegitill'iat~ly cla~m· speqjar' fepre,has set an example ai1u
sentation; it is the -Indian Christian Conimunity~
I hope the leaders of the rest· of '~he communities ,~ould emulate liis',e~ail'Jp\€.·.·
We ~r1 ti:y~ng to we~d. ~n·I.J?dians into .a ·comin~n ~~~tio~}:wod ..; Wb'a.tcver'· i~
left m Indw. after d1V1swn; '1s one ·natwn and 1t w1ll be , the endeavour of
Cmretitu~ionalists, J?:rbllc-men and the q-ov~rn.inen~ J;o. work.~~p 't~is:~;Jeal that
we are all one natwn.
N. ext;: 'r want to 'insist that.
should, .have in every province a bi-~ameral
legislature ..·You are 'giving adulit-svffrage. and you do not;-know hmv. big .your
legislatures "Would be, and you do not know w4at ..kind, of people. you, \vJL have
a !evisipg' Chamb_er .as a ~heck or. br~ke on hasty legjslation. That
has -bee1! a very salutary practwe whwh obtams. m England and so far as l am
concerned, I have. not the slightest doubt that Y9U niust have bi-camera:l legisl_atutes in every pro:vince for another two decade.s at least. In any case I, ,do
declare. here that we in Bengal want a bi-cameral legislature, an upper: tHo use.
' N~~t;, the successful operation
of this' co~stitution hinges on a
vern· important matter and that is . the financial adjustments 'betweel1
the. 1 ,provinces., and the. Centre. Unlllfls you provide·· here and ·now 1 i11
the body. of the Constitution itself the basis on which aJlocation between the
Cen_tre and the Provinces would be made, J am a~raid· the ·new constitutional
machinery would begin functioning at great disadvantage. The ·provinces · ~01
the component units will not know how to proceed with their development plam
or _Nati~n-building. projects u:r;less they are told in the Constitution ·itself thei:
respect1ve sha.res .m the revenues of the Centre. I would therefore SJlgQest
~hat .a Committee ,of. impartial financial experts should· be. appointed· to;
vis·~
tbe Central G:_overnment,' after exploring the entire field _of taxation, t.he allocil
tion, .to, be made, to the ·different provinces out of' the revenues tha~ are deri~e<
from!thQ. provinc.~s;on.behal£ of the Centre and other' sources of ·taxa·tior::' ';
. Lastly, T. think I• should make a pa:ssing reference to the controversy :wl~icJ
has unfortunately,' b-een raised in this Rouse over the question of State lrmgJia'g,e
Th~ pr<:J.tagonists of Hindi, in their enthusiasm, have· gone too' f.ar. As ,o, rencti61
two.or. three of m?friends have already,spoken"against it sorriew]lat bitterJy. I
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wish that this matter had not been rajsed at th~s stage.· I can assure my
:friends :from' Northern India, j:;hat if. we cannot speak Hindi to-day, it i~
simply because we happen to be born in the Eastern or Southern parts. It_ lS
a mere accident of birth and individual merit or deUJ.erit has absolutely nothmg
to do with it. .vVe will try to see how fm; we can go w~th you.- We want some
nat.ional language for India (Cheers) but it is no use repeating ad nauseum ~he
new dictum that independence will! ~e meaningless if we all do not start ~alkmg
_in Hindi or conducting official businJss in Hindi from to-morrow. It _1s both
ridiculous and absurd. However, at some later stage we must solve th1s problem. I can assure my Honourable friends £:;om t~e north th<:>t we have g~t
every sympathy for Hindi, but let them not m thetr overzealousness mar t_he1r
own case. This is a sort of fanaticism,-this is linguistic fanaticism, wh1ch,
if allowed to grow and develop, will ultimately defeat the very object the,Y.:
have in view. I, therefore, appeal to them for a little patience and forbearance towards those who for the time being cannot speak the language of the
north. After all . they also humbly claim that their own languages contain
literary wealth and treasure which. they cannot all t.q_~ow away at the mere
bidding of the North.
"'
· Shr.i Ramnarayan Singh (Bihar: General): Sir, I congratulate my Honourable friend Dr. Ambedkar on the opportunity he got of introducing this Constitution Bill and I support his motion. As political workers we always t-alked of
Swaraj which means that power will go from the British direct to t-he people
in the villages. But I do not think this proposed constitution will give that
power to them. As before, once in :five or seven years they will give their 'votes .
and their power will end there; lat-er on, they will be governed as in Brit-ish
days. What we aU want is that the political organisations in the country should
serve the people; we do not want to be governed as before.
We
do not want Governors and even Ministers.
The political ·and other
organisations should think how best to serve the people of the
country. As regards the\ powers of the President and Ministers, my
Honourable friend Dr. Ambedkar has very well apprec!ated this parliamentary
system. He was not ashamed to admit th~t many things have been borrowed
from other ~onstitutions. It is of course ~ fact that beggars and borrowers
do not feel asharned of what they do, but those who do not want it feel the
pangs of it. This constitution will only indicate t-o the outside world that we
have no originality and only borrow from the constitutions of other countries.
I say emphatical!Y that the -constitution is not what is wanted by the country.
Dr. Ambedkar said in ap_ appreciative mood that it is a parliamentary system
of Government. If that is' so, I am sflre it will develop surely into the part:v
system of Government which has been a failure in the west. I appeal to the
House to con~ider this ~ery seriously. - There are people who say that the
P.a~ty system 1s based on democracy; on ~he other hand many jurists and politiCians feel~and I also feel-that there IS no democracy in it· on the other
hand it strikes at the very root of democracy. Democracy me~ns rule bv the
majority, which must consists of free and independent votes. But what we
find is that our votes are influenced by a few people.
And once
the v~tes ~re influenced there is no .democra-cy.
I therefore say
that this parhamentary system of government must 0ao out of this· it has failed
• in !he wes~ an~ it will cr~ate hell in this country. 1 have a bitter experience
of Its workmg m the provmces. In the Presidential system of. government ifl
is easy ~ ~nd one honest Pre~i~ent, but it is. not sq easy to :find an army of
hone,;st mmisters and deputy J,lllmsters and parliamentary secretaries and so on:_
s.o long as this thing is there, the:e can. be no justice. Of course ~e can pro-·
v1de for the removal o:f the President 1£ he goes wrong, bu'tl I think both in
the Centre and in the provincf?S we must have all-powerful Presidents whowill be responsible for the work done and who will choose their ministers or
secretaries. With regard to these people I am inclined to say· that it is better
to be ruled by devils than by an army of ministers and secretaries, etc. 1
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want power to go direct to the villages. It is not enough that. they should
vote; they must be ,made to take an interest in ~ay to day administration of
good Stat.e _the three func. thEJ country. Besides,- everybody know£- that in
~ions of judicial;' legislativ~ and executive a-re independent. But in these days
'under the p&rljamentary system of Gov-ernment people form parties and mani' pulate votes and get a majority in the Legisla,tures and form the government. '
This is dangerous. We find to our cost that these people wish. to please their
relatives and party men. Therefore I -suggest that the parliamentary system.
should go an4_ the -three branches-executive, judicial and _legislative-should
have nothing to do with one another. •
__
-

a

• As regards language and protection of cows I agree with what_my friend.
Seth Govind Das said. The economy tlf the country demands that the questi<l~
of cow protection should form one of the items of the Fundamental Rights whicl.:
• should also include the right to bear arms.
As regards reservation of s~ats I feel it should not be allowed. All my
friends know that I have never been communal-minded. But, as Pandit
Maitra said, when the country was. divided on a communal basis, there should
not be any reservation for the Muslims. At tbe same time I an1. not one-of
those who say that all Muslims should be sent to Pakistan or should be harasset\
in the Indian Union in any way or that their rights shoura be less than mine.
They- should have the same rights arid privileges here· as others but there should
be no talk of res.ervation :for them. To provide for reservations for anv commu- nity would' do great harm to the- country. In conclusion I appeal to the
House and to the country outside to frame the constitution in such a. way the.~
power may go to the purest and the best ot our countrymen and that those who
wield power may serve the people and make them happy and prosperous.
Dr. P. S. Deshmu.kh (C. P. & Berar: General): Sir, I am thankful to you
,for giving me this opportunity to express my views on the proposed constitu. tion. The time is limited and therefore my observations can only be of a very
gene_ral nature. When .consideratiWl of the various ·clauses takes place I shall
-unfortunately not be present here. I am therefore all the more grateful to
. have thes~ few minutes.
- 'I'he speech delivered by1 m'y Honourable fri~nd -D~. Ambedkar was an ·excelle~ ·performance and it was an impressiye commentary on th"e Draft that hm;
been presented .. As is well known, he is an advocate of repute and I think
he ab~ argued what was before him. H~ would perhaps, have shaped the
· constiuution differently if he had the s~ope .to do so. In any· case I thirik h.e
admitted his difficulties -fully when he sa_id that aft~' all you cannot alter Ute
· administration in a day. And if the present constitution can be described m
.a nutshell _it· is one intended to fit in with the present . administration. Thall_
is -why there is nothing original and nothing striking, nothing to create any
. ,enthusiasm about it. It is to fit in with the adminis.tration ·Jeft by the BritisJa
. in this country. The Governors of provinces are· to be there; t,he administ-ration in the provinces is not to be· disturbed. . Wha:t has been disturbed is only
. -a- few riames "here and there. We are told that there will be a President. of the
Indian Republic. As the learned Doctor himself admitted, he has been metamor-." .
phosed into a pitiable figurehead like the present King of England. So the
.'Tiame of President is merely a misnomer. It is to-_be adopted because we have:)perhaps no other alterna~ive and be~ause we· are not pr(3pared to call the heal
'Of our. executive by the name of king. Apart from ·that and a;part from" the
enumemtion of Fundamental Rights, we do not . find . any striking diffe:r-ence
between this constitution and the Government of India Act of 1935. Elaboratel
in the way in which it was done by my Iear:r;ted- friend it' Iooks perhaps inore
the
--11ttractive: but-.op ar: ultima'te arm lysis it will be found to be the same
.. Act· of 1<935 w'ith a rew chang~~ here and the~.

as
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. With regard to the ·Fundamental Rights my Honoq_!aJble friend had to admit
that thev have not t-ended to remain as fundamental as they should have been
expected to. What is' being done by the Supreme Court of America is tried
tQ be done by provisos in the Draft Constitution. . ~he variqus Fundamental
Rights embodied in the American constitution were interpreted by the Supreme
Court of America from _time to time, and in their interpretation there were
~rtain clogs placed on the fundamental nature of the Fundamental Rights, proTided for in the American Constitution. That is what ·we do here by way of
provisos. I for one do not like the fundamental rights at all because those which are necessary are already there in the Aat of 1935, without the pompons
·' aame of Fundamental Rights. For instance, freedom of speech· and freedom.
to associate freely althpugh these rights . had to be trampled under feet 011
various occasions during the Congress movement. The Fundamental R.ights
which are provided in t'he present constitution should no.t either have been
circumscribed as they are or their enumeration should have been avoided to a,
.I~ge ext-eri.t. Because some at least of them a.re bound to prove a cl!og, an
obstacle to our. future· progr!'JSS. For instance freedom to acquire or sell
propert,y and to dwell anywhere. one likes. I think it takes away from the
sovereignty of the parliament. If tpis is going to be the state of our Fundamental Rights provided for in the Draft Constitution based on the parliamentary
-system of government, these rights should have much rather been permitted.
tp be determinded from .dwy to day by the Parliament its~lf. Why shou1ld we
take awa.y or encroach on the sovereignty of Parliament by defining the rights
which we ·arJ not prepared to concede on any broad basis?. We have hedged
in. the Fundamental Rights with so many restrictions that they are neither
·Fundamental nor have much of rights in them. • In some respects at leastthey constitute an enumeration without much significance.
The Honourable Dr~ Ambedkar was at pains to justify the inclhsion ·of the
directive principles of admini§tration in the body of the Constitution, He was
-constrained to admit that if he had the choice he would have relegated them
'to the Schedules in the Constitution. That I think is a. very clear and explicit
-admiilsion on his part. Really speaking there is no place for them in the~
' Constitution. It is a sort of an election mMifesto. Moreover, the directive
principles themselves are not of a very :fundamental nature. 1 could have
understood_it if it was provided that it sha:ll be the duty of the State to establiish
the right of the state· to the ownership of all mineral resources, tha.t all industries shall be the property of· the n_l1tion, that the Government derives all its
authority from th~ people, that no person shall be permitted to be expl:oited by
another etc. If there was somethi,ng fundamental like that, there· would have
been more use. It is no use to put them in the Inst,rument of I;Qstructions also
as suggested by Dr. Ambedkar. They should not have in any case found a
;place in the Constitution itself.
'
' Then my friend tried to tell us that .the Constitution was more unitary than
federal. My opinion frankly is tha:t the present Constitution is neither unitary
not federal. That being so, this is nothing better than the 1935 Act. . It is not
unitary because provincial autonomy of a sort will continue; it is not federal
hecm•se there is no freedom allowed to any 'of the units to any substant.ial
degree. 89 I .think this is a hotch-potch of the provisions ta.ken from several
• different constitutions and my friend has been hard put to it to make a consis:~nt whole out of it. ()f course, as an advocate he ha~ justified every provL
-sion in it. This Constitution will in all probability go through the House withouti
-much change. I think we are destined to have this Constitution and no other.
Hut, in spi~e of that, I· should like to say that we should have a Constitution about which every individual in_ the country would __ feel enthusiastic.

.

...

.

Sir. after all this is a country of agriculturists. The peasants and' the
'labourers shou1d have. a 'larger share and the most dominating in the Government. They should have been made t.o feel that t.hey are the real master of
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this the biggest ·nation on earth. I do not share the view that the past or our
ancient (civilization is no.t wor:th utilising for the future building up of the
Indian nation. • That is a view from which I differ. I have' offered these few
comments, within the time at my disposal. I do not_ think that this Housa
would be in a position to alter the Const~tution largely.
Here l may refer i!o the feeling of some .people that we have got into theCons_gtuent Assembly and want to drag on remaining in office by some means.
or the othe-r. Though• that feeling is there, we have 'to make the best of the·
situation; we .must try to remove it and improve it as much as possible. That is all that is possible in tlie present cir!3umstances.
I hope the Honourable Doctor,.although he has nqt been able to frame a.
Constitution more akin to the· genius of the Indian people, will be acco~moda.t
ing in the matter of the amendments intended to make the ordinary citizen
feel more enthusiasm and the peasant and the labourer feel that his Raj and
. his kingdom is going to dawn. That was the Ashirwad·. that 'Mahatma Gandhi
gave him.
Shri S. Nagappa:' M;r. Vice-President, Sir, I join the previous speakers in
congratulating the Honourable' Chairman of the Drafting Committee and all
members of it. They have taken care to see that all aspects of all problems
and all the reports of the various committees have been consolidated and looked
into..
--·
Now, as regards the labour problem,which my friend Shri T. T. Krishnamachari was kind enough t() bring to our notice, it is a fact that we have been finding
that in various provinces •different _measures to deal with Jabour are going
forward. It would· have been better if Labour therefore 'h'ad been in the Central
list. That ·would help to solve all the problems a,gitating labour.
.
>
Sir, I am one of those who -plead for a strong Centre, especially as we a.U
know that we have won our freedom very recently. We require' sufficient time
-- ·to consolidate it and to retain it for all time to come. For another reason also
the Centre has to be strong. W~ ~ve been already divided in so many respects.
communally and on religious grounds. Now let us not be divided on the basis
of provinces. So, in order to unite all the provinces and to bring _about more
unity, it is in the country's in~ests as a_ :whole to have a strong Centre.
. Another reason why we should have a strong Centre I .will mention presently.
Some people say that we should have .a strong Centre with a war mentality.
I do not think we should have tl;tat mentality at all. · We have 'been train~d
~o be non-violfnt and truthful. T~ese are our principles. When that is the
case, there is no likelihood of the Centre having war mentality.
1""
-'
The Honourable Dr. ,.Arnbedka:T, in introducing his repo'rt and the Draft
Constitution, mentioned lhat that the Constitution was federal in structure hut
unitary in character. I believe, Sir, especially ~t this stage we require such a
Constitution. We were told that he has borrowed from the Government of
India Act. When we find something good in it, we copy it. If we find something useful and suitable to, us, to our custom and to our culture, in other·
constitutions, there is no harm in adopting it.
•
The minorities have been very well provided ·for in the Constitution: I am·glad about it and the ·representatives who have been re_turned to this House to
safeguard the interests of the minorities are also glad about HJ. For this we·
have to congratulate the majority communi~y. We h~ve to congratulate linemajority community for conced~g certain special privileges to tlie minorities.
Questions were raised here whether it is necessary ..for the,.,niinorities to have
reservation. I think it may not be necessary for all time to come and for
all tlie minorities_. There are certain minorities which require some safeguards. ·
I do not want these safeguards to be continued for ·all time to come. It
depends more on_ the majorities how the minorities ar~ made to merge with
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the majorities. It is not for the minorities to claim any reservation and to
always secluded or separated. The minorities are more eager than the maJOrities to get themselves merged at the earliest possible mol?ent, but the task
lies not on the minorities but on the majorities. The ..plaJority must conduct
itself in such a way that the minorities feel that they are not different from the
majority. It is only then, Sir,· that we will be in a posi~io? to do a'~ay wjth
the minority problem. Anyhow, 1 an.t thankful to the maJOrity for havmg gone
such a long- way. As my-Honourable friend, Mr. Frank Ant~ony, was saying
this morning, the minorities have gone more than half the distance to meet
the majority. Sir, there is some point in havin~ r~servation at least for ~oll,le
time to come. I only want to emphasise that It IS the duty of the maJOrity
to see that the minorities do -not feel that they are minorities .
. I am glad, Sir, that s~cial problems have also been touched. In theConstitution it has been made an offence to practice untouchability in any form.
I am glad that the Drafting Committee nas taken, care to see that this is incorporated in the Constitution.
Sir, with regard to the- services also, the Committee has made provision fm-.
the adequate representation of minorities. But there is one omission which I
want to bring to the notice of the House. Nothing has been said that, when
the leader of a party forms a govermhent, his government should be so formed
as to reflect all shades of opinion and all classes of people. If such a provision is included, it wiU go a long way in solving the minority problem. I am
thankful to the Dra.fting Committee for having conceded most of the poin'ts of
these minorities.
If the Drafting Committee had taken care to include
such a provision as I have mentioned regarding the formation of Cabinets, both
provincial and Central, they could have solved the minority problem completely. The House can easily imagine as to what will happen if this matter is left
• to the sweet-wil:l and pleasure --0f the Premier whether to select a member of
the minority communities or not. The Premier may say that in his Party there
is no member belonging to the minority communities and that therefore he need
not include any member in ·his Cabinet from outside his Party. In order to
see that the minorities get a share in the administration of the country, it
would have been better if the Drafting Committee had -made a. nrovision
stipulating due-representation of the mindhties in the Cabinets, both Provincial
and Central.
·
As regards the language problem, it has been touched on by my Honourable
friend coming from Southern India. I feel that my Honourable frie;nds from
Northern India are taking undue advantage of the -fact that they have learnt
Hindi from birth. That should not be the rea-son why these friends want to
force Hindi on the people of Southern India. This does not mean that we are
no·t for this language. We are not fond of English or any other foreign
language. We are fond of our own lan~age Hindi but that must take its own
time. E.ven a child, when sent to school_, takes its own time to study. Why
are you m such a hurry? I do not think you have got to catch a bus or anvthing. I would like to assure my friends from Northern India that we are f~r
one language for the country, whether it is Hindi or any other language decided
by _this House. But you should not try to force it on us all of a sudden and
see that we are kept in the dark thereby. This must take time till all .the
people in this country become accustomed to it.
,
•
_
Sir, I once aga~n tha:nk the .Ho?ourable Dr. AI?b~d_kar for having taken
the trouble of draftmg this ConstitutiOn. No doubt, It IS an elaborate task bufi
be has done it so successfully anc'l in such a short time.
Mr. Vice-President:
The House stands mljourned till Ten of the Clock
. I
t a-morrow mornmg.
The Assembly then ~dj'Ourned till Ten of the Clock on Saturday, the 6th
Novemoer 1948.
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Saturday, the 6th November 1948
The Constituent Assembly of India met in the Constitution Hall, _New Delhi,
at Ten of the Clock, Mr. Vice-President (Dr. :H. C. M:ookherjee) in the Chair .
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Shri Arun Chandra· Guha. (West Bengal: General): Mr. Vice-President, Sir,
we are assembled here to give final touch to the first Constitution of .F'ree Indi;.~.
It is a very significant moment o£ our life and in this moment I cannot but re<;ol1ect the past, the year.; of trouble and struggle. that we have passed tnrough ..
We have lost many comrades; the whol-e nation:.. has undergone
muny troubles a~d sacrifices. When we are ass_embled here to give
shape
to
our futur0 de.stiny and. our future constitution,
I must
bow dowu to the memories of those who have left us in the course
of the long yea~s of struggle thr.t we have- passed through,-Surendranath
Banerjea, Lajpat Rai, Motilal Nehru, Deshbandhu Chittaranjan, and many
others who have led us in the struggle and last by Mahatma Gandhi the Father
of tha Nation. And in our, intimate circle, particularly in Bengal, we have also
our frie.nds who have led us through all the struggle, less known to the publi!3,
but not less devoted to the cause, not less honest and sincere in ·their ardent
desire for freeing the country. Coming as I do from the circle of workers who
have been through the struggle for more than four decades, Sir, I cannot but
recollect at least the names of some-Jatindra Nath :Mookerji, Swamy
Prajnananda .Saraswa.ti, Surya Sen. Bhagat Singh and others. They have
alsJ served the cause, tnough they are not so widely known-they have also
contributed to the cau:.;e.
•
Now to the Draft Constitution. I· am afraid the Drafting Committ.e,e has
gone beyond the terms.· I am afraid the whole constitution that has been ]aid
be:!'""Ore us has gone beyond the ma.in principles laid down by the Constituent
Assembly. In the whole Drait Constitution we see no trace of Congress outlook, no trace of Gandhian social and political outlook. The learned Dr.
Ambedkar in his long and learned speech has found no' occasion to refer . to
Gandhiji or to the Congress. It is not surprising, be.cause I feel the whole
Constitution lacks in Congress ideal and Congress ideology part.icularly. When
we are going to frame a constitution, it is not only a political structure that
we are going to frame; it is not only an administrative machinery that we are
going to set up; it is a machinery for the social and economic future of the
nation.
I feel, as for the economic side, the. Draft Constitution is a.lmost silent. It is
• rather anxious to safeguard the sanctity of property; it is rather anxious to
safeguard the rights of those who have got something and it is silent about those
who are dispossessetl. and who have got nothing. While there is much about '
tl1e sanctit,.v of property and. th~ inviolabilit! of prop_erty, ~hings such as right
to vYork, nght t.o means ·of hvehhvod and nght to le1sure etc., have beer1 left
out and these things should have been effectively incorporated, in the Oonsti~
tution.
( 255
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As for phd )<'ui:J.damental Rights, Dr. Ambedkar,-he is a learned prof.essol~
anJ l aelmowledge his learning and his ability and I think ~he Draft Constitution is mainly his handicraft-in his introductory speech, he has ent-ered into a
sort of metaphysical debate. He has introduced a new term; I feel, _S.ir, thereis r:.o right in the world which is absolute. Every right carries with it some
obligation; without obligation there cannot be ariy right. ~So it is no usetaking shelter behind the plea that the Fundamental Rights cannot be absolute~
_I know these must be relative~; but that.,does not mean that the~Fundamentnl
Rights should be- negatived by putting some. provisos. All the rights that hav(7
been mentioned iu the Fundamental Rights section have immediately been
negatived by putting some proviSos and some subsidiary clauses. ·.It would have
been better for the Drafting _Committee not to have provided these provisos
within the Constitution at all. Then the future Government would ha.ve been ·
able to act freely in framing the F1.1ndamental Rights. But now as these hav~
-been incorporated within ~he Constitution it would be a question of amending
tlie Constitution to make it broad-based. So I. would ask the House either
to put the Fundamental Rights rather frankly or to omit the whole .chapte1·
from the Constitution so that the future Government may frame the Fundamental Rights accordif1g to the needs of the time and- not be handicapped
with the task of amending the Constitution which has put some difficulties -in
the way.
.
·
.·
, Then, Sir, Dr. A'mbedkar has passed some remarks about the village units'-We have -been in the CoJillress for years. We have been taught to think of the
Cvillage panchayats as the future basis of administrative machinery.
The
Gn.ndhian and the 'C_ongress outlook has been that the future constitution of
India would be a pyramidal structure and its basis would be the ~illage
·-panchayats. According to Dr: Ambedkar, the villages have been the ruina"tion
of India, the villages have been' the den of ignorance. If that has been the
case now, that is due to us who have been living in the towns, who have been ~
shining under the foreign. bureaucracy and foreign rule-. Our. villages have been
starved·; our villages have been strangled deliberately by the foreign Govemm.ent.;
and the towns-people have played•a willing tool in this ignoble task. Rec:us~
citating of the villages, I think, should be the first task of the future free India.
1 have told you, Sir, t-hat w~ have been taught r.c'cording to the Gandhian
. outlook ::.nd the Congress outlook that the' futul'e constitution of India ·would bea pyramidJil structure based on the village panchayats.
I admit we require a strong Centre; but that does. not 'mean that its limbs
should be weak. _We ·cannot have a strong Centre without strong limbs. If
we can buil~ the whole structure on the village panchayats, on the willin_g
co-operation of the people, then I_ feel the .Centre would automatically become
strong. I yet request the H<mst'l that it may iHcorporate some clauses so that
village panchayats may be allowed· to play some effective part in the future
ndministration ofthe country.
_
· ·_
'
.
Dr. Ambedkar has pcsed before us a question that _they have tried to put
the constitution on the basis of provin9es, on the b::tsis of some political· units,
on the basis of the individual as the basic unit. .The village should be the real·
basis of the machinery. The individual is the .s011l of the whole constitution;
but the village should be made the basis of the machinery of its administration.:
'l'hen, Sir, J would like to say some.thing about the lang-uage. In the
·Draft Constituti?n it has been stated that Hindi •and English should be freely
used- in this House, and other languages can be used only when the SIJeaker is
-unable to expres~ himself adequately in ·either of these languages. I feel; S.ir,
as in the Soviet Constitution, we should allow the eight or nine1 major lan!!llages
of India t.o oo freely use.d in this House. As in the Soviet Cbnstitut.i;n hv
-sheer w_eig?t of nl_lmber the Russian Ia;nguage has all the predominance, her~,
also, Hmdr would have all the predommance by the. sheer weight of ri-qmber.
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There is no shred of doubt in the· mind of any of us that Hindi is destined
to be the national language and the language o~. tlie State i~ I~dia;. Y,et that:.
should not mean that other_ languages whwh have m1ght:y hterature,
migMy traditions \ behind · them should not be allowed to be spoken·
in this House without the speaker declaring himself to be ·unable to exprl:)SS
himself in Hindi or English. I would request that other languages should be·
allowed to be freely used in this House.
}lr. Vice-PresidEmt (Dr. H. C. Mookherjee): Before I call up?n . the next
member to address the Jlouse, I hnve here forty slips of members who ·wish to
speak. The n1atter is so urgent and so important that I should like everybody
to have an opportunity of airing his views 6n the Draft Constitution. May I
therefore appeal to the speakers n6t to exceed the time limit ·which I have
fixed as ten minutes?
·
Shri T. Prakasam: (Madras: Gene.ral): Sir, the Draft Constitution introdu~
c:ed by Dr. Ambedkar, the· Honourable Member in charg~ is a very big document. The trouble taken by him and those who are associated with him must
have be10n really very great. My Honourable friend Mr. T. T. Krishnamachal'i
when he was speaking explained the handicap under' which the Honourable·
Dr. Ambedkar. had be.en labouring on accotnit of as many as five or six mem-·
bers of the Committee having dropped out and their places not having been'
filled up. I have been attending this session regularly with the hope and
expectation tha.t the Constitution that would be evolved would be one that
would meet with the wishes and desires of those who had fought the battle
of freedom for thirty years, and who had succeeded i1\ secpri~g freedom under
the. leadership o£ the departed Mahatma Gandhi. I was hoping, Sir, having
seen the Preamble, that everything would follmv in regular course and bring
out a ConstituL!m1 ·hat will give food and cloth to the millions ·of our people•
and also give education and protection to all the people Of the land. But, Sir,
. to the utter disappointment of myself and~ some of us who think with me, ·
this Draft Constitution has drifted from point to point until at last )t - has
become very difficult for us to understand where we are, where the country is,
where the people are·, what is it that t.he;J'. are going to. derive · ou.t of this
Constitution when it is put on the statute book. Now, Sir, when a Constitution
is. drafted, generally, what is expected of those who are in charge of drafting
the Constitution, those who are in charge. o£ approving the constitution as members of the Constituent Assembly is, what are the <:onaitions in the country,
what is the situation in the country, are we doing all that is necessary to get
over the troubles in the country? With that object, I have been y,·ait-ing to
learn from aU Members who have. been devotin·g their time in explainina the
real position with regard· to this Constitution. I .feel thankful to so~e of
those members who ha.ve not forgotten the way in which the battle of freedom.
had been fought in this country and how freedom had been secured. So far
as the drafting of this Constitution is concerned, with all respect to the Honourable Dr. Ambedkar, I must say that he has not been able to put himself in
the position of those who had been fighting for the freedom of this country
for thirty long years. In one stroke he condemned tbe village panchayat
system. He has referred to the remarks Ol one great.man of those old davs of
t+w British, Mr. JV(etcalfe, and the description given by him that the. village
panchayats existed and ·continued, whatever may.have been happening with
regard to t.he Government at the top; whoever .may have come and whoever
may have gone, the.y did not concern themselves. It is not a matter which
should have been treated by Dr. Ambedkar in that manner. That-was a condi. tion to which we had been reduced, aft6 the village panchayats had been exhausted on account o£ the oppression o£ the various foreign rulers who hau
come over to this country. Still in spite of all that had been done £or their
suppression, they had survived. That is wha.t Metcalfe wanted to explain to
the word and to us who have been ignoring it. Therefore village panchayat-
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is not to be condemned on that basis. I do not advocate for one moment
today thaf village. panchayat .should be such. as described by Metcalfe under
those circumstances. Village panchayat should be one which is up-to-date,
which gives real power to rule and to get money and expend it, in the hands
of the villagers. I would like to know what is this Government that is .being
constituted under this Draft Constitution. For whose benefit is this intended? •
Is it for the benefit of a ~ew people or is it for the benefit of the millio~s ot
tJ>eopl.e ~ho pay taxes? Whether they have power or not· they pay the taxes
runder the vicious system that had be'en established in. this country and Wlder
-which we had been groaning for a hundred and fifty years and we tried our best
;to get rid of that system. The British built up a system in the Centre and
.in the provinces in such a manner that tl.Q' tiller of the ;:;oil and the labourer
.and other people are made to pay some tax or other to enable. this Government to carry on administration from the 'Fort St. George or some .other
1For.t ,a,nd from this Delhi Centre or other places. . What becomes of thoee
~llions who pay the taxes?
The money is taken away under the British
system by those people who have been established here step by step and the
money is brought here and spent. How the money is spent the tax payer
does not know and the tax payer has been left in the lurch. He· doss not
knmv whether there is any ryler at all, e.ven after the ~stablishment of freedom
/ by us, because we are perpetuating the same· system and we are supposed to
be governing ip. the name of King George. The Governor-General is appointed
by the British Cabinet and our currer_cy notes are being printed with the head of
King George. To-day, after two years. of establishment of freedom, we are in
that oondition. Therefore, it is orily right and proper that this Constituent
,Assembly which has been sent by the people· of this co_untry should take parti• 'Cnlar care to see that this Draft Constitution of Dr. Ambedkar is so amended
. that it would really become a constitution for the benefit of the' masses and
the millio·ns of people for whose sake the battles have _been fought by that great
friend who bas gone away leaving us here to get along with our work. When
he was alive his system and his schemes were not supported by B-s wholeheartedly or by the millions in ~be country. If that had been done,, a.s jle
s-aid. within twelve months we would have established freedom. That man of
,ision was "'.;th us and· with all the betrayal made by us, he managed to
educate us and keep us calm and fought all the battles until he succeeded and
gave us -a scheme for the confitruction of the future Government. Having be,ri
the man who rouse,l the millions of people who had been in ignorance :: ~ the
bottom when he can e here and-lifted them up, he made them understand that
•.:you are all men ha1•ing soul force in tl:e same manner in which T have got.
If you educate yoursdf and carry. on my programme, you will carry out everything and yqu will e,;tablish freedom.' I mysel£, Sir, had a talk with the great
Lala La;J;<J.t Rai m•;re than forty five years ago in England. He was the
<:r:::~:e.st of the sufferers .Eor freedom and he said: "Look at thn organization and
·discipline and the way in which people here conduct themselves. Can we ever
11ope to send away these British people from our country and est_ablis}; freedom?" That wr,:; my 'feeling when I touched that shore. Under t.ho'c circum-stan~es it was, that this man Gandhiji came as a Sw:r and lifter1 us up and
1f and many friends here entered into his movement and we hr,cl heen strugglin; on all these thirty years. The real t.hing hac. not been established. Tlie
Britis'· oystem ·drowned us and suppressed th" ccmtry and made the people
utterly he:J.)l~?ss. -.To get rin of the c'lr::za: "u system he introduced what was
called the construe::~\-~ ;~·~::T'1m~ '" i:r: enable every man and woman to do
bis or ber duty and then r.cuke themselves fit for making sacrifices and finally •
to send away the P::.tish. He, succeeded and the people succeeded.
The ' •
~eople must br, thanked. for the readiness with which they :flu~g themselves
mto anv c.rdeal whether 1t was one of fire or on~ of water. Instead of having
. a Constitution based on a socialist basis in, the manner· in .which .Gandhiji bad ·
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formulated for thirty long years, he divided the whole countr;y into ling,ui~~!c ··
areas and framed the Constitution for the Congress and worked that for ,~·l)r.ly
vears and it is on account of that that we won the freedom-that socuthst
basis has all been thrown off and a capitalist basis is being introduced. That
will be the result of this Constitution. To-day we are in the throes of a famine
for food and cloth and 1 would ask Dr. Ambedkar whether this Constitution
would solve anv of these nroblenis. To mv mind it is not possible so long as
the capitalist system of the world is kept ;;.p. You may pass so many res~:>
lutions and annoint so manv committees to solve the in:flation problem, but. have
not been abl~ ~to reach th;t noint. Therefore it is necessary that this Constitution must be amended in ~ such a man11er that the capitaliSt monetary
system is not adopted but a more proper socialist system of our own-·I don't
mean to say the Russii:m, we had our own system and we have had our system
which had been put into force by Mahatma Gandhi and worked for thirty years
successfully. This type of Draft Constitution is beyond my comprehension
and I wot1ld. ;,ppeal earnestly to Dr. Ambedkar-I do pot blame him alone. Dr.
Ambedkar has not been in the battle-field for thirty years. He had not in any
way understood the signiflcance of this. He had beeri attacking the whole
system and the programme of Gandhi and the Congress all his life-time ........ .
Mr. Vice-President: Order, order.
Shri T. Prakasam: If I should not say so mueh~I do not know-I will
obey your order. The Draft Cm:stitution has gone in a ~wrong direction and it
requires amendment very badly. I may tell the Honourable Members of this
House and o/OU, Sir, that if this is allowed to go on in the same manner, if
the same capitalistic monetary system is adopted here, we must remember
what ha.ppended to other countries. The monebtry. system adopted by the
capitalist countries of the world 4ad proved a failure not once· but twice.
After the first war you have all seen what was called the world's first economic distress. ·Germany had become bankrupt. England had become very
nearly bankrupt. Her pound became equivalent only to seven shillings in the
fc;teign market. But for the gold that was exported from here bv the kind
friends of our. own mercantile leaders here, the capitalists, Engl~nd v also would
have become completely bankn1pt. That is the first thing. Then the second:
economic distress came upon the world. y-ou will all remember what Dalton.
the British Chancellor of the Exchequer said. He Eaid that under the changed
conditions the loss sustained by Britain on account of the dollar exchange
busint:)ss was 13 million dollars every day. And the whole system was going to
collapse. I£ that had Lot been prevented by this Marshall Aid syst.e!n they
would have been perhaps in a worst position. Today England is suffering
thae way. I therefore wam Honourable Members of this House not to nlunge
this country into such an economic condition by adopting this Draft Constitution without makong necessary changes when the amendment stage comes.
I have been waiting to see whether any light vvould come-whether ftny day .
would come -with reg§!rd to these things. Sometimes I put myself in comnmnication with the Finance Minister, who is not to be found here with
regard to the monetary system that should be adopted. (At this sta~e ·:\tr.
Vice-President again rang the bell). Well, Sir, I stop.
•

Shri Vishwa:mb~ar Dayal Tripathi (Uriited Provi1~ces: General): Sir, I wish
to draw your attention t.o one v.ery important matter. We are discussing a
Yery important subject ~nd it will be very difficult for any one of us to compress
our idea~ in ten minutes. I would therefore request 'you to relax your rule
and to g1ve us time to express our ideas freelv and fullv. The other dav when
we made this request to the Honourable Pr~sident w~ were assured that we
shall have tull ad ample time for discussion. I hope you will, kindly accede
to our request.
I
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Mr. Vice-President: As a matter of ~act yesterday every honourable member exceeded the ten minutes limit. I am in the hands of the House: I can
. give any amount bf time you want. But after all there must be some definite
;rule.
·
Prof. N. G. Ranga (Madras: General): '§~r, you have said that yesterday
every ;Member was exceeding . the ten miwtes limit. As an experienced ·
:Speaker I would like to say how annoying and how troublesome it is for a
:Speaker to be reminded by your bell that his..time is up. There is considerable
. force in what my Honourable friend has said, namely, that it is impossible
for anyone to develop any point satisfactorily within the short .space of ten
minutes. It is necessary that the. ·period should be extended at least to
twenty minutes a.:J.d if necessary, 0 the general discussion should be extended. by.._
one day more.
/
•·
Mr. Vice-P:residen.t: Are you prepared to give one day more. to the gene-ral
discussion?
Many Honourable Members:. Yes.
An Honourable Member: What about those who have already/ spoken and
taken only ten •minutes time?
Dr. Joseph Alban D-'~ouza (Bombay:. General): Mr. Vice-President, never
'before in· the annals of the history of this gr:eat na.tion, a history that goes back
:to thousands of years has thE:)re ever been, apd probably will there ever be,
greater need-nay, Sir, I may even say as much need-as at this most vital
and momentons juncture when this Honomable House will be considering
dause by clause, article by article, the Draft Constitution for a Free, Sovereign,
Democratic Indian_ Republic~Rs much· need for a quiet and sincere introspe.ction into dur in.dividual consc'enees for the purpose of giving unto Caesar
· what unto Caesar is due; as much need for a keen spirit o£ fraternal accommodation and co-operation wpereby peoce. harmony and goodwill will he the
hall-marks of our varied existences. individually as well as collectively; as
much need for a sufficient breadth of visio11 so t.hat the complex and th8 diffi-cult problems tha.t we have to face in connection with this constitutional set-up
- may be exam'ined 'prima,rily from th~ broader angle of the prosperity and
progress of the <~ountry as a whole; and lastl.y, as ii1uch need for an adequately
generous and altruistic display of that well-known' maxim "Love thy neighbour as thysell", so that in the •higher interests of the nation .as a· .whole,
sentimental, emotional, parochial particu1arisms may not be allowed unduly
to 'influence the decisions of fundamental policy affecting the nation as a whole.
It has been ·admitted by several . Members-practically by every Member
who has spoken before me-that the Draft Constitution is an excellent piece
of -work May I say that it is a monumental piece of work put up by ·the
. Honourable Dr. Ambedkar and his Drafting .COinmittee after month::; of
laborious work .which ma.y definitely be qualified 'as the work of experts. work
which is comparative, selective and efficient in character right fron~, the beginning to the end.
After these gen•mil remarks on +.he approach to the examination of '\vhat
the Honourable Mover in his speech styled the formidable document before
this Honourable House,, which he has told us is t·he bulkiest amongst all· the '"'
Constitutions in the world, containing 315 articles and as many lls i>i~ht
'Schedules; after indicating to the Honourable_ Members of this. House what
ought to 'be the- approach .tO t.he consideration of this fundamenta.J document:
T crave your permission to refe·r to a few items in the ~ntext o£ the Con;;tit.ution. As a Member of the Aqvi~ry Committee for Minority Rights. I have
-been and ~m. _-particularly il;te~ested in the Justiciable Fundamental B,ights. l
feel at tbs JUncture that 1t 1s my bounden· duty-. to e·xpress my gratitude in
the highest "fonn poscible to the Honourablw·Sardar Vallabhbbai Potel, the
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Chairman of ~the Advisory Committee for the highly satisfactory and equitable
manner in- which these rights have been niE~ed out to the minorities by the
majority party. I feel sure, Sir, that it i8 this_ s_~tisfactory and. equitable deal
that will make the minorities cling to the maJorrty through thiCk as well as
thin. Sir, it is my earnest hope that these rights as they are laid down in the
Draft Constitution will not be permitted to suffer in any w<>y whatever during
their transit through this Honourable .House.
Whilst I am on the subject ·of minority rights; there is one humble submission that I would like to place before the Honourable Jlvfover of this ;Resolution. It is in connection with Article 299 ·of the Draft Constitution which
says:
~·

"There sha.ll be a Special Officer for minorities for the Union . . . . . . and a Special
Officer for· minorities for each State . . . . . who shall be appointed by the Governor of
the State."

Necessarily, Sir, the Special Officer of the r nion is under the Central Legislature, but what I would submit to the Honourable House is that some modifying measure should be introduced whereby while tl).e appointment of the
:Special Officer at the Centre is by the, President, in the nine States it should
alsD be by the President. In some way or otj1er these Officers in the States
.should. bt~ made responsible to the Centre. If that is done, I dare say work in
the States bv these. Officers will be done~without fear or favour.· It is a submission that "I .make and I do hope, t.hat if it is in any way possible a modificlJ.tion should be made with the object of making the Special Officer in the State
responsible to the Centre.
•
The other submission is also on the subject of minority rights and deals with
,. the right to constitutional remedies in Article 25. Ordinarily, as the Draft
Constituti,~.u stands, only the Supreme Court "~ill be dealing wit}l. lhese cases.
But, Sir, I wish to point· out to this Honourable House that most of the cases
will be concerning the poorer section and poor classes of our citizens, especially
-amongst the masses. There is a provision made in sub-clause (3) that Parliament may by law empower· other courts than the Supreme Court to deal with
such cases. But what I submit is· t,hat rat.her than wait for Parliament m
time to come to il_4troduce legislation to empower ether courts, it should be
~one here, ar:d it would eas~ the situation <!f the poorer class of r!eop'e part.icularly the masses, in by means of modificat'on something is introduced straightilway,,. not. \vaiting for parliam~ntary measures or eL.actions later on.
Sir, the last point I wish to make naturally arises from the suggestions I
have already made with reference to the, Special Officer for minority right-\
being made responsible to the Centre. I am sure the ;Honourable ;House has
already made out tha.t I am for a very strong Centr~. The strongei· the Centre
·the greater will be the consolidation of the State services ~and Stat.e >vork. The
history of India shows ·that for want of strene:th' in the Centre, empires have
passed away and dynasties have disappeared. The question oi a !:t.rong Centre
may be cohsidered a. paramount one and th;s is what will have to be dorh!
if w·e want to maintain the freedom achieved after centuries of foreign domination. A stronll Centre is absolutely necessary in ,order to consolidate the entire
r nion, and I do hope that the Constitution as it is laid out will be passed with
the ·three subiects: Union subjects, Provincial subjects and· .the .Concurrent
.subjects with residual powers given to the Centre as indicated in the Constitution.
Sir, I am thankful to you for giving me the opportunity of expressing my
views on this Draft Constitution.
i'
The Honourable Shri K. Santhana.m (l~Iadras G~i1eral)_: Mr. Vice~President,
we haye come to the last and the most difficult stage of our work. While I am
anxious that "'e should finish this work as expeditiously as possible,· ;:we may
~
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not foraet that we are making the Constitution of India and that for mere
speed ,~e should not sacrifice a proper aud careful consi.deration ·of the provisions which may affect the welfare and the future of thiS Country.
The Draf~ing Committee have done a good job of work, but at the same
time I am afraid they cannot es9ape two valid criticisms. The Committee. l
think illegitimately, converted' themselves into a Constitution Committee. They
have Jakeu upon th~mselves the responsibility of changing some vital provisions
adopted in the open House by this Assembly. They have also felt them.selves
entitled tn reject the reports of committees appointed by tliis House.(Hear,
henr. I bappen to· be a Member of the Committee whic)'l reported on t~e
ftiture C(mstitution of Delhi and the Centrallv administered ProvinceR. It is
· true that the report of that Cc.llnmittee was not discussed in this House and no
decisions were taken, b1it I th'nk the recommendations of that Committee were
more entitled to be embodied in this Constitution than the views of the Drafting
Committee. (Hear, hear). Sir, I shall not labour the point and I leave it to
the House to judge when the clauses come up vvhich proposahl the House ·,vill
choose to accept, But 1 would confir:e 'myse.lf today to discuss certain funda-mental principles which were touched upon by the M,"over of this Resolution.
Dr. Ambedkar rightly stressed those aspects of our Constitution which make
for rigidity and flexibility and he claimed that the Constitution of India as
drafted is. more flexible than the American Constitution or other .federal constitutions. But I venture to ~uggest that flexibility is not always a virtue. 'I'he
constitution of a com~ti·y is like the human frame; certain pads of it have to be
rigid in order that t_he constitution may endure; there will have to be other
parts which will have to be flexible. So, I would like you to concentrate .pn
those parts which have to be rigid. I·thit)k it is ·dangerous to compromise with
fundamental principles. We may think it i§_ expedient to compromise with
them for the neces~it~es of the moment, but once \ve compromise on fundamental
principles +.hat compromise. becomes a canker in the Constitution · and \\'iB
finally destroy -it.
Sir, what 'are the fuedar~~ntal principles which are ~ought to be embodied·
in this Constitution? First of all~ there is to be a single, equal and secular
citizenship. Secondly, there is to be adult franchise. Thirdly, it is to be
a Federation. Fourthly, there is to be a responsible type or executive. I
suggest that we should examine the provisions of the Constitution to see
whether every one of these principles has been embodied to t.he fullt:st extent.
Tai-::e .for instance the principle of' single', equal and secul8r c:tizenship.
These ai'e said to b~ protected by the Fundamental Rights. But Dr. Ambed-.
kar himself admitted that every one of the Fundamental Rights is subject to
a ·large except:on.' He said that even in the United States of· America; _the
Supreme Court has had to modify these Fundamental Rights. That is quite
true. · But even our Supereme -Court wi11 have to deal with these Fundamental Rights. While it was the function of the Supreme Court of the United
States of Am.erica. tci .restrict the scope of ·the Fund~mental Rights by considering the necessities of the State, it will be the duty of the Federal Court or the
Supreme Courf of India to. restrict the scope of the limitations. For, i£ the
limitatiot1S are to be interpret-ed broadly, then we may as well · omit th~
Chapter on :Fundamental 'Rights altogether .
. Sir, I think we should scrutinise, these provisions and see that the limitation~· imposed are as narrowly and as strictly defined as possible, . because in
these days of emergencies and emergency powers, it is essential that some at
least of tl:ie Civil liberties of the people should be preserved by the. Constitution.
It should not be easy for the local legislatures a.nd even the Cen~ral Legislature
to take them away. altogethe1·.
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Sir, there is next the question o£ adult franchise t wish that we coul::l r.dopt
it as a principle that it should be the duty of the Central Government to
compile and maintain the Registers or Rolls of adult franchise throughout the
country, because we know that Provincial Governments and local Governments.
who modify these rolls on lingu_istic and other secular considerations are not .
unlikely to be a little lax in the careful pr9para.tion of these 'R.egisters or Rolls.
(Hear, hear). There may be defects. Por instance, there was an attempt
by Madras to compJe a register of voters. It was all done in a single day. or
two days and there are complaints that 50 per cent of the vaLets n~ the; mty
have been left out. In this particular instance, there was no motiv-3. But,
adr,n~nistrative efficiency and thoroughness in the compilation of these Registe:s
was not observed. Sir, we feel we could not be too careful or too wateh£u1 m
this matter. Vve want every citizen of India to be automatically included in
the. Register and his right to be in the rolls protected, by all means possible
in the Constitution. Therefore, I would suggest to this House that they should'
consider tl}.e desirability of placing the responsibility of preparing :md maintaining this Register on'the Central Government itself. Now the Central Government has the responsibility of taking the census of Ir.dia at ten-yearly intervals.
I think we may create a permanent machinery :which will not only take theten-yearly census, but also maintain 'the Registers of adult franchise throughout the country so that t,here could be no complaint sbout and no manipulations
of these R.egisters.
Sir, Dr. Ambedkar spoke of the dual polity. Now we have got threeLists-the Federal List, the Provincial List and the Concurrent List. Ths
Drafting Committee has expanded the scope of the Concurrent List. \~'e haY('·
had experience of the Concurrent List. It tends to blur the d;stinction between the Centre and the Provinces. In the course of time it is art inevitablepolitical tendenc,y cif all Federal Constitutions thRt the Federal List grows and'
the Concurrent List fades, out, because when once the Centra.! Le.gislatme·
takes jurisdiction over a particular field of legislation, the jurisdiction of the
p:oovincial legislature goes out. Therefore we may take it that in ten _years.
or fifteen years' time the, entire ConculTent LisL would be t'ransferred automatically to the Federal List. We must reflect whether this is -what we want
and whether this is desirable. If we do not "want it we will have to see that
the .Concurrent List ·is either restricted to the minimum or. define the scope
o£ thf} Central and Provincial Jurisdiction in rega;rd to matters mentioned ;n
that List.
·
Then I come to the question of the responsible or cabinet type of executiYe.
It is of the utmost importance in every responsible goven1ment that the·
frontiers of responsibi1ity should· be clear and definite. There should be no
ambiguity about it. W9en once responsibility is blulTed, the cabinet type of ·
government is automatically annulled and we get near the presidential type
of GovernPJ;ent. I do not myself object to a p~esidential type of government
and it may quite suit the country. If necessary, the Centre and the Provincescan adopt a Presidential Chapter knowing all the implications and -the
consequences. In many cases I think the presidential type is super:or and·'
much better suited to India. It confers stability and I think stabiljiry rather
than flexibility is the need of the hour for Ind:a. But let us not adopt the·
• cabinet type and then try to undermine it by all kinds of devices.
Take for instance the Instrument of Instructions to· the President and
the Governors., Originally thei'e was only an Instmment of Instructions to·
the Governors. Now the Drafting Committee have put in a Chapter on Instrument of Instructions to the Presid'ent. What happens if the Prime Minister of India ignores these Instructions? Will the Governor-General tell him.
"Now according to the Constitution it is my right to insist on the Instructi'on ?"
There is a possibility of conflict between the President of India and the- Prime-
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Minister and· the Cabinet. · Similarly in t•he provinces also. These Instrum~nts of Instructions may bring about a conflict between the _provincial Ministnes and the Governor. I think if we are going in for responsible government.,
we should go in for it full and entire. Let us not compromise--on fundamental
principles, because compromise on fundamerital principles will land us in all
"' kinds of dilemmas and anomalies and it will not be easy to saddle the Constitu. tion with different methods to deal -with each dilemma.
Within the time at my disposal I have tried simply to to.uch upon certain
~oin~s of i~nportance which \vill have 'to be discussed "thoroughly when we take
up t11e Articles of the Draft Constitution.
·
~
-. Sir, there are, however, one or two vital matters which li~we to be con~
-sidered in particular. · For instance, take ' the provisions for chanaina the
'Constitution. It i.s provided that the ch.ange can be effected only in on~ sitting
by a. certain majority in both Houses. I think in the matte1; of a Constitution
-changes §.hould not be alloived easily, because political parties niay come into
power owing to sudden changes in national feeli11g. The Constitution should
be consi~.ered· as the spinal chord. If it is more Jiexible. than necessarv and
-if it is altered every now and then, simp!y because a part.y has got majority
in the legislature, then the whole basis of democracy will go to pieces. I
think therefore the provisions regarding changes in the Constitution require
to be carefully thought out. Changing the Constitution should not be made
-easy. At least _if the changes on most important matters are vested in the
Parliament, I would suggest that it should oe not only by a larger majority
than the actual majGrity but that it'should be done at least twice over after
.an interval of six months or one y-ear. \Ve may thus ensure that the changes
'in the Constitution are bro4ght about with a full realisation 'of · the consequences.· We should not change our Constitution hastily. Canada htlS not
·changed hE!r Constitution ever since it was set up. Has she suffered for it?
'The United States of: :kmerica changes its cons~itu.t.tn only very rarely.
.
I think a rigid Constitution is for more important for stability than fiexib:liiy ariel ease in changing the eonstitution. The Constitution is the bone work of
-our freedom, and bones must be rigid rather than flexible. "
. Sir,- I am sorry that ·Dr. Amb@dkar went out of his. way ,to speak about
-village panchayats and say that they did not. provide the proper background ·for
-a Piodern constitution: To some ·extent I agree but at the same time I do not
oagree· with his condemnation of the village panchayats and h;s statement that
they were responsible for all the national disasbers.: I think that iq spite. of
1·evolubions and changes, they have preserved Indian life and but for them
India ~vill be 9- chaos. I wish that some sta-t.ut<lry ·provision had been inserted
regarding village- autonomy within proper limits. Of course there are diffi-culties because there are villages which are very s_m-all and th~·e are big
_-villages, and ma.ny of them. may have to ~e grouped for esta:b!ishing panchayats, but I do think that at some stage or other when, a~l the provi!lces have
~:set up· pai1chayats; their existence may have to be recognised in the Constitution, for in the long run local autonomy for each village must constitute the
basic . framework for the future freedom of t.his couritry.
· Sir; •p am finishing in a minute. There is only one more point. I .shall
· merely touch upon it .. I agree with t]fe mover that Hie ·artificia.l distinction
'between Provii1ces and States should vanish as quickly and. as speedily n.s
possible. The. only impediment . is that certain financial interests have 'developed owing to the possession of Central· subjects by th~ States, and if we
.can find. a fohnula· to protect the States from the fimtnmal consequences of
a-dopting the sarlle cs>nstituti?ns as the provii1ces, the States may not object
-to fall in line with the provmces. Therefore I suggest. that we. should adopt
the principle that no State should suffer by falling in line with the provinces
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:and let,us give them a guarantee that they will be recouped from Ge~tral funds
for any loss caused. by falling in line with the provirrc,es. ~ suggest that :ve
may consider a formula for protecting them_ against 1.my kind of finanCla_l
suffering 6n account of becoming indentical with provinces. I agree that we
should not have the anomaly of having A class S.tates a~1d B class States.
which will only cause confusion. If possible"'; I would like . that all these
different categories of units should be abolished. There should be only one
standard unit constitution vvith freedom for these constitutions to adjust
themselves to local circumstances.
Sir, owing to the rigid time limit which I fear is not conducive to a proper •
discussion of the Constitution, I have confined myself only to a few points.
I hope they wEl receive the consideration of this House.
Shri R. K. Sidhwa (C.P. & Berar: Genera.!): Mr. NiceJ-Presideut, Sir, as,
an able ·and competent lawyer, the Honourable Dr ..Ambedkar has presented
the Draft Constitution in this House in verv !ueid terms and he has impressell
the outside wodd and also some of t.he i-rm;ourable Members he,re, but that is
not t.l1e eriterion for· judging the constitution.
This is a Constitution prepared for democracy in this country and Dr. A.mbedkar has nega.tived the very
idea of democracy by ignoring the local authoriyies and villages. Sir, local
,. :mthorities are the '])ivots of the social and economic life of the couritry and
if there is no place for local authorities in this Constitution, let me tell you
that the Constitution, is not worth considering. Local authorities today are
in very peculiarly miserable condition. The provinces which 1 complain that
the Centre has been made too strong and that certain powers have been taken
away from them, have themselves in the intoxicat;ion of power taken a,WflY lihe
powers of the local bodies, and in the name of ma~-administration todav more
than 50 per cent of the local bodies have been superseded by Provincial Governments.
Sir, this was the attitude in the· previous British regime, and our
Provincial Governments are merely following that pra-ctice instead of revolu-.
tioning the entire system of local bodies. Unless a direction is. given in the
Constitution to Provincial Governments to make these bodies very useful organisations £or the. uplift of villagers, let me tell you, Sir, that this document
is not worth presentation in the name of democracy. The finances of the local
bodiEls are in a miserable condition. The Provincial Governments Would not
. likE: to give them tlie electricity taxes, the entertainment ta.xes, etc. wh'ch are
the only sources of .revenue for these local bodies in \Vestern countries.
Here
in this courit1>y a.ll these taxes are grabbed by the provinces.
This has left the
local bodies mere skeletons today.
If this is the tendency, how can you expect th·a locH,l bodies and villages to prosper? His Excellency the Govemor
G-eneral in his recent speeches and also our Deputy Prime Minister in his
speech in t3ombay sta.ted that every villager must be made to understa;ncl that
he is a. responsible man or a responsible woman and mafte to realise tha.t he or
she has got a share in the aclniin'stration of the country.
I fail to understand
how this can be clone if you ignore the villagers, the .laJ·gest portion of the'
population?
Y.ou will merely be taking power into your hands and make some improvements in the top, but the masses of people are struggling today to · become
h_appy .and you will be nowhere helpful to them. On the contrary the present
feeling that the masses have been neglected will be :ntensified if we pass this
.Constitution without really ma.king a reference to the points that I have mentioned.
Dr. Ambeclkar, Sir, has made a cnnfessio.n rightly that many of the
provisions of the various constitutions in othet countries have been borrowed
and inserted in this Constituti.9n.
I personally think that thert? is rtothing
wrong in borrowing some good provisions thet may be existing in other ·countries.
The only thing that has to be seen is that. these provisioi1s which may be beneI.
ficial in those countries may be equally beneficial in this country also.

r
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however,. see from Schedule 7-they are important· lists-th2.t the Union
Power L1st, the State J:_,ist, the Provincial List and the Concurrent List. have
been copied wholesale from the 1935 Act, barring a few changes here and 'there.
1 do not know whether they have taken care to enquire from various provinciar
Governments whether they have found· loop-holes.
I will mention one or two
items.
The .terminal ta.x, the profession tax and the levy of taxes on Government of India· buildings, have been . the bone of contention between the Pn)vincia! .Governments and the Central Government, in as much ,,_:; in some cases
the matter had gone to the Federal Court. It seems to me that the SubCom~ittee have merely copied a:ll these items without giving any consideration to the hardships that have been imposed by the Provinc'a1 Governments'.
J, therefore, feel tha.t these three lists when they come before the House should
Last time when we met this list came
be given due attention by the House.
Lefore us a.nd the time was not sufficient and we left it as thev were and·-I
hope very minute consideration will be g'ven to this list which is" as important
as any other provision of this Cpnstitut:on. ·
Coming to the Fundamental R.ights, I do nQt know whether the Committee
had the power to ups~ t.he unanimous de.cision of this House. , The Sub-Committee is perfectly justified iq making recommendations, I do not
dispute 'that and these are also recommendations, I admit. But on a
.fundamental matter when the House .after mrtture considera.tion had taken a
decision on a basic principle on the Fundamental R.ights, I feel tha,t they have
•
exceeded their rights in making even those recommendatiops.
I will only give . one illustration. The Constituent Assembly in its last
,session passed the Fundamental Rights:
"No person shall be deprived of his life or liberty, without due process of law nor slnll
arty person be denied the equal treatment of the laws within the territories of the linion.. ,

The Drafting Committee have made a change in this, a revolutionary change,
I will read t-heir. recomI should say and put before this Honourable House.
' mendation:
"No person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except according to procedure
established by: law. . . . . "
·
·
'
1.

The remaining words have been deleted.
vVe will take this matt-er up when
the occasion arises. But Sir. I do "feel that in the Fundamental Rights that we
passed last time there \vas a.lready a grievance that '''e have not gone· to th·~
extent to wh;ch we should have! and if you are going to curtail. even those right.s
of the citizen, I do feel, Sir, that the very nomenclature of the FundamentiJl
Rights would be ridiculed.
· ,·
·
I was really impressed with one point that was raised in regard .to the constitution of the States. I endorse what he has stated in this respect.
vVhen
we made this Constitut'on last time the conditions of the States' were quite
different than what they are toda.y and I fail to unde'istand why there should
be a separate Constitution .for e;ach new' State. The.re should be a provisi'on
thati all States shoul'd adopt. the provincial. part of this Constitution. Instead
·of the Governor, the ruler should be the Governor and likewise certain .other
changes, but there should be no separate Constitution for each State.
After
all they have all acceded to the Ind'an Union and their laws should be t.he
same laws as ours.
It is not one-man rule now and I fa] to understand
how there ca.n be two laws functioning in one country when all States arE~
part .and parcel a£ our own kith and kin in this U:oion. l therefore, feel,· Sir,
that verv serious consideration has to be given -to thi? question as to whether
we can ·~.llo'w the States people to prepare their own constitution which ma;y
go against the very fundamentals o! the main 'Co~1stitut'on that wei are nov\·
-preparing. In-the Fundainental R,ights they may go som~wbeJ·e lesser than we
have decided. In many of the matteifS they ma:y go agam.~:>t v;bat we haYe
finally provided for every citizen of this country.
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:Sir., :take for .instance the High Courts.
Today in the High Courts of India
They are first-rat-e ·men and even their
judgments are appealable to the Federal Court and to the Privy Council; but •
in these second-ra,te High Courts in the States-I du not mean any disrespe0t
by stating second-rate, but.,it is a fact that they are not first-rate men-the.tr
jt.<dgments are not challengeable in a Federal Court. Is th~t fair, I ask ,you
that you do not give this right to the citizen of a State? I therefore £eel, Sir,
that this rha.tter also will have to be very ser'ously considered and to make the
work .of the State people very easy, provincial part of this Constitution should
be absolutely made applicable to them, barring a few changes.
Lastly, a reference has been made about the reservation and protection for
minorities. I have remained in this Minority Commit~. and Sub-Committee
of the Minorities and I am really thankful t~ the majority community for the
manner in which they have dealt with the minority question and I must say
that there should be no compla.'nt from any quarter in this respect. · As fal'
as our community is concerned, although the offer has been made for the reservation of seats, we have refus3d it with thanks.
Similarly, yesterday Kazi
Syed KariJ;Dudd'n ir;sist•3d on removal of reservation' of s€1ats. This statement
even at a later st::tge is•Yery v:e.lcome. Just as when the Inojorit_y communit_v
-offered. the reservation of seats to the Parsi community, we said: "No, thank
~you, ,we do not want,'' similarly all the grqpps, I expect, Sir, will re£use. with
thanks the offer of the majority.
l'4aulana Rasrat Mohani (United Prov:nces: · Muslim): l'v1r. Khaliquzzaman
!·\··anted reservation and not Syed Karimuddin.
Shri R. K. Sidhwa: I do not follow. I therefore appeal that this communal poison should be removed from this country and this Constitution should
-be made into a document about which we could feel proud and we should be
able to say to the world that t.his is a document which the Indian people have
made for others to imitate.
With these words, Sir, I end.
I hope that
some of the points which I have mentione:d will be borne in mind when the
time comes.
Thank :''C'J, Sir.

:the best men are. on the benches.

-·

L.:.ri Ra:qt Sahai [Uilited State of Gwa}'ior-Indore-Malwa (Madhya Bharat)]:
*[Mr. Vice-Pres'dent, Sil', many Members have shed light on a number of
points relating to the Constitution. I shall not go over them· again. I shall
-oniy speak a few words in regard to the States. I would like to make it
dear to the House that the people of the States are. in favour of a strong Centre
and would whole-h0arteuly support the establishment of a st-rong Centre in
this way. I submit, ho-vvever, ibat much thought doe.s not seem to have be.en
:given to the States in the Const,itution that has been flaced before us. I
'Would like to illustrate this point by onE> example.
Tn Schedu1~ I, Part III, the States have been specified as they had been
in t-he past, although a number o£ ,States have merged to form Unions and
hvYe in a way given themselves the character of a province. Madhya Bharat Union may be taken as a case in instance. The Raj Pramukh of Madhya
Bharat signed a new Instrument of Accession on June 15, by which all the
:mbjeds mentioned in the first and third lists of-Seventh Schedule excluding
taxes a;nd duties, have been handed over to the Centre. This means that
-even the Judiciary has been subordinated· to the Centre. But even then no
<~ppeal can lie to the Supreme. Court from- the deciJ')ions Of its Hi~h
Court
under Sections 111 and 113 of the present Draft., When the Madhya Bharat
'Union has, by its new instrument of accession surrendered all its rights, transfmTen all its powers to the Centre and agreed to all its proposals; .I cam'.ot
8ee why a provision has heen made prohibiting appeals being made. to the
Supreme Court against the judgments o£ the Rig~ Court of the Union.
* [ ] Translation of Hindustani spee.:h.
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s,ection
lays down that ?:. reference_ can be made to the ,S,upreme Court..\
Dnt. I fai~ to understand why an appeal against the' High- Court 0annot be
adrmt.ted m the. Supreme Court. This is a matter which particularly affeds
the ng;_hts of the pe9-p~e. I submit that .a sing:e pro'?sion of such a tyP,e ·
would nave-bee~ suffiCien~ for the protection of the nghts of the people ..
Our efforts to brmg the High Court of the Union, into line with the ProvilJCial
High Courts would be facilitated and would be crowned with success if these- High Courts are: made subo_r~inate to the Supreme . Court. And this _ step
would also considerably facilitate the attempts tb brmg the Unions ·into line:
with the P~ovinces. tirt may be sa~d that the High, Courts are not s•1fficier~t'y
developed there but ~o far as the High Courts of _Gwalior and Indore are concerned I can say with some pride. that they are in no way inferiol' to the
High Courts of the provinces, nor do they have lesser. standing. They teo
have a;,; learned Judges as 4ave the 'High -Courts of the-provinces. ·
Honourable Dr. Amb€dkai· wants that Constituent Assemblies may not come·
ido being in the States. But I think that if Dr. Ambedkar had been a little
ii1 touch with the Ministry of States regarding -this. matter and had placed
it before that Ministry, these complications, that have been introduced now,
would not have arisen at all. I ...-Quld place before him tlie matter of the·
Conbhtuent Assembly of Madhya ·Bharat as a case in · point .. An interim
lef:islature is being formed there and a Constituent Assembly will also beformed. What may poss~bly b'e the necessity of forming these two at the:
same time? There will be interim legislature there and after that the ·con;otituent Assembly will be formed. No session- of the interim legislature is
in yiew as yet and it is yet to be seen when the work of the Constituent
-Assembly would· start.
The members of the interim· legislature are fi~r_e in·
this Constitution Asf?embly to frame the Constitution.- I fail to understahd
why these people who can make laws in the legislature and are framing_ the,
Constitution here, cannot frame the Constitution there. Such complica.tions
rmve been brought in. I, am sure that, if Dr. Ambedkar had consulted ~arda1·
ratel in this ~atter, many problems would have been easily solved

No necessity now remains for the Constituent Assemblies that have
or are. being' formed in the Statejs particularly when almost all
8tates have taken the shape of provinces.
·
·
form~d

bee~\

the

I ;ciuld like to submit' to the House that the third part of the First Schedule -should bet revised and the Unions, whe;rever they have been formed,
-should be included in the first part. Such an inclusion will re,sult in 'bringing the States up to the level of the pr~vinces-the only remaining- djfferen_c;:.e
would be. that the Governors of the provmces would be elected by the pub he,wh1le the Rajpramukhs or the States would be elected by the princes. Af'.
remarked 'by Messrs. Santh9:nam a,nd Sidhwa, it would be very advantageous
to put the provinces and the Unions on ~he same foot-ing an~ in my opiLi~n
_such a step . is both necessary and essentwl. We should rev1se the parts •1f
both, these -schedules, anddihey should be' redrafted in such a w~y that the
States which have alr.gady- formed 'Unions be brought to the level of the provicet~s.• · ·
'
,
I

'l'he ·Committee of exp~rts appointed in connection with the -Iinancial pro. visions has decided that within ten years all*the States should at ·]east be·
brought to the level of the provinces. I find tha~. there is noth_in~ in this:
Constitution which would permit the report. of the. committee of. experts being~ given a. practicable shape. I would therefore. re:quest the drafting Committee that it should make some such provisions by which Stat-es which havf:l
• merged· to form Unions should be brought to the level· of the provinces. And
there should remain no difficulties in respect to this matter.

'

.

..
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is not our lingua franca it is not right t}l~t we_ soul~ not allow another langua9-e
to become the national language. I sympathise w1th those who sa.y that they
cannot understand Hindi but at the same time I would say that they should
now try to evolve a national language o£ their own. I£ we do not do so there·
is not so much the danger of the imposition of the English language as of the
question of linguistic provinces taking the form o£ linguistic countries.
We do
not say that all 1he people should speak one language only. So long as they
carino.t do so they may speak English~no one will prevent them from doing so.·
I am speaking Hindi although my lang1.1age is H.aje:sthani which is different
from Hindi and has some peculiarities not to be found in Hindi.
But at the
same time I know that the la.rge.st number of people can speak Hindi and c~n
learn Hindi. Therefore we should -adopt one national language. I hope _there
will be no misunderstanding about those who are trying to make Hindi the
national language, t-hat they want to establish supremacy of that language.
They only want one national language in the interest of our country. It does
not- mean that the provincial languages will be put under any ban or ~bat
English will be bereft ·of the position it bas attained. It may be that in the
long run English may no- more be there.
With these words I support the Draft Constitution placed· before us by Dr.
Ambe.dkar and I hope he will t.ry to incorporate the changes that have been
suggested.]
_
_
.
,
.
Shri B. A. MandlOi (C. p. and Berar: Gene1;al): Mr. Vice-President, t)ir,
I)r. Ambedkai, Chairman of the Drafting Committee, in a very lucid speech
explained the salient points of the Draf£ Constitu~ion. · In answer to the
questions which are raised, namely: what is the form of the Government and
what is the constitution of the country, he has pointed out that it is a ,federal
type of Government with a strong Centre and a parliamentary system of Government with a single judiciary and uniformity in fundarnental laws.
He has
also said that the emphasis has been placed on responsibility rather than on
It is strong enough in peace-time as well as in war-time.
He has
stability.
answered, in his speech thB various criticisms levelled against the Draft
Constitution and I submit that his speech is a very lucid exposition of the Draft
~onstitution. The Draft Constitution prepared by the Drafting Committee
,. Is based on the reports of the various Committees,. namely, the Upion Power
Committee, the Provincial Constitution 'Ct>mmitlfee, the Advisory Committee
and the Minority Committee.
'l'he Constituent Assembly in its very first
session passed .a Resolution with respect to the objective· of our Constitution.
That Resoluti~n was move~ by our respected leader, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru,
and was unammously passed. We have to see tha.t our Constitution is based
on that fundamental Resolution-'On that Objectiyes Resolution-in which the
claims for _justice, liberty, equalit·y and fraternity bad been granted. I submit
that the Draft Constitution is a true reflection of the Objectives Resolution and
therefore We can say t~at it has fulfilled ovr ObJect ..
There is another touch-stone with which to see whether the Draft Constitution. answers the purpose of our country and our nation. That touch-stone
fs whether it would maintain our freedom, our indeuendence and our democratic
secular Government.
I am of .opinion that, looking from that point of vie~
also, this Draft Constitution serves our purpose.
• '
There are, however, certain omissions and certain things\vh.ich are not found
ir, this Draft Constitution and proper emphasis has not. been placed on those
subjects.
The omissions are with respect to our National Flag and National
. Anthem.
In a Draft Constitution and in a Constitution which is going to
govern our country, there should be a proper place for the National 'Anthem
and f,or the National Flag.
There is also a necessity with respect to a common
language and a. common script.
We should be definite on this because after
all our aim is to be one nation and one State.
In the absence of. one common
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language we cannot claim · to be one ·nation ~tn~ 01ie State. ;raking into.
consideration the various languages prevailing in our country one can say with- \
out any controversy that the place of honour should go t<> Hindi and the script
shoui_d be Devanagri script.
We should bid good-bye to the English language·
as early as possible be·cause it would be ~erogatory tc· Olfr nationhood if we
adopt a foreign language. . The Hindi language is spoken ~uid understood by a.
~ast majority of th.e people in the country and the Devanagri script is a ·very
scientific ~cript and it should be adopteCl as the official script of our Government. While we have attempted to make the Centre quite strong, I submit that·
we have not paid s_ufficient att_ention to our Provinces. - The Provincial budgets .
are poor budgets and there is a chronic poverty prevailing in the Provin.;es.
The responsibilities of the Provinces are great.
We have to fight ignorance,
disease and so many other things ap.d we h.ave to. ciarry · .?n nation-building
departments and the constructive work in the provinces._ The allocation from
t-he Central revenues to the provinces shoul~ be on an equitable basis so that.·
Mi'e Provinces may be able to aischarge theh· duties properly and efficiently..
In his 'speech Dr. Ambedkar made ..an appeal with r~spect to the States:...-that
tbe States which have formed into units and acceded tv the Union should also·
be on a. par with the Provinces. We would certainly like to see that uniform ·
laws pre.vail there also and the level of progress is maintained in the .States in
a uniform manner. I there:fore would sugges~ that· in the Draft Constitution
we should not make a distinction between the units of the provinces and theunits of the States. We halVe· got representatives of the States. and we can,
m consultation with them, bring the Sta.tes to the same level a& the other
Provinces shown in Part I of the Consiitution.
Something has · beeh said_ with respect to the minorities.' 'rhe Advis• •ry ·
Committee on Minorities has recommended certain safeguards for the minorities.
Though the future relationships are going t,o take place on the ba~is of joint
electo:rates, these safeguards have been provided. Sir, I submit that these
are days of volmrtary surrenders.
ln the year 1947 the British, after a
rule :of a hundred and fifty years, surrendered voluntarily though there was the
fight of the C'ongress going on •for so many years. Then . we found that- the
Rulers of the Indian States h~ve alw surrendered.
And I feel sur~ tha.t
if *e minorities were to surrender the safeguards, they would be -in a bet.ter
and stronger position and they need not have any. fear from ·the majority. If
t]le_y surrender the safeguards and join the mwjority, coalesce with the majority
and merge with tbe majority, we would have s. ·stro·1ger India an-:l our i:deal _of
nationhood would be realised earlier.
.....
\
Sir, our Constitution is a Constitution which has been evolved b,y us from a
comparison . of the various _constitutions p1·evailing in the civilized countries
all over the world. Vari,ous good pointH from a.U the constitutions have been
taken with such modifications as are i)ecessary in the interests o~ our country.
I£ we faithfully and honestly work out the Constitution, I feel sure tha14 our
country .would be' prosperous, ·would be happy, would .be strong, and we would
be able to maintain our independence and . not only mail;.ltain our
independence but . would be fulfilling the - gr~at mission, .of our departed
leader, the .Father
o.f the Nation, who s:lid that hereafter India
would be in such a position as to .free the other dependent countries arid bring
peace, and prosperity in the whole world.
· l . -- ; · . . · · ·
. ·
With these words, Sir, I submit that the Mot-ion moved·hv Dr·.. Ambedkar
be accepted by the .House. .
·
·
·.
..
•.
·
·
Pandit Balkrishna· Sharma~ ·(United Provinces:' Gen~ral) :· 1vlt. · Vice-J:'tesi~
dent, Sir, so •many friends ha-:e _cc:;me here. an~ offered }rhe}r: cenl.~lttula,ti~)l;>f
to the Honourable. the Law. ~nister who ·wa~ m c:4a;ge· ~f.' this D1:aft <:m~s,tJ·.
hition .that it twill· sourid almost a taut_qlogy 1f I repeat the same sentmwnts
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again. :Out I think I will be failing in my duty if I do nob offer my humble
respectful congratulations to the learned Law Minister for the very
lucid manner in which he: has presented ti1is praft Constitution for. our consideration.

<llld

Many friends and criticis have come here and levelled certain charges
against our Constitution. The one charge wh!ch ha.s been repeated by ·many
friends is that ours is a veJ:y bulky Constitution. The :Mover himself re~r-.
red to the bulky1 nature of this_ document.
When we really examme
the clauses and articles of the various other Constiutions we come
to the cbnclusion that ours IS indeed .a
bulky Constitution.
Sir,
as you know, it contains 315 Articles, whereas the Constitution of
British North America, that is Canada, contains only 147 Articles; the
Commonwealth o£ Australia Act contains about 128 Articles; the Union of
South Africa Act conta.ins 153 Articles; the Irish Constitution contains only
63 Articles; the U.S. Constitution contains 28 Articles; the U.S.S.R. Con-·
stitution'146 Articles; the Swiss Federal Constitution 123 Articles; the German Reich Constitution contains 181 Articles, and the, J apariese Constitution lQS Articles. A glance at these Constitutions shows that none of t.hem
contains more than 200 Articles whereas our Constitution contains 315
Art-ides.

~

Critics have· tried to make a great deal out of this bulkiness of our C!>ll·
stitution. But we must not forget that ours is a big country o£ 330 millions
and we are making a Constitution for almost on}\ fi.ftb of humanity. There·
fore there should be no wonder ' that our Constitution is bulky. N9t only
are we making a Constitution foi: a number of people for whom sn far no oth~r
country has made any Constitution but our problems are varied and are different.
Also. at the same time we have tired to give in the constitution of ours a,
mod·us ope1·atus. whereby we have been able to set at naught· the rigours of
federalism and the vagarie.s of unita;ry. form of Government. In an attempt tv
bring about that compromise between federalism and unitary from of Government, we had na.turally to take recourse to eertajn Articles which are responsible for increasing the bulk of our Constitution.
.

.

.

As I sa.id, Sir, our is a country which bas got its own problems. In no
eount.ry in the world· are there what we call the principalities-,..~e States
~and there should be no w.onder that in order to bring all these variou~
factors in line with the present -day democratic principles, the . draftsmen
of our Constitution could not compress into .a few Articles all. that they wanted to do.
Therefore the charge that has been levelled against our Constitution
that it is bulky seems to me to be frivolous.
.

The second charge is that we have borrowed almost verbatim from the
various constitutions and that we have not cared to glance at the Constitution of the U.S.S.R. Now, so far as this particular charge is concerned I
would like to draw the attention of the Honourable House to some v~rv
patent £actual and fundamental differences that exist between our countcy
and the ,U.S.S.R. Let us not forget tha.t the R.ussian Constitution came into
exis~ence after ·full eigbte.en years of Go-:ernment by a single party, the Commumst Party of the ~.,B'.S.R. For iull mghteen years tha.t party was in power
1'he October Revolut1on. of 1917 brought that party to power and till 1935
they did not think of maldng a Oonstitution for their country. After eightee.r:.
year~, . during whi?h period a ri&Jd single-part:y. rule was there, they thought
of giVmg a const1tut10n to Russra. Our condrtrons are far different from the
_., c~n?-itions prevailing ~n Russia: ~ aturall:r, if we could not borrow any pro\'ISion from the Russian Constit\ltron whrch may appear on the · face -of it
desirable, we must not forget that we did. not borrow on purpose .. It is said
that the Russian Constitution gives the fullest scope to the minorities, bui
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w,e forge~ that during th~ .e:ghteen 'years when tha~ ~igid p~rty known as the
Comm~p.Ist Party .of Russia was in power in what is called ·the Democratic Repub~cs of Russm •. it had. established such a strong hold upon .the various
R~pu?hcs that constrtute the U.S.S.R.,_ that in spite of the fact tliat the Con-s~Itutwn gave them power to break off their connection with the Central Gove~nment, in the yery nature of things it is impossible for them even to -think
of domg so. The Eepublics of Georgia, Ukraine, etc. ·and s6me of the other
~entral _i}sian republics, long before a Constitution was given ro them, were
m_ the grip of that ~ell-knit, well-organised. Communist :Party· <;>f the U. S.S.;R.
Tli.er~fore, to turn round and say thatJ we have not taken this or that great.
prmcrple of the Russian Consbitution and embodied it in our own Constitution
/ IS to Ignore the facts as they exist in Russia and a-s"' they exist in our own
00~~-

.

.

Sir, if we -look at the political- development that; has taken 'shape' in om
own country, we will find that it is on democratic principles that our party,.
the Congress J;>olitical_, Party, has developed.-... The Russian. Communist:Party
has develope.d on a totally different basis and that basis is the basis of revolutiona.ry totalitarianism. Therefore those .friends who came to the rosti·um and'
_s~oke very well of the Russian Constitution and twitted us fot ilot having
·borrowed various clauses from the Russian Constitution, may be told that
tlieir, criticism -i~ absolutely baseless. While making that criticism they have '
not cared to look at the situation in our own, country.
•

.

.

'rhen again, let us not forget tha;t there is a. vital difference between the
prirl.ciples, tl1e aims and objects of the. Russian polity and the principles .-and
the aims -and ·objects of the polity which we >ya-I!t to:develop in our own
Cvuntry. · '
·
Sir, in. Russia, the individuat as such P,as got precious little value. It isthe State, the S_qciety and the Party £or which the individual should exist:.
But here. under· the inspiring _leadership of Mahatma Gandhi. we have learnt
to -look
thirigs in a little differen~. ~a.y., We consider. individuals t<_> ?~ the: .
basis of· society and party and State. This insist.ance upon. ~1"1e . mdiv1d1~al•
makes. our situation far different from the situation that prevails m Russia,
For all these reaSbns if our Constitution makers could not borrow from tli&
Russian Constitution, then I can say tha<t they did so on _purpose .and t~at
it was proper that they· should have looked to the democratic countn~s .for· m-spiration rather than to Russia- which, though apparently a. democra~IC Si'-a~e,
is yet ~ Government on a rigid single party .basis.
The thir·d charge which has been laid at the door of our Constitutioo· mak~rs is that this Constitution. has got a very powerful centrifugal tende-ncy and
t.ha-t the little provincial autonomy. which seems to have been given under tlie •
Coi1stitution is 'likely to be. taken away in -the course o.f working this Consti.:
tution and that· all power-is like~y to centre in the Union State. But why
:Should we forget that :we, our· country, we . all, have been chronic patients of
wha.t I may call centrifugalities.? 'fhis centrifugal_ ter:dency. is a tendency to
.!ly away fro~ th~ .c~ntre.:.. Thi.s tendency of the vanous hm~ to ~reak oft
·from the body poht1c IS a li1stoTrcal tendency. We shouLd not 1gnore It.
·
·Today we are. sitting here to. we~d the Nati_on rn.to. a strong well-knit_, wellOJ•gs:.nised society. . H. our Constitut10:r:-makers do _.not take . care to. guar_d _
, · t that chrome · Illness. from •WhiCh our oountry . has been suffermg for
. aga~:ries then we -are ]jkely to come to grief. Therefore. I say tha.t ' these
:~n d an' d critics who think that the Centre which has been given certain ~
1r1en s· to rrieet certain
•
· IS
· hkely
·
·to ab use t h ose powers, are
·
emergene1es
try·
cry ,'woli' 'wolf' before a~~ually, the w~!f comes ~ theU: doors.
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I am in favour of Clauses 299 and SOO ,which provide sufficient safeguards
Jfor them, but in regard to this aspect of reservation of seats, I must submit that '
I urn dea~. opposed to it.
When weighyage was sought to be given to the
· Anglo-Indians we made an effort to see· that this weightage question js not
jntroduced into our Constitution and we succeeded ultimately and by nomination
any deficiency in t.he number o£ Anglo~Indians was sought to be made up and we
.have got. secti<?n 29,3 and other sections where nomination has been impressed
upon to make up·· deficiencies, if any. N~w, Sir, I maintain that
jn regard to Muhammadans and Sikhs and Christians no occasion for
.reserva.tion arises at all and the entire population is almost homogeneous.
so far as wealth, social influence and status and other things are .·concerned. In
fact some of these communities are perhaps better off than the majority community. In regard to Harijans, members of the Scheduled castes it may be
said that iri wealth, social influence and social status they are inferior, but all·
;the same I want that their position may be levelled up in ways other than by
In regard to this right also I am agreeable that if there
reservation of seats.
is any deficiency in any number according to section 67, .then we will' have re.course to nomination and by nomination the number may be made up if this
H9use thinks that their right should be secured in this respect.
There is no
·Occa,sion for having reservations at .all but if any are necessary this method v!
reservation is very· humiliating to the majority community and will be very
obarmful to the rninori~y community. Ye-sterday Mr. Karimuddin gwe very
.good reasons :n the House.
In tne Legislailive Assembly Sardar Gurmukh"Bingh on behalf of the Sikhs said that he did not want reservations.
I know
that since August 1947 the situation ha-s changed and my Muslim friends and
my Sikh friends are coming round .to the view that the reservations are not
useful for them. I wish that many o£, them expressed their minds. In regard
·to reservations therefore my position is that. if reservations are thought to be
necessary by this Hou(le, the reservation should be made only by nornina.tion.
We know ~how the Bureaucracy used this power of nomination, but in regard
t.o a President who will be elected by th€' people., I do not think that such a
misundertanding or such a situamon can arise.
In regard to reservations the
·question of equality of sta.tus comes in ·the way and at the same time such a
·system tends to perpetua-te the psychology of separation arid the ·majority
,community is bound to consider that the reservation· being there they are not
bound to do anything further and the word fraternity which _has been added in
the last sentence by Dr. Ambedkar will lose its significance.- If we want to
.abolish the sense of separation, it. is necessary that we should not encourage
the sense of separation by our own act.
I therefore imbm't, Sir, that in regard to reservation I wish the House accepted the proposition which I am
ndvocating from the very day in which I entered this House.
Some criticism has been made in this House that th's Constit11tion is more
·political than social and. economic in nature. Prof. K. '1\ Shah gave vent to his
·feeling yesterday and I for one respE-ct every word of what he said, but ma.y I
numbly submit that in ·this Constitution we lJ.ave got sections 32, 33, 38 which
-deal with the social and 1economic aspect? Now, Sir, I do not want, that we
should have a Constitution which we may not be able to work; if this Constiot:ution said that the State shall provide full employment and amenities and
the.se rights given in the directive. principles were a.lso justicable, we shall be
stultifying ourselves and promising to do what we are unable to do at present as
I do not think that the present Government of India is able to do· what t.he
other States in Europe. can do. This Constitution very modestly says that we
o;hall endeavour to the best o£ our ability to do what we claim to do .. These
. .directive principles have been 'spoken of disparagingly by some of the ;Members.
. I beg to submit that. I regard these directive principles to be. essence of this
-constitution. They giVe us a target, the.y place before us our aim and we. shall
·-do all that we can to have this aim satisfied. In regard to this, sections 32, 33
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and some other sections provide social and economic basis for advancement.
Jn- regard tO section 38 it says that the standard o; liVing shall be raised.
But
the question arises. _ How shall the standard of living be raised?. . .
. In India a' p~r country, where the average earning of a~ .man i:s oiily
five shillings a week, compared t9 other countries of the world ·where ·-the·
--~arnings are at least twenty. times a,s much, we do .not know _how to face
this . question. If we go tO the villages, even drinking water is not easily
· available. In regard to clothing, you know better than I can describe.
ln regard to these matters, if we want really to place some sort of an obligatio.ri on the Go~ernrnent, let us .say clearly that the Government· shall have, "
as soon .as it gets into full power, to undertake the execution of irrigation and
hydro-electric projects by h;unessing the rivers, by the construction of dams, and
adopt other means of increasing the production of food and fodder. Similarly,.
we can say certainly that the Government should provide good drinking
- water in the country. If you want' riven< of milk and honey to flo¥{ in India,
we should also say that the Government shall preserve, protect and improve
_the useful breeds of cattle, and ban the slaughter of useful cattle, particula;rly
milch cows and young calves. I am placing this humble subrriission before
I the
House. 1 know that the .Congress party unanimously acee-pte9 thisproposition when it was put to the House by me at the time of the.ir -meeting.
But, it· was my misfortune that• this thing could p.ot be debated in this House~
and ·when t.he occasion carne, the House wa·s adjourned. I submit that there
is a very great· demand in this country that some steps s~ould b!3 .taken to ·see
that people get· good .food, good drinking water and milk: I have used the
words "useful breeds of cattle and useful cattle.". ·I may say every Government in India, e'Ven the Muslim Kings, the Govemment of Afghanistan, and
even now Burma,· have settled this thing hy law for all time. In Burma,
today, which has got ilo religion like ours, who do not regard the cow as sacred,
they have enacted that slaughter of~Mws shall ·be banned.-. I do not want
that. What I wa.rit is that the slaughter of useful cattle shal'l be panned.
That is, my humble submission to this House and I think nobody will disagree.
This would, at the same time, giv~ •satisfaction to crores of pE~ople who regard
this question fr-om · a different motive, though I do not regard it from
that motive.
I have to make one other submission to the. Rouse an'd it is this.. We have·
heard too much about· the village ·panchayats. - How these village panchayats
will work I do not know. We have got .a conception anJ that conception we try
t-o put into practice. I wish to /submit to this House £or ,their very· serious.
consideration 'that when the eonstituencies come to be formed under the
new Co:ristjtution, they_:.should make ·territorial. constituencies; they should not_
make constituencies o£- ·cities alone and thev should not make constituencies of
·villages alone. They should evolve a system" by which the differentiation between the rural. and urbim people,. bet'''een tl1ose \Vho have too much and who have
too little may for all time be removed,' so that we may evolve one nation. In. my
visit to England j,ust Iiow, I found when an application goes to- the Govemment
for starying a new factory, they say," go to the villag'es, we ·shall not allow any
wure factories in London-''. 1 want all the factories· should be so established
in India that £or tlre villages' or for groups of villages som'e · sort _of em-ployment )
may lie provided. ·-The industries should be decentralisedi ·as much as the ( ·
administration.sliould be decentralised~ The d:sparit:v be't-wee11 the mode of liv'in~
·of t~e rural people' and the urban people, must be abolished if' we want to.evolrls?
one nation: At th.e ·presen_t/til;ne, whal.do we find'? 'l'he 'urban people· and ttlple
rural-~ people are so much apart from' each other· in: their modes of living-·:<>pe~~~
outlook on life. To ·go near ,the virlages is. veiy difficult: The urban.:.:r.Y. .~~ti
not like ·to go to .the villages~ I know- the' Qongress has· gone. to Wr; the last
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all honour to the Congress. But, there are a good many in the Congress also who
do not wish to go to the villages; they cannot. go because their mode o£ living ·
is different. You will have to evolve such constituencies· in which the cities and
villages come i~ without· any distinction; if there is a constituency for a lakh of
the population, the cit,ies and villages should be included in Q,lle constituency.
Some of· the village people themselves may ·not like the. urban peope 'coming in,
and will regard this proposition as a contrivance for usurpation of their presenebut ,in making this ·proposal I have the bes_t interests of the. country as a whole
before myself. I wish that the amenities of life may be the same everywhere
in City as well as in village ami in future all efforts be concentrated financially
and politically. to bring the village. into line v.ith the city. , l hope if you wiU
ponder over this. ques!ion, you will agree that it is essen mal t.o work this.
constitution in such a manner and in such a spirit as will' conduce to better hfeand better happiness of the nationals of this country.
Shri B. V. Ka.math (C. P. and Berar: General): On a point of order,.
. Sir, may I ask whether it is fair to this House that Dr. Ambedlmr who_ has
~moved this motion and who is expected to reply, to the debate should rema-inabsent from the House? Is anybody deputising for him here?
Mr. Vice-President: Yes.
'
Shri Algu ·Rai Shastri '(United Provinces: General): *[Mr. President, Birr
the point raised by Shri Kamath just now appears to be quite sound because
so long as the member ih charge does not benefit from the speeches that arebeing delivereJ and does not pay attention to whatever is being said in the
House, it is futile to have. a discussion. Therefore, I request that so long as he
is unable to he present here, the disc11ssion should be postponed. However,
if he has authorised some one else to n(Jte down whatever is said here and then
to help him, there would be no harm done. Othel'Wise the whole discussion
that is being held appears to be a mere waste of breath and will not be of any
use in amending the Constitution.
You should, therefore, give a clear ruling that if there is to be a -discuss!on,.
the member in charge, who is piloting the Draft, should be present here or some.
representative of _his should he here. So long as this is not arranged, the
discussion should be postponed. J . '
•·
Shri Satyanarayan Sinha (Bihar: General): Mr. Saadulla who was in the
Drafting Committee is here and he represents Dr. Ambedkar.
Mr. Vice-President: There. are, members of the Dra.fting Committee here ·
who are deputising for the Honourable Dr. Ambedkar. I think that ourrequirements are fairly met.' I hope this will satisfy -the House.
Shri Lala Raj Kanwar (Orissa. States): Sir, as· a back-bencl;ler and:
as one .who has generally been a silent, Merriber o£ tlus House, I crave your
indulgeace and the indulgence of this august Assembly to make a few
observations for. what tl!ey are worth. My observations, if I may say so, will
be confined to. only one aspect, albeit a very imp0rtant aspect, of the problem
that we are called upon to tackle, namely the question of national language.
Mr. Vice~-President: It is for you to consider whether a detailed exami-ation of that is necessarv now ..
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.repository o£ concentrated wisdorn and divine lniowledge, and about which the
great German Philosopher Sehopenhauer said that "in.the whole world there is
no study so eleyating as that of the Upanishads, which has .been the solace of
my life and which will be the solace of m:v death", it is written:
·
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As one thinks from the ·mind, so he speaks from the mouth;
as one- speaks from the mouth, so he acts; as .one acts, so he becomes. That is, the deeds proclaim t]J,e man.
Language is the outwa,rd exp~ession of our- i~nermost thoughts ·and a
.common national language is a prime necessity as it makes for unity
.and cohesion in a manner in which no other single factor· does. As in the
case of redistribut!on of provincial boundaries, there is an outcry in favour of
-some of the provincial languages struggling for supremacy. 'l'his is only natural
ht~t there should be no antagonism between one language and another. Wbet,ber
the provinces -should be' formed on linguistic basis or some other basis or should
be left intact bas nothing t-o with· the ·question of national' language-the
Lingua franca oCthe ·country. That the Government of the day can give a
;great lead in this matter goes without saying. Witness the case of English
which unde.r the domination of our late foreign ll_lasters practically b~came the
lingua franca throughout the length and breadth of this vast country. But
in order to'be the national language it should not only be the language of the
intelligentsia but of the common people. It should be a language w_lpch
-should be spoken and understood by all classes o£ people and by the majority
-of them. Considering the huge population of India we find that of the
. provinGial languages such as Bengali; Mara.thi, Gujarat.i, Punjabi, . Telugu ,or
·-Oriya, none of them is • spoken or understood by the great majority of the
people of ~ndia and the only language that can lay claim to a great extent to
'thi» position is Hindi which is. spoken not_ only-in Upper Indin but in C. P.,
Rajputana, Bihar and various otoor tracts. But the spoken Hindi is not the
Sapskritised Hindi of Scholars and the int.elligentsia:-for after all what is
their persentage as compared to the huge population o£ the country-but a Hindi
full o£, short, sweet and simple words, t.he pure, chaste and unadulterated
Hindi spoken by the great majority of the people and which the uneducated
people, the womenfolk and- the children make full use of and speak freely and
frankly. Although Sanskrit is the mother of most of the Indian languages
:-the languages not _only of India but also of the World-and although it is the .
_]iuiguage par excellence'in which our .Yedas, Upanishads, Sha.stras, the Rama:yan and Mahabharat and the Immortal Gita are· written and· although in the
words of Sir William Jone-s, the grea.t Orientalist, "Sanskrit is more perfect
-than Greek, more copious than Latin and sweeter than Italian',', still it _is not
the language of the common people and _so it is not desirable that we should
<draw upon it for our. daily requirements in Hindi. Moreov~r Sanskrit has' been a
-dead language ,for several centuries like Latin, Greek and Hebrew, and ~P- spite
·of the miuvels of the marvellous and inimitable Ashtadhyayi of Pa.nini, the
-greatest Grammarian of the world, .Sanskrit is most difficult to learn. The test
:Of a national language 'shotild. be its simplicity, and that it should be easily
understood by everybody in- the country. No'IV nobody can deny that
'Sanskrit Alphabet is th~ most perfect and sciEmtific in the World and it is
I very natural and not' unlike. the alphabets· pf other languages..
For
the very first letter of its alphabet is ;or • The mouth automatically
when you have to utter this and the. sound represented by it is the
e5ound. ~which
nears
'the
opened. Similarly .wh .

one-·

wlien.

mouth -is
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letter of the Sanskrit alphabet, that is +! is uttered the mouth is automatically shut, which means that it is rightly .the last letter of the alphabet,
although I do not forget that
rn a sense is .._not the last .letter of the
Devanagri alphabet because· it is followed by other letters like
~ ~ ~ Cf
but they are variations of other letters. For instance
~ is a variation of
~ , ~ is a variation of
•
is a variation of ~ , Cf is a variation of
'3
On account of th,e perfection of the Sanskrit alphabet, Hindi Fhich is spoken
by the great majority of the people in this country, should when reduced in
writing, be written in Devanagri script (Cheers). Sometime ago a move
was~ made to evolve what is known as basic English. If some such steps
.could be ta.ken with' regard to Hindi, it would be much easier for other people
who do not at present speak Hindi or write Hindi to learn it in the minimum
of time. ,In view of the position 'hitherto and at pre!)ent occupied by Urdu
written in the Persian script and in view of the fact that it is the language
generally used by our Muslim brethren who number nearly 3t or 4 crores in this
country and who are scattered throughout the length and breadth of this
country, and in view of its intrinsic merit tha.t its script is a. sort of shorthand,
I think it is desirable that we should pay some attention to Urdu also but
of course it can never be and there is no reas0n why, it should be. the primary
language of the Nation .. The national and official language shou'l:d of course be
Hindi w.ritten in the Devanagri script but the second language should in my
opinion be Urdu because it is a sort of ~horthand and· takes much lesser time
to write and occupies much lesser space than other languages.
For example
take the word 'Muntazim' which in Urdu is written as if it were one compound
letter, but if you write in Hindi in Devnagri script or Roman English it will
consist o£ 7 or 8 distinct lett.ers. Similar instances are. 'Muntazir, Muntashir,
M untakhib' and hundreds of other similar combinations of letters which
at present form unit-ary wo:rxfs. So I think that in view of ·the fact that Urdu
is at. present spoken by an appreciable number of people in this country and
especially in big cities like Delhi, Agra, Lucknow and other places, and the
countryside round about Delhi, and other large centre-s of population in Northern
India and it possesses certain advantages in asmuchas it is a sort of shorthand,
I submit that we hould trea,t 'it as the . second language of the country.
Moreover~' if we adopt it as a second )angu~ge, it will be a gesture of good-will
towards the Muslim population who, as I have already said, number no less
than 3t to 4 crores. And in a secular State we will de well t.() make such a.
gesture. However much we may fee.l the consequences of the .·partition and
Lhe holocaust that. followed in its wake we should take a realistic view of things,
for after,all we cannot build on anger, vengeance or retribution. Although I
happen to represent a distant part of India at the moment, namely the
Orissa States, I am a Punjabi, and like most Punjabis have suffered 'grievously
in a variety o£ ways on account. of the part.ition, but tha.t should not make me
forgetful of our duty towards the country. We should also not forget that the
Father of the Nation during his life-time freely and unreservedly expressed
himself in favour of Hindustani, and in expressing this opinion he was never
depressed; on the other hand he was always impressed with the reality of the
situation and the necessity and tlre correctness of this vie.w.
One other suggestion that I should Hke to make in all humility is that in
framing our Constitution we should invo~.© God's blessings as is done by every
householder when he performs some .big· ceremony .)r when some great Ya.jna
. has to be performed. And what greater Yajna could there be than this in the
new lqdia that is born after so much travail? I therefore suggest that at the
commencement of the Constitution we should say that we invoke God's
blessings in this holy task, and at the end of the Preamble also we should us~
some such words as "So help us God". At a time of great trial facing his.
'
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country Rudyard Kipling devoutly wrotej
Lord God of gods,
.
·
Be with us yet,
Lest we- forget, Lest we forget.
·
.
. I trllSt th.is suggestion of mine will be considered by this Honourable House.
_
Before I resume my- seat. I should like to add my t.ribute ~to the chorus of
praise showered on the Honourable the Law :Minister, Dr. ,Ambedkar Chairman
, of the Drafting Committee, for the excellent speech made by him while mp_;v.ing
for t~e. consideration ?f t~e Draft Constitution. For lucidity and clarity of_
expos1twn and expresswn It could hardly be surpassed. Both · he. and his
co-adjutors are. entitled to our bt!s~ gratitude fur the- very strenuous work they
have done in preparing the Draft Constitution. Sir, I thank .you for giving· me:
this opportunity of making my submission.
·
.
Sha'i Yudhisthir ~~ (Orissa Sta.tes): Mr. Vice-President, 'Sir, I have been
~al!ed _upon· to speak at _this fa.g-end of the morni~g session and I shan· -try to
fimsh 1t as soon as possible. 'I want. to submit a few points for the consideration ~f this Assembly. The first thing is that in the whole of the Draft Constitution there is no provision for the. economic independence of the .countrv. So long
we nad been fi§hting for <!he political independence of the country, and vtJimes with~
out· number, our leaders have_ said that we. shall try to establish in this count-ry·
such a Cbnstitution as will provide for the econom:c independence of the country.
But I am sorry to say that nothing o£ the kind has been done. · There iS no
thing for the common people t-o be secure about tJheir future. There is nothing
_in tliis Draft Constitution which provides th,em fullopport_unities for their growth
in the· future. The Constitution should firstly provide that a~1 the ·liwds, machin_ery and aU other means of production· and products thel:e9f will be owned and
controlled by the State in the-interests of the people..
'
'
·
Secondly, the State should provide for every man and woman work according
to his or her capacity and ability and supply the people with .materials and goods
according to their needs and requirements. .
Thirdly, the production of goods should be qetermined and regulated according to the needs- of the people. The Draft Constitution does not o-ive any guarantee for the nationalisation of •the wealth· within a. reasonable hme; arid
, it does not say anywhere .that every_ man arid woman should be provi;ied with·
work in this country. '"'
'
_
'The second submission~! would like to make is about· civil liberty: The Di·a•.ft
Con·stitution provides that a person can be detained without trial in the interest;;
of the state. I do not understand what is mea.nt by "l.n the interests of the
state". You have been .seen, in the last few months, from January and thereafter, whst is meant by detention. w_i_thout trial. In the va.rious High Courts
it has been held that the detention _which has been ordered by the various
Provincial Governments wa~ in some cases illegal. When there is the law of
the land to be applied to different individuals, I do not understand why there
shouhi' be any provision! at all for detention without trial. We fought against ..
_ this during the time of the British Gove:rnment, and I do not see any reason
why this provision sh_ou:ld be retaine~ now a~so. · Of c~ur~e · this principle ha.s
1 been agreed to by this Assembly wh1le a.doptmg the prmmples for the Constitution. But I would submit that this view should be changed, and that_ the
provision which has been given a place in the Draft Constitution sho~ld ~e'
amend eel
The third submission I would like to make is about States, the Rulers of which
have ceded their jurisdiction and power to the Central Government. The provision. which ha-s been made in the. Draft Constitution is beyond the terms of'reference. given to the .Drafting Committee. I do not understand why the Drafting Committee ~has gon~ ·beyond.· the terms o£ reference and has gone
beyond '· the
wishes
of the
people
o£ the
States
who
have •
.
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diffdr fro10 Dr. Ambedkar who has opted for the British model. The British
,;:;yste.m work; admirably. But that is the result of seven hundred years'
experiene;e and training. Besides, I think there a,re ~wo special features of
British life which enable them to keep their system going. There are no~
fissiparous tendencies and the loyalty to one King is a strong binding. force._
Secondly, in every Englishman, respect for his Constitution is ingrained. In
our own country, I personally feel that the American system would be better.
There will be less corruption and we can grow to our full sta.t,ure much better
under that system than we can do und.er the system recommended.
'l'hen, Sir, D'i-. Ambedkar has cnticised the system of VIllage panchayaf.s,
which prevailed in India and which was envisaged by our elders to be an ideal
basis for our Constitution. I was just now reading Mahatma. Gandhi's speech
in thd 1931 Round Table Conference in London. He was speaking about. the
method o! election to the Federal Legislature; The.re he recommended that
the villages should be the electoral units. He in fact gave fundamental importance t0 .the village republics. He said that it was in villages t.hat the real soul
of India lived. I was really sorry that Dr. Ambedkar should express such view>:
about the viUf.tge panchayats. l am certain that _his views are not the views
• of any other Members of this House. Let us see what Dr, Ambedkat has ~aid
about these village panchayats:

•

"Their part in the destiny of the country has been well descr,ibed by Metcalfe himself
who say~:
'Dynasty aft€r dynasty tumbles down. &volution suceeds to revolution. Hindoo,
Pathan, Mogul, Maharashtra, Sikh, English, are· all masters in .turn but the
village communities remain the same. In times of trouble they arm and fort:ly
themselves. Any hostile army passes through the, country. The village colllcommunities collect their cattle within their walls, and let the enemy Fa..>S
unprovoked.'
'
•· ·

Such is the part the village communities have played in the history of their country.
· , Knowing this, what pride can one feel in them? . That they have survived through all
vicissitudes may be a .fact. But mere survival has no value. The question is on what
plane they have sui."Vived. Surely on a low selfish level. I hold that theSe village republics
have been the ruination of India. I am therefore surpris~d that those who condemn provincilalism and communalism should come forward as champions of the village. What_ is
the village bu.t a sink of localism .and a den of igl!orance, narrow-mindednessOand communalism. I am glad that the Draft C.onstitution has discarded the village and adoptecl.
the individual as its unit."

:::!..

~-

I am certain that a very large majority of the House do not agree with this
view of village republics. As one who has done work in villages and has
expt=>rience of the working of Congress village pa.nchayats ,fo.r fhp last twentyfive ;years, I can say that this picture is purely imaginary. It is an Pntirely
wrong picture. I perso:o.ally feel t.hat, if we bring to these >illage panchayats
all the light and all the knowledge which the country and tbe world have
gathered, they will becom.e the :q1ost potent forces for holding the country
to get her and for ij;s progress towards the ideal a£ Ram Rajya. In fact, t.he
Soviet Co:i~titution is based on village units, village Soviets as they a.re called .
•I feel personally that these village republics, like the Russian village Soviets,
can bec(>me- models of -good self-government. I think that the Constitution
should provide for the establishment of village republics.

The Upper House u~der this Draft Constitution is to be elected indirectly
b.v provincial legislatures. I· think it should be elected on a. wider franchise
and village panchaya.ts f'hould be required to elect the Upper Hou<;e. The
suggef:'ted method of electing the Upper House· by provincial.legislatures is a
very wrong method. I£ village panchayats are allowed to elect the Upper
.-" House, we will have a more representative Upper House. I personally £eel
that unless we give the villages more responsibility, we ca:rp~ot really solve
·
·
their problems.
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The third point I want to touch upon is States. I .fully agree with Dr.
Ambe<lkar in ·his criticism against having two kinds of· constitutions orie for
Indian States and one for provinces: I fe'el .that the States should .b~ made to
fall- in line wit~ the provinces. I hope that the States' .representa.tives here
will see that it ·will be more advantageous to have constitutions for the States
similar jJo those for the provinces. ·Instead of Governors, they can- have Rajas
as const~tutio?al- hea~s. Most-, of the smaller States have. already merged themselves With bigger umts. Where they are .very small, they nave already merged
.themselves with provinces. I feel that the Constitution should have a provision
that, if any State wishes to fall in line with the. provinces, the provincial consti-·
tution r::hall apply t>O that ·State a.lso. I hope that by the thne the Constitution
,is passed, most of the Sta.tes will agree to fall in line with--the provinces.
/
··Then, Sir, about the fundamental rights, ··Dr. Ambedka.r said that nowhere in the world are Fundamental R-ights absolute. I personally feel that our
Fundamental Rights should be in more unambiguous· form. I think there. is
much force in the contention that the provisos to these Fundamental Rights take
.away much of the rights granted by the Constitution. . I think that these Articles
"hould be modified. . .
-.
·
· ·
I'.hen, · Sir, one word about our national lant<u&ge. I think there should be
1t sepHrate clause stipulating a national language on the modd of tbe Irish
0onstitution. I personally feel that it should be Hindi -~rritten in Devana.!Zri
<>.hara.cters. Similarly I think the form of the flag should also be provided for
>u our Constitution: what colour it shall be and' what its dimensions sbol)l,l
he, should all be declared in the Constitution. I also quite agree with Seth.
Govind Das when he •said that cow-slaughter should be banned in the Indian
. 'I1nion.' I personally·feel- that the sentiment of thirty crores of population siloul~
be respected. I feel that we should provide in one of the Articles' of this\~,
<~titution the banning of cow-slaughter. I feel that after all we have to take til.;::
people as· they are and we will have to respect their sentiments Mso. I therefore feel tha.t this Constitution should be amended to suit our needs and requirn· ·
·ments. _ ·
·
.
La.stly, Sir, I thank the Drafting Co~mittee for providing us with a very
£ne Consf;tutien. I also feel th!tt the suggestions that I have w~de will be
discussed at the amendment stage -and finally find a place in the Constitution
uf our country. Sir, with these wor<ls" -~ commend the motion to the House .
. Shri Sarangiihar Das (Orissa States): Mr. Vice-P:resident, Sir, like all the
previous speakers I congratulate the :prafting ·Committee, and especially its
Chairman, Dr. Ambedkar for the hard work that they have put in. But at
the' sa;me time, there are certain things in his speech with which I cannot awee.f.
When he says: ''What is the village. but a sink of localism and a den of ignorp ~
ance, na~row-mindedness and communalism?" I am rather suprised that a
respected member ~£ ~his House and also a Minister o(the NationaL Government should have such an idea about our villages. I must·say here, tl)at with
the spread of western e~ucation in our schools and colleges we, had los:!.
contact with the villages; and it was our leader, Mahatma Gandhi, who
advised the-intelligentsia
go back. to the villa&res, and that was some thirty
years ago. li'or the last .. thizi;y yea~ we have be~n going into the villages a~d
making ourselves one With . the VIllagers; and Ill' reply· to Dr. Ambedkar s
accusation, I· would say that there i~ no· localism in the villages: The1;e is
ignorimce,-yes, ignorance of the Enghsh language and al$g our va.rwus wntten
ltotnguages, and that situation is due t? ~he kind of Government we· had, a Gov:
eriunent that destroyed our educa.twnal system. 1As far as i knowledge of
nature and wisdom gathered from Shastras and· Puranas are ·:concernecl, .I
would say that there· is more wisdom and· more kno'Yledge in the villa-ge.q than
in our modern cit~es.
"; ·

to

"

1 am not a hater of cities. · I have lived in cities in two continents, but un
fortunately our cities in India ure · entirely different from the ci~ies in other_
countries. Our people liYing in the. cities are far. away from the villagers, from
their life, and that is why we have becotne su9li that we thinK there~i~ nothing
good in the villages. No.\~ this idea is changing; I do not know r:fi it is changiug
outside the ·congress -circles, b1J.t I am positive that within the Congress circles,the idea of the villages is uppermost in everybody's-mind. I shall therefore
·appeal to Dr. Ambedkar to reconsider 'this matter and to give the villagers
their due becau,se the villages in the near future will come into their own as
they used to be.
·
Now then when we co~ to the Drait Constitution itself, I am at one with
Dr. A:mbedkar in the matter of ·more power to the Centre, beeause a strong
Centre is very necessary at the present time. No matter what we say about
the fundamentals ·of the cult.ure o£- our peoples in different provinces being the
same, .we are a heterogen~ous -people; and j,a·king ad vantag), of the situation
that the British have gone, there are all kinds of disruptive elements trying to
raise their heads, and therefore it is essential .that the Centre .must be stroll8,
so that all the different peoples of the country can be welded toge.ther into
one na.tion. In .this connection, I would urge ;upon you to keep this idea of
linguistic provinces in abeyance for, say, five or ten years, because although I
come from a province where we also think that injustice has been done to our
province, nevertheless "because of this linguistic provinces idea during the last
one year, there has been more bit.terness between the peoples of neighbouring
provinces than anything good. And this is not the time to have bitterness.
We want goodwill between . the neighbouring provinces and that is why I would strongly urge that this linguistic provinces idea should ·be kept in abeyance for at least five year§. As regards language, I know and every freedom- ·
loving man in any country knows that there must be a national language. In
that respect also, we have 'differeat provincial languages some of which ·have
developed very much and a;re of .a very high order, while there are others which
are backward. So, there is a ,competition·' between the different provincia!
languages. But, we must remember .that we must use a language tha.t the_
majority of people speak or understand. ~here is no language other than
Hindi that can stand this test. Hindi is a language based. on Sanskrit.
Because in the different provinces we study Sanskrit to some extent, although
not as fully as the older ge.neratiohs used to do, our regiona.l languages also
are based on Sanskrit, our Sadhu Bhasha as we call it in my province, that is,
the scholarly language is such, that I believe, this scholarly la-nguage spoken
in Orissa can be understood by the Hindi people or the people from the Punjab
and they do understand it. So also, the Oriya-s understand Hindi though they
may not be able to speak it. · The same is the case in Bengal, Maharashtra, etc.
When· wEil)ook at it from that point of view, I am rather~ surprised that other
non-Hindi-speaking friends, paTtic_ularly in South India consider that the
demand for adopting Hindi as our national language is "iip.perialism of
language": · ~ do not see where tl:rure. is impe.rialism of· language. If the
South Indians ca.n speak in no other langua·ge. than English, do they mean to
say that the millions of people living in the Madras Province understand
English? It is only a few, and a few of the uneducated people in the cities
also who understand English; but not in the villages. We will have to banish
English; but at the same time, I would say to the advocates of Hindi that it
cannot· be done rigl:it away, immediately. Some_ time must be given to the
people of South India and ot~er non-Hindi .speaking provinces to get acquainted
with Hindi and to make therr contacts w1th North India and Western India.
in the national langua-ge.
'
, T-he next point I wan1v to dw~ll on is the Indian States. When we-first
considered ths principles of· the Constitution, some te.n . months ago,. the
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Indian States were in a different position. Since then, things have changed.
I cannot see how we shall have units of Indian States a:nd of provillces, and
call them .all units, and yet, the Indian States are not on a par with th~
provinces. Particularly I see, . _that the High Courts of the Indian . States
will no~ be , under the j,urisdiction of· the Supryme Court. It is said in the
. Chapter on Fundamental Rights _that these rights are gua.ranteed to every
citizen in lndia. I take it that a person, man or woman, living· in an Indian
State or in a Union of States as they have been formed during the last few
months, is a citizen of India and if his Fundamental Rights are curtailed by
the Government there, there is an appeal to the High Court arid that is the
final judgment, while in the provinces, the matter can go up to the Supreme
Court. I do not see how the man or ,.woman in the 'States is on a par with
the inan or woman in the provinces.
Then there are vti.rious otlier matters _that exist in many ·state~, particularly in Rajputana and Central India:, where there are Jagirdars who own
practically 75. to 90 per cent of the .land under the Maharajas of Ja.ipur,
Jodhpur and Bikaner; there is an inland customs duty collected by the
Jagirdar frorri the producer, and then again by _the. M,aharajas'. Government,
and then when the goods are expor.ted to the neighbouring State, that State
also levies an import duty. I can give a particular inst3j!lce of cotton grown
in Jaipur, paying _two duties in the Jagirdar's territory and whi~e going out
ofJ&ipur, paying another import duty in_ Bikaner, when exported to
Bikaner, · where there is no· aotton grown: These matters will have to . be
, ,changed and the· earlier they are changed,. the bet.ter it- is for the primary
·producer as welle as the consumer and· also for _the expansion 61-- _trade and
com~erce. :.
,
I
'
Then the~·e is another ma_tter and this is ?he l~st one .that I wt}:nt to stress 1
that is the ~ribal population iu the various Stalks that· have come into .the
provinc\i)s, particularly in Orissa and the C~ntral Provinces., It is the dl).ty
:o£ the Union Government. to imiJrove their standard of living, and to. give
social and economic amenities to all the people. . These tribal people, unfortunatelv, have been in a ver:v backward condition. as far as education,
sanit,ation" and economic status a;e concerned. There are about twenty lakhs
of tribal people in Oriss[l) and about 15 lakhs in the Central Provinces. For
the quick advancement -of these fellow citizens of ours, it \vill be necessary
to allot large sums of money from the Centre, because the provinces canDot bear such heavy burdens. In the matter of financial arrangements between
tbe Centre a.nd the provinces., it will be- necessary,· when there
any per
capita allotment on population basis, for the purposes of the tribal people,
the amount must be four or five times the ordinary allotment allowed for
the no!J.-tribal people. I press this point particularly, because, if we ar.e
to improve. their status in the ·quickest possjble time, it is necessary to spend
••more money whe?-ever it ~ needed ~nd ·wherever the people are• backward. <:.

is

Chaudhari Ranbir Singh (East Punjab~ -General): *[Mr. Vice-President, while
supporting the motion of J)r. Ambedka.r I would like to submit a few words to
. this House. I agree with Seth Govind Das that it would have been better
if we had decided upon our ;National Anthem, :National Flag· and , National
Language' in. the. very beginning. , With reference· to what .~hri Maitraji s~id
-':-:esterday, I admit that we cannot expect our Deccan fnends to ~peak m
Hindi and to l:iSe it for the business ofj;he House all at once. •';But there
would have been one ~~dvantage if the problem of the national language had
been settled in. the vefy beginning~and even ·now the advantia.ge. ·would
accrue.
,
" 1: ] 'l'ranslation of Hindustani ~peoch.
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and it >youl;l have been that people would have come to~w which language
was to be bheir national language and which language they should seek to
learn.

I woulc] not like to go deep into the question of centralisation and decentralisation of power, but I would like to draw the" attention of the House to one
matter. Mahatma Gandhi, the Father of the Nation always taught us tnat
whether in the political or in the economic sphere decentralisation engenders
a power which is much greater than other kinds of power. Besides,- there
are other reasons also for this view. I am a villager, born and bred in a
farmer's house. Naturally· I have imbibed its culture . . I love it. All the
problems connected with it fill my mind. I think that, in building the
country the villagers should get their due share and villagers should have
their influence in every sphere. Besides there is another matter to which
attention was drawn this_ morning by Babu Thakur Daosji. It is that the
distinction between rural and urban seats should be done away with. I have
no doubt that if we take a long view of the matter it would be beneficial for
the rural areas-fmd more specially in a country like India where there are
seven lakhs of villages and only a few cities. But we cannot ignore the conditions of today. Howsoever ingeniously we may try to beguile them with
' .£iUbtle argliments and fine sentiments the village people cannot'be blinded to
the fact that the power of the Press and the Intelligentsia is centred in the
cities alone, and that they of the villages have little say in the affairs of the
nation. It is no use, therefore, to ignore this reality. Today a distinction
has to be mainta.ined in· our country between the rural and urban seats. In
fact reservation of seats is to be provided and it should be provided, for
those who are · backward. The reservation . proyided in our Constitution is
rather a peculiar one. We should remember. what &ed to bE? emphasised
b:v, the Father of our Nation, Mahatma Gandhi, t-hat is, the means for
Q,cbieving an end have to be very carefully scrutinised,· for the· end is conditioned by the means. Our aim today is to set up a secular State-a nondenominational State. I cannot therefore, see any reason why se.ats should
he reserved for minorities or sectarian groups. I do not see any sound
reason for the adoption of sueh a course of taction. Would not its adoption
·defeat the realisation of Ideals we have in vi.ew? Our ·object of establishing
.<t secula;r State in this country would remain merely an
unrealised dream if
we decide to provide safegliards on grounds of religion. · The training, the
level of education, and the power of the followers of Islam do not need anj
furt·he.r demonstration in the circumstances prevailing in the country to-dn.y
for we have already had ample proof of the same.
We have' seen that by the power of their organisation and with the help
of a foreign power they brought about the partition o£ the country. The
other minorities that have alre,ady been referred to are not less r:-ower£ul.
Vve. coonot from any point of view call them backward communities. It is
no doubt true that it may be said, if it cal'\ be said for any group at all, that
Rarijans constitute a backward class. Both from their educational and
financial conditions they may be called a backward class. But even in this
respect we have to keep in view one other consideration. It is that if we
provide in this Constitut.ion aafegnards for :Harijans, the worn 'Harijaons'
would be perpetuated even though such ifl not our intention. We want to
form a classless society in the country. But a classless society cannot. be
formed if we make a provision for reservation of seats on the contrary. This
would only perpetuate the word· 'Rariian'. In mv opinion tltere is another
way and a much better way of providing safeguards for them. All the backward people in the country are either peasants or labourers. All such .People
were disfranchised in Russia as did .no mariual work and lived not by their
*(
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labour; _but. on the returns .on their capit~l. We may not disfranchise such
people. m our country today. We may even give them rights according to
, their_ numbers. But we should proyide- safeguard ~or manual workers,- the
• p-easants and the wage-earners. If safeguards are :to be provided they must
be only for 'those .who are peasants and wage-earners and in fa,ct safeguards
1 ·
can be 1 properly provided for them alone.
; ..
. There.is one thing more.
As I saci.d before, it may perhaps · be object~d
that this will give rise to another serious problem, that is to. say, the words
'peasant' ~nd 'labo~rer' will find a permanent place in the Con'stitution. But ·
I think that, even if ·this happens, it will not be in any way injurious to
anyone. It will be all the better that the 'people of the whole. country would
_!:>e labelled as peasants and workers. If· every one· would. earn his bread by
labour, it would be the best thing for the ·country and tlie problems of food
. snd cloth with which the country is faced today. would then be solved easily.
I WO)lld like to prooeed to make one m~re _observation ~nd this I may- d~
only as a peasant. It is with respect 0 the protection of .the cows. ·Pandit
T:hakurdR'ss .Bhargava and I_4ad jointly moved a resolution on slaughter of
eows in .the Congress party, and at that time it was unanimously adopted.But unfortunate.ly
mention . of it has been made in our Constitution ..
Though the same was the .case in regard to Hindi on which qyestion also
the pa-rty had· come to a ·decision, yet the mention of ·Hindi is to be found in
the Dracft w~1ile no '<mention has been made -of the resolution as regards cow
protection. , I humbly_ submit -that that resolution should be carried out as a
whole-rather it should be enlarged as follows:
"In discha.rge of the primary duty of the State '\o provide adeqt~ate food,- wa.ter and

no

slothing to the nationals and improvt> their standard of living the Stat€ shall endeavour:(a) a.s soon as possible to undertake the execution of irrigation and hydt'o-electric
projects by harnessing rivers and construction of dams and adopt. means () 0
- . increasing ·production of food and fodder.
(bf to preserve, project and improve the useful b~eeds of cattle and ,b;;n the slaughtet·
of useful cattle, specially milch and draught cattle and the young stocks.'' ~ '

Sir, :;: would like to make onee more point in reg~rd to the ecohomic order.
I have no objection. rather I am happy. that the Centre should be very strong.
But I consider it my duty to submit that the finances of the provinces. should
be. on ·a sound basis. Todruy there is. not a single pie of the income of the
peasant who earns it by his sweat and blood, which is not ta.xed. If ne cultivates even a single bigha of la.nd he has to pay. a. tax on it. As compared
to this even an income of two thousand .rupees of other people of India is -not
bxed. Thi~ is a great injustice to the. .peasai1t, particularly in a country where
·they dominate. and have a large population. It should rather be considerei:l _bow
the contiD.uJJ.nce of this . injustice ·in a country of peasants would look . hke ?
Therefore I want that the provincial governments should realise land revenue
on the -same basis as the income tax; for this purpose ... their finances should
be strengthened.
I would ·like to make one more observation as a Punjahi. · Punjab was
part{tio:p.ed as a consequence of. the" Freedom of India and partition completely
dislocated the, .entire administn1·t-ion of this Province. T<-) bring it· aga.in into
line with the other provinces ·it .is necessary that af least fm·· the next ten
years, in so far as its ·:finances are concerned, · speciaJ cmt'cession shoul~ be
shown to· East Punjab. J .
.
·.
Mr.- Vice-President: .I have· receiv~d a number of communjcations from
Hond'urable, Members suggesting yrat th~ · Huuse mig~t be adiciurned :xs· they
want to go to the Exhibition.: I "'ant to lm_pw the views of the House.
Honourable Members: .YeS".- it mt:t:Y ~e. dime:
I

•

'

I
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Mr. Vice-President: I have got the names_ of sixty gentlemen who .·wish
'to speak The adjournment will mean that only a smaller ·number will be
able to speak because ther(;l is only one day left. It is for the House to
decide what they w:mt.
·
An Honourable Membe~: We might 'adjourn at half past four.
Another Honourable Member: Let it be four o'clock.
Mr. Vice-President: We will carry on up to ~ qvarter past four.
Shri, R. R. Diwakar (Bombay: General): Mr . . Vice-President, Sir,
Honourable Members who have ·spo}l:en before .me l!a.ve covered enough
. ground' nnd I think I should not take much time. oL the House in going ovi:lr
the same ground.· I would like to make a few points which from my point of
view are very important when we are on the eve of giving a new Constitution
to our country. One thing which I wish to make quite clear is that the Draft
Constitution which is before us is really a monumental work and we all of
us have already given congratulations to the Drafting Committee and_ -its
Oliairman who is piloting it through this House. At the same time I would
like to. point out that the Drafting Commit-tee has not only drafted the
de-cisions of. the Constituent Assembly but in my humble opinion it has gone
·far beyond mere dra£ting. I may say that it has reviewed ·the decisions, .it
has revised some· of the decisions and possibly reca.st a number of theni. · It
might be that it was inevit.able to do so under the circumstances,· but at the
same time we, the Members of the Constit.uent Assembly, should ·be aware
this fact when we are considering the Draft and when we are thinking in
terms. of giving our amendments.
. '
..- The second point I wa~t to make is about the hurry with which some
people want . t.o finish the discussions about thi_s Draft. I do not think· that
much hurry will be beneficial in going through the Draft. Enough time
should be. allowed, and none of the. amendments that. may be given ·should ·in
any way be suppressed or insufficient time given to them. Enough time
should be given for the ·discussion of important things. ILnot for ·anything
else, I want to point out that it is more than one year since Free India •is in
existence, and this year has been one cJ. rich . experience. This experience
itself,. I'think, should make us pause and think about changing a number of
provisions that are there in the- DrHft, as it is today before us.
Let us take the question 'of adult franchise. A number of -us are already
thinking as to whether we shall have the required type of people in the
legislatures if we strajghtaway introduce adult franchise. t am one of those
who would suggest that while we should keep adult franchise as it· is, so far
as the electorate is concerned, we should consider and put our heads together
and see if the qtmlifications of candidates are, i1t-a wa.v, such as .would ·bring
to the legislatures people who."'- ~ould really be capable o£ shouldering thei;
responsibilities. No doubt it is a superstition wit.h west-ern democratic
method that ea-ch one \who has a vote is also eligible for becoming a candidabe.
But I do not think that it is absolut.ely necessary for the purp·oses of democracy to follow this tradition of western count.ries. We can as well think
about the important consideration that we want ac legislator who is not merely
a representative but also a representa.tive who can legislate and who -nas ~
certain perspective. While we are sneaking in terms of nationalism, unita.ry
gov:ernment, strong Centre et•c., all the.se wor.ds would be . usf.Iess nnd menn'ingless if we ao not have in our legislatures people who have this -perspective
and who can look upon every piece of legishiion . with this perspective and
in this conte:1<t. · The Constitution; after all. dra,v~:; its i'orre from the neonle
who wo~k in· and if we are not able to send to the legislatures peopl~. who
can understand, who can grasp the spirit' ol the whoie~con.st1tuti()n, I t-hihk
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it would be very difficult to work it for what it is worth. I want. to point·
out thiit there are some more considerations of this type which experience
has brought home 'to us d1,1ring the past one year, and they should stand us
in good stead in considering.. the Draft that is before us.
Another important point which has been harped upon from ~this platform
is abciui linguistic provinces and the question of la~guage. The battle of
languages has been or is being fought almost from day to day-'-it comes up
in aJ number of dubious ways .. But I think t.hat when once we have all
ag~i3ed that there should be a lingua franca, a n~tional la.nguag_e, ~,do not ,
thmk that we should quarr.el ahy more about details and emphasise unneces-,
sarily the point that our Constitution itself should be in that language. With.
due respect to the Hindi language-or Hindustani or whatever we may call
it-I should say yhat it has not yet developep. the connotations, thart are necessary for its free use in legalistic and constitutional works as well as constitutiona'l methods and interpretation. Therefore,. it is absolutely necessary
that we should wait a little more before we rush in, that way. I would plead
·that· we should pass the Constitut.ion in the English language and w~ should
also have a good Hindi translation of it, but so far as an authoritative ·version
is .concerned, for the next few years the Englisb one should
t.b,ah authoritative version. That, of course, is my humble opinion.
Now, the old hatred or rather the dislike for the English language mrtst
1·eally lapse with the 15th of August 1947. Before the 15th August 1947,
we \Vere using the English language as slaves, and_ therefore we ought to have
felt the revulsion that we were feeling. But today, it is out of choice; out
of the merits of that language possibly, out of the. difficuHies of ··the situation,'
on account of the heterogeneous langu-ages which so many of us .speak that
we take to it, we rely ori it· for some period; a,nd that I think should be the
best way of doing things. It is from the point of view of arriving at the
.highest common measure, what may be called the highest common factor,
that we ought to look at t.his problem; then I hope ~e shall be coming to a
•
_
,
,
·very good conclusion and a harmonious one. · 1
Now about linguistic provinces. The question is before the Commission
that has been a-ppoint-ed by the President of our Assembly; it is prema.ture to
say ahything about it. Really speaking, I wish that none had referred to it
from this platform. But since it has been referred to, I should think that ·this
· c;uestion should not .in any way be shelved. or uostponed: since this Consti.tu.ent Asseml;>ly is the.re; and since we are co••:;idering the whole future of
the 'country as well as Of the Provinces, it '" .no use I simply brushing it
aside saying that. the.re are difficulties in the way. If there are difficulties,
well. we are R-11 ·here to see that. those difficulties. are removed. I do not
think that· there. are insuperable difficult.ies which we cannot overcome as a
·nation. W,e have overcome greater difficulties, possibly we shall have to
overcome far~ greater difficulties in fu'ture, and at. such a ~time it is necessary
that_ each limb of the nation, each group in the country, feels that its futureis assured, that its development is ·assured and that t.here is no danger of its
being suppressed or ,neglected in the future Constitution of India.

be

l
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Sir, I once more urge that w~ should not be in a hurrv abc,ut this Consti-.
tution-it might take a few datvs more or n. few days less. I would urge
vou to take fullv into consideration the exnerience that we have had durin~
the whole year ~nd bring that experience to bear upon the provisions of the
Draft Constitution
that we have -before us.
·
.
.
.
With these few remarks, I commend t.he Draft and· congratulate once
again the Drafting {Jommittee and its able Chairma.n and on the way in which
he,has ,presented this Draft to tb,is House,
·
·

MoTto# fe DRAFT c6"Ns':rii'ulfi1M

Shri Himmat Singh K. Maheshwari (Sikkim-and-Cooch Beha~r): Mr, VicePresident, Sir, the House has during the past two day~; heard some very
vigorous and useful critici.sms on the Draft before it. It is "not my intention
to repeat or to paraphrase any of the suggestions that have been made. I
shall permit myself to make only one general comment and to make one
appeal.
The general comment that I wish to make is tha~ ·the Praft tends to make
people, or 'will tend to make people, inore litigious, more inc~ined to go to
!aw courts, less truthful and less likely to follow the methods of. truth and
non-violence. If I may say so, Sir, the Draft is really a lawyers' paradise.
It opens up vast aveJl.ues of litigation and will give our able and ingenious
lawyers plenty of work to do. Whether this will help the nation as a whole,
is extremely doubtful.
Many of the provisions of the- Draft confer benefits or · concessions of a
somewhat illusory character. Some of them; in my· opinion, are even harmful.
· The question then is: what is this blemish due to? I shall hazard an answer:
the answer is that the raw material out of which this Draft ha-s been made is
all foreign. The ideas are foreign, the garb is foreign, and what is more, the
form is top-heavy. With these disadvantages I am afraid it was not possible
to do much better than what the Committee ·has done. Whether at this stage
it.will be possible to remove these defects I am unable to-Bay. But I wish to
_put in a strong plea that" when the Drafit is examined clause by clause by
the House, every effort should be made to expunge all unnecessary provisions
and provisions which might more conveniently be le.ft fo.r legislation by the
Dominion .Parliament in future.
-

The appeal which I wish to mAke to the House is in connection with a
subject which has been touched upon by a number of speakers today and
yesterday. It is in connection with reservation of seats in the legislatures
for the minorities-Muslims, Sikhs, Scheduled Castes and others. My friend
Mr. K,arimuddin sounded ·a very healthy note yesterday when he opposed
reservation of ·seats for Muslims. From • my personal experience in the
State which I represent, I am able to say that the refusal to grant separate
electorates and .the refusal to grant reservation of seats in the legislatures to
Muslims during th~ last 25 or 30 years has ha-d the most beneficial results in
my State. The_ result has been that. Hindus and. Muslims have always been
on the most friendly terms and have, even durmg the troublous times of
1946, 1947 and this year, remained on the most friendly terms without
breaking each others' heads. They co-operate in every field of life and are
· the best of friends. Reservations are bound to encourage separatism and
postpone at least for some time the realisation of the dream which we have,
namely, that of evolving a truly secula'r State. As long as any community
~emands ~-d gets resenrati~n of se~ts in the legislatures a truly secular State,
m my opmwn, must remam a distant dream.
I iJherefore · make a most
earnest appeal to my friends of a-ll minority communities to drop their claim
for reser:ratio~s. voluntarily so t?at. this ~onstitution may start off as a truly
democratic, vmle, strong Constitution· Without any drawbacks to 'begin with
One of our Sikh friends yesterday, as far as I could understand him als~
put in a _plea I believe. against reservation. · That is a very healthy' sign.
I have still to hear what the Scheduled Castes in this House have to say
Personally, Sir, I hav;e always felt that giving any person the nam:e of ~
Scheduled Ckte involves a· stigma.
.
(At -this stage the bell was rung indicating that the Member's time was up.)

I bow :to your call, Sir. I have said nearly all .that

i

wanted to say,

L6TH Nov. i94S
· .;][r. 'Vi~e-President! The House stands. adjourned tiii iO 5 'clock on Monday,
the ,8th· November 1948.
·
. #

.
The. Assembly then adjourned till Ten of the Clock on Monday, the 8th
November 1948.
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CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF INDIA
Monday, the 8th November, 1948
'l'he Constituent Assembly of India met in the Constitution .RaJ~, New 12el~i.
:at Ten of the Clock, Mr. Vice-President (Dr. H. 0. )Y.(ookherJee) m the Chair~
TAKING THE PLEDGE AND SIGNING THE REGISTER
'l'he following Member took the pledge and signed the E_egister:
1. Mr .. FL P. ;1\!l;ody (Bombay: General).
MO'l'ION re DRAFT CONSTITUTION
Mr. Vice-President (Dr. H. C. Mookh~rjee) : It has been the decision of .the
House that 1ve should close the general dtscussion touay. There are about srxt' ...
names o.n my list and it is obviously impossible for IJ.'le to give an oppor:tunity ............ .
Many Honourable· Members: We. cannot llear you, Sir. Evidently tiie
'
•mike is not working.
Mr. Vice-President : It is obviously impossible for me to give an opportunity
tto every Member "·ho wishes to speak. I have therefore decided to give
:Members of the minority communities the opportunity to speak first.. Mr.
JVlahboob Ali Baig.
Mahboob Ali Baig Sahib .Bahadur (Madras: Muslim): Mr. Vice--Presi-dent, Sir, Dr. Ambedkar's analysis and review were remarbbly lucid, masterly
:and exceedingly instructive ann explanatory. • One may not agree with his views
ibut it is impossible to withhold praise for his unique performance in delivering
!the speecb he did while introducing his motion for the consideration of this
House.
I am afraid, Sir, I am unable to agre~ wiih either the form of Government
•Ol tbe form of constitution embodied in the Draft Co11stitution or J,he reasons
rthat Dr. Ambedkar gave in their justification.
Firstly, let me deal with the form of Government. Dr. Ambeclkm·'s ~·iew
.is that the British parl-iamentary executive js preferable to the American nonparliamenta.ry executive on the gro.und that ,the former is more J~'"sponsible
-though less stable, w·hile the latter is more stable but less responsible. I am
·inclined to thinlr, Sir, that the advantages of the l)arliamentary executive have
~een exaggerated and its defects minimised. It is common knowledge-and
from expei·ience also we bave 'found-tbat the responsible executive under
which we have been working for the last two decades has pointedly brought to
<Our a.ttention the fad that, a removable parliament-ary executive is at the
mercy of hostile groups in their own party. Very little time is left to the executive to achieve the programme which is before it. It is so unstable.
It is
·alwa-ys in fear of being turned out by no.confidence motions. Further, Sir, it is
there tbat the seeds of corruption are sown. A corrupt party-man cannot. be
i-urned out by the electorate under the present Constitution or under the provosed Co1_1si:.itution. .The :l\Iinister ?r Mi;'listers have alway~ to be 7er.y careful to satisfy the ,·~nous elements m their part:v 1'r' all their legitimate and
·illegitimate demands. This is the opinion also, Sir, o£ the C.ommission ttat was
sent out to India some time ago, called the Simon.Att~ Commission. I; wen
dearly said that the Ministry is so much engaged in cajoling, fn satisfying
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to look after its administration or .to-put into effect its schemes. That is a very serious defect. Further, I
have·
heard several members of the party saying :, " Well, we ca.nnot vote according~
llo our conscience. There is the Party Whip. God save us from this party
system ". This is what has been expressed by· many hones~·_ legislators.
·Further, Sir, as I said, there is no stability at all.
The third point I would like to urge against this parliamentary executive isthat it cannof reflect the several sections of the country. 'rhe defects are .so.
overwhelmingly great tha.t I should rather prefer a s~able Government, ·agovernment which does not stand in fear of being turnE:J out overnight, because
It was not able to satisfy s"Ome corrupt supporters of their party. Now, it; it
true in a democr.atic Government, the executive must be responsible. • -Le:!J ussee whether there is any other system of Government .which has ·both responsibility and stability. It is no doubt true tha# m the <American system ther~·is
less responsibility and more stability.• ·But if you lock at another system o:f
Goverpment, namely, the Swiss form of Government, where the elected parliament again in its ~urn elects the executive,..there the responsibilit.y is erupha.ued. !J;a.ving el'ec~d its executive, iii leavei ~the ·execuj;ive .to :work oui it&
schemes in a satisfactory way for a period of four years and the decisions of the
Parliament are binding on that executive, unlike in the case of the American
Presidential executive. Therefore, if we want'both stability and responsibility,
#;he Swiss system of executive is preferable.
Now, Sir, with regard to the form of constitutio~, I am unable to agre; with'
~e constitution tha.t is. embodied in the Draft Constitution. · People .seem tothink that the Centre must be strong, and that unless the Centre is very .strong:
the provinces will' always ·be an impediment in the way of. the Centre becoming strong. That is· a wrong view. If provinces are niad~ autonomous, that
does not necessarily mean that the Centre will be rendered weak. What do·
we find ,here ? My view is that the provinces will be nothing · but· glorified:
;District Boards.· Look at Article 275 whe}e in an emergency all powers can be
usurped by the Centre. Look at articles 226, 227 and 229. The Centre c:int
legislate for the provinces in all :~patters.: and again look at the long Union List
' and the Ooncurrel)t List. All these clearly show that in the hands of a C:entral
Government which wants to override and convert this federal system into a.
• unitary system, it can be easily done. Now ther~ is a danger of this sort of
~overnment becoming totalitarian. This is the danger ia.. the form of the constitution . that is emh9diecl in the ·Draft Constitution.
Now to add~
to this, look· at the Fundamentar: Rights that~ are enunciated ..
Can they be called Fundamental Rights at all ? Fundamental Rights.
are . those which are· fundamental in character, unchangeable except in'
extreme circumstances. Butl wha;b do you find here ?· These Fundamental·
. Rights are hedged in by provisos, by _overriding exceptions. There is a little
confusion also in that chapter t_ha.t deals ·With Fundamental Rights.
It issaid that from experience, it is found that instead of a Supreme Uourt deciding
whether the government cannot under · certain circumstailces override th&
Fundamental Rights, provision is made in the draft itself; and it is claimed;
Sir, in the provisions for the form of constitution that it must be a flexible constitution. May I, with due respect to Dr. Ambedkar, state that the rigidityand the legalism which he says must be avoided are the very essence of- awritten ·constitution? It is not an unwritten constitution as in the case of
Britain. In the case of Britain, Sir, it is a matter of .history. It is an unwritten constitution and Hl has suited the peculiar genius of the British peopJ.e,
i?· on with their ,work ;vithout any. ~ritteri eonstltu~ion and the peculiar Plll'·
liamenta:x de~ocrncy smted the Bnlieh. Goven:rnen*. The very rigidity . anar· "
~t~e legalism whiCh l)r. Ambedkar complsuned of m 81 n00888al',y ~d unavoidable,
~ .Parliament that there is hardly time

go
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oharacte:cistic of a. writtben ·constitution. we do not want to be so fiexible as to
allow any Gove,rn,meuD•ik> ride rough-shod oTer ~he fu?damental rights. ~hey
are noi written right.! d all if they are hedged m by ~o many exceptwns. _
Wha1 is stated as Fundamental Rights; in the verJ • artwle they. fiave .bee;n
rendered useless. Further, with regard- to i!hese }i andamental R1g11ts, 1t lS
stated in setftion 13 ilhaii nothing contained in this shall in any way affect the
operation of the existing laws. You know very well- how reactionary ~he
existing laws have been. Jllo doub~ in Article 8 it is stated t~at all_laws w?ic~
are inconsistent with *he Fundamental Rights must go, but m art1cle 13 1t IS
said that the exi!'.ting laws must prevail as against the Fundamental Rights.
Not only there is contrndietion here but there is confusion. I could ,und~rstand,
Sir, if under Article 8 a list of Acts and their sections have been mentwned as
well as those which haTe been annulled. That section does not make it clear.,
In these-circumstance&. Sir, I am afraid, there are no fundamental rights at aU.

is

One thing with regard to minority rights I am bound to say. There
n()where- any me;ntion of provisions which safeguard the personal law - o£ the
people.• You know, Sir, in India, at least, people o£ several coni'munities are
governed by perwnal laws based on their :religion. It is possible to legislate
with regard to personal laws also. That would go· against the claims thail
this government is going to be~ secular, which would not interfere with the re. Iigiomr rights of
people. .
·

•be

- Sir, one word wi~ regard to reservation: Some Muslim friends of mine,
especially Mr. Kariniuddin has stated that he does not want" reservation for his
community. But, when I had a talk with him, he clearly stated that when
there are no separate· electorates, the people who will be returned will be those
put up by the majority community, anil therefore, the Muslim candj_clates who
really repres-ent the Muslims may not be elecied. 'l'bat seems to be the
rear;on why he did not want reservation. H we can find out a way by ,vhich
the Muslims who Me elected would j;ruly represent their community, there
should be no objection. If in case of minorities a device is found, for instance, the election being based on wh~t __js called proportional representation by the system of single transferable vote, if such a device is made
by the party in power, by_ the persons responsible for the framing of the
constitution, I think. that might go a :t-ong way, In the
absence of
such a device, in ihe absence of separate electorates, I do not think I will be
voicing the opinion of my community if I gave up "this reservation that bas
been agreed to in the Minorities Sub-Committee. Therefore·, Si'r, I, £e.el, en the
whole, that this draft has not been very satisfactory. There -is almos£ a certainty that this system of Government would lead to fascism or totalitarianism
and it is capable of riding rough-shod over the valued rights o,£ the citizens and
' also o£ the minoritiee.

-Mr. Z. H. Lari (Unit-ed Provinces : Muslim) : Mr. Vice-President, Sir, before
making my submissions on the draft Constitution, I would like to lodge a protest.
The Constituent Assembly retrained £rom taking any decision as to the language
~uestion, ~nd had J?Ostponed its co~sideration to a future stage. But the Draffmg Comm1ttee, of 1ts own accora, Inserted a clause laving down that Hindi and
English shall ·be the languages for transacting the business of ~e House. In
today's paper I saw a 1eport that the Muslim members ·from tlie _United Provinces and Bihar have agreed thati Hindi with Devanagari script shall be the
· official language. I th~fore think it necessary to repudia.te that statement
at the very outset, and say clearly that we sfund !or H"mdustani written in
either script as lbe national language of our motherland. So far as English
Is con~erned, I thlnl: it la necessary to retain
for some years to enable those
wbo nre not acqtl3in.ted ,i~h. Hindustani to be able to take an effective pan in
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the discuss~ons in the ~ouse. An Honourable Member from JVIadras was tight
w~en he. said that thera should be no linguistic imperialism. ·For that reason,
Hmdustani. written in. either scriJ?t along with_ English should be the languages used for transactmg the busmess of the House.
'
Coming to .the Draft Constitution, which is primarily mtended iio usher
in a democratic secular republie, we have to see how far the contents,
the form and the spirit o~ the provisions contained therein are calculat~d
:to promote the Obj·ectives Resolution unanimously adopted by this House and
uni_versally acclaimed by the country. To assess .the provisions of the Draft Constitutwn1 we have to see how far the Draft; Constitut-ion ensures the inherent rights
o0f man, rights vvithout which life' is not worth living, how far H1e provisions sa,feguard against possible prostitution of dei).locratic forms for totalitarianism, how
fm~ the provisions ensure justice if not generosity for the minorities and lastly, how
far they ensure the independent develop1pent of the various national elements in
the country. In order to assess the. value of tlB provisions, we have to bear in
mind two things: firstly, certain admissions made by the honourable Movm"of the
Hesolution, I mean the Honour<Jble Dr. .Ambedkar, and secondly our experience.
of l:he working of democra.cy in the last. fifteen months a-fter the attainment of in. dependence. When the House adopted resolutions which are the bnsis of the
Draft Constitution, we had no such experience before us; but: now :we have. The
:first admission that the honourable Mover made was, and I will use his own
words:_ "Demom•acy in India is only a'top-dressing on Indian soil, which is essentially undemocratic" ..... ~ .... "It is wiser not trust the legislatures to prescribe
.fon11s of administration .. , \Vith respect, I sa_y-he is mainly right.
• I
An ~onourable Member: He is· wrong.
I v\•ollld like to point out in this connection the various
Mr. Z. H. Lari:
:Security Acts which have been passed by the 'various leg~sla.tures, particularly ~he
.Safetv Act in one province which even excluded the r1ght to move the . High
Courts under sect-ion 491 of the Criminal Procedure Code. The' second admis,;;;ion that he made is: "Gonstitutiona.l morality is not a natural senti.ment. It
' has to be cultivated. \Ve must 'realise that our people have yet to lef1rn it."
I say not only the people but -even our -Governments have - to learn_ it.
'To prove this I will cite only t~o instances.
The House will remember that
in Calcutta~in Bengal-the High Court was seized of a case and. had appointed
:a full Bench to de0ide as to ,;,hat is the effect of .the word 'reasonable' in an
enactment dealing with Government's
power to . a~·est and detain.
"The Bench was to meet onlv next
day
but
the
Government
·came out with. an Ordinance u laying down that the word 'reasonable' shall be held to have been deleted: 1\o doubt, as the High Court remarked
in that case 'His Excellencv the Governor of the Province' was fullv within his
. l'ights to enact an Prdinance but it was against cohstituf-ional morality.' The ·se,cond insta.nce which I would place before the House is that the head of nn autonomous instit.ution-I mean the Aligarh University-was only the other da.y g.sked
to quit ml.d give place to another man -although that head had the confidence
·of the Universitw Court and of hhe community to which the institution appertains. I say therefore in assessing the value of the provisions we have to keep.·
in view these two admissions made by the Honourable Miriistet, as well as the
recent working of the democracies during the last fifteen months.
Now the first' requirement of a citizen is there must. be securitiy
of ~ife and there must' be safeguard of liberty. This august House when
considering :the Dra.f~ Fundamental Rights laid down that nobody should be
deprived of life and liberty except in accordance with d.ue process of ]nw. Now
th9se words have been substituted by the words 'procedure established by law'.
That al:isolu.tely nullifies the intention o~ those. who wanted this article to appear
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momen~ you say that a person way be deprived of personal liberty and life "in accordance with procedure" it becomes open to the legislature to frame any legislation affecting life and liberty. That nullifies the very
~tention. Therefore the substitution of the original clause is absolutely essen·
tial. In the Introduction to the ·Draft Constitution reference is inade to the
;Japanese and Irish Constitutions but those responsible for those constitutions.
had laid down the procedure itself. For instance it is laid down there ~hat everybody arrested shall ha.ve the right. to be given the. cause of arrest and he will have
. ~he right :to gejj it adjudicated by courts. Therefore so far as Japanese and Irish
Consitutions are concemed, they have laid down the procedure· and after laying
. ~own the propedure, the Constitution says 'Nobody can be deprived of life and
liberty exce.ptJ in accordance with procedure as established by law'. I submit
..that the, examples of Ireland and J apqn have no rele~;,ance.
Next to individual liberty and life comes th; Si1nctity of one's h_ouse. One's
house has been said to be a citadel, and it is of sanctity for him. In all democr:vtic constitution you will find that no searches or seizures ,can be made in the
houses except on causes shown and on complaints specifying the reason thereof
and thing t-o be seized. Similar articles should appear in our Constitution.
The next necessity of the individual is the right! to have elementary education.
That is singularly absent in the Fundamental, Rights. In-the Directive Principles
of State Policy it is contained that it shall be the endeavour o-f the State to provide
elementary education. My submission would be that that is absolutely insufficient. What is necessary is that it should be the duty of the State to provide
elementary education and such a provision should exist- in the Constitution
among the Fundamental articles.
·
Now I come to Article 13 which refers to freedom of speech, assembly or association. These are conceded but have been hedged in by such provisos and rondi• tions tha~ they reduce them to a nulli~y. I think addition of the words
'subject to reasonable requirements of public order and morality' would
be enough. The Honourable Mover said that in America these rights
have been circumscribed by judicial 'decisions, but when judicial decisions
circumscribing those rights are given, they are g'hen out of necessities of State.
I think the addition of the words 'subject to reasonable requirem8nts of public
ordJer ~nd morality' ".'ould do. I submit that Fu11damental Rights as conceded
in :the Draft Constitution are indefinite, insufficient and in certain particulars.
vague.

~

The next item I would like to bring before you is this. The twin principles
of democracy are that everybody has a right to representation and the majorityhas the right .to govern. The electoral system, therefore, must be such iJ,s to
ensure representation to everybody. This is the significance of adult franchise
, but the- method adopted, viz., that of single member constituency really ap10unts
to disenfranch-mement of <!-9 per cent of the voters. Lt is possible in a single
member constituency to disenfranchis13 even a minority extending to 49 per
cenii. I am talking of politicai minority. ;Even political minorities are entitled
to be represented in representative institutions. Therefore the system which is
laid down in this Constitution needs revision. It may be said it prevails in
England but this is why I drew the attention o£ the House to certain ba,sic facts
to which the Honourable Mover has referred and I would .say it would be more
advisable to follow the Irish, Swiss and now France in regard to introduction
of proportional representation by single transferable or cumulative voting. It
may be said that such system leads to multiplicity of parties. This has been
. in vogue £or 25 years in Ireland and everyone is aware that one party governed
the country for more than fifteen years and there had been not more than two
parties. France had a plethora of parties even when there was no proportional
representation. n is better £or us to adopt this principle which is more
progressive in instinct and which is really democratic.
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. I cgme to ~another fe,ature
the Constitution, viz__. I the Ordinance. _- Th~ WJlB
a. time when we used to complain that Ordinance was ~e rule and legisl&ture was
hardly consulted. I may here refer to the F_ather of the :N.ation who s&id: "Un~er
the British rule the Viceroy could issue Ordinance for making la.ws and executmg
them. ,There was ~ hue ;nd cry agains~ the combination of legislative and exeeutive functions. ;N:otbing has happe)led tQ warran~ a change in our opinion,._
There should be no Ordinance rule. The Legislati,v-e Assemblies should be the
only Law makers". If is said when the Assembly is not meeting, an emergency
arises, and an Ordinance has to be promulgated. But there is no significance ,of
t-ime and space and you can get an Assembly within two days and it is not at all J
difficult. :Even ira necessitY. existed, that has disappeared; and moreover what i~ I
its effect? Because of the use of Ordinance-making powers the Assembly has become a'rubber-stamp. In-out province I know there i's hardly any legislation which
is not preceded by an Ordinance !!nd in a ;l?arliamenla.ry Govetnmenti wliere ihe
Cabinet determines 1'eally the policy of the majority, once the ·cabipet has framed
an Ordinance and it comes forward in the form of a legi&~lation, it is impossible
for the major party :1!9 go back and therefore it is the Cabinet which determines
~h~ legislation. I would accordingly submit that there is really no ;o,ecessity of _.
provision requU,;ing powers of issuing- Ordinance.'
D:hen there is th~ contjngency of emergency. No doubj an emergency clause
· should be there.
But such is the wide _scope of .the emergency as put in• the
Praft Constitution, that not only·, actual violence, noit only actual invasion as
in the case of America, but threat of violence is enough to warrant declaration of emergency. These features ~,re dangerous and must be eliminated.•
I will now come to that porti~n of·the draft which deals wi:th minority rights,
. In dealing with these rights the first thing that has to be seen is reservation
o! seats. That is the one unique feature of the Constitution-that a minority
is said to be saJegua.rded by nieans of reservation of seats, without ensuring
.that the minority concerned has any right or voice "in determining its representative.
T}J.is is meaningtess and even deceptive. . The only means
of safeguarding minorities is ~Y' adopting the system of proportional representation. A writer in :the Round Table of March l948 referring 'tio ~his sysfiem
and its working in Ireland said that this solved. the- question of reconciling
justice to minorities with the flecessities of a stable -Government.
..
Then I come to the Services.
What a strange contrast! · In the Legislature you have got statutory ,reservations where they are meaningless, but
when you come to the Services it is merely said their claims shau··be considered.
This is a very pious wish.
The experience of· the lasl; fifteen months in the ·
United Provinces ·and in ·other provinces has shown that mere pious Wishes are
not enough.
There must be statutory reservations.
Take away the reservation from the Legislature and for God's sake give us reservation in th~ Services. " Here I speak not only for the Muslims of the United Provinces but
also for other minority people.
You concede reservations to . Anglo-Indians
but 'you deny it to the Muslims. Why this discrimination? Take the situation in the United Provinces. If you peruse the results of the last twelve
months there, hardly five per cent of the Muslims l:iave been taken in the
services. I_ say if you "take into account their discharges and dismissals il
will be ']_5 pe~ cent., but.if you take new recruitment-Ii is hardly 5 per cent.
Shri Vishwambhar Dayal Tripathi (United Provinces: General): What did '
your leaders do in Paki~tan?
·
·
~.
·.
\
-:Mr. Z.
Lari: My friend wants tne t.o fbll9w in ihe- footlsteps of Pakist/ln.
I am not gomg to do so.
·.
·
_·
'
.
·Mr. Vice-President: Oi·aer, order.
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Mr. Z. H. Lari: I have not mortgaged my rights to Pakistan.
I stand
-here as a citizen of India. ·r·
What Pakistan does or doe$-. not do is not my con•
,cern.
An Honourable Member: You have grown wise today I
•
Mr. Vice-President: Order, order.
" ' Mr. z. B. Lari: We never said that Muslims in these parts are going to
~igrate to Pakistan. We are the children of the soil and as such we claiiJl
1;ihe rights of citizens of 'India.
· Shri ViShwambhar Dayal Tripathi: E!ven your U. P. leader has escapedl_
Mr. Z. B. Lari: Interruptions only show how uncharitable and how un:•
-democratic are these ......~...........
Y
. Mr. Vice President: Order; order.
Mr. z. B. Lari: I Submit to the order-: I was saying that my time was
tvery short.
' Mr. Vice-President: It has gone already I
Mr. Z. B. Lari: Give me two
, minutes more please.
.
.
Now there is the question of the Cabinet. · I admit there can be no statu- ~ory representation ·there.
In a parliamentary sy'sten:i of Government it is
But you have to consider whether, after introducing proporinconceivable..
~ional representation, it is not proper for us to go back tQ the
Presidential
-system.
In that case it will be possible to have the election of the Cabinet
<>n the Swiss system.
But in the present set-up of the Constitution I admii!
~haf statutory· reservation is impossib_le and the best that could be done has
-been done.
·
'
·
Lastly, I· would beg of this House to consider that there must be some
provision which should recognise the existence of an opposition in the Legislature.
Of late since the Socialists seceded from the Congress, there have
'been utterances from responsible men indicating that the majority party-;Il
do not say this is a confirmed opinion-are not very charitably disposed towards such an opposition.
Just as it is in ~outh Africa, or in England or in
other countries, the position of the Leader of the Opposition should be ac·
cepted,, and the one means of accepting is that· it should be provided that he
should be also granted a salary ns in other countries.
We Jrnow that in the
system that is comip.g, men like myself have no chance to come back. There·
fore, it is not in our interest but in the interests of democracy that there .should
·be a proper Opposition which is constructive and charged with a duty to the
country, and the motherland, and this can be assured only when you give a:
status to it in the Constitution itself.
I notice that in the further amendments provided by- the Drafting Com·
mittee, there is a suggestion for the appointment of an Advisory Committee
to advise the Pre.sident and there the position of the Leader of the Opposition
But his position should be recognised even in the
has been recognised.
-constitution for the Union. and for the States.
•
·
With these few submissions I conclude.
I have made references ,to cer·
~ain admissions by Dr. Ambedkar but all the same I have fait,h in the good..
ness of my countrymen and in the catholic spirit of those who inhabit this
motherland, and I hope that they will rise to the occasion a.nd now that the
eriti~a~ phase has passe~~ now that p~ssions have subsidej,' they will be· more
reahst1c and more conciliatory so that there may be an even balance in the
~untry _between the majority and the minority, not only theoretically buff
•actually, so that we may concentrate on making India great.
. Mr. Hussain Imam (Bihar: ~uslim): I wish to say a. few words on tne
~nstitution as it has be~n presented to us.
My task has been lightened a
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great deal by the previous speakers who have referred to many of the questions
to which I .wished to refer.
I must say that I find the position of the President of the ;Drafting Committee un~nviable.
He has been attacked from the left for not having copied ~
~he Soviet -Constitution, and from the right for not· having gone back_ to the/
village panchayat as his unit.
May I say that there is an etenient Gil' conl'
fusion in some our friends' ·minds, when they want that the Constitution\
should provide for ·all the ills to which Indians are subject? It is not; part\:
of the Constitution that it should provide for cloth and food.
A very rever~d
. Member of this Constituent Assembly ~egretted 'that this Constitution do~s
~oti contain any provision for :that puipose. My submission, Sir, is that theConstitution is ba,sed on the needs of a. country to-...which it is applied.
We
have to see whether this Constitution does supply those essentials which are
peculiar to our own circumsta~ces.
The first lacuna which I find is tliat there is no mention of the soverAignty
of the people. Unless you accept the principle of sovereignty of the people
~hat all power· is derived from the people_and all' Constitutions are based on the
will of the people, the result will be confusion.
This bas resulted in confusion.
For instance, take what was formerly
called the Indian States and the British Indian Provinces.
The way in which
the two havJ:l been treated is scarcely just and equitable.
We find that people
' who mainly fought for the achievement of _Swaraj or self-rule have lesse:r. powerthan the. people of the States, who did not .participate as much in 'the struggle·
al'l we o( the India11 prov1nces.
The customs income of certain S£ates has to
·be compensated by means of central grants.
vVe have been told that ·thereis one citizenship, the citizenship of Ill'dia. With one-citizenship rights,.
can the people of the States have different rights? . In the Indian Sta.tes the·
people will be free from income-tax and income-tax can only be applied to the.BritJsh Indian provinces. ·Corporation tax is not levied. there except in so far
as it might be applicable to one or two Indian !S'tates. I therefore suggest
~at there should be uniformity ~ith a single kind of suzerainty.
That is.
,my first fundamental objection to the Draft Constitution;
Secondly, as Dr. Ambedkar hims~lf has pointed out, I think there must ·
not be any differentiation between the provinces<and the States.
The right
to maintain an army which has been given to the Indian States is wrong.
India is in a dynamic condition.- Thanks to the sagacity and firmness of
Sardar Patel, the question of the Indian States has been solved to a great ex-.
lient and they are no longer a stumbling block in our way.
I was very glad
Jo hear yesterday the Prime Minister of the Jodhpur State and one representa·
five gentleman from Madhya Bharat speaking, in which they themselves.
came forward with the idea of lmif6rmity with the Indian provinces.
Thereis no reason why. the portals of the Supreme Court should be closed to the ·
citizens of Indi'an States. I£ they are citizens of India, they ha.ve as much
right as we have to g~ to this court for the adjudication of their interests and
. rights.
I think tha.t it is all due to the fact that we have not conceded thesuzerainty of the people nor the proposition that with uniformity ytm get as
a matter
course a system under which every one will be . equal before thelaw in power and in respg_nsibility. '
I was also surprised that a. learned pundit of constitutional law like Dr.
~bed.kar should have skipped over the fac~ that the responsibility o£ thenon-parliamenta-ry executive....:is not less than that of the P?-rliamentary exe·
cutive.
If it is examined it wiii be found that the committees of the 'House·
. of Representatives and the Senate in U.B:A. exercise far greater control than
the control exercised by the House of Commons.
It ·is wrong to say that the-·
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Executive in the U .$.A. only comes in for a corrective after fom~ years . te~m.
He is .subject to da.y to day control and that control Is_ far-~
greater in the case of t-he Senate Committees and the ;House of Represe~tatives:
thw.-1.+-i"-..in..the case of the British P_arliament.
A very well-known mst_ance·
--~~f~ or~President Wilson to carry forward his move for the League _oL
Nations, because it \:Vas the Senate Committee which did not consent to 1t.
Even the appointment of ambassadors to other countries i.s subject. to t_he ·
control of the Senate.
1'herefore it is wrong to say that m the p1:es!dentwl
non-parliamentary system there is no control and the c~ntrol if a~ _all is very
remote.
It is as intimate if not more intimate than m the British system,
of parliamentary cm1troL
I do not wish to discuss thi~ aspect '?f th~ matt~r
further as I shall have oppoitunities later when we w1ll be discussmg thiSof the President.

~~~~

_·

I might mention in this connection, as I said earlier, that the constitution must be framed to fit in with the needs of the country.
I ask leaders.
to examine conditions in· India.
Look ·at the U.P., the centre of India, where-the only" ot~er politi~al party that you have got, viz., the Socialist Party,was supposed to be the strongest.
What was the result in the local board '
and district board elections?
Thev were beaten.
In the Parliamentary
elections out of twelve seats vacated by them every one of. them ·was lost ..
Is this- the way in which you can maintain parliamentary demo~racy? Inc.
a parliamentary democracy it is necessary that we must have an effect-ive
opposition. You can never have an effective opposition if you have single·
seat - constituencies.
It ·is only by means of a system of pro-portional representation that you can avoid the danger of reducing
fudia to a Fascist State.
I make this observaliion in all humi-lity that for the _])reservation of democracy in India it is necessary·
that you must ha-ve a system whereby an opposition may be allowed'
to come in.
The popularity, the prestige and the name of the Congress arec
so great t.hat it is impossible for anyone to come in in opposition to the Uon-gress and the result of this is, as has been seen many times in England, that:
the majority of the electors are disfranchised in this way that if there is a ,.
three-cornered contest the defeated candidates might tOgether get .. more than.
the successful one. Even conceding that the1;e will be no three-cornered
contest a large part of the electorate' is· disfranchised.
Even if you have 60,
and 40 per cent. voting, 40 per cent. have no representation in the country,
whereas under the system of _proportional representation which is prevailing,
in most of the new advanced countries of Europe ybu will have representation,
in which every shade of opinion will be represented ..... , ...
Shri. L. Krishnaswami Bharathi (Madras: General): Wha.t are those
countries in Europe where there is proportional representation at ·general.'
elections?
Mr. HuSsain Ima.nr: In the U.S.A. there is proportional representation ....... .
Severall Honourable Members: No, no.
141'. Hussain ~m~m.:· ·_Switzerland has got it. (Voices·: No, no.J Even.
if nobody has got It, If It Is necessarv for us, we should not follow· what others.
have done.
As I said in the begiri'ning, a. constitution must be framed suit- ·
able to the needs of ·the country and not necessarily in line with what other~
have been doing.
. I might explain a point. w~i~h was made by the previous speaker, viz., ~hat·
the personal law of the mmontws should be safeguarded.
The majority need'
not ha-v_e the saf~guard, be.cause the:y are , the majority, and nothing can be-·
pas.sed m the leg1slature Without their full consent and concurrence whereas:
the minority have not got. this privilege and therefore it is necessary that the·
personal law of the Mushms and other minorities who so desire should b&
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£Preserved .from inter£e!ence by the legislature without_ the concurrence of a
·va.st majority of the members thereof.
·
Adverting to the g,uestion of reservation, as Mr_ Lari has said reservation
,~ the legislature is no good when there is no method of proper representation.
I therefore say _that proportional representation, in addition to being a very.
1;!lecessary item for the preservation of an- opposition in the country, would
also serve the interest of 'the minorities. There will be no need to have re·:Servation for min~rities provided you give proportional representation in suffi·eiently large.numbers. ·
·
·
For instance, one or two constituencies in each district may be made pmltiAnd, if you have • •
<member constituencies with ten or twelve seats in each.
·~the Lists system which prevailed sometime ago in Germany, that would serve
a great~_r purpose:; becalli'le voting wjJj be on 1ihe :bas!s of parties and not on
;the basis of persons.
We want representation more in groups than individualfly. We do not want the spectacle of France repeated in India. ]3ut we do .
<not wish to have a one-party Government which
liable to degenerate into
~something anti-democratic.

is

Before I conclude, _Sir, I wish to say few. words on the language question.
d am not. going to say anything in opposition to the prevailing sentiment on
''this matter.
The need for "'the continuance of the English language for the
time_ being has been advocated by the South.
But as far as Hindi is con_,-eerned, there is no difference of opinion, provided we know what is Hindi. I
personally am prepared to adopt the language spoken by S_ardar Patel and the
language in which he delivered his recent address at Bombay. 1 Jie does no1l
>come from the Urdu-speaking tracts.
He is a Gujerati.
He speaks the
language which -is spoken by people everywhere. I had occa.sion to listen to
·the radio-relay of his speech at .Ohowpathi and I found that it was nothing but
Hindustani or ~hatever name you give _it.
To me the language in w);lich he
~spoke at Qhowpat:Q.i was Hindustani.
It is a language which is far better
.understood by the people than the lttnguage used by• the Department under
.<him, the. A.I.R.
.
-.:,
.-I
We .have been· told, Sir, that in this respect too, we are following the
conception. Hut people forget that Mahatma _Gandhi stood for ;Hindu:·sf]_ani :to the 'last moment. ;He stood for Hindustani, in both Devnagri and Urdu
scripts. · Devnagri, as far as the script is concerned has nothing to rival it.
~It is the best possible medium.
But what about the language? ;Hindi (you.
may call Hindustani), unless you mix it up with big Sanskrit words and fill it
<-up with all common genders, is Hindustani.
As I said, tne language of the
i\Peputy Prime Minister, coming from a province not speaking Urdu·, should be
·our criterion and guidance.
I£ the Members of the Constituent Asserp.bly are
-willing to accept it-- X suggest that Hin_dustani, written in hoth Devnagri and
~urdu, whi_ch was ·the last wish of Mahatma Gandhi and the most accepted in·
':.Cndia _today, should·.be adopted a·s the national language.
· ·
·
Sir, the· Constitution is only framed once. It is-not a thing which is done
>every other day.
So it is but right· and proper that in framing it we should
•give the utmost consideration, cool . consideration, 'without* heat and withouti
'iancour .or me;ntal reservations.
I appeal )o the House"''tliat ·they ,. should
'forget a~d forgiVe the past. It is very-painful, Sjr~to' b·e:re_giind~dev~ry''day ..;_
ilbat we are responsible -f-ar bringing Pakistan into existence. ·In.;ifs creation .• ·
the Congress ~as as much a' party a.s anybody else. .·• In ti:i.at"·spu·it .-I request
"'hat Muslims should not be regarded as hostages.-~· They··~_hould··be l,'egarded
-8s citizens of India with as much right to live and enjoy the amenities. of India.4h'e land of their birth~as anyone else.
;t. ,conclude ~y~ speebh'.' · _, ' '
·~andh~an

....
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&gum Aizaz Rasui (United Provinces: Muslim): Sir, I congratul*
Honourable Dr. Ambedka.r for his lucid and illuminating exposition of.
:the draft Constitution. He and ~e. Drafting Committee had no ' ordinar.J;
~ask to perform and they deserve our thanks.
Sir I fee-l it a great! privilege to be associat~a·with- ~he fra.miiJg_, of ;he
Constitution. I am aware of the solemnity of the occasion. After two cen•uries of slayery India has emerged from .the darkness of bondage into lhc.
light of freedom, a.nd today, on Uris historic occa.Sion we a.re gathered here ~·
&aw up a .constitution for .Free India. which will give ahape to our future
destiny and carve out J!}le social, political and economic ·sta.tus of the ibree
hundred million people living in this vast sub-continent. We. should -there•
• fore be fully aware of our re'Sponsibilities and set tO this task with the poinfl
of view of how best to evolve a. system best suited to the. needs, requireJD.enjs,
cUlture and genius of the people living here.
'
0
Much has been said about the fact that most of the provisions have been
borrowed from the Constitutions of the • U ..S.A., ]!ngland, Australia, Canada.
~witzerland, etc. Sir,· ;I: for my part see nothing wrong in so borrowing as
long as ~he higher interests of the Nation an:d the well-being and prosperity
of tht5 country are kept in mind. There is no doubt that the draft Consti1luti9n has been framed fu fit in with the present administration. Bu~ this had
1p be so in the very nature of things. After all:, we have all become use~ to
a certa.in way of life of government and of adniinistra.tion. If the draft Constitution had changed the whole structure of government, there would .hava
been chaos. India. is a new recruit to the democratic form of Government,;
Jt.s people have been used to centuries of autocra.tic rule and, therefore, to
carry on more or less on the lines they have been accustomed for some time
more, with changes here and there according to changed conditions, is:-the besj
~bing possible. The important thing is that power is derived from the people
·and it is the people who will make or mar the des~iny of India.
A lot of criticism has been made about Dr. Ambedkar's remark regarding
village polity. Sir, I entirely agree with him. M.odern tendency is towards
the right of t~e citizen as against an;y,._~orporate body and village panchaya.~
can be very au~cratic.
~
,
'
Sir, coming to the Fundamental Rights, .I find that what has been given
with one hand has been taken away by the other. Fundamental Rightq
should be such that they should not be liable to reservations and to chang~
_by ,Acts of legislature. It is essential that some at least of ~he civil liberties
of the citizen should be preserved by the Constitution and it should not be
easy for the legislature to take them away. Instead of this, we fin4: the pro'\lision relating to \these Rights full of provisos and exceptions. This mea.tm
!!;hat what has been given today oould easily be changed tomorrow by an Ael
of the legislature.
To my mind iii is necessary that some sorii of agency should be provided
~·see that the -Fundamental Rights and the Directive Principles. are being
· obse.rved in· -all provinces in the letter and in the spirit. Otherwise it may be
that the a!Jsence of such~ an agency may give rise to the foiT!}ation of com<munal organisations with the •object of watchi:q.g the interests of their respective ·communiti'es. · It should be the function of the agency I have suggested...to ~ring .to the notice of the Government the cases where the Fundamental ·Right£ and jibe Directive Principles are not being followed properl:y.,
I ·hope this -point .of mine will be seriously considered by this august ,Assembly
when we come ~ discuss the Draft Constitution clause by clause.
~he

Srr, as a womaxi, I have very great aalisfaction in the fact thati no dio-<
6imination will be made ~n aecount of sex. [t is in J;he fi~ness of thinga ihal
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11uch a provision should have been made in the Draft Constitution, and f a.m
sure women can look forward to equa1ity of opportunity under the new
Constitution.
Sir, I will not go into the details of the Constitution because I shall deal
with the various provisions as we discuss the Constitution clau~e by cla.l'tse,
but there are a fe;v fundamental issues which have been ra.ised and discussed
on the floor o{ this House during the last two or three days to which I may
:refer in passing.
Sir, the question of the ret'lervati~n of seats for the minorities has engaged:
the attention of this House. It is t-rue, Sir, that last year on the recommepda.tions of the Minorities Sub-Committee, this House accepted the princi-.
pie of the reservation of seats ~or certain communities. At that• time also 1
was opposed to this reservttion of seats, and today again I repeat thaii in the
new set-up with joint~ electorates it is absolut-ely meaningless to have reservation of seats for any minority. We hav.e to depend upon the good-will
of the majority community. Therefore speaking for the Muslims I say that
to ask for reservation ...-of sea.ts seems to my mind quite pointless, but I do
agree with Dr. Ambedkar that iti is for the ma.jority to realise its duty .nofJ
to discriminate against any minority. Sir, if that principle that the majori1ly
should not discriminate against any minority is accepted, I can assure you
·that we will not. ask for any reservation of seats as far as the Muslims areconcerned. We feel that our int-erests are absolutely identical with those of
the majority, and expect that the majority would deal justly and fairly with
aU IJ?.inorities. At the same time, as has been pointed out by some honourable Members in their speeches, reservation of seats for minorities in the
Services il'l a very essential thing and I hope_ that the members of this Housa
will consider it when we deal with that q11estion.
Then, •Sir, another question which' has been engaging the attention of this
House is the question of language. Sir, the guestion of language in its very nature
is a very important question because aft!~r all we have to devise something which
is most acceptable to the people living in this country.
It is quite true thafJ
the langua~ of the country should be the .language that is mostly spoken and:
understood by the people of the ,.country, and I do not deny the facii tha.ti
Uindi is·the language which is understood. and spoken by the ma.joricy of the
people (hear, hear), but, Sir, the word 'Hindi' as 'it. is being interpreted to~
day is a very wrong interpretation. Aft.ar all there is not much difference '
between Hindi and Hindustani.
Every- one will bear witnesfJ to the fact
' that the language spoken in the country, whether by Hindus or ;Muslims, is a
very different language to that which is' being described as Hindi and which is be·
ing advocated by the protagonists o£ Hindi. What is advocated is San·
skritised Hindi which is only understood by a small section of the people. R
we· take the villages, the language spoken: there is very different to what is
called Hindi here.
~>

,

·

'

.

·Then, Sir, l do not think that the forty million Muslims living in this __
.countii:-y can imfnediately be asked to change their language. I agree thaii we
will have to learn Hindi in the Deva.nagri script, bu£"' some time must be
given to us to effect 'the change-over'. It is very unfair of you f-o ask us sua..
denly to .tra.nsa9t all the business o£ the stare as well as the business in the ·
legislat-qres in a language ·that we are not conversant with. 1· therefore fee)
that this is a matt-er which should be calmly and' coolly considered. After all,_
this is not a matter which can be decided on the spur of the moment or on
grounds of sentiment. or passion. We have to keep in mind the ~~quire~nenli!J
of the country. The Father of the Nation up ·to the last advocated Rmdus-.
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<tani written in both the scripts as the only language which is most suitable
and which can be acceptable to the mass of the people living in this country.
I therefore recommend that, wherea;; Hindi in the Devanagri Script can be
made the ultimate Lingua, franca of the covntry, a. certain time liniit, say
.about 15 years, must be given for the change over and until then Hindustani
in both J;he scripts should remain the)anguage of India.
In conclusion, Sir, I would say that whatever we put in this 'llonstitution,
we must see that all our efforts are concentrated to make India strong and
,pmsperous with equality of opportunity, happiness and prosperity for all so that
lndia may lead the countries of the world on the path of peace and progress.

Dr. Monomohan Das (West Bengal: General): ;Mr. :Vice-President, _Sir,
.a few days have passed since ·the Draft Constitution was introduced on the
floor of this House. by our able Law Minister and Chairman of the D'mfting
·Committee, Dr. Ambedkar. Dming these few days, th0 Draft Constitution
bas met with scorching criticism at the hands of different members of this
House. With the exception of a very few members who· questioned. the very
competency and authenticity of this Hous 6 to pass the Draft Constitution, aJl
the other l\1:embers have been unanimous in their verdict·. They have accept-ed the· Draft Constitution wit.h some alterafons, additions and
omissions,'in some Clauses and articles, as a. fairly workable one to begin with. One
-very re·-assuring feature that we find in the Constitution is the single citizenunlike the
:ship. As the Chairman of the Drafting Committee has said,
~American Constitut:on, the Draft Constitution has given us a single citizen'ship, the citizenship of India. In the.se days of provincialism, when every
province likes to thrive at the cost of its neighbour:ng ones, when we have
. forfeited the sympathy and goodwill of our neighbouring provinces,. it is indeed
.-a great re-assuring feature. I, as a member from \Vest Bengal, es]_JeciHlly
find myself elat.ed to think that henceforth when th;s constitution is passed,
when this clause of single citizenship, ·with its equttl rights and privileges
.all over India, is passed, the door of our neighbouring provinces w'll be open
-to us, so that our unfortunate brethern from the Eastern Pakistan,' will find
:a breathiug space in our neighbouring provinces.
I beg to mention another point regarding the minority problem. The safe,guards' that. have been awarded to the •minorities in the ,draft Constitution,
have caused some mnount .of resentment. Nobody can de~JY that minorities
<do exist in this country. N'o am01mt of denial can efface these minorities
from the face of India. You know Sir. that democracy means rule by
tmajority. The majority is always there to rule and ·the minority wiH always
be there at the mercy of the majority. The majority has no need to be
afraia of these mi11orit'es. It behoves the majority, I think, to protect these
·minorities, and give them.safBguarcls, if necessary, so that a se11se of confidence,
:a sense of security may be crea.tecl in their hearts. I think, what the m~nori
·ties of India demand and deserve today, from tbe majority, is a sympathetic
·consideration of their 1woblems and not a challenging attitude.
One very pertinent guest'on has been raised by an eminent member of this
House. Sir; when he snid that the Draft Constit-ution of India has borrowed
·many things from the Const.itutions of other countries of the world, but it has
·taken nothing from the ill(1igenouR soil, from our cultural heritage, eYiCiently
meaning tl'l'e Village Panchayat System. \Ve. as a. sentimental and idealist
·race hnve a 11atuml tendency nnd love for everything tha.t is old and past.
Our Chairman of the Dnlfting Committee has been cdicised by various Jler·sonages of this House. for not including thi" Village Panchayat System jnf.o
the Draft Constitution. They h:we taken it for granted that this Constitu-tion has been the work of a sirigle man, forgetting that there was a Constitu'l!ion-making body. tbe Drafting Committee, always to guide the framing of
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Constitutions. I think, it is strange, Sir, tha~ all the members of the Draft!..
ing CoiJlDiittee~ includirig the Chairman have forgotten to include this Villag~
Panchaya~ System into our Constitution. The Village Panchayat System haabeen ~ blmd spot. to a1l of them. I p·exsonally think the Dra.fting Coxp.mitte~·
has wilfully left 1t to the provincial legislatures to frame whatever they like
about, jjhis Village Panchayat System. .
·
4

·

'"'

In faoti, Sir, there are provinces in which legislation has already beeg,

undertaken in that direction, I mean, Sir, the Gram Panchayat Bill of th&·
United Provinces. There is nothing in our Constitution t:hat will take froll). th&
provincial legislatures the power to pass an -Act in that direction. If our
provincial legislatures thfuk that this Village Pancha;yat system will do immense good to our1 country, they ~re qui1;e at ljberty 'to introduce it in their·
legislatures and pass it accordingly. So I think, Sir, the criticisms sometimes.
amounting to .abuse, which have been showered upon the Chairman of the
Drafting Committee, are wholly . uncalled for, unjustifiable, uncharitable, and,
if I am permitted to say so, undignified.
I beg to utter a few words of caution to all Honourable· friends who are &<>enthusiastic protagonists of the Village Panchayat Sy~tem. Unless and until
our village peoples are educated, unless and. until they become politically conscious unless they become co:zisc:ous of their civic rights and responsibilities.
and unless they become conscious of t·heir rights and privileges, this Villag& .
Panchayat system will do more harm than good. I know that I am inviting
r;10.
•· , n ', ....,, m ,-:c;e!l' when I sa,y that the Village Panchayat System
has been there and was there for centuries and centuries. How much has it con~
tribu'ted to the welfare 'of our counj;ry, how much has it contributed to our social,
political and ecpnomic uplift? If this system. is intoduced before our village·
people are properly educated, then I think, .Sir, the local influential classes
will absorb to themselves all the powers and privileges that will be· given by ·
6he Panchayat Syst.em and they will utilise it £or their selfish motives. This
iystein will enable the village zamindars, the_ village .talukdars, the Mahajans.
i.Dd the money-lending classes to rob, to exploit the less cultJured, the less.
educated, poorer classes of the vill~ges. ~
,
- With these words, Sir, I endorse wholeheartedly the motion put forward'
!>y the Chairman of the Drafting · Committee for consideration tif the · Draftr
Donstitution·. I thank you, Sir, ·for lthe opportunity you have given me to,
~xpress my views on the floor o£. this House.
.
Shrl V. I. Muniswamy Pill& (Madras: General): Mr. Vice-President, ·Sir..
1obody in this august Assembly or outside can belittle the efforts and thelervices rendered by the Drafting Committee that has -presented the Draft Con.titution for the approval of this House .. The future generation will feel great pride;
;hat this Drafting Committee has been able to aigest the. various constitutions'
;h_at are obtaining in the world today and to cull from them· such of the pro-risions as
needed for the elevation of this great sub-continent.
Sir, going through the various sections, one nas to ~ote wheth~i the und~r-.
Log, the common man. the communi_ties· that have been neglected in the past;.
tave been well protected, and facilities for citizenship have been afforded:
~ading this constitution, one fin9-s that ~he!e are two nov~l things that are·
.ot obtaining in any of the constitut~ons of the .world : first ~f all, the eradicatioiP
f untouchability. As a member pf the sp-c-alled Hnrij:m community, I welcome·
I. Unt<>uchability has eaten into the vitals" of the nation,· ·and 'with all the-ride and privilege of the ·Hindu "community, the outside world huve been·
toking at. India with a doubtful eye .... I weloome this provision because it s.howsb.e gr~fuess of the majority comr:wnity H1at tney -iiound out that th~ is a.
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JWlgus ~hat is eating in~o nation's pride and the~ hav~,.come forward fu re:move~is curse of untouchability. There are pe?pl~ 1n Ino.m t~~ay who say . th~ii
· enough, propaganda has been made to eradiCate unto!lc~abihty and there ~s no·
need for further propaganda. But l honestly f~ef, · S1r, 1f. you g? to the vill!lge"
parts, untouchability is rampan~ still and a proVISion of th1s sort ·In the Constl~Ution is a welcome thing.
. The second feature is the abolition of forced labour (begar). I£ ~here is anylabour required for common purposes in the villag~, this · n;.ost l.!nfo:tun~te-·
fellow, the Harijan, is always caught hold of to do all mema.l and m~enor
service. By the provisions in this Constitution, I a~ sure you are. elevating a.
community that has been outside the pale _of somety. It was ~IVen to ths~
great Father of the Nation, Mahatma Gan~h1, as. a l?reat mycolog1st, to fi~d;;
out the fungi that were eating into the nat10nal v1tahty. He has made certam-·
:proposals to eradicate this evil and I am glad that the Drafting Committeehave made provisions to eradicate untouchability and forced labour on thi& unfortunate community.
Sir, in the Draft Constitution, they have stated that the eradication o£ u,n-touchability can be made by laws. I plead that mere laws are not enough.
Special laws have to be made. In my own province the legislature was good'
enough to pass an Act to remove the civil disabilities; but in putting the Ac#;;
'into operation, it was not possible even for the Government to· enforce the ·
facilities that were sought to be conjimed by the ACt. Therefore, I plead that.:
there ought to be special laws if you really want to do away with tintouchability and forced labour.
Coming to the Fundamental Rights_that have been accor~ed to all in 1his.
country, and especialy for the un£ortunate,minority communities, the Advisory·
Committee, the Minorities Commit.tee and the .Fundamental Rights Committes-..
that went through the whole thing have adopted certain methods and they havebeen approved by this august Assembly.
There a.re certain sections of people who say that no reservation is required .
minority communities, feel that reservation must be there, .as already accepted by the:.
Minorities Committee and also approve'(] by this august Assembly. So far as·,
the protection of the minorities are conce~ed, i~ is. the good-will of this august ,
Assembly to confer adult franchise with joint electrates. 0£ course, no cne.
can deny that this is the best thing that could be done in the circumstances.:
to elevate .this comumnity, that is poor in economic s-tatu,s and also pbor in,
education. Any attempt to do away with adult franchise will be a great sin.
In the matter of safeguard fu the minorities, I think what is now provided in,
the Draft Constitution is a welcome thing; but there-is still in the ·provinces a ...
strong feeling against these safeguards. I honestly feel that they must be en- .
forced 'in all ways.
Coming to t.he economic condition of ~he villagers, especiaUv the tillers of ··
the soil and agricultural labour, I do not find any provision ha; been made in·
tihe Draft Constitution to consider the village as a unit. Of course, due to exploitation and oth~r t~gs, t~_e villages are in rack and ruin. It is the highesfi
~u£y of l:l.!ly ~onstitutron-makmg ~ody t9, see th.at the village is set right. Du& _
fu the hereditary system of appomtmen£ of _v1llage officers, Maniagars and-·
~.arnams, they are the people w~. rule_ the v1llages. Having made a constitutiOn for the upper strata for the management of the provinces of India if wer.
lea~e _alone. the village re-construction,. I feel that we are doing a wron~ thing.
It IS the Wish o£ Mahatma Gandhi also that the village must be made a selfgoverning unit. I am sure this -august Assembly will reconsider what has been.
presented to this House and see that we make proper amendments so that the··
_ village or ~·group of villages could come under t-he category of _self-governing;
. Bun, all those, who have seen the unfortunate plight of these
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institutions. Whether in the District Boards or Mm1icipalities, there are no
·Ieal representatives of ~he people of the village or the taluk. Due to certain
. circumstances the Collectors in my province are asked to look after the District
Board administration. These Collectors are loaded with so much other res::1Jonsible work that they appoint a Special officer to carry on t-he District Board
. administration{ This is not a popular institution as it is now constituted.
I
. feel tha.t the village unit must be. taken into account:' ' In the matter of appointment of ~!finisters, the , President is given full
:.powers. If you read the provisions of the Government of India Act:1935, you
·will find. that provision bas been made that the Governor or the ~resident, in
·choosing his JVfinisters, shall take into account the clairns of the minority communities. I find no such provision in this Draft Constitution. I am sure in
:.the further deliberations over this Drtlft G!onstitution, some such provision will
~be ma.de to ·take into account clairns of the minority communities for these
Ministers' posts. _Sir, I believe that it is political ptnver that can give a· chance
·of better service to these neglected communities. ;Even in the matter of All
·.India services,· in section 10 it is said. that the backward communities are to. be
taken note· of. But, if you persue tl1e list of backward communities from pro. vince to province, the Scheduled Castes do not come in it. I £eel tliat also
'mmst be rectified.
'
Finally, there is the controversy about the national language. Ta.king my
--own community, I.do not think that· even one per cent of the popu1at.ion have
-taken to Hindi or Hind usta.ni.
'
I feel, Sir, that this august body must. deliber>;J,te properly and-should notl
·force any language on a province, or district or state ·where it is not welcomed.
With these few observations, I congTatulate the President and members of
·the Drafting Committee for their great service in- presenting the Draft Con' stitution to this Assembly and I commend the motion to this House for its
'acceptance.
'
S'hrimati Da-kshayani Velayudhan (Madras: General): Mr. ViceJJresi. dent, Sir, nmv that the draft is before us f~r general discussion, I request you
·to permit me to express my vie·ws ~1 the same. 'fhe able and eloquent. Chairman of the drafting Committee has done his duty creditably vvith~n the scope of
·the general set-up of the new State of India. I feel that even if' he \ranted he
'-could not have- gone beyond the broad principles under which transfer of power
·took place and I therefore think that any criticism that is levelled against' him
is totally uncharitable and undeserved. Even if there js any blame-and I think
. there is-it should go only to those of us who are present here and ·who were
·.sent for the putpose of framing a Constitution and on whom responsibilities
were conferred bv the dumb millions of this land who bv virtue of their suffering for ir!depend~l.1ce hafl great hopes \vLen they sent ~1s to this Assembly.
But this does not mean that I have not. got any criticism about the Draft.
I fea.r that the Constituent Assembly fl\1111 tl1e very ,beginning of its formatio~
showed more interest in things other than making a constitution. \Ve hear
daily speeches made by our great l!3aders and their ideals ::md principles but
in the Constitution we find that it is bnrren of their idens and princip.les. We
have got leaders of national ,and inter-national importance but in om Constitu·tiOI~ we find t-hat t·hose principles and"i.deals are absent and it is a. 'great. tragedy
to find that such a draft has been placed before Uf\ and I do not think even the
members o£ the· Drafting Committee 'have completely read the Di·aft that is
placed before us.
The general criticism is that ~he dra£t is a replica of the 1935 Act, hnt we
:.:;amiot forget the fact tha,t we have gt>t a legacy Of the British Imperiali~t ad-
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ministration which goes by the name of the Parliamentary system o£ Government.
The trouble was that we were :depending on it and we will have to
depend on it even after the Constitution is put into operation. The trouble arose
from one pomt, viz., just as the British administrators who wanted to keep
India centrally and provincially as a single unit, we in our bewilderment and
anxiety tried to bring lnd1a centrally and provincially as a strong unit and this
centralisatJOn of power has led to all the troubles. There are two ways of
making India a strong unit. One is by the method o~ centralisation of power
and the other is by decentralisation; b:;.t centralisation is possible only through
parliamentary system which now goes under the safe words ' democratic
methods', but in this draft we can't :find anything that' is democratic and
decentralisation is totally absent. It is a great tragedy that in making the constitution of a great country with thirty crores of peopl~, with a .great culture
behind it an,d the great principles and~ teachings of :the greatest man of the
world on the surface, we were only able .to produce a constitution that is
totally foreign to us. The arguments put forward by the Chairman of the
Drafting Committee are not at all convincing. He has said that we are very
late in making the Draft Constitution. But I can cite examples which will
show that his arguments are not sound. The Drafting Committee recommends
that the President of the Union can nominate fifteen l!lembers to the Council
of States. Then another plea is that the term of the legislature should be more
than four years. There is another·· misnomer ,in the Draft and that is abqut.
the selection or the election of the Governors. The Commit-tee feels that if the
Governor and the Chief Minister who is responsible to the Legislature are eleced by the people then there will be friction between the two. But the remedy
they have suggested is worse than the disease. There is a pane~ and the
President is to selec·t from the four one person as a Governor. If the Centre
happens to ha.ve a Congress President and if a province is having a Socialist
majority, suppose the Socialist party recommen~ three from their party and
one from the Congress, certainly the President at the Oentre will select the
Congress man to be the Governor. Certainly this will lead to friction.
We
find that this direct recruitment to Governorship is taken from the Government·
of India Act and it shows that we have not left out even a comma from it.

•
Then, Sir, I cannot understand why there should be Centrally Administered
areas under the new Constitution. The British kept these areas simply' to
have the military rule in the· country. But I do not understand why we
should have such areas under the present Constitution. It is better that these
provinces s,re merged with the adjoining provinces and thus we will not. be
losing anything. We find that the draftsmen included such a clause -and as a
result it has come before us for discussion.
Then I want to say a few words about the Socialist demand at this stag~.
The Socialists are the second party which wants to come as an Opposition to
the official bloc. We cannot d~ny the large following that they are having in
the country. They have declared that they want to be a Constitutional Opposition in the future. But I must say that I do not agree with their demand
that this Constituent Assembly should be buried. I have to make one sue-g.estion. The present Constitution, when it comes into force, will be put before
the public b:v way of the General Elections. Then this Constitution cnn be
made an election issue either for i~s acceptance or rejection. If the majority
of the electorates accept the Const1tution, then we can take it that the ·whole
country has accepted it. If the maiorit.y of the electorates reject it then ,ve
must take it tllat the whole country has rejected it, and the party that comes'
into powe;. ~nd the Leg-islature that will be. formed thereafter, c~n take up•
the-.ponstitution and makes the amendments that are necessary. I think, Sir;.
the ·congress-Party that is in power today will accept such a policy and see
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that we are not blamed for being undemocratic in our approach to Constitution
making.
Shri De&hbandhu Gupta· (Delhi):· *[lVIr. Prcosident I am sorry I cannot "
congrat;ulate Dr. Am):>edkar, the Chairman of the Drafting Committee who
has received congratulations from different Members of the House. \I have
read that. pa.rt of t.he recommendations of the Drafting Committee which
relates to the Chief Commissionel'S · Provinces, with great care. I would iike
to confine my remarks to this part only and wish that the Members of this
House should go through it minutely.
...;
.
·
Mr. President, you are

aware

that

previously

when

tlie

problem

of Chief Commissioners' provinces was brought before the Constit-uent Assembly,
the recommendations of the Drafting Committee were that the systr-m of
governance should remain the same as is now in force. Hindustan is (:hanged,
-the country is free, but Delhi and other Chief Coinmissioners' provinces,
in spite of their considerable population, did not. have any say in. the
administra.tion. There was no change in the system of · their governance.
When such a recommen.-lation was brought before us in the Constituent
·Assembly, tlie representa.tives of the Chief Commissioners' provinces raised
their voice.and the Constituent Assembly appointed a special sub-Qommittee,.
which was entrusted with the task of framing a constituJ,ion in accord with
the· conditions -prevailing there. Mr. President, the chairman ·of this special
Hub-Committee was Dr. Pattabhi Sitarama.yya, the President-elect of our present National Congress and a senior member of this House.
This special Sub~
Committee bad obt-ained the services of our constitutional "Pandit"
Shri N·. Gopalaswami Ayyangar. 'Moreover, our another Constitutional
"Pandit",. Shri K. Sunthana.m was also one of its members who nlways took
a .keen interest in it (laughter~. (Do you doubt it)? Every member of the
committee took interest in it and the recommendations· which they submit-ted
were unanimous. This committee held several meetings, considered the
whole problem, examined all the sides of the· question minutely anCi it &lso
considered those difficulti~~ of the Government, que to which they had
deemed it proper to treat the ChiM Commissionees' Provinces with indifference.
Accordingly, taking all. the matters into consideration, recommen·:.lations were
submitted in which it was clearly sta.ted that although the people of these
·areas demand that they should have the same rights as the people of the other
provinces have already gotr-and there is no reason why this should not
he-yet, considering that Delhi has a peculiar position of its own, they have
recommended 'that Delhi r.nd 'other similar provinces shonld be turned into
Lieutenant-Governors' 'Provins:es; and as regards· the appointment of a
Lieutenant-Governor it was conceded that the Centre should have conhol
over him. Accordingly, it was msolved that instead of electing th~ Governor
the President of the Republic should nomir,::1te him.
Another safeguard which has been provided is that!, unlike other provin.ces,
the constitution of the provinces should. ·be framed differently and in ·such a
mariner tha.t the provincial and central list should be concurrent,. so that the
Centre should have the full power to interfere in any .legislation it likes which
·has been passed by the provincial Legislature. · Moreover, the province
should not have its exclusive jurisdiction.
·
.
/
llf""'"t.
.
It also has been _provided that its budget should be brought before the
Centre. 'and that
the President should have the rightI to. interfere,.. iri it. This is
.
not all. There is yet another safeguard, which says .that should anv. difference
&rise ~etween the Lieutenant-Governor and t,he M!nisters, •on any m,Setter
it would be referred to the President whose decision dii the suojtict ~'oul<L be
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taken as final. I fail to under~tand why the Drafting Committee dee~e~ ~t
necessary to dismiss this question in a few lines on .the p~ea that as Delhi 1s
.the Capital town, local administration was. not poss1ble-a~thou?'h ~he
.commit~e had submitted its recommendatwns after mature consuleratwn
in which maximum regard was paid to the powers ?f the Centre. It seems
.to me that. the Drafting Committee, inst~ad L>f p~ymg due . regard to the
unanimous recommendations of the spee1al comm1ttee or trymg to fin~ any
·other wa;y out, bas acted according to its prej~dices and thought that 1t was
not a matter to which consideration should be g1ven. It seems to me that these
' .gentlemen were under the impression th~t the special com,~ittee was app?inted,
merely to console the people of Delhi ~nd other. Chief ComU~lSSIOners
provinces. That is why its recommendatwns. have be_en thrown m~o the
waste paper basket. I would like to ask them, why di<i--'they no~ rea,hse ~hat
so many Members ?f the Consti~uent Assembly wh?, spend c~nsiderable time
in Delhi have certamly thought Jt proper that Delh1 s populatwn of 2D lakhs
:Should have a say in their own administration? Doe_s it look nice that in case
there is a partial strike in Delhi, the Home Minister and the Prme Minister
-should run about to stop it? Is it proper that even under the new system of
administration the cabinet ministers should 'be called upon to settle even the
petty affairs of Delhi and the people of Delhi should have nrJ. voice?• It is said
-that there being no- parallel -in Australia., it could not be done _also here in
India. I should have thought that we should try to benefit by the constitution
'Of other Qountries and should not merely copy word by word. The example
'Of Australia has been cited, but the population of its Capital town was 8000,
and the estimate of its population in 1944 :was 12,000. Its population is
'less than j:;hat o£ Narela, a town near Delhi. I£ you want to follow the example
of Australia, then by .all means make Na~ela :your capital and exercise your
authority there. The people of' Delhi will ha.ve no objection. Another
example which has been cited is tliat. of Washington. This example can hOld
goo:l to a certain extent. But I think that Delhr and Washington cannot be
weighed in the same scale. Delhi is a commercial and an industrial town
.and it has a population of 20 lakhs whereas the population of W ashingt':>n is
near about 8 lakhs. Washington has been specially !milt to serve the purpose
of a capitaL Delhi has been in existence for centuries, nay for thousands of
years. It has a culture of its own and its population has it;; own requirements.
To my mind, great injustice is being done to the citizens of Delhi by dismissing the whole question in few lines by saying thny, as it is not done in
United States ancl in .Australia, therefore nothing can be done likewise in
Delhi. I would like to ask whether it is not a fact that Moscow has a separate
pro~ince and a provincial administration of its own. If Moscow, being the
Capital of. U.S.S.R. can have a separate administration, why can't Delhi ha've
one? Is rt not a facb that there are four ·separate provinces in the Union of
South Africa? And is it not a fact thatJ even there, the capital citv is also
the capital of a provil~ce? Then why cannot it be done in India?" Only two·
~xamples have be~n c.Ited before us and o~ these two, one is that of a place
where the popula.twn rs 8000. I would hke- to ask with. greatest respect:
what comparison could. there be between the capital of Australia and Delhi?
Is it not an injustice that the case of Delhi- be dismissed in a minute by comparing it with a town having a populaton of 8000?
I would li~e to say in all humility that i:f this Constituent Assembly, which
representa;tive of the people, does not lend its ear to the voice of the people,
then they will ha:ve to adopt some other method for making their voice heard by
th~ members. ~mce 1927 from every nook and corner of Delhi the cry is being
rarsed th~t Delh1 should have a separate administration of its own; even today
a reso!u~wn to th~ ~ffect has b~en passed by the Delhi Provincial Congress
Committee. A Similar resolutiOn has also been P!\SSE'd at a provincial
.
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political conference. · Chief Commissioner's Advisory Co~ncil and the Delhi
Municipal Committee have· adopted similar resolutions. Similar resoluti?ns
have been passed in hundreds of meetings but the members of our Draftmg
Committee have completely ignored that; they have not cared :to take. D:ote. of
that at all. I think it is a grave injustice. There can be no greater lilJUStiCe
that the residents of Delhi, which IS the heart of India, be denied a sh·ue in
its administration. It is said that this demand is being put forth ns some·
Delhi-wallas are hankering for Governorship· and -;Ministership.- J ask my
worthy friend that while he poses to be the standard-bearer of the minority-.
rights-Dr. Ambedkar's. attentive eye at once catches even the minutest point,
if any, concerning the minorities-how did ~Le claim of this small province
escape his notice? He should have shown some consideration to Delhi,
regarding it at least as a minorities provin0•~- Even today when it concerns
a religious minority, which is only 30 to 35 lakhs, t-be question is brought
before the Constituent Assembly. It. draws the attention of all of our leaders
~nd they do their utmost to find a soluti9n, but nobody today pays any heed
to the Delhi province. Is it not an injustice to ignore the demand of
twenty lakhs of people and to regard the twenty-lakh population as insignificant? Toda.y about six lakhs of our brethren have come down to Delhi f10m
West Punjab after losing their all. Delhi has given them· shelter and madethem its own; I want to know whether this Constituent Assembly wants tO;
penalise doubly these six lakhs of people by d~nying them franchise? That
would be a great injustice. If you think that 1>elhi, being the capital, needa.
more of protection then you can certainly give it. Delhi-wallas are prepared
for that service. In the recommendation, which we have placed before you,
we have ourselves conceded wHe powers. What do you then lose by giving
to Delhi. a small Legislative Council and a few ministers? You will have full
freedom' to suspend the whole thmg whenever you like. 'fhe special
Committee have themselves given all these powers to tlle President. Ev~n
here, instead ofgiving this a trial, which would be a step in the right direction.
we are told tha.t there is nq necessity of giving it a trial, and the President- ·
i.11 vesied. with powers to take any such action, if and when he thought fit.
On top of it all, it is made out thailo this is the only comprehensive solution of
this problem. ·· Mr. PrMident, through you, I entrea.t the Honourable members
of this House to ponder over this question calmly and to realise that the feelin~
of the people of Delhi is very strong and that their demand and their grievanc~
is quite justified.
The t;Jame may be said about Ajmer-Merwara and Coorg; but as most
probably they' may amalgamate themselves with their neighbourin15 statesthel may thus acquire all the rigi:J.ts enjoyable by an autonomous province;
but as_ regards Delhi it is being ordained that there would be no change in itsrlatus. Previously, Delhi's population was about. six lakhs. Its present
population is near about ·twenty lakhs, and it is estimated that within thenext decade it would increase by another ten or fifteen lakhs. It is the fourth
biggest town of India and its people have uo voice in its administration·.
What is the .state of affairs to~av? Delhi's Administrative report does not·
come before us. We are told that a Chief CommisS-ioner's Advisorv Council'
bas been provided and we must he content with that. So. listen a \it about
"'that al~o. It is more than a year that it was set up but not even once during.
all this period has the Chief Commissioner thought it necessary to consult the·
members of his ~dvisory Council on any matter of day-to-day Rdministr11tiorr,
so far. • When. Mots broke out in Delhi, an emersrency committ-ee under the
Chairmanship of Mr. Bhabha,was set up by the Central Cabinet. But DP.lhi'i:r
A1Tisory Council had no hand in it. t wan~ to know that H some· sort of
misfortune or devas~~tio~ befalls Delhi_ tDday, or ·some sort of difficulties ar&
.'
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created by the people of Delhi, then would it not affect us? How ~~ld _it ~e
therefore. that the . people of Delhi are not to be given any vo1ce m 1ts
administration? New townships are bemg buil~ around Delhi; new liichemes
:are .being planned, but nobody consults the people of DeJ?i. T~e.re is no place
for them. For trivial matters thev have to go to the Pnme Mimster or to the
.other Ministers. If Bombayites ·are capable of ~>elf-government, if Calcutta
,people are capable of running a government, and if. U .P. with a population of
.five m·ores can run its government, than the same nght sh6'uld ba given to the
people of Delhi so that they may run the ~dminis~ration of Delhi _provin~~
Th,e people of Delhi have never lagged behmd durmg the hour of tnal; th~rr
part in the struggle for freedom has been no less than that of others. In spite
.~f all this, it is stated that no rights can be given to the Chief Commissioners'
provinces of Delhi and Ajmer-:Merwara. I want 1;o emphasize that this
question cannot be settled CSo easily.
Sir, I being the only member here for Delhi, my voice is feeble; I get little
opportunity to make known tn this House the aspirations of the people of
Delhi. Today, with the great difficulty I have got this opportunity to put
their case before this House; who cares for a cry in the wilderness?· The mos£
potent argument that I can place before you is that whatever safeguards you
think proper, yo.u may take. We shall have no objection to that, but the
local administration should be entrusted to the people of Delhi. Delhi's
status should be similar to that of other provinces. If you do not concede this
right to them, it would be a grave injustice.
The consequence., will not
be good.]

Shri Goku:~bhai Daulatram Bhatt (Bombay States): *[Mr. President, The
minorities are beip.g afforded an opportunity today to speak to the motion. I
.am, however, from the Native States. But these States are as yet political
minors though they are gradually moving forward to attain the age of political majority. I am specially here to demand that we, who have reached.
this fulness of political age, should be recognised to have attained it, notwithstanding those who would like to deny us this right. The fact i~ that our
.States and Unions of States are similar
character to the qther provinces.
I believe that I ha.ve been afforded this opportunity on this very ground and
I only sa.y that it was for this !ery purpose tha.t I had agreed to it and I thank
you, S.ir, for affording this opportunity to me. Since the draft of the constitution reached me I ha.ve been ·carefully scrutinising it. I may therefore say
that it is not tha.t I have begun its scrutiny only a few days back. But from
the day I began to examine it I have felt thai there is nothing in it which:
may be said to be proper and right. l admit that it is quite proper to borrow,
in a written constit.ution, such provisions from constitutions of other countries as may be considered obviously very good and useful. But the bold and
authoritative sta.tement of the Chairman of the Drafting Committee that the
.constitution we are going to accept would be the best in the world should
be taken with some reservation. He says so because he is one of those who
have pre-pared tl;tis draft-and I admit that. they are entitled to gratitude on
()Ul' part for the pains they have taken and the labours they have vut in, borrowing parts from the constitutions of innumerable countries. OI course, it is
not that these partS~ are disparate nor do I sug-gest that they have strung up
a remarkable frame of unharmonious parts gathered from here and there. No,
I would not like· to make such an observation, for I do not think that the disparity within its various parts is to such an extent as would justify suoh a
sentiment. fBut I would say that even in the buildings of Delhi, the city
where we are meeting today and of which Shri Deshbandhuji has been telling us just now and which I agree should be given a separate status of its own
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in t;!le build~gs of Dt?lhi, for exampl~, in a building like the Governor General's .
House there are to be found traces or ancient architecture just as much as thereare those of modern architecture. Similarly I concede that good prov_isions of t~e
constitutions of other countries may be included in our Constitution. ;But ·I feel
pained today, as I did ·even before, that in our eagerness to borrow from other
countries we have, totally neglected those ancient principles and institutions of
our, country which are there even today and which 'we have inherited in
our .blood. It is a draft of the Constitution but neither its guiding principles nor
its body are vitaiised by the heart of India. The truth is that it does not give us
the sense of being our own.
This draft is no doubt beautifully decorated and
-decorated with :flowers and other attractive articles. But the fragrance which
such a constitution should give out is not there. I~ not suggest th~t the laboursof the Committee yvere a mere waste of energy and time, but I beg
be e1ecused
if I do wonder why so many months were spent on it when the constitution
to be framed was to be only of this nature. I do not depy that there are some
~ood fea.tures in it and I -extend my congratulations to them .for the same;
but considering it as a whole I doubt seriously if it can at all b~ considered
u constitution which is Indian in spirit and in character.

to

Dr.\ Ambedkar ~oldly admitted. a~d the members of the Drafting· Committee do concede that in this constitution there is no provision ·for establishlug Panchaya.t Raj, the viHage Panchayati system in India. When there is
no such provision, it can never be the constitution of India. To forget or
spurn the system of village Panchayats, which has lifted us up and whieh
has sustained us so far and to declare boldly that it has been deliberate~y
spurned-well in all humility I lodge my protest against· it. They admit that
!hey have spurned it and have not included it in our constitution. He has
•' l.Hjd so and that too with great emphasis. ) am pained at' the fact that the
~,!hai-rman of our prafting Committee has used the words, "what is the villa~e
Lmt a sink of localism and a den of ignorance ... I am glad that the Draft Constitutiol). has discarded the village ... " I was grieved to find that our great Pa.ndit
with all hi~ knowledge of Sanskrij and politics, has opposed the system of
village Pancha.yats in this wa.y. If the village' is to be discarded, someone
can also boldly demand tha.t this constitution be discarded. But I am a;
humble person and do not have much experience either. Occasionally I am
le2. by- sentiment also to make an observation. But in all circumstances an
attempt should be made to include in some form, by the amendments we! ~n-,
tend to bring forward, that democracy should be the founda-tion of our polity.
Then alone can our Constitution be complete, then alone will it have life and
- then alone will we have the feeling tha.t this constitutio-n is ~ur own.
Otberwi~e
:we would be rearing this great building on a foundation of s:md and it will surely
fall down. This is what I particularly want to ·sugges1t f!:nd that was why' I
wanted to speak. .
,
·
Another matter, to which I want to draw· your attention is that some cif our
States have joined together to· form a number of unions. It. is a matt-er of
great satisfaction that our able leader Sardar Patel has changed the very
face of the States with great speed and I am proud of it-:- .Now, the constitution. will be completed, I admit, by t.he end qf Deceinbe_r or in January
· ne~t. . B~t several States have and· de~ire to c:ontinue to. have a .separaj;e
existence of their own. It must be said that 1f the provmce .of Orissa. ca.n
have a separate existence, several states such as Travancore. Cochin, Jaipur,
Jodhpur etc., can also mainta.in their separate existence. But l
humbly
submit that if we form such small provinces. we will find ourselves. in the
grip of much worse P"ovincialism than we have today and all our unity will
be shattered. The result will· be that we will n...ot b~ (iS .,trong as we are to-
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day. 'I would say tha-t the States and provi'nces should be so big and so well
administered as to be able to stand on ·their own legs. A Revenue of six
crores or seven crore·s or eight crores is not suftic1ent. No large province can pull
on with this revenue. lu 11ty opin:on, no such province should be formed as may
have a smaller revenue than twenty w twenty five crores; nor in my opinion
8hould there be formed any union of States which does not have that much
r~yenu~.
But this is- a matter which requ_ires
co~sideration, S.EJecial conc. .,.~_t,wn, by our leaders. I come from Rajputana and from a small State.
Even though I adm·t that the rulers have made great sacrifices aud may
also praise their self-surrender. Yeli I \vonder how long ean Bhopal be permitted to maintain, as it is doing today, a. separate existence from Madhya
Bharat, how long Benares and Rampur can be permitted to have their separate existence and Jodhpur and Bikaner, in our parts, can be permitted to
remnin separate autonomous :dentities. When India. is going to be· divided
into various provinces-and of course they should be big ones--I think the
rulers, rulers of big States, should come forward and on the basis of mutual
understanding merge their States into sufficiently big units. If, for example,
Jt~jputana is formed into a un·t by itself. the question of Ajmer arid Merwara
,yj!J naturall,y be solved for there would be no rea.son to continue its separate
existence. as it is but -a small province. It is a part of Rajputana and should
he naturally -merged therein. Rulers may be given high offices in order to
keep up their dign'ty. ';J'he offices of Rajpramukh and Up-Rajpramukh are
already there. Besides t'bese, there are many other offices in India. which
should be given to rulers because we respect them. So far as the States are
concerned, we would pot in any circumstances like to lag behind the provinces, nor would it be proper to keep them ~ehind the Provinces. If it be
sa'd for any reason tha.t we have acceded only in a few subjects, I would say
that this need not be so. We do Hay that our status should be improved
because you are kind to us and want to lead us forward. \Ve would not
like to be put on ::my other footing than that of t:he other provinces. Our
status should be the same as of provinces in all matters, be they relating to
High Court or Supreme Court. I am sure you will help us in the matter.
\V t- shall ask our leaders to help us, to lead us forward and give us the same
place that the provinces have.
~
•
•
I shall not speak much because many friends have already put many of
these facts before you. But :I do like to submit that in regard to the formation of small provinces on linguistic basis I hold a different view. It is
my opinion that under the existing conditions in India we should not even
think of this ·for ..at least the next ten years. I would submit earnestly to
mv friends to postpone for the -present the issue of the Linguist'c Provinces
fo; the sake of the unity ~that we are seeking to establish and for the sake
of the powerful nation we Hre trying to build up now. We shall think over
the question after ten years when things have settled down.
This is what I wanted to say. As far as Delhi and other places are concerned. I would like to urge that we should take into consideration the fact:
that Delhi is the Capital and tha.t as such it must be given a distinct ,status.
I &m one with Lala Deshbandhu Gupta on this question. {But the small
reo·ions like Ajmer-Marwara, Coorg, Pantpiploda etc. should be merged in the
pr~vinces. It is e10 use making them centrally administered 'lreas. Thismuch I would like to submit to Doctor Sahib. He is a great scholar, and
~s such he should treat this country also as a land of wisdom. It is my appeal
to him that he should give a. place to the soul of India in this constitution.]

The Honourable PandJt Jawaha.rlal Nehru: (United Provinces: .General)
(Rising amidst cheers) Mr. Vice-President, Sir, we are on the laRt lap
ball and
of our long journey. Nearly two years ago, we met in this
/
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on that solemn occasion it was my high privilege to move a Iteso•
lution which has come to be known as tb~ Objectives Resolution. 'rhat
it> rather a prosaic description of that Resolution because it embodied something more than mere objectives, although objectiveS' are big ,t,hings in the life
of a nation. It tried t<> embody, in su fur as· it is possihle iu enid'
print to embody, the spirit that
lay behind the· Indian people
at the time. It is difficult to maintain the spirit of a nation or a pepple
:a.t a high level all the time and I do not know if we have succeeded
~n doing that., NevertJwless J ·:b.ope that it is in that spirit that we have to u.ppro- •
a,ch the framing of this Constitution and it is in that spirit 'that we shall consider
· it in detail, always using that Objectives Resolution as the yard measure with
which to test every clause and phrase in this Constitution. It may be, of course,
that we can improve even on that Resolution; if so, certainly we ~hould do it,
but I think that Resolution in some of its clauses laid dcwn the fundamental
and basic content of what our Constitution should be. The Const:tution is
after all some kind of legal body given to the ways of GovernmentSJ and the
life of a people.
A Constitution if ·tt is out of touch with the people's life,
aims and aspirations, becomes rather empty: if it falls behind those aims;
it drags the people down. Tt should he something flheAn toO kPep people's
eyes and minds up to a certain high mark.. J; think that the Objectives
Resolution did that.
Inevitably since then in the course of numerous
disc~s~ons, . passions were roused about what I "would beg to say are
relatively ummportant matters in this lfug-er context d p-ivi'1g !'lhflp.e to a m,tion's
aspirations and will. Not that they were -unimportant, because each thing ~n a
na,tion's life is important, but still Lhere is a queRtion of priority, there 1s a question
o£ relative importlance, there is a question also of what comes first and vvhat comes
second. Aft~r all there may be many truths, out it is important to know what
is the first truth. It is important to know what in a. particular context of events
is the first thing to be done, to be thought of and to be put down, and it is the h:"Rt
of a na.tion ood a people to be able to distinguish between the first things and the
second things. If we put the second things first, then ir.evitably- the first and
the ~ost important things suffer a. certain eclipse.
- Now I have ventured with your permission, Sir, to take part in this initial
.de bat~' on th:s Draft Constitnti.on. but it is· not mv intention t,o deal
with any particulat part of it, either in commendation· of it or in criticism,
because ·a great deal of that kind has already been said and will no doubt be said.,
But in view of that perhaps I could make some useful contribution to this debate by drawing attention to certPin f,PldflTTIP.n+·al factors af[ain. Thad tbouzht that.
I could do this even more because in recent days and weeks, ;r .have been beyond
the. shores q£ India, have visited forc;ign lands, met eminent people and statesmen of other countries and had the advantage of looking at this beloved country
of ours from a distance. That is some advantage. It is true that those who
look from a distance do not see many things that e.xiS:t .in i;his country. But it is
equally true that those who live in this country and are surrounded all the time
with our pi.lmerous difficulties and pr?blems sometimes may fail to see the picture
as a whole. \V e have to do both; to see .our problems "in their intricate detail in
order to understand them and also to see them in some perspective so that we ma:y
have that picture as a whole be.fore our eyes.
Now this becomes ev<m more important during a period of swift transition such
as we have gone through. ·We who have livPd th.,.ough t.h,_is noriod of, t.rPnsition
with all its tr~umphs and glories and sorrows and bitterness, - we are
affected by all these changes;
we are changing • ourselves;
we do no~
notice ourselves changing or the ,country changing so' much and i~ iS! -a
·little helpfultci be out of this turmoil for a while and to look at, it .from a distance
a.nd to look at it also to some extent with the.eyes o£ other people. I have had
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that opportunity given to me. I am glad of that opportunity, because for the.
moment I was rid of the tremendous burden of responsibility which all of us
-carried and which .in a measure some of us who have to shoulder the burden of
Government have to carry more. For a moment I was rid of those immediate
responsibilities and with a mind somewhat free, I could look at that picture and I
saw rro111 that dn;tance tne r1S1ng i::ltar 01 lnd1a far al>ove the bonzou (hear, hear)
.and casting its soothing light, in spite of all that has happened, over many oountries of the world, who looked up to it w1th nope, who considered
that out of this new Eree India would come various forces which
would help Asia, which would help · the world somewhat to ~right
itself,
which
would co-operate with other similar . forces elss,where,
becau.ce the world :s in a bad way, 1ecause this great continent
of Asia or Europe and the rest of the world are in a ba~ way and are faced with
:prob.erns IV!Uch rn•!!h.1' nlrnost annern· to be ·msurrnoqntHhle. A.nrl ~onwt.1rnos one
has the feeling as if we were all actors in some terrible Greek tragedy which- was
moving on to its inevitable climax of disaster. Yet when I looked at this picture
.again from afar and from here, I had a feeling of hope and optimism not Inemly
because of India,'but because also of other things that .I saw that the tragedy
which seemed inevitable was not nece.ssa.rily inevitable, that there were many
other forces at work, that there were innumerable men and women of goodwillhl
the world who wanted to avoid this disaster and tragedy, and there was certainly
.a possibility that they will succeed in avoiding it.
But to come back to India,twe have, ever since I moved this Objectives Resolution before this Hou~ie-a year and eleven months ago, almost exactly-passed
through str,ange. transitions and changes. We function here far more independently than we did at that time. We function as a so'\,ereign independent na.tion,
but we have also gone through a great deal_of sorrow and bitter grief during this
period and all of us have been powerfully affected by it. The country for which
we were going t{) frame this Constitution was partitioned and split into two. And
what happened afterwards is fresh in our minds and will remain fresh with all it1:1
horrors for a very long time to come. All that has happened, and yet, in spite
{)f all this, India has grown in strength and in freedom, and undoubtedly this
-growth of India, this emergence of Ir,dia as a• free country, is one of the significant
facts of this generation, significant for us and for the vast numbers of our
brothers and sisters who live in this country, significant for Asia, and significant
for the world, and the world is beginning to realise-chiefly I think and I am
glad to find this-that India's role in Asia and the world will be a beneficent
role; sometimes it may be with a measure of apprehension, because India may
play some part which some people, some countries, with other intereilts may
not particularly like. All that is happen:ng, but the main thing is this great
significant factor that India after a long period of being dominated over has
emerg~d as a free sovereign democratic independent country, and that is a
fact which changes and is changing history. How far it would change history
will dep_end upon us, this House in the present and other Houses like this
.Coming ih the future who represent the organised will of the Indian people.
That is a tremendous responsibility. Freedom brings responsibility; of
course there is no such thing as freedom without responsibility. Irresponsib]ity
itself means lack of freedom. Therefore we have to be conscious of this tremendous burden of responsibility which freedom has brought : the discipline
()f freedom and the organised way of working freedom. But, there is something even more than that. The freedom that has come to India by virtue of
many things, history, tradition, resources, our geographical position, our great
potential and all that, inevitably leads India to play an important part in
world affairs. It is not a question of our choosing this c;>r that; it is an inevitable consequence of what India is and what a free India must. be. And,
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because we nave to play that inevitable part in world affairs, than brings.--.
another ~nd gre~ter respon_sibility. Sometimes, wit~.>all my hope and optimism~
· and c~nfidence m my natron, I rather quake at the great responsibilities that. ..
are bemg thrust upon us, and which we cannot escape. If we get tied up in.
~ our .~arrow co~trovers:es, we may forget it. Whether we forO'et
it or not, that:
0
responsibility is there. . If vie forget it, we fail in that me asure. Therefore,
I ·would beg of this House to consider these great responsibilities that havebeen thrust upon India, and because· we represent India i;n this as ill many
other spheres, on us in this House, •and to work together in the framing of the·
Constitution or otherwise, always keeping that in view, because the eyes of the·
world are upon us and the hopes and aspira~ions of a great part of the world nre
also upon us. We dare not be little; if we do so,
do an illcservice to this
country of ours and to ·those hopes and aspirations that surround us from· other·
countries. It is in this way that I would like this House to consider this Constitution : first of all to keep the Objectives Hesolution before us and to see how
f~r we are going to act up to it,· how far we are going to build up, as we said- in
that Resolution, "an Independent Sovereign Republic,· wherein all power and'
authority of the Sovereign Independent 'India, its constituent parts ·anD- organs
of Government, are derived from the people, and wherein· shall be guaranteed'
and secured to all of the people of India ,justice,- social, economic and political;
equality of status, of opportunity, and before the law; freedom Cif thought and'
expression, belief, fa:tth, worship, vocation, association and ·action, subj·ect to·
law and public· morality; and this ancient land ~tain its rightful and honoured place in the .world and make its full and willing contribution to the promotion of world peace and the welfare of mankind."

we

I read that last cia:use in particular because that brings to o~r mind India's.
duty ,to the world. I should like this House when it consideTs the various con_ ·
troversies-there are bound to be«Controversies and there should be controversies.
because we are a living and vital ·nation, and it is right that people should
think differently and it is also right that, thinking differently when they come.
to decisions, they should' act unitecUy in furtherance of those dec,isions. There
are various problems, some very important problems, on which there is very
little controversy and we pass them~they are of t.he greatest importance---.
with a certain unanimity. There are other problem~, ~_important no doubt,.
possibly of a lesser importan.ce, on which we spend ~ great. deal ·of time and·
energy and passion also, and do not arrive at agreements in that spirit with.
which we should arrive at agreements.· In the country today,· reference has. been mude-I will mention one or two matters-to linguistic provinces andto the question of language in this Assembly and for the country. I do not
, propose to say much about these questions, except to sa.y that it seems to me·
and it bas long seemed to me inevitable that in India some k1nd of re~organisa~
tion ,should take place of provinces, et.c. ,, to fit in more with th~ cultural, geographical and economic condition of the people and with their desires. We havelong been committed to this..
I do not think it -is good enough just to ·say
linguist.ic provinces; that is a major factor,., ~o be considered, no doubt. But
there are more imPortant factors to be cons1dered, and you have therefore to
: consider the wh~le picture before you -proceed to break up what we havl?_got and
· re,fashion· it into something new. Yfhat I would like to place before the·
House is that, important from the point of view of our future life and ~o_1ernance
as· this question is, I ";ould not have thought thl'l.t. this was a quest:on o~ that
primary importance, which must be settled here and now today. I~.1s emmently a question which. should be set.tled in -an a~mosphere of good-WI~l a.nd c.alm
and on,a rather scholarly discussion of the vanous factors of th~ case.. I find,
unfortunately, it has raised a considerable degr,ee of heat and passiOn and
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when heat and passion are there, the mind is ~lauded. Therefore, I would
beg of this House to take these matters into consideration when it thinks fit,
and to treat it as a thing which should be settled not in a hurry wlien passions
are roused, but at a suitable moment when the time is ripe for it.
The same argument, if I may say so, applies to this question of language.
Now, it is an obvious thing ;and a vital thing that any country, much more so
a free and independent country~ must function_ in its own language. Unforttmately, the mere fact tha~ I am speaking to this House in. a foreign
language and so many of our colleagues here have to address the House in a
foreign language itself shows that something is lacking. It is lacking; let us
recognise it; we shall get rid of that lacuna undoubtedly. But, if in trying
to press for a change, an immediate change, we get wrapped up in numerous
controversies and possibly even delay the whole Constitution, I 'submit to this
House it is not a very wise step to take. Language is and has been a vital
factor in an individual's and a nation's life and because it is vital, we have to give
it every thought and consideration. Because it is vital, it is also an urgent matter;.
and because it is vital, it is also a matter in wh:ch urgency may ill-serve our purpose. There is a slight contraniction. Because, if we proceed in an urgent matter
to impose somet-hing,-may be by a majority, on an unwilling minority in parts of
the country or even in this House, we do not really succeed in what we have starteq. to achieve-: Powerful forces are at work in the country which will inevitably
lead to the substitution o£ the English language by an Indian language orIndian languages in so far as the different parts of the country are concerned;
but there_ will always be one all-India language. Powerful forces are also
working at the formation of that all-India language. Language ultimately
grows from the p_eople; it is seldom that it can be imposed. Any attempt to
impos·e a particular form of language on an unwilling people has usually met
with the strongest opposition and has ~ctually resulted in something thevery. reverse of what the promoters thought. I would beg this House to consider the fact and to realize, if it agrees with me. that the surest way of developing a natural all-India language is not so much to pass resolutions and laws
on the subject but to work to that end in other ways. For my part I have a
certain conception of what an all-India language _should be. Other people's
conception may not be quite the same as mine. I cannot _impose my cc;mception on this. House or on the country just as any other person will not be able
to impose his or her conception unless the country accepts it. But I wtmld
much rather avoid trying to impose my or anyone else's conception but to.
work to that end in co-operation and amity and see how, after we have settled
these major things about the Constitution etc., after we have attained an even
greater measure of stability, we can take up each one of these separate questions and dispose o£ them in a much better atmosp.here.
. The H~us_e will remen;ber that when I brought that motion of the. Objectives Hesomtwn before thrs House, I referred to the fact that we .were askingfor or rather we were la.ying down that our Constitution should be framed for
an Independent Sovereign Republic. I stated at that time and I have stated
subsequently this business of our being a Republic is entirely a matter for us
" to detennine of course. It has nothing or lit.tle to do with ~hat relations we·
should have with other countries, notably _the United Kingdom or the Common_
- wealth that used to be C'alled ~the British Commonwealth of Nations.
That
was a. question which had to be determined again by· this House and by none
.~lse, mdependently ,of v:hat our Constitution was going to be. I want t;.o,
mform the :f!ouse _tnat m recent weeks when I was in the United Kinadom
whenever Mus subJect or any allied subject came up for a private discus:ion___:_
there was r:o public discus~ion or dec~sion because the Commonwealth Conference whwh !'attended did not consider it at all in its sessions~but inevitably
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there were private discussions, because it is a matter of high moment not
-only for us but for other countries as to what, i£ any, relation we should have,
what contacts, what links we should bear with these other countries. Therefore the matter came up in private discussion. Inevitably the 'first thing that
I had to say in all these discussions was this that I could not as ah individual-even though I had been honoured by this high office of Prime Ministership1 could not in any way or in any sense commit the country-even the Government which I have the honour to represent could not finally decide this matter.
-This was essentially a matter which the Constituent Assembly of India alone
-can decide. That I made perfectly clear. Having made that clear, I further
pointed out this Objectives Resolution of this Constituent Assembly. I said
it is open of course to the Constituent Assembly to vary that Resolution as it
-can yary anything else because it is Sovereign in this and other matters.
Nevertheless that was the direct-ion which the Constituent Assembly gave to
itself and to its Drafting Committee for Constit:uticn, and so long as it remains
as it is, and I added that so far as I knew it vwuld remain as it is ( aheerR)
-that Constitution would be in t13rn1s of that Objectives Resolution. Having
made that clear, Sir, I said that it has often been said on our behalf tha.t we
-desire to be associated in friendly relationship with other countries, with the
United Kingdom and the Commonwealth.
How in this context it can be done .
--or it should be done is a matter for careful consideration and ultimate decision
naturally on -our part by the Constituent Assembly, on their part by their
Tespective Governments or peoples. That is all I wish to say about this matter
.at this stage because possibly in the course of t.his session this tp-attef
no doubt will come up before the House in more concrete form. But in what-e.ver form it may come up whether now or later, t-he point I should like to
stress is this, that it is. something apart from and in a sense independent of t.he
·Constitution that we are considering. We pass that Constitution for an
Independimt Sovereign Democratic India, for a Republic as, we choose, aud
·the second question is to be considered separately at whatever time it suits this
House. It does not in any serise .fetter this Constitution of ours or limit it
·because this ·constitution coming from the people of India t-hrough their representatives represents their free will with regard to the future govermm~e of
India.
- Now, may I beg again to repeat what I said earlier and that is this : that
·destiny has cast a certain role on this country. Whet.hei· anyone of us present
"here can be called men or women of dest.iny or not I do not know. That is a big
word which does not apply to average human beings, but whether we are men
or women of destiny or no£;>:India is a ~ountry of dest-iny (cheers), and so fRr
·as we represent this great co1intry with a great destiny stretching out in front
·of her; we also have- to function as men and women of destiny, viewing all our
problems iii that long perspective of destiny and of the World and of Asia,
·never forgetting the great responsibility that 'freedom, that this great destiny
of our country bait- oast upon us, not losing ourselves in petty_ controversies
-and debates which mav be useful but which will in this context be either out
·of place or o2t of tune.'' Vast numbers of minds and eyes look in this di1·ection.;
We ha-ve to remember them. Hundreds of millions of our own people look to
us and hundreds of millions of others also look to us; and remember this. that.
while we want this Constitution to be as solid and as. permanent a structure
as we can make it, nevertheless there is no permanence in Constitutions'.
'There should be a certain flexibility. If you make anything rigid and permanent, you stop a Nation's growth. the growth of a living vital organic
people. Therefore it has to be .:flexible. So !llso, when you pass this Constitu
. irlon ":YOu will, and 1 think it is proposed, lay down a period of years-whatever
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that period may be~during which changes to that Constitution can be easily
made without any difficult process. That is a very necessa.ry proviso for a
number of reasons. One is this : that while we, who are assembled in this
House, undoubtedly represent the people of India, nevertheless I think it can
be said, and truthfully, that when a new House, by whatever name it goes, ia
elected in terms of this Constitutrion, and every adult in India has the righlt
to vote-man and woman-the House that emerges then will certainly be fully ,
representative of every section of the Indian people. It is right that that
House elected so-under this Constitution o£ course it will have the right to do-'
anything-should have an easy opportunity to make such changes as it wants
to. But in any event; we should not make a Constitution such as some
other great countries have, which are so rigid t~at they do not and cannot be
adapted easily to changing conditions. 'roday especially, -when the world isin turmoil and we are passing through a very swift period of t.ransition, what
we may do today ~may not be wholly applicable to_rriorrow. 'rherefore, while·
we make a Consti-tution which is sound and as basic as we can~ it should alsn be·
flexible and for a period we should be in a position to change it with relative··
~~.

'

May I say one word again about certain tendencies in the country which.
still think in terms of separatist existence or separate privileges and the like ?
This very Objectives Resolution set out adequate safeguards to be provided
for minorities, for tribal areas, depressed and other backward classes. Of
course that must be done, and it is the duty and responsibility of the majority
to see that this is done and to see that they win over all minorities which
may have suspicions against them, which may suffer from fear. It is right.
and important that. we should raise the level of the backward groups in India.
and.bring them up t.o the level of the rest. But·it is not right that in trying~
to do this we create further barriers, or even keep on existing barriers, because
the ultimate objective is not separatism but building up an organic nation, not
necessarily a uniform nation because 'we have a varied culture, and in this.
country ways of living differ in various parts of the country, habits differ and
cultural traditions differ. I have no grievance against that. Ultimately ill'
·the modern world there is a strong tendencl for the prevailing culture to influence others. That may be a natural influence. But I think the glory of
India has been the way in which it has managed t{) keep two things going at.
the same time : that is, its infinite variety and at the same time its unity in
,that variety. Both have to be kept, because if we have only variety, ·then
that means separatism and going to pieces. If we seek to impose some kind
of regimented unity that makes a living organism rather lifeless. Therefore,
while it is our bounden duty to do everything we can to give £ull opportunity
to every minority or group and to raise every backward group or class, I donot think it will be a right thing to go the way tl;:lis count.ry has gone in the pash
by creating barriers and by calling for protection.
As a matter of fact
nothing can protect such a minority or a group less than a barrier which· separates it from the majority. It makes it a l)ermanently isolated group and it
prevents it from any kind of tendency to bring it closer to the other groups in·
the country.
I trust, Sir, that what I l1ave ventured to submit to the House will be borne·
in mind when these various clauses are considered and that ultimately we
shall pass this Constitution in the spirit of the . solemn moment when we
started this great endeavour.
The Assembly then adjourned for Lunch till

Thr~

'"If the CJoek.

:rhe Consti~uent Assembly reassembled after lunch 'at Three of the Clock,.
: ~r. Vice-President (Dr. H. C. Mookherjee) in the Chair.

Giani Gurm~ Singh. Musafir (East Punjab: Sikh): J.l4r. President, 'like'
my Honourable fnend onn Deshbandhu Gupta, I cannot say that Dr. Ambedkar, President of the Drafting Committee does not deserve any congratulation.
On several matters he deserves congratulation for several reasons and the Committee's labour in framing this first constitution is~ certainly praise-worthy.
1)1 spite of that, if anybody discovers any error, he mentions it, according w the
measure of his understanding ..
·Now I want to say something regarding Article 5 which is embodied in bhe
Part relating to the right;; of citizenship. S_ome of my friends have already
drawn our a.ttention ·to the fact that it would be very difficult for illiterat_e ~'"
people to appear before a magistrate for filing their declarations. But I look at
it also from another point of view. From both points of view, some sort ·of
amendment is essential, because in this Article no distinction has been made
between a foreigner and the Hinaus and the Sikhs coming from Pakistan. Those
that are still perforce in Pakistan will have rfo right of acquiring citizenship
after this Constitution has been framed. I think this Article should be 1so
amended that they might be regarded as the citizens of this land, whenever
they come here.
There is yet another point.
Just at present ~on- Muslims
are coming froni East Bengal. I£, therefore, any provision is made in this
Constitution to the effect that they would not be able to come, ·after t-his Constitution has been passed, then the proce"ss of tneir migration will gain momentum.
We are not able to look fully well after the refugees who have , come
here already. From _this point of view, too, I co~sider it expedient that suitable amendment shovld be made in this item.
·
Another point which I want to mention is regarding the Fundamental rights,
namely the' <:me which concerns our basic rights .. 1'hey :ttave been ~;tated in
grandiloquent style, but the many limitations made therein have lessened the
grandiloquence. Seth Damodar Swarup haQ. moved an amendment on behalf of
hi<~ party, which was lost.
The object of his amendment was to point out that
• this Assembly which is not elect11d on the basis of joint electorate and adult
· iranchise, is not rep1;esentative of the masses; but we did not agree with, him
.and the House rejecj;ed his amendment. But ..this . much is very clear that
although our Assembly was not e:ected on the basis of joint electorate and
adult franchise, yet this Constituent Assembly has to look to, the interest of
the masses at the time. of framing the constitution.
Articles 9 to 12, where
the people's rigl;tts have peen embodied, answer the objection raised by Setli
For instance, there is equality, o.f right on the basis of religion, race
Sahib.
{)l' caste, meaning thereby that there shall be no discrimination on grounds
of ··
Caste.' Untouchability is abolished. Freedom of speech is guaranteed and in
awarding punishment, rio discrimination shall be made on g~oui!_?.s of creed or
caste.
All these things have been incorporated and they are aU very good;
- but 1 have objection against some of the limitations. For example, in ArticlEt.
13 freedom of speech has~been guaranteed, freedom of movement. throughout
th~ country without any distinction has been given and there is :freedom to
·acquire and to dispose of property-::;-:all these things ha_ve been embodied. Bu!
.the limitatiol! imposed in item (5} of Article 13 should not have been there.
_In the face of these limitations, all these gran<f clauses which_ have been em-bod;ed
it will lose some ·of their grarrdeur. Even 'riow I have this complaint,
any body may admit it or not; but I strongly believe, that those oi our brethren
who have comefrom Pakistan-although in some p1a~es they have been treatzd
,.;•ell; yet distinction has certainly been made and· their rehabilitation has 'lOt,
Men liked.
Wherever they have gone,. difficulties have
.. raised
. ,certainly been ...._

in
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in rehabilitating them freely and comfortably. Therefore from the point of
view of refugee problem, too, there s·hould not be any limitation regarding· the
lreedom ~£-movement throughout the country and of acquiring and disposing
•Of property. Those who. cannot acquire plots should have the hberty of acquiring cultivable lands. I have received telegrams from everywhe·re that this limitation should be done away with so that t-his old evil of disunion might dis .
.appear.
'l'hird thing which I \Vant to say is about the lang\iage. 'rhis is a very
important question but I had not thought it to be. so intricate as made out by
-cur learned men and research scholars. Till the time this question had uQt
come to me in its present form, I never thought there was .any difference
tbetwefln Hindi and Hindustani. It never occurred to me that Hindi is ·., separate
language from Hindustani. In this connection I recall a Panjabi couplet of my
-own which means ''Ignorance was· bliss to me; Knowledge has landed me into
.a difficult situation'~ or, in other words, I wish I had not known· about it; now
when I have known it I am in a puzzle what to do.
But one tl)._ing i& quite
dear.
As a principle we should agree to keep only cme ·script in our Constitution. There should be one script and one language for the whole of India, ll$
h't~; been stated by our friend Seth Govind Das Ji and several otper speakers.
I also agree that our first constitution should be adopted in the
N atio1;1al
ianguage. This is my firm faith and my confirmed opinion. S_o far as langulie;e.
is concerned, it undoubtedly varies from place to place; there is no doubt about
it.
There seems to be some difficulty about language question. Some Honourable members have gone to the extent of threatening that ii a pHrticular
~-decision is taken they would stop attending the House or would have to take
some steps as a protest. In our armed forces, Roman script, Urdu script as
well as Devnagri script are p_revalent. I£ we have to keep only one script than
we ought to see in which of these three scripts all our languages can be written
and reproduced correctly. I would go to this extent, tl1at if all the advocates
of provincial languages so agree, t,hen I would be prepared for the position that
Bengalis should leave their Bengali 'script, Ta.milians and Telegus give up their
scripts and Punjabis leave their Punjabi script and ~j>ll these languages should
be wr!tten in Devnagri script and I wo~d have no objection.
Under ~P.e
present conditions however this seems to be somewhat difficult, though
it
would create a sense of one-ness. I£- aU of us differ in ·every other resnect, at
least we must be one in one respect.
W~must unite on one point, that
is
we must agree to have one common script~ in which all different languages
mav be written. I(it is done we shall be saved from several perp!exities. In
·cas~ this is not possible. then every provincial language must be given equal
importance in tpat particular province.
Then remains the question, of language; regarding that I want to say this
that I have seen all the translations of this draft constitution. I have seen its
Hindi translation and have read its Urdu and Hindustani translations. I have
used the word "s'een" about Hindi translation for the reason that I have talked
to several of my friends who are supporters of H_indi. None of ~hem co~ld
~-xplain the purport of the Hindi translation. to me. Our great poet 0f_ PanJab
Dr. Iqbal used to write his poems in Persian. I have read several of hrs books
in Persia~ but when he realised that his Persian poetry was like a wi.lli flower
for the people, out of which nobody got any fragrarne, then he began writing
in Urdu. If you see the language of his Urdu poems, you will find that he
was obliged to use a simple dicti<;>n so that his thoughts may reach the peop!e .
.Just listen; I repeat one of his couplets to you : "Iqbal bara updeshak hai,
Man baton men moh leta hai,
Guftar ka wah ghazi to bana
Kirdar ka ghazi ban no saka."
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Now teil me what you will ca.ll this language-Hindi, Urdu or Hindustani?
To which language do the words 'updeshak', 'Man', and 'Moh' belong? If the:
lunguage m wnwn my tnend, U.hauu1:1ry H.alibir i::lmgn, delivered h11o ipeech the.
other uay, is Hindi tnen lam a supporter of Hindi. Now, we have to see what
is most smtable and most practicable. If you ask me aboO.t. the Pimjab 1 can
tlell you that all ~hose papers, which are supporters of Hmdi, are priuted in.
Urdu scnpt. It i10 not a question of persona1 or individual convenience but of
finding a most suitable and practicable solution.
So what I mean, is that our language should be easy and commonly understandable. I suggest that a committee be appointed for coining the terms, and
after the terms have been coined and the s1mpli±ic;1tion of language decided
upon then I think there will be no difficmty in the way of solving the language
question. There is a short-coming in us all and particwarly in Panjabis, that.
we tend to give a religious tinge to every problem. We pitch, ourselves against
each other on the basis of religion. The matter may be simple but by g1ving
it a religious colour we create a mess.
·
There is. a talk of division of provinces on linguistic basis. On that point OUlconstitution is almost silent; oniy a vague hint has been given. In the Panjab·
this question too has taken a religious turn although it is a very simple one. S.o,
as was said by one speaker in the morning, it is a controversial matter. It.
should be postponed, and this principle should be accept~d that that if province~
are formed o:i:J. a linguistic basis, then all the developed languages will be given
due consideration.
·
My time is almost finished, but I want to say something about the minorities.· I have ..not given much thought to this question because I have been a.
Congress. worker. Even now I am the President of the Provincial Congress. To
my mind, rights of the minorities will be quite safe· in the hands of the Congress.
Governments. But at present the question of reservation is before us. This is
true that on the basis of religion I belong to a minority community, and I am ·
proud of the fact that I have never viewed this question from a com~unal
angle. Regarding this, I would like to state that the Sikh community has.
e.lways been proud of the fact that it•has bravely made sacrifices in making thecountry a strong nat-ion. That was the reason which prompted revered Pandit,
Malviyaji to remark tha.t every Hindu family must have a Sikh son. Shri
Savarkar had once advised the· co-religionists of Dr. Ambedkar that if they
wished to change their religion theyvcould become Sikhs. I had then enquired
from Shri .S.avarkarji as to how could he, being himself a Hindu and an Arya
Sr.majist, give such advice? (A voice-Savarkar is not an Arya Samajist.}
Then, I withdraw my words. Anyway, he replied to me that t~ough he had notstudied, Sikhism, this much he knew that when he was at the Andamans therewere several old and distinguished Sikh prisoners with him·, in whom he had
'found intense patriotism, passion for national service and sacrifice in abundance.
Judged from that he could say that they were good people and for that, reason
ho:>. had advised co~religionists of Dr. Ambedkar to embrace Sikhism. From
t1te point of ·view of the minorities themselves, I venture ·to say that :vithout
Weightage reservation is of no use. I think that if our hearts are frP.P.d from
mutual iiUSpicions and we gain .e-ach other's confidence then several provisions.
can be embodied which would help us in .forging one nation. Goverpors, and
the President MD be vested with the power of nomination in cases where minqrities fail to secure their adequate place under election. H any such method 'is
devised whereby reservation is. done away with, then it would be a test of the
majority also, as well as a step forward t.owari!s forging one n~t.i()n_ W~>. hnve
sPeD how the reservation and separate- electorates have worked unoer the
British regime; inste~d of becoming one nation: the countrv han he'en tom to
pieces.
This treatment simply. aggravated the. malady. We should take. ~
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tea and petroleum are allotted to us, which give abo'Ut eight crores of rupees
ann11ally from Assam alone to the coffers of the Government ~£ India, we shall
have enough to finance our development schemes all round. · Why should notthis export duty be given to Assam, at least the largest share of it, every year?
- An Expert Committee was appointed to investigate these questions and the
Premier of Assam, Mr. G. N. Bardoloi himself led the ·depu~tion before the
Committee.
While the Committee conceded tha~ a portion of the export duty
on jute could be given to Bengal (a small portion of which comes to A&sa.m also).
and that a portion of the excise duty on tobacco might be given to the Province
of Madras, the Committee did notl consider it desirable to concede anything in
favour of Assam on ·account of tea .and petro~eum produced in Assam. Is this
just and equitable? Assam is kept under the system of e.tetnal doles from the
Centre. It passes our comprehension why this difference is made. Is it ?ecause
Assam does not have a strong voice in the Centre? For many years durmg the
rule of the British, Assam has been crying hoarse against this injustice COt;lmitted by the central financial authorities in the past; but all our cries and con'{femnation of that injustice have gone ~eeded by the Centre. Why reduce this
producing province which could have had enough to support itself to a state of a
. beggar perpetually? Sir, I hope any strengthening of the Gentre financially in.this
manner while robbing a province of its legitimate right will not be supported by
any one. I believe that j;his just House with reasonable minds and sympathetic
hearts will see that the province gets a fair deal. Facts should be faced.
I
think
myself
that
the · authorities
have
been
so_
busy
with other matters that their attention could not he drawn in the }last to this
matter of life and death for Assam. We are today appealing to all the
Honourable Members to come to · our rescue at this time. Let it not oe
forgotten· that Assam is a Frontier province which is subject to aggression from
all sides. It is the .duty of the whole Union to attend to this from the very
beginning before evil days come. It is also very necessary for India to keep the
bordering areas supplied with· the necessities of life in order to keep them
satisfied, otherwise adverse. elements will cause great trouble which- may
cost India ten times ~ore than the amount qf money which rriay- be spent
during peaceful time. It will be a shortsighted policy to deprive our Assam
province of its export duty on tea and to re~uce its legitimate share of 0xcise
duties on tea. and petroleum etc. In the past the bureaucratic Government
ov~rlooked the claims of backward· provinces like, Assam or Orissa, but how
can we _imagine that this Constituent As.Bernbly will a.llow the perpetuation of
the same wrong which was '<lone by the ali~n Government? I hope, Sir,
that when the amendments to right this wrong are brought before this Housa
they will receive full support from all the Members of this august As~embly. '
, Before I close, Sir, I must also say that adult franchise is necessa;y E!S the
basis of election. The people everywhere must feel that freedom has- come
to them and that they have a share in the shaping of the administration of the
eou:;.ttr,r. -This ha~ bee~ t.he ho~e given by: the ~ongniss in the past and any
~levwt10n from this . prmCiple will cause d1sappomtment and arouse agitation
lU the country.
It .Is ~ru~ that the common m.a~ .in the villages does not
understand much, but It IS the duty of the pohtwians to educate the common
man i_n the right directio?.
We have adopted demorm.i~i~ principles, and the
salvat10n' of our country IS t.o educate the common man and trust that he will
be guided to exercise hts right .of franchise in the right direction.
I do not want to take the time· of this House with other observations and
criticisms w?ich I woul~ have l~ked to make, but b_e£ore I concluo:le, I want
to say that. 1f w~ are gomg to bmld up fr democratic State; we must- make
every one m this country, however humble and poor he mav be, feel that he
ha_s. a share i~ the m9:king of a better country. We "muS't cultivate the
spmt of £ratern1t.y and this should have full sway in this country of ours
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·So that every one of us, however humble and low we might. be, can feel proud
of this country to which we belong. God also will no doubt help us when we
are saturated with this spirit of honesty and fraternity.

Mr. Moha.ni~ed Isnlail Sahib (Madras: Muslim): Mr. Vice-President.. Sir,
I thank you, in the firs·t instance, for having a.lluwed me some time though
almost at the las,t stage of this· general debate. I sll'all touch only .on a few
of the points I wanted to place before the House and try to,compress my ideas
within the short. time which I understand has been kindly allowed to me
/by you.
.
Sir, it is indeed a great speech in which the Honourable Dr. Ambedkar has
commended the consideration of the Draft Constitution t.o · the House. Forlucidity, for persuasiveness, impressiveness and logic r do hot think that it
could be bea.ten. All congratulations to, him. But this does not mean that
_ m~e-is agreeing with everything that is said by ·him iD. the speech·.
For
example, take th.e" question of provincial autonomy, ;the' relationship between
the Centre and the States. He pleads more really for a unitary type of Sta.te.
He says that a balance. has been struck between federalism and the unitary
type of'Government. But I ai:n inclined to think, when I 'go through the
Draft Constitl!tion, that the emphasis is too much upon the unitary nature of
the State. In my view, this is not conducive to the happiness and prosperity
of the country; Ours is, a vast country of great distances and huge population.
However much the Centre may be anxious to accord uniform treatment to the
various ··parts of the country, still, in the very nature of things,' there will be
draw-backs and shortcomings. 'l'his will naturally lead to discontent., and
conflict. It is for this reason that many political thinkers have been of the
view that a federal type of Government is more. suitable than anything else for
such a country as ours. We in India need not be afraid of anything like
disintegration or undue clashes and epnilicts between the various parts of the
eountry. The example of the United States of America has been cited.
What has happened there really? This country which has got more than
forty States, a1l autonomous, hav~ as one unit, stood two of the severest wars
ever known to the history df mankind, a,nd these States have also stood
together and have dealt with and confronted successfully the stress r.nd
strain of post-war problems that faced them after the last two wars. Take
again the . case of Russia.
The Stat-e~ of Russia a.re called autonomous
Republics. It is said that they· have got. even control .over external affairs.
What h,as happened? That country with all these autonomous repl!blics, has
been able to withstand the deadly and terrible onslaught of the last war,
and today she ·iS 'US one big country, able to pull on in the face of SO many
hardships and difficulties. Therefore, it is no~ so much the type of Government, or the number of pow~rs which we give to the Centre that really
...matters. It is the character- of the personnel which runs the Government,
and it . is the character of the people tl:iat really counts in these matters.
Sir, in spite of the Russian States being al}tonomous republics, what has
happened? Russian has become totalitarian. The Centre has come, in actual
fact, to be over-weighted with powers. Tha.t is hun1an nature. Here, it' is ·
said, on occasions, .0111' Constitution will become unitaiy. But, in the nature
of things, when once it becomes unitary, the tendency will be to stay on the
unitary. type of GO.vernment.
I say that the federal system is more suited
to the COJ:!ditions of OUr country than the unitary type.
The · conditjohs in different parts of the country .are different. · Therefore
they have to be dealt with by the people who are in more .intimate touch with
those conditions from day to day.
In this connection, I shall just touch on
one point. · That is to say, when the province is deprived 6f so much of its
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onomous powers, 'there is a proposal which does not agre~ with th.is framerk, viz., that of the election o~ t~e Governor.. throu~h adult f.ranchise. The
vernor himself li; only a constitutiOnal head If he Is not a figure-head an(
go through all the parapher~~lia. and trouble of havin? him elect.ed by t~ns
of millions of people in a provmce IS no~ necessary and It r_eally bnstl~s. wit?
possible diffieulties and probable -harfls1nps apart from huge exp~nd1ture . lt
would involve. The Governor must of course •be elected by certam agenmes
in the provinces and ft)tes themselves and that is in keeping with the provincial autonomy of my pleading.
Such a.n agency might take. the for~ ot
an electoral college consisting probably of members of the legislature m ~
province, members of the municipalities and district boards and I would even go,
·if friends would like it, to the extent of including members of the Panchayat
Board as well.
After all it may mean only about fifty or sixty thousand voters
in a big province while accor-ding to adult franchise it will runeinto crores, and
when the Governor is also elected by the people through adult franchise it i~
nly natural that on occasions he will come into conflict ·with the ministry
hich will claim to be the spokesmen of the peoplB.

J.

Regarding Fundamental Rig}lts, the Mover of the Resolution said that th'l
xceptions havP not eaten up the rights, but as a matter of fact they have
He says everyone of these exceptions can be
ctually eaten up the rights.
supported by at least one decision of the Supreme Court of America.
To sa.y
so is on a par with the argument advanced by the British politicians when
the Government· of India Act of 1935 was on the anvil of t,be 'P!l.rlil'lment ir,
Great Britain. 'They said they were including in that Act things which were
followed in Great Britain as a. matter of convention. They said that things were
there and 'they had come into being and ther.efore it .was that they ,were putting
them into that Act.
To say that the Supreme Court has decid~d· in a certain
way, has decided that certain exceptions are quite legal and all right and therefore
such exceptions ·must come into our Constitution-to sa.,y that is different
from saying that the people will have the freedom of going to Supreme Court
or Federal Court whenever a fundament-al right is in question in doubt. . This
freedom. of the p~ople to go to ~he Federal. Court even as against the Govern. ment will really Imbue them With a sense of real freedom and that will also
have a salutary check on the Government whi~ is very necessary in democracy.
Some of my friends claimed that this Constitution is a political Constitution
but really i& it so~I don't know. It deals with untouchabilitv, temple-entrv and
religious· instruction .. I don't blame the Constitution or its drawers for this. t
say it is qUite right in noting these things; but one important fundamental thing
I woot to refer to and that is regarding religious instmction. The Const-itution
says that religious instruction shall not be provided in any of·the State schools.
Taking this provision with the compuL<1ory elementary education which is
being introduced in almost all the provinces, it means that the Government
is against religious instruction, it i-s against people getting instructio,n in their
own religion even if they wanted it. Therefore until 15 years of age up_to which
age the children have to be sent to these elementary schools they shall
not have an opportunity in these schools of having any instruction in relig_ion.
But it is the right of the people to have instructions in their respective religion.
That right is not derogatory_ to ,the neutrality or secular nature of the State.
The State would not impose any religious instruction upoh people who do not
'like it. They only give facilities for the people if they want to give instruction
in their own religion.
.
to their children
.
.
Then, Sir, I have to refer to the question of minorities. Some friends said
that reservation must go; _!>Orne said it must go because it is not of much use
and some said that reservation as such must go.
They said that it was goodwill that was required and not reservation.
It is really true that goodwill is
Tequired; it is essential even in the working o£ this elaborate bulky constitution
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and without goodwill any elaborate scheme will be of no avail.
.~ut o~ th.
ple.a goodwill migfit be taken as a substitute for many other provlSlo~s m the
Draft Constitution; nevertheless, those provisions are there.
Goodwill has to
be grpunded on. something and it can't live on air. There has to be something
for goodwill to be based upon and for it to grow and that is the· elementa~y~
~ghts-_fundamental. rights and ~a:feguards. given to ~norities. , Therefor~ It
IS .that my commumty· wants this reservatiOn though It alone does not satisfy
then requirements.
I don'_j; mean to say that it satisfies the people who want:
representation in tpe legislatures~
They want themselves to be given. the.~
rie,ht of really representing their views and the feelings and aspirations before
the legislature. ~ Will these people "Y"ho are the occupants of these reserved
seats under joint electorates be -able to. express the view of the community as
sueh? Whe:Q. I say this we should not rake up the past and I don't want~
refer to the past and kindle and stir up ·controversies. and dis-putes.
w_ ~ shoul
tak\') up this question on its own merits---whether it is reasonable or not
should consider. In my view there rohould not only be reservation of seats b
these seats should be filled up tb'"Ough separate electorates.
I don't find. an
other alternative if you want t<' give the righil to these minorities to express
themselves before the majority community, before the country and before tp.e
legislature.· This is all that is meant by this electorate. It is no barrier between
one community and another ·and if there was any trouble in the past it
was not due to this system of election, but it was due to other things.
As l
have told you, I don't want to enter int.o the past. Again, when we talk of
these separate el_!lctorates communalism is.·brought forward.. In this connection
I would only give the House the benefit of a quotation from one .of the
Ministers, a Congress Minister.in ~he Madras Assembly, about ten days~ngo. A
question was put regarding communal representation; for the admission of
students to a ~ertain college.
-'
One of the Members put the question .to the Minister:
"How is the Minister justified in preserving a,nd fostering communalism even within th&
ranks of the Hindus themselves?" •

Then the Minister fo.r Education answers:
•·Jt is not the Government that do it.
It is there.
The communities exist.
It is an
.unwise man that does not take note of the things that exist.
People are born a.nd dill m
· t)lese various communities."

Then the Minister further added:
....: ,"The Government ·wanted to put an end to this communalism.
But _ without giving:
equal opportunities to the variopa communities to come up that could not be done."
That. is the view expressed by a Oongr~ss leader belonging to the majority

community who is now working an importap.t portfolio in one of the important
province~ o£ the country.
Therefore, _Sir, that is the position.
_There is no. harm in recognising· those
When I was
communities and this is ncit. a position, peculiar to our country.
• a young-mao .r used .to follow the nati?nal movement of Egypt.
When they
_firs.t wa:r:ted mdependence, _a commumty called the Copts came up.
This ·
commumty started a counter-movement. They wanted to be . assured of their
· rights under independence and then Zaghlul Pasha, the l~ade~ of Egypt called
those people and asked them to formulate their demands.
The demands were
- brought forward in due course of time and he coBsidered them.
H~ then said'
that_ those demaJ:?.ds alone w?ul~ not secure. the minority's rights and position;
that they w_ou~d. not evEm give them the nght or proper expression. He said
that he was glVlng; them more. That w~s · h:o':' the nj_inority was treated in
- that country. - Until then, whenever there was anything about Egypt there
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would be something about the Copts as well. But 'all this changed. From
that day of settlement until· now we do riot hear the name of the Copts at all;
Now they are a contented people. They are all livi~g today a;; one peo~le.
I hope the House will consider this question in a dispasswn&te manner, exclndmg
,
·
any emotionalism or sen~iment fro~ the subject.
Shri Algu RaJ. Shastri: (United Provinces: General):; *[lVIr. President, as
there is qnly one hour• left at. our disposal I would request that the time for
discussion be extended by a day. -Many mem9ers have expressed a desire to
~peak and so far no closure has been _moved.
It appears that the House wants
to have more discussion on the subject. The issue is of'great importance and,
as Shri Diwakar said yesterday, it should·· not bB disposed· of hurriedly. At
least one day's extension should be given for its consideration.
Only some of
those persons whose names are already with you would like to speak. ·I beg
to make one more submission. Sir, the e:qtire time t.oday has been given by
you to· those whom you consider to be the· members· of minority communities
They have placed their view point before the House. Will you not now give an
opportunity to those whom you consider to be members of majority communities
to place their views? Some r,:easoned reply to objections raised here must be
permitterl to be made here so that the world may be· influenced to believe that
whatever dec~sions are being taken in this House, are based on reasoning and
not on a majority vote.· I£ any one wants to meet the objections raised here,
he must be given· an oppdrtunity to do so. There is the question of language,
the question of our relations with Great. Brit,ain and -other problems of this
kind.
These are very important matters and require thorough elucidation
In the House. I would, therefore request you kindly to give us one day more
!or discussion. We must have at least one day more so tpat others may also
place their views on these matters.

Mr. Vice-PreSid'ent: You wan.t one extra day!
Pa.ndit Govind Mal&viya: (United Provinces: General): May I support that
request. I think we are discussing a very important matter, for which there
wrll be no other opportunity and I think, even when three d.ays have already been
dP"\>'Oted to this, so long as there a~ a number of _Members of , this
House who have yet. to express their views before it on this matter, I think we
shall be doing nothing WJ:o_ng in extending the time.

The Honourable Shri B. G._liher (Bombay: General): Tomorrow agQin a
request will be made that one more day should be granted. There will be
plenty of opportunities. when amendments are moved and all these points could
be brought out. We have been t.reated to a variet.y of views in different
languages and ·sufficient light. or darkness has been thrown on a subject which
has been before us for two years. I sympathise with Membefs who want to
speak and to be beard, bi1t I do submit that there ought to be some finality to
such general discussion and when you have already extended the time by one
day I tho~ght that was enough. I suggest there should be .no more extensions.
Shri Mahavir Tyagli (United Provinces: General) : As long as there is one
Member who wants to record his opinion on this subject,· he sho~ld be given
a full opportunity to express himself. I therefore submit, that not only one,
but if tomorrow we W8flt another day, then another day must be given.
Mr. Vice-President: I have here the names t'i about forty gentlemGn who
want to speak. At the same time I have to _point out that I have been
' keeping a note of the princ'pai items touched upon by the previous speakers,
and I find that they concem,more or less six different points. Already about
thirty Members have spoken and they have gone round these six different
*[ ] TranslaLion of Hindustani SReech
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points. If the House is certa-in that the gentlemen who come here-after
be able t~ d~ . soD:ething more than cover these six points, then there
WI~ be some· JUstifica_tw~. B~ I am in your ~ands. I am perfectly pre. P~Ied to exte_nd the trme, provided you can convmce me that something new
Wili be contnbuted.
,

"J!J

,Pa~Wt · Govind Malaviya: Would you like us to submit to you a precis· of
the pomts we wish to raise?
"
.
~r. Vice~President; Perhaps you have· mis·understood me ~nd 'that deli-.
berately. .
..
.
,
I have never suggested that I wanted a precis. But those who have sat
down here and listened-you came only,:. today and st> you do not know the
J>oint-s that ha.ve b!Oen touched upon..........
·

· ~andit Govin~ .;Malavi.ya: But I have taken ~he
studied them !

proce_edings _l.!_ome and

· Mr. Vice-President: ... the Members whose names are alre~.dy with me, if
they can convince me"·or convince themselves that they have something new
to contribute, then I a-m prepared to consider the proposition.
Mr.

Huss~n

Imam: (lnteTl'Uption) .......

Shri Sure'Sih Chandra :Majumdar: (West Bengal: General) When there are
forty names outstanding even a day's extension mav not suffice. So you must
go on for the whole week!
.
•
· ·
Shri Vishwambhar DayaL Tripathi: (United Provin~es: General) I sugge.ct
two mor~ days should be given for this discussion.
,
Mr. Vice-President: All right, I w~ll give one day more .. But I do hope
the time will be used for some useful purpose..
Shri Alladi Krishnaswami Ayyar (Madras: General): Sir, before making a few
remarks .on the Draft Constitution, I should like to join in the tribute of praise
to the Honourable Dr. ~Ambe.dkar for ~e lucid and able manner in which he has
explained the principles o£ the Draft Constitution, though _I owe it to myself to
say that I do not share the views of my honourable Friend in his general condemnation of village communities in lndia. I must also'express my emphatic
dissent
from his observation that Democracy in
India
is
only
a· top-dressing _ on Indian soiL
The· democratic principJe was recognised in the variou$ indigenous institutions.-of the country going back to the
earliest period in her history.
Democracy in its modem form is comparatively
recent even in European history, as its main developments are only subsequent
to the. French Revolution and to tihe American War of Independence. The e'ssential elements of democracy as understood and practised at the present day
. are. even of much later date. and have gained currency and univer~al support
·
during t~e last war and after its termination.
Before I proceed to make my remarkR on the Draft Constitution, in view of
certain observations 'of mr,honourab1e Friend Mr. T. T. Krishnamaohari on the
work of t4e Drafting Committee and the part taken by its members, I owe it to
myself and to the Ho~se ~o explain roy position. A_s a me;nber of :he Committee, in spite of my indifferent ~eal~h, I took a fa.Idy act1v~ Pe:r.t. m several
of its meetings prior to the pubhcat10n of the Draft Const1tut10n and sent
up notes and suggestion for the . consideration of my coll~ague~- ~ven w'h~:>n
I was unable to attend its meetmgs. Subsequent to the pubhoation ,of the
draft for reasons of health. I could not take ·part in wny of its deliberations,
and
can claim no credit for the suggestions
to the modifications of the
. draft.

i
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· In dealing with the Dr~ft Constitution, it is as· well to r~member that tho
main features of the Constitution in regard to several particulars were settled
by the Assembly af~r due consideration of the reports of various committees;
this Assembly is not starting afresh after two years of work.
I doubt if ever,
some of the Members who animadverted upon certain features of this constitution settled by this House could disclaim responsibility·for the decisions already
reached. The federal framework of the Constitution with' an over-riding power
in the Centre, the need for a concurrent list and the items therein, the composition of the Houses, the relative powers of the two Houses of Parliament and in
. the provincial legislatures, the mode o£ election of the . President and o£ the
Governors, the relationship between the legislature and the executive, the
cons.titution and powers of the Supreme Court and of the Hight Courts, the
fundamental rights to be guaranteed to the citizen and a number of other matters
relating to the constitutional framework, were settled by this House or considered by the Committees appointed by this House.
In so far as the Drafting Committee has embodied in the articles as framed the considered· decisions
of this Assembly, the Drafting Committee can in no way be responsible for
the decisions already reached, while it may be quite open to the House to
revise those decisions on special grounds.
In regard to such o£ the provisions
of the draft as have n9t been considered by this House, it is open to this House.
to come to any conclusion, consistently with the resolutions already reached
and with the general framework of the Constitution.
The main criticisms on the Draft Constitution range under the following
heads:--,
Criticism 1.-It draws largely upon foreign constitutions and there is
nothing indigenous about it.
There is not much force in ·this criticism· when
it is remembered that federaliSm in its modern form iS Of, recent growtfi, since I
the ·American Revolution and America has furnished the example to all the
later federations.
It cannot be denied that there is a strong family resemblance
betwE)en the several· federations and that each later constitution has drawn
upon and profited by the experience and working of the earlier federal constitutions of the world.
In this connection,· it is as well to remember that even the
Soviet Constitution has not departed from 8ertain accepted principles of federal government.
•
Uriticism 2.-:::-The Centre is made too strong- at the expense of the units. -o
In view of the complexity of industrial, trade and financial conditions in the
modern world and the need for large scale defence programmes, there is an
inevitable tendency in every federation in the direction of strengthening the
federal governrrjent.
The ,Draft ·Constitution in several o£ its provisions has
taken note of these tendencies instead of leaving it to the Supreme Court to
strengthen the Centre by a process of judicial interpretation.
I might point
out in this connection that the U.S. Supreme Court, by the wide in,terpreta,tion which it has put upon the General W el:f.are clause as well as on the trade
and commerce clause in the Constitution, has practically entered into every
sphere of state activity, so that it may be in a position to regulate the economic
act.ivities, the relationship between capital and labour, the hours of labour and
so on, taking advantage o£ these two clauses.
.
Criticism 3.-The e~istence of a large list of concurrent ,subjects might lead
to the Ce~tre encroachmg upon the provincial sphere and giving a unitary
A study of the several items in--the
bias or character to the constitution.
Concurrent List shows that they mainly relate to matters of common concern
aU ?':er I~dia.. Wh~te;ver criticisms might be levelled against the British
admm1stratwn m Ind1a, the enactment of the great codes which has securea
uniformity of law and ·legal administration has been its special merit.
It is
common knowledge that even the Indian States have
adopted the great
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Indian Codes. -Instead of not having a Concurrent_ List or curt~iEng the li"st.
of concurrent subjects, I would advocate the Concurrent Lie~t being extended·
and applied to the States in Part IIL The existence of a .Con"urrent List -in
no way detracts from tl;le federal character of t~e cons~itution, there being.
an independent provincial list of subjects.

·Criticism 4.-The constitution does not give sufficient ·import:hi.cE:l-to village
communities which ~are an essential feature of Indilt's socillll and political life.
·With the large powers vested in the provincial or state legislatures in regard to
local self-government and ·other matters, there is nothing to· prev·ent t.he
· provincial legislatures, from. constituting the villages as administrative units
for the discharge of various functions vested in the State governments.
CriticitJm~5.-The criticism regarding the fundamental rights was that they
· are hedged -in by so many restrictions that no ·value can be .attached to the
rights guaranteed under .the constitution.
The great problem in providing
for and guaranteeing fundamental· rights in, any constitution is where to dr_aw
the line between, personal liberty and social control.
True liberty can :flounsh
only in a well ordered state and w]len the . foundations of the state are not
imperilled.
The Supreme Court of the U.S.A. in the course of its long history
has read a number of restrict"ions and )imitations based upon the above principle into the rights expressed in wide .and general terms.
The Draft Constitution, instead of leaving it to_ the courts to read the necessary limitations. and
· exceptions, seeks to ~xpress in a compeadious form tht~ Jimitlatio:os ani exIt cannot be denied that there
. ceptions recognised _in any well ordered state.
is a danger in leaving the courts, by judicial legislation so to speak, to read the
---.necessary limitations, according. to idiosyncracies- 11nd prejudices it may be of
inaividual judges.
. The problem of minorities has been solved .by common agreement in a •
manner satisfactory to the various parties concerned, and the draft Constitution
merely seeks to give effE).ct to the agreement reached.
As has been pointed out in the spirited address of our Prime Minister this morning, while regimented unity will not do, nothin~ should be done which will tend to perpetuate the division of the nation into minorities- and to prevent the consolidation
•of the nation.
·
The next criticism is that the common man is ignored and there is no
.socialistic :flavour· about 'the Constitution. Sir, the Constitution, while ·it
does not commit the country to any particular form of economic structure or
social adjust¥Ient, gives ample scope for futur~ legislatures . and th~ future
Parliament to evolve any ecm1omic- order and to undertake any legislation ~hey
choose in public interests. In this connection, the various Articles whicb. are·
direct.ive principles of social policy are not without signiHcance and importance.
While from the very nature they cannot be justiciable or enforceable legal rights
. in a court of law, th~y are i.10ne the less; in the language of Art.icle 29, fundamental in the governance of the country and it is the duty of the· State to apply
the principles in -making laws. It is idle to suggest -that any· responsible_
government or any legislature elected. on 'the basis of universal suffrage. can
.or will ignore these principles:
.The financial provi9ions in tlle draft Constitution have· also come in for
stro,ng comment from my honourable friend Shri T. T. Krishnamachari.
While an independent source or sources of revenue are' certainly necessary
for, the pi·oper fuqctioning of _a federal government; 'there is a distinct tendency'
however, in the several federations, for the Central Government to act as the
taxing agency, taking care to make ade.quate 1 provision for the units ·sharing
in the proceeds as also fbr ,the central m·-, national Government granting subsidies. After a.Il, it. c;aril!-ot be forgotten that the ta( payer is the individual
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citizen or a corpor~tion-whicbever the taxing agency ~igbt be-an~. the
multiplication of taxing agencies is not a matter of convemence. to_ the CI~Izens.
I doubt whether in the present uncertain· state of the co~nt~y I~ IS possibl: to
· overhaul the whole financial structure and attempt a re-distributiOn on en~rr~ly
new lines. That is why a provision has been made for a Financial_Comml~S~On
at the end of ten yeprs. Possibly the draft ~s defective in that specJ.B:l provision.
has not been made for the re-arranging ot the lists in regard to financial n:atters
in light of the reco:r;nmendations of the Financial Commission without ha-vmg recourse to the procedure as to Constitutional Amendments.
, .
, .In regard to the subj~ct of taxation, Professo~ Wheare makes the following observations in his recent Treatise on Federallsm_;·
"There can be no fina.l ~lution to the allocation of financial resources in a Fedral system.
There can only
an adjustment and reallocation in the light of cha.nging cir~umstances" ·

oo

We then bad the criticism that the Constitution is far too detailed • and
elaborate and. contained more number of articles than any other known Constitution. This criticism does not take note of the fact that we are. not starting
a Constitution anew after a Revolution. The existing administrative structure
which has been worked so long cannot altogether be ignored in the new 'framework. The second point that the critics have failed to take note of is that unlike other. constitutions, the draft Constitutio~ contains detailed provision as
to the constitution and power of the ·Supreme Court and the High Courts and
also Articles relating to the Constitution of the units themselves. If we could
eliminate all those Articles, our Constitution also could be relldered simpler
and shorter. ·
·
In regard t.o the Judiciary, the draft Constitution al!io recognises the impor·
tance of an independent. judiciary for the proper working of democraqy,, and
especially of a Federal Cons.titution. The Supreme Court, under the draft
Constitution, has wider powers than any other court under any Federal system
in the. world.
·
More than any other provision in the Constitution, I should think the boldest
step taken by this Assembly is in the matt-er of universal adult suffrage. with
a belief in the· common man and in his power to shape t-he future of the country. "
For this institution to work properly t.oo great a care cannot -be taken in,.the
matter of the preparation of proper electoral rolls and a unifofm principle being
adopted in the different parts of India. I would commend for. the considerai!ion
of the House the suggestions _made by my fri-end, the Honourable Sbri
Santhanam, in the course of his speech yesterday.
·
There are other matters which require ·very close an<l critical examination
by this Assembly before the Constitution is finally adopted, such as citizenship,
the formation of new States, and the position of the Indian States which have
been grouped together under the able leadership and ·guidance o:f our SaTdar.
The position of the States which are not represented.in the Constituent
Assembly will also have to be considered and dealt with before the Constitutioll!
is comnl~ted ~s otherwise complicated legal qu<7tions might arise in regard to•
the relatiOnship of these States vis-a-vis. the Union of Tndia.
There are two other points also which .have been touched upon in the comse·
of the debate. These relate to the emergency powers vested in the Government
an.d to the ?rdinance-making power. One p.oint that has to be rememb~red irr
th1s ?onnect10n is that any power exercised by the Presi·dent is not to be exercised
on his own respons_ibility. T.he word· 'President' used in the Constitution merely
~ stands f~r ~be fabrw responsible to the Legislature. \Vhether it is Ordinance or
• whether 1t IS the use of the emergency power. the Cabinet is responsible to the
popularly elected House. It should be remembered t{)o that during the last
debate it was the representatives .................... .
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Prof. N. G. Ra.nga · (Madras : Gl')neral) : There is too much noise ,in the
Rouse. Another debate seems to be going on in that corner of the House.
Mr. Vice-President: Order in'the House, please.
Shri Alladi Xrishnamachari Ayyar:. l may mention thaii during the last :
.debate the repersentatives from the Provinces were more anxious, including the
Ministers, ·than anybody else, to •haye emergency powers. It is they, having
regard to ihe actual working of the administration, who wanted these emergency powers given to them. How exactly the emergency power)s to be provided for,· whether any changes are necessary, all that Is another matter. So
far as the Ordinance making power is concerned, the Ordinances will be passed
normally when the Assembly is not in session. I~ the Assembly is in session,
I do not think that the representatives elected under universal suffrage are
likely to be less insistent upon their right:;; than the Members of· ·this Hduse
-elected on a comparatively. narrow ticket.
A brief survey of the draft Constitution must. convince the Members that
it is based upon sound principles of democratic government and contains within
itself eleme';ts necessary for growth and expansion and is in line with the most
:advanced democratic Constitution of the world. It is well to remember that
.a_Constitution is after all what we make of it. The best illustra.tion of t.his is
found in the Constitution of the United States which was received with the
least enthusiasm when it was finally adopted by the different States but has
-stood the test of t.ime and is regarded as a model Constitution by the rest of
·the democratic world.
Shri K. Banuinanthaiya (Mysore): 1\fr. Vice-President; Sir, Dr. Ambedkar
was pleased to make &,reference to the Indian States and made an appeal that
:So far ~S the units are yoncerned, there need not be any difference in the con:stitutional set.up between the Provinces and States. I am glad that such an
·opinion is given, I think, though for the first time. Hitherto, every State was
allowed to have a Constituent Assembly of it.s own, and even the Unions of
·states were pem1itte'd to summon Constituent ~ssemblies for the purpose of
framing their own constitutions. Man;» of us are wondering whether the Con:stituent Assemblies to be summonerl in the States and Unions· of States are
free to make their own constitution, whether thev were in consonance' with the
Indian Constitution or not. I want to suggest "some ways by. which we can
:attain the desired end.
1

.

-

Irr Mysore, Sir. the Constituent Assembly has done almost half of its work,
:and when)t was about to a-ppoint a Drafting Committ-ee, it thought it fit that
the opinions of the other Assemblies in the 8tates and also the opinion of this
honourable House may be of much value in coming ' to pnal conclusions.
Therefore it-has appointed a Committee of five members to get into touch with
.the representatives· of other States' Assemblies and if possible wi'th this House
.also .. The personnel of the Committee has been announced.
I hope the
Members representing the States in this House will be able to sit separately
:together either officially or· unofficially· and evolve a policy acceptable to this
House and to the country. · The constituent assemblies in various States
and Unions .of States will no doubt take the ad~ice that may be given to them
by the States representatives in this House. But there are certain impedimen~ in the way which I would like to point out.
'
The States, as you know, Sir, even under the British regim13 were enjoying
:a certain amount of autonomy more in degree t.han the provinces were allow-ed to enjoy and that autonomy, I might say, has never been misused. Every
State, whatever the degree of its autonomy, has always .had 'the interests of
· IwJia at heart and acted accordingly. We, the States veopl.,, feel that the·
Units of the Federation, may not have sufficient autQnomy in the draft as it
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stands to manage \their own affairs well and efficiently. ·The draft as it
stands-! beg to dtffer from Dr. Ambedkar--is rather too much over-Centralised. It practically makes the Indian Union a Unitary State ·and not a
l!.,ederal State. In· their anxiety to. make the Centre strong, they have given
.too much legislative and Jinanc.ial powers to the Centre, and have treated the
provinces and States as though they were mere districts of a province. ·This
tendency, I am afraid, will not make for what is called the strength of the
Centre. Let me tell all those who are concerned in drafting this Constitution
that mere accumulation of riles in the Imperial Secretariat does not make foc
the strengijh of the Centre. The strength of the Centre, if I ·understand
correctly, 9onsists in having a strong Army, a ~trong Navy and a strong Air
Force and in the possession of sufficient money for these purposes, instead of
it taking a begging bowl before the States and provinces. Beyond that, if
they take too muoh power and acoumulate their legislative liuts, what
happens is that the initiative that should come from provinces will' not be
there and the provinoes will be reduoed to mere aut-omatons. I have read experts on constitutions and one o£ the accept-ed tests whether a country enjoys.
freedom is to see how far the. units and the local bodies enjoy freedom and
autonomy. Different people understand the strength of the Centre in different
ways and the Drafting Committee have merely understood that the mere accumulation of files in the Imperial Secretariat makes for the strength of the
Centre. This is a great impediment in the way of the States people agreeing
to have a common constitutional set-up for the units. Before the States agree
to come on a par with the provinces-I am talking here for all the units, States.
as well as provinces-they will have to be assured real autonomy, not
, autonomY'to injure the interests of the State as a whole, but sufficient powers.
and responsibility to manage their affairs well and efficiently. We have forgotten whom we repeatedly call the Father of N.ation. He said that the constitution should be a pyramid-like structure with the Centre ·occupying the
apex. But the present set-up is absolutely topsy-turvy. The fear is there:
in the minds of the St.ates people, that the Centre is taking too much power.
There is one other matter whiclr has not been brought sufficiently. to light
and I hope_I would not be misunderstood•if I say that the States Ministry as
such has caused more dissatisfaction to the States people tlian even the
Political Department did previously. I have heard it said by the representatives of the States people in the House that the States Ministry has failed to take
the' opinion of the States people into consideration at all. They are more
after the Princes and their Dewans. The peo'ple are really nowhere in the
,picture. It seems as though the Princes and the Dewans get everything a.nd
the people nothing. If the integration of States has taken place today; it is
not because the Princes wanted it or .their Dewans manoeuvred for it. It is
because the people in the States who participated in the freedom movement had
created such a position that the Princes had no other course except to follow this
line, and. it is a sorrowful thing that we have forgotten the people in our anxiety
to placate the Princes and their Dewans. This psychology of the States
Ministry has to be reversed· as soon as possibie in order to make the people
really feel that they are one with the rest of India and they are in safe hands.
Then, Sir, the States have been enjoying in the matt.er of taxatitm much
more latitude than the provinces.
\Ve have conceded three subjects and
in order to meet the expenditure in connection with these three subject.c;,
sufficient money may be provided. For exnmple, most of the States collect
income-tax just now. We have no obj~ction if it. goes to the Centre, but the
other taxing heads ought to be left bo the States themsel-ves in order to meet
their ow~ expenditure. In fact the ·cofnplaint is repeatedly made that the
merging States toda\Y are noti enjoying even as br.neficent a Govermne!!t as
they were enjoying under the Princes. That is the opinion of the accredited
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represent.atives of the people. This is a very sorrowful feature. We expected
that after the Princes went away and after the f?tates were merged with the
provinces they would get better amenities arid better opportunities tba11 they
were accustomed to previously. It is a bitter feeling that is expressed .by
the States representatives. In the Orissa States and the Deccan States the
administration under Congress Governments is not as beneficent as it was under
the Princes' administration. I am not merely speaking as
representative of
1\fysore, but I have had occasion to talk with other States re})fesentatives and
this is their opinion..
~
·
'
·Then, Sir, Delhi happens to be the capital for the pre~ent. MOst of . us
frpm the South, from Bengal and from other parts o£ the country, feel . that
Delhi is not suited to be the capital of India for various reasons. Historically
Delhi has developed a curse; it has g:dt all the empires it b.ad buried in its tombs
scattered eall about the place, and we do not wRnt our new Government to go
that· way. I have got not a sentimental reason only. Here in Delhi excepting
for two months either we have to sweat or shiver nnd in this extremity of
elimates, it is almost impossible to do any hard work. The capital· of a.
, · country, it is reasonable to expect, should I:ie in +;he centre of the ~~ountry and·
we can locate our· capital either in the C. P. or somewhere near about.
The Honourable Shri B. G. Kher (B~mbay-Gener\11): Bombay is better!
~hri K. Hanumanthaiya!· Sir, I might say,"" after ·I . have gathered the
opinions of many of my- colleagues, I am saying that C. P. is preferred.
For example it may be Betul in C. p, .Sir, there is an argument that having
expended so much money on Delhi, is it wise for us to expend further sums
of money for another capital ? In Delhi, we can still locate · some of the
Central offices. Now East Punjab is hunting· after a capital and they want
t.o m::tke Ambala as its capital. We can make over hal£ ·of. our Go-:er:qment
buildings here to East. Punjab Government and tal:e money from them. In
the financiar proposals I see that after- the partition of the Punja.b it has not
been able to maintain itself and wants a subsidy from the Centre. I£ you-r.1ake
-. Delhi part of the Punjab, there will be no necessity for us to pay the subsidy,
for it will then be a self-sufficient p~vinee. From this- point of view and from
the point of view of publie opinion also •it is better .and in the interests of the
country and its future,' Delhi· sliould cease to be the capital of India. _ We
must be able to build a fresh capital' in the Centre Prbvinces. ·•rhank you
very much, Sir..
·

a

Mr. Vice-President: Pandit Govind'Mala~iya.
Parimt Govind M.alaviya: · 1S~nce we are carrying on· till

tomorrow, may;
privilege of speaking tomorrow (
·
Mr. Vice-President: I think you had bette'r speak now:
·' P~d!t Govin~ Malaviya: Sir, before I .say anything else, I should like
_to offer' my cordial congratulations to ,ourselves and to the Drafting. Committ-ee
and its. versatile Cha~rman, our friend, Dr. Ambedkar, £or the very excellent
w.ork which they· have ~one ·in giving us this Draft ·Constit-ution. It was · a
difficult problem which they ha:l to £ace and they have t~ckled it most
exrellently. There may be many things in the Draft Constitution whieh
..one ·might have wished to be slightly different, but then that must be so
. 'ebout anything ~hich can be pJ:Oduced flllywbere.
·

I have

t~l6

to

The reason, Sir, why I requested you :to allow m~ an opportunity
-t!l.ke
a :few minutes: of this. House was n9t .to put before ~his House all the points
about which I wish the draft was slightly -different. In such ma-tters,
.differences can remain, but after all tliey. do not matter very much so· long
as a. thing is tacitly good. · For· instance, in the Draft Constitution, there are
some things whieh personally .I should have preferred to be ·.slightly different.
I

.
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'There is the election of the :President, Sir, by proportional representation by
-single transferable vote. I do not feel . happy _about it; I ~hou.ld have
preferred that it shol.!ld have been by a straight v?te. The p:wport10nal method
.might prove extremely unhealthy but I do not Wlt>h to take o~e montent. more
.of your time than is absolutely necessary. I can cnly ~ent10n that. by. the
'\Vav. There is Sir, the right in the hands of the Pres1dent to nommate
:fift.een member~ to the Upper Chamber; I should have felt happier without that.
"l'hen there is the federal judiciary about whieh ·we have a fixed minimum
,limit, but we have no maximum limit. I a.m sorry, Sir, I came only today.
l did not know this discussion was ·continumg. I have not br9ught rpy ·
;papers, etc. I was not prepared ~ speak j.u~t now ... I :am just saying .a few
things as they strike me. There 1s. the mm1mum hm1t but there IS n0
maximum limit fixed to it. I can contemplate a situation where the
·BXecutive, the Government of India, might abuse _that provision by adding
t.o the federal judiciary a number of new judges and getting the work -done by
.them and in that manner bypassing any inconvenient older judiciary. I do
· ·not suggest that it will happen, but whe!l we are framing a constitution for
.the future administration of the country, the more cautious we are the better.
1 should, therefore, have preferrei that there should be an upper ceiling rJso
-to the number of judges of the federal judicature.
Sir, there are many other Sip1ilar things in the
constitution t<> which
1 might have referred, as I said, about which 1 should ,have felt happier if they
were slightly- different, but that was not the main purpose of my taking the
-time of this House and I shall not inflict that upon you. What I particularly
wish to suggest, Sii, )s about the Preamble to this Constitution. We shall be
failing in our duty t<> our country, to the entire history of our eountry, to the
.entire culture and civilization of our country, to the entire ideology of our
_people if we adopt that bald preamble which we have put into the Draft
()onstitution.
'
I should very much like that we should have in it a reference to the
Supreme Power which guides the destinies of the whole world. The reason
why I make this suggestion is not merely thi'!t we have it iu many constitutions
'()f the world. It is not on that ground that I make that suggestion.. As I
..said, the entire back-ground that we have in this country demands that we
should do it. I will make only one submission about it as I do not wish to
· ·take up ·the time of the House and wish to be _as brief as possible. We sit
here as representatives of the people of lndia. Today, in this country, i£ we
were t<> devise some method of .6~ding out as to w.hat the views of the people
a.re in that matter, I am certain that more than ninety per .cent. of our people,
if not more, will be staunch believers in God Almight.v. They will desire that
·our preamble should have such a reference. I submit, Sir, that we shall-be
' failing ill' our duty as representatives of our people if we,-even" if some.of us
~v:n if all of us,_ do not believe in God-I say 'even', I do not say that
1t Is so- but. even If that be so, I respectfully submit that: we shall be "failing
m_our dut;y to our·· ;people and to our country whom we represent here,· if we
do not brmg that mto the Preamble, beeause, ~as- I said, more thau ninety
per cent. of the pf?Op1e of this country believe in God and would like to have a
Teference to the Almighty in the Preamble. 'fhe great ..,point. about our
<m~ture has been, t~e great point about our ph,ilosophy has been, the great
pomt about our social structure has been that, while we have with complete
tolerance allowed unffioJested place in society to everv school ·of thouaht
tc. the atheist and the agnost_ic, ;vet, as ~ whole, as a ·p~ople, we have al;ay~
had a .strong and. fervent ?~he£ m. th~ hJgher Power wh1ch guides 118 • An .all
pervadmg, a~ a~tive and livmg behe£ m, and devotion to God, has bnen, since
the very begmnn~g of our _long and glorious history,· ~he fundamen~ai basis,
the very foundatiOn, the supreme essence of the very life of our people .
.

.
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Mahatma Gandhi's life, the lif~ of the builder of our nation today, was one
beautiful, unchequered sermon to that effect. He died with the name of God
on his lips. Everyday, he practised Ramdbun rtnrl I submit tha.t the glorious:
impression which our country has made everywhere in: the · worlt:i, in the·
international circles and gathBrings, t,he great impression which our great
Prime Minister has made recently in the Conferences where representatives of
all the countries of the Commonwealth' were present, is due to• the philoso~
phical background of our country, which bas in the tlltimate shape taken
the form of our beloved Prime Minister's present. brilliant :md soothing policy
which we h?ve pursued under the leadership· of Mahatma Gandhi. ·I submit,
Sir, t_ha.t we will be unjust th our people and to our country if we do not do·
that. I hope therefore that my friend Dr. Amhedkar and others will consider
that aspect and will remedy th:;tt defect or omission as I feel it to be ..
The other point that I sboulcl like to mention is that in our Constitution
we should ha.ve our own name for our country. I cannot understa.nd our
having a Constitution in which our country should he called 'India'. I shall
not suggest any particular name; I shall be eontent with any name which
appearls to ~he whole House. But, what I submit is that it will be wrong to
leave India as the name of our country. \Ve may, for some time, if necessary,
put down after our own name within, brackets
'India',
or say,
, "(Known in English as India)", as the Irish .have done. Bub, to put (!own
India as ~he name of .our country appears to tpe to be ridiculous: That is the
s~cond point which I wish to bring before this Hou~for its consideration.
The third point, Sir, that I wish to submit is a little delicate. I hope, no
friend of mine
misunderstand mA,
In his speech, our friend
Dr:' Ambedkar referred to the question of minorities. He referred to the
pr~eedings of the Irish Conferences. about partiti6n.
But, he forgot that if
there .was a Cosgrave to say there, "To Hell with your safeguards; we do 11ot
want to be ruled by you," there was the entire En(;\"lish Government to back
him up. · We have none so here now. I am certain that no minority now will
genuinely wish to have any such .separate State. Therefore, I have go£ one
submission to make. I do not say that we should not provide safeguards for
minorities. By all means, we should do so; we should give them every
assurance possible, not only in words, but in actual deed; but what I submit,
Sir, is that the Article in the Dra.ft Constitution about reservation of seats.
should have one further clause added to it-I do· not want to disturb it-I do
not want in any way to take away from it; by all means let the minorities
have tJuJ~t reservation. The clause ·as it stands · today', says · that the
reservation shall automatically go after ten years unless otherwise decided
upon. All I want, Sir, is _that if the minorities themselves or ap.y section of
the minorities themselve~ desire, even before the lapse of those ten years,
to do away with, this reservation or special representation, then, that Article·
of the Constitution should not be allowed to come in the. way. As I said,
I hope I ;will not be misunderstood. H is not my desire in the least degree ·
to take away from the safeguards which have been provided; I onlv want that
the possibility of the minorities themselves desiring and deciding "to give up
that reservation should not be ruled out. I hope, Sir, this will be done.
Then, Sir, I wish to 'submit that, at the end of our constitution, we should
. have a provision for a sta.tutory revision of it after a certain period. I know
that the provisions for· amending the Constitution h.ave been prepared with
great thought. But, not·withstanding all that has been said, I still feel that
the proyision is ~ot of.a. very easy nature. I should like to make it clear that
I am .not. a believer in ve~ easy pro·~isions . for ~hanges or amendments to a
ConstitutiOn. I firmly beheve that It. sh?uld be a, very difficult ,thing to get
through any amendments to a ConstitutiOn. Bui:, · for the first time &t the
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beginning, fop· once only, I should .like that there should be a Statutory P!Ovision
in our Constitution that after the experience of a few ye\lrs, one review will
take place, MJ.d as a re:sult of that review, any changes which are suggested
should be considered and dealt with by the method of simple maJority. I
should like to have that provision for only once. I am not dogmatic abouti"
tha details of that suggestion. It may be_ after three years, five years or
seven years. But, my purpose is that after we have experience of three orfive years, once at ·least we should h,ave a statutory review· which should be
there automa:tically and then after consulting the experience o£ people in the
provinces and at the Centre, we should adopt- whatever changes may l>e
necessary. After that, I should personally like to ·make the provision for
amendments to the Constitution as difficult and as rigid as may be possible.
I -am anxious, Sir, not to let your -bell ring: I shall therefor_e stop here.
These are the few suggestions which I wish to place before the House and
I am grateful to you for having given me this opport1mity to do so.

Shri R. X._ ~idhwa ·(C. P. and Berar: Genera.!): Sir, before we adjourn,
may I know the final programn;te regarding the motion under discussion.
Mr. Vice-President: After tomo~~·ow nobody will have
that mor-e time is want-ed.
,

The House stands adjourned till 10 A.M. -tomorrow.

the

face to say

·/

The Assembh then adjourned :till Ten of the Clock, on Tuesday, the 9th
November 194K
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<the very ftnt make an attempt to stand on he! own l.egs ·and shb:V : t~j; we
.are capable of developing .our own institutions on .the hues ~~t smted to us,
No doubt British statesmen. and all· those people who are accustomed to be
.imperialists are looking askance at us wondering. whether we will. cut_ oursel"yea,
.awav from the British Empire. It is too late m. the day to th1p.k of havmg
.any" constitutional ties with the word 'Empire' which sm:wk,~ so much. of a.
.feeling that had been engendered in the past. But one thmg nec~y;sary 1s t~t
we should not excite any jealousy on the part of powers like Russ1a or Amenca
.by permanently tying ourse!ves to the apron strings qf British Imperialism or
British Commonwealth.
.
·
Now, whatever one may say, the balance of power is yet influencing world
oa.ffairs; arid India, strategically situated as she is in the Indian Ocean, Jnidway
rhetween the Pacific and .the Atlantic and the Mediterranean, has a special res,pon'sibility and an important role in maintaining world peace. Though' we are
:a young nati'On, with very-ill-equipped defences, it must be our duty to see .that
we es~range nobody .in the world ynth ..regard to· our position in internatwnall
,affairs. As such, if we make it plain that complete sovereign independence is
<OUr ideal and also the practical basis on which we are building up our Constitu•tion, we may not estrange peop}e like. the Americans iJ?- the future.
In spite o'f all the tall ~lk that has been indulged;in .with regard to the
Anglo-American Bloc, an undercurrent of jealousy still persists in America
:against the British Empire. But they have realised-even Republican. papers
in America have realised~tha~ they must make a little s.q.crifice of their trnde
monopoly in order to strength~n India and build up a bulwark against the
:forces that ar~ now sweeping ~he East from Russia. From that point of view
I feel that we must have complete Republican and independent sovereignty in
-our-'Constitution and from that point of view, we may command some respect
:and also some assistance from countries which seek our help and co,.operation
'in the near future.
With regard to other matters, we must borrow a lesson ·from the Australia:ri
:and Canadian Constitutions where the provinces and Centre ha~e evolved a sorl
-of relationship which is still the bone of contention in their law ·courts. The
-recent instance in Australia where :Nationalisation of Banking was attempted
'is an example : the .Qentre wanted -P,o nati,onalise the banks but the provinces
-:resiste.Q_. So also in our future 9-evelopment, the relationship between
the provinces and the Centre has to be evolved in the best interests of the
•country. We require no doubt a strong, Centre, but 8 stron·g Centre should
not mean weak provinces. The provinces also should be equally_ strong tp enable
them to perform their multifarious duties and to develop schemes. 'l'hey shoulo
'be left with sufficient financial resources to discharge their· dutie~and co:ritri·
'bute to the strength of the Centre.
·
. With regard to Defence, we have beeh unfortunately split· up by the' maehi
nations of British diplomacy. Whether. it is Pakistan or India India is· 001
:and indivisible as far as the defence of the country is concerned· Pakistan whio}
, is separated on the north-east and· north-west by long stretch~s of the 'Indian
Union territory, is much too small to defend herself and will have to co-ordinate
her defences with Indi!J. Our frontiers lie much further than Pakistan· om
ea_ste_tn frontier lies much· beyond Assam and if we .are to integrate thes~. we
Wlll nave to keep the Stat-es well-knit apd to enter into a sort of alliance witl
Pakistan by enclosing it within a super-federation of this federation,
Sir, I visualise a day when it will be imp~ssible for the new States to ramal
ad separate entities for long.
There was w1sdom in the proposal that thes
4wo States could combine for certain purposes like international trade ctirrenc
and defence. I will not rule out the possibility of such a combination in th
near future, in the next decade, if :we are to develop our ConStitution 0
proper lines.
.. r
.
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.
One more point, Sii-. We have been talkiD.g too much: of a secular State~
What is mean~ by a secular State? I understand toot ·a. see~ fiitate. may
not allow religion to play a very important part to the exclusion of other activities of the State. But we must make it clear that the ancient tnaditions aildi
.cugure of this country will qe fully protected and· developed by the Constitu,...
tion and through the ConsMtlition.

'

Mt•. /Vice-President, I see that my time is up.
'l\Onclude in another minute .

With y.oll["-permission I will

. Wherever you go: to. the Moth~r. of Parli:~ents .. or t~ other .British ID.s~tu,
tions, yoii, find invai-iablv the Church associated with tliem, with their ul1iver7·
sities, W.ith their Parlian;ent, with tlieir Courts of Law an<;t so· on. ··Although I
! do not want to impose our reli"gion in our -institutions tO that extent. J; do pleadl
that we should protect our culture, our peculim:. national characteristics and
traditions. Tilese should be protected by the Constitution. We should · not
fm:;get., wherever we go, that we are not a hybrid nation or a disproportioned'
niixture of seyeral cultures, -lr.ut. that we have a cul~ure and a Government andl
a civilization of our own. This should be re:lieclied in our Constitution ..
Shri Ra.j Bahadur lbnited State of Ma"tsya): Mr. Vice-President, Sir, Jl
ave sought .this opportun~ty from you to speak during the discussion of the·
Draft C<>nstitution, only because I felt impelled by a sense of duty that I should
aw the attention of this august Assembly to two problems which 1 think areeally constituting a grarve danger to our newly-won freedom and to the rmi~y and'
'ntegrity o£ the Nation. I hope and wish that this Assembly, in order ·to·
afeguard tlie new and tl1e nascent blossom of our . freedom woul~ provided.eqp.ate safeguards and provisions in the constitution for the protection of
he Nation and of our hard-won liberty from two great perils. These perils,.
'nd~ed, are too grave to be ignored. The perils' I me.an are tlw evils, of ·:proincia:Iism" and '"communalism" which, in spite of the "supreme sacrifice",
ave yet ri.ot been. laid quite low .. By. this, "supreme sacrifice" I ,mean the·
nartyrdom of the Father of our Nation. For the time bt)ing it appears that tpe
em on. of communalism has been definitely• laid low, but even· SO: I walil- a little
ainl'L\lly surprised when ye8teday honourable Members like Mr. Ismail Rnd
·z.. Lari. . . .. . . .
·
.
, N&wab .Kub8.mm,ad Ismail
(United Provinces: Muslim): on a point of
nformation. I . never spoke yesterd·ay .

nim;

.' · Shrt ltlij Baliiidiir: Some of the Members of this House. referred to th.e nro~
1ision of proportioiu~te representation and separate eh1ctoratls. I ·,mean to say.
:Hr th.at, i£ we went io protect our freedom, we shall have to provide in our
Jonstitution ,that. just as, we have said that there shall be no evil o! "untoucha:Jility!' in our body politic, so also .we shall have flo ·see that these tendencies,
hese idiosyncrasies which have. been responsible· for the vivisection of-' our
nother-land shall not raise· their ugly heads again. If· I say tliis, it is because
:ven to-day when. we are finding that the, effects of parlition are still troupling
•ur body> politic, when. we are n'ot yet free p-orn the evils of partition, there
.re people and· forces in t4e country which are still trying tci revive and perp_euate communal. politics; It is abs9lutely necessary for us to see zyhen we
rame our Constitution that ·these evil forces do not imperi11 our freedom .
. I. may also say· that there is·· another peril from which our country may
ufier andt that is "feudalism" that is still rampant in some of the States of
~ajputana. Owing to the sagacity of,.our States' Minister; the problem of the.
;tates haSJ been· squarely, dealt with; but may 1 still submit. that the people in
h~ v-&:riouli: ·States of' Rajputana are still under the thumb 0£ these feudal• l&nd"'lrds? The Jsgirdari iJ&tem iii still there a.nd the poor 1tbmna for whom. vre· bav.. "
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'been clamouring for freedom are still not breathing the air of freedom. ';L'he
reactionary tendencies of these J agirdars are still there and so l hope that, JUSt
:as the problem of the States has been squarely dealt with, the problem of these
:feudal landlords will also be dealt with squarely and solved.
.
When I talk of feudalism, that naturally takes me to the problem o.f the ·
States. In introduceing the Draft Constitution which bas bee~ plac~d before us
by the Honourable the Law Minister for discussion and cons1deratwn, he (the
Law Minister) spokll of a dual polity. But in this Constitution, I find that
there is a "triple polity" provided therein, in as muc~ ~s the
States are allowed to have constitutions different from the const1tutwn for
the provinces.
We see that
the States are allowed to maintain their
-own separate armies. We see also that their Constitutions would be devised
.and adopted by their own separate Constituent Assemblies. They have also
been allowed to have their own separate. judiciary and the people of the States
will not be allowed to appeal to the Supreme Court even in defence of t\leir.
Fundamental Rights. These things, separate armies, separate Constituent
Assemblies and separate judiciary, are things which cause great conceriJ,_to us,
the people who have eome from the States, and I feel that it is high time that
- this disparity, this incongruity between the various units of the Indian Union is
-clone away witli. · [ would submit, Sir, that it can be safely assumed ~hat the
PrinceS-just as they ha,ve relinquished their powers for the sake of the nation,
so also would the.Y favour the bringing of the States on a par with the provinces for the sake of the unification of the country.· I feel that it will also be
possible for the provision relating to Hajpramukhs to be made analogous to that
of the Governors. They may have the same powers lls the Governors in the
different provinces, but I would support definitely my friend Mr. Vyas in his
appeal that the right of being elected to the high office of governorship may be
conceded to the ordinary mah in the street also. I do not see any reason why
·the office or the high post of a Governor should be restricted only to 'the
Princes and depend only on their choice in the case of the States.
Then I may also respectfully refer to another factor which has lately come
to light in our bod.Y politic and that i~ about the criticism thah we RE'e being
levelled these days against our Ministers in almost all the provinces. That .:Qri·'
ticisin may not have any justification behind it but still the criticism is thP-re
that our Ministers are not following the Gandhianjdeals in their life, that they
:are travelling by aeroplanes, maintaining stately houses and so on aqd so
i'orth. 8.2 I feel that in the Constitution there should be a provision giving a
code of conduct for our Ministers so that we may not in future find, when
'history gives its verdict on us. that we have failed in our duty.
~
Las~ly, ·I would beg to submit, Sir, that the provision for a Council of States·
iin the Constitution seems -to me to be redundant because an upper House htr:8
always a~ted. a~ a .deadweight upon . the progress of the people. This smacks
of a, slavtsh tmttatwn of the West and is quite unnecessary.

I hope these sug~estions of mine will be ·considered by the House in · due
course.
r

Prof. N. G. Ranga (Madras: General): Mr. Vice-President, I am so'rry
·to find that the Members of the Drafting Committee hav~ completely forgotten
the very fundamental thing that was really responsible for bringing this Consti·
tuent Assembly into existence and £or giving them this chance of drafting this
Constitution for India. One would have thought that it woul<i be their elementary duty to have s:1ggested
us that this Constitution. is being framed by the
Constituent Assembly which has been brought into existence by the labours
.of the countless martyrs and .freedom fighters in this· counfry guided and led by
Mahatma Gandhi, nut not a word has been said in regard to this matter.
'Therefore I suggest that we should make it clear that this Constituent Assembly
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comes into existence after India ha~ attained freedom under the inspiring leader""
ship of'Mahatma Gandhi, the Father of our Nation, and that we are grateful for
the unremitting struggle of the countless men and women to regain the right..
of independence for our nation. This is the least that we can possibly say
in appreciation of the services rendered by these martyrs i_~ our freedom st;ruggler&nd I hope the Rouse will make the necessary amendment later on in thisDraft.·
·
·
·
, · N~xt, Sir, I am -most unnappy that Dr. Ambedkar should. have said what
he has said about the village panchayats. All .the democratic tradition of ourcountry has been ·lost on him. If he had only known the achievements of the·
village panchayats in Southern India over a period of a millennium, he would'
certainly not liave said those things. It. he had cared to study Indian hist<>ry
with as much care as he seems to have devoted to the history of other countri~s; ·
·he certainly would not have ventured those remarks. I wish to remind theHouse, Sir, of the necessity for providing as many political institutions as possible in order to enable our villagers to gain as much experience in democratic·
institutions· as possible in _order to be able to discharge thei.r responsibilities
through adult suffrage in the new democracy that we are going .to establish.
Without this foundation .stone of village panchayats in our country, how would"
it be possible-for our masses to play their rightful part in ·our democraci? Sir,
do we woot ,centralisation of administration or decentralisation? Mahatma·
Gandhi has pleaded over a· period o£ thirty years for decentralisation.· We as
Congressmen are committed to decentralisation. Indeed: rul the worla".is to-day
in favour.:. of decentralisation.
It we want on the other hand cen-.
tralisation; _ I wish to warn this House that that would on1y lead"
t.o Sovietisation and totalitarianism and not democracy. Therefore, Sir,
I am · not in favour of the so-called slogan
of a strong·. Centre.
The· Centre js bound to be strong, is hound to grow more. and more strong also..
on the lines of modem industrial development and economic conditions.
Therefore,. it is superfluous; indeed dangerous to prqceed with this initial .effort
to make- the Centre specially strong. In the Objectives· Resolution that wepassed in the beginn~ng we wanted provinces to have the residual powers, but
within a short period of two years public opinion rather has been int.erpreted by
those drafters to have swung to the other extreme, to complete centralisationat the Centre and·· strengthening the Centre over-much.
I am certainly not' in tavour of 'having so many 'subjects as concufrellt ~ub
jects. As Mr. Santhamim has rightfy put it the other day; what you consider·
to be··· a concurrent subject · to-day_ is likely to · become an entirely
federal subject . in·another five or tel} years- Therefore, _?!though I
am quite ready to leave the :esidual pqwers to the 'C~ntral Governll!en~, F
cerfuinly do not want th~ provmces to ,he weakened as. this Draft Constttuti?n
seeks to do. -

Sir one_of the mo~t important oonsequences of over-centralisation and thestrengthening of the Central Government would be h~nding over power no~·
to the Centra,! Government, but to the Central Secretariat. From the chaprassr
or -the duffadar at the Central secretariat to the Secretary there, each one of
them will consider himself to be a much more important person than the Premier
of a province and the Prime-Ministers of the provinces would be obliged to go
aboUt' from office to office at 'the Centre in order to get any sort o£ attention at all'
from the Centre. We know in parliamentary life how difficult it is for ministers
to have complete control' over all that is being-done b'y these various ~Secretaries
at the Secretariat. lfnder. these circumstances, it is highly dangerous indeed'
,to enshive these Provincial Governments and place them at the mercy of the·central Secretariat and the Central bureaucracy.
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Sir, I am certainly in favour_, or redistribution of our provinces, but. in view
of the fact that the President of the Constituent Assembly has appomted a
Linguistic Commission to enquire- into the· possibility of establishing these pro/
vinces, I, do think that any detailed discussion in t~is House i~ ncit in. or~er,
,when the particular matter, before they make the1r re~ort, · 1.s . sub-Jufiwe; •
"whether it is the top-most leaders of our country, t.be Pr1me Mm1ster or the
Deputy Prime Minister or any 'humble Membe: ?f this .House;-it is ce~inl!
sub judice for any one today .to express any opmwn for or Rgamst the redtstnbution of provinces on a linguistic b~sis until this Commission expresses its own
opinion. Therefore, I do not wish to say anything more, although I have cer---.
tainly very much to say in favour of these ling:uistic provinces.
What are to be our ideals? . We have stated some of our ideals here in the
Fundamental Rights chapter as well as in the directives. But is it not necessary that we should make it perfectly clear in one of these directives that-1.t is.
the duty of the State to establish village panchayats in every village or for every
group of villages in order to ~elp our villagers tO gain training in self-government
and also to attain village autonomy'_in social, economic and political matters,
so that they will become the foundation stone for the top structure of our
Constitution?
Next, Sir; I do not w~nt this distinction to be made between the provincns
and the so-called Indian States. · ·Why should it ,be that the Indian provinc~s
should be degraded into a kind' of District Board status while these Indiae.
States would be given so much sp~cial power and favours'? Why should thep
Indian States be allowed to have their own separate Constituent Assemblies and
- formulate their own separate constitutions? Either
should have very powerful states including the Indian States and the provinces or we should have
weak provinces and weak .States just as is· being- proposed in this Constitution.
I am certainly not in favour of weak provinces or weak States; I am in favour
of strong States and therefore, _I suggest that my honourable friends from the
Indian States also should pool their resources with us and then agree that all
the provinces as well as the Indian States should be placed on the same footing
and they should be made as strong as possible.
.
"' ' Sir, in these objectives, nothing has been said about all those people who
are living in our villages. There is something here said about the industrial
workers. The industrial workers, unfortuDJlte as they are, seem to be much
less unfortunate than the rural people. It is high time, Sir, . that we pay
some attention to this aspect also in our villages. Certainly the Bombay
Resolution of the Indian Nation!!l Congress of August 1942 lays special stress
upon the toilers in the £elds, ill factories and elsewhere. But no such mention
is made here; special mention is made only of industrial workers. I suggest.
therPiore, that whatever we want to do must be for the bene£t of all those
people in the villages, in the towns, in the £elds, in the factories and elsewhere.
Sir, in regard to the minorities, I am certainly not in favour of the reservations so far as the great Muslim community is concerned; they certainlv cannot
elaim any longer flo be such a helpless llOmmunity as to be 'in need ~f these.
One of those friends have come forward to say that they do not war1t tp have
these reservations.
I am not in favour of second Chambers, in the provinces especia11v. These
second Chambers will only retard progress.
Some people seem · to think
th.at some check li~e this should be put in there; it will ·only give a special prcmmm to conservatism and therefore we should not have it.
'fhen there were some friends who said ·that this Constitution should be
turned into a sort of rigid pole. I am not in favour of rigid poles; I am in
favour of a flexible Const·itution. If it had been found necessary within the
last two years to swing from one side to the other, leaving the residuary powers
to the provinces or keeping them with the Centre, then how much· more it
would be necessary in the next ten year~ for us to try to make the necessary '
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changes in our own, Constitution in the light of the experience
that we would be. gaining._- So far we have not gained any experience. Our
Catistitutional Adviser has gone all over the world, he h1J.S consulted other
·statesmen and he has come back and suggested so many amendments. We do
not ~now how many times we are going to ame_nd our own constitution within
_the next ten years after this constitution "is accepted and our new legislatures
come into existence. Therefore, I welcome the suggestion made by the Honourable Prime ~inister yesterday that we should try to maji:e_ our constitution as
flexible as possible and also to make it. easier' within the first ten years at least
to make the necessary constitutional amendments to our own constitution.
Shli M. ~nanthasayanam Ayyangar (Madras: G:eneral): Sir, objections of
fundamental importance have· been' raised to the Draft Constitution as it has
emerged from! the· Drafting Committee .. I agree that there is nothing characteristic in this Constitution reflecting our ancient culture or our traditions. It
is ·true that it is a patch work of some of the old constitutions of the west,not even some of the modern constitutions'-of the west,-with a' replica .of the Goveinment of India Act, 1935. It is true that they have been brought
together and put into a whole. Dr. Ambedkar is not responsible for this; we
alone have Leen responsible for this character of the• Constitution. We have
not thought that we must imprint upon this a new characteristic which will
bring back to our memories our 11ncient culture. It is more our J'ault than the
fault of Dr. Ambedkar.
. .-constitution~!

It is no doubt true that .Dr. Ambedkar gave an analysis of the several provisiolls of the Constitution, and unfortunately emphasised certain aspects of it, and
gave his' own views upon village repu,blics, village autonomy and democracy.
He could hav'tl spared us and spared the,Assembly a -controversy over these
issues. Sir, left to myself, I would like very much that. this Constitution must
be based upon autonomous village republics. Democracy is not worth anything
i£ once in a blue m9on individuals 'are brought together for one common
purpose, merely electing X, Y and · Z to this Assembly or that Assembly and
thereafter disperse. That is the present sta"te of India today. People in the ·
viHages have had absolutely no oppodunity to train themselves for den10cracy.
They have not shared responsibility with anybody; they are absolutely irresponsible .. That was the view that wGs taken arid that was' the purpose of the
British who"ruled us for 150 year.s·. They destroyed the elements of our
freedom, of our decentralised economv and the village republics that we had.
Tliej w4rited to centtalise' the Government and concentrated all power· in' the
Governor General arid ultimately in the British Parliament. It was in that
view" that 'they' tOok' steps to see that the villages did not govern themselves.
We· must s~e that the 'village ~s' the unit for the sooial fabric that we' are go in~
to'bul.ld: ~n the villag~ it~elf, +·would like that the family should_be- tlie t1nit,
though·• fo( all-India ·purpo&es; the i~dividual ;'tnuf!t b~ taken as the unit. fol"
- vbthig. The village must oe'reconstructed on thes~ liries;"other-Wise,: it will be
a c'orfglomefatii:m''of 'fndividual~. ''without< any 'common . pu~pose,. 'occ~sionally'
meeting 'and dispersing, without ari oppor~unity to come togeth'er and renabili~
tate• thems~lvE:Js
both
economically
~nd P?litic~lly.
. ,..,,
*
'
•
•
• . .,
.
. '
• ,.
'But, as we are situated today, is it at all possible immediately t-o base ,_,ur
Constitution ~on.siHage republics? I agree this ought 't.o be our ob.jective. But
where are these republics? . They have to be broug~t into existence. As it is,
. we canno~ h?-ve a petter. Gonstituti_on t~an .the_ one that has been placed ber?ra
us o-r, tbe model of some Western ConstitutiOns. Therefore, I would advise
thab in the ·directives, a cl~use must be added,· whicp would insist up_on the
vin:i!JUS Governmentvthat may' come into existence in future t\) 'establish village
· panchayats, give them political autonomy and also economic independence in
th·~ir'·uwn way 'to·m'anage their: own affaiN. Later ori, a time will come when
on the basis of these republics or autonomous. panchayats a future Constitution
~

~
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ma\' be built. I agree with our L~ader, ·the Prime .Minister, who spoke yesterda:y: that this Constitution may be kept h a transitional form for ft period of
five y,ears, so that in the light of whatever experience we may gather in this
period, a future Assembly which ma:w be elected on the basis of.adult suffrage
may re-draft our Constitution or amend or alter it. With that safeguard, I
'would urge upon this Assembly to accept the Constit.ution as it has been
placed before us by tlie Drafting Committee and finalise it.
Tb.ere is another criticism that has been levelled,-and accord~ng to me, it
·is c more serious one,-against this Constitution. To the man m th_e st-reet,
·political democracy is worth nothing unless it is followed by _economic demo·cracy. In the Fundamental Rights, ~he right to speak, the nght to address
Assemblies, the right to write as one hkes, all these have b:en guarantee~; but
·the right to live has not been guaranteed. ~ood and clot_~mg_ are essentw1s of
human existence. Where is a single word lll the Constltutwn that a man
shall be fed and clothed bv the State? The State must provide the means of
livelihood for every one. Russia has addressed itself to this pr.oblem .a?-d has
-concBrned itself with the growing of food and the f~eding of every c1hzen of
the country by nationalising the means of production. In Engla-nd, the Government cannot be in the saddle even for a single day if it allows ~even a
single citizen to die of starvation .. We have not yet taken any lesson irom
the 35 lakhs of people who died three or four years ago during the Bengal
famine. Are we to perpetuate this tragedy? Is there a single word in the
·Constitution 'that imposAs on the future Governments the obligation to see that
·nobody in India dies of starvation? What is the good of saying that every me.n
shall have education, every man shall have political rights, and so on and so
forth, unless he has the wherewithal to live? In England, either the Govern.ment must provide every citizen with employment or give him dole~ so that
nobody will die of starvation. It is very disappointing to see that we . have
_not introduced a similar provision in this Constitution. I would urge upon
this Assembly that even now it is not too late, and that that must be ovr
first concern; the other things may stand over if necessary.
There is another important matter to .be considered and provided . .lor.
Otherwise India may be engulfed in a war or internal unrest. Now war clouds
are thickening. There are two ideologies fighting for power, fighting for the
supremacy of the world. On one side, there is the political democracy of the
West; but there is the economic dictatorship of America. 'We do not want
·economic Q.ictatorship at all; but we do want demo-cracy. In Russia, "there· is
no political democracy; but thete is e-conomic democracy .. The two powers
are striving for the mastery of the world; on account of this a war may come •
(.a~ any tim~. ·Is there anything ?ere in. t_his Constitution to say tbat·we stand
for e~onomw democracy along w1tb pobt1eal demo-cracy? There is a vague
-refennce in the Objectives Resolution that 'tbAre shall be social justice and
-ec?pomic justice. Economic justice may mean anything or may not mean imy~hmg .. I would urge, herA and now, that steps should ·be taken to make it
xn:poss1ble fo~ any future Government to give aw-ay the means of production to
prrvnte agenmes. We hawl seen what private agencies mean. So far as cloth
is concerned, within a short time of the removal of controls, prices went ap.
';Y~Y S~JOul_d we not take charge_ of al_l the mills and produce the necessary cloth?
Even m the matter o£ food, m sp1te of all the exertions of this Government
as well as ~he. previ~us. Government, are we able to grow sufficient·- quantity of
food a:nd d!stnbute 1t m the country? I would therefore say, the time has
con1e. m th1s country when we must make a departure. We should 1:ot follow
the economic dictatorship o£ the West or the politi.eal dictatorship of Russia.
In between, we must have botl:!.- political democracy a·s well as economic democrac.v. If we have to stand out .as the protectors of Asia, or-chalk out a new
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line and avoid all ·Wars in the future, this alon(j(lan ·save us. Let us· not be•
·complacent. co:mmunism is spreading·. JJI the north· there is communism; 'it
- has come to ottr verj' shores. China has been practically swallowed up by the·
eommunists. And likewise Indo-china. Burma is also in the grip of the com-·
munists. I do not know to whom I could attribute the sabotage of telephonic:
communications in Calcutta. I understand that there is _a movement there·
to destroy the water works and destroy the power house also. · The~e is a:
rumour afloat that in Delhi itself, there is going to be "'a strike in the Waterworks Departmen·t as also in the Electricity. department. Unless we make up
- our minds to have economic ·democracy in this country and provide for it' in<
the Constitution, we may not be able to ;prevent the on-rush of communism
in our land.• The next important matter for which provision should be made is the effective consolidation of our country as early as possible .. I was really surprised'
to hear the words of my friend Mr. Hanumanthaiya yesterday. The people in
the States were· anxious .to fall in line with the rest of India. They wanted:
to get rid- of the Rulers; we helped them; when once they. regained· freedom,
they want to supersede these Rulers and becbme _the rulers in their own States.
Big States ·and small want to be separated from the rest of India. Why should~
not they adopt _this Constitution which is framed for the provinces also ?
Shri K. llanuma.nthaiya (Mysore): On a point of personal explanation, Sir,
I never claimed any separate status or independence ·for any of ~he States.
Shri M. Anan~ayanam Ayyangar: There is a vieW' _that so far as the •
States are concerned, i( they merge in India they will lose the pecuiiar privilege ,of having Prime Ministers in. their small places. That is a disadvantage
lhey have, I agree, but;ait is better to fall in line with the rest of India. Why
should thsy not adopt the position in the rest of India and why should they
reserve all the subjects for themselves and give only three or four subjects?'
, (At this stage Mr .. Vice-President rang the bell)
In the case of a Bill there is ,.no question of time.
have imposed a time rest!iction.
<t

Strangely enough yr;u

~·

Vice-President: You must set an example to others.-.
Shri l'd. Ananthasayanam .Ayyangar: I will accept what you say; there wilt,
be_ ampl~pportunities and I shall clear up this matter later.
_
.
Sbri Rohini K~mar. Chaudhar:i: · (Assam: General): Sir, I am deeply grate-..
ful to you for h~vrng grven me this opportunity of participating in this debate
of m_omentous rmportance but before I proceed, I should like to. pay my Ahare- .
of tribute to the Me~be~. of the J?rafting Committee, its worthy President and'\:)
abov:e a~l, our Constrtutzo~al Advrser ~hose services· to our poor Province.
Assam, m the heyday Of hrs youth are strll remembered with affection ~d grati~&.

.

-

-
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Nevertheless, I must say that this Draft does not. cla.im -perfection and. there
. are faults of omission and commission to which I must refer in the-· course of.
my speech. The first and foremost question which strikes me that this House
_should consider is whether they want to retain the State of Assam in the firs'·
schedule of this Constitution Act. Tf:ie position has become somewhat difficul*
now, and 3':0U. must once for all decide and provide in this Constitution ·
measures which' would enable Assam to be retained in India.
I refer to the
--lamentable neglect to-make any provision for finances so~far as my province is
·Concerned. It has been stated in the report that for five years the Rtatus qu"
must continue, which means that Assam at the end of five years will cease to
exist as any' province of importance. '"&ir, I ~~st just go into·a little detail. At
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present moment there is a deficit of one crore rupees in that_ province and
the total revenue of the- province including what is obtained from the Govern_lllent of India is ~o the tune of four crores only and a:lready the expenditure has.
gone up to five crores. If you have to maintain the minimum standard of administration of an Indian province, at least an expenditure of eight crores is
. necessary. From where is this amount to come? We have said and urged even in.
thE olden days that we must get a share of the petrol and kerosene excise duty,
and a share of the export duty on tea_; but nothing has been so far done even
though ,the conditiGns are so desperate; The Drafting Committee does not mali.
any exception in the case of the special condition of that province. Sir, we·
have gone to the maximum capacity of taxation. Our rate of taxation is farmore excessive than any other province an'd we tax ourselves at the rate of
,4·3 whP-rens the rest of the provinces tax themselves ?-t the rate of 4·9. V'.'e.. had started levying tax on agricultural income long -before the rest of the·
pr<,vinces and we had taxed ourselves for amusement and luxuries long beforoothers and even ~ow our conditions are so desperate as this, and I would appe.U
to this House that if you-really want to retain Assam in India, you must mak«'some special Jinancial provision for her and you must pay some special at~n
iion, .otherwise th!Jt province will become bankrupt. India is one body politic- •
allll if one finger of that India is rotten, the whole India will rot in the long
run. If you allow Assii.m to be ruined now, you will see that you willltkve _tosuffer ultimately ·f?r th!lt.
~he

4

I would like t_? refer to another point, and that is with regard to Article 149.
' Curiously enougli, I find an a11_1endment has been suggested which if giveneffect to will lay down a very dangerous principle, the principle o£ converting sgE>neral population into an absolute minority. I refer to the amendment which.
, had been suggested by the Drafting Committee and which says:
"That in clause (3) of article 149, after the words 'save in th~ case of the autonomoUS'
districts of Assam' the words 'and in case of const-ituencies having seats reserved for thepp.rposes of article 294 of this Constitution' be substituted."

If this is gi~en effect to, it will mean that jill communities. with reserved'
se·ats will have constituency of less than 1 lakh population whereas the genere.l
population must be, restricted to constituencies-- having only 1 Iakh
population.
This will mean additional weightage f>eing given to reserved·
seats which is not claimed or asked for by any of the communities. The pro-portion of the population in the province is as ·follows:

Hill tribes
Muslim
Scheduled castes
General .

18 per cent.
17 per cent.
4 per cent.
34 per oentl.

Where have you seen in a proviDce where };he general population is 84 per eent ·
· ot:t of a total of 74 per cent that special weightages have to be given to com.
mun1ties ranging between t8 and 17 per cent of the total population? And yet
if this is accepted it will mean that the general population will have to give up some of their seats and will get less than what they are entitled to -on the basia.
ofpopulation. This is a dangerous principle, and though it refers only to one·
province it will create a situation in which the general population ·will be converted into a minority and weightage given to other people for whom seats havebeen reserved. Of course the proposition which I make will not affec~ thotribal population a.t all because they will have their autonomous districts. I
certainly see that there are complica.tions in the case of reserved see.iift if yoQ
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adopt the f6'rmula of one lakh representation; but the best thing to be done in
this matter would be to make an exception in the case of Assam in regard to'·
;.having a constituency for a lakh of people.
··
'
· I will refer to on~ other act of omission. In the Draft Constitution :there is
no mention of women. I think the peculiar composition of th.e Drafting Gom·
mittee which consisted of people who have no domestic relations with women
made therri nervous about toucliing on that point. In this House theTe h~s been
•no mention o£ a E~pecial constituehcy for women. I kno~:there are Members
here who have w1bounded faith in the chivalry of men and who consider that
they will be quite competent to ·get seats even though no special constituency
is reserved for them. But outside this House that is not the feeling. Wome.n ...:generalty have lost-faith in the chivalry of men. The young·men of to-da.y do ~.~
not show respect to them even in the trams and b~ses.
.

Mr. Vi-ce-President : The Honourable Memb~r has reached his time limit.
· Shri M . .Ananthasa.yanam Ayyangar: Sir, on a. point of order, I do not find
.!n the rules any provision for a time-limit .in respect o£ Bills of this kind.
Mr. Vice-President: That was--done with the consent of the House. l''irst
it was 10 minutes, then it waS: extended to 15 minutes, and then to 20, and
::again it was brought down to 10 minutes.
~
- .
Shri Rohini .Kumar Chaudhari: Sir, from -my experience as a parliamen- tarian and a i:nan of the world I think it, wouid be wis~ to provide for 9, women's
-constituency. When a woman asks for something, as we know,. it is easy to get
jt and give it to her; but when she does not ask for anything in particular it be. _ -comes ver'y difficult tc find out what she wants. If you give them a special
constituency 'they can have their scramble and fight, there among themselves '
without coming into the general constituency. Otherwise we may at times feel
weak and yield in their favour and give them seats which they are not entitled
~o.
.
Shrimati Renuka. Ra.y (West Bengal: General): ·sir, the main features of
<the Draft Constitution embody tpe principles of a democratic federation and as
, suc}l should •win the approbation of all. At the same time there are certain
matters which I feel are not quite explicit or in wl!ich changes are required, it ·
--this constitution is to conform to those ideals which actuated India during its
·:ruany years of struggle and which are embodied in the Objootives Resolut10n
to which our Prime Minister .referred yesterday. Sir, I agree with my Honour<&ble friend Dr. Ambedkar that it is -the spirit in which the Constitution hi
worked thtwt; really counts. I feel that, whatever the paper Constitution may
be, it is the spirit in ~which we' are able to work it, that- will make' all the· ,
·difference. Again, whatever constitution we may draw up to-day, it\vill not be
}lOssible for us· to forete.H how it will fit in with our requir.ements in H.:c; actual
working and with the inherent genius of our race. It is therefore qui_te essen·tia.l, as. the Prime Minister said yesterday, that the Constitution at present
~should .be flexible. I :think amendments of the ·constitutio:n should be by simple
w~io#p:Y .fdr. the next ten years so that there may be opportunities for adapta- .
pons a~1d ·modifieati~ns ·in the light o£ experience.
· -g Turning to the 'citizenship eli:mse, I think there should be a categori_cal
·statement ·in. it about a single ubif6rm citizenship with equal rights and priviAs ri5'hts involve responsibilities, so i~ is necessary that,·the ob~iga·leges.
·tions' ·of citizenship
should. also be enumerated
in this
,
.
\
. (Clause.
.
With regard to .Fundamental Rights, equal rights have been prescribed. ·'
;Quite 'rightly, it has been laid down that the State ~hall not discrimina.te
agairis.t, any citizen qn grounds of_. religion, race or sex: But in view of condi- ---"
ltions in this country· and in view of some of the opinions expressed ·by the
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' publlc-and the last speaker' il' chivalry touched us deaply--1 think it ill n~
&ary to have an explicit proviso that social laws o£ marriage and ~nheri~ance of.
tht-- different communities shall not al8o h~ve aJ?.y disabilities attached to them.
,an grounds of cii&te or sex. U is of course true that the right of equality in~
eludes this but there may be different interpretations and much confusion and.
I therefore appeal to the House to have a proviso to explaili. ·thiS.
.
I will not repeat what my Roriourable friend Shrr ,A.nanthasa.yana:m AyyQil•gar said but I do feel that in regard to the economic rights of the common man.
there is a" lacuna. Althbugh,:I agree that the provis~on "that no pen~on shall
o Le deprived of his property save by the authority
of ~he la~" is alri(!ht, I do
not at the same time see why under justiciable rights one should have ~he;
-aecond part of this claus~ which goes. into details about compensations when.
• })roperty is taken by the State for. public purposes in accordance with law.
" Stirely if there is any need for putting this into the ConStitution. it· should beunder directives and not under _rights which are justiciable and enforceable in,
co-;;rts of law. It is not· riglit that we should commit the future to the economic:
lltructure . of the present.
·
•
Turning to education, which I consider to be one of the inost .funJamenta¥
of rights, I feel there is a great inadequacy. I do not want to _repeat whatc.ther speakers have said, but I would appeal to the House to include a proviso.
whereby a definite proportion of the budget is allotted for thi!l purpose. This isnothing very new; ij; is already there in the Constitution of China which says:
"Edueational appropriations shal!,_,set apart not less than 15 per cent of the·
tot-al amount of the budget o£ the Central Government and not less than 30 per
cMt of the total amount. of the provincial, district and_ municipal budgets res•pectively." If we are to progress and prosper I suggest that in the matter of the·
twr. nation-building services of education and public health there shculd bei.: 110me provision in the Constitution of the type tliat is 'there in the Chinese Cons:..
' tifmtion.
'
·

•

With regard to the reservation o£ seats for minorities we have not o£ cours& _
in a secular S~ate provided for separa.te electora~es, but I u'? not see why we ~
snould have reservation of seats for minorities. It is psychologically \\rong to..
. lay doWn, as it has been laid down, that after ten years th~ right shall lapse
, ... unless extended by amendment. I am sure th_at if this privilege is conceded'
I, now. there will be a clamour for its extension. It is not fair to these minorit!e_a;.
it is not self-respecting for them. I£ the House wants t{) ensure representation. for minorities I would suggest multiple consituencjes which cumulativE> votiLg.
'-~me speakers have suggested pro:eortional representa.tim1. by single trt~nsferable·
v0te.
l' think that is a difficult procedure particularly for India. and I wouldt
'>'not recommend it. But I think that multiple constituencies with cumulative·
voting ha!'> a great deal to recommend it. In the first place; it will give ll).Uch
betler r~presentation not only to these minorities bui to others; and it will also.
be a. method of ensuri~g ·representation to the minorities without creating a
separatist tendency. The last speaker Sri Rohini Chaudhuri . the erstwi1ile
champion and defender of women who is against removing their gocfal -disebilities spoke about special electorates for. women. All along the ~omen ot·
India have been against reservation of sea~s or· special electora£es. "Before the1935 Act came in we were against it and put forward our views in no uncertain
terms, but it was forced. upon us; ood/to-day, in spite of the chivalry of the
previous speaker, Indian women will not tolerate any such resel'Vatiol!S in ~h&. Oonstibution. I will not repeat what others,have said about_ village _p·anehe:yM-8:feet tha.ff.freed from, the shcckle.s: o.f. fgnomneo and superrihioh; the' p8'lfch&yafl;
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of the Gand.hian_ village will certainjy be the backbone o{ the structui·e ·of this
-country's 't::on~ti~ution. I do ~ot ~hink there is a.nything in the Constitutioq._
1
·
•
"·
·that can bar 1jj~
· .._
·
'·
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· . Coming ~ _tlie allocation 'o.f powers between the units and the ·centre I
thmk. we m~~ approach this s~bj~ct. dispassionately. There is a great deal 'to
· be sa1d for g1vmg as much pr?vmCial autonomy as possible. At the sarue time
.\. w~er~·a coun_try has a tr~m~ndous leeway_ to make up, particularl;y in the nation'..b~ding services, the unifymK force must b~ s~na., an~ the Centre ..should be·
g~ven s~me power of- a supemsory an_~ co-ordmatL?g ~haracter, in regard to both
Ed';lcat10~ ancl Health. I do. not think the pr?:'inces . f)hould be cripp~ed --py
..t~mg away from then: .certaru ·financial secuntws. 'l'hey~shquld at· least be __
giVen 60 per _cen~ of the mcome-tax acc.otding. to thereco:mm~ndations o~ .the_
..exp~rt committ~e, 35 per cent on'the basis Of collection, · 2.0 per cent o~ · the .
basis of_ populatron and ~ per c~nt for hard cases. ',['his is a very good reQom.mendatiOn and"'! ~ope t_his B:ouse will agree :to embody it. in the Constitution.. ;r
also feel that a FmapCial Commission should be set up Vrunediately and riot
after_five years.
. ·
·
'
·
.
• Before I conclude; I wish to say something about. linguistic provinces.
:Unity mus~ be our wa.tchwa.rd f;o_day a.nd it is a fatal mistake to allow realign·meut of provincial boundaries on a linguistic basis at this juncture of our
country's history~ It has a-lready led to much bitterness and strife and will
lead to n;tore. There .is no justice or logic if such a thing is allowed in
. -one pari! of the country and not in other8, For instance if you allow 3: province
of Maha.rashtra to be formed, naturally there will be other. parts which will
want it.
There is in Bengal a feeling· of great bitterness that she who baa
iacrificed part of her territories so that the transfer o£ power could ·take pla.ce.ahould be denied her rights, .now. It was because of the political expediency-<
of the Bri~ish and to suit the purposes of an alien Government that Bengal
was .forcib_!y deprived of muc1i Of its tepitory whep. the movement. ~or the
;freedom of India-starled here.. I do not subscribe to j;h.e theory that we should_
have a reallocation on a linguistic basis at this tiine. If it is to be done at
all i~ should be done after f!en years when passions have subsided, . In an:r.
, -elise, lor administrative purposes· there is no need for a. linguistic r.ealignment.
Linguistic minorities in every provinc_e shouid have a. gua~antee that ttey will,'
·l)e given education in their mother t:.on~e .. I would u~ge that tht:: T.ingui~tie
13oundary Commission ·sbould stop work or in any case it should be put_ off for
:tel?- 'yPars. I repeat _that ·the' overriding consideration is tliat of un~ty; .if" w~ "
want that India should .be strong and prosperoUs and should take 1ts nghtful
1Jlace in the comity of nations.
· .
·· ·
,·
·
~
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General):~

Sir, it has been. said that the language of the Union should be simp!(,. Hindustani, that the language of the Consti~ution, ·the -language on which we shall ;;
/ frame our laws, should be Hindustani. I was in· search of this simple Hindustani. · I couia not find it in C.P. 'I could not :find it in the law books. 'I
could not find it. even in the officia.I proceedings of' this: August House.
l'he
official proceedings of this House e,re published· in three languages: English
Hindi and; Urdu. I read English, I read Hindi a.nd'.I got read Urdu witlt ~e
idea that I.might be able to find what they c~ll'simple Hindustani. I could
- ·not find it. Urdu was Urdu and Hindi was Hindi. There was no such thing
~as simple Hindust:mi. I thought that I might find it in ·the newspapers. 'The 'Tej', Limited, the Jubilee' o£ which was· celebrate(! the other~ day, publisheJ>~
news in two languages; one .in Hindi called 'the Vijay' and. the other in Urdu,
-called .'the Tej'. I cotnptired the languages of these two aJso. I could ·not' fin<l •
i!imple'tf Hindustani::; I:would·not w:aste the'titne·of ~he ;Jioiiourable Rouse ·bY, '!il

'

.
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Teading from these publicatiop.s. I have go~ a copy of 'Yijay' in my hand. It
.is allHindi in 'Vijay' and all Urdu in 'T~j'. I fou:p.d two books, elementary text
;in Delhi may have simple Hindustani. I found two· books, elernent~ry text:
,books in Geometry (rekhaganit). I caul!} not find simple Hindustani
in them also, I also looked aj:; the Elementary Arithmetic books and also
Elementar;y Geography. I could not find there what jhey call simple
Hindustani. They were all either Urdu or Hindi. I shall give you a few
, .illustrations. Now, Sir, in elementary ~thmetic multiplic!¥tion we· call

~or.; (gunan) in·Hindi: It is called iSf'{tf (zarab). in Urdu. Multi~
J>pcand)s lJ.IRf (gunya) in Hindi, while it is lf'if'?i' (mazarab) in Urdu.
Multiplier is 'lilT~ (~unak) in Hindi and it is if~<:~ (maza.rbafi) in
·Urdu. Product is 4_J,IIFI'fiw (gunanfa.l) in Hindi, while it is~-~-~
~hasil-i-zarab) in Urdu. Divisor is ~ (bhajak) in Hindi. It is
~ ~r~ (maksum-i-lah) in Urdu.. Dividend is -~ (bhajya}
-·Hindi, It is ~ (maksum) in Urdu.
Quotient is ~
{bhajanphal). It is ~Ni-~-~ ~kharf-i- kismat} in Urdu. L. C. M.
is ~if «'114"1~ \laghuttam samapvartya) in Hindi. It is ~-~
~ (z~a~af -i-aqual) in Urdu.
I min multiply illustrations. I now take up elementary geom~
try. Radius is~ (t~jya) in Hindi. It is fotf'h~tJ,< (nisfakutur) in
Urdu. Isosceles triangle
is «'ffi"'l§ ~
(samadvibahu tribhuj)
.
.
in Hindi. It is ~ ~~~-~ (musallas-musvai-ul-sakin) fu
·urdu. Equilateral triangl~ is «+!qilr§ ~ (samatribahu tribhuj) in
Jli.J;ldi. rt is~~ ~-~-~ .;-(mttsallas-musa.yi-ul-zila) in Urdu
Right-angled Isosceles triangle. is~ millQ ~ (samakon
'
.samadvibahu tribhuj} iri Hindi. while it is ~(1' 'f«lf<l>a«ti~if lfiltJll.
~lfcrlTT (musallas musavius-saquan quamuzzavia) ~.n U~du.

-m

~

~

I can quote hundreds of such illustrations.
I could not find simple Hindustani even in these elementary text-books. I felt somewhat puzzled when
ladies and gentlemen loudly proclaim th_at they can have simple Hindustani
for our laws. It is only in the bazaar that I could find simple Hindustani.
When we cannot have simple Hindustani even in the elementary school-books,
how can our laws be made in it? I have done, Sir.
Shri l:la.ha.Vir Tyagi (United Provinces: _General): I thank you very much,
Sir, I have been waiting for the last three days to §peak on this Draft Constijution. I am glad you have permiMed me to speak for ~ few ;m·inutes.
I must start by' thanking and congratulating' the Drafting .Committee for
'the high level of legal language and phraseology which they have used in the
Draft from beginning to end. I do not want to criticise· the Drafting Committee.
They have done their work very efficiently. They have collected together bits
-of the prineiples of Constit.ution that we l~ey ..,Eefore. them in irregular instalments
and have given us a complete picture ~or our review:. •
'
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.. ·.Sir, when

we sat. for. th'e

fin:it .tinie

t6 dra'w' a' pict'l'ui of tli8' Constitution

n8t !i&tu~lly know .
frbiH arid' whitt colour to fill. It". is all' due to the ability
of,tliese talt=)nted~ lr?wy~r~ tht:(~· we-_J;u~'ve now got a'· caniplet~ picture-to look ~t.
Wlien you~ wi~li- to judge an' artist's work, you sHould taRe'• the opinion of -a
~yman.
appeals t6 the layman, it' must be g9<)d. ~hat is. my et1teriorL i'b'e· I~*'yeH! ha.Ve fiiiished tlierr work and tfie cb'fuplete· picture· isbefore us. I, as a layman, wan~ to p~t before you my id~as a~ut it: The
cir~ti:illstaiices have cehang~d ftom wl:iat they were when this -wodr' was ~fi~ted to, th~ ,.Drafting ,Com~~~t~- .~.It"i~ very,, un,fortuna~.. ~t,' in, p~e
history of India, th'e lamp wliiCli ht· our hearts With plea1.1ures of freedom
wa~ put· out suddenly and we were· steeped in sorrow .. Th~n again, populations have changed_ and the whole face of the country _.has cha:Iige·a. THe
ideologf also' has changed t6
great extent. _Now ro give that ol~ picture·
on the canvas ~ill be· making the picture a back number. We must keep·
in mmd today i;Jle present· environments, tlle present' conditions· and too
growmg ideologies. . So, _Sir; we must examine the picture in t~e light which.
. gave us freedom. In fact, we must examine it from the'- point of view of
Gandhiji, through his eyes. His eyes are not with us; but still there are
persons- in this House who have the glimpse• of his ,eyes. We can all, recollect what Gandhiji thought about ·S,waraf It must not be forgotten tHat.
this· Constij;uent Assembly is the fruit 'qf the labour of those who worked
day and night for about thirty yEfars in their 'atiempt to win freedom. It
is their achievement. It is thev who shotild have given us _the COnstitution.
They alone are competent to draw up the · Constitution. . T_he CoJ?.stitution
should have been the work of revolutioiu1ries· alone_ .. ·But sinde· this Assembly
·has' been· constituted by tlie British, we cannot ihink of .the 9ther. possibilities and it could. not be purely 11 Gandhian · Constitution altogether. I
admit thit:. But again, we are in the majority a~d we· should see .•t<> .it tnat
the Gandhian outlook does. not vanish from t-he country ~ s09n after his_ death .

<>! }p.dia, ,we. hacl. a Bl&nl{
whicli side tO

sttift

carlviis aface arid' milhy of us did

If: w

a

•

Iii tllis· Oonstifution; I must confess: .i am-. ve'ry much, disappoin~ .. l
see nothing Gandhian in, this Constitution. It is not the fault of t.he. Draftmg Cominittee: It' is· our o~ _fault. When we decided' u~dn thk principles
,(if this Gonstitutiori we gi;i.ve · them certain basic principles to w:or~ upqn.
B.ut conditiqns .have_ sin~ changed ... When we decided ;about the r:epresenta- /
·tib'n' of communities;. ltingiulge dnd otlier ·controversial! matters we .had• to
reckon with the, reactio~. ~:mr decisions would have . in Pakistan .. 1 :N()Y' the
situation' llas. tofilly cliahge'd. Pakistan has· bden frEl'ed of i~ minority pro'.:
ble'insl altogether;; there those J)roblems have .. vanished. Here also the thorny
and the horny ones have migrated away fro.m.Jndia; thos~ w?C? fought ys: uiid~r
-one pretence or the other. have for~aken their mother~country: and hnve gone
over to the other._side, 'and have adt>pted a step-tnoth€!r. We hav_e wit.h us
now only those ;Muslims,. Sikhs and others who want a 1-1ni.ted India. India
is united today and therefore the Constitutio~ must' be -_st{iiable to the present
set-up of things ..
'L:
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S.o, _Sir, fr:<?m. _the. q~n~1hian point, of view when I look at this picture, 1
find one· thing very prominently lacking. Garidhiji 'had always oeen keen on
to~al prohibition in the country, but the Constitution does not say a word·
about it. Our, _promises- oo 1the electorate on thi~, issue. hav_e be~n f_ulfilled only •
~I1 ¥a~:t_:as:.and;)!l sozp.e ot~er provinces .. g~n;dhiji '!as_,!ttixio!J~."J~ap ;i~: !~A~~
~-a ~ilqle .tlJ:~:.e s.hould-. be ,eom~le~ p~h<~J:)ltiOn. · .t. ~o-qld~ ,s\;lg~~- thst' thitt
rdea of GandhiJLihould- be tsken m· before we sign tins Constituifon.
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Then, .S.ir, Q:sndhiji was very koon on cottage ~du:>tri~s ~ ~e orgsni~
·on the basis of self sufficiency. This item had a top pnonty m his constructive
pro-gramme'. Here this is also la~king. I am a~ orthodox Gandhi~e ~nd surely
I am not a socialist and so I do not want to Wipe away all the big mdustnes,
In the context of things to-day, the various industries in :the country are .very
helpful, but if and when the~ are . ~;- be abolished, they ~h?~d be a?ohshed
en masse. You cannot bring m socialism by stages, by socJ::.hsmg one mdustry
after another. When socialism comes, it shou).d cover everything, all at a
time. If total socialism comes all of a sudden, there will be no loss to anybody, because the loss sustained by anybody on one count will be made up on
the· other count, .because all property becomes absolutely a socialise_d pro·
perty. To say in the Draft Constitution tha~ people shall not be. dep-r?ved of
their property wiUhout adequate compensat10n means that Indm Will ever
belong to the vested interests. 'l'o-day there is not even a blade of grass which
does not belong to somebody or the other. There is not even one particle of
sand which does not belong to somebody or the other. According to this Constitution, if the future generations want to socialise all property and all meansof production, then every particle of sand and every blade of grass will have
to be compensated for. I want to know, wherewith will they compensa:te
this total wealth: it would all be in the hands o£ individuals who will derqand·
compensation. So, compensation wir be impossible. Gandhiji had said that
the wealthy should eonsider themselves only as .custodians of wealth. He
never went to the extent to which we are going in this Draft Constitution ..
I therefore tell you, Sir, t.hat before we sign -this Constitution, we should
see' that we do not _sow seeds of a bloody revolut:on in India. Only if revolution is meant to be avoided we should let the door remain open for eoming·
generations, if they ever so desire, to socialise all vested interests and all means.
of production in the counpry. If we shut the door as we have done agains\
future soeialisation, by our Article 24(2), I submit, the youth of India will
rise and knock at the door and smash it and the result would be a bloodyrevolution. (cheers). Therefore, Sir, I would plead that we should scrap this'
sub-clause altogether and make it possible in future Jor the Parliament to·
r;ocialise al} property and all means of production without being compensated
for. It is also a sort of mistake, Sir, -to s•ay that we ar? a sovereign body.
I do not think we are a sovereign body in the sense in which a Constituent·
Assembly should be. The sovereignty that we enjoy is the sovereignty that
the J?ritish enjoyed in India: It is a transferred sovereignty. B,eal sovereignty Will belong only to the Parliament whicli comes after the introduction of·
ad~t franchise. That Parliament must therefore ·be more morally and consti-tutwnally competent than us to decide issues of this nature.
I then come to the question of minorities. I am sorry that Dr. Ambedka~r
made the statement that minorities are an explosive force which if it eruptsean blow up the whole fabric of the State. I say that these minorities can
do nothing of the sort. The reason is simple-they are not factual, they are
a mere fiction having no existence. I throw them a challenge. They have·
no right to be separately represented here. Wham will they represent? The
fiction of minorities was a British creation. The Scheduled. Castes are not
a minority at all, simply because a few cast-es of the poorer classes have been.
enumerated together in a schedule, they have become a "scheduled minority"~
This minority is a mere paper minority. It is being perpetuated now because
~orne of the opportunist families among them want to. reserve their seats in_
the legislatures. Those people who took pleasure in calling tbemselv~s e..
minority have migrated away from here. It is only those who b~lieve in ona
a.tate that remain. Therefore, Sir, there is no minority now and there should~
not be any provision for minority representation here, because this has proved
ruinous ~o the so called minoritie~ themselves. Take the ;M'uslims. I hall
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seen in Debra. D~n personally,_and I know what their ~eactions are. They
il.re an absolutely demoralised peop- e 'to-day. Even the ordinary rights of
citizenship they are· not morally !free to enjoy. They are so cowardly to-day.
that· they cannot stand erect in India because of the wrong lead they had
followed iri the pal;lt. . Therefore, Sir, I would ask the Scheduled Uastes, the
Sikhs, the Muslims and the other minorities and for the matter of that even
Hindus not to ask for~any kind of reserya.tions for them. We are a seculaiSt.aie.
~e cannot give any recognition or weightage to any religious group· of indi'V'iduals. I could understand their claims as majority or minority if _tb,ey had
belonged to different races. ;Beliefs or creeds are a purely individual affair.
I also refube ~r. Ambedkar's claim that the majority in India is "basically
a .communal majority". The majority party is Congress, which is purely
political.
.

.

...

Then, Sir, a word about the villages. Dr. A-mbedkar said that he was
happv that the "Drafting Committee has not accommodated the village". He
chara"cterised it as "a sink of localism and a den of communalism". It is these
sinks of slavery"that were facing all sorts of repression in the freedom struggle.
When. these sinks of slavery that were being charred, burnt and tortured in
Chimoor, the pyramids of freedom were applying-grea"Se OJ:! ·the ba.ck of the.
B:ritishers. Unless I raise my voice against the remarks which Dr ..
'Ambedkar has made against village~, I cannot face my village people. Dr.
:Ambedkar does not know· what amount of- sacrifice the villagers have undergone
in the struggle for freedom. I submit, Sir, that villagers should be given
their due share in the governance of the country. If they are not given their .
due ?hare, I submit that they are bound to ~react to this. I thank you, Sir ..

B. Pocker Sahib Bahadur (Madras: Muslim): Sir, I 'am very thankful
fu you for giving me this' opportunity to speak a few words on this motion.
In the first place, I would just like.to refer to the question of language. WhPn
I first entered this august body, I felt myself to be under a very great disa:bility that I was not able "to forow the propeedings that were going on. Then
I found that a very ,considerable set~tion of this House was in the satne unfortunate position as· myself and the idea struck me that the · Constituent
~ssembly, which is going to determine the destinies of millions o£ this country
for· ever, is conducting the· proceedings in a manner which, does not brlng
credit either ,to this Assembly· or to the nation. We have been going on
speaking about very important and vital subjects· without every .. one of us
understanding each qther. That is l"eally a very unfortunate position. I raised _
my cry against it·, but I must say that I did not succeed. ;Even now the disa- ·
. bility continues, even though to a. lesser extent and I am glad that, at any·
rate, there was some abatement in the matter of ilie .ext.ent t!O which that
disability' is sufiered by us.
'
Now, Sir, in the Draft Constitution, prOVJSlOn is made that the official
language shall be Hindi and ;English. I submit, Sir, that this also will create
an anomaly. .No doubt provision is made that arrangements may be made
for giving . the substance of all the speeches of one la:p.guage in the ' other
-language, but to what extent and what is the method .to be employed for that,
it is 'yet to be provided for. I submit, Sir, ·that it is·· very necessmy that for
-some reasonable pT:lriod, it may be ten years, it may be fifteen years,-that ·is a·
:matter of detail-there should be a provision that the official language should
continue to be English. We have no reason to hate 'the English language.
'As a !Ilatter of fact :we ought t<?. be grateful to flhe ~ulture that we. have im·
bibed from phat language. In fact for a great deal of 'our agitation for freedom
and the freenom that we have obtained large conmbu~ion has• been made by
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the English language and by the culture which we imbibed _fro:IJ?. that !anguage.
Therefore I do not think that there- is anything which we should. bate in that
h,mguage ;' and particularly, when we haTe atlJained our' freedom, We are 811~itled to adopt the best from any nation from any part of the ea~th. I shall_
also say that there is no proprietorship in language. The Enghsh language .
cannot be claimed by the Englishman as their own with. any exclusive right
for themselves nor can we claim Hindi as the. exclusive language for ourselves.
There are several languages in tlie world--and therefore we are entitled to use
.every .language. So we are entitled to use the English language and we: must
adopt it until we are in a position to have one national language known to t.he
generality of the public of this country. Until_ that position is attained, we
must continue English as the official language so that every one who assembles
in the Parliament may understand each other. Of course, there may be some
stray cases in which the representatives may not be acquainted with English,
but a very large majority of them will be acquainted with English and the~e
fore, I submit, Sir, that the :EnglisP, language must continue to be the official
language at least dor fifteen years, by which time the nation may be prepared to have a national langl!age for themselves.
•
·
Now, Sir, coming to the question as to what that national language should
be, that is a matter to be decided by this august body. I must say at the
very outset that I am not acquainted either with Hindi language or with
Urdu language or with :Hindustani. Therefore, I am taking a dispassionate
view of the matter. Tt is very difficult to say that it is possible for the people
of this country to learn :Hindi overnight. No doubt we must have a national
language, but we must prepare the nation for it by making· provision for their
learning that language. Now 'if Hindi is' to be made compulsorily the official
language, iihe _question will arise in the elections by adult franchise that
knowledge o£ .Hindi should-be the primky qualification of a candid:l.te for
election. I think it will be detrimental to the interests of the country, if that
happens, and the knowledge of Hindi becomes the criterion in electing their
representatives.
I do not want to dwell more on the sub~ct as the time at my disposal- is
very short. I would only submit this. My suggestion is that this august body
should decide in favour of Hindustani for no other reason than the fact that _..--, it is the solemn testament of Mahatma Gandhi, the father of the nation.. He
was one who was well acquainted with this controversy about these languagelil
and he knew what the nation was and it is after maturP consideration that
gr:eat man has suggested that Hindustani with the ;Nagari script and the
· Persian script should be the ,official language and I hope that this august body
will really_ revere the memory of that great man by deciding on :Hindustani
w!th pevanagari and Urdu script as the ~official language.
Now) Sir, if we do not abide by his advice, the world might say that after
all the devotion and reverence we show to M;ahatmaji is a lip-reverence and a
lip-respect and it is ·not deeper than that. Let us not give occasion to the
world to say that our reverence for Gandhiii is only lip-respect. Let us not
allow ourselves to be accused of the 'grave charge that soon after the death of
Maha.fma.ji his views and wishes were buri-ed nine fathoms deep. At least for
the sake of his memory, I appeal to you, Sir, and to all· the Members of this
body to vote upon Hindustani as the official language.
. Now!' Sir, I would just like to deal with another question, arid that question
Is about the freedom of person. Recently we have heard so much ·about the
power of promulgating Ordinances that is being exercised by the various Governments. Particularly I a:m fully aware of the circumstances under which the
Ordinance rule was enfor~ed in the Madras Presidency. The· legislature was in
1!lession. ~11 on a sudden, ft is prorogued one evening and the next momino
there comes this bomb of an Prdinance, even t_!lking awa'y the powers of th:
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High Court to issue wri~ of Habeas Corpus under Se'Ction 491 of the CriminaE
f.roced~~ .C.ode. ;I: refer :W tP.Is fact i.p, order ~ show: tha~ if the power of
making- an, Ordinance ,js preserved, there is every likelihood of the power being
abused and the liberty of the subject being dealt with in a very reckless wfJ.y.
;I:n pursuance of these Ordinances, hundreds and thousands o~ innocent people
were a.rresP8d and "kept in, custody as if they were chattel, without their even
being told "\\'hat :the charge against them was and why they were detained,
even as required by the very Public Safety Act. In ~his connection, I woulcl
only' request this ;House to see that the powers o£ the l!igh Court are not in
any way taken away with reference :to saving the liberty of the subject. Neither
the .legislature nor the (}overnmEmt shouJd be allowed ·to pass any law or
.Ordinance which takes away the power of :the High Court to protect the liberty
of the subject. That is a very fundamental point. We were crying hoarse·
when, the Britishers were ruling that ~hey w:ere keeping in custody person&
without bringing them to trial. I say this is a sacred right and it must )2e
provided in the Fundamental Rights that no man, to whatever religinn, or to
whatever political creed he may belong, shall be arrested or detained except
·after trial by a court of law. This is a sacred right of which a citizen
should not be deprived. It is said emergencies may arise; even when emergencies arise, there must be power in tbe High Court to see that the man
is brought to trial and he must be kept in detention only after ·proper tri_al.
No power should be given either to make any laws or to make any Ordinance
to enable the Legislature or the Government to deprive the citizens of their
personal liberty without his being brought to trial before a court \)£ law.
I
would therefore request this Assembly to see that provision is .. made 4t the
Fulldamental Rights that the liberty of every subjeot is protected JHld no man
should be incarcerated without being brought to trial before a court of law.
One word more, Sir, and that is about the salary of the ;High Court Judges.
This morning when the memorandum, submitted by ·the Chief Justice of the
Federal Court and of the Chief Justices of the various High Courts was cir- ·
culated to us, I realised on going •through that ,memorandum that they have
made out a very ·good case 'for maintaining the present salaries. The salarieg ~
were fixed about 70 years ago. After that, everything has gone only in favour
of retaining it and all circumstances are against reducing the salaries. The
purchasing power of the Rupe0 has gone down; income-tax has been increased; ·modern life has become more costly. . In order to maintain their
dignity and to keep the Judges beyond temptation, it is very necess'ary that
the present salary o£ the High Court Judges should be maintained, without;
being reduced. ,
Just one minute more, Sir. I. shall just mention the point. I have main·
. tained that the only way of protecting the rights of th_e minorit~es is by giving
separate electorates. I do not want to develop the pomt further. I know the
matter has been discussed in this House before and ,the IIouse was against it.
I know the House will be against it even now. I am giving my honest feeling
that it is the only right way. of IJrotecting the rights of minorities and I .would
appool to the House ~ consider t?e question dispassionate!?'. If f?r any
reason that is not practJ.Cable, and if the House thmks that 1t cannot agree·
to that, reservation is absolutely necessary. I do not want to go into the
reasons. In any case reservation of seats has to 'be retained. Election by
proportional representation by the single transferable. '!:'Ote, or the .creation.
of multiple constituencies with curimlative ,voting, in~ be some of the other'
remedies. I· would. 'only say that separate electorates' is t~e proper remedy
a.nd the right method of giving protection to the minorities. In any case, if
that is not practicable, reservation must be there, or in any case, the ·other
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methods may be tried. Election by proportional representation by single
.transferable vote will be a rather complicated method; otherwise, I would
have preferred that .
. I thank you, Sir.

I

·Shl'i. L. Krishnaswami Bharathi: ·(Madras: General):

::M:r. Vice-President,
coming almost at the fag end of the discussions, I do not think I have
.anything novel or new to traverse. However, I felt I should discharge my
duty by giving certain views of mine.
~$ir,

\

Dr. Ambedkar deserves the congratulations of this House for the learned
·and brilliant exposition of the Draft CDnstitution. No congratulations are du~
to him for the provisions in the Draft for the simple reason they are not his.
Hcnourable Members may remember that most of the Clause,; in the Drafb
(;onstitu'bon wer~ discussed, debated and decided upon in this 1House. Only
a very few matters were left over for incorporation by the Drafting Committee.
The Houa_e, however, would tender its thanks for his labours in putting them
in order.
·
I am sorry, Sir, that Dr. Ambedkar should have gone out of his way to
.make certain references and observatioLs which are not in consonance with the
wishes or the spirit of the House~ in regard to his references to the villages,
and his .reference to the character of the majority and 'constitutional morality'.
Ronourab~e Memhers have referred to the question of villages. I only wish
to add tl1JS: He says: "I am glad that the Drait has discarded the village
.and adopted the individual as its unit.'' I would like to ask him where is the
i~dividual apart from the villages. When he says that the villages have been
d1scarded and the individual has been taken into consideration, he has conveniently forgottBn that the individuals constitute the village; and they num:
ber about ninety per cent of the population, who are the voters.
·
There is another matter which has been referred to by him; that is in regard -to the character of the majority. He says, "the minorities have loyally
accepted the rule of the majority which is basically a communal majority and
not a political majority." I do not know ,vhat he has at the back o£ his mind.
"There was only. one party which functioned on the political plane and on the
Governmei'=:tal plane, the Indian National Congress, which was entirely a noncommunal organisation and a political party. And yet Dr. Ambedkar says
'it is 'basically a commupal majority', which is not true in fact. I must say
'it is wrong. mischievous and misleading. I want to touch upon four poipts,
viz., the fm·m of Gcrvemment. the minority question, the language· question
and adult f~·anchise and elections. I know with the limited time at my disposal I cannot de"velop those points at any length. However, I would like to
touch upon certain aspects of the matt.er.
The Draft Constitution, Dr. Ambedkar said, is federal .in composition. A
·c_areful reader of the whole Constitution would find that it is more unitary
than federal. If I am to express my idea in terms o£ percentage, I am in~
·clined to think it is 75 per cent unitary and 25 per cent federal. Many
Honourable Members spoke stronglv on the need for a strong Centre. I do
not think there was any :c.eed for this kind of over-emphasis, for it is an obvious thing that the Centre ought to be strong, particularly in the peculiar
context o£ the circumstanc~s prevailing in the country. But I am afraid they
·2-re overdoing it. I fee' a strong Centre does not, and ne~d not. necessarily
mean a weak province. An attempt seems to be made and I find there is a
-te-ndency to over-burden the Centre and there is a tendency towards overo.eentralisation.. I, am glad Dr. Ambedkar has given a kind of warning. I am
incli~ed to think that in actual working of the Constitut-ion th:s course of taking
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more powers over to ·the Centre. will be ~ fru~tfll:l s.ow.:ce of frictio~. . Af~r all
le·t it be remembered the st~ength of the cham 1s m 1ts weakest, hnk ~nu .the
provinces should not be considered as a rival Governmenta~ orgamza~wn.
The Centre is trying to chew more than it can- digest. I find m the trans1tory
provision there is an attempt for 4he first five years to take over even tlle provinc~al subjects. It is for the :fi;ouse to de_cide how far we can all~~ that.
\

t?ir, coming to the minority questio~ I am very happy to fi_n~ ~that m~m
bers belonging to the minority community are no;y commg round to the ':!ew
that it is no good to have this kind of communal electorate even though J? ~
diluted. form in the form of a joint electorape. I am h,appy. ~hat Begam AizaZ;
Rasul""has discarded this and does not want the separate electorate.
Mr.
Karimuddin also said the same thing but he wanted what is known as propo~tional representation through single transferable voting system. I am sorry
to say that it is an attempt to come by tlie backdoor or side windows what is
denied .by the front door. This is not very proper and the suggestion that it
may be done by proportional representation is absolutely unworkabl!'l and impractical,' particularly in general" elections «rhere large masses of men and
women who happen to be illiter!l'tes are concerned. Honourable Members mil_y
know that in that system the voter has to puii_numbers as 1, 2, 3 etc ..against
the nam~s of candidates and it is very difficult and impracticable and there- ' ,
_ fore it is no. good;' and as Dr. Ambedkar said the' minorities must· trust the
· majority. There is one fundamental fact to be remembered. I am glad Mr~
Tyagi emphasized that: Community shovld not be made the basis -of civic
_rights. That is a fundamel!tal principle that we must remember. In a secular·
State the right 'to representation is only the right to represent a territory- in
which all communities live and if a member is represeniling .in the Assemblv,.
"he has ~he right to speak ·on behalf of all those living in "t.]le territory, of ~ir
communities and classes, men or women. That should be the idea with which·
we must fu~ction. I must take t~is opportunity of expressing rriy great appreciation of some minority communities. who have been .nationali~tic throughout
and who have not clamoured for special provisions only on the basis of birth or _community. I refer to that corpmunity to :v-hich you, Sir, Mr. VicePresident, have the honour to belt>ng. I have had opportunities of coming
in close contact with Christian friends and throughout they have not demanded
any kind of separate elect.orate or special provisions, and I am happy over
that. If some members of minority community now do not want reservation,
I ~ay not give .al~ credit to them as they are only making 'a virtue of necessitythis great Chnstmn community have· never asked for special considerations.
They have all along be~n of the view that special electorates are no good and
after all we must -~·ll hve. together ali·l I am glad the l'arsee community also
had not wanted th1s spemal representation.
'
. Then Sir, one :Honourable ;Member wanted reservation in services. I should
think though it is not undiluted ·nationalism, w~ mqst for some time to come
give them reservation in services also. But one thing you must have clearly
in mind. Ther~. must be a t~me limit for all these ·peace -Or compromise move~
and you must make it clear that after the lapse of a certain ·specified /period
all these special provisions must go. I particularly support Mrs. Re'lnka Ray's
·suggestion that the last portion in Article 306 where it is stated that affer 10
-years this may 'be continued may be 'removed. We must ·give our view em:
- phatically and d~~nitely that it is only; as a necesss.ry eyil that we are tolerating
reservations on communal basis,
·
. I ~ant to say something on tl?-e-·la:nguage_ question. Much tr?uble arises Oil
account of not properl;y defining what is exactly meant by natwnal language:
Ther~ is no doubirwhatever that India must have a national language but you·
must remember that -Indi!). is not entirely a country with one language existing
,
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at present, and I am glad to find that the Draft Constitution has steered Qlear
of all these controversies. They have simply '!la<id m 1\.rticle 99 that in
"Parliament business shall be \ransacted in English or Hindi". That
all.
I do not tpink that the House need go into this question at pres~nt, as our
Prime 1\finister said, of deeiding upon a National language here and now.
I£ at all we must have, let us have a language for the Central (}overnmenfl
and then it must be made clear beyond a shadow of doubt that in the provinces
the provincial languages and respective regional provincial languages shall be
the official language for 'the rerritories comprised in the province. I£ that poini
. is made clear beyond a shadow of doubt, much of the heat and much of the
controversy will disappear. Let it be definitely- understood that the regiona
language shall be both, in the legislatures and in the High Courts -·of thE
Proyinces.
,
·

is

Sir, I have only one point ,more if you will give me two more- minutes.
That is regarding the election under adult franchise. 1\fuch doubt and apprehension is entertained in the minds of big constitutional experts like 1\fr.
T. R. Venkatarama Sastry of Madras about the efficacy of adult suffrage; b11t it
is decided and we cannot go oack_ on it. But the most important point that
_ I want to emphasize is that the elected representatives must truly reflect the
will of tlie. people. Unfortunately, Honourable Members know how elections
are conducted. Today we find from the papers an Honourable Member of thi!5
Constituent Assembly went to voll to cast his vote -at an election. He is told:
"Your vote is already cast." ·That is nothing surprising. That is happening
on a large scale everywhere. I stood for election in 1937 and in two or three
elections I was personally interested. I knew actually twice- the
actual
number of votes were not polled corrootly. .S.ome arrangement must be devised
by which this sort of corruption at elections must be stopped. I have a suggestion and I shall place it. before this House for consideratil!ln and leave it at
that. Every voter must be given what is known as an identity card.
The
identity card may contain-it is a matter of detail what the identity mark
should be. I would very much like a photo of the voter to be put in a card' .
which he might carry.
In the post office we are giv:.en what i1 known .as
identity cards on a payment of Re. 1. Ou, photo is put there and wherever
we go we can carry it. If such a system or something similar to it is done,
the voter must first present this identity card and on presenting it .he will be
given the ballot paper and then he will exercise his vote. I am prepared to
• discuss the ,details. This arrangement will be a great boon. H this suggestion
is taken up and put in the appropriate place, I have no doubt that the elected
representatives would reflect the true v.ill of the people.
Shri Kishorimohan Tripathi _(C. P. and Berar Stat ..:s): Mr. Vice-President,
Sir, there has been sufficient discussion of the Draft Constitution and I have
been .V.efJ carefully !istening f:o. the critic~I?~· There have been two types
of cnt1msms. Some of the ont.Ics have cr1timzed themselves rather than the
Drafting Committee. They took certain... decisions and a11 those decisionswere embodied by the Drafting Committee and where the Drafting Committee
wanted to ~ake ifs own suggestions it underlined the Draft and ~s trl\3d amply
to draw the attention of the House to the sugQ'estions and changes th(Ji; it
wanted to make. Critics_have criticised and in doing so, they have indirectly
criticised their own decision. There has been another type' of criticism which
has gone rather astray and critics have tried to bring in. things which we need
not discufls while discussing the constit-ution of a country. J •Would not now
go into the details of the Constitution, into the nature of the Constitution
info the economic or other provisions of the Constitution.
Much has bee~ ·
taid on. those issues.
B'!t ~ tried to find. out the place of the- Chattisgarh ·
States m the Draft Constitutwn; I looked mto the Schedule enumeratino the
-yarious units of admin;st.ration and found their names nowhere: whereas" a.s a,
matter of fact the · administration of these - States has been integraied witn
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that of C. P. and administrative units,-Districts,-have been carved out of
.these States. I_ do not know why these. States have not been treated• as a.
~art and parcel of the province of C. J>. in the Draft Constitution~ I would
.request for this change; and when I say so I however do not want to say
4haii as a resu).j:, of this integration the people have felt something ,·ery advantageous. In· the transitory stage of integration, there have been a lbt of
-difficulties to people. They have, in fact, suffered. Their conditions have
·b~co.me rather worse, but I believe,-and believe honestly~that all those arc
/.only passing phases and they will go and in the long run these small States
. when merged and integrated with y. P. would derive their own benefit. They
'are not in a position to form a Union in any way; they have not. got sufficient
·economic and other resources to develop themselves and therefore in no case
·
/ ghould they be treated separately,
Secondly, I will draw the attention of the House to the necessity of inclU:"·
ing co-ordination of agricultural development a·nd planning in respect of food,
its procurement and distribution, in the Union list as a Central sul5ject. When
I say so, I want to draw the attention of the House to th reply t.he Honour-able .Minister for. Agriculture gave while replying to questions in the House
when functioning as the Assembly that for wl)-ri't of proper provision or power
-it is not possible for the Centre to deal effectively with the question of agric1;lltural development of the country. When we think of the reconstruction
.Of the economy of India, t.be first and foremost thing that should strike our
.attention is the agricultural economy in India. If you want a planned development in India including agricultural economy, it is essential. that agriculture
-its development and planning- should find !" place in the Union ;List rather
.than in the Provincial List. The 'food problem _in India is very grave.· It is
.going to be a seripus nroblem for years to come and we have been spending
.most of our dollar and other exchange in getting imports of food from foreign
countries and this has withheld and will be withholding our industrial deve·
-lopment to a large extent. It is therefore very essential that a country-wide
planning t9 develop agriculture to an extent where· we can be self-sufficient
in the matter of food should be treated as essenfjial. I would therefore request
the· Drafting cCommittee to take "into consideration this suggestion of mine
and place the· co-ordination of agricultural development as a Cm1tral subject.
1 arn sure that the attention of the Drafting Committee has also been drawn
i.o this subject by the Ministry of. Agriculture also.
Then, I eome to the question of India and her relationship to the Commonwealth. This question has yet been left und£Cided although references in
;h{ paners and in the speeches of Members have been made .to it. I for one
·would like that India must declare herself an Independenb Sovereign Republic.
We should mRke no me·ntion of our association with the Commonwealth in
:any part o£ tlle Constitution itself. Raving declared .herself a free and in·
dependent nation, India should then go to seek-her assodation with one bl.oc .or
the other; but jumping from the present position of a Dominion to the relation)!hip of the (4ommonwealth will inevitably mean that we -are going to remah1
still a dependent country, dependent ~o the Commonw2nlth ::1nd the Kh1g of
England.
•
'Taking next the question of election in villagf\S, _pluch has been said about
Villages. There has ·been ~very sharp criticism of the view expressed by Dr._
Ambedkar when he said that "the villages ::ne rleus of ignorance". There has
been -:ruthless cnticism. T know thii criticism is because of a genuine fee'ing
()n the part of the House. The House de!::.irP.s that the villages 'should come.
· forward and play their full pari; in the Mtional reconstruction. Since the
desire is very genuine, I would request the House to detail out the election
procedure in. the Constitution itsdf. While givi~- adult franchise' to ev_,<Jr.,:
citizen of India, the eligibility £or election to legifllatures should be restricted
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iio such persons as neither pay income-tax nor hold land in excess of 100
acres. That. I am sure, would bring in most of the villagers t-o the legislatures
.and they will be able to play their best role.
I now come to the question of the linguistic provinces. It is said
· examining this question that the redistribution of provinces is essential only
on the ground of language. That is a wrong theory to my mind. A province
-should be formed or ·carved out of India, bearing in mind its economic resourcefulness, so that it could give full opportunity of growth to every citizen in it.
The discussion of linguistic provinces, the appointment of a Commission w
consider the question only on the basis of language, has slready created a sort
of wild feeling in the country and even in the political parties this tendency
has taken place.
I heard the other day tha.t the States of Manipur,. Tripura
and a district of Cachar are demanding themselves tq, be a separate province in
the Congress body. There are other small unions who desire to continue to
be separate units. This is very harmful to the nation and must be prevented.
Then coming to the auestion of language, I ~m one who wants that Hindi
should be accepted as the national language of India, but when I say so I
<lo not mean the Hindi which we find in the translation of the Draft Oonsti. .tution.
Mr. Vice-President: The Honourable Member has already exceeded his
jiime.
·
Shri Kishorimohan Tripathi: Well, Sir, as I have-.;.no time, I close with
these few words. I support the motion moved by Dr. Ambedkar.
Shri Vishwambhar Dayal Tripathi (United Provinces: General): Sir, it is
with a certain amount of hesitation that I am going t{) speak before you in
English. It appears that a sort of misunderstanding has been created amongst
n sectivn of our Friends, particularly those from Sout.hen India, that we t'peak
in Hindi because we want to shut them off from our ovvn ideas. I must
assure them that it is not a fact. The real fact is-and I want to say so qmte
frankly-!that we can express our ideas ten times better in Hindit th~n
in English. This is the only reason why some of us always speak in Hind1.
But in deference to the wishes of those friends I am goillg to spE:ak ~n English.
To come .directly to the subject mattn, it has been a formality with almost
all the speakers to congratulate. the Mer~bers of the DraHing Committee and
its Chairman on the labour they have put in :md also on the merits of the
Constitution· I would not undergo that fwmality. There is no doubt, of
- course, that they have put in a good deal of labour~ a.nd have placed before~
us a complete picture of a ·Constitution on the principle& that we laid down
-in this Constituent Assembly. I am also aware that there is a good deat
of merit in the draft Constitut:ion. They h,ave no doubt thoroughly studied
the constitutions of different countries and have tried to make a c~oice out of
them and to adapt ·those constit.utions to the needs nf this country. This is
the chief merit of this Draft Constitution. In one word, it is an 'orthodox·
Constitution.
But al~mg with its merits we have also t{) see as to what are the defects
or demerits and omissions in this Draft Constitution. We s.hould then try to
remove those defects. and omissions. ·
Before I point out these glaring defects and serious omissions, I would
like to draw your attention to certain observations made by the Mover of the
Draft Constitution. I would not go into unnecessary details, because those
points have ·been effectively dealt with by a number of 1Jrevious speakers. But
I cannot refrain from making certain observations. 'rhe one thing-and tl)
me it appeare very objectionable-which I wish to reply t<l is Dr. Ambedkar's
remark that the Indian soil is not suited to democracy. I do not know how
my friend has read the history of India.
I am_mysel£ a student of history
and also of politics and I can say with definiteness that democracy flourished
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in India much before Greece or any other 'couutry in the world. The -:mtire
western world has taken democratic ideas from 5}reece and it is generallY,
regarded that- Greece was the, country w!'lere democracy first uf aU flourished.
But- I s3j and I can prove it to the hilt· that democracy flourished in India
much earlier fhan in Greece. I shall not go into the facts and figures, yet~
I :wouUi draw his attention to two or three points with regard to this matter.
He might remember, as· I know he has read history and he is also a scholarof Sanskrit, t};tat even during the time of Buddha, democracy .flo~ri~hed. iz:
India. It is tln oft-quoted phrase which I want to repeat here and 1t ~s th1s~
that certain traders went from northern India to. the south. The King of
southern India asked ~in as to who was the ruler of northern In.dia. They
replied: "Deva, Kechiddesha Gana&lhinah Kechid Rajaadhina" (~, ~~m
rr~: itGt'~ ~rsrr-if.:rr:) It means: some of the countries in the no~th are
governed as republics, while there are others wh1c~ are gove~ed by kings.
Then, coming down to the period of Alexander, we find that th,e ~istori~ns
of Alexander have praised very much the city-states of northern India which
were ~overned on democratic lines as republics. ,:here is no d~mbt that later
on the course of political development was arrested for somet1me on a~count
o£ invasions from outside. Yet we find. that the same democracy contmu.:Jd
to !unction in our villages under the name of village republics. This,. theMover himsell has admitted in his address. It is very unfortunate' that he
should have made such remarks ~s are not borne out by the facts of history.:
As re"ards tlle defects in the Draft·. Constitution I would now draw your
·. attention °to the Objectives Resolution it·self. :E;:ven that has been sought. to
be changed. 'fhe word 'Independent' bas been sought to be chartged ~to
(lemocratic' and the word 'republic' has also been sought to be changed mto
'State'. · I think the Drafting Commitpee should n9t have done : it. T~e
very suggestion of such a change is repugna.J?-t to us nnd I hope that this
thing will not be accepted by the House.
Then, coming to the Fundamental Rights, we find that ~while freedc;>m of
speech and freedom of association etc. have been given by' one hand, 'they
have been taken away by the other. The Clauses that follow have. done away
with all those. rights which have been given in the first clause of Article lo.
Similarly, if we look a.t the Directive Principles of State. policy, we find the
same thing. You will remember that I placed before you an amendmen.t seeking, to add the· word 'socialist' before the Wf>rd 'republic'. I am sorry t.ha\
at that time Shri Seth Damodar Swarup did· not think it proper to support
me. _I am glad he has now come here as a champion of soeialism. But a~
tfu1t sta;se, I am sorry nobody support€d it and my suggestion. was rejected;
Anyhow, whether the word 'socialist' is used or not we ,fuust try to~ see that,
when we incorporate political democracy,· we also incorporate economic demo- cracy in the Constitution.
·
·
·
-

·
So far as the__Directive Principles of State Policy as given in the DmU
Constitution are concerned, .there are no grounds for thinking that they will
at all affect the future structure. of society in India.
·,
•

'

" There are certain other defects also which I shall point_ ~mt when the
·.
amendments are moved and dis~ussed.
But I would certainly like to mention sQme of the/ grave omissions in the
Draft Constitut.ion. There are three such omissions whicli are very grave and
important, and they are: the omission of National <Flag; the omission of
National song and the omisSion.of National language. I think these three omis·
sions are very grave. Tb13 Drafting Conimitt.€e ought to have seen it? -wa.y to ·
I
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die. The Assembly should be summoned· only to give i!e verdict in case there
is sharp difference of opinion on any issue be~~en the majority of ~he Adviserson the one side and the President on the other.· If the President or &n
Adviser dies, the Constituent Assembly ~W.t be summoned to elect a successor. This system of Government shou~d last till the end of the Third World
War which may break out any moment. The present _Government of Jndia
.A,ct should be ·abrogated.
I have advocated the rule of philos~pher-kings because Plato, whom I'
consider to be the_ Father of Political Science, considered it to be the bes~
system of government. We look back with pride to the days of Raja ;Ram
of Ayodhya and ;Raja Janak of Mithila. · Wl:lat Plato adv<lcated in his ~publia
has always been practised in India. I have adv-ocated the rule of philosopherkings because this is the best system of government. r have more faith in.
living people than in the dead clauses of a written constitution. .,I do not believe in a permanent constitution. We are at the end of an epoch. It is
very difficult for us to sense the needs of the coming century. The Americans.
framed their constitution at the beginning of the epoch o£ capitalism. W.e
are asked to frame our constitution at the end of this .epoch. The end-of the·
third World War will decide the broad economic and political patterns of the
coming age. Today we are in a state of ferment and decay. The whole of
Asia is i? the melting pot. The nation sU1nds in n~d of spoon-feeding. W aare passmg through the birth pangs o£ a new social order. Any constitution which we may frame today may become completely out of date tomorrow,
:Power placed in the hands of the electorate may prove disastrous.
The traditions of the Khalifas of Islam___,Abu ;Baqar and Shah Omar-are·
Germany, Italy and Turkey rose to grand heights under
Hitler, 1\fussohm and Kemal Ataturk. The Soviet dictator has workedmiracles. The days of Chandragupta ;M;aurya, Asoka, the 0:uptas, :Fiarshavardhana and Akbar were the best periods of our history when India enjoyed·
~eace and progress ..
w~rthy of emu~a~ion.

There is no parliamentary form of go.vernment -\}'Drth mentioning in the-whole of A::;ia. There are some deeper re'asons for this. -1\-ny attempt to foist
parliamentarism on India will only spell our ruin and misery.
I regard the parliament-ary system of government as the, direct form of
democracy. The system of government set up by Hitler, ;M;ussolini, Kemar
Ataturk and Stalin represent the indirec't forms of democracy. The whole
of Germany, Italy and 'l'urkey were behind the dictators. What Pandit Nehru
is to us, probably that or more is Stalin to the people of the Soviet Union.
How can we call the Soviet rule undemocratic? The only conclusion to which
we are driven is that the basis of all governments~both parliamentary andtotalitarian~is democratic.
The essense o£ democracy is no~ franchise. The representation of the rea}
will of the people, as distinct from actual will, is the core of democracy. One
man, whether elected by the people or not, can represent the people as a
whole if he stands for the real will of the cmhmunity. The rule of the dictator
is essentially democratic if he stands for the greatest good of the greatest
number. The substance is always more important than the form.
'

.

One party rule is in perfect consonance with the ideals of" democracy. This
fad has· to be grasped. We can have perfect democracy only in a classless
society. It is only after war, and nation states and capitalism have been
liquidated, that we can achieve perfect democracy. Friends may retort thatone party rule will lead to Fascism. To this I would reply that parliamentary
governments, as in Germany and Italy, facilitate the rise of Fascism if the
people a~e not highly conscious of their pomical responsibilities. !u:e .~he
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people of India conscious of .their political responsibilities? The vast. majorit-y
of the people of lpdia are suiik in the lowest depths of illiteracy,. poverty, com.munalism and provincialism. Dnly philosopher-kings can jackie these problems. -Both "parllamentarism and federalism will aggravate the malady.
Criti~ may urge that power corrupts and absolute power c~rrupts absolutely.
I do not believe in this maxim. Was Hitler corrupt? Is Stalin corrupt? The
records of M:ushtapha Kemal and M:ussolin.i are as good as that of the leaders
{)f parliamentary '1emocracy.
In this atomic age, the proble,ms of the modern state have beCQme so complex and baffling that more and more people are beginning__to realise that the
affairs· of government can. only be tackled by experts. Parliamentary demO· .
~-¢racy has outlived its utility.
·
""
If we want to meet the challenge of Anglo-American imperialism in Asia, if
we want to meet _the demands of international trade and. commerce, if we
.want to meet the threat of the .third world war which is looming large on the
horizon, if we are .to meet the onslaughte of international politics, we must
'hand over fuJI power into the hands of our leaders.
•
,
It is ncit possible for our foreign friends to meddle in ·the affairs of Spain
.,-or the .Soviet Union because they have hung an iron curtain around their
frontiers. Parliamentary··democracy facilitates foreign intervention into ~he
internal affairs of a people. If we want to be free from the machinations of
our· foreign friends,'- we should not provide any opportunity to them. Qur
constitution must be fool,proof and knave-proof. Parliamentary democracy
·must be discarded. '
· ,.
·
Dr. Ambedkar said the other day that our Constitution(is both federal and
unitary. It is federal during times of peace, and it is. possible of being convetted "into unitary type- during times of war. The distinction between peace
and war is. fictitious, because we are now living in a state of cold war. If we
want. to meet the onslaught of foreign powers the type of democracy which we
are ~rying to build will- perhaps obitruct us. The demands of peac~ time
are as urgent and _insistent as that of war. If we have an unitary type of
·constitution now, we may be able to meet the demands of the third world war.
I do not know whether there are- more competent lead&rs than.Pandit Jawaharlal ;Nehru and S_ardar Patel. Then why are we wasting the time of the Gov·ernment oi India by. ali sorts of critidsms? We must build up our economy.
If we are not.able to meet the challenge of war, we may go down in history.
I am not very'sure what will be the outcome or tlie fate of. this country if .
a war• breaks out. The whole of Asia is in the melting -pot; let us not -try to
weaken phe hands of our· leaders. They are the best people; they are the
only people :w:ho can govern this country. Is it necessary that in order to keep ·
them in control, we must be sitting in the legislature and talking all kinds o£
-nonsense?
•,
The ~ssembly then
adjourned for lunch till Three of the Cloek.
.....

~
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The Assembly re-assembled after Lunch at Three
-f>resident (Dr. R. C. ;Mookherjee) in the Chair.

of

the Clock, ;t\1-r. :Vice-

-----

Shri. H. V. Kamath (C.P. & Berar: General): Before w_e proc~ed; Sir,
with the further consideration of the Motion, may I ask for a r'Jhng from
you as to whether the use of the word "nonsense" to_ describe the s?ee;hes
,of Honourable Members of this House conforms to parliamentary pra:ctwe '
Mr. Vice.Presiden,t (Mr. H. C. Mookherjee): I do not think it i!" in order.
Shri H. V. Kamath: This arises out of the speech made by Mr. Brajeshwar
.Prasad. Jie did use the word 'nonsense' to descr:b~. the speeches of Honourable Member_s in this House. That is why I am ra1smg this pomt.
Mr Vice-President: Is he present here?
• Shri Bra.jeshwar Prasad: I did not kDpW: it was unparliamentary~· i£ it is
so, I withdraw it, Sir. I would replace it by any other-.vord which the hcnour..able Member may ~uggest.
_
_
Mr. -Vice-President: We shallnow resume further coni>1dera.tion'oi Dr.
Ambedkar's motiot'h
Sh.ri Moturi Sa.tyanarayana (Madras: General): *[Sir, you will b~ smjlrisad
to know that a person from ;Madras has come here to speak in Hindustani.
"The general belief so far was that all the M.embers from ;M:adras would like
to speak in English. I am not surprised at· this. It is my conviction that all
the speeches in this· Assembly should be delivered in Hindustani. It is, how. ever, very unfortunate that even thuugh peopls have worked for. this cause
for the last thirty years, ;EI.industani-speaking people have not secured election
-to this House from the south, the east m1d the west. It does not mean
that there are no ;Hindustani-speaking ·people in these provinces.
Only,
Hindustani-speaking people have not -been able to sec~re election to this
Assembly. I see ·that even the Members from the north speak in English
only. The reason may be that they want. to have closer relations wit-h the
-people of the South and other provinces. Whatever may be the reason, the
fact is that they do speak in -English.
·· The Constitution which is now on 1he- anvil places befor(' us provisions of
many kinds.
It appears to me from what have been able to gat..ter :from
th(,se provisions that jt is being built from above and not from below, tLe base.
If it had been built from the base upwards, our Constitution would have firsi
been framed in the languages of our country. The people know what that
·swaraj means for which we have been labouring for the last thirty ytars and
' - ior which we have been fighting 1or the last thirty ye·ars, and they nr:
also
conscious that the Constitution is being framed for them and not for anyone
<Blse. But only the international view,:Point, and not the national 'nor the
swaraj, nor even the villagers'. view-point is being given weight in the f:~;aming
-of this Constitution. We want that the Constitution for the whole country
·should first be framed in the language o£ the country, that the Constitution
should he for the people of the villages so as to ensure food
and
cloth for them, as it was the lack of these necessities that led us to make
·demand for swaraj'. It would be very good for us if the Constitution is framed
in the languages of The country. lt may afterwards be translated info English
-or into the lan·guagea of the countries whose constitutions we hav~ drawn
upon, of those ~hoae opinion we value. It would have been much better if
(- we had seen. to this matter in the very beginning. If this consideration had
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been .kept in min'd from _ithe very beginning, we would not have had occasion; •
to listen to all the criticisms that have been made today in this House-~hai:
~his Constitution is not suited to the genius of our country, that it is not suited.
-J,o th? people of the villages, that it is not in J,he interests of the people of the
cities and t.ha:t it is not in the interests oL the poor. We did not keep that in
mind,in the beginning and that is why there is all this criticism. I hold that
if we have to provide food, cloth and shelter for our poor brethren, the villages.
·and :the village panchayats, should form the ba.se of our Constitution. We
should proceed with our work. keeping .them in mind. It is because we have
not. done this that we have to consider whether our provinces-should be strong
or weak, whether our -Centre should be strong or weak. These questions arise
only because we have not. given due importance to o.1:fr provinces and.
villages in framing our Constitution. The basic idea underlying the
whole constitution is as to how our country will compete with Britain,
Eussia or America and what relations it will have with them.
There
is
nothing in the .whole Constitution :to ,show that our intentiot} was to do E<omething:
for the inhabitants of pur country, for our villagers and for our .townsfolk, an~.
for the poor people.
·
So far as production is concerned, there is nothing in it that would make-the '-village people work their utmost in order to produce the maximum
quantity of wealth. I think that it will be said in reply to this that later on.
when this Constitution. would be enforced all t-hese ~ould be taken to be impli~?d by its provisions and would therefore be put into practice lm~ that these,
cannot be specifically included within the Articles of the Constitution. But I
hold that just as the face is to a man's character. so also a mere glanee at the
Constitution ·should be sufficient to reve_al the direction in which it tends to.
move the ptople. Therefore, I hope thar at the time when the Constitution
would be considered here clause by clause every attempt will be made to include in-it provisions for all that we have been promising to· provide to oul'
countrymen.
'
\

'

For the last four, or fi.ve days ·a. very important problem-the problem of
the relations that should subsist between the State or national language ana
. the :various provincial languages-has been engaging our attention.
There has been amplJ discussion as-to what should be the position of theO
national language and the position to be given to the vat"ious provincial lanf;uages.
I hold that unless we decide as to what would 'be the place of provincial languages, how they would be used in their respect-ive provinces, no deci ·
sion can· be taken ~bout the national language. In my opinion, our provincial
languages must not<_,have a less important place . than that of our national
la:nguage. If a decision is not taken in regard to this matter there will be a
_ very powerful agitation in the country and many people will say that the
·people of ·northern India who hold Hindi as national language are trying to
make their_ own language the national~ language. This will_ have a serious
8onsequence in the provinces and they will oppose i~ and as a result
the
country will. be split up into many divisions, as of old. J.I'o prevent this, it is
very"' essential to make it clear that in no case the state language would take·
away the importance of provincial languages. If this is not done, there is a
possibility of a very serious danger arising for the- country. It must be avert. ed. The purpose• for which a State language is needed is to establish . unity
within the State. Another function it fulfils is to facilitate the carrying on of
international relations. In my opinion it is very essential for us•to build up a .
eomposite culture, a composi~e language and a composite s9ciety. The assimilation of the culture and the langua.ge and the dress of all those who come
to our country has been a part of our tradition for centuries. We did this and
marched on the path of progress. We should adopt that practice for tho future
.
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Mso. Il we f~il io do 100, jti i10 very possibl~ we may
make suuh rapid pro.
in international matter~> ~ our Prime Minister has in view. On the
contrary, i* i10 quite likely that we may remain involved in our own internal
aisputei.
Ii i~t better if we avoid it. Merely to hold this view is not suffi.
oient We must also act upon it. 'Therefore, I hope, Sir, that the language
which ill going to be m~de our national language, which is going to. be used
here, must be the link of a composite culture, must have a mixe~
··racabulary, a mh:ture of phrases and idioms and a composite scrip~
110 Jihat we ~ay have mutual understanding within the coming ten or
ifteen yeaN, and. thereafter be able to march forward toge·ther. Till tha~ time
we ~>hould not take any step to give up our. composite culture.
In shor~ I
would like to submit that our national language should be Hindustani and our
culj;ure should be Hindustani.
:re~>a

all

In regard to the national script I submit that until
our people have '
lea.rnt to write in a common script-an~ today they use two separate scriptsboth the scripts should be given recognition so that no one may have any
occasion to complain that his script which he had been using for centuries was
being suppressed after the a'ttainment of freedom and th£tt thereby his cu ture
aml religion was being suppressed. If we are prepared to continue t.> use the
English language for the next fifteen or twenty years, I do not find any
reason why the other current languages cannot . be kept on for that period.
Today some people complain that alien words are. being impor~ed into, their
language. But we should not only keep thesa words but should also extend,
their meaning. I, therefore, think that both from -the view point of justice a~
from that of exp'ediency it is essential to be fully considerate in sueh matters.·
I would like to discuss this subject much more fully and perhaps it is not·
ciiffieul1l to speak at length on it. But there have been so many longwinded
aptakera since this· morning~several of whom you pulled up rather s}Jarplyth8t I do no~ wish to take any further time of the "House -and I now conclude
my remark..
I would, if I get an opportunity, express my views at
the
proper time on the amendments that have been tabled. J
Sh:rt Suresh Chandra Majumdar (West Bengal: General): Mr. VicePresidetit, Sir, it is with deep humility in :aJ.y -heart that I rise to ;:;peak a few
wqrds on the onerous task which history has assigned to this Assembly, ·
namely, the making of a democratic Constitut:on for this great and ancient
land whose civilization dates back to an age beyond ma'n's memory.' No nation
il:.ls had such varied experience_ o£ success _and . failure, of happhess and
sorrow, of fulfilment and frustration as ours. Among the many lessons with
which our history is replete, there is one which in my opinion should command
011r utmost attention as we are engaged in settling the forms of our State and
Government. It is this that throughout history our finest glories in v. hatever
field they might pe, were achieved precisely during those periods when Ind.ijt,
a£rlving tQwards political. cohesion was most successful and such cohesio»
..a-lw!'lys presupposed a strong unifying Oentral authority.
The form of thai;
authority was different at different times and of course we s.hall have to evolve
c,ne<'lhat will suit the conditions 0£ the present age but the truth remains that
India's greatness depends as it has always done on the efft!ctive strength of
a. unifying . Centre.
I therefore want the Constitution t-o provide for a strong
Centr~ :md am glad that the Drafting Committee had kept this point prominE-ntly in their view.
The time has now come to curb the bias in favour
of tlJe F-o-called 'provincial Autonomy' which arose irom htstorical causes. --When Alexander attacked India we understand that India was divided into 52
autonomous units ann we know what consequences it produced. It might
hMe had some justification when the. Centre was irresponsibltJ and completdy
under &lien domination. Even so, 'provincial autonomy' encouraged provir.·
oi&lism and that the curse did not assup1-e greater proportions WRs due wholly
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to the uni£yi~g . influ~n?e ~nd control IYhich the All-India Congress ·exercised
O\'er the provmmal Immstrres.. Now there is no foreign power in t:he land and \
tbere should be no conflict between the provinces and the Centre; and as
between the provinces therrisel ves, possibilities of conflict can· be best
lessened by the _Ceiltre being given power to intervene effectively whenever and wherever provincial jealousies may threaten the unity, or impede
t~e progress of the country as a whole. l therefore want that it is not only at
tn~es of \Var or other grave emergency that tf1a State sh(i'bld function as '>
umtary State but 'that in normal ·peace time· also the Centre shpuld have
-certain necessary overriding powers ·without wh:ch planned reconstmction 0-f
the country will not be possible.
-

l Shri

a
While on the subject of delimitation of powers, 1 should like to make
vel'_y brief reference to D:t:. Ambedkar 's comments on: tho role of the vill:cge
community in India's historY,. It is true that at times the village community
-stood still whetl. history passed by.
But this liappened ·invariably in periods
of 11atio_nal depression when e·verything was in a state o£ stagnatio~ and the
political .life itself was disintegrating and the yilJage comrhunity was indifferent
to the .main course of history. But there were other times-tim~ of healthy
.n~tional life--when the village community did supply shength. I. believ·e the
-village community, if it is pr~perly revitalised and made power-conscious, can
become. not only a strong prop of the State but even the main source of its
. \strength. '
_
.
.
India has .been always proud-and I also sha!e th'at priO.e-of her achievement o£ cultural unity in diversity, but in matters political it is essential roday
lilu:;t we emphasize unity and uniformity rather than diversity. 1 therefore
waDt a uniform .poiitic?-1 structure for the whole country. No praise ·can be
too high for the wonderfui· work of integration which the States Ministry has
<doue and is still doing·· under the creative, ·I should rather say, inspired leaderour Deputy Prime Minister and I hop& this work will proceed further
ship
tc the point where the viable States and the States' Unions will have the same
poli~cal and administra.ti':e organisations as the othe( linits-I mean
the ·
pr(~sent Provinces~wit~in the ove•-all political structure of the c·ouniry. In·
vie_\v of the basic character o£ these units as- recognised by the Chairman of the
· Draftin a Committee himself, I do not even like them to be called "States",
because" that may create an impression that India ' is a ·Federation of ihe
type of the United 'S.tates of America.
All units, the present Provinces as
well as the integrated States, sh~ould be given the uniform nomenclature
of .
·
."Prov~nce".
I am proud o£ the achievements not only of my own language_ but, as an
Indian also of those of the other !Ilajor languages bi India.
I certainly want
·a li11o:;ra Indica for the whole country, but at the 'same time jt wil1 be an irrepnrable loss if we allow the major provincial languag~s ~o langu~sh bY: ~eglect.
Tbe lingua Indica that we may adopt~ should not be a ki~d of ImpositiOn. It
will be willingly accepted by all if. It IS allowed to make Its way gradually-i)-and
naturally and 'without giving UJ. rise to ·a feeli_ng o£ imposition. T?e prev10us
speaker, Shri Satyana.rayana, 1S an outstandmg example of this. Nobody
imposed upon him Hindi or Hi~dustani, but·.J!onourabl~ Me~bers have heard
tl:ie fluency \vith which he. spoke just now.
As regards English we ~eed not
ignore.itS' usefulness as a medium of internati~_?,ar exchange,. an~ eve~1 in the
_.pphere of intern!'.l use. I am not in favour o.f VlOJen:t;ly ~hrottlmg It b_ut w?ul?like to see its gradual-replacement. , It may not qe WISe to set a time limit
in a matter like this. .
,
·
•
•
1
It is unfortunate that· the· quest~on of linguistic provinces ]las ·become
mixed up with provincialisl:n. 1'he principl~ ?£ lin~uistic province.s caw be
justified _only on two grounds, namely, administrative ·and educatiOnal 'con-
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\tnience and the development o~ our great rnp.jor languages. It would be
·wrong to introduce any other consideration into this ma~ter, which unfortu- ·
ItQ.tely has become a subject· of v~olent controversy and even conflict. Possib:y
we are all suffering from the hang-over of our depressed condition which is ovly·
JUSt over and under wliich ·our foreign rulers always .emphasized and enI hope we shall be able to see things in their
coUl·aged the spirit of diyision.
proper pei:spectrve· after some time.
It. is essential that at this stage all interual conflicts should be avoided. · H, therefore, the question of lingu;stic re'grot,;ping of provinces cannot te settled without bitterness and conflict now,
). think the question should be po>.tponed for ten years,
I would only ~:rge
wat the Constitution should not contain any such provision as will make !01
settlement of this question too difficult in the future.
At the same time I
Ymuld appeal to all my countrymen meanwhile to behave in a manner so as
not to prejudice the rightfal claims of any language Hindi or Hindustani as the
lingua Indica of India. It is due to .my great love for aU the major Indian
languages as well as to the necessity 1 feel that all our countr3'men should
understand and' follow the Constitution, that J have asked .that the Constitution
be made available in all the major Indian languages and approved by this
Assembly before its final adoption.
One \vord more.
I hope I will not be misunderstood in saying this in this
Gandhian era:. I want to say a few words regarding the right of the people
to bear arms.
vVe are passing the Constitution today. But so £ar a>. I can
see there is no mention of that.
I would like that the House may provide in
the Constitution that as a fundamental Tight, all adults, irrespedive of
vdwther they are men or Y'Omen, would be allowed to bear arms for the defence
of Mother India whenevl'!r she \Yot!ld be in periL J ai Hind. .

Pandit Mukut Bihari Lal Bhargava (Ajm~_r-Merwara): Mr. VicePresidenn, Sir, the Draft, Constitution has been under fire .£or the last several
days in the House. · I would not- deal' generally with the Draft Constitution
but wo'uld confine my observations to one particular aspect of the Draft Constitution, and that is what is _incorporated in Part VII of the Draft Constitution. It- deals with what are known as the Chief Commissioners' provinces
under the present Government of India Act <tf 1935. At the very outset I
would respectfufiy draw the attention of the House tha~ in this particular case
the Dra.fting Committee and its Chairman have been very very unjust to t.he · 1
Chief Commissioners' provinces.
In fact, in making . the recommendations
which the Drafting Committee has made in Part VII of the D.raft Constitution, it has'·exceeded its powers. It is absolutely 'clear; if necessary, reference may be made to the resolution adopted· by the House on 29th August 1947.
which brought the Drafting Committee into existence. The powers of that
Committee are specified in the'Resolution that was adopted by the· House on
the oceasion.. It is simply to implement the decisions tha't have already
been taken by the House. When the questioJ+Q·of the Chief Commissioners'
provin0es carne up before the House, from the Union Constitution Cornm~ttee
Report you will be pl,eased to find that in part VIII Clause 1 wh.a.t was re<lC<rnmenJed by the Union Constitution Committee was that-the Chief Commissiouers' provinces should continue to be administered by hte Centre as
mider the Government of India Act, 1935. When this clauie 1 o£ part VIIJ nf the Union Constitution Committee report was moved by the Honourable
S;r N. Gopalaswamy Ayyangar in the House, nn amendment to it was mover1
by my friend Mr.~Deshbandliu Gupta and that. :;tmendm_ent waos unanimously
accepted by the House. That amendment sought the setting up of an nd hoc
committee consisting of seven l\1f.mbers of this Honourable House, which committee was to gD into. the question of the Chief Commissioners' prc>Yinces and
t.), make suggestions for effecting changes ill the administrative sysh-ms .
thes,e provinces an demo~ratk _lines so ~s to fit in with the changed conditions
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in the country.
The fact th.at, this amendment wa~. unanimously accepted
b,v the H?use _clearly implies that the Hauss s~ands ' committed to bringing
about amtable administrative changes in the set ·up of these provinces on
derr~cratic ~nes S_? as to fit in with the Republican Const!tution of free India;. ·
Im;p1te of thlfii mandate from the House, one is staggered to find the recommen-,
dation of the Drafting Committee in Articles 212 to 214 of the present Draft.(
CtrlJiiltitu~ion. My respectful submission would be that these -recommendations
are abliiiolutely ultra vires inasmuch as the Drafting Committee could ·not seiJ
at nought the recommendations of the ad hoc Committee. The ad hbo
Committee consisted of· three very distinguished Members of this House,-Sir
N. Gop!!.laswamy Ayyangar, Mr. S.an~hanam and Dr. Pattabhi Sitaramayya.
Inspite of this the unanimous recommendations· of the ad hoc Committee· have
·.been set at nought by Articles 212 to 214 .. What Article 212 does is to provide
Phat the Chief Commissioners' provinces shall continue tD be administered by ~
the President to the extent he thinks fit, through a Chief Cmn,missioner. Wha£
the Drafting Committee has done in this Article 212 is . simply to repeat the
words of the Government uf India Act, 1935 Section ~3(3). These were the
very words, which by the acceptance- of the .amendment of Mr. Gupta, were
set aj; nought by the House. Consequently, my subm,ission is tbrd; the present
Articles 212 and 213 are,. absolutely ul.tra vires and the House shuuld 1.ot give
any consideration 'to 'them. , The ad hoc Committee after .~guiug into the
question· of the Chief Commissioners' provinces has incorporated certain recommendations to make certain administrative changes in the pre~ent constit·utior, of the Chief Commissioners' provinces. ·In fiwt, in the n•'·dern age
when India has attained the goal of full independence and when WE: have assen:bled here to draft a con!';titution befitting '\ free Republicap Inli•a, i~ is
irnpos31ble to thirik of a .recommendation of tl'e l'haracter inc:orpor2.tecr in ·Article&~ 21~ to 214. • These recommendations sedr to perpetuate "a regime :.>f autoThe Chie1 Commissioner.s' provincE's have beoen enc!Rves of 'bureaucrllcy.
cratic and autocratic regimes and even t )day, fifteen months after · ·
ttt'tfti.ned full independence, we find thern is undiluted autocracy prev
For politic[\1 and strategic reaso'1s the Britir;il Government ign
th€1'e.
t!oe claims of the Chief Commissioners' povinces to responsible government
The only concession they m'lde was in 19:J4 when a ~ingle seat was ::.llotteo in
the legislature. . Beyond this, the admidstrative set up in- these provinces
cGntinue to be that of one man's rule. fhe Advisory Councils to the Ch
Commissioner which were set up imm3diately 'afper the· fonrJation of tl."l
Nc;tional Interim Government at the Ce:dre have served no usef.l..tl purpose,
lnr;pite of them, one m&n's rule is prevaillng. So far as Ajmer-M>rwara
is
concert :ed. the administr9.tion thete is a h )t-bed of corruption, nepotism,
favouritism and inefficiency. How can thi-~ deplorable state o£ ilffairs be
brought to an end until and unless the accred ;ted representatives of ; be peopla
~e gh"~n a voice and a hand in the ad mini' trative set-up?. The dr>rnand for
tht! establishment of responsible gc.vernment :n these Chre£ Comrdssioners' •
pre~. inces ha'f been re~eated from every .one o~ -the~.. ~{o less th~n tr.,.ee Con- •
.fermoes conve;1ed durmg '.he last two years m A.Jmer-Merwara-.liave -eP.ea~ed
tHs demand for immediate establishment of nepcinsible go~rnmen.
The
:Provincial Conw':lsS Comrr.itteef" haYe also done ,;o in every place. }:otwit~
~hmding {ni'S, the autocracy has prt;:vail~Jd: and these three .hrticles-=-~12 to 214
of -the Draf& Constinution~aim at ~rpetuating this system of au.toeracy.. :t t
~ppenl to M:ri~ augnst Hot<se, how on earth ean this state of aff8irs' be tderated
by rm Assem&ly which has ass.eml:Jled to 'draft a 'constitution £or :free Indin?
- Y<'..sterdav there Wf\S reference made to One-Rajputana Union. We an. wanli
ferrv(orinl intef!'ration- and administrative cohesion of _the dif'l'erent Rajputan:t
St~tes into one single unit and every one desires that thios shoul8 be an accom··
piished fact as soon~as possible, but till that takes place, why shduld the
0

0
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present administrative set-up be allowed to remain?
We do not know -,yhat is
going to be the future picture of Rajputana Union. If· and \Vhen H comes,
Ajmer-Merwara would always we_lcome any such ,inove and Ajmer will. be glad
to join in any such Rajputana Union provi:ded its hjstorical, geographical apd
cultural place, which has always been its own since the dawn of history,'
~hroughout the Pathan, Moghul, Maharatta and the British periods, is retained
in the future set-up of such Union. But because khe existence of such a
Union is a possibility or even a probability it does not mean that the autocratic
£ystem sho~ld be• allowed to continue.
To the other Chief Commissioner's
provinel', i.e., Delhi, a reference was made about it yesterday. Regarding
Coorg, ~s position is also identical and analogous. The Legislative Council
_ there has only advisory functions and it bas neither legislative power nor tm~
voice in the day to day administration. There also the demand of, the people
I fail to understand
has been the establishment of responsible government.
what can possibly be the difficulty for this House to accept in toto the recommendations of the ad hoc committee. The ad hoc committee has been careful
in it:> "i·ecommendations. It bas recommended that, lookil}g to the financial
difficulties of those tracts, it will be necessary that the Centre h~re should ha-ve
greater povyers than it has in Governors' provinces.
We, the represen1atives of' the Chief Commissioners' provinces, in spite of our unwillingness,
agrGed to accept those restrictions only as a compromise measure.
Fi~cal
autonomy is conceded only in name, because all the financial proposals will
have to be previously approved by the President of the Union. Similarl;r, in
the legislative sphere als"o what has been recommended ·is that every Bill
before it becomes law must be assen.ted to by the President of.the Union. It
has also be,en provided in the ad hoc committ-ee's report that in case of any
difference of opinion between the Lieutenant Governor and the Minister15, the
·-President will have the final voice. Consequently there cannot be room for
• any apprehension in accepting the recommendations and granting some fm:m ·
of responsible government to A3mer-Merwara and ~he other Chief Commissioners' provin~s.
•
(
One argument that has been repeated ofte.n is that it is not a viable unit,
that it is not self-sufficient and that it is a deficit province. I would respectfully ask who is to be blamed for this? Ajmer-Merwara people never wanted
that they should be segregated anJ left as. an island in the midst
the Rajputana States.
It was the responsibility and the decision of the then Government at the Centre that Ajmer-Merwara should remain as a separate entity
in order that it may be the citadel o£ .the Centre to keep its clutch firmly on
tl1e neighbouring States. Therefore why should the poo:ele be subjected to
any penalty now? As I said, it was for strategic and political reason15 that it
was left as an island.
'rhat being so, may I ask: why lilie Central Government
was giving subventions to N.-W.F.P. of about a crore of ru12ees and subvention
]so to 1S.ind? Now if it decides to give today subventions to Assam, OriMa
also West Bengal and East Punjab, it is for strategic reasons and for prothe frontiers. If that is the case, why should not Ajmer-Merwara aleo
subvention? For the reasoi.1s plac\d before the House by me, .A.rtie"es
to 214 are absolutely ultra vires of the powers of the Drafting Commiilee
the recommendations of the ad hoo committee appointed by thi15 HonourHouse, which already stands committeed to a policy of accep~ing :!!Uitable
· · , tive changes in the set-up of this province, should be accepted.

of

With these remarks I support the motion for the consideration of the Draft
'Constitution by the House.
•
M.r. Vice-President: The1 e is an established convention that in the case of
Member who is not. present when his name is called by the Chair to p-articipate
in the debate, he loses his right to speak. That happened io one of. our
~:o11e.agues ab-the beginning of today's sitting of this Assembly. -He has ex-
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plained to me that his absence was due to unavoidable l'easons.. If -r have the
pe~ission _of th.e House? ~ will give him a second chance to ·speak. As no one
obJe.cts 1 g1ve lum permisswn to speak and call' upon him to address the House.
. S~r~ S. V. Krishnamurthy R·ao· (lVIysore): Mr. Vice-President, -I thank Y'JU
for .givmg me an opportunit.y .to speak on the Draft Co.nstitutimi. I join the
vanous speakers who have paid a chorus of tribute to the Draftino Committ"-e
and Its Chairman, Dr. Ambedkar.
·
"
-

l

A~ attempt has b~en made in this Draft Constitution' to 'put in the best.
experience of the vanous democratic constitutions in the' world, both unitary
af!-d federal. Of course no Cons_titution can be perfect and -even our Constitution
w1ll ha.ve to ude.rgo some modifications before it finally emerges from this House.
I shall first refer to the Directive Principles of policy. I subm.it that this
• contains the germs of a socialist-ic government. I submit -that this Chapter
should come in immediately aft.er the. Preamble. As objective principles ·of the
Union, we will be giving it greater sanctity than to others 'and it will stan~ as
the Objective Principles of the future Government. -With certain modifications
they ,can be adopted as '1 socia!ist programme for the future Parliamenb o£ India.

_ The ne]{t thing I wish to refer is the Fundamental Principles. I find certain
ccnspicuous -omissions here.
In most of the democratic constitu'Giom the free-dom ·of the press is guaranteed, but in our Constitution I find it is not' there. Of
cour~e there is freedom of expression. But I feel ii1 a oountry with 87 per cent
illiteracy, our press has to play a very ·important role~both in the political and
democratic spheres in th~ education of the masses. I feel-that a specific provision should be' ina-de in the Fundamental Principles guaranteeing freedom of
the press. In fact in thH Constit.ution of the United States of America it i.~
'· enacted that the State shall not'pass a law restriding,the freedom of the press. '
Simi'arly, the inviolability 'and the sanctity of the home should be gilarant,e.ecl.
Similarly again, I ft,el that no citizen 9£ Ii1dia should expelled from the State.
Such a provis:on should find a place in the Chapter on Fundame.ntal Rights.

'D One thing I would like t-o see •omitted is the provision for 'freedom t-o -propagate
religion., This right which has peen claimed by some has been the bane of our·
political fife in this country. Probably it might have been t~ought. prope~ t-o
include it in the o'd set-up of things. In a ·secular State, such a ·proviswn,
especially with the gusrantee for the free exercise of religion and freedom of
thought, is out of place iq our Constitution and I submit to this House tha.t that
provision should be omitted.
·
1'hen the;re is the quesfu.oi-i of the redistribution of provinces. I aJ? not one
of those who see something red in this question. IE the linguistic provmces have
been bastions. of strength in our fight for freedom, I do not- und,erstand h?w ~hey '
can be damned as showing fissiparous ·tendency "'hen we ask for lmgmstic·_ provinces. In fact, every citizen should feel that he ha·s got ·freedom. I feel
that the language of the Pal1iament of the particular regi?n should. be ~he
language of that area. In fact there is I1o place for multilmgual provmces ~1},£e
Bombay and Madras. .
_
· The provinces should be distrib~ted on a linguistic basis. \Ve are not goin
to break our heads over this questwn. It' can be ;settled ~amicably by m
underst~mding and eo-operation._
Similarly about language. The southern languages of India. have
.
freely from Sanskrit. We have got ~ot~ Ta:tsama :and Tadbh.ava; :words m o~u· ,
Drav:idian language.~, I fe.el that J:Imdi with the De.vanagr1 scnpt would n,e
acceptable to us, but I thmk that 1~ sho~l~ not be forced on. us all at once,
especially the vast numbers of people mhabihng the .De.cc~n pen:nsula. It shoul~~
be gradually introduced. ·We are pr~pared ~ acc~pt Hmd1,~1th t~e Devana.gr:
script· as the. official language of India, but hme should be g1ven !.0 us to plCl,_
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up Hindi. This Constitution should reflect the cumulat:ve wisdom of eyerv
section of this House. I£ you want. to take us with you, we must understan~l
your argument~, "":e must understand your points of vjew and we must hamme.r
out this Constitutwn and make it acceptable to all. So also, the sections of
the 'people wh_~ ha_ve got the Urdu. scri1it should a!so be give.n time to pick up
the Devanagn script as Begum. A~zaz Rasul s_uggested.
•
· One other point I would like to touch upon is regarding the provisions in
Part VII for the states in Part II of the First Schedule, that is, Sect;ons 212 to
214. I think they should not be made a permanentJ feature of the Constitution.
In fact, the policy of the Govemme~1t of India has been to make the States into. viable uni_ts. Sections 212 to- 214- with th1;2 various amendments suggested by
the Dra.ftmg Committe.e will simply increase the number of these uneconomic
sma:l States in the country. Provision is made for Li.'eut. Governors, Council·
of Ministers and so on. If these are allo>Yed to remain a perr:nanent feature of
the. Constitution, I am afraid they will divide the country into snlallel' unit~
and the Centre., will be burdened with maintaining these uneconomic units.
\Vithin a short time these smaller units must be induced to merge with the
larger provinces or States amidst. which they are situated. Take for example the
province of Coorg .. It has an area of only t,500 ·sq. miles and the population is
about 160,000. I learn that ever since. the Coorg budget was separated £rom
the Central Budget, they have not been able to undertake any development
~ project. They have not been able to repair a bridge which would cost only abou.t
Rs. 5;000.
!
Then about the capital of India, I agree with nq Honourable friend from
Mysore who stated that be.fore vast sums of money are expendeO. over the
capital for the East Punjab and also the extension of D~lhi7 we should consider
locating the capital in (t more centrally situated p~ae;:·
There may be. some justification .for Delhi. to continue as a Centrally admini.stered area because it is the capital, but there is ·ebso_lutely no justification to
increase these Centrally administered areas. In fact the Oentra.l Government
will be functioning in two capacities, one as the Central Government and the other
as a provincial government. for the. Centra'l.ly administered areas. I do not see
any justification for the Centre spending large sums of money on these. uneconomic
units .
. Both Mr. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar and Professor Ranga l!Sked why there
should he Constituent Assemblies for the States. I submit that this is none
·of our fault. As soon a"& we came here in July 'a;;t, some of us Members.repre-·
senting the States tabled. a resolution before this august Assembly that a
committee be. constituted to evolve a model constitutio~ for the Statrs. If the
archives of the Steering Committee are searched, such a resolution w·n be found
there, but unfortunately this Assembly d~d not tahe any steps and thing:::; so
deve~oped that we had to. demrmd. Constituent Assemblies in our States when
we fought for responsible government in our States. I do not. see any harm in
this because no constitution drawn up by these Constituent Assemblies can be
at variance with the Constitution that is going to be adopted by this House.
They must fit in with the all India picture. So long as they do this, I do not
see why they should not be allow·ed to finish their job.
Another suggestiox: was made t~at there s~?uld be uniform .rowers both _for t~1e
Stat..es and the provmces. In t.his connection, I would hke to subm1t, Sir,
speaking on behalf ot States like Trava:lCore and My&or~, that we a~·e ~ar ahead
- of some. provinces industrially, economiCally and finanCially: In b;mgmg about
uniformity between provinces and the Staoos, I would_subm1t to_ th1s House that
t.here should be no levelling down. 'rhere should be· only levellmg up. Mysore
has co-operated in alr all-India matters and is_ still_ co-opera,ti?g, and I ~m sure
it w1ll co-operate also in bringing about umform1ty, pro_vide.d there 1s on 1;
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levelling
and 'uo levelling down. In fact, J a.m one of those who believe that:
there should be uniform powers both for the St'ates and the provinces. l want
the Supreme Court to be given appellate powers not onlv in constitutional
matter~ but also in civil and· criminal matters. I am ,glad· that the _Drafting
Com1mtte.e has made proviE}ion for this and. I ·am sure that this provision will
be taken adva:ntage _f)f by the States .
. Another point I would like to touch upon is Section 258 as regards the flnanClal powers of the President. Power is given tG the President to terminate any
agreement entered into between a State in Part III and the. Union after a
period of five years. I submit, Sir, that fiye years is too short a time.. 'rhe
clause itself says that such an agreement would be valid for a period of ten years.
If such an agreement is terminated, after five years it may disturb the financial
position of the State concerned. In fact, for' long rang~ planning, five years
is tqo small a period. I submit that !t may be alt(,red with the. consent of the
. State. If after the report o£ the Finance Commission .the President feels' that
it is necessary to terminate such an agreement, he may do so in consultation
with the State concerned. My point is it should not be one-sided, as this would
work as- a great financial handicap to the State concerned.
Then, Sir, as regards the power to amend the Constitution. I do not agree
with my Honourable :friend, Mr. Santhanam, that it should be rigid. It should
be as tlexible ~as possible because the integration of smaller units into bigger
units is st~ll going on and bringing about nniforrnity betwem.\ the States and the
provinces also is still going on. Perhaps it . will take some time before tnew:
is some sort o£ uniformity between the.
various ;units
of
th.e
. Federation,
and during the initial period
it should be as eas:r
as
possible for the future
Parliam.ent to
amend
the Constitution
to suit the circumstances o£ the time. The powr:r to amend t;he Constitution
should be made flexible. but even liere a differenee is made between the States
and the provinces. l ~ubmit that this difference between the States and 'the
provinces as regards the. number of votes should be done away- with. Equal
rights should .be given both to the Sta~s .and the provinees so far as amendmenie
to the Constitution are -concerned.

up

With these words, I' support the. motion for the consideration o:f. the Draft
Constitution.'
Shrt N. \ Madhava R.au (Orissa States).--Mr. Vice-President, I had not
intended to join in this discussion, but in the course gf the debate, severel
remarks were made not only on the provisions of the Draft 9onstitution, but on
the manner in which the Drafting Comm~tt~e had done_ t~mr wol''k. _There. was
criticism made on alleged faults of comm1ss1on and omJSSlOll of the Comm1tt.e~.
Mt. Alladi Krishnaswami IyeJ.· who spoke yesterday and Mr. Saadulla who Will
speak on behalf of-the Committee a little later have cleared or will clear the
misapprehensions on which this criticism is b~sed. I :felt that as a m~J::?-be.r
of the Committee who participated in many of 1~ meetn:~_gs, a.fter I. had ]Omed
the O:>mmittee I should also contributle. my share m removmg these 1msapprehensions if they exist among any large section of the House;
It is true that the D:raft Constitution does not provide for a'l ri.1atters, or in
just the way, that we would individuaJ.ly have liked. Honourable Members
have pointed out, ior instance, that cow-slaughter is not prohibited a;ccording _
to the Constitution, Fundamental Rights are too profusely~ qu1tlified, no reference
is ma.de to the Father of the Nation, the National Flag or the National Anthem.
All(l two of our Honourable friends have rightly. observ,)d that there · i~ no
mention even of God in ·the Dra,ft Con;:;titution. We have all our favourHe
ideas; but however sound or precious they may be intrin;;icall;v iD ot-her eonte}!ts,
they ca.nnot be imported into the Cons~itution unless they are germane to ite
purpose a.nd a.re accepted by t.he Constituent Assembly. c

'
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Several spo;tkers have criticised the Draft on i>he ground that it .be~ no
impress of Gaudhian philosophy and that wh;le borrowing some. of its prol'isions
from alien sourcc>s, including the l+overmnent of lndia Act, 1935, it has not
woven into its fabric any of the elements of ancient Indian polit.y.
Would our friends with Gandhi::m ideae tell us whethe.r they are prepared
to follow those ideas to their logical conclus;ons by dispensing, for I instance,
with armed forces; by doing away with leg:slative bodies, whose work, we have
been told on good authority, Gandbiji considered a waste of time; by scrapping
.'our juf].icial system and substituting for it ·some siip.ple and informal methods of
administering justice; by ins;sting that no "Government servant' or public worker
should r-eceive a salurv exceeding Rs. 500 per ~onth or whate.ver was the limit
finaEy fixed? I kno~· some of the Congress leaders who sincerely belie.ve that
all this should and could be Jone. But we arc speaking now of the Com'ltiiution
as it was settled by the Coustit.uent Assembly on the l_ast occasion. Aparl fr()m
the Ob.]t\cf.iyes Resolution (which is othen;vise known 8.8 India's Charter of
Frt;edom) and the enunciation of Fundamental Rights, the decisions of th_e
Assembly dealt, sometimes in detail and sometimes in outline, with questions
relatin'g to the composition and powers of the Legislature, the executive authority and the judiciary of the Ul}ion anc1 of the -provinces, the distribution of
legislative powers and administrative relations between the Unior: and "the
units, finance and borrowing powers, the amendment ot the Constitution and
so on. Is there any instance in which a decision of the Assembly embodying
Gandhian prineiples has not been faithfully reproduced i'h the Draft Coll!stitution.? If it is the contention of these critics that the decis:ons of ihe
Assembly itse"f have fallen short or departed from those principle!i, thai is
of course another matter.
I

. Then those"-of our .friends who vvanted indigenous ideas of polity to be embodied in the Constitution would have to admit'that while (as has been pointed out
by :m honourable member today) there might · have been refmblics in \he
northern Indin in the days of Alexander, by and large, kingship was an in~egral
pal't of Indian. po1ity. At a time when the institution of kingship is so unpopular,
"·hen even Indian rulers ·are barely tolerated although the.y have shed all power,
when formal elections and ballot boxes unknown to our ancestors are regarded
as the sine qua non and authentic symbols of democracy, it would be unrea.l to
pretend to seek guidance for our immediate task in the ancient political philosophy of India. A more pertinent point is this. Why did not th~e:llponent1'! of
these. fine ideas press them on the attention of the House at the proper iime and
secure their acceptance when the Constitntion was more or less seU1ed during
the last session? Why do they not do so even now if they have :my feai"iible
suggestions to make ? Why should they blame the Drafting CommitW.e for not
incorporating in the Dra1't what can onl.v be described as belated second .
thoughts? .
Then' is undoubtedly n feeling among some qongress circles and others that
the \'ational Government in the. Centre and the people's Government in •he
provinces are both departing from the principles of Gandhiji, tha.t they are eiu'rJing on the much the same bureaucratic way as their alien predecessors ~iind iifiat
the promised B.amrajy:i' is' nowhere near being realised. In these circumstance!!.,
"back to Gandhi" ha·s become a sort of mihtant slogan and' a challenge. to ~he·
authorities. It might or might not be right, but it has to be addressed to the
proper quarter. To apply that slogan Jn the context of the ver-1 restric1ed lMk
eontruste.d to the Drafting Cominittee seems to be entirely poinlless. I am
reminded of a couplet written about an archreologist. of the name of Thomas.
Hearn. 'l'his is how it runs:
''Quoth 'l'ime to 1'homas Hearn
What I forget you learn~.'' ·
''Yon leu·n what I forget'' seems to be rather naive. ad vice.
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Shri B. Das (Orissa: General): Ol1 a point of order, Sir, l\fembers of this
House a-sked the Drafting Ca':mmittee to draft the Constitution and each of us
is giving out our views now. It is no vse for a member of the ·Drafting Committee to tell the House that -we use slogans, I strongly protest against such
language by a member 9f the Drafting Committee.
-

Mr. Vice-President: Mr. pas, you do not: propose to curtail the liberty of
expressior;_ allowable to :t member of the Drafting Committee? You and I maynot agree with him.- Surely he is eo titled to give out his views. Is it not?
Shri N. Madha.va Rau: It is very unfortunate that a good d~al of controversy
arose in regard to village panchayats. Dr. Ambedkar's strong remarks on the
subject were apparently ·based on his own experier~ue. But; like 1\:lr. Alladi
Krishnaswami' Ayyar, I wish .to speak for myself in the light of my- OW11
experience.
For over thirty years, the Mysore Government have put the _
_ reviva:r of village communities a:q.d the improvement of the .working of village
r·anchayats in the forefront of their activities. A great deal of public expenditure has been incurred on this account.. - All oln<:ers concerned from the
Dewan to the TahsiHar have, according to thei! lights, givet~ personal attention
to the condition of the, villages. . The preserlt p-opula1: Government in Mysore,
are, I understand, ma~ing still more intensified efJorts in the same direction.
The results ate, in my opinion encouraging and ;n son'1r. cases, quite gratifying.
It is true some villages are chronically .faction-riddeD and indulge in petty
tyrannies, or remain the stronghol:ls of untouchnbilitv. A considerable -r.umbe1~
are apathet.ic or even ·moribuna. But, about- uhil'ty · pGr cent could be classed
. ilS good; that is to say, they had held regular meetings, collected panchayai
t<1xes, undertaken some optional duties _and carriei C'Ut works of p11blic utility
and weekly cleaning by voluntary labour co.-1f.ributed by the vjllagers and had
_taken s~ps to ensure the vaccina#on of 0hildren and so on. The •mccess that
has been-achieved such as it is, is largely cowlitione<l by the ir1it.iative' of a good
headman- or other influential land-lord.
I am sure that' experience in other
parts of the country is more or le~ the same. ln certain smalLindian States,
where the bureaucratic system~of administration h;;d not penehated, 1 found
, remarkable self·help a.nd organised effort in the villages. With snstai.ned effort
on the part of the provincial and State Governments, the resuscita-tion of
village communities may well be hoped for. As the Members of the Assembly
are aware, Gandhiji was very particular about. eonstructive work in the villages.
This i_s what he said on one occasion. "If the majority ·of Qongressmen
were derived from our v'il1ages, they should be able to make our yillages models
of cleanliness in every sense. But tht>y have 11ever considere:l it their duty to
identify themselves with the vilJagers -in their daily lives." There is nothing
in the ·Draft Constitution to prevent provincinl Governments from developing
the village pa.nchayats system'as vigorously and as rapidly as t-hey ai·cJ ca.pable
The only point which has now come ::1t-o prominence is whether the
of doii1g.
dectmal seheme for the legislatures should be fouYJded on these panch3,ya.ts.
H the House..,comes to the decisi·on that this ;;honlJ be done, two Articles in
the Drait Constitution have t-o be slightly amended.
But, before taking such
[\ step, the Assembly will have very carefully to ccmsider whether.. by throwing
tl1e village_ pa.nchayats into the whirlpool of part;v politics, you will. not be
destroyin_g once Jor all t-heir uaefulness as agencies of village administration.

-

.

.

.
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In curious contrast with t-hose Members who found fault with the Drafting
Committee for not ·presenting to them a Constitution according to their own
ideas, although they had not been approved by the -(\ssembly, there were others
who criticised the Committee. for having exceeded its instnwtions.
This is an
aspect of' the matter which will be dealt with by the next speaker. ·r have
only to say, in view of tp.e criticism of Mr. B. Das; that by accepting member-
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ship o£ Jjhe Drafting Committee, Members have not given up +lif'ir ireeJom to
express. their views either from the committee room or the floor of this House .

• The Draft. Constitution is nothing more than a detailed agenda for this session, it is to serve as the basic working paper so to speak. There are other papers·
too, such as the Report of the Expert Committee on Finance a.nd the Report of
the Committee on Centrally Administered Areas.
This ·is not the ouly :paper
before the House.
If the Draft Constitution is viewed•in t.his light, I am sure
Members will appreciate that the charge that the Committee ha-s, in any way
exceec1etl its instructions is unfounded.
One of the honourable Members observed that this Constitutiyn if adopted
would become a fruitful•source of litigation. So long as the, Constitu~ion is of
a federal type, the. possibilities of litigation cannot• be excluded. It 1s a~l. the
more necessary, therefore,- that all Article~ and Cla~1s~s are close.ly. scr~tunsed
to ensure that litigation s,nd consequent uncertamt1es of admm1strat10n are
minimised if they cannot be avoided.
Sir, there are one or two points wbrch I should like to xefer to in this
connection. One is this : when any federal constitution is in the process of
making, there are always two opposing sets of views, namely, the views of
those "'lvho want to make the Centre strong, an:1 the views of those wh'J wotfld
plead for the utmost extent of State autonomy. The provi.si<:?ns of the Draft
/.)onstituyion are necessa.rily a compromise, tentatively suggested, of thes.e opposing views. My own fee"ing is that the scales ha'Ve been tilted a little
towards the Centre. If this feeling is shared by any large section of the House,.
it should be possible to adjust the 'balance in the direction desired. The second~
point, Sir,. is tha.t the provisions relating to the accession of Rtates are weagt·e.
There have been so many different kinds of mergers of late and the final pattern,
so .far as we kDJow, has not yet emerged. The exact procP.dure. by which the.
States will acceJe to the Union has tC> be detern'tined at an earlv fl.ate so tha.b
the names of the aeceding States may be mentioned in the approp~iate Schedule
and other relevant parts of tbe 9onstitution finalised.
There is a good deal of wisdom in •the saying; '' .F'Or forms of Govet·n.ment
let others contest; whatever is best governed is besC'
However, things being
what they are, unfortunately, we have to have sont•3 sort of written constitution
and it has inevitably, to be a lawyer's constitution. I£ it is possible for any
honourable [M;embers to anipla~e the Drift :Consti'~ution by a. Promethean
breath of ancient political wisdom or .exalted patriotic sentiment many of us
in this House would surely welcome such an effort.
...
Shri Biswanath Das (Orissa: ·General): Sir, May I haove :;t word of elucidation from my hmionrable Friend, as to y~·hy the honourable Members of the ·
Committee modified even decisions arrived at by the Constituent; Assembly
as, •also by Committees?
I·
.
Shri N. Mad.hava Rau: I think if a specific instance' is given, the next
spea.ker will explain ..
Shri T. Prakasa.m (Madras: General): The Honourable Mr. Madhava Hau
said that the ballot box and ba.llot paper were Dot known to our ::meestors. I
would _like to point out to him, Sir, that-the ballot box and the bfillct pn.pers
Were described in an ~nscription On the ·">Valls Ol H temple in the villages Of
Uttaramerur, twenty miles from Conjeevaram.
Every ·detail is gtven there.
'L'he ballot box was a pot with the mouth tied and rlnced on the ground with a
hole made at t~e bottom ani the · ballot paper was the kadjan leaf
and a-dult ~ranch1se was exercised. The election took place not only
for that 'Vlllage but for f,he whole of India..
'fhis was just a
thousartd years ago. It is not known to my honourable Friend and thDt is
why he made such a wrong statement--a grievouslv wrong statemeut and 11
want to correct it.
·
"
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Syed Muhammad Saadulla (Assam: Muslim): Mr. Vice-Pre~iden't_, Sir,
"l -rise with some diffidence to sum up this debate and .general discUS5Ions o.f
the Draft Constitution for I was a member of the Drafting Committea. I C}.o
nop mean to cover all the grounds that have be-en advanced during the last four
.days on the floor of the House but I will speak generally ,on the t-ren~ of the
eritkism and try to show by fact&> why t,he Draftiug Committee took a certain
line of action,. Many honourable ]\{embers have been kind enough to give
us a meed of appreciation for the tremenclous trouble we took in th.e task of
})l'eparing the Draft Constitution. Certain honourabb ;Members were not in a
l)OSition to congratulate the Drafting Committee and I ·welcome that also. l<'or
. it is well known that in the midst '0£ sweet dishes· something briny, something
salty adds to the taste. I have listened very carefully during the las\ \hree
days to the criticisms that have been advanced. -~fy task has been greatly
lightened by the intervention of my friends, colle:1gues ·in the Drafting Committee-I mean Sir Alladi Krishnaswamy A.yyar f,nd Mr. -Madhava Jl,au-in
this debate.
'rhe criticisms that were levelled against. our lah·.mrs boil dow•1
really to three only, one that' we ha~e travelle:l far beyond our jurisdiction,
Mcondly that we have flouted the ·opinio-ns expressed by various committee!
by not accepting tb,eir recommenda.tions-, and t.hirdly, that we had made ,~
·iliscrimination between the provinces and the IndiAn States.
Sir, if human
memory is short, official memory is shorter still.
'The Drafting Committee is
not self,existent.
It was created by a Resolution of this Hou!le in A.ugus'li,
1947, if I remember aright.
I personally _was lying seriously ill ut 1he Hm•
and I could not attend that §ession. But, Sir, I find !rom the pr')Ceeding!
that as the Drafting Corpmittee has been asked 1iO frtime the Constitution within
ihe fuur corners of the Objective Resolution, we will be-met wit.h ~he criticisms
which we have heard now.
Wise men even in those· days had anticipafrqd this
and to the official Resolution &..11 amendment was moved bv the learned Premier
of Bombay, Mr. Kher, :wherein we are given this directi~n. 1 will read from
his speech.
He .moved an amen:lmen't t.o the original
Resolution for
Constituting this Drafting Committee and there he said-"That tl1e Draftin~
Com1uittee should be charged with the .=!uties of scrut-inising the dl'aft. of the
text of the Constitut.ion of India prepared by the Consti~u~ionnl A_\:lviser giving
effect to the decisions taken already in the Assemhly and including ali matters
which are a.ncillary thereto or which have to be urovided in such a Constitution,
and t0 submit to t.h_e- Assembly for C'Onsicleration the text of the drab Corustitutiou as revised by the Committee". This was his amendment.
In hii
BP,eech he said:
'
"We have laid down a principle· that all the action "to be taken in the Provincial Con:ti>itution will be taken in the name of the Governor. There ~~<re a numbe1· of things whiclr
have to be put in 'in order to give effect to this decision which the Aesembly has ~)((;:a
and which have been· given a- place in the Government of India Act. '1.'hen there are Jlf'?·
''isions which are ancillary in the other constitutions and some other pro:vi!ions which rn11!t
usually find a pla.ce in the Constitution. All these will have to be included in our draft
even though they may not have been discussed or decided here upto now. We have -take:a
decisions on almost all important points. Those will , be given effect to but the draft will
a.l.so contain things which are ancillary to these and also,_ all such things as are otheMViS9
nece.s~ary."

That wa-s the amendmeq.t which· was accepted by the House .. Sir; after
this amendment of the Honourable Mr-. Kher which was accepted b;y the House,
it does not lie in the ~outh o£ the Members of the Constituent Assernbly to -sa.y that 'we have gone far beyond our jurisdiction.
_
·

· Shii Biswanath Das: Sir,c-May I kno~ whether this ilirec\ion i11c~ude1 1he
accepting of Committee's reports, modification, of such reporis aug rej-eejion
_?f important; recommendations of such Committees?'
Syed Muhammad ·saad,Ulla: I would request the Honourable Mr. 1 J)as,.
-ex-Pre:r.gier ·o:£ Orissa, not t~ disturb ine during the couree of my .epeech. I
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propolile to mee9 his ground towards tihe end of my statement.
I will als~
m!Jke tlhe &&me request to other Honourable Members o£ the Ho'JSe, for. otherwise I will lose the trend of my thougM.
I ti.m net ~ seasor:ed orat?r l~ke my
friendg here, tmd .I speak from no notes .. So I would apprecrate. their silence.
If'the;y want to ask me any questions, I wrll gladly reply t.o them If I can at the
end of my speech.
The ;y&rd stick to measure the content10 of the Draft Constitution is
really ~e Ohjectives Resoluti@ that. was ~~epted ~.Y this !io~1se Ullivers~_lly
ll'hen it wa• moved by our learned Prrme Mm1ster. lha~ ObJectiVes Resolt>1011
contained only eight Articles, the last of which. neHl not find a place ~n _:-.
Constitu~ion.
Let anyone here say that we have not conformed to the prmcrpl~ . i;ha.t are
enunciated by that Objectives Hesuluti.ion. \"fv'e ea.tinot sa:y
that thoiie eight Articles· form our Constitution: they gave u.s the bares{)
skelewn.
The Drafting Committee was charged with the duty of filling in the
canTas and. producing a complete piCture of what the Constitution shoulli be.
At the time of moving that Objectives Resolution our popular Prime ~\{iniskr
iiaid tht~l this is an expression of our dream, this is the target of our aspirations
and that it is nothing but a "Declaration". A declaration in such l)old terms
cannot form a. Constitution.
Therefiore the Assembly, at the instance of
Government-for the Resolvtion was mo;ved by tlH-. then Chief \Vhip of the
CJoverm:nent party-decided that the B.ctual framing oi th9 Constit.ution ·should
be left in the hands of the Committee. I personally haq no hand in my inclusion
if' that; Committee.
As a matter of fact, very shenuous attempts were made
to oust me from the personnel of the Drafting Committee. I see from the
pi'Oceeding>J that our stalwart friend Mr. Kam%1;h raised a technical objection
that I was not a Member of the Constit.uer\t Assembly at the time when m;r
name was proposed.
Probably he took that ground without knowing th~
.fads. · I wa.i a Member of the Constituen\; Ass6mbly from the very first.
But. he '"~'" correct that after the referendum in the districts of Sylhet, part of
Sylb~· was transferred to Eastern Pakistan, and. the number of Members to
be. senti from Assam to the Constituent Assembly had to be reduced and there
WM a fresh election.
But if I remember aright a~ this distance, we were
electing Members of the Constituent Assembly, in the Provincial L~egislative
A~;rrembly in August 1947, and, if I remember r.right, I was again elected a
Member
the time when Mr. Kamatlr bad raised that technical objection.

a•

Shri H. V. Kamath: On a point of personal explanation, Sir. My point was
Wl&t my Honourable friend Mr. Saadulla had not taken his se:lt in the
.\ssembly; he had not taken tile oath nor signed the Hegister, and therefore he
wa!.' not a Member of the Assembly technically .

.

Syed Muhammad Saadulla: Sfr, in spite of my request Mr. Kamath has
chosen to interrupt me.
' Shrt M. Thirumala Rao: May I know how all thi~ is relevant to the subject
11nder discussion?
Mr. Vice-President! Len us pr¢ceed with the subject.
Syed Muhammad Saadulla: Sir, what J was driving at was that these
people o£ the Drafting Committee were really elected by the· unanimous vote
oi the Constituent Assembly. and it does not 1i": in the mouth of nnvone now
to say that th~y are not competent, thnt they di·:l not belong to a cerb~in party,
a~1d that barr1ng one none of the :\1emhPrs had the ha1!-mark of jail delivery.
How can I tell l:lr:nourahle Memhers that we toiled and mo.ilc.d that we did
Q~ur best, that we ransackf'd all ·the known Con.-;titutions,• ancient and 'recrnt
fr6m three different continents. to nroouce a J).raft which has bern termed t()
be nothing but pat.ch-work? But tho:::e who •1re men of art, t.hose who love
craft.s, kno~ perfecfl:v well that even by f3atch-work, be1mtiful patterns, yery.
lo-vable designs can be creRted.
I mav elaim that in spite of the deficiencies.
I
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in our Draft we have tried to bring a complete picture; to give this Honourable
House a document as full as possible which may form the basis of discu.;sion
in this House.
The Drafting Committee never cla:.imed this to oe the last
word on· the Constitution, that its provisions are infFtllible or :that :these Articles
cannot be changed.
The very fact tb,at this Draft has been placed b&iore this
august House for final acceptance shows that we are. not committed to one
policy ~or the other. Where we had· differed from the- recommendaiions . of
Committees, or where we had the temerity to change a word here or a word
there frdm the accepted principles of this august House, we b,a.ve given sufficientindication in .foot-notes, so that nothing can be put ·1in surreptitiou-sly there.
The attention of the House has been drawn so that their ideas may be ,focussed·
on those items in which t.he Drafting Committee thought that they should'
deviate from the principles already accepted or from the recommendations of
the Committees.
. As regards the Committees, we were in a. difficult positi.mi. Some C(fmn1ittees'
recommenda.tions were placed before the _House ar1d there they were discussed_
-and a decision wa.s taken, but reports of certain other Committees-.-notably the ,
Financial Experts Committee or- the Centrally Administered Areas Cominittee:were hot placed before the House.· They could not. be discussed by the Honourable Members and no decision could be arrived at. We have taken libert.y
in t~e Dra.fting Committee to put our own view Oll some matters. 1f we have
done it, we have done it with the best of iritentjons. As rPgards two other
·matters, I will elaborate a little later, but please for God'g sake, do not go with
the uncharitable idea that the Drafting Committee were not amenable to the
wote of this House.
'The' main point of criticisrn, ai least in regard to those two Commit.rees, is
firstly that the Drafting Committee did not give any conaideration to the
'recommendation of the ad hoc Committee on-the Centrally Administered Areas.
We ha.d very able exponents from those areas-Delhi and Ajmer-Merwara. We
1istened··-With the greatest respect, 'but. we have heard the criticism on the very
:tloor .of this House that India should not multiply ·very small localities and
convert them into units of the Unio~. We had t-he recommendations cf this
·ad hoG Committee before ~s· but we were_ perplexed what to. do with _them.
Take Delhi, for example.
It has got a population of 20 -Iakhs.
If it is·-converted into a separate l.lllit-and it cannot but be separated into a. distinct
unit, cail it Lieutenant Governor's province or put it under the Centre-in
that case, what are vv;e to do with t.fle other localities which are now centrally
administered, Ajmer-Merwara, for instance? According to ~941 census figures,
Ajmer-Merwara- had only 6 lakhs population, but Mr.- Mukut Bihari Bhargava
was good enough to tell me now that the population has increased to 9 lakhs.
J. . et us put the- present population at 10 lakhs. In ·that case, if we giv(, a
separate Lieutenant Governor's province to Delhi, how can, we refuse it to
Ajmer-Merwara? Then 1vhat about Coorg? It is another centrally administered
. 'locality with a population of less than 2 hilchs. Then again there is the Anclaman
islands which also boasts "of a Chief Commissioner. Therefore, we- thought it
best tha1! this matter should be left to be decided by the bigger body-the· Constituent Assembly. · Were we wrong in adopting this course? We drew_ specific ·
attention of this august Assembly to this in Part VII c,f the Dra.ft ·Constit-ution.
In the·footJ-note there .you will find that we' have
.
. said:'

.

"The Committ~e is of opinion .ilhat it is not necessary to make any detailed provisions .
with regard to the constitution or"the States specified in pa,rt II of the First &heC:ulc
which are at present Chief Commissioner's provinces on the lines suggested by the ad hoc
Committee on Chief Cqmmissiouer's provinces in their recommendations. The revised . pro- visicm0 proposed .in this part would enable the recommendations of the ad hoc Committee,
if adopted by the Constituent Assembly, to· be giyen effect to by the President by order."
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I£ we wanted to nealect these areas, if We wanted to give a cold shoulder
to their aspirations, ~·e would not have said h~at .it i;; up to. the Constituent
Assemblv whether they should give them a cons~1tutwn on the hnes recommended by tl_~e ad hoc Commjttee.
·
I now come to the greater clwrge---of practically refusing to accept t-he
recommendations of the Experts Finance Committee. I can quite appreciatella:J, sympathize~with all t.hose members from East Punj,1b, \Ve~t. Bengal,
Orissa and Assam who have criticised this part of our recommendat.wns. But
I would leave it to the decision of this a.ugust .Hous·e to judge wheth.er the
1
provisi'ons that vYe have made are not far better ultimately than the
recommeniations made, by the Expert }<'immce Committee. I was surprised-to hear one parnicular criticism from an Honourable ,l\Iember from Madras that
we were either careless in going through, those recommendations or we were
i1wompetent to appreciate the principle;; underlying theni. ••To both of these
ac.cusations I register an emphatic "No".
On t.he other hand, we gave the
closest attention to the recommendations of the Jt.Jxpert. Commit.tee. I will ·
show from their report as well as by figures that if the recommendations of that
Committee had been accepted, the provinces will st&Jld to 1ose, especially the
poorer provinces like As·sam, Orissa and Bihar. Again, it is not correct to say
that the Drafting Committee has not accepted the nwjority of nhe recommendations of the Expert Finance Committee. I have that CommiHee 's report in
my hands and anyhcdy who has it in his. hands will find· that on page 41,
Appendix VI, the Committee recommended certain amendments .in the "Draft!
l am glad to say that 95 per cent of .those amenclmenns h&we
Constitution.
. been accepted by the Drafting Committee and will be found in our provisions.
'\Vhat we did not accept is the figures that the Expert Finance Commit-tee
suggested that we should include in our recommendations.
Now, to turn to spec.ific points, first I t-ake the recommenclation of the
J.;xpert Committee regarding the share in the jnte export ddy which is now
Hvailable to the jute-growing provinces of India. 'l'his subject is very vital for
the Republic of India. Jut-e, as is known, is the world monopoly of these four
provinces only.
I am glad to see from Press reports that attempts are being
made to grow jute in Madras, but taking .the position ~s it is, the u_ndivided
Bengal used to produce 85 per cent of the world's jute, Bihar 7 per cent, Assam
,5 per cent and Orissa 2 per cent but. these proportions have been changed by the
partition of Bengal into East and West Bengal.
East Btmgal used to produce 75 per cent o.£ the t{)t::tl jufe produced in
Bengal.. Ther~fore th~ pre,s~1~t- Wesi; Bengal produces only 10 l)er cent or 12 per
cent of world JUte. ThiS pos1t10n has changed the percentages of Assam, Bihar u:i:J.d
Orissa; Yet, what do we find in the recommendations of the Fb.1aneial Experts'.
report? Their recommendation is that the share-which under the Government of India Acto£ 1935, is 62t per cent of the proceeds of the jute export
duty which was given to the four provinces-should be stopped. No money
should he given on this account to the provinces. But'nhey realised that the
~oor prov!nce.s will be hard hit 'nd therefore recomm.ended that for ten years,
Ghe contl'lbutwn should be made by the Government of India .-,r-gratia and in
i:he following proportion : -.
..
West Bengal-one crore,
Assam-fifteen lakhs,
Bihar-seventeen lakhs and
Orissa-three lakhs.
Now, I request this Honourable House t.o ~~r.nsider serious\y whether this
distribution is just or equitable for a province ]ike Assam or a province like
Orissa ~r Bihar. Bihar has got its production ra~io increased from 7 per cent
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to Tery nearly 35 per cent of the jute grown i!J. India now. Similarly the
pet'Centage for As.sam bas gone up to 30 per cent alld proporticnately for Orissa.

Yet, ~he Financia.l Expert Committee wants ·to perpetuate the injustice tha~
ww done -during the bureaucratic days and divide tM proceeds in the same
ft.l>hlon, giving West Bengal which produces only 10 or 12 per cenb of the t-otal
jute production a~ much as one crore.
· •
One ·argument-advanced by the Committee is that jute may be grown in
the other provinces, but the mills converting the jute in~o finished products
are aitusted in Bengal. It is perfectly correct that the export duty is levied
noJi only on raw jute but. also on the · Anished prod\!ct. ;But consjder the
ellecii. West Bengal cannot increase.: its acryage. There, all the available
.,.~ .b.\nds are being. requisitioned for -refugees from l!3ast Pakistan. !f any
proTince can inc:r,ease jute production it is Assam and Orissa. But if we do·
B~ ge\ any return, if the share 4t the jute export duty is stopped, what is th"
incentive for Assam to increase the jute acreage? Jute is vital f6r India in
tbe sense that !J,ll the jute produced hi West Bepgal is sold either to the continent of Europe or America by means of which we get t.he much-needed sterUng or dollar exchange. If tomorrow the provinces of Assam and Orissa cease
to produce jute, the jute mills in Bengal would not· have anything to do
end they will have to close down. It is on this account that the D,rafting
Oommittee thought that we should not accept those recommendations of the
Ecpert Committee and let the status quo ~un.
"The next recornm.endation of the Expert! :Finance Committee is. that,· Ul
trder .to make up the loss which these provinces will suffer by the stoppage
in \he share of jute export duty, the Government of.l Iuclia which now shares
en a 50-50 basis the income-tax from the provinces should increase the divieible. pool of the provinces to 60 per cent or an increase of 10 per cent.
~r, most Honourable Members here do not know how unjustly and ·iniquitousLy
flW pro-yision' of division· of income-tax has fallen Oil the poor provinces of
Bihar and Assam'. Bihar produces the raw material;· Bilirtr haH the gigantic
vor.lra and cffi.ces, but their head offices are Rll in Bombay and hence the
income-tax is paid in Bombay. Bihar therefore does not get any credit for·
i!:J.i~ income-tax. Bih'ar has been orying hoarse to get this chnnged, but has
ieen unsuccessful so far, In Assam, the condition i!; worse. BE(!ore Partition,
.!$sam had .some 1,200 tea gardens Even after thy removal of a large part
<jf Sylhet to East Pakistan, Assam has. got a thousand tea gardens.
That
ia the only organised industry of -Assam. But out· of those 1,000 tea estates,
\b.e. head offices or the offices of the managing agents of as many ·as 800 are
in Calcutta or London. Up till now, Assam ha~ been making in~'<if:tent prayers
ilo the Central Government from the time ibis system was introduced to
.cdt&nge t~e system. The division under this sys~m i& on the basis of collect2on
and no1 of origin.
Now, do you think, Sir, that if ·we accept this provision of the Finanoo
Gommlttee, justice would be meted out to Bihar and to Assam? We wantc:d
revision of the entire system and the Finance Committee was compelled to
accept the•force of our_ arguments. But they tried to compromi~:;e and their
compromises are put down in Section 55 of their recommendation.
• They say: "We recommend that the provinciai share, that is GO per cent o~
the net proceeds, be dist~ibuted among the provinces as follo"Vs:' 20"'per ~ent on the basis of population, · .
35 per cent on the basis of collection, and
5 per cent in the mann~r indicated in parl:!grapb 5o.''

•l

~

.

Paragraph 56 says: "The third block. of 5 per cent Rhonld he ntilised hy_

. :tile, apportioning authority as a balancing factor in order to modify any hardship
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·that may arise in the case of particular provinces as a r.,~:ult of the i!opplicalion
'Of the other two criteria."
Sir, of 'the present provinces, after ]he merger of the native States wi•h.
Orissa, Assam is the least populated provinces in India. \V e had a population
according to the 1941 census of 102 lakhs, but now the 110pulation has dwindled
to 72 lakh!!.
The population of Orissa has increased.. Therefore if twenty
per cent of the divisible pool of income-tax is divided on population basis,
we get very little. Rather, Assam would get a reduced sum.
Then they say that 35 per cent should be distributed on the basis of
collection.
This way both Assam and Bihar will-suffer, because ihe pliaee
of collection in the case of Assrim is Calcutta and Ior Bihar, Bombay and
naturally the major portion of the 60 per cent will go away from the pro"rinees
concerned.
Only a little 5 per cent.- is left to mitigate any hardships thai
may arise in tht case of particular provinces. Ours has been a cry in the wilder- nei<S; our voices ar'e never heard at the Centre ... Rowever hoarse we may cry and
however much our Premier may try, we do not get a henring. Tl}erefore, the
Drafting Commil\e~ ~ought that it is not in the inte~ests of the....p,oorer provinces to accept thi~ recommendation of the Expert Committee.
.
Again, the Committee has stated that the excise duty on tobacco should
be divided amongst the provinces on the basis of estimated consumption. That
would not help either Assam or Orissa for want of numbers. Although •he
Expert Cominittee made a reference abou~ this in their main recommendations,
ilhey omitted this from the list of amendments which t,hey have put down
in Appendix VI. Therefore when they themselves have not recommended this,
no blame can be attached to the Drafting Committee if they b,av~ ...~o_t
adopted it,
.
' ·
Lastly, Sir, the E1pert Qo:mlnittee recommended \hat there shol.lld be a
Finance Commission appointed immedia.tely to go into the financ~s of the
provinces and the Centre. We have not accepted that it .should be appointed
immediawly because we felt that the a]~pointment of such a Commission at
this jm:icture would be fair neither I<> the provinces nor to the Centra~ Government.
M:oreover, they will have nothing to go by. Th~ E,~erb QommiDe~
ifuemselves have stated:
"In this country the lack of sufficient economic and financial statistics· a.nd other simil.ar
data is a great handicap. Therefore, the allocation of resources has to be made IargelJ
on the basis of a broad judgment, at any rate until the necessary dat& become available.
We attach great importance to the collection of these statistics and to connected research.
11.nd trust that ·the Government will make the necessary arrangements without delay . . • • ~!

An Honourable Member: For ~ow long does the Honourable Member propose to continue? Is there no time limit for him?
Syed Muhammad Saadulla: I am finishing in a few niinutes, if my friends
will allow me.
Mr. Vice-President: I think he is entitled to as much time as he wanf.s
·in order to answer the various criticisms that have bP.en levelled against ~be
Drafting Committee. Surely you should give him time to do it.
Syed Muhammad Slladulla: W!? find that ·even on the recommendation
of tbe Expert Committee, there are no data available at the pr,esent moment.
From the figures which they have published at page 27 of :the brochure, we·
find that the Central -Government's budget .has been a deficit one continuously ·
since 1987-38" Accor.ding to the revised estimate for 1946-47, ~heir deficftl
is a small one of about 45 lakhs, but I am sure, Sir, that when ~e ~al
figures are published, the deficit will increase. That is the reason. why, I
presume, the Central Governmen~ without consulting the provinces concerned,
by a stroke of the pen, have reduced the share of the Jute Export Duty [eo
these four provinces from 62i per cent. to 20 per ·cent. They would nol
have iJaken this extra.ordinary step if they were not hard-pressed for finance.

,
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· • The Honourable Shri K. Santhanam (Madras: G~neral): On a point of order,·
Sir, the Drafting Committee, I suggest, have nothing to,.-do ·with the Government of India's financial administration. I think the Honourable Member
should confine his remarks to the Constitution itself. •
Sfed MuhaJt!lmad Saadulla: But·, Sir, the Drafting Committee has b,ocn
charged wi~h neglect in this rna~ter ..
For the past . ten years the Government of India themselves are having
deficit budgets, and ·now they are incurring very . huge expenditure on the
rehabilitation of refugees, the war in Kashmir· anci the .police action in
;Hyderabad. On account of these; they are not in a position to give suflicien6
help :to the provinces,· whereas the provinces are crying hoarse over t~e financial
neglect from the Centre .. Si1·, I will just address one point about the oarticular position of Assam, as Assam's position is not appreciated by most Members of the House. It is not· merely a frontier province of the Republic of
India but it is a bulwark against•aggr~ssion)rom the East. (lnterrtfption) ..
Sir, if you do not allow me· to speak I am subjecting myself to ;your Ruling ..
Buj; I wish to say a few words as a Member coming from Assam.
Mr. Vice-President: You are speaking as a Member of the Drafting Corn- _
mittee.
The·Honoilrable Shri ~- G. Kher (Bombay: General): May I suggest th~t hemay continue this subject tomorrow, so that we may have. more time?
·syed 'Muhammad SaaduHa: I bow to your ruling, Sir, I thought that. L
have my three functions before this House, as a member of the Drafting Com-mittee, alsO' as ,a member from the neglected and benighted province of Assam
and ..also as coming from the Muslims. 1 wanted to speak jus~ two· things
about Assam and the M;u;;;lims, 'but I will reserve it for a future· occasion.Mr. Vice-President: I Understand that Mr. Karnath had some kind of
amendment. Is· the Honourable !\{ember pressing it?

:Mr.

~. ~amath:

I am noj pres!ijpg it, as it i.s purely of a verbal nature;.
. ...
.
Vice-President: The question is:

Shri H.

"That the Constituent Assembly do proceed to take into consideration the .J?raft Consti-tution of India settled by the Drafting Committee appointed in pursuance of the ·resplutionc
of the Assembly dated the 29tp day ~f ,August, '1947."
•
.

.., .

The motion was· adopted .
;

'

,_Mr. Vice-President: I have to say something about om future programme·
of work. Naturally we shall get _two days, tomorrow and the day after,. foraubmitti,ng amendments. I understand that a Member had written a letter·
to our President, asking for ten _dayfl' time. It is .impossible to grant tlois •
ext.ension of time without seriously jeopardizing the existing programme whichc ·
w~ have set ourselves to fulfil. So the last date will be_ Thursday and ~.e·
• ~e 5 P.M. on J;he 11th.
·
·
I fur£her

-unders~an~ th~t

already three· thousand amendments have been·
I am quite certain that within the next' two days furlhf\lr amend ..
_men:ts 'will come,-in. J take my c6urage in my hands and .ma:ke a suggestion
for the consideration of t~e :fiouse. ~t is. this: that 'instead of ~rying to g~
through the ·arnep.dments one by one ·on, the -floor of the House, ·it would be
. much better for those who" have sugg~.sted these amencpnents to meet th~
Drafting Corimiittee !lS a whole or certain members of the Drafting Committee
. and to discuss matters. In this way it is possible to expedite the work. U
is for you to reject it .at once withbut listening .to my suggestion or to cometo some sort of understanding. It may be that the Drafting pommittee may_
J'e~ived ~nd
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CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF iNDIA
Monday, the 15th November, 1948
. The Constituent Assembly of India met .in the Constitution Hall, ;New Delhi,
at Ten of the Clock, Mr, Vice-President (Dr._ H, C. Mookherjee) in :t.he Chair.
TAKING THE PL~DGE AND SIGNING THE REGISTER
The following Member took the Pledge and signed the Register_:
1. Shri P. S. Nataraja Pillai (Travancore).
· DRAFT CONSTITUTION-(Oontd.)
Mr. Vice-President. (Dr. H. C. ;Mookherjee): Maulaua Hasrat J_Y.I:ohaffi,,.
Maulana. Rasrat Mohani (United Provinces: :Muslim): Sir, I beg to state
that an the 6th November, I have notice of an amendment to this effect: .

"That the consideration of "the Draft Constitution clause by clause be postponed till
after it has been finally decided which of the foll6wing three sets of words ar11 to be incorporated in the Preamble of the sameSovereign 1Independent Republic,
· .,
Sovereign Democratic Republic,
Sovereigrt Democratic State."

=>

It has not yet been decided which of these three sets is to be incorporated in
the Constitution, and yet I understand that the Congress Party has decided
to consider this Constitution, climse by clause, without dfo'ciding the most important question of what words should be there-Republic or State, · in the
Preamble.
I have a complaint t@ make. All the amendments of which notice WatS
given to your office have been printed, but .my amendment has been left out.
May I know the reason why this has been left out?
Mr. Vice-President: I understand that 'this has come about at as a result
of the form of procedure, and the amendment is out of order. I am fort_ified in my decision by whatJ I am told is the procedure adopted in the House .,
of Commons where the Preamble comes' last of all.
Maulana Rasrat Mohani: May I point out one thing, Sir2 On a previous
occasion, when the same thing was done by me, it was decided by the President of the Constituent Assembly, and he has definitely given a ruling that
my amendment to this very effect wlilch I have proposed ·today,< was in
crder. ' He has definitely said so. I may read out his very words which have
been printed in the official repori''I think the amendment is in order.

It d1:1 open to the House to throw it out."

So I have every right to propose my amend~ent. Of course, it is open to
the House to accept it or reject it. So I say this thing has- been settlecl by
the President. If you 1ike you may ask the Presid~n~ if it is a coiTecj) ruling
or not.
Again, when the Union Constitution w~s presented before • this House in
July, on that occasion also, I raised objection to this very effec41, and then also
the President of the Constituent Assembly definitely said that my amendment
cannot be ruled out of order. If you like, I may .read out his exact words: .
"I actually give a. promise tha.t whenever you move an
will not be ruled out of order."
-
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[Maulana Hasrat :Mohani.]
So I reques~ you not to rule me out of order, as it has been finally dec-ided
by. the Pres1dent that my amendment should be allowed. Of course, it is
. , ofe_n to the ~o~se to·. accept or reject it, as_ on a previous. occasion, when th~
Umo~ Const1tutwn was proposed by Pand1t Nehru. It 1s very unfortunate
~hat mstead of Pandit Nehru, we have today.Dr. Ambedkar. I th.iuk he has
revers~d the whole order of the b~siness. I submit I have got every-right to'
request _you to protect my rights and allow me an oppm;tunity to give tny
reasons for what I s,ay. Of course, if· the House is not willing to accept my
e.m~ndment, the House can throw it out, a·s it did on a previous occasion. 'But
_ I thJUk I must not be discourage'!i in this way. My right to. move any argendment must-be protected.
· . ·
·
·
Mr · Vice-President : I make a distinction between the time · when the
I'rea~ble is to .be considered and your right to move an amendment: When
the trn~e ~omes, you have, -of course, every right to move your amendment.
My rulmg ~s that the Preamble is not to be takep. up first of all. That is final.
Now we propose to take up the discussion of the Draft Constitution, clause t>y clause. ·
.
. ·
•
·
Shri Algurai Shastri (United Provinc'es: General): •[M~. President, before
you take up the consideration of. this constitution. I want to· draw your a.ttentior- to an important matter. Have I your permission to do so?]
Mr. Vice-President_ : Please· come to the mike.
-' Shri Algu Rai Shastri : *[Mr. President, I want to submit- that two or
'ihree days ba.ck a report appea.red in the papers. that many Hindu members
of_ the Sind Assembly had been unseated because a large number of Sindhis ·
had left Sind and had come over to India. Those people who have come to
India appear to be fourteen lakhs in number and therefore it appears to be
• necessary that these Sindhi brothers,' who were compelled to leave their place
e.nd have .come here lea.ving behind their homes and hearths, should find some
tepresenta.tion in this Assembly. We are going to fra~e a constitution for
the whole of India. In framing that constitution ·it is necess_a.ry, that -these
brothers, who have been compelled to' leave their homes, should find some representation. I want thai some su<?h an_:angement may be made as may enable
those_people who have come here from Sind to getrrepresenta.tion in this House.
If you perinit us, we shall move a· regula-r :t,esolution to that effect so that those
people may be represented in· this House:)
'
Mr:--Vice-President : ';['his question cannot be taken up here.
I4i seems tha,~ I made .a mistake in the procedure to be· adopted. What I
have to say Iiow is. that Article 1 should stand as part of the Cons~itution.
I understand that there is something to be said on this matter by our
frien.d Mr .. Ayyangar. As regards the amendments, he has cert~in proposals to ~
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ARTICLE 1.
,
·Shri M:. Arianthasayanam Ayyangar tM:adra-s : General) : Sir, I submit t.hat
amendments Nos. 83 to 98, .both ·inclusive, may kindly be aNowed to stand over.
They. refatie to the ,alternative· names, or rather the substitution.. of ~ames- ~
'BHAMT, BHARAT VARSflA, Hrnnv._sTAN-:'for the word INDIA, in Article I,
·clause (1). - • ,
'
·
It requires some consideration.
Through you I am requesting · the
. Assembly -to kindly pass over these items.. and allow thes~ amendments to
stand over for .some time.
A few days Jater when we come t.o the Preamble
these amendments might be ~hen ta}ren up.
I am_!eferring .to amendment-s_
Nos. 83 to 96 , both inclusive, and also amendment No. 97 whwb read8:
"
~-

.~.

'

·• [ ] Translation of Hindustani :Speecla_.
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"'That in clause (1) of article 1, for the word 'India' the word 'B.JJ.arat (India)'· and for
i!:he word 'States' the word 'Provinces' be substituted."

So I would like all these to stand over.
Mr. Vice-President: I1; that agreed to by the ;House?
.Honourable Members: Yes.
-Shri I;o;kanath Misra (Orissa : General) .Of ·course I would have no objection, Sir, if you defer consideration of these amendments for two or three days,
but I beg to bring to your notice that amendment No. 85, which stands in my
name, does not only mean to change the name of Ind'ia into --r:sha.rata:va.rsha', but it means something inore, and I am afraid if you hold over this amendment
those things would be inappropriate at a later stage. I am submitting that I
may be allowed to move this amendment, of course without committing myself
_ to the change of the name of India to 'Bharatavarsha' or otherwise. Though
I am not insisting on the change of name just now, I ask that I may be allowed
to move the other part of my amendment.
Shri M.. An:anthasayanam Ayyangar : My request was that amendments
rela}ing only. to the name may stand over and in his case_ on the undr,rstanding
that the word 'India.' be changed to some other name, he may move his amendment. I am not asking that the other portion of this amendment may not
·be moved.
·
Mr. Vice-President: So the Honourable Member may take. the_ opportu-·
,
nity Of r;noving the second part of his amendment at the proper place.
Now we shall go- to the amendments.
'name of Professor K. T. Shah."

Amendment No. 98 stands in· the
'

Prof. K. T. Shah (Bihar : Ge'nerai) : Sir, I beg to move :
"That in clause (1} of article 1, after the words 'shall be a' the words 'Secular, Federal
Socialist'· be inserted,"
-

:and the

~~mended

article or clause· will read as follows : .

"India shall be a Secular, Federal, Socialist Union of States."

In submitting this motion, to ~he IIowre I~wan~ first of all fu po~ ou'ti ~af
owing to the arrangements by which the Preamble is not considereci at this
moment, :t is a Jittle difficult for those who would-like to embody their hopes:
and aspirations in the Con,stitution to give expression to them by making
amendments o£ specific clauses which necessarily are restricted in the legal
technique as we all know. Had it been possible to consider the governing ideals,
-so to say, which are embodied in this Preamble. f,o the ;Drafii Constitution, iii
might have been easier to consider these proposals not only on their own
mer!ts, but also as following from such ideals embodied in the preamble as may
liave been accepted. ·
As it is, in suggesting this amendment, I am anxious to point' out that this
js not only a statement of fact as i~ exists, bu~ also embodies an aspira.tiou
which it is hoped will be soon realized. The amendment tries to add three
words to the description of our State or Union: that is to say, :the new Union
shall be a Federal, Secular, Socialist Union of States. The Draft Constitution,
may I add in passing, has rendered our taSik very difficul~ by omitting a section
_·on definitions,. so that terms like "States" are used in a variety of meanings
from Art1cle to Artide', and therefore it is not always easy to distinguish bet·'
ween the various senses in which, and sometimes conflicting &'13nses in which
one and the same term is used. I take it, however, that in the present context the word "Union" ·stands for the composi~e aggregate of States, a new
State_by itself, which has t-o be accoraing to my amendment a Federal, Secular,
:Socialist State.
'
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. [Pre>£. K. T. Shah] _
I take first the word 'Federal'. This word implies tha~ this is Union which
ho'Yever is not a Unitary State, inasmuch as the component or constituent
parts, also des,cribed as .States in, :the Draf:!i Constitution, are equally parts and .._
members of the Union, . which have definite rights, definite powers and functions, no~ necessarily; overlappjng,. often how~ver concurreni with :the power&
i:md functions assigned to the Union or to the Federal Government.
Accordingly it is necessary' in my opinion to guard against any misapprehension or
misdescription hereafter of this new State, the Union, which we shall describe·
as the Union of In!Iia.

a

Lest the term 'Union' should lead anyone to imagine that it is a unitary
Government I should like to make it clear, in the very first article, :!;he- :first
clause of that article, that it is a 'federal union'. By its very nature the term
'federal' ·implies an agreed association on equal . terms of the states forming
parts of the Federation. It would be no federation, I submit, there would be
no real equality of status, if there is disdimination or differentiation between
one mernber and another ang :the Unjon will not be strengthened, I venture
t9 submit, in proportion as there are members .States which are weaker in comparison to other States. If some members are less poweiful than others, the
strength of the Union, I venture to submit, will depend not upon the strongest member of it, but be limited by the weakest member.; . There will therefore have tQ be equality of !'tatus, powers and functions as between the sev~- ·
ral members,· which I wish to ensure by this amendm.ent by adding the word!
'Federal'; ·
·
·
So far as I remember, ibis word does not occur anywhere~in the. co,nstitution to describe this new State of India as' a Federation and this seems to me
the best place to add this word, so as to leave no room for mistake or misunderstanding hereafter.
~· •
· .
·
• ·
Next, as regards the Secular character of the State, -we have been told time
and again from every platform, that ours i~ a secular State. If that is true,
if that holds good, t do not see why the term could not be added. or inserted
in the· constitution itself, once a~.in, to guard a.gainst any possibility of misunderstanding or misapprehension. The term 'secular', I agree, does not
find place ne·cessarily in constitutions on which ours seems to have been model"led. But every constitution is framed in the background of the people concerned"' The mere fact, therefore, that such description is not formally orspecifically adopted to distinguish one sya.te ,from another, or to emphasise
the character of our state is ·no .reason, in my opinion,. why we should not in·sert now at this hour, when we are making our constitution,.... this very <'lear
and emphatic. description o£ that State.
The secularity of the stalie must be stre~sed in view not only of tne unhsppy
experiences we· had last year and in .the years before and the excesses to which,
in the name -of religion, communalisJI?. or sectarianism can go, but I intend
also to emphasise by this descript,ion the character and nature of the state
which we are constituting today, which would ensure to all its peoples, all
its citizens that in all matters relating to the governance of the country and
dealings between man and man and dealings between citizen and Governmenu
the consideration tha.t will actuate will be the objective J"ealities of the situation, tlie material faetors that condition our being, our living and our acting.1
For tha~ purp~se and in that connection no extraneous considerations or
authority will be allowed to interfere, so that the relationi between ·man and
man, the relation of the citizen to the state, the relations of the states inter 88"
may not ·be' influenced by· those other considera~ions which will result in .injustic~~ or inequality as between the several citizens tha:t_ constitute the- people>
of lndia:
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"Whereas the provinces of Canada, Nova Scotia, have expressed a de·
sire to be federally united", but subsequently the word ~'federal" is dropped,
and only the- word ;.:Union" retained. Similarly, in our Constitution the
emphasis should be on the word 'Union' rather than on the word 'Federal'.
The tendency to disintegrate in our body politic has been rampant since the
dawn of history and if this tendency is to be curbed the word 'federal' should
e omitted from this Article.
· '
·
_
You might remember, Sir that the content of Federation has been incororated in the Constitution anJ we have various Lists prescribed for Union, etc.
o long as the essence is there in ~he Constitution, I do not see any reason wh¥
he word 'Federal' should be specifically inserted here to quality the word
Union'. I tberefore .oppose the amendment of Professor Shah.
Mr. Vice-President: The question is:
_

l

"That in claus (1) of Article 1 after the words 'shall be a.' the words 'Secular, Fl!derai,
Socialis_t' be inserted."
·

· The motion was negatived.
Mr. Vice-President: I want ~ make ..one· thing ~lear. \After the reply
has been given by Dr. Ambedkar, I shall not permit any further discusslon.
I have made a mistake once. I am not-going tlo repeat it. (Laughter).
Mahboob .Ali Baig Sahib Bahadur (Madras: Muslim): Mr. Vice-President,
Sir, I move:
"That in clause (1) of Article 1 for the word 'Union' the word 'Federation' be i!uhsLi·
tuted."
-

You, Sir, will remember-that.when Dr. Ambedkar moved the motion for the
consideration of this Draft Constitution, when he was dealing with tluo form of
Government, he stated that .............. .
Mr. Vice-President: We do not want a discussion of this nature. I appeal to
the Honourable ~ember to speak only if he has something new to say. ·
· Ivlaliboob Ali Baig- Sahib Bahadur: Dr. Ambedkar stiated, when dealing
JVith the form o£ government, that there !l're two forms of government, _one
unitary and the other federal.
Shri K. H.anum.anthaiya (Mysore): On a point of order, Sir. We have already
voted down the amendment of Prof. K. T. Shah. It contained the word ''Federa··
tion'' and th:· House has already given its decision on that question . .(£ the mover
of the present amendment moves his amendment, the House ~'ould. be reconsidering the same ques,tion.. Therefore, in view of the fact that this amendment.
was already covered by the previous amendment and discussion and voting had
taken place on it, I think- he is out of order in moving t.his amendment. I hope
the Chair will use its discretion in the matter so that .. we may do our work
quickly.
Mr. Vice-President: I agree with you in thinking that the· question has been
discussed, but I think 'he is still in order if he ·insists on moving this particnJar
amendment.
Mahboob Ali Baig Sahib Bahadur: Dr. Ambedk>1r abserted that in. the
Draft Constitution the government that is proposed is federal and not unitary, but
subsequently he stated that nothing turns upon the term used, whether· you
call it a Union or a Federation. He further went on to s.av that the word
'Union' has been used advisedly so that the constituent part~"may not have the
freedom to get out. l take it that I am correct in interpreting the view taken
by Dr. Ambedkar. Now, Sir, a Constitution is either unitarv or federal but if
the framers of the Draft Constitution had in the back of their minds a 'unitary
government and. yet called it federal, .............. .
'
Mr. Vice-Pre~dent: Since the time at our disposal is short," please confine
yourself strictly to the point.
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Mahboob Ali Biug Sahib Ba.hadur: If Dr. Ambedkar says that thE' word
"Union" was used not with any great significance, there is no reason why we
should not use the correct word "Federation", but if oil the other hand the word
"Union" was used with a purpose so that in course of time this federal form of
governmen't, · may be converted into a · unitary form of government,
then it .is for this House' now to use the correct word so that it
may be difficult in future for any power-seeking party that may come into power
easily to convert this into a unitary form of government. So, it is for the Hous
to Use the correct word "Federation" instead of the word "Union". This is
my justification, Sir, for moving this amendment: If you mean that the gctv
ernment must be a federal governmeqt and not a unitary government and i
you want to prevent in future any power:seeking party to convert it into a unitar
. form of government and become Fascist and totalitarian, then it is up to us no
to us~ the correct word, which is "Federation". Therefore, Sir, I move that the
word "Federation" may be substituted for the word "Union .. "
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedka.r:· I do not accept the amendment.
Mr. Vice-President: I now put the amendment to the vote.
The amendinent was negatived.
' Vice-President: Then " Amendm'ent No. 100 to be moved by Mr. Lari. l
Mr.
think it is covered by amendment No. 99. Does ¥r.'Lari insist on moving it?'
(Mr. Lari was not in the Hous~). Then we pass on"to amendment No. 101. Mr.
Kamath.
Sh.ri R. V. Kamath: I am moving only the .second part of it, Sir. At the
outset may I submit to you ........ .
Mr. Vilce-President: What do you wa:rit to say, Mr. Ayyan:gar?
Shri M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar: So far as this amendment is.concerned,
I do not want any postponement. I do not see any serious objection to the
latter part of it being moved. .
An Honourable Me·mber: Amendment No. 104 is on tJ;le same subject, Sir.
Shri H. V. Kamath: At the outset, may I bring to your notice., Sir, that I
originally sent this amendment sepamtely as two amendments. Unfortunately
the office has lumped them together into one~ Had these amendments been
printed separately, no difficulty would have arisen. The first amendment was to
insert the word "Federal" before the word "Union", and the second was to
substitute the wqrd ''Pradeshas" for the word "States".
May I now proceed to the amendtpent itself. The second part of the amendment only is before the
House. I move; Sir:
··.
"'
~_,.

~

"That for the word 'States' in cla.use (1) of. Article 1, the" word 'Pradeshas' may be
substjtut9d." .

Shri G. Subramaniam (Madras: General): G)n a point of order,. Sir. This is
' not an amendment. The word "Pradeshas" is only a Hindi translation of the
word ",States". If we acceJ)t translations of words as amendments, it wjll create
endless complications. The Draft Constitution is in 'the English language and
we should adhere to English terminology and not accept other words, whether
t¥ey be from Hindi or Hindustani.
.
,
Mr. Vice-Presi'dent: ·May I point out that it is not· really a point of order, but
an argument against the use of the word "Pradeshas"? Please allow Mr.
Kamath, if he so Wish~s, ·to address the H~use.
·
.
Shri H. V. Kamath: I am glad, Sir, that.several friends have already made
their observations, because ,that shows how much interest the House is taking
in th~s matter. s; I now proceed fortified by tha~ conviction. My reasons for
·substitution of the word "State" by the word "Pradesha" are manifold. ·Firstly,
I find that in this Draft Constitution, the word "State" has been used in more·
IJ
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fienses than one. May I invite your attention and the attention of the House to
Part' III, Article 7, where it is stated: '' 'The St~te' includes thfl 9-oveJ"nment and
Parliament of India and the Government and the Legislature of each of the
States and all local or other authorities within the territory of India." Here we
, use the word "State" in quite a different s.~nse. , ~o the first rea~?n. for ~~
amendment. for .the substitution of the word . Sta.te
by the word
Pr~~~sha ,
'is to avoid this confusion which is likely to .arise by the use of the word State
1n different places in different senses in this Constitution. Sooondly, Hir,-I hope
ny suspicion or my doub~ is wrong,-but I feel that this_ word "S~at~·· smac~s
a blind copying or imitation of the word "State.!' which you find m t~'e ~onsti·cution of the United States We have been told bv Dr. Ambedkar m h1s first
~peech on the motion for the consideration of the "Draft Constitution that we
,0.ave borrowed so manv things from various constitutions of}the world. Here
/it strikes me that the .;ord "State" has been ·borrowed from the· Constitution of
_.:the U.S.A. and I am against all hlind copying or blind irnitation. Thirdly, Sir,
looking at our own history, at least-during the last 150 years, the word "State"
has come to be .associated with something which we intensely dislike, if not
:abhor. The States in India have been associated with a particular type of ad•ministration which we are anxious to terminate with the least possible delay
and we have already done so under the sagacious leadership of Sardar Patel.
"Therefore, this malodorous association w-ith the Brit.ish regime, which, happily,
is no more, I. seek to get rid" of through this amendment which I have moved
'before the· House. To those friends of mine, who are sticklers for the English
langnagP, who think that because this Constitution has been drafted in English,
. we· should not bring in words. that are our own, I should like to make one submission and that is this, that the' bar to my mind is not against all words that
·are indigenous, that are Hindi or Indian in their etymological structure. I am
reading from the "Constitutional Precedents", regarding the Constitution of the
Irish Free State-it was adopted in 1937-which was supplied to us a year and
·'half ago by the Secretariat of the Assembly. If we turn to page 114 of this Con·stitutional Precedents, we find there is a footnote on that page t{) this effect:

ff

"Also in the ,Irish language."

•

Thi~ means that the Constitution of 1937 was adopted firstly in ·English,
'becaut;e the f?o~ote ~ays it was adoJ?ted also in the Irish language. That means
:~ say th~t ongmally It was adopted m the English language and later on adopted
m the Insh laNguage. If you look at the Constitution of Ireland we find 80
·many Irish word!' and not ~nglish words, w?rds like-I do not kn~w how they
are pronounced m the Enghsh language-01reachtas, Dail Eireann Taoiseach
~(for the Prime Minister) a~d Seanad Eirean"?-· All these words are 'purely Irish
words ar:d they have· retamed th.ese words m the Irish Constitution adopted in
~he Enghsh .language, anti they \'hd not bother to substitute the equivalent words
m the ~nghsh lan~age. Therefore it is for thi::; House to decide what words
we can mcorporate m our Constitution though they are Indian, Hindi or an
•other language of our country.
Y
I

So, Sir, for the reasons that I have stated already the word "Stat " h ,d
_be. us~d in our Constitution in thi~ context. Firstly, because. it :ma~k~u~f
bhnd Im1tat1on. Secondly, because of 1ts association with a vegime which bv
·our efforts apd by the grace of God we have put an d to I 'll
k ' "
th
b ' '
S'
'
en
· Wl
ma e Olle
() er su miSSIOn, Ir. In the new integrated States former St t
I
Stat
h· h
h
b
·
.
a es or n tan
· es w },c we ~e .een able to. umte into one unit-we have alread used
iihe wo_rd Pradesh , and we have called the Himachal Union as th n·y h -1
Pradesn and the Vindhya Union as the Vindhya Prade h
d th' e. Imac a .
llil t f t . A
t
.
s , an
ere IS a moveen a oo m . ssam o call £he umon of States there as Purbachal Pradesh.
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· Another point is that we are going to constitute provinces- on a new basis in
the near fu~ure.
Already
the provinces of Madras, of C. P .. and
of_ Bombay have got merged in themselves some · of the Jonner Indian States
_ and so the new provinces are going -to be different from the old .Pro-\tinces and
therefore the word "Pradesh" is much better and much more apt than the word·
"State".
·
Sir, the last point that I want to make is this.
M;v frlend Mr. G. S. Gupta
has also tabled an. amendment to this article.
That would arise 'only if :rp.y
azi?.endment is adopted. If ~his fails, the amendment of my friend will not
a~1se.. If my· amendment is adopted,
then certainly C"onsequential .changes '
will have to be made ·throughout the text of the Draft Constitution.
Therefore, I move this amendment, Sir:
'
-

''That i:!:!-clause (1) of Article 1, for the word 'States' the word 'Pradeshas' be substituted."
·· ·
·

and commend it to the a.9ceptance. of the House.
The Honourable Shri Ghanshyam. Singh Gupta (C. P. & Berar: General): Sh·,
I would like
submit this· with regard to my amendment. Mr. Ksmath has
given an amendment which only says that in clause (1) of arti<;~le 1 f.:>r the WGrd
States, the word 'Pradeshas' be substituted. That would mean, that in other
clauses, in other a~ticles, the word may' not be substituted. If' that cont.ingen1.1y
arises, it may not be aU right:, Therefore, my amendment ~o. 104 ma.y; either be
treated as an amendrnent to Mr. Kamath 's amendment or I may· be allowerl
to move it now, so that no further complie(ttion ~ay arise. Because, it would
be really absurd if the word 'States' is changed into 'Pradeshas' only in clause
(1) of Article 1. Sir, I shall read Article 1. Clause (1) of Article I says: "India
shall lie a Union of States." This•is the only place where Mr. Kamath h.as
sought to change. It means, instead of 'States' we· shall have, '.'India shall
be a Union of Pradeshas." In clauses (2) and (3) and in other clauses, the
word 'State' will continue.
· ..
·
- '
·

to

I

.

Mr. Vice.,President: May I inten'vpt with yaur permission. If this amendment of Mr.· Kamath is rejected, then, amendment No. 104 comes in. Even
if it ie carried, then, your amendment will come in subsequently and you will
have a subsequent chance. , I think that would economise~ f,he ·time of the House .
. The Honourable Shri Ghanshyam Singh Gupta: Sir, the procedure that,... I
sugge§lt would really economise the time ·of the House. If I move my amendment as an 'amendment to Mr. Ka.math's amendment, the time of thP. House
wilJ be saved. Otherwise a contingency may arise~I · do not say it will.
Suppose Nk Kamath's amendment is carried and mii1e )s r~jeeted, ... : .....
Mr. Vice-President: Do yon want to move it now? ·
The Honourable Shri Ghanshyam Singh Gupta: Yes.
'
'
Mr. Vice-President: All right; you may .do so.
The Honourable .Shri Ghanshyam Singh Gupta: Sir, I move:

..

"Th'at in Article 1 for the wor(l 'State' wherever it occurs, the wora· 'Pradesh' be substituted and conseq~ential c4!tnges be made throughout the Draft Constitut~on."
'rhe reason why I want to make this motion just now is what I have ~lready

_submitted. If JVk Kamath 's · amendment is carried, ·then it, will mean that.
only clause ('!:) of Art.icle 1 will be_ amer:ded, and the rest ~£ it will not be
am_epded. But, if my' amend~ent Is earned, ~hen, ,not; only m_ clause ,(1) ~f
. Article .. 1 we shall have substituted the ·word Pradesh for the word. State ,
, but in the subsequent portions ot Article 1 and ~hroughout 'the _Draft ~onstic
tutiori, wherever the word 'State' occurs,. so that 1t would be qmte cons1s~nt:
"'Otherwise, there would be some absurdity left. The reason why I want the:
-w~rd 'State-..:..-to be~ substituted by the word 'Pradesh' is that the word 'States'
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in Parts I and II are really provinces and the States in ~art III are what ar&
called Indian ,States at presen~, none of which are States m the accepted_ sens!'l
of the term. One reason for using the word 'State' m~y be to s~nc~romse the
two and the other reason could be to :follow the American Constitutwn.
The •
Am~rican Constitution has no parallel with "?'s, because, originally the ~mer.ican
-sts.tes were all sovereign States. Our provmces are not at all sovermgn; ._hey
were never sovereian of the Centre. The Indian States also .are not sovereign.
We. want that India should not· onlv be one. nation, but it should really be one
State Th~refors I suomit that it should be, "India shall be a union of Prade. shas." I avoid 'the >v.ord 'R_rovinces' because, it will nob fit in ~vith wh~t
are now called Indian States, we' want that both may be synchromsed. Th1s
. word 'Pradesha ',.. ean suit both the provinces and what are now called Indian·
States. Indian States are merging and merging very .fast, th~nks to
our
l6aders. Moreover they themselves are choosing that word. For. mstance, they
call the Himachal Pradesh, and Vindhya Pradesh. If we use this word for our
Provinces "as also for the States, all.anomaly would be remo-ved. This is all
that I have to say.
,

Shri K. Hanumanthaiya: Sir, ~I have regretfully to oppose the amendments.
moved by my friends Mr. Kamath and Mr. Gupta. I have to state that by
whatever name the rose is called, it smells sweet. Here, the Drafting Committee has advisedly called India a Union of States. My friends want to call the"
same by the name of a Union of Pracleshas. I do not want that this occasion
should he utilised for any .language controversy. I would appeal to the l!ouse·
·not to take this question in that light. The word Pradesh, as admitted on all
hands, is not an English word. We are consi~ering the Draft in the English
language. r would respectfully appeal to my honourable friends who have moved'
the amendments to show me in any English Dictionary the word Pra.clesh. We
ca.nnot go on adding to the English language unilaterally all the words that we·
think suitable. The English language has got its own words. WC cannot make·
~_the Draft Constitution .a hotch-potch of words of different languages.
Besides,
the Constitution, I respectfully submit, is a legal document, Words have got a
· fixed meani,ng. We cannot incorporate Ii.ew words with vague meanings in this.
Constitution and take the risk of misinterpretation in courts of law. 1 would
therefore beg the mover and the s.econder no.t to press this word to be incorporat~
ed in the Draft Constitution. If my friends are very enthusiastic- about the
Hindi language, we are not far behind them; we will support them. But, this
is not the place, this· is not the occasion to insert Hindi words in the Draft Constitution. Therefore, Sir, -..pu~ly as a matter of convenience. and legal adaptability, the Brafting Cmnmittee 's word "State" is quite good. ·:ro substitute it
by t~e word "Pradesh" would be to open the flood-gates of controversy, and if
there are other amendments to the effect that Kannada words, Tamil words and
Hindi words should be substituted in the differ-ent Articles of the Constitution,
then, as I said, the whole draft, as placed before the House, would be· a hotchpotch of linguism. I _w?uld earnestly requ_est the members not to press these
amendments, ,because It IS merely a translatwn, and not to introduce non-English·
words into an English Draft..
~andit Lakshmi Xanta Maitra: (West Bengal: General):. Mr.
VicePresident; I have very carefully listened to the speech just delivered by my
~onourahle fr_iend Mr.
Han11manthaiya opposing the .a-mendment of my
_lionourabl_e fnend. Mr. Kamath. , I must tell at once my honourable friend
sort of'
Mr. Hanumanthaiya that he neE?a not have unnecessarily scente!L a
underhand effort to import Hindi linguism by this amendment. dn" the
course of my speech on the general motion for consideration of the · Draft.
Co?stitution I dilated a~ considerable length on the question' of. States.
1
pomted. out then and pomt out even now that the expression 'State' has ac)t.
a pecuh:1r connotation in the Constitutional_lTherature of the world. (Cheer~).

'
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·s~ate' _always connotes an idea of sovereignty, absolute independence and
thmgs hke that.. In the United States of America there was a· :States Rights
~ Scho~l.
It serr?usly contended that the States had independent sta.tus ll.nd
the. bitterness whrc_h. was· generated ?Y the long c;lrawn out controversy culminated m the bloody ~Ivrl war.
That•IS the evidence of, history.
Therefore when
we. want ~o describe our country as a Union of States, I apprehend that it is
.qmte possible tha~ the provinces which are now being~. given the dignified status
Qf Stat,es, the native States which had hitherto been under the Indian Princes
but _have. now either acceded tc· or merged in, the Indian Umon may at a later' ..
st~ge se_nously contend that they were absolutely sovereign E\ntities and that
~he Nah~re ~tates acceded to the Indian Union ceding OPly three subj:=cts, viz.
Commumcatrons, Defence and External Affairs.
In order td avoid all these
likely controversies in the future1 I suggested to the. House that best efforts
should be made to evolve a phraseology in place of 'States'. ' We must elimin:ate the c~ances of this controversy in the future.
I am prepared even nowlet my frien~ ransack and fiiJd out a substitute.
This .word has an unsavoury
:Smell about 'it'~ In the absence of 'State' it has been suggested that the word
'P_radesh~ should be substituted.
Let me tell my friend Mr. Hanumanthajya
and those of his .way of thinking that the word may be used in Hindi but it is
!l' ~anskrit word. It is not an E~glish word but there will be no difficult·y if
It Is used. Here you describe in article 1 sub-clause (2) that-.
1

"T?e States shall mean the States for the tim.e being specified in Part
the Firs·t Schedule."
·
. ·
:
·

i,

II and ill of

~f you look to Part I of the Schedule, you -will find the S'tiates that .are enumerated there are the Governors' provinces of Madras, Bombay, West Bengal,
United Provinces, Bihar, Central Provinces, Assam and Orissa, if you look to
Part II you will find Delhi, ·Ajmer-Merwara, including Panth Pipolda and Coor.g·.
I seriously as~, are you going to describe the City of Delhi as a State? Are
you going to describe Coorg as a State?
Are you going to describe PanthPiploda .as a State?
Are you going JJO describe Ajmer-Merwara as a Stfate?
If you do it, it will be simply ridiculous. Therefore in the absence of any other
-suitable expre~sion I do feel that the term ''Pradesh' which is of Sanskrit origin
and which means a country of big area--would be quite suitable.
There will
'be no harm if, in the first schedule, in the description, the wgrds 'Pradesh and
territories of India' are' substituted.
Then it
be beyond the shadow of a
Joubt as to what is exactly sought to be meant by 'Pradesh'.
I know it is an
English translation.
There is some force in what my honourable friend said
that in the English draft itself. you should not introduce Sanskrit words.
But
my friend coming from Mysore should be the last person to desribe his ·own
territory ·as an Independent State.
Does it require any argument?
Has he
not so far pleaded that these States should pave n!'l sovereign existence and
that they should be merged with the Unio~? , Therefore there ought to be no
sanctity about. the word 'State'.
I am perfectly prepared if the Draftsmen or
any body
this House could find an expression which would denote and connote what we want.
We have ·always pleaded for a strong Centre.
In the
DraJt we have a federal structure but the Drafting Committee has rightly imported to it a unitary bias. We appreciate it. ltwe are to give effectto that
view we have got te1 find o.ut an expression which wilt_ thoroughly e~body the
-concept 'Jhich we have in view. _From this point of v1ew I_ am convmced that
nothing would be lost if we descnbe tpe Stat~s as Pr~,~es~.
~n tha~ case all
<Categories of States, Governors' provinces, Chief Commissioner~ provmces ·and
what have hitherto been called Native States could all be mcluded .1 under
,•Pradesh · and Pradesh could be enumerated in the First Schedule. · I support
the amendment to substitute 'Pradesh' in pla.ce of 'Sta~.
·

will

in
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Shri Rohini Kumar Chaudhari (Assam: (}eneral): S_ir, in future J would
ask you to allow me to speak from the nearest mike because the long distance
which we have to travel from the seat to this place sometimes helps us to forget our ideas. (Laughter).
I want to oppose this amendment.
First of all I oppose Mr. Kamath's
amendment and it is very easy to ask t4e House to ifurow it out. He has asked
the word 'Pradeshas' to be used in place of the word 'States'. How does he
come to the conclusion that 'Pradeshas' is a plural of "Pradesh"?
You are
using the English Grammar again while you are trying to give up the English
word. It should be 'Pradeshah' if anything.
It cannot be 'Pradeshas'.
Therefore on that ground as well as on the ground that if y_pu change the word
'Pradesha' in article 1 and you do not touch the rest of the article, the:q it
becomes meaningless.
Therefore on these two grounds I oppose the amendment which has been mov,ed by Mr. Kamath.
But I must be careful when
I go to oppose the amendment of a person like my friend Mr. Gupta"'who is th&
Speaker of the C.P. Assembly.
Nevertheless, I cannot understand the object of the change he proposes.
There may be some sentiment behind it which I may understand, but not appreciate. Here, Sir, you have "a Constitution in English and the same Constitution in the laL!guage called the National Language-call it Hindi_ or
Hindustani.
When you· write the Constitution in Hindustani, it is but
natural that you should use the word 'Pradesh' in place of the word 'State',
or 'Province'. But when you are writing the Constitution in the English language, it is 'not conceivable why you should seek to change the word '.State' to
'Pradesh'. What is the· object? . That is what I would like to-know. If the
object is to acquaint people who are not acquainted with Hindi, with the word
.'Pradesh', that I can understand. People from South India do not understand
Hindi, and so first of all, let them begin by ·learning the .word Pradesh in the
Hindi Language. You start with the word Pradesh now, and ne~t time you
give them some other word t-o learn, and bit by bit bring the language on tb'e
people of South India. (Laughter). Is that the object? .
Then again, it will be most unaesthetic as sl!:ffix to the word 'Pradesh' fo~
the United Provinces or the Central Provinces. Would you ca.U then United
Prownces Pradesh or the Central Provinces Pradesh ? And i£ you were t<>
translate the word Province also into Pradesh, then there would be two Pradesh
Pradesh, .and all this is rather odd.
Corrie to Bengal. What would you call West Bengal ? Would you caU
it West Bengal Pradesh ? Paschim Banga Pradesh, '{ can understand, but I
cannot understand putting in the word Pradesh alone.
All these complications will arise if the word is changed. It will help no. body.
On the other hand, it will not go against the sentiments of anyone if
·The word 'State' is used. So I would request Jfonourable Mr. Gupta to consider
this point again.
If by any mischance, this amendmen~ is carried, you, Sn·, will kindly allow
us time to ma_ke amendments in the First Schedule, because it looks very
awkw:ard to say U. P. Pradesh, or C. P. Pradesh. I ;would also like to change
from Assam Pr:;tdesh to Kamrup Pradesh, because the word Assam j·ars on
everyone's ears as I find now-a-days.
·
Mr. Vice-President: You must obey the bell.
Shri Rohini Kumar Chaudhaii: I am short of hearing bell sounds, Sir.
Seth Govind Das (C. P. & Berar: General): First of all, Sir, I wanti ltP
assure the honourable members of the non-Hindi speaking provinces, that our
'object in moving this amendment is Mt ~o force Hindi on any - one. The
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language 'controversy need not have· arisen so far as this amendment is con-cerned. We wanted to drop the word 'State', and therefore, this amendment
jg being moved. ·
•
.
.
,.c
I was rather surprised to hear the speech- of my Honourable
friend :)V[r. Rohini Kumar Chaudhari. He asked us; i{ Pra.desh is accepte~,
what is going to happen to U. P. and to C. P. ?
I want to te1l
him that it would be Samyukta Pradesh or Madhya Pradesh It will not
the U.P. Pradesh or C.P. Pradesh. Mr. Rohini Kumar, I think, knows
Sanskrit well, and. he· will agree with me that even if we . adopt the word
Pradesh in our Constitution, it dues not. mean that the English word Provinces
•Or Province would be used . along with the word. Pradesh. If we want tQ get
rid of the word 'State' because it ·has got differe~t meanings in different countries, the only way is to put in the word Pradesh there.;
Now, as' far ::.s :the word Provinces is concerned, anot.her controversy is
·there. There are newly formed. States or Unions of States ·which· may not
.accept the ,word Province in the beginning. }'hough all the provinces would
be treated- alike in the future, in the beginJ!ing, to name these State Unions as
Provinc-es will not be a proper thing. Therefore, in view of these diffi.'m¥ties;
we thought that the word 'Pradesh' would be the proper word. Even in the
English version of the Constitution, I think there should 1iot be any difficulty
in putting ~he word Pradesh. .There are many oth.er words which have been taken.... in the English language, for instance words like 'bazaar' or 'Rajyas'.'
For these words, when We form the plural of these words, we add the letter 's ',
and say 'bazaars' or 'Rajyas' in English. Similarly to make a Hindi word into its
plural form _in the English language you need add only 's'. I C!_o not see what
difficulty there is to adding 's' to·Pradesb. also and say Pradeshas when we want
the plural form.
.
·
·
I hope, Si1;, that controversy of language and other questions will not. be
raised here, arid if we think the word 'State' should b~ dropped,•and under the
present circumstances, the word 'provinces' cannot -be taken up, "1: think the
best thing would be to put in the word 'Pradesh' both in the Hii1di Constitution
and in the English Col}stitution.
•
·
.
Sir, I support thE: amendment.
.
The Honourable Pandit Jawaharlal NehrU. (United Provinces: <>General):
Sir, I do, not wish to enter into any lengthy arguments on t.his question~ but
only wish to point out what my own•reaction to this propo~al is. When . we
met some time back in the two committees-t.he Union Constitution Committee
and the Provincial Constitution Committee- we met jointly, and we considered this ma-tter, and also as to what t.he names of the Houses should be.- After
considerable discussion, we came to the conclusion that ·one of the Houses
should be called the House of States. ' So I say this matter was discussed
·then in various forms. Now I feel that at the present moment, if a.ny- change
is made in the name of a province, and it, is called a Pradesh, personally I
think it would oe a very unwise· .change. (Hear, hear). For the moment, I
am' not going into the merits of it. It rnay be, we may have to change, but
if so, there should bl') some uniformity about these changes all over the place.
It is not right to push in one or two words here and there. They do not fit in .
aesthetically, artistically, linguist.ically or in any other way.
1
A:part from all this, the argU.;ment that was advanced, that "State" somehow meant something wliich we did not wish- our units. to mean, 1 think, was
not a very strong argument. ·The example of the United States of America
was given. A State is just what you define 'it to ·be.· You- define in this Constitution the exaet pow:ers of your units. It does not become something less

..
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if you'call it_a "Pradesh" or "Province". On the other hand :'Pradesh" is
a word which has no definition. No one knows what it means.
With all
respect, no one present in this House can define it because it has· not been use_d
in this context previously. It has been used in various other contexts. It IS
a .very good word, and gradually it may begin to get .a. significance, and then
of course it can be used either in the Constitution or otherwise.. At the }:'lresent moment, the normal use of the word varies in hundreds of different ways
and the word '··state'' is infinitely more precise, more definite, not only for
the outside world which it is, but even for us. Therefore, !t will · be unfortunate -if we used a completely improvised word, ·which become& a linguistic
anachronism for a Constitution of this type.
Now, 'I can understand the·
position when· our constitution is fully dev~loped and we have it in our own
_language with all the appropriate words. 'Whether. "Pradesh" is the right
word or not, I cannqt say.
That is for the experts to decide and I will
accept th~ir decision. For. the moment we are not considering that
·issue.
-We are-· considering what words. should
be
brought
into
this present English draft of
the
Constitution· and
bringing
in
words which will undoubtedly .sounu as odd and inappropriate to many ears
ip..India is not good enough. The use pf the wOl'd in a particular context is
foreign. One has to get used to it_, especially in regard to the context, and the
more foreign_ words
we
introduce,
the more
yOli
make
it
look
My own test would be, not
odd and peculiar to the average man.
in putting up linguistic _committees
and
scholars, but
taking a
hundred od~ p·eople from the bazaar and discussing the matter with t-hem and
just seeing what their reactions are. We talk in terms of the people- but in
fact we function often enqugh 3.:,s a select coterie forgetting what the people
think and understand. Obviously in technical matten; :yDu cannot go to the
people for technical words, but nevertheless, there is an approach that t-he'
people understand and an approach which the people are le&s likely to under- .
sta.nd. Th~refore, J would beg this House to. consider it from this point of
view and maintain the normal English w~rd in the English Constitution and
later· on consider the matt-er as ·a whole as to what other words in our la.nguage
you will be putting in our own draft., which will obviously have an equal ·status.
But putting_ it in this would be confusing, ·and looking at it from a foreign pointJ
of view, it would be very confusing because no one would be used· to it and it
would talie a long time even to understand the significance of - these changes.
For myself I am clear that there should be no difference in the description of
- what is now a province and what is now a State. There should be a uniformity
Df descrip£ion in the two, The proposal is that the word "State" should apply
to both, and the second House, if approved, should be called the House of
States.
There is another mat:ter. This touches) whether we wish it or not, several
other points of controversy in this House. They may be linguistic or call it
by any other word. I think it would be unfortunat-e if we brought in -those particular controversies in this way, as if by a side door. Those have to be faced,
understood and d\)cided on their merits. There is undoubtedly -an impress!on
that changes brought about in these relatively petty ways affect the general
position of those issues. -I think in dealing with .the Constitution, we should
avoid that. The Constitution is a big enough document containing principles
and deciding our political and economic make-up. As far as possible I should
like to avoid those quest-ions which, though important, we ~ould decide in the
context of the draf_ting of the Constitution. Otherwise, what is likely to happen
is that we shall spend too much time and energy from the const,itutional point
of view on irrelevant m~ters, although important, and the balance of · our
time and energy is spent less on really constitutional matters.
Therefore, I
beg the House no~ to accept the two amendments moved and to retain the word
".State'~.
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Th? Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar : I- oppose tlft amendment.

Mr. Vice-President : The question is :
. "That 1n article 1 fo.r the word "State" wherever it occurs: the.....word "Pradesh" be subBtltuted and consequE>ntlal changes be ma,de .throughout tha Draft Constitution."
,

•I think the Noes have it.
'
:
Shri .H. V. Kamath : I ask for a division.
Mr. Vice-President: It seems'to m~ that the '·'Noes'' have it.

'.

It is not
necessary for. me to call for a division. I have the power not to grant this
request. I 'Would request Honourable Members to consider the position. It
seems to he quite obvious that .the "Noes" have it. ·
The Honourable Shri Ghanshyam Singh Gupta: I accept"the posttion that
the "Noes" have it.
, ·
·
·
,
The Honourable Pa.ndit Jawaharla\ NehrU: May I suggest that ins~ad!
of making our requests, we could raise our hands. That would give a fair indi·
cation how the matter stands.
Mr. Vdce-Pre~ident: Does the Honourable Shri_ G. S. Gupta admit that the
"Noes" have it?
The Honourable Shri Ghanshyam Singh Gupta: I 'accept the position that
the "Noes" have it.
_,_
The ll}Otion was negatived.
The Honourable Shri Ghanshyam Singh Gupta: .On a point of order, Sir,
you kindly put my amendment to the House and it was lost but Mr. Kamath's
motion must be put to the House formally.
Mi-. Vice-President: It seems to me that Mr. Kamath's amendment is
covered by yours. He wants deletion in particular parts but you wanted it _
everywhere.
··
·
·
The .Honourable Shri Ghanshyam Singh Gupta: Mr. Kamath 's •amendment
is lesser in .scope than mine. If the House has not agreed to cent per cent, they
might agree to five per cen~.
·
The HonoUil'able Pandit Jawaharlai Nehru: It will probably take less time,
Mr. Vice-President, to put tha amendment to the vote of the House and it is
th~ proper procefture that it should be put to the vo£e of the House. • ·
Mr. Vice-President:
The question is:.

.

"That in clause (1) of article 1, before the. word 'Union' the word 'Federal' be inserted
and for the word 'States' the word 'Pradeshas' be substituted."

The motion was negatived.
Shri H. V: Xamath: Sir, I beg to move:
"That in clause (1) of article 1, for the word 'States' the word 'provinces' be sub£Lituted."
•

·Shri B. D·as (Orissa: General): On a point of order, Sir, in view of the fact
that the previous amendment has been rejected by the House this amendment
would be out of order.·
Mr. Vice-~esident: The only thing tha,t has happened is the_ rejecti~n of
the word ''pradesh"~
_
/
.
.
Shri B. V. Kamath: My honourable friend Mr. B. Das rose to a point. of
order to the effect• that this is not in order. The amendment that. has been
thrown out by the House is to the ilffect that the word 'Pradesh' be substituted
for the word__.'State', which does not rule out,this am!3ndment, viz., the substitution of the word 'State' by any other word, if the House so chooses. .r have
therefore moved my amendment that for the word 'State'· in the/article . and
wherever it occurs throughout the Draft in this_ context the word 'Province' be
substituted. The .formal amendment is that in this particular clause the word
''State' be replace.d by the word 'Province'. When I moved my first amendment
r
,

,

;"'

'•
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:with regard to the word 'Pradesh' I made my position. clear as to why I aiQ
against the retention of the word 'State'.
l do not w1sh to repeat tho!'e argu·
p:~e.uts whLCh _l then advanced before :the House. I might just recall them b)'j.
saying- that the word 'State' smacks of imitation as the word finds a place ~·
. the constitution of the u ..$..A. Secondly the word 'Sta~e' has a bad COllliOtation
or bad odour about it, because of the association of the Indian States with the:
British regrme which is now dead. -I woula therefore ill aU circumsta11ces plead
.with this .l:iouse that the word ·State' should be elimillated at all costs and by ail
· means and if the House is not in a mood to accept the word 'Pradesh' l would
certainly entrtJat them to accept the :word 'Province', as the lesser of the t:wo
evils. Our position' today is that we have dispensed with or eliminated the old.
Indian states; and have we not already adopted the. terms Himachal .Pradesh und.
Yindhya .Pradesh? We want to level them up to the position of the lndiao,.
Provinces and therefore in the new set up I feel that the word 'Province' is
m;)re ha}Jpy and would express the meaning of the strw:;ture of the component}
units tJJat we are going to S~;Jt up in our colilltry. Sir, I therefore move lll.Y;
amendment all(l commend it to the acceptance of the House.
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambeakar: Sir, I do not.:accept the amendmen••"
(At this stage. Shri Himmat ~ingh K. Maheshwari rose to speak.)
Mr. Vice-Presiden~: The Honourable Dr. Ambedkar has already replied iA·
the debate and 1 am sorry I c~nnot allow any further .debate on the motion.
Pandit Rirday Nath Kunzru (United Provinces: General): Sir, if after every
motion is moved by a member and you ask Dr. Ambedkar whether he agrees
to it and after allowing him :iP express his views you debar other members i:rom
&{leaking• on the subJect, it will be very hard on th~ House.
.
Mr. Vice-President: I am afraid Pandit Hirday :ijath Kunzru has ·not realised
.e:xactlJ ruy pos1t1on. I am always prepared to give f>Very possible facility to
every member here, which I need not demonstrate further than .by reference ~
:what 1 have doue in the last iew days. But just now we are pre:>sed for time •.
AH.t:r Mr. Kawath moved his amendment I. waited for some time to see if lillY,
body would stand up and nobody stood up and when specially I found that Mr.
Karnath had repeated the arguments which had been fornl'erly •stated by him,
1 thought thali 1 would not be going against the wishes of the House by ·asking .
Dr. Ambedkar the question whether he wished to reply. I£ 1. failed to understand the attitude of the House I am very sorry.
Pandit widay Nath Kunzru: You are perfectly within your right in not allowing <ils<:.ussion of a· clause which you regard as trival and on which you think
the·:~ has been sufficient discussion. You have the power to stop discussion and
ssk the .Member in c~arge to reply. If ill exercise of this power you asked Dr.
Ambed.kar to reply, there can be no objection to what you have done.
l'dr. Vice-President:
Then I will put the amendment to vote. The question is:J
I
"That in clause {1) of Article 1, for the word 'States' the word 'Provinces' be
tuted."

~ub!!W

The motion was negatived
Mr. Vice-Presi~ent: Amendment 108, Shri Mahavir Tyagi.
Shri H. V. Kamath: Division, Sir.
Mr. Vice-President: You are a little late.
Slu:i Mahavir Tyagi: Sir, I am not very keen to h~ve all the words mentioned
in my amendment i11serted. I do not also want to make a speech and waste· the
~ime of the House. liowever, I want to make one point clear and with that end
in view, I shall formally move this amendment:
"That in clause {1) 'of artin1.- :h for the weird 'States' the words 'Republican St11 tes.
and the sovereigntY' of the Union, 11hall reside in ·the whole body of the people' be substituted."
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)n the Draft ~Constitution I find :that the. residence of sovereignty has notl
been descnbed. Where sovereigntly lies has no~ been detimtely laid down. J.,
:want that this may ·go on recora.. I shaH be conj;enj; if the. ;Honourable mover,
pf _the Constitution -would place before the House either in connection wiJih th•
;Freamble or some other :Article of the Constitution, an,· amendment which will
dearly -lay down that the sovereignty shalt reside jn the_ whole body_ of th~
people. '!'he :word -' Sj;ate' has one meaning !n one place and another mea,nin&
elsewhere. It will therefore not be satisfac:I!Ory to. say j;hat the sovereignty;
should rest in the S,tates. What does :the Honourable . ~ember suggest1J
:)Vhe~her the sovereignty reside in ]he _ Union or in ]he ~tates? ;B'rom the
;Drafj; it is not clear.
1\{y amendment therefore -seeks to lay down definitelY,
' where sovereignty resides or shall reside in future.
I want_ also to make one thing clear. If .we remain in the family of th~
.United Kingdom and remain attached to them!. sovereignty will probably techn!.,
cally remam with :the King. I want to save the country :from ~at danger. ~
want_ to make_ it a?solutely clel:!tr that th~ soverei~ty virtually, technically and_
l>ract1eaUy resides m the whole people .. ·.!.!.'.··.
. .
Mr. :Vice-President: May I point out that the -proper place for al! amendment
pf :this· nature is the Preamble1_
'Shri Mahavir Tyagi: It is neither defined in the Preamb~e- in so many words~
I want that i:l;\sbould be clearly defined. I am a layman. J would like to kgoV{..
from the exper_t draftsmen whether the Preamble forms part o~ th~ body of
~he Constitution. Since the Preamble is not an Article of the Constitu~ion, may,
I know if it comes in the body of the Constitution proper? Can Pr~ambl~ always
override the law? I don't think it does. What I :want is that sovereignty should
be defined in one of the Articles of the Constitution. The Preamble mentions
.Only casually tp.at we are constituting India into a sovereign union.. From this
my friends of the Drafting ~ommitteE> draw the coneluflion. tha<ll the sov'ereigntY;
resides in the "people". That doe~ not satisfy me. We cannot depend on the
implication drawn. I insist that sovereignty _should be defined in the botiy of the:
Constitution it~lf. I want that sovereignty should reside in the whole people.
of the country, and not in State or Union. State may only mean to be- a sor~ ·
of governmental· structure in the Centre, or it may include the people as well; or
it may be only the union or one or more states. The provinces will also b_e known,~
- as, States hereafter. Let us therefore define in unainbiguous terms the actual residence of sovereignty-for future. I may submit that in the Constitution' of China
it is stated that the sovereignty rests in the whole people. We may lay down
the same thing in our Constitution also. I therefore beg to move this amend-:
ment,
. Shri Gop~ishna Vijayavargiya (United State of Gwalior, Indore, Malwa:~
Madhya Bharat),: Mr. Vice-President,--! come from an Indian State and I havea particular interest in this amendment, and I wish the House accepts it. Thereare also Indian States coming in as states in this Constitution. We do not.
want the Rajpramukhs and others to be there permanently. 0£ course, as thecovenants have been signed, Jet them be there for some tirp.e. But, in- the
Constitution, we should lay down tl;!.at even the common people can become·
heads of the p10vinces and Stat-es, and this wJll be one of the methods by
which_ we will bring the States into conforrp.ity with the provinces. This is an.
important question: This issu.e must have been engaging the attention- of the
!States Ministry. This is' therefore a very urgent affair .. Ever befort- we finish
our labours at Constitution-making, we must make all attempts t-o see,·that the·
States do come on par with the provinces. This amendment can a,chieve that-.
·object. Sovereignty is a very important ·power and, as has JJeen pointed .out,
it has been htid down in the Chinese co_nstitution also. So there is no harm Jn.
aceepting this amendment. I request, the Honourable Members/to .vote for it.
_
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. Prof. Shibban Lal Saksena. (United Provinces: Ge.neral) : Mr_._ Vice· Preside1:1li,
Sir, the amendnlent moved by Mr. Tya.Q:i is· a nr:v Important amendmeni._ I
have myseJ.f given notice of a similar amendment (No. 189) which runs ao
follows :
·
·
.
"That thP following new Part be inserted after .Part I and the subsequeDtl
c:=-Parts an!l articles be renumbered accordingly:-

'PART I-A
General Principles '6. The name of the Union shall be BHARAT.
· 7. Bharat shall be ·a sovereign, independent;, democratic, socialist Republi6..J
8. All powers o~ governmen( legislative, executive and judicial, shall be
aerived from the people, and shall be exemisable only-by or on the authori~
of the organs of the government established by this Constitution.
·
9. The National Flag of Bharat shall be the tricolour of saffron, white and
green of pure hand-spun and hand-woven· Khadf"cloth, with the Dharmaohakra
of Asoka inscribed in blue in the centre in the middle stripe, the ratio between;
the width and breadth being 2 :1.
10. Hindi written in the Devanagri script shall be the National language·
of Bharat:
Provided that each State in the :Union shall have the right to choose iis
·own regional language as its State language in &ddition to Hindi for use inside
that particular State.
_
11. English shall be the second official language of Bh&rd during •lie
liransition period of the first five yeal'l! of ihe inauguration of this Constitulion.12. The National Anthem of Bharat_ shall be the !!Vandematiaram'.! wbioli
is reprmluced in the Second Schedule.
[Note.-The subsequent Schedules be renumbered accordingly.]
13. The Arms of Bharat consist of the Three Lions above the pedestal &.md
ihe Dharmachakra, as are· depicted on the top of the Asoka pillar a.~ Sama.Ui.
14 .. Tlie capital of Bharat is the City ol Delhi'."
0
I personally think that this amendment should not be incorporated in this c:tause.
!l'here should be a sepa.rate Clause containing the substan~e of the amendment
I have given notice of. In Chapter II they have de:fh~ed sovereigtiiiy. In my
amendment I have suggested how this should be pub in. All powers of Govern·
ment, legislative, executive and judicial shall be derived from the people .and
f!hall be exercisable only by or on the authority of the Government establlshea
by this Constitution. So, the sovereignty shall reside in the people and !!i1l
powers· of the State, legislative, executtve a.nd judicial, shall belong to tlie
people.
.
,
Sir, my friend from the States just now pointed out that the matter is-a vr>:ry
important one because,_ if we do not say here that the. source and the fountain
of all authori~y is the people, the theory that kings have got divine _rights will
eontinue. Therefore it is important that it should be stated in the Constifu•
tion that it is the people who have sovereignty. Here in our country where the
·stRtes have been a standinrr sore which we hope to wipe out very ·soon, I thini
• 'tbis provision should find a place in the Constitution. I would request my learned
friend, Dr. Ambedkar to say, when he replies to thi!! amm:tlment, that he
Gccepts this principle. I hope he will find a suitable place for its insertion in the
Constitution. On the I.rish model, I. suggest that the nex£ chapter should
contain definite provisions relating to_ the name of the Union, its language and
other things. It may be stated therein that_ all power of government. ·Jegisla~ve, executive and judicial. is derived from t-he people. t think thi~ is an:
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:amendment of fundamental importance and as such I hope that it will not be
rejected summarily and. that Dr. Ambedkar will insert it in some suitable pla.c~
in the Constitution.
•
·
Maulana Hasrat Mohani (United Provinces: General): Sir, I rise to suppor11
·the ame"ffiiment moved by Mr. Mahavir Tyagi for the reason that it conforms
to the spirit of the Objectives Resolution of this House. Our Prime Minister
.has repeatedly stated that the Constitution .should be in conformity with the
'Objectives ~esolution n?t o:r:ly recently but from the very beginnin&:. He stated
- I am readmg from th1s prmted book. "We are not changing the Objectives Resolution at all. The Objectives Resolution ia
>history and we stand by all the principles laid down in it." _

.

.

May I remind my friend, Dr. Ambedkar, that when a Committee was formed

-to frame the Constitution, it was expressly mentioned that they will have to
<conform to the Objectives .Resolution. Now, Dr._ Ambedkar has gone out of his
way. He has not conformed to the Objectives Resolution and I request all of you
--to see what he has done. Instead of drafting the Constitution in conformity,
with the Objectives Resolution, he wants to make the Objectives Resolution
.conform to what he is proposing now. This Draft Constitution is a bundle of
inconsistencies and is worth throwing only into the wastepaper basket:
He
,}}as gone his· own way and therefore all his efj'orts are only waste of time and
·energy·.
M.r. Vice-President: Please confine yourself to the amendment, MauJana _
·Saheb.
· M.aurana B:asrat Mohani:. I support this amendmen't because it is strictly\
-on the lines of the Objectives Resolution. Instead of conforming to the Objectives
]{eso!ution, Dr. Ambedkar has ·changed the w;ord "Republic" into a "~tate"
'-and the word "independent" into "Democratic". This shows the way his mind
is workin~. The Draft Constitution makes me s'ure that he wants to establish
:a unitary, Indian Empire which will again be subject to ~he greater AngloAmerican Empire consisting of America and its satellites, the British Common·
-wealth andc,gome of the Western Pow~rs of Europe.
_ Mr. Vice:President: I will ask you again to confine yourself to the amend'illlent.
·
· ,1,·
Mauiana Hasart Mohani: Sir, I support the amendment of Mr. Tyagi and
I oppose the whole Constitution. May be Dr. Ambedkar produced this Drafii
'because as Law Minister he was asked to do Hi. But- what he has produced is
:a wretched thing and therefore I think that he should make amends for the
mistakes he has committed. With these words I support the amendment:
Shri Prabhudayal Himatsingka (West Bengal :-"General): Sir, I beg to oppose
·the amendment. It is absurd that an attempt should be made to put words
· here and there.- The Draft Constitution is_ a complete framework and where
,sovereignty lies, what power is given to the executive and the legislatures, etc.
;have been defined by the different sections in it. To _make an attempt to puti
·in words here and there will be dangerous and if we accept such amendments,
· -I think the whole Dratt Constitution may be upset and we do not know where
·we_ will be landed: Of course, if the--re is anything to be said on principle, that
·may be allowed, but to make verbal alteration~ in the Draft which has been
- -considered by the pommittee _will mean a considerable waste of time and we
~hould not acc~pt amendments in this :fashion.
Shri 'M. ~anthasayanam Ayyangar: I beg ~o oppos~ the amendment. In
• the Preamble_ ~t is st.a.te~ than "We, the people of India; having solemnly re·solved to constitute, etc. _ ~e are the pers?ns who have ;met to give a Constifution for ourselves. Unless, we.... are sovereign, we cann~fi give a· Constitution
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for ourselves. Hitherto it was the Parliament in·. the United Kingdom ~ati
framed Constitutions.. The fact thwt we have been electe:.d by the various legis..
l&.tures and. come here for framing a Constitution shows :that sovereign~y ia
inherent in the people.
Shri Mahavir Tyagi :'of course we are here as a sovereign body. But wha.U.
about the future ? This sqvereignty has been transferred to us by the Britjs.b,.
why do you not vest it back with the people?
·
.
Mr. Vice-President: Allow him to proceed.
Shri M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar: ~will answer Mr. ;M;ahavir l'yagi. We
have not come here OJ:! adult .franchise, but we repres:~nt three hur..dred odd
million people and are gathered here to frame a Constitution for ourselves. ~
we are in a position to give a constitution on behalf of the people, it followa
:that in future the House elected on adult franchise represnting larger interests,
will be even more sovereign. From this •it follows that sovereignty rests w1th
:the people. Therefore I ·cannot find any difficulty in leaving it as it is a.nd'
no such introduction as is contemplated in the amendment is necessary. I
,would only draw the attention of the House to the preamble in the Considtution of the United States which says:
·
"We, the people of the United States, in order to form a. more perfect Union,
• justice, insure domestic tranquillity ............... " .
·

estab~

There are a number of articles in this Constitution. Later on the constitution was
amended, The framers of the Constitution or the people .of the United States who
subsequently amended. that constitution never said that there was a iacuna in
the Constitution or tha~ the sovereignty vested in themselves rather than witij
the people. 'fherefore, it is um1ecessary. A doubt is created and to avoid
that doubt an amendment is sought to be moved. There is another difficul~
also. I want the sleeping dogs to lie. So far as the States are concerned,:
the States 101lers in some places have been claiming sovereignty and we are
trying to liquidate these rulers. Many of them have been liquidated, and
1hese rulers have come into these States. In Part III of the 1st Schedule
the States are there with the rulers in some form or other. The people are already beginning to asseri! themselves and the whole thing will disappear even
-on that ground. I do not want the clause •to be inserted he-re as the amsnd•
· ment contemplates. It is enough to leave the Preamble to itself and to work
itself. We are sovereign and in that capacity we have gathered here and we
shall give upto ourselves a Constitution. It is unnecessary to create a ghosji and then afterwards lay it. I oppose this amendment, Sir.
Shri Lokanath Misra (Orissa: General): Mr. Vice-President, Sir, ·one of tl:ie
honourable members 0' this House has opposed this amendment on the ground
'that by the acceptance. of this amendment, the whole ~tructure and the who I.e
scheme of the Draft Constitution will be cqanged. It seems to me that this
is a bold statement and I will" not like to digest a statement like .this. The
structure of the Constitution will be changed as if we f1re committed not to
change it or we will abide by anything that will not change it. lt seems to me
'therefore . to be a dangerous statement to say than we will not accept because
the structure of tlie scheme of the Draft Constitution will be changed. We are
here to change it, if need be. Indirectly, it means also that the very basis,
the scheme, or the structure of the Constitution is such that it militates againstl
the very principle that underlies this amendment. If that is so, it is still
more dangerous because this amendment clearly says-and no mpre than thatthe sovereignty of In_dia rests in the whole body of the people. of India.
Now, one of my friends has just said that it does really vest with the people
of India and therefore it will not be necessary. I submit it is n sort of a
hypocritical stat~ment, because I remember to have heard Dr. Ambedkar,
·while he was speaking somewhere that this sovereignty rests with Ute
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Government of India and I want to make a difference between the Governmenii
of In~ia a,nd the people of India;- they may be identical, they may be different.; .
It mrght be that the ~ove:nment of India will be supposed to be one thing
and the _people of Indra mrght be supposed to be another thing. They were
,·,go one day. Therefore, we must make it clear where after our freedom .
sovereignty vests. In the people of India? In the. Ca,binet? ln the Govern:
ment? In the Presidegt or somewhere else? I therefore think that to a~oid this.·
snag one~ and for all, we ought to declare that the sovereignty vests in each one
,of the ?itizen13 of India. and for ~h~t p'urpose. at least 'tkis' amendnlent is very
appropnate. I do not want ~o msrst that this amendment should be passed
:-and, put in here, but it must be clear that there need be no reservation iri the
minds of us that sovereignty does not lie in each one of the citizens of. India.
·r therefore support the spirit of this amendment and reiterate that really 'Indri\'s
sovereignty vests in. each one of her citizens, however high or low, pandit
-or no pandit, fool or wise; it belorljgs to the people, each one of them; once and
ior all.
·
·
·
Mr. Vice-P!reSident: I shall ·now put this amendment to vote.
Shri Mahavir Tyagi : Mr. Vice-President, Sir, in view of what the learned
--draftsman has said' namely that the sqvereignty remains vested, in spite of
-.this. draft, in the people, I do not wish ro press my a:rp.endment. I hope, Sir,
Dr. Ambedkar agrees that _his draft means' that it vests with the people, and
~iris expla.nation may well go do'Wn into the records for future reference,
The Horiouraote Dr. B. R. Ambedkar ,~ Beyond doubt it vests with the
··people. I might also tell my friend that I shall no£ have the least objeQtion
if this matter was raised again when we are. discussing !he Preamble. .
Shri Mahavir Tyagi : Then I beg leave of the House to withdraw my
. amendment.
·
·
~he a.mendment was, by leave of the :Assembly,~ withdra~.
Prof. X. T. Sha.h : Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I beg to move :
"That in clause .(1) .of Article 1, after the' word 'States' the words 'equal inter
. added."
·•
_
.

~e' be

·ln commending this amendment 1o the House, I woul'd like to expr.ess my
gratitude to the Chairman of the Drafting Committee for giving us a· new
· Tersion of what the Constitution is intended to be. It ·was somewhat new, to me
at least, to hear that a Constitution is a mechanism for regulating the various
~rgans of Government and their functions; and that any desire t.o include in iti
. any aspiration of the people might be regarded as somew})at oull _of place. I
am grateful for This view of the matter, as in future I shall conduc£ myself
in my amendments and in my speeches accordingly. I musll, however, add
· that when reference is made to the chapter on ·the Directives I can assure
Dr. Arb.bedkar that I too have read them. though perhaps not with as. mucn
frequency and intensity with which he may have read· it. The 'Directives'.
are, in my opinion, the vaguest, loosest, thickest smoke~screen that Qould
be drawn against the eyes of the people, and· ma.y be used to make them
'believe what the draftsmen never intended or meant. perhaps. When tho!!!e
matters are brought before the 'tribunals for adjudica-tion or arbitration, they
might not b'e interpreted in the sense ·the people mi_ght believe thos.e clauses to
. convey._
.•
.
Sir,
I ·have no illmdon
· In proposing this particular amendment,
about the actual. state of affairs ... In the States today, including both-wha~ are called the-Provinces and whiGh have still to be called the States proper,:~; realise there is no equali£y, of population or possibilities,. area or reso~rcP-8.·.
But I also recognise that even if equality of political fltaf':s ~oM n?t. e'xisf
~ay, we have, a.t any ra~e, to strive towards a state of affmrs m whteh they

I
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an equality of- the kind envisaged. This is· absolutely an ind~efinite · amendment.
So far as the States are concerned, according 1io the population they
have representation both in the Lower and Upper Houses. 'fhenfore this
amendment is ununder!,ltandable, vague and. impractical ft'nd ought not to be
;accepted.
The Honourable Dr.

B.

I

R. Ambedkar: Sir, I oppose the amendment·.

Mr. Vice-Presi.dent: I put the ame~dment to vote.
The amendment was negatived.

Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: Sir, I beg to move:
"That at the end of clause (1) of Article l, the following. be inserted :

'and shall

b~ known as the United Statestlof India'."

..

,-

Sir, this is a non-controversial amendment.
It gives a bigger, a more
Lf any precendent is
dignified and a more sonourous name to the Union.
needed we have it in the "United States of America".
I submit that in
order to keep the balance between the· Western hemisphere arid Eastern
· hemisphere we should adqpt this expression in India.
India is the leading
country in the East and we should have a very dignified name.
/).s I have
submitted it is a non-controversial amendment, and I ask the House to consider it on the merits.
The other amendment is an alternative to this.

I rnqve:

"That at the end of clause (1) of Article 1, the following be
'and shall be known as the Union of India'."

My other amendment ·is this.

inser~ed

:

I move:

"That at the end oi clause (1) of Article 1, the following be inserted :
'and shall be known as the Indian Union'."

Sir, I submit these are three alternatives.
I would prefer the first bui
it all depends on the House as to wha.t it thinks about them.
Shri H. V. Kamath: Sir, I rise to oppose the amendment Nos. 110 and
112. As regards amendment 110 the_ very argument that my friend advanced
t-hat we have a precedent in the United States, is itself an argument against
accepting it, in my judgmel.1t.
Hfl said something to the effect that there
should ge a meeting of East and West or some words to that effect. I certainly stand for harn1ony, a synthesis· of the East and the \Vest, but I certainly
do not want any hybrid development.
The ,amendment which my Honourable friend has moved before the House seeks to bring about such a hybrid
development between the East and West and we do not want to be suspected
at this stage when we are pursuing or supposed to be pursuing a neutral
foreign policy. We do not want the. faintest indication to be made here in
this House that we are going to ·copy either the U.S.S.R. or U.S.A. As re·
gards U.S.S.R. there is no effect or influence in this Constitution and as regards
U.S.A. precisely because this will smack of copying thE: U.S.A. Constitution
I oppose this amendment which seeks to add "shall be known as the Uni5ed
States of India".
·
As regards No. 111, I support the amendment and we will thereby be
eliminating or removing that hateful word 'State'. Just now 'the House was
pleased to throw· out that amendment and I do not want }the 'State' to come
in by the back-door again in describing the structure of the India-n Union and
therefore I would support my Honourable friend Mr. ~aziruddin Ahmad in
referrin~ to India as ~he Union of India.
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As regards .No. 112, once we accept the words 'Union of India' there is no
need to co~sider the third amendment. I think from the point of view of
language, sound and its reaction on the ears, the Union of India is a much mo>-e
dignified expl'ession than Indian Unlion .•(therefore oppose 110 and 1i2 and sup_port Ill.
_ .
.
·
.·
•
The Honou!able Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I oppose aU these 'amendments.
With regard to the first amendment that India should be known as the United~
States of India, the argument set out by my friend Mr. Kamath is a perfectly
valid argument and I accept it whole,-heartedly. I have given my own views
as to why I used the word 'Union' and did not use the word 'Federation'.
With regard to the' other amendment that India should be known as the
Union of 1ndia, I also -say that this is unnecessary, because we· have all along
meant tha't this country should be known as India, without· giving any
indication as '-to what are the relations of the component parts of the Indian
Union it! the vers tiple of the name of the country .. India has been known a.s
India throughout history and throughout! all these past years. As a memb"lr
.·of the U~ N: 0. th.e name of the-country is India and aU agreements are signed
as such and personally I think the name of the country should not in _any
sense give any 'indication as to what are the- subordinate divisions it is
composed of. I therefore oppose the amendments and maintain that the
Dr~ft :.ts it is presented to the Hous~ is the best so far .as these flmendments
Ul'!? COnCerned.
. .
.
Mr. Vice-President: ·I shall- no~ p~t the amenaments one by one to the
vote.
I
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: Sir, I begleave to withdruw the amendments ..
The am.endments wei·e, by leave of the Assembly, withdlawn.
Mr. Vice-President: Amendment No. 113. Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: I am pot moying.l13.
But I am n10vkg 114. Sir, I beg to move:

f

"That in clause (2) of Article 1; the word 'l'he'·,occurring at the beginning be deleted."

Sir, this part really tries to define the words "The States" .. I submit that
.the word 'The' is.· a definite article and· not a part ·of the r~ame 'or
nomenclature,
Though the word has been used in this . context, the word
has peen used also in other . combinations like 'A State'. 'Any State'
'Every State' and. all sorts of States.
The. Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar : Sir, I raise a point of order. My
point of order is_ tbat this is not an amendment. Unless it changes the
, substance of the originaL proposition, it is not an amendment.
I am trying
to firrd out the reference in May's Parliamentary Practice. But I would like
to raise this point at this moment. If my friend will-forgive me, I thinK: he is
in the habit of moving all sorts of amendments, asking for a comma here,
no commas there and so on and I think we must put a stop to this sort of thing .
in. the
very beginning.
.
.
Mr. Nazirulldin .Ahmad: On the very threshold of independence, if I am
to be stopped like this, I shall- bow dO'!Jl and submit to the decision of the
Chair.
·

.....

.

- Mr. Vice-President: What 'is your reply to the point or' order?
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad : My reply. to the point of order · raised is this
I want to remove the word "The" from the article and fherefore it is an

•

•.
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Wednesday, the 17th November, 1948
'The Constituent Assembly ~of lp.dia met in the Constitution Hall, New:
IDelhi, at Ten of the Clock, Mi·. Vice-President (Dr. H. C. Mookherjee) in ~h3
..Chair.

TAKING THE PLEDGE AND SIGNING 'DHE REGISTER
:l'he following Members to~k the pledge and .signed the Register:
1. Shri 13. H. Khardekar (Kolhapur State).
2. Sbri A. "'Thanu Pillai (Travancore State). / •
_DRAFT CoNSTITUTION-cantd.

ARTICLE I-contd.
Mr. Vice-Preside-:o.t. (Dr. H. C. ;Mookherjee): We shal~now go on with the
:ammdments. Amendment No. 126-Pro£. Shah.
·
Prof. K. T. Shah (Bihar: General): Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I beg to move:,
'"l'hat at the end of sub-clause (c) of clause (3) of artic1e 1, the following be added :
'or as.:may agree to join or accede to or mer.ge with the Union'."

-The clause, as amended, will read :

•

"such other territQ~'ies as may be acquired ur as may agree to join or accede to or merge
'With the Union."
·
·
_
'

rr think this is a very simple amendment. It tries to include within th~ territories of the Union not only those which are at present in it, or 11 hich,
under the provisions. of this Article, come under its scope-; but also those
<which after the' Constitution is pass~d may agree to join, or accede to, or
merge with, the Union.
I confess that I am· not very enamoured of ;the
term ·acquired'. I do not suggest that a~quisition is necessarily by conque.st.
I agree that acquisition may take place b~y other means thari conquest. I have,
.theer;e£ore, not suggested_ any alteration of the word "acquired".
·
A.t the sarq_e time, however, I feel that the term is not sufficiently inclusive.
[t does not take· account, for instance, . of the addition to the territory by
voluntary agreement, or b;r: accession of States, which, at the time the Constitution is passed, had not yet acceded and/or were not merged with the Union.
I have in mind two particular instances which have led me to table this
·amendment.
There are neighbouring territories even ~oday which are inde-pendent States, with which, however, we have much .affh;1ity.
They may find
in a closer union with us much greater chance of their own advancement or
prosperity; an(! a•;. such it is possible that ·they also ma.y like to· join tbiis.
iUniop. and take all the benefits that. joining with such a great State, with such
resources as we ha.ve, may bring to them as well.
There i~ in this suggestion
mo intention of coercion or conque-st by any use of force, or aggressive des,igns
upoe any neighbouring territory, in ari amendment of this kind.
This is
'Only a provision that, without any necessity to amend the Constitution,
if
some such contingency arose, ...we could simply under the existing pr<!visions
-accept the joining or accession of such States as today are inclependent,
sovereign States in th,tir own na.me,_in their own right; and which may yet feel
ihe necessity of much closer u:ni9n~·th~n any treaty or alliance may provide. I
425
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trust, ,;-therefore, that this provision which is only permissive and facilitating.
~he joining of other States, will :find no objection in any part of this House.
Then there is the accession o:f i&tates, whic4, at . the time put in i!hi~
amendment, had_ not _acceded to the Union. "Everybody would UU:derstand the-Even now I am not clear whether .that particular
exli.mple I have m mmd.
State has, in point of technical, constitutional law, actuallJ' acceded to the,Union even today.
Whatever that may be,' here is a provision that the·
territories of the Union will include also such a ~tate if ap.d when it accedes.
CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF INDIA
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The third contingency i~ of merger.
This contingency of States completely identifying themselves ·to the point of sacrificing ,their own identity and'
becoming part and parcel, integral units, of this U:nion should I suggest
.also be provided for so that in the long run. the Union' should consist of partawhich I hope would be equal i?1ter se, making the components of the Union•.
. These tlii:ee contingencies I have sought to provide' for by this amendment,
;v:iz. States joi!1ing 'Voluntarily, States acceding-which have not yet acceded,
and States becoming merged in the Union, 'may arise ~t any time; and sol do·
not think this amendment will in any way be objectionable in any part of theHouse.
The merge'* problem is _ticklish, rather delicate, .and we do not yet. ·know what final shape this great development will take. ~ut whatever thafi '
--_shape may, be, the integrity of the Union, the integral association, if I may put
it that way, of iS.tatas which are still retaining SOJ;Uehow their separate identity,
will 'help t·o make this Union territory much .more uniform under single jurisdiction and the parts tll,ereo£ much more equal inter se' than is the case today.
On these grounds, therefore, Sir, I think this amendment ought to commend'
itself to the House.
. - !
· ·
The Honourable Dr.· B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay: :General):, Sir, I oppose·
~e amendment.
~
Mr. Vice-President: The question is:
That at the €nd of sub-clause (c) of clause (3) of article. 1, ;the following be added :-"or as may agree to join or accede to or merge with the-Union."·

/

'rhe motion~ was nega.tived.
Mr. Vice-President: As r~gards the next amendment:, No._ 127, standing
in the name o£ Sardar Hukam Singh, I do not think it arises out o£ Article 1.
It may be discu§lsed at the proper time and place. . ~
I think 'the same. objection applies also to amendmeht No. 128, standing iu
the names o£ Shri B. A. MandloiJ.nd 'l'hakur Ohhedr Lal.
It can be discussea hereafter.
.
Now we come to amendment -No. 129. Professor ;K.: T. Shah.
Prof. E. T. Shah: Mr. Vice-President, Si~,. this ~mendment which standS:
in my name is as follows:'
·
.
.
"That the following·proviso be ;tddea to article 1:
i
.. 'Provided that within a period not exceeding ten years of the date when this const,itution• .
comes into operation, the distinction or ·difference_ embodied 'in jtl:e several Schedules to tni~
• Constitution and in the variouS' articles that foHow shall be abolished, and the membf.rStates of the Uni·on of India shall be organised 'on a '·uniforin basis of 'groups of villotgePanchayats co-operatively organised' inter se, 'll.nd functioning as democratic units within,_
the Union'." ·
·
·i.
This also is ·patt; of the general idea I am trying t~ propagate. it tries to

realise the ideals' which I hope will commend themselves to the House, namely
t1t~t, in the long run, this Union must consist · o£ lo~aliy autonomous units.,
equalin.ter se, which will be the strength as well as the] salvation of tlJ.is; country;;.
in my opinjon.
.

'

r -._/
~'

....

----------~
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Sir, i1 appears to me that in the various Schedules as wel~
the v:arious
articles that follow, there is an obvious distinction between not only the oldtime Provinces ·as they were called, but the old-time States whose designation
is now sought to be applied to all the Members of the Union which are amongs&
themselvet~ clearly not on an equal footing.
'
Now, there may be reasons why at the present time it is not possible to
make'them all, with one stroke of the pen so to say, e-qual by themselves and
amongst themselves.
I recognise the difficulty. I notice, however, that even
in the Constitution, and in the reports of the Experts Committee and others,
lhe intention obviously is to see that even though at the .present time there
may be these difficulties, within a given period-! have given here :~he period
Of ten years~within a given period these differences should aisappear, and the
country reorganised on a uniform basis. These differences, at the presenii
time, hinder not only the -unilormity of jurisdiction of authority and of working
but I suggest it will also impede the developing of the country for lack of this
very uniformity. Whatever, therefore, may be the heritage of the past, ~d
whatever may be the restricting, conditioning factor o~ today which compels us
to recognise these inequaJities oetween the member- States, I suggest that we
must make _.w-p our mind, and this' Constitution should ~provide t'bat these
differences, these inequalities, these variations, must disappear, and that too
within a pre-determined, within a given period of ten years.
The te?-year I!eriod suggested is sufficiently long not to cause any difficulty
in smoothing awa-y the present differences. The ten year period would
be
sufficient -to readjust the tax systems, the ten year period would be sufficient to
readjust if necessary the judicial systems, the legal and fiscal systems, the ten
_year period would be sufficient to readjust all differences ·in communications,
transport, and other common factors which at the present time do cause a
great deal of variation, and, in my opinion, . a great deal of hardship, impediTo give you but one
ment, and heart-burning as between the various units.
instance, it has been recently held by many people that the existence of the
States as. independe?t j~t_:isdictions leads: to. considera.ble ev~sion of taxation; ,
or, what IS worse, that It leads t{)n artifiCial attractiOn of mdustry from one
are~ into another,
where the taxes are believed to be lower or wbare other
facilities for the growth of industry are easter or greater_ These arise not
from the inherent qualities, resources, or peculiarities of. those regiori:<;; these
arise not from the natural differences that cannot be abolished by human
effort; they arise simply and solely because there are varying jurisdictions,
which permit all these differentiations to go on accumulating.
'
As I have already suggested, their presence is bound to work against the
be1;t long range interests of the country, which seeks to march forward, which
see1m to make a uniform plan for all-round development within a given period.
And therefore it is but right and proper that we shoulif try and eliminate these
m:-aditional differences, so that within the statea period we should attain the
~oal that we have in view.
•
•
I have already stated that these differences are of human creation. They
:tre legacies of thA p&st. But as these are impediments in the way, they must
- be removed at the earliest opportunity. The period of ten years is long enough
for making constructive efforts to readjust and make more or less uniform· 'the
various units that compose the country as between Themselves:

•

In trying to reconstruct and re-adjust these various units, t have further
'suggested that they should be re-organised. The -moment we have an ·opportunity to do so, we must re-organise them intO autonomous village groups,
which would have more natural geographical affinily :;tmongst l;hemseJv&; and
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more economic sympathy amongst themselves than happens to be the case m
the ad hoc creations whic_h we call either prov~nces or States.
-We hav'e in this regdrd a burning problem .already eausing considerable
amount of difficulty in the recons.truction of the units or provinces on what is
called linguistic ·basis. The constitution of the provinces on a linguistic basis
i.s not by itself a guarantee that the intrinsic unity of each region or gro_up will.
be properl;j'" developed; and, what is more, that the principle of democratic selfgov~rnment of the people; by the people, for the people, would be equally
promoted, if these va~ious units are reconstructed on any. other basis but that
of local unity, local affinity, and local identity of interest. It is for that reason
that I am suggesting the re-grouping, the re-construction and the re-adju!)tment
on a village basis.
·
'

The co.nstitution of the villages on a co-operative basis, enabling th~m to
:p1ake COJlllnOl~ cause, make of them a sort, of "internal republics SO to say,imperiurn i1i i~perio", if I may use the expression,-woulcl be the best guaramee
for the development that we have in v~ew. ' They would :·be able to take note
of the local resources, the local talent, and the local possibilities ..g:tuch b'etter
than any distant Gover11ment, like the one at the Centre or even· at the _provincial headquarters even of .the size that many of them in our country are.
Sir, remarkable is the e1:9phasis that our great leaders have laid upon the
re-vitalisation of the villages. As such T ""think I am foHbwing very honoured"
· foot-steps, if I put forward this ideal before you, and invite you to eonsider the
possibility of re-d~veloping the State in the only mar}ner in .which in my
opiJJio:1 it ca1, be assuredly· d'3vdoped, _e.g., cq1 the basis
co"-operative village
reorganis8tion, forming groups sufficiently strong and big to enable them to pTogress among themselves, and realise the ideal of a bett~r standard of living
tbet we hav~ been hoping and striving fo~
these years., Io commend . this
proposition to the House.
,

ot

:n

r

.

Sht'i !4. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar (Madras: General): Sir, I agree With
the suggestion that, early or late, we ·nmst r~ry>rganise this ~ount;'y on a syst~m
of village pancbayats. But today there are not such panchayats: That bemg
so, if today we'are t"old that within 8. period of ten years, to he provided for in the.
Constitution itself, all disliinctiop should be aoolished, it would not be a ·praetical proposition.
Myself and Professor
Ranga have given n'."ltice of an
- . amendrner!t to the Directive Principles to the effect that the/St~tEl shall take
·care to see that village panchayats ai·e re-organised and re-established everJ·where, so that, as far as possible, in the interests of democracy, the villages
may be trained in the art of self-government, even autonomy. In that way.
there may be devel_opment of villages. B.ut, in the substantive portion of the
Constitution itself, to say th~t the distindion between State and Sta.te shoul(l
be abolished and the whole country re-organised on the village autonomy basis,
is a different thing. We cannot do tbis imxnedia;tely. 'The ~illages are un~·
fortunately tom by factions and there is nothing like ~esponsibility t.here no~.
Under th~ circumstances I do not Wi\nt to say anythmg more than what Dr.
Amhedkar has said: He is ·.a bit too pessimistic; I do _not agree that we <Jan
never reform the villages and develop them for self-government. - Vve must he
ab!e to reform the· villagM and introduce democratic principles of government'
there. It "·ill all take time. Therefore, now to say that all~ tl).e exis~ing
differe11ces ·should be abolished at once, is too much· to accept.
\Ve also
exped tl1at.. with· the im1efat.igable ~nergy ~hown by S~rdar Pa.t~l, Jhe distinc~
tion hetween. the States arid Provmces w1ll automatwally drsappear. But
let us not rush matters too much. The differences are disappearing fast and
pcpular Gove"i.·nmimts are coming into existence everywh~re. At t.his xate. I
am sure that ·~efore ten <years ·elap'se there will be no difference between either-

- '
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Pro£; K. T. Shah or any one sitting on the other benches as regards the ultimate.
·
./ ' · ·
goal that we shol!ld reach.

The only question is about the method and pace with which this object
shoul<Ybe achieved. I would appeal to him not to press the amendment. We
are all engaged on the common task o.f attaining the absolute sovere-ignty of the
people including those in States. We must devise different methods to suit
local needs and conditions. This country will ultimately consist of 1 numbe·r of
village republics, autonomous as far as possible, kni.t.ted into a numL'"r of
States with a Union at the Centre·.
We do derive all authority from the
people who must ·be trained in the art of government and the responsibility
must :flow from them.
But this amendment is premature. I tliertlfore request
Professor Shah not to press his ~mendmem. If he d9es not do so, I am sorry l
shall be obliged to oppose it.
/

Prof. Shibba.n Lal Sa.ksena. (United Provinces: General): Sir, in this
amendment,· Professor Shah has enunciated two important principl~s : one is
that after ten years he expects the Government,·of Iri.di·a to attain a particulax
shape and hopes that it shall be organised on the bas!s of groups of village panohayats, organised inter se, and functioning subordinately to the Union.
Sir,.
with these two principles I think most Members will agree. I have myself given
notice of certain amendments wherein I have st?.ted ~hat after ten _years, many
of the principles -embodied in the Constitution would be in operation and would
have the force o:£..law.
Similarly, also we have provided .elsewhere' in our
amendme;Jt that the present system of village administration should he organised
on the basis of village panchayats. It was pointed out to the House the other
day tha,t we want the Republic o£ India to be based on small village republics
having autonomy. But I do feel that the law as it stands here is vague and
should be ampfified. Therefore I suggest that inste~a of putting this in this·
omnibus form, Mr. Shah should bring in amendments to the vario11s clauses
where these should be inserted.
I personally ag!:ee with the two principles,
firstlv. that the distinction embodied iu the several schedules should be abolished, an\1. ;:econdly. that vi :I age panchayats should find a place in the Constitution
and that everywhere l!-J.lniform method of forming village panchay:=tts should
be adopted.
In fact in 'the -Gandhian Constitution which .is pr0posed by
Professor Aggarwal, he points ·out that Mahatma Gandhi _wanted that there
shoul~ be village republics. He envisaged that for about every 20,000 people
there· should be a panchayat and these units should elect the Taluk ranchayats
and the distr~ct panchayats.
I ~gree that these panchaytfts should find a
plac-e in the Constitution and should also have some voice in the election of
the Upper House, but I think in this place it is not proper to say that the
distinction embodied in the schedules should be abolished.
That, I think, is
goh~g too far, .apart from its being very vague. Tnstead of this, I would
suggest that Mr. Shah should table amendments to the various schedules when
they are taken up. I hope Mr. Shah will not press his amendm~mt.
v.

..

•

•

...

Maulana Hasrat Mohani (United Provinces: Muslim): Sir, I beg wholeheartedly to support the amendment proposed by Professor Rhah where he say,;
that the member S-tates of ·the iTJnion of India shall be organised on. a uniform
basis of groups of village panchayats co-operativfly organise~. I would lib
to f!.-1 '8 step further and say that instead of making the village panchayat i unit,
we should make 'a village Soviet as the unit o£ our Const.itution .. It will not
be ·out of place, to point out to you that I approached Mahatma Gandhi and
presented to him the Soviet Constitution and discussed with him all the points
contained in that Constitution. He agreed- and at least accepted two principles
of tbat Soviet ConstitutiQn. One of those two principles was, "No work; no
vote''. The second thing was that our uniU must be a village Soviet and he
said that the Constitutionof the Soviet was quite similar to the Constitution of
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the All-India Congress Committee here, as we have got village Congress Committees which elect representatives to the Tehsil Congress Committees; the
Tehsil Congress Committees elect their representatives to the District Gwlgress
·Committees, the District . Congress Committees to the Provincial Cong!:ess
Gommitteer:, and the Provincial Congress· Committees to the AllIndia Congress
Committee.
The same
process has
been adopted
· by the Soviet · Constitution.
Every village there is a self-sufficient
Village Soviet. It .sends its representatives to the higher Soviets. If we give
·up this idea of the village panchayats and accept th~ village Soviet as our unit,
all these ab~1;1rdities which exist in the Constitution by· way of provision for
minorities, etc. will disappear. With this suggestion, I wholeheartedly apurove
and Rupport the amendment proposed by Professor Shah.
··

am;~dment.
'"· Mr. Vice-Presid~nt: I will now· put the amendm~nt t.o the vote. The
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I oppose the

question is

,

·

·

.

'

,

'

That the following proviso be added to article 1 :"Provided .that within a period not exceeding ten years of the date when this constitution
comes into operation, the distinction or difference embodied in the several Schedules to thi!l
Constitution, and in the various articles that follow shall be abolished, and the member .
States of the Union of India shall be organised on a. ul}iform basis of groups of village
Panchayats co-operatively organised inter se, and functioning as democratic units witnin
the Union
~

-

'

The amendment was negatived.
'

•

I

Mr. V!i.ce-PreSident: The next one is number 130. Mr.· Mandloi.
Shri B. A. Mandloi (C. P. & Berar: General): Sir, I am no\ moving i~.
Mr. Vice-President: Let ·us now go back to the amendments which we did
not take into consideration on Monday.· No. 83.
Shri M. Ananthasayanam Ayyl\llgar: I suggest that the~e may be .allowed
to be held over and that article 1 may be put to the vote now.
. .
Mr. Vice-President: Please allow me. t.o proce~d. No. 83 deals with script_
and language. This may be discussed at the proper time when we discuss the
question of language and script under article 99. Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad.
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad (West Bengal: Muslim}: Sir, I move:

-

"That at the beginning of the heading al:)ove . article 1, ·. the word and Roman 'Pgure
'CHAPTER I', be inserted."
,

Sir, I submit this raises an important question of drafting. Honourable
, Members will find that in the Draft Constitution chapter numbers are not
continuous. There are many places where there is no chapter number but t}:{ere
are some cases where are sever:ir chapters and they are numbered sepayat'3ly.
The result of this is some amount of confu:>ion. If we number the eli<;tpters
consecutively apart from the Parts to which they appertain, the advantage will
be that, if we refer to a particular chapter, it will be enough indication of the
chapter belonging to that particular Part. If twe however retain the existing
numb,ering, the result would' be that. we have to say Chapter I ·of Part III,
. Chap'ter III of Part IV, etc. I submit, Sir, it would be more adva;ntageour, to
'adopt running chapter numbers in the Draft_Constitution.' 1 That would be
highly advantageous from a practical point of view. Sir, I ~ave before me
, .many samples of Indi·an enactmer:ts. The practice ,}.1: ·~n~ia. has bee~ uniform
· in .this respect, though I must pomt· out so far as the exrstmg Government of
~ India Act is concerned, the. present. draft :fo'llows the. practice in: England.
There is m that Act, no contiguous running chapter numbe~a as in Indian
:practice.
•
I..
•
,
/
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Coming, Sir, to the various enactments, with which ,everybody is fa~iliar;
namely, the Civil Procedure Code, the Criminal-Procedure Code, the Evidence
Act and &ll ot-her Acts, Members will find. that these Acts are divided into
several parts. Tl;w chapter numbers are not individually ai1d s~parately numbered
.and -although there are several parts, the- chapter numbers are continuous. The
result is an enormous simplification in the matter of citation. Iri the Criminal
Procedure· Code and in the Penal Code and in other Act$, we refer to certain
chapter number without reference to the parts to which they belong. I submit
this is the universal practice in India. There a-re· many other Acts which are
di'rided into Parts but the chapters beai' running 'numbers. Considered, therefo_re, from the point of view of established practice in India and the point of
-convenience in the matter of citation, I think the chapters, irrespective of the
Parl'l to whjch they belong, should bear consecutive numbers. This is a matter
<>f eonvenience and I thought it my duty to place my' views before this House.
-With the-se few wor«s I commend my amendment to the acceptance of the
House.

.

.

The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I oppose the amendment .
.Mr. Vice-President: The question is:
' "Tl!at at the beginning of the heading above article 1, ·the word and Roman figure

~chapter I', be inserted."
I

The motion- was negatived.
Mr. Vdce-Preside_nt: I find that so far as item No. 85 is concerned the first
part of it may be moved as the other portion _has been disposed of already. I
therefore call upon Mr. Lokanath Misr~ to move the first part.
The Honourable Pa.ndit GoVind Ba.llabh Pant (United Provinces: General):
:Sir, I move that we now pafis on to Article 2 and postpone discussion on the
remaining amendments to Article 1. So far we have not 'been able to rea<Jh
unanimity on this im,portant point. I am not without hope that if the discus-sion is postponed, it may be possible to find some solution that may be acceptl:able to all. So, nothing will be lost. After all we have to take the decision,
t.oday, tomorrow or t4e Clay. after; nobod~ will suffer thereby, but if we can find
something that satisfies everybody, I think Jhe House will feel all the stronger
for facing the tasks that lie ahead of it. ·I hope there will be no d~fference
of opinion on this point and I do not see why there should be any opposition
from any quarter. After all, we will take the decision. Nobody else is going
to add to or diminish the strength of any section or of any group, here, and we
~re not here as sections or. groups.
Everyone of us is here to make the best
contribution towards the solution of these most intricate, complicated and
diffi.eult problems and if we handle them with a little patience, I hope we will
be able to settle them more satisfactorily than we would otherwise. So, I
suggest that the discussion . on the rest ·of the amendments to Article. 1 be
postponed.
•
·
Shri H. V. Kamath (C. P. & Berar: General): Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I
apprl'ciate the arguments tha.t have been advanced by my honourable Friend,
Pandit .Govind Ballabh Pant. I only wish to know from you, Sir, for ·how
long a time these amendments Nos. 85 to 96 both inclusive are going to be
held over. It will create, I submit, Sir, a very bad impression in the outside
world and in our own country, if we go on postponing the consideration of the
.amendments dealing with the very first word in the very •first clause.
Honourable Members: No, no.
Shri J[. V. Xama.th: And if we go on postponing the consideration of these
:amendments indefinitely, it would certainly create a b_ad impression. I want to
Jrnow, therefore, for how long it will be held over.
Shri R. K. Sidhwa (C.P. and E-erat: General): Sir, i am rather surprised
at the argument advanced by my honourable ~Frie~d, Mr. Kamath that ii ~e
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postpone this matter' indefinit·ely _the outside world will ·be rather surprised'. ·
On the contrary, if we come to a satisfactory solution and a unanimous·decision•
on this matter; t~e outside world will have really a very high 'opinion of this
Hous~ .. 1-feel, therefore, that. the suggestion made _by niy honoprable Friend
Pand1t Pant should certainly be accepted unanimously. I am rather surprised
that of all persons 1\fr. Ka.math should ha-ve come forward to speak in this
manner. What Pandit Pap.t stated was really !1 very. fine solution and I w~s
expecting Jrom this House that instead af creating any kind of dissension, i~.
we reaUy come .to a unanimous decision, it, will be really a. record in the history
of t~is Constitution. I therefore, vr;;y heartily · and strongly support the·
motion moved by my honCJIU.ra.ble·friend, Pandit Pant .

.

l Shri R.

. · The Honourable .Dr. B.· R. Ambedkar: I suppor~ the suggesti~n
Pandit Govind Ballab1t Pant.
_

made by

•- Seth Govind Das (C. P. &..-Berar: General): Sir, I wholeheartedly support
Pandit Pant's proposition. The House very well knows how cl-ear I am ·for
naming our country BHAR.AT, but at the same time, we must try to bring
unalllmity of every group in this House. Of course, if that is not possible, we
can go our own ways; but up to t·he time there was any possibility of reaching·
a unanimous decision by any compromise, that. effort must be made. Sir, :;:
support this proposition, and I hope that by the efforts of our leaders, there will
not be any division on fundamental points -Illre this, and not only this proposition, but other propositions also, like that our national language, n~tional'
script' etc., we sh.all be· able to' carry unanimously. ·I, therefore, support theiViews just. expressed by the Honourable Pandit Pant.
·
Shr'i. H. V. Kamath: I only wanted to know for how long the ame:Q.dment&
1
· will be held ove1·. •
"
_
An Honourable Metpber: It may be. a day, a wee]r or .a fortnight.
Mr.-Vtce-President: I hold that a discussion o£ these few clauses should be held
over till sufficient_ time has been given. fOl: arriving ~ at some sort of understanding. This will be to_ the best il1~erests. of the House and of the, country
at large.
~ · . 1
.
_
.
·
Shri Lokanath Misra (Orissa: General): Sir, I have a submission to make.
If it is your decision, Mr. V-ice-President, Sir, that my .amendment is not to-.
be moved, or that it is to be held, over, I have no objection. 0£ course, I
agree that my amendn1ent consists of tv.•o. parts, changing the na~e of India,
and some other things. I am very glad that this-change of the name is being
held over so that we mav ·Come to some unanimous decision which will ·be
ple::.simt to alL : But, I ~ubmit, I should be allowed to move the rest of t.he
amendment. That is in no way :::imilar to the· amendment moved by Professor
K. T. Shah. It I had reallv known that, I woula have said what I have to
:s.ay when he ~oved that am~ndment. I, therefore, request you kindly to allow
me to move the;.rest of the amendment, without amending the name of India..
. Mr. Vice-President: Apart froin the language employed, -I consider that.·
·what is said in your amendment is substantially the same as what .was. said
m the amendment of .Professor K. T. Shah. It has been ·discussed. It cannot
be discussed again.
_ · "·
_
· ·
. Shrd LOkanath Misra: That is taking one by surprise.
'
Article 2
'Mr. Vice-;J?resident: The n-ext motion is:
('.
.That ·Arti<;le 2 stand as· part of the Constitution. _
Shl.1 H. V. Xamath: Article 1 may, be put to vote.
, Mr. Vic~-President: That Article has been'postponed. It ~annot be put:art 1
_.;of cla\
{Vote· now till ·all the amendp1ents are considered.
•

-·

-

';{:;
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Mr. Naziruqdin Ahmad: Amendme11t No. 131.
Mr. Naziru4din Ahmad: Sir, .I_ beg to move: D
"That for Article 2 and Article 3, the following be substituted :
'2. Parliament may be law-(a) admit into the Union new .States;
(b) sub-didide any State to form two or more States;
(c) amalgamate any two or more of the following classes of territories to form a;.;
State, namely_
·
'
(i) States,
(ii) part or parts of any State,
Q
(iii) newly acquired territory;
.,
(d) give a name to· any State admitted ·under item (a) or cr-eated under items- (b).i
and (c) of this article;
(e) alter the name of any State :
-

..

Provided that no Bill for "the purpose shall be introduced in either Hous11 of P~rliamen~.
except on the recommendation of the President and unless.,..(.a) where the proposal contained in the Bill affects the boundaries or name of nyc
State 'or States for the time being specified in Part I of the First Sch,;du1e,.
I
the views of the Legislative Assembly or in the case of a bi-cameml Legislatt.re~
((Jf both Houses of tbe Legislature of the State, or as the case may b!), of each
of the State·s both with respect to the proposal to introduce the Bill and with
(respect to the provisions thereof haye. been ascertained by _the President; a., d.
(b) where the proposal affects the- boundaries or name of any State or Slates for .the·
time being specified in Part III of the First Schedule, the· previous consent
of the State, or as th_e case may be, .of each of the States to the proposal has.
been ascertained'." ·
'

Sir, in introducing this amendm~nt, I should submit that ma11y points are·
involved in this. The two Articles, Articles 2 and 3, are to a certain extent:
overlapping. In Article 3 thm;e are certain redundancies, and there are one
or two minor gaps. I shall deal with therp just now. An analysis of Article Z:
shows that Parliament may admit- into the Union new States and establish new
State's. These are the two points in Article :J,. In Article 3 power has been
given to the Parliament to (a) form a new State ·by separation of territory from
a State or by uniting two or._more States or parts of States, (b) increase the
area of any State, (c) diminish the area of any State, (d) alter the boundaries
of any State, and (e) alter the name of 0ny State. I submit, Sir, that the
first element in Al:t1cle 2, admitting into the Union a new State, is covered
by the first part of Article 3. With regard to Article 3, the three elements of
increasing the area of a State o~· diminishing the area of a State, or altering
its houndaries, I submit, are redundant. If you subdivide a State, you decrease
the area. If you add to one State another or a part of a State, you necessarily
increase the area, and a re-adjustment of territories involves n!3cessarily alteration of "boundaries. I beg to subnJit that the three elements of increa-sing
the area or dimiJishing the area or altering the boundaries are so necessarily
implied in the other part of t_!le Article. and it would be meaningless and practi~
call:v useless to embody them in the Constitution. I sub!l1it, Sir, that if y0u ..
have the power to divide .one State into two or more parts, or unite two States
parts of States, these. three elements are ~cessarily implied and· there-.
, they need not be repeated: This element of increasing the area, diminishthe area and altering the boundaries are consequences of the other powers .
These consequences need not be mentioned. - They _ are necessarily
in the process of division, addition and subtraction. So to that extent·
three elements must go.
•'
the condition of separation of territories fro~ a State in Article 3 (a)I think a better way would be, to say, we "suh-divide" any Stat~
into two or more Htates. I think this would be a better expression;·
the eletn~nt of uniting two or more States, etc., a better expression-
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would. be "amalgamating an yo. two or more States or parts of States". Then
'there is no power given in the existing article of amalgamating newly acquired
'State. The powers of the Parliament in this respect are specific.ally given in
rmy amendment but this is entirely absent in the Draft Constitution.
.
Xazi. Syed ltarimuddin (C. P. & Berar: Muslim): Mr. Vice-President, the
Honourable Member Mr. N aziruddin has moved an amendment to Articles 2
~and 3. Article 2 has•been taken up for discussion now and not Article 3. So
'unless· both are taken up for discussion, the amendment as it stands cannot
~be moved.
~
'
Mr. Vice-President (to Mr. Naziruddin): Please
go on.
Kazi Syed Karimuddin: What is your ruling, Sir?
Mr. Vice-'President: When I said he i!? to· go on, t.he deeision should be
<understood.
Mr. Naziruiidin Ahmad: That is why I have attempted to incorporate into
;:the amendment the fpllowing points:
\
(a) admit into the Union new States,
'
(.)
(b) sub-divide any State to form two or more States;
(c) amalgamate any two or more of· the following classes o£, territories
to form a. State, viz.,
. (:) States,
\
(ii)' Part or parts of any State,
(iii) newly a.cquired territory;

.,

(d) give a. name to any State admitted under items (b) and (c) of this
article;
=cand then again the power to alter name is already given,. I submit that these
··embody the essential features of clauses· 2 and 3. It avoids .repetition and it
·eliminate;;; parts of articles whica are redundant, viz., which are neces1Jarily
implied. That disposes o£ the body of the proposed amendment. Then with
·regard to the present clause 3, ..
Shri H. V. Xamath: On a point of Order. How can he refer to Article 3
when -it is not under discuRsion? Amendment to Article 3, cannot be taken up
:at this 'stage.- ·
-•
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: I submit that a ruling has already been given that
:the amendment is in order, viz.,· that for Art.icles 2 and 3 the following article
·be sc.tbstituted. This iS- certainly an amendment to Article 2 although it in·
•corporates in the amendment also article 3 . ., S~ the Honourable the Vice-Pr.esi..O.ed has already ruled that the amendment is in order.
.
/
j
I submit that the phrase 'increasing .area' or 'dirn}nishing area' would not
be very appropriate. You do not increase an· area 'oy addition or diminish it
·.by mea.ris of subtraction. The words are n\ostly used in an intransitive sense.
-As an insta.nce you can increase the area of a balloon.hy in:fla.ting and decrease
:it by deflating. Therefore I submit that these ,words are not appropriate.
:these elements are to be retained, the words 'enlarge' and 'reduce' would
more appropria-te. Tbe increase of an area by addition or reduce it by
tion~!s not in current Ul')e,··:but at any rate the other objection is that they
:absolutely redundant. I therefore· submit that the body o£ the proposed.
Article 2 should be accepted.
With regard to the proviso, the only effect of the amendment would
in the proviso (a) inpart I there is a,condition of representation in
iatui·e. In 1:\To. 2 there is the question of the Resolution. I submit
. pro.viso (a) should be deletea. A- Resolution as mentioned in Part
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{a) o£ the Proviso is better., So the only effect of the: change of proviso is ~
eliminate Part 1 of Pi:oviso (a): These are the essent1al changes proposed 1n
this amendment, viz., elimina~ion of some of the points which seem to me to be
l.'edundant. There are one ·or two points which seem to have been overlooked.,
In proposing this amendment I do so with great respect. I do not in the least
disparage the pigh quality of work which the Drafting Committee h~ done.
My next ttmen'dment which I shall move in this connection is as follows:"That in Article. 2 the words 'from time to time' be deleted."
The words 'from time to tin1e' have caused some amount of trouble be:fore.
'These words have been provided for in the General Clauses Act. Under '!;hat
Act if any power or right is given, it is understood that unless the contrary
is specifically indicated that the power or right may be exercised "from time to
time as occasion arises", It follows that if any power is given, unless the
contrary is definitely stated, that power may be exercised from time to time.
l'his expression appears again and again in the Draft Constitution. We have
put ~pacific provisions in the Draft Constitution itself in Article 303, Clause (2)
which provided that in the interpretation of this Constitution, the -proyisions of
the General Clauses Act shall apply. I shall read out this clause---,
''Unless the context otherwise requires, the General Clause& .Act, 1897 (X of 1897), shail
:apply for the interpretation of this Constitution."

-The ''Goven1ment of India Act was controlled in this respect by the U. K.
Interpretation Act of 1889, and this elause (2) of Article 303 is similar to that provision -in the Government of India Act. It, therefore, follows that in the interpretation o£ this Constitution, we should have regard to the General Clauses Act.
'And the General Clauses Act definitely provides for this thing, that· the words
'from time to time" UE:ed not be repeated again and again. If we say that the
President can give a ruling on points of order, it implies that he can give the ruling as and when occasions arise, from time to time. So in practical life, and in
daily drafting of Statutes, we find it as an. invariable rule that this phrase is not
repeated, here and there, and uow and again. In this Constitution itself, the words
•:from time to time" do not appear everywhere. The House will see that in
Artiele 2, line 1, t]le expression :from time to time' appears. ."Parliament may,
from time to time ... " do certain things But coming to ArtiCle 3, we merely
find "Parliament may, by law ....... , and no 'from time to time' occurs there. •
There are numerous other places where the words 'from time to time' in a similar
context do not appear. I submit that the drafting should be uniform. If in one
· place we introduce the phrase 'from time to time', and if we do not introduce i1l
in another analogous place, the argument may be made that in one plMe the
power may be exercised from time to time, and in the other placeit may not be
exercise~ fron; ti~e to time. It is t~is reason that I say tha.t there should_ be
t~ome umform1ty m the matter of draftmg. The words 'from time to time' mus11
be excluded. But if they have to be introduced at all, they have got to be introduced in all other similar places.
· , ·
4

With these few wo~ds, I submit my amendment for the consideration of th&
House.. I merely w~nte~ to raise. these points for discussion, and if necessary for
redraftmg of the article, 1f the pomts are worthy of consideration.
Shri M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar: Sir, I oppose these amendments. -These
~ are verbal matters and I would even appeal to you not to allow such amend men~
I request you to put it to vote now. .
·
The, Eono~ra.ble Dr. B. R. Ambedkai; I oppose the amendments .
....
_
.
~

/

~ce-President: I will put tbe amendments nos. 131 and 132 to 'vote.
Dr. Arohedkar has spoken already rnd there ~nnot be any further discussion.:
.w.&:.

..
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· Xazi Syed Karimuddin: Sir, on a· point of order. If this amendment is accepted, it will amend Article 3. Therefore, vnless a ruling is given that Articles 2 and'
8 should be discussed and taken into consideration in regard to this amendment,.
this cannot be put to vote now. If it is accepted, as I said, it win-amend Article 3:
also.
· ·
·
·
·
~..
· '
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The qp.est.ion is:~
"That for article 2 and article 3, the following 'be substituted :
./
'2. Parliament· may by law(a) admit into the Union new States;
,.
(b) sub-'divide any State to form two or more States;
(c) amalganrate a.ny two or more of the following classes of territories to form I'll
.
State, namely(i) States,
(ii) Part or parts of any State,'
(iii) newly acquired territory;
(d) give a name to any State admitted under item (a) or created under items· (b}
and (c) of this article;
..._
I
(~) alter the name of a.ny State;
Provided that no Bill for the purpose shall be introduced in either House of Parliament
except on the recommendation _of the President and unless·
(a) where the proposal contained in the Bill affects ihe boundaries or name of any
.
'State or States for the time being specified in Part I of the First Schedule, tile
views of the Legislative Assembly or in the case of a bi:cameral Legisl;tture~ of
both Houses. of the Legislature, of the State, or as the case may be, of each of
the States both. with respect to the proposal to introduce the Bill and with
reBpect to the provisions thereof· have been ascertained by the· President; and
(b) where. the proposal affects the boundaries or name of any State o'r States for the ·
tJ.me being specified in .Part III of the First Schedule, the previous consent of .,
thQ State,·_or as the case may be, of each of the States to the proposal }1as been
ascertained; and
· ,
That in article (2), the words "f;'om time to time" be deleted'."

·
The amendments were negativeq.
Mr. Vice-President: Amenament •No. 133, I find is connected with the.
Preamble, and so it may be taken up later, this is not the eppropria.te place for

Jt.

.

Amendment~os.

.

134 and 135, are not moved.
A-!lleu'dment No. 13p has been disposed of.
Amendment No. ~37 is a verbal change and I rule it out of order.
Amendment No. 138 is not moved.
'
,/
Then I put Article 2. · ·
,

.

I

.

.

Shri H. V. Kamath: Sir, I wish tp speak on Article 2.

-

'Mr. Vice-Piesi:dent Sir; it appears to me that there is a little lacun~ /in. thy;
Article which :iny Honovrable friend, the able jurist and constitutional lawyer
that he is, will rectify, when it is finally-drafted by the Committee.
If we
iturn to the report of the Union Constitution Committee-I ?ID reading from .
the reports of the Committee, Second Series, from July to August 1947, copy of which was supplied to each member. last . year-there Article 2 begins
thus:-.:-"The Parli~ment of the Federation" of course, we have cha:t;tged theword Pederation into·Un~on but here you· import the word 'Parliament' suddenly " ...
in Adicle 2, without saying to. which Parliame1it it refers. This is a· laeuna~
because there is nothing so . far i.n -the pre.vious article' regarding Parliament. _
So we must say here the "Parliament of )he Uniop'' .' T~is)ac~:;t~· I hope,
will be rectified.
·
· · · t)
·•
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: We shall ·take note of wha.t Mr.
K8math has s~id.
.'· '

t

··

··
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Mr.. "Vice-President: Then the question befo;re" the
is that Article 2
form pa:rt of the Constitution.
The· motion was- adopted.
Article 2, was added to the Constitution.
Article 3 .
.Mr. Vice-President~ Now we come to Article 3.
Amendment No. 139 is a negative amendment and is out of order.
Then we come to Amendment No. 140. · Not moved.
'The Honourable slid K. Santhanam (Madras: General): Sir, I move:
"That in clause (a.) ol article 3, the following words be added at the ~l).d :
'or b~ addition of other territories to States or parts of States.Y "

I need not take up the time o£ the Hguse. It only makes clause (a) logi<Cally perfect," be~ause ,a. new State can be formed by having a part.of one of '
the acceding States and adding to it other territories which may be acquired·
:by India.
· ·
Shri M. Ananthasaya.nam Ayyangar: ·I request the House to accept the
.amendment because by this addition alone will the article become complete.
'!'he :a:onour~ble .Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Mr. Vice-Pr!}sident, I am agreeable
to the principle df the amendment moved by my frieud Mr. Santhanam. The
-only point is taat I like slightly to alter the language to read "or by· uniting
:any territory to a part of any S~ate".
- The ·Honourable Shri K. Santhanam: I am agreeable to the change.
Mr. Vice-President: The question is:
;,That in cl~use (a) of article 3, the following >~ords be a(}ded at the end : ·

'

'for by uniting any teq·itory to a part of any State.' "

The motion-was adopted.
Prot. K. T. Shah : Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I beg to move:
"That the following new proviso be added after clause '(e) of article 3 : ·
'Provided that every proposal for l~gislation which increases or diminishes the area
<Of an existin:; State, or alters its name or boundaries, shall originate in the Legislature
<;?f the State concerned or a;ffected, in such form Is the n¥es of ·proced]!Pe in_the' Legislatunt
-concerned consider appr_opnate.' "
·

Sir, here is a proposal to consult first the Legislature ·of the State, whose
marne or.~ boundaries are proposed. to be altered, or whose areas are proposed to
!be increased o\· diminished. We are all aware that the existing Unit.s which
:make_ up this Federati,o.n. are not equal inter
are not logical,
not happily
.-constructed so as to mm1stet. to the development of the countrv or even of the
• :ar~as themselves. It is necessaJ:y, and it will soon perhaps h~ve to be implemented in. some form or another, that these areas be ·reconstructed. That
-would mean that their boundaries, per~aps even their name, and their terri·tories, m?y be altered, upwards or downwards. If that becomes necessary,
·then I submit the proper course would be to cons_ult the people themselves who
:are affected, if not by a direct Referendum to the people affected, at least by
;. consultation of the Legislature, rather than that the change be imposed from
.above, as in my opinion the ~lause as it .stands requires. The parties primarilly affected are the people themselves of the areas whose boundaries or name is
·to be Rltered, or whose position hils in any 'vav to be reconstructed. And it is
~but a simple proposition-a mere matter of fundamental p~inciple
I submit
-~that you should in a democratic regime consult the peoples. affected, and not
m1erely lay it down from above. I recognize that the article as it stands pro;rides that in anv such event vou should have either a representation from the
·representatives ~f the people ·in the Central Parliament to suggest such an
;alteration, or alternatively· the President should ·have received some such · re-
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·presentation from the people concerl!-ed. But it will be the act of the Central
authority, and not of the people primarily affected to suggest this variation. 1.
submit that that is in principle a wrong approach.
l am afraid that the general trend of the Draft Constitution, as I view it,
seems excessively and unnecessarily to place power and authority in the Centre,
to the serious prejudice not only of the Units, but even of the very idea of
democracy as we flatter ourselves we ·are embodying in this Constitution. U
it is a democratic Constitution, if we desire tha.t the people should govern t~em
selves, or that, even if they are not prepared today to do so, they should learn
pecessarily by mistakes, to be fit for and practice self-government, then I think
it.is of the utmost importance that &. provision lik~ this should be insisted upon.
Any question which relates to the alteration. of the present units, their territories, boundaries or name, should begin with the people primarily affected, audi
should not come from the authority or power at the Centre. The authority at
the Centre obviously is, not familiar with local conditions; or ·they may have
other outlook, may have other considerations, .other reasons, for not accepting• or agreeing to such a course. · The authority at the Centre, even if moved by
· the representatives of the areas concerned by som~· resolution or other .procedure, may be guided by the very few persons which, under .any scher;ne of
electionQ will constitute the representatives of those areas in the Central Parliament; and not really .consult the entire population, th~ adult voters of the·
areas concerned, which 1 submit is the first requirement of any, such rel!-djustmeut.
'
Lest I. should be misunderstood,· I would at once add that f am certainlynot in love with the present position, or the continuance of the alignment of
the provinces and States a.s they Rtand toda.y.' They need to be altered, they
mu.<>t be altered. But they must be altered only as and how the~ people pri- ·
marily affected desire them to be a.ltered, and not• in accordance with the~
preconception, the notion, of such adjustment that those at the Centre may
'"have, even if some of those at the Centre are the representatives of the people·
concerned.
·
I make it imperative, therefore~ that the first- prQposition, the initiation,
of .the .movement either· to integrate or to separate, either to readjust the·
boundaries or to .bring about, any nt!w form o.f configuration, must comme!tcewith th@ people themselves. ·There is another consideration ,il.1 the matter, ·11hich
also should not be ignored, namely that in any such readjustment, it will not
be ·one single group that will be affected or •concerned; there mav be at least
. two or ~o~e which are likely· to ~e affected; and as such the r~presentatives.
of th~se tw~oups, or thqs_e mor_e than two groups in ,the Centre, may not
~e qmt~ corr'ftl'ete~t ~o reflect the VIews of _the people as a whole\ I admit tll,at
m democracy rp.aJonty rule should prevail. But. the majoritv has not tne·
monopoly of being alwa.vs right and still less to be always ]ust." If that is ooand 1 ~trongly believe_ it is so-then Itosubmit that the only cure, if you wisl
to retam democracy, Is to secure the' assent in advance, -to make, the !nitia.
tion, from the beginning, fro~n or by the peop'le concerned in suagestina such
readjustment.
· ,
.
o
"
•

•
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The actual readJustment of boundaries, the actual formation of 'new units,:
may b~ left to competent Boun~lary Commissio11~, or to any other body orauthonty that may b_e set up, either ad hoc for t.he particular purpose, ::>r in
~ener~l terms as a kmd of. a statutory, constitutional authority; semi-judicial
m character, that. may d·emde upon and settle these matters. But in theabsence of any such provision, and apart ·altogether from such mechanism that
may _be set up hereafter, I think the principle must never be lost siaht of th~t
the matter should originate, and should originate ;alone, with the p~oples 8mcel'Jted. I personally would advocate. a direct Referendum rather than merely
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a vote of the Legislature, but lest the suggestion of a referendum r;ound too,
revolutionary to be entertained by a. respectable• House like this, I suggest-an_d.
I have put in the amendment-the idea only of the Legislature 'being consulted, .
and not nece~:sarily the people as a wholE:l. I trust this eviden<~e of my intense,. ·
ingrained moderation would corumend itself to the House, and allow the amend-ment-'-Iiot merely to be opposed by a simple formal "I oppose", but by some·'"
sort of a reasoned answer rather than a fiat. Sir, I co:mmend this proposition,
to the House.
Rai Bahadur Syamanandan Slib.aya (Bihar: .G:eneral): Sir, may I make fL
submission. I think that i£ -Dr. Ambedkar moves his next amendment things...
will be clarified and such of us a~ have amendments in our names will be able:
to decide whether we should move them or not.
(
Mr. Vice--President: I agree with you fully. Dr. Ambedkar may move his;
amendment.
,..The Honourable Dr.-~B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I move:
•
"That

fo~

I

the existing proviso to article 3, the following proviso be substitute.d .:
, 'Prov~ded that no Bill for the purpose shall be introduced in either House of ·Parliament.·
except on the re.co=endation of the Pres1dent and unless(a) where the proposal contained in the Bill affects ~he boundaries or name of any.
8tate or States for the time being specified in Part I of the First- Schedule,.
the views of the Legislature of the State, or as "the case may be, of each of·
the States both with respect to the proposal to introduce the Bill and wivh,
respect to the provisions thereof have been ascertained by the President; and:;
(b) where such proopsal affects the boundaries or name of any State or St,ates for the.
time being specified in Part III of the First Schedule, the previous consent.
of the· State, or as the case may be, of each of the States to the1 proposa.k
has been obtained.' "
·

'
Mr. Vice-Pres'ident,
if one were ,to compare the amended proviso with theoriginal proviso as it was set out in the Draft Constitution, the Members will
see that the new amendment introduces two changes. One is this: in the-,
original draft the power to introduce the Bill was given exclusively to the Gov-.
ernment of India. No private Member of Parliament had the power, under the.
original draft, to propose any legislation of this sort. Attention of the Drafting;'
Committee was drawn to the fact that this was a some~hat severe and unneces-.
sary curtailment of the right of the Members of Parliament 'to move any
motion they liked and in which they felt cohcerned. Consequently we deleted
this provision giving the power exclusively to .the Government of India, and
gave it to the President and stated that any such 'Bill whether. it was brought
by the Government ·of India, or by: any private Member should have the recom- _
mt·:•1atioll of the President. That is one change. '
·
- 'lhe second change is this:· under the original Article 3, the power of theGovernment of India to introduce legislation was restricted by two conditions.
which are mentioned in (a) (i) and (ii). The conditions were that there must
be, before the initiation of any action~ representation made to the President
by a majority of the representatives o£ the territory in the Legislature of the
State, or a resolution in that beh~tf passed by the Legislature o£ any- State whose.
boundaries or nam~ /will be affected by the proposal contained in the Bill. Hei'e.
again, it was represented' that there might be a small minority which felt very
strongly that its position will not be safeguarded unless the boundary of the
Stat? were changed and that particular minority was permi~ed to join their·
brothers in the other State, and consequently if these brothers remained there,
action would be complHely paralysed. Consequently, we propose now in the .
amended draft, to delete (i) and {ii) of (a) and also (b) of thil original draft.
Thf:se have been split up into two parts, (a) and (b). (a) deals with reorganisa- .
.tion ·of territory in so far as it affects the States in Part l,'that is to say, Pro-.
vinc13s and, (b) of the· new amendment relates to what are now called Indian
States .• The main difference between the new sub-clauses (a) and (b) o£ my-
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.amendment is this: In the case of (a), th'at · is to say, reorganisation of
·territories of States falling in Part I, all that is necessary is consultation. Con,sent is not requii·ed. 'All that the President \p called upon to do i? to b~
:satisfied, before making the recommendation, that their wishes have b~en con.sultrd.
·
·
·
With r~gard to -(b), the provision is that, t.here shall be_ con~ent.: The distinc"tioe, -- -as I said, is based upon the fact that, so ·far as· we m:e. at present
concerned, the position of the provinces is different from ~he position of the
States. The States are sovereign States and the provinces are not sovereign
States. Consequently: the Gover1i.:ment need not be-- bound· to require the con>Sent of the provinces to change their. boundaries; while in the case "of th~ Indian
:St2tes it is appropriate, in view of the fact that sovereignty remains with them,
;±ht>t their ~onsent should be obtained-.
·
·--_As regards the amendment 1noved l3y Prof., Shah, I do not see much
·-difference- between my amendment as contained i1i sub-Clause (a) Of the new
_proviso and his: He says that the discussion shall be initiated in the States .
..My sub-clause (a) of the proviso also provides that the States shall be consulted .
. I have not the least doubt about it that the method of consulting, which ,the
· President will adopt, will be to ask either the Prime Minister or the Governor
'.otO table a resolution which may be discussed in the particulin' State legislature
··which may be a,ffected; so tha.t ultimately the initiation \vill be by the local
·legislature_ snd not by the Parliacnent at all. 1 there!ore submit that the
c amendment of Professor Shah is really unnecessary.
The ,Honourable Shri K. Santhanam: Mr. Vice-President, I y;;ounder wh~ther

,.Prof~ssor Shah fully realises the i.mpl!cati91J.S of his amendment." If his amend-

ment is adopted, it \VOl_lld mean that,JJO minority in any Stat-e can ask !or separation of territory, either for forming a. new province or for joining· an adjacent
State unless it can get a majority in that Stat-e ~legislature, I cannot under~s~and what he means by 'originating'. :r'a}'e..:rth~ :cas~ of the Ma~ras. Pr?vince
·1._Jor mstance. The Andhras want seJJRTatwn. 'l'hey brmg up a resolution l!l the
Madras legislature. It. -is defeated by a majol'ity. There ends the matter.
• Tht way of the Andhras is blocke.d altogether. They cannot take any furth~r
<step to constitute an Andhra pl'ovince .. On the other hand, as re-drafted
'by the Honom·able Dr. Ambedka:r, if the AndhraB fail to get a majority in the
~>legislature, they can. go straight to _the President and represent to 'him
what
-·thE' majority did in their case and ask for further action removing the block in •
-the way of a province for them. If they are able to convince the ]>resident,
"'he may recommend it and either the Govemme'ttt of India may. themselves
"SPO'Jsor legislation for the purpose or any private M-ember or a group in the
··-CePiral legislature can take up the question. Therefore, by Mr. Shah's amendmeJ_Jt instead of democracy we ,.,.jj] have absolute autocracy of the majority in
.,eve1·y province and State. That is certainly not what Professor Shah wants.
BuL unfortunately, in his enthusiasm for what -h~ calls the principle,· he has
·"'tablrd an amendment_which altogether defeats his object. '~ therefore suggest
that the amendmen~ should be rejected and the proposition mov-ed by Dr.
-A;mh0dlmr should be accepted.
.-.
J\1:r. Vice-PreSident: Mr. Sidhwa,
~hr!i

1

R. ·K. Sidhwa: Mr. Vice-'President.

Sbri H. V·. Kamath: Sir, are we consitlering am.endments 149. and 150 together?
-There nrr~ two ame1~dments to nmenclment 150 ..
Mr. Vice-President: Let us he;r what Mr.:' Sidhwa has to ~- We ~ill
<Jert&inly take up the amendments to wh;c>h Mr. Kamath has drawn at-tention .

..
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Shrt':a..X. Sidhva: I do'not accep,Uhe arguments adva.~ced by Mr. S~nt~hanarri
·against the amendment' moved by Professor Shah. He sta~d that If m i~e
Madras legislature a motion for the sep.aration of the Andhra Is l?st by a maJO·
rity, the Members affected will have the right to represent thmr case to the
President at the Centre, under the proposition moved by Dr. Ambedkar. If,
Sir. that is the ,effect of the proposition, I do not welcome it. I~ will be
unfair to seek the aid of the President against the ·expressed Wish of the
maj0rity under democracy. If the majority say that they do not want separ~
tion of the Andhras, the minority should not have the right to go to the Prest
dent by the backdoor and urge separation.
But, Sir I do not share the views of Professor Shah .in this matter.; Dr.
Ambedkar's' amendment is very clear and comprehensive. It states tJiat if
anybody wants a change of name or separation, he. can move for that m the
. local legislature. This is what Prof. Shah wants too .., , But I do feel that Dr.
Amhedkar's official amendment is more comprehensive and should be supported.
Thrlllgh Professor Shah says that he has in mind referendum on matters of this
kind, the amend;nent does not mention it. If a referendum is to be taken, thf'
legislature has the necessary power to ask tkat it be done. The arguments
adv::mced by Mr. Santhanam do not ap'peal to PJ.e. But, as I said, Professor
Shah's amendment restricts the utility of the provision. ·I therefore commend
the amendment o:t Dr. Ambedkar to the House.
·
Mr. Vice-President: Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad may move his ame:q,dment.
(The amendment was not moved.)
'Mr. Vice-President: Pandit Hirday Nath Kunzru.
Pandit Hirday Nath Kunzru (United Provinces: General): Mr. Vice-President, I beg to move:
"that in the amendment of Dr. Ambedkar as just moved, for the 'Yords 'the previous
consent' the· words 'the views' and for tl•e words 'has -been'· the words 'have been' be
substituted respectively."

Sir, thn 'object of my amendment, as honourable Members will C'..learlv see,
is to place the States specified in Part TIT e>f the First Schedule on the sfJ,me ·
footing as the States specified in Part I of the .Schedule so far as the reorganisati0n of the territory of any State is concerned. Dr. Ambedkar has told us.
why the amendment that he has proposed deals clifferentlv with. the ~States
mentione1 in Part I and the Stiltes mentioned in· Part III of the Schedule. ·
He has expressed the opinion .that the States mentionecl in ]?art III of. the
Schedule are soverei[<n States and that they therefore enjoy a higher !;tatus
.than the provinces. Consequently, while the consent of the_ provinceR ·is not·
necessary to a reorganisation\ of their territory, the consei1"b of the States in
Part III of the Schedule is requjred if their bounoaries are to be altered in
any way.

..

Now, J >mbmit, Sir, that there ere several provisi01~s in the Draft Constitu-tion that rto not proceed on the theory just now. outlined by Dr. Ambedkar.
Take Article 226 for instance. This Article lays down that, when the Counc 11
of States has declared by the prescribe(! majoritv that it is necessary or expedient
in the national interests that Parliament sho11ld make Jaws with respect to
anv matter enumerated in the State List specified in the Resolution "it Rhall
lawful for Parliament to make laws for the whole or any n,c'lrt ol the territory of India with respect to t.hat matter". ·It is clear from this provision that
notwithstanding the sovereignty of the States mentioned in, Part UI of the
Schedule, the Dominion Parli::tment can in certain circumstances legislate o11
subjects in reg::trd t.o which legislative power has not been lNJ.rte over hv these
St?.trs to the Dominion Parliament in their Instruments of Accession. I- know
that this clause has been amended bv the Drafting Committee. Tt. hn:o
heen provided that the aeclarfltion made by the Council of States in l'6$Ul.rN to
the necessity or desirability oi legi.slatiOJ1 of the kinO, mentioned in Arti0l~ ~20

be.
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shuuld be limited ·to three years at a time, but it can be renewed from time 'toAime: But whatever the duration of the power that the Dominion Legislature will acquire upder Article 226 may be, it is 'clear that notwithstanding
any difference between the provinces and the Indian States, the Dominion
Parliament will in a certain eventuality be able- to legislate in regard to a
subject in connection with which the Indian Statles have not parted with their
own legislative power. I see no reason therefore why, proceeding on the
prin.ciple on which Article 226 of the Draft . proceeds, we should not provide
that in the case of the reorganisa.tion of territories too, the provinces and the
Indian States should be placed on the same footing.
i ·Article 226 does not provide· the only instan'ce in which the States aud the
provinces ~ill be dealt with in the same. manner, whatever the Instruments
of Accession may say. J1:or a.nother illustration, I would ask the House to
refP.r to Article 230 which deals with the implementation of international
treaties. agreements and convent.ions. This article lays down that Parliament
ha>< power to make any law for any State or part th~reof for irqplementing any
tr('aty, agTeement or convention with any other country or countries. ~ow,
I C6ull htwe understood, if Dr. Ambedkar's theory. was to be acted upon
· ~collsistently, the exclusiOn of the States specified in Pa.rt III of the Schedule
from the operation , of Article 230; but RS ~ matter of fact thh Article, if
accepted by the House, will affect not merely the provinces or the States mentioned in Part I of the First Schedule but also the Indian States, i.e., the
States mentioned in Pad III of the Schedule. Whatever the Instruments of'
Accession may say, the Dominion Parliament wiil have the power to carry out
intcrnatiorlal treaties, agreements and conventions, even though_ they may relate·
to subjects specified- in the State List.

Sir, there is yet another example that may he gi~en to _show that the draft
Conc;titution hns, in an important matter, given power to Government to
direct the States to act in a -particular manner. I refer to Article 294 of the
new Draft. Article ·294 as previously drafted- provided for minority representation in the Legislative Assemblifi~S of the States specified in Part I of the
First Schedule. The Art.icle a>: drafted now compels the Assemblies of the_
StR·tes specified in Part III of the First Schedule algo to reserve seats for t.he
min•witv communities mentioned therein in the· Legislative Assemblies of the
States·.·-- This· is another illustration of the manner in which the draft Constitu-tion has imposed liabilities or responsibilities on ·t_Qe States mentioned in Part III
of the first Schedule, notwithstancling what Dr. Ambedkar has said about
· 'be;r sovereign status. :
·
I

-

Now it may be said, Sir. that the examples that I have given from the
d1·aft Constitutio'i1 do not indicate that the Dominion Legislature· will be able
t<) m;ercise any power in .regard to the States mentioned in Part III of the
Schedule, notwiiihstanding a[lything to the contrary. in the Instruments of
Accession. It may be contendeo that the Instrument of Accession will be
. accepted only when the States accept the responsibilities mentiorted in Articles
226, 230 and 294. If that is so, why cannot Government go further and require
the States to agree to a re-organisation of their boundaries in such manner as
mig-ht be considered desirable by. the President in consultation with them? .I
not asking tJJ.at the States should have. no. voice in connection with matters
relating to their territorial limits.
All · that I am asking for is
that the consent of the StRte·s should not be
necessarv for a
re-organisation o£ their• territories.
Consultation wit.h f,hem ~hould be
quite enough
Normally their legislatures should b~ consulted, but
as we· are not certain -that every State has or will soon have a ·Iegislatme, I
was unable to table an amendment requiring that in the case of the States,
too, th~ opinions o£ the legislatures conc!'lrned should be obtained, bdore :my

am

action, is ~aken. ;J: do not see, why the previous consent of the States should
be required in connection with Article 3 any more than it .is required ill
connection with matters dealt with in Articles 226, 22'7 and 294. H Govern·
rnent desire to be consistent, it is incumbent on them, in my opm10n, to ,
aceept the amendment that 1 have placed before the House. 'l'bey cannot iT.i
conformity with the positiOn taken up by them in the draft Constltution raiSt>
any objection on principle to the amendment that I have moved.
•Sir, if my amen'dmeht iH as· I think free from all theoretical objec-tions, caw.
any practical grounds be urge<:! for deallng with the States differently from .the
pl:•)Vmces i I do not think that there is any reason whatsoever why the States
specified in Part lli of the Schedule should have the permanent right to veto
tneir territorial re-organisation, however necessary or desirable it may be iu
the public interest. 'l'here are unions, Sir, that are very small; their revenueu
are too limited to enable them to fulfil the duties. that Governments have to
shoulder in modern times. ls it desirable that these States should in utte1·
disregard of the interests of their citizens always rule out all proposals relating
to tJJe re-organisation of their' territories? If Government bear in mind thu
interests of the people, not merely in the States specified il1 Part l vf the
First Schedule but also of the States specified ih Part lll. of the
First Schedule, it is neces'Sary for them to take power in their
own • hands to deal with
the question of territorial re-organisation,
whether it concerns the provinces
or · the Indian States,
in any
manner they like. If they fail to do so, they may justly be accused by tlle
inhabitants of the States specified in Part UI of the J:t'irst Schedule of treating
them in a· step-motherly manner and leaving them to ~rve out their future
as they best may with their own unaided resources. 'fhe whole prine1ple oll!t
whie!h the Draft Constitution is based is that in certain essential matters, the
- Central Guvernment should have adequate powers to arrive at deci.f:;ions and to
exE:cute them in, the interests of the entire territory of India. · My amendment,
Sir, proceeds on the same basis and I submit that it would be inconsistent and
unjust on the part of the Government if they were to reject my proposal
merely on the ground that the States, 'though they will be compelled to [,ow
to the wishes of the Indian Legislature in certain matters, should not be compelled to fall in line with the provinces in regard to the re-organisation of the-ir
territories, however urgent the matter may be.

Rai Bahadur Syamananda.n Sahaya; Mi. Vice-President, Sir, the desire fu11
the formation of provinces and the re-distribution of boundaries of existin~
provinces and States is, in my opinion, assuming the proportions of an epidemio..
1 feel tha.t the two words "linguistic" and "cultural" have never been more
misused th:m in recent times. In framing a legislation, and particularly tJ
legislation o£ the type we. m;e consideriag, it is necessary for us tD decide what
type of tendencies \-Ve should encourage and What types of tendencies We Should
not encourage. It is from this angle t.hat 1 am making a few submissions in
connection with this Article and the amendments before us..
I have no doubt that the amendment proposed by Dr. Ambedkar to his own
draft has been guided by some such consideration that I have just plaeeci,
before ~u .and_ the House. '!'he Draft as it s~ands only lays down that a Bill.
for re-chstnbutJOl~ of boundanes or for re-nammg a State .:would be introduce({
if the majority of the representatives o£ the territory,.expressed a desire to 'hat.
efler~. Of course, the language ~ the Draft as it stands is, in my opinion,
ambiguous. Because, representatives of the territory, as it stands in . the
Draft, ma:y mean . the territory of ,t~e. whole province, and the representatives
of. t~e entire pro-:mce. under the existmg Dtaft ~ay be required to give theU.•
opmwn before legislatiOn of the type could come mto parliament. Since then,
Dr. Ambedkar has moved an amendment which makes a distinction between
the manner of ascertaining the views o£ the Provinces, and the States spe.cified
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in Part III .of the . First S~hedule-. Although I agree witli one observation
whieh has recently been made by Pandit Kunzru that there is no reason for
, thiil differentiation, I do not agree with the amendment which he _has proposed: I feel that in both the cases ·of the Provinces and _the Indian States,
, the words 'previous consent' should occur. In· part (a) of th~· ??roviso as suggest.- _
ed by Dr. Ambedkar, .the words are: ''where' the -proposal ·contained in the
Bill affects the boundaries of any State or States for the time being specified
in Part I of the First Schedule, the views of the legislature of the State. of as
the: case may be of each of the States both with respect to the proposal 'to
introduce the Bill· and with respect to the p1:ovisions' thereof have been ascertained by the President.''
This is, . Sir, relating to the Provinces.
When he ·.comes to part (b) of this Proviso, concerning the States
referred to ·in , Part III of. the .First- Schedule,
(ii) the Indian_
Sbtes he says: "the_ previous consent of the State or as th_e case may be,
of each of the States to the proposal has been obtained." Now, Sir, there is
a difficulty which I_ envisage .in this amendment. f?upposing the re-distribution
of boundaries ~concerns one State referred to in Part I of the First Schedule
and another State referred to in Part III of the First Schedule, the result
would be that in the case of the State referred tO' in Part I of the First Schedule the views of the :Assembly will be ascertained a-nd in the other case, the
consent of the State will be required so that, ·if the State referred
to in Part III of the First Schedule does not gi,ne · consent, f\Ven
though. the prswince may· agree, , the re-distribution will not take
place.
I, therefore..r.> feel ·with Pandit Kunzru that . there sli.ould be no
distinction between the two provisions; but instead of leaving the· door very
·wide open in the provinces, I would submit tbat Dr. Ambedkar ~hould consider
if it would not be proper t-hat tlle word 'consent' used in the case of States
referred to Part I of the First Schedule also. I had an amendment in my
name, being number 161 on the list. But, I feel that ithis amendment of Dr.
Ambedkar will r-eceive a great deal. of support in this :House· and the amendment suggested by me in the Draft as it stands will have no chance. I ~here
fore make a r.equest that even at this late stage, if the tnover:has no objection,
you may kindly accept an amendment to use the ·word ''consent'' for· the word
"views" in part {!1) of the_pr~viso as moved by Dr.' Ambedkar.

-

'

Pandit Thakur Dass Bhargava (East Punjab: Genera,l): ·;*[M-r. Vice-Pres:dent, I have come here to express iny views on this amendment and on the
amendment moved by Prof. K. T. Shah. The amendment moved _by Dr.
Ambedkar on this "Bill is more stringent than the odginal.one.
The first point which I would like to submit is that e-very part of india should
be given this facility, that, 1should. it decide to secede from one part and to
accede to another, then there should be NO impediment in it~ way. India of
ours, which was under •the domination of the British, is sub-divided into un·
homogeneous parts v,rhich have grown in haphazard ri:u1nner. Not only there
are districts, which want to·-secede from one province and. to accede t.ci anot,her,
but there are even Tahsils and 'parts comprising ten to twenty villages -who
want · fu secede ft>om one· part and. to accede to other parts. 'rhis Article . • is
·sufficient to throttle them, For example, I wovld.like to .mentio,n that Hariana,
which is at present included in East Punjab, has been trying for the last. forty
years to get. itself attaQhed to areas whose language, customs and traditions
are. similar. to its own. and to get itself constituted into a separate province.
'-But it could not succ¥ted. The reason was that whim this was discussed with·
0., "P. leaders they. at once stated that this was a device to parcel out U.P.
They did not even popsider whether it was a right thing to do or not. . Pro-

* [ ] Translation of Hindustani speech.
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v.lncialism and other ideas have bec~me so ingrained in us that ilobod! is pre·
pare-~ to judge !-.thing on its own merits: · I w~uld like to know why m a_ part
of N arnaul ,Area where there is not a Sll,lgle S1kh, teaching of G~rmuk!J.~ _h~s
been ordered. Today, in HJ48, orders have been passed ~o teach Gun~ukh1 Ill
an area where not a single ~ild.1 resides and the result w1ll be that ch1ldren _of
that area· win be forced to 'learn Gurmukhi._ This Article, now sought to _oe
moved, will make impossible the position of those leaderless_ areas, who '_Vlsh
to iind a way out of this confusion. 'I'Mre wiil _no attractl-ye hte to them,
because according to this ArticLe the right whic.h should vesi! m eve;y )\'lember
~ oL .Parliament is being given to the President. .I would .like to sub1mt most
respectfully that to-day, there are several'-'provisions. in _the Governui.en1i of
India Act which debar a member from introducing a. b1ll of a pa~·t10ular nature.
Whenever I had wanted to introduce
Bill regarding joint B;indu family with
the_ obje~t of exempting the family from taJ;:at10n; . I tour~d tha~ it· ~ould not
be done without prior sanction. Whenever I applied for sanctwn, that was
refused. l am aware that the me6hod of work- of all the Governments is the
same, 'rho sauc:.tion of the President irr~plies that. Member, having the right
to introduce v:Bill, wlll not get the requisite sanction. Dr. Ambedkar has just
said that this point was raised before him and that is why he has mad_e _the
chuuge thai; instead of _Government introducing the ·Bills, Members also should
be able to do so. But he has made the law more stringent than heretofore. I{
. Government takes the responsibility for the bill, then it could get it passed.
But since the giving of sanction will entirely d~pend on its recommendation,
no moral influence will be there. If the President 'and the Cabinet do Jtot
want it and do not recommend it, then Parliam~nt, not to talk of the indivi, dual, can do nothing. R-ecommendation means that the power of originating
such a bill has been taken away from the Members. Therefore I submit thjlt
this provision is most undemocratic. Similarly, I -would like to state that
under article 34, which gives the discretion to Patliament to delega.te any of its
powers to the President or to anyone- else, Parliament will iwt be competent
to bring any legislation for· changing the boundaries of provinces · nnless the
President's recommenda.tions is there. ,. ThiS is a right of a Member and it will
. be taken away by this provision. SinGe the war we have been hearing that
!iVelyone has got the right of self-determination. This provision takes away
that right. If the people· of an area want separation, then the right of selfdett.rmination should be given to them. J:rof. K. · T. Shah while elaborating
his amendment has stated that he is afraid of referendum, but the proposal
put forth by him strikes at the very root of self-determination. For example,
if any part of a big province wants to break away then. the only course before
it is to bring the matter beforee the Members. But by doing .so tbe very pyrpose ·
would~e. defeated be~ause the. majority would always reject such a proposal..
The prmCiple, underlymg the amendment of the lea,rned Professor, is right but
his suggestion is~ wrong. In .:rhy opinion a provision should be evolved whereby
sepmation may•be effected by holding a referendum of the people of the are~
desiring to separate. I know the result will be that many areas would like t<;>
go out and the provincial legislature would never agree to that. Therefore,
there would be no use in taking the vote of the ·whole House as small areas
· wi!l not get a ,yote. In the old Government of India Act a similar provision
existed. In 1946, I h_ad tabled a resolution in the AssemblJ for the appointment o£ _a Qommission for redistribution, but unfortunately it could not be
tak~n u~. . A proposal wa~ a~so J?Ut before, the ~abinet Mission for appoint-ing '·
a Commission for the redistributiOn of the provmces. Now a linguistic 0 ommission has been appointed. I hear attempts are __ being made to shelve its
activities. I would like the Congress Government to respect the wishes of the
areas, 'which. desire to separate from :my province and •that no hurdles are
placed in their way; op the other hand, all legal aid ·should be given for the
~ormation of a new pro~ince .. But so long this Section exists areas comprising
even two or four distncts, Will not be heard at all. The previous condition
that only the vo~e of the, representatives of the territory, JVhl.c.h :W8.l;l.ti seP.a.ra-
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tiou, should be taken, has now been deleted. Now it is proposed that the vote
·of the legislature should be taken. No provincial legislature would agree to the
sepo,ration of a part, and the representatives- of the affected area will be so
intlue~ced ~hat they would not be able to give· free expression to their. views.
Therefore, holding of a referendum is necessary. Parlial:nent, and not the President, should. have the right to determine the Inatter after taking into account
the opinion of-..the people of the area eoncerned and of the vote of the provinCial legislature. l.t 1s therefore necessary that every Me¥~ber of ~he Parlia- ,'
ment should have the l'ight to give. notice of such a bill._ Views of the provin·
C!al legislature may be taken. put the changes should be effected jn accordance
with the wishes of the people of the area, who want separation, ~f this is not
done then the principle of self-determination would be nowhere.· We used to
hear that after the attainment of Swaraj the right of self~determination would '
be given to. alL· This Section will ,put au- end to that right, and no justice
would be done to the people. ·I belong to. a small district, Hissar. It is an
epitome a£ lndia. :Boundaries of many provinces meet in Hissar, e.g., Jind ..
. Jind B_tate havmg 88 per cent Hindu popula,tion, and only 1 per cent Sikhs ·
has been included in ~he Eastern Panjab States. .Formerly, Delhi was a part
of U .P. Six districts of A,mbala Division were also ~clu\ied in ij;, In· ll::!57,
Lawrence, who had annexed this a;rea, was made Governor o{ the Punjab and
• so this territory was included in the Punjab' Province. .For ~ very long :time·
we tried that Delhi and 1\mbala Division be separated from the Punjab, becausP.
this territory had nothing in common with the Panjab, but our efforts bore 'no
frmt. Now, after the partition it remains to be seen as to what would happen
to this area; with wholl,l will· Delhi alid Ambala Divjsio:o. be tagged and·
w~ether Punjabi or Hindi would be its language._ No.w, we hear that we are
to be included in a Punjab:i-speaking- province. Our children, who have nothing
to do with P.unjabi language, will have perforce to. read Punjabi.
Nothing
could be more cruel than this. This provision gives no freedom.· The Constitution is being forged to enable people of every part of the country to live in
peace, and to evolve an organic life for themselves.· But under Article· 3 and
this amendment, each and every part would not be able to attain freedom fo~·
i_tself. Therefore, I say that the provision is undemocratic, and that it restri.cbs
the rights of the Parliament. Views of the legislatures may--be invited, aDd
may be takeQ into consideration; but the determining factor should q.e .iih.i
votb of the people of the area, which wants t.o separate: For this, there is nQ
provi~ion~under the present law. With these words, I woul~ like to E(ll\phasise
that 1t should be so amended that even the smallest areas m the country may
be able to achieve. full freedom.
\

Shri Rohini Kum.ar Cha:qdhari (Assam: Gen~I;tl): Sir, it is my misfortune
to have to .oppose the amendments moved by the t.wo stalwart ]\{embers af this
House, namely, Prof. Shah and Pandit Kunzru. I oppose them not because
I like them less, but beca!1se I like Dr. Ambedkar's· amendment JUi)re, as it
meets the present situation very- well. Sir, I do not object to Prof. Shah's
amendmerl.t on the ground -of its wording or its unsatisfactory character or: to .
the word 'originate'~ I entirely agree with him that no such motion should be
considered in any.House· if 'the State which is affected is not at all in favqur
()£ it. I say that if there is not a single Member of the legislature in a. State
who countenances· the idea_ of separation; it is unthinkable that the Central
Legislature would take up tha·t matter. To that ex~nt, I agree with Prof.
Shah. But I am opposed to his amendment on the, ground tha,t it is very
restrictive. It does . not allow a 'motion to be moved · by ·any other authority
or by a. private Member 'other thfl.n tho Governmen~ of India itself. On that
poir.t I consider that t~is amendment should be oppo~ed. ,

Then coming to the amendment of Pandit Klinzru, I consider that his
amendment Jays doWn, a. rather dangerous principle, dangerous a:t this stage_. It
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smacks of a repetiti~n of Dalhousie's amiexation policy. It Pives to the ~e;tt~al
Legislature the power to alter name of a State, to change~ mcrease or dnmrnsh •
the boundaries of a State, without any previous consent of that State. We
have thus far proceeded very cautiously in the- matter of the ~tates-:-'thanks to
Sardar J>atel. We have not asked for any merger or accessiOn ':"Ithou~ t~e
consent of the State itself, except probably in the case of the pollee action m
Hvderabad-and we do not know how it will end after all. So, what I say
is; if at this stage we give the idea to the St~tes that it will _be open to the
majority of the Central Legislature at any moment they .t;hmk fit. ,to. take
one part of a State and tag it on to another province, or to saddle It wrth an
· uilprofitable part of a pro:'ince, that will be a _most unwise t~ing ~nd t~ai
will put tpe States on their guard, and that Will end the am1ty With which
they are now coming in and joining us. Certainly, I agree that some. powers
of interfereilCe have b'een reserved in our Constitution by articles 226 and 230. But they a!so show how cautiously we are proceeding in this matter. :\fter _
all you must not ask vour host to give up his bed for vou, merely because
he' has a.llowed you sheiter. Merely because the States n~w are· showing their
inclination ·to come and join us in all matters, we must not ask them to agree
to a proposition, ·whereby you will be able to alter their name, d_iminish their
area, or change their boundary or do anything of that kind·,· with,out their
consent.
With theRP. words, I support the amendment moved by the honourable Dr.,
Ambed!<ar. I would O\)Jy ask him, or anyone in the House to tell me whether
-the word 'President' means that the recommendation o£ the President would
..; be rzivert with the consent of the Govemment, or whether , the President mm
indt·pendently act in exercise of his discretion. The word 'discretion' is not
userl. of course, but I would like to 1mow if he can exercise his discretion in
allowing a motion of that kind'. I consider that it ~ll be more reasonable to
allow the President to exercise- his discretion, rather than that he should ·be
gu~ded by the opinion qf his Government in
this matter. There are otherprovisimls in the Draft Constitution where the President undoubtedly uses his
clisc1etion, without consulting the Govemm~nt or the Central Legislature, though
the word 'discretion' has not been used. For instance, in the matter of
remis:>ion of sentences. th~ President will never he called on to take the
consent of his Ministry in remitting a sent~nce or refusing to remit a sentence.
AI} the same, that Article is there, without the addition of the word 'discretion'.
Therefore, I -Gonsider that the interpretation which Dr. Ambedkar puts is
correct, and when the ward 'President' stands alone, it means he will· be able
to ex;ercise discretion in such matters.
--

Shr( GOOikrishna Vijayavargiya runited State of Gwalior-Indore-Ma.lwa
(Madhya Bha~at)]: Mr. '_Tice-President, Sir, I am not going to speak against
or for any of these motmnR. I have onlv to make certain observations as
T orne from an Indian ~tate . and want to giye expression to tlie feelings of
the peonle- of the States I? t~Is. m~tte~- _I thmk, Sir, that the people of the
Str~tes rlo not w:mt any diSCl'l:nm~t10n m the matter of consent or no consent
(Hea1', Hear). I~ fact, our Wish 1s that the States must be'put on the same
level as the Provmces (Hear, hear), and thereiore, there-is no question of takmg
the consent of the States. In fact, I would be verv 15lad if this article ~auld
hav~ been am~nded. in some such wa;r, at least, t.o. the effect that the State~
~ee-lslatures rrnght be consulted. I t~.m~, _mere consultation would be suffieient
m. the n;atter of the. States also as !t Is m connection with the Provinces. T
thmk, ~Jr, the questiOn o~ the R?verenmtv~of !he Rulers or of the States shoul<l
not be brought np. I thmk, S1r Stafford Cr1Pnl'l when he came t.o T11 iHa nlso
ga VP a ilefinition o£ the StHf:es and thought. thnt the Rulers are the St~t(:!'J
and no,w some .such anomaly mav be create(!.. H£'~in. I sa::v the wish of th~
Stntes people JS thRt there sho1llc1 not be any discrimination in favour of the
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[Shri Gopikrish~a, V:ijayavargiya J.Sta:tes, and .consent is not necessary. You might put .the States on the same
level as the Provinces. The people of the States have a.lways contested the
sovereignty of the rulers-they _do not accept the sovereignty of the rulers.
Most of the States have been tiny; now -they have merged with some Of the
Units but the question would· crop up again if sovereignty were given to ,the
rulers. The people of the States are fully t,he kith and kin of the people of
thfl Provinces-they are the same as those in the Provinces. We do not like
to ·further fragment' our country on the same old lines. The di&.tinction Of the
ID<ftm States and the Provinces is still· being .maintained, but now we think
that this distinction mu_s~ go. The-House mu('lt consider anything that may.
help in the States being brought on a par with the Provinces; I would have
lik,yd if ·this whole Assembly had been delayed for $Ome time, or postponed,
so afii to bring the States on a pa:r in all affa~rs with the Provinces. I. think
·the Stat-es M~nistry ought to have done that a little earlier .. This is really
worth while _ doing, because we are:
making a Co'nstitution .and it
will be very difficult · to change it afterwards.
I .therefore think
that this discrimination must go.
I request 'Dr. Ambedkar · to find
out sorpe way fw this.. In this -matter I voice t.he .feelings'of the people
of the States. · I am no_t speaking-on any particular amendment:
~

.

...

-

Sl!_!i M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar: Sir, the question may now be puil.

c

Mr. Vilce-President: What i_s the feeling of the. House?
)

-

Shri ll. V. Xamath: No, no.

This is a very

important~matter .

. Mr. Vice:..Prepident: Pro£.. Shibbanlal Saksena.·
\

'

--

'

' , frof. Shibban Lal Saksena: Mr. Vice-President, Sir, this is a fundamental
mati:!Ir, and the amendment tabled by Dr: Ambedkar is a very important one.
In his exphtnation he has said that his amendment enables any Member, to
givf' notice Of 'priv~tte _Bills for changing boundaries, and on receipt of that
Bill' the President. will take certairf steps to ascertain...,~he opinion of the
Legislature COlJeerned, and theJt on t.he anviee of the Pritne Minister recommenn that the Pill be brought up. M:v friend Shri ·Thakur Da.ss Bhargavajust now said that this amendment is really far more stringent than the original
clause. I do not agree with that view. Under the original clause, only the
Government. 'of India could have brought.sJch a Bill, whereas unner this
.alY'endment, on the recommendation of the President any Member can ~ring
it. The only condition is this, ·namely, that the President after he ·receives
noti.::e of such a motion from any Member will try• to take the opinion of the
area concerne'd and then; of course after consulting his Ministry, give his
reMmmendation for· moving the Bill or otherwise. But if the original clause
had continued, no private Bill 'could have come: under ~he new amendment a
priva.te Bill can com~, with the limitation I have already described.- I per-sonalJy think this is a much better, form tbr.tn the original clause. Probably
S11ri Thakur Dass Bharf!a.va. wants to go much further. He wants .that i'\nv
priva.te Member should have liberty to bring in the House a BilJ asking f~r
the change of boundaries. , Change of boundaries is a very vital matter and. it
should_ not be ·made so eRsy t,hat everyna.y anv Member shall bring- forward
!JlOtions for chan$ng the boundaries and the Legislature should discuss that
Q11es1io;1.
It will cl'eate unnecessary heat and create friction which I think
~hc•:ld b~ avoided. I think thrrt'so far as the-language· of the amendment is
tonremed it meets\ the wishes of Shri Thakur Dass 'B~argava.. Of co.urse the
Mfn ber will have to secure tl}e recommendation of the !President,~ and pro'bablv
if H1n "President -ieels ·that the oeopJe of an area_:_the majority of them-are
of the opinion thnt they would . be happier if. they go to some . other Stat~
or Province, he· would advise the ·p_rime Minister, and probably the :Pr.ime
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·between the Indian Princes and the States Ministry, and also because duly
..constituted Legislatures are not yet existing in many. of the States o; States
Unions this distinction in the proviso cannot be avOided. But I thmk thnt
things 'are now. different. Time was when sovereignty vested in the Princes,
but it is a hard fact today that that sovereignty has been transferred to the
_people in all cases, I shQuld rather say invariably. There might still be ' an
exception or two but that exception too will soon disappear and if that is not
going to disappear willingly it sh~ll· ha':e to take .a lesson from what hfis _
happened ip. Hyderabad. The umted Will and actiOn of the people. of the
Indian Union will bring round the recalcitrant elements, if any, as also those
who are not going to fall in line with the tendencies of the rest of the country.
· 1 repeat that sovereignty· today vests in the people and so it vests
in this Constituent Assembly. ·The sovereignty of the Constituent
Assembly is unqualified; and undjluted in respect of any and every part ot, the
Indhm Union. If there be anyone who objects to that sovereignty or who
Ct\sts any doubt a.bout that sovereignty; the p_eople of the States are ag much
behi•1d this august Assembly as the people of the rest of the country for the
defence and support of-and..are prepared for any sacrifices also if 'fihey be needed
for the sake of-the sovereignty of the Assembly. There should, therefore~ be
no difference whats·oever. I suggest that it would have been better that this
amendment also might have been alloweiJ_ to stand over because the matter is
of urgent importance, or shall I say, o£ utmost importance to the people of
the Indian States. Even if it be supposed that this amendment has got to
be taken up, my suggestion is that it should be taken up at the time when
'all other controversial points are decided by this Assembly. In case my suggestion does not :find favour and the amendment is pursued, then it will be accepted
by the represe~tatives of the States in this Assembly with the mental reservations which I have just referred to.
I may conclude by sa.y!ing that so fur as this Assefobly is concerned, we
have .been committed to two definite ~inciple~: the principle of unification
and of democratization of the entire Union and as such it cannot be contemplated by any provision of the Draft Constitution that there can be some sod of a
different ·treatment between the Provinces and the States. The word "~tP.te"
has been defined in Article 7 of the Draft Constitution as unue!' :

"!n t~is Part, unle~ the context otherwise require!f, 'the State' includes the Goverrur. t,
and Parhament of lnd1a and t!le Gov~mnet and the Legislature of each of the S'ales
and all local or other authorities within the territorv' of India."
"

.

The word that .has been used.is "includes" that means there miaht be something more which may come within the purview of the word "State". I think
the word "Ruler" may be contemplated there. That is why we are not hapny
over the use of the word "State" in proviso (b) to the amendment proposed by
thn nrafting Committee itself.
,
Sir, _I respectfully submit that my suggestions and remal'ks will be
'in the light they are made and will be considered.
·

t, 8.ken

Oha~dhari Ran~ir Sin~ (East Pu;tjab: Gener1tl): *[~. President while
-supportmg Dr. Ambedkar s .amendment I cannot help remarkin
that the
amendment undoubtedly provides some freedom to the members ofgtb c t 1
Lpa"
1 t" · t ·
· t b"ll
e en ra
.
;~:>Is .a. rve o move prr':a. e I s as a 1so some freedom and opportunit to the
mmon~Ies, based on rehgwn or caste, to have their say in the m tt y £ th
form.at.wn of any province of their choice. But I want to subm"t a.111erth~
e
nect1on that the aim of our country beina the est·ablishment of ai
ts con~
. ·
G
·
"'
secu1ar State
om non-re ]IgiOu~ overnment should follow the rule that
· · all sttch reserva t'·lons
" [ ] Translation of Hindustani speech.
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based on 1·eligion or GOIDmunity should be abolished. On the other hand l' fear·
that if this suggest.ion is, accepted, a. community which is in a majority in a.
territory but is in minority in a. State will have neither the same weight nor the
~;arne or>portunities as it had under the previous provisions.J
.
Slut R.. R. ·Guruv, Reddi (Mys~re) : May I suggest, Sir, that further discussion may be continued tomorrow?
;
Mr. Vice-President: The House stands adjourned till 10 .A.M. on Thursday
the 18th November
1948.
·
.
·
.
.
The Assembly then adjourned till Ten of the Clock on Thursday, the 18th..
November 1948.
~

.
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- Shri H. V. 'Kamath (O.P. and Berar: General): Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I
bope tha·t the former Indian States will not ·derive undue encouragement from
the doctrine of sovereignty which my honourable friend, Dr. Arnbedkar, propounded yesterday. I do not know whether'he meant that their status is something
like Imperium in Imperio. I think it•is a dangerous doctrine to propound at
this time of the day. I£ we turn to Part IlL of the First Schedule, :we will find
there are two divisions in this Part, Division A ahd Division B. Many of these
States have already merged themselves in the .adjacent Indian Provmces. Some
have integrated among -themselves and formed bigger unions and some are
still single States. In terms of iihe amendment tnoved by my honourable friend,
Dr. Ambedkar, sub-clause (b) of the proposed amendmentJ lays down tha·t where
such a proposal affects the boundaries or the name of any state or states for
the time being specified in Part III of the Firs~ Schedule, it means to say thab
i-11 refers to all States mentioned in Part III of the First Schedu.le, whether they
are single Stat-es, whether they are integrated States or whether they are merged
States. I wonder whether for Uttle principalities which have merged themselves
in the provinces, whether for the:;e ·S,tates too this doctrine of sovereignty will be
extended and whether for the unions of these States the consent of each of tha
States will have to be obtained. Apa:rt from thai!, whether the single States
should be re.ga.rded as sovereign in this regard is to be considered. I can under- stand if Dr. Ambedkar says that in terms of the Instrument of Acc~ssion of
these States to the Union of India, so far as this matter is concerned, you will
have to .obta,in their consent, but I trust, Sir, that within the next two or three
months atJ ~he. end o£ which we will adopt this Constitution, by that time, the
hope that Dr . .A.mbedkar expressed in his speech on the motion for the consideration of the Draft Constitution, that the Stat"Ss will fall ir:t line with the provinces
in all respects, will be realized; and I have no doubt that the strenuous efforts
. of Sarda.r Patel in this regard will bear ·fruit, and that by the time we .adopt
this Constitution, t.here will be no distinction left between- the States and the ·
prm:inces. In view of this consideration, the amendment of my honourable
friend, Pandit.Kunzru has come force. If this equal status of .the va:t;ious provinces and St-ates does not c<Ynw about by the time the constitution is adopted,
then we have .got to think why we should a.ttach undue importance to the socalled sovereignty of the States; if at all, jt is a nominal sovereignty that the
rulers of the States have got in this regard. I am inclined to agree, therefore,
with Pandit Kunzru's argument that if the States do become equal . in status
to the provinces, even then we should r.ot go beyond ob.taining the views of the
rulers of the Stat'es or the legislatures of the States, whatever the case mAy be.
It is understood when we obtain the' views of the rulers of the" States, or the
Rajpramukhs or the legislatures of the States, if their views are in conflict with
the proposal, then thab_Jlrvr.osal will not come up. So also if the provinces are
consulted and if their views are against such ·a proposal, then that ·proposal will
not be made in the Union Parliament. So,, I do not understand why this
distl.nction should be made at. all. H Y<?U consult a certain authority or a
certair::. Government, it means that if. that Gov0rnment js opposed to the
proposal, that proposal will not be. made in the Union P~rliament. ThereforE:,
it is desirable,· that at this time, when Sardar Pat!el has been telling us for the
last so many months that we will abolish all distinctions between the provinces
and States and that the provip.ces shall be brought into line with the States, if
;you want m~rely to consult the provinces, just consult the States also, and i£
you want to get the consE}nt of the States, certainly get the consent of the
Provincial Governments also.
•
Lastly, Sir, I \yould request. Dr. Ambedkar to consider this matter from this
aspect, namely, in view of the hope expressed in his first speech in the ,Assembly
that the Stares should be brought into line with the provinces at the earliest
possible dat.e and considering iJhe several articles in the Constitution whicl1
Pandit Kunzru pointed· out yesterday, s~eking to abolish such distinctions,
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":hether in this regard also this distin~~ion' ~h?uld not be abolished.
S r, that a.t a v~ry early date, we shah admimster the cOU]J de grace
end to the ~octrme of sovereignty which• has been propounded for th~
so far as this matter is concerned.

· Shri R. X. Sidhwa: (C.P: & Berar: General):

Mr. Vice-President

I hope,
put aJl
f::)tRtw

·

c.

"'•

Sir

several·memt~rs have stated that this amendment deprives the right of a I~emb~~

to. move a B1Il to the effect m~ntioned ~n this0 amendment. I am rather surprised at. the argu~ent advanced by certam members to this effect. Sir, I yield
to n_one m m7 d~s1re to protect the privileges and rights of members to move
motwns or Bills In a leg~slature. But, while the amendment of Dr. Ambedkar
sayS""that the co?sent of t!he President should be obtained, it should not be
understood that 1t depriv~s.the member of any right. By way of a.n illustration,
I would say, th~t every mtiz'en has a right to walk on the,highwa-y. Any person
can walk as he likes. But, when he walks, he has to be governed by certain elementary rules, so that he may not cause obstruction. in the road or cause
accidents or death to others. If a man has to drive a motor car or a' vehicle h 0
has to obtain a license. He is guverned by certain elementary rules; if' tb~
elementary rules 3;re not followed, there will be chaos. To state that the riohts
of members have been deprived by this motion of Dr. Ambedkar is incorr~ct.
On the contrary, nowhem is it stated filiat n0 member can bring fonvard a Bill.
'l'his is a very important measure and therefore it has been stated tha.t the
President should be consulted and his recommendation takerr. This is to the
henefit. a.nd advantage of those who get t.he opinion of the President, wh'ch
would mean, the. Government of India.. They would be armed with vt;Jry great
strength behind them in moving such a. proposition.
It has been argued by my honourable friend, l\ir. Bharga.va., yesterday that
some a£ the minorprovinces which would like to cut off from the major provinces,
would ha",ve no right to do so under 'this amendment. I said· yesterday and I
repeat t{lday that if a majority does 'not wantJ a particular territory to be
divided,. it would be unfair for a minority t{l encroach upon -the rights of the
majority. I£ you want the m::tjorit'yeto be ruled over by the minority, then it is
autocracy; democracy means rule of the majority. I therefore contend that thtl
t:Vmendment that has been proposed is very salutary.-~ It does not deprive any
member of his right; OR the COntrary, l feel that when the recommendation of
the President is tak;en on an important measure like this, his case is greatly
,strengt_llened.

Sir, only one point about P<l.~dit Kunzru's am~ndment. I am really unable
to understand why a difference has been ma.de between the Sta.tles in Part I of
the First :S'chedule, that is provinces, -and the States in Part IU of the :First
Schedule. In one case it is sMted that the vieyv-s ,of the legislature should be
obtained and in the other case, i.e., the States, he has stated that the previous
consent should be obtained. View means "observations", consent means "unanimity and decision on a matter". You art? aware, :Sir, that this Constitution was
sent to various provinces and the various provinces discussed them in their legislatures and their views have been sent to this House and we have- been supplied
with copies: That is the right course. No decisio~ has been taken in any legislature: -Th'e legislatures in Bihar, Bengal, Bombay, all have discussed the matter'
and copies of the•printed proceedings have been supplied to us. But, consent
means consent of .the State. I do not a.gree with those who say tha.t consent
means the consent of the Ruler. Consent means consent 6£ the legislature of the
State. 'sta-te does not mean the Ruler. Just as the· President does not mean· himself personally, but the Government of India, if the. Ruler gives consent, -~e has
£o take the (fnnsent of the legislature of the State . . I want t?.know why m the
case of the States, it 'is stated that consent should be obtamed, and I would
Cl
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certain basis for drafting a common constitution which would cover both part.s.
Now I' do not wish to go .into the details of the reports made by the regotiating
Commiutees but if m_y honourable Friend Pandit Kunzru would refresh his mind
by going over the report of .that comillittee, he will find that here is a distinct
provision that nothing in the Negotia.ting Comm'ttee report will be understood
to permit the. Indian Union to encroach .upon the territories of the Indian States.
My submission is, if that is an understanding-I" do not mean to say a cont:r:act
or agreemenf--arrived at bE-tween t.he two- parties, at this stage WE.. would do
well in respecting that understanding. I would like to point c•Jt another th'ng,another article in· the Constitution to which I am sorry, to say my friend Mr.Kunzm
has made no reference-that is Article 212 which is a very important article,
and I should like; to' explain what exactly are the possibilities provided by the
Indian Draft Constitution with' ;egard to the Indian States. Honourable members must have seen that Article 3 provides for the-admission of the Indian States
on the basis of such Instrument of Accession as mav be executed bv the 1ndian
States in •favour· of the India1; Union. When a Stat; as such is com:ng _into the
Indian Union, its posit.ion v"is-a-vis the Central Government and vis-a-vis the provinces would and must be regulated by the terms cotained in the Instrument of
Accession but the Ins-trument of Accession is not the only method of bringing'
the lndian States into t-he Indian Constitution.
There )s another and a very
important! article in the Constitution whiph is 212. 212 provides that any Ruler of
an Indian State may--transfer the whole of his soverejgnty to the Indian Union
with respect to his particular State. When the whole of tlie sovereignty is transferred unde.r the provisions of 212, the terfitor,y o£ tha't particular ruler becomes
so to say the territory of India, with complete sovereignty vested in the Indian
Union. Power is then given under Article 212 so that thnt particular terrioory
the sovereignty over which has been fully tJ;ansferred by the ruler to the Indian
_:Pnion C."'Jl then be governed as a province of India in which case Part IJ of
the Constit.ution which defines the Constitution of the Indian provinces will
automatically apply t.O that Indian State or it may be administered as -a Centrally
Administered area; so that the President and the Central Parliam'ent will have
the fullest authority t'o devise any form of administration for that particular
territory.. Consequently my submission t.e the 1 House is that there is no ne.cessity
~if I may .use an expression-to be hysterical over this sul:)ject. If we have a
little patience I have not the least doubt a·bout it that our Minister for the Indian
States, who has done so much to reduce the chaos that existed before we started
on the makng of our Constitution, will exercise the de .facto of pa-ramountcy which
the Union Government has obtained and reduce the chaos further and bring
about an order either by inducing the Indian Stat.e.s to accept the same provisions
which we have applied to Indian States or to follow the provisions of section
212 and surrender to us complete sovereignt.y so that tlie Indian Union may be
able to deal with the Indian States in the sa;ne way in which it is -able to deal
with the provinces.
'
.For the. present I .submit. we shall be acting wisely by:respecting the agreement
which ha.; been arr~ved at by the two Negotiat.ing Committees a.nd following it up
until by further :1greement we art'l in a position to change the basis rather with
goodwill peace :::nd honour to both si:les. Sir, I oppose t-he amendment. (Cheers).
Mr. Vice~President: I shall now put Amendment No. 150, as modified
Kindly
by the amendment of Pandit H. N. Kunzru to vote. (Interruptions).
rermit me t.o conduct the proceedings in the manner I wish. it to be conducted.

The Honourable Pa.ndit Govind Ba.lla.bh Pant (Unit.ed Provinces: General):
Sir, I do not know how you are putting the ame~dment as modified by
the amendment of Pandit Kunzru to the vote of the House. I think, first
of all you miglit put the amendment proposed by Pandit Kunzru to vote,
anii then take the other amendment; to take rit up at the outset and combine
the two will not be quite in the proper order.
·
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Vice-President: Please come to the mike.

The Honourable Pandit Govind Bal!abh Pant: My ~ubrnission is this. This.
a.mendment of Pr. Ambedka':'r as modified' by the amendment of Dr. Kunzrn
is be:i:o.g put to vote, and that is exa·ctly what I wish you not to do. I tsuggest that you might be pleased to put to vote first the amendment of Dr.
· Kunzru.
If it is accepted, then you have t.o put the modified amendment
to vote.· I£ it is rejected, then you ha,ve to put the original· amendment of
To combine the two together 'Nill- be to create some
Dr. Amhedkar to vote.
confusion.
Shri H. V. Kamath: Wl1at about amendment No. 149 of Prof. K.' 1'. Shah?
-Mr. Vice-President: If the amendment ~f Dr. Ambedkar is carried . that
will automatically rule out the amendment of Prof. K. T. Shah:
That is
why;_ I am taking Dr. Ambedkar's .amendment, that being the easier course
No. 149 seeks for complete subs~itution.
'

\Ve shall then rirst of all vote on- the amendment of Pandit Klinzru. ;

The Honourable Shri Ghanshyam Singh Gupta: Sir, I should like to submit an important point. I think the Honourable Pandit Kunzru has got the
right.\ to reply.
The ord'inary rule is that one who initiates a debate ha.s the
right to reply, if it is not curtailed. The Rules of Procedure and Conduct of
•Business of this House on the legislative side, Rule 111 says the,t ......
Mr. Vice-P,resident: Does that rule apply here?

~

The Honourable Shri Ghanshyam Singh Gupta: No, beca.use we hrwe"
not got any corresponding rule, and the reasefh ie obvious:
Here we an~
dealing with a :very important matter in which the move.t of an amendment
who really brings a substantial proposition before the House may have to
sav much, after he hears the deba.te in the House.
Therefore, the very
fa;t that in a'ur Rules of Procedure there is no rule qorresponding to Rule
No. 111 shows very dearly that the mover of the amendment tD the Consti"
tution has the right to reply. And. that is but natural, because the matter
being of very ·vital importance, the. ordinary rules of debate must govern our
procedure also.
That,is my submissim1. '
·
Shri R. · K. Sidhwa:- Sir, I feel that the Honourable l'andit Kunzru has
no rig11l; of reply in qonnection with his amendme11t. 1\tly reason is that
the rule which has· been pointed out by my friend S!Jri Ghanshyam Singh
~Gupta says that_ the mover of an amendme11t has no right of reply.
He
argues that in our As.sembly there is no rule, and so wp. have to say that tlfe
mover has the right to ,reply. On the contrary, I ha Vf: not heard in ~ny
important legislature or assembly such a right given. \Vhen there is no rule
for this Assembly, then the rules of the Constituent Assembly• (Legislative)
should prevail, that being the highest body in our country for legislative purposes. We in this Assembly have no rules to this E·fi'ect. Therefore, . iihe
second-highest, i.e., the Legislative Assembly· rules
should preva.il. I feel
that this is a very important _matter. We must be governed by certain ·rules.
I have not heard of any important legislature or other bpdy or even loc::tl
bodies ,:vhere the mover of an ·arpendment has ·been given the right to reply.
I submit, therefore~ that the contention and the argument advanced by Mr. Gupta,
do not hold wa.ter, for the simple reason that we ,are governed by another
,
and a parallel body which says the mover has no right of reply.
The Honourable Shri PUitusb.ottam Das Tandon (United Provinces:
General): Sir; my friend Mr. Sidhwa has been too bold. He has ·touched a.
subject of which, you will permit me to say, he has not full knowledge. He
has said he does not know or any impol'tant legislature which· gives . the
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I.

Mr. Vice-President: They do not arise. They have been practically
jected on account of the acs_eptance of Dr. Ambedkar's amendment .

..

re-

-

Prof. Shibban Lal Saksena: But they should have been allowed to be moved.
~

.

Mr.~ Vice-President: Why did you not point ·this out at the proper time?
Prof. Shibban Lal Saksena: It may be kept in view· in future.
Mr. Vice-President:

Th~t

point will be kept in miitJ.

Shri Brajeshwar Prasad: The Article is designed to serve"" the following
three purposes:
(a). To wipe out the existence of any Province or St-ate_;
(bl To strengthen the-hands of Sardar Patel;
(c) To create new provinces.
The Article is silent on two fundamental' points: viz., (i) the constitutiontal
powers of the new States fcrmed under the provision;; of this 4-rticle.
t
bas been left to the majority party in the future Parliament of India to determine by the most convenient process of simple majority w~ether . the- new
tltate thus formed will be placed in Part I, II, or III of the F:rst Schedule.
(2) the c~nditions under whicn the Parliament can £unction under· the provisions of this Article.
The Parliament has the legt,.l power to unite or
~reak up States without any rhyme or' reason. Its hands have not
been
fettered by any conditions under the provisions of this ~rticle.
Let me illustrate my point.
If the majority party ih power at the Centre· . ,,
takes into its head to wipe out the Province o£ Bihar it c.an easily do so in
either of the following two ways open to it under the provisions o£ this A"rlicle; ·
namely:
1. Bihar can h ' d.ivided intO parts and the whole territory placed und~F
the direct jurisdiction and administration of the Government of
India. The plain meaning of ~he Article is that the Government of
India has got the wide powe1· cA placing a State, put in either Part
I or Part III, in Part II of the_ First_ Schedule.
·
2. Bihar can be merged with Orissa and the new state thus created can'
be brought entirely under the direct governance of the central power ..
The Government oi India must- have the power to 1ake over the administration of a State int.o its own hand, if. it, does not govun we.U or in accord'
with the spirit of the constitution. Bimilarly it must have the authority to·
punish a .recalcitrant state which under the stress of centrifugal forces tends.
to drift away from the Centre.
'
As stated above the second purpose for which the Article has been incorp6rated is to strengthen the hands of Sardar Patel. The constitutionali
position of the Native_ States is still in the melting po.t .......... , .

. Pandit Hirday Nath Kunzru': Indian States and not Native States.
1
Shri Brajeshwar Prasad: It would be far better to call them Native States:.
than Indian States.
The na.tive states have always been the wea.kest link
in the chain of Indian Natimalism. Special care and att~ntion must be·
bestowed in tackliing these problems. The present craze for constituent •
assemblies in the native stat-es must be checked. State armies must bC>
wiped out. 'l1he native states ·must be brought under the direction, supervi-.
It
sion and control of the Ministry of Statct?. and the Government of India.
will be· desirable to place them in Part II of the First :Schedule. The line ot
least desistance was adopted in amalgamating a large number of . states intO'
unions. The formation of these unions will encourage :fissiparous tendencies ..
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,It lies within the power of Sardar Patel to bring all these territories under the
direct govemment of- the central authority. To obviate the danger of c.ny
misconception in the minds of the state people that we are tending towards
- .absolutism and .despotism I suggest the appointment of a Deputy- Minister· of
States from the ranks of those who are representing Lhe states people in this
1
Constituent Assembly,
The third purpose for whi&h this Article has been conceived is to make
some room for these who an;) the great champions of Linguistic ·Provinces.
I am opposed to this Article to the extent "it tends to serve this purpose.
A great fuss ·is being made that it is undemocratic t-o oppose the cherished
ambitions, hopes. and aspirations of a considerable section of the community.
~ut a thing must be intrinsically sound to carry weight.
No standard of
sound democracy can justify the great ·wrong that has been done to this
-country "by the tragic partition of August 15,.1947 ............. :. ·
Mr. Vice-President: This has nothing to do ~vith the Article under consideration.
The Honourable Member is getting into stride and five minut~s
have already gone.
Shri Brajeshwar Prasad: Sir, 1 said at the beginning that I wanted ten
minutes and I- have taken onhi five minutes so far. I am howev~r entiirely
111 your hands. ·•
"
.
Mr. Vice-President: I am equally in your hands.
Shrt Brajeshwar Prasad: Nationalism is more dear to me than Detnoerac:f.
lt is a very poor conception of democracy to say that it is \rery necessary tc
secure approval and obtain consent at all le-.,els of ~drninistration. Such a
1
• notion will only lead to utter chaos and anarchy............
·
1
Srijut Rohini Kumar Chaudhari (A~ sam: General) : ·On a point of · onler ,·
Sir, I do not know und~r what provision you have allfJWed this sort of speech
being made after the amendments have been carried in the House. I have
seen no precedent where an amended resolution or amended provision of a Bill
.can be allowed .to come up before the Ho\).se and discussion allowed. If
everybody her€ is allowed t9 write t criticism of the debatl:'~ on this clause• and
inflict tha.t speech on the House there will be no end to it. · There is no proce·dure which allows a. speech like this after the amendments h~ve been carried
-out.
·

Mr. Vice-President: I may point out that there is a preceded for it when
,Mr. Kamath spoke at the end of the .second Article and there was no objection at that time from any quarter.
.
Shrl Bra.jeshwar Prasad: The essence of demooracy is that people must
:aspire. after higher goals of political life. Any demand of the people which
.does not fulfil this essential pre-requisite is not democmtic:
Mr. Vice-Presi.dent: This is wasting the ·time of the Hovse.

-

'

Thro question is :
·"That ~Article 3, as amended, form part of the Constitution."

· Sardar Hukam Singh (East Punjab: Sikh): The Article cannot be put to
'the House unless. those amendments that have been held over are decide(i tipon.

Mr. vic~President: They have been left, as they are not in orde1• after
ihe acceptance by the House of the amendment of Dr. Ambedkar.
Shr] Ralj Bahadur (United State of Matsya): Sir, I invite your attention to
-the fact that the Honourable Member Mr. Brajeshwar Prasad has used ~he
,., wo1Js "Native State" in respect of the Indian States. I serio\].sly object to
-;f,J;w use of the ·word "Native" and would request,..you to rule out such words.
I.

\
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An Honourable Member: They should be expunged from the proceedings .
.Mr. Vice-President: That question does not arise.
Th,e question is:
"That Article 3, as amended, :form part of tte Constitution."

The' motion
• I

~as

adopted.

Article 4"

Shri :M. Ana.nthasayana.m Ayya.ngar: Sir, may I suggest a point of procedure
just to avoid unnecessary waste of' time. You have called out article No. 4
and ;you have asked Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad to move his amendment. All
mmnbers who wish to take part'in the discussion may be allowed to speak on
the .article also along with the amenuments, so that ther!l, need not be a repetition once again when you put the article as a whole. If all the amendment·s
are exhausted there may not be any speeches again. It is open to you and
, there is nothing to prevent you from giving such a ruling as this.
Mr. Vice-Pa'esident: I accept your suggestion.
Mr. Naz1ruddin Ahmad (Bengal:' Muslim): Sir, I beg to move:
"That the· words 'of this Constitution' be deleted in clause \1) of article 4 and through Jut
the Draft Constitution wherever the said words occur in the same context; and a new
definition (bb) be inserted in clause (1) of article 303 :'(bb) "article" means a~ticle of this Constitution'."

....-

h' the ordinary legislation of this country whenev~r we refer to a section
w.c never repeat the word "section'' of this Act. So J~r as this Constitution
is concerned we have used the word 'articl€.' instead of 'section', and the
wording of the Act is due to the fact that it is implied under the General
Clauses Act. I submit that we should apply 'a similar device in this Constituti(;n by the adoption of a new definition (bb). I havB suggested in the amendment that the words are absolutely unnecel;lsary. Whenever we refer to au
artic·le it is obvious that an article of this Constitution is always meant. I
would point out respectfully that in this draft Constitution, in many places,' the
Article number has been given without ehe addition of the words 'of ti1i;;
Coi1stitution'. Even in this very Article in one place we have. these words 'of'
this Constitution_' and in another .,lace, these words are not there. We ma,v
uniformly O:qJ.it these words in all places.

Mr. V[ce-President: The Honourable Member mav move all his amendments
to Article 4, one after the other, U,P to amendmB~t No. 181 on the Order
Paper. and be as brief as possible. j
'·

,..

Mr. Nazliruddin Ahmad: I shall be brief, Sir. -But it must be noted that
this amendment of mine will dispo~e of no less than 68 amendments: With
reference ,to the Schedule we have omitted the repetition of the words 'of this
Constitution'. Wheneyer you refer to the Schedule you refer to the Seheduic
~umber and do not say, such and such Schedule 'of this Constitution'. This
is because of a special definition which has beBn provided in the draft Constitution itself. I draw the attention of the Hpuse to Article 303, clause (1), item
(v): ' "Schedule" means a Schedule to this Constitution'. This is a very
necessary provision. On this analogy, 'Article' should also mean an Article
of this Constitution. I submit that the amendment I have s~ggested is sirnilar
, to item (v) of 303 (1).
·
'
Now I shall move the other amendments, 178 to 181.
I mcve:
. "That i!l ciause (1) of Article-4, for the words 'article 2 or article 3', the words and
figurea '~iiCle 2 or 3' be substituted.."

'
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I submit that the word 'article' need not be ~epeated as it is done in clause
·(I) and, in fact in many places in this Draft Constitution ..
Then I move: .

•

"That in clause (1) of article 4, for the words and figures 'article 2
word and figure 'article 3' be ·substituted."

01·

artiCle 3',

the

I ·move next:
"That in clause (1) of article 4, for the .words 'shal!· contain such provisions !or', the
words 'shall also provide for' be substituted."
r

This is a very simple amendment.
I now move my last amendment to this article :
• "That in .clause (2) of_ article 4, for the words 'for the purposes of', the
the meaning of' be substituted," _

wor~s 'within

This is only a v~rbal amendment.
Mr. Vice-PreSident: The subsequent amendments may now be· moved- one·
after the. other. Amendment No. 182 in the name of Prof. Shibbanlal Saksena
is the next in orde~. Though it is for the' deletion· of clause (2) and hence
eannr)f be allowed, I would give him a'1 opportunity to speak on this Article.
Discussion will henceforth be on the concerned Articl~ as a whole.
Prof. Shibban Lal Saksena: I am not moving 182 for the omission· of
cla<.1se (2). _,...
'·
Mahboob Ali Ba.ig Sahib Bahadur (Madras: Muslim): :Sir, I move amenu~
ment No. 184:
"That in clause (2) of article 4, for the words 'for the purf>oses of article 304 ', the
words 'under article 304' be substituted."

The retention of the existing words will lead to some sort of complication ..
Therefore we should substitute the words 'under, article 304.
Shri H. V. Kamath: Mr. Vice-President, by your leave, I shall make a
very brief observation on amendment No. 177 of my Honourable friend Mr.
N.aziruddin Ahmad. Before you call upon Dr. Ambedkar to reply, may I
request him! in case he holds that amendment No. 117 should be rejected,
to give us some reasons for his opposition and uot merely repeat the trite
formula 'I oppose this amendment'? Because, apart from the arguments
a<ivanced by my friend the mover of the amendment and the 'instances quoted
by him,· I have gone through the constitutions of the Commonwealth of
Australia, the Union of South Africa, the Swiss Confederation and the 'German
Heich whieh have all been supplied to us in a booklet of the Assembly Secret~riat, called Constitutional Precedents-Second Series. I have gone through
Ghcm ail very closely and I find that this sort of repetition of the phr,ase "of
this Constitution'' does not find a place in any one of them.
After all, to my mind, brevity is the soul or essence of a Constitution, and
we should try· to avoid overburdening the Constitution ·with, redundant and
unnec'Bssary words or phrases or expresiiicins. I find in our draft Constitution
this expression 'of _this Constitution' repes\'e.! ad nauseam. I think the amendment is. a ~easonable and harmLess C..J.e. We should pay some attention to
the language of the articles of ·t.he Constitution. - In c?nclu$ion I repeat my
.request to Dr. Am bedkar not to merely repeat the formula 'I oppose', but give
reasons as to wh~ he does S?·
Shri Rohini Kumar Ohaudha.ri: I have come to the rostrum to honour my
friend Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad by opposing· this amendment. (Laughter). I
regret that he has wasteu some o; our time and :r curse myself that I cannot resist
the temptation to oppose him and waste some time. of the House also by doing
so. I would be ~ailing in my duty it I ~o not record here the appreciation

.
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Mr. Vi,ce-President: The- question is:
"Tiiat in clause (1} of article 4, for the words 'shall contain such provisions for', thl'
words 'shall also provide for' be substituted."
~ The motion wa~ negatived .
.Mr. Vi,ce-President: The question is:

"That in clause (2} of article 4, for the words •for the purposes of', the words 'within
the meaning of' be substituted."
_

The motion wa,s negatived. _
Mr. V~ce-President: The question is:

1
"That in clause (2} of article 4, for the words 'for the pnrpoRes of article 304', th&
words 'under article 304' be- substituted."

The motion ~as negatived.
Mr. Vice-President: The question is:

"That clause (1}' of Article 4 stand part of the Constitution."

·

•

The motion was adopted.
Mr. Vi,ce-President: The question is:

"That clause (2) of• Article 4 stand part of the

-

Const~tution."

The motion was adopted.
Mr. Vice-PreSident: That finishes Article 4. The next few amendments,
No. 185 and the following are concerned with the national flag, national
language, script and so on. I understand that there is an attempt made to
arrive at some sort of understanding and I think that it would be to the
interest of the House and it will .Save tlie time of the House, if we postpone
their consideration for the present and pass on immediately to Part IV.
Seth Govind Das (C. P, & Berar: General): Mr. Vice-President, Sir, before
you proceed to take up Part IV, I want to bring it to your notice that these
new clauses· deal with the national flag, the national language, script and
the name of the country and so on. I have no·objection if they are held OVel
for future, but at the same- time, I want your ruling on one point and that
is that whenever these questions are taken up in future, suppose when the
question of the language of parliament comes in Article 99, then we should be
allowed to raise the question of national language, national script and other
- matters also which are included in the various amendments which are not being
moved now. , Let it not be ruled out at that time because Article 99 deals
only with the language of the parliament and similar things these amendments
cannot be moved then. Therefore, Sir, I want this to go on the record as a
ruling that in future these questions can be raised and if certain things are
decided by the House, then those articles may be inserted in the Constitution
wherever it is thought proper to be inserted. (Interruption).
The RonoUl'able Shri K. Santhanam (Madra!): General):· Mr. Vice-Presi:1ent, Sir, on a point of procedure, I submit, it ·is for the Chair to regulate
what sections will be taken and in what order. Therefore, :t do not think ther~
shouid 'be any de.pate on your ruling· that Part IV should be taken up first.
H is not for any honourable member j;o choose and say where and when au
1rticle is to be put in. However, you have asked that Part IV be taken UJl
now and therefore, I suggest we ought to proceed with the articles of that
part, without considering any other interpolation.
Mr. Vi,ce-President: I am an unworthy occupier orthis chair and I do not
think that anybody here need have any apprehension about these amendments
being ruled out. We are here so far as I understand it to•arrive at a common
Ullderstandjng and to pass a Constitution that will be t-o the benefit of UR
all. Here every· opportunity, I think, should be given to every Member
'the House to place llis pQint of view before the rest of the members and I can
assure Seth Govind Das that if I am here, I shall see that no injusti~e. iR
done to any one.
·

of
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Shri n:amodar Swarup Seth (United Provinces: General): I wish to' move
amendment No: 187 which has nothing to do with 'the language controversy
going on. My amendment reads like this. (The Honourable Member began
to read his amendment).
·
Mr. Vice-President: I rule your amendment is inappropriate here. We pass
on to Part IV.·
._.
Shri R. K, Sidhwa: Before .you proceed to Part IV, I have got to offer m~
personal explanation_. The Honourable Shri 'Plitushottam Das Tandoh levelled
a charg~ ~gainst ~e when I mentioned that no important legisJatureJhas gotJ
a rule g1vmg the nght of reply •to the mover of an. amendment.' I nave got·
a ruling from the Bombay Provincial Legislative Assembly which · reads : ·
"That mover of a motion, but not the m~ver of an amendment ••• , "[Interruption].
Mr. Vice-President: We are not concern~d :with that just now. and I must
ask the honourable member to
sit down.
.
/
.·
.

Now, we go on to Part IV. I rule "am.~~dments 83i and 832 out of order .
. . The first part of amendment No. 833, I rule out of order. ;Mr. ;Mahboob ,Ali
Baig, if y~m like, you may move the second part.
~

Shri M. Anantha.sayanam Ayyangar: Sir, I think this amendment is not
in its proper place. This amendment reads: "or alternatively. That the following proviso be added to ArtiCle 35:----Btc."
This should come in after
amendment' No. -835.
Mr. Viice-President: You can bring in. your objection later on.
Mahboob Ali Baig Sahib Bahadur: Sir, I will move this after amend~
ment No. 835. May~ be allowed to speak generally on Part IV, Sir?
Mr. Vice-President: 'No; you can speak only with reference to this parti-.
cular amendment.
·
Shri Lokanath Misra.: A{r. Vice-President, Sir,. we are not prepared to~
discuss part IV. From Part I to Part IV this is a big jump. We came prepared only for the discussion of Parts II and III. I think we should be given
time and the discussion should be ·adjourned .

•

Shrli M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar: Sir, Part IV consists of Directive
Principles. There are not very many amendments to this Part. Part II relates
,to Citizenship and Part III relates to Fundamental Rights which are of a
.justiciable nature. A number of amendments have""been tabled tb these two
Parts. To bring about agreement as to which amendments have to be moved
and which need not be moved, takes some time. So far as Part IV is con'l-erned; it' does not take much time. They are only Directive Principles; they
l!ave been already· considered and we have spent long hours over t.hem when
we discussed these principles. In these circumstances, I feel nobody need
complain of war;_t of notice so far as Part IV is concerm,d.
Mr. Vice-President: Did you get the lists of amendments?
.'
Honourable Members: Yes.

.

Shri Amdyo Xumar Ghosh (Bihar: General): Sir, the general practice is
. that discussion proce'eds seriatim but instead we ~-re now jumping from Part I
to Part IV. We have several amendments to Parts II and III. We are prepared to move them but we are not prepared with the amendments to Part
IV. We are taken •aback and that is our difficulty. We have several amendments to Part IV.
'•

Mr. Vice-President: You will agree that we should. expedite the business of

thA House.·
Shri Amiyo Xumar Ghosh: But there is a method, Sir.
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:Mr, Vice-President : You will also agree that it is in the interests of the
iHouse that before we come here those who have sent in amendments have an
~opportunity
discussing them with the' ~embers. o~ t~e Drafting Co~mittee
. and arriving at some kind of understandmg. Th1s IS m the larger mterests
'"vf the House and with the idea of saving the time of the House. These are
the factors which have induced me to give further time for the consideration
. of Parts II and III. I believe, on the whole, I have the support of the
_House.

of

·Sitri Amiyo Kumar Ghosh: ).VI;ay I request you,_ .Sir, t;o adjourn the House
_now and again sit after the recess. It is about twelve o'clock; we may sit
.again at three o'clock.

Mr. Vice-President_: I shaH consider that.
Kazi Syed Karimuddin (C. P. & Berar: Muslim): Sir, that we are going to
.,discuss Part IV should have been intimated to the members •yesterday. We
.·have not even brought the amendments to be moved to Part IV. We are
:taken unawares. It is very difficult for us to move , the amendments,
:because we ,are not prepared with the amendments. It would be unfair for
·those of us who are not ready, Sir.
Shrl! M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar: Sir, it is strange that Mr. Karimuddin
,should have raised a complaint like this. Every member is generally ready with
.his amendmen.ts.
B. Pocker Sahib Bahadur (Madras: Muslim): Sir, i.t is very unfair on
-the part of J.\{r. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar to say that each and every member
, should be ready with his amendments to any of the 300 or 400 Articles o£ this
·Constitution. It is impossible for anybody to be so, Sir. I submit, Sir, it
·is unfair to pass over these important Parts and go to a Part which many of
UR did not expect at all would be taken up.
It is only proper 'that we go in
-order, or this House should be adjourned till such time as is convenient .
. (I nterrupti_ons).
·
Shri Lokanath Misra: Sir, so much is haJ>pening behind the scenes that we
·are not only puzzled, we cannot even run the race. This is unworthy -of us.
·On bended knees, I would ask you to save us from such situations and help
UR ,to undertake our task with regularity and proper direction.
If such things
care to happen and things go on behind us, kindly ask us to get out and then
let thing:-; go on as they like. I would but request you, Sir, to give us time to
prepare and think about these amendments. We should be in a po<>ition to
; do justice to our const,ituents, to the great goal and to ourselves and to this
.august House.
Shrd Mahavir Tyagi (United Provinces: General): Sir, may I request the
-party leaders and the Whips of. the majority party to be considerate and' take
. a charitable view? I understand that it is rather unfortunate and unfair that
-.for the failure 'of the Congress Party to decide iss~es among themselves, they
-.should force the whole House to accommodate them in this manner. I feel
-that either the House should be adjourned or some such business be taken up
·as the members are prepared to discuss.

Mr. :~lice-PreSident: If the majority of members ar.e ~mable .to proceed with
-the busmess of the House, I am fully prepared to adJourn the House now.
·we may meet tomorrow at Ten of the Clock.
..

Ronour&ble Members: Yes.
·Mr. Vice-President: The House stands adjourned till 10 a.m. tomorrow.
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B. }»ocker Sahib Bahadu.r: ;May I know, Sir, what Part will be
~.
· ·
dered?

Mr. Vice-President: We· shall· deal with Part lV first tomorrow. If
is time,

w_~ ~ill

proceed further.

'

. The Assembly then adjourned till Ten of the Clock on Friday, the
November 1948.

-.
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CONSTITUENT ASSE¥BLY OF INDIA
F1·ida.y, the 19th November. 1948

The Constituent Assembly of India met in the Constitution Hall, New
Delhi, at Ten of the Clock Mr. Vice-President (Dr. H. C. ;Mookherjee) in the
Chair.
DRAFT CONSTITUTION- (cord d.)
Article 28
Mr. Vice-President (Dr. H. C. Mookherjee): Shall we resume discussion o£
Part IV? If I remember aright, amendment numbers 831, 832 and 833 were
di!lposed of yesterday. We start with amendment ;N:o. 834.
Shri Brajeshwa.r Prasad. (Bihar: General): Sir, before we go clause by
clause, I would suggest that the House may be given an opportunity to discuss
the general provisions of State Policy.
Mr. VIce-President: I am afraid it cannot be done.
(Amendment.numbers 834, 835 and 83tl were not moved.)
Xazi Syed Karimuddin (C.P. & Berar: Muslim}: Mr. Vice-Pre!lident, Sir,
the amendment which I am moving is:
..
"That in the heading under Part IV the word 'Directive' be deleted."

Sir, it would have been much better if the amendment of ;Mr. Kamath could
be taken up along with the amendment that I have moved. The provisions of
Directive Principles which have been embodied in Part IV are very important
· &il they relate to uniform civil code and to economic pattern and very many
Fundamental matters.
Directive Principles mean that they will not
be binding on the State; in any case, • they would not be enforceab~e
in a court of law. My~ submission is that, if this Constitution is not laying down
these principles for. being enforced in a court of law, or if they are not binding
on the State, they are meaningless. I would like to draw the attention of the
Honourable Members to what Dr. Ambedkar has said in his own book, that
these principles shoUld be embodied in the Constitution as Fundamental Rights
and that a scheme embodying these principles should be brought into operation
within ten years. I find, .Sir, in Article 31 the economic pattern of the country
has been based on very vague generalisahions. It is very necessary that the
word 'Directive' should be deleted, and as M;r. Kamath has suggested, they
allould be made Fundamental Principles of State Policy. Therefore, my submission is that the word 'Directive' is unnecessary and meaningless. The pro·dsions under this Chapter become only platitudes or pious wishes and it has
been nry rightly stated by Dr. Ambedkar that they are more or less only Instrumen1 of Instructions. If they are really an Instrument of In~tructions, why
ahould they find a place in the Fundamental Principles to be embodied in the
Constitution, I do not understand. Dr. Ambedkar has further said in. his
!!peech that we do no\ want to lay down certain principles b~cause it would be
open to the coming generations to have their own_ pattern-I do not want· to
read t~e whole s~eech .. It is on~y stated. in Ar~icle_ 31 .that there will be improvt-.
ment m economic, social and other thmgs. Wlia• Is the use of laying down
generalisations as has beeh sta~d in Article 31? Therefore, I submit, jf. is
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no use· treating these principles aa Directive; suoh a course ·will not prove
to be to the goof of the people and to the State. It is very nooessaey that all
lhese principles shopld b.e !Jl¥e llli,\Pd~tory in o!der that a scheme embodying
f!h~ prinoiples could be brought into opetati6n within ten years.
Sir, I move my amendment, and, readipg my amend.znent with ~r. Kamath's
amendment, it should be "Fundamental Rights".
·•
Shri 14. Ananthas&yana.m Ayyangar: ~adras: General): Sir, if my friend:
;Mr. Karimuddin follows ;M:r. Kamath, as J\1:r. Kamath has withdrawn his
al'nendment ............... _.'. ,,
Shri H. V. Kamath (C. P. & Berar: General): I have not yet withdrawn
my amendment, Sir.
Sb.ri M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar: He is not moving, I think. The point
is this. It is not as if Mr. Karimuddin does not want this Chapter. HP. only
wants the word 'Directive' .................
Kazi Syed Karimuddin: I want the Chapter; only, I want the word "Directive" to be deleted from the heading.
Shri M:· Ananthasayanam Ayyangar: He does not want the Chapter to be
deleted.
Shri H. V. Kamath: On a point of order, Sir, did we not agree yesterday
1hat all the amendments to an article will be moved first, and then the articl~
will b9 taken up for discussion?
Mr. Vice-President: Mr. Kamath is correct. I arri. sorry that this matter
escaped my attention altogether. Discussion will be taken up later on.
The next amendment stands in the name of Jrrr. Kamatb, No. 838.
Are you moving amendment No. 838?
Shri H. V. Kamath: !\{r. Vice-President, I move:
"That in the heading under Part I.V' for the word 'Directive', the word 'Fundamental•
be substituted."

Sir, while moving this amendment· for the consideration of my Honourable
friend Dr. Ambedkar and of the House, I would like to advance only two
reasons for the same. Firstly, we b'ave been told that Parts III and IV of the
Draft Constitution embody certain rights, Part III being justiciable rights and
P_art IV being non-justiciable rights. But both· are looked upon or regarded
as rights which are fundamental. I derive support from the report of the
Honourable Sardar )?atel. I am reading from the reports of the Committees
.S.econd Series, from July to August, 1947. Copies of this booklet were supplied
to all the Members of the House in March of this year. I am reading from
the Honourabl~ Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel's Report which was presented to the
Assembly on the 30th August 1947. There he says-and it is addressed to the
President of the Constituent Assembly-in para. 2:
"We have come to the

conclusion_.'~

'We' means the Advisory Committee on the subject of Fundamental· Rights.
''We have come to the conclusion that in addition to these Fundament.al Rights, t:te
Constitution should include certain directives of state policy which though not cognizuble
in any court of law, should b& regarded as fundamental ir: the governance of the country."

And on page 48 -~f this booklet which contains the report of the committee
of which the Honourable Sard<tr Patel was the Chairman, they have given the
~itle to these very rights which are now embodied in Part IV~.. 'Fundamental
J'rinciples of Governance" .•I should like to know from Dr. Ambedkar and the
gentlemen of the Drafting Committee, why they have made a departure from
the title given by .Sardar Patel to these rights. That Committee gave the title
of 'Fund.awental Principles of Governance', but here the Drafting Committee
have changed the title to 'Directive Principles of State· I'_olicy', 'l'll.ere is some~
r

force in ~yed Karimuddin's argumenb that bot'h. ··'these ar~ fundamental~
justiciable and the non-justiciable rights; . a~ 1ln ·req_uestmg ~e ~oose tD
eottsider iny amendment l would only fNii.Y iihis m conclus10n, that if thlS amend>men't is throWn out, you will be throwing euto not my amendment, but the re·
commendation of Sardar Ya.Habhbhai Patel.
Kr. Vice-President: Amendment No. 889-not moved. Is amendment No,.
840 going to be moved?
Sbri l\1. Ananthasayana.m Ayyangar: .No. 840 is the same as ~o. 838.
l\11'. Vice President: Then, it'seems to me that the amendments considere<i
so far 'deal with the heading of this chapter. M:embers who wish to speak ont
this may please do so now.
Shri M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar: Sir, the object of differentiating certain
rights as justiciable and non-justicia_ble right~ is well-known. Those here are
non-justiciable rights as has been laid do~n m paragraph 29. They shall noii
be enforceable in a court of law. Mr. Kanmuddm wants that these also should
be justiciable rights. I do not know if Mr. Karimuddin is a lawyer. But, lelt
him consider one or two suggestions. In Article 26 it is said that the State
should within a period of ten years introduce free compulsory education. Take
this as an instance. Let us assume that the State does not do so, then can
any court of law enforce it? Against whom? In case a decree is gr-a.nted by
a court of law, who will carry it out? I£ the Government does not carry it out,
can the High Court or the Supreme Court enforce it? Is it open to the Suprem~
Court to change such a government? With its atJ.thority, can it by an officer:
d tlie Court, an Amin or a Sheriff, imprison all the Ministers, and bring intG•
existence a new set of ministers? In the nature of things, these are only
directives and cannot be justiciable rights at all. So there is no purpose m
removing the word directive. These are principles which the Government must
keep in mind, whatever goven1ment may be in power, and they must be carried
out. We have incorporated them in the Constitution itself because we attacb
importance to them. But to classify them as Fundamental Rights as ~
Part ill would be to take away the difference between the one set and the other,
and making all the rights justiciable, whJch, in the nature of things, is im~
possible. There is no use being carried away by sentiments. We must he
practical. We c.annot go on introducing various provisions here which any
Government, if it is indifferent to public opinion, can ignore. It is not a couri
that can enforce these provisions or rights. It is the public opinion and· the
strength of public opinion that is behind a demand that can enforce these pro~
visions .. Once in four years elections will take place, and thtm it is open to the·
electorate not to send the very same persons who are indifferent to publicopinion. That is the real sanction, and not the sanction of any court of law.
Therefore, this amendment is mis-conceived, and I would request the House·
not to accept it.
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad (West Bengal: Muslim): .Sir, I support the amende
ment to dr?p t?e ":ord "d.irective". It is not only the heading but the entire
chapter whiCh IS misconceived. Only the other dav Dr. Ambedkar enunciated
a very .important principl: by way of reJ?ly to Pro~. Shah's amendment (No. 981
by whwh he wanted to mtroduce certam words mLo the Constitution to which
Dr. Ambedkar said that pious expressions are not proper thinas to be embodied
in !1. Cons~itu.tion. He s_a~d, "the Constitution is a mere r:echanism and UG·
po.htwal pr~~mp~e.s or po.hm.es need or s?~uld be incorporated in it.'' He fm the~
said that pohtical prme1ples or pohc1es should be dictated by the people
themselves through their votes and posterity should never be f~ttered by an
annonncement '.of policy .or principle.'.' These .are important words comingfrom such a high authonty. I submit these p1ous principles should not be
enunciated unless there is the backing of the law: and they are also made;
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jU£ticiable. Dr. Am,bedkar further said that to introduce pious expressions
would be "taking away from the people their right to vote" and these things
would be "superfluous". I submit that if you introduce pious principles without
making them justiciable, it will be something like resolutions made on ;New
:Year's day which are broken on the 2nd of January. I submit that these
pious wishes are so obvious that they need not be enunciated at all. If you
11tate them you might also say that people should get up from their bed earl:r
.and be kind to their neighbours, and so fm!th. Sir, I submit these are not
proper things to be embodied in the Constitution and the amendment oi Syed
Karimuddin should be accepted.
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay: (}eneral): Sir, I am sorry I
c.e.nnot accept either of the two amendments. M;r. Kamath 's amendment if:j
really incorporated in the phraseology as it now stands; the word "Funda~
mental" occurs, as Mr. Kamath will find, in the very first Article of this part,
Therefore his object that these principles should be treated as fundamental is
already achieved by the wording of ·this Article.
With regard to the word "directive" I think it is necessary and important
i;hat the word should be retained because it is to be understood that in enacting
~his part o£ the constitution the Constituent Assembly, as I said, is giving
,()erlain directions to the future legislature and the future executive to show in
,what manner they are to e:rercise the legislative and the executive power which
·they will have. I£ the word "directive" is omitted I am afraid the intention~d the Constituent Assembly in enacting this part will fail in its purpose .
.:Surely, as some have said, it is not the intention to introduce in this part these
.principles as mere pious declarations. It is the intention of this Assembly that
in future both the legi~<lature and the executive should not merely pay lip
-service to these principles enacted in this part, but that they should be made
- -the basis of all executive and legislative action .that may ·be taken hereafter in
the matter of the governance of the country. I therefore submit that· both
-the words "fundamental" and "directive" are necessary and should be retained .

•

·xr. Vice-President: The question is:
"''That in the heading under Part IV, the word 'Directive' be deleted."

The motion was negatived.
·shri H. V. Kamath: Sir, I beg leave of the House to withdraw my amend~eni;.

The amendment was, by 1eave of the Assembly, withdrawn.
Mr. Vice-President: We shall now take up amendment N:os. 841 to 84CS.
"The movers will kindly 010ve · ~he01 one after another and then there will be
·• discussion._
:Amendment ;N:o. 841 is a negative one and therefore it is ruled ou\ of order.
Since the ~ember concerned is noi; here, Amendment ,No. 842 faUs i;hrough.
Amendment Nos. 843 00. 846-A{r. Naziruddin Ahmad.
Mr. Na.ziruddin Ahmad: l-shall be moving Nos. 8~3, 844 and 846. I shalt
11ot be moving ;N:o. ~45,
..
·Sir, l mon:_•
"That in article 28, the words 'unlel!!l the context; otherwise requires' be omitted."·
in article 28, for the word 'requires', the word. 'indicates' be substituted.·~
"That in article 28, for the words 'the State', the word 'St&te' be substituted."

~·Th&t

With regard
~he co~te~t

to

my first amendmeriti .for the deletion of the words .''unl~
su~p.~ii .this. _There are ~nly a

oi4erw:ise requi,res'!, I _l,eg only .t9

DltAF'r CONSTITUTION

lew articles in this part. This article attempts to define "t?e State" fi? mean
States in part III of the Constitution. I submit that the~e IS he~e n.~ ~tfficulty
or any confusion. I£ we say "unless the cont~xt oth~rwise requ:res It would
indicate that the meaning that has been defimtely gmm by a:t1cle 28 to the
expression "the State" is subject to fluctuation in accordance With the .context,
that is in accordance with the individual approach of each man. This would
create an uncertainty and !1 very needless uncertainty in the context:
I would submit that the word should be precisely defined.
In ia.~t
the word "State" has been defined in so many places
to mean
bO many things that there has already been a ~ufficient ~mount of confusion
in the understandincr o£ the word "State" and the introductiOn of these words--..
"unless the context" otherwise requires" would introduce further complications\
I therefore submit that these words should be removed and, if neeessary,
doubts in any particular context should be met by a proper change in draftsmanship.
~
The second amendment is merely verbal, and I want to change the word
'requires' into the word 'indicates'. I do not wish to say anything further
in this connection.
. Wi~h regard to the third amendment, t.hat for the words "the State" the
word "State" be substituted, I have to submit that the word 'State' is the
proper word in the context. If we define the e\:pression as ''the Sta~e ·~ it
will lead to difficulties in the clauses in which this expression occurs. I shouldsubmit that the word "State" should be more appropriate ahd I shall attempt
to show why.
The-~ Australian precedent which has been cited in another ·connection by
the Honourable Dr. Ambedkar, I think, should better be disearded. Thereason why I submit this amendment is this: That in the context the exprussion
"the State" appears in articles 29 to 40. In those contexts the words "the
State" are inappropriate. It should be remembered that the words "the State"
are attempted to be defined as "State" within the meaning of Part III of theConstitution. It is enough for me to point out that there are more States than
one included in Part III of the Constitutidh. Therefore the words "the, State'':
in the following art:cles-29 to 40-would be inappropria-te. I£ there . is on~
individual State which we want to indicate, the words "the .State" would be
proper in the context. But we have in mind not one State or "the State"
but several States in the diffe.rent contexts. So I have suggested the expression "State". It is for this reason that I want to remove the word "the"·
which to my mind is absolutely unnecessary. It is a grammatical article which·
need have no place in the definition itself. I£ we tie down the definition to the·
word "the" the words, become inseparable and therefore a forced use of this.
expression in the succeeding -artieles becomes absolutely compulsory. Therefore, this will need careful consideration.
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Sir. I op:Pose the amendments·
o£ my friend, Mr. Naziruddin Ahmaa.
The words "the State" in Article28 have been used deliberatdy.
In this Constitution, the word "State·~
h!ls... been use~ in two different senses.
It is used as the collective entity.
mtlier representmg the Centre or the Province, both of which in certain
parts of the Constitution are spoken of as "State". But the word used ther«t
is in a collective sense. "Here the words "the State" are used both in a
collective sense as well as in the distributive sense. If my friend were to refel'
to part III, which begins with artiele 7 o£ the Constitution he will see in what
sense the word "State" is. used. In fhis part, unless the ~ontext otherwise requires, "the State" includes the Government and the Parliament of India and
the Government and the LE-gislature of each of the States and all local or
ot~er. authorities within the territory of India. So that, so far as the Direetive·
Prme1ples are concerned, even a village panchayat or u district or local board
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<Would. be a _State also. . In. order· to distinguish the sense in Wbieb we have
,used the word we have thought it desirable to speak of 'State' and also 'the
j:3ta.te '. !Ionourable Members will find this distinctJon also made in Artiele 12
.of the Constitution. There we say:
"No title shall be conferred by the State;
No citizen of India shall accept any title from any foreign State."

There we do not use the words "the State"; but in the first part we use
lhe words 'the State'. We do not want any of the authorities, either of the
Centre or of the provinces, to confer any title upon any individual. That being
~he distinction, the House will realise that the retention of the words 'the State'
in .Article 28 is in con8Qnance with the practice we have adopted in drafting this
.Constitution.
Mr. Vice-President: I shall now put these three amendments ~o vote. The
.question is :
-'"I'hat in article 28, the words 'unless t,h.e context otherwise requires' be omitted."

The amendment was negatived.
Mr. Vice-President: The question is:
"That in article 28, for the word 'requires' the word 'indicates' be substituted."
~'he

amendment was negatived.
Mr. Vice-President: The question is:
"That in i\J·ticle 28, for the words 'the State', the word 'State' be substituted."

The amendment was negatived.
"Ml'. :Vice-President: I shall put Article 28 to vote.

The question is:

'"That article 28 form part of the C<>nstit.ution."

1'he motiov was adopted.

Art.ic'e 28 was added

to

the Constitution.
Article 29

l'tfr. Vice-President: The Hou~ will now take up Article 29 for discussion.
Amendment No. 847 for the deletion of Article 29 is out of order.
Professor K. T. Shah may now move biB amendment.
PrOf. K. T. Shah (Bombay: General): Mr. Vice-President, I beg to move:
"That for article 29, the following be substituted :
'29. The provisions contained in this Part shall be treated as the obligations of ·ttho
State towards the citizens, shall be enforceable in .such manner and by such authority as ·m4J
fie deemed appropriate in or under the respective law relating to each such obligatiOJa.
It shall be the duty of the State to apply these principles in making the necessary and
&ppropriate la~.' "
In submitting this motion h> the House, I would in~ the first place express

my sense of keen appreciation of Dr. Ambedkar's remarks mada a few minutes
ago, wherein he not only insisted that 'we should not. leave such matters as
mere pious princip1es, but also should make them a sort of directive, whieh,
though the word mandatory is not used, may amount to that state. I was
·a little unhappy when, on a previous occasion, the learned Dootor was p~eased
"to say that the CoMt.itution was not a document for embodying such principle•.
It·~:=eems that the course of conversion operates very swiftly with a hrnin so alcri 1
an intelligence so sharp a mind so open t-o new ideas as that of the lemned
Doctar. That is why I ~ 'Very happy t'o express my sem~ o1 keen appre.mtt1on for the rapid ·conversion that he has exhibited to<luy in ngreeing to 'find

a plaoo fQl' enfo~em_en,t in the! ~onst~tutio_n. _In fact h,e has gont! _a s~p ftrrth~r;_
.and, though he does not adrrut then· place m the nam~ . or de_s1gnahou oi tlie
Constitution, he has been pleased to make that as a p08Itlv~ thmg, the ~nfo:ce ·
ment of such principles, fundamenta:s as .they are called, 1n th<> ConstitutiOn,
Having expressed this, Sir, I hope that Dr. ~mbe~kar would _also see the
.advisability of accepting my amendment that this article 29, whiCh J regard
as an in suit to the entire Constitution, be substituted by what l hu ve suggested.
Sir article 29 makes it quite clear, in the opening phrase, that 110 court
can u~Jorce these ideals. That iR to say, the only authority that we are goi11g
to set u:r; in the Constitution, to give. effect ~ whatever hopes a.nd aspirations,
ambitious and desires we may have m makuw these laws and rn laymg down
this Constitution, is ft:om the ~ery start exempted, exonerated alld excused from
givina effect to one of the most cardinal import-ant and creative Chapters of
·this Ccnstitution. We have suffered fro~ a hundred years of exploitation; we
have suffered from a hundred years of denial and exclusion. Now that we are
.eomin"' into om own, we insist-I hope the House will join me in the intentionthat tl1e night of darkness· shall pass away and that :from ·chu very first rising
of the &un on the horizon, even from the first glimpse of dawu, we shaJJ make
up our minds. \Ye shall gird up our loins to give effect to al~ the hopes that our
lcauerb in the past have expressed.
Sir, certainly it would not be in consonance with such :1, hope as this to
by down, at the very outset, in a Chapter like this, that no eourt ehail be
entitled to give effect to our hopes and aspirations. If I mny .sny so without
:any offence, it is a kind of provision which encourages the Court and also the
Executive not to worry about whatever is said in the Constitl1i.ion, but to act
-only at their own convenience and on their practicability, and go on with it ..
It looks to me like a cllt'que on a, bank pa.yable when able, viz,, only if the
resources of the Bank permit. I do not think that any authority connected with
the drafting of this Constitution would approve of suc.h a provision being incorrorated in the NegcA:·iah1e.Instruments .Act authorising the mak!t;~ .'lf a cheque
~~ayabJe when able. It seems to me that unless my ame.ndment is accepted,
this Chapter would be nothing else, as it ~tands, but a mere exrw·ession of t~ome
-vagne desire on the part of the framers that, if and when circumstances peripjt,
conditions al:ow, we may do this or that· or the third thing. There is nothing
manrlnt.ory,-with all deference to those who have spoken in ~upport of the
retentior. of the word 'directive' in the title of the Chapter--or compulsory,
iz:clu•~·'d in thf.. -various provisions. Sir, hl the absence of any s'.lch m&Jldatory
<lJrectJon to those who may have the governance of the cnml.(v hereafter, it
'is quite possible that all these things for· which we hav" heeu hoping and
-striving all these years may never come to pass, at anv rate within our lifetime.
"''.'his is an attitude which no lover of the peop:e wo~ld care to justify, would
{}are t-o justify.
·

I suggeE>t, Sir, that many things look impracticable until tl1~y arf\ tried, ancl
if they are tried. Nothing in practice is pntcfie.uble until
1t 1s irJed. Take even the elementary right to education whi<'!t every l?ivilised
'G0Yernment is now undertaking to provide for the children of lhe nation. Even
this right to compulsory primary ~:ducation has been providP<1 for in such a
·<•lmns:y, half-hearted and hesitating manner that one woniler;; whether fh:e
:framtrs of thi" Draft were at a:l anxious that the curse
ignoranM that hall
r~sted upon us all these yMrs should he removed at aU. The provi~ion mad&
'h(·re h1st permits the Stnte, even within thP neriod of ten years, only w
"endeavour" to give e1fet~t to thh; aspiration. Even there it is not compuleor]':_;
ewn such an elementarv right as the right. to primary education for even childin the nation is not mandatory. As such I feel Sir, that unless some ch-ange i8
-mad~, u~les~ you ma¥e these preemptory obligations mandat?ry duties of th«
'Sta~. the Sbte or the constituent P_. artj! of it. mav_ not at- :\1] nttend to theRe
~ubes of the State. Th~ lll'.&- most el~e.n.tal?' d.u~ies in :rpy. opinion, <1uti-eg.
-~,e~ome. practieable

or
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which are mO:?t primary duties, i-f I may say so, most sacred that no one shGuld
try to insult this House by suggesting these are not prae;tioable.
Then, Sir about the absence of JJ.ny -sanctions as another learned friend put
it. An old English writer-it was Walter Eagehot, I think,-who wrote in a
~lassie chapter of his book on the English ·Constitution tha.t Parliament votes
eyery year large sums of money to the Crown, but there· is ilo sanction or
authori\r for anybody to compel the Crown that the sums shn1l be spent. I
agree. There is no constitutional authority laid down so far In the unwritten
Constitution of England that the sums voted shall be spent. But does anyone
thi.1k that because there is no legal sanction, any Minister in his senses would.
for a moment suggest that these sums need not be spent, or tint the so-called
werogatives of the King like dismissing any officer of the State would be used
now arbitrarily as they had been in the past?
I mention this illustration, Sir, mere:y to emphasise the fa-ct tha~
it rests . with you whether or not you are resolved that no longer
shall the curses that have rested upon us ?O far will · continue,· for
a moment longer tha~1 we can afford or ~han we can possibly help. It
is no use putting down these m~re pious hopes and aspirations or generat
directives that may be enforced if and when circumstances permit. It ispossible that circumstances will never permit until you compel them to permit
you. That is why from the very start I would lay down that these E~hall be
mandatory, compulsory obligations of the State, whieh every citizen will have·
ibe tight to demand should be fulfilled, and if today you think of no sanction,
ii today you oon deviseno means by which they can,be·enforced except perhaps.
by tht>- periodic· general elections wheii. Ministries. may be turned out for n·ot
fulfilihg therie duties, then it is up to you to devise something: Wht-re thereis a w;ll-to l'epeat the trite old saying-there will alway$ be a way. It is either
bankrurtcy of intelligence if you say that you cannot find' a way;' or it is really
a genuiue lack of desire to make good what we have been hopiag and striving
for.
Th&re may be many in this Houie-I am sure Dr. Ambedka..· is the foremost
amongst them-who will remember that when the late Gopal Krishna Gokhale·
first brought forward the Bill for compulsory primary ed'm:lation; the then
officials of thtl ther: Government of India gave all sorts of reascns why sucha ~t·ep was simply impracticable. One of the arguments was that an expenditure of three crores spread aver ten years, that is rupees thirty Jakhs a ;year,
was tou heavv a. burden for the Government of India's finances at that time
to bear. But within four years of that, however, they were w::~~;tiug not three
crores but mor2 than thirty crores over the war in which· we had' no concern and
about which we were not consulted.
· _
· 'l'hat was the case when we were powerless, when we ·were helpless in our
own country. That position, however, is changed tod'a.y, and 1 hope the
Mini8ters of the new Government of India, the MinistBrs of the Government of
free India, the legislators of the Republican India, will n9t now
rest content with merely expressing these pious wishes.
I£ there are
d~fficu!t!es iu the way, they are only meant to b_~ overcome.
T~e~e
difficu.tJLs should not be allowed to stop our progress at any cost. Hence It IS
that I wau:d like to invite the House to agree with me that t;1e provisions con... tained in this Ch~pter must be regarded as the Obligations of th" State towards
every citizen and vice versa. Every citizen should have the right to compel·
the State to enforce these obligations by whatever means may ba found practic" abla 'lnd effective, and conversely the State a.lso should P,ave thP •i·ight to see
that E. very citizen fulfils his obligaticms to the State.
There is OI,_ly one more .~?rd that _I have to sa~r a~d
.~1HVe done. My
Honourable Friend Mr. Rohmi Kumar Chaudhary expressed his keen sense of

J
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~rprec·iation yesterday for the gang of thieves who are operat'ing eetween
Ctt:cutta-and Delhi, and he warned me they may do so also betwee11 Bombay andDelhi. I am deeply grateful for tne solicitude that he had e>xptessed on my.
account as well as on that of another Honourable Member. I can only assare
him that his &.pprehensions are groundless, because I am 110t in the habit of
just travelling in a railway compartment with my amendments in an attach~
case under my head I carry them mostly in my own head. Uu;ess therefore
the thieves take a highly expert surgeon with them, who can remove the
amendments from my brain, they cannot take. away - my a~~nd:nent.s;
and . the House will not be spared-certamly Mr. Rohm1 Kumar
Chaudhary will not be spared-the necessity of going through these amendments. l\fay I also add without _any offence that t.he loss of these amendments
is not the loss of Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad or myself. It is the loss of the House,
bec·ause those of us who have come here and put forward these amendmentsare not doing .them for fun or mischief, but have put braim ':llld intel:igence
into them.
·
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: I wish to speak on my amendment, though I do
not wish t-o mave it.
Sltri M. Ana.nthasaya.nam Ayyangar: A similar amendmenu for substituting
the words "every State'' for the words "the St.ate" was moved and negatived'
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: It depends upon the context.
:Mr. Vice-President: If you insist on speaking, you may do so.
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: I won't take more than one minutf), Sir.
Shri M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar: I submit that the ProsideDt has always·got the right to disallow in order to avoid frivolous amendmentl3. This matterhas already been considered by the House. It has been disposed of antl except·
for the purpose of taking the time of the House, there seems to be nothing else
behin(t it. I submit· that there is no substance in Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad's.
amendment, and if it is still being persisted, then I want your rn1ing.
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: I very much rl')gret that my ~-tt~mpt t-o explain
ir:- -beinf-: regarded as dilatory.
•
.l'ttr. Vice-President: I suggest you proceed without paying any attention to,
wha~ he says.
M1. Naziruddin Ahmad: Sir, I beg lfio move:
"That in article 29, for the words 'the State', the words 'every State' be

substitute~.···

I fu]y admit the force of the remarks of Mr. Ananthasa-yanam Ayyangar,
but I an1 compelled to place before the House a certain difficulty. Article 2!}
sv.ys that it shall be the duty of the State to apply these principles in making

laws. Then the State means one State, but here there are a large number
o:f States
The HonOUl'able Shri K. Sa.nthanam (Madra-s: General) : ~.fay I ask the·
lH'1.onrab:e member to see Article 29 where "the State" has been defined as
having the same meaning as in Part III of this Constitution. Therefore in
article 29 also the State is the same thing.
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: I was pointing out the difficulty in the dra.ft. We
have already been placed in a Rt.raight jacket hy acceptinp- the words "th~; State,.
and the straight jacket. is pursuing us in the clauses. I should say the words"every State' are more appropriate. The fact that we rlHVi' accepted the
defhdti~n dceg not pr~ven? us. to avoid the a!),;urdities in the fo11owing rrrticles.
I suhm1t t.hat the expresswn m the context- 1s absolutely absurrl.
Prof. Shibban Lal Salrnen'a (United Provinces: General): I am not moving
my amendment, but I want to speak on the Article as a whole. Sir, this Artidehas been the suhiect of m>tny amendments and the purpos,~ of most- of the·
a.mendment;; is that this Chapter should havE' some !'ort of bindmg force. Ii
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have also givPn notice of an amendment which is No. 861 in tbe prinied .list
.and which sa3's that "After a "period of ten years, these directive principles of
State Policy shall become the Fundamental Rights of the People and shall be
.enforceable by any Court''. 'After a very careful consideration 0£ the various
Article>- in this Chapter, I feel that it will not be proper ,to lay down such a
i.a:I rJrder. In fact, the Drafting Committee has itself laid dow~ a period of
tell ~Pars for compulsory Education upto fourteen years of age :.mel three years
for EEl}luration of Executive from Judiciary and some such other things .. So
sometl1ing has been done in this direction. What I really waut. is t-hat these
IJirective prineiples in this Chapter should not merely rerr.ain a pious wish.
My Honourable friend, Prof. K. T. Shah, also wanted that these fundamental
principles shculd guide the state in their legislation. I ~:vi-sh lo assure him
that the very fact that this ch:lpter forms part of the Constitution, gives such
a guc.rantee tmd it wi] surely be open to every legislature to point ou'" when
.an Act is brot.:ght before the Assembly that it is in conflict with the principles
laid down in this Chapter. So, the mere fact that they are being inch1ded in
the Constitution shows that ewry legislature will be bound to reEpert these
-directive principles in the Constitution and therefore, any act whieh offends the
directive principles shall be ultra vires. Although every citizen will not be able
to go to a court of law for. enforcement of these principles, yet the President
o.f every Assembly will be within his. rights to rule out any Eill and Ray that
this BiE cannot be moved, because it is against the fundamental directive
-printiples of the Constitution itself. I therefore, think that this chapte1 is not
merely a chapter of pious wishes, but a chapter containing great principles. A
rerusal of article 31 will show that very many high principles hare been enun-ciated here alid I hope Prof. Shah will also admit that if these. princip:es are
~ctEd upon in both the Union Legislatur3 and the Sta.te Legisl:Jtures, we shall
'have f-. 8tc.te which will almost be acting as if these principle8 were futida_mental
·right.s which were enforceable by a court of law. Of cdu.rse, evc:r;r individual
·will 1id be able to go to a court of law to get t-heir enforcement, but every
legisla!me will be able to rule out .any Bill which offe.nds these princip:es. I
-therefore, think that my amendment which was intended to put a sort of time
iimit to make the State go on with their impleml'ntation at a rap-id pace, se
-that a11 tB.ese directive principles may, become incorporated in ActA ~f Par:iament in ten years, may create difficulties by its rigid time limit. I hope mJ
-pnrpcsc will be realized by the fact that this part shall bl' a part of the Consti·iilitio'n and: every legislature wil: be required to respect the principles oontained
in it a:1d to see that no Act is passed which i~against the principles enunciated
1n this chapter. I therefore, think that those friends who t::>rm t.his Article
'IHerel,v as a chapter of pious wishes are not correct. This is :t very important
·chapter which lays down the principles which will govern the policy of the
State :md ,vhich, therefore, will ensure to t.he peop:e of the country the realisation d the great ideals lafd down in the preamble. I therefore hope tba.t the
QPv~sition which my friend. Prof. Shr.h. has voiced through his amendment
\Will not be pressed. Sir, I therefore support t.bis Article.
Mr. Hus&in Imam (Bihar: Muslim): May I ask if there will br: no discussiOJl
'011 these a~nendmer;tts except by the movers?
Mr. Vice-President: H you had caught my eye, I won:cl hnve given you
011portunitv.
Mr. Hussain Imam: I thought that. aft.er the amendment;.<; have been dis-,posed of by putting them to vote, discussion woulc}. be allowed.
¥r. Vice-Pre$.de.nt: No. It was decided yesterday thafl Lonourabk memberR cau speil.ll both 1:1pon the amendment£ as well ~s on tha article.

:m1

Ml. li\UJBain Imam: By a discussion other members of the House will al6o
s;ct. an opportunity.

p~

C:QN~~IpN;

- Mr. Vice-Prealdent: Why did you oot stand up?
'.l'he question is:
"That for article 29, the following be substituted :
'29. The provisions contained in this Part shall be treated as the obligati?ns of the
State towards the ci~lzens shall be enforceable in such manner and such authonty as may
be deemed appropriate i~ or under the respective law relating to each such obligation.
It shall be the duty of the State to apply these principles in making the necessary aud
1
appropriate laws.' "

The motion was negatived ..

Mr. Vice-President: The question is:
''That in article 29, for the words 'the State', the words 'every State' be substitute<!.''

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Vice-President: The question is:
''That Article 29 stand part of the Constitution."

The motion was adopted.
Article 29 was added to the Co~stitution.
Mahboob Ali Baig Sahib Bahadur (Madras: Muslim): Sir, I said that
I wi[ speak on this Arti.cle. I stood up, Sir.
Mr. Vice-President: I did not see you. Can you not speak or: Article 30?
Mahboob Ali Baig Sahib Bahadur: Article 29 is the most important Article.
Mr. Vice-President: I am unable to go back. I shall .give you an opportunity
to speak on Article 30.
·
Shri Amiyo Kumar Ghosh (Bihar: General): Sir, may I know the eoriect
procedure? When a clause is put to the House, is it not the right of a member
to speak eithrr in favour of the clause or ugainst it?
Mr. Vice-President.: Cet-tainly.

Shri Amiyo Kumar Ghosh: But, I think,• Sir, no such opporh:nity h8:1!1 been
giv·.n in this case. The amendmentt; were put. to vote. When the c!ause wasput t<> vote, ~veraJ gentlemen stood up to oppose the fontire clause. I think the

corre(·t procedure is, after the amendmentf! have been put to the vote and ittey
are lost, the entire clause is put to the House. At thdt time ·a · member
ha_s got the right to oppose it or support it; he may speak on the entire clause.
That is the correct procedure.
.~ • ,
·
•
Sh!'i M. Ananthasayanam Ayyanga.r: Sir, yest-erday j'ou gave a ru1ing and it
was t"ccepted that instead, of having two different sets of discussion~, there
may be one discussion once far all both on the amendment., :md the Article,
and that after the amendments are put to the vote, the ArticlE: may be put
to the vot-e without any further discussion. and declared catriad or otherwise.
'fhat Wat. your ruling and we have be~n fo]owing it. Separnt~ discussions,
one for the aL.1endments and anot.her for the Articles are not ne(lessary.
Shri Amiyo Kumar Ghosh: That was not a ruling for lhe entire Cc,nstitution;
that was specially meant for Article 3. I think Mr. Ayyan~ar is layir:g down
a new principle.
·
Mr. Vice-President: Thnt was the proceflure ndontecf. (Interruption.)
Kindly allow me to speak. Shall I proceed? (To B. Packer Sahib Bahadur,
who stood t;p) Do you want to say anything? I am prepared to make way in
your favour.
B. Pocker Sahib llahadur: Sir, I am very sorry t<> note that Mr. Anan~h~V
·saya.nam Ayyangar is taking upon himself very frequently tha dutiel! ol 'fib&
Viae-President himself. (Interruption).

:Hr. V'J.Ce-President.: Order, order.
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B. Pocker Sahib Bahadur: Sir, he has been giving instructions to

l!he:

Ohair every now and then.

In fact ..... ....... (Interruption).
Some Honourable Members,; Withdraw.
B. Pocker Sahib Bahadur: J am quoting a fact, Sir. Just Mw ......
Shri K. Hanumanthaiya (Mysore): Sir, he is castin.z-aspersion on ap honourable member.
Mr. Vice-President: Order, order.
B. Pocker Sahib Bahadur: I am just quoting facts. He has said just
now thht the ruling of the Ohair is that the questions 011 tlw amendments
at•u als;::; queotions opposing the clause itself should all b_e ,lis0ussed together.
As a matter of fact, when Mr. )V[ahboob Ali Baig came here and wanted -to
speak against the c:ause itself, he was told by the Chair that the proper time
for him woulrl be when the clause itself is before the House after t.he amendmr·nts are ovel'. Whatever it is, it is for the Ohair to decide the question.
Shri Biswanath Das (Orissa: General): Sir, on a point of order. It is to be
very much regretted thap an honourable member jumps up and goes on to draw
the attention of the Vice-President and the honourable members of the Hcuse
to certain questions which should have been noticed by the V~ce-President himself. The very fact that the Vice-President has not taken notice of these goes
tG ~.how that either he himself desired them or they were his rulings. It is
none of the b-usiness of the Honourable member to point out to this House or
to the Hono'l!rable the Vice-President the way in which he should have acted
himse:£. I am sorry to say that it is a reflection on the Ohair. Therefore, I
would reque~;t you, Sir, not to tolerate, much less to allow Sllt'h disturbancl?4
Gf the proceedings.

lllr. Vice-President: May I suggest t-hat Mr. Ayyangar merely repeated !i
procedure which. had been adopted with the approval of the House in condwting our proceedings. I do not consider that Mr. Ayyangar was wrong in reminding us abol!t what had passed yesterday. I deeply regret that these things
should not have been appreciated in the proper spirit by the honourable member speaking. I want that we shotild work together in complete harmony and
that no misunderstanding should spring up. We must come here with c~ear
and open h.:,arts, prepared to trust one another. In demc>cracy it always
happenr, that the minority can Cltlly put forward its point of view and try to
persna:le the majority, and submit to the ruling of the majority. That is what
demoe~·acy u~0ans as I understand it in my poor and inadeq1J.flJc way. Surely,
the bu~;iness of the House can hardly be conducted unless certain rules are
followed and followed faithfu[y, in the spirit and not merely in the letter. As
1 have already said, if Mr. Mahboob Ali Baig had caught my eye, -J would have
surely given him an oPportunity to speak. In fact, if honourable· members will
only &r:·utinise the way in which I- have tried to conduct the proceedings of the
House, they will find that I have gone out of my way in affording facilities to
certain. groups whicb at the present moment feel that they were not sufficiently
stronr,- to make their voices heard. That. has been my polic;v-, nnd in that
policy, I am QTateful- that the majority community has lent me its unstinted
support. In these circ1Ul1st,ances, I would beg you, Mr. Pocker Sf>hib, to kindly
re~;mne your seat and allow me to conduct the business of th•; Hause in the
\ray that seem~ b~st to me und not to cast reflections, which pRin me, either on
Mr. A_yva.ngr.n who is there to help us, or on mvself, who ;lm ir~1ing my very
be;;t so far Rs nw poor abilities go. to conduct the business to the entirr satisfaction of the House. \Vi] :von ])lease ;·esume vour seat?
B. Pocker Sahib Bahadur: Sir. I do not want to say anything more
e:-;:rent to thank you for the kindly wav in _which vou h~vr-. ex~~·essed your
anxir:>tv to give every facilit.y to neople who are in the minorih'. I must also
apolog-ise, to ycu i£ you take it that I in any way meant any reiiec.tion o~ you
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on Mr. Ayyangai. I only wanted to bring to your notice how WEl ttd!lun_d~l'
st.ocd what ycu stat.ed and that we thought that we had further opportumtles
aft{!r al1 the amendments are discussed. I am thankful to yon, Sir, for the
way in whicl:. you have expressed your anxiety to give oppcrtuHities to the
minority to express themselves.
Mr. Vice-P.l'P.sident: May I make one suggestion? When such a kind of
nnd~rstandiug has been given by me namely that an hononrable memher will
speak on a particular occasion, for the time being, he may occupy a frc.nt seat
· sc that he m~:y not experience much difficulty in catching my e:ye. Let me
~8Stll'e the House once again that I shall do whatever lies in my power to give
£very possible facility to the ~embers of the minority commurutiss .

.. 0}:

.Mr. Hussain Imam: May I ask for elucidation of your ruling, as I was not
prC8t:nf ·when this ruling was given. Therefore I want for t,he fuidance of the
House that it shoU:.d be elucidated first. My O)Vn impressio.o1 was that by
your ruling what was meant was that members who were speaking on ·amondmenb should not claim a second right of speech· on the main motion itself.
It was never meant that as soon as an amelJClment is moved and the mover
of tLe article r;ays whether he accepts or rejects it, the discuflsion enda. That
only means that the discussion as far as that particular :mtendment is concerned i:; e11ded, but the discussion on the main article can continue and in
that co:mectian I will remind you that I stood up as soon as Dr. Ambedkar had
intimated his opinion on the amendments and therefore I was perfectly justified-.
and I had caught your eye-to express my opinion on t.he artble. It is on that
restlicted line that I want your ru:ing as to whether my understanding is
con ect 01 I am wrong.

:Mr. Vice-President_: Let; me explain it. First. of all the amendments are
mowd and memben; moving them can also speak on the 0lause as a whole.
1'hen there is opportunity given t-o Honourable members to dis~us! .the amendments as well as the article itself and after that Dr. Ambed~ar 1eplies and that
closes the discussion. That is how I have tried to understard it and that will
be the proeedure which will be followed hereafter.
Mr. Hussain Imam: It is not clear whether the discussion en the general
article itself closes. The discussion on 1ihe amendment can close, not the
gener&l discu&&ion.
Slut Ram Sa.hai [United State of Gwalior-Indore~~alwa (Madhya Bharat)]::
*[Mr. President, I wollid like to wbmit that many members do not like to
express their views on the a:mendments that are moved here and to participate
in the debate on them, because they consider them to be meaningless, useless
and devoid of any utility. If it continues, the result would be no diEcussion
on the original clause. Therefore, I submit, Sir, that sinca members do nQt
like to speak on the many amendments that are being moved here, they simply
fall thro11gh. In my opinion, it is much znor9 necessary :to speak on ~he
origin&! clause and consider it £ully.
Therefore I would submit that the amendments that are useless and are
rnoved for no reason should be ruled out and we should devote ourselves to a
fuller consideration of the original clause.]
..
·
··
!fir. Mohamed Ismail Sahib (Madras: Muslim): Mr. Vice-President, Sir,
while I appreciate the consideration you have been showing to the House, to
the various sections of the House, I want this point to be made clear. Now
supposE> several amendments are being moved to a certain f\rticle. Then those
nmendznwts are discussed and afterwards replied {o by th~ Honourable Movet'
of the Resolution, I want to know whether after the reply is given by th~
Honourable Mover I mean the Law: Minister, the article is not before the House
for general discussion. Because the amendments may relate orJy to certair:
parls of the article. There may be other paris on which honourable members
11 [ ]
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iib.Q6hef :•f~ •ll .the. ~~euts are ~ed ot, ).{eptbel'8 pa.v~ gbt a tl8b\
·~ e;eU. '01:1 .th~· article itself,
Jtlr, Vice-President: ·what I said was this; ~uppose ·there are· four amen'*~

mellti;. They are moved OJ;J,e afte:r a,nother.
Between ~e moving of the
· :ineudments and the reply by the C'hairman of the Drafting Committee .tber&
is an interval during which other members may participate in the discussion
and thE>J might talk not only about the amendments but about the Q:ause. itself•
.Mr. Mohamed Ismail Sahib: My point is after the amendments are disposed
of by the House, whether the members have not got the right to speak on the
article as amended or not as amended-that is what I want to know. The
members should in fairness be given an opportunity to speak on the article.
M;r. Vi(:e-President: They have that qpportunity.
Shri M. Ana.nthasayanam Ayyangar: Mr. Vice-President, that opportunity
means once again after Df.. Ambedkar bas spoken?
Mr. Vice-President: No.
Shri M. A.nanthasayanam Ayyangar: It is rather strange that persons who
have been in Legislatures should make this objection, We know that the
Resolutivns are first moved and then all amendments are asked to be moved on
the particular clause or reso:ution, Then both the :r;esolution uGd the amendments are open for discussion. Thereafter the amendments are put to vote
and tl~Pn the clause is put to vote. There is no scope for a general discussion
once again on the clause. There should be no departure from this practice
which is followed in the Dominion Legislature.

:Mr. Vice-President: :r do not think i:t is profitable to continue the discussion~
The ruling is firia.l. I shall not permit further discussion ..
~awab Muhammad Ismail Khan (United Provinces: Muslim): Aft-er the
amendment has been moved~ .......... .

¥t. Vice-President: I am afraid you fail to appreciate the fac~ that
has been given. I am no.t prepared to reopen the discussion.

th~

4eci~ion

Nawab Muhammad Ismail Khan: In order to facilitate discussion, after
amendments have been moved the Ohair may please say that the article is
now cp•3n to general discussion so that people may rise to speak on the motion,
Article 30
Mr. Vice'-PreSI.ident: The motion before the House is:
"That article 30 form part of the Constitution."

Tbe first amendment stands in the name af Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad. This
.a out of order. The second amendment is in the name 0f Mr.. Damodar
.
..
.
Swarup Seth.
Shri Damodar Swarup Seth (United Provinces: General): Sii·,
move thati
for article 30, the _following be substituted:

:r

"30. The State shall endeavour to· promote the welfa,re, prosperity and progress d tb.e
people by establishing and maintaining democratic social,ist order and for the purposs the
State shall direct its, pol.icy towards securing :,
'
(a) the transfer to public ownership of importapt meam of communication, credit and
exchange, mineral resources and the resources of natural power and such otht»r
large economic enterprise as are matured for socialisation;
· (b) the municipaliS,ation of public utilities;
(c) the encouragement of the organisation of a~!'iculture, credit and' indUiStries on
co·operative basis."

Sit, niy rea8on for sub~tting this amendment ia ·~.~ l feel ~t as it; is
~. t4e ~Ql~ ~. ~.ewha..b irl.d~ii~te ~nd vagu.e,·'·~ a~· ~·eor.vey 1 'any
~~i '>n'di'®.tion wtto: the ·eeonomic. n~tute of' the· social order to he establiShed ..
Wa aW.kno\v ·~hat''the ~iety in Which we now live is· Of a 'capitalfstic order 'ot'Cb,aracter ·arid in this s<;ic'ie.by 'we. see t~e e~loiter and ex,Ploitei classes botb
~~~ting

side by sid-e; 9,nd the e'xploiting class is naturally the top-dog and the
'eiptoite4 class th.e tinder~dog. In such; a S<>ciety we clearly see that the teal·
welfare of the masses, of the toiling millions can neither ~e HecurEd nor protected, unles:; the society is made clear of the exploiter class, and that can only
be possible when we establish a socialist democratic order., nnd transfer t,o.
puLlic ownersLip the "important means of production, communication, credit
a.nd exchange, mineral resources and the resources of natural power and such·
other large economic enterprise as are m!rlured for socialisation ; '' bring about·
the "munici'palisa.tion of public utiiities"; and "the encouragement of the
Ol'ganisation of agriculture, credit and industries on co-operative basis".
:::lo far as I know, the Indian National Congress in its elet:tion manifesto·
promisPd the transfer of ownership of the means of public utilitiE,S, communicntion, production, credit, exchange, to the ownership of tlw public. The
Economic Committee's Report of the Congress also aQcepts this principle.
Without that, we are not going to establish a social democratic fJrd~r in which·
the real welfare of the masses will be secured. Let it not be said of us, Sir,
that we ma<!r, promises simply to break them, as was done uy th0 British
Governr.Jent. Here we talk too much about democracy and the welfare of themass<•s. But in practice, we see actually that there is little or 110 de•nocracy.
The will o£ the ruler even to-day prevails, in the form or the law. lf we really
want that something should be done for the masses, and their real welfare
S'ecured, that can only be possible through a socialist, democratic order. And'
if we are really keen to establish such an o:.:der, we should lay down in this
ConsLitution that the order which we are going to establish will be .a socialis\·
~ernocraHe or democratic socialist one. The wording should be as clear as
possible so that its meaning may not be changed when it is in the interest ofthe ruling classes to do so. .
'
With thesb words, Sir, I submit this amendment for the accept!l,nce of this
Assembly.
·
Mr. Vice-President: No. 864 is the sanie as No. 863. Therefore it need not
be moved. Is 867 ~oved?
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: Yes, Sir, I move it. I beg to move:
)

"That in article 30, the words 'strive to' be omitted."

Sir, the articie in the passage runs to this effect-' 'The State shall strive·
to promote the welfare of the people ............... " I want the •1:'6llloval of the·
words 'strive to'. The article, would then read as follows:
"The State shall promote the welfare of the people.,.

I submit, Sir, that by providing that these rights shall riot be justiCiaBle,
this Article has been sufficiently weakened, and by again putt;il)3 in the words
"shall strive" to promote the welfare of the people, the Artide has been stiU
further weakened, I submit, Sir, that if these rights are to te introduced in
the Constitution, they should be that. the "State shall promote the welfare of
the people", not merely "strive to'', As it is, it would mean that the State is
not expE-cted actually, to promote the welfare of the people, but merely stri\ ~
to do so.
In this weakened and diluted, form, I think it is ,worse than useless.
Therefore, in order to give the article some practical meaning, these words
must he removed.
Shri H. V. Kamath: ~ir, I move amendment No. 870:
"That in article 30, the. word "The" occurring before the words "national life" be
delet~d."

/
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~.
oir, J wa.; rathe1 reluctant to give notice pf this amendment;. considering
.that it i::; of u minor character; but somehow the word 'the' jarred upon my
.ear and ultimately I decided to send it on. I am not so p.restlll1J!tuou::; as to
.advi;;e. my learned friend Dr. Ambedk:ar or his wise colleagues of iihe Drafting
.(;omnuttee 011 matters of language; but I do hope that in this ~ase, the word
'the' jars upor. their ears as much as it does on mine, and it does violEnce to
.the hnw: of euphony. So I request him to omit. it.
·
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I accept the amendment.
Mr. Vice:.President: No. 871 not moved.
:Nc;w the Article-is open for general discussion.
Mahboob Ali Baig Sahib Bahadur_: Sir, I oppose the amendment of
Mr. Damodar Swarup Seth (No. 863) as well as the Article Itself.
'Inc·
reason ·- ~ that the amei1dment seeks to import into the constitution
certain principles
of
a
particular political school.
My view is
Lhat in a constitution no principles of any school of political thought
-$hould -be incorporated._
For the same reason I oppose the clause itself._ Tliis
guestion of directive principles of State policy should be examined from two
·points of view,- i.e.,- democratic principles and secondly, the enforceability of
those principles. With:regard to the first you know that in the Preamble to
the constit~tion a democratic republic or State is envisaged, and in the body
<>f the constitution the type of democracy which is commonly ~own' as parliaill{;lltary: democracy is embodied. Ana the executive which is emboJicd in !he
constitution is what. is termed the parliamentary executive which C()mes into
_power on account of ·the majority of a particular party having been elec~ed by
the electorate; and that executive is responsible to the people through the
:parliament. Therefore inevitably ]here would be parties in the countrJ._ which
seek eLection to parliament and these political parties have different and distinctive ·idea:s, ideals, ideologies, programmes and principles. Sometimes :f;hey
-are so different that· they can be called antagonistic; and it is on the merits ot
the principles or programmes of particular parties that the elec:torates return
:them to'parliament. And when a.particular party is returned in a majority and
is entitled to form the government, the people and the electorate have got a right
.to expect t_he implementation of tl!ose programmes and principles. That is
what is meant by parliamentary democracy as it obtains in -the United Kingdom,
and which is sought to be embodied in this constitution.
Now tb..J question,
is, in _these ·~circumstances what is the .p1ace of these directive prineiples of
S.fate- policy in a parliamentary democracy in l\'hich the executive is
made
.reE.llonsible to the parliament which has been chosen and elected on tbe merits
·.of the principles and programmes laid down by that party? That is the mosj
important thing for us to consider. We can conceive of cases where a party
which has been returned by the people has programmes and principre,; which
are .contrary to the principles that are laid down in this Chapter. Recently we
'ki:o- that in the British Parliament the Conservatives have movad for th~
rej.ection of nationalisation of iron and steel. Yesterday we heard there was an
~upoa-r.
It was no doubt defeated by the Labour Government; th~j clearly
11hows that political parties have. different and distinctive programmes, and it
1s on their merits that the parties are returned to parliament in a. parliamentary democra~y-: When that. is the position envisaged f;lnd embodied in this
oonstitution, what is the-place of these direc~ive principles in it? They havti
·obviously no pla«e. It is undemocratic, opposed to parliamentary dr,mocrae;r
--which is envisaged here.. Is it the purpo!e of lhese principles to bi>Jd and tie
down the political parties jn the country to a certain programme and principlea
lsid ·down in this?
Surely not; that will no! be democracy or at lea~t demo~
-cracy of ~he type that is ·envisaged· here, viz., pa~lif!mentary democrac~ wpieli
·is responsible f,o the people. Therefore my submisSion is tha~ the'S2 pnne1pJ,el
·are out of place and con'ijrar;r f,o ~he rrinci)les of parlhmeJ:ltary dJtti()('l:acy,-

..
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Mr. Vice-President: Please address the Chair and do not carry on an argument among yourselves; otherwise, I might a;> well vacate the_ Chair. I _ _will
' give him opportunities to criticise the article, but not any partiCular pohtlc~l
party,. So far as this House is concerned, there is no political party m
existence.
Mr. Hussain Iman1: I will follow your advice', Sir. I would n:ention one
fact. The directive principles have laid down a num'ter o£ liabilities on the
future State. ·what the· amendment proposes to do is to supply some assets
to meet the liabilities created by the Constitution as it is. going to be framed.
In that way I welcome the suggestion for a mild type of socialisation. The
socialisation envisaged in this amendment is not a full-:fied:;;ed socialisation.
For instance, it does not include the riationalisation of land which is at present
the active policy of many of the States in India. Therefore to say that the
mover wants to make any revolutionary change or fundamental change is wrong.
1t must be remembered that we are creating liabilities for the future State
of India Raying. that it shall' do this, that and the other. Is it wrong to
attempt to place som~ funds also at the diJposal uf such a State?
Let me remind the House that when the Eighteenth Amendment to the
American Constitution was brought forward to introduce Prohibition, the fact
that nothing of that nature (about Prohibition) existed in the Constitution of
thP United States of America diq. not prevent the Eighteenth Amendment being
moved. Similarly, when the Amendment was repealed six years afterwards,
t.he!'e was nothing in the Constitution to stop it. Is there any provision in
the British Constitut:on for nationalising mines, the State Banks 11nd the
IroD and Steel industries? There is no provision and yet they are doing all
this. If the existing Constitution is not a bar to the Labour Party bringing
in socialiBt changes, I faiJ. to understand how the provision made in tbis
amendment would prevent the Co.nservative Part;v from coming to power and
not enforce these measures? This is not a justiciable right. It is just a
directive principle of State policy. A political party in power can ignore these,
directive principles and there is no provision anywhere making it obligatory on
the party to see that th_ese directive principles are followed. Not even the
Pre:;;ident. of the Union has been authorised ~o put his foot down when he sees
a State government going against the directive principles. I therefore suggest
that bringing forward of this amendment will not prevent a certain political
party from coming to power and there is nothing WJ·ong. These directive principles, as they have been laid down, are singularly inoperative. They merely
say that if the people and t.he. Government are good they will observe these
diredives. I do not think there is a.ny need for having any inaffectua~ ·:'!irectiveA
at all. Tt is only when you provide ·a law or fix a certain standard that vou
have- to prov_ide for those who are not up to that standard. It is just · to
prevent transgression. And where is the provision here to nrevent this'! All
th·~ directive principles can be ignored by the State Governments and there is
no remedy _for ~t. E:en_ the President of the 'Cnion.., cannot do anything to see
that the directive pnnmples are observed. The Central Legislature cannot
. bring forward any motion for. the Government which ignores these directive
principles to be dismissed or some alternative being adopted. In the Instrument of Instructions issued to Governors under the Governmenp of India Act
there was authority given to the Central Government or Secretary of State
to see that those instructions are carried out. But here w~ have provided ,
nothing like that. At least I do not flnd anything like that and I shall be
oh!iged if _Dr. Ambedlmr will point out to us any method by means of which
transgressiOns by the. Governments of the States of the directive principles
can be proceeded agamst .. 'l'~ere ~ust be some method of intervention by
the Legislature. The provmmal leg1slatures cannot intervene because th
prov~ncial Government~ ar~ resp?n~ible G:ov~mments. If there happens tc.
a gomg back on the directive prmmples, 1t IS not the Ministers alone, but ~
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entir~ legislature that would. be r!Osponsible for it-: So, there must be some
!:iuperior authority to examine whether the directive principles are followed OJ;,
not-. Unless some provision is made on. these lines it will only go to prove
what one !Jonourable Me~ per suggested, viz., that. these, .principles have been
brought in just to silence criticism and:- to have a good sign-board that we l:lave
good intentions, without having any intention of following those directions. · I
therefore suggest that the House should examine the amendments r:ather
inore dispassionately and, if there is anything good in -these amendments;
because of the fact that they have been brought forward by a Member who is
not persona grata with the majority,· they should not _be rejected .. We ar:~
framing a Constitution and in that connection I appeal to the House to be more
generous, more conciliatory and more. sympathetic and accept the things as
they are .and not thipk that by means of these amendments some party will
gain advantage. It is .not so. It is very necessary that some k_ind of provision for socialisation should be there-: I say this though I do not go as· far as
Shri-Damodar Swarup. But·let us give some indication of our trend of thought
in our Constitution. Take the case· in question of the nationalisation of coal
.o:mines accepted by the Britls:(:l Government long ago as· an ultimate goal. ~he
Committee which reported on this question in 1935 accepted it as the ultimate
goal, though t}lere was then a Conservative Government in power in England.
I suggest that these amendments should be dispassionately considered and if
.there is anything good in them it should be accerted by the Movet of the draft
Constitution.
Shri MahaV:ll' Tyagi (United Provinces: General): Sir, from the point of view
making a. Constitution for·· our country, this Article is· of great· importance.
contains at/least a fourth part, of the aim wbioh we have iri view. , For,
the Preamble we say that we are drawing up this Constitution with the aim
securing Justicg, Equality and Fraternity. Sir, this clause is the only
Clause which directly deals with justice and jtiStice has been defined here as
justice, social, economic and political. )n fact, Sir, it accommodates
It accommodates all · the revolutionary "'slogans
all that we desire.
in a particular form.
It is- social and . economic jlistice "that is
demanded by the most radical of the radicals of the world. This elr~usc
is in fact the pivotal point in the Constitution, but still I am inclined .to critiqise .its language. · The clause from the language point or view is not strong;
it is very halting. Our aim· in framing this Constitution is to secure social,
economic- and political justice, but in the clau~ as it is worded, unfortunately
there are-'so many halting sub-clauses. It says, "The State· shall strive to
promote". I think the amendment moved by my honourable friend, Mr.
·
Naziruddin Ahmad, makes the "'Clause read· better~
shli Rohini ~umar Ohatu:lhari (Assam: G~neral): On a point of informa. tion, Sir, as the J:lonoprable member is supporting this clause.., 'may I ask him
kindly -to explain the word "inform" used in this clause.
·
Shri Mahavir Tyagi: "Inform!' Jpeans animate ~he institutions o£ national
life. "Inform". is. the most idiomatic word which is used. in that. clause. u·
adds beauty to the clause. · "Inform" means that in the making of the ii1stitutions justice should be the foundation. You should not take the· word "inform'_'
, · in the ordinary ,1:neaning of the Jnformatioyt Depart~ent.
of
It
_ in
of

Sir, this clause is very ·halting. I appeal .to Dr. Ambedkar and his other
colleagues to accommodate the wishes of the House on all sides. When wewant to put something real in the Constitution, why should these lawyers come
between our wishes and the Constitution? They should make it ,absolutely
plain that the. purpose of. the Constitution is to secure justice, social, political
and economic. So, Sir, why should they introduce the. words "strive to"?
.Suppose a man wants a recommendation ,from me and I say, :•r ·wiJl try".
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it means that I have not given a proD;liSe. Why not say, "The State shall
promote"?
. Then it goes on to say, '·The State shall striYe to promote the welfare· o£
the'people by securing and-_protecting as effectively as it may a social order in.
which justice, etc." Why introduce so many halting phrases in this clause?
Why say; "as it may"? If a government cannot do it, we do not want that.
government. If a State cannot do it, of what use is that State to. us? The
function of a State is taken to be only the maintenance of law and order- by_
means of the army and the police. We do not want _a police state. In fact,.
all order 11.nd· tranquillity which reigns over mankind is not the effect o£ any
government in the world. Its origin lies in the principles of society. Ordt>rwonld remain intact, even if the formality of having Governments had been
done away with. '!'he desire to associate is an in~tinctive feature of man, and
so the credit for the peace and tranquillity drthe world goes to the individuals.
who make up the society. The first and the foremost duty of a Government.
is_ to promote the welfare of the people. That is why governments are there.
If a Government cannot do this, j;hey should have the honesty to move out
and give .place to others. Sir, it must be made incumbent on the State to
promote the welfare of lihe people by .securing justice, social, economic and
polWcal, without introducing the words ."as it may".- I appeal to Dr.
Ambedkar to listen to the advice of those :who have come here from the people
anu also of those like me who have no legal knowledge gained in law colleges,
in England or elsewhere-unfortunately my education has been my experienceof the people-I therefore plead and request the House to !J-CCommodate the
wishes of the pe.ople. I hope the wordings of this clause will be changed by
my lawyer friends with a view to make it incumbent on the Government to~
promote the welfare of the people. I am not a man of words; I am a man
of idE:as and action. I can only give ideas. Dr. Ambedkar is ::t man of words
and therefore he may be able to devise suitable wdrds to convey the idea.
This clause must be made very strong and unequivocal. It should be -made thefirst and foremost duty of the Government to promote the welfare of the people
by >.ecuring and protecting a social order in which justice, social, economi~
and polit-ical shall inform all our institutions .. If this,suggestion of mine i 8 .
accepted_, the most. radical of radicals wxl be accommodated.
Shrl Mohanlal 9-autam: Is the discussion going to be closed now?
Mr. Vice-President: :I: have giv~n a reasonable time for discussion, both
·
.
·
for and against the amendments.
. Shri Mohanla.1 Gautam: Will you please permit me to speak?
Mr. V!ice-'PreSident: I maintain that we have had a reasonable amount or
· time-merely an hour-for discussion and Dr. Ambedkar should now address
the House.

I

Shri :Mohanlal Gautam: My submission 'is that I gave notice of an amendment It is only a cha~ce that ~eth Damodar Swarup 's amendment was . · ·
. placed at the top and mme below It and therefore, you did not think it-desirable or necessary for me to move it. I stood twice. or thril!e and r am
unfortunate that I was not given a chance to speak on my amendment.
Jl.tr, Vice-Pres~dent: I think the amendment was discussed at full length ·
and I do not think there is any use moving it now.
·
Shri T. T. Krishnam&chari: Certain observations. ha~e been made· by a,
memher iD: re~a-r.d to the manner the Congressmen m thi~ House are acting,
I think, Sir, It IS .the dutl of the Congressn7en to reN,td,Iate this statement.
May I ask you, -8U', to give us an opportunity of repudiating those cha
whir h have been levelled against us?
rges'
Mr. Vice-President: I think we had better close the discussion here.
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Renuka Ray (West Bengal: General): I think this is. very unfair .
.
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Mr. Vice-President, I see tha1i
Shrima~i

there is a great deal of misunder'st_anding as to the real provisions in .)he
Constitution in the minds of those members of the House who are interested
iu this kind of directive principles. It is quite possible that the misunder~tanding or· rather inadequate understanding is due to the fact that I myself
in my. opening sp·eecl,h jn support of the' motion that I made, did not refer
to this ..aspec~ of the question. That wm; because, not that I did not wish to -·
place this matter before the .House in a clear;cut fashion, but my speech had
· ah?ady become so large that I did not venture to make it more tiresome than,
I had already don8; but I think it is desirable·· that I should take a few
minutes of the House in order to explain >vhat I regard as the fundamental.
position taken in the Constitutiont As I stated, our Constitution as a piece
of mechanism lays down what is called parliamentary democracy. By parliamentary democracy we -mean 'one man, one vot-e'. We also mean that every·
Government shall be on the anvil, both in its ·daily a:ffs,irs and also- at the
end .of a certain period when the voterl:l and tlie electorate will be given an•
orportunity to assess the work done by the Government. The reason why we·
have established in this Constitution a political democracy is because we donot want to instal by any means whatsoever a perpetual dictatorship of any
particular body of people. While we have established· politicali democracy,.
it is also the desire that we should lay down as our ideal economip democracy.
We do not want merely to lay down a mechanism to enable people to come·
aw! capture power. The Constitution also wishes to lay down an ideal before·
tbost.; who would be forming the Government. _ That idea is economic democr.aey, whereby, so far as I am concerned, I understand to mean, 'one man, ·
one vote'_ r:I'he question is: Have we got any fixed idea as to 4ow we should
bring about economic democracy? There are va.rious wa:vs in which people
qelieve that economic democracy can be brought about; there are those who·
believe in iDdividualism as the best form of economic d.emocracv; there are·
thc·se who believe in having a socialistic state as the best form of economic
democracy; there are those who believe in the communistic idea as the most·p~r.'ec.t form of economic democracy.
Now, having regard to the fact that there are variotis ways by which
ecoDomic democracy may be brought about, we have deliberately introduced
in the . language that we have used, in the directive principles, something\
which is not fixed or rigid. We have left enough room for people of different
way-: of thinking, with regard to the reaching of the ideal of economic democracy, to strive in their own way, to persuade the elect-orate that it is the best
way 9f reaching economic democracy, the fullest opportunity to act in the
w:oty in which they want to act.

.

Sir, that is the reason why the language of the artieles in Part IV is lefb
in the manner in which this Drafting Committee thought it best to leave it.
It is no use giving a fixed, .rigid form to something which is not rigid,· which
is fundamentally changing and must, -having regard to the circumstances and
the times, keep on changing, It is, therefore, no use saying that the directive
principles have no value. In my judgment, the directive principles have a
great value, for they lay down that our ideal is economic democracy. Beeau;;e
we. did not want merely a parliamentary form of Government to be '·instituted
through the .variou/ mechanisms provided in the Constitution, without any
direction as to >what our economic ideal, as t-o what our social order ought to
be, we deliberately i@lluded the Directh;_e Principles in our Constitution. I
think, if the friends who are agitated over this questiJ)n b.ear in mind what I
1ave said just now that our object in framing tliis Constitution is i·eally twoold: (i) tq lay down the ·form of political democracy, and (ii) to lay down that
•Ur ideal is economic democracy and also to prescribe thati every Government'
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·whate.:er it is in power, shall strive to bring abo~t economic democracy, much
-of the misunderstanding under which most members are labouring will disappear.
Vy friend Mr. Tyagi made an appeal to me to remove the word 'strive',
and phrases like that. I think he has misunderstood why we have used the
word 'strive'. The word 'strive' which occurs in the Draft Constitution, in
my judgment, is very important. \Ve have used it because our intention is
that even when there are circumstances which prevent the Government, or
which stand in the way of the Government. giving effect to these Directive Prin-ciples, they shall, even· under hard and unpropitious circumstances, always
strive in the fulfilment of these Directives. That is why we have used the
word 'strive'. Otherwise, it would be open for any Government to say that
the circumstances are so bad, that the finances are so inadequate that we
'Cannot even make an effort in the direction in which the Constitution asks us
to go. I think my friend Mr. Tyagi will see that the word 'strive' in this
context is of great importance and it would be very wrong to delete it.
As to the rest of the amendments, I am afraid I have to oppose them.
Mr. Vice-President: Only two amendments have been moved; I shall put
them to vote. The first is amendment No. 863 by Shri Damodar Swarup Seth.
The question is:
"That for article 30, the following be substituted :')30. The State shall endeavour to promote the welfare, prosperity and progress of the
people by establishing and maintaining democratic socialist order and for the pt.r]:oRe the
state shall direct its policy towards securing :(a) the transfer to public ownership important means of communication crJdi:, an'd
exchange, mineral resources and the resources of natural power and such other
large economic enterprise as are matured for socialisation;
(b) :he municipalisation of public utilities;
(c) the encouragement of the organisation of agriculture, credit an-1 industries on
co-operative basis."

The amendment was negatived. ._
· Shri H. V. Kamath: I am not pressing ~y amendm~nt, Sir.
Mr. Vice-President: The next one is an~endment No. 867 bv Mr. Naziruddin
Ahmad.
•
The question is:"That in article 30, the words 'strive. to' be omitted."

The amendment was negatived.

Shri: L. Krishnaswami Bharathi (Madras: General)..; Sir, Mr. Kamath must
have the leave of the House to with draw his amendment. '
Mr. Hussain Imam: The Mover has accepted the amendment!
Mr. Vice-PreSident: Does the House give him leave to withdraw?
Several Honourable Mem.bers: Yes.
Shri L. Krishnaswami Bharathi: I object to leave 'being granted.
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: If he wants to withdraw, I have no
objection; let him withdraw.
,
Shri B. V. Kama.th: There seems to be some conflict ~ the House over
this. One Honourable Member thinks-that. Dr. Ambedkar has accepted it. I
did not know that he had accepted it. If he has accepted it, then, no quest.ion of withdrawal arises.
"
Mr. Vice-President: Do"you wish to withdraw?
Shri H. V. Kamath: Yes.
The amendment was, by leave of the Assemhly, withdrawn:

I
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Mr. Vice-President: The question be_fore the House is:
"That Article 30 stand part o£ the -Constitution."

.
The motion was adopt.ed.
Article 30 was added to the Constitution .
.Shri Ma.havir Tyagi: Does this clause pass with the~ word 'the'?
.Mr. Vice-President: It has ·been passed as.it stands now.
·New Article 30-A
Kazi Syed Karimuddin: Mr. Vice-President, Sir. I move:

1

-

. "That after article 3D, the foll()wing new article be inserted :'30-A. The State shall &trive to secure prohibition. of manufacture, sale or traniportation
<Or consumption of into.e:icating liquors for beverage purposes.' "

I need not give a very long lecture in this respect. In the All1erican
·Constitution this has been described as a Fundamental Right:-. I will read
Amendment 21 of the American Constitution:
"The transportation ~r iniportatioa ~nto ~~y. State, Terri~ory,_ or possession of the United
'States for delivery or use therem of mtox1eatmg hquors, m vwlatwn of the laws th,•i·eoi,
is hereby prohibited."
•

Sir, it is a fact known .to everybody that Mahatma Gandhi, was pl·eaching
all his life that the use_ of liquor and the manufacture of liquor should be
;prohibited in India; and in fact in keeping with that policy_ th~ Provincial
Gove~;pments in India have been framing laws and {lore applymg those la\V-s.
I am really surprised that in the Constitution which is drafted, :tlitore is no mention about the prohibiti9n or manufacture or sale of liquors in India: We know
•that thousands of families have been ruined and.are miserable on accoun~ of
this evil. In the directive principles· of the State, which according t{) Dr.
Ambedkar have no sanction, they ought to have· been embodied because the
:State would have tried their utmost to secure prohibition of liquors. The rejection of this additional clause will. be the rejection of the- wishes of Mahatma
.Gandhi.
.
Mr; Vice-President: Amendment .No. 873-not moved.. Any Member. w~o
to speak on amendment 872 may please do so now.
Prof. Shibban Lal Saksena: Sir, my friend Kazi Karimuddin Sahib has raised
.a very importaut issue. Although I could not agree tha£ a separate clause for
this is necessary here, but I d.o wish that in, clause. 31 there should be i subdause incorporating that the State Policy is prohibition .. In fact the CQngress
from the very beginning since 1920 has pleaced prohibition ~s one of· the chief
._planks of its struggle. l\~any of us have gone to jail for picketting liquor shops
and today shops and I do not think it is proper that.in this Constitution when
we are laying down the Directive Principles oE State policy we should not rnake
men'tion of prohibition. Of course there iR a general clause in part (vj) of '31 .dwhich says :
wi~hes

"That- childhood and yeuth are protected against exploitation and against moral and
material abandonment.''

Of course its meaning is almost the sa]ne but that is far tQo general and
I think that prohibition is something so important that this should.- be mentioned
as 9ne of the sub-clauses in artir.le 31. I hope on this' matter it is not necestlary to give long ar·guments as it is well-known that many of our Governmenfls ·
hav.e already_ declared several districts dry. Madras has the honour of' declaring first the whole of the province dry. We do not wish to live bv the excise
1·evenue which is in fact the re;enue got by the ruin of so manv "iabour class
fam_ilies. . I therefore think . that in our country, w"b.en all the' religions are
· unanimous about. prohibition; this amendment of Kazi Ka:rimuddin should be
me~tioned so~ewhe~e in Article 31. Because this is something pn which t-he
entire House JS unammous, I hope :0,., Ambedkar will see t{) its inclusion.
\ ~ -
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Seth Govind Das (C. P. & Berar: General): Sir, I do net wish to press
Ronourable ·Dr. Ambedkar to accept this amendment but at the same time I
·entir~ agree with my honourable friend, Pro£. Saksena that we are p-ledge6.
to the policy of prohibition. Everybody knows that in spite of the reducti<?n
in revenue in various proyinces we follow this policy. It is true that up .t1ll
:now complete prohibition 'is not there in every province, yet an effort is bemg
made to bring about complete prohiBition not only in the provinces but · in the
Centrally administered areas also. Now, Sir, it would really not be iu accordance with our traditions that when we are making a new Constitution for our
land, no mention is made about prohibition. I hope that the Ronoural;>le Dr.
Ambedkar and the Drafting Committee will find 6ut, if this amendment is not
sccepted, a suitable place in the constitution where a reference is made to
prohibition and I think that,every community of this land, Hindus, Muslims,
'Christians, Sikhs, Parsees and other;; ~ill agree that the principle of prohibition must be accepted in this country and our Constitution should say something with respect to prohibition. Though, Sir, I am not in a position to
'Support the amendment I would request the Honourable Dr. Ambedkar to
make the p'olicy in this respect clear.
·
Mr. Mohamed Ismail Sahib: Sir, I have got the honour to support
tlie amendment· that is placed b?fore the Rouse.
Sir, you ·know with
regard to the principle underlying this, amendment there has not been and
there is not any difference of opinion' amongst any section of people. Almost
.all sections political or otherwise, are agreed upon .this principle. Therefore,
Sir, one would have expected the Government to have made this principle the
subject-matter of even a mandatory and statutory article. It is really a very
mild amendment to say that this principle on which there is no difference of
opinion in the country should be made at least part of this Part, viz., of Directive Principles. I therefore, Sir, earnestly request the Honourable the Mover
to accept this amendment; though he may not accept it as part of article 30,
he may, as was suggested by one or two of iny friends, make it part Of article
31. I would request him once again to make prohibition find· a place in the
Constitution because there is absolutely-I may say almost absolutely-no
difference of opinion in the matter. Whatever may be the loss in the matter of
revenue, people are agreed that the Gover"nment must find other ways and
means of revenue and should enforce bhis principle which the Congress Party
. as well as the other parties had been advocating for decades.
Shri Biswana.th Das: Sir, ;r am very sorry I have to oppose my hon'ourable
friend, the mover of the amendment: my grounds are there.
We have
been~I mean the nationalist sections of the
country have been-wedded
to . the principle of entire prohibition but unfortunately my honourabb
friend want~ and pro:r-oses as a Directive part of the Constitution than
we should prohibit only the manufacture and consumption of liquor. What
becomes of opium? Opium is the worst evil that is prevailing in the country.
Sir, China and the eastern countries are in their precent position because of
o;pim~-~ting. Ther~fore, I for mysel! :~ould not b:- a party to any prohibitiOn If It does not mclude the prohibitiOn and manufacture of opium for
purposes of consumption.
Si:, I .am n?t !n fa':our of havi~g a. reform of ~his magnitude to be put in
the d1rective pnnmples. m th~ Constitutw?-. .I consider the Directive :Principles
of the Fundamental R1ghts m the Conshtutwn as the Ser!Aon on the Mount.
Shri .Bhagavat has stated that there is nothing like small and· great but fact
rem~ms that there are. small and great. Th:refore nothing will be gained by
puttmg all and sun~ry- m the Fundamental Rights. Under these. circumstances
I feel that any add1t10ns to what we have already is going to serve no useful
purpose. We are w~dded to. democracy: We are going to have a nationai
government. A N ahonal Government even today led and guided by not less
I
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persqns than Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru and Sa,rdar Patel wiil.not have t!.!eit
way if they do not' carry the· people with them. ,That being the posi~n, I
do not see why the question of prohibition should come in at all here as a.
Sermon on the Mount. Sir, despite the difficulties, despite the financia:t
stringencies,· despite various limitations, the provincial Governments in Madras,
and other Provinces have alreadv adumbrated the reform .. I plead patience
with friends. For myself I want an alr:lndia policy in which· the· provinces
and the States should go on together fighting against this mighty deinor:. of
dtink and opium consumption.
·
.
1
' any
' "'· useful purpose could .be·
Under these circumstances I do not ~see how
. served by only putting this in .the ·fram~work of 'the Constitution as a Directiv6'
Pr.inciple. Directive Principles are of course useful. and they will serve as a>
beacon light to the incoming ministries. ; They will serve as a sort of test for
the work of the Ministry after the term of office of fiv.e or three years.. As test,
they remain for: 'e_ver, but that does not bring us anywliere near our goal if we
include this in' the Constitution and keep it as a Directive · principle.
Under the circumstance& I
a.m strongly opposed: to this ·addition
which will ~ean nothing more than another Sermon on the Mount. Sir, I want.
a practical step to be taken and,~he practical step is bei:gg taken, despite difficulties, and I have no hesitation''in 'believing that the 'installation of a national
Government 9£ India, guided and led. by a Ministry which is 'r~,ponsible to
the Honourable Members of the Constituent Assembly or the National Parliament, will have no other option. than to. take up this great reform on hand
without any delay. Sir, despite difficulties, even the Central Government, ridiculous though it looks, is thinking of paving prohibition in the province of
Delhi. I state· a.U this merely to show' the anxiety of the Government. I
again appeal to the Honourable the Mover that nothing can be gained by
appealing to' sentiments in the mime .of Mahatma Gandhi. We must look to·
the practi~l aspect of the question, and nothing will be served by putting this
in the Directive Principles. Under these circumstances, I stand opposed t,o,
the amendment.
•
Siirt Maha.vir Tya.gi: Sir, I have ft. similar amendment, and that is No. 999;
but ·a practical joke has been played here and my amendment bas been completely reversed by the omission of two words. I do not know where aild at what .
time this clerical mistalie has occurred or when. My .·amendment reads tbus.,-Mr: _ViCe'-President: But I cannot permit you to move your amendment now.
Sh:-1 Maha.vir Tya.gi: No; Sir, I am only quoting it. It reads:
"That at the end of article 38, the following words be inserted :- ,
'and shall· endeavours by means of both· temperance and: prohibition fthe vise Jiy moath>
of liquor and other intoxicating drugs except on medical grounds',...
.
.

.

,.

.

l'he ·words should be "shall endeavour to stop by means of both temperance
and . prohibition. . . . . etc.'' I J:im reminded ·of a couplet in' Urdu which
·' \vith your permission I will repeat:··

.

llahi hamse mai khawaron ko
woh dunya ata hoti;
J~h.an hukman piya Kerte, .
!,

•

~na pite to saza hoti.

•'

\
' · :"

l

~ell, Sir, on this occasion, I have come to oppose this amendment,
not
because I disagree with its contents but ·because be ~bas su1ggested it a bit t.oo·
early. I feel that the amendment cif Syed Aarimuddin is. one to which we can
ha:ve:,the support of an. overwhelming majority bf "this. Assembly. But my
difficulty is . that this is not , ~be protrer ·place where this amendment should'
come up .. My friend wants it to come in as lirticle 30~A. My suggestion"

.

:. '

.'

I

.
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enumerated; that is the proper place for his amendment .
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have been

.'rhat there ~ust be prohibition is admitted tv by all. ~ . s_ubmit that
Gandhiji's foremost plallk of constructive programme was. prohib1t10.n (chee1's;,
and we aU stand pledged to this programme; we had pledged m fr?nt of
• Gandhiji. We have repeated that pledge tens of times every y,ear .on ;rndependence Days and :dow we cannot falsify that pledge before the nat-Ion: .. ~he
time has now come when we must implement our programme of prohibitlOn.
We must bring it in the Constitution. t am in full ll::!;r')ement with the spirit
of the amendment, but it is misplaced. I must submit t bat •the" Constitution
as it is, !md I have repeated this many times be£ore, is devoid of. Gana~1iji '.s
ideas. It is very ,poor from that point of view. We .have not aecommodate.d
him in the least. I had hoped that even if he be dead, :we would keep his
spirit alive, but lle. stands
dead even in this Constitution. Without his
spirit, I submit that the Constitution is dead. We had gi'V'ep our pledges to
stand by his programme, and we had done so in the. most linambiguous and
unequivocal manner; Sir, on such questions we Congressmen cannot com pro--'
mise, w"batever may ~e .the cousequences. This prohibition has been Jn his
programme. It has been also in our Election Manifesto, on which all members
of the provin~ial' Assem~lies were elected, and, it i~ through those elected bodies
in the provinces 'that we have been sent to this 4-ssembly, indirectly. So basi~
cally the whole of our electorate has voted for the programme of prohibition,
and if .now we do not bring it in here, we shall be betraying the wishes and
the trust o£ the whole electorate, and the people on whose behalf we say,
rightly or wrongly, tha.t we are making this Constitution. Let us not forget that
we are using the name of the people. If we do not appreciate their desires .am1
do not accommodate them in this Constitution, we shaJl have no moral justification to use the name of the people. If we cannot accommodate even: the
idea of prohibition in our Constitution, then what else liave we been sent
here for? We have been talking of revolutions, and about all s.orts of progress.
But if we cannot nave ·even this small reform in our Constitution· the book
will not be even worth tOuching with a pair of tongs. I therefore s~bmit that
if the Draft Constitution does not contltin prohibition, it does uot contai!!
Gandhiji, because where there is liquor, Gandhiji cannot be, and where
Gaudhiji is, liquor cannot be. That is the position. Therefore, I. ~ubmit
that· this amendment mt.y be accommodated at some proper place in the
Constitution. I support the spirit of the amendment, but only oppose it because
it "is proposed to be put in a place which is &ot the proper one to incorporate
it. With these words I oppose not the spirit, but the place where my friend
wants his amendment to be inserted.
.·

Kazi Syed Karimuddin: I£" Dr. Ambedkar accepts . the spirit of nl.y amendment and is prepared to accommodate it in article 31, I will have no objection
in withdrawing it.
B. Pocker S·a.hib Bahad~r: Sir, I heartily support this amendment and.
in doing so I do not w,mt to take up the time of the House except to draw
its attention to one facb. One of the previous speakers mentioned financial
difficulties which will arise out of prohibition. I only want to draw the attention of the House to the fact that prohibition has been accepted bv the Government of .Madras, and by the Madras legislature, and· tMy have worked it
out wonderfully well. It is working wonderfully well inspite of financial diffi. culties, and these difficulties are being overcome. Therefore, I would sav
financial difficulties should not stand in our way. As was pointed out by th~
previous spea~er, if we ha'OO ~~t; any real re':erence f~r t~e views of Gandhiji,
yve ought t<> mcorporat~ .PrOhi"'It·IOn at least m ~he _directive principles, if not
m the mandatory provisiOns o£ the Fundamentt::l. Rights. !It is not at all a
difficult thing to include it in the chapter dealing with the directive principles.
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After all, it only says, Government shall strive to achieve what is stated there.
Therefore I appeal to the House that the Members here should not allo~it
io be said of them that ;;oon after Gandhiji's death, his wishes and views were
also buried nine fathoms deep.
Mr. Vice~President: The House atands adjourned till· Monday the 22nd •
Nove~ber, 10 a.m.
The Assembl:v then adjourned till Ten of the Clock on Monday, the 22nd
.November, 1948:
'

.
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Monday, the 22nd No?Jember 1948
/

The Constituent 4ssembly of India met in the· Constitution Hall, New
Delhi, at Ten·minutes past Ten of the Clock, ,Mr. Vice-Presid~nt, (Dr. H. U.
Mookherjee), in the Chair.
DRAFT CONSTITU'J'ION-contd.
Article 30-A (contd.)
Mr. Vice-President {:Dr. H. C. ;Mookherjee): Before· we commence • the
proceedings of today, I beg to apologise to the House for my delay which I may
add is not due to any fault of my own.
We shall now resume discussion on new Article 30-A. Does any Member
want to speak on amendment No. 872?
Shri Mahavir Tyagi (United Provinces: General): -Sir, the othe.r day I had
spoken at length on this amendment, and I had put in a request with the Mover
of this amendment •to kindly agree to postpone the discussion- on this question just now and~have it when my amendment No. 999 comes. I hop~, if the
honourable Mover agrees, then it will be better that you be pleased to postpone discussion jw;tt now, and take it up when the proper occasion comes.
Mr. Aziz Ahmad Khan (United Provinces Muslim): Sir, this amendment was_
proposed by Mr. Karimuddin who is not present here today but at the same
time the amendment was sent by me and him both, and he has specifically
authorized me to submit that in case there is an agreement or an undertaking
given by the· Honourable the Law Member that he is prepared to incorporate
the principle of it anywhere in the Consti•ution, then the amendment may be
withdrawn; and I agree to it. Therefore, I am quite prepared to submii to your
decision that consideration of the amendment mav be delaved till we come to
article 38.
·
•
.
_ ~he Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay: General): Sir, I have not
followed exactly what it is, but if it is a matter which relates to prohibition ......
Mr. Vice-President: Yes.
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Then, it ha; bee~ agreed between
myself and Mr. Tyagi that he will move an amendment to Article 38, and I
propoRe to accept his amendment. So, this matter may be postponed until we
come to the consideration of Article 38.
Mr. Vice-President: Then we shall pass on to the next_amendment No. 873~
Shri Basanta Kumar Das (West Bengal: General): Sir, I am not moving i~.
Mr. Vdce-President·: The next amendment is No. 874.
. Shri. Raj. Bahadur (United State of. 1\t{atsya): Mr, Vice-President, Sir, I
tabled this amendment because it appeared to me that the •Draft Constitution
contained no provisions to secure the most elementary justice or the barest
chance of survival as decent and self-respecting citizens of the Indian Union,
to the people of those territories in our country which are at present under the
control and possession of "feudal lords, the jagirdars. I want to invite '&he
attention of this Assembly to the unfortunate circumstances-circumstances
( 501 ) .
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which ,provoke sympathy and pity at one and the same time-under which ti!ese
people are living. But before I do that I should read my· amendment. 'The
amendment runs as follows:
"That after article 30, the following new article 30-A be added :
'30-A. ThiJ State shall not recognise feudalism ·in any ,shape or form and. no person
sha!l be entitled witl:lln ~he territory of India t<> · any special rights or interests on the.
baslS of pr~perty fallmg m the category of ~agirs or Muafis'."

Sometimes the position of these, jagirdars and these feudal estates is confused with that of the zamindars and zamindaries. I submit that the two are
essentially different in nature, conception and origin. In fact there is no resemblance or similarity between the two. T!Ie jagirdars find their origin in past his'\
tory. They descend from certain ruling families in the States. ln other words they ~
~re_ the scions of these families. They enjoy the right to ho.ld properties· in their
Jag1rs and estates without paying anything absolut~ly, or if at all very little, to
the State or Government to which they owe their origin. They ~njoy independent judicial powers. They have got the right to levy even customs duty in
some cases. In some. other cases they have got the right to have a separate
Police force. They also' levy sales tax, Their succession always operates on
the principle
of primogeniture. As such, via-a-vis the Stat-e to which they
belong or vis-a-vis the Central Government, their position·~s. one of quasi-sovereignty. I shouid therefore suo mit that there is nothing· commori between the
! amindars and feudalists.
Vis-a-vis their people, their rights and authority
are almost unlimited. They have the right to levy extortionate rates of rents
from the kisans (t-enants) under them. It is common knowledge that
they
enforce begar, that is, forced labour, not only for ord.inary purposes of agriculture but even for menial and humiliating jobs. Another thing that constitutes
an insult to humanity itself is the imposition of a duty knoWn as "Lagbag" on
marriage or other occasions as also the way in which they impose certain humiliating social restrictions as for example in some· cases these feudal' lords do not ·
allow their ryots and kisans to ride horses in their presence. If there is a
marriage ·party, the bridegroom .cannot rid'e a horse. The womenfolk of their
ryots are not allowed to wear even silver trinkets or ornaments. In some cases,
this goes to the extent of refusal of the right to hold an umbrella even. 1
therefore·invite the attention of the House that·if in a free India such conditions
exist and are tolerated thi:m this would mean clearly a denial of democra.cy
and liberty. It is why when we address these people and tell them that
"Swaraj J:as come", they look hlankly at .our faces. They refuse to believe
that Swaraj has really come and we find ourselves in a. very awkward position.
It is true that now with the democratisation of the States, we have got popular
Ministers functioning in the ·States, but in some of the States where these jagirs
or feudal estates exist there are some sort of mixed Governments and
Ministries: and our popular Ministers are unable to bring any succour or relief
to this hard-pressed and oppressed section of the people.
'
If we consider the problem from another point of view, we can also see that·
in our Constitution, there are three classes of States or "units"-firstly, Gover. nor's provinces, se<fOndly, ·chie( Commissioners' provinces, thirdly, the acceding
States. But it is obvious that these feudal estates enjoying a sort of quasisover'eignty. over their people; conr>titute a class by themselves. I~ should have
b~en. therefore meet and proper that there should have been' something in the
Col)stitutio'n to provide for the securing of social ju~ice, of ~iberty and democratic freE\dom to th.e people in these feudal estates~ Unfortunately it is noti there.
The simple question that arises from· the amendment I have ~abled is whether
this Constitution of ours should or should not contain something in order t,o
ensure even an elementary freedom for these people.
As far as the Draft

DRAFT CONSTITUTION

Constitution- is concerned, we have been assured that the position of the States,
in coprse of time or may be even before we finish the consideration of the
Draft ~onstitution, shall be brought on a par and equality with the rest of the
units of tlie Indian union. But at the present time there is definitely a differenc'e
in the Draft Constitution between the treatment proposed for the present States
Unions or States on the one hand and the provinces on the other. This goes to
the extent that the people of the States cannot come in the defence of their
fundamental rights even, before the Supreme Court. I£ you want to appeal re~c garding certain matters there is a special procedure provided _for it and that pro.cedure would make it very difficult for us to geii even our rights vindicated from
the Sup~eme Court. When I commend this question to the House, I presume that
the House will earnestly consider it. I am not very serious to move my amendment. What I am very serious about is that when I go back to my constituency
I may face the people with an easy conscience. I· want to know in case
they ask me, "What have you done for us who are so much hard-pressed under
the thumb of these feudal lords?" what answer I .shall give to them. I want
this answer from this Assembly. It is not my purpose to delay the proper consideration of the Draft Constitution by• any frivolous or superfluous amendments,
but I submit that the House should come to the relief and succour· of these
hard-pressed people and our Constitution should contain adequate provisions to
secure this.
-

Mr. Vice-PreSident.: I have not'been able to make out. whether this amendment has been formally moved.
'
1 ~hri ~i Bahadur: I h~ve not formally moved. it. I h~ve simply had my say
on 1t, to mvoke the attention of the House on this questiOn.
·
Shri H. V. Kamath. (0'. P. & Berar: General): :Mr. Vice-President, Sir, it is
very unfortunate that sev}'lral amendments dealing with this subject have been
scattered pell-mell in this list of amendments. It would have been much better
if these amendments relating to village panchayats had been taken up all together and had been placed in the list also in the same order. Unfortunately,
however, that has not been so, and I am oonstrained to move the amendment
as it appears on the Order Paper, because by not moving it, I do not want the
impression to be created that I have resiled from the stand which I took in the
course of the debate on Dr A.mbedkar's motion for consideration of 'the Draft
Constitution. I am very happy to see that my feeble voice was reinforced
'by the powerful support of my veteran and elder colleagues in this House and
I am glad that several amendments on this subject. have appeared. If you are to
-disposed, Sir, I would formally move it now and request you to hold it over
for consideration till the other amendments come up for discussion or'
an
agreed amendment comes up. Whatever the case may be and whic:&ever amendment on this subject is accepted by the House, the other. amendments will be
withdrawn in favour of that, and mine ~lso will be withdrawn later on; but as
matters stand, I have no other go but to move it before the House. I do not
want to traverse the ground which I covered in the course of my speech on
Dr. Ambedkar's motion. I would only express the hope that where the type of
-capitalist, parliamentary democracy typified by Europe and America and the
centralised socialism typified by the Soviet Union have failed to bring peace,
bappiness and prosperity to mankind, we in India might be. able to set up a
new political and economic pattern, and that we would be able to realise the
vision of Mahatma Gandhi's Panchayat. Raj and, th:t;ough this system of de·centralised socialism, we will lead mankind and the world to the goal of peac~
and happiness.
•
•
I, therefore, with your leave formally move this amendment and mal{e a
personal request to yo.u to hold this over till such time as .the other ameudme'tb.
-to this Article are ready for discussion. I ·shall rt>ad trJ'] !lm-.ni~.
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.

"That after article 30, the following new article

oo

inserted :

,

'30-A: The State shall endeavour to promote the healthy deV'elopment ~£ Gram
Panchaya.ts with a. view to ultimately constituting them a.s basic units of administration.' ••

Mlr. Vice-President: Does Dr. Ambedkar wish to say anything on this amendment?
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar': I move that this matter do stand over.

Mr. Vic9..:President: I find that there is an amendment, to add a new article31-A, numbered 927 in the list, standing in the name of Sbri K. Santhanam.
This, as well.as that amendment may be considered together. Is it the wish of
,the House that this zp.ay be done?
Honourable Members: Yes.
Article 31.

Mr. Vice-President: We shall the11 pass on to article 31.
An Honourable Member: Article 30 has not yet been put to the House.
Mr. Vice-PireSident: ~t has been put and adopted.
Mr. Vice-President: The House _will no!~ take up article 31, for discussion.
Mr. Na,ziruddin Ahmad (West Bengal: :M:uslim):. ·Sir, I beg to move:
".That in clause (i) of article· 31, the words 'men and women equally' be omitted."

-

'

The clause in question is to this effect, that "the citizens, men and women
equally, have an adequate means of livelihood." I submit, Sir, that the words.
'men and women equally' are unnecessary and redundant. In .fact with the
acceptance of this an~endment, the clause would run thus: "that the citizens
have the right to an adequate means of livelihood." I submit, ~ir, that the
·word 'citizen' has been defined in article 5, clause (a). That definition i;:; in
. general terms and I presume inc~des the feminine. The masculine, as it is
well known, embraces the feminine. In the circumstances, as we have
defined, .................. .

Pandit Lakshmi Kanta Maitra (West Bengal·:· General): Did the
M;ember say, "masculine" means "feminine"?

Honour::tbl~- · t
~

Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad:· 'Masculine' hicludes 'feminine' ·in interpretation·. ~
'Every·person' mentioned in article 5(a) means certainly feminine as well asc ~
masculine. Therefore, as the word 'citizen' has been precisely defined and that
depne'd expression 'citizen' has been used in this article, I think the addition
of the words "men. and women equally" is unnecessary.
If we are to make
it clear tliat any law shall apply to men and women equally and if we are
forced to declare it everywhere, then this expression has got to be· used nilnecessarily in many places. Althpugh I agree with the principle that all citiz:~ns
shall have certain rights without distinction o£ caste or creed, sex or colour,
these words need not be there.

·l

Sir.
-- The llono.urable
, Dr.-B. R. Ambedkar: I oppose the amendment,
.
.

Shri Mahavir Tyagi: Sir, I have a suggestion to make.· 'l'here are a number-'
of amendments suggesting ir:ti'provement in langul3,ge or change in words. 'rhey
do not ~opose any change of the spirit or the meaning of the article concerned.
That· Beir:tg so, may I suggest that they may be cotlected ~ogether. and sent to 11'
committee whic!I you may appoint to comider and dispose th~m of? If thi:> iS:
dol'R much of the time of the Hous·e can be saved .for thef consideration of vitall.
and important amendments.
·
·
·
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Mr. Vice...President: I am quite willing to fall in w!th the suggest.ion, if that
is the wish of the House. Probablv we shall consider this suggestion later,
after two or three days.
..

'

.

'

Shr:i'Lokanath Misra (Orissa: General): Does it mean an adjournment of the
consideration of these motions?

Mr. Vice-President: No.

Why should we adjourn it? We can take a votP nn

it at once and come to a decision.
Prof. K. T. Shah (Bihar: General): Mr.

Vice-President,

Sir, I beg to

move:"That in clause {i) of artiCle 31, for the words 'that the citizens, men and women equally,
have the right to an a-dequate' the ·words 'every citizen has the right to an adequate' be
substituted."

Sir, in commending this motion to the House, I would like. to be understood
in the first place that t.l]_is is not merely an attempt to improve upon language.
I de not. profess to be an authority on the English language, and much less on
t.be mysteries Qf technical draftsmanship as is implied -in this language. Mine
is only a commonsense view of this matter. The term "the citizens'~ as it is
usd in this clause, is so collective that I am afraid its distributive sense is apt
to be lost sight of. I am, therefore, proposing to substitute for the words "the
citizens" the words "every citizen" so thaii each and every member of the
society shall have this right to an adequate standard of living. The distributive
sense is brought out much better by my amendment, this very language is
us~,a in another article l.n this Chapter <itself later on when· they are speaki1ig
o.f the right to primary education. I am therefore sugges.ting no innovationwhich is not authorised by the draftsman's own terminology.

lt is, of course, beyond me to say why in one article, in one and the same
Chapter, they use the collective expression "the citizens", while in another
article in the same Chapter they use the words "every· citizen" and in a third
again some different rorm. This, Sir, is the reason why, not understanding the
distinction that may have been in the mind of the draftsman for using a variety
of expressions to convey perhaps the same meaning, at least to a commonsense
mttn, I am proposing. this amendment. If the intention is that the words ''the
citizens" are used in the collective sense, then I submit that would be an offence
more of substance than I am~ at present inclined to believe while reading this
article. For taking the term collectively it can at best express a "'ague hope
£or the happiness of the average citizen. Now, the law of ayerages is a. very misleading law, and will give you a sort of satisfaction for which in truth there can
be no basis. I have no desire to convert this debate into any kind of lighthearted exhibition of one's capacity to entertain the House; but I cannot help
- bringing here to the notice of the House the mischief that the vagaries of the
ID81'fl mechanical statistician can reduce the law of averages, and give a result
which is totally opposed to fa-ct. In illustration, may I say that I have heard
the stor;y of a women's hostel having to be reported upon, when the trustees of
the h?stel came to know t~at there were ten girls, and one of them had apparently miscondl!cted _herse~f. ·There was some _trouble and a statistical authority
was called m to mvest1gate and report on th1s hostel. He examined the ~n
mates_and made the famous report saying that everyone of the inmates of the
hostel was ninety per cent virgin and ten percent pregnant. In this statement
he was ~imply applying the law of the average.
· I do not know whether it is fully appreciated that this kind of perpetration
is within the power of the e)\pert to achieve; and as I_ do not wish the Constitution to ·read to this kind of expert technical perfection, I wish to .substitute the
words "every citizeJJ." for the words "the citizens", which will leave no room
for doubt in the matter.
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,
. Another reason why I am moving this amendmen~ for dropping the word~
'·men and women equally" is that it smacks ·too much in my opinion, of patr~
nlsing by men over women. There is no reason -for man to believe that,he 1s
even an equal to woman, let alone superior. Acc.ording to that view whic~ I have
always entertained that man is a somewhat lower animal as compared to woman,
I feel that this exhibition of patronage b~y man over woman, as if we were con-ferring any special right, ought to be expunged from the_ Constitution.
Citizt>ns are citizens irrespective d sex, age or creed; and that being one of ,
the fundamental propositio11s Hccepted· by tbe Constitution, I see no reason
w!>J we should say •·men and women, equally" as' if we were pleased ~o grant
e_qual rights to men and women, rights moreover which are only directives, and
therefore not necessarily to be implemented immediately. For these reasons, I
su~gest that this amendmerit ought to be taken, not merely as a verbal amendment. but one of substance, and I trust. that those responsible for moving this: ',Jj
Collstitution before the House will accept it.
II
Mr. Vice-Pil'eSident: I unde1"stand that even though amendment No. 88·1 is
to be negatived, I must give an opportunity to Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad to ;;penk
onit.
·
Mr. Naziruddi!i Ahmad: Not moving it, Sir,
Mr. Vice-President: Then 885, Professor· K. T. Shah.
Prof. K. T. Shah: Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I beg to·move:
"That for dau~e (ii) of article 31, the following be substituted :
'(ii) that the ownership, control and management of the natural resources of the country
in the shape of mines. and mineral wealth, forests, rivers and flowing waters as well as in
the shape of the seas along the coast of the country shall be vested in and belong to the country
oollectively a.nd shall be exploited and developed on behalf of the community by the State
aa repre1ented by the Central or Provincial Governments or local governing authority or
statutory corporation as may b8 provided for· in each case by Act of Parliament';"

-, Sir, the original clause for which I propose this one in substitution stands
as fo!lows : ·
· "(ii) that the ownership ·and control of the material resources of the community are sO<.
diatributed as pest to subserve ,the com111.on good;"
'
.,

If I may venture to say so, Sir, the clause; as it stands can lend itself to
any interpretation; and, with the background on which we have been working,
with the ·traditions under which the administrative machinery is operating, and
the allegiance which vested interests command in this House, I am -afraid
that, if this clause is ,allowed to stand as it is, instead of ·serving any purpose,
it will make the proper development of the country or the just redistribution
of its wealth,' or bringing in a fair measure of .social justice, only an empty
dream.
·
\

I suggest, therefore, that it should be substituted by what, I have just
' read out, whereby the. ownership, control and management of the natural
· resources shall be vested in the community collectively, and shall be exploited,
developed and worked by the community as represented by the Central or
Provincial or Local Governments, or by any.. statutol'y corporations that may ,
have been created for the purpose.
.
·
I think there can be no uispute on this proposition that, as. regards the
natural resources •that I have tried to describe, no human being has len't any
value to/those resources by his or her own la.bour.
They are gifts of nature.
They are' the .initial endo~ment which each
-country has in greater or less measur~; and, m lllere eqmty, they should belong to ali people collectively.
And 1f they are to be d.e_velop~d, .the.y should:
be developed also byt for, and ori. behalf of the community coll~ct1vely.
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The creation or even the presence o£ vested interests, of private monopolists,
of those who seek only a profit for themselves, however useful, important, or
necessary the production of such natural re.sources may be for the welfare of
the community. is an offence 'in my opinion against the community, against
the ~ong-range interests of the country as a whole, against _the unborn generations, '\hat those of us who are steeped to the hilt, as it were, in ideals of
private property and the profit motive, do not seem to rea1ise to the fullest.
In the resources that are. mentioned in my amendment not only is there no:
creation of any value or utility by anybody's proprietary right being there, but
what is more, the real value comes always. by the common effort of .society,.
by the social circumstances that go to make any particular interests or resources of this kind valuable.
. Take mines and rp.ineral wealth. Mines and mineral wealth, as everybody
knows, are ari. exhaustible,-a: wasting asset. UnfortunatelJ, these, instead of
having been guarded and· properly protected. and kept for the community to be
utilised in a very economical and thrifty manner, have been made over to·
individual profit-seeking concession-holders and private monopolists, so that
we have no control over their exploitation,· really speaking, for they are used
in a manner almost criminal, so that they can obtain the utmost profit on them .
for themselves, regardless of what would happen i£ and when the mines should
come to an end or the stored up wealth of ages_past is exhaused.
I suggest, therefore, that we allow no long range interests of private
profit-seekers involved in the utilisation of these mines and the mineral wealth,.
that on the proper utilisation of these mines and mineral wealth depends· :riot·
only_ our industrial position, depend not only all our ambitions, hopes and
dreams of industrialising this country, but what is much more, depends also'
the defence and security o£ the nation. It would, therefore, I repeat, be a
crime against the community and it~unborn generations if you do not realise,
even at this hour,· that the mineral wealth of the country cannot be left untouched in private hands, to be USed, manipulated, exploited, exhausted 8-S they
like for their own profit.
It is high time, therefore, that i~ this Constitution we lay down very categorically that the ultimate ownership, the. direct management, conduct and
development of these resources can only be in the hands of the State or theagents of the State, the representatives of the State, or the creatures of the StatP.,.
like Provinces, municipalities, or. statutory corporations.
Another argument may also be advanced here in support of my view. By
their very nature, these resources cannot be exploited econpmica.lly or efficiently uriless they become monopolies.
In one form or another, they have to
be developed in a monopolistic manner.
Now monopolies are always distrusted so long as they remain in private hands and are operated for private
profit.
If they are to be monopolized. as I believe inevitably they will have
to be, then it is just as well that they should be owned, managed and worked
by the State.
It is not 'enough to provide only for a sort of vague State control over them
as the original clause does; it is not enough merely to say that they could be
so utilised as to "subserve the common good," every word of which is vague,
undefined and undefinable, and capa.b~e of being twisted to such a sense in any
court of law, before any tribunal by clever, competent law.~rs, as t<l be wholly
divorced from the intention of the draftsman, assuming t.hat the dr~ftsman
had some such intention as I am trying to present before the House.
We
must have more positive guarantee of their proper, social and wholly beneficial utmsation; and that can only be achieved i£ their ownership, control
and management are vested in public hands.
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. ~on~idera~ions,. therefore, of immediate wealth, of the necessity of indus-

-tnahsatwn, of natwnal defence, and of social justice have moved me to in~1te
this House to consider my amendment favourably, namely, thaj:; without
;a proper ful~-fledged ownership, absolute control and direct management by
the State or 1ts representatives of these resources, we will not be able to realise
all our ·dreams in a fair, efficient, economical manner which I wish to attain
iby this means.
.
Most of these forms of wealth, I need hardly tell this House, are yet un·
-developed, or developed in a very, very superficial manner.
It is to be· hoped
t!Jat in years to come, we shall !lndertake and carry out a I.\luch more 'direct,
.- a much more effective and efficient Plan for the all round development of the
eountry, in every part and in every item of our availabfe resources.
If that is
.so, if we are going to achieve, if we afe going to take that as our first concern, for
-the new life that is.pulsating throughout the country, then I put it to you, 8ir,
that without some such provision, it would not be possible to attain the objective
as quickly and as economically as we would desire.
Deliberately, I have not included in the list
I would only add one word.
of initial resources of the country, the biggest of them, namely land.
I have
not mentioned it, not because I do not believe that land should be owned,
operated and held, collectively, but because I recognize that th'e various mea!ures that have been in recent years adopted to ·exclude landed proprietors:zamindars to oust~ them and take over the land, ·would automatically involve
the proposition that the agricultural or culturable land of this ·country belongs
to the country collectively, and must be used and developed for its benefit.
For t-hese reasons. t~erefore, Sir, wbile•particularising the natural resources
which we should_ have in common ownership and develop collecti~ely, I have
But that 1
deliberately left out_ perhaps the most important of them alL
trvst will not- prejudice the fate of this proposition by itself.· I commend it
-to the House.
·
(Amendments Nos. 88!) to 891 were not moved.)

Prof. K. T.

S~ah:

Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I beg to move:

'-'That for ~clause (iii) of article 31, the following be substituted:'\, '(iii) that there shall be no private monopolies in any form of production of material
wealth, social service, or public 'utilities nor shall there be any concentration of means of
production and distribution in private hands and th11 State shall adopt every means to
prevent such concen~ration or accumulation'." .
•

Sir. the original Article as it is drafted reads as follows :
"(iii) that the· operation of the economic system does not result in the concentration of
wealth and means of ·production- to the common detriment;"
,
·

Once again, I have to use the same argument namely tliat while . I. ha~e
taken the phraseology that is given in my amendment ahnost entirely from the
Draft itself, I have. tried to make it much more clear anCI unambiguous than
the Draft makes it.
I feel, Sir, that if the Draft remains ao. it is, it is liable
to be interpreted in a way not at ~ll intended perhaps by the draftsmen, or, at
any ·rate, not understood in i;hat sense by the reader.
I think, Sir, tha.t monopolies by themselves are very, offensive to the common good.
In. every country whose history is recorded, wherever they have
manifes-ted themselves, there have been cries of protest;' against their presence.
Some of tho:> most important !lecisions which have contributed materially to the
growth of the Epglish Constitution have been in regard to monopolies granted
by the' Crown.
No fight was so st!QI!g iri .the ages gone by in England ur
France or.._ other countries which have~experienced this 'in a :more intense form
than the fight against the monopolies.
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' Monopolies,' however, need not be created or established by direct. grant
or patent, or in a legal, open form that would admit itself to be caught or
_ .controlled, so t9 .say, by the straightforward operation of any provision like
this"i~cluded in the Constitution or legal system in general.
'Monopolies develop much more artificially; monopolies develop much more
by force of the very circumstances that competition is supposed to provide.
·In a competitive society, we are told, the only guarantee of the common good
being served is that, by the mere process of competition amongst thems~lves,
the competing producers will have so to reduce. p··ices, they would have so t<>
bring down their costs or selling price,· that the largest amount of profit can
be gained if _the monopolised commodity is consumed .by - the widest
number of consumers.
In actual fact, however,
Sir, in every
country that has got industrialised, and commercialised on a wide scale, you
1
find that the competitors soon come to realise that competition is good for nobody.
Hence by arrangement amongst themselves, by all sorts of ·devices,
.like Trusts, Syndicates, and Cartels, 'they try to .make a virtual monopoiy,
which may seem inoffensive on the face of it. which may even appear to be
aimed at cutting out costs and reducing overheads, and thereby making the
-product more easily and more cheapty a.ccessible; but which; in fact, ~eally
result in adding,.enormously to the increasing profit of the pnvate prop~etor.
1 take it, Sir, that members of this enlightened House will be all too
familiar with the history of Trusts in England or America, and of the Syndicates
and Cartels -in Germany or France, for me to .outline it.
They would easily
realise how insidiously, how slowly, but how irresistibly the movement for
7rrustification, .Syndication, Cartelisation, combination or monopoly· in all
important industries began to develop, what devic~s they adopt for holding
these monopolies ,tightly and closely among a selected few of their own blood
eircle, and what part the Interlocking Directorate plays in the gen~ral direction of policy; how when competition is int-ense, they try to ruin every new
appearance. in the field, so that the field remains for ever their exclusive possession, their ex~lusive property.
•

vV e in this country have too bitter, too recent, too v!l-ried and too numerous
€xperiences of the operation of foreign monopolists, who, until the other day, ,
held power in our country, whereby any indigenous enterprise that was against
the vested interests of the alien MonopolistR, had t-o pl:t up the most intense
f>truggle
against the monop_olist outsiders.
Only
the other day we
had
the
spectacle,
in which
the history
of the
growth
of
a great national shipping concern was outlined.
Those who know the
~e vicissitudes through which that concern has gone, wouJd realise the long .
years of fight, the discouraging d·evelopments that t.hey had to put up with,
because the Government of the country in those days was a foreign Government.
Because the new competing interest was an Indian interest,· it did
not suit the Government to allow' the foreign monopolists in any wa.y to suffer.
and the native new enterprise to succeed.
The latter, therefore had to suffer
nll kinds of handicaps and disadvantages, into the details of which this is not
ihe place nor the time to go.
The fact, Jwwever, that in spite of that, by
the support. of the people, by the intring.ic strength of the service they wanted
-to render, the enterprise has survived to this day, does not Mdo the principal
argument that I am trying to place before the House, that private Monopolies,
"by their very nature, are not in the interests of the public, unless they a,re
·of the community as a whole.
.

.

-

A private less correct monopoiist will always be a predatory creature, who
, will hunt and prey upon those who become consumers of his product or serWhether it is in an ordinary indust-ry like the manufacturing industry
-vice.
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turning out a given product,· or in any industry which is making consumer
goods, or in a social service, like Education or Health, there
dariger of mono,.
polists creating strong private interest which it will never be in the interesb
of the country to tolerat'e. I should therefore forbid tP.e very possibility oi. ~ny
monopoly emerging, let us say, in the matter of education or educational apparatus, let us say, in regard to health or the production of drugs, or making medicines, or the supply of surgical and other instruments and· apparatuses.
l
would beg to submit to this House that there is every danger of our country
oeing dominated by private monopolists unless, from the vet y start, in this
very Constitution we make it perfvctly clear that in this New India, there !:!hall
\:le no room for private monopolists, who would be predatory, who would be
preying upon their kind as cannibals in a form that no savage or alleged
savage of the Pacific Seas would Cio.

is

I,

The civilised cannibal of 9ur tin~e, the blood-sucker, is the exploiter who.
\
is highly honoured, who is often titled, who is very fully represented._ in · this,
House also, and is therefore able to dictate to you, 'and iJ+spire you in in"'
numerable ways, as to how you shall provide for his safety in the Constitution ·
itself, so that he could get a1 new lease of life and g<:> on in a variety of ways,
multiplying, diversifying, increasing and intensifying his ' monopoly to . the
~prejudice qf the common people, to· the prejudice of the country's defence, to
the prejudice of all those who have been looking forward to this age as an age
· in which real power is supposed to be vested in the representatives of thepeople in this House, to be able at least to obtain the imrriediate necessaries of
life without payillg the toll of the profiteer, and as such to be able to lead a
life a little above the level of the beasts.

The Honourable S!J.ri K. Santhanam: (Madras: Gei+eral): Does the expression 'Privat-e Monopolies' include monopolies by public companies?
Prof. It. T. Shah: I have already said in an earlier· amendment· that I
would not only have monopolies but ouly~monopolies when ~hey are public, eitherGovernment owned, State-owned or· owned by stat.e Corporations.~ I£ by public
companies you mean statutory com:ganies, the answer· is in the affirmative.
But if you mean by public companies only those that are registered. and falling
under the Companies Ant as public companies, then the answer is in the
negative.
The Honourable Shri K. Santhanam: The expression, 'private
will exclude public limited companies.

monopoli~s··

Prof. K. T. Shah:
I would invite my Honourable friencl to help me in
mwking it much more explicit. If he will n_gt, then he will forgive me for not
pa.ying more attention to these very casuistic words.
The monopolies I have·
in mind are represented much more by Trusts, by inter-locking Directorates,
by a variety of ways by which banks, insurance companies,- transport concerns
electricity concerns, power corporations;
ntilit.y
corporations
of
all
yet
all
combined
horizori.t.ally,
vertically, ·angularly, ·
kinds
etc.
sideways,
backways
and . frontways,
so that if you ta;ke up
the
totality of them all, you will find that tl;lis country is in the grip of between 300· 1
to 500 people or :!Jtmilies so far as economic life of thi~ country is concerned.
They may have their nephews and their nieces functioning in various capacities.
One may 'work in 'a factory, another may shine in sports, a third may flirt with
Art, and a fourth may endow Science and Learning. One may be a Manager,
and another may be a philanthrophist, and yet ariqther :nay be a religious·
teacher, but that does not change the complexion ..,There are a few hundred'
families in this country which hold us all in economic sl~ver.r of a kind that the·
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slavery in the Southern States of America ha.s no comparison. lf you <;lo not'
open your eyes even now, then you are inviting with open eyes the kind of revolution in a form which none of us might desire but none of us would be able
to resist. Sir, I commend this proposal to this House .

..

Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: Sir, I beg to

move:~

"That in clause (iii) of article 31, for the word 'concentration' the words 'undue concen-tration' be substituted."
· -

Sir, the passage in the Draft Constitution runs thus :"That the operation of the economic system does not. result in the concentration of_
wealth and means of production to the common detriment etc".

My amendment would be to the effect that the clause should prevenh_
"undue" concentration of wealth and mea111s of· production to the common
detriment. I submit that the economic system which we have here today
and which it seems is in· view, would necessarily mean that the: wealth and
means of production would be uneconomic; unless we want to introduce a.
Communistic state, these inequities would be inevitable. Even in the Communistic state of today there are inequities. ' I submit, 8ir, that it is impossible to equalise wealth and means of production in the hands of alL I_
submit, the earning of a good" business man, that of a lawyer of eminence; that
of a Minister of eminence and that of a common man in the street or a.
Chaprasi, cannot be equaL So I submit that all that we should attempt to·
prevent is "undue" concentration of wealth and means of production. There·
would be inevitable concentration of some wealth and· the means of production. -I submit Sir, that this word would remove the misconception.
(Amendments Nos. 896 to 903 were not moved.)

Mr.

0

N~ziruddin

Ahmad : Sir, Amendment No. 904 consists of three parts,.
of which I wish to move only parts t.wo and three.

Sir I beg to move that in clause (v) of article 31, for the word "abused"
the word ",exploited", and for the words "economic necessity" · the worcf'
"want" be ~bstituted.
Mr. Vice-President: Is it necessary to.make a speech?

Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad : No, Si~.
Mr. Vice-President : Amendment No. 905, Mr. Kamath.

Shri H. V. Kamath : Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I find that so far as this.
amendment of mine is concerned, I am in very good co'mpany. I find that the·
Drafting Committee has sponsored an amendment--No. 907-t.o the same.
effect.

The clause as it stands, reads as follows :
"The State shall. .. ".direct its policy towards ~caring .... "that citizens are not forced'
by economic necessity to enter ~vocations unsuited to their age or strength."

My amendment seeks to add the word "sex" also, SQ. that it will then read'
thus :
·
"." ... are not forced by economic necessity to enter avocations unsuited to their age, seJC
or strength."

_-

.

•

I feel, Sir, that so long as the economic system is what it is today, it is.
conceivable that women might be forced by sheer necessity to take to occupa-tions which may not be suitable to the conditions imposed· on them by nature.
I personally feel that this would be a wise amendment., a wise move, to see·
that necessity does not force women to enter certain occupations.
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Since sending in this amendment, however, I l,lave ascertained from my
:Honourable women friends in this House that they are not very keen on this
?Provision being made, in this clause. So in spite of· my· inclination to, the
,contrary, in spite of my disposition to retain this amendment, I have .decided,.
,out of deference to their wishes, not to press this ,amendment, and not to move
it. Of course, it will await the fate of amendment No. 907 which has been
.officfaUy sponsored.
. ,
'
'
.
·
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· · Sihri C. Subrama:rliam (Madras: Ge~eral): Sir, can a speech be made if
Member is not moving his amendment ?

~the

Mr. Vice-President: I did not notice till the very end that Mr. Kamath was
We are all in the. hands of Mr. Kamath
lllot going to move his amendment.
dn this niatter .. I am not a prophet.
'
.·
/~~
Then we come to amendment No. 906, Shri Sahu.·
· 'Shri Lakshminarayan Sahu (Orissa: General):
*[Mr.
.Vice-P=esicl/;.
-move the amendment which s'tands in my name :
"That in clause (v) of article 31, for the words 'their age' the words 'their age, sex'
.'be .substituted."
,

Mr. Kamath adinitted here that even he considers that.the word 'Sex' should
'be put in but that he did not do so becau'se the term 'Sex' was not· liked by
,some lady members .of this House. But I insist that this word should be re-tained here. I wguld like to know the reasons which led them to sary that
they, did not like this word. W.e see that the -word 'Sex' has already been used
in article 9 of the Fundamental Hights. We also know that we use the word
'Linga'•in our language, and so I fail to see the harin likely to be done l>y the
,use of this word here.
·
Secondly, if we do not use the word 'Sex' here, many unpleasant eompli·.cations a:re likely to ensue. In order to. avoid all such complications I vxould
'like that the words "Unsuited to their age, sex and strength"~ should- ·be
:retained.
There are · many such factories and mines which are not fit
for women to work in. But. many0 w~men are compelled by circumst-ances tO
work there: To stop this practice the worn "Sex" should be specifically used
"
:here.
The third pqint is that the members of the ·Dnifting Committee like to use
·the word 'sex' here. When it is .so, I do not find any reason to delete it. And
'hence the word sex mm;t be retained so th(J.t women may be saved from ex.ploitation. The condition of the women of our count1-y is rather deplorabl~
and I do not like that they should work day and night in the mines and be
{)bliged to adopt some such profession which rnay spoil their home life. ' On
o.account of these three reasons I propose that this word 'Sex' must be retain,,ed here and "I move this amendment qccordingly.] '
Mr. Vice-President: No. 907, Dr. ,Awbedkar?
The Honourable Dr. B~ R. Ambedkar: Not m?ving.
Mr. Vice-President : .ThEm No. 908. Mr. Sved Abdur Rout'
Syed Abdur Rouf (Assam : Muslim) : Sir, I beg t{) move :
~

~

"That in _clause (v'f of article ·31, for the words 'to their age or
·•to their sex, age or health' be substituted.,
-·
'

st~ength'

the wo.rds

From the trend of the amendments it is .seen that· so far as acceptance of
cthe word "sex" is concerned, there ·is upanimity of opinion in the House.
·Now, in my amen_dment I have tried f-urther to add, t1ie word "health" in place
·.of "strength", because I think the word "health" includes and connotes the

* [ ] Translation. of Hindu~tani speech.
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word "strength", but the word "strength" does not necessarily connote the·
word "health". On this ground the word "strength" is unsuited. If we want.
to' s~ve the worker from ruin, we should consider the he::dth of the worker, no1t
·merely his strength.
I therefore commend this amendment for the accep··/
tance of the House.
Shri S. V. Xrishnamoorthy Ra.o (Mysore): Sir, I move:
"That in Clause (v) of article 31, for the words 'that the strength and health' the words-.
·'that the health and strength' be substituted."
·

My amendment is only in order to rearrange the phraseology.
My only.
justification is that strength follows health and the phraseology sounds better~
Sir, I move.
(Amendments Nos. 910 to ~13 were not moved.)
Rev. Jerome D'Souza (Madras : General) : Mr. Vice-President, I ~am.
grateful to you for the Qpportunity you have given me oL making a very brief.
statement on this amendment. which I and some of my friends have tabled.
Let me say at once, to reassure this House that that statement will be briet
and that for reasons which I shall presently explain, it is not· my intention to.
press the amendment. But, Sir, I deem it a matter of some importance tha.t..
the grounds which moved us to table this amendment should be understood by
this House, and that the broad principles oii which we have based this request..
may be appreciated, so that though at the present moment and in the present
form this amendment may not be acceptable or may not be prudently pressed,
the spirit of it may be understood and somehow embodied in this momentous.
and solemn document of our ConstitutiQn.
· Sir, there have been complaints from many sides of this House that ourConstitution does not reflect .the spirit or the genius of our people, that it is.
a kind of mixed recipe got up from various forE-ign .sources and foreign con-stitutions. To a certain extent this was inevitable, but I am sure that the·
framers of the Draft have partly answered this criticism by the embodiment.
of certain principles in this part of the Constitution, the Directive Principles.

.

-

.

Now, Sir, if one thing chamcterises our people more than anything else,_
it is the power and the sanctity of the family tie, the sacredness which we·
ha-ve been accustomed to attach to the sanctities that go to make up the spirili.
and the atmosphere of- home life. Therefore, I am sure that every section.
of this House will feel that it is in the fitn~ss of things that this strong
and traditional spirit of our nation and race might somehow be expressed in
our Constitution. Sir, I venture to say that if the virtues, t.he strength and'·
manhood of our people have survived so many centuries of invasion and sub-jection, it is because, inspite of external and political changes, the strength
of the family, its protective- power, its capacity to ii.Lspire and rnaintain virtue·
·and mora.l strength, have never been diminished, have never been completely overcome in our land. Whatever is best in the Caste system-and nobody' will say that it is an unmixed evil-I venture to say is an ext-ension orthe family spirit, and the attachment. to family ties that has come out of it
is its best and most admirable characteristic.
Sir, in a Constitution, we undertake legislation for .the organisation of
society. We are speaking of villages, of provinces and the Centre, ' of tribes
and Communities, and every ot.her form of society. Now, the primary unit
of society, one whose limits and characteristics are fixed by nature itself, is
the family. The varietis.s nnd forms of external· civil society may vary and'
change, but. the limits, the chanrcteristics, the £\mdamental features of the
family; are fixed by nature. And it is within the bosom of the family that the
social virtues, on the basis of which we are making this Constitution, and'
the firmness of which _will be responsible for the C§lrrying out of the Const.itu- '
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tion, .those fundamental virtues are developed and most lastingly founded .in
the family circle'---:""mutual regard, mutual dependence, respect for .autl!Ority
and order, foresight and plann'ing, and even the capacity for negotiating with
other units,-qualities which would be required on a wider sca.le and in a
wider theatre ·in our political and public life. Nay, ·Sir, ·patriotism itself is
but the extension and the amplificwtion of the love of the family .. We call
our country Fatherland or Motherland. Even before we know the culture
and the extent and the· greatness of. our historical past, we b~gin to love our
.country because :we · love ~he li~tle place where we were born, becau:::;e the
scenes and- the sounds and the sightrs of those places are linked for ever in our
memories with the voices and visages which are among the most ,lasting and
most treasured things in life. Therefore, I. feel that· this house w1ll not reJect
this plea that in some form our respect and love for family traditions, may be
·reflect'ed in this Constitution.
Now, Sir, I know that there is a serious divergence of views as to what
this amendment should imply, in what manner the family should be protected
and how its stability should be ensured. Let me, Sir, in all frankness place before
.JOU very brieflY, what was in my mind about the means of ensuring the stability of
the family. I~ the first place, I believe it implies that in the majority of in.stances, in a normal state of society,· the mother of the family should have •
freedom and leisure to give all her a.ttention to the upbringing of her children
;and to the maintenance of that family. Now, I do not say that it ~s ·~ qb~
,gatory on her to do so alwwys-there are exceptions, and she may sometimes
find it convenient to give her 'best energies to answer the higher vocation of
public life and public service.. But under normal conditions this is her main
:and her sacred duty, and this implies that the wage-earner, b~? he the workjug man; be he the poorest in the country, should have a wage which will en:able him to maintain 'Iiis wife and children, a. family wage, a concept which
modern social legislation tends to accept more and more. I say, therefore,
-that the head of the family is not to get a wage in accordance with the strict
principle of remuneration ·for labour done acc9rding to the laws of liberal economics .. I rather say that society owes him, as the head of a family and as one
<>f the most important elements in the organisation of society; a maintenance
-to which he has a right, partly independently of whatever work he does.
That is one principle which this amendment implies.
In the second place, I believe that this amendment, or this idea of the
sacredness of the family, implies a readiness on the part of the State to recognise and encourage the institution of 'marriage in every way possible 'in its
..stable and monogamous ·form. I wish to draw the attention o£ the House
-to this fact that in all societies the tendency is to recognise more and more
monogamous marriages fiB the only legal .form of marriage. Moreover, I am
·.aware of, and I am not here prepared to discuss, the claims of the women of ·
-our land to some degtee of facility in breaking up unions which are no longer
: bappy. I admi-t there may be grounds for separation when 8' union has
I plead a.t, leaRt for this: that the IS.tate should look
become utterly unhappy.
-with caution and prudence, nay with positive disfavour, on the mu1tiplicatim1
'()I the fa.cilities for «livorce in, 'order that the permanence and happiness of the
-family may
be ensured.
,
.
.
In the third place,-and I know that here again I shall provoke the opposition of many elements, but nevertheless, it is necessary to state it on this
occasion and in this House-it would be unfortunate• if the State gave official
patronage or approbation or encouragement to the artificial limitation of
families. We in India who me recipients of such bountv from nature have
nothing to fear from the ~ultiplication of the greatest s~urce of our wealth,
{
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Hir, it was said, possibly yesterday, that this article of this Uhapter is the
Uharter of economic demouracy. It was also said that in ~s Charter and in
this article we could find the germs of socialism· and other isms. It was said
also that this article was the Oha.rter of the poor man. I most respectfuliy
submit ~hat in this Cha]Jter, Article 31 is t.he pivot a.round which everything
wJl revolve. Article 31 clause (ii) is the most important feature ~ which l
shall most respectfully draw the attention of the House. !But it is not possible
for me, I am sorry, to support the amendment moved by my friend Professor
::lpah outright, because I retipectfully submit it is loosely worded. But I may
state for the information of the House that, so far as the principles which
underlie h.s amendment are concerned, I support them. The spirit of it also
I support. l fail to see why this august Assembly which meets only once in
every country, is not keen to the extent of clearly and boldly incorporating in
this article that the mea.ns of production and the natural or material resources
of the counhy shall belong to the community and through it to· tl;e State. I
canilot understand this, though the lar:ge maJOrity of th.e amendments,· i£ ,you
scrutinise them, will be found to favour the principles underlying the amendment of Professor Shah. I cannot unfferstand how· it is that the Congress, the
predominantly majority party here, is not pressing this thing.
·
One Honourable Member stated yesterday that these are political matters
and that political parties should not briiljg up such amendments. I was con·
li!ideral>ly surprised to hear it.
Constitution m~king is the work o1 political
parties. So far as the organisation M which l have the honour to belong, viz.,
the Congress we congressmen have given promises from many platforms to the
teeming millions that so fa.r as the means of production and_ the natural re·
so'urces of the State are concerned, they will not be p.ut into the hands of a
favoured few. How can we go back on our word? Aft-er all this is a directive
principle. I am ·not asking you to incorporate it so that the capitalists and
the big purses of the country may not have the opportunity to work the mines
and the minerals. '.j.'his is only a directiv-e principle. Are we no~ going to keep
it as our goal that all means of productions and the gifts of Nature. which
belong to -this va.st country should belong ~ the State or· to •the community?
I am sorry, .Sir, that -the bogey ims beeu raiMd by the capitalists that if you
talk like this they will cease to produce.
I ki.1ow the large majority o£ friends
here will not be deterred by this bogey raised by the capitalists, because production is not.for the welfare of the community. It~is for the welfare of the
capitalists. They produce for profits. Honourable Members of this House
irnow it better than myself that they pr6duce for profit and they will continue
to produce as long as they make profit and, if not, . they will not. So we
should not be deterred by this slogan. As far as. the Governm~nt of India r"
concerned,-somebody attributed it to the Prime Minister~it is said that after
• ten years we shall have nationalisation. To this, Sir, Ardeshir Dalal has stated,
according to newspaper reports, tha,t production is· hampered because something
was said by the Prime 1\tJ:inist.er of India,.
Sir, in this Chapter and particularly in this article are we not going to suggest that ultimately we have to nationalise them, are we not going to suggest
that is the aim of the nation, is the target of the nation? We stated in the
August Resolution that land belongs to the tillers of the soil. You -have here
magnificent and sparkling words, social justice, political justic~ and- economic
just;ce. Very good· and splendid words but they appear very far away from
the toiling millions. Why not state here, not today, not tomorrow but in the
"distant future tha,t the community will own what belongs to the community
by the 1gift o£ nature and by the gift of God. I do not belong to the Socialif!t
Party but I belong to the Congress to which many here belong. May' I appeal
to. Dr. Ambedkar who claims to represent the down-trodden untouchables of
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the country not to wash away this hope from our h~arts that in the futme
years the natural resoui·ces of the community may belong not to the ·privileged
few bu~ to phe poor. people of the country, for the good and benefit of .aU.

•

Shri. S, Nagappa (Madras: General): Sir, this clause is the <mly clause
where the .poor man, t-he common man can find some hope for the future.
Clauses (ii) and (iii) are intended for the benefit of the poor man. No doubt,
it would have been better if thjs clause had' been drafted in more unequivoC<l<l
terms instead of in this ambiguous· language. As a layman, as a common man,
1 can see some ray -of hope for the future in these clauses. It is the aim of all
honourable Members who have assembled here to socialise as early as possible.
As ~ong \as these clauses stand, there is no po~s.ibility of ~apitalism thriving in
India. I am very much thankful to the Draftmg Committee and to the .PreBident of it in particular for having brought in. these clauses and my ODJy
grievance is that they have nob been drafted m, more unequivocal language. \
Sir, the slogans today are municipalise utilities and nationalise industries and
means of production, and unless and until these things are done, there is no
hope for the common man. Today, land js concentrated in a few hands and
the tiller finds himself in serious difficulties. A friend was moving an amendment for abolishing feudalism in India. When such are .his feelings, you can
imagine what would be the fee:ings of a man who has been teased for centuries and centmies. You know the "conditions of the tenants in jagirs and
taniindaries. Th,ey are expected to work for nothing for a number of hours
and for a number of days, whereas in_factories there are fixed hours. I am
very glad, Sir, that in the Fundamental Riglits there is a provision. against
begar and forced labour. I would request the framers of the Constitution to
see that every word of it is translated into action. There ~s. no use having pious
wishes or putting in high-sounding words!.
With these words, I support the· article;
Shri Brajeshwar Prasad ·(Bihar: General): May I speak, Sir?
Mr. Vice-President: I am very sorry. I think there has been S';lfficient ~is
cussion.- Dr. Ambedkar.-·
The Honourable Dr. Ambedkar: Mr. Vice-President, .Sir, of the
many amendments that have been moved to this particular article, there are
only four that remain for consideration: I will first take up the amendment
of Mr. Krishnamoorthy Rao. lt is a mere verbal amendment and 1 say straightaway that I am quite prepared to accept that am'endmeut.
Then there remain the three amendments moved b;y my friend, Professor
K. T. Shah. His first amendment is to substitute the words "every citizen"for the words "the citizens". Now, if that was t.he only amendment he was
moving, I would not have found myself in very great difficulty in accepting
.his amen~en~, but he also proposes to remove ·the words "men and wm:uen
equally" to which I have considerable objection. I vvould therefore ask hm1 not to
press this particular amendment on the assurance that, when the Constitution
is gone through in this House and is remitted back to the Drafting Committee
for the consideration of verbal changes, ]. shall be quite prepared to incorporate his 1 feeli:o.gs as I can quite midersta~1d that "every citizen" is better phraseology than the words "the .citizens".
'- ._
With reo·ard
-to his other amendments, viz., substitution
of his own chtuses
0
•
for sub-clauses (ii) and (iii) of Article 31,_ ail I want to say is this that I would
have 'been quite prepared to consider the amendment of Professor Shah i£ he '
had shown that what he intended to do by the substitution of his own clauses
was not possible to be done under the language as it s:ands. So fa~ as I. am
able to see, I think the language that has been used m the Draft It a much
more extensive language which also includes the particular propositions whic~
batre been moved by Professor Sha.h, . and l therefore do not see the necessity

.
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for substituting these limited particular clauses for the clauses which have
been •drafted in general language deliberately for, a set purpose. I therefore
oppose his second and third amendments.
Mr. Vice-President: I shall now put the amendments to the vote, one by
one.
:Mr. Vice-President: The question is:
"That in clause (i) of article 31, the words 'men and women equally' be omitted."

The motion was· negatived.

Mr. Vice-President: The question is:
"That in clause (i) of article 31, the words 'that the citizens, men and women equally'
. have the right to an adequate' the words 'every citizen has the right to an adequate' be
' substituted!'

The motion' was negatived.
Mr. Vice-President: The question is:
Q

"That for clause (ii) of article 31, the following be substituted'.
'(ii) that the ownership, contr<ll and management of the n'atural resources of the
country in the shape of mines and mineral wealth, forests, rivers and flowing waters as well
as .in the shape of the s\as along the coast of the country shall be _yested in and belong to
the country collectively and shall be exploited and_ developed on behalf of the community by
the State as represented by the Central or Provincial Governments or local governing authority
stautory corpora.tion as .may be provided for in each case by Act of Parliament' ;"

Th_e motion was negatived.

Mr. Vice-President:

The question is:

"That for clause (iii) 'd article 31, the following be substituted :(iii) that there shall be no private monopolies in any form of production of materia)
wealth, social service, or public utilities nor shall there by any concentration of means of
production and distribution in private hands and the State shall adopt every. means to prevent
such concentration or accumulation'. h

The motion was

Mr. Vice-President:

n~gatived.

The question is:

"That in clause (iii) of article 31, for the word 'concentrati~n' the words 'undue concenhatton' be substituted."

The motion was negatived.
Mr. Vice-PreSident: The

qu~stion

is:

"Tha.t in clause (v) article 31, for the word 'abusecl' the word 'exploited' anti fO!f
the words 'economic necessity' the word 'want' be substituted."

•

The motion was negatived .

Mr. Vice-President: The question is:
"That in clause (v) of article 31, for the words 'their age' the words 'their age, eex'
be substituted."

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Vice-President:

The question is:

•

"That in clause (v) of article 31, the words 'to their age or strength' the words 'to tbei.
sex, age or health' be substituted."

Mr. Vice-President:

The motion was negatived.
The question is:

"That in clause (v) of article 31, f9r the words 'that the strength and heaJih', tho
\Yords 'that the health and ~trength' be substitl}ted."

The motion:was adopted.
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.Mr. Vice-President: The question is:
"That ..Aritcle 3l, as amended, be part of the Constitution."

•

•
The motion was adopted.
Article 31, as amended, was added to· the Constitution.
·Mr.· Vice-President: We shall now proceed t() Article 31-A.

•

Article 31-A
Shri M. Ananthasayanani Ayyanga.r (Madras: General):. Mr. Vice-President, Sir, Amendment No. 927 stands in my name, but Mr. Santhan!1m has
given an amendment to this amendment, for sribstitutimi of ·this. I find that
thatJ language is better.
With your permission, Sir, he may be allowed to
move .his amendment in the place of mine. If you want me to formally move
my amendment, I will do so, but I am prepared to accept the substitution
for 31-A. I am prepared io adopt whichever course you direct. .
/
·
Hr. Vice-President: Let ;Mr. Santhanam move.
f

.

/

.

The Honourabl~ Shri K. Santhanam: Sir, I beg to move:
"That after article 31, the 'following new article be ad~ed :'31-.A. ·The State shall take steps to organise village panchayats and endow them with
auch powers and authority as may. be necessary to enable them to function as units of selfgovernment.'."
., ~

'-....
Sir, I need not elaborate the necessity for this cla.use. Many honourable
. ·Members had given similar amendments for village panchayats, b~t they had
also attached to it conditions like self-sufficiency and oiher matters, which
many of us did not consider desirable to '9e put into the directives. What
powers. should be given to a village panchayat, what its area should be <tnd
what its functions should be will va.ry from province to province and from state
to state, and' it is not desirable that any hard and fast direction should be given
in the Constitution. There may be very small hamlets which are so isolated
tliat even for fifty families, we II!ay require a village J>anchayat; in other
places it may be desirable to group lihem together so that t4ey may form small
townships and run efficient, almost municipal administrations. I think these
must -be left to the provincial legislatures, What is attempted to do here is
to give a definite and unequivocal direction that the state shall take steps to ·
organise panchayats and shall endow them with necessary powers and authority
to enable -them , to function as units of self-government. That the entire .
structure of self-government, .of independence in this colin try should be based
on organised village community life is tl;Ie common factor of all the amendments
tabled, and thiiii factor has been mad~ the prineiple basis of this amendment.
I hope it will meet with unanimous acceptance. Thank you, Sir. -

The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: _Sir, I accept the amendment.
(At this stage Seth Govind Das rose to speak).
Mr. Vice-President: If you want to discuss anything, __ you
1
aft-er Prof. Rangals amendment lfas been moved.

can

discuss

An Honourable Member: Prof. Ranga is n~t here. ·

Hr. Vice-President: I am on the horns of a dilemma. This amendment
has b.een -a~cepted~ ~ri gave an opportunity to otte speake~:_~~en the wbole
questiOn wrll have· to ,Pe re-opened. I would value the ·advroo~of experts on
this matter.
. Sflrl K. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar: If you will permit me -flo say so, I
s~ll only quote the procedure ~~a~ is adopted in the House when iti sits as a/
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Legislature.
Even though a Member in charge of a Bill says he accepts an
an1'eridment, he only indicates the line of action for other Members tO follow.
They•may go on speaking and he will always have a right of reply after they
have spoken.
Even t9 cut short the debate on certain matters which do not
involve a principle, people would like to know what the attitude of the Government is.· H it is found useless, they may not pursue that matter and it is
for tha.t·reason that Dr. Ambedkar has said that he accepts the amendment.
He still can rese.rve his reply after the speeches or debates are closed. I therefore request you to call upon other speakers wlio want· to speak. · It is a very
important subject and every one would like to throw some !ight on it.

Mr. Vice-President: In that case, I shall call-vpon lV,[r. Pr11kasam to speak
.
first.
Shri T. Prakasam (Madras: General): Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I feel happy
that the Government have. with grace accepted this amendment and agreed
to introduce it in the Constitution. We should have tried"..._to introduce this
at the very beginning of the framing of the Const~tution.
Shri Vishwa.mbhar Dayal Tripa.thi JUnited Provinces: _General): Sir, I do not
know which Government he has referred to.
·
- Shiri T. Prakasa.m: I an~' re'ferring to the Government as it is' constitute.}
today.
This is a subject which is so very dear to • the country and to the
Members o£ this House as is shown by the· way in which they have intervened in th0 general debate and brought it to the forefront of the discussion
that this should find a place ih the Constitution itself.
Dr. Rajendra Prasad,
who is the President of the Constituent Assembly, himself expressed his opinion.
in favour of having village repubHcs as the basis of the Constitution. ·
Shri VishwambbAr Dayal T.ripathi: What has the ,Government to do with otir
discussions?
'
Mr. Vice-President: The reference wa~ to the President of the Constitutent .
Assemblv
and nob- to the Government.
.
....
i
.
• Shri T. Prakasam: I have not referred qjo the Government.

Thank you,

Dr. Rajendra Prasad has expressed his view in favour of making the village
republic "as'the basis of the whole Constit~tion, which we are completing these
days.
On the lOth of May, Sir, Dr. Raiendra Prasad happened to express his
views in this .matter.
The Constitutional, Adviser, Sir B. N. Rau, when he
dealt with this question, sympathised with the whole t.hing, bu$ pointed out
thatjt was too late to make any attempt to .change the basis of the Constitution
I too agree, Sir, that if there was. any mistake, the
which has gone so far.
mistake was on our part in not having been vigilant enough and brought this
When this was coming so late a.s that, I
before th0,Honse in proper time.
did not expect Dr. Ambedkar _as Chairman of the Drafting Committee to be
good enough t.o accept this.
Sir, a very serious situation was creatied by not making th'e village republic.
or the village unit as the real basis of the Constituti~n.
Iii must be
acknowledged on all hands that this is a construction which is begun at the top
· and which is going down to the bottDm.
What is suggested in this direction
by Dr. Rajendra Prasad· ~imse1£ was that tht;J structure must begin from the
• foundations and it must go up. . That, Sir, is the Constitution which the departed Mahatma Gandhi indicated and tried to work up for nea.rly thirty years.Under -these circumstances, it is very fortunate that this should come in at
this stage, that this should ?e. introduced and worked in a proper way. I rimsil
really congrat.ul~tte Mr. Santhanam for having attempted to bring this amend

"<)
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1
ment in this form so that all others who had tabled amendments, of whom I w~s
also one, reconciled ourselves to accept this, because this gives _opportunity to
the people of every province and the whole of India to go on this basis and
work up the whole thing, without interrupting ~e progress of .the Constitution'
at this stage.
·
Sir, one of the distinguished friends of ~his~ House was remarking the other
day to me, "why are you thinking of these village republics and all,- these
things? The bullock cart days have gone; they will never come back." Thirt
was his observation. I may point out to that friend't}J.at the village republic
which is proposed to be established in the country and worked is not a bullock
cart village republic. The republic that would be established, Sir, under this
resolution, under the orders of the Government as it were, would be a village
republic which would use the bullock carts, not for simply ilaking the fire-wood
that is cut in the jungles fu the towns and cities and getting some money for
hire; these village republics: would convert the work of the bullock carts to the
work of carrying paddy and oth,er produce which they produce in the village
for their own benefit and for the benefit of the public. These village republics
will also be serviceable to those men of ours who are n<>w fighting in Kashmir.
I was there the other day; I saw the way in which those friends in the battle
field have been carrying on their work. Some of them said to us; "Well Sir;
when_you go back to the'c,ountry, you Please see that. the prices of fo.od-stuffs
are reduced and that our people when th'ey a'pply for small sites for habita.tion,
they are secured." For all these things, the village republics will be of service
to the military people in the besti possible manner.

--~This is not a thing which -should be looked upon witn con:tempt, liaving· forgotf;en our history and the history of the world. This is not l.he first time that
this is int.roduced in our country.
This is not a. favour that we bestow upon
our people by reviving these republics. When we fill the whole count.ry with
these organisations, I may tell you, there will be no food famines;
there will
~b~ no cloth famine and we would not be spending llO crores of rupees as we
are doing today for the imporfu of food; -this amount- could be sav~d for the
country,
We have g"One away far ftoni l.he reality.
These. village republics.
will put a slop to black-marketing in a mosti wonderful manner. These village
republics, if properly worked and organiseu on the basis of self-sufficiency, to
which some may take exception, if the village is made a self-governing unit,
iti would put a stop to inflation also which the Government has not been able
even to checkmate to any appreciable extent.
This village organization will
establish peace in our country .. Today whatever the Government mignt be
doing from the top here by way of getting food from other countries and dist.rlbutinl! it. the food would l)Ot be distributed amongst the masses ordinarily
throu!!h the agencies which we have got either in the Cep.tre or in the provinces ..
All that tro.uble would be solved immediately so far as thjs business is concerned. Let me tell you above all that1 Communism-the menace the country
is facing..Lwe are seeing what is going in in China~ we saw what was done in
Czechoslovakia .~nd we know wnat the position is in Burma, we know what the
position is even in ol!r o'Wn coun~ with regard to Communism. Communism
can be checked immediately if the villages are organized in this manner and.
if they are made to ~unction -properly.
There w.:ould be no temptation for our
own people to become Communists and t.o go about killing our own people as
they. have he.en doing.
For all these reasons I woul(i support this and I am
very anxious that th~s musli be carried ouf, in all the provinces as quickly as
possible; soon after tl-ie Constitution is passed, and I am seeing today the
light ahd prosperity before· tlW -c<>untr:v 'when the Constit;ution is passed· and
when this vlllage organization comes into existence.

Shii Sui'endia :Moha.D. Ghole (Wes~ Bengal: General): Sir I am grateful to
you for giving me an opportunity to expr(}ss my feeling on th1s .amendmer:t
Sir, you will_ find. there. 1s
moved by my honourable .Friend ~. Sauthanam.
a~·other amendment No. 991 which stands in my name almost 1dentwal w1th
the ~resent amendment which has been moved by my honourable Friend. I
am gald that such an agreed amendment has been moved by my honourable
Friend, Mr. Santhanam and jihat it has been accepted by the Honourable Law
Minister, Dr. Ambedkar.
Sir, in my opinion the meaning of this Constitution would have been
nothing so far as crores a,nd crores of Indian people are concerned unle~s there
was some provision like this in our Constitution.
There is• another pomt also
viz., for thousands and thousands of years the meaning Of our, life jn India os
it has been expressed in various activities, was this that complete freedom for
It was accepted that every individual had g~t
every individual was granted.
full and unfettered freedom; but as to what the individual should do with that
freedom there was some direction.
Individuals had freedom only to work
With that freedom. they are to search for unity • of our people.
for unity.
There was no freedom to an individual if he works for disruption of our wuty.
T:Q.e ~me principle was also accepted in our Indian Constitution from time
iriihemorial: · Every village like the organic cells of our body was given full
freedom to express itself but at the same time with that freedom they were to
work only to maintain and pre~erve tpe unity ot India.
Sir, our village people are so much familiar with. this system that if today
there is in our Constitution ilo provision like this they would not have considered
this aa their own Constitution or as something known to them, as something
Therefore, Sir, I am
which they could call their own country's Constitution.
glad and I congratula€e both my friend the Honourable Mr. Santhanam and the
HonQurable Dr. Ambedkar on moving this amendment as well as for acceptance
of the same.
Sir, I commend ~his.
Seth Govind Das (Q.P. and ;Berar: General): *[Mr. President, very Jew'
speeches are being made now-a-days in this House in Hindi. I would, there' fore, resume my practice of ~peaking in Hindi unless of course I have something
to explain to my south Indian f~iends which requires my speaking here in
;English.
,
.
During the course of the speech he made while presenting this Draft to the
House Dr. Ambedkar made some remarks about villages which caused me and,
It is
I believe, a great majority of the members of this House, great pain.
a matter of deep pleasure to me tha.t he has at last ·accepted the amendment
moved by Shri Santhanam. We need not complain if one comes to the right
course, though belatedly.

l belong, Sir, to a province in which perhaps the greatest progress has been
made in respect to this matter. Our village Panchayats, our judicial Panchayats,
and. our laws for J anap~das are the talk of the whole of India today. 'l'here was
But
a time when our provmce was regarded as a very backward province.
fi?day the :vhole countr~ will have to admit that our province though small in
size, has g1ven a lead m ;uany matter~ ~ the other provinces of. the country.
So far as the ~cheme of v~llage Repubhcs 1s concerned, it ts an undisputed fact
that our provmce has progressed more than any other province towards its
fulfilment.
?urs is an an_c~ent, a. very a~cient country and the ~illage has had always
This has not been so with every ancient--country.
an Important po~lti~m here.
~he
. In Greece, for mstance, towqs had greater importance than villages.
* [ ] Translation of Hindustani speech. •

[Seth Govind :Oas]
Republics of··Athens .and Sparta occupy a very important place in the world
history today. But no importanc.e was attached by them to the villages. But
in our country the village occupied such an important position that even in i:J:le tlegends contained in most. ancient books-'-the Upanishads~if there are deicriptions of the forefit retreats, of the ilages, there are also descriptions01 villn.ges.
Even.in Kautilya's Arthasastra there are to be found references to our anCient
villages. ·· Modern historians have also admitted this fact. We find the description of our anc.ient villag~ orgamsation,_ in 'Ancient Law' by ]:v.l;r. HGnry
·Man, 'Indian Village Community' by Mr. Baden Powell and in 'Fundamental
Unity o£ India' by Shti B: (). PaL I would request the members· of this House
to go thr9ugh these books. They will come to know from these books the great
importaJ;t<?t~ the villages have -!J.ad 1n India 'since the. remotest times.
Even
during :the Muslim Rule villages were considered of prim&ry importance.
lt
was during the British regime ~that the villages fell into neglect· and lost their
iinportance. There was a reason for this. The British Raj in India was based
on the support of a handful of peoPle.
During the British regime Provinces,
districts, tahsils and such other units were formed and so were formed the Taluk- .
daris, Zamindaris and Malguzaris.
The British rule lasted here for so many
years only on account of the support of these few peo_ple.
··
G

.

.

Just as Mahatma Gandhi· brought about a r~volution in every other aspect
oLthis country's life, so also he brought about 1t' revolution in the villag~ life.
He started living in a village.
He caused even the annual Congress Ses~ons
to be held in villages.
Now that we are about to accept this motion J: would
like to recall to the memory of tM members of this House a speech that he had
delivered here in Delhi, to the Asiatic conference.
He had then advised thedel~gates of the various natiop.s to go to Indian villages if they wanted 0-ha,ve
a glimpse of the reallfidia. He had told them that they would not get a picture
of real India from the towns.. Even today 80 per cent. of our population lives
in villages and it would be a great. pity if we make no mention _of our villages
in the Constitution.
· ·
·
I support the amendment moved· by Honeur~ble K. Santhanam. .,. I hope
that the Directive Principles laid down in the Constitution would 'enable the
provinces to follow the lead given by the Central Provinces in the matter and I ,
_hope a time will come when we shall be able to witness the ancient glo~ in our
villages,J,
·
'
~ '"'·'t,;:,.~
Shri V. I. :Muniswamy PiUa1 (Madras: Genei:~l): Mr. Vice-President, Sir, _
by my Honourable_Friend Mr. Santhati.am moving'this amendment and the Chairman of the Drafting Committee expressing that he is going to accept it shows
the real feeling of the So\l_ereign Body towards their less fortunate brethren
'living in the villages.
My Honourable Frien<i Mr.' Prakasam referred to the
statement made by the revered leaders Rajendra Prasad and Mahatma Gandhi.
But we know it for a reality that the villages are in :~;ack and ruin; ·and'if there
is to be any amenities or self-government, it is to the villages that the Sovereign
Body must give . them.
The other day- when I made a speech on the Draft
.Constitution, I pointed out that ·there is no provision to give the rural areas any
choice of self-government. - Now, under this amendment we bestow a.~ certain
amount of power to make the villages self contained and to have self-government
there.
Sir, I am sftre the seven lakhs of villag·es in the whole of India will
welcome,tl.te provision of this .amendment in this Constitution.
Sir, it is with
the revenue. that is derived from the rural areas: that. it· has been possible to
create towns, with all amenities therein. "-'But 'the ma:1 who gives the revenue •
by way of taxes could not get even ·the rudiment~ of amenities, due to a citizen.
I f@el that by accepting this amendment we will go a_ long way to re-.construct

\
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Sir, I think there are only a few more lines o£ Mahatmaji's picture of life.
With your leave I should Iike to finish it.
• " ... There will be a compulsory service of village guards who will be selected by rota.tiou
from the register maintained by the village. The government of the village will be condu.::
_ted by the Panchayat of five persons, annvally elected by the adult village1·~, male and female
possessing minimum prescribed qualifications."

This is a rough. idea of what Gandhiji felt, and therefore, in my opmwn it ia
very necessary that this sovereign body should enunciate ·and give its views on
this fundamental tenet of Mahatma Gandhi, his idea being that there must be
decentralisation and the village must function as an economic unit. -Of. course,
the Honourable Mr. Santhanam said that it is included. I only wanted that it
should be made more e•xplicit so ~that Mahatmaji 's soul will be very much
pleased.
He said that India dies if the villages die, India .can Jive only if the
villages live.
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, as I said, I accept the amendment.
I have nothin_g more to add.
(An Honourable }!ember rose to speak.)

~

Mr. Vice-President: In this matte;: my d.ecision is,fina.l.
I have not yet
found anybody who has opposed the motion put forward by Mr. Santhanam.
There might be different ways of praising it, but at bottom and fundament-ally,
these speeches are nothing but praising the amendment.
The question is:
"That after article 31, the following new article be added :'31-A. The State sh~ll take steps to organise village panchayats and endow them with
.such powers and authority as may be necessary to enable them to function as units of !elfgovernment'.''

The motion was

ad~pted.

Mr. Vice-President: The question is:
"That the new article 31-A stand pa,rt of the Constitution."
•

I

The motion' was adopted.
Article 31-A was added to the Constitution.
The Assembly then adjourned till r_r:en of the Clock on 'l.'uesday,
November 1948.
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CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF INDIA
Tuesday, the 23rd November 1948

The Constituent Assembly of India met in the Constitution Hall, New
Delhi, at Ten of the Clock, Mr. Vice-President (Dr. H. C. Mookherjee), in j;he
Chair.
DRAFT CONSTI_TUTIO:N-(Contd.).
Article .32
Shri Syamanandan Sahaya (Bihar: General):
Bir, I
will
amendments Nos. 933 and 934 together with your permission. I move:

r .ove

"(i) That in the article 32 after the word 'education' a comma anq the words 'to medica,!
.aid' be,.ctded; and
(b) that for the words 'of uncj.eserved want' the words 'deserving relief'' be substituted."

This part deals with directive~ to the Government in power and the
article deals with different aspects o£ social relief and other amenities which
the State should strive to secure for the well being of the people. These in·
.dude the right to work, education, public assistance in case .of unep:i.ployment, old age, sickness, disablement and other "cases .of undeserved want",
The accepta.nce of my amendment would give the State an added responsibility of medical relief also.
In the second amendment, although the word~ "undeserved want" ma.y
have been used in other constitutions, I submit that the· words "deserving relief", although not new to the language of constitutions, expresses the idellt
better and should be accepted.
• .
·
With the conditions of health and the figures of mortality in this country
as also tho duration of life according to (letuarial statistics I submit tha.t
special attention should be devoted to medical aid.
I do not think the amendment requires much argument to support it.
Sir, I move. ·
Shri R. V. Xamath (C.P. & Berar·: General) : Mr. Vice-President, I move
my amendment No. 936 as amended by my amendment No. 69 in List
If the two are taken together, my intention will be very cleaT. In effect my
amendment will substitute the word 'State' for the word 'public' occurring in
this article. I find that provision as regards food, clothing, shelter and
medical aid are covered by article 38 which seeks to raise the standard o~
living and provide for public health and such other amenities. , I think tha~
roy friend Mr. Syaroanandan Salgtya's amendment as regards medical aid
is also covered ,by the same article. There is no need to include these provisions as regards food, clothing, medical aid, etc. specifically in this
article.
•
The Honourable Dr. B. ~- Ambedkar (Bombay : General) : Sir, I oppOse
the amendments.
Mr. Vice-President (Dr. R C. Mookherjee): I put the amendments to vote,
:Amendments Nos. 933 and 9{14, and 936 as further ~mended, were negatived,
529' )
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Mr. Vice-President: I shall now put artic:e 32 to the vote of the House.
The question is:
"That article 32 stand part of the Constitution."

.

The motion was adopted.
.
Article 32 was added to the ConstitutiO'Il.
Artic·le 33
Mr. Vice-President: The House-will now take up article ~33 for considl~ra
tion.
Shri V. I. Muniswamy Pillai (Madras : General) : I am not moving my
amendn_;ent No. 940 as the subject-matter relates to the Schedules.
Mr. Vice-President: I shall now put article 33 to the vote of the House.
The question is :
"That arti-cle 33 stand part of the Constitution."

The motion was adopted.
Article 33 was added to the 'cor1stitution.
Article 34
Mr. Vice-President: The House will now take articJe.3~ into consideration_
(Amendments Nos. 938 to 947 were not moved.)
Shri Mahavir Tyagi (United Provinces : Geiieral)-: Sir, I beg to move :
"That article 34 be nU):Ilbered as 34(1) and the following new clause be inserted aftell'
clause (1) so re-numbered : ·
.
.
'(2) The State shall encourage the nse of Swadeshi articles ,and promote cottage m~u~
· trie$,. especially in the rural areas with a view to making as far as poss1b!e
·those areas self-sufficient'."

In moving =this a·i11endri1ent I wish to br.ing to the· notice of the: House the
·fact that the condition of rural areas is ·very bad todrty. In fact rur'al areas
hav;e_ .been depleted, ,an4 delil:iei;ately deprived and made devo:d of all their old
initiative.. and. incentive to work. 'l'he conditions in the villages me . .so bad .;
that, the: artisan classes have all practically come to the to>VD8.
Even ~
barbE?r, if he is good at razor, does n~t stay in the village ·but goes to town~_
where more .money Cat). be bad. Attendance on villagers does not ena'ble him
to-earn his daily bread. He goes to the town and opens a saloon.
The
village carpenter also does the· same·; if he knows his job welL
He goes to·
to":n and easily earns Rs. 5 or 6 a- day. Masons do likewise ~md also thetailors. All the craftsmen flock to towns abandoning their village homes.
I want to nut it before the House that, under these conditions. when thevillage!-'S ha've been reduced to the position of carrying their dirty clothes to
the town to be washE.d7 what will happen to three-fourths .of· our populatiol)
living in the villa:ges ? vVe have put it on record that what we want is economic -democracy. How· will economic democracy come about in the existing
state of affairs in the rural areas. ?
·
.. We have given the villager OJ?.ly the right o£ vote. And this too we have
given him only to. take back after every' £v~ years-he wm give us his vote.
He is only the 'custodian of the right of vote; and we being his leaders he·
tnust return the vote to us at the· time of elections. vVe. are ; a-lways· their
leaders. Sir,· I have had experience of Legislative Assemblies for the last ten
or twelve y,ears and ~ know that we are not treating the villagers fairly. All
budget amounts are mostly spent in towns. Only in the 1 towns you ha_ve
electricity and all sorts of other amenities..
Their · roa-ds are · cement,ed.
There is public health only in the towns. But the villagers- a~e totallv neglected.
Every man who has the least initiati've cm;nes t,o th(:'" tow:ns: All intelligence
has come away and now it is only the sluggish. people who are left in the
'Villages.
Anyone wlio has passed the Matriculartion Examinat-ion comes to
the towns a.~d employs himself in .some service or other. So the villages are·
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fast going to ruination. Now; Sir, it is very good t,o say that we want economicequality and econtJmic democracy but cannot we on thr:o. O('casion · direct the~
future ~overnments of the country that this is the line through which we want
to ach:eve our obj£ctive of economic democracy? I am not opposed to big
concentrations of industries in big towns. In fact, the,;e big industries have
been drawing muscu\ar man--power from the villages. Villages have been
their recruiting grounds. Villagers come and employ themselves in these .
big mills only to demoralise themselves in the bad atmosphere in towns.
That is the reason why the Britishers purposely kept them weak and poor from.
all points of view. Initiative they have been deprived of, because otherwise
they would not work as mere labourers. Sir, all the villagers cannot come,
to the towns. Even it you go on increasing the nmnber of industrial towns,
you cannot accommodate the vast populations living in the rural areas.
They will have no housing in the towHs. ·Che purpose of my placing this
amendment before you is that insJeacl of the muscul::lr power going to the
macl1ine, I want to carry the ma.chines tD the sou"rces of muscular power. 1
want the machines to be taken to the villages so that the villagers who are
living in the:r owr1 sweet homes in tltejr own healthy environments may not
be snc1tc_hed away from their families. At present, Sir, the pressure on land.
has become too much. The House may be surprised to know that in 1891
only 61 per cent of our population ·were employed. on agriculture. In 1901,
it was 6(5 per cent and in 1931 it was 72 per cent. Land has been torn into
tiny fragwents and agriculture hns become totally uneconomic. I£ th~ngs go·
on like that, most of the villagers will come to the towns. We are enjoying
our life in towns, while the villagers in whose name we come here are deprive<i
of even their ordinary privileges of citizenship. Therefore, Sir, I submit that.
this amendment may kindly be accepted. Our Party, the Congress Party,
has beet1 propagating Swadeshi and cottage industries since its very inception, .
but now that the time has come for maidng our constitution, if we ignore the·
vlllagers, that. will be ('l:sappointing to the village people. I do "1ot want to take.any more time of the House because most' iJf the Members of this honourable,
august House already appreciate the usefulness of the amendment that l am,
bringing forward. I hope honourable Members will consider the feasibility o£ giving to the world a new type of social 'P'evolution. In Russia, they say, .
there is already achieved economic democracy, but this economic democracy ·
in Russia 4as concentrated all power in the hands of the State, with the result.,
that the State has become autocratic. If you want to combine political de- .
niocracy with economic democracy and translate int{) life Dr. Ambedkar's
maxim, "One man, one unit", then you should make· the villages self-reliant'
and self-sufficient. Otherwise the mil.lions who are unemployed in the rural ;
areas will never enjo_v the fruits of· freedom; they will remain slaves of the
townsmen as they are today. Political consciousness · and patriotism wilJ
:orne only when they are economically contented. The way to do this is to
:ive them cotta·ge industries sn that they can live happily with their families
eir own ~:tappy surroundings. It is only then that they can exert somE;
nee on the. government that ?e and coatr~bute towards the progress of
ountry. ViT;th these words, S1r, I move th1s amendment and I hope the.
will accept it.
•
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[ Shri T. A. Ramalinga1n . Chettiar]
article 34 itself we add as follows:
.
"And in particula.r the State shall
operative lines in rural a.reas."

endea.vour
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promote

cottage

If you will permit me, I \vill move that amendment, Sir,
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Vice-President : Do you want an addition to the article whiclj has been
already accepted and pa-ssed?
Shri T. A. Ramalingam Chettia.r : This is the article which is u~der co~" sidera tion now.
:
Shri Amiyo Kumar Ghosh (Bihar: General): Sir, t~ere is an ai~endment,
standing in the name of Shri Gupta Nath Singh which is exactly tH,e same as
~e amendment now proposed to be moved. The amendment n'-:mljer is 954.
Shri T. A. Ramalingam Chettiar : Wha-t I want to move is in· the place of
¥r. Tyagi's amendment.
·
'
Shti Amiyo Kum&r Ghosh : The new clause 34-A which is sought to· be
\lllOved is exactly the same as this. It says:
f
"The st,ate shall endea'COUr w develop and promote cottage industries ana make the
self-sufficient as far as possible."
,

~Ilages

An Honourable Kember : Are two persons permitted to address the House
·
,
Mr. Vice-President: Two persons are not speaking.
I am afra.id you are
making a mistake. Mr. Ghosh should have resumed his seat.
~
Mr. Chettiar, have you moved your amendment?
'
l;hri T. A .. Ramalingam Chettiar: That i.s the amend~ent, Sir.;
1'41'. Vice-President : Mr. Ghosh, what is it tl}at. you want to sa:y "? Please
eome to the mike.
·
•
Shri Amiyo Kumar Ghosh: Mr. Vice-President, what I was submitting was
that there is already an amendment (No. 954) to the same. effect and that instead
Gf moving an amendment to Shri Mahavir Tyagi's amendnJ.ent, it is ~better that
we should take the amendment No-. 954, which is to the same effec~. I do not
see why we should move this amendment over the amendment of Shri Mahavir
'l'yagi.
•
, .,
The amendment which is now going to be moved by iny friend is to the effect
that the State shall endeavour to develop and promote cottage industries e-tc.
88 an amendment to Shri Mahavir Tyagi 's amendment, but I submit that when
fhelle is already rm amendment standing in the name of Shri· Gupta Nath Singh_
to the same effect that the State shall endeavour to develop and promote cottage
industries and make the villages self-sufficient oo ftlr as possible, there is no need
of-moving this amendment. We can therefore take up amendment No. 954
- for discussion and if it is acceptable to the mover, then' ~e can a~ept it and
put it ru; da.uee 84-A.
'
<&t the same time ?
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organi~ation for the purpo~e of _undertaking these thingfl i1 necesl!:ary and Sb ·
far we have been able 1lo find only two methods, either the introduction of~:
m~ster capitalists who -will exploit labour or co-operaii-ve societies. Of course.
it is not th'r intention of any of us that we should encourage these master capitalisM, whp practically exploit the village labourers and e-ven town lab,ourers.
So the only method that is avail!l'ble and that is open to us is the formation of
co-operative societies to undertake the supply of raw materials and the marketing of the ;produce. It is on that account, Sir, that I have ventured to. mov&
this amenillnent and I hope the House will ~ccept it --unanimously.

Shri. H( V. Kamath: Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I am happy that articles U.
32 and 31 have been incorporated in this Part dealing with direcLve princ:ple&
of state. policy. If the _provisions in these articles are going to be s_eriously:
implemented and Government· will really and in· earnest take action in a&cordance with the provisions of these articles, I have no doubt t.h!ri; they will
provide a new charter, the charter of a new life for the exploited, the disinherited
and the under-privileged, and they will provide the basis or the framework 'f9l"
the blue-print of economic and social democracy in our country. I was very
much heartened to hear Dr. Ambedkar saying the other day in this House that
the Constitution seeks to lay down the ideal of economio democracy in tbi~
country. Indeed, Sir, t.hat is the ideal we have got to strive· fo~ in this cof!Utry..
It may be }argued that it is a vague idea. What is economic democracy and?
what is sqcial democracy ? Pandit Nehru, if I remember aright, when h.&
moved the Objectives ;Resolution in this House hoped that our country along
with the rest of the world would move towards socialism, though in his own
mind there
were
doubts
as
to
what
democracy
meant
or
political democracy meant or economic democracy meant.
B-ut, till-.
article 30 says that we will have eocial, economic and political justice. Is it
not far better to say that we will have political, econ·omic and social' democracy,.
rat~er than mere just1ce, which is an abstract conception ? (Interruption).

Thi~ copcept of economic and social de~ocracy has formed the b~sis, thacontent of, most Congress resolutions that have been passed since 1936; es-pecially, Sfr, I would refer to the r~soluti~n p91ssed at the Meerut session of the·
Congress, which gives a 9efinite meaning to this concept of economic and social!
democracy! Dr .. Ambedkar said that to his mind, political democracy means;
I, Sir•.
one man, qne vote; economic democracy means one man, one value.
would say· that :;ocial democracy, to my mind, means : all men, one class;
all men onj:l caste; and I hope, Sir, that we are moving towards the creatjon of'
a casteless' and classless society which Mahatma Gandhi envisaged for the·
socia-l order iii India.
i.

.

Here, Jir, political democracy we have now secured. Through experience;..
not merel here, not merely in Europe, not merely in America, but all over theworld, we have realised today that political democracy is not enough; unlesayou trans! te: this po_litical freedom, this polit.ical democracy into the life of thecommon man in economic a·nd social terms this political democracy wiii not
wor~ and .poi!tical democral')y will be dead.
.
.
*

.

That is why, when democracy is opposed or resisted, it 'gives rise to a totalitarian form of Government. IE political democracy is ai~wed tc evolve, to·
grow, int-o . eepnomic, social democracy, then we would not have strife, we will
not have rr.ats, we .will not have a toblita.rian fonn of Govermn~nt. Eventoday, we ~Seg the world is half slave and hRlf free. In Asia and Africa vasO:
t~acts _of lft~ are under •colo~ial rule. That is ~,·hy t~is move_ment of com~u
msm IS gipW:ng apace. You may call them comrnmnst band1ts or commumst
fellow tra~elt~rs. . It is no use dubbing them :1nd calling them names. Unless.- .

·
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_you change· your exploiting social order into a freer order, this movement for
violently ending the social order will continue. Therefore, we ~hould take heed
.betimes and try to establish in our country ecoriomic and social democi'acy. Ht>re,
.'Sir, in article 34 we have got an important provision. It is stated, "Th~ State
~shall endeavour: to secure, by suitable legislation or economic organisation or in
cnny other way, work etc .•
c'!,_ I am glad that this has been incorporated.
·we have got three alternatives or aU of them : legislation, organisation or in
:.any other way. I hope, Sir, the Government will take advantage of this and
.:net up to it and see that in accordance with the terms of the art_icle, all workers, .
-4ndustrial or otherwise, are secured work, a living ·wage and a decent standard
·of life. We want a society of workers; every o~1e must work. We should ins•cribe on the portals of our temple of democracy that he who will not work shall
:not ea.t : ·No worK, no food.· In tlfe Bible this is laid. down, Sir. In the Gita,
it is said, he who eats without sacrifice, without work, he is a theief
(~Cf;:j' i):q
~: ); he steals from society. We must therefore lay down this .concept that
·"W~rk. must be compulsory, work must be' obligatory. In article 32, 1t is s-aid
·J;hat the State shall secure the right to work; article 34 goes further and says,
;:that the State shall secure work. There are millions of people in India today
·who want to work, but do not get work. There are a few parasites who can
·work, but do ·not want to work. As Bernard Shaw has said, at one end we
l'hav~ got men with appetites but no dinners; at the other, we have men with
dinners, but no appetit-es. This social order is a house divided against itself.
:-So long as this house divided continues, there will be no peace in the \1\·orld;
.there will b_!l no happiness in the world. We will have violent' movements; we
-will have desperate men armed with bullets, armed with bn:.n guns, trying to
·overthrow the social order. You cannot entirely blame them; you cannot find
=lault with them only; the fault lies also with those of us who want to perpetuate
-the exploiting social order. The answer to the bullet and bren gun is not the
·-tank and the bomber as we .see in M'alaya; the answer is a change in the s~cial
order. I hope these articles will be implemented by the Government that is
~~oing to take office in the new India of the future, and that that Government
··will try to establish economic and social democracy. .
0

0

•

•

I would only make one more observation. 'l'o India through the ages has bee;1
•cgiven the mission of preaching the noble and sublime ideal, the concept of spiri-tual democracy, of which political, social and economic democracy are mere
··off-shoots. If true spmtual democracy takes root in our society, there is no
.,doubt that we shall show to humanity a new way of life, and if all other coun-tries in the world have tried to establish '3conomic and social democra-cy by
oviolence, by disorder, by strife, we can make a beginning here and go forward
;_and try t1 achieve this new order ..... .
Mr. Vice-President : I am afraid that you are taking t{)o much time over the
::amendments.
·'
, Shri H. V. Kamath: I am speaking o~ the article yJso.
Mr. Vice-Pre~ident: You have sufficiently explain~d the artiele .
. Shri H.. V .. Kam.a.th : I have finished, Sir. We in our country must try to
i-brmg ·about thrs new order by methods of peace and non-violence and thus fihow
'.a _new v:ay to the world. Otherwise, the present ~mler, exploiting as it does,
· wtll perrsh, .consumed in its own fires. But I hope out. of the ashes will rise like
unto the Phoemx of old, a .new :>rder with the light of morning in its eyes.
'

.

Shri S. Nagappa (Madras; General): Sir, I do not 'want .to take' the time of
;;the House; I just want to make an amendment. Af~r the words ''to all
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workers, industrial", the word "agricultural" may. be added. Sir, I need no~
say that the bulk of the working population cnnsists of agricultural workers. '

'Mr. Vice-President: This is out of order .

•

The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar : Mr. Vice-President, Sir, as there is a
considerable amount of feeling that the Directive Principles should make some
reference to cottage industries. I am agreeable in principle to introduce in article
34 some words to give effect to the wishes of the Members of this House .. I am
therefore prepared to accept the amendment moved by my friend Mr. Ramalingam
Chettiar, subject to the substitution of one or two word~1 • One substitution
that I would like to make is this. After the words "cottage industries on" I
would like to add the words "individual or". I would like to substitute his word
•lines' by the ~9rd •basis'. So that the amedment would read as follows:"And in particular the State shall .endeavour to promote cottage industries on· indivi-dual or co-operative basif! in :rural areas."

That, I think, would meet the \vishes of most of the Members who
'
cularly interested in the subject. ·

are parti-

I may also add that I am quite agreeable t{) accept the amendment moved
by Mr. Nagappa tha~ the word 'agricultural' be added after word 'industrial'.
Mr. Vice-President: That was not allowed.
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I have no obj.ee.tion if you allow that.
I think Mr. Nagappa 's suggestion that agricultural labour is as important as
industrial l!l,bour and should not be merely referred to by the word 'otherwise',
bas some subs;tance in it. However, it is a matter of rnling and it is for you to
Jecide .
. Shri T. A, Ramalingam Chettiar: I accept Dr. Ambedkar's amendments.
Shri L. Krishnaswami Bharathi: (Madras: General): Sir, may I suggest,
that we may stop with the word cottage industries <J.nd omit the rest. Why
do you want the words 'on individual or. co-operative basis'? 1'here is no
pcint in adding these words unless you want to lay special ~mphasis on 1 cc,.
{)perative basis. I would like these words 'on individual or co-operative basis'
to be omitted.
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: May I expiain, Sir ? I find among
the Members who are interested in the subject, there are two divisions: one
division believes in cottage industries solely on a co-operative basis; the other
division believes that there- should be. cottage industries without any such
limitation. In orrler lt'l satisfy both sides, I hHve used this phraseology
deliberately, which, I am. sure, will satisfy both Yi2ws that have been
·
expressed:

..

Shri M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar: (Madras: Genera!): I de not want to
speak.
Mr. Vice-President: T think we have discur:sed
We shall pass on to the actual voting.

this.

ml'itter

sumciently.

•

Shri Mahavir Tyagi: In the hope that this will all be done on the basis of
·self-sufficiency, I accept the a.meudment to my amendment as finally proposed
by Dr. Ambedkar and in that case I shall have to withdraw mine.
The amendment \vas, by leave of the Assembly, withdrawn.
Shri Amiyo Kumar Ghosh: Sir, I want to know whether 'agricultural worke:r;s'
have been included or not.

~36

'Mr. Vice-President: It has not been ,included but I am quite prepared to
go back on my ruling provided the House as a whole, without an:y dissention:,
accepts the suggestion of Dr. Amlj'edkar. • ~.
·•

•

Honourable Members: Yes.

Mr. Vice-President: Then I_ shall put the amendment' of Shri Ramalingam
Chettiar a§_ amended by Dr. Ambedkar to the vota.
The amendment, as amended, was .adop~ed.
'

:

Mr. Vice-Prestdent: Now T p11t the amendment. as fu~ther modified by MF:
N"agapJ]a.

···. .. .The -ame·n~men t,. as·.fiirtlier

I

ame~dea,

was adopted .

Mr. Vice-President: Now the motion before . the HouSe
. is:
"That article 34, as amended in the manner just mentioned, .should form . part of th&
Constitution."
.\

.

The motion was adopted.
Article S4, as amended; was added tO the Cohstitution.

Article 34-A

i

i

Mr. Vice-Piesident: Now we come to amendment No: 952' to article 84-A.
(~endment

.

-

!

No. 952 was nnt_ moved)

Amendment No. 953-Shri Ranbir Singh Chaudhari. :
Cha.udhari Ranbir Singh (East Punjab: General): I
I want to speak on the article.
·
e

e1~1
i
J

not pressing it buil

I

Shri M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar: Th~s amendment[ is covered_ by article
34. as amended. These are all matters not so much for a Constituent Assembly
to introduce in -the Constitution but for legislation at the i Centre or in the pro\"inces. I therefore think this need not be moved. Even 3t present usury is
restricted in the provnces. A percentage for intere~ isj fixed.
.

Mr. Vice-President: As the wording is different Shri TI:inoir Singh Chaudhari
has a rif!ht to move his amendment but whether he will do so or not lies with
him. I hope he will not take up too' much time of th~1 House. You ought
to remember that om Pre:1i1lm•t w:mts tlrnt we shou· d fin ATi7.e our Constitution
bv the 9th December. ' Then there was some talk about movinjg it further back.
We owe a certain dut:v to the country and I have beeri receiving ·a series of
wires so. much so that sometimes :r ·am awakened in. the' middle .of the n'ghiJ,
j·
·
throwing the blain~ on us.

~~nted

Ohaudhari Ranbir·. Singh: *rMr. Vice-President1 I
to make a few
observgtions on t~ general article first and that is why rose a little while
ago to speak. But as I did not then get a.n opportunity t·o speak, -with your,.
permissi-on, .Sir, I- would like to express my views now w~thin a minute or two ...
I· have alrea.dv said that I, would not press mv amendments. Besides. there
is one thins-,. ~ore. As Shri Ayyang~r has s.tat~d. · ~... ] 1· . .

If

·

Mr. Vice~President: Kindly speak on the amendrngnt.
* [ 1 Translation of Hindustani Speech. i .
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Mr.
H. LIY'i (United Provinces: Muslim): Sir, on a poin~ of o: der. Can
uny person be allowed io address the Rouse unle4!s he formally moves a motion 'r

••

M,, Vj.c&-Presiden\: You m-e ri~ht.

(Add1essing Mr. Chaudhari) You will first of all mow the mot.ion and then
address the Holll!e.
··.
-·
.

-

Chaudhari B.anbil' Stngh: My new artiCle reads thus:"That after the article 34, the. following new article 34-A be added :'34-A. (a) The State shall endeavour to secure bv- suitable legislation or economicorganisation or in any other way the minimum economic price of the agricultural produce
to the agriculturists.
_ (b) The State shall give material assistance to national co-operative organisations of th~
producers and consumel'l!.
•
·
(c) Agricultural insurance shall be regulated by special legislation.
(d) Usury in every form is prohibited'."

Mr. Vice-President: May I ta-ke it thaJ you are moving this amendment
formally? I suppose this is done.
'Mr. Z.

n.

Lari: He says., it reads thus. He has not moved his amendment·.

Mr. Vice-President: Suppose, you waive that point. Now, Mr. <Jhaudhari,
you can addresR the House.
Oha.udh.ari Ranbir Singh: *[Mr. Presiden\, I am afraid that one class remains .still to whom the provisions of article 3-t, ao it st:md1 now or even with
the amendment 'of Shri Nagappa as accepted by Dr. Ambedkar, would n~
afford any protection and whose economic interests would, ther~fo1·e, remain,
unsafcguarded.
My reference is not to the clau of landlords.
The fact oxr.
the contrary is that I do not desire to ·speak for that~das": at all.
~rv referenceis to the .class of peasant proprietors of the. Punjab who neither exploit anybody nor like to be exploited by anyone. Speaking for !ile peasantry, I wouid·
like to remark that so long as we do not f!x some economic price of the. produce,
they will continue to suffer from a grav'e injustice.
The duty of the State
today is not merely to maintain law. and order but also to resolve the economia
complexities, the solution oJ. which is the main problem of the peasantry at
present. Sometime back the priC'-es of gur ~rnd other commodities fell so
much t.hat, they came down to one-fourt-h of what they wert. four or five months
before.
Ours is an agriculturist country and in this country such violent diaturb::mces of the price level cannot but radicallv dist.urb the agricultural
economy.
I do not want to ~press this very much because I know that this
point is covered by the previous article.
But these matters should be kept
in mind Mv purpose is to emphwsi&e that without fixing the eeonomie 1Jrice
of agr:cultural .products, there can be no stability in the economic life of the
agriculturists and it is very necessary to ma.'ke it stable.
The other three
parts also rend some ·support to this view.
Since a good many members of
the House think that the purpose o£ m:y amendment is covered oy the previous ,
artiCle, I do not move it.]
· ·

•

M:t. Vice-President: I shall not, therefore, put it to toe vote.
The nexi;c
amendment is that standing in the name of Mr. Guptan..ath Singh.
Shri Guptanath Singh (Bihar: General): Sir, My purpose, I see,
been served by the amendment of Dr. Ambedkar~ to a great extent, I,
fore, do not. wish t·o move my amendment No. 954.
* L 1 Translation of Hindustani speech.

haS:
there~
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Article 35

Mr. Vice-President: Now, we come to article 35.
•
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Am.bedka.r: Sir, I have to request you to •allow
-this article to stand over for the present.
Mr. Vice-President: This art.icle is allowed to stand over for consiueration
.later. Is it agreed to 'by the House?
Honourable Members: Yes.
Article 36
Mr. Vice-President: Then, the motion before the House is that article [6
-do form part o£ the Constitution.
Amendment No. 961 is a negative motion.
_.So we come to amendment No. 962-Shri L. K. .Maitra.
;
Pandit Lakshmi Kanta Maitra (West Bengal: G,enerul): Mr. Vice-President,
Sir, I beg to move:
·
·
"That in article· 36, the words 'Even• citizen is entitled to fre<l primary education and'
·
~
'

tbe deleted."

Sir, I will strictly obey the injunction given by you regarding curtailment
-Q£ speeches.
I will put in half a dozen sentences to explain the purpose of
this amendment. ·Jf this amendment is accepted by the House, as I hope
it will be, then the article will read as follows:"The State shall endeavour to provide, within a period of ten vears from the com·mencemeil:t of this Con~titution, for free and compulsory education ·for all children until
1.they complete the age of fourteen years."
· .

It will t.hus be seen that this article 36 will be brought into line with the
]}receding and the subsequent articles, in form, at any rate.
The House will
·observe that articles 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37 and 38 all begin with the wor<ls"'I'he Sta.te sha.1L ....... so# and fio''.
But article 36 alone begins with"Every citizen is entitled to ...... etc."
Therefore if we delete the words I
bave referred to, this article also will come into line with the other art:cles.
Besides the question of form there ifi also a question of substance involved in
ibis.
Part IV deals with directive principles of State policy, and the provisions in it indicate, the policy that is to 'be pursued by the future governments of the country. Unfortunately, in article 36, this directjve principle
·of State policy is coupled with a sort of a fundamental right, i.e. "thl)'t every
·dtizen is en tiled ......... etc.'' This cannot fit in with the others. Here a dirThereiore, I sub·
ective principle i~. combined vvith a fundamentaA· right.
'l!lit that the portion which I have indicated, should be delet.erl.
Now, there is a.nother point, and I particularly want to draw the attent:on
·of the Drafting Committee to it.
You will. see that in the original draft, in
·the margin of this article there' is a note, "provision for free primary edu.cation.''
But' in article 36, we are not making any dist:nction between primary and secondary educations.
That is ·to say, to every citizen, up to t.he
::age of 14 years, the State shall provide, within ten y~ars rof _the commence· .
·ment of this Constitution, free and compulsory educatwn. . In other words,·
the edu.cat;on need not be confined to the primary but it may go up to the
-secondary stage, so ~ong as the person is upto t~e age of 14.
Therefore, the
•marginal note should be amended accord:ngly. SJr, I move.

Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: (West Bengal: :Muslim): Sir, I beg to move:
"That in article 36, for the word 'education', the words •primary education' be ,:;ubsti"tuted."
·

Sir, this article, as has been clearly pointed out by. the
<deals ,with primary education.

previous speaker,
· \
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It begins with primary education at1d the marginal not!;\ also makes
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dear.
But as has been pointed out, towards the end, what is oa:d is that
.thE: State_ shall provide within a per:od of ten years from the commencement
oi this Constitution for "free and compulsory education." I believe from
1
the ~ontext aJJd from other internal evidence that what was intended was
compulsory 'primary' education.
'l'he State cannot undertake to give comvuh:ory edueation uf a secondary character.
Pandit Lakshmi Kanta Maitra: As far as possible 1
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: But the·n if you enlarge the scope of the Gov-ernment's duty, it will be making it innocuous.
I think it would be better
to confine it to primary education and that should be a directive principle of
:the StaLe.
I think that is what is meant.
The word, if introduced, would,
I snbmit, fill up an obvious lacuna.
Mr. Vice-President: lt would be_ a~ well 1f you move th~ other amendments in your name as that would save the trouble of your coming up again,
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: Sir; I move:
'
"That in article 36, a semi-colon be inserted after the word 'education'."

As this relates only to punctuation, I am ask:ng the Drafting Committee
to consider it.
Mr. Vice--President: Article 36 is _now open to general discuss.ion.
Shri B. Das (Orissa: Ger;eral): I have never been enamoured of these
.directive principles.
They are just pious hopes and pious ·wishes laid down
,there occasionally to create trouble for the provincial Ministries and very
·~;eld.om the Central Govermnent will be affected by criticism.s of this House.
Yet article 36 deals with primary education, which :.rticle 2il or, Fundamental Rights which we have not yet 'discussed, ignores to provide for.
I
.ani not yet satisfied from the speeches what free and compulsory~ primarJ
education will he like. Will it be in one language, or will it be in two or three
languages if a province has two or three k.il.1ds of .people making up' the
province?
I will talk of Orissa, where we have oome of the Andhra people and some
Bengalee people, for whr;m I think free primary education up to w certain stage
should be provided by the Sta.te. The same demand 1 make from the provinces of .Madras, Bengal and the Central Provinces, where education in the
mother tongue of the Oriyas has been denied.
My kend, Premier Shukla,
is looking at me.
Jt is not his Ministry's fault.
It is a tradition that has
grown.
No one bothers abou,giving free primary education in the mother
tongue of any race that has a language and a script· of its own.
In Bengal
in the Midnapore district, in the 1881 census, five lakhs of Oriyas existed.
In the last cens1.1s only a few thousands and perhaps in the corning census
the r will be completely wiped out.
But yet primary wlncat;on gives individuals the chance to be in ;;ommunion with their God and in coalmtwion vv-ith
tlie textbooks of their religion. The Oriya children ~ Midnap•)re have [tt
present to study Bengali. They have changed their ·names into Berigali nam'3s.
So is the case in Madras in the Vizagapatam district where very ·arge numbers
of Oriyas live and it was their misfortune that the area- could not become rart
oi Orissa 'Province in l~J3G. But I o_o want in bi-lingual are.'ls where there is a
large population of another race, the Provincir~l Ministry and the Government
concerned should not deny t·hose children their right o£ lmowled~e in their own
mother tongue so that when they become literat-e they ma:v have been able to
undert:1ke some study of their religious texts. It is not the policy of this
Hous~ or the conternplati;n of this Constit.ution thrtt every province as . it is
constituted now should make_ all the people of one language. That is a problem
on which I have had discussions in private. I understand that the Drafting

1
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Committe£> will take this up in article 23 (1). So tha.t is ihe reas'on wl>y I did
not move _my a~endment No. 970 which asked for free and comp1usory primuy
educat:on for H~l children in their resDective mother tongue. It is a ver:v. prim~
ary and essential problem that we should not denationalise those people who
have· u mother tongue of their own and compel them to learn the mothEr
tongue of someone else, howe~er suitable it may be.
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkltr: Sir, I accept the amendment pro~
posed· by my friend, Mr. Maitra, which suggests· the deletion of the words
"every .citizen is entitled to free primary educatioiL and".
,But I- am not
prepared to accept the amendment of mv friend, Mr. Nazi:ruddin Ahmad.
He seems to think that the objective of th"e rest of the clause . in article 36 ·
is restricted to free primary education.
But that is not so.
The clause
as it stands after the amendment is that every child shall be kept in an educational institution under training until t.he child is of 14 years.
If my
honourable .Friend, Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad had referred i.Q 4irticle 1H, · which
forms part of the fundamental rights, he would have noticed that a provision is made in article 18 f.o forbid. any child being. employed below the
age oj 14. Obviously, if the child is not to be employed below' tile age of 14,
the child must be kept occupied in some
•2Jucational
institution.
That is th~~ object of article 36, and that is why I say the word "primary" is
quite inappropriate. in that particular clause, and l therefore oppose his amendment.
Mr. Vice-President: . The quei!ition is:
"That in article- 36, the words 'Every citizen il! entitled to free primary educ~:ion a.nd'

be deleted."

The motion wal!i aJopred.
Mr. Vice-President: The questiqn is:
"That in article 36, for the wo_rd 'education', the ·words 'primary, education' be subs- tituted." -

.

The moti6n was negatived.
Mr.- Vice-President: The question is:
"That article 36, as amended, stand part of the Constit~tion."
The motion was adopted.
Article 36, as amended, was added to the Oonstitution .
.. Article ·35
Mr. Mohamad Ismail Sahib (Madras:_ Muslim): Sir, I move that
following proviso be added t~ article 35:

the

"Provided that any group, section or community of people shall not be obliged to give
up its own persopal law in case it has such a law."
·
,

The right of a group or a commun~ty of people to follow and adhere to
its own personal law is among
the fundamental rights and this _provision should really be made amongst the statutory and justicia.ble fundamental righ-ts.
It is for th:s reason tha.t I· along with other friends have
given mnendments to certain other articles going previous to this wbich I will
.move a.t ·the prop~r time.
'
Now the right to follow personal law is pa.rt of the way of life of those
people who are following such laws; it is part of their religjon an~ p~rt of
__ their culture.
If anything is done affecting the. personal laws, It will be
tant.amount to interference with the way of life of those people who have
been observina these laws for generations and· ~-ges.
Th:s secular Stat&
which we a:re"' trying to ,create should not do anything to ~nterfere with the
.t.
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way _of life and- religion of the people.
1(he matter of retaining personal
• l:nr_ rs . no~hing new; we have precedents in European countries.
Yugos~avra, _ior mstance, that is, the kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes,
Is obl1ged under treaty obligations to- guarantee the rights of minorities. The
.clause-regarding rights of Mussulmans reads as follows:
. "'l'he Serb, Croat and Slovene State agrees. to graut to the Mussulmans in the matter
of fru_;uly la.~ and pel'BOnal status pmrisions suit-able for reglllating these matters in
.accoraance Wlth the MuSliulman usage.".

\Ve find similar clauses in several other European constitutions also. But
these refer to minorities while my amendment refers not -to the. minorities
~~one but to ~ll people includill:g the majority community, because 'it says,
, Any gro~p, sectwn or commumty of people shall not be obliged" etc.
rherefore It seeks to secure the rights of all people in regard to their existing
.pe:·sonal law.

Again this amendment does not seek to introduce any innovation or br:ng
in a new set. o£ laws for the people, but. only wants the maintenance of the
per;,onal law already existing among certain sections of people.
Now why
do people want a uniform civil code, as in article 35 [ Their idea e·ridently
is to secure harmony through .uniformity.
But I mainta.in that for that
i})Urpose it is not necessary to regiment' the _civil law of the people including
the persona<! law. Such regimentation will bring discontent and harmonv
But if people are allowed to follow their own personil.
will be affected.
law there will be no discontent or dissatisfaction.
Every section of the
peDple. being free to follow its own persona-l law will not r~ally come in C'Olltiict with others.
SlU'i 'T;uresh Chandra Majumdar: (West Bengal: General): Sir, on a point
of order, what is being said now is a direct negation of art.icle 35. and cannot
be ~ken as an amendmen~. The Honourable Member can 9nly speak in
opposition.
Mr. ·Mohamed Ismail Sa.hib: Article 35 reads thus:

•

"The State shall endeavour to secure for citizens a uniform civil code throughout the
territory ·o{ India." . ,

That will intlude the personal law as well.

Mr. Vice-President: I hold that the Honourable Member is in order.
that for
Mr. Mohamed Ismail Sa.hib: The~efore. Sir, what I submit is
-creating and augmenting harmony in the lsnd ib is not nece111sary to compel
people to give up their personal law. I request the Hcmourable ){over to 1\C-cept this amendment.
.·
Mr. Naziruddin · Ahmad: Sir, I beg to move:
;,That to article 35, the following proviso be added, namely:. 'P.ravid~d that the personal law of any community which has been guar~nteed by. the
statute shall nat be· changed. except. with the previous approval ·of ,t~~ commun1ty ascertame~
in !uch manner as the Umon Leg1slature may ·determme by law.
In moving this, I do not wish to confine my remark~ to ~e inconvenience

felt by the Muslim community alone. I would put It .on a much broader
ground. In fact, each COOJ.munity, each religious comn~unity. ~1as cert~.in religious laws, certain· civil Jaws in~eparably. connected with rehgwus- ?~hefs and
t' ces I believe that in frammg a uniform draft code these rehgwus laws
prac I i ~elf!!ious laws sh~uld be kept out of its way. There are several rea-_
or sem
- "underlie· this amendment.
0 ne of th em IS
, th a,.+ pet;uaps
1:.
't 1 h
1 cas es
which
S.:t.h art.icle 19 of the Draft Constitution. In article 19 it is pr?~ded th~t
'sub· ect to public order, morality. and health and ·to the o~her wovisions of .this
J 11 ersons are equally entitled to freedom of consmence -~nd
the nght
P a~~ •. a p
.·
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freely to profess, prr.ctise and propagate religion.' In fact, this is so fundtimental that the Drafting Committee has. very rightly introduced this in• this
place. Then in clause (2) of the same article it has been further provided by
way of limitation of the right .that 'Nothing in th'is nrticle shall affect the
operation of any existing law or preclude the.State from making any law regulating. or restricting any economic, financial, ,pol!tical or other secular 'activity
whwh may be associated with religious· practice' . I· can ;quite see that there
may be man_v pernicious pract:ces1 which may aecompar'iy religious practi~es
and they rriay be controlled. But there are certain rr::Jigious practices, certain religious-laws which do not come within the exception in clause (2), viz.
financial, political or other secular activity which mu~y be associated with religious pructices. Having guaranteed, and very rightly gmuanteed~ the freedom
of religious n~actice and the freedom to propag-ate religion, I think the presellt
article tries to undo what has been given in a1•ticle 19. l subm1t,, Sir, that
we must try to prevent. this anomaly. In article 19 we enacted a positive provision which is justiciable and which· any subject t'f ·a State irresp~ctive of his
caste and communitv can take to a Court of law and seek enforcement,. On
the other hand, by 'the article under reference we.· are giving the State someamount of latitude which may enable it to. ignore the right conc!')ded. AnJ
this right is not justiciable. It recommends' to the State certain things and
therefore it gives a right to the State. But then the sulJjeet hast not been given
any right under this provision. I submit· that the prPsent article is likely to·
encourage the State to break the guarantees given in article 19.
I submit, Sir, there are certain aspects of the Civil rrocedure Code which _
have ;!lready interfered with our personal laws and very rightly so. But d,ur·
ing the 175 years of British rule, they did not interfere with certa-in fundamental pErsonal laws. They have 01acted ·the· Registration _Act. the Limit;1,tion
Act, t:he Civi1 Procediwe Code, the Criminal Proc0dure Code, the Penal Code,
the .Evidence Act, the Transfer of Property Act, !,he Sanla Act anr1 · various
other Acts.
They have .been imposed gradua.Uy as· or,<;~a~ion. arose- .and they
were intended to make the laws unifo:t'l:n al~bough the;y clash with the-personal
laws of a . particular community.· But take the case of maiTiage practice a.nd:
the lawR of inheritance. Thev have never interfered with thepL It will be
difficult at this stage of our so.ciety to ask the geople t0 give up the)ir ideas of
marriage. which are associated with-religious institutions in many communities.
The laws of inheritance are also- supposed., to be the result of religious injunc• tions. I submit that the interference with. these matie'rs should be gradual
and m1.1st 'progress with the advance of time. ' I have no doubt th~t a stage
would cmne when the civil law·'would be uniform. But· then that time 11as
.not yet 'come. We believe that the power that has bc-Jen given to the State
to make the Civil Code uniform is ·in advance' of the time. As it. is, any
State would be justified under article 35 to interfere with the settled laws of
the different comnmnities at once. For instance, there are marriage practices
in vnrious communitjies. .If we vvant to introduce a law that every marriaie
shall be registered and if not it will not be valid, we can do so under article
35. But would you invalidate a marriage which is valid under tlie eXisting
law and under the present religious beliefs and prHctices o'n the ground thHt
it has r.ot been regist~red under any new law an7 thus. bastan1ise the children
born?
,
.
This is opry one instance o:f ho~v interference ca!l go too far. As I have
already submitted, the goal should be towards a unifonn civil. code but it should
be gradual and with the consent of the people· con_ce"rn0d. · I have therefore
in. my amendment suggeste~ that religious laws rehtii!g'; to particular commu~ities should not be affected ex·cept with their consf'nt 'to be ascerta~ned in
such manner as Parliament may decide by .Jaw. 'Parliament...:rp.ay well decide,
to ascertain the consent of the comrr;unity througp. their representatives, and
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this could be secured by the representatives by their election speeches and
pledges.. In tact, this may be made an article of faith ir an· eiectwn, aud a
vot.o on that could be regarded as consent.
These are matters or detail.
I have attempted by my .-amendment to leave it to the Central Legislature to
deci·cle 'how to ascertain this consent. I submit, Sir, that this ~s not a matter
of mere idealism. It is a question of stern reality wh· ch we must not ref1Jse
to face and I believe it will lead to a considerable amount of misunderstanding
and resentment amongst the various sections of the country. \Vhat the
British in 175 years failed to do or was afraid to do, what the :\Iuslims in the..
course of 500 years refrained from doing, we should not give power to the
t:ltate to do all at once. I submit, S r, that \Ve should proceed not in haste
but \Yith caution, '"·ith experience, with statesmanship and with sympatlJy.
(B. Pocker Sahib Bahadur rose to speak.)
Mr. Vice-President: When we discuss the clause as a whole, you will get
your chance. Amendment No. 960. The Mover.. has called it a new sub-clau.3e,
that is 35-A. \Ve can take it up later on The article as a whole is uo\v under
consideration.
Mahboob Ali Baig S.ahib Bahadur (Madras: MusEm):. 1 haYe , given
notice of an amendment to art.icle 35. It is No. 833.
Mr. Vice-President: That. escaped my attention. I am glad you pointed.
that out.
Mahbood Ali Baig Sahib Bahadur:
Sir, I move that the following pro~
viso be added to article 35:
"Provided that nothing in this article shall affect the personal law of the citizen."

i\ly view of article 35 is that the words "Civil Code" do not cover the strictly
personal law of a cit' zen. The Civil C0de covers lavvs of this kind: laws of
The bw·
property, transfer of property, law of contract, law of evidence
as observed by a particular religious community is not covered by article 3.'5.
That ·is my view. Anyhow, in order to clarify ,the position that article 35...
does not affect the pe~sonal law of the citizen, I have given not:ce of this.
amendment. Now, Sir, if for any reason the framers of. this article have
got in their minds that the personal law o£.the citizen is also covered by the
expression ''Civil Code'', I wish oo submit that they are overlooking the very
important fact of the personal law being so much dear and near to certain.
religious communities. As far as the Mussalmans are concerned, their laws of
succession·, inheritance, marriage and divorce are completely dependent upon.·
- their religion.
Shri M, Ananthasayanam Ayyangar: It is a matter of contl:'act.
:M:ahboob Ali Baig Sahib Bahadur: I know that Mr. Ailanthasayanam
Ayyangar has always very queer ideas about the laws of other communities.
It is interpreted as a contract, while th.~ marriage amongst the Hindus is a \
Samskara and that among Europeans it is a matter of status. I know that
very well, but this contract is enjoined on the Mussalmans by the Quran and if
it is not followed, a man-iage is not a legal marriage at alL For 13Q0 years
this law has been practised by Muslims snd recognised by all auth_orities in all •
states. lf today Mr. Anant,hasayanam Ayyangar ;s going to say that some
other method of proving the marraige is going to be introduced, we refuse to
abide by it because it is not according to our religion. It is Jtot according to.
the- code that is laid down for us for all times in this matter. ·Therefore, s·r,
it is not a matter to be treated so lightly. I know that in the case of some
other communities also, their personal law depends entirely upon their religious
tenets. l£ some communities have got their own way o£ dealing with their·
religious tenets and practices~ that cannot be imposed on a community which
insists that their religious tenets should be observed.
Shri L. Krishnaswami Bharathi: It is sought i.o be done only by consen~=
of all conct-rned.

etc.
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l'tfr. Vice-President: Mr. Bharathi, the majority (',o:ilnnunity has· always
been so very indulgent that I would ask you as a personal favour to give
the 'fullest possible freedom to our Muslim brethren to express their views .• I
would ask you to exercise patience for a little while, I know they fe11l very
'
•
strongly _on this ma~ter.
Shri L. Krishnaswami Bharathi: My· point w11s, Si!·, that ,it ~as not &.n
attempt at imposition. If anything is done, it will be done only with the
~onsent of all concernexl, and the Honourable Member need not labour that
point.
M.r. -Vice~President: It is understood and I thank you for it.
Mahboob Ali Baig Sahib Bahadur: Now, 'Sir, people seem .to have very
11trange ideas about secular State. People see:rg to think that under a secular
Stato, there must be a common law observed by its citizens in all matters,
includirirs matters o£ their daily life, their language, their culture, their personal
!.laws. That is not the correct way to look at· this secular State. In a secular
:State, citizens belonging to different communities must have the freedom to
practice their own religion, observe their ow11life and theiT personal laws
shoul(i be applied to them. Therefore, I hope the framers of this article have
•not in their minds' the personal law of the people to cover the words, "Civil
-code". With this observation, I move that that it may be made clear by th\s
:.;..:·.p:ro:viso, lest an interpretation may be given to it that these words "civil ~ode''
:include personal law of any, community.
B. Pocker Sahib Bahad.ur (Madras: Muslim): Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I
supp-ort the motion which has already been moved by Mr. Mohamed Ismail
Sahib to the effect that the fol-lowing proviso be added to article 35:"Provide that any group, section or community of people shall not be obliged to give
'UP its own persqnaflaw in case it has such a law." ,
.
.

a

H is
very m?flerate and reasonable ame~dment to this article M. Now
would request the House to consider this amendment not from the point of
view. of the Mussalman community alone, but from the point of view ot the
'Various communities that exist in this country, follow~ various codes of law,
·with reference to inheritance, marriage, succession, divorce, endowments and
"SO ma.ny other ma~ters.
The Hol!se will note that one of the reasons \}'hy
'the Britisher, having conquered this country, has been able to carry on the
'fldministration of this country for the last 150 years and over was that he gave
·a guarantee of following their own personal laws to each of the various com, munities in the country. That is one of the secrets of success and the basis of
'the administration of justice on which even the foreign rule was based. I ask,
''Sir, whether by the freedom we have obtained for this country, are we going to
give· up that freedom of conscience and that freedom of religious ·practices and
'that freedom of following one's own personal law and try or aspire to impose
upon the whole -country one code of civil law, whatever it may mean,-which I
'Bay, as it is, may include even all branches of civil law, namely, the law of ,
marriage, law of inheritance, law of divorce and so many other kindred matters?
In the first piace, I would like to know the'.real intention with. which this
·clause has been introduced. If the words "Civil Code" are intended only: to
·'apply to'matters of procedure like the Civil Proc'edure Code and such other laws
which are uniform so far as India is concerned at present well, nobody has any
·objection to tha.t~ but the various civil Courts Acts in the various provinces in
this country have secured for each community the right to follow their personal
1aws as regards ms,rriage,1 inheritance, divorce, ktc. But i£ it is intended .that
the aspiration of the State should be to overrid~ all these provisions and to
bave uniformity of law to be imposed upon the: whole people on these matters
which are dealt with by the -Civil-Courts Acts ~in" the various provinces, well,
I would only say, Sir, that it is a tyrannous provision which ought not to be
"tolerated; and let it not be taken that I am only voicing-forth the feelings of
the Mussalmans. In saying this, I am voicing forth ~he feelings of ever so
~

.
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ground that is now put forward against it is, firstly that it infringes the
F1.mdamental Right mentioned in article 19; and secondly, it is tyraUWJ'US to,
the pljnority.
As regards article 19 the House accepted it and made it quite
clear
that-"Nothing in this article shall affect the operation of any existing law
or preclude the State from making any law (a) regulating or res_tricting"
- I am omitting the unnecessary words-"or other secular ~ctivity which may
be associa.ted with religious practices; (b) for social welfare and reforms''.
Therefore the House has already f'Ccepted the principle tha~ if a religious
practice followed so far covers a secular activity or falls «'ithin the field of
social reform or social welfare, it would be open to Parliament to make lu.ws
:about it without infringing this Fundamental B,ight of a minority.
It must also be remembered that if'this clause is not ppt in, it -does not
mean that. the Parliament in future would have no right to enact a Civil Code.
~rhe only restriction to such a right would be article 19 and I ha.ve already
poi~d out that article 19, aicepted by the House •manimously, permits
legislation covering secular :wtivities.
The whole object of this m ticle
is that as and when the Parliament thinks proper or rather whP.n the major:ty
in the Parliament thinks proper an attempt; may be made to unify the personal
law of the country.
A further argument has been advanced that the enactment of a Civil Code
would be tyrannical to minorities. Is it tyrannical? Nowhere in advanced
Muslim countries the personal law ·of each minority has been recognised as
so sacrosanct as to prevent the enactment of a. Civil Code. Take for instance
T_urkey or Egypt. No minority in these co~ntries is permitted to have such
nghts. But I go further. When th~ Shariat Act was pac.;sed or when certain
laws ~ere passed in the Central Legislature in the 9ld regime, the K,hojas and
Uutch1 Memons \\rere highly dissatisfied.
·
They then followed certain Hindu customs: for generat:ons ' since they
became converts they had done so. 'l'he:5r. did not want to conforn1 to thr
ShariHt: and yet by a legislation of the Central Legislature certain Muslim
members who felt that Shariat · aw should be enforced upon the, whole ·com_
munity carried their point. The Khojas and Cutchi Memon,; most unwillingly
had to suhmit to it. Where wei·e the rights of minority then? When you want
to consolidate a community, you have to take into consideration the benefit
wh:r.b mav accrue to the whole communitv and not to the eustoms of a part of
it. It is n~t therefore correct to sa.y that s~ch an act is tyranny of th8 majority.
lf vou will look at the countries in Europe which have a Ci•·il Code, everyone
who goes there from any part of the world and every minority, has to submit to
the Civil Code.
It fs
not felt
to
be
tyrannic>:~] to the minority.
'J'hp, po:nt however is this. whethe" we are going to consolidate and unif~- our.
]Jersonal law in such a way that the way of life of· the whole country may
in course of time be unified and secular. We want to divorce religion from
personal law, from what may be called social re~ations or from the rights of
parties as regards inheritance or succession. What have these things got tv do
with religion I really fail to understand. Take for instance the Hindu Law
Draft which ~' bef01~e the Legislative Assembl_v.
If one J~oks at .1\fanu and
Yagnyavalky[l and all the rest of them, I think most of the .rrovisions. o£ the
new Bill \Vi~ counter to their injunctions. But after all we are nn
advancing s~&~) \Ve are in a stage where we must unify and consolidate
the nation by every means• without interfering with religious practices. I£
however the religious practices in the past have been so const-rued as to cover
the whole field of life, we have reached a point when we must put our foot
down and say that these matters are not religion, they are purely matters for
secular legislation. This is what is emphasised by this art.iclP.
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_Now" look at the disadvantage~ that you will perpetuate-. 'if there is_ no
Civil Code. Take for instance the Hindus. We have the law of Mayukha
applying in some parts of India; we have Mithakshara in others; and we have
the la.w-Dayabagha in Bengal. In this way even the Hindus ~bemselvi~s
have separate; laws and most of our Provinces and States have start.ed making
separate Hindu law for themselves. Are 'We going to permit .this piecemeal
legislation on the ground that it affects the .pers6nal law of the country?
It is therefore not merely a question for. minorities but it also affects the
majority.
'
·I know there are many among Hindus who do not 'like a uniform Civil Code,
because· they take the same view as ,.the honourable Muslim Members who
spoke last. They feel that the :personal law of inheritance, succession etc.
is really ·a part of their religion. If that were so, you . can never give,
for instance, equality to women. But ymf have already passed a Fundamental
Right to that effect and you have an article. here . which lays down that
there- should be no discrimination egainst sex. Look at Hindu Law; you get
any amount of discrimination against wom'en; and if thaj; is part of Hindu
religion or Hindu religious practice, you cannot pass a single law which would
elevate the position "of llindu women to that of men .. Therefore, there is no
reason why there should not be a cJvil code throughout the ·territory of India .
.., There is one important consideration which we have to bear in mind-and
I w~nt my Muslim friends to rea.lise this-that the sooner we .forget this
isolationist outlook on .life, it will be better for the country. ReHgion must
be. t:e.stricted to spheres which legitimately apperta,in to religion, and the rest
of .life must be regulated, unified and modified in such a manner that we may
evolve, as early a,s possible, a strong ' and consolidated nation. Our first
problem and the most important ;eroblem is to produc·e national unity in this
country. We think we have got national unity. But there are many
factors-and important factors-which stUl offer, serious dangers to our
national con'solidation, and it is very necessary that the whole of our life,
· so far as it is restricted to secular spheres, muf<t be unified in such a way that
as early as possible, we may be able ·to say, "WeJl, we are not merely a nation
because we say ·so, but also in effect, by the way we live, by our personal
law, we are a strong· and consolidated nation". ~rom that point of view alone,
I submit, the opposition is not; if I may sa.y so~ very well advised. I hope
our friends will not feel that this is an attempt to exercise tyranny over a
minority; it is much more tyrannous to the majbrity .•

..

·,

This attitude of mind perpetuated· under the British rule, that personal law
is part of religion, has been fostered by the British and by British courts.
We niust, therefore, outgrow it. If I may just remind the honourable
Member who spoke last of ~ pa.rticular incident . from Fere,~?hta which comes
tO. my mind, A.llooddin Khilji made several changes wl1ich offended · against ·
the Shariat, though he was the first ruler to establish Muslim Sultanate here.
· The Kazi of Delhi objected to some of'his reforms, and his.~e
ly was-"I am
an igno'rant man and I am ruling this country in its be · ' rests. I _!1m
sure, looking at my ignorance and my goOd inteqtions, tli: '" lmigh:;y will
forgive me, when he finds that I have not acted according ' to- the Shariat .. ''
u .Anauddin could not,_ much less can a modern government accept the
proposition that religious rights cover ·personal law or several other, matters
which we have be·en pnfortunately trained to consider as part of our religion.
Tha-t is my submission.
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been abli:l to invade so far and it is the intention of those who desire to have
article 35 as part of ~he Constitution to bring about that change. Therefore,.
the &rgument whether we should attempt such a thing seems to me somewhat
misplaced for the simple reason that we have, as a matter of fact, covered the
whole lot of the field which is covered bv a uniform Civil Code in this country.
It is •thtrefore too late now to ask the qm~stion whether we could do it. A,; I
say, we have already done it.
Coming to the amendments, there are only two observations which I would
like to make. My first observation would be to state that members who put
forth these amendments say that the Muslim personal law, so far as this country
was cox,cerned, was immutable and uniform through the whole of India. Now
I wieh to challenge that statement. I think most of my friends who have spoken
on this amendment have quite forgotten that up to 1935 the North-We~!;
Frontier Province was not subject to the Shariat :J;;aw. It followed the Hindu
Law in the matter of succession and in other matters, so much so that it. wr.s:
in Hl~9 that the Central Legislature had to con1e into the field and to abrogate·
the application of the Hindu Law to the Muslims of the North-West l!'rontier
Province and to apply the Shariat Law to them. That is not all.
My honourable friends have forgotten, that, apart from the North-West.
Frontier Province, up till 19::J7 in the rest of India, in various parts, such as
the United Provinces, the Central Provinces and Bombay, the Muslims to a
large extent were governed by the Hindu Law in the matter of succession. Jn_
oraer to bring them on the plane of uniformity with regard to ~he other Muslims
who observed the Shariat Law, the Legislature had to int-ervene in 1937 and to.
pasq an enactment applying the Shariat Law to the rest of India.
I ant also informed by my friend, Shri Karunakara Menon, that in North.
Malabal· the Marumakkathayam Law applied to· all-not only to Hindus . but
also ~o Muslims. It is to be remembered that the Marumakkathayam Law is a
Mah1archa} form of law and not a Partriarchal form of law.
T-he l\-Iussulmans, therefore, in North Malabar were up to now following
the Marumakkathayam law. It is therefore no use makhg a. categorical state- ·
ment that the Muslim law has been an immutable law which they have 'been
followine- from ancient t-imes. That law as such was not applicable in certain
parts and it has been made applicable ten years ago. Therefore if it was found
necassary that for the purpose of evolving a single civil code applicable to an
citizens ]irrespective of their religion, certain portions of the Hindl} law, not
because they were contained in Hindu law but because they were found to bfl
the most !::Uitable, were incorporated into the new civil cr:,Je projected by s.rticle
35, I am quite certain that it would not be open to any :Muslim to say that
the framers of the civil code had done great violence to the sentiments :>£ theMuslim community.
•
My second observation is to give them an assurance. I quite realise their
feelings "in tile matter, but I think they have read rather too much mto ·article
35 which merely proposes that the State shall endeavour to secure a civil code
fo~ the citizens of the country. It does· not say that after the Code is framed
the State shall enforc~~it upon all citizens merely because they are citizens. lti
is perfectly possible that the future parliament may make a provision by way
of n>ak!ng a beginning that the Code shall apply only to those who make a deelaratio'l that they are prepared to be bound by it, so that•in the initial sta.ge
the application of the Code may be purely voluntary. Parliament may feel the
ground by some such method. This is not a novel method. It was adopted in the
Shariat Act of 1937 when it was applied to territories ot.hEr than the NorthWest Frontier Province. The law said that bere is a Shariat bw which should
be ap]Jlied to Mussulmans provided a Mussulman who wanted that he slwuld be
bo11nd bv the Shariat Act should go to an officer of the state, make a declaration
t.hat he ;t willing tl) be hound hy it. anO. after he has made that declaratil)n the
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law will bind him and his ·successors. It would be perfeutly poss1ble for parliament tD intr~duce a provision of th::tt sort; so that the fear which my friends
.ha,ve expressed here will. be altogether nullified. I therefore submit, that the,·e
is no substance in these amendments and I oppose t.hem.'

..

Mr. Vice-President: The questioi1 is:

"That the following proviso be added to article 35 :
'Provided that any group, section or community. or people ,shall not be ohliged to give
'ilp· its own personal law in case it has such a law'."
....

The m~tion was· negatived.
Mr~ Vice,-President: The question ·is:

"That to
'Provided
shall not be
.such ma,.nner

article 35, the· following proviso be added, namely,
that the pers~nal 'law of any community which is guar~nteed by, ·the statute
changed except with the previous approval of the community ascertained in
as the Union Legislature may determine by law'."

'l'he motion was negatived ..
...

Mr. ,Vice-President: -Tlie_ question is:

"That Part IV of the Praft Constitution be deleted." •

The motion. 'vas negat,ived.
MT. Vice-President: The question is:
"That article 35, stand part of the Constitution."

-

f-

The n1otioil was adopted~
. ,,
Article 35 was' added to the Constitution.

Article 37
'

Sarda.r .Rukum S'ingh (East Punjab: Sikh): Mr. Vice-Presidynt, I 1n;ove:
<\f

"That in artiCle 37, for the' words 'Scheduled' C~stes' the words 'Backward communities
wlpttever class or religion' be sub"stituted ... '
~
'
.
~
.
•

Sir, "Scheduled Ca~tes" 'Q.as been defined in article 3QS (w) of this Draft
Constitution as castes and races speeified in the Govel'nment of Tndia. (Scheduled
Castes) Order· 1936. ·In that Order": Ii:lost of the tribes, castes and subcastes
me described mid include Bawaria, Chamar, · Chuhra, Baliniki, Od, . San:::i,
Sirviband and Ramdasis:
It would be conceded· that they have different
faiths and beliefs. . For insta.nce, there -are considerable numbers of· Sikh R~rn-.
dasis, Odes, Balmiki and Chamal"S. They are as the backward as their brethren of
other belieff?. But, so far, these Sikh backward classes have been kept :mt of
the bPnBfits meant for Scheduled Castes. The result has been either conversion
in lar:?·e numbers or discontent.
I
r~alis.e that so far as election to legislatures was concerned, there could
be some justification as the Sikhs· had separate representation and ·the Sche<fuled
Castes got their reservation out of General Seats. There is· the famous case
Df S. Gopal Singh Khalsa who could not be allowed to contest a seat unless
he dechred that he was not -a Sikh~ Such cases have led to disappointment
and discontent On aC'count of a general be'ief that some sections •Were being
discriminated against.
...
· Now the underlying idea is the uplift of the backward section of .the comm.unity so that th~y may be able to make equal· contribution in the national
activities I fully support the idea. I may be confronted with an argument
that at least there is the fil"st part of the article which provides for promotion'
"of educational and economic interests of 'weaker sections' of the people". So '
far it is quite good and it can apply to every class: B~It, as the "weaker sections"
are not defined anywhere, the appreh~nsion is that th~ whole attention 'o/Ould be
. direded -to the latter part. relating t~ 'Scheduled Castes' and 'weaker sections'
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wou,d .JOt lllean anything at all. Even the article lays tht~ whole stress en this
IMter portion by centralising attention through the words 'in particular' of the
'SclJ.eduled CastBs'.
(
I r11ay not be misunderstood in /this respect. I do not grudge this special
care of the Statf being directed towards "Scheduled Castes". Rather, I would
support even greater concessions being given and more attention being paid to
backward classes. My only object is that, there should be no discrimination.
That is not the iuteution of the article eiGher. But, as 1 have said, so far the
'"Scheduled Castes" have been understood by general masses to exclude tho
rnemb~:rs of the same castes professing Sikh religion.
We should be particula,r
· in guaranteeing aguinst any misconstruction be:ng placed or any dis<Jrimination
being exer.cised by th08P who would be responsible for actual I working o£ it.
Under the ptE-sent article, it is the "enucational and economic interests" thctt
are to be pronroted apct therefore it should be made clear tha.t it is to be done for
nil backward classes, and not for persons professing this :-r that part'cular
religion or belief. I commend this m6tion for the acceptance o£ the House.

Shri A. V. Thakkar (Urtited States of Kathiawar: Saurashtra): Sir, I beg to
this .amendment (983) which asks for the inclusion of the backward castes
FJrnong Hindus and among Muslims ........... .

mov~

The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: May I just make a statement? I he·
lieYe both these amendments dealing with the backward classes, etc. would be
more appropriate t{) the Schedule and could be better consider~d when we dealt
with the Schedule. l would suggest that the consideration of these amendmeniis
may be postponed.

Sb,ri A. V. Thakkar: My amendment seeks to lay down certain princjplBs ......
Mr. Vice-President: Dr. Ambedkar proposes to give the fullest possible considerrttion to these in the Schedule.
' .
Shri A. V. Thakkar: Does he agree to include all backward classes?
· Mr. Vice-Pre!Udent: He car, hardly ag;,ee to anything now.
opAH

'Ihe matter

is

tc. discussion later.

Shri A. V. Thakkar: Then I do not move my amendment now.
Mr. Naziruddin·Ahmad: Sir, .I am not moving my amendment No. 985. It
seeks to use c·apital letters in the case of the Scheduled Castes. I would
re.;;pectfully draw the attention of the Chairman of the Drafting Committee to
ar~i:cle 303 (1), items (w) and (x) on page 147 of the Draft Constitution. We
have there specified two definitions, 'Scheduled..Oastes' and 'Scheduled 'l'ribes'.
'Scheduled Castes' have everywhere been spelt with capital ]etters, buJI
·Scheduled tribes' have been spelt with small letters.
n1t:1·el~

The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: We shall consider that.
Sardar Hukam Singh: I beg leave to withdraw my amendment.
The amendment was, by leave of the Assembly, withdrawn.
Mr. Vice-President: I shall now put article 37 to th8 i'Ote of the House.
The question is:
"Tha.t article 37 do sta,nd pa,rt of the Constitution."

'rhe motion was adopted .•
Article 37 was added to the Constitution.
Article 38
Mr. Vice-President: The House will now take up article 38 for consideration.
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Shri Mahavir Tyagi i ·sir, in connection with my amendm~nt No: 9QQ, I have
given notice of auother amendment (71 in List II) after consulting some of my
friends. I hope Mr. Aziz Ahmed Khan who has his own amendment to . tbi;
article will agree with -my amendment. I do not want, to make any speech ir!
movi;.g this amendment. Everybody appreciates the value of prohibition. HePce
I simply move amendment No. 71 in List II:
.,

"That at the end of· article 38, the words 'and shall endeavour to bring about the prohi ..
bition of the consumption of intoxicati.ng drinks and drugs whicli are injurio'us to llea1th'
be inseJted~ "
~
·

Sir, for · this • attempt of
mine
I
am
consciou"s
of
the
abuses that will be hurled on me by the dry muuths of those who have
to stop drinking .. I am also aware of the blessings that will be showered on
Ud by the wives of those who will benefit by the removal of this eviL I shmlld
)Jl]y wish "good luck;' to the country in case this amendment_is acaepted .
. An Honourable Member: It is already past 1 o'clock.
· Mr. Vice-President: Somebody is surely to' blame- -F.,Iere in this time-piece it
is one minute to one.
·
1:he House stands adjourned till 10 A.M. tomorrow.
The Assembly then adjourned till Ten of the Clock on Wednesday, ~e 24th ·
NoYember 1948.

'·
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request to the membet.s of the Congress is, you must try to 'se_e which pledgeB
should come first. You have to see :first of all how you are gomg to make. the
lot.of the teeming millions of India economically and in several other respect~
~~-

.

The• third argument put forth has been the success of prohibition in. Ma?ras.
How Sir is this success measured I want to know. Is it measured m terms
mereiy b~cause there is prohibition? . You haye a number. o~ pe.ople who go on
still indulging in drinks and go on fillmg the mnumerable Jails. Have you also
measured as a result of the squandering of several crores of Rupees, ~~~t y~u
have failed to do? Have you tried to measure .the success of prohibitiOn m
.~ .
·
Madr:as from that point of view?
.The next argument put forth w·as that aU communities want it. Parsis and
Christians also were included in that list. Sir, I happen to know Parsis and
Christians a little bit and I think, Sir, definitely they are not in favour' of
prohibition.
·
p Then, t~~- last and perhaps th& most. ~i~cult argument >for ~e to answer is
that· GandhiJI has been always for prohibitiOn. Let me make 1t very clear to
this House that I am second to none in my admiration, respect and veneration
for Ga.ndhiji. Gandhiji,~the fa.ther of the. Nation; he is the father of all of us.
But, Sir, I want to say something. It was stated here, might be perhaps a little
frivolously, that where liquor. is, Gandhiji is not; where Gandhiji is, liquor is not.
In other words, Gandhiji shunSJ sinners, presuming that liquor drinking is a sin:
Gandhiji read, studied, I dare say, loved the Gita, and as a student of the Gita,
be bad; what I may say, attained Sama Drishti. He did not make any distinction between a sinner and a. saint: Gandhiji was a saint first, a politician
afterwards. I want you to consider, Sir, I make bold myself to as'k you, what
do you think is the essence of Gandhism? The. essence of Gandhism is love,
toleration; its essence is non-violence, search for truth and all' these important
things. The externals .of: Gandhism or the outward trappings of Gandhism are
Khaddar and prohibition: ~Unfortunately, the followers o£ _Gandhiji, some of
them, have been giving more importance to the outward trappings of Gaudhism
than to the essence of it.· Gandhiji's conception of truth was that though truth
is one, every individual is to ha.ve his own ltpproach to truth, and every individual had to see it for himself. Therefore, this is what Gandhiji said, what
Gandhiji wanted. I£ we merely •follow blindly, the good father that he is, he
will really be sorry, though he has departed,~he has left even this House full of
lisping babes, who merely do discredit to the Father,~for not having taught
them to think individually and rationally. Then, Sir, are we going to say: merely
because it is the father's word, as the saying goes, Baba VaZ.:ya1n Pramanam,
is that going to be the philosophy of life? We are living in an age, whfm, in
spite of the. fact that there are several defects in it, there is one, ve;ry important
thing about the twentieth- Century. This is an age of interrogation. The young
men of today want to throw a challenge and find out the truth for themselves.
·As Flaker has said, "Even if God were to burn with hell and fire, I would still
ask Him till He answers me why;'' I would not follow blindly even i:f God were
to tell me to do so. We are not to be-dumb driven cattle; We are to be heroe..
in this strife. Sir, George Bernard Shaw has said much the same thino.
'examine, test and then accept'. I£ you are fund of Sanskrit literature, Kalidas~
says more. or less the same thing:
•

l

From .answ~ring argument.~, .l~t me go to the positive side of my speech. On
the pr~;tctwal side, I say prohibitiOn should be made to wait, and wait for long
in .this unfortuufl'te <land of ours which has become, fortunate only the other dav
On the practical side, Sir, I may quote one great ihinker 'who says that there· a~~
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_
two important fronts in life, first there is tlie war front, _and then there is the
front of education, W-hen we will have war, God alone knows; we may have a
major war at any time and we must be prepared for that. There is some. troflble
in KashJ7lir; there was some in Hyderabad. ·we :Qave got to be prepa;ed. It
must also b!;l remembered tnat we are a- very poor country and we must gather
up all the resources that we· have, so that we can attend to first things first.
In a country where democracy has to flourish, where democracy is· in its infancy,
the~front of educa.tion is tbe most important one.. You know the appalling condition of the people so .far as education is concerned. About sixty to seventy years
- ago, in several countries free and compulsory primary education was introduced.
As ·a result of freedom, that should be· our first business. Only yesterday, we
discussed the necessity of /having such a clause. in the Draft Constitution. In
a coyntry like _Qurs,- e:ven free compulsory primary ., education would not be
enough, because. the poor boy, who goes. to. plough, forgets even to put his~
signature after a few years, and so,_ in proportion, even secondary education for
the backward communities, :rather I- may say for the poor would have to be
provided. Sir, 1we are. an infant democra.c:y and if we are going to have really a
democratic Government, we must have education. You know the great saying,
·'Democracy without education is hypocrisy without limitation'' and ·we do not
· want to have. such a· Government where only a few who ·know will govern· uU.imately and we will have a. Fascist Government; and if we are going ·to insist
too much to-day on prohibition, we are going to deprive a number of our good
children from r.e.ceiving proper education and the result would be whereas_ we
aim at establishing a secular democratic State, we are really going to ,have_ a
'religious fascist Government and nothing sh_ort ·of it. I am giving you, Sir, a
w~rning.

Then apart from education, there is a -thing like medica·l health and jmbljc ·
health. Most of you are very honest and sincere workers and you have been to
villages. Even during my occasional visits I find that the. poor villager has.
absolutely no medical help. There are thousands of lepers who require medical
help and if all that tremendous help is to be given, fro~ where is the money
to come forth?_ Therefore, we mast have first things first and our grea-t enE3my
is pov(}rty and unless we pool our resources and put first things first, .unless we
d_evelop a sense of values, I think we will be in a mess.
·
Now curiousiy enough I want to talk to you, Sir, a)ittle ab.out the. moral
side of prohibition or against it. I recommend to you very strongly a remark• ~
able Chapter in Harold Laski's 'Liberty in the Modern 'State' which he has
devoted against prohibition. I could not ·get the book, so I cannot quote from
it but his main point is that prohibition goes against the very grain of persoruit
libert-y. In a free India, Sir, the development of personality to its fullest extent ..
is our aim and by frustrations; prohibition, inhibitions, suppressions .we are
- going to have a stunted growth in the youngmen. It does not me"n that _ we
should encourage them t.o drink but they will find their mistakes and ultimately -.,
· liberty---'-I don't mean by liberty license-:-would be of considera•ble. us~ .. Then
~ir, consider~I am not going to be frivolous here---:-but consider the shock given
to social 1if~,~club lite will come to an end..:...and I may teJI you just compare
the~ two''thmgs.:...:.some· friends ha-ving discussion may be in the evening or night
quite seriously ov~r a glass of butter-milk and as against that an innocent but
intellectual discussion ove.r. a glass of wine. or ev:en beer. The Greeks had it.
True philosoph~ers_ know how to enjoy both the worlds· and the-foundations ~of
philosophy and scienc~ were laid by the Gre~t Greeks. They .did not have taboos
aild suppressions and inhibitions. -The1 real tlevelOiJnlent of _personality' comes
_thr?ugh· that. ~f yo'?- were to ·compare ·t~e life i~ ·a city like Bombay on dry ..
days and wet' day~, 811', on__d.ry..days you will find life re~lly dry and drill. I .ss.~k
~1-
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you to see that. You might think this is all for _the rich.~ ~·v~rybody ~hat goes
~lub is not rich but what. about the poor? Think of the mllhons o£ m1ll hands
• working very hard all day. In the evening they like ~o have a. glass or. two. of
toddy ~hich is really nothing but fermented neera. and :.r along w1th t~~ v1tamn;s
he gets a littie mirth or joy, why should you depnve hm.1 of that? S1r, I womd
. requ.est you to consider the solace and the little comfort that he gets. There
· are some among us-men like Dr. Ambedka;r getting great solace in reading.
There are others who like t() read novels and enjoy them. There are those
who like to play the piano and there are some wlio would like to have ~a glass -of
wine or beer. Now I may draw some distinction here because most of you, I
beg to say, would not be knowing how many people af-ter all do drink. I would
request the economists and the. statisticians to find it but I· dare. say ~he figure
is not more than 10 per cent and most of you are ignorant of a very Important
fact that you do not know the·essential difference betwe.en drinkers and dr~kards.
Of the 10
per cent. that drink not 9 per · ce:t;~.t are - . dru~kards.
They just" dr~nk a glass or two with friends and the 1 per cent that consists of
drunh:ards ar~ hop6less people due. to very .bad circumstances-there might be
innumerable reasons-if .you deprive _them of drink by law, they will resort to
illicit distillation. If even that is not .allowed, if your machinery is perfect-h~1t
I dare say our machinery is incl~ed towards bribery and corruption and this w1ll
be one more handle for them-but apart from thl}t. even if you deprive them of that,
they will indulge in drinking poisonous stuff and meet. their end even earlier.
Sc, for this 1 per cent o£ the human population are you going to throw so rnuch
of valuable wealth, tons and tons ot'"rupees into the Arabian Se.a merely becanse
there is a sort of religious inkling behind.. You may have tl;lat religious-idea
that it is impious to drink. Well, Gods were supposed or they are. supposed
i;o "indulge in Sura.. The human beings may indulge in Madira. What harm
is there ? • Then, I may .point out that after all if one really .does not 'have bad .
oe.ffects from it, why should we deprive them? Let us consider what India really
tequires. Now, hftving pr(}hibition and being very pious are very good and
these are very highly developed qualities which even the civilise-:1 nations have
not been able t-o bring into practice. We, Sir, lack even common decency al).d
honesty. The Prime Minister of India Pa:adit J,awaha:tlal Nehru, the most
beloved and most respected, loses a pair of shoes. In European countries the
least respectE?d leader would not lose a pair of shoes, i£ he attends a function.
So there is this diffe.rence that essential qualities, basic qualities like honesty
de. \Ve_ must have first. You are a party in. majority and you can decide what
you )ike. I don't mean you should stop bringi)J.g prohibition but wa.it for some
time--and I may qucte the Editor of the Times of India '1nd sa.v that there are
:chi1;gs_ other than liquor t~at go to the head and J?OW~r is one. 'Let not the
maJOrity party suffer from 1t.

to

'

· Shl'i Jaipal Singh (Bihar: Genetral): Mr. President, Sir, I do not know
whether I. shall be_ in order in suggesting to you that this amendment be postponed until such time as we come to the consideration of the. recommendations
. that the Advisory Committee.llas made particularly in regard to the Tribal Areas."
Now, the recommenda.tions o£ th~. ,Advisory Committee as well as the SubCommittees have not been given a chance for :Cull discussion on the floor of
this House. Therefore, I do not at this ·stage., want to go into details but I
am bound to oppose the Resolution and amendments! of ~is sort. We have
hPard SIW~ a lot of ri<;us languagtJ about a democratic State·,
a secular State,
of our ~emg volu?tarily opposed to the establishment of theocracy in India.
Hen', S1r, I sulmnt, by the baekdnor we- are trying to interfere with the religious
:ights of tf!e ~ost, ancien~ people of this country. You may laugh. Excess
m everythmg Is wrong. I£ you eat too much rice, it is bHtl for you. There
~re _so I?any·othe: thi?g~ that you take in. excess.· But, if you take anything·
lll 1-ts nght quanhty, It I&,good for you.
Drink certainly is one of the things
taken in -e:xeess which does no one good, but, let us remember that we should
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not be h~ty in putting into the Constitution anything which is going to work
for more bitterneFts 1hau there is already. · During our disc1,1ssionSJ in the Advi§ory
Committee, Maulaua Abul Kala.m Azad was pleased to put a direct question to
~e and •it was this-" Kyq_ yah mazhabi chij hai''. Is it really a •rP.ligious
right? On that occasion, the Chairman. of the Advisory Oomniittee, the
Honourable Sardar Patel~ gave me an opportunit,y to explain what the· position·
was. Now, as far as the Adibasis are concerned, no religious function can
be· performed without the use of rice beer. The word here used-the phrase
used is 'intoxicating drinks'. Sir, that is a very vague 'way of describ~ng the
thing, and, also 'injurious to health'.
My friend Prof.' Shibban Lal hal' tried
to put forward the argument of economic efficiency. He thinks that if probibiti~R were installed in this country, the economic efficiency of the workers
would be ebnrnced. I dare say it would be.
But what· I waut to tell him
is that it is nut merely the industrial workers whom he ha3 particularly in
ruind, that are affeeted. I would like to point out to him th 8 position of 'the
very poor people, the Adibasis, and, members who corp.e from West Bengal
and other places will bear me out in what I say about the Adibasis who
are in such large numbers in West Bengal, Southern Bihar, Orissa and
other places. In West Bengal, for tnst'ance, it would be impossible for
paddy to be transplanted if the Santhal does· not get his rice beer. These illclad men, without even their t>arest ~wants satisfied, have to work kneerdeep in
water throughout the day. in .drenchiltg rain and in mud. ·What. is it in the
rice beer that keeps them alive? I wish the medical authoritieil in this country
would carrv out research in their laboratories to find out what it is that the
rice beer c~ntaiins, of which the AJibasis need so much and which keeps them
against all manner of diseases.
W e.U, Sir, I am not opposing this_ amendment because I want. drink to
increase in this country. I am all for seeing to it, and, seeing vigorously to it,
that the Adibasis do not injqre themselves by this drink habit. But that is quite
apart from the religious ne~ds and religious privileges; we shall educa-te. them
to lead a life of temperance. I am all for that. But this amendme.nt is a
vicious one. It seeks to interfere.with my religious right. Whether you put
it in the Constitution or not, I am not prepared to give up· my religioi.ls priviYeges.
(Hear, heaT.)
Mr. Vice-President: Order, order.
. Shri Jaipal Singh: Sir, H you will forgive me, I would_;ahhe;r explain all this
whe"n we ·come to the recommenda-tions which the Advisory Cvmmittee has rriade ·
in regard to the :Scheduled Tribes and others. This is not the proper time for
me to talk in extenso.--~ Here I would only point out to the honmil'able Members
here that it is better not to be hasty, and, I would request you that this amendment be deferred until such time. as we ·come to the recorrrmendations of the
Advisory Committee in regard to the ScJi~duled Tribes a.nd Scheduled Areas;
because., if we decide the thing at this stage, we shall be doing ourselves wrong.
We shall be unfair to a very important and, at the·present moment, politically
helpless minority. There are ha.rdly a dozen of tthem who can speak on behalf
of them here, though they a.re thirty millions. This is a decision which must
rest with the wishes of the people themselves. We are going through difficult ·
times. Let us noJ; make matters any more difficult. ~ir, I need say nothing
more than that 1I. ?In opposed to -this amendment, and· my bumble request to
-you would be. that. the further consideration of this amendment be taken up
a.fter we have come to a- decision with regard to the Scheduled Tribes and
Scheduled Areas.
'
. Sbri V. I. Muniswamy Pillai (Madras: Gener~l);;_ Mr. Vice-President, Sir.
I was strangely surl~ris·ed to-day to see 'two members of the sovereign Body ·
· come up here and say that prohibition must be postponed. _ Let me tlike my
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Shri L. Xrishna.swa.mi Bha.rathi (Madras: General): As a sin.
The. Honourable Shri B. G. Kher: I mean sin.
The drinking of liquor is
one of the five deadly sins which the Smritis have laid down and that was not
a ~atter of bigotry "or prejudice but the result of vast experience. Today go
to An:,erica, l mr~t a number of people who genuinely regretted that they
were not ablA to )Ilakl'l prohibition a succes,;. Why were they not able to make
a success of it? Simply for the reason that they. havl'\ gone on too long imbibing the poison and it is too late now for them to go back._ But the section
of the people who have the good of the community and of the!r country at heart
still desire that it were possible to stop the deterioration of the human race,
which is sure to be brought about by the use and by making the use of intoxiSo, though a sin both for the Hindus
cating drinks respectable in society.
as also for the Muslim, after the advent o£ the British the use of intoxicating
·liquors became a sign of being fashionable, a sign of progress and culture. It
is quite true that it is perhaps impossible to eradicate from the face of the earth
for good and for ever these· three vices-the use of liquor in one shape· or other
by some few people, the evil of gambling and the evil of prostitution: but it
shall be the endeavour of every· civilised government to prevent all these thre~
cankers of human society, "if it is. their· object that society should be healthy
and happy and moral.
·
I do not propose to take much time of the House.
Sir, it is entirely due to the tact that our friends from Europe_ were- usPd
to look at liquor in a different way that people in /this country began to look
upon the use of liquor as respectable. Before the evil becomes so deep-rooted
that we also come to the ·same conclusion as . those in· Europe an.d America
that ·it is impossible to prevent our· people from drinking, it is time that the
State s-p.ould take' up this reform which iR not, only in the interest of this
country but also of the world and o£ the human race in general.
.
-"I was considerably surprised at the argument o£ the honourable Member
representing the Adibasis. Here is Mr.- Thakkar who has devoted his whole
life to the service of the Adibasis and I am sure he wholeheartedly agrees
with the principle -of this amendment~ I quite agree that these people are
accustomed to drink and they will have to be graduaJly educated but that is ·
what this amendment proposed to· do, that is~ prohibiting the consumption of
intoxicating drinks and· drugs which are injurious to heatth. I do hope the
honourable Members do not wish to enoo1.rage the use of drinks and drugs
which are injurious to the health of the people:
. I strongly support th~ amendment.
Mr. Vice-President: Does the Honourable Member, Dr. Ambedkar, accept
ilieamM~~?
·
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Yes.
I
Mr .. Vice-President·: I ask the indulgence of the House as I have overlooked
another amendment. That is No. 81 ·in list. No. 3-by Sardar Bhopinder Singh Man. Does he propone to. move it?
Sard&r Bhopinder Sing!! Man (East Punjab: Sikh): Ye~l. *[Mr. VicePresirlel1t. 1 wc..nld like that where these words, name~, '·Orin lee; and drugs"
uccur, the word "tobacco" also be added betwec'l them. Mr. Vice-l)resident,
I am aware that in moving this amendment, I would ·be incurring the
displeasure of the influential members of this House <nid l alR'"l ff:'el that I
am going against the temper of the majority. In reminding Mr. Tyagi regarding this omission. I am submitting it after j11dging it accordiug to the test laid
down by him,
He has made out two points, namely, to prohibit those intoxicants that are bad and dangerous for health. Judging by this test we should

* [ ] Translation of Hindustani, speech.
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see whether it can be classified as an intoxicant or not, or whether :it is harmful;
to health. I have no doubt that tobacco is an intoxicant and is more harmful
to health 'than liquor. Thil; is the considered opinion of the medical men &at
tobacco has nicotine-,a poison-most harmful to health. Take the yillagers; they
get liquor· only off-and-on, but they, smoke tobacco day and night, and .due
to their indolence they let suffer even their important tasks. As far as the
economic aspect is concerned, l can assure you that much greater loss. is
inc11rred on account of tobacco than by liquor. Not only lakhs 'but crores of
rupees annually flow out of the country on this account. __ When it is realised
that tobacco is in fact a dangerous' intoxicant, then I do not see why Mr. Tyagi
has left out tobacco while mentioning liquor and other "drugs. · It is probably
because it is consumed by the majority but that is no reason: It is said that
cigarette or bidi, if .consumed in small quantity, would not be harmful to
health.
But this leads to another controversy of 'too-much or too less'·
Even if_ a useful thing is consumed in excess, ·it might prove harmful.
My
point is that when you are dead against an innocent thing like. liquor then why
don't you prohibit tobacco also?]
'
"
•
,

Shri A. V. Thakkar (United State of Kathiawar: Saurashtra): Sir, after the
had been put by my friend Shri Bal Gangadhar Kher I did not want to
speak. But I want to speak on two small matters, but those are very important' · •
matters. One is this. Mr. Jaipal Singh has said, "Let the Regional Committees
or the Advisory Committees of thl Adibasis come into existence; ask their opinion
and then this .amendment should be passed; ·or this should be postponed till
then." That is not a correct attitude for any legislator to take.
ca~e

Shri Jaipa.I Singh: What I said was let the ·Schedule dealing with the
Scheduled Tribes and Scheduled Areas come up for discussion here; there was
·no question of consulting the Regional Council. ·
9

•

•

Shri A V. Thakliar: The Advisory Committee~ are still to come into existence. We· do not know whether they will approve of this prohibition or disapprove of it. It should not be taken .for granted that they will disapprove of
it because Mr. Jaipal Singh disapproves of it.
·
There is another matter. Al1 Adibasis do not want to drink: they want
prohibition. I am talking of the Bhils in Gujerat, in Maharashtra, in West
, Khandesh and in the Central Provinces. I am talking of the Gonds also of the
Central 'Provinces. I have asked hundreds and thousands pf them whether they,
want drink or whether they want prohibition. Their decided answer to me has
been: "'l'hakkar, you are talking of prohibit.ion; you are talkin~; of doing ><way
wit.h (!.rinks. You are placing these enticements in our path and you ,are stili
asking for our opinion. For God's sake have the liquor shops closed and then
ask u~. We 11re enticed to go to drink; otherwise we will not." To give ·Y.ou a
concrete fact about the Bhils of Panchmahals, amongst whom I have -worked for
27 years, even the shops set up by the government of the day 'had to b'e closed
,1 because of the voluntary abstent.ion of the Bhils from drinking. The·shops went
dry of their own accord. Nobody would visit the shops;. because the Rhils had
taken- vows not to drink and not to become vbtiml'to the liquor shops. The·
shops had to be auctioned out and nobody would buy them. Therefore. it is too·
much to sa) that all Adibasis want. this, or want this even as a religious right.
Even in the matter of it being a religious right with the Bhils, that was the tatk
twenty years ago. Now they have stopped ta1king about it. It is not a religious
right -Mth them now.
·
1

.._

•

l'tlr. Vice-President: May I ask th6\permission of: t?e House to suspend,
discussion of this. item so t~at. the Ho~ourabl~ S~rdar Valla;bhblta_i Patel may
have an flpportumty of movmg the motiOn whwh st,nds agamst Jus 1ame?

.

.

.
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Honourable Members: Yes.
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT, 1935 (AMENDMENT BILL)

~he Honourable Sardar vl!llabhbhai ~. Patel (Bombay.: General): ~i~di!
beg to move for leave to introduce a Bill to amend the Government o
Act, 1935.
Mr. Vice-President:

The question is:

"That. leave be granted .to introduce a Bill to amend the Government of India Act, 1935."

:r.raulana Ha.s.rat Mohani (United Provinces: M;uslim): I beg to oppose this.
Mr. Vice-PreSident: On what- ground?
Maulana Hasrat Mohani: ·I will make out the· reason ~f you please all_ow me·
to have my say. I ~a.y that be should not be allowed to mtroduce t.he B1ll.

Mr. Vice-President: I shall put the' matter to vote. The question is:
"That leave

b~

granted to introduce a Bill to amend the Goverriment pf India Act, 1935."

..

The motion was adopted. ·

'

Maulana' Ha.Sra.t Moha.ni: I strongly pr.otest against t'P.is procedure. It is 9i
well-known fact that this Hp'!lse is a packed House.
'
.
The Honourable Sardar Vallabhbhai J. Patel: With your leave I now introduce the Bill" to amend the Government of India Act, 1935.
Mr.· Vice-PreSident: The Bill has been introduced. Now may I ask Sardar
Vallabhbhai' Patel to give the House some idea,of the time when he proposes to
move for taking the Bill into consideration? This is required only for the e:)llve~
nience of Honourable Members.
The Honourable Sardar Valla~hbhai J. Patel~ It will be after a week.

Mr. Vice-President: Thank you. The House ~ill now resume discussion of
article 38 of the Draft Constitution .. I now·call upon Shri L. ;N. Sahu to speak.
Article 38 (contd.)
Seth Govtnd Das (C.P. &J~erar: General): I move that the question be now
put as far as the clause_relating to prohibition is concerned.
'
Mr. Vice-President: I have already called upon Mr. L. N. Sahu to speak. .
Shri Lakshminarayan Sallu (Orissa: General): *[Mr. Vice-President, the
subject which we are discussing here today is very important. It is correct that
Adibasis are addicted to the habit of drinking as has been stated by Shri J aipal
Singh, but as remarked by Shri Thakkar Baba it is also a fact that they
(Adibasis) want to do away with it.
·
. First o~ all, I ~ould like to point out that the liquor used by Adibasis isff a
different kmd. It IS prepared out of a tree and is named as "Salah Drink" It
relaxes t4em a little but does not produce intoxication., In the words of K~shab.
Chandra Sen the two great gifts of the Britishers to India are on the one band,
the Bible and on the other hand. the bottle. The co~try lost its all. Shri
Keshab_ ~handra Sen said that Bible was really such a great book that had not
the Bnt1sh~rs ?rought ~he hottle with them, this country as a whole would
hg,ve put fmth m the B1ble. I speak from my experience when I say that wine
produces very harm~u~ consequences in our country. Formerly ill' the town
wh~re I have .been hvn1g tor the last 32 years, no one· was given to the dr.ink
habit. But smce the Government started liquor ·shops all persons, beaan
to
<>
~

• [ ] 'l'ranslation of Hindu~tani speech.
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drink. My grand -children talk now of other people drinking and ;r am afraid•
that they may also take to drinking. As there is now a new order of things as
we have attained- independence and as it was the wish of Mahatma Gandhi 'hat
the word Prohibition should be inscribed in every .public. place,· therefore, I
desire Prohibition to be enforced. Is it now wise on Sri Jaipal Singh's part to
. talk of religious freedom in this context? We had the religious freedOJ;U cf Sati
in our country. Where is it now? Most of such other religious freedom,; were
abolished according to the conditio;o.s of the age. Hum,an sacrifice was permis.sible amongst the aboriginals, but today that evil cus.,tom disappeared t:nder the
stress of changed circumstances. Now the Government does not permit human
.sacrifLce. I am talking of aboriginal area. I toured along with SMi Thakkar
Baba for about three or four .months. In Orissa J toured alone. I found a new
feeling amongst the aboriginals of that area. Th~y have got .a feeling that one
who teaches should ·not take to drinking and one who goes to school "hould not
:also drink. R.eading and drinking. should. never be combined. One who reads
does not drink.
•
Aboriginals have such .a nice feeling a.nd the greater the Jacilities provided to
them to cheriBh1 this feeling. the better it would be for them. It is not fair to talk
<Of drinking as a matter of our religious rights; and that we shouid fight to rreserve it is q_uite unfair.]
The· Honourable Dr. B. R. AmbedkM": Mr. Vice-President. _I ·1ccept the
amendment of Prof. Shibbar; .La.l Saksena -~~?iect t? a further mr~e?dme~t,_
namely, that after the word and' at the begmnmg of h1s- amendment. (86 of L1st
IV) the words "in particular" be added.
·- ·
Shri Mahavir _Tyagi1: I teally cannot understand how that amendment can
·be .accepted by the Honourable Dr. Ambedkar. The amendment · ~.mcler 'discussion is mine.
The Honourable Dr. B. R., Ambedkar: Sir, I accept the :1mend~ent ·of Mr.
Tyagi as amended
by the
amendf1ent of Prof. Shibbaa· Lal Sa~sena
'(Layghter.)

· Mr. Vice-Pres,idi:mt: Mr. Tyagi is a great stickler for rights.
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, if I may say so, the right really
belongs to me, because it is I who drafted the arne'i1dment he m-Gved: (.Renewed
.laughter.)

'

-

.Mr. Vice-PreSiident: That puts the matter in a,..new light.
.
The H.onourable Dr. B. R. Am:bedkar: I do not think the House wmild have
·found any difficulty in accepting this amendment. Two points have heen raised
One_ is by Prof. Khandekar .who represents Kolhapur ii1 this
:against it.
Assembly 0 I am sure that Mr. Khandekar has not. sufficiently appreciated -the
fact that this clause is one f.,f the Clauses of an 'Article which enumerates what·are c~tlled Directive Principlgs of Policy. _There· is -therefore no compulsion on
~the State to act on this prin;;iple. Whether to act on this principle and when to
·do. so are left to the State ;md to public opinion. Therefore,- if the· State thinks
_-that the time has not come for introducing prohibition or that if, might be introduced gradually or paftially, under these Directive Principl,es it, has full liberty·
. to act. I therefore do not think that we need -have any compuncti.i)\1 in this
·matter.
· But. Sir, I was quite surprised 8b the speech delivered by my friend Mr .
.J aipal Singh. He said that tliis matter ought not to M discussed at this stage,
but should 'be postponed till~ we take up for· consideration the report- of the
Advisory Committee on Tribr.l Areas. If he had reau the Draft Oonstitt1tion,
-varticularly.. the· Sixth _Schedule, paragraph i2,. he would have found that nmple

y .
-
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pruvision is made for safeguarding the position of th~ tribal peo}!le wi~h regard

tO the question of prohibition. The scheme with regard to- the tribal areas is
that the law made by the State,_ whether by a province or by the Centre, does
•not automatically apply to that particular area. First of_ all, the law has tobe made. Secondly, th_e District Councils or the Regional Councils which are
esMblished under this Constitution for the purposes 1>f the __ administration of ~ha·
affairs of these aH·as are given the power to say. whether a. p:1rtbubr law made
by- a province or by the Centre should be applied to that particular region inhabited by the tribal people or not, and particular mention is made with regard'
to the law relating to prohibition. I shall just read out sub-Jlaragraph (a) o£~
paragraph 12 which occurs on page 184 of the Draft Constitution. lt says:
"Notwithstanding anything contained in this Constitution_
·
(a) no Act of the legislature of the State in respect 9f any-- of the matters specified inparagraph 3 of this Schedule as matters with respect to which a District Council
or a Regional Couiicil rna}" make la-ws, and no Act ·of the Legislature of the Sta._Le
prohibition or restricting the consumption of any non-distilled alcoholic liquorshall apply to any autonomous district or autonomous region· unless in either case
the District Council for such c;listrict or ·having jurisdiction over such region by
public notification .so directs, and. the District Council in giving such direction
with respect to any Act may direct that the Act shall in its application to such.district or region or any part thereof have effect subject to such exceptions
or modifications as' it thinks fit;",

Now, I do not know what more my friend, Mr. Jaipal Singh, wants than thB
p.ision in paragraph 12 of the Sixth Schedule. _ My fear is that he has not re·1d
the Sixth Schedule: if he had read it, he would have realised that ev_en though
the State may apply its law regarding prohibition in any part of the country,
it ha:s no right to make it applicable to the tribal areas Without the consent of
the District Councils or the Regional Councils.
Mr. Vice-President: There are three amen<!ments. One is by Mr. Mahavj.r
Tyagi. That is No. 71 in List II. If I read the situation aright, that has been
practically withdrawn. Am I right, Mr. Tyagi?
·
Shri. Mahavir Tyagi: I have not withdrawn my amendment. • I -:have only
aecepted the words which Pro£. Shibban Lal Saksena intends to add to my
amendment.
Mr. Vice-President: I want to know whether you want that your amendment
should be put separately to the vote. •
'
.
Shri. Mahavir Tyagi:' Yes, -Sir, of course. As I have said, I want to abOlish
liquor altogether. He wants to add the '!_ords "except for medical purposes ..
Therefore my amendmept is the original amendment. ·
:Mr. Vice-President: I und~rstand the situation. I shall now_ ~ut to -the
voto t-he amendment o£ Mr. Maha.vir Tyagi as modified by Professor Shibban I-'al
Saksena and further modified by Dr. Ambedkar.
. Shri Mahavir Tyagi: On a point o£ order, Dr. Ambedkar has added the word
-"particular" but he has not taken my permission.
, Mr. Vice-President: I take your permission on behalf of"Dr. Ambedkar.
Shri Mahavir Tyagi: I accept his amendment also, Sir.-.
.
Mi. Vice-President: This particular amendment as amended is now put to
the !Vote.
_
The amendment was adopted.
• Mr. Vice-President: Thep., there is another ·amend!llent which is No. 81 in
List III moved by Sardar Bhc;>P.inder. Singh Man to insert the word 'tobacc0 •
between the words 'drinks' and cdrugs'. I now put it to the vote.
The amendment was negatived.
~· Vice President:- I now pufi to the vote article· 88, BIJ amended·.
The motion was adopted. ·

!
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Article 38, as amended, was added to the constitution.
:Mr Vice--President: We now come to new article 38-A-amendment No. 1002
standi~g- in the names of Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava and Seth Govind Das.
-

Ar!ticle 38-A.

Seth Govind Das: Sir, I have an amendment to the amendment of Pandit
Tha}mr Das Bhnrga va which •I will mo~e ·after Pandit Thakur Das Bbargava has
moyed his amendment.
Pandit Thakur Dass Bha.rgava (East Punjab: Genera-l): *[Mr. President,
"the words of the amendment No. 72 which I a:~p. moving in place of amendment
No. 1002, are as follows:~
"That for amendment No. 1002 of the .lists of amendments to 38-A the following be
substituted :'
'38-A. The 8tate shall endeavour to organise agriculture and an~al husb~ndry_ . on
modern and scientific lines and shall in particular take steps for preservmg and u~ro_nng
the breeds of cattle and. prohibit the 'slaughter of cow and other useful cattle, spec1ally
milch and draught cattle and their young stock'."
.·

~

At the very.outset I would like to submit that this amendment .................. ]
Shri S. Nagappa (Madras: General): Sir, on point of or-der, my honourable
:Friend, who can speak freely in English, is deliberately talking •in Urd~r
.Hindustani whieh a ~arge number of .S.outh Indians cannot follow.
- tr
Mr. Vice-President: The honourable Member is perfectly entitled to speak
in any language he .likes but I would requeEt him to speak in English though he
is not bound to sp~ak in English. \
'
Pandit Thakur Dass Bhargava: I wanted to speak ·in Hindi which is my own
language abo~t the cow ~nd I would request you 1;1ot to ord,.er me to speak in
English. J\s the ,subject is a very important one, I would like to express myself -. '
in the way iri. which I can express myself wit~ greater ease: and facility. I wouldtherefore request you kindly to allow rb.e to speak in Hindi.
* LMr~ Vice-President, with regard to this amendment I would like to sub;r:nit
before the House that in fact this amendment like the other amendment, about
whi0h Dr. Ambedkar has stated, is his manufacture. Substantially there is no
'differen·~e- between t_he two amendments~ In a way' this is an agreed_. amendment. While moving this amendment, I have no hesitation in stating that for
people like me and those that do no_t agree with the point of view of Dr.
Ambedkar and others, this entails, in a way, a sort of. sacrifice. Seth Govind
Das ha-d sent one ·such amendment to be included in the Fundamental Rights
and other members also had sen·t similar amendments. To -mv mind it would
have been much better if this could have been incorporated in the Fundamental
Rights, but some of my Assembly friends differed and it is the desire of Dr>
1\.mbedk,ar that this matter, instead of being included in ,Fundamental Rights
-should be incorporated in the Directive Principles. As a matter of fact, it is the
agreed opinion of the Assembly that this problem should be solved in such a '
manner that the objective is gained witliout ush{g any sorii of coercion. I have .
:purposely adopted thiS course. as· to my mind, the amendment fulfils our object
aud is midw•w betweep the Directive Principles and the Fundamenktl Rights.·
I do not want that due to its inclusion ·in the Fundamental Rights, nonHindus should complain that they have been forced to accept 4!. certain thin"'
against their will. So f_!r as the practical question is concerned', in my opinion"'
•there will be absolutely no -difference if the~ S:t-irit of the ainendment is worked
-ont faithfu1ly,,..wheresoever this amendment is placed.. With regard to Articte
-88. which the House has just passed, I would like to state. that Article 38 is like
a body without a soul..:· If.,~ou fail to pass~ Article· 38-:A.;whicli"is· t~ proposed

a
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Seth· Govind. Das1: *[·Mr. President, the amend,meB.? m?ve~ ?Y Pandit
Thakurdas Bhargava appears_~o be rather inadequate as a dll'ective m 1ts present
form. I therefore move my amendmen~ tci h1s amendment. My amendment.
. rum; thus:
"The.te in amendment No. 1002 of the list of Amendments in 11.rti~le 38-A the worde;
1
'end Qther uwful cattle, speciaJ.ly !llllch _cattle and of ch1ld t)eanng age, young atocl!a
and
dra.ught cattle' be deleted and the fo~owmg be added
the end ;
"

a:

'The wor d "cow • includes
bulla, · bullocks; young
stock
.
.
_ of. genus cow'."

The object of the amendment is, I hope,, quite clear from its words.; :The:
amendment moved by Pandit Bhargava prohibits ~he slaughter of .cow and 'other
_. useful cattle but according to it unfit or useless cows may be slaughtered: Bub.
the object of. my amendment is, as !ar as cows are concerned, to prohibit tha
slaughter of any cow, be it useful or useless and in my amendment word 'coVOl'
includes bulls, bullocks and calves all that are born of.cows. As Pandit Thakur
Das told you, I had submitted this earlier to be included :i.n Ftmda!W3ntal Rights
but I regret that it could not be so included. The reason given is that Fundamental-Rights deal only with human beings and not animals. I had then stated
that just as the practice of untounhability was going to JJe declared an offence so
also we should declare the slaughter of cows to be an offer~ce. But ~t was soald
that while untouchability directly affected human beings the slaughter of cows
affected the life of animals only-and that as the Fundamental Rights were
for human beings this provision could not be included therein. :W.elJ, I did noli.
protest against that view and thought it prop6r to incl'ude this 1Jrovisioi1 . in ~he
Directive Principles. It will not be improper, Sir, if I mention here, that it is,
not for the first time that I am raising the question of c9w)protection. I have:
been a member of the Central Legislatur_e for the last. twenty-five years and 1
have always raised this question in the Assembly and in the Council of State"
The protection of cow is a question of long standing in this country. 1 .Great
importance has been attached to this question from the time of Lord Krishna. I
belong to a. family which worships Lord hrishna as "Ishtadev'': '-I. consider my,~
self a religious minded person, and have no respect for those people of the present
day society whose attitude towards. religion and religious minded people is one
of contempt. It is my firm belief that Dharma had never been uprooted £rom
:the world and nor can it be uprooted.· 1here had been .unbelievers like·
Ohm·va,ka in our country als.o but the crPed of Oharvaka could ne•ver flourish in
this country. Now-a-days the Conpp.unisy leat!~rs 9£ the West also and I may
name among them J;\arl M~rx, Lenin,, ·stalin, declare religion ."the' opjum of the
People". Russia recognised neither religion nor God but we have seen that ]n
the last war the Russian people offered· prayers to God in Churches fu- grant
them victory~ Thus it is plain from the history of ancient times as also from
that of..God-den:ying Russia that religion could not' be uprooted.
Moreover, cow protection is not only a matter of- religion witli us; it is &lr:;o
a cultural and economic question. Culture is a gift of History. India is an
ancient country;- consequently no new culture can be imposed on it. 1 Whosoever attempts to.do so is bound to fail; lie can never succeed.· Ours is a culture
that has gradually de-velt>ped with our long history.,. Swaraj will liave no meaning for our people in the absence of a ,Pulture. Great important cultural issue~r
for instance the question o£ the name of the country, questio:q___ of National _,.
Language, question of National S-cript, question 9f the Na~nal Anthem q.nd
question o£ the prohibftion o£ cow slaughter-are before this Assembly and unless
the Constituent Assemblv decides 't'l:i'ese questions according. to tHe wishes of ihe
people o£ the country, Swarajya will ha~~ no ·tnearii:iigo to llie Mmmon people nf
our country. I would like ~o submit, Sir, that a. refe(endum .be taken on theFie
issues and the opinion of the people be escertained. Again, cow protection is
* [ ] Translation of Hiridue£a~i spe.ech.
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a,lso a matter of great economic importanc~ for us!. P'andit Thakur Das ;Bh~rgaya
has shown to you by quoting statistics how :the cat~le wealth of the countrr ~s
diminishing. This country is predominantly_ agricultural jp; character. I would ·
give some figures here regarding th~ position of our cattle wealth. In l'.:)g5 there
were one hundred nineteen mj,llion and ,four hundred mne~y one thousand
{11,94,91,000) heads of cattle_, In 1940 their number cam.e do_wn to ous
hundred fifteen million .and· six hundred j;en- thousand, and in 1945. it further
came,..down to one hundred ele:ven million and 9 }lundied fuousand, ;while on
.on,e side our p_<;}pulation is incr-easi~g our cattle :wealth i&. decreasing,; Our Government is carrying on a Grow More Food Campaign. Millions of rupees are .
being spent en this campaign. ·This campaign cannot succeed, so long. as we'
do not preserve the cows. Pandit Thakur Das has given us some figures to show
the number of cows slaughtered- in our country. I :would like to quote here some
figures from the Hide and Skin· ;Report of the Government of Jndia. Fifty t.wo
hkhs of cows and thirteen lakhs of buffaloes are slaughtered eve~y year in this
country. It shows in what' amazing num~e-~ catt~e are slaughtered here.
Thirty six crores acres of land are under cultivation here. The5e figures also includes the land under cultivation in Pakistan. I have to give these figures
'because we 'have no figure of the land under cUltivation in India. since the seees5ion of Pakistan from our country. We have six crores bullocks for the cultivAtion of the land. A scientific estimate would show that we need another one :md
;3 half crore. of bullocks tO keep this land under proper- cultiv~tion.
So far as the question of milk supply is concerned -I would like- to plaee before
J'OU figures of milk supply of other countries as compared to that of our country.

In New Zealan{I milk supply per capita is 56 ounces, in benma.rli' 49, in
Finland 63, in Sweden 61, in Australia 45, in Canada 85; in Switzerland ~9,- in
Netherland 35, in Nci1way 43, in U.S.A. 35, in Czechoslovakia. 36, in Belgium 35,
in Australia 30, in Germany 35, in France 30, in Poland 22, in Great Britain 89
and in India it is only rt ounces. Just think what will be the state of health of
the people of a country where they get only sevt~n ounces ·of milk per head.
There is s. huge infantile morts.lity .in this country. Children a.re dyjng like dogs
and cats. How can they be saved without lllilk?
Thus even if we look afi this problem from the econo~o po~fi of view, we
eome to the conclusion fuaiJ for the supply of milk and agriculture also, tlie pro·
'
· .
- ··
- .
tection of- th'e cow is necessary.
'
,/
.
I would like to place before the House one thing more.. I~ lias oeen proved by ..
.experience that whatever laws we may frame for the prevention of .the slaughter
()£ useful cattle~. their object is not achieved.; In every. province there are ~ueh
laws. There people slaughter cattle and pay some -a.,nounti towards fines and
-sometimes escape even that. Thus our cattle wealth is declining day by day.
'
Sometime back there was a law like that in Burma but when they saw tliaii
•cattle could not be saved under it, they banned cow slaughter' altogether.
'
.
I would like, to emphasise one point to my 1{uslim friends also. I would liie
to see my country culturally . unified even lihough we may follow different
, religions. Just as a ffindu and a Sikh or a Hindu and a Jain can live in tlie'
sam~ family, in tR~ same way a Hindu and a. Muslim. ~an also !iV:e in .the ~a~e
family. The Muslims should come forward to make tfi clear tliaii their rebgton
.does not compulsorily enjoin on them the slaughter of the cow. I have studied
a little all the religions._ I have reaJ the life of Propliet ·Moliammad Sahib. '
The Prophet never took beef in his life. This is an historic fac:e.
Pandit Thakur :bas Bhargava p'6inted ouf just•now that from the time of _
:Akbar to that of Aurangzeb, there was !l ban on cow slaughter. - I wan'fi to teH
you what Babar, the :first Moghul Emperor told Humayun. He said: "Refrain
from cow-slaughter to win the hearts of the.people ·of Hindvstae, .,
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Then again, our agriculture depen!ls mostly on cattle, as it is, l)1ostly o~
:15ma.U holdings where the cultivators can_not make use of tractors an.d othe11
•.imp,lements. Th"y depend on bullo~ks, and if you compare the. ~gures of
bullocks, you will find that althoug~ we have got an area c1 33i :tntllion. a~res
-9f bmd to cultivate, we have only s1x ~rores of bullocks whiCh works at abou~
,16 bullocks per 100 acres of .land which is· quite insufficient. Therefore, e:veD;
!from the point of vie:w a£ our agricultural economy, we need a . ~ery larg~
number ol bullocks.. It bas been estimated that !A> mee~ our requirements, we
would require about el~ven crores more bullocks.
Then, coming to our requirements of milk and -other products'-if we compare
..our milk consumption with that of ot.her countries, we find that it is only 5 oz,;
per head, and that is very little, compared to the figures of other countries.
Therefore· I think t-hat we must have this amendment incorporated in our
~onstitution.

The other important evils in our country are infant mortality and tuberculosia
which have their origion in deficient· milk diet. These evils can be remedied
<1nly if we preserve our cattle and improve thejr breed, which ~s the purpose
-<l~ this amendment. I therefore think that this- amendment sliould be a®epted!.
. Then there is. the use of Vanaspatj ghee, :which has. become an econon:J,i(}
necessity, because there is no pure ghee available anywhere. If we are able.
• ~ give effect to this amendment we can improve the breed of cattle ana then
· we will be able to do away with the use of Vanaspa.ti, which is so injurious to
the health a£ the na.tion.
Also from the ·point of view of the requirements of our climate this amendment is very necessary. I think the amendment is very well worded. It say!ll
l!iliat we shall try to "organise agriculture and animal husbandry on modern
and scientific lines and in particular take steps to preserve, protect, a.nd improve
the useful breeds of cattle--and ban_ the slaughter of cow and other usefut
<!a.ttle, especiallJ' milch cattle and tlf child-bearing age, young stocks and: dre.ugM
cattle". I think the amendment of Se.th Govind Das is included in it. I am
-eure, representatives of people elected o~ adult suffrage will surely incorporate
in their state laws legislation which will give e-ffect to this amendment and we
shall then pave in our land no cow slaught~r. I therefore support t.his amend•
ment ·wholeheartedlY..
·
·

,

.

-

Dr. Raghu Vira (C.P. and Bera.r: General): Sir, I think 'it my moat bounden
:ctuty in this House to e.xpress the feelings, feelings which no words can really
eonvey, that not a• single cow shall be slaughtered in this land.

%ese sentiments which were expressed thousands 0 f years ago still ring in the
hearts of tens of millions of this land·. My friends teU me that it is an economie
question, tha.t Muslim kings have supported the preservation of cows and banned
tihe killing of the cows. That is ..all right. But whe~ we a.t.tain freedom,
freedom to express. ourselves in every form and manuel-our Preamble says
· •There. shall be lib~rt.v of expression '-is that merely expressiou of thought or
(s that the expression of our whole being? 'rhis country evolved a civilization
and in that civilizati(•U we gave prominenil place to what we cnll .{himsa or non-·
killing and non-injury, :Qot merely of human beings but also of the animal
kinl!dom. The ent~re universe was treated as one and the· cow )s the symoor
.of that oneness of hfe and are we not going to mau1tain it? Brahma hatya and
-go-hatya-t~e ~il~ing of the learned man, the scientist, the philosopher or the'
ange and the kilhng of a, cow are on a par. If we do nob allow the killing...of
.
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;
a scientist or a sage in ~his land it shall certainly be ordained by this, House:
, ;that no cow shall be kiJled. I know in my childhood we were no:t allowed ~
. drink until the cow has had its drink and we- were not allowed to eat till' the
cow has <tad. its meal. The cow takes' pre(}edence over t.he children of t~~
famil;y, because she is the mother of the individual, she is the mother OI tlisnatior;. Ladies and gentlemen in this House, I appeal to 'you: to loo:K· back
with serenity and to search. your souls. We are representatives of millions .o£
our people ........... .
Mr. Vice-President: The Honourable Member must address the Chair. 'rhi5is not a. public platform.
'
.
.
Ih. Raghu Vira: Through you, Sir, I wish to convey the feeling. af thisHouse and other people. of this country that the cow shall be sav~d in the ·
interests. of the cou.ntry and in the interests of our culture. And' w1th thesewords, Sir, I take your leave. '
·
Shri R. V. Dhulekar: Sir, I always believed from my childhood that India..
had a mission and because India had a ·mission therefore I wanted the independence of this country. Many millions of the people, who died for this.
country, also like me had believed that India h_ad a mission, and what was that
.tnission? The mission was that we should go about the world a.nd csrry th&
roes_sage of peace, love, freedom and Abhaya (freedom from fear) to ·every body
in the world. 'When independence was achieved I was happy to believe that
.I shall carry out my mis&ion, that I shall carry to the world this message, viz., •
• tha.t IndilJ ha.s' gl rt no grudge against any country in the world, i~ has nP~•
expansionist ideas but _that it is going to save the whole world from the danger
of internecine war, bloodshed and many .other ills that humanity is sufferin~
from.. In the same wa.y and for the same purpose I appeal to iilie House to
di10cusg this subject from a dispassiqnate point of view. It is not the crumbs,
the loaves and fishes that we are fighting for. Loaves and fishes were left
behind by !>Ollle people thirty yeijrs back and by some others fifty yeaJ.·s back.
We did nat want to achieve tbis independence for loaves ana fishes. Those
who want them are welcome but men like ug who have a mission or a message
for 'the world cannot love loaves and fishes.. \¥e do not want ambassadorship,
premierships, rninistersbips or wealt1'L We want that India, should declare
today that the whole human world as well as the whole animal world is free
'today and :will be prof.ect.ed. The cow is a representative of t.he qnimal ki_ngdom,
the peepal tree is the representative o£ the vegetab'le kingdom, the touchstone
or the shaligram is the representative of the mineral world. We want to save
.and give peace and proteci:.ion to all those' four worlds and therefore it is thai1
the Hindus of.India have put these four things as representatives o£ this world'the hunw\: being, the cow, the peepal and the shaZigram.'
All these were
worshipped beeause V.'C wanted to protect the whole humamLy. Ou:: Upanishad
says:
.
,
·' ··
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We no not want this property, we do not wanti this food; we a·a not: wan~
this raiment--not bew.use we cannot take it; not because we are cowards; noll
becaus,j we cannot carry Imperialism to the four corners of the world; but we
may not have it because we see the whole world identical with our ownOsoul.
So our huma:rii~y wh~h· resides in this Bharatvarsha for several thousand years
has marched forward and has taken the.'cow within the fold of human sbciety.
Some people here 'talked to me and sa1d "You say that you want to protec1l
the cow and "~ant it to be included in the Fundamental Rights. Is the protec-tion of the cow a fundamental right of a human being?. Or is it the fundamentru
right :-of tbe ~w?" 1 I replied to them and tell them suppose it is ll question of
saving your "fnother or protecting your mother. Wliose fundamental rigllt i11.

I
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~? Is i~ the fundamental right of the moth~r?, No. . It

ilil my fundamental
right to protect r:.1y mother, to protect :ny wife, my. 0h~dre1~ a~d my ~ountry ..
In .the Fundamental Rights you have said th~~. ;yo~ Will grve JUStle.e, eqUI.ty and
·all these things. Why? Because you say I~ IS your fundamental right to
have j~tice". Vi' bat does that justice mean? It mea~s tht~t . we sha~l be
protected, our families shall be prote.c~d. And.ou~ ~m~~ society, or our
Indiur' society has included the cow m our fold. It Is JUSt ~·1m our mother. In
fact it is mor~ tb&n our mother. I can declare from this platform that .there are
;thousands of persons who will not run at a man ~o kill that man for th61r mothe~
or wife or children, but they will run at a man If that man does not want to
protect the cow or wants to kill her ..

With these few words, I wish to say that these t~o all!.endments which ha_v<>.
been. put forward by Mr. Bhargava and Seth G~vind Das should be dealt W!i!h
dispassionatel;y. I shall appeal to you that only that amend~ent should be
passed which is very clear. If Mr. Bhargava's amendment IS doubtful, then
cer·tB. inly _Seth Gov1rd Das's amendment should be passed.
'"
Mr. Vice-President: Following my usual practice I must give an op,portunit;yj
people who hold different views from the majority view: and I am :therefore
calling upon Mr. Lari to speak.

:to

Mr. Z. R. ·Lali (United Provinces: Muslim): Mr. Vice-Presiden1, I appre'"'
eia.te the. sentiments of those who wa.ntJ protection of :tha cow-may be on religious
grounds or' may be i1: the interests of agriculture in this country. ] have come
here not to oppose or supporl any of the amendments buil to requea\ ~e Houue
)<> make the position quite clear and not to leave the matter in a.ny ambiguity
or doubt. The House, at the same time, must appreciate that Mussab:nans ~
India have been, and are, under_ the impression that they can, without violence
_to the principles which govern the State, sacrifice cows an~ other animalS! on
'the occasion of Bakrid. It is for the majoritY'to de,ci_de one way or the other.
'!fNe ar9 .not here to obstruct the attitude that the majority community is going
[io adopt. But let there not linger an iiJ.ea in the mind of the Muslim public tha'li
they can do one thing, though in fact they are not expected to do that. The
result has been, as I know in my own Prlo)vince on the oGcasion of the l~s·
J3akrid, so many orders under .Section 144 in various places, districts and citiesThe consequence has been the arrests o£ many, molestation o£ even more, and
imprisonment of some. Therefore, if the House is of the opinion that slaughter
of cows should ~ prohibited, let it be prohibited in clear, definite and unambiguous words. I do not want· that there should be a show that you could
h&ve this thing although the intention may be otherwise. My own submission to
this House is t~at it is better to come forwa.rd and incorporate a. clause in,
Fundamental Rights that cow slaughter is henceforth prohibited, ra.ther than
it being lef£ vague in the Directive Principles, leaving it open to Provincial
<J:overni?~n~ to adopt it one way or the other, and even without aQ.opting defimte legis,atwn t.o resort to emergency ·powers under the Criminal Procedure.,
In the interests of good-will in t.be- country and of cordial relations between tJie
different coi:nmunitie:s I submit that this is the proper occasion when themajority shC1Uld express itself clearly and de:finiliely.
- ,
I for one can say that this is a matter ·on which we will not stand in :c!i&
wa.y of the majority if the majority "lrants to proceed in a ~rtain wa.v wlia:e.
ever ma;y be our inclinations. We feel-we know that our religion d~es noll
necessaniy- s~y t?at you m';st sacrifice caw: it permits iti. The question ie
~hethe~, ~onsidermg the sm;trments that Y?U have, considering .the regard whic.ll
~he mr;Jol'l.ty bnye .for _certam classes. o~ ammals, do they ~r do tr.~.v not pennifi
the. mmority-not a. ng?t-bbt a pn;nlege o~ ,a p~rmission- which Hi ati presenii
.has? I cannot put It higher .. I wont class 1£ ~.s mter£erence with my religion.
But I do not wa?t that my"Jlrb~rty s~ould be taken away, and especially the
peaceful celebrabon of any :festival sliould be marred by tJie promulgation oi
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,.orders under Section 144. I have come only to plead tha.t.. Therefore, le~ !he
leaders of the majority community here and now ma.ke-i~ clear and not le'a.ve ·
:it to the back-benchers to come forward and deliver sermons~one way. or. itJh,a
·other. Let those who guide ·the destinies of the' country, make or mar them,
say definitely "this is our view", and we will submi~ to it. We are not. going
if;o violate jt. This is the-only thing·I have come-to say . .I hQpe.you w1ll no~
misunderstand me when I say this. It is not due to anger, malice: or reaen•
ment b\lt it is out of~regard for cordial relations between the communities~ and
what is more, due to the necessity of having a clear mind .that -I say this.
lflenceforward the Muslim minority must know where they stand so that they
maJ:_ act ·accordingly, and ·there be no occasion for a,ny misunderstanding be.:twee)l the majmity a!ld the Muslims on this point.
·

.

.

.

In view of what I hav.e said, I wo"Uld not oppose nor support any of the
:amendments, but J would _invite a very clear and defini.!;e rule instead ofC""the
;vague phraseology of the cla)lses which have been put forward. It proceeds
to' say that we should have modern and scientific agriculture. Modem and
~cientific agriculture Will mean mechanisation and sci many other things .. 'l'he
preceding portion of the clause speaking about modern and scientific agriculture
arid the subseque:nt portion banning slaughter of ca.ttle. do. not fit in with each
·other. I appreciate• the sentiments of another member who said "this is our
se~timent, ~d it is out of tha.t sentiment that we w:mt t~is articl~";;; !'-et thafJ
artrcle be there, but for God's sake, postpon_e the: dulCUSSlOn Qf the artrcfe a.n!l
bring 'it in clear, definite and una.:r!lbiguous terms so that we may know whert}·
we stand and thereafter there should be no rQccasion for any misunderstandi:;tg
between the two communities on this issue wh,ich does- not. affect religion 15uti
.affects practices which obtain in fhe countrv.
·
··
'

"v

Syed Muhamm~d Sa'adulla (Assam: Muslim): Mr. ViC€1-President, Sir, the
11ubject of debate before the House• now has two fronts, .the religious front and
the economic front. Some who want to hiwe a section in our Ccfustitution tha•
eow killing should be stopped for all time' probably base it on the religious
front. I have every sympathy an~ appreciation for, their feelings; for, I am
student of comparative religions. I know that the vast ,majority of the Hindu
nation revere the cow as their goddess and therefore they cannot brool{ the
ideq, of seeing it sla~ghtered; I -am a Muslim as everyone knows. In my
Teligious book, the Holy Qoran, there is an injunction ~ the Muslim~ saying~·'La lkr,aba fid Din", Cf1'
.
•
- <Or, the1·e ought -to pe no compulsiQnin the name of religion .. I thererore do noil
like to usc my veto when my Elindu brethren want tO place this ma.tter in Olll'
<Jonstitution from .the religious poirit of view. I do not also want to obstruct
t.he framers .t:Jf our Constitution, I mean the ConstJtuent Assembly if they come
<Out in the open. and say directly: "This is p~rl of our religion. 'rhe cow should
be protected from slaughter and therefore we want its proviJtion either in the
·Fundamental :RJghts or in the Directive Principles."
'
_ But, those who put it on the economic front,_ as the honourable Member who
·spoke before me §rlid, do create a suspicion in the minds or ma.ny than the
ingrained Hindu feeling a.gainst .cow slaughter is being satisfied by· the. baekaoor .. 'If you pu.t it OJ?- the economic front, I 'Yill ;place before you certain
fa.cts and figures w;hich will show that the slaughter' of cows is not· as bad as
it is sou.ght fu be made out._ fron~ the economic point of view. I hn.ve very vasti
_and ,var1ed experien!}e Qf the province,of Assam a~d ~herefore I will quote you
ligures from Assam only. In the year 1931, unaer the orders of the ~hen
l!entral Government. a c;lfsus of ~he cattle wealt~, of the ·province wa~ ~mder
lfiaken. We found tha.t m 1931, Assam had 70 )aJrps of ca.ttle as a.gamstl &
. human poplila.tion of 90 laklls .. It will stagger my friends from the other paris
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The question is:
"That in amendment No. 1002 of the List of Amendments, for article 38-A, the followinJ.
.
be substituted : •
'38-A. The State shall endeavour to organise agriculture and animal husba~dry inmodern and scientific lines and shall in particular take steps for preservmg a.ndimprovin"' the breeds of cattle and prohibit the slaughter of cow and other us<;tulcattle sp~cially milch and draught cattle and their young stocks.' "

The motion was. adopted.
Mr. Vice-Pi:esiden,t: Article 38-A will consist of the amendment of Pandi_l,
Thakur Dass Bhargava. The question before the House is:
:;

t'That article 38-A in the form just mentioned form part of the Constitution."

. ·

·' The motion was adopted.
Article 38-A, as amended, was added to the Constitut-io::J.
Article 39
~tr. Vice-President: Shall we now go on to the next item in the agenda_?{
No. 1003 has been covered by one of the previous amendl}!ents. No. 1004 hasalso been disposed of. Then No. 1005.. The first part of·it cannot be moved,
but the second part can be moV-e.(l. (Not moved.)
Then the motion before the House is' that article 39 forms part of tho-Constitution. There are several amendments to this.
(Nos. 1005, 1007 and 1008 were not moved.) N'Q. 1009 by Dr._ Ambedkaz''
and his colleagues.
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I move:
"Th&t in article 39, &fter the words 'from spoliation' the word 'disfigurement' be inserted.~-

Prof. Shibban Lal Saksena: Mr. Vice-Presidept,
Sir, I beg to move;,
.
r~

.--- /

"That in article 39, afMr the words 'from spoliation' the word. 'disfigurement' be insertod, •.
&nd all the words after the words 'may be' to the end of the article be deleted."

The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar;' Why do <you want to make a· sp~ech'
when I am going to accept it?
0
Prof. Shibban La1 Saksena: I am glad that Dr. Ambedkar is going to acce~'
i'li. Because~ this ,art.icle is to be a. directive· principle, it should not mention:,
about laws of Parliament and so we must~omit the words "to preserve and main;..
~ain according to law made by Parliameni; all su_Qh monuments or places or·
objects."
..
•
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I accept the amend!nent.
Mr. Vice-President: There is another amendment in the name of Shri Ram .
.Sahai, whi~h is identical iii words. I shall put this to vote.
·-- ..
Shri Ram Sahai: *[Mr. Vice-President, ,Sir, there are two amendments in-·
my name, and one of them is covered by t"he amendment just moved by Mr.:Bhihbrm Lal Saksena. As Mr. Sa.ksena's amendment has been accepted by Dr.
Ambedkar, I need nat move mine. -Now I move my other amendment thaf/
seeks Jo replace the words "It shall be the obligation of the State" in Article
39 by the words "The St-ate shall". My object in moving the amendment iii!
that the words "The State shall" should~be in Article 39 just as they have been·
put in the preceding article and the words "It shall be the obligation of the·
State" should not be put in here. I have moved this a.mendment to bring &II'
these Articles into conformity. I hope Dr. Ambedkar will accept it and so will
th~_ House. J
'
Mr. Vice President: I am now putting the amendments one by one.
The question is:
"That in article 39, after the words 'from spoliation' the word 'disfigurement' be inserted.''.·

.'rhe mot~on was adopted. •
Mr. Vice-President: There is the amendment of Prof. Shibban Lal Saksena. ...
* [ ] Translation of Hindustani speech.
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Begum Aizaz Rasul (United Provinces: Muslim}: May ;r know if .Drt
.Ambedkar has accepted Prof. Shibban Lal Saksena's amendment? If not, I :Wisl}
, :to oppose thic second part.'
Mr.· Vice-President: There is no second part so fa-r as I am aware. It only
~refers to deletion of certain words. The first part is :the same ..
•
Begum Aizaz Rasul: I wish to· oppose that motion.
Mr. Vice-President: I am afraid it is· :too late. now. The question is: ·
"That ih a-rticle 39, after the words 'from spoliation', the word 'disfigurement' be insP.rted,
all the words after the words 'may be' to the end o£ the article be deleted."

~nd

,
The motion was adop,ted. ,
Mr. V:ice-P:resident': The question is:
".That in article 39, for the words 'It shall be the obligation of the State tO', the
;;<fl'he State shall' be substituted."
·

wo~·'l

'l'he motion was negatived. ·
Shri Ram Sahai:_ I want to point out that Dr. Ambedkar has accepte·d 'my
.e.mendment. I would request you kindly to again call for voting.
·
Mr. Vice-President: I put the matter before the House and the. Hous~ haa
..xejected it, and whatever the reasons might be, it is not 'far me to reopen the
>(matter.
•
·
I will put that clause !_ft the fonn in which it now stands before the House.
Shri Ram Sahai: *[My submission is, Si_r, thaLDr. AmbedkaJ.' h;;ts already
.,accepted my amendment. I demand division on this' question ..]
Mr. Vi:ce-President: It is too late now. Why don't you stand. up in proper
dime ·and demand a division? 'rhe matter. is now closed. The question is:_, ·
''That article 39, a.s amended, do stand part of the Constitu~(tn."
- ,
The motion was adopted.
Article S9, as amended, was added to the C,onsUetJo;L/
Article 39-A
Tha Bonour~ble Dr. ·B. R. Ambedkar: Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I move:
-."That after article 39, the following new artie!: be inserted :t
~39-A. That Stat-e shall take steps to secure that, within, a period of three years from
,
.the commencement of this C~nstitution, there is separation . of the judiciary
.
from the executive in the p'ublic services of the' State:' " ·
.

-I do not ~hink it is necessary for me to make any very .lengthy. statement
iin. support of the amendment which I have moved. f'jit ha~ been, the ~es~r~- of
-~his country from long past that lhere should be sepaJ."ation a£ the JUdimary
:from the execu-tive and the demand has been continued right froJ;U the tillle
iWhe!l the Congress. was founded .. Unfortunately, the .British _Government did
.;.not give effect to the resolutions of the Congress demanding this p~rticular
-!}lrineiple being introduced into the administration of the country.. We -think
: it}lat the· time has come when- this reform. should be carried out. It is, of
-.. -~ourse, realised that there, may be certa1n difficulties ·in the ca.rrying out of
- ·.rthis reform; consequently this amendment has taken into consideration two
·:1particular matters which may be found~ to be !llatters of difficulty. One is this::
:-tha-t we deliberately did not make it a' matter of fundam.ental principle, because
· c.if we had made it a matter of fundantental principle it would have become
absolutely obligatory instantaneously on the passing o£ the constitution te bring
about the separa.tiO:n' o£ the. judiciary and the executi~e:. We have therefore .
.,(leliberately put this matter in the chaptE:)r dealing with 'directive principles and:
·there too we have provided that this reform shall be carried out. within tlu'ee
years, so that. there is no room left for what might he called procra~<tina£ion in
:.:a. matter of t-his kind. "Sir, I move.
• 1
. /
Shri T. 'J;'. :Krishnamachar.f (:Madras: General): Mr. Vice-President, Sir.
this is an after-thoug_ht of Dr. An:bedkar er, shall I s~y, af the rump of theJ

-

, * [ ] Translation
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Drafting Committee. l do no'& know why they did ~oj) ~hink of it at ~he timE)-they drafted this particular Par~ ot :the Drat.t Consti~ut10n. Probably,_ he; fe~~'
that in view of the fact that qmte a number of_ new 1tem~ have ~rept _mto thisPA-rt which might be called a veritable_ dust-bm of se~timent, he migh_t a~so ·
:find a place in it for· this particular amen~me:r:t of his, I. see no ?bJectiOU-·
actuall'y to this or any other a.mendmer:i! com~g 1~ _because th~s dust-bm see~s
to be sufficiently resilient as to perm1t any md1v1dual of th1s ~ouse to r~da·
his hobby-horse into it. But, I cannot unde_rs~and Dr. A,mbedkar s :xplanatwn.
when he said that he did not want-to put th1s m_ th~ Fundamental Rights. . R~
only wanted to mal.\e it permissive; but then he ms1sts on a_ three-year. hnntl:
within which this has to be carried out! As a matter of fact,· when he hrmsel:ll
realises it is not mandatory, what is the object of putting a three-year limit?
The mere expression o£ the wishes 0f the framers of_ this, Constitution that thereshould be separation oi the judicia;ry from the executive is quite en<?ugh. lU ·
- ought to be put into_ practic-e b~ the various I-"rovinc~al_ Go~ernme_nts as. early
as possible. Where 1s the ment of the. three-year hmit m this partiCular
matter? I personally ·would have favoured the amendment proposed by my·
- friend Pandit Lakshmi i\.anta 1\faitra, amendment No. 960.
The ]earned Doctor said that this has been practically one of ·the basio
demands of t.he · Congres§ eve~ since it was found:d. I believe it is ~o; I .d~
not want to denv it. I als:o remember that an emment Congressman, who was
Prime Mi~iste!' "of one of the ma-jor provinces in this country, once ·sa.icl. tha~
ideas about the separation of the" judiciary from the executive hav~ changed,
and that because a foreign Government was no longer in· power, separation need:.
not be eff~<cted. ';['his does not seem' t-o·be such a- cardinal principle as politicim:is
chose to believeit to be in the days when-the British were in power.·
>

-

.

The l2arned Doctor must have known that same provinces have alreadytaken some steps in the> matter of separating the judicial and executive functions. I think three maj9r provinces have D;J.oved in the matter. Actmilly they·
have not made much p:rogress, probably for vario:us reasons, either other p1:eoccupations or :financ!:J, Ol' whatever.it may be. I do not see why we snould -ask_
them to do tbis within three years when probably it could be don-e in six, or·
seven years. What I really feel about (his amendment is tha.t there is no
rhyme or reason in Dr. Ambe~kar seeking to tie the bands of pro:vincial Governments by saying that this should be d-one in three years, though actually, he
cannot tie the hands of :the provincial Governments by this directive as the provincial Governments can ignore this provision. We are merely voicing a pious
wis~ an~ ty;ing it up with a period withir_t which we know that it may not be
carried mto effect.
In this connection,, I would like to strike a note of warning. There are
several amendments tabled in regard to this question o£ judiciary which- are to
be moved by the rump of the Drafting Commit-tee, which are in the nature of·
an after-thought. For a Professor, it is all very good to envisage a complete
separ.2tion of the judiciary and the executive. But in actual practi~e, it-miglit
w:ork out·; in_ ~ . different way altogether. It might also be that in trying to
give the Judrmary an enormous amount of power,-a judiciary .which may not
be co~1trclled by any legislature in any manner except perhaps by the means
of ultimate removal-we may perhaps be; creating a Fra,.kenstein which would
nullify the. intentions of the framers of this Constitution. I have in mind the
difficu_ltie~ that were experienced in another countr_y where they have a rigid
ConstltutJOn, the ..United Stat·es o£ America, not merely during the time of the'
New Deal of President Franklin R-oosevel-6, but also at the time; of Presidentl
Theodore Roosevelt wliel! the ProgresS!ive Par£y felt that the judiciary was
interfering unduly with the liberalising of the administration. My feeling is
~hat w1Jile I have the greatest respect for Dr. Ambedkar's vi.ew.s on l;his matter,
t·o put the Constitution of the country in a s·traigli1i 'jaoket 'by giving undue power-
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to, the ju_diciary at a :time when we know ~~at in the matter. of re~1:uitment ii?
'-the' JUdiCiary, we are not able _to get A Cmss men at a}l, Is unw1se. I see
instances of judicial officers, Judges of the High Courts becoming ad.millistraj;ors, and coming back to the judiciary, because; I suppose, the Government is
.not able to find sufficient material from the Bar, to :fill vacancies in t1he judiciary.
It seems in every province the type of people that come up, to the top 80 far
.a.s judicial officers are concerned is not about the best that we cou,ld possibly
,get. In these cir~mmstances, :this . trend of empowering the judiciary beyond
all reason and making.it a regular administ.ration by itself, will perhaps le.ad toJ
a. greater danger than we can now contemplate. I do not know if at this stage
l can appeal to the mover of this amendment to remove the three-year limit,
which is superilous and meaningless :_J.nd which may not be carried into effect,
..and which would then be a matter of inducing the provincial _Governments, to.
.1iout the Constitution, and allow the· :view to be expressed as a mere sentiment
as other ·Articles in this Part happen to be. I do not know if Dr. Ambedkar
•will ever be persuaded, particularly ip view of the fact, I think, that the
,Congress party has approved of the draft in this particular form; but I think
.there is no harm in pointing out the obvious difficulty ·in the wording of this
;particular amendment, which perhaps is otherwise quite unexceptionable.
Shri B. Das (Orissa: General): Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I suggest to the
:House to postpone consideration of this amendment of Dr. Ambedka.r to a later
cdate. The· Congress is meeting very shortly at J aipur. When the people were
\harassed by the former British Government, we thought we had no justice from.
~he British Government and we wanted separation of the judiciary from the
executive.. That suspicion does not exist now. We have: to examine whether
separation toda,y. is necessary.
'
Unfortunately, I :find India is lawyer-ridden. In this House, more than
lfifty per cent. of the members are lawyers. · The Municipalities have more
lawyers than are necessary. The,Ministry has got a large number of lawyers:
J: am spealring of our own Government here. • Though it is a pious wish of this
House that in three years the judiciary must be separated from the executive,
tbecause it is not included in the Fundt\mental Rights, we have to. consider, and
I think this House w:ill allow the Congress at .Taipur to consider, whcthrr the
ihuge expenses that would be incurred, the country carl afford to bear.
There had been Pay Committees of Government of India. and the Provinces
who have not thought· of lowering the salary level of the Exooutive or Judicial
•Officers .. This House had accepted Village Panc.hayats. Dr. Arnbedkar was
;ger:.erous to refer to the Congress -principles. Is it practicable to-day? I
·support my friend Mr. Krishnamachari that it is not possible in three years.
It will take ten or twenty years to give effect.< Otherwise most of the Pro-.
vincial Governments will go bankrupt if they pay the salaries that the Judicial
<Officers are getting. Incidentally I will allude to one fact. I :find even the
Government of India recently increased the number of Federal Court Judge&
'fro.:n~ three to :five. We· go_ on generously providing high judicial appointments
-and now we want to pr9vide separa.te judiciary from the executive, provide more
lawyers and mttnsils and district judges to allo1v more lawyers to argue the
·?ase ~n both sides. W~er~ will the poor man be ! I would respectfully suggest
·to th1s House to allow this amendment to stand over and let· us see what the
J aipur Congress thinks on the subject a-fter one' year of freedom.. Rem emper
'the Congress has not met since we iron our freedom or so-called freedom from
ihe British. If we have wowour independence, let us try to tli:ink it out in
oul1 era of independence.
.
•
.
Mr. Vice-President: Tli'e Housestands adjourned till 10 'A.:M. to-morrow.
1'he Assembly then adjourned 'till Ten of the Clock on Thursdav the 25t1i
November 1948.
·
·'

'
CONSTITUENT .ASSEMBLY OF INDIA

..

Thursd'ay, 25th November l948
(i

The Constituent Assembly of India met in the Constitution Hall, New
Delhi, at Ten of the Clock,/ Mr. Vice-President (Dr. H. C. Mookherjee) in the
Chair.

DRAFT CONSTITUTION-contd.
Article 39-A
Mr. Vice-President (Dr. H. C. Mookherjee): Notice of an amendment has
been received from Di. Ambedkar. Will you please move your . amendment..·
Dr. Ambedkar?
v
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedka.r: (Bombay:
President, I move: -

General): 1\;[r. Vise-

th~t in .article 39-A d~lete the words· beginning frorr: "seoure" up to '·separation of'",
and m thmr place substitute the word "separate".
,

so that the article· 39-A, with this amendment would read as follows:"The State shall take steps 'to separate tRe judiciary from the executive in the
services of the State."

public

The House will see that the object of this amendment is to eliminate the
period of three years which ha·s been stated in the original art:clYI as proposed
The reasons why I have been obliged to make this amendment.
by 39-A.
are these. · There is a section
t~ House which feels that in these directive
pr!~1ciples we ought not to introduce ma-tters of details
relating either to
penod or to ·procedure.
These. directive !Jrinciples ought to enunciate principles and ought not to go into the details of the working out of the prinQiples~
'l1hat is one reason why I feel that the period of three years ought to ·be eliminated from article 39-A.
The second reason why I am forced to make this amendment is this. The
exp: ession ".three years" has again brought about a sort of division of opin:on
amongst certain members of the House.
Some say, if you have three years
period, then no government is going to take any step until the third year has
come into duration.
You are practically permitting the provincial legisJatures not to take any steps for three yea:s by mentioning three years in this
article.
The other view is that three years may be too short.
It inay be
that three years may be long enough so far as provinces are conce:cned, where
the administJ ative machinery is well established and can .be altered and
amended so as to bring about the separation. · But we have used the word
''State" in the directive principles to cover not only the provincial governments but also the governments of the Indian States. 1(t is contended that
the administration in t.he Indian States for a long time may ·not be such
as to bring about this desired res.ult.
Consequently the period of three years,
All these a~uments
so far as the Indian. Stat-es are concemed, is too short.
have undoubtedly a certain amount o! force which it is not possible to
ignore.
It is, therefore, thought that this. article would s:rve the purpose
• ~hich we all of us have in, view, if the article 1nerely contam~d a mandafury
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pro~ision, giving a direction to the State, both in· pr~v~nces as weli as in t]Je

I11dran States,· that this Constitution imposes, so to say, an obligat~on to
' sepa~at.e t~e jud!ciary from the executive. in the public services of the .SMte,
the mtentwn. bemg that where it is possible, it shall be done immed:ately ......
With?ut a:ry delay, and where immediate operation of this principle is not
'possible, It shall, none the less, be accepted as an imperative obligation, Lhe
P,rocr~stii~ation- of which is not _tolerated by the principles_ . underlying this
Constrtutron.
I therefore subm1t that the amendment whlch I have moved
meets all the points of view whi_,"3h are prevalent .in this ]:fouse, and I hope
that this House vvill give its accord to this amendment.
Prof. Shibban La! Saksena: (United Provinces: .General): Sir, Dr. Ambedkar has already moved an amendment, that is he has added a new article No.
89:A.
Is it permissible to a member to amend his own amendment?
..
Mr. Vice-President: Yes.
I would request you all to bear in mind that
we have to go to the fundamentals and not "to technicalities.·
Shri R. K. Sidhwa (C.P. and 'J3erar: Geu~ral): '-l\l[r. Vice-President, Sir, l
amendment and that at
this iate stage better counsels and sense have prevailed.
In article 36 a similar
time limit has been mentioned in connection with a very important matter- c
primary educa.tion.
I objected to. it, then saying that in the directive principles, no such time limit should be fixed.
But my voice was one in the
wilderness and the .article w.as carried.
But I am very glad at this la.te stage, '"
better sense has ·prevailea · <md the time limit in this article has been sought
to be removed. - ·
·
· Yesterday my friend Mr. Da.s stated that this question of separat:on of
'the ·executive and the judi-ciary has absolutely changed in view of the attainment of freedom.
I was rather · surprised to hear such an argument.
If
a principle, a basic principle was bad at the. time of the British regime, I fail
to understand how it can be good in free !ndia.
The basic principle is this,
~that· the judiciary and the executiv~ func'tions · are .c~mbined.
. 'rh~ District,
· Magiskate is'the prosecut:or and he is also the' ~mrm~trator _of JUStic~. May
I ask whether under these ·circumstances, can rmpartral JUStice be dispeniled
by the same person who prosecutes and also at the same time sits in judg·~ 1
ment over that case?
As· Dr. A~bedkar stated yesterday, ever since its inception the Congress
has been, stating that· these two functions must be separated if :yo~ really
warit impartial justice to be done to the accused persons.
·The arguments adva!_lced yeste~da:Y were th~t in Free India the condit~ons
have chaiYaed and that thecefo:e 1t 1s not desrrable that these two :functions
. · ld. b "/ par·a· ted
The real secret so far as I know, of those who .a.dvos h on
e se
· ·
·
'
· th ·
If
cf.Je retaining the same position is tha~ t?ey w.ant. to retam · err powe~.
1\A""
·sters
of
the
Provmma.l
Governments
feel
that
the:se
two
t h e H onourable m.mr .
· '
· t
t ,
shonld,not be separated, it is because they feel the· pow_er of apr:om men-~,
h" h · · their patronaae, would go away £··om them to the Hrgh Comt
w _lC 15 111 ·
~ if that is so.
I am glad however that some of·
Judges
I am very113o•• J
•
·~
·
p
· · 1
hav already started in this direction; but H any
rovmma
. p · ·
t h.e· . rovm~es f I ethat un:der , the changed condition this change should not
Gm,ernmer\f b:everv .sorrv for t}lem because, nothing has changed iri the very
come, I ~l
•
• ..1
fter we had atta.ined our freedom; .on the contrary
fundahenr.l :::~; :v:n .during the partial-freedom· J:hat we had, I would have
a_fter t e ree .·
. 0 n ess Governments should really
hav-e.
taken
pref~rr.~ ·.. th_a~ . ~~! m~tt~ I am very glad ,to observe that some o£ the
·an I:ntlabve m . w,_ that direction
The High Court Benches, even in the
Provmces ar,e g_?mg Illo
·
•

4itm very glad that..Dr. Ambedka.r has moved this
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impartial justice done, these two departments· must be separated.
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. • While _the time-limit has been removed, I ~xpect, Sir, that after the pass- •
mg of thrs Con~titution ?r rather immediately I should say,. I would desire
t~ese ~w? functwns should be separated.
I therefore expect that while the
tm~e-lrmrt h.a~ been removed, the Ministries in the Provinces will realize
t:w1r duty and see that these two functions are separated in the interests of
rrght and tmpartial justice.
. With these words I commend the amendment that has been moved, for
the acceptance of this House.
:.:...>
.
Mr. Vice-Presidelit: I

sh~1ll

.

now put ·this amendment. to the vote.

.

. Pandit Hird.ay Nath KunZTU (United Provinces: General): 1Sir, it is an
tmportant a_mendment and I hope you will allow the House to express its
opinion on rt.
Mr. Vice-President: Will you please come to the microphon~ then?
Pa.ndit. H.ird.ay Nath Kunzru:' M:r. Vice-J~resident, . the proposition that
·functions should be separated from the executive was placed before
the House yesterday. by Dr. _Ambedkar.
I think that he gave the matter
his very careful consideration before \proposing that this separation should
take place in three years.
·
'rhe· demand for the
'Everyone _knows the importance of this subject.
-separation of the judicial from the executive functions so that the executive
may have nothing to do with flhe administration of justice, is about fifty years
r0id, and when Dr~ Ambedkar brought forward his proposal I thought tbs,t. t.he
Government· of Inqia were desirous that this reform should be · accomplished
ils speedily as possible. .
I know, Sir, that this propos.itjon would have been included in the Cha.pter relating tq Directive Principles and would, therefore, not have been binding either on the Government of India o• on any State and I wondered_ whether propably for that reason it was- not included· among the Directive Prin>Clples drafted by the Drafting Committee.
But the matter having come
before the House, and Dr. Ambedkar's proposition having been accepted, it
is a matter of regret and deep regr_et to me that he should now seek io modify
the proposition in such a way as t-o leave it t-o the discretion of the local Gov-ernments when the reform that we have all been insisting on for half a
-century should be oarried out.
·Dr. Ambedkar, while defending the deletion o£ .the period, mentioned in
his proposition, said that some people held the view that it might create the
, impression that nothing was to be done for three years.
l wonder, Sir,
whether he was satisfied with his own explanation.
There is no one here so
simple as to feel that the insertion of his proposal in the Draft Constitution
would have made the Provincial Governments feel that they could rest comfortably for three years and that S\!:ch action- as they might choose to. take
might be taken only when this period was about to exp~e.
judic~l

Had this proposition not been passed by the House yesterday the matter
would have been quite simple.
Frankly, I attach no value to any o£ the
Principles included in tlle Chapter on Directive Principles, _ _particularly-as
there :s at the commencement of that Chapter an article saying that nothing
in that Chapter can be "judicially enforced. But the matter having
been
pla-ced beforE>, and acceped by, the House it is unfortunate -that any change
~hould be sought to be made in it.
The impression that will be created now
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will be that the State is not serious in separating the judicial from the ex~
cutive functions and that it means to take its own time .·in order to brrtlg
' about the separation.
Had this propo'sition not come before us, we could
still have felt that this separation which is so important to the impartial adIT).inistration of justice might be ca.rried out within a reasonable period of
time.
But if the period of three years is now deleted -ana the .matter is left
entirely to the discretion of the authorities, the effect of this delet:on will be
It is bound to 'create both in official and non-~fficial _
very unfortunate.
circles the feeling that the reform is not considered to be of any great Importan,;n, that other reforms may easily 'be given precedence over it, and that it
is. merely an ideal to be kept in: view by the ,authorities.
\

Therefore, I feel strongly that the House should not agree now to-the amendment proposed by Dr. Ambedkar. Why should Dr: Ambedkar or any other person
now try to bring about a change ? Frankly, I see no obvious reason in favour
of such a step. This proposal will be one of the directive principles in-,
eluded in the Draft. Constitution. The period of three years will ~ot therefore be binding- on any authority. If it is feared that it might not be within
the resources of any province to introduce this reform within thr~e years,
the fact that the provision would not have been mandatory wbuld ha,ve enabled that province to take a little longer time in order to separate jud:cial
from exe_cutive powers. It would not have compelled rmy :9rovince regardless of its financial or administrative position t.o carry out the proposal in
three years. 'I see no reason therefore why a change should be made.
On the contrary, I see every reason why it. should not be made. It would
be most unfortunate, it would be most undesirable, it would be an act of
public .disservice, to give the public and the authorities the impression that
this vital refqrm may be postponed indefinitely. I therefore oppose the
amendment now proposed by Dr. Ambedkar and I hope ·that 'it will be
. strenuously resisted by the House.
The Honourable Pandit Jawaha.rlal Nelr:ru (United Provinces : General) :
Mr. Vice-President, the Honourable Member who has just 'spoken referred
to the Government of Ipdia in this· ~onnection. May I, on behalf of that
Government, explain the p0sition and express my regret at the fact that the
Government of India as such, jointly certainly and largely even individuaily,
is not intimately connec-ted with the proceedings of this House as it ought to and
should be? It should not be taken '>hat any matter put. forward here comes
from the Government of India as such, although the Government is intensely
intereste~ in it naturally wnd would like to place their views before this House
whenever it is possible. · Th~re are, if I may say so with all re'spect to this
House, a number of matters which they have considered. on which the Government might have liked to place their views before this House, but· owing to the
stress oi circumstances, owing to the fact :that while this House -is . sitting
matters of extreme moment are before the Government of India, whether in
the domestic field or the international field.' that manv ·members of the Govern, ment are perhaps at the present momen_t more over~burdened with these problems and with work that even normally is so difficult, that it is t.heir misfort.une
not to be able to give such time 'to these .very important considerations of the
Constitution as they otfght to. I regret that on my own part. and I think the
loss is entirely mine. ·
_rJomi?J.g t.O this present amendment. if 1nay again make some general observatwns with all respect to this House, it is this: thah I have felt that the
di~mity of RJ Constitution is not perhaps maintained sufficiently if one goes into
t.oo great detail in that Con8titution. A Constit.ut.ion is something which
should last a long time, which is· built ori a strong foundation, and which may
of course be v.aried from time. to time:_it,' should not be rigid-nevertheless,
o~e
.

I
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should think of it as something ;hich is going to last, .which .is not a transitory
Constitutio\!, a provisional Constitution, a something which yop are going to
change from day to day, a something which has provisions for the next year_
or the ,.year after next and so on and so forth. It may be necessary to fJ.ave ·
cert-ain transitory provisions. It will be necessary, because there is a chance
to have some such provisions, but so far as the basic nature of the Constitution
is concerned, it must deal with the fundamental aspects of the political, the
social, the economic. and other spheres, and not with the details which -are
mntters for legislation. You will find that if you go into too great detail and
mix up the really basic and fundamental things with the important but nevertheless secondary things, you bring the basic things to the level ot the Recondary things too. You lose them iu a forest of detail. The great tree~ that _you
should like to plant and wait· for them to grow and to be seen are hidden m a
forest of detajl :J,nd smaller trees. I have felt that we are spending a great
deal of 'time on undoubtedly important matters, butV"!evertheless seq_ondary
matters-matters which are for legislation; not for a Constitution. However,
that is a general observation.
Com;ng to t.his particular matter, the honourable speaker, Pandit Kunzru,
who has just spoken and opposed. the amendment of Dr. Ambedkar seems to
me, if Imay say so with all respect to him, to have gone off the track completely, and to suspect a sinister motive on the part of Government about this
business. Government as such is not concerned with this business, but it is
true that some members of Government do feel rather strongly about it and
would l!ke this House fully to conside-r the particular viewpoint that Dr.
Ambedkar has placed before the House today. I may say straight off that so
far as the Government is concerned,
i~
is entirely in favour o£
the
separation· of judicial' and executive functions (Cheers).
I
may
further say that the sooner it is brought about the better
(Hear, hear)
a.nd I am told that some of our Provincial Governments are actually
taking steps to that end· now. -If , anyone
asked, me, , if anyone
. suggested the period of three years" or some other period, my first reaction
would have been that this period is too long. 'Why should we wait so long for
this ? It might be brought about, if not ~l over India, in a large part of India,
much sootier than that.' At the same time, it is obvious that India; at the
present moment, specially during the transitional period, is a very mixed
country politically, judicially. economically and in many ways, and any fixed
rule of t,humb to be applied to ever~: ar<>a m~ry he dii!advantal('eons <~.nd difficult
in regard to certain 1 areas. On the one hand, that _rule will really prevent
. progress in one area,- a.nd on the other hand, it may. upset the apple-cart in some
other area. Therefore, a- certain ftexihilit.y is des,irable. Generally speaking,
I would have said that in any such directive of policy, it may not be legal, but
any directive of policy in a Constitution must have a powerful effect. In a.ny
such directive, there should not be any detail or time-limit etc. It is a directive of what the State wants. and your putting in any kind of time-limit therefore rather lowers it from that high status of a State policy and brings it down
to the level of a legislative measure, which it is not in that sense. I would
have preferred no time-limit- to he there, but speaking more practically, any
time-limit in thiR, as Dr. Ambedkm' pointed out, is apt on the one hand to delav
this very process in large parts of the country, probably '\he greater part of th~
country; on the other hand, in some parts where practically speaking it may
b·· verv difficult t.o bring about. it ma:v-produce enormous confusion.
I think,
therefore, that Dr. Ambedkar's amendment, far from lessening the significance
or the importance of this highly desirable change that we wish to bring about,
places it on a high level oefore the eountry. And I do not see myself how any
Provincial or other Government can £orget t.his Directive or dela:v it mn!}h.
After all, whatever is going to be done in the future will "largely depend upon
the sentiment o£ the people and the future Asse~blies and Parliaments that will
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·
_meet: But so_ far as this Cbnstitution is concerned, it ·give·s a stronEJ> opiuion in
favour of this change and it gives it in a way so as to make it possible to bring
it' about in areas-where it; can be brought about-the provinces, etc.-...-and m case
of_ difficulty in any particular State, etc., it does not bind them down. I submit,
therefore, that ~his ·amendment of Dr. Ambedkar should be accepted. (Cheers).
Dr. Bakshi Tek Chand (East Punjab-': General) :·Mr. Vice-President, Sir,
l nse to lend my wholehearted support to the amendment which has been
'rhe question of the separa.tion of
moved by Dr . .A.mbedkar today.
executive and judicial functions is not only as old a,c, the Congress
itself, but indeed it is much older. 'lt was iu the yem- · 1852 when public
opinjon in Bengal began to express itself in an organised form that the matter
· was first mooted. That was more than thirty years before the Congress came
into existence. Af0r the Mutiny, the movement gained moinontuin and 1n ti:ie
early seventies, in Bengal, under the leadership. of Risto Das P...:a.l and Ram
Gopal Ghosh, who were the leaders of public opinion in thf)se days, definite
proposals with regard to the separation of judicial and executive functions wera
put forward. Subsequently, the late Man Mohan Ghosh took up this matter 11nd
he and Babu Surendranath Bannerji year in and year out raised this question in
·all public meetings.
,When the Congress first met in the session in Bombay in 1885, this reform
in the administrati~ was put in the forefront of its programme. Later on, not
only politicians of all schools of thought, but even retired officers who had
actuaLly spent their lives in the administration, took up the matter and. lent their
support to it. ~ I very well remember the Lucknow Congress of 1899 when
Romesh Chunder Dutt, who had just retired from the Indi(l.n Civil Service,
presided. He devoted a large part of his presidential address to this subject awl
created a good deal of enthusiasm for it. ·Not only_that; even retired -High Court
Judges and Englishmen like. Sir Arthur Hobhouse and Sir Arthur Wilson, both
of whom subsequen~ly be Game members of the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council, lent their support to thil;l and they jointly with many eminent Indians
submitted a representation to the Se.cretacy . of State for India to give immediate effel(t to this reform.
.· , ·
In the year 1912. when the Public Service Commission was appointed;_.::•vfr
Abdur Rahim, who was a Judge of the Madras High Court and was for many
y(•ars the President of the Central Legislature, appe~ded a long Minute of .
Dissent and therein he devoted several pages to this question.
.,
Therefore,' Sir. the matter has been before the country for nearly a een-tury ·
mid it is time that it is given effect to immediat.ely. One of the Honourable_
Members who spoke yesterd'ay-;-· Ob_served that this matter was of great importat).ce when we had a foreign Government but now the position has changed, a-·nd it
may not be necessary to give effe'}t to it. Well, an effective reply t.o this has
been given by the Honourable the Prime Ministe~ today. He has expressly
stated t,hat it is the· policy of the Government. and it is their intentio.n to see
that this refom,:t is given immediate effect to.
Not onlv that,. Sir, another objection was raised that on financial grounds it
will not b~ feas{ble tg, separat~- the judiciary frorp. the executive.
Well, to
this, a!{ain,. an effective reply has come from the province of· Bombay. Soon
after the Congress Government assumed office in 1946 in Bombay, it appointed.
a Committ!:le to look into this question. It was presided over by a Judge of the
Bombay IDgh Court and consisted of eleven other Members. It. submitted its
report on 11th October 1947. I have' g'o.fj a_ copy of that report in mv hands. l
do not think .it is necessarv to give detailed extra<:-ts from that report. This
Committee has comE\ to the unanimous conclusi(?n that the separation of judici~.ti
and executive functions was a feasible and practical proposition. So far a.s Hie
:fh)iwcial ·aspect wa.; concerned, they examined the matfer in great detail' and
"';)
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..cannot have proper administration of justice either for rights or for health.
disease.
That means that just as government pleaders are engaged.
attorneys are engaged, the profession of law should be paid and controlled
by the ·state to the extent that they, need only .help justice and not have to
prontote perjury or forgery to win a case and please their clients.
But now
the fact remains that this side wins or that side loses. but in all sides truth
and justice are lost.
·-Mr. Vice-President: Are you supporting or opposing the amendment?
Shri Lo:j{ana.th Misra: I arp supporting the amendment in principle: I
•las just going to say that it is simply a claptrap device.
If we are wholeheartedly for the admini~;;trat.ion of better justice, mere separation of the
judiciary from the executive would not do.
S'ir, I therefore beg to submit
that if we are sincere in ouc· desire for better adminis~rat[on of justice, not
only should the judiciary be ·separated from the executive but the State
should also see that law becomes so simple and so few and at the same time
:so intelligible to the masses that law is nothing far away and frightful and
better administration of justice becomes a reality and does not remain a farce. ,
(Amendments Nos. 1010 to 1012 were not moved.)
Mr. Vice-President; We have had a reasonable amount of debate, and I
would like to put the matter to vote.
•
Shri H. V. Kamath.: (C.P. &· Berm·: G~neral): It is a very important,
;matter tl;J_at
is before the House.
Q
~
Mr. Vice-President: I am afraid there are many rnore. speakers.
I
wi:mld like to accommodate them, but it is now impossible.
1 am sony.
I shall put this amendment to vote .
.Mr. Vice-President: The question is:That after article 39, 'the following new attic'i•:> be inserted:
"39-A. The State shall· take steps to. separ~te the judiciary from the executive in the

~aud

'fJUblic services o£ t.he State."·

The motion was adopted.
•
Mr. Vice-President: The question is:
That article 39·A stand part of the Constitution.
The ~notion was adopted.
Article 3~-A was added to the Constitutiorr;
Mr. Mohd. Tahir (Bihar: Muslim:) :M:r. Vice.President, Sir, I beg to move:
That after article 89, the following new article be inserted and the• rest of
the articles be renumbered:·
"40. It shall be the duty of the State td''protect, safeguard and preserve the . places
of worship such as Gurdwaras, Churches, TP-mples, l\fosques includhg the gra.vPyards
.and burning ghats."

'

'roday, we are f~e.ming thEJ constitution of our great country an(, the eyes
-of every individual of our great country are fixed on this Assembly to see. what

we are' doing and what we are granting for them.
At this i"mpnrt.ant and
. listorical period, Sir, I have moved my amendme-nt, a ~imple ame!ld.ment by
wbich ·I want that thP. State should be responsible for the protect_ion, safegunrd arid preservation of religious places of worship for all communities of
the Indian Nation.
There was a time when this country was rulr.d by the
Englisllmen, by the foreigners through a constitution framed by them,-of /
course ~ constitution which was foreign to us.
In that Constitution, of
course, no such idea was !ncorporated, for the simple reason that· the Britisher ·
had tpe policy to play a. game at the cost of the different communities of the
Indian Nation. But, now we .see that the country is ours, the State belongs
to us aud, of course, we have a right to clair~ the protection of our religious
I
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places of worship.
Unfortunately, Sir, the Father of the Nation is not •
nmongst us today; otherwise I can say without any fear of contrad:..:tion that •
I must have had his sacred consent for· t;he accep~ance of this ainendmsnt.
Anyhow, I. appeal to every individual meml;>er of the House and especially to
eve.ry member of the Congress that they will give strong support for tlle acceptance of this amendment and I also appeal to the Honourable mover, Dr.
f~mbedkar, to gfve due consideration to it.
· •
- . Sir, on1y yesterday, the House was bold. enough
1.Jon. The House was bold enough to give protection
and I hope that the House will be still bolder to give
p;aces of worship.
·
.

to give effect to prohibito the cows of on.r country
protection to t.f,e religious
·
_
"

. ·Sir, with these few words, I appeal again to. every hon~ura.ble Member of,
this House to give support to this simple· and very light amendment..
Lastly, I ~ould say that this amendment is the only amendment which
would show one of the best qualities which can be found in this whole constituWith these few words, Sir, I move.
tion for a: secular state.

\
.
.
..
.
Shri M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar' (Madras :·General) : Mr. Vice-President,
Sir,·. it is certainly the rluJ;y of the State to protect all places of public worship
such as Gurdwaras, Chu'r.cbes, Temples,- Mosques and also graveyards and
burning ghats.
The general law of the land-the penal law-has ·made
ample provision fo·r this. Tbe Hoiimirable 1nover of this amendment wants three
·things to be done and they are to protect, safeguard and ,preserve. So far a:s
, "to protect and safeguard" are conce111ed, it is the duty of the St~t.e to prot.eot
all places of public worship whether of property., whether belonging to an individrurl or a community. Particularly, places of public worship will be protected· and safeguarded against all invasion, against all aggression and any molesta_
tion:. That is one of the fundamental right~ tlfat· is contained in the earlier part,
Part III. Therefore, it need not be a _directive here. But so far as the· preservation of the places of public worship is cf!ncerned, there is t.he difficult,_v. We will
assume that a 'temple is abandoned by the community which was erstwhile
utilisi1Jg that for public-worship. Is it the duty of the Stat-e t{) })reserve thai,
though it may have been a place of public worship? Article 39 provides that
it shall be the obligation' of the Stat-e to protect· every monument or place or
object of artistic or historic interest.. These it will certainly preserve. 'Pre-'
serve' incl_udes maintaining or keeping it in the same condition. If every
temple and every gurdwara ·is to be- mmnt.ained, which rnay be abandoned by
a 'community, then it. wilJ be .imposing an unnecessary obligation · on the
·State and diverting the tax-payers' money to purposes which are not legitimate cha.rges upon it. On the other band, it is the duty of the com)Tiunity to
mainta.in and preserve every gurdwara wnd temple. All that can be. expe-cted
of· the State is that it should see that there is no molestation, it should protect
·th_em against-all aggression. That is all that ea11 be expeoted and for that
there is ample provision in the Fundamental Rights and a1so in the general
Criminal Law. On tb~ whole, I am sorry to oppose this amendrnent, however much I might like that all these places of worship to whichever com"' 'Il?-un:ity they might belong must be'; protected. They rrmst be safeguarded. 1
am· equally one with him that places of God ought not to be molested. There
is ample provision alrea.dy. ,Therefore, t.his amendment need not be accepted.
·The Hon~urable Dr; B. R .. Amoodkar: Sir, I <lo not accept the amendment.
Mr. Vice-President : I will now put the amendment to vote.
The amendment was negati;ved.
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Article 40

•

Mr. Vice-President: The motion before the Houseis:
~at

article 40 form part of the Corrstitution.
There are a number of -amendments which I shall read one after 'theother.
(Amendments Nos. 1016 and 1017 were not moved.)

Mr. Vice-President : No. 1018.

Dr. Ambedkar.

The· Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambed.kar : I
- moving an · amendment. -

understand- Mr.

Kamath

is:

Shri H. V. Kama.th: I shall be moving my amendment after Dr. Ambedkar
has moved his.
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedk&r: Sir, I move: ~'tha~ for the existing
s
. article 40, the following be substituted:""40. The State shall~ (a) promote international peace and security ;
(b) seek to maintain just and honourable relations between nations; and
(c) endeavour to ~ustain respect for international law and treaty obligations in the
dealings of organised people with one another." ·

Sir, this amendment merely simplifies .the original article 40 and divide&
it into certain parts separating each idea £rem the other so that. any one who
reads the article will get a clear and complete idea of what is exactly intended to be covered by article 40. The propositions contained in this new article
are so §imple that it seems to be super-arrogation to try t.o explain them t.o
the House by any lengthy spe\ch.
• Sir, I move.
Mr. Vice-President : 'rhere are certain amendments to this which I am:
- calling out. No. 74 11r. Sa.rnra.te. - . •
_ Shri V. S. Sarwate (United States of Gwa,lior-Indo;e-Malwa-Madhya·
'Bharat) : · Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I beg to move an amendment to this/ amendment. My amendn1ent stands thus :
"That in amendment No. 1018 of the list of amendments, in article 40, after the woc,h
."The State shall-" and before sub·cl,ause (a), thi, new clause he inserted and ihe nist-·
mg clause be renumbered accordingly : (a) foster truthfu-lness, jus.tice, ~.nd sense of duty in the citizens;"

Sir, the House may note that this amendment seeks t.o embody the chwracteristics of the Garidh'an ideology. · Mahatmaji led oU:r struggle for independence with these characteristics and won it. The House mav further note·
that the amendmel)t begins with truthfulness. I need hardly .point out that.
in. M.,ahatmaji 's view, tr.uth was God and if I may be pe.nnitted t.o say so, I
i.hmk be attached more rmportance to truth than to non-v10lence.
There mn:v
be exceptions to non-violence; there is none to truth. , Those who do not
believe even in God certai,nly do believe- in truth.
Soclety_ is based on truth.
Therefore, he styled his autobiography not as~ Experiments after non-vi~lence,
but as Experiments after truth.
Therefore, I commend to this House this.
amendment which embodies these characteristics .

•

1 would unf,icipate cert.nin objections th::;J, n;R.V be raised to this. The iirst
objection may be that this is too general alld too vague to have any practical
effect I would submit that if this be the objeet.ion, I stand in . honourable
, company, beca.use, the rest of the clauses probably may be subject to ·the
same objection. I may further point out that if need be, concrete steps which
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.could be taken to bring into effect this amendment can be· suggested. But, •
that is not necessaFy. I believe after all the principles''giveri' in this Chapter
.are .of such a nature that they are fuU:damental, that they are bas:cr and et:.hat
efforts to implement them to the fullest extent would have to be taken as
aong as society goes on. That is exactly the description- which may be applied to this amendment ,also. I would say only a few more words, Sir.
I would submit that in the whole of the Constitution as it "stands, one would
be painfully surprised that there is absolutely nothing which shows one way
·or the other and which sheds light on the fundamental principles· of the
Gandhi an philosophy.
··
. Anot-her object.ion that ma.y be taken possibly is this : this need i1ot be
:ss.id because such moral principles are not la:d down in a Constitution. I
would very respectfully submit that it is not at present the model which is
followed in Constitutions. For instance, in the Constitution of the· U.S.S.R., ·
in th~ first. Chapter which gives the political foundations and e'conomic foundations, they have given the famous sentence of Marx : "To -those who shall
need, sufficient shall b~ given; to this every mari must work according to his
:ability; every man must get. according to his needs."
They have .given in thi~ draft Constitution the fundamental ideas which
move you to the adoption of the Cons~itution and accordinly, I would com. mend this to ...the good sense of the House. I am sure that my honourable
Friends and colleagues and others, those who have followed Mahatma Gandhi
in this stryggt!?, vvould like to have. in this Constitution SOJ11ething which he had
:given. to us, and which he has left for us ever to rememl:ier and follbw.
Shri H. V. Kamath: Mr. Vice-President, Sir, at the outset, may I say that
-a single amendment Vl~hich I had given notice of has been split up into three
-diffefent amendments, numbers 82, 83_ and 84. I am not saying this as f}
~arpihg critic; but 'I find that it would hava. been better if this had appeared
:as a single amendment as I had sent it. I know our office is. heavily overworked and I appreciate that they aree doing very well in tf1e face of the heavy
-odds which they. are cont-ending with. I shall read it as one amendment b,y
your leave. It will read thus.
,
Mr. Vice-President: l understand that they have 'been broken into three
amendments because you seek to make alterations in three different places'9ot continuously. That is a technical explana~ion for a technical objection.
Shri H. V. Ka.math: If the three amendments are taken separately and Hot
fogether, they will have no meaning. Anyway that is a minor objection. I
:do not, want to wess it. With your permission, Sir, I ;would like to read it as
<One amendment.
Sir .I move"That ,in~ amendment No. 1018 of the List of Amendments in article 40, after tha word
'shall' the words 'endeavour to' be inserted, in clause. (pj Lhe words 'seek to' be
.O.jlleted; in dause (c) the ·words 'en<!_eavour to' 'be deleted".'

;So. that i£ this amendment be accepted by the House the amendment
[)raftinba -Committee will read 'as follows:""--,
·

,

of

the

"The State shall endeavour to (a) promote interna.tional p~ace and security; (b) main·
·t"ain just and honourable relations between nations; and (c) ~ustain respect for inter-.._'national law and treaty obligatiiQns in the dealings of organised people with one another." ,.

This amendment seeks only ·a slight structural change in the ~mend
went brought forward by Dr. Ambedkar so as to ~ring Ol1t or indicate the
-directive character of the principle emoodied in artiCJle 40. It is reeognised
~nd it has been always India's ende·avour to promote international peace and
'-seeurity and to enhsnce respect for international law and treaty obltgations.
f thil_lk,_ Sir, and I am spre th.e ·House will agree with me when I say that

,
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India with her ancient cultural and spiritual heritage and her traditioncenturies old tr.adition of non-aggression-is 8es~ qualified to enhance respect.
.for international law and treaty obligations. It is common knowlt~dge that
within the last thirty years regard for _international law and treaties had
scm.l, to a low level and treaties are regarded as mere scraps o£ paper. I hope
that in the new world in which we are living today _ and in which we are
playing and are going to play such a vital part, we will be able to bring
about a vital change in international relations, so that at an early date we
will have really one world Government ~or one Super-"State to which. thevarious nation-States of the world will have surrendered part of lneir 'Sovereignty and to which all these nation-1&tates will owe willing allegiance and
will accept the Sovereignty of· this Super-State. I do not wish to aJd anytiling more but I will only- content myself with saying that in these days. thtre is a tendency to regard intematjonal relations as not of paramount
importance, but that tendency ought to be curbed, and we ought ·to givemore attention to international affairs so that the world can real!y become
011e free world.
Mv friend Mr. Sarwate's amendment does not deal with the subject con"
tained in article 40. Mr. S11rwate will see that article 40 deals with.' international relations and the amendment that he has moved is something which
deals with the qualities of citizens in India. I do not think that is really
reJE:vant to the article under consideration and I think it cannot find a placehHre. Sir I move my amendments Nos. 82, 83 and 84 as one am•3'1dment toDr_ Ambedkar's amendment No. 1018.
·
Mr. Vice-President: Prof. Shibban Lal Saxena. Yours is the 'Same as Mr.
K:lmath's.
·
Prof. Shibban LaJ Saksena: Sir, l do noj) mov~:.
Mr. Vice--President: Amendment No. 1019~Mr. K. T. Shah.'
Prof. K. T. Shah (Bihar: General):· Mr. Vice-Presidenil, ~ir, J beg tO>
move-'' That for article 40, the !allowing be substituted: . "40. ~The Federal Republi~n Secular Stat~ in India shall be pledged to ma.inta~
mternatwnal peace and secunty ;and shall to that end adopt every nieans to promote amicable relations among nations. In particular the State in India shall endeavour to s.,cure
the fullest respect for international law and agreement between States and to maintain'
justice, respect for treaty rights and obligations in regard to\ dealings O<f organised peoples
amongst themselves."

' by recognis16ir, in commending this -motion to the House I would begin
ing a:t once that, as far as the surface goes, there seems to be not mu~h
difference in the ideals sought to be attained by my amendment and those
iu the wording of article 40 as it stands. The difference may a.ppoar to be
the difference of wording only. I submit, however, that though thl:l difference
se0.ms to be a difference, superficially judging, of wording only, to me at any
rate the di!ference in wording seems to conceal a difference ·Of approach, a
difference of out-look: perhaps also a difference in intention. L would urge,
Sir, that we. should leave no room f9r doubt about this matter. I will point
011t for instance that the original clause as it stands requires-'"That the State shall Jromote international peace and sec,.rity by the prescription
of open, just and honourable relations between nations, by the firm establishment of the
understandings of international law as the actual rule of conduct among governments and
by the maintenance of justice and respect for treaty obligations in the dealings of organised
people with one another".

Now I have emphasised in this connection that by such articles in our
Constitution, we want to• convey, not merely some vague promise or endeavour to promote. or even an obligation to promote international peace and
security etc. I want, first and foremost, the State . in India, to be pledged to
promote inte~national peace and security.
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. The recent wrangles that we have· seen in the International Security Coun--<:ll of the U.N. 0/ m regard for instance, to disarmament~· the en Lne history •
m fact for the last twenty years or so of the problem of disarmament, :would go
fai· to convince any impartial ob~:>erver that the powerful nations of, the fvorld
.do not really intend to disarm.
They do riot desire peace and security foi·
peoples, but only for ,their friends and associates, and of course, for themselves .
. Now so long as you ~ontinue to indulge in a race between yourselves ·as to who
shall disarm first, it is unlikely that .y-ou would be finding any great progress in
.an all-round disarmament, as the first step to securing international peace. I
would submit t;hat somebody will have. to make a beginnmg and such a beginning
cannot be made unless an open, fra,nk declaration of policy, pledging a nation
unreservedly to peace, to the maintenance of international law a.nd £ri(3ndship
is given.
Unless that is given, it would be impossible to make a rea.l beginning
in the task of all-round disarmament and securing and -maintenance of peace.
We are, I admit1 . living today in a heavy atmospJ:!ere
of all-round dis~
trust and suspicion. And in that atmosphere,_ it is impossible to find people
in any country willing to expose their own~-national seQurity and independence, by taking the first step towards real disarmament For us, however,.
in this· country, I venture to submit to this House, there have been the teachings and the example of our great leader who made Non-violence. most clearly and unmistakably the rule of conduct, not only. for individuals but also for·
nations. That non-violence was not, as I am afraid' some people have been
inclined to believe, a mere matter of, shall I say, po1itical chicanery or
practical expediency. It was a matter of religious belief, at least with him
w_ho preached it. It, therefore behoves us who claim to be following in this
footsteps, and who claim to \lpl:wld ~is t~achings, that ~his State at ·least,
.of which he has been proc1aimed the father, should be pledged. from the outset to the ma.intenance of peace.
·
.

'

May I, in this connection re3all to this.House the very categoric declaratiu:J which Mahatma Gandhi made at the time of the rRound Table Cou.£erence
which he attended. He said that if ~e got Swaraj, if the Congress was master
in this ·country, one of the first things he would 'advise iL to do would be to
disband the army and the police, and anything else which savoured of violence
·m the orgunization of the -Indian !S.tate. I do not know whether :rou would
be prepared at. this ~ime, and living under the circumstances in which we are
living,. to carry out literally such !f desire as .. that. But I know this, that
~mless we .make a beginning, and pledge
ourselves' to tlie maintenance of
peace, and to ensure security to an countries, we shall be making these professions sound too hollow to be believed. We would then indeea- be in the
gooi company of .people ·who make loud pr,ofessions for the maintenance of
- peace, but at the same time- go op arming themselves to the teeth, making
_-up piles of atomic bombs and ·threatenlng each other at every crisfs, Which is
of their-own creatiem, so that peace seems to be as distant as ever. and certainly not as permanently ·established as one would desire it to be.
There are other circumstances, Sir, which als.o incline me to place this
cnJegoric declaration ~fore the House. and desire ·tnat it be incorporated in
our b~sic Constitution. The possibility merely of P:t:omoting peace and respect for international law in the world today may involve us in those combinations o£ natioris which ·are taking- place whereby rival imperialisms seems
to be arrayed againilt each other. These combinations involve each part, each
associate and each ally in their own designs for which. we may have no taste.
lt hai;, in the past history, been our common complaint, that we have been
dragge'd against . o~r will. without our consent, -i_nto ~he imperialistic, aggres;;;ivf, wars 9£ Britain.· Now) when we are free, now when we may claim to

1
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.snape our own foreign policy, and determine our relations with otf--.e.; people
.ourselves, would it nbt be as well for us to declare that we ap least from the
• .start: shall pledge; ourselves to peace that we as a people wiU tak1:1 au oath
whereby for no reason shall we resorb to arms, to settle our differ!;'.o::es with
.other countries, and with other peoples,. If we are prepared to dJ so, then
1 do 'no~ see why we may not accept the amendment I am p:aJmg before
the House.
Sir, reasons less idealisti1 than those ;I have so jar referred to also in.dieate a course which I have now proposed. We are ncit only compt!ratively
very poor in the matter of armaments, we are not only backward in all the
material equipments that ensure some success in modern warfare, but we
have not, I venture to think, that industrial background, that background of
very high:y developed modern mechanical or chemical industry or the s~ientifie
· teebnique which alone is an assurance for securing adequate armament from
.our own resources, and so H chance for victory in the end, ~artd for making
un effective contribution for the m\)intenance of peace, at \east for those, at any
.rate who believe in 1\eeuring peace by piling up armaments.
We have been, I ~ee, buying second-hand ·materials, like. the cruiser that
\\as ready for the scrap heap which we are supposed to have bought recently,
m· planes or other arms. Very often these weapons and vehicles are nothing
TI1ore than what is designed for the scrap heap by their origin'al owners, and
thtse are unloaded upon us, and I do not know at what price. In any case,
"'bet I mean t{) say is that we are completely dependent, for our initial supplies of such ma~rial, upon outsi~e producers.
And Sir, the misd1ief of this state ot affairs does not end therf\. Modern
arman1ents are so highl;y specialised, parts of these weapons and vehicl~l-S and
instruments are so ex~wmely standardised and inter-changeable, .that once you
b~gin to get· your supplies of materials for warfare from a particuler source,
Wf shap be bound for ever to that
particular source. If you cLange, the
.armament material already acquired will prove ,futile and . usefess ·
__ ·
Ur;der these circumstances, for us to get involved in any particular combillation, which compels' us to model otr armies, navies and air-fm:ues upon
the organizations· and equipments of other places, and by keeping. pace with
them, so. to say, in the race for armaments a.rrd ever more armament, "'ould
to my mind, be to ~pell disaster, and continued dependence in a most vital
particular upon others vvhich we should do our best to avoid.
The oi1e thing that seems to me to be . the best guarantee for· avoiding any complications of this kind is here and now, to take a vow, so to say,
pledge ourselves, as a people against any form of warfare, and for ever stand
to maintain and uphold peace and international security for all countries of
-the world including om own. This, Sir, is not a 'matter of verbal profession
•olll,Y. I hop"e nobody ..,would think that this implies mental reservatio:1 which;
I for one, would utterly denounce. This is an expression as much of an idealism that has governed our actions and policies so far, as also of material
-consideration which 1 for one cannot omit placing before the Houoe in commending this motion ·to it.
··
.
.
.
(Amendments No. 1020 to 1024 were not moved.)
-Mr. Vice~President: Ammdment No. 1025 in the-"joint names .of Shri Damodar Swarup .Seth and_ Shri Mohanlal Gautam.
Shri Damodar Swarup Seth (United Provinces: General): Sir, I move:
That in article 40, ih~ following words be added at the end:

'

"It
the
titatus
entire

'Of

shall also promote political and economic emancipation and cultural advancement
oppressed and backward peoples, and the international regulation of the legal
of ~rkens with a view to ensuring a universal minimum of social rights to the
working class o£ the world."

.....
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Sir, article. 40 so far as it goes appears to be appropria-te and good, but.,
far enough. WhEe i:t rightly lays stress on
pro~otwn of m~ematwnal rpeace and security, it sadly ignores some of the.
basJC causes. whwh generally lead to conflagration and consequent' devast'ation,
and destructwn. of the world. In this article nothing has been said about
political and ~conomic "emancipation of tile oppressed aud backward people, nor·
has_ ~nythu~g been said about 'the &nsuring of mi~imurn of social rights to the
ent1re worln£1g class of the world through international regulation of their·
legal status.
It is clear that as we see; un'ess the basic causes of breach of peace and
security_ are removed, it will not be possible to mail)-tain peace, national or
!nternaNonal, by simply a-rriving at an understanding between nations and
nations. The. continuance of the oppressed and backward people in this world.
has generally .been a great menace t;() world peace. It offers temptation and
encouragement to the exploiter and the blood-sucker in his nefarious job of
exploitation and blood-sucking. It extends the hands uf capitalism and nourisl;Ies.
imperialism and colonialism, paving the way for regional and international
warfare.
·
So far as the working class. is ~;once.rned, we see that it h(Ls not yet been a.ble
to. secure even the universal minimum o£ their social rights. The workers of
the world even today are the salt of the earth; it is the.y ·who produce wealth,.
it is they who make the world worth living in, but we see that they are nowhere
living in a comfortable. position. We see everywhere in this ~orld that millions.
and millions of them are being changed into beggars without any homes or
hearth$. It is a point worth consideration that, when the workers who produce
all the wealth of the world are not in a position to maintain themselves, it is.
difficult to consider who else wm be able to live. I 'ask "in all humility, when
the salt has lost its savour wherewith is it to be salted? When' the workers
of the world die, who else will live in this world ? India was till the other
day an oppressed nation ;nd I wonder if eve~ today it is counted amongst the
progressive people. It is therefore ess~ntial that now when we are making the
Constitution of free India we, both- in national and ip.\ernational interests, lay true
emphasis on poiltical and economic eman_cipation of the oppressed and
packward classes and on ensuring the universal minimum to the entir~ _working
class of the world through' international regulation of their legal status the lack
of which so long has been causing breaches of peace and security. Unless that
is done, Sir, I am afraid any efforts to promote peace and security will not be
possible. I tl).erefore hope that my amendment which is apparent:ly ve;ry
innocent and harmless will be accepted by
, this House ungrudgingly. · ·
un~ortll:nately _1t does ~ot go

•

Prof. B. H. Khardeka.r {Kolhapur): Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I am here to _
support- the amendment moved by Dr. Ambedkar, and to say a few words in
general on article 40. I have promised you, Sir, to.be 1 vety brief and I may say
l, cannot help being relevant.
'
· In supporting the ar;ticle, I wish to say a few words about two or three. things~
rhe position of intemat~nal law today in the' light of recent history; the
:elations between the ditfe.rent nation:?, _and the role or: the part-the very great
)ar~-that our country has to play in regard to the different nations.
Mr. Austin, a g:t:eat jurist,' -says that there is no such thing as international
Very briefly
law at ail_:_if there is anything it is only positive morality.
1e gives three reasons: that there is no legislature, no judiciary, no executive.
[n saying that there ma:y: be positive mo:ality I tl-link~ even there be is wrol1g.
'f there were to be morahty amongst natwns; well, ·we would notJ have all that
t~s been going· about. I£ there is a morality amongst nations today it is the
norality o£ robbers. I£ there. is any law today it is the law of the jungl_e where .
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might is right. 'rhat is why I think the part that India. has to play and has
played, is covered by Dr. Ambedkar's amendment which has not only verbal
-elegance to recommend it but also t!he intent.ion that the eountry should take
to certain actions if necessary. The part that India is to play is ceriiainly very
impoctant beca·use foundations of internation<kl morality have tJO \Je .J.tid and
only a country like India with it~ sp'ritual heritage can do 'it.
·
In support of Austin we find jurists like Gray. On' the other hand, there are
some international jurists like. Hall, W estlR.ke, Oppenheim and others who,
because of their excessive zeal and anxiety to g;ve int-ernational !aw a. name and
a shape, argue almost feverishiy-some.what childishly, if they are to. be
summarised-that is what they appear. Their · cqntent·ion is that it is very
necessary to have interna1;;:ona1 iaw and therefore we. have international lav1.
I might make it appear stupid by saying, "I think it ·is necessary for me to have
a tl;lousand pounds in my pocket; and if I think that I have a thousand pounds
ir~ my QOCket, my place would be. in the lunatic asylum". Their w;shes are
father to their thought, and if wishes were horses beggars would ride; if there
were to be an international law, peace would prevail. But. that is unfortunately
not t·he position. Mr. Brown, .Tenn 'ngs and others sit 011 t;hc fence and take
the middle course. They say that international law is nSJither a panacea nor a
chimera. It is a thing in the process-it is growing, it is becoming. I subscribg to a certain extent to this view that if nat.ions, and particularly if India
were: to.Jead the way, we may have som8 sort of interna.t.io~al law i; :spite of all
the chaos that we see today. Some efforts made so far I may refer to, within
·a couple of minutes (that, I have got), in giving certain substance to the theories
of the international. jurists. Tl1e League of Nations, as you lmow, w:Hl an
inglorious failure, unfortunately.
vVhy? Because it vYH~ more or less a league.
of robbers.
I met a ,friend of mine, who explained to me the reasons why t·he
Le.a.gue of Nations failed so ingloriously. His father h:~d told him: Tlt<,
hea.dquarters of the League were situated in Switzerland at Geneva: salubrimw
dimate, majestic Alps, SUlTtpt•uous Swiss food, appetising women, exotic mus.ic
and the hall for debate was somet-hing that gave. sufficient;.· exercise to the
vocal organs_,and the League came to nothing. It could not come t-o anything,
because it was an institution meant to 'p~petuate a wrong that was perpetrated
by the Tr'eat'Y of Ve.rsailles. After the League, its t;uccesfior · is the United
;iJat;ons. 'l'his also seems to be a weak, pusillanimous and impotent agency.
But our Prime Ministe1· has done- a ver.v wise. very diplomatic and morally a.Iso
a Yer.v sound thing by lending his support t-o t•bis weak age.ncy. An agency
which ls meant for good things must be strengthenoo.d and I think the Article
t·hat \Ve have in the directive is meant t-o be directed towards that particular '
·end. Tndia, as I ;;:nid. has a spiritual heritage. The mission of India is the
mission of peace. Right from Ram Tirth and Vivekananda down to Tagor•J
and Gandhiji, we have, been carrying on this mission of peace. Non-violeneo
i,.; in £he soil anrJ in the heart of every 'Indian. It is not something new.
Gandhiji, if he has done anything, has very much strengthened it. Throughout
history, it is not because we have. been weak ·butl because it has been in our b~oocl
that we have :i.lways bean peaceful, nev(;r aggressiv0. Therefore, it is in ke~.ping
with our history, with our tradition, with our culture, that we are- a nation of:
pe.ace and we are going to see fhat pence prevailfl in the world.
.

'

Now, Sir, I have some doubts about certain parts of the article that we are
to be friends of all. But common sem;e and experienee teach us tlhat t.ho!;e
who are. friends o£ al1 sometimes have no friend at all. Therefore when we want ·
ends apd means to be purt>. •ve should . make our policy s~mewba.t clear. ·
To Russia, we may and slwuld say "we accept. and we appreciatie your aims and
idefVls, bu1; your means are rather crude, sometimes they are very doubtful."
To T'-.gland and t-o America, we must say: "We have very many misgivings about
vom li1ns and ideals. Your means are very very polished, very very· civilised".

..
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So we should show a certain indicatlion .in our £oreign policy and when we have:
men like Pandit Nerhu at the helm of foreign affairs and when the. foundat.ions
of peace and non-violence ha.ve been laid down by the Father of the. Nation,
this country need no·t despair o1 its future; it can evcu hold out 'a futufe to t.he
wliole. of the world. .
·
Shri Biswanath Das (Orissa: Geeral): Sir, I stand to support the· motion
of the }Ionourable Dr. Ambedkar which has given a clear lead to the country-.
The amendment which is to .come as article 40 reiterjltes our policy and position
r-egarding India's internation~j.l relations.
While the contribution of the West
to international relations and promotion of international security wa.s first the
Ha!Sue Conference and secondly the League of Nations and now, thirdly, thB
Umted Nations Organisation, India even. when she was iu fetters and bonaage,
had her mighty contribution, not in the shape of influence. of prowess or WtJal~h,
. but by bringing her thought into the field of international concept,-the mighty,
·., intellectual and moral influence of a Tagore and a Gandhi who t.aught nothing
short ·of international amity, honourable and open relations between .11a,tions
.and countries.
This is a mighty contribution to t.he betterment of -international relations iri a world that is out.for cut-throat competition in armament;
and SOOn after, is bound to COme into the field keen f'COnomic rivalry. 'rhis
being the position today, it·is difficult for India to decide what her international relations are going to be and what part she is going· to play in <the world.
The motion of JTI.Y Homnirable friend Dr. Ambedkai· not only lays down what
we ought to do and what we have to do, but also states the limitations within
which India is~ to play her .'role in international transactions with other nations.
The role is honest; the role }s upright; the role is: open.· India, under the
le~dership of Mahatma Gandhi, our great leader, has learnt to take to such
open course or action. There is nothing hidden in' our ways. There is nothing secret in our ways. That explains--the difference between the course of
action adopted by other .States from those adopted by Indiit.
Coming to our relations either present or future with the United Nations
Organisation, wa see ·that that Organisation is dividecl into blocs. We ha:ve
stated in the clearest terms that ~e belong to no bloc, despite the fact that
we are a young nation, a new born free state, with feeble power though our
. resources are mighty arid have yet to be developed. In this strife between
two,big blocs, ours is a difficult and unenviable position. \¥e have not to be in
blocs ·and we have to fend for ours-elves~ for our own defence and for our .own
security.· Though our respected leader, the Honourable Paudit J_awaha.rla.l Nehru,
. has told us that he· found p.o theocracy er no communal tendency in the nea1'
·and Middle East. States, we have the latest announcements in the Press that the
very slogan of "Islam in danger" is bringing most of the -M);ls1im Arab coun_!ries
together aga~nst us. That is one ~ifjlculty. Our neighbou~~ the Pakistan St_ate,
always cons1ders us unfortunately a~ enemy No. 1 rlesp1te the fact that we
agreed to ·bring· Pakistan into existence so as _to bring> aqout peact) and amity
- between us,' the two states. She regards us· however like an enemy and
mise~ the cry 'Islam in danger' which brings Mu§!lim countries together.
'
s·~COJ?dly, Sir, despite the unanimity of purpose dis_closed. by the united
action of representaitves from Pakistan and India, the fact remains•that th(~
¥uslim countries gave the go-by to India when the $outh-West African ques- tion.was discussed by the U.N.O. This leads us to the belief that they are m~de
,to play the ganie of the Britisher, the unseen hand of Britain and the unseen
hands o£ South Africa and Britain together. These _explain! our difficulty and helplessnes.:l. in the international sphere. I have' alre~y stated that our leaders
have tti.phatical~y an!(-6linced t,hat we do not belo'i1g to any bloc. We are not
helped by any, bloc and attempts are even \eing made by the different blocs
not to
anything which helps India on her way to P'"0S!l'C.!>S. · 'l'bat being t,he
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position I find little reason for my friend Seth Da.ruodnr &warup coming forw~d with an amendment calling upon ~he Constituent Assembly. to accept a
position which is least fair to the best interests of the country. Sir, we are
called UJ>on to free the politically and economically exploited people <?f ~he
world. Where is the necessary force to back this great programme of freemg
the politically and economically' exploited races of the world today in India.?
It might be that after some time India will b·e their beacon light and focus
attention on the exploited countries of the world. Thut is our hope.
But
Hea_ven knows how long it will take for us to' be able to_ do ·1t. It is in the
hands of God. I would therefore beg of M;r. Damodar Swarup and app~al to
him to withdraw his amendment which expresses the peint of view of the
Socialists. I support the amendment moved by Dr. Ambedkar which clearl;>
and fully brings out the aspirations of India. I -fully support it. Shri B. M. Gupte (Bombay: (}eneral): Sir, I rise to .aupport the amend
ment moved by Dr. Ambedkar. It is really a matter fur sincere gratification
that the cardinal principle of o1,1r foreign policy bhat has been laid down in this
article as proposed is the promotion of peace, international peace and security.
'there is no doubt it is a very desirable thing.· All the world over, in the, deep
recesses of the human heart· there is a passionate longii1g for· peace and Mahatma Gandhi was the embodiment of this yearning for peace. After the devastation cai.1sed by two world wars, .the w:orld is again. threatened with a thi1·d
war and the world is anxious to avoid that catastrophe. Personally it would
have given me greater satisfaction if, instead of merely laying down our objective as the promotion of peace, we could have devised and emphasised some'
method for the promotion of peace. I think Mahatma Gandhi has suggested
one method. He laid down the principle of arbitration for the settlement of
labour disputes. That principle could be very well extended to other departments o£ life and also to international disputes. I think it would have been
better if we had provided that arbitration should be resorted to if we want to
avoid war. We should hold out some substitute for war. Naturally .there cannot be a better substitute than arbitration.
Therefore I w0uld have been
very much gratified if we had laid dovm here that our international policy
would be to encourage the settlement of dis~tes through arbitration. I do not
want to move any amendment to tha.t effect myself, but I certainly would
-like to stress that and I shall be very glad if this suggestion is acceptable to the
Mover and he himself volunteers to bring forward such an ap1endment. With
this suggestion, I support the amendment moved by Dr. Ambedkar.
Shri M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar: Mr. Vice-President, though it comes
as the last article, article 40, in this Part, I consider it as one of the most important articles. When a storm is raging we
cannot escape it by keeping
aloof. If we want to have peace and progress in this country it is absolut~ly
necessary that the nations arqund us also maintain peace and are in the mru·ch
of progress economically and socially. Therefore we must lay emphasis on
this article which seeks to insist upon our taking part in the se.ttlement of international disputes by arbitrati9n and by peaceful means. I am not satisfied
that this article is syfficient K>r this ~eason tha.t even in the Charter of t-he
Nations on which the U.N.O. is ·based, one or two articles are missing. That
i was t}_:!e reason why the League of Nations failed. The ~ations of the world •
i have not come to an agreement that all people should be set at l~berty, small
and big alike, and tha·t all nations or races occupying particular territories
ought to be set free to manage their own affairs.
This sentiment did not find
a place in article 10 of the League of Nations. Neither does it find .a place
the Charter of the United•Nations today. Until this is done, I do not think
will b~ any real peace in the world. ·Even today, the coloured people
Africa and other parts of the world are not a.ssui'ed that thev will be set
Mandates are imposed upon them and they never end. Mandates- are
y transferred from one hand to another hand and these people are kept
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under perpetual · dornin~tion. The territorial int~grity of the various cou.ptries •
are protect€d_ by collective security. · That means that Holland will be allowed
to continue h_er· stranghihold on Indonesia and France will be allowed to ~ep
i.ts possessions in Asia rmd' Africa. Whether we suggest resort to arbitration
- for the settlement of disputes or some other peaceful method, these thin<YS
wili cont,inue. The last w:~-r broke out because England was an Imperiali~t
t)ower and even cbhota Belgil,!m was an Imperialist power and this encouraged
tu1tAons like Germany and Japan to attempt to become imperialist powers too:-

1 would like very much that we should have some such _clause that it· shall
be the duty and the constant enderivour of the ·Government of India to see that
all people in. the world are released from the domination of other people, t-hat
eaeh people big or small, e·(}ch nation or race big or small, 1 get freedom to
manage their own affairs within the territ-ory which God has given them.
Situated ns we are, we cannot do it. For this purpose, nrbitrat-ion is the sole
means of settlit:!g international disputes. This also finds a place in the United
Nations Charter. I would like, Sir, \'vith your permission to add a clause,
Clause (d), to the amendment moved by my honourable friend, Dr. Ambedkar. If it is agreeable to the House and if you accept it, the clause will be-"and (d) to
.

encoura~e

the settlement of international disputes by arbitration.')

,,,

'

This is the Clause (d) of Mr. Gupte's amendmenV'but he did not move it.
The other ite1vs in the amendments moved by Dr. A:mbed)mr would not be
really effective unless you suggest the means by which they could be given_
effect to. International relations can be peaceful, International agreementstrade and other agreements-can be ·enforced only by arbitration and· 'not by
resort to arms. Therefore, Sir, if the House accepts and if the honourable
Dr. Ambedkar finds it convenient-to accept it, I would suggest that the follo~ing be added as· sub-clause (d) .to his amendment:
•·
"and (d) to enco9,'1.ge the settlement of internatio;al' dispu\e~

by arbitration."

Mr. Vice-President: Does the Hol.!Se give leave to Mr. Ayyangalf to make
that rrddition to the amended clause of Dr. Ambedlw-r?
Honourable Mem~rs: Yes.'
Mr. Vice-President: ~h. Ayyangar, will you move iL formally?
Shri.M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar: Sir,- I move that in the amcndnte;nt of
J>r. Ambedlmr, at the end -add the. following sub-clause:-

-

"and ·(d) . to encourage the settlement of international disputes by arbitration."

Shri Mahavir Tye.gi (United Provinces: General): Sir, I am opposed to
this.
Mr. Vice-Pre.gj.dent: If you want to discuss the nmendment moved by Mr
Ayyapg:=n: 1 Mr. Tya.gi, yon are perfectly entitled to speak
I

.

Shri Mahavir Tyagi: Sir, the article as sought tQ be amended by Dr. Am' bedkar is a mere pious wish. It does not add any subst~tnce to the- Constitution. It may be all rig~ ·when delegates go to foreign countries, mix and fami~ ·
liarise themselv~s with the delegates from other countries. But when I see
the phrases used here, I wonder whether you are really tl1inking of war against
any n~ttion, £e?ause 'Y'henever I saw any nati?n speaking in these te'rrns, they
were always Immediately followed by their , gun~ :md aeroplanes.
This
phraseolo-gy has been misused by other nations. I 4ave my suspicions. We
cannot question our own motives. You talk of arbitrat-ion of international disl)utes.
But- where. are the arbitrators ?
We have' seen the ~rbitrntors ·whc
·. · l"ame .here and have seen the way they have been functioning. It is very difficnlt to get honest arbitrators. How can anybody arbitrate in S'l!!h matters?

J
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I prefer war in such cases. War' is' also a philosophy, it is both a curse
ahd a blessing.
If these are our objectives,· if we.want to maintain peace ~d
seek to maintain just and honourable relations between nations, then I say Jt .
is not f>Ossible if we remain weak and remain merely a meadow of green grass
for bulls to come and graze freely. For the purposes m6ntioned in this clause
what we want is armament, both o£ will and weapons, lJloral amtament as well
as physical· arrhament. vVe should see to it that our nation is militarily
strong. We should see to it that our army, our navy and air force remain
,strong. 'l'hat should be the dire-ctive that we should give to our f~ture gov-ernment of India if only 0 achieve our laudable objective of "world peace" .
.As it is, we are a pygmy ~n the world. Who cares for you unless you are strong?
Unless ;your argument has guns behind it,
nobody would appreciate your
:arguments. O,ur present position is weak. I do· not s:-ty that we are weak
.agninst any of our immediate neighbours' but to count in the international
·field, we should be a first-'3lass power. Our aim should be to become a first-class
power, a strong power, so that our voice, our pleadings and our arguments may
have some weight and people rna,v know that they should not" annoy this grent
.country and that would mea11 a war. So, Sir, I want to reserve one privilege as a man of war, that in case we fail to achieve these objects peacefully,
we shall war and accomplish these objects. With these words of reserva_tion, ·
1 support whatever you have said, because it is all a pious wish.
Dr. P. Subbarayan (Ma-dras: Genera.!): Mr. Viee-Pre.::dent, Sir, 1 am proposing only a• small verbal amendment t<)_ Dr. Ambedkar's amendment clause
Dr. Ambedkar
(c) and that is to use the worn to 'foster' instead of 'sustain'.
says that he will accept this amendment.
The House will give me .permission
to move ~is.
Shri T. T. Krishnamachari (Madras: General): Why?
Dr. P. Subbaraya.n.: Tbe reaso;s are obvious.
I t·hink my honourable
:friend, Mr. Krishnamachari knows it as well as I do.
Shri M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar: You want to nse t,be word 'foster' instead of the word "sustain".
•
Dr. P. Subbarayan: Because 'sustain' will imply force:
1 do not think that
we want.to use force of any kind either in the future;:Government of India or in'
the Government as it is constitutell today.
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I accept Mr. Kamath's three
amendments.
T accept Dr. Subharav~tn's amendment ann 1 accept t.htJ amendment moved by my honourable friend, Mr. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar.
I do
n.ot accept fln~ other amendment.

M.r. Vice-President:
substituted:o

The question is that for article 40, the following be
•

"40. _The Federal Republican Seculp.r State in Inrlia. shall be pledged to
mai t
internatiOnal peace and sec~rity and shal_l to that end' adopt every means to- promote na~~
cable relahom b,etween l;?otJOns .. In partJculaF the State in India shall endevour t.o se;:ure
the fnlleRt respec\ for mternahpnal law and a~Yreement amono-st States and t
· t ·
· t·
t f or t rea t·Y rJg_
· hts and obhgatwns
. .
"' in regard to dealino-s
"
'
o mam
am
JH~ 1ce, re~pec
of· • organised
]Jeople
amongst tc..emselves." .
o
.
s

'

The motion was negati:ved.
1\-tr. Vice-PreSident: The que'Stion is that for the existing article 40, the
follmving be substituted:"40. 'T'he State shall endeavour to(a) promote international peace/ and security;
LJ
(b) maintain just and honourable l'elations between nations;
(c) foster r~spect for in~rnational law and treaty obligations in the dealings of
orgams~d . people w1th one another, -and
rrl) encourage the settlemeut of international disputes by arbitration.,
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The motion was adopted;
Mr. Vice-President: The question· is j;hat in article 40, the following words • '
he added at the end;
"It shall also promote political and economic emancipation and cultural advanccftlent
.()f the oppressld and backward . peoples, and the international regulation of ~he legal
status of workers \vith ·a· view to ensuring a universal minimum of s'Ocia-l rights to the
.e1_1tire working class of the world." .
•
_
·'
The motion was negatived.

llrlr. Vice-President: The question is:"That. article 40, as amended, stand part. of the Constitution.".

· The motion was adopted.'
Article 40, as amended, was- added..,..to the Constitution.
New Article 4~A
(Amendment No. 1026 was not moved.
Amendment No. 1027 in the name of _Bhri Algu Rai Shastri was allowed to .
£tand over.)
· . ,. 1 51 d
Slui Gopal Nar~ (United Provinces: General)·: Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I
~ave notic~ of several amendments on the last date and· I did it· when I folind
that the Members of ·this august House have tabled thousands ·of amendments
-and they wanted that every pious 'and' noble sentiment may be incorporated
in this Consbitution. l .also ran in the race, though I .was of the opinion.
that this Constitution has already become very lengthy.
I a,lso felt that it
should not be filled~ up with all the details; . otherwise it may be made more
ridiculous. Now I find that better sense is, pfevailing and Members are not
moving the amendments now.
My purpose has been served -and with these
few general remarks. I' do not want to move this ·amendment or any other .
.amendments tabled by me.
•
(Amendments Nos. 1029 to 1q31 were not moved.)

a

big question of
Prof. K. T. Shah: This is part of Part V. and there is
principle involved in it.
I l!llso thought thau according to the -understanding
reached, we should now be going over to the earlier amendments. But I am
in your hands, Sir. I do not mind moving this amendment now.
Mr. Vice-President:- .If you want to move it, you are at perfect liberty to do
£o. If you do not want to move it now~ you• may do it at another. place.
· Prof. K. T. Shah: 1 should like to reserve it when we come·to Par1J V. I
shall take it up then. (Amendments Nos. 1029 to 1031 were not movid.)
ltlr. _Vice-President: ·That finishes Part IV.
Part III

•

..

Shri M. Ananthasa.yalfam Ayyailgar: May I request you, , Sir, to- take up
Part III?
Mr. Vice-President: That_ is also to be found in the Orders of the day. We
take up Part III. The first amendment is in the na~e of Professor K. T. Shah,
·
amfindment No. 238.
Prof. K. T. Shah'?:-Sir, I beg tc move:

.

"That for the heading 'Fundamental Rights' under Part III; the following be substituted:I
•"Fundamental Rights and Obligations of the State and the Citi~en ,.
'
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Sir, on an earlier occasion, while moving an amendment I pointed out that
the Constitution seems to leave ~ut completely the Obligations side of human
• behaviour, and insists more and more ..... .
Shri M. Ananthasa.yanam Ayyanga.r: Sir, I believe Professor K. T ·:.Shah ·is
May I request him ro
mo-.ing amendment No. 238, to c.hange the heading.
' take ""fuis up after we dispose of the articles? The title as it is, is "Fundamental'
Rights". . He wants to include Obligations also. After we. dispose of this.'
part, i1 we :find that any articles referring to obligations are introduced substantively, then we can ·move for the chl!nge of the title. In. case no article referring
to any obligation, is introduced in the substantive portion, .there is no purpose in
changing the title to include Obligations also. . I .would request him to allow·
this amendment to the title to stand over until we exhaust the substantiveprovisions of Part III.
Prof. ·K. T. Shah: I am quite willing to agree to the suggestion ·that this
'may stand over. I woUld only point out- to my honourable Friend that it is.
not merely a particular section or sections which include Obligations that would
justify a change in heading. I would like by t,his change in the tit,le to draw attention to an aspect of the Cons.titution which has been omitted. However, if I am
allowEild to hold over this amendment, I shall try to bring it to the notice of the
House on a later occasion.
Meanwhile, J agree to the suggestion.
Mr~ Vice-President: This amendment stands over for the present:
~(Amendment No: 239 was not moved.)
Mr. Vice-President: AmEmdment No. 240 stands ov!)r.
(Amendments Nos. 241 and 242 were not moved.)
The Honourable Shri Ghanshyam Singh Gupta (0. P. & Berar: General)~
Sir, Amendment No. 243 becomes redundant. 1 Article 28 has already been
passed. · H it had not been passed. this would have been necessary,
:( do
not move this amendment.

.-

'

Article 7
Mr. Vice-President: The motion he£ore the House-is:
That ar.ticle 7 form part of t.he Cmistitution.
We will ta~e up the amendments gne by one.
The Honourable Dr.·B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I move:
'\That the following words be added !It the end of article 7 :'or under. the control of the Government of India.'

Sir, this amendment was thought necessary because apart from the territories which fi.nlr:n part of India, there may be other ten·itories which mav not '
form part of India, but may none-the-less be under the control of the Govetll'ment
of India. There are many cases occurring naw in internationa-l affairs where
territories are hand~d over to other countries for the purposes of administration
either und~r a mandate or tru'steeship.
I think it is desirable that. there ought •
to be no discrimination so far as the citizens of India ind the residents of those
mandated or trusteeship territories are concerned in fundamental rights.
H is
the!';fore drsirabh _that. this amendment should be ~ade so that the principiA .
of l' undamental R1ghts may be extended to the res1dents Qf those territories as:
w~.

•

.

Mr. Na.ziruddfu. Ahmad (West Bengal: Muslini): Sir, I beg to mov6'--'
"That with reference to amendment No. 246 of the List Of Amendments in articl 7
the. words 'aJ).d all local or othe~ authorities within the territory of India 'or under \h~
control of the Government of India' be deleted."

,
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- [Mr. N aziruddin Ahmad]
Sir, along witl{ this, I desire to move. the second part of amendment No. 247/
because they are related and may be disposed of conveniently, together.
Sii, '
I beg, to move.
,
.
"That before the words 'In this Part.' the figures and brackets '(1)' be inserted.,,.nd the
followmg new clause a.fter clause (1) so framed be inserted :<•
.. "(2) The provisions of this Par~ shall so far as may be, apply to all local or other authonties wiJAun the territory of India or under the control of the Government of India."

At ~he time I ga~e notice of this amendment I thought that. the whole of·,
the artwle 7 as redrafted by the· Drafting Committee would be moved together.
But really. •.mly a· small amendment has been moved. to the original article ,7~
What I want to do by these am<~ndments is to remove the words-'' all local and!
ot.her authorities ;vithin the teuitory of India" from the article' and reintroduce·
them in a separate clause. ln article 7 "State" is <1e£.ned to mean the Parliament of India ai1d tbe Government of the Legislature of .each of the State i.e., ,
the provinces and Indian States and other Sta;tes and all local and other authorities within the te1:ritory of India.
This, I am very sori·y to say, creates some amount of anomaly in this co~
text..
In fact I have no c1ifficulty iri applying the provisioi1s of l'art III t{) Iocali
and other authorities i.e., Dist'rict Boards, Municipalities etc., but' I object
{July to the Municipalities 'and District Boards and other authorities to be styled:
:;t 'State'.
One honourable ge::1Heman, Pandit I .. akshmi Kanta Maitra, objea"
ted ·to the use of the word 'State' everi to India'n States and the Provinces because they do not represent full sovereignty, but full sovereignty is not necessary
for using th~>. word 'State' in this connection. But I submit that by no st·retch
of imagination can District Boards and Municipalities be called 'States·.
T:Qerefore what I have attempted to do is to'remove these words from the article·
~hich should be renumber\d as .clause (1) of the article and add clause (2) 'just
to say that "the provisions of this Part shall, so farM may be, 'apply to,all local
. {)r other aut.horities etq. '' T'h is avoids the anomaly o£ describing the local bodies
as 'States' and at the same time attains .the same Qbject by removing those
word's from the body o£ article 7 and relegating them to clause' (2).
I sul)mit.
this will remove the anomaly of Dis~ict Boards etc., being described as 'State'
a-nd at the same time serve the r.urpose.
Syed Abdur Rouf (Assam: M\~slim): Sir, I beg to move-"That. ,in artide 7, for the wo~d 'or' the word 'and' be substituted."

\

Sir, in this arficle we are going to enumerate what are the States and that
enumeration is exhaustive and not merely illustrative.
Theretore in my opinion
the word "and" will be happier than the word 'or'.
Though the word 'or' has
.aot conjunctive sense, it has got other. senses as well.
In literature it may b.e
~uite alright but i~ matters of law where legal terms .are ~o be used, when we can
find a more conCise ~ord,' we should not use less conCise ones.
Therefore ~ ,
recommend this amendment for the acceptance of the 'Ho~Ise.'
Mr. Vice-President: Now it is open to general discussion. I should have said
Amendment No. 249 is blocked by Dr. Ambedkar's. ,
· Mahboob Ali Baig Sahib Ba.hadur (Madras: ·Muslim): Sir, I consider
, that it is not advisa~ that an expression in a. legislativ~ ·enactment should
bear aifreren£ tr;eanings in different parts of the enactment.
It wil_l create
confusion. -Therefore I wish this definition of 'state' had,not been entered in
this article at all. Further this expression 'state' includes, the gov~rnment of
lndia and it8 parliament, t-he gov·ernmen·ts of the states, i.e., the Provincial
states ·r think and its legislature ancl the local bodies.
I know that local
autho;ities hav~ been defined in the .General Clauses J\ct, as D~strict Boards
:md Municipalitie~~ But I do ~?t know what those. '_ot~er . authorities' are. Is
there any nec·ess1ty. for 1,1s tQ 1~clude other authont1es whwh are not define.-1'-
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The motion was nega.tived.

Mr. Vice-President:
Ambedkar .

The

next

'

amendment

No.

IS.

246 moved by Dr.

•

The question is: that the following words be added at the end of article 7:
"or under the control of the Government of India."

T:he motion was adopted.
Mr. Vice-President: 'l'hen we come to amendment No. 247 as amended_,by
' .No. 22.

The ·question is:
That in article 7, for the words and inverted commas " ·the State' " the word an<)
inverted commas ' "State" ' be substituted, at.J before the words "In this Part/' tlte figure
and brackets "(1)'"' be inserted, and the following new clause after clause (1) so 1ramed be
inserted :
·
"(2) The provisions of this Part shall, so far as may be, apply to all local. authorities
-within the territory of India. or under the control of the Union Government."

. The motion was negatived.
Mr." Vice-President: The question is: that in article 7, for the word
the word "and" be substituted.

"or"

The motion was negatived.
Mr. Vice-President: The question is: that article 7, as amended, stand part
-Qf the Constitution.

The motion was adopted.
Article 7; as amended, was added to the Constitution_.
Article 8

• the next article.
Mr. Vice-President : Now we go on to
Tlie motion is :
That article 8 st-and part of the Constitution.
There aTe a number of amendments. Ko. 250 is hy Dr. P. K. Sen but he
is not in the House. No. 251 is in the name of Mr. Kamat.h.
Shri H. V. Kamath: I am not moving it.
Mr. Vice-PreSident:
Maitra.

Then there 1s

No..

252 . by Pandit Lakshmi Kanta

Pandit Lakshmi Kanta Maitra (West Beng:1l: General): Mr. Vice-Preside fit,
Sir, I move:
\

That the proviso to clause 12) of · m-ticle 8 be de Qed.

'

The- purpose of this. amendment is self-evident and as I have been strictly
enjoined not to make any speech I simply move' this amendment.
,Sir. I move.
Mr. Vice-President :.Then there are amendments No. 253 to 258.
Member going to move his amendment (

(The amendme11ts were not m_oved.)
Shri LOkanath Misra: Sir, I want to move amendment

No.

Is any

259 sts,nding
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,
in my name. . I beg to move: .that after clause (2), of article 8, the followingy
new clause be inserted and the existing clause (3) be re-numbered as clause (4):
"(3). The Union or the State shall not undertake any legislation or. pass any law dis·
criminatory to some C@mmunity or co=unities, or applicable tv some . p"articular<> corn
munity or communities and no other",
.
. .

In moving this new article I seek nothing more than supplementing article ,
35 which we have passed. Articl{S.. 35 directs the state to do certain things, that.
is, to bri+lg :1bout ·a uniform civil aode~ My article· simply says what the state
should not do, so that it may not frustrate the very purpose for which article 35
has peen enacted. Sir, deliberately we have chosen that our state is a secular state and we have.tritd to get rid of all the wranglings of religion because of t.he
b.: )itt tha.t although religion ,was made to unite mankind it- has been foimd·
tha.t· it has disunited mankind and has brought Yanous disputes.
Hightly,
therefore, have we declared that our State would he a secular State and therebywe .mean that everybo:ly who inhabits this l~.·Jd, everybody who is a~citizen
is .Just a man and his human needs will be fulfilled nnd his religion,,~£ he has:
an,y, will be taken care of by the incli"vidual hirr.self. If we approve of this purpose, to give mankind that equality, that st::nse
of ].ustice, then when we are here· to legislate for a future constitution, we
must make it, a fundamental right that we will not legislate in a manner and
on a _matter which will discriminate between one community and another.
Our law must.. be so
broad-based,
nuist
be so very . intrinsiC'allysound
that
it
must
applx
to
every
human
being,
every·
citizen of this land. When you make any· dlft.~~reuct> between citizen~; in this
land, you· can make it. only on the lines of community and community directly
.means religion and W!3 have deiiberately eschewed religion. Therefr:re, to be
frank enough, to be bold enough, to be tru<3 enough t:O our professions, we
· 'mus( make it a point that whenever we- bring anythlJ1g on the anvil of
·legislation,. it must be such that it ,will appl;y to one and all of this land and
there will l)e no differentiation. Let people sa:r: \Ye have one fmtdm:pental
• ·safeguard against. inequality and injvstice. Here is the law. It applies ·to
everybody,-be he :a ·Rajah; be 'he a Pra.ja, ,be he a Hindu, be hf': a Muslim,·
be he a· Parsi, 'be he a Christian. 'fhat it'lelf i-s ··:lc.•,ugh safeguard._ because
it will apply to every citizen equally. J£ the law is bad, it is bad for· eyerybody; if it is good, it. .is good for everybody.
Therefore, I say this must be
a 'fundamental principle. We must accept it her3 imd now that. any law
that henceforward we may be· legislating must be applicable to one and all.
T•; that; effect, I candidly place. bef6re _this House. that to avoid all future
doubts, _ all· disparity,
all discriminatim!,
all
distinction,
we ·must
- make
it
a
law . and·
_a
fun:dameDLll.
law tha.t the
Vpi"ln
or the States· shall
not undertake
any
legislation or
pass any,
laV( discriminatory to some- community or communities, or applicable to some
·particular community or communities and no other. This House -.has very
·frankl-y, openly and boldl:y accepted the principle in article.~35. I simply
ber this House to make that. art·icle .complete and" seJ£-sufficient. That gave
only -a direction; this g~ves a rJbsitive mand.ute for what >ve should not do,
becaus,e by not doing all these things, by liscriminating between citizens and
eommunities We have divided the'country a.nd let, it not lead to ~rea.ter
divisions. I submit that unless · we accept ·this ~ prinriple, our idea. d a
mtited Nation, of a united mankind and ·of cquaiity d£ evt>ry citizen in this
"land will be frustrated. I therefore commend this new.. article to the consi-.
deration of this great House.
· .
'•
· · ·. •

I

The Assembly then_adjourn~d till Ten of the qock on Friday; the 26th
November 19~8.
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The Constituent Assembly of India met in the Constitution Hall, Ne~. Delhi,
at Ten of the Clock, Mr. Vice-President (Dr. H .. 0. Mookherjee) in the Chair.

•

STATEMENT re EIRE ACT
The Honourable Pandit .Tawaha.rial Nehru (United Provinces: General): Mr.
Vice-President, Sir, the House is aware that. certain developments have taken
place recently in Eire which affect the relationship of Eire with other Commonwealth countries~ On the 17th of November the Eire Act, entitled t.he Republic
of Ireland Act, was given a first reading in the Dail. The second reading took
place on the 24th of November.
In view of the. close relationship that has existed between Eire and the
other Commonwealth co.untries,' ·it was considered desirable to clarify the position that would result from the passage of this BilL The Government of
India have been in communication on this subject with the Government of
the United Kingdom- and the Government of Eire and both these Governments
have been good enough to inform us of the position, as they view it, that will
arise after the passage of the Republic of Ireland Act. They have sent us the
texts of the· speeches made in their respective Parliaments on· this subject. ·
·. · · As the passage of this Act might affect Indian citizens in Eire and Eire
citizens in· India, the Government of India.· are naturally int€rested in a clari. fication of this subject.
.
In the course of the• speech. made by Mr. 'Costello, the Prime Minister of
Eire, on the second reading of the RepubJic of Irelan'cl'Bill on the 24th November in the Dail, he said:
.
'
.
.
''In the new Bill provisions will be made -to ensure that Commonwealth
citizens shall be afforded comparable rights ·to those afforded to our citizens in
the British Commonwealth. There. is one thing I should like to make clear to
our friends in Britain and in the Commonwealth generally; it is that after ·the ·
passage of this BiU we will continue: ·provided they. so desire, 'the exchauge of
citizenship rights and privileges. Ireland. does not now, and when the External
Relations Act is repealed, Ireland does not intend to, regard their -citizens as ·
foreig'ners or their. countries as foreign countries. Throughout, the position of
the Irish Goverrtment i~, tliat while Ireland is noli a member of the British
Commonw~alth. of n~t~ons 1 it recognises a~d c:onfi~ins th~ existe:~J.Cf:l of a specially
dos~ _relatJOD;ship ansmg-n?t only from .ties of. friendship and .n.inship but-from
traditiOnal and long estabhshed economic, social and trade relations based on
Qori:Imon interests with the nations that form the British· Comrnonwealth. This
exchange of rights and privileges, w~ich it is our. firm desire e.:.:.d intention to
maint_airl and s~rengthen, in our :vie~ constitutes ~ special relationship which
negatives the VIew that other countnes could raise valid objections on the
grounds that Ireland should be treated as a foreign country by Britain and the
Commonwealth countri~s for the purpose .of this exphange of rights and privileges. These are the considerations which we 'put forward to Britain and the
C~mmonwealth. countries. • We find th~t th~y, on th~ir part, were equally determmed _not to reg?-rd the pas~a~ge of -~this Bill as placmg Ireland. in the category
of foreign countnes or our citizens In the category df foreigners, but were
.prepar~d to continue the exchange of ci~izenship and trade preference righte.
Acc~rdmgly,_ the. factual ~xch'!'nge of rights that has existed hitherto will
contmue ummparred. By·Teason of the fact that we have eliminated from this
t'xchange. controversial f~rms, .we may rea~ona.bly hope that a greater spirit.
of goodwill and co-operaiwn w1ll actuate this factu~l relationship.' •
{ 613 )
.
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[The Honourable Pand.it'Jil.wa.harl&l'Nehrii]- :·-.: -r.. 3 .:00
On the part of the~'Uilited Kingdoni;-rMr. Attlee, the Prime Minister, made
th~- following state~ent in the House-of Commons yesterday, the 25th Nove
•Ler f 1948:
., · ·
·
;

,

\ '" "!~' 193~ a new constit~tio~ was enacted in Eir~ in which the Cr~wn played
no part. The Eire Executive ·A~tliority (External_Relations) Act which was
passed in 1936, howev~r, authoris~d His Majesty the King to act on behalf of
Eire in certain matters within the field of external affairs as and when advised
by the Eire Executive Council to do so. In December 1937, the U.K. Goverllinent stated, a£ter consultation with the 'Governments of Canada, Australia;
New Zealand, and South Africa, that they, like those Governments, were prepared' tO treat the new Constitution as not effecting a fundamental alteration in
the position of Eire as a member of the Commonwealth.
·
On the 7th September last , the Prime Minister • of Eire, Mr. Costello,
announced that the Eire Government were prepariug to rep~al the External
Relations Act. Subsequently, Mr. Costello confirmed this intention."
Mr. Attlee then refers to various discussions with the Eire Ministers, In
<Order to explor~ the consequences which would flow froxp the legislation prop~sed in Eire:_~
_.
.
·
.

"As a result of these discussions the Uilited Kingdom 9overnment have
lbe!'ln .able to give the most ca-reful ·consideration to .the relations between ·the
U.K. and Eire when the Republic of Ireland Bill comes into force. .The U ..li.
Government recognise that, as bas been stated by Eire Miilisters, Eire will then
no longer be a member of the .commonwealth. The Eire Government have
however, stated that they recognise the existeriee of a specially close relationship between Eire and the Commonwealth countries and desire that this rela.,tionship should be maintained. These close relations arise on ties of kinship
and from traditional and long established economic, soeia.l and trade arrangements based on common interest. The 'U .K: Government for their pari fully
associate themselves with the views expressed by Mr. MacBride and are at one
:with the Eire Government in desiring that" these close and friendly relations
,should continue and be strengthened.
Accordingly the U.K. Government will not regard the enactment of this
1egislation by Eire as requiring them to treat Eire as a foreign country or Eire
,citizens as foreigners. The other Governments of the Commonwealth will, we
;understa11d, take an ea.rly opportunity of making a. statemenil as to their policy
:in the matter.
·
··So far as Eire citizens are concerned the position - in the U.K. will be
;g9verned by the British N.ationalj.ty Act; 1948. The! Eire Government have
·stated that it is their intention to- bring their legislation into line with that in
·Oommonwea;lth countries so as to establish by Statute' that ·in Eire, citi1.ens
·of Commonwealth countries receive comparable treatment.'

...

-

.'

-!.

·~

I should like to associate the Government of India with the Statement&
·made in the Eire and British Parliaments and to-. say that- we are perfectly
:prepared to continue on a reciprocal basis the excha:p_ge of citizenship rights
-~nd privileges with Eire, What our future relationship with the Commonwealth
is_ going· to be is a mat~er _which,. the .House knows, is under dose considera~qli, an4;1 trust that a. s~tisfactory solution will be arri;ved at before very long.
·}l'or the present we are· concerned with ·the situation as it is; T should like.
;1io make it ,clear that ~fter the passage of the Repub1ic o£ Ireland_ Bill,' we shall
not consider Irela~d in tbe.category of· foreign countries or her citizens in the
-category of foreigners, provided Ireland 1 offers our country and our citizens the
-ru;ine rights and pt.'ivileges.
.
' •' '1
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I should like to add that between Eire an~ India the:e has been for a .long- ·
lime past a close. bond of sympathy and . fnendl! feeling. The Governme_nt
· ()~dia trust that as in the past there will contmue . to be close and cordial
~ relationship between the Governments and peoples of Eire and India.
Shri 21. V. Xamath (C. P. & Berar: General): May I request you to be so ·
good as to direct that copies of the Republic of Irela?~ Bill and of the speeches
made thereon in the Dail Eireann, and by Mr. Attlee m the House of Commons
are supplied to Members of this House, as also the statement made by the
Honourable Pandit J awaharlal Nehru?

Mr. Vice-President (Dr. H. C. Mookherjee): That can be supplied. For
that we have got to obtain the documents first. When they are secured, they
will be supplied to all the -Members.
·
The Honourable Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru: In the statement I have already
made I have quoted extensively from the speeches of Mr. Costello and Mr.
Attlee in their respective Parliaments so that the honourable Member's point
will perhaps be met if a copy of my present statement including the referenc~l!
:to the statements made in the Dail Eireann and in the House of Commons iu
London is distributed. That certainly can be done. As to the copy of the
Republic of Ireland Bill, certainly it can be made available, but I am not quite
-sure if it is possible to do so very soon. Perhaps it will meet the purpose
- -of the House if some copies are obtained and placed on the table of the House.
Mr. Vice-President: That would meet the situation, I think. I now eall
upon Shrimati Durgabai to move the motion which stands in her name.

MOTION re ADDITION OF SUB-RULES TO RULE 38-P
Shrimatl G. Durgabai (Madras: General): Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I beg to
• move the following motion standing in my name :
"(a} That the existing nale 38-P be renumbered as suh-rule (1) of rul€ 38-P, and io
.the said rule as so renumbered the following sub-rules be added,_
'(2) The President shall have the power to dfsa.llow amendments which seek to "''a"e
merely verbal, grammatical or formal changes.
·
J3) The President shall also have the power to select for consideration and votin~
by the House the more appropriate or comprehensive amendment or amendments out of the amendments of similar import and any such amendment not
.so selected may, unless withdrawn, be deemed to have been moved and ma.J
.be put to the vote without discussion'."

Sir, -1e't me make it clear at the very outset that my object in bringing thiOJ
motion before the House is mainly to secure quicker disposal of the very large
number of amendments so far received to the Draft Constitution and thus
•·xpedite the work before us. I believe there are already more than four
r- thousand amendments received to the Draft Constitution. · I consider that it
would be very difficult for us to consider such a large number of amendments
within a reasonable time and therefore it is considered essential that a special
procedure should be devised irt order to secure quicker disposal of the work
:and also expedite the work. Sir, the procedure suggested q._y me in the amendment placed before you, if adopted by the House, would not only help us
•to secure this object but also enable us to spend the limited amount of time
,available on more useful amendments and also amendments of a substantial
nature. The object of the rule is t-o give the Chair the power to select the more
-appropriate or comprehensive amendment or amendments out of the amend·ments of similar import. It• also gives the Chair the power to disallow such
-. amendments as seek to make merely verbal or grammatical or formal chanO'es.
·Sit, before· I commend the motion for the' acceptance of the House, r" ap~eal
to all to understand the scope of my amendment in the spirit in which it is
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.
placed b~fore-_you·. It n~~d ~ot. create 'any fea~~: ~r apprehension~
't;he minds/
of Me~b.~rs or any section of the 'Members of the Hous,e th'at it seeks to 'cur~}f
their privil{lges. In giving this power to the Chair, I do not think that we
are doing anything unusual and I am also sure· that the ' Ohair in exercising
t~is pQwer would displease none but please all. We_ have .amp~e <Peason to
beli~ve that the Chair would be very .judicious· in e:Xer~ising this power.' . With
these few remarks. I commend my motion to this House f<?r its acceptance.

in

':.Mr. ViceLPresident: We shall now take up the amendme~ts one by one.
· Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad (West Bengal: Muslim): May I offer my remarks
now_?..
. . "'!'l
.
(
..
· ·Mr.: Vice-President: There will be general discussion after the amendments
have been moved. You would be given sufficient ~ime to. put your point ~f vi~~
before the House. The first amendment stands m the name of Mr. ~azirudcun
Ahmad.
·
·' ·
' r
• -

,

'

.

'

: Mr. ·Naziruddin :Ahmad: Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I. _think it is my duty,
while moving the amendments which stand in _rny nam~, to. give. express.ion .~o
certain general, thoughts wh~ch arise. in my mmd, b~~ befoce do:ng . so It will
be· proper' for me to move· the first amendment, which sta~ds m ~y name.
Sir_, } _beg .to move:
.,
1 ·" • ~ ; : "tii~t in the· proposed sub-rule. {2) o£ rule 38-P, afte:.· the -words 'President shall', the
words·-- 'after hearing the Membe~·- who has given ·notice of. any ,amendment' be inserted." -.

•:. Mr.· Vice-P~esident: Are you· not moving. amendme_n:fi;No. · 1_?
Mr. Naziruddin· Ahmad: I am sorry, I missed 'it. 'I· also move:
• • •

/

'

~,

•

f

:·

!

<i

•

.

(

'

. ' •'l

"that the proposed sub-rule (2) of rule 38-P'"be· deleted.''

Vice~Pre;id~nt: I suggest, "Mr.1 N~zirhddin' Ahm~, thaVyb'~· also make

Mr.

now. any general· observations you wish to make. ; ·
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: I bow· to -your ruling.

1 :.~· -':.r'T . ;-. •
: 1 "'

.. r ~

Sir, 'I should have thought-that the" rules, 'which ;!lore :in existence and
\'l'hich have been framed after a ~onsiderable' arn'ount" of'' care 'and based on
J~her 'models, are sufficient to gi_ve ample power· to tlie Chair ~o regulate the
debate., 'rhese r'ules were framed· on. the. supposition:, tha.t . tlie Me'~bers also
exel'cise •a considerable amount
of discretion and restraint ,in their· spHeches.
1
Th'd present motion implies a kind of suspicion about . the' willingness and:
ability_· of the Me'mbers to ke~p to that. wholesome line .as .well as perhaps n.
li~tle doubt as to the ability of the Chair under the ordinary rules to regulate
the debate. What. :are -the rules whi~h . are applicable to ·this situation?. An
a!nendment can .be ruled out very justly if it is . h:relevant;; mere . tediou.s
1·cpetitions and the like, ~efamatory or .unparlil!mentary 'or objedionable from
that point of view .. ,What has happened which has induced the charming lady
to come-forward here ,to move this am,end,ment?. I supmit that .tpe experience ,
of what ha:s happened in .~be House g~v:e~ a clue. Fc~n:· 1 some: time. P!=tSt, I :very
much_regret to find .that. amendme11:ts of.a so-called draf~hig or formal nature
• or. of some grammatical significance are being .ruled . ;q-qt practically in the
debates, not that you, Sir, rule them out; but in .the treatment of those amendments; Members· a~ to a certain.: extent hustled by some Members in the
House and the replies given are _often few, laconic and., unhelpful, and ...: in
many cases th~re are no replies but: a large number, ~f c9unter7 allegations, ~n~
fac·ts are adduced.
_·
.
, . ~1 ·
.
.
.
; I .submit t.hat a consideration of 'the proposed rules will show how !-)li.relesslv
thE>se amendments. have been drafted, and what oniistakes -lie almost in even,.
Jine of these- amendme-nts .. It is from -a consideration of these·. amendmentS...,.
·
• .alone that the, great necessity of allowing drafting ·improvements_' follows~
'

;

.

.(
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.Sir, the motion is to the effect that the Presi!limt. shall 'have th~ power
to~isallow amendments which seek to make merely verbal, grammatical .or
.formal changes. I have already .s~bmitted · tlia_t they can always be ruled out

"~

.on grounds of irrelevance, repetition and various other ·well-known reasons.
But can -they be properly rejected,, merely on the ~round that they are verb?'l?
Can there be any amendment which can be descnb~d as !Derel:Y verbal which
.changes the meani.p.g of _the conte_xt? T~en, there :s the quest10n of gramma-.
-tical amendments. I thmk the little mrstakes wh1ch the honourable Mover
-of· the Draft Constitution has committed have startled many Members. I ask
_you, Sir, in all humilit.y: should you rule out an _amendment merely becaus~ it
is a grammatical amendment? Does it necessarily follow that a grammatical
amendment is ·an unsubstantial amendment: that it has no relation to . the
.clauses to which it appertains? I believe grammar is an ·agreed set of rules
for the sake of clarity and clearness of meaning. Grammar· is nothing if it
···.does not add to clarity of thought, expression and writing. In these circumstances, I believe that the proposed sub-clause (2) o£ rule 38-P is absolutely
misconceived.
Then coming to formal changes, can .you rule out a formal change· or should
vou rather be inclined to rule· out a mere verbal-looking change because behind·
verbal-looking change, there may lurk an important change in the ··meaning"
-of the passage? In these circumstances; I b€g to submit that there )s a fear ·
-that though all the Members have absolute confidence in f;he strict .impartzaJity
and extreme kindness with which you have been dealing with· them, there lies
a smpicion behind these changes that the Honourable Mr. Vice-&esident will r
, perhaps be unable to regulate the procedure with the existing rules. I submit, .
'Sir, that Members ·have always shown a disposition cheerfully, willingly.~ and
readily to -obey your rulings· and your helpful guidance. I submit it would be·.
far better to leave'the matter· in the hands of Members,. leave them to the good' .
-sense of -individual Members and the good sense of the Rouse. · Instead of
'trying to force the hands o£ Members and to a; cert-ain extent 'put you, ·sir, in·
an, awkward position, I submit that t.hese rules should go: These are the
things which strike me at the momtmt. For some time, I feel that -amendments of a. drafting or formal nature or which look li~e them are being regarded _
with some amount of disfavour. They are• being apparently rejected' without
any. debate, without any argument aNd without any sufficient consideratioD. .I
-submit, Sir, that this gives. a sense of frustration amongst Members· who ·nave
oome here in a humble capacity to assist in the framing of a first-class Constitution. Sir, the momentous Constitution which we are making today would be
a farcical affair otherwise. It would be copied as a ·model by other Constituent
Assemblies in the world. We find hundreds of years after the speeches, the
proceedings o£ Constituent Assemblies are read by constitutional lawyers and
hi~torian_s with a great deal of interest. I ask you,· Sir, and my honourable
Friends m the Rouse as to whether these pr~osed changes are at alf called for
and whether they do not. cast a suspicion upon the general body of Members
as :well as individual members as to their willingness and ability to stick to
the strict rules of business.
·

a

Sir, as to the drafting of these rules, the less said the better. I submib
that the proposed clll;use (2) is absolutely u~ecessary. 'J'hen c?ming to clau&e
'(3), we have a starthng p1ece of draftsmansb.1p and I say that 1t has been so
-carelessly, so hopelessly drafted that it should be rejected on the face ~f it .
altogether. That shows the need of a careful revision in the House of a far
more important document than these amendments themselves, namely, the
Constitution. Sir, in clause (3), the first part deliberatelv clashes with the
~econd.
•
•
The first part, Sir, seeks to select certain amendments for consideration.
For what purpose? The amendment ·says "the amendment not 'so selected may
, be put ro the vote".
What do we come to? · You have been specifically

•
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requested. to select. 'an amendment and, for what purpose? Th~ purpose is )o
select· the amendment and then put to the vote a, different amendment, namely,
the one not so selected.! Therefore, I beg to subi;Uit the very drafting of
claus0 (3) ·is absolutely, hopelessly and ridiculously faulty. I haveo ·never
spoken in. this strain at any time in this Assembly, but circumstances, tendencies and the whispers we hear all round compel me to -spea~ like this. .can
the House accept clause (3) where the latter part absolutely rejects t~e former?'
I submit, Sir; I .have tabled an amendment to re.rpove the word 'not' and
then you can make some sense out of it. L sha'll request you to reject. this
amendment because it is 'verbal' and because it is. verbal I shall bow to your.
ruling. We will have enacted a •piece of legislation which shall have no
me!fning at ali: While pointing out the dangerous character of tlie word 'not',
I shall seek your permission not. to move for its deletion .and leave the Rouse
and· the honourable Members· to consider .what has been 1·eally achieved. . -~
Then, Sir, I submit, part (b) seeking to introduce Rule 38-W is also
mischievour;. It is also badly conceived and badly drafted. What is the effect
of this rule? It purports to remove a lacuna, that is the supposed absence of
any power of~ the Vice-President to act as President within the mP-aning of
certain rules. Sir, I find on a close examination that the powers of the VicePresident have never been defined with clarity, and it is attempted at this
lattl stage to meet the Rituation. I submit, Sir, that as we have provided for
a ·Vice:President without defining his powers, it is· obvious · that: the VicePr~sident ha". the powers of the President or ·the Chairman, as the case may ,
be:, Supposing for the sake of argument that a further clarification was n~ces- ·
sai·y, ,Rule 38-W, falls far behind tbe·requirements· of the situation. ·I submit
th~t it is·attempted by this ~ule ·to regtilarise any irregularity which may have
been com:qJ.itted by· you, Sir, in giv~g rulings, declaring decisions' regaxding ·
the orders of the House. If: for one moment ·we can assuine that' you have been~
acting i1Iegally--:.which I hope aad believe you .are not-once we concede' that
you .. h.ave not· been· aeting with jurisdiction, -then, this power given by t.he pro:.:·
posed Rule 38-W will not'legalise wha.t :has happened alrea-dy. In fact, if it' issupposed that you have no power t<J do anything' beyond the mere fact of ·
presiding; then, what will happen~ to the acts done by you, Sir, ·as· the' ·presiding officer of this august. House; before the .passing of the rule?' 'I have
attempted tq regularise the proced1,1re. I should have thought·· that such $
surpicion was :unneces-sary; but if, the suspicion has .any ·legal . basis, if you
ent~rt.ain,,any suf>picions -in this respect,. you should have something by way of
introducing· a new Rule 14-A as I have suggested in. my ·amendment, that· the ·'
Vic~-President shall have aU the :powers of the President in certain respects,
with, the ,important Explanation that this Rule shall have retrospective ·effect as
if i~ wasrpassedJon . the 4th of November or'frorri the date on wliich you hav~
he~:~:r; plea~ed· to preside over the deliberations of this House.
·
,
• -4

•

'

'

~

-

In an amendment of a·rule consisting of only two provisions, ·one an amendment to Rule 3~-P and t~e ~her a new Rule 3$-~, there are s~ manv gr<?ss
errors. I submit that this· will show..... · .
-:
.
_Shrimat~ G. Durgaba~: Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I have not moved that part
of the ·motiOn ,(b).
: •
· .· ~- c;
.· . ,
.
.
Mr. ~Vice-Pre:sident: That has not yet been· .moved.' .
~
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: I realise t.he force of this submission. But, am I
.to Understand .that thiS ~will liot ·be moved?, 't . ~-:
·
· ~
'- .,.

"'

I

'

.)

•:

'

I

Shrimati G. Durgabai: I have only moved the first motion.
\
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for the :sake -of d~ce~cy, .for' the sak~ 'of -appearan~e 'arid for the_r good ·_~ime
House, should be dropped. I submit, Sir, .these proceedmgs will be
read all the world over and I submit that we· should.
l'ttr. Vice-l,'resident: May .I point ou~ t?at .these should co~e towards the
.end. There are several amendments standmg in your name wmch should be
moved first of all. · ~·
.
Mr. Nazirndddn. Ahmad: Sir, I move:

of the

"That the proposed sub-rule. (3) of rule 38-P be deleted."

N{). 13, about th~ absurd word 'not'; I do not-move. I· will leave to the
honourable Member in charge of the amendment to keep it, and .try to make
-out a meaning.
,
·
·Mr. Vice-President: Mr. Biswanath Das-'-Are you moving No. 15? In that
.case Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad will not move it.
Shri Biswami.th D·~ (Orissa: General): I will move .it.
.
Mr. Nazirud!lln Ahmad: ]\lay I say what I_ feel about _it: ~it~ regard ~
:amendment- No .. 15 which my nonourable Frtend has ku;dly mtrm_ated .h1s
-desire to mqve, I may say that it will not do to proceed Without a discussion.
'The proviso that you will select some amendments without discu.ssion is· purposeless and meaningless. There should be discussion. How can yo<; _ask the
House to give its opinion without discussion? After all democracy IS Gov·Elrnment by debate, by free exchange of thought, but what is attempted to be
.given here is an authority· to be give~ to you to :;;elect, amend~ents without
-discussion.
Then; Sir, I move amendment)~o. 17:
"That after the proposed sub.nle (3) of rule 38-P, the -following proviso be added:
'Provided that before the President so selects· any amendment, the member who· has
given notice of anYI amendment shall have the right to explain the nature and purport of
lhis amendment'." •
,

I have made my purpose:absolutely clear. I submit that all the safegua.rds
which ·1 have suggested are necessary, ~r _we should eon tent ourEelves with
the existing rules. .
.
· '
·
' · Sir, in 'case there are mistakes of the nature I: have suggested, should we
;allow them to go on uncorrected, and to , remain in the Constitution as eo
many fault-s and -blemishes? Or should we ask the Drafting Committee to
a-evise them and correct them where necessary? What should be the proce-dure, and what are the characteristics of the amendments which should be
'left to the drafting committee? How will the Drafting Committee understand
the meaning and purport whi'ch a member attaches to his amendment if you
·do not give him an opportunity to explain them? Is he to dance attendance
•on t~e D:afting <?Ol;nmittee and be its suitor, or should he be a litigant humbly
•:Qiak~ng h1~ submisswns before the Drafting Committee? Sir, these are weighty
·cons1deratwns for removing the blemishes in the Constitution. I have said
-enough and if .this does not convince the House, and if still I am ruled out
I. shall cheerfully bow dowit to the decision of the ..House, knowing that I ha.v~
<discharged my duty. Thank you, Sir.
•
·
· Mr. V!ice-President: I have to inform the House that I have in my hand
a letter of authority from our President which I shall read out, and I think
-that will clear up much of the misunderstanding. It ·runs thus : ~
.
. "I hereby delegate to the Vice-President, Dr. H. C. Mookherjee, my po&ers and· duties
under aU the rules in Chapter VI of the Constituent Assembly Rules, excepting rules 38-U
:and 38-V therein."..
· •
·

· Shri B, Da5 (Orissa: General): Sir, on a point of information. · I would like
If there is none,
1 suggest, you have the .prerogative to lay down a time limit so_ that filibustering
$peecbes may not. be made.
- ··
·
·
· ·
-to know if there 'is any time limit on speakers on this motion.
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Kr .. Vice-President:
I am not inclined, iri a ·matter of such vital interest,'I•'' "
•
"
'
.
to place any, ~ime limit ,on any, one, so· long as irrelevant . matters are : not ,
ihtrdduced in the discussion.
·
·· ;
Now, Mr. Kamath may move Amend~ent' No, 3.
•
Slui B.·. V. X.amath: M~.. Vice-_President, Sir, the rri~tion moved by my
honourable Friend Shrimati Durga Bai seeks to clothe or invest the President
with certain extraordinary powers, and,as a consequence, to abr.:>gate or abridgethe inherent rights of Members of this House, either··· inherent or conferred
upon them by the rules of procedure' ·which we have already passed. I am
sure that none of my. colleagues here, no colleague of mine here, will lightly
or willingly surrender any of his rights, and I am equally sure that the President and you, Sir, will, as you have always been, be zealous in the vindication
o£. the rights of ·Members of this House. I desire, therefore, to request my
colleagues here to bestow their very. earnest cons~deration on the motion before
us· today, and I would appeal to.. you, Sir, alao to permit a full discussion· on
the motion before the House.
·
·
Coming now tO my amendment, Sir, it is pur~ly' a verbal a~endment
which aeeks to bring this clause or sub-rule in conformity with the rules that
we have already passed. _·If the House turns to rule N:o. 31; sub-rule (4), the
language employed .there is"The Chainnan may- disallow any amendment which he. considers to be frivolous or
dilatory."
·

.

)

.

But the expression here that-"The President shall have the power to disallow
. . . " is a very clumsy expression. I have not seen it used in any of therules which make up this booklet wliich is with every one of us-,-Rules of
Procedure and Standing Orders.· It is far more .correct to say that '_'the President may disallow .amendments . . . etc~" On this proposed sub-rule (2) I. have·
to make one- observation. This seeks to give, special powers. to the ·President
by empowering him to disallow amendments. But after being disallowed •what.
will ffappen· to these amendments? · Will tfiey' b'e consigned to the ,,waste•
paper basket or even ·to some less envi"us·fate? , Under' rule 313-R even suggest...
ed changes in punctuation and marginal notes have to be referred · · to theDraf~i.ng Committee. H ~<;>J I do not ~ee. why we, sh~uld not. adopt .t.he v,ery:
same co_urse in ,regard- to verl;lal, grammatical ;or for!D.al chang~s . suggested .by
amendment~. I am glad to s~e that .my ~onourable Frie!lds, Mr .• Pata.swarand ,.Mr..9upte have tabled amendments to this effect fj-nd ~ hope the· House
~ will agree tq. this course,· namely, that all these. amendm~nts disallowed under
rule 38-p(2) s.hall be referred to th~ Drafting[ Committee, for .consideration \ll.Uil
necessary . action. . . .
.
.
.. . .
. .
, .
Then, Sir,._ I ·shall not move amendment •No. 'J ·because .if the amendment
. suggesting reference •to the Drafting Committee, is adopted, there is ·no ·need
for, this to be nioved. ·
·!
·
·
My::q.ext amendp:~erit is No. 11 which relates
rule 38-P(3), and in ~hicb
for the_ words "The President shall· ha: ve . pow.er to select", etc., I seek. to,
substitute· the ·words ''may select"; etc. The reasons I gave for my 'firsfi
amendment apply with equal force to this· ~also:
'
_ . 'l then come to ;my .amendrnel')t No.· 12 ":hich deeks ·to inse~t the. words
• "same ·or" befor~ •the word "similar". 'Insteaq of saying "amendments of
similar import"· I tBink it is more comprehensive 'to say "amendments of'
the·same
or similar
import'·~. ·
~·
~ ..
•
; Ii
.

to

I

.• .

-· •

•

..

• •• ,

My next amendment is _No. 14 which seeks to suostitute the word "may'~
for. :'shall'~; wher.eyer, H 1:occl1.rs.. _,Under. the~ e~is:l;,ing rules -·the President has:
two; kinds. of po.wers,:;-;-discretionn!'Y~·a"(ld·. mandatory .. , In ·the Rules of Proce•
dure which,,we. haye .adopt£ld, tYOU :find ,tha:t,inlthercase..:ofl mandatory ·powers!
the word used is "shall" and in the cas~ of discretionary, powers the wor.d usecf-..
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is "may". Rule 33 says that the President has no ~ispreti~;>n ~nd has got
to put th? motion t? the vote. Here .when the President ha~ s~lect~d. for
consideratiOn and voting any one a-mendment or amendments whwh m h1s JUdgment are proper or comprehensive, all the other amendments which have not
been so selected must be deemed to have been moved and must be put tothe vote. There is no discretion allowed to the President and the word "shall"
in place of "may" will· bring out the meaning of the proposed sub-rule.
Here again the construction of th~ proposed sub-rule is t-o my mind very
defective. It is said here that any amendment not so selected may, unless.
withdrawn, be deemed to have been moved. But an amendment cannofi be
withdrawn unless it has been moved in the House; it. can be withdrawn then
only by leave o£ the House. I do not understand, therefore, how the proposed 0
sub-rule is to be construed, i.e., an amendment shall be deemed to have been
moved unless withdrawn. The question of: withdrawal arises only after it has.
been moved in the House; therefore this portion of the sub-rule has to be rewritten and recast.
Again I fail to see how any motion can be deemed to have been m_oved unless
it is actuallv moved in the House. It is a strange procedure whiCh, I am
sure, will n~t be sanctioned in any other legislature in the world. Unless an
nmendment is formally moved in the House the President camiot assume that
it has been •SO moved. I submit that this is a fundamental matt~r and I
hope the House will not accept the amendment as it stands. If the Member
does not wan~: to move the amendment he will say so; and if he wants to
move it he mtist be given a chance to move it in the House, and if it is not
so moved it should be deemed to have been not moved at all. If it has not
been moved it certainly cannot be put to the vote. So any amendment that:
a 1\fember wishes to move must be formally moved in the House. The
proposed ~;ub.-rule seeks to abrogate the right of a Member to move an amend·
ment in the House and seeks to confer that power indirectly _on the President.
I do not see how this can be done-is it by some sort of jugglery 01' magic?'
If we adopt this procedure it may waste more time of the House and the
remedy may be worse than tbe disease. Therefore T have tabled the proviso, ·
amendment No. 16, which reads:
•·
"'Iiu~t

in the proposed sub-rule (3) of rule 38-P,· after ths words 'withont

a.t the end, the following..proviso be added . :

discus.~ion•

'Provided that a member whose amendment has not· been so selected for consideration
shall, if he so desires. be permitted by the President to state why his amend·
ment should be considered'."
·

This, Sir, seeks

to protect and vindicate the inherent right of" a Member

of this House, and I am sure, Sir, that you will be the last person to a.brogate

or abridge any of the .inherent rights of Members of this House.
'
'ro illustrate my point, I 'would only say this : that this amendment to pro·
posed sub-rule 3 relates to amendments of substance-substantial amendments
'l'herefo.re, no Member h~re, I hope, :will surrender to the President his right
of movmg amendments m the House.
·
It may be argued that •the President. will select wisely such an amendment
which covers all the other amendments tabled on tMt subject, or which areof similar import. Perhaps this may be acceptable in case the President gives
priority to those Members who have tabled amendments to participate in thediscussion. Hut even that, Sir, I personally will not accept and every
Member who wishes to move his amendment must be given the right to mov<.'l'
it in the House.
'
Take, for instance, the amendments that 'have been suggested to the
Preamble to our Constitution. There are various amendments invoking God.
Perhaps, the President. advised by the Drafting . Committee, or the Consultative Committee, or some other persons in high pl~ces. might select one of

.
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these: amendments .._ But if -yo·u peru~e them and scrutinise theni. ,cacrefully,
you will find• tP,at .every, amend~ent, besides. an invocation, to -GOd, does
-.contain certain other Il:fatters_ which; are not covered by. other ~mendments, and
ceJ;ta.in'iy if only on~, amendment .is sdected. and the rest are ~ot, Members
~ho havtp givei)., :r;wtice of the qther amendments will ha.ve_ no chance .to put
their· point of view before the ]Iouse.
. .
, _ ·
.
" I ,therefore ~ppeal to 'this House and:to you not to pass this motion
it
illas come befq:e tht:, House. It_ p.as got to be drastically and radically reworded
.a.T:cJ- ,re.Qast so as not· to infringe. the nghts of the honourable MembP.rs of this
House, - If I may be pardo:ned for saying so, i£ this motion is passed_ as it has
~<eome bef9_re ,us; I have no ·doubt- in my _mind that this sovereign body, the
first sove.reign -boP,y in India's. recent history, will become •_the laughing-stock 1
-of the world.
Shri Biswanath Das: Sir,- I move :
·'·

as

•)

l

"That in the proposed·sub~rule (3)- of rule 38-P, the words 'witho11t discussion' he deleted."

· I db not ·know whether I have to 'thank myself or be sorry that' I should'
lliave been' scheduled with mj honourable Friend, ·Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad,
thougli altogether from · a different p-oint of view: · Sii\ iA 'the first place, ·I .
must.'•frankli state that I fully support my friend, 'Shrimati ·Durgabai for. this'
amelidm~n-t. · This ·is a very ne9'essar,y and -useful ohe\~and· has our fullest.
support .. •The reason f(!r this is that• we have •been' her~·'for th~ last t~ree
weeks, and ·need I sa.v- that we have ·not been able to fimsh even 21 articles
'in· the course of these" 21 days -that _we have beyn sitt.ing. ·. The cmmtry" outside
is •ahxiously waiting to have a Constitvtioii ·for our country so that •· the new
set~up will be in working order at le~st from 26th Janua:ry 1949. ·rhat being
-their anxiety, we share with our countrymen' this anxiety.· ;We are !J.nxious there~rr
·foi"' to~se'e that th_is· phase of our activi~y should terminate as early as' possible:·~
J<'roi:n that· point of view I welcome arid support the· resolution of mx friend,
· Shrimati Durgabai.
·
· •
· · ·
· Having stated : so · far,- I will -sta~ w.hy . I have given ·notice . of .this
•.amendment. I will just take 1the stages that we have been following in·
<'onnection with our·· work, namely:· :fir8t; we have passed the Objectives ':Re"so-.
1ution and thereafter motions for appointment 'of committees caine before this
House.· They were discussed on each .occasion. Thet committees . sat and
··delib'erated and submitted their. reports. The reports were discuss~d threadbare in this House-~ord by word and phrase by phrase-'-and they were voted
n.pon .. ·Principles were determined and all these were haridfld · over to the'
-Drafting Committee-a set or expert gentlemen elected by us:_to put them in
proper phraseology. It has been seen. in the course 'of these 21 d"avs that the
'bonourable- MemherR of the Drafting -Cornmittee ha.ve, so .far as possible,
· brought in _expressions and used those. with great · care and caution from
cmistitutioris of countries which have been working their- constitutions for.
:ages. If English language, a comma, a fUll stop, idioms, or any set phraseology has to be questioned, I should say they have dMe_ ample justice in their
·;:;elections and in the choi.e. of their expressions and phrases.· These have been
amply demonstrated in the' course of.. <?ur discussionR- both here a.fld elsewhere.
·That being so; there is, I believe, little need for us to waste Hme over verbal,
· gr<'linmatical 'or 'formal changes in .words and phrases in the shape of ·amenn- .
-nJe~ts; !., -. . . . - -~ ~.
~~.
.'J(
. ....-'
. .) ~
·,'If 'one, day has 'to be allott-ed for· one -article, I ,am afra-id we have to sit·
'for more· than· one year because we have 313 articles ~nd then there are eie-ht
seCtions.: I shudder. to .tbi'uk,
··schedules ~ach.:of'-~hich also has· a ·number
-what 'eX:tent ··Sf time will
.necessarv·· if
have '~to. go. on discussing. every·
'mnendment_ 'Of. whi~h notice .is '-'given·; irre.specti~e ,:of the .fact t-hat; '~h~t-; it~
- wants'''di'smissed·' is' 'perhaps
coinnia,: 'semi~colon} a gr.iunm'atical err~r: etc. ; .
r:"
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be all able to cast pearls of wisdom before ~onourable ~ember~; 'but ~· tl;lst
that you will not regard, and those responsible for draftmg th1s Qonstttut1ou
will not regard, us all as swine 1 before which pearls ·Of wisdom cannot be
<:ast :even by them.
The new amendment to the Rules tries to shut out amendnients which are
:supiJOsed to be, or ·which are taken . to be, merely v:erbal, grammatical, or
formal. Verbal amendments, Sir, have been made often, not only by the
.other Members of this House, but also by ·the draftsmen themselves. If such
.a rule is to be in operation against only those who have ~onot had the honour
to belong to the Drafting Committee, but ~s ~ot to be used agains~ those who,
.after having drafted after very careful weighing of each phrase, after earnest
consideration of the various articles and clauses of this Constitution, discover
-that they are not what the draftsmen actually mtended them to. convey, and
_ -try to alter words or make verbal amendments, it would hardly be fair, especially
.i£ non-official Members shoulq not be at liberty to do so. This, in my opinion,
would be so unjust and unparliamentary that I trust this House will not
-entertain such a proposition.
Sir, the other day I had the misfortune to suggest what looked like a merely
-verbal amendment, that is, to change the words, "all citizens" to "every
citizen". Much to my surprit>e, I was ha.ppy t.o find that eve~1 the learned Dr.
Ambedkar was able to see the justice of that suggestion, and made lito promise '
that he would consider, and consider favourably, what looked like onl!r a mere
verbal change. On the other hand, an amendment which Dr. Ambedkar hiiri1;elf made to article 40 was also, unless one was able 'to see the arguments
which he was pleased ·to advance in support of it, a verbal amendment. 'l'he
idea remains substantially the same.
'
Verbal amendments of this kind, whatever the appearance·, are suggested,
not merely for the fun of producing a debate or for seeing one's name in the
papers. Verbal amendmen'ts very often embody a. ~fference in expression
which is a difference of approach, if not also of the ideal behind .• And though
WG may not all be authorities oq English lexicography t we may nevertheleSs
be able to indicate a diff!lrenee 'in outlook and a difference in viewpoint,_ by a
-change of words, which is not necessaril~ to be discarded because we happen
to be not gifted with the technical skill and the specialised knowledge and
.experience in legal draftsmanship.
·

In support of this view, I would further suggest, Sir, that there is ample
power in the rules as they staud for the Chair to economise the time of the
Rouse, if this is the only reaaon why an attempt is now made to curtail freedom
-of speech and the freedom of debate in this House. I suggest that after all
we are. making .a constitution which, we hope, will last for some years; and
the att1tude whiCh I find so often in many exalted quarters, that after all,
there is now full power with us to revise or change it, should not affect our
o{)Utlook o'n this matter. It may ·be that we are not able to maintain the
constitution which we draft now for a long period of years. We may have
·occasion,-circumstances may . prove stronger than our desires,-to make
changes, and the constituti~ which we sit down to draft today ntay not last
:as lo~g as we may desire. Nevertheless, I. think it i'l not in tlie 'mind of
·any Member thal tlie cemstitutiori which we draft today so solerimlv and so
·seri~usly ~hould be c~anged tom9rrow, because by lack of foresight,· by want
·of d1scuss1on, by the absence of light thrown upon all eorners of it, so to say,
we were una~le ~o perceive at the right ~oment all that lurked in the wording
-nf the Constitutton, and suddenly we d1scovered that we had provided for
Jbat which was not inten~ed. '
.
'Sir. lawyers are a very clever, class of -pe_ople. They nec:essarily· have to
'he clever, because they are. eminently ~arasitical; trey live ,upon the 'quarrels:
ibn misfortunes, and traged~et '!>f mankind; and, th:rrefotl!9 they ~ould alway&
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'find way of Te-disoovering any •inte!Jlretation, inventing a meaning, pr~-tiding
· an· outlook which ·perhaps· the .original . authors· • of -the. ;Constitutior:t. nev:er
i~tended. This cannot, of course, be avoid:ed, so long as .'the;legalprofession
~endures in the manner it endur~f! today. . But it may at least be safeguarded
·:if we have proper discussion~ if all angles_ of approach, all expr~ssions o(o~inion
-are before.this House-, for·It finally to JUdge m the matter, and take th~ besfi
_that appeals to its sense of fairness and propriety in the matter of the. constitution..
'
Sir, I am unable to follo>y the reasoning which requires that . we must
expedite this constitution, and seeks tlie method of expediting in some such
curtailment cf the opportunities of debate of the members as we find in· this
amendment· of the 'Rules. Sir, if- you really desire to curtail the time spent
upon this·· matter, I put it to you: why should ·we not meet twice a day_ or_
meet for a longer· time, or- sit· during the summer? . Or are we .so soft, are we
so intent upon comfort and enjoyment to ourselves, that we can only think
of meeting in. the most fashionable season, in a most comfortable room, most
comfortable conditions, and eschew our duty, merely, because in the heat of
.,summer or in, the midst 0~ social engagements, ire will :qot . find it so~' convenient?, ' ' . -'
'
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·I put it to you; Sir;i that if you lengthen the sittings, for instance, if .you
sitdn't~·afterncions•from 3 to-9, you will·have;a·very.good evidence' as to-how many Members :ventilate their opii;tions.. See .-to · it, Sir, that you tax
our• -energies properly: _,See to it Sir, that· you make :full . demands on our
enthusiasm,' our desire ·to ·work for the ·country through' this 1 door; and you
will find that only those who are willing to stand t~e :strain will · be present.
1;'.~t.·. . ,time 1'9'ill thus . be .~ffectively c-qrtailed wi~hout any_ wastage, ;without any
feeling tbt the minority, or those who. may'not have the favour of _the majority.
iJJ'ay be left Iou."t. of :tl;ieir
fair shate in shapiiig this 'Constitution.
. '
.
'L
d
'
r~ _.. 1 }.-ilt. it .to y()p, ~ir, and ,to tl;le ,who~e House; th~t- the one .and only. ,way
to.:ueai with this Constitution, deal. with it prop~rly, deal with , it _sat;sfactorily, deal .With-,_it sp that, the generatiqns which. come behindt us may ,bless
,~s for making it, .is to provide pro~r. ti~e. and not to curtail the time. .If
.you de,sire. to hurry-:-and I personally. .·see .no. reason. ,why w:e should. hurryjou should meet longer,- more often, why, . ~wen during the time when theLegislature is in session, which body can very- well meet at-night, and deaf
with -those ·parts o£. the constitution which l demand' detailed knowledge" which
require f?r full discussion· not' so ':mainy ·broad principles. and O"Ccasions of
declamation;" but which necessitate earnest study and detailed knowledge ''of
'matters like finance',· matters like judicial procedur~, ana so on.
'•
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thR H<?u_se by enumerating th~ many~
Qorrect expression. in eac4 would require, not . merely a knowledgeof English, not merely & mastery of punctuation, 'not merely appro-priateness
~n form; it would require very much. more detailed knowledge of the his~ory
;;.,,..
iti11.i economic~ o! .this coup.try, which I venture· to think will not be served. by
\
your hurrying througlJ.._ :the. Constitution in the manner which .seems _to be
fashionable and favoured by. the ID:aio.rity today. ·ln_ so doing, I do not .. think
thB-t)he, ma).p_rity i~ s~rving the intere_sts of the, country, if ~they desire to
~urtail ,liberties ofspeec~, if. they:; de~ire to,m.ake rple_s .or amend, rules, which
wip 9,iminish :tlJ.e ,opportunities .we have of .placing_, our ~views, our' outlook,' oura;o.gJe of ap-proM,h,, ,before this House. Very, often, Sir, w;hen we draft amend:..
nie:rits .iri the secl1Isionof our stwly, we have .on~y, o:r;1e. brain to go by. W&
co1ne here and see the light. of our fellows.· When, we come here ·-and find
other expressions, other angles of ::q)pi-oach;' are, prof:Jerly ·backed by ·facts. or
reason, r·fort:riy part, a'm-quite',i>repared to say, I ~o,uld.haye-n~ hesitation,
r:.
no shame in revising 'my _·o'o/.n · ju~gt::qep.t, _atJ.d acgepting Jhe wise:. judgmen~ of.
I

d~ .not wish to t~ke the time
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<ithers. But that cannot be done if that judgment is placed before us without
rea:;;on and if it is not illustrated with some facts. If you shut out the means
of app,roach, if you shut out, Sir, the very door of discussion, if you put
amendments which are_ tabled here. "without discussion'_'· to vote, you w;ll
deny the most elementary right of freedom to speech to Members. But that
would mean that you are backed by· t.he brute majority behind you! and not the
reasoning intelligentsia of the country with you.
Sir, I would -like to put it from another angle. After .. ali, y_ou have verJ
learned technical draftsmen at your service. Ask them, enqUire of thew
-enquire even of this
Chairman of· the Dra~ting _CoJ:?mittee itself.
whether other countries, who have had to make theu const1tut10n after large1
experience than ourselves, have not also taken time over this matter of such
vast importance for- unborn generations as well as the present? Sir, the Gov
-errlment of India Act itself to0ok several years t:o get through Parliament, a bod,J ·
. which has much greater experience than we may have in making such enact·
ments. The French people~d after liberation devoted two years just to the
making of the constitution alone. The American people,· when they became
free and had only 13 few states with a population not even a. hundredth of ours,
took two years to pass the constitution, without reckoning all t.he wrangles
that went on before the fi1ial Draft was settled from time to time; before they
·came to the United States, as it is now called.
Sir, I can give you innumerable examples where time. has been tak;n and
rightly taken. Why, the fundamental constitution of 'the country should be
suudied, should be considered, should be viewed from every angle before it i~;
passed. And that will not be served, I repeat, Sir, by your ~hurrying through·
~n this manner. If, therefore, it is open to me to move, I would certainly
-suggest ·that this matter be referred back to the Drafting Committee itself, or
the Steering Committee of this House or whatever the appropriate body may
he, to see to this matter. I am not against expediting, getting the constitution as rapidly passed as possible. 'I am against this being very hurriedly
gone through; ·l am against its 'beiong gone through in a slip-shod manner,
and that is why I suggest to you: Let us discover other ways like more time
- being devoted to it, arid more space bein~ devoted. Let us also remember
'that we are often reproached with gettinp· our allowances, unearned. I, therefore, suggest. Sir, that the House will do well indeed, i£ instead· of passing a
n,otion like this today, which they can very well pass with ·a majority pledged
to it, you will reconsider the matter, and bring it up again with such amendments in time and so on, if you find there is a desire for obstructiveness for 'its
own sake. 'rhat would permit the fullest possible discussion, that woul'd leave
no l'Oom .for anybody to. feel that their expression was not fully placed before
thou and at the same t1me serve to mak~ the Constitution full, complete and
aC'.-curate, and much better than attempts hke this would let it be. Thank you,
·Sir .
. Prof. ~hi~ban L~l_Saksena (United Provinces: Gen~ra.l): Mr. Vice-President,
S1r, 1 h::>.t< gtven notice of an amendment to the umendneJ)t No. 7 of
M~. Kamath; bt~t it has bee:r1 time-barred and so I will only explain. my view
pomt .. l }Jad w1shed that at the end of Mr. Kamath's :llmendment :No. 7, the
followwg words be added: "and clause (a) (3) be deleted."
I have carefully heard the speeches of I?Y friends Mr. Damodar Swarup Seth
and P,:(ltf-;ssor K. T. Shah, and other £rrends. I feel that tkv are equally
earre<:t about passing this Constitution with all the speed that ir-. possible. 1\ t
present, the way in-which Wil are proceedi[\g it has taken nine days to pass twenty
articles. It comes to about two articles a da.y on the average. In the Ccnsti!iu-·
tiou we h:~ve got 315 articles and eight Schedules, so that, normally, it should
tal;>e at H11s rate about two hundred days to pass the whole Co'l'lt.itution. This
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time which I .think will -be required, because,

W'2

nll .kno·w

th~t

dun~g. tnese nme· days the Cqngress Party 1~embers have nnt h"E-:1~ moving most
of tae1r amendn;1ents, and only a very fe\v amendments nre mov<;d on th<:-ir
behalf. . I de_ nut think that things could be done quicker than they are being
~on~ now, and ~ do not think that there is any possibility of pa%ing this Co;stituilon unless ~e g1:'e at least 200 days for this purpose. There is only one way avail, ~ble t? do It qmcker and that is by increasing the time of our sittings. Even
tf we m_crease the time of the sittings•from three hours to five. it will take many
days .st1ll. ~ pe_rsonally ~eel that we are not wasting any time even now, for
the t1me ~hwh IS saved IS used by the. Congress Party in selecting the ."tmend~1
rnents, wbch amendments to move and which not to move and in this wav
that rea!ly saves the time of the House. I do· not think 'there can be miy,
method by which· we can go at a q~icker rate.

.

This particular motion of my friend Shrimati ,Dnrgabai supposes that some
quicker pro5ress -is possible by this method; I personally· feel that ·it .'NiH not
·serve t.b1s purpose. F1rst of all, we have got Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad who hall
· tabled many amendments of a formal nature; he himself is not moving most.
of them. Similarly, with regard to the second pa1·t of elause (3), which Sfi.Y~
that amendmE-nts which are over-lapping or of a similar import, shall riot be
movetl, •I feel that this is something very serious. There may be a number of,
amendments on a particular subject, and the House inay be willing to ~tecept
'one amende1ent and not the other selected by the Chair. Although it has
bedl stated that they will be deemed to have been moved, I personally feel that
it w]l not be proper to deem them to have been moved unless they are
commended to the House by a speech by the mover. I feel that it would be
undemocratic to deem 'an;tendments to have been moved without their being
· moved in the House. Though we are not really saving vety great time of the
House, we would be giving rise to a justified complaint' on behali of many
Members that by this we are trying to gag .them. I do not think they will be
'gagged becouse you will always allow those amendments which have substance
in them to be moved. But, still, iot could be complainorl by those who are
opposed' to the Congress that they are being hustled and gagged. Therefore,
it is my earnest wish to commend to my friend Shrimati Durgabai to
reconsider this motion and to see whether it is proper to r.ress it, and whether
the real purpose would be set·ved by this motion. I feel very intensely th:ott the
Constitution is a permanent thing and as such there should not be any complaint
that we are not properly considering it. I hope this motion will be reconsidered
anJ that my remarks will be borne in mind by my friends.
Shri B. N. Munavalli (Bombay States): Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I am in
entire a{:Xeement with the motion so far as i~s substance is concerned; but. .in so
far as it curtails the privileges and rights of individual Members of the House,
I am c.onstrained to oppose it .
• Sir we have beer;. meeting here and. cliscussin~ article by article, but we
have {~ot been discmw!ing in vain. It is only on important points and
'irnportunt amendments that diRcussions are taking place. Some of the honourabk ~L·n;bt.rs have been wise encrugh, when they found that their ame:ndme11ts
have· no substance, to withdraw them. Under these circumstances, I think
that by passing this motion, we will be laying down a very bad_ prece~ent fol'
the othu lt:gislatures to follow. I therefore strongly oppose th1s motron and
appeal to the House, th,!1t as a S~yereign J?ody, t~e yretedents t~at we. la~ '
down ar~ likely to be followed by· othm' legislatures,- 1f we pass th1;; Im)i~n,
it. will be a bad prerede11t and honourable Members should oppose this motJoD.
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:Maulana Hasrat Mohani (United Provinces: Musliru 1 : tiir, I must strongly
oppm;e the motion put forward by Shrimati Durgabai. Even when our President hal> not got these extraordinary powers such as are suggested in .the
motion, by experience we have :found, by seeing the proceedings of this House,
it bas gi v.·n rise to so many misgivings, in the minds of ordinary Members of
this House. I may explain what l am saying. I have got here a copy d two
whips tssued by the Congress Party meeting. Every day before the hold~ng of
thG session of this House, . . ... ·
M1·. Vice-President: They are nGt supposed to be referred to here.
Maulana Hasrat Mohani: I want to say that ever): day_ . . . . . .
Mr.'Vice-President: Will you please stop referring to these Congress 11 Livs:'
The;y are not supposed to be documents to be used here.
Maulana. Hasrat Moha.ni: What I find here is that it appears to be that
whatever is decided there is being carried out here to the word. This g;ves
rise to a misgiving on the part of ordinary Members,· because it makes the w:hole
thing to be a one-party business, or even I consider one man's show. Jf that
is the case, if we give extraordinary powez:s to the Pres:dent, I would be justified in asking the question, where is the use of holding th;s farce of a Constituent
Assembly if it is to be a party business, I mean the business of the Cong1;ess
Party, or an one man's show?
Shri A!gu Rai Shastri (United Provinces: General): *[Mr. President, I thank
Shrimati Durgabai for bringing .forward a motion to expedite the passage •oi the
Constit11tion ~nd save our time, I do not agree with my friends who have
opposed tl.is motion. I think it is improper to say that the Constitution is
being rushed through. We know that it is long since the Constituent AEsembly
was formed, that it has been given ample time to prepar,e the Constitution and
that a Drafting Committee composed of able persons has been busy prepari1ig
this Draft Constitution. We had already accepted its fund,amental principles,
we had also accepted the Fundamental Rights embodied in the Draft Constitution. It does not appear proper to move, at this stage, mere grammatical
ame11dments seeking to insert "the''•orto dot the 'I's' or cross the t's iu some.
placet: in the Draft Constitution, To move such amendments, I think, is sheer
injustice to the people at whose expense ~e entire administrative machiner~
is functioning. vVe ought to save every pie and every minute.
I have lic;telied to what my friend Seth D:.unodar Swarup has ;us-t said.
Here in this House he says that the,·e should be no hurry in considering ti1e
Draft Constitution; while outside the House I have hea~d these very friends
~ay '"rhe work of framing the Constitution is taking a considerable amount of
time. Go(l know~> wbt>n it. will be fina1ised and elections will be field u.1ller.,
the new Constitution". It is nee1lssary and in fact peopl~ are anxious that we
should finalise the Constitution qmckly and hold fresh elections on the l:asis of
aduit suffrage, in which every person of the age of twenty one years may (;Xercit>e his vote and elect his real renresentative in order that the administration
ma' be under the control 0£ the· real representatives of the pe6ple, and the
ad1{1ini~trat'on may justly bear the name of a Popular, Government. The
present Constituent. Assembly has been formed by means of indirect .eleotion.
People holding views like my friend Seth Damodar Sw~rup even go to the
length of sa,ving that the present Constituent -;\ss~rnbly is a usele~s body and
that it should be dissolved and the Draft Const1tut10n prepared by 1t should be
-plac"d before a fresh Assembly elected on the basis of adult franchise, Seth
Damodnr Swamp and people of his way of thinking say all these things and at ,
the same time they demand here more and more time for considering thi&
Draft Constitution. · The present suggestion, or I Ehould say the motion bef.ore
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thA House, may perhaps require modification 'here. and there but the motion

~s a whole is a welcome one and I endorse whole-heartedly the object behind
It. It confers :power on the President to disallow amendments which aeek to

make merely _verbal or grammatieal :changes-such as comma, semi-w!tl.a and
such other thmgs. The Drafting Committee itself may effect such changes.
The Consultative_ Committee which sits every day or the other bodies that are
there can effect such changes. l saip in the v,ery beginning that EJ?glish i;; no~
our language but we have drafted the Constitution in that language. I am
afraid. we cunno~ easily de~ect any grammatical mistak:es that ·might have heen
corum1tted. It Is unnecessarv for me to remark that we are not well convel'sanf
:with its phraseology· and oth.er ·niceties of idioms. A man from England n•ay
go on amending this draft throughout· his life. We would like this Constitution in English to be repealed and substituted by a constitution ·written in our
own language. It is for this reason that we are unable to make it as periel~t
as we would li!e. In so far as the question of improvement of the language of
the Draft is concerned there is one difficulty. · Pandit Nehru, Dr. Ambedkar •
and Shri K. M. Munshi are all brilliant masters of English language. But the
style of each is marked with his indiyiduality,; _It is evident that none oi us.
is in a position to judge which of these brilliant styles is correct fro!ll the point
of view of the English usage, and which words and idioms are appropriate and
which •are not. I believe the purpose and the meaning in view would be
substantially conveyed whatever style we may agree to' employ for our purpose".
I therefore, submit that amendments aiming to improve the language of the
Dritft are entirely useless, and we should nbt waste our. time in conside1'1ng
such amendments.

-

As regards the ma.ny amendments which are more or less simila; in fom1 or
have the same. objegt but have been tabled by dJferent members, I would
submit that the House should select one of these and consider it only. We can,
·l submit; depend in this respect on the discretion of Mr. Pre.sident. If he
d.e,..Jares an amendment to be an all embracing one, which, in his opinion,
would errable us to improve the la~uage of the Draft, that amendment may
l?e taken up for consideration by the House. It Ts true that there mu<;t' be
opportunity for a full expression of opinion, but in my view it is not proper that
there should be long-winded speeches m· that the proceedings should be unnece'lsa.tily prolonged' day after day.
'

'

I may, in this connection, draw yotir attention to what the people of India
are already saying about us. If you· travel in a 3rd-claEs _compa_rtment of a
.railway train you would find what ~he people think about us, from the
disp:1ra-ging references to the electric fans, t~e pleasing ligh_t, ~nd t.he other
amenities .provided to us while we are dJ.:awmg up a constitutwn for them.
Rhri K. T. Shah gave to l}S th~ instances of other countries which devoted
i:wo 0r even three years for framing -their constitution. But may J as~ bow
many years have been· devoted by us to the sa~e task? Till now, I we have
devoted two years to ;it.. How is itr then people still say that sufficient time
has not been given to us to consider and pass our constitution? We nmst
remember tbat each day we sit he,·e involves. an expenditure of thirteen to
fourteen thousand rupees of public money-or 1t may be even twenty-four _yo
. twenty-five thousand rupees for all I know. This is the price the country is
payi!Jg for ea('h t:itting af this Hou~e. It is plain that we cannot couti~me to
·put this he&vy financial burden on the poor people •of our country. It IS we !I
know11 that o~n· people are not pros-perous. We cannot, I submit, continue to
tax the slender resourc~~ of .our penple in this manner for a mere idle discussion
~ lht> niceties of idioms and words:

'•
-!II

...
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Shri H. V. Kamath: Sir, on a'point o£ information. Is a copy of the Rules
-of Procedure o£ the House of Commons, or the particular rule referred to by
Mr. ,Ayyangar before you? Otherwise, I would request h;m to supply a copy
io you.

Mr. Vice-PreSlident: Yes, it is here.
Maulana Hasrat Mohani: Sir, may I know, on a point o£ information ·whether
the particular rule referred to in the Rules o£ Procedure o£ the. ;House o£ Commons
relates to ordinary business or to the bushless of constitution making? I think.
-as far as ,.,_;;·t>t.itotion making is concerned, nowhere in the world is such an
.qbstacle introduced on free discussions .

.

Mr. Vice-President:
:information?

e

the Member ,asking for

information

or

supplying

Shrlmati G. :P'urgabai: Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I do not think I should take
·up the time of the House any more, to answer the charges made against my.
motion, by sonJ.e M;emben.1 of this House. Already, my Honourable friend ·
Mr. Ayyangar has iakcn the. trouble to answer some of the points raised by those
Member;; who o_r..p )sed my motion. But I consider it necessaq to an.,;wcr one
poin"t.. I have heard some Members say that this is quite an unusual procedure
that we are adopting here. But I submit, there is nothing unusual•about it.
And just now one Member asked whether the procedure that we now adopt is
used only with regard to ordinary Bills or ;vith regard to the business of constitution making. Mr. Ayyangar has already said that the same. procedure was
.adopted under Standing Ord8r No. 28 o£ the House. of Commons with regard to
the passage of the Irish Home Rule Bill. Not only that. ;Even in connection
with the passage of the Gov~.rnment of India Act 1935, the same procedure- was
adopted to expedite the work. There are val'~ous kinds of procedures designed ·
to secure the quick disposal of work, and
thought that this one which we have
.-su;H~Psted, Is th0 ]east dangerous,•and a.Iso the mast acceptable to the 1:fember;;
<>£ this House. • There.fore, I ventured to bring this motion before you, expecting
unanimous consent to its adoption. Btlt all sorts of points have been raised
-a'.1d l have ll'(>ld Members say that this rule would defeat the principle <'f
odemocracy ·aJJ.d also that it would shut the mouths of Members. I submit there
-is m>thing of· that kind in my motion. I h;ave already explained i!hat in moving
this amendment, my object was not t<> curtail the privileges· of members. If
they would only go through my amendment carefully, they would neve.r find
fa.ult with me because it is only discussion of such points which are merely verbal
or ·grammatical that would be affected by this amendment. We. have gone
.through the vclum1nous lists of amendments ana found that many of thern are
of a merely verbal or grammatical nature .. It is only these amendments that
will be disallowed. Already rula 38-R is there under which the Drafting Committee can again go through 'these. amendments and i,f necessary can inc6rporate
them. Therefore all the discussion tha,t has taken place against this amendment
is unnecessary, and I ap~eal to the House to unhesitatingly accept this motion
of mine. The President has made. it clear that he will be very jud;cial in exer·
cising his power, and in selecting amendments he "'ill displease no one bui
please everyone.
·

we.

•

Sir, I again appea.l to the Rouse to accept th:s motion.
· Shri H. V. Kamath: Sir, my honourable Friend Mr. AyyaHgar hu'l so;qht
to mislead the House bf quoting rule 28 of the House. of Commons. That rule
supports amendment No. 16 tliat I have moved.
Shri M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar: My friend cannot go on making another
i;peech. If he does not accept it, let him not.
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Shri H. V. Kamath: I will with your pe.rmiss1on..:_ Sir, read-·that rule 28·
"In respect of any rriotion or in respect of any Bill under _ eousideration
· either in Committee of the whole House or on report Mr. Speaker or in Committee the Ch::rirman of ways and Means ana the Deputy Chairman shall have· ,

K~~~fltu~~~c!:;:~~b~s ~~~ 1~:~d~;~sn~i~: ~~o;~s:~::tn~:l't~f !~e~h~~!:

explanation o£ the object of the am-endment as may enable him to form hiSjudgment upon it." I also want to incorporate it, that every member who has·
·
given notice of an amendment......... .

Mr. Vic_er-Presidernt: That cannot be done now. But in 01'der to prevent a
heated discussion I will take. the liberty of going out.side my duties and y,ointing
out. that this sub-rule (3) does not prev~t the Pr~sident, if or coun;e yoU: have
confidence in h;m to that extent, from making suclJ;a request to Members w~l(}
have submitted amendments.
:
l sha-ll- now start faking votes on the a-mendments.

An Honourable Member: Doe.s ~he President already haye these powers?
Mr. Vice-PreSident: If be had them there ·would be no •sense m bringing
forward this motion.
'
Mr. Vice-President: The ques';ion is:
ThatC.he proposed sub-rule (2) of rule 38-P be dele-ted.

The mot.ion was negatived.

Mr.

Vice~President:

The. question is:

That in the proposed, sub-rule (2) of rule 38-P, after the words "President shall". -the
wol'ds "after hearing the member who has given notice of any' amendment" be inserted.

.

'

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Vice-President: The qu-est'on is:
That in the· proposed' s,ub-rule (2) of rule 38-P, "!'or t-he words "shali have the power to"'
the word "may" be substitti:t.ed.

Tb6 moticn~ was uegatiyed.
Mr. Vice--President: The question is:
That in the· proposed sub-rule (2) of rule 38-P, for the word
"such amendments" be substituted .. •

amendments" 'the wo1dro

The motion vvas negati-,ed.

Mr. Vice-President: Tbe quest' on is:
That in the proposed sub--rule (2) of rule 38-P, the comma a.fter the word "verbaL" ilnd.
t.he word "grammatical" be deleted.

· The inotion was negati\·•·d
:Mr. Vice-President: The quest'on is:
That in the proposed sub-rule (2) of rule 38-P, the words "and to remit them to the
Drafting Committee" be added at the end.
•
1 The motion was negativ;_od.
Mr. Vice--President: 1'be quest:on is:

That the proposed sub-rule (3). of rule 38-P be deleted,

·

Tbe motion was negat.-iv·xl.

_Mr. Vice-President: The quest'on is:

~

•

That in the proposed sub-rule (3) of rule 38-P, for 'the words ."shall
to" the words "may, further," be·substituted.
.

'rhe motion was ·uegath·•_\d.

'also

have the powut

j
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Mr. Vice-Ptesident: The question is:
That in the proposed sub-rule (3) of rule 38-P, for the word "similar" Uie words "ICIUor similar" be substituted.
·

The motion was negatived.
Mr. Vice-President: The question is:

'fhat in the proposed sub-rule (3) of rule 38-P, for the w~rd "may'' whereever it occurs,,
the word "shall" be substituted.

The motion was negatived.
Shri Bi.Swanath Das: Sir, I beg leate of the ;Hou~e to withdraw my amend;.
ment.
The <nwndwent wa~, by leave of the Assembly, withdrawn.
Mr. Vice-President: The question is:
That in the proposed sub-rule (3) of rule 38-P, after the warda "w1thout d~uuion" ti
the end, the following proviso be added :- • .
.
"Provided that a member whose amendment has not been so selected for oonsiderMio:.l
shall, if he so desires, be permitted by the President. to state why. his amt:.ndment ·should be cpnsid~Jred."

The motion was
Mr. Vice-President: The question is:

negativ~a.

That after. the proposed s•lb-rule (3) of rule 38-P, the following proviso be added:"Provided that before the President so selects any amendment, the memter who, ~
. given notice of an)< a.mendment shall have the ·right to explain the nature and
purport of 'his amendment."

The moEon was negati v•:ld.
Mr. Vice-President: The question is:
"That the existing rule 38-P be reU:umbered as sub-rule (1} o£ rule 38 P, and to the
said rule as so. renumbered the following sub-rules be added :
(2) The President shall have the power to disallow amendments which seek to make
merely verbal, grammatiCl!l or formal changes.
(3) The President sh'lll also have the· power to· sele~t for consiqeration and voting by
the House the more appropriate ~r compi:ehensive amendment or amendments
out of the amendments of similar import an<i any such amendment not cc
selected may, unless withdrawn, be deemed to have been.~moved and m&y be
put to the vote without discussion."

The motion was adopted.
Mr. Vice-President: If ~ may say so,-'I would appeal t<O Members to make
better use of their time.
·
Shrimati G. Durgabai: Sir, I move:
"That after Rule 38-V, the following new Rule be inserted;Definition.-38-W. In this Chapte; (excepting in rules 38-U and 38-V thereof), at.
expression 'President' includes any person for the time being presiding over the Aasembly,"·'.

The Honourable the President of this House has delegated his powers to the.
Vice-President on his behalf to exercise all functions under Chapter VI-A of the
Rules of Procedure, excepting in rega.rd to Rules 38-U and 38-V. T~ese two.
rules, I am sure the Honourable Members are awar~, relate to authentication
of Bills: Excluding these two Rules, the Pre_sident now has dele.gated all other·
powers under Chapter VI-A to the Honourable the_ Vice-President now presiding
• over the. Assembly to exercise all functions on his behalf. Since it has already taken pla.ce, it is considered essential to introduce this. ·
new rule and incorporat~ it in the Rules of the Procedure of this Assembly.
·
In short, that is the object of my motion. I hope that the Rouse would find/
no difficulty in accepting it.
Sir, I lllOve:
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Mr. Vice-President: We shall now take up. the amendmeiits from 18 to 23.
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: Sir, I move:
"That the motion relating to the insertion of new rule 38-W be deleted."

By way of aJtemative amendment, I move:

•

. "That for the motion relating to the insertion of new rule 38-W the following motiou
'be subtituted :(b) That after Rule 14, the following new Rule 14-A be ins,erted :Person presiding to have
"14A. The p~rson presiding over the Assembly under rules 13
powers of President· in and 14 shall have all the powers of the President under Chapter
~rtain ·casas.
V of these rules except under rules 38-U and 38- V."

Sir, I also move:
"That to the ne~ rule 14-A, the following Explanation be added :'Explanation.-This rule shall have retrospective e:ffect as if it was made on the 4t.h
day of November 1948.' "

Sir, I move:

'

"That in the proposed rule 38- Wi, for the words 'any persOn for the time being presidrn~;
.q)Ver the AssembLy' the words 'the Chairman' be substituted."

Sir, .I move:
"That in the proposed rule 38-W, the following Explanation ..be added :-

'Explanation.-This rule shall have retrospective e:ffect as if it was made on the 4th.
day of November 1948.' "

Be.fore proceeding further, I want to make one point quite clear. I fully
with the principle of this amendrnent and I fully suppo_rt the principle.
But I regret that I cannot accept it in the present form. It is, as I have
already indicated, badly conceived and badly drafted, a-nd I shall show how it
is so.
•
.
~gree

Sir, the powers of the Vice-Presid•nt are described in Rules 13 and 14. Rule
13 says that "in the absence of the President, the Vice-President, as the 'President
may determine, shall preside over the Assembly." So in the absence of the
President, you have been by special nomination or request been presiding over
this Assembly.
Then ~ule 14 says: "If the President is absent and there is no Vice-President
present to preside over the Assembly, the Assembly ma.y choose any member to
perform the duties of the Chairman."
I find there has been a serious lacuna here anq this has been rightly spotted
by the Honourable Member, Shrimati Durg:1bai, riamely, that the powers of the
:Vice-President have never been defined anywhere. It has never been statei
anywhere.' that the Vice-President·, beyond presiding shall have any powers of
'deciding matters according to rules. I should .ha;ee submitted, as I have sub·
mitted before, that th~ provision giving power to the Honourable the Vic.el'resident to preside, includes the power to give rulings, to declare the decisions
·of the House: and we have b,ew doing that during the absence o-f the Honourable
the permanent President on account of illness. Sir, if however, it is thought
·that the Honourable the Vice-President, beyond -presiding, must according to
'the rules be deemed not to have any further powers, that he has to sit mute as
a silent witness to what is happening in the ;House ~thout being able to control
the debate, to call any Member to order and may do thjs ·and may not do that
as the presiding officer of the House, then I think one would be going too far.
But supposing that that is so, that beyond the power to preside J.OU have !10
further power to act otherwise, that is, to give decisions of the t!ouse, give
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l do not want to make a long speech. I only want to· say that the word
···anything" will be more corrip~ehensive if it is used a;£~er the .word "usage".
It is legal phra.seology to say custom, usage or anythmg havmg the force of
law". Dr. Ambedkar has moved another amendment. If that amendment
accepted, I suggest that this amendment also may be a.ccepted b,r the House
Wit~ these words, I move.
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: Sir, before I _move my amendment, I beg to point
out that as a comprehensive amendment has been moved by the honourable
Dr. A.mbe.dkar, I think the present amendment should be suitably adapted to
apply to tha~ amendment. I wish to moye the second part of it only.
llllr. Vice 7,?resiqent: Fi~st of all, find out whether he accepts it or not.

JS'

llllr. Naziruddin Ahmad.: 'Onless I aruge the matter,,.he will not accept it.
think, Sir, this amendlll:ent will have to be accepted.
'
I beg to move:
•
~r

I

Tb&t in a.mendmimt No. 260 which has been.mo{ed by Dr. .Ambedkar, the words "custom
usage having the force of law i!l the territory of India or any part thereof" be deleted ..
¥r. Vice-President: How can you add to that amendment without giving

notice?

It is out of order.

You can only ma,ke a suggestion·.'

Mr. N'uiruddin Ahmad: I have already given notice ~f ~n amendment to the
original ru-ticle. In view of the amendment
-consequential changes.
.

o!

D~.

Ambedkar, there should be
•

4'

Mr. Vice-PreSident: All right.
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: Sir, I hate to waste the time of the House, but. I
wish to ask the House to consider the a.bsurdity ·that these. words which I seek
to de!ete will lead to.
The absurdity is that in, the first part of clause. (3) we
say that "law" in-::ludes "custom or usage having the force of law in the territory
of India or any part thereof". R-egru-de.d. apart from the· context·, this is
absolutely unexceptionable.
Law·m~st be supposed to include "·custom or
usage having t.he force of law", but we must look to the application of the definition in the conte.xt. This must be read along with clause (2) of article 8. In
.clause (2) it is stated that "the State sf.tall not make any law which takes away
or abridges the rights conferred by this Pffrt and any law made in contravention
of ,this clause shall, to the extent of the contravention, be void". I respectfully
-draw the attention of the House to the word· "make" in line 1 and to the word
"made" in line 3 of sub-cause (2). Sir, you say that "the State shall not make
.any law" and also that "law includes custom or usage having the force of law".
'Therefore applying the E>xplanation in cla.use 3(a)_ to clause (2), what is said is
"the State shall not make any law, i.e., 'make' any custom or usage having
the force of law". The point is that "custom or usage having the force
of law" is not 'made' by anybody. It grows. "Custom'' has been dd]ned
in the Oxford Dictionary as foUows: ~ •
-.
·
"Custom mean.s in law the usage which by continuance has acquired the force of law
'()r right especially the special use of a locality, 'trade, society or the like."
•

' -1

'fherefore in no sense a. c~stom is mau~ by the State. A cu~tom is made usually
by the people of a locahty or a fam1ly or group o~ the hke. It is made by
continuance of an observance. Here you use the words "the State shall not
ma.ke any law, i.e. custom·or·usage having the force of,aw". Even in independent India the State. cannot have any hand in the making of a custom or usage
having the force of law. I think these words should be deleted. These are the
odifficulties which beset. me. at. every stage. I' submjt, Sir, that these words are
not happy in the context and should be deleted.
The :Honourable Shri B. G. Kher: (Bombay: General): Sir, the wording
'i.ncludes', not "means''.

{a
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Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: I am ve.ry glad for the kind inten'uption. It does
not r~move my -difficulties at all. Does it mean to say that the State 'makes' a
custom or usage? _Still you have the difficulty to -fa_ce t.hat the State has to.
make a law including custom or usage.
·The Honourable Shri B. G. Kher: Of course, it means ''vhenever necessary
That is always understood in law.

:r

am' sorry to interrupt.

The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Probably he may not find it necessar;y
to continue his speech if I refer to him this fact, namely, that the expression.
·'law" in (3) (a) has re~erence to law ip.'8(1).
·
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: I am again grateful for the kind interrupti0i1 of
Dr. Ambedkar that the words 'custom and usage.' ha.ve the .force of law and so
forth. This explanation applies also to clause. (2), that is, the State shall not
make any law. My rem~rks' do not relate to article 8(1) but -to. 8(2). The
difficulty is exactly where it was. I am not wiser, though happier for t)le kind..
~terruption.
·
- (Amendments Nos. 263 and 264 were not moved).
Mr. Vice-President: Article 8 is now open for general discussion. -

Honourable :Members: We should like to adjourn now.
Mr. Vice-President: As there seems to be a difference of opinion, the House
stands ad}ourned till 10 o'clock tomorrow.
Shr'i Satyanarayan Sinha: (Bihar: General): We shall meet on Monday.
l't!r. Vice-President: I should have thought tha.t as we were very anxious to
~ave the money of the country,
1~ands adjourned till ten o'clock

we would also me.et on
on ~Monday.

Satm~day.

The House

The Assembly then adjourned till Ten of the Clock on Monday, the 29th
::Novemqer 1948.

•

'

•

•

'
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·The Ci:mstituent Assembly of India met in tJ!e 9onstitutior~ Ha~l, New pe~hi,
at Ten of the Clock, Mr. Vice-President (Dr. H. C. Mookheqee) 111 the Chcur.

rrAKJNG THE PLEDGE AND SIGNING ~E REGISTER
The foll<JWing Member took the Pledge and signed the Hegister:
Shri Baiwant Singh Mehta (United State o£ Rajasthan).

"-

STATEMENT re FUTU1lE PROGRAMME

Mr. Vice-President (Dr. H. )J. Mookherjee): Before we start discussion o£
article 8, which has not yet been P'!t to the vote., I beg leave to inform the
House that at one :time it was deyided, of course informally, that we should
meet tomon·ow from 3 P.M. to 8 P.M., then a large number o£ Members represent(:d to me that. it would be incon;enient for various reasons. Therefore from
tomorrow we shall meet at 9-30 \.M:. and carry on till 1-30 P.M. That would
•
give us four l1ours of work·· daily.
The second thing which I have --tQ_ tell the House is that we, sha.ll meet up-

t-o the 13th of December and then break up, and re-assemble on the 27th "
Decembet•.

'Ihr exa.ct time will be notified hereafter.
- ....
\f

Article 8-(contiJ.)

<
Mr. Vice-President: Does any honourable. Member wish to spt>ak on article
8? I( not, I should li~· to put it to vote.

Pandit B:irday Nath Kimzru "(United Provinces: General): Sir, there is no,
quorum. I· do r.ot want to hold up the proceedings but in ·a House like this
we cannot do anything at.all consistently with the ru'!es.
(The bells were. rung.)

•

(There being no quormn.)
Co

Mr. Vice-President: The House stands adjourned for a quarter of an hour.
·The Assembly then adjourned till Twenty~five minutes past Ten of the Clack.
(
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The Asse:14bly reassembled at TwedtJ-five Minutes Past Ten of the Clock,
Mr. Vice-President (Dr. H. C. Mookherjee) in the Chair .

•
TAKING THE PLEDGE AND SIGNING THE l~EGlSTER

~

Vice-President (Dr. H. C. ,Mookherjee): I understand there,r is another
J\{et!Tber who has to sign the-roll and take the pledge .
)l[r,

. _The following Member took the Pledge and signed _the Register:'Lt.-Col. Dalel Singh ('United State of Rajasthanr
;
STATEMENT re TIME OF MEETINGS
~Jil:. '¥we-President: For the benefit.o£ those Members who did no' attend
the House in tm1e, I have to announce here again that from to-morrow we shall
assemble at9-30 A.M: and cont.nue up_ to 1-30 P.l\l. and that we shall hold,the
last meeting of the current session on the 13th and reassemble on the 27th
December. Our last day will be the 13th December and we shall reassemble on
the 27th December; the exacto time will be announced hereaft?r.

Ma.y I in all humility suggest that it is improper on th~ part of Men~bers to
\ lbe Ullp~wtual in attending the House? We have lost 20 minut-es in this way
·to-day and I do not know how W!i sha.ll be able to explain iii to the ·public
_(Hear, hea1 ).
,

,Article 8---(oontd.)
Mr. Vice-President: Shall we ,resume disCtssion of article 8? · Is there any
Member who· wl.shes to speak on it?

~ourable

The HOnourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar kf3ombay: General): Mr. Vice-President,
the ameudlllent of Mr. Naziruddin Ahma~, I think, creat_es some difficulty
which it is neceHsarv to clear up. His amendment was intended to remove
what h<3 called an absurd1ty of the ~osition which is created by the Draft as
. it 'stands lliil argument, if I have understood it correctly, means this 1 that
in the d~finit-iou o:f l!-tw we have. inc:uded'custom, and having included custom,
we also speak' of the State nat having the· powe~ to make any law. According
to him, it mEans that the State would have the power to make custom, because
according to our definition, ·law includes. custom. I should have thought that
that construction was not possible, for"the simple ·reason that sub-clause (3)
of article 8 app1ies to the whole of the article 8, and does not mereJy apply to
sub-clau~e _~) _of_ articl~ 8.- That being so, the only prope; con~tr_uct!o,g . th.?'t
one can put or 1t lB poss1bl~ to put would be to read the word Law d1str1buhvely,
.so that so far as article 8, sub-clause (1) was cor:-ce&ed, Law would include
,.c 11 stom, whi:e so-far as sub-clause (2) was concerned, 'Law' would n.ot include
.custom. ,That would be, in my judgment, the proper reading, and if it Wt\8
...read that way, the a.bsurdity to which my Frie.nd referred would
not arise. .
·
,·

.

· lEut I can quit-e unierstand that a person whtJ' is not prop~rly instructed in
'the rules of interpretation of Statute may put the construC'i;ion which my. Friend
Mr.· Naziruddin Ahmad is seeking to put, and flwNfore to avoid ·this. difficulty,
with your ')ermiss'ion, 1 would suggest that_ in t.he amendment1which I have
moved tO s~b-clause (3) of article 8, I may be penhit.ted to add the following
words after the words :'In th1e articiEi'_'. 'rhe words which I would li'Ke t.o add
wou1q be-:·
J

·"Unless' the context otherwise requires'" /
so that the article woulrl read this wav:-

'

..

/

I
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•In thia article, unless the con~xt otherwise requir(&) The expression 'law' includes any Ordinance, order, bye-law, rule, regulation,
notification, custom, -or usage having the force· of law in_ the territory of Incha
or any part thereof;(b) the expres.sion . . . • .' "
~ed

not read the whole thing.
So, if the context in article 8 (1) requires the term la.w to be used so a.s t0
include custom, that construction would. be possible. If in sub-clause- (2) oftirticle 8, it is not necessary in the co»1text to read the word law to include
cu~tom, it ~ould not be J?Ossib~e to read ~he word ·~aw' to inc:~de cusioJ?-. ~
tlunk that would remove the difficulty whwh my Fnend has'pomted out m his
ajlllendment ..
'Mr. Vice-Preside~t: I sha.ll put the amendments, one by one, to vote. I
am referrin~ to the numbering of the amendments ~n the old list.
I put amendment No. 252, standing in the name. of· Mr. Mahboob Ali Baig
to vote. The qusstion is:
"That the proviso to clause (2) ·of article 8 be deleted."

The amendment was adopted.

, _..

Mr. Vice-President: Then I put amendment No. 259, sta.nding i~ the name of
Shri

Lokan~th

Misra.

The question is:

·

"That afte>t- clause (2) of article 8, the- following new clause be inserted an~ the existing
;
clause (3) be renumbered as clause_ (4) :'(~) The Union or the State shall not- undertake any legislation, orpass any l~w dia
criminatory to some community or communities or applic-able to some particular 1
OOIIJmunity or communities and- no other."

The amendment was negatived.
Mr. V'ice-Prelident: Then I put amendment No. 260, as amended by_ Dr.
Ambedka.r. The question is:
/
"That for clause (3)\ of article 8r the following be subttituted :'(3) In this article, unless the context oth;rwise requires,
(a) The expression 'law' includes any Ordinance, order, bye-law, rule, regulation,
notification, custom, or usage having the force of ·law in the territory of IndJ:!l
or any part thereof;
'
.....
•
(b) the expression 'laws . in •-force' includes laws passed or- made by a Legislatuie
or other competent authority in the territory of India l:iefore the commencement
of this Constitution and not previously repeated, notwithstanding that any suc.h
law or any part thereof may not be then in operation either at all or in particular
ar,-.s.' ''

The amendment was adopted.

Mr. Vice-President:_ The questio_p_ is:
"That in clause ---(3) of article (~) -for the words 'custom or usage' the words 'custom;
usage or anything' be substituted."

.

.
The motion was negatived.
.
Mr. Vice-President: The quest.icn is:
"That in clause (3) of article 8 for the words 'custom o~ usage having the for-:lE' nT. _l_aw
in the territory of India or any part thereof' be deleted<'

The motion was negatived.

-An :a:onourable Member: May I know whether you ~ refe~ring to the old
Qr new list of amendments?
Mr. Vice:President:" I was referring to the o:d list for the purpose of convenience .. Henceforward we shall go according to the numbering in the new
list, ~hich was, I understand, distributed to honourable Members last evAning.
\'

..
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The question is:
\

"That article 8, as amended, stand· part o£ the Qmstitution."

The motion was adopted.
Article 8, as amebded, was added to the Constitution.

,

- Article 8-A '
Pandit Balkrishna Sharma· (Umt.ed .Provinees: General): There <1re some
other amendments to article 8 in the form of inserting a new articJe 8-A.
Mr. Vice-President: Those are new articles which will be taken ~p presentiy.
(Amendments Nos. 266 to 269 und 272 relate to languagH ·and script, which
should stand over.as that has Q_een the decision of. the House. I shall take up
Am6ndment No. 270,s~and.ing in the narp.e of Prof. K. '.P."Shah.
Prof. K. T. Shah (Bihar: General): Sir, rbeg~to move: "
"That after article 8, the foliowitrg new :.nticle be addeq :'8-A. Unless the context otherwise requires, the Rights of Citizens· herein defined in this
Part of the Constitution shall be deemed to be the obliga-tion .of the State a.s representing
the community collectively : and the obligations of . the .citizens shall be deemed to be the
Rights of the State representing the community collectively.' " -

Sir, I ao.not wish to waste the time of the House. May I m.int out t.hat
this amendment is in substance the same_ as w,as rejected by the House when ....
it was considering the Directives. I think the oJd number was 848. In substance.it mnounts to the same thing.· I can make out a case to show that it is
slightly different, both in numbering· and perhaps in intention, but as I have
no desire to waste the tim_e of the House, I would beg leave to withdraw this
amendment, :.~s 'it seeks to make rights and obligations of the State and cipizen
conversely obligations and rights.
Mr. Vice-President: Has the honourable Member 'the permission of the
Hguse to withdraw his amendment?
•
·
The amEndment was, by leave of t.he Assembly, withdrawn.
Pro·f. K. T. Shah: Sir, if I may speak against myself, it seems to me, Amendment No. 271 on the List is~ somewhat out of order, because it is a mere recommendation to the Draftsman to insert a cl:~mse,•rather,, than a specific_ amendment, or a dause itself. I do not wish to move it.
·
Mr. Vice-President: The next amendment is No. 273 in the new list in the I '
name of Mr. L. N. Misra.
.
,
'
'
Shii Lokana.th Misra.' (Orlssa: General): Sir, I beg to move:
"That after article 8, the following new article 8-A be inserted :-

. 'Rmnr

OF SuFFRAGE AND _ELEenoN

8-A. (1) Every cit~zen who is not less than 21 years of age a.nd is not otherwise disqualified under this Constitution or any law ma:de by the Union Parliament. or by i.he
Legislature of his. State on any. ground, e.g., non-residence, unsoundness of mind, crime. or
corrupt or illega] practice, shall be entitled to be registered ·a~ a voter lit,such elections. ,
, (2) The elections shall be mf the basis of adult suffrage as described in the next prec'ediug
sub-clause but they may be indirect, i,e., the Poura and Grama Panch.1,yats or a group .vf"
· villages, a. township or a. part of it having ·a particular· number/, of voters or bein"' -an
autonomous unit df local self-government shall be required to elect primary members o \'. ho·
in their turn, shall elect members to the Union Parliament and to the State Assembl;-.
· (3) The Prim:n-y Members shall have the right to recall the member they· elected to the
Parliament \or the Assembly of the State.
(4) A voter shall have the right to election ·a.'lld the ~ost of ~lection shall be met by the

State.

I

.

(5) Every <'andidate !I~ he elected by the Pe(,r-le and ev"n i( th.srt is no l'ival, nocandidat~ shalt be elected unfess be gets at least 1/3 qf '.be total votft ' ; '
/
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Sir, in moving this new article I have in mind the elections that are to c)1Sme
on the basis o£ adult suffrage. As a worker ir, the villages and as a man knowing his ovm lJfluple I beg to submit that this new article I pr~pose will giye real
pre~tige and. meaning to adult suffrage ~nd democr~cy. _I would subm1~ that
altliough I am not yet a man who wou,d carry we1ght m the House, m the
name of democracy, democracy of the intelligent will, we must frame our elec-.'
tion rule~ :for advlt suffrage in such a manner that we will not reduce democracy
to ridicule or adult suffrage to a. sham .•The first paragraph and the first se~1tence
of the :2nd ,paragraph of this new artiele I propose are just reproclucbon ::>f
articles 67(6) and 149(2). There.fore I need not say much about this.
' Paragr·aph (2) is very important and we have almost decided that-the next
electimJ,s or the future elections shall be on the basis ·of adult, suffrage.· It
meuus that every citizen· who is not otherwise disqualified under the statut.P.
snu js 21 vearc o£ age or more shall be entitled to be a voter, and will elect
member~ t~ thL Union Par:iament or the State Assemblies. This· is a great
aspiration, but we know our people. They are simple, they are good. But they
are not as clt>ve1· or as intelligent as the diplomats or the members that will be
· comint; tv represent them in the many Houses. While granting adult suffrage
we _must save it and shape it by making such an arrangement that every adult
who is entitled to be a voter will be in a position to choose his representative
intellige~tly and Cl)}'rectly. Not only that; having chosen his rei'\"esentative
intelligently and correctly, he will be in a position every moment to assess what
his representative does in the many Houses, either at the Centre or in the
lStates. You.will see from the Draft Constitution that for every 750,000 persons
we will have one representative in the Union Parliament. I beg to submit that
tht1t is 'tao big a number, and unless we do not mean what we say, it will be·
difficult for one member to educate those 750,000 people, to do them any good,
to serve them, to know their mjnd, and having known their minn to come to
the House ~rid represent their grievances and do whatever is possible for t.hem,
l therefore submit that adult suffrage should be indirect-indirect in. the sense
that ha.ving decided the constituencies which, let us say, will be a region consisting of about 750,000 voters, we will• divide that constituency into local self.governing units and these units will be ·required to. elect their primary members.
Suppose we have 750,000 people. Granting that every village or self-governing
unit ha;; about 1,000 voters, we will have about 750 units. Suppose every uniio
has a ranch9.yat whose number might be three or five, We w'iil liave 750 X ·5,
that is, about 3, 750 primary members. And those 3, 750 primary members
will be required to elect 'their representative either to the Union Parliament or
to the State Assembly. If that happens it will be quite good because those
750,000 people will be electing their primary members to u. strength of 3, 750,
and those 3, 750 members will use their discretion and they will know the man
they will b~ eelecting as their representative. That will be a healthy ana real
process of election. If t.hat is not going to be done, we all know what happens ·
and therefotP will happen in elections. We mn:v raise a dust; we may make
a h11e and cry; raise slog~tns and mesmarise. In a day or two in course of one
month in fivP ~·ears we will be lecturin~, speaking a;rd ra~sing the emotions of
people and askmg them for party devohon. The result w1ll·be that only for a
month in five years people will be in terrifying touch with the political busybodies. We would he giving them hopes and those hopes will dash down and
evaporate Bs soon as the elections are over. That will not be a desirable real
'thing:. If :ve J·eally _mean t?at adult suffrage will be educating the people and
elect1oJ?s w1ll he an n;s~~ctlve proces~, we ?an .have no other way of achieving;
our obJect than by d1v1dmg the constituenCies mto local self-governing unitsmanageabh units. Those units will be in close touch with the representatives
ttnd the represent.atives will be in touch with the units, and there will result a
real process of instruction. ·a-dvice and guidance.~ I beg to submit that it has
beelJ a great shame that democracy works. in the name of the peo[>le, but the
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people are nowhere. in. t~e. picture: For men are little and th!lir capacity·
cannot tr~nsc.end .their hmite~ .experience or grow except by continuous tmilding: ·
upon ~heir hiEton~ and traditional past. They can control great .affarrs .Oj!ly
by actmg together m the country and cont~olling small affairs and finding through
exp~rrell'..:e men v.:hom they can entrust with larger decisibns~ This, is how
lht·y ?an ta.k ratiOnally for t~emselves. Democracy... can work only if e~ch
rotate IS made up of a host of little dem<fcracies and rests not on isolated indivi~uals however great, but on groups small enough to · e~press
spirit of
nerghbour~wod and personal acquaintance. I hope I need not speak much about
that... This great House, this learned House, this responsible House knows and
can picture the state ,of things that will happen when there will be adult"
suffragP.. It is a vast thing without yet any plan or. arrangement. _.By that
we ma.y get .some party strength, but w:e cannot educate the people ina give
them the strength and the authority that they really possess or .bught torossesf:.

too

Coming to (3 )-primary members shall have the right to recall the member
they elected ro the Parliament or the Assembly of the .State-this' is a very
real fundame.JJtal right. We know that when we (U'e returned to the Assemblies.
we come tl!ere as representing the masses for five years. But what we care for_
is the party caucus-the high command-and if it is pleased we are all right.
We do not CRT( for tpe people. I therefore submit that if we are to be real
members repre?enting the people, our first concern should be the people. ,They...
must b.:l our m&sters. f£ we serve them well we are there; if we do not we must
go out.. But that does not happen now. Therefore it is essential that if people
ha,ve a right to ~lect members they must have the right to recall them if things
go wrong. The right to recall is a fundamental right in. democracy. Unless
we have that we cannot have proper democrttcy. I therefore submit' to you
that if we are going to give the people a right to elect their representatives wh()
will rule in their n' ne, we must at the same time give them the right to recall
the representatjve if things go wrong. Ifi fact what happens here is, we do not
care for tlie people; there is somebody high up and he ·selects people. He says
so and Sf) must be elected and it is done. -Therefore the selected person's
primary business is to look up and not down. It is a bad state of democracy
and I say we must s~p it.
·
/
Theil; regarding (4),-a voter s~all have the righn to election a.nd the cost
of election shall be met by the State-! say so, because to come to the Assembly
is not a profession or a profiteering business. If that is the concern of the
Stat':l and· if a person who comes to the Assembly CO¥JeS to serve the people,
it is necessp.ry th.at the State must see that his election expenses are borne
by the State. Otherwise some landlords an&•s.ome capitalists will build up
a party to set\ up candidates and: those candidates will be returned. Let 'lis
say here is a poor man, a good worker. an h<mest man; but he has.neither the
money nor the p~rty back1ng. The result i,s he can~t stand for election. If
he stands he comes to ridieule.. If you say that the election is as much in the
interest of t.he State as the President or the Ministers or the bureaucracy, you
must sa.y that in the same manner as they are brought to be.ing, legislative members l:;hould also come to the Assembly, the State bearing their election·
expenditure in a regulat-ed and therefor7i in_ the least expensive and most orga- ,
nized manner. This may be laughable; but this is just and fa.ir and unless we
make such a provision no sincere, honest and real womer- can be returned at
least for the next Dfteen or twenty y;flars. If'we do not do so now, we invit'e
only· revolution. And revolution wiU make evervthing t<>psy-turvy. It wiii
have to be done, then by the fire_ofrthe people instead of our intelligent understanding, if we _chose it now. Therefore-: the .cost of the elections must "legiti-' _
m.a.tely and in fairriess £o the cause .be borne by the State because election as
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such is a State affair and is not a private concern . . It need not stagger us-n~w.
We muilt not allow members to come calculating profit and loss, calculatmg.
how much nioney they will be making in five years and therefore how much they:
may beg, borrow or steal for this parliamentary investment.
'
I
Mr.
Vico-President: Mr. Misra,
1 must now ask you to stop because you..
have had two instahnents.
-Shri ~Lokanath Misra: All right, Sir .•

Shri .A.l3u~ai Shastri (United ProvinceS': General): *[Mr. President, I rise
to oppose the amendment moyed by my Friend. 11;y first reason for doing so
is that it. hus no relation to the question raised here. Matters relating to elections have been dealt with in the Dmft Constitution at other places where it
has been stated as to how the Legislature shall be formed; who shall be the- 'members of the Legislatures; what shall be their rights; what shall be the procedure of their elections. Amendments of this nature -may be moved in the.
article dealing with such things. -This amendinent is totally -irrelevant -toFundammtal Rights of the -]Jraft Constitution. This is my first 1eason.
Moreover, my Friend proposes therein that the State should incur the expense&
at elEction for all the candidates seeking election. ]Ie says that seeking election to any Legislative -is not a business proposition for· any candidate. Consequeiftly it is very necessary that the Sta.te should bear the election~expenses.
My worthy Friend has forgotten the fact that if the State be.gins 'to practice·
this generosity every one whose name may appear on- t4e electoral roll and who.
may be eligible for election will seek election-if not for any· other reason,' ai>
least for the fun o.f it. No state in the world can hope to remain financially
solvent if it Ddapts the practice- of bearing the ele(}tion expenses oJ ·the candidates. As there would be no financial risk involved in seeking election, for
the State would be bearing them all, and as every one would liave the freedom
to seek E-lection, I am afrai<ii that ever,y one would try his luck especially when
he would not be losing anything. in pa~icular by, being defeated at the polls.
It is very improper to move an amendment that dontains such a ·proposal or to
suppo:t it enthu~iastically on the grolini th[!.:t it is very important/and emmres
democracy and smoOth f1:1nctioning of the Government. This amendment should
be rejected outright an_d should· never· be accepted.] ·
Tho Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I cannot accept this amendment.
Mr. Vice-President: The question is:
"That after article 8, the following new article 8-A be inserted :~RIGHT OF SuFFRAGJr. ~ND

ELJWl'IoN

8-.<\. (1) Every citizen who is not less than 21 years of age and is not· otherwise dis--

qualified onder this Constitution or any law made by the Unio"' Parliament or by tl'e:
of his State Qn any grour1d, e.g., non-residence, unsou1;1dnesa of mind, crime orcorrupt or illegal practice, shall be entitled to be registered as a voter at such elections.

Legi~lature

(2) The elections shall be on the basis of adult suffrage as described in the next preceding:.
sub-clause but they may be i~direct, i.e., the Poura and Grama Panchayats or a, group of
village~~, r. township or a part of it having a, particular ~ber of voters or being &II·
autonomou~ unit of local self-government shall be required to elect primary members, whO>
in their turn, shall elact members to th'l Union Parliament and to tho State Assembly. (3) The Primary Members shall have the right to recall the member they elected to th&
Parliament or the Assembly of tht; State.
(4) 4 voter shall have the Tight. to election and the cost of election shall be met bv the
State.
.
.
(~) Every canclid~tl' mnst he elected by the People ant} even i£ there is no rival, no
cand1date shall be elected unless he gets at least 1/3 of the total votes.' ••
.

The motion was negatived ..

. * [ ] Translation of Hindust!l'ni· speech.

• I
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Article 9
Mr. Vice-President.: 'fhe motion before. the House 1s:
th::t.t

a.~ticle

·Shri

,

9 form part of tlp Constitution.
-

'\

C. Subramaniam (Madras: General): Sir, I move:

"That the second para. o{ clause (1) of Article 9 be numbered as_new clause (1a}, aud
the words 'In particular' in the new clause so• formed, be deleted."

The reason for the amendment is this: article 9 a.s it stands is a little bit
misleading. H(l) sa.ys: "fhe State shall not discriminate against any citizen
on grounds only of 'religion, mce, caste, sex or any of them". Then it says:
~"In· particular, no citizen sha:J, an grounds only of religion, race, caste, sex
or any of them, be subject to any disability, liability, restriction or condition
witl1 regard to{a) access· to shops, public restaurant,s, hotels and places of public enter'
.:.
tainn1ents, or ......... ".

It would look as if, after a general clause saying that the State shall not·
discriminate, we give instances wherein the State shall npt discriminate by using
th words 1n particular'. As a matter of fact it is not so. After the- words
'In particular' 1hat clause refers t<O access to shops, etc. That is not a ca;,e
wliere the State has the power to discriminate. Therefore it should read as a ·
separate clause.. That is why I have suggested that the words 'In particular'
should be removed and it should form a separate clause as 9 (la) tl;tus: "Nq_
citizen shall: on grounds only of religion, race, caste, sex, or any of them be
· subject to_ any disability, .............. .:·.

. Mr. Vice-President: The Member who has give~ notie;e of. amendment No.
may now move the second part of it; viz., •to insert the words '' discrimi-

:.!~·5

nation'' and ''and public worship" after.the words 'liability' and 'public resort'
respect-ively.
•
(The amendment was not moved.)·

Mr. Vice-Presiden~: The next- two, (277 and 278) are verbal amendments and
are therefore disallowed. The words "class or commtmity" ate, in my opinion,
not necessary. These are implie.d in the word 'religion'.
·
·Amendment No: 282 standing in. the name of Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka
is a comprehensive amendment and mav now be moved.
.

"

•

I

As the Member is absent, Syed Abdur Rouf'tnay move amendment ·No. 280.
Sye~

Abdur Rouf'{Assam: Muslim): I move, Sir:

'

"That in Article 9, after the word 'sex' wherever it ,occm\, the words 'pla.ce of birtu;
be inserted."
•
···,
\

1'he intention of this article is to prohibit discrimination again'st citizens.
,we have -prohibited discrimination on grounds of 'religion: race, caste or sex'.
But I am afraid, Sir, the evil elements who niight- attempt t<O make discrimination against citizens will do so not on the ground of religion, race, caste ot.:sex.
'l'o attempt to make discriminatipn .on grounds of religion will be too frontal
an attack for anybody to dare. As for caste,, the same argument applies. As
for "sex", I de not think that in the middle•of the twentieth ceJJ.tury there will
Le anybodY' attemptii1g to make any discrimination~cin that ground. What was
possibb in bygone days is not possible now. Now, let us examine .whether the
word "race" can save the situation. Race has got a. very comprehensive meaning
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I think examples like,this can be quoted withou.t number from the experience·
But the fact that
such examples do occur, and that such experience is within the memory and
recollectio.:.1 of almost every member of this House, is in it5elf the strongest
argume~b for us to accept this amendment of mme, and make it impossible
hereafter to authorize any persoiJ.- ar any community or class to say "that a given
instituti·:m, whether school, temples, hospita:s, theatres, restaurants or what
not shall be exclusively reserved for their J>enefit, if in the slightest degree it
receives fi11 ancial help or a~sistance or enco:.rragement or safeguard from .the
.State. L hope the amendment will commend itself "t"el· the F(ouse and the
principle of it wi:l be incorporated in the Constitution.

of any place of considerable papulation in th1s country.

No.
38 of List I, Nos. 294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 300, 301, 304 . .,
(Amendment-s
.
.
305, 306, 308 and 287 were not moved.)
~r. -yica.President: ~mendmllnt No. 2ss standing in the name of Mr.
~ Naz1ruddm Ahmad consrstS of three separat€ amendments. The first amend~
ment is merely verbal and is therefore disallowed. The second and third are
the same as gmendments Nos. 278 an(l 284. I am therefore no~ allowing these
also.
' .
:
.
(.Muendments Nos. 292 and 302 were not moved.)
Shri G~1ptanath SiD.gh (Bihar: General): Sir, I;have not come h:re to
compete .y1th my honourable Friends who table and move irrelevant and useless /
antendments, but I have·. come here to make ........ ..0 ·
Shri H. V. Kantath (G. P. and Bemr: General): Mr. Vice-President. is the
honourable Member in. order in Ill:aking such a statement in this House?
Mr. Vice-President: I think you had better go on with ·your speech.
Shri Guptanath Singh: .I have come, Sir, to move this little amendment
to make the article comprehensive.. So, Sir, with your permission,' I heg to
,mcwe:
"That in sub-clause (b) of the second jlaragPaph of clause (1). of article 9, afwr the
Rords 'wells, tanks,' the -words 'bathing ghats' be inserted."

I- hav;3 delE;ted the word 'kunds' fwm the original amendment and I c.nly
want that "bathing ghats" should b~ included here.

-

.

-

(Amendment No. 307 was not moved.)
Mr. Vice-President: Amendments .Numbers 309 and 322 :tre the same.
Amendment No. 322 is more comprehensive ... I shall allow that amendment to
be moved at the proper time.
Than, v,mendments Nos. 310, 312, 320 and 321 are o£ similar impart. Of
these I think amendment No. 310 ill the most comprehensive one._
(Amendments Nos. 310, 312, 320 and 321 were not mov~d.) ·
Mr. Vice~President: So, ,these amendments go. Then, we take up amendment No. 311.
(Amendment No. 311 was not :m\)ved.)
Mr. Vice-President: Amendment No. 313 is disallowed as being verbab
Amendment No. 314. Dr. Ambedkar. _
Shri• H. V. Kama.th:""M:r. Vice-President, Sir, may I ask whether thi;; is
not merely a verbal or at best a formal amendment liable to be disallowed 'l
It merely seeks to substitute: the words 'State funds' in place o£ the words
'the revenues o£ the State'.
Mr. Vice-President; I shall keep that, in mind. Dr. Ambedkar, will you
please deal with that point also?
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I move:

"

•
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,;

.

"That in sub-clause '(b) of the second paragraph of clause (1) of article 9, for the words
•the revenues of the State' the words 'State funds' be substituted."

The reason why the Drafting Committee felt that the words '.'the ~venues
of ·the State" should be replaced by the words "otate funds" is a very simple
thing. In the administrative parlance which has been in vogue in India for a
considerably long time, we are accuctomed to speak of revenues of a Provincial
Governmeut or revenues of the Central Government. . When we come to spflak
of local boards or district-boards, we generally use the phrase •local funds and
I not revenues.
That is. the terminology which has been in oper11tion throughout
India· in all the provinces. Now, the honourable members of the House will
rAmember tha.t we are using the word 'State' in this Part to include not only
the Central Government and the Provincial Governments and India'n States,,
but also local authorities, such as district local boards or taluka local boards or
- the Port Trust authorities. So far as they are concerned, the proper word is
'Fund'. It is therefore desirable, in view of the fact, that we are making
these Fundamental Rights obligatory not merely upon the Central Government
:and the Provincial Governments, but also upon the district local boards and
taluka local boards, to use a wider phraseology which would be applicable not
only to the Central Government, but also to the local boards wh}ch are included
in the .Iefinition of the word 'State'. I hope that my honourable Friend Mr.
Kamath will now understand that the amendment which I have moved-Js not merely verbal, but has some substance in it..
-

. I move.
S1r,

"

~

.

Mr. Vice-President~ ,There is an amendment to amendment ·No. 314. (!'hat
:is amendment No. 40 in List I standing in the name of Pandit Thakur Das
Bhargava. He iR not here. Therefore, I need not discuss the relevancy or
·otherwise of thiR particular amendment. The next one is amendiJ?.ent No. 41
in LiRt I. in the name of Shri Phool Singh.• He is also absent. We now pass
·on to amendment No. 315 standing i~ the name of Mr. Mohd. Tahir anq Saiyid
J afar Imam.
·
_
,
,
Mil'. Mohd. Tl$ir (Bihar: Muslim): _Sir, with your permission,. I wa,nt to
bring to your notice that I had one amendment No. 286. We have not decided
-anything about that amendmen~. · Of course. the. first part has· be.f'ln disallowed;
the second part. still remain"'
·
1

· Mr. Vice-President: I said that tpat will_ be put to the vote . ..N_ow, I cannot
:allow you to speak on that. If I make an
lbod:v else _would cJaitn the same right.

exceptio~

in your favour, every-

B1it. I think I have to make one poi"Qt clear. This does nOt preclude
the honourable Member f1·om spe.aking on his amendment. No. 286 if he gets a
-<Jhance to speak while participating in the general discussion:
Mr. Mohd. Tahir: Sir, f beg to move!
•
"That in sub-clause (b) f>f clause (1) of article 9, for the words 'State or dedicated to
lf-he .lll!li of the general public' the words 'State or any local authority or dedicated to the
.use of the general public 'and any contravention of this provision shall be an offence punish.able in accordance with law' be substituted."
'·

-

Sir. in .moving this amendment I Ruhmit that so far as :the first part of _
my amendment is concerned, viz., the addition of ~local authority,' I do not
presR because the definition whinh ha'S been given of 'State' includes local
authority as well and therefore I do not press it. But so far as the penal clause
'is eoncerned, I will submit a few words and I will press it. ; Sir, in fact this·
-article in our Constitution gives us a lesson that we should realise t.he equality
of human beings as such and therefore it is necessary that some penal clause

•
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'l'here is to be a provision in the Constitution to the effect tha,t -th~re ·shall.
·be Raj Pramukhs and. not Governors; ~ t~e .~tates a~d the States. U mo~s an .
in this we observe there would• be discnmmatwn agam ~n the basis of blrth .or
. descent, on the basis of one's being a prince o:r a me~b~r of a royal family
-or not. That sort of discrimination also shonld be· elrmmated. In fact all
sue'discriminations should be ~limjnated.

Shri S .. Naga.ppa (Madras:· General): Mr. Vice~President, _Sir, t?is clause
a whole gives independence, especially to the class for whwh th1s amendment is intended. I think you are aware that as a result of the hard labour
.and struggle ~nder the leadership of ;Mahatma Gandhi, the_ ~oun~ry has become
·free politically. But this particular sectio~ ?£ the pop_ulatwn IS doubly free,
in that it is not only politically £roo, but It Is also somally free. I hope the
Honourable Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru who is the true successor of Mahatma
. . . -Gandhi .will see to it that we in this section of the population are made eeonomically- free too and are elevated. Freedom means political, socia_l an~;
-economic freedom. ·Two aspects -of freedom have been covered by thrs parj;I~ular amendment. thanks tO t.he efforts of Gandhiji who has brought about
-such a social revolution.
I would have been much more nleased. i.f this clause which i~tends to give.
·social rights to this particular col"!:l~unity ·had been more expansive and explanatory. Take for instance, the question ·of access to shops. Shops means
·places where you can purchase things by paying money. But there•are places
·where you can purchase senice. I would like' to know if these plg.ces are also
included in the word 'shop'. When I go tp a barber's shop or a shaving
saloon, I do not buy anything concrete, but I purchase· labour. So also
iaundries. There l purchase the seryices of a washe.rman. I would like to
1mow from the honourable the Mover if the word 'shop' includes all these
]rinds o£ places like laundries and saloons.
:SA

I come tO clause (b) _where reference is made to places of public resort
maintained wholly or partly out ~f the reven!Jes of the State. But what about
.other places which are not maintained either partly or wholly out .[o)f the
revenues o£. the State? I would reque~t that thes'e words "maintained wholly
-or partly out of ·the revenues of the Btate" to be deleted. That woulrl be
better. Anyway, I would like to get some explanation £1om •the mover of this
cla,use .as tO what places are covered by this clause. I am glad of the social'·
revolutwn brought about by Mahatma Gandhi, within sur:h a short period of
y~ars! _fyom 1932 to _1948-only 16 years.
Within this short period age-long
.dumbrhties and_ suffenngs have been removed. I am confident. that it will not
take much time, especially with a statutory provision of this sort to carry the
Teforrp_ further. I hope that the Prime Ministers in the provinces would take
note of this particular provision and see that before the Act is adopted even
the remaining disabilities vanish away ·without waiting for the ad?,ptation of
this Act.

.

The third aspect of frf.e9pm remain , that is, economic froodom, and I hope
that our Prime Minister will look
.the eco.nomic elevation of the dov.'ll.trodden classes: . I support the claus whole-heartMly. and in doing so, re·quest the mover to explain whether th word shop includes places of the kind
I have referred to, and also whether p aces of public resort include places like
buria.l or cremation gropnds. T.hese ai not maintained out of public revenues
or by public bodies, they being gene ally maintained by religious bodies. I ·
'WOuld like to know whether there is tO e a separate burial or cremation ground
for these unfo:r:tunate ~ons of the soil, or whether all aspects art' covered by ,
this clause. I 'have raised this point s that these points may go down in th~
record of the proceedings of the Hous and be useful, if some lawyer were to
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:rlli$interpret the meaning of the clause in some court of law. Most of our
courts are courts of law and not justice. One should be more correct in
framing the clause. I wo~1ld like to know whethe.r. the honourable the Mover
has· considered this aspect of the mf~tter. If lie can include these words now
I shall be pleased: :otherwise if he can come forward and explain whether
these disabilities are coveyed I shall be satisfied. At least it will be on record
of the proceedings of thi9- House, so that lawyers who attempt to njsrepre-·
sent .. ·. . . .
·
....._

Shri K. Hanumanthaiya (Mysore State): Sir, I take objection to' the honourable Member's remarks about lawyers that they are used to "misrepresentii1g".

Mr. Vice-President: I would ask Mr. Nagappa not to try • to answer the
honourable Member.
Shri S. Nagappa: I am not abusing 'lavv-yers.
are doing .. , ........ .

I am only saying what they

Shri K. Hanumanthl.liya: That is worse.
,...
Mr. Vice.-~sident: Mr. Nagappa is not carrying out my request.

Shri S. Na.gappa: Besidt;ls wells and tanks there ·are other places where one
can draw water. I ~·vould like to luwe a full ~xplanatory · ans":er from .the
hon011rable .the }\{ember.
Sardar Bhopinder Singh Man (East Punjab: Sikh): *[Mr. Vice-President, I
feel that the Fundamental Rights, which are being conceded, will be incomplete if places of worship are not included in the list. It is often :;een .-in
· lif.e in India that th~ doors of many temples and othe1: places of worship,
meant for the public use, are not kept open for all sections of people by their·
custodians or Pujaris. 'fhis is a dark aspect; its prevalence has reduced these
centres of love and fellow-feeling into breeding grounds for communalism ancT
mutual hatred. This begets ill-wilL· and. hatred agaillsiJ one arrother. The
greatest· achievement of the/Father of the Nation was to have the gates of
temples opened for the untouchables. Todtty, we have yet to fulfil t.hose
expjCtations. An argument may be .advanced that people, who are not aware
• ef. the ways to be fol1o'Yed and of tlie reverence to be shown there, cannot be
aliowed entry into temples or t.he places of worship. But my answer to that
would be that if lny such person wants to visit a temple, due precaut'on
should be taken about him. But there is rio reason for the discrimination, that
one nerson ma.v be allowed entrv while another is stopped from doing so. I ·
say this gap should be fill~d up," and. ~his sti~a s~o.uld be removed f~om the
face of India. These barriers of rehg:on, whzch dzvzde peqple of Ind1a from
one another, should be uprooted for ever. Therefore,. I wish that this lacuna_
should be' removed· bY fw.ernt'nq the amendment. of Prd. K. T. t:;hah or
amendments
Nos.
296
and
297.]
'
·
.

Mr. •Mohd. Tahir: Sir, this art:cle says:

.

"The State shall not discriminate against an~ citl'zen on grounds only of religion, ·race,
caste sei! ~or any of them.
• ,
_
I~ particular, no citize~ .s~a~l, o~ g;?unds on~y .of religion,. ~ace, ?aste, sex or any <>f
them, be subject w any d!sab1hty, habihty, restriction or cond1t10n With regard ~
(a) access w shops, public restaurants, hotels and places of public entertai~ment. •·

In this connection I have my amendment in which I have ~~ggested that
ft . the word 'hotels' the words "Dharamsalas, M usafi.rl{hanas
be added.
;;re~e find that these two institutions a;·e ;~egularly r~n th~oughou~ our country
by private funds. If a traveller who 1s m need o£ a~cOplDfOda.ti.on happens,
fartunately or unfortuna.tely, to be a scheduled caste. or a:nJ: other caste man
wh(' ;8_ not •liked by the management of the D!wramsala h~ Is not allowed to
I
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successful in achieving our purpose' unless these acts, preventing them from
using places of public resort, were made offences. 'rhere is no doubt that there
is no differe.nce of opinion betw'een him and other Members of this ;House in ,this
matter because all of us desire that this unfortunate class should be entitled to
the mme privileges as members of the other· communities without any let or
hindra\?e from anybody. But he will see that that purpose is carr:ed out
entirely by· the provisions contained in article 11 wh~ch specifically deals with
untouchability: inste(.td of leavjng it to Parliament or to the State to make it a
cr:me, the article itself declares that an.Y such interference with their rights
shall be treated· as an offence punishable by law. If his view is that there
should be .a J)'tovision in the Constitution dealing generally with a<rts whic;h
interfere with the provisions contained in article 9, 1 would Lke to draw his
attention to article 27 in the Constitution which places an obligation on Parliament to make laws declaring such interferences to be offences punishable by
law. The reason why such power is given to Parliament is because it is felt
that any offence which deals with the 'Fundamental Rights should be unifoqn
throughout the territory of Ind a, which would not be the case if this power
was left to the different States anCt Provinces to regulate as thE-y like. My
subm:ssion therefore is that, so far as this point is concerned, the Constitution
Pontains ample provision and nothing -more- is really necessary.
With regard to amendment No. 323 moved by Professor K. T. Shah, the
object of which is to add "Scheduled Castes" and "Scheduled Tribej!" along
with women and children, I am afraid it may have just the opposite effect. Tl!e
object which all of us have in mind is that the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled
tr:be.s !lhould not be segregated. £rom the general public. :For instance, none of
us, I think, would like that a sep::1rate school should be established £or the
Scheduled Castes when there is a general school in the village open to the
children of the entire community. If these words are added, it will probably
give a hand]p for a State to say, 'Well, we are making special provision for the
Sc]:leduled Castes'. To my mind they can safely say so by taki.ng shelter under
th~ article if it is amended in the. manner the :£roff)ssor wa.nts it.
I therefore
think that it is not a desirable amendment .

•

Then I come to my' Friend Mr. Nagappa. He has asked me to explain some
of the words which have been used .in this article. His first question was
whether "shop" included laundry n,nd shaving saloon. Well, so far as I am
concerned, J have not the least doubt that the word 'shop' does include laundry
and shaving place. To define the word_'shop' in the most generic term one can
think of is· to state that 'shop' is-a place where the owner is p:·epared to offeia:
his service _to anybody who is prepared to go there seeking his service. A
laundryman therefore would be a ·man sitting in his- shop offering to Hlrve the
·public in a particul~r respect, namely, wash the dirty cloths of a customer.
Similarly, t·he owner of a shaviqg saloon would be sitting thf!re ·offering his
_ .
service for any person who enters his saloon.
The Honourable Shri "~!· G. Kher (Bombay: General): Does it i~clude the
offices of. a doctor and a. lawyer?
•
.
The Honourable Dr. -B. R. Ambedkar: Certainly it \vill include anybody who
offers his services. I am using it in a generic sense."-' _
I should like to point out therefore that the word 'shop' used here is not
used in the limited sense of ,permitting entry. It is used in the larger sense of
requiring the services if the terms of service are agreed to.The se,cond question put to me was whether. 'place of public resort' includes
burial grounds. I should have thought that very few people w<;mld be interested
in the burial ground, because nobody would care to know what happens to him
after he is dead. But, as my Friend Mr. Nagappa is interested in the point
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should say that I have no doubt that a place of public resort w:ould include a.
burial ground subject to the fact that such a burial ground is maintained wholly
or partly out of public fm}ds. Where there are no burial grounds' maintained by
a municipality, local boarg or talu,k board or Provincial Government or village
panchayat, nobody of course has any right, because there is1 no_ public place~out
which anybody can make a claim for entry. But if there is a., burial ground
maintained by the State out of State funds, then obviously eve}y -p~rson would
liav,e every right to have his body bm~itld or. cremated therein. '
. Then my Frie~d asked me whether ponds are included in tanks~ Tile answer'
is categorically in the affirmative. A tank is a larger thing which must include
a pond.
-·
The other question that he asked me was whether rivers·, str~~ms,:::Mnals··and
water sources would be open to the untouchables.· Well, iivers, streams and
· ~anals no doubt would not come under article~ 9; ·but they_ would ·certainly be.
covered by the provisions of article 11 which make any interfere.nce with the
rights of an untouchable for equa.l treatment with the members of the other .
communities im offence. Therefore my answer to my Friend )\1r. ;Nagappa is
that he need have no fears with r~ga:rd to the use of rivers, streams, canals, etc.,
because it is perfectly possible for the Parliament to make any la.w under Article·
11 to rem~ve any such disability if found .
S;tJ.ri
Nagappa: What about the courses o£ water Z
The Honourable~· B. R. Ambedkar: I cannot add anything to the article at
this stage. But I have'no doubt: that-any action necessary with regard to rivers
and canals could be legitimately and adequately taken . under article 11. Shri R. K. Sidhwa: What about th~ interpretation of th_e word 'pubfic'?
The Hono~able Dr. B. R. Am.bedkar: My.Friend )\1r. Sidhwa read out somedefinition from the Indian Penal Code of the word 'public' and said that the word
'public' there was~ used in a very limited sense 88 belonging to a class. I shoulfl
like to dra.w his attention t.o the fact that the word 'public' !s used here in a
· special sense. A place is a place o£ l>ublic resort provided it is maintained
wholly or partly out of State funds. ·It' has nothing to do with the definition
. given in the Indian Penal ·code.
·
-

s:

Shri Mahavir Tyagi (United Provinces: General): May I know what is to.
happen to the amendments which have been declared by :you as verbal amend_ments? Among them I fear there are sonic-which rea~y aim at making. a
substantial change in the meaning o£ the clause or article concerned.

Mr. Vice-President: In that matter I am the sole judge. You have given me
- discretionary power -and I propose to exercise tb.at power in my own way •.
Shri Mahavir Tyagi: I want information. I do not-dispbte your judgment or
your right. I only want to know whether the senie of the House will be
accbmmodated in regard to the amendments ruled out or whether such amendtnents will be considered b~ the Drafting Comn1ittee or sm::n;. other body? My
Ruggestion is that you will 'be doing well the House if you will-kindly appoint a
small-s·ub-committee which will go into these vel;bal amendments and find out
whether ·some of them at least .aim .at effecting a change in the me~,tning o£ the
clause concerned. I do not di~pute what you said. T~ey are out of order because
you have ruled them as such. - Bu.t even commas ,and ful!stops have some value~
• My only request is that . . . . . . : ·
·
·
·
vl

'1\lr. Vice-President! Ma.y T suggest a better way which might appeal to yo11;
way which is better than the appointment o£ a ~'lib-committee? Those WD()

...
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Mr. Vice-President: No. 372.

Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad.

Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad (West Bengal: Muslim): Sir, I move:
"That for article 11, the following article be substituted :-

'!A... No one shall on account of his religion or caste br ~reated or rega;~~d as an 'un1-ouchable' ;• and its observance in any form may be made pumshable by law.

I submit that the original articl!3 11 is a little vague. The word "untouchab1lity" has no legal meaning, although politicall~ we are all. well a~are o£ it;
but it may lead to a considerable ~mount o£ mrs~nderstandmg, as m ~ l<ogal
expression .. The word 'untouchable can be applied to so many var1ety of
-things that we cannot leave it at that. It may be that a man ~uffe:ing from an
epidemic or contagious disease is an unto.uchable; then certam kmds of food
are untouchable to Hindus and Muslims. According· to certain ideas women c£
'()tber.families are untouchables. Then according to Pandit Thakurdas Bhargava,
oa wife below 15 would be u:qojiouchable to her loving huf"band on the ground that
it would be 'marital misbehaviour'. I beg to submit, Sir, that the word
'untouchable' is rather loose.. That is why I have attempted to give it a ·
better shape; that no one on account of .his religion or caste be regarded as
untouchable. Untouchability on the ground of religion· nr caste is what IR
-prohibited.
'

.

Then, Sir, I have ~ne more word to say in this connection and that is that in
line 3 of this olause il]. the midst of the sentence, the word 'Untouchability'
begins< with a capital letter. This is a matter for the Drafting Committee.
·S.

(Amendments 373 and 378 were not moved.)

Mr. Vice-P'resident: Amendments, Nos. 374, 37o, 377, 379, 380 and 381 ]
regard as verbal amendments and they are disallowed. Amendment No. 372
a-lone is moved. 'l'he article is now open for general discussion. I call upon
Mr. Muniswamy Pillai to speak. •
•
·

Shri V. I. Muniswamy Pillai (Madra~: Genera.l): Nft·. Vice-President, it is a
matter of 12-reat sati~::·faction that this Constitution ha. ; brought out a very
important item and thereby untouchability is to be abolished in thi~- great land of ·
ours. Sir, though article. 9 concedes, many o£ the far.ilities that are required
for the abolition of untouchability, the very clause about unt-ouchability ::rnd its
:abolition ·goes a long way to show to the world that the unfortm1ate communities
that are called 'untouchables' will find solace when this Const:tuKon comes into
·effect. It is not that a certain section of the Indian communitv that \Vill Le
benefited by this enactment, but a -sixth o£ the population of the ~\·hole of India
wHl welcome the introduct'on and the adoption of a section to root out the very
practice Of untouchability in th 's "country. Sir, under the device of caste d ·stinction a certain section of _people have been brought vnder the rope of untouchability, who have be~n suffering for ages under the tyranny of the so-called-:'aste
Hindus and all those peo~le who style themselves as lrmdlords .and zamindars,
and were thus not allowed the ordinary rudimenta~y facilities required for a
hnman being. 'l'he oting of untour.hahiHy went deep into the hearts of cert:tin
sections of the people a:nd many of them had to leave their own faiths and seek
protection und~r religions whieh were tolerant. I am sure, Sir, by the adoption of this clause many a Hindu who is a Harijan, who is a scheduled class man
will feel that he ha-s been elevated in society and he has now got a. place in
society. I am sure that the whole country will welcome bhe1 inclusion of article
l l in this Constitution.
·

Dr. Monomohon ;I> as (West Bengal: General): Mr. Vice-President, Sir. this
clause about untouchability is one of the mo_st important o£ the fundamental
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rights. Tfl.is clause does not propose to give any ;pecial privilegss and ::;afeguards to some minori~y commumty, but it proposes· to save one-sixth of th~
lndlan population from perpetual subjugation and despair, from perpetual
h~~iliation and d.i·sgrace. 'l'.he ?ustom of untouchability- has not o~ly )1rown
mrlhons· of the Indr~n populatwn mto the dark abys.s of gloom and despair, shame
and d:sgrace, but it has also eaten into the very vitality of our nation. I have
not a jot of doubt, Sir, that this claj,Ise will be, acceptea by this House una.Jlimously; not on~y the Indian Natiomil Congress is pledged to it,. but for the
:sake of fairness and justice to the millions of untoucha.bles of this land, for the
·sake of sustaining our goodwill and reputation beyond the boundarieR of Iudia,
ibis. cla~se whieh makes the practice of untouchability a punishable crime must
lind a place in the Constitution of free and independent India. I refuRe. to
·believe, Sir, that there is even a single soul in this august body who opposes the
.spirit and principle co~tained in th~s article. So~I think, Sir, that today. the
29th November 1948 rs a great and memorable (_la.y for us the untouchables.
·This day will go down in histor.Y" as the day of deliverance, as the day of resurrection of the. 5 crores of Indian people who live in t4e length and breadth of this
-country. Standing on the threshold of this new era, at least for us, the
untouchables, I hear distinctly the worrls of ,Mahatma Gandhi, the father ,of our
nation, -'ltords that came out from an agonized heart, full of love and full oi
sympathy for these/down-trodden masses. U_andhiji Eaid: "I do not want to 15e
:reborn, but if I am reborn, I wish that. I should be born as a Harijan, as 'lll
:un1ouchable, sb that I may lead a continuous struggle, [!_life-long struggl-e against
the oppressions and indignities that have been heaped upon these dasses of
-people." The word Swaraj will. be meaningless to us 1f one$-th of India'~
p9pulation is kept under perpetuaJ subjug:<.tion. Mahatma. Gamdhi is no more
<1mongus in t-he,land of the living. Had he been alive toda,v, no mortal on earth
would be more pleased, -more happy, more satisfied than him. Not orily
Mahatma' Gandhi, but also the, other gi·ea.t mlin and philosophers of this ancient·
land, Swami Vivekananda., Raja Ham Mohan Roy, Rabindranath Tagore and
.. ot.hers who led a relentless st111ggle ag"ainst. this he:nous custom, wo'lud also be
very much pleased toda.y to see that Independent India, Free India has at. last
- -finally .done away with this malignant sore on .the body of Indian s~ciety. As a
Hindu, I believe in the immortality of the soul. The souls o.f these ·great men,
but for whose- devotion and life-long service India •vould not have been what she
is t.oday, would be smiling Bpon uc; at this hour at our courage and boldness in
_ doing away with this heinous cu~tom of untouchability. .
Last of all, I cannot resist the temptation of saying a few words about ·)Ul;
great and eminent ·Law Minister and Chairman of the Draft.ing Committee,
Dr. Ambec1kar. It ~s an irony of fate that t~e man who was driven from one
schooi· to ariother, who was forced to take h:s lessons out.side the class room, has
been entrusted with this great job of framing the Constitution of free .und indepenrlent India, and it is he who ha.s finally dealt the d~th blow t.o-this custom (1f
untouchabilit;v, of which ~e wa.s himself a· victim in his younger da:ys.

· Sir, ·r tiwnk you for giving ine this opportunity to· expres~ my ·views on .this
matter.
Shri Santanu Kumar Das (Orissa: General): *[Mr. Vice-President, J am
!!rateful" to you, .Sir, for giving me an opportunity to express my views 011 ' dame
11 of the·nraft Constitution.
··
This clause is intended to abolish the so,ci~l ineq~ity, the soe.:al stigrna Anrl
the social disabilities in our society. Every body desires that. the practice of

* [ ] Translation .of Hindustani speech.
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untouchability should somehow be abolished but no body appears· to be very
helpful in its abolition. W-hen everybody desires that this pract:ce should be
abolished, I fail to see why so much time should be wasted in a long discussion
· over it. The fact is that we merely ·want to enact laws about- it and. expe13t 1,he
rura~eo~le to observe these laws.
\Ve must ourselves first observe the Jaw for
otherwise there would be 110 sense in asking others to act upon iP· If we fail
to observe it, it would be impossible to root out this eviL P1·ovincial Governments enact laws for the, welfare of the If:arijans; they pass bills fur the removal
of untoHehabilif.y, for the removal of disabilities and for permitting templee'1try but yo1'1 will be surprised, S'ir, if I tell you that our members act as :fifth
columnists in the rural areas, for they tell the people there that these laws are
not in force and thus they themselves act against the lavY. I would ·request the
:t\fembers of the House to try their best to make the law effective so that this
pteseut social inequity in the country may .be removed. Sir, I ElUpport the clause
whole-heartedly. J
Shrimati Dakshayani Velayudhan (Madras: Genebl): Mr. Vice-President,
Sir, we cannot expect a Constitution without a clause relating to untouchability
because the Chu,irman- of the Drafting Committee himself belongs to the
untouchable community. I am not going into the details of the history ancl
the work done by all the· religious heads f~oni time immemorial. .You know·
that all the religious teachers were against the practice of untouchability.
Coming to a later period, \Ve found a champion in the ··person of Mahatma
Gandh" and one of the items of the constructive programme' tha.t he placed
before the countrv is t.he abolition of untouch'ability. ·While I ·was a student
in the College, onve of my class-mates approached me for subscribing to -b. fund
for the abolition of untouchability. My reply was, 'you people are responsible
for this- ::mel therefore it is for yciu to raise .the money and it is not. proper_ that
• you should ask me for money'. Even from my younger days, the very
thought of untouchabJity was oovolting to me .. Even in public places hke
schools, untouchability was observed whenever there was a tea party or Fmything of thnt kind. What I did on tho•se occasions was that I always non .. co-operated with those functions. The change of heart that we find in the people
today is only due to the work that has been done by Mahatma Gandhi and by
him alone. We find that there is a vast change in the out-look and attitude
-of the people today towards the untouchable~. Nowadays \Vl1"d.t we find is
that the people who are called caste Hindus dislike the very idea ot, or the
very term, 'untouchability' and they do not like to be chastised for that,
because, they have taken a vow tha.t they are responsible for it and that they
will see that it is abolished from this land of ours. Even though there is a
large improvement on the part of the so-called caste Hindus, we cannot be
satisfied with that. When this ~onstitution is put into practice, wha{; we want
is not to punish the people for acting against the law, but what is needed is
that there should be proper propaganda done by both the Central and Provin<Jial Governments.. Then • only there will be improvement that. we want. If
the Provincial a~d Central Governments had taken • action previously I think
there would haye been no necessitv £or an article of this· kind in this Constitution. Last year I brought a res~lu~ion before the Const'tuent Assembly" for
declaring that untouchability should be made unlawful. ·when I approac};Jed
. Pa.nditji, he said that this is· not a Congress Committee to move 'such a resolution, and that it will 1be taken up in course of time. My reply was that i£ a
declaration was made irt the Constituent Assembly, it will have a great effect.
Even people 1n South Africa were chastising U3 because· we were having this
practice here. If a declaration is made by the Assembly here and now, it
will have a great effect on the people and there will be no necessity lor us to
incorporate such a clause in the Constitution.
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:Mr. Vice-President: You have exceeded the time-limit·.
you are a lady I am allowing you._~ .I ,
·

It is only

becaus~

_

Shrimati Dakshayan.i: Velayudhan: The working of the Constitution will
depend upon how· the people will conduct themselves in the future, not on
the actual e~ecution of the law. So I hope that in course of time th~re~ill noi
be such a ~ommunity known as :Untouchables and that our delegates abroad
will not have to hang their heads in shame if somebody raises such 9. question
in an organisation of international ndture. ·
·
~

.

Prof. K. T. Shah: ;M:r. Vice-President, Sir, lest I be misunderstood
on t_he remarks that will follow, may I say at the very outset that I arn not
against the spirit of this article, or even its ac_tual wording. I think, however,
that the wording is open to some correction; and if the.:Honourable the Chairman of the Drafting Committee will consider what I am going· to pli:cce before
him just now, and befo're the House, I. believe he might find room for someamendment himself of this article.

In the first place I would like to point out that the term 'untouchability'
is riowhere defined. This Constitution lacks very much in. a definition clause;
and consequently we are· at a great loss in understanding what cis meant by &
given cltfuse and hqw it is going to be given effect to. You follow up the
general proposition. about .abolishing untouchability; by saying that it will bein
forrn an offence and will be punished at law. Now I want to give the
- House some instances of recognised and permitted untouchability whereby
parti~ular communities. or individu!_J-ls are for a time placed _under disability,
which is actually untouchability. We all know t~at at certain_periods women
are regarded as untouchables. Is that supposed to be, will it be regarded as ~
offence under this article? I think if I am not mistaken, I am speaking from
memory, but I believe I am right that in the Quran in a certain 'Sura', this
is ment:oned specifically and categorically. Will you make the practice of their
religion by the followers of the Prop he~ an offence? Again there are many cere: _
monies in connection with funerals and obsequies which make those who havetabn purt in them untouchables for a while. I do not wish to. inflict a lectureupon this House on anthropological Ol' connected matte,.s; but I woulcl like it
to be brought to the notice that the lack of any definition of the term 'untouchw
ability' ':_makes/ it open for busybo~ies and lawyers. to make capital out of e.
clause like this·, which I am ·sure was not the intention of the Drafting Committee to make.
·
·

any

&'

. p,i;e more ex~mple I will give, Sir, which is 9£ a hygienic, or rather sanitary,
character, that seems: to be completely overlooked by the draftsman. What
about those diseases, and people who suffe/ from, whieh are communicable,
and so necessarily to be excluded and made untouchables while. they , suffer?
I remember, Sir, the case of a very well-known Pllrsonuge who was suffering
from leprosy, and whom consequently a Public Carrier Company refused tocarry from a particular ptace to another place. All the wheels of Government
were moved to obtain a certificate that he may be carried in the plane without
any harm to other passengers. ~ do- not know whether i~ was h~s c~~que-boo~
oi· his munificence that helped h1m to get over that. partwular disability. But
I am sure the example should be a warning to our,· Drafting· C?mmittee.
AO'ain if a municipality, for instance, makes a temporary regulatwn. about
.Q~ara~tine; and make~ it neces~ary that people suffering from cop1munica~le
diseases or infectious or contagious diseases shall be segregated for a while
until. they. are cured, and shall be regard-ed ~ untouc~ables, will it 'be an.
offence under this artiCle? Surely it· ought no~ to be poss1ble for anybody f()
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CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF INDIA
TueBday, the 30th November Hl48

· The Constituent Assembly
Delhi, at Half J:'ast Nine of
Mookherjee) •in the Cha·r.

of

India met in the Const:tution Hall, Ne~
the clock, l\lr. Vice-l'n:siueu~ tlJr. ,I:L_ Q,.

TAKING THE PLEDGE AND SIGNING THE REGTSTER
The following Member took the Pledge and s'gned the ltegister:
The ,Honourable Shri Krishna. Ballr.bh Sahay (Bihar: General)

'

DRAFT CONSTITUTION-contd.
New Article 11-B.
Mr. Vice-President (Dr. H. C. l\Iookherjee): We shall now resume disou&sion on amendment No. 382. Shri Amiyo Kumar Ghosh.
•
Shri Amfyo Kumar Ghosh (B:har: General): Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I
do not wish to make a long speech on the subject that is before us, nor ilo I
propose to oppo~?e the prin-;iple inYolved in the amendment which was moved
yesterday by my Friend Mr. Lari, but, Sir, I oppose its being mcorporated m
the Constitution. By intX>rporating Stwh a clause in the Constitution, practically we fetter the handu of the State for all time to resort to such pun~shment
eve.rl if it is required by the e~igenc:es of time.
Sir, it is true that the punis4ment is inhuman, it is true that the judges
may f.lt"!" and there is the chance of innocent persons being sent to the gallows,
but at the same time we will nave to ltear in m'nd that society does not consist. of unmixed good elements only. Thero are evil element-s too; and in order
to che~k those evil elements from usurpin~ the society or overawing the society
at any time, the Sta~ may require such penalties to be imposed on persons abo
want to terrorize the society.
I think that with the growth of consciousness, with the development ec
society, the State should revise a punishment of this natnrA. but the pro:;~ /
place of doing such a thing is not ~he Constitution. We can <to it by amendin! .
the Indian Penal Code where such penalty is prescribed for different offences.
We are now passing through a transit'onal period, serious problems are eonfronting us, different sorts of sit~tations are ar:sing every day, nJHt so it is· quitA!
possible that at times the State may require imposition of such grave I,enaltfe~~
for (Jffences which may endanger it and the society. Therefm·e, Sir, on prin-ciple I agree that the capital punishment 'should be abolished. bnt the proper
place for doing such a thing is not to provide a cl[)JlSe to that ~ffect in th6
Constitution and tie the hands of .the State, but it should be done by ameudintr the In-ii11n Penal Code or such other laws which -in'i'Tio~e sn~h peMit.v. Aa
I have alrMHi_v stated, the State may requi1·e the imposition of !'IU"lt pennl£ieo
from the exi!::r~ncies of circumstances :md if such a "l:mse is nrnv· c1en in the
Constih;tion.~ti1e Stnte will be unable to rrescribe such a punishment withou~
amending the constituti~n. which is a d'fficult matter.
lTndPr these circnmstances I OIJpose the amendl1Jent moved by Mr. TJa.rt.
Sbri X. Hanumanthaiya (Mysore): 1\fr. Vice-President. S'r, the amendm?nt ~
mo-vflll. by Mr. Lari is sponso ed on th~ ground of conside.rafon and followmg
( 671 )
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l ~hri ·K. HnrJa!'llanthaiya j
,
progressive Ideas. 'lhe abo.it.on. of capital sentence is a matter open to argumtmt, uuli 1 w1sh to (J..fier tram him. We have 'to look' ut-this problem from
. ·two pomts of vww: one !rom the poult of v.ew of ,the convict himseif and the~
otlwr irom tlle· jJOiH~ of v.ew of tlle ;:;,u~;e ..Fl'om the point-of view of tile .eouviob,
1 h:.H.l uu Hlea..,tHut ·-tlle couv1ct wouw reiish u llfe ~;eute •• ce iu prel:erence
to
executiou. bowe duys buck, l happened to reuJ one of Bernard Shaw's
(lt:alll;1S; it was a very good drum01 oconceruing the great heroine of :l!'ran~e
auiJ there she prefers to oe burnt alive rather than be kept in piiison for a life
time. He bnngs out that ideu very beautifully iu the drama, l had to change my
opmion tl?.at the convi'.!t would prefer to be kep~ alive almost untouched by
social intercourst:J and aloof bchindAhe prison walls. ·~he convict would an.v
day prefer to go out of the world instead of being kept almost like a deal
person behind the· prison walls for a life time.
Then from the ·point of view of the State, a man who has no consideration
for human lin•s does not deserve any consideration for his own•life. Society is
based not merely ·ou reformation, b,;.t also on the fear instinct principle. To
forget all other cons.derations exJept the question of reforming the convi;,t
dcJOO not hold the field and. it has never held the fie:d. If eve1y man who takes
away tiro ·life of another is assured that his life' would be left untouched n.nd
it is a qutstion of merely being imprisoned, prooably the deterrent nature of
the pun~shment will lose its value. · The practice in prisons today is if a man
is sentenoed to life, he w I! be released, after concessions and remissions now
;and then given, in the course of about seven and ·n half yenrs-. Therefore, 1f n
man who kil 1s another is assur~d that he has a chance of being released afterseven qr eight or ten years, ,as -the case may be, then everybody would p-ot
.-encouragement to pnnme the method _of revenge, if he has got any .. Fol."
e:immpl.e, let us take this Godse incident.

Mr. Vlce-?resident:
J-vidual.

No reference should· be made to this particular bdi-

-.

•

•

I

.

.

' ' Shrl K. Hanumanthaiya: lf a mRn who resorts to kill an important or n
- great mo.n and J he_ is assure(! that he would be relensed after seven years or
"'eight years, lU~ the· cn~e inn_v he, he would not hesitate to repent· what he ~n.s
· <done, and conditions heing \Yhat they are today, it would be very unwise fro'll
the ncht ,of view of the safety. of the State an~ stability of society, to abolish
C!!pital sentence:
, The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambecikar (Bo~bay: General): I do not accept
:the amenilmPnt.
Mr. Vice-Pre3ident: T s1lfll1 put the amendment to vote. 'l"he question is:
'Tl1nt nftrr nrt;cle 11 fl-te. following new arti~le be inserted,:"11-11

f'AI"ital punishment except for sedition involving use of violence is abolished."_

The amendment was -~egativ~d .

•

·Article 10

Mr. Vlce-Presit:ent:- We can now go back
~;before the House. is:

to

'Article No, 10.

.

The motion

<

.

"'fhat Art.ide 1') fonii part of the Constitution.'.'.

I. shall now go over the amendments nn~ then ~e blay have a general_ JisOUSS!On.

~

is

I

• •
. Amendment No. 326
verbal and- is dis~!lowed. 1
.
..
AR l'f''!flrrls No. ~27 TJPrl,nn~ '.fr..: Tahir ;will· mPet tho oh"iPction which hll.&-been held by some people thnt the stm(lndment. is unintelligibl{,l.

,
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c-are, that our Constitution primarily m!d prefere~tially reserves all avaiiuble
places of emf 'nyment, of trust, or responsibility for the children of the soil.
As I started by saying,, this does not at all inean that you shall make a
categorical uiscrimmatwn agamst the citizens of other countries, though there
are plenty of examples of that kind even in the existing Constitut,ous of some
of the leading countries of the world. '''e would certainly not be starting on 1
new tra~ ~ltoge~her, even if we were to make a provision of that kind. Given
the h1story that. we have, given the.sufferin_g that we have endured, given the
exclusio•J of our own countrymen from ou~ public service in all branches by the
foreigners who ruled and d1storted the requirements of country's advancement,
it would be, t<1 me at any rate, not only nothing surprising, but nothing hnproper if we do make a categorical and positive provision,, making a clear ex'3eption in the case of those who have exploited and abused their position in this
counky.
However, Sir, we have been told on good authority that we should let byeganes be bye-gones, and that we mu_¥t forget the unfortunate past of this kind.
I personally would not be responsibl~. for reviving unpleasant memories, if we
can overcome them. It is, therefore, I want to add a clear injunction, that only
those born in India, and owing allegiance to this country,. shall get any place of
respons-ibility or trust in, this country. I would not, indeed, lay it down in the '
Constitution negatively, i.e., I would not require that no one born outside India
shall hold any place of trust or responsibility, profit or power in this.country,
however justified one may feel from past experien'38. But while that amount of
liberalism may well be shown even by us in spite of our memories, I should
certainly think that the reservation I am suggesting is equally necessary, if not
mtr0 so, vi::., that the responsible employment in places of trust availAble in
thiH country should be reserved for the nationals of this country only. We have
in the recent past been obliged to use P!>'Yers of this k;nd against those who
have discriminated against our nationals in their own jurisdiction. This might
be difficult lo do hereafter under the new Constitution if a prov'sion of tnis kind
remAin!'! in the Constitution, and t~el'l'\ wns no authoritv for ns to make a discriminntion of the l{ind I am conveying. I therehre think thai there is nothing
improper, that there is nothing out of ollder in making a suggestio,, that the
plnces of employment. onporhmitie<; of service in t.he eountrv shcmld be reserved for the nationals of the country. I hope the House will a~cept it.
Shri M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar (Madras: General): Sir, I want to say
a few words.
•
Mr. Vice-President: You can do it during the general discussion.
Shri M. Ananthasaya.nam Ayyangar: Sir, when you called out amendm.3nf
No. 77 in L'~t No. 2, I did not follow you. It also arises in connection with
article 10~ · With your leave I beg to move:
.. Th:\t with reference to amendment No. 338 of the List of Amendment$ . . . . . . "

- Shri H. V. Kamath: On a point of order. Sir, is the amendment no·.,- unJer
discussion or the article and. the amendments?
Shri M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar: I arn movin.g an amendment.

Mr. Vice-President: The position seems to be that, when I called out hi3
name previously to move his amendment, Mr. Ayyangar's m'nd wns elsewhere
and he did not fo'low what was happening. He wants to move his amend·
ment now. Am T rhht?
Shri M. Anant'llasayanam Ayyangar: Yes, Sir, that is tl1e position.
M.'l'. Vice-Pres'de.,t: 1!o11 ~'ln move it as a special '30ncession .. I hope I ha-ve
the support of ti1e House behind me.
Honourable Members: Certainly.
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Shli ltf, AD&nthasayanam. AJ7angartt s.:r, with your

permi~n, I

beg

to

~:Jl&---;

~hat with reference to amendment No. 338. of- the List of Amendments t~A} in clause (1) ~f article 10, f~ the woroa "in matters of ~mploymenf', the

~g to employmen" or appotl.~t tQ office'' be aub&tttuted l aAd
~ti) in clause (2) of article 10, after the words "ineligible for any" the
h~.·t

·~'That

i;amrt'!ld. ''

·
words "emp!~ent _..
................... ~

t

, · This is o_nly intended to
-"'®mce" so .that it may be
1-~er elaborate speech. I
·Shr:! ..Jaspat Roy Kapoor
Sir. I beg to move:

words "ill matter.

clarify the position and also to inClude the word
more comprehensive. This does not require fYX1
request the House to accept this a.m~ndment.
(United Provinces: General}: . Mr. Vice-Presiden~,

in clause (2) of article 10, after the word 'birth' the words 'or resid004,.-e' '.>e · ,

.

T4ereafter the clause will read as follows:«No citizen shall, on grounds only of religion, race, caate, sex, des¢ent, place of bir£h or
rreooidence, or any of them, be ineligible for any offioo under the State."

Sir,, the object of my amendment is that every citizen of the country, wharehe might be living, should have equal opportunity of employment und.ar
State. Every citizen irrespective of his place of residence sho~ld be
•
eligible for employment under the State anywhere in the country. Sir, there
iOOing only•one c~tizenship for the whole country, it should carry with it the
~ettered right and privilege of employment in any part and in every nook
and c01·ner of the coun~ry. A citizen residing in the province of Bengal,
Madras, "Bombay or C. P. should be eligible for employment in 'the U. P. 11nd
:mmilarly a resident of the U. P, should have the right and privilege of employment. in any other province of the ':!.ountry, provided of course he possesses the
ether necessary qualifications for the office. Every citizE;)n of the country, Sir,
! think,. must be mad'e to feet that he is a citizen of the country as a whole anti
mot· of any particular province where he resides. He must feel that whereso<ever he goes 'in the country, he shall have the "same rights and privileges in the
matter of employment as he has in the .lJarticular part of the country where lie
t'eSides. Unfortunately, Rir, for some time past we have been observing that
provincialism has been growing in this country. Every now and tbe:1 we hear
the cry, "Bengal for Bengalis": "Madras for Madrasis" and f:>O on and so
forth ... This cry, Sir, is not in the interests of the unity of the country. or in ':he
interests of the solida:!'ity of the country.. We· find that some provindul governments have laid it down as a rule that for employment in the province the
pernon conC>Prned shculd have beP.n living in the province for mil.ny years. One
of the provinc~s. Sir, I am told, has laid it as a ru1e that they will employ
. ·only such persons as have resided within· the nrovince for fifty-two year~. -I do
oot know· how far it is correct. Possibly there is some exa~geration in. the
report that has been conveyed t,? me, but th~ far.t remains that provincial
go-vernments are:-being pressed by the c'tizens of the: province to lay down such
ru1es in order to prevent residents of oth_er provinces· from see kin!! service under
lli&ai provincial government. I can easily understand" a.:provincial government
laying it do'\vn as a rule. th:tt_ onlv thosP. who possess adequate knowledge o£ the
provincial language shall be el;gib'e for employment in the province. I C!Ul
~lso understP.nd, Sir, a rule being laid down that a person who wants employment in the province should have adequate knowledge of local conditions.
Mr. Vice-Pl'esident: I am hearing other honourable Members more than
the Member who is occupying the rostrum.
•
Shri Jaspa.t Roy .Kapoor: I was submitting, Sir, th.at I can easily under•'l"l.d provincial. governments, in the interests of efficiencv of the services, lay. r:J:Y;g it down as a rule that only those who have adequate knowledge of the pro.~
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yincial language shall have employment in the province. I can al110 understand
theJ.r u~y.ug o.owu tnat; versouz; lit)t).lilllg tllup~o.)'wt:uli ui the vrovmoo ruuot han~···
sdequaw knowledge ot tne lOcal ooudi~1ons. AU that .m t:a::u1y uudersttwdab1e ·w
the mterests of etliciency of the serv1ces, but to lay it dowu us a rule that ')fie
should have res1ded 1n the provnu:e· tor- titty-two years w b~;come eLg1b.le foe '
employment seems to me, tiir,· to be simply aosurd. l~ a n1an of titty-t~•o seeb
employ~e~t, he can serve only for thret~ more .years. I subm.t, Sir, that this.
is a tenaency which must be checked with a. strong hand. I, therefore, submitthat in the matter of employment there should be absolutely no restrotiQ 1
whav:svever unlesti it is necessary in the illoterests of the efficiency of the servi~~
The unity of the country must be preserved at ~ll costs; 4fhe solidarity of tbe
OOUlftry must be preserved at all costs. We must do everything in our power
to- preserve the unity of the country, nnd the arnendmeut that I have moved '
aims at this and is a step in this direction; and I, therefore, commend it. for:
the acceptance of the House.

ldr. Vice-President: There are two amendments to amendment .No.
The first is Amendment No. 81 i!l list III.
Shri X: M. M:unshi (Bombay: General): I beg to move:

84-1.

"That in amendment No. 340 of the List of amendments, in clause· (2) of artic~e. 10
for the words 'or Ddidence' proposed to be inserted, ~he word 'residence' be substituted?

· Th:s is a verbal amendment, because in the next phrase the words "or. :my
of them" are used. This is just to bring the whole language of the cla~se. to run
i1% an appropriate way, I move this amendment.
:Mr. liaziruddin Ahmad: Are not verbal amendments prohibited now?
Shri K, M. Munshi: It is for the Chair to rule whether this falls within this
category or not.
Mr. Vice-President: I am very thankful to the honourable Member for the
suggestion he has made. It will be taken into 'account. Mr. 1\Iunshi, you :nay
go on.
·
Shri K. M. lfunshi: 'rhat is all I want to say. It only eliminates the word
'or' which ..occurs after the word 'residence' in the clause as it stands.
Shri Alladi Krishnaswami Ayyar (Mildras: General): The
a.mendnient
which I have the honou1· to move runs in these terms:
That with refe~encG to amendment No. 340, after clause (2) of article J,O,
the following new clause be inserted:"(2 a) Nothin~ in this article shall prevent ~arlianiimt from making any law prescribing in
regard to a class or classes of employment or appointment to an office under any State for the
time being specified in the First Schedule or any local or other authority within its territory,
any requirement as to residence within that State prior to such employment or appointment..,

The object of the amendment is clear from the terms and the wording of it.
In the first part of the article, th~. general rule is laid down that the:re shall- be
equal opportunity for all citizens in matters of employment- under the State and
thereby the universality of Indian citizenship is postulated. In paragraph 2 of
article 10, it is expressed ip the negative, namely tha,t no citizen shall be ineligible for any office under the Strite by reason of race .. caste, sex, descent,
place 01 birth and so on. The next two clauses are ir~ the nature of exceptions
_to the fundamental and the general rule that is laid down in the first part ot
the article. Now what the present amendment provides for is this that in esse
of appointments under t,he State for parti3ular reasons, it may be necessary tO
provide that residence within the State is a necessary qualification for appointment by and within the State. That is the object of this amendment. and instead o£ leaving it to individual states to make any rule they like. in regard w
residence, it was felt that it would be much better if the Parliament lays dowr.
s general rule applicable to all states alike, es-pecially having regard to the f~
that in any matter con~rning fundamental rights, it must be the -parli&meM

:l-Bhri Al:htdi Krishnaswa~i Ayyar J
alone that,has the· power'to legislate and not the different Units in India.
Under these circumstances, I propose this amendment for the consideration d
the IIouse. · ·
Shri H. V. Kamath: On a po:nt of clarification, Sir, may I know from my
honourable friend,. Mr. Alladi Krishnaswami Ayyar whether the wo,ds. here
exprt>-Ssed "any State for the time being -sP.ecified in the F1rst Schedule" applie.~
to all the four parts of the First Schedule·'? The first Schedule consists of four
parts. Three parts refer to the States and the last part refers to the Andamcln
imd Nicobar Islands; QJnd we have already adopted art~cle 1 which states in subclause (2) that "the States shall mean the states for the time being specified h
Parts I, II and III o£ the First Schedule. May I know from him whether ·•any
State for the time being specified!~?- the First· Schedule" means all the· Sta.tes
and territories compr;sed in all the four parts of the First s~hedule? In tha.~
ease the language of this amendment will have to be modified. It wilf have t<>
read "under any state or territory in the first four ·parts, I~ II, III and IV of
the First Hchedule," and if you want to retain only the word,' State', then it
will be 'under any state specified in Parts I, :£! and III oi the First Schedule.'
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: It is quite obvious that we have nc~
specified parts. We have merely said 'First. Schrqule' and First Schedule includes all the States in the First Schedule.
Shri R~ V. Ka.ma~l!: Article 1 says 'the States included for the time bein6
specified in .Parts I, II and III of the First Schedule.' The ~erritories comprised in Part IV is not a State a~m·ding to 01~r Constitutiou.
The Honourable Dr. B. R.-Ambedkar: There should be no attempt to mnke
.any distinction at all.
Shri H .. V. Kamath: If my po:nt is unanswerable, I have nothing to say.
Shri Alladi Krishnas~ami Ayyar: If you only refer to the First f!ched ule,
you will find that Part I refers to the territories known immediately before the
commencement of this Constitution as t-he Go\Ternor's Provinces. Part II deals
with the territor"es known immediately .before the commencement of this Constitution as the Chief Commissioners' provinces, of Delhi, Ajmer-Merwara anJ
sc •On. Part III deals with Indian States. All these three categories are referred
to and describ<:d as 'States' in Article 1. Part IV of Schedule 1 are Andamans
and Nicobar Islands. These are not States but tenitodes.
Shri H. V. Kamath: I do not know how you g~t over this difficulty;
Andaman and Nicobar Islands is not a State.
Shri Alladi Krishnaswami Ayyar: The Andamans would be under the ]Urisdiction of the C•mtre and they will be part of the Central jurisdiction. There
this principle as to tesidence within tha-t particular locality does not apply t0
Andaman and Nicobar Islands. The idea is tha~ so far as Andaman and Nicob~:.·
Islands are concerned, the Centre must-have a free hand. So far as States :.1
parts I, II and III alone are concerned they must be invested with the authori~v
to :provide 'residence' wit-bin the State as a necessar.~ qualification.
"
Shri H. V. Kamath: It will be consistent if :vou say 'under any State or. territory comprised in Parts I, II, III }lnd IV of the First Schedule,' or "any
State spec:fied in Parts I, II and III of First Schedule". Otherwise it will not.
Mr. Vice-President: I suggest that the House will ldndlv le.t me go on with
tho other amendments and in the meantime the honourable Memh_erc..Jn>~x,_,:c..-tmd try to -persuade Mr. Alladj K.ci.~...-·
· ·· ____.
•

'
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The amended article as suggested by me would read:"Nothing in this artic~t> shall aff~ct th~ cperation. of any law. wh~ch provides. ~hat ~he
.JJcumbent of an office m wnnectJOn With managmg the affairs of any r~hg1ous mstitntion or any member of the Governing Body thereof shall be a person professmg a particular ~li!:!ion."

The other words wou.:J be deleted.
n.s I understand the purpose of. this article, I think what is wanted is that
any exclusive religious institution, specifically concerne~ with a P"?r~icular. sect
or denomination, should be conducted by people professmg that rehg10n, sect or
faith, and that none not so professing shQuld be allowed to be associated with
tbe management of it. If you use the very much broader words, that is to say
''in connection with "-"any person holding any office in connection with"-!
ventm·.. to think that those words may also include any honorary ofl:ice or a mere
place of honour in recognition o£ some donation, or some special gifts or some
other service, which it would not be right and proper should go wholly unref'O~nised for mere reasons of difference in religious belief, especially if such institutions are conducting or having other activities besides merely religious or
sectal'i~n.

As illustration, inay I give this. I can conceive of, let us say, eeducatio!!al
imtitutbns like universities or hospitals or other similar foundations, which
may be regarded as devoted to or connected with a particular relig:on, in the
governance of which a provision like this, without the amendment I am suggesting, may work needless mischief. In those bodies the mere holding of an
honorary fellowship, or senatorship, or some kind o£ an honorary lecturership
should not be excluded. I am sure it was not the intention of the draftsmen to
exclude such merely honora,ry connection. But I feel that their wording.
as it stands, is liable, at least in the laymen's- judgment, to be misconstrued;
and at times offer opportunity tQ extra-clever lawyers to make new capital out
'Of such provision.

•

So, I for one would not like to leave any room for the exercise of such ingenuity at the expense of the Community, or of the interests or the ideals which
we are accepting here. In m.aking provision of this kind, it seems to me, if I
lll<lY make a general observat10n, that the draftsmen seem to be torn between
hv<• rival ideals: one suggesting the Constitution for a wholly secular State, ill
which religion has no official recognition, and therefore trying to make so far
as the civic life of the community is concerned, no provision or distin~tion in
favour or in connection With a religion sec~ or a denomination.

#'?

Ou the other hand, there seems to me to be a pull--somewhat sub-conscioUD
pull. if I may say so-in :favou• of particular religions or denominations, whose
institutions, whose. endowments, whose foundations, are sought to be protected
and kept exclusive by making exceptions of this kind. After all, this clause
{4) is an e.xception to the omain principle of the article; and, being an exception,
it RE;ems to secure immunity or exclusiveness for t~ management of the insti~
tuLions of particular denominations, which the draftsmen somehow sub-consciously have c-.:>ught....J:,o provide. That is to say, without denying the basic
principle ot a secular St&te. they have introduced by the back door so to say
new amendment or exceptions, which seem in my eyes to take away the spirit
of the wh.:!<~ provision as contained in this article.

J thbk therefore, iliat if it was made clear by the addition of the words
that I ha'e suggested, namely, that no one not professing a particular reliO'ion
need be associated with managing the affairs of that institut:on it would suffice.
1t would serve the purpose, if such purpose is to be served, of the' original
Foundation; and at the same time it would give you all the safety, all the unconcern, if I may put it that way, of a State which favours nG particular religion.

[8_0rn Nov. 19.f&
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ll~f. K. T. Shah].
Tliere is nothing objectionable in my amendment that I can see, though
I shall listen with interest to any opposition or objection which the draftsmen
or· the:r champions may have. _ Vntll they say so, and convince ..Jile .to the
contrary perhaps it would be just as well to commend this un;~endment with these
words to the House.
0

(Amendment No. 364 was not moved.)

Mr.

V1c~PreSident: ~o.

365 is verbal and is disallowed.
(Amendments Nos .. 367 and 368 were "not moved.)

•

Mr. Vice-President: Regarding No. 82 on list II, there was some objection·
raif'!6d by Mr. Kamath.
'
·
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: He "is satisfied with the explanation
given by Mr. Mu1_1shi.
Shri B. V. Xamath: No, Sir. It has. not removed my d:fficuity. It has not
removed the doubts in my mind. Let them explain again, if they can. I dO>
prci!S my JlOint.
·

.

~

.

,•

· The Honourable Shrl Ghanshyam Singh Gupta (C. f. & Berar): The point
raised by Mr. Kamath is really ticklish anil it requires some consideration. There
!;t'ems to be no doubt about it. · Now, Sir, the amendment reads thus:
1

-

"Nothing in tl1is article shall prevent Parliament from maklng any Jaw prescribing in
're~timl t.o a class or classe~ of employment or app<•inunent to ur• office under the State for thetime being specified in the First Schedule or uny local OJ,". other authority withih its territory
·anv •·equirement as to the reside11ce witlti11 tlwt State prior to such employment or 3ppoint-

me.ot."

·

-

Now, .the word "State" occ:.!Ts in two plac~s in the Draft Constitution. Oneis ir! Article 1 and the other is in Article 7. The meaning of the· wotd state in
Article 1 is comprehensive and mostly t'elates to the territorial side of it, and
in ArtiCle 7 it relates to the_ authoritative s~de of it, the Government part of it.
I FhalL read the latter: Article 7 says:
• "UnieM the . context otherwise requires, the State includes the - GOv~rnment · and th~
c

•

Parliament of 'India and the Government an·d the Legislature' of each of the ·states and of
local or other authorities within the territory of India or under the control of the Go:v- ·
·emment of Ind:a." .
I

·so articie 7 which defines the wor4 "State" does not define the terr!~ory
but it defines the autborit.v of the State. Article 1 defines the territory of the-

Slate. 'l'he amendment speaks of both. ,So, when we say employment or
appointment ,to an. office under any State, thare we say the authority of the
Stak; s~ there is nothing wrong because article 7 would mean all the territories
1)£ the ::Hates in Schedule I. As soon as we say that "In this part, unless the·
context otherwise. requires,. the \State inc_ludes all.. ... ,, .. " so ~ar as this article
7 ·jg concerned, the whole Qf Schedule I Is covered and there 1s no doubt abouti
i~.- Then, Sir, article 10 refers to appointment to an office under the State,.,......
there is noth'ng wrong because here- "under ihe State". means as defined .in
article 7, and because the definition of article 7 covers the whole of the State·
including the territories in the First Schedule. That is all right. But when
we come to the other part of it, as to residence ·. within that State, there the
mt arises. The residence cannot be in· the authority; the residence must he in.
the territory. and therefore we cannot invoke .Article 7; we must necessady go
to Article 1 ~nd when we go to Arlicle 1, therein part (4) of Schedule f
becomes excluded. This is my point.
Mr. Vdce-President: B~fore wo start the f!et'leral discussion, 1 would like to.
place a particular matter be~ore the honourl\ble Members. The cl:mse which
bas ao long been .um.ler discussion affects particull!l'lY ·certain sections of olJl·

,.
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as to who are the backward classes. This may remove the difficulty. The atmosphel·e in the country today is such as compels us ~ demand reservatio~ ~ot
in the services but also in the Legislatures.
Otherwise I am of the oprtuon
that in a country, which has become free and the constitution of which is being
~ramed with full freedom, there is no necessity for reservation. But the great
difficul~ which forces US to make a demand for rE·servation is that there is
no such generosity and impartiality in· our society as a society needs for its \ ·
welfare nor is there any possibility of it~ being there in the ~ear future. Therefore, as it bas been suggested by the amendment, I submit that the words
'backward cl!!Ss' should be substituted by 'depressed class' or 'scheduled class' because the latter have a definite meaning. Among the scheduled castes have
been included a number of those classes which are accepted by all· to be bacikward. Therefore I support this amendment in the form that the words. ''backward class' should be substituted by the :vords 'scheduled caste.' . I thipk' that
reservation in services too is necessary for them for some time: Ot)lerwise I do
nut even like to have 'any reservatio~ in the legislatures. I. personally holcl .the
view that in this free country it is riot proper to make reservation.for~Hindus,
Maslims, Christians and Sikhs on the ground that they are minorities. · But in
so far as that section of Hindus is concerned who are called 1Harijans, and they
are really backward,~it appears to be appropriate that there should be reservation for some time. That too should be for some tim.e only. When they reach
the same level of cuJture as other sections of the population have, Jf would be
thE' first person to oppose any reservation whatsoever for them~ So long as they
do not attain that position, I favour reservation. Therefore, I submit th,at with
the addition of these words reservation in services will prove to be useful instead
of being harmful. J
Shri Chandrika Ram (Bihar: General): *[Mr. President, I.rise to express my
support for article 10. Se.veral amendments have been moved for inserting the
words "Scheduled Castes" after the words "Backward classes" in this article.
I would like this to be done. Members are perhaps aware o( th~. fact that the
·question of reservation for Depr~sed· Classes and Scheduled Castes 'was discussed by the Advisory Committee. but ~t was lost by a single vote. Otherwise
there would have been legJlly binding _provisions. for reservation in services for
the Harijans. But as it is, I find that peopl~ are wondering why the expression
"Backward Classes" has been put in this article and why is it that 'Backward
Class' bas not been properly defined. The members of the House who have had
occasion to go through the Census Reports specially of the years 1921 an.d 1931,
would have found that the expression 'Backward Class.' lias, ·in a way, been
defined therein. So far as I think, and .this opipion is borne out by, these Reports, our society is divided into three sections-'l'be highest consisting of that
section of our society whi~h is known as 'Caste Hindus' and the lowest of t-he
se?tion kno_'\;rt as Scheduled Castes or Harija?s: while the third occupying a
m1Cidle pos1t10n behvcen these •wo and cons_Istmg · of a. large portion o£ our
people is what may be termed as the Backward Class. I am sorry that this backward class for whose cause Htmoura.ble Papdit Hirday Na.th Kunzru has pleaded,•
has not been given reservat.ion in Legislatures, that. is neither iri the assemblies
nor in the. councils. I may cite Bihar .as a.,. case. in NJint.
According to the
Census Rep?rt, the backward. class C(n~stitut.es a major section 0 £ the population
of the provmce.. But you will find that w1th the only exception o:f Ahir comno other c_ommunity .has been given J;epresentation in th6 Council or
of the provin~e. Their. population in the province is about ·:fivE;J n:iihions.
are altogether 152 seats in the Assembly and 30 seats in the Councfl;
in both the Houses the Backwa.rd .Class ·has, got.only two seats. ·No doubt
are not .treated as u~touchables. Moreover ~om -the educational and econopoint o£ view they are. in a much better, con,di,tion than the other·communic
. · If a community, however,. is to, progre~s; ~nd. occupy a. high !>osition in
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society it is e.ss~ntial th11t it must possess political rights. H a community,,·
howsoever large 1t may bu within a society a.nd whatever pre~eminence it may
have reached in: the matter- of its culture, doe~ not possess political rights a?d
luu; also n.o poEticilJ rept·esentation in -the -Council and the Asse111bl.v, I am
afraid, I cannot see how it- can have the same status as the o~her con{munities
in the eyes of the Sta.te. J, therefore, think that just as we have provided for
reservations for the Harijans in Servic!!s, in Assemblies and in Councils, it would
be proper on our part
make similar provision £or backward ~lasses also for
whom Pandit Hirday Nuth Kunzrl!- has argued so feelingly. We. have provided
sv many. privileges w Harijans on the ground that they are backward and I fail
tQ understand why the same argument should not be applied for providiBg reservations for the backwat·d classes. I think that this is a view requiring serious
eonsideration·. We are framing a constitution for our country by which we int8Dd, and this has been specifically stated in the preamble, to secure
aH
eif.:i:r,ens 'Justice, soci-al, economic and political.' But I think that we al'e
actually denying political rights to a large section of our countrymen who constitute in my opinion, v; majority of the population: . We profess to be providing
equ:=tl opportunity• to all but in fact we are denying this to the ·bachvurcl classes.
Tl;~refor_e, if we 1~ea!Iy mean to secure equal opportunity to all we should, in
artwle 1Q, not only pmvide for reservation of appointment-s or posts in favour
of backward class of citizens but should also provide for reservation of seats in
Legislatures for them. I would like to answer the objection of many memhers
a.;}•inst the retcention of the words 'bachYard class: in this article.

to

to

Pa.rbicularly my sociaii:;t friend, Seth Danwdm· Swarup and Pandit LokanathNI:isra have moved amendments seeking deletion of the word 'backward class.'
'fh, first observation I would like to make in this connection 'is that I do not
understand why Sethji who is a member of the Socialist Party, which, as is
well known, desires t.o secure representation ior every section of the populatiop,.
should' be r4ising an objection a.gai~st the provision in this clause which is for
.the benefit ot' the 'Backward Class.' Th those who think that no baekward class
~xists iri the ..eou-ntry, I would o'ill~· say that· they are blind to the facts of the
histm·y of oui~~cotintr.v.. to .i;he progressive society of. today and to trhe condi~ions
abtail'iing at pj·escnt. I_therefor~ commend wholeheartedly the labours of the
'D1:a£tirig Committee i1i. tbis respect. With these words, Sir, I support the
amendment as it is.]

.Shl"i P. Kakkan (Madras: General): ·1\fr. Vice-President, Sir, I am very glad
Lo ~mpport articit'~ 10. The· poor Harijan candidates hitherto did not get prop~r
appointments in Grwernm~nt services. 'The_ higher officers selectR.d on!y t.h~u·
~wn people, but not the Harij.ans. Sir, even i~ the matter o.f pro:notions, _we did
n_ot get justice. 'fhe. Gow.rnmeat-can_ expect necessary qu~hficat.\on.s or persona·

.. lity from the.lli,rijans, bttb not merit. If you tQke ment alone Into aecount,
th~ Ha-rijans· cn.nnot conie forward. I _say in this_ House that the ~Gov.~rnment
must take sp·ecial steps for the reservatwn of appom\ments for the Ha.npns for
' sc:me years. I e.xped thc~t the Government will take the necessary steps to give
more appointments in Police and Military services also. For example, inKashmir the poor H:trijans ar~ fighting with great- vigour. I say in this House
that the Harij.ans must be given more jobs in this Governmellt and be
by the Government. \Vith these few words, l finish my speech, Sir.

Shri V. 1. Muniswa.niy Pilla.y: Mt·. Vice-Pres1dent, .fiir, in the firs_t two
of nrticle.lO, it hus been ma~e.clear that all citizens will have a general
for the service;;;,. but whetl' we come to cl~\use (3}, by :rutting the word
which lias fih·eady been pointed out by one o£ the honourable members, it
nof been defined properly._ So this throws me in confusion, whether the
rn1mities that. we1·e left out: early i•.t the administration for their due share ha ·

1
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· been provided for. Sir, in the gr:eat upheaval of making a Constitution for this
-country, I feel that the communities that have not enjoyed the loaves and fishes
.of the services should not be left out; It is for this purrose, I gave notice, ,;f an
.amendment and a further amendment signed by more than fifty members has
.been presented to this House, but for reasons wel~-known to you, Sir,. I <:<>uld
not move-tl$t amendment. But I wish to make it clear that unless there IS an
.assurance that these com:munities-I specially mean the Scheduled castes-are
given a chance unless there· is an assurance that these communities will at all.
times be taken into account and given enough a~id more chances in appointments,
+.heir uplift will. still stand over. The· other day, Sir,, our Honourable Deputy
.Premier, Sardar Patel, has clearly said that not only justice must be done -to the
Harijans, hut their case must be treated with generosity. It is in that view and
.spirit I request that a clear indication should ·be)"given by this House that the
interests of the Scheduled Castes will be looked after: Sir, Sfjme honourable
Members fe.el that reservation is not necessary. I think this is unwholeso.me
thinking, because so long as the communal canker remains in the body politic,
I ~eel there will be communities coming up for reservation; but the case of the
Scheduled Caste is not pleaded on a matter of.communalism, because they have
been left in the lurch and due to their lack of social, economic and educational
.advancement for "years and decades it is necessary, and I also feel that their
·Oase must be presented in this House vehemently, so that we may get justice
.at all times. At the same time I may tell this House that it is not t~ obj~ot
~)£ any of the leaders of the Harijan community to pelJ)etuate the communal
bogey in this land for ever, but so long as they remain so backward in getting
admission into the services, it is highly necessary that they must be given some
protection. Sir, in the past, the Government of India had made provision experiencing their inadequacy in the services; and even in lily own province the
~overnment of Madras have issued a commUJJ.al G. 0. and thereby they have
given chances for the Harijans. Apart from that aU those people who have
baen recruited from the Scheduled Castes have proved worthy. of the choice.
I£ I may say so, Sir, even in the MiJitary, we know t.hat in-Kashmir they have •
played their part most effi.cient.ly and the veryo existence of the Chairman of the
Drafting Committee here shows the ability' ~hat the S.chedulecl Castes posses.

Slui T. Cha.nniah (Mysore): Mr. Vice-President, Sir, the retention. of the
word 'backward' in clause (3) of article 10 has created some doubt amon·g
honourable members from the J'vladras province. It is a fact, of course, Sir, that
tht· word 'backward' has not been specifically defined in the Draft Constitntion.
Honour~ble Members coming from N_orthern India have. been puzzled to note
that honourable members coming from the south are very particular about .this
word 'backward.' In Northern India, for instance, the honourable Members
·. ~omi~g from Northern India are awsre that there_- is a clear distinction between
Hindus and Muslims; that much they understand very clearly. They also
1mbw that ·among the Hindus ~here are class;es of people who are agricultural
classe~ and also people who tare engaged in artisan works.
They al~o belong
to the backward class. Iu South India., Sir, the term. 'backward classes' is /
very distinct. The Backward classes in South India, as I am aware, are eit.her
socially backward or educationally .backward. The only classes who do not fit in
- in this context namely clause. (3) of srticle 10 are those who are economically
forward. . They feel that the word backward, if retained, will come in the way
-o£ their interest, namely, entertainment of these classes in the services. Therefore, Sir, the backward classes of people as understood in South· India; are those
.dasses of people who are educationally backward, it is those classes that require
a<lequate representation in the services. There are" other classes of people who
are socially backward; they also require adequate representa.tion in the se;·vices
Tiie economically forward class of people a1·e ren,lly disinterested in the woi:'<l
·backward' appearing in clause (3) of article 10.
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give a clear picture oi this, Sir, I would like to state what obtains in
M9J!II'· There are two classes of vacancies,- A and B classes. For the A Class
va ...... ucies, both the Brahmins and the Non-Brahmins are competent to apply, '
whereas for the ~ class vacancies, only the backward Classes are entitled to
coll?pete: S_i~,. these backwar~ comm_uni~i~s. suffer ~om two disabi.ftties, ~amely,
s~cml disabilities and educational d1sabiht1es. It IS from these two poilltEl of
VIPW, that the State Government has specifically provided the appoilltrnents
~n t.J:e B class. Therefo!e, Sir, .'it is i?ut right that the word "backward" appearmg ill clause (3) of article 10 should be retajned. As the. •Honourable Dr.
Ambed~ar has ri~htly ~aid, the retention of the word 'backward' will be very
appropnate also for this reason, namely, that· clauses (1) and (2) o! article 10
wo~ld be null and void ·if this word 'backward' is not retained in clause (3) of •
artwle 10.
•

,&

· Mr. Vice President: Sorry, there are other speakers who want to

spea~.

· Shri T. Channiah: I am really sorry that the honourable Pandit Kunzru
should have felt that the backward class should be given this opportunity only
fur a period of ten years. Sir, I want this reservation for 150 yea.rs which has
·been the period during which opportunit.ies have .been denied to them.

-

.

Mr .. Vice-Presidt)nt: Mr. Channiah, will you pleas~ go ~ your seat.?
Shri Santanu Kumar Dass (Orissa: .General):· *[)Y[r. Vice-President, it i;;
not my desire to say anything in connection with Backward classes which are
being discussed here. · The evil effects of foreign rule iri our country prevent
us from immedia.tely deleting all provisions relating to Reservations £rom our
· Constitution. So long ~s these conditions continue in ~ur country we will
continue to demand reservations-in the services for the Harijans and the
scheduled castes, for these are covered by the term 'backward class'.
Yv~ewill go on scrutinising the number of Harijans, Muslims and Christians in the
services. Nowadays a minority tfars that• without reservation· it would not. be
able to gain seats in Elections or .employment in services. You know that
there are many vacancies in the Railway and Postal Departments. 'fhese posts.
are advertised. We receive interview letters and our candidates come from
distant places for inte.rview, but thek cases are not at all considered and they
are totally ignored, wherea.s those who have been working as apprentices are
seie9ted as they have a strong backing from their departments. What do we
gain by these adve:tisements? W~en there· is a chance :v_~ are ignor~~- Then.
wn.y" do you advertise at all? Is 1t only to please Panditp or Sardarp ?J

-

\l\{r. Vice-President: You are wandering from the point.
Shri Santanu :Kumar Dass: *[This also. puts the gazetted officers of tho- ..scheduled castes and minority community into difficulty. Seth Damodarr·
Swarup has just said tha.t there is no ne.ed for.reservations. as Public S_ervcitSec
Commission would secure impartiality. But in t~is connectiOn I would l:ike to
point out that though• there is a Public Service Cm~:u;nission, an_d 'candi~ates.
appear at its examinatwn and m~my of those who quahfy a.ppear ill the hsts,
yet when there. is a. chance of fillmg p,osts those who have not even appeared at
the examination are taken in. How does it happen? It happens because su~h. _
people. have a; strong bac_king w~ich enab~es. them to get selected.~ I am afraid.
the continuatiOn of Pubhc Servwe CommiSsions would be of no: use for us .
. At present there is reservation in. the elections aild thereby we ~et ~ chance;
to discuss our problems here.. But if there ~as no such reservatiOn. It .would ··
not b·e possible for us to come here as we would not be able to· WI!il m tber

* [ ) Translatiqn
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general elections. I therefore, submit that there should be reservation in services
and elections.
·
There is one thin a more: It has been said tha.t reservation should be kept
for ten years. Wh:/' only for ten years? If we get equal rights within two
years all would be on the same level after that period and there would be no
need for nlSe'tva.tions .• With these words I support the article.. ]
. Shri Jaspat .Roy Kapoor: Sir, may I submit that many of us do not appreciate the Marshal going to the speaker and ~sking him to resume his seat?
Mr. Vice-President: I am sorry for what the Marshal <lid; but it was not :1t
my request. He is over-zealous.
Shri H. J. Khandekar: (C. P. & Berar: General): Sir, may I request you one
thing with reference to the time limit? The speakers here are mostly Harija..n
&peakers and they require some time to explain the situation. I would therefore
request you to increase·the time limit so that they can explain and support this
article very well.
Mr. Vice-President: Yes.
Shl'i H. J. Khandekar: Mr. Vice President, Sir,,I have come here to support
-article 10 which is being discussed in the ;House. Be.fore supporting it I congratulate the friend who in the Drafting Committee has ~nserted this word
'backward' in article 10 clause (3). If -this word 'backward' had not been here,
the .purpose of the scheduled caste would not have beeri served as it sheuld be.
The condition of the scher'l.uled castes has been explained by many friends who
made their speeches in the House. The condition is so deplorable that though.
the candidates of the scheduled castes apply for certain Government posts, they
are not selected for the post.s because the people who select the candidates do not
belong- to that community or that section. I can give so many instances about
this because I have got the experience from all provinces of the country that
tbe scheduled caste people though they are well qualified do not get opportunity
and fair treatment in the services. It would have been better if the word 'sche~
duled caste' as has been proposed hy an amendment by my friend 1\-Ir. Muniswamy Pillay would have been inserted in thl's article. Because tne term 'backward' is so vague that there is no definition
this word- anywhere. I do not agree
with my friend Mr. Chandrika Ram saying that the definition of the word- 'backward' is given in the Census report. That is the definition of t.he word 'scbe-duled caste' and a list of the castes included in the scheduled caste./ But I
think the friend who has inserted this word in this article is aiming at the
eommunity known as the scheduled caste and when this Constitution is pa.ssed
and when the article comes into operation, I hope that the Executive who will
operate this clause or this Constitution will also aim at the community known
as scheduled castes. Our revered leader Thakka-r Bapa is in the House. He
has been working for this community for about sixteen years as the General
Secretary of the Harijan Sewak S:tngh. He knows the difficulties of this community socially, economicall.f, educationally, religiously and even politically.
If I may say here leaving asid"e all these aspects, and if we consider the aspect
politically, this community i~ not represented anywhere if no reservation of seats
fire given to that community.
•

o£

Mr. Vice-President: You had better confine yourself to the article. under
discussion. How does politics enter into the picture at all?
Shri H. J. Khandekar: Therefore, if I leave aside the political aspects of
the com!!! unity and ·come to the social, educ·ational, economical and religious
aspects, the condition of the scheduled caste. in. this respect also h1 more deplorable than that of any man living in this country. I may say, that if a candidate of the scheduled caste applies for a particular post in the Government of
* [ ] Translation of Hindustani speech .
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India or in· the Provincial Governments he is ordinarily ignored. There are. commissions for recruiting these candidates. There is a .Federal Public Service-·
Commission, there are provincial Commissions; and while recruiting-you know,
Sir, we people are educatio11ally backward and we cannot. -come in competition.
with the other communities-,if the qualifications for the Harijan candidates are
not rellUled, our candidates will not be able to compete with tl:ie ~andidates oi
the Brahmin community or the so-called Savarna Hindus. Then if our candidates go to the F.P.S.C. or the Provipcial Commissions·they-will not be successful in the selections a·s these· commissions are not represented by us. I therefore think that while bringing this clause.int'O operation, the F.P.S!C. or the·
Pro~ncial. Commissions should be instructed to relax the qualifications .in connectiOn w1th the Harijan candidates or the Scheduled Caste candidates anrl
there should also be Harijan representatives on these commissions. Moreover,
Sir,_ I know and the House and you too, Si!'-; know' th.at the Government ·of
Ind~a-I mean the present Government ::>£ India-has issued a circular about
the services fer .the Scheduled caste. They have said that in higher s(lrvices 12!
per cent. of the seats. are reserved for the scheduled caste and in the lowel·
services 16! per cent. are reserved for them.
. Sir, if you just see how the recruiting of scheduled castes candidates is going
on in prac~ce 1 · _you will_ find that not eve~ 1 per cent. of ~hese candidates has
been re~mted m the h1gher serviCes and m the lower, serviCes of the Government of India. Look at the Provincial Governments that have been ruJ! by "our
,popular ministries. Even in those provinces, the S'Cheduled castes have· no adequate representation in the services. l, therefore, would have been very glad
if after 'Or beforE:J the word "backward», the word "scheduled castes" had been
inserted, because this term 'backward' is a vague one and while rriaking the
selections, <Jommunalism will arise and the commissions, I do not_ blame them,·
will be helpless. As was said here by certain friends of mine, communalism is
gojng on, and provincialism is going on and. other thh;tgs are also going on and
I am afraid if these things are continued, .even if this clause is brought into·
<,peration, the·scheduled castes wiU. never get a chance,. as the word 'backward'
would be interpreted in such a way tmat we people would get no chance in the.
services hecaa&e the people of other cas+jes will also claim to be backward
and get the chances on reserved posts. Therefore, Sir, before resuming my seat,
I would request you to see that the machinery which will operate this clause·
sbc.uld be so pure, that no discrimination of any sort should be made between
scheduled castes and other people who come under the category of backward
cl\lRses. With these words, Sir, I take my seat.

Mr. Moh'amed Ismail Sahib (Madras: Muslim): Mr. Vice-President, Sir, this
word 'backward' I carmot understand ip. the context in which it is -put here i~
clause (3) of article
If one reads_ the clause without this word, then or;e can
quite clearly and easily understand. 1ts meaning. But when the word backward' is inserted, it obscures the meaning a great deal. The word 'backward'
has not been defined at all anywhere in this Constitution. But I may tell you
it bas been defined in certain places. In Madras it lias got a. definite and tecbnicd meaning. There· ar4i a number of castes and sub-castes called backward
communities. The Govemment of Madras have counted and scheduled more
than 150 of these classes in that province and in that province when you utter
the word 'backward', it 'is one of those 150 and odd communities that is meant,.
and not any community that is generally backward. And I may also say that
thos~ 150 and odd communities constitute almost- the majority of th-e population of that 'Province, and e.very one of these communities comes f.rom the Hindus'":__the m11jority community.- In that·Iist the scheduled castes are not included, and if vou include the scheduled castes also iri the class of those backward
communities, then all of them put togethPr, will form decidedly the majority of
th~ whole population of·that P.rovince·. I war-.t to know whether by inserting' the
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wr1rd 'backward' here von mean the same backward classes· as the ·Madras .Govvrnment means, I wa~t to know the meaning of the word .. , I &ulJmit th~t it
should not in any way be taken to mean the,t the backward classes as· those of
the minority communities such a.s Muslims, Christian:: and the s_cheduled caste
people are excluded from the purview of this clause.. As a mat-ter o£ fact, there
are backward people am,ongst th.e non-majority people as well.·, The Chr~st~s
an bac~,~a,.d. As a matter of tact they are not <:Hlequat.ely represented m the
services of the provinces. So also the 1\Iuslims, and also the Scheduled Uast:;s.
If any provision is made. it bas to be made for such really backward people.
It may be pointed out that such a provi'!;ion is made in article 296 under the ,
minorities r:ghts·. 1.\..tt there the article does 110t q;enk of the reser1m.tion for
.those people in the services as this clause (3) does. Therefore, .it is here, and
th&t in the fundamental rights that s~ch a provi,sion ought to he made for su}lb
minorities as the Muslims, Christians and the Schedulecl Caste~.
'
. Then Sir, I am opposed to the amendment moved by PaiJ(]it, Kumru. He
says that the Government shall have the right or option of providing for re. servation only for a period of ten years. Sir, the me~tsure or yard-stic], m any
suc~h matter should not be the period of time. The backwardness of the people
is the result of conditions which have been persisting und in existence for several
centuries and ages, and these will not die off easily. So t.he measure really
should be the steps that are being taken to liquidate that backward condition,
and it should be the forwardness of the people which has. resulted JIS a con~
seque~JCe of those steps.
Therefore, when these people ad'vnnee nnd have rome
forward as much as any other community in ~the land, then these v_ery
reservations would automatically disappear.
I feel that no period IJeed
·be stipulated at all for this purpose. That period might be less than ten years,
or it niay be more than ten years,
according as the bMkwardness
persists or disappears. The measure, as I said, should be the effect and result
of the steps that are being taken for removing and eliminating those conditions
which go to make. the backwardness. ~ would· now. request the mover of the
mot.ion to at least remove the wo~ 'backward' and make it clear to the House
tha£ here, when the. clause speaks of reser(!Of1tion, it means aJ~o minority· com· ·
·
munities, who st-and in need of such resenn.t,ions.
Sir, there 'is only one more point which I have to touch upon.' When we speak
d reservations and rights and privileges, the bogey of commmwlism- is 'being
raised. Sir, communalism does not come in because people want their rights.
When people find that they are riot adequately -represented, they rightly feel that
they must have due representation and then such a demand comes up. It
c.omes because of their non-representation in the services, and because of their
discontent. When such discoi1t.ent is removed, the u:riity gf lwart.s comes in .
. lt is the 6nity of hearts and not any attempt at a physical unity that will do good
to the country and to the people. The differences will be there, but there ·must
be harmony and that is wh!tt we aJJ
really want, and that harmony
can be brough~ abou~ only .by. creat_ing .corite.ntrncnt amongst the· people.
m
serviCes
Is
one · of the
measures
we
can
And
reservatwn
adopt to bring about conlei1tment among the people. You can then say to
the people, "Look here, you have your proper shar~ in the services and you
ha.ve nothing to coinplain. ·: When people themselves find that they are given
as good an opportunity as others, harmony will be there -and the so-called comnmnalism will not come in at all. 1'here are counf·ries which have followed
the proced_ure which I am adyocating and quite effectively, they have eliminated
communah~m. Therefor~, I say that on~ .of the ways of removing disharmony
a~d pro~ucmg harmony,.Js to make provJsJon for the people'!?. representation in
t:te serviCe~ and to make them feel that they havt gob a rea} shate and an effeGhve share m the governance of the countrv.
·
Sardar Hukam Singh (East Punjab : ·Sikh): Mr. Vice-President, Si~· the
point that I want to press before this House has already been t.o~ched 'upon
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by one _o·: two Members.

The Honourable Pandit Kunzru· has said that he
wants to enquire what relation there is between article 10 and article: 296.
_ CertHi11ly i£ we. take article 10, clause (1),-it is laid down there that "there
~ball be equality of opportunity for all citizens iri matters of, employment under
' the State". That wollid meau 'that when posts are to be' filled, that would
be done by open competition and the topmost.men would be taken• irl'. That
is quite all right; that should be the procedure.
But when we look at o.rticles 296 oo.d 297, those two articles lay down that.
claims of a] minorities sh,1ll be taken into consideration : "Subject to the provisions; of thS> next succeeding article the claims of all minority
oommunities shall be taken into consideration, oonsistently with the maintenance of efficiency of administration, in' the making of appointments ............ "

'o:'o ·me it seems that there is some

conflict

between these t\vo

articles.

If we arc~ to fill up these posts hy open competition m~d on merit, certainly we

cannot giv'3 rec?gnitio~ to the claims of all m~nori_ti_es. Then the best me9
would be taken m ai1d 'If. some members of the mmont1es do happen to succeed,
that would not be on the consideration of their claims as minorities but that
would be under article 10. as equal citizens of the Stat-e.. If they get those
posts in opt:'n. competition, it is all right_; but if they are nqt adequately represented by that methoa, then what art:cle 296 implies is, that special consideratio:J. shall•be sbown to them to see that their representatian is made up.
Sir, there can be only one of these two things-either there can be clear
equal opportunity or special consideration. ArtiCle 10 says there shall be
equality of opportunity, then it emphasises the fact by a negative clause that
no citizen- shall be discriminated on account of religl.on or race. H is quite
good, but when n.o indication iG given whether this would override article 296 ,
or article 296 is independent of it, we are certainly left in the lurch. What
would be the fat-e of the minorities ?
, In clause (3) this new· phrase ~backward class" of citizens has been introduced. We had heard of "depress~ classes", "scheduled castes", but this
"backward class of citizens", so far as our part of the country is concerned,
we have never seen used in any statute. ,Just now we have been told that
"backward classes" have been defined in the Province of Madras; that may be,
but that is not within my knowledge. Whereas this' new term has made apprehensive the members of the schedu:ed casfes and they have pressed here
that it should be made clear that it only applies to them, if it is for their benefit,
at the sam1J time it has made the minoritie'3 apprehensive· whether they are
being included, as Pandit Kunzru said, whether "backward classes" would include those minorities as well, whether if the.v are not adequately represented
any co.ncession would be shown to them; aud if they are not to be included
in this phrase then what would be their fa.te•under article 296. Unless we
reconcile these two articles-296 and )0-tiie safeg,uards that are being provided in article 296 become illusory and there is ap~rehension in our minds
as to whether that article would be to our benefit at all.
Shri 'K. 1\{, Munshi : '-1r. Vice.. President, Sir, the criticism that has been
placer! hefore the B:ouse so far has revolved round two points. The first point
is the scnpe of amendment No. 82 moved by my honourable friend Shri A}~adi
Krishnaswami Ayyar; the second is about the word ''backward·''. I propose to
deal with the first question particularly in view of what. was said h,y my
honouran!e friend Mr. Gupta and the comments ~ade by my ,honourable
,
.
friend Mr. Kamath.
I want the House- rea lis~ the scope of this article .. In article 10; clause
,(2), the Hc,use has added the word "residence'· to the various restrictions that
are mentioned there.

to
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mei·ely suggested.
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It has not been added, it was

Shri K. M. Munshi: It bas been moved that it should be added; l stand
vVo have moved an amendment to this effect implying thereby
bbat we are going to support it and I hope we are going to get the support of
the H~u~e. The amendment seeks 'to ins~rt the word "residence" in clause
{2); that would mean that! no State, not even a local authority like a municipality or a local board, can ever make a rule that the incumbent of an office
{)r an employee shall be a resident of \hat particular -place. This would lead
.to great incenvenience.
For instance, there is an amendment to insert .tlie
wordo> ''offke" and "employment" separately; that would include offices which
do not earry a. salary. 'l'hen, take for ins~ance the chairman of a local board.
It may become necessary for a Provincial Legislature to lay down a residen·~ial qualification. The Provincial Legislature, however
will not have the
;power to do so unless the House accepts the amendment which has been ·moved
by my honourable friend Shn Alladi. All that amendment ·No. 82 seek,; to
do i-s this : if the clause with regard to residence has to be qualified and a
'residential qualification, has to he imposed, it can only be done by the Parliament, that is by the Central Legislature. 'rh0 reason of this change is that
there should be uniformity with regard to this qua:ification throughout the
whole country and.that this provision should not be abused by some Legislature
• by imposing nn impossible residential qualification.

.~orrected.

The second difficulty. which evidently has been present before the minds
Qf son,e of t11e\Members of the House is with regard to the word "Sta.te". I.
would like t.o draw the attention of the House to the different meanings of the
word "state" used in the Constitution.
The amendment says, "Any State
for the time being specified in Schedule I". So we have to find the meaning
'Of the word ''State". I may now refer to article 1 which says : "India shall be a Union of States.
The States shall mean the States for the tim.,: being specified in Parts I, II and Til of ·
the First Schedule".

•

Now, if you go to the First. Schedule, the Schedule is headed "State. and
Territories". So far as the First Schedule is concerned, Parts I, II and III
refer to the States organised into a separate autonomous Government; while the·
territories are described in PariJ IV-Andaman and Nicobar Islands. Thete-.
fore, the words "Any State for the t.ime being specified in the First Sche 1ule"
would cover -:m1y the States mentioned in Parts I, II and III but would not
include . the Andamatl and Nicobar Ishinds.
'
Smne clifficult.y has been felt by one or two members with regard to the
definition of the word "States".

'

i

Shri H. V. Kamath: May
draw my leamed friend Mr. Munshi's attention to the language used i1, the First Schedu~e ? Part I refers to "territories"
·as well-"the territories • lmown imme':liatelv before the commencement
of this Constitution as the Governors' Provi~ces''
i'he word ''territory·'
is used there a:Q.d not merel.v in connection with• Andaman and Nicobar
- 1slnnds. In Parts I,:-!I, and IV the word employed i~ ''tf~JTitory".
Shri K. M. Munshi : If the Honourable Member is good enough to follow
the submissions which I am making, I am sure he wiU be convinced, unless
he 'is determined not to be c~nvinced, in which case it it a different matter.
-Shri H. V. Ka:tnath ": The boot, Sir, is on the other leg.
Shri K. M. Munshi: What I am saying is, if you look at the words of article
1, it says: "The States shall mean the St,ates, &c.~·. These -do not include the
Central Government of the Union. It only means the autonomous States

0_
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:vhich are mentioned in Parts I, II and III. As regards Part IV you will find
1n clause 3, ~ub-clause (2)~"the territories for the time being speci~ed in Part
:IV of the F1rst Sched)Jle. . . . .' ~ TherefQ_re Nicobar Islands are not· a State
with;iJ thr- meaning of article 1. They are a territorv. · These territories are
not governed by any legislature of their own nor are" they a state' with any
autonomous powers. 'rhey are directly controlled by the Centre anl the
Centre cannot make a distinction with regard to its own services between a
residPnt of one province and another. • 1t must treat every citizen equally.
The scheme of this amendment thetefore, if it is seen in this light, is that with·
regard to the States ~n Parts I, II and III and in respect of 'mw "office under
siwh States, a residential qualification -can be imposed by the legislature.
.
The other difficu:t-y was in regard to article 7. The article uses the words"the State". They are almost made int9 ·a term of art and .apply only t.o the- ·
words "the State" used in Part III, that, is for the purpos-e of Fundamental'
Rights.
It has no· application to either the Schedule or to the States falling
withfn article 1. Therefore, when the amendment under_discussion: says "any
State" it cannot mean 'the State' as defin~d in article 7. I submit this amendment ioakes it perfectly clear tha.t it is for the purpose of servic~s -under the
States mentioned in Part I, II and III that the Central Legisla,ture can enact.
a legislatior., not with regard to 'any part of the territOry whi~h is directly controlled 6y the Central Government. . It would be quite wrong in principle, I
submit, that the Central Government should make distinctions between theresidents of one provinc-e and anoth~r. Therefore, the amendmeqt as it. st-ands,
· ·
I submit, is· perfectly correct.

. Shri H. V. Kamath: )\{r. Vice-President, if I heard my frien~ a.rir;;ht, he·
did suy JUSt now that the words "any ~tate" re£:rs to on1y Parts. X, II .and I~I
of the- first Schedule. Then, why not qay speCifically and defimtely m th1~
amendment-" any State for the time beiDg sp~cified in Parts I of the .First
Schedule J;o III" and be done with ~ ?
•
Shri K. M. Munshi: J may humbly ~oint out to my friend that. tbe hea_.ding .
of the- First Schedule is "the States and Territories of India" under articles 1 and
f, and Nicopar Islands are territories; they are not States. Therefore, it is
1-!_Cl'fectly deai: to any one who compares the two articles. I can'Q.ot add any
·•
fmther explanation to what I have given.
Shri H. V. Kamath: If the. wise men of the Drafting Cominittee think so,
and as ultimately they ~vill h:we their own way in regard to this ·.amep.dment
right or wrong, I do not want to press t·his point,

Shri K. M.- Munshi: 'l'he meaning as J understand i~,-and I hope I ha.ve
made it clear to the HousP--is perfectly clear· 31!:1d requires no -further comment
·on 111_y part.
-

.

The other point t,hat has been raised-of course, .it will be dealt with exhaustively by my ,Honourable friend Dr. Ambedkar when he replies generally-:-:is about .the use of the '"o~·d "backward." There is one point of view which I
\I ould like to pla.ce bf'fore the House., I happen not to belong· to th~ Scheduled
. Castes; and I am plltting that point of view, which possibly may <lOme better
from me than my Honourable friend Dr. Ambedkar. Certain members of the
Scheduled Castes have expressed a doubt whether by the use of the word "back~
ward classes" their rights or privileges or opportunities will be. curtailed in any
manner. I cannot .im3:gine for the life of me how, after•an experience of a year
and a half of the Constituent Assembly any honourable Member ·of the Scheduled
Castes should have a feeling that they will not ~be included in the backward
·~lasses so long RS they are backward. --I cannot also imagine a time :when there
is a(F baekward class in India which does not include the Schedu1ed ,Caste. Rut
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the point I want to draw the attention of these Members to' is this. Look. at
, what ha~ been going on in this House.,:for the last year and a half .. "rake article
11. From the first time the draft was put before the sub-committee of the
Minorities Committee-the Fundamental Right.s Committee-there has not been:
a single member of the non-Scheduled C,astes who has ever raised any objection
to it pn the contrary, we members who do not belong to .the Scheduled Castes,.
hhve' in order to wipe out this blot on our society, been in the forefront in this
matter .. Not only that, but article 296 and even this particular proviso has been
put in and supported fully by memQers of other communities and have been
supported by the whde House. There need, therefore, be no fear that the
House. as"constituted at present or hereafter, will ever make a distinction
or discriminate agamst the Dchectuled Castes. That_ fear, I think, 18 entirely
unfounded. What we want to secure by ·this clause are -two things. In the
fundamental right in the first clause we. want to achieve the highest efficiency
in the se~:vices of the State-highest efficiency which \vould enable the services.
to function effectively and prompt-ly. At the same time, in Yie>Y of the conditions
in our country preva.iling in several provinces, we want to ~e that backward
classes, classes who are really backward, should ·be _given· scope in _the State
services; fqr it is ref!lised t.hat State s~rvices give a status ,and an opportunity
to serve the country, and this opportunity should be extendecr--to every community, even among the backward people. That being so, we have t<J find· out
some generic term and the ·word "backward class·' was the best r.ossible term.
When it is read ·with article 301 it is perfectly cle[\:r that the worff "backward,.
signifies that clas/s of·people-does--not matter whether you call them untouchables
or touchables, belongmg to this community or that,-a class of people who are
so b:fckward that· specw.l protection is required in the Eiervwes and 1 see no
reason why any member should be apprehi'msive of regard to the word "baykward." ·
_
·
•
·
Pa.ndit H'ird&y Nath Kunzru: 'fhis is begging the· question. To argue like
thi ~ ir;; to argue in a circle.
·
.
Shri K. M. Munshi: Well, I have not been able to trace the circle so fn.r,
inspite of my learned friend's attempt ~ make me do it.
An Honourable Member: Wh~ ar~ those backward classes?
Shri K. :M. Mupshi: Article 301 ·makes· it clear that there will be a Commission appointed £or the purp.o.se of investigating what are backward classes.
Some reference has been made to Madras. I may point out that in the province
of Bombay for several years now, there has 'been a definition of- backward
classes, which includes not. only Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes but also
other backward classes who are economically, educationally arid socially backward. \Ve need not, therefore, define or restrict 'the scope of t-he word 'backward'
to a particular community. Whoever is backward will be covered by it and T
think the apprehensions of the Honourable lVIem?ers are not justified.
Sh.ri T. T. Krishna~achari:" l\!Ir. Vice-Pi·esident; Sir, I am afraid I am in a
position of dwa.dvanta~e. ~oming as I do after Mr. Munshi, whom the Houseknows as a ve;_·y Iearned.Iawyer. I now see that his technique in advocacy is to
eonfuse the judge, as-if I had heard him aright-he must have confused theminds .of those Members of this House who had s~me doubts in regard to the
provisions of article 10. Sir, I was reading- recently in a newspaper the commentR on this C~nstitutiOn by a celebrated authority-Prof. Ivor Jennings.
:Vice-Chancellor of the Ceylon University-and he characterises this chapte.r ,of
fundamental rights as a paradise for lawyers.
And, as a piece of loose
'drafting, article 10 takes the palm.
My own view, .if I rna~ he
permitted to state it~ is that· this article had better not find a plac~
in
this Chapter on Fundamental Rights.
.
. Let me take clause_ (1): "There shall be equality of opportunity for all citizens
m matters of employment under the State." What class of citizens? Literates?·-

•
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Illiterates? Could an illiterate file a suit before the Supreme Court alleging· that
he has been denied equality of opportunity? Tl:fis is not my own view. 'l'his is a
statement, oi J,ile view which I found e:li:pws&ed in Professor J erinings' criticism.
I now move on to clause (2). I a~ afraid this House bas been put'to a lot
-of trouble 'merely because of the attempt to accommodate my ,Honourable ~riend
Shri J aspat. Roy Kapoor by including the word 'residence' in this clause after
the word 'birth'. This_ has been begmning of all the trouble. We have. had au
.amendment by Shri K. J\1. Munshi and another by Shri Alladi Krishnaswami
Ayyar. Is it at all necessary to include the word 'residence'?'. I put. it to the
House that it is not necessary, becaUS6 if there is discrimination because of
'residence' as there may be, you are 1-lot going to cover it up by putting it in
here and taking it out in clause 2 (a).
An Honouxable Member: Delete 2 (a) then.
Shri T. T. Krishnamachari: That is a matter for the House. But I suggest
to the House that we can be impartial in this matter. We shall deny Mr. J asp.at
Roy Kapoor the right'tp put in 'residence' and we shall deny Shri Alladi Krishnaswami Ayyar the occasion to bring in an explanatory sub-clause which' would
whittle down the concession given as much .as possible.'
Now let us turn t{) the wording of the particular amendment moved by Shri
Alladi Krishniswami Ayyar on which my Honourable Friend' J'..ir. Munshi dilat-ed at length. Sir, as I said before~ I am not presuming to give any advice on
the matter. Let us see what the Parliament is going to do? Is it going to pass
a comprehensive law cover~ng the needs of all the States, all the local bodies, all
the village panchayats (which will also be States· under the definition in Al>ticl~
7) and all the uni-y~.rsities ?, Or, is it going to enact fresh legislation as and
when ·occasion /arises and as and when a particular local body or university or
·village pancha.yat asks for special exemption? Nothing is known as to what is
naturally contemplated. We do not know -what procedure is going to be laid
down for this purpose, and this clause is so beautifully vagu~ that we do not
know whether Parliament is. at all goincr to be moved in the matter for a comprehensive pier,e of legislation. Even treq, wnat is the type of legislation it
cou!J enact?
·
·
~

I

.

r

The proposal of my .friend Shri Jaspat Roy ca.n be nuliified if Parliament
,decides that there should be residence of at least ten years before a person can
qualify for an officer in the area. Or, is Parliament going to put down one year
or is it going to ,;over th~ pos1t10n of refugees by putting in six months or nothing
at all? My own view is that, instead of putting in a clause like 2 (a) which
is so vague,-the "doubt l·aised by my friend M:r. Kamath is quite right-we can
safely trust the good sense of Parliament. We are leaving the whole thing to the
good sense of Parliament, the legislatures, the Supreme Court and the advocates
who ~rill appear before that Court when we ena~t this· Constitution in the
. manner in which it has been presented to us. I am afraid there must. be some
region where yvu must leave it to the good sense of sortle people, because we are
here trying to prevent the good sense of people from mtllifying the ideas which
we hold today.
•
Sir, the amendment of Shri Allgdi Krishnaswami Ayyar ~ays: " ...... under
any State for the time being specified in the First Schedule" or any local or
other authority within its territory, any requirement 3S to residen.ce within that
State prior to such employmenn or appointment." I cannot really understand-where any State comes in here, even after hearing the very able advocacy and
admirable advocacy of Shri Mupshi in support of the ::rrnendment. I suggest
that both the ammendments be dropped. If any particular State disregards our
views and insists op residential qualification it would not matter very much.
I now come to clause (3). Quite a number of friends objected to. the word
·•bacl;:wa~d' in this clause. I have no doubt many of them have pointed out that

.
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when this House took a decision in this regard in this particular matter on a.
fozmer occasion the word 'backward' did not find a place. It was an afterthought which the cumulative wisdom of the Drafting Committee has devised
fc:,r the purpose of anticipating the possibility of this provision being applied to a
large section of the community.
·
\i;y I ask who are the. backward class of citizens? It does not apply to a
backward caste. It does not apply to a Scheduled caste or to any particular
community: I' say the basis of any.future division as between 'backward' and.
If the basis of
'forward' or nou-ba~kward might be in the basis of literacy.
division is literacy, 80 per cent. of our people fall into the backward class citizens.
\Vho is· going to give the ultimate award? Perhaps the Supreme Court. It will.
have to find out what the intention of the framers was as to who should come·
unde.r the category of backward classes. It does not say 'caste.' lt says 'c:iass.'
Is it a class which is based on grqunds of economic status or on grounds of
literacy or on grounds of birth? What is it?
My honourable Friend Mr. Munshi thinks that this word has fallen from
heaven like manna and snatched by the Drafting Committee in all their wisdom.
I say this is a paradise for lawyers. I do not know if the lawyers who have
been on the Committee .have really not tried to improve the business prospects.
of their clan and the opportunities •o£ their community or class by framing a,
constitution so full of pitfalls. ·
·
•

Shri K. M. Munshi: Well, my honourable friend can
'
·

atte~pt

to become a.

lawyer.

~hri T. T.,Krishnamachari: I am afraid I may have to, when people like·
Mr. Munshi desert the pr9fession for other more lucrative occupations. If my
friend wants me t'o say something saucy I can tell him that I could attempt
that and do some justice to it.

Shri K. M. Munshi: You

~an,

I know.

Shri T. T. Kr)shnamachari: I must'lpologise to you, J.VIr. Vice-President, for
carrying ou a conversation with Mr. Munshi notwithstanding the fact that he·
has been provocative. Anyhow the subject is not one which
merits such sallies~
'
\

Sir, coming bac~ to the merits of clause (3) my feeling is that this article·
is very loosely worded. That the word 'backward' fs liable to different interpretatious is tbe fear.o£ some of my friends, though I feel that there is no need forsuch fear, because I have no doubt it is going to be ultimately interpreted by
Tha Su~rewc authority on some basis, '.last(', community, religion, literacy or
economiC status. So I cannot congratulate. the Drafting Committee on .putting
th~s .!!articular word in; whatever might be the implication they had in their
mmtP, I ?annot help feeling that this clau:;e will lead to a lot of litigation.
Sir, before I sit do~n I would like to put before the House a suggestion
not to block the issue further either by admitting the amendment of Shri J asp at

Roy Kapoor or, as a sequel to 'it, the amendmeq,t of Shri Alladi Krishnaswami
A,yyar.
. The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Mr. Vice-President, Sir, I am goIbg to say at the outset, before I deal with the specific questions that have
been raised in the course of the debate, that I cannot accept amendment No.
3~4 moved by ~r. }1.isra; nor can I accept the two amendments moved by my
fnend, Mr. Nazrrua~m Ahmad, Nos. 336 and 337. I a>n prepared to accept
the amendment of Mr. Imam No. 338, as amended by amendment No. 77
moved by Mr. Ananthasa;IJam Ayyangar. I am also prcyared to !WCeJ t the
amendment of Mr. Kapoor, viz. No. 340, as amended by amendments Nos. 81
and 82 moved by my friends ;Mr. Munshi and ;Mr. Alladi Krishnaswami J:..yyar.
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I do not think that I urn called upon to say anything with ..!'e.gard tv t;mendments Nos. 334, 35(i. !Wd B37. Such observations, therefore, ns l. shal! make
.in the co11rse of my' spct!ch will be confined to the question of resifk.nct> about
.which th<.!re has beeu so much debate and the use of the word •· baekward"
in clause (3) of article 10, My friend, Mr. 'T. 'r. Krishnamachari; ha.s •tw!tted .
the Di·ahir:!:( Committee tbat the Drafting Committe~. probably in the interests
of some. members ·of that Committee, inst!!ad of producing a Constitution, have
produt!ed 11 paradise for lawyers. I am not prepared to say that this C.onstituti6n will not give rise to questions which will involve legal interpr~tation or
'judicial inbrpretction. Ir, fact, ·I ·would like to ask -;Mr. Krishuarwrcbari if
he can ?oint out; to me tm:y instance of any Constitution in the world which
has not tHen a p:~radise for lawyers. I would _particularly ask !llm to refer
to the va«t storehouse of law reports with regard to the Con3t.ituti.)n of the
United States, 'C:tnada 1.alfl other countries. I am therefore not w>hamed at
all if this Constitution herE-after for purposes of interpretation is tL•quired to
be taken' to the Federal Court. That is the fate of every Clonstitution and
.every DrJ.H:ing CqmmittPl'. I shall therefore not labour -that p•;illt at all.
N:iw, with regard tv the ques.tion' of residence. The matter is reaily very
·simple apd I .cannot understand why so iii'teUigent a person as my friend M:r.
'l'. '1'. Krishnamacha~i should have failed to .understand~ the basic purpose . Jf
that amendment.
' , 10 • ·
,
Sh:ri T. T .. Krishnamachari: For the same 1·eason as my honourable -Frier!cl
had fur omitting to put th.~t word originally .in the article.
· , .··
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I did not quite follow. I shall explain the purpose of th:s ammendment: It is the feeling_
m!l~.Y ~en;ons in
this House that, sin.~e \Ve have. estabhs):led a common mt1zensh1p throughout
In iia, irrvsp~ctive o~ the local jurisdictibn of t4e provinces · .md tl.Je Indian
Stat.es, it is only a '!OneOlnitant thin:g~hat residence should not be re::quired for holding a pa.rtl('ular -po~;;t, .in a particu!a.r State because, .in fl'> far as you
muke Tesitlence a qnnlifjcntion, you are really subtracting from the vnlue of
tt common citizenship which we have established by this Constitution or which
we propo:::e· to e..;;tc~blish by this Constitution .. Therefore in my jHdgment, the
-argument. i hat resider~ce sl!ould not b~ a qualification to hold _appointments
under the 8tate is a IH·rff!t;tly valid and a perfectly soup.d argument. At the
snme time. it n,ust he re:::Iised that you· cannot allow people wn:.> are flying
from oue province to f:Lwther, from one State to another, .as mer€ binls of passage without any r:oots, without any connection with that ps.rticuiar provit1ce,
just to-·co:r;ne, apply foroposts and, so to say, take the plums and wa.lk away.
ThorefGre, some lL.11itation is necessary. It was iound, when this matter1 was
investigated, that already today in.· very many provinces , rules have" been
fr:m1et1 by the pro_vinc·:~l governments prescribing rt cert.ain perioC! of residence as a qualitication br a post in that particular p110vince. Therefore th~ -,
proposal in the amenclm(;nt that, although as a.general rule; residence should
not be. :t. ,.Jualiflc>ation, yet some exception might be made, is not quite out of
the m;dinary. V/e are merely following the practice which ,h!ls b';'?.<l already
established in the various provinces. However, what we found. was that while
different prov;inces '':ete 'laying down a rertain period as a qualifyi:lg period for
post3, the periods varied. considerably. Some provinces said tkd, a person
must be actually domiciled .. What that means, pne does• not know. Others
have; fixed .ten years, some seven years and so 01i. It was therefor0 felt that.,
while it-might he desirable to fi~ a period as a qualifying te~t, 'that qualifying
test should be unifotm ~hrougbout fnilla. 'J()n,;equently. ·if ~hat ~biect is to
be ac~ieved, viz., that t.he qualifying residential period should be uniform;.
~hat abJect can be achieved only by giving the power to Parliament and not
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giving it to the local units, whether provinces or States. That is the underly!JUl]lOSe of this nmtndment putt_ing down residence as a, q uali!:ication.

;j ll g

\Vith regard to the I oin~ raised by my iriend, Mr. Kamath, I Jo nnt pro-.
pose to deal with it because it has ' alre.ady been ~ealt w1th by _.Mr. Munsh1
and a!so•by another friend. They told him ·why the language as 1t now stands
·in tile amendment is peifectly in accord with the other provisions of this Cons·titution.
_\!ow. f:i10. to eonw to the other· question which has been agitating the merr:bers of this House, viz., the use of the wmd "backward" in clause (3) of arti-cle 10 I should like to begin by making some general -observations so that
memb~rs miaht be in a position _to underst:md the exact import, ·the significance
and the nec~ssity for using the word ".bac~ward" in. this .particular cla~se. If
members were to try and exchange, thmr v1ews on th1s sub:ect, they w1ll find
that there are three points of view which it is nooessary for· us to .reconcile if we arc 'to i'!'odure a workable proposition which will he accepted by
alL Of the t-hree points of view, the first is thap there shall be equality of
opportunity for all citizens. It is the desire of many Members of this Rouse
that every individna_l ·who is qualified for a particular post shotiH be free ·to
apply for that post, to sit for examinations and to have his quaEfientiow: tested
so as tr) determine >vbe.tl!er he is fit for the post or not and t h?,t -there ought
to be no limitations, there ought~ to be no hindrance in the operation of this
principle of equality of opportunity. Another view mostly shared by a sect:ou
of tho House· is that, if this principle is to bo operative-and it ought to be
.<>perafive in their Jnd~~mrn1 to its fullest extent--there onght• to be uo reservatior.s o.E any sort for ;my class or. community at all, that all citL~ens, if they
are qualified, should be placed on the same footing of equality so far as the
public services are concerned. That is the sec6nd point of view we have. Then
we have quitf, a massive opinion which insists that, although t.hl:'orei.i;:mlly it
is good :o have the principle th!lt there shall--be equality nf -oppahmity, there
must at the same time b8 a provisiorr--ma.de for the entry of c<;rloin communities which have so h;r been outs,.de tl1e administration. As J. said, the
DraHing Committee l!ud to produce a formula whi0h would r~·concile these
_ three P'lints of view, firstly, that. there shall be' equality d opportunity,
S":condly that ·thfire shall be reservations in favour of certain C(;mmunities
which have not, so far bad a 'prope1' look-in' so to sas into the a.dmini;;tration.
I£ honourable Me:mbers will ?ear these facts in mind-the three principles,
we hatl to recone1le,--they will see that no better formula could be J-'''Oduc.eri
than the one that is P!nhodied in sub-clause (3) of article 10 ct the Constitu--·
tion; tl).ey will find that the view of those who believe and hoid tl1at there
sbali be equality 0{ cpportnnity. has· been embodied in sub-clR.UCd J'l r,f A:rticle 10. It is a generic princip~. At the same time,· as I said, we had to
Teconcile thi<> formula. w:th the · demand made by certain Gomrmiuii ies that
-the administration whiC'h l~af, now-for historical reasons-been :;ontmiied bv
one community or a fev! communities, that situation should. :4 isHppear an~
t~at the other~ also ml!st have an opportunity o£ ~etting intv the' public ser· ·
vwes. Supposmg,. for lflsi:mce, we were to concede in full tJc.J demand nf
those communities wh? have not been so far employed in the pubiic servicP~
to the .fullest extent, what would really happen is, we shall he ccrrmletelv
destroym,z the first l•i't•!JO>"ition upon,.. which we are all agreed, n~;mel:v, th:{t
the:e shall be an equu:ity ol opportunity .. Let me give an illustn.:tion: Supposmg, for instance, refO,ervations were made for a community or a collection of
communities, the total of which came to something like 70 'per cent. of the
total posts under the State an_d only 30 per cent. are retained as the unreserved. C~~ld anybody say t~1at the reservation qf .30 per cent. ns open to· general
compeht1on. w~uld he satisfactory from the pomt of view of giving effect to
the firsb prmctple, namely, that there shall be. equality o£ J};.'portunity? Tt
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cannot be in my judgment. Therefore the seats to be reserved, if the reservation is to be consistent with sub-clause(l) of Article 10, _must ! ~~ confined'
•to a minority of seats. · It i<:< then only that the _ first principle could tind itsplace in the Constitution and effective in operation. If honourable Members
understR.nd th1s positicn that we have to safeguard two things nur~ul~, the·
principle of equality of opportunity and at the S!>llid time satisf:J the demand
oi communities which !wve not pad so. far represenhtion in the State. then;
1 am sure they' will agree that unless you use SOIQe such qualifying phrase
~ "backward" the exception made in favour of reservation wifl ultimately
eat up the rule ultogdher. Nothing of the -rule will remain. Thut l think,
if I may say so, is the justification why the Drafting Committee undertook on·
its own shoulder13 the responsibility of introducing the word 'backward' which,
I admit, did net originally nnd a place in the· fundamental right in th~ way iD
which it was passed by this Assembly. But I think honourable Member&
will realise that the Drafting Committee which has- been ridiculed on more·
than one ground for producing sometimes a loose draft, sometimes something: ·
which is not appropriatt~ arid so on,. might have opened itself to further attack
that they produced a Drflf'" Constitution in which the exception waR so laJ:ge,.
that it left no room for the rule to operate. I think this is sufficient to justify
why th~ wwd 'backw'lrt!' has been-used.
With rega;J to the minorities,. the~e is a special reference to that in Article·
296, where it has been ~&id down that some provision will be wadt~ w5th regard to the m!norities. Of course, we did not lay down any proportion.
That is quite clear frbui the St~dion itself, but -we have not altogether c,mitted the_
mii10rities from cc11sideration. Somebody asked me: "What is -a ktekward,
community"? Well, I thinh any one who reads the language of tl11J druft 'itself
will find that we have left it to be determined bv each local Government.
A backward community is a community which is v backward in -the up>nion of:
the Government. Mv honourable Friend, Mr. •T. ·r. 'Krishnamachari asked mewhether this rule will be justiciable~t i~ rather difficult to give a dogmatic·
_ answe,·. Persot>ally I think it would ~e a justiciable matter. If the local.
Government included in thjr:: category oJ reservations such a lnrge number of
seats, I think one col,Jd very well go to the Federal Court and thr~ 1Supreme·
Court and sa.y that the reservation is of such a ·magnitude that . the rule regarding equality o.f opporh;nity has Qeen <destroyed and the cot:rt will thefr
come to the conclusion whether the local Government or the St,nte (tovern•
~ent has acted in a r-"usonable and prudent manner. Mr. Krisla!timachari·
asked: "Who is a reasonable man and who i~ a prudent man? These are matters of litigation". Of comse, they are matters of litigation, bnt my l:onourable Friend, Mr. Krishnamachari will understand that the words "reasonable·
persons and prudent pers·ons' '· ha·ve been used • in very many laws and if he
will refer only t0 the 'ln,J,!!ter of Property Act, he will nnrl that in very many
cases the _words "a rr.nson&ble .person and a prunent person" lav~ -very well
been defined and the court will not find any uifficulty•in defining it. I hope.
tlterefor·3 that the amenumEJnts which I have accepted, will be 9,ccepted by the
House_.
Mr. Vice-President:
by one,
'
The Honourable Dr.
accept arnendment No.
Mr. Vice-President:

I am now going to put the amendme~ts to vote, one
B. R~ Ambedkar: 1· am ~orry I forgo~ to say
342~

•

that I

The ques~ion is::~,
"That in clause (2) of artilllll Jli, for the word ·~n gr~unds t;miy· ttie words 'on ground•"

be substitut._ed...

•

'l'ho motion was negatived.

•
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Mr. Vice-President: The question is:
'")'hat clauses (2), (3) and (4) of article 10 be deleted."

The motion was negatived.

•
Mr. •Vice-President:
The questjon is:

.

"That for clause (2) of article 10, the following clause be substituted :-

"(2) Every ~itizen shall be eli_gibl~, for office under any_ State irrespective of his religion~
-caste, sex, descent or place of b1rth.-

The motion was negatived.
Mr. Vice-President: I shall put. to vote amendment No. 338 as amend-ed
- by No. 77 of List No. 1 which has already been accepted by the Chairman
<Jf 'the Drafting. Committee. The question is:- .
/

"(i) That in clause (1) of article 10, for the words 'in matters of employment',· the
words 'in matters _relating to employment or appointmen-t to office' be substituted."

(ii) That in •clause (2)- of article 10, after the words 'ineligible for any' .the worJe'employment or' be inserted."

•

~ The. motion was adopt~d.
Mr. Vice-President: The question is:

"That in clause (2) of article 10; after !he words 'place of birth' the words 'in India'
be added."
C)

The motion was negatived.
Mr." Vice-President: I will now put a~endment No. 340 as modified by
ammdlflent No. 81 of Lid No. III to the vote.
Shri E£. V. K~math: I submit, Sir, that amendments. 81 ind s2 will have
to be put' to the vote first. ·
..._
Mr. Vice-President:· There is no difference so far as I can see in regard
to an~endmcnt No. 81 nncJ if you insist, I am prepared to put it 1:ep::uately.
I would like to calT.Y the House with me, so long as it is legi~illlnt€'.
Shri H. V. Kamath: I think it would be better, but I do not insist.
Mr. Vice-President: You do not insist. Then let -me proceed in my own.
inadequate way.
.
Mr. Vice-President:. The question is:
~

',

"That in clause (2) d

i'

articles 10, after the word 'birth' the word 'residence' be inserted •-

The rricition wa:s adopted.
Mr. Vice-President: The <tUestion is:
. That after clause (2) of ~rticle 10, the follo>>ing ne:v clause be inserted:-

•

"(2a) Nothing in this article •shall prevent Pa.rliament from making any laws prescribiu.g
in regard to a class or classes ·of employment or appointment to an· office under any
State for the time. being specified in the First Schedule or any local or other autbori.:,y
within its territory, any requirement as to residence within that State prior to such en~
ployment or appo~ntment."
··
·

• T~e. motion was adopted.
Mr. Vice-President: The question is:
"That in clause (2) or article 10, after the word 'ineligible' the words 'or discriminated
•
against' be inserted."

'J'he motion was adopted.

•

•
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Mr. Vice-President: The question is:
That clause (3) of r.rtide 10 be deleted.
Th~ mot.ion was negatived.
Mr. Vice-President: The question is: , '

• •

"That. !n cla.use (3) of ·art!cle. 10, for the words 'shall prevent the State from making
any provlSlon for th~ reservatwn' the words 'shall, during a period of ten years after the
eomm.encement of th1s Constitution, prevent· J.he State from making any resf'rvation' be
substituted.''

_ The motion was negatived.
Mr. Vice-President: 'rhe. question is:

..

, "That in clause (3) of article 10 the word 'backward' be omitted."

The amendment was negatived.
Jlilr. Vice-President: The question is:
"That in clause (4) of article 10, after the words 'in connection with' the word 'm.anaging'
be added, and the words 'or denomination' be deleted~"

The amendment was negatived.

/

Mr. Vice-President: I shall now put the article as a whole as amended by

amendmen• No. 338, (as modified by amendment No .. 77), as amended by ~
amenJment No. 340 as modified by amendments numbers 81 and 82 of list III,
and as further amended by amendment No: 342. The question is. .
That this Article in this modified form stand part 'of the C-:mstitution.
oThe motion wa~ adopted.
Article 10, as amended, .was adde~ to the Constitution.
Article 12

lfr. Vice-President: We come to Article 12.
An Honourable' Member: What ab~t Article 10-A1 Sir?
Mr. Vice-President: So far as our tecords show, lihat was finished.
was not moved. . ·

That

The motion before the House is:
.
"That article 12 form part of the C'onstitution. ". _
The first amendment is No. 383, standing in the name of Pandit Lakshmi
fumta Maitra and others: '
·
(Amendment No. 383 was not moved.)
_.Kr. Vice-President: Amendment No. 384 is out of order.
(Amendment No. 385 was not moved.)
:Mr. Vice-President: Amendments 'Nos. 386•and 392 may be considered to-getber. I can allow amendment No. 386 to be m<!ved,. It stands in the name
of Shri Kamleshwari Prasad Yadav.
•
'(Amendments. numbers· 386 and 392 were not moved.)
Mr. Vi!ce-Presiden:t: Amend1nents Nos. 387 and 394 are, of similar import.
I shall allow amendment number 387 to be moved. One thing more: ·before
you speak, I want to know whether ~r. A. K. Menon in whose name amendment No. 394 stands, wants to press 1t.
.
.
~hri A. K. Menon: (Ma,dras: General): _No, Sir.
Shri T. T. Krishnamachari: Sir, I move:
•
"That in clause (1) of article 12, e.fter the, word "title" ,'the words 'not being a mili-

t~ry or academic distinction' be inserted."

Sir, a1iticle 12 clause (1) will read, as amended, as fo~ow~:
- "N0 title not being a military or academic distinction shall be conferred by the State."
\
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The history of this particular article the Members of. the House know vers
well. Generally, public opinion h9'S been against any titles being granted.
The House is also aware that consequent on India becoming independent. seve.
ral people who had accepted titles from our British Rulers in the past had
given up their titles, though some of them do retain them still. There h88
been ~ t>roposal at one stage that it is the intention of the m_embers of_ tme
Drafting Committee to exclude only hereditary titles or othe: priVIleges of birt~;
but Dr. Ambedkar has chosen not to move it. Actualil.y, rf he had moved 1t,
it would have made the position of those people who did not have any hereditary titleso, but resigned their titles with the advent of independe~ce, v~cy
difficult. Then, it would mean t~at the Government could gmnt t1tles like
Dewan Bahadur, something analogous to knighthood, and so on. It would
put those people who have b~en patriotic enough to resign their titles at th~
time that we got independence in a very invidious position.
Even now, in my view, the article is not complete; because,' without a
specific non-recognition of titles aJready granted by the British, those people
who have been good enough to resign their t.ities have no benefit. Some have
resigned their titles in order to get j·obs; and they have got jobs. Other people
have resigned; and they have got nothing , out of it. Some people have kept their
titles and those titles ·are recognised by the present Government. It makes
the position of those people who have resigned their titles very sad. It may
probably be that in course of time the Government wm refuse to recognise
those titles. I know the one Paper which is very near to the Governm·ent refuses
t-o recognise such titles. Personally, I think, if the House would permit me tn
make a persona:l re!park, from my point of view, the ret~ntion of titles is beneficial. Here is an honourable Member of the House. who bears the same nanie
as mine. He even went to England. along with me.-He is a titled gentleman;
1 am not and that helps to avoid confusion and I am glad he retained his title.
That is by the way. What I really mean by this amendment is that certain
type of titles has to be permittM. For.lDstnnce, honomahle JVIemlwrs of this
House know that the Government havi decided on three types of Military distinction to be granted in the future Mahavir Ohakra, Parama Vir Chakra and
Vir Chakra. Please do not confuse this with the name of our friend Mahabir
Tyagi, a very distinguished· ¥ember of this House, to wl1om the title was given
by his parents. In course of time, these Vir Chakras will become Bir Chakras.
This amendment is moved to make provision for these Military distinctions.
In regard to academic distinctions, you may ask, academic distinctions are
not conferred by the State. It m:ay probably be that, some time later, the
State might be willing to revive titles like Mahamahopadhyaya which will pro-.
bahly be classed as academic .

•

.l:!}ven so, in consonance.with the definition .of· Stat'e in article 7, the University becomes a State l}lld no one in the House can say, that the Universi_ty
is something completely divorced from State. So much so, the titles granted
by Universities or academic institutions have to be •provided for as one c'annot
completely exclude it from the scope of clause (1) of article 12 as it stands now,
The House might ask whether those titles earned by us by sitting for an examination however insignificant it might be like mine or however big it. might be
like Dr. Ambedkar's, will those titles come under the scope of article 12
because the. holder had to sit for an examination and get it. These will not come
under article 12. But tttere are titles which are Honoris Causa. For instance
the Honse knows that our Prime Minist-er, Deputy Ministet', Ministers and
Governor-General are being sl_wwered with Doctorates wherever they go and
wherever there happens to be a mushroom University. To provide for contingencies of that sort and also so that when other Members o£ the House
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· beco;-ne Minister~ they might also get these t_itles, we are providing by this ~mend
went that academic distinctions should· be exCluded from the scope of th1s subelause. I hope .the House fully understands the meaning of this amendment,
.which in my view takes stock_ of things to come and provides for them. I hope
the House wi1l·a,.ccept- my amendment.
.. •
Mr. Vice~Presidelit: Amendments No. 388; 389, first part of 39Q, · 391, ·i:-'95
to 397 are of siiniiar import. 389 ma.l be moved.
Shr.i ~okanath It!isra: Sir, I beg to move:
,.

..

·. "That in clause· (1) of ·article 12, after the words "be conferred" the words "or recognised" be inserted."
_
. ;
•.

Sir, this is a small ~mendme1~t. 'I beg to submit that if you are going to aboHsh
all titles, it is _also proper that those people who have already j;itles rightly or
wrongly should no more be recognized. We know that titles are appendages and
titles give a different view to the man and we know instances where people have
got titles which they do not deserve and the entitled gentlemen· belies'the import
· of the title. I therefore subm'it that we should· not only abolish all titles, we
should also cease to. recognise any. title that has been conferred, but recognised
by none of· us.

Mr. V~e~President: I would like to know whe.the~ the mover of amendment.
No. 388 wants it to be put to vote.
··
Shri H .•V. Kamath:, Yes, Sir.
Hr. Vice-President: No. 390 first part. I want to know whe.ther this should
be put to vote~ _
1Prof. K. T. Shah: Yes.

Mr. Vice-President: 391 is the same. 393, 396 and 397 are not moved. 390
(second part) is diS'allowed as being a verbal amendment: A I cari allow_ 398,
399_ and 400 to be moved.
...
•
(Nos. 398 and S9i were not moved)..
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad: Mr. Vice-President-, Sir, I beg to movl;!:
"That for clause (2) of article 12 the following clause be substituted :"'(2) No title conferred by any foreign State on any citizen of India shall be recognised
by the State."
·_
·
·
.

This word 'the'. before ''State'' is a· consequential change..
this amendment. seeks to replace runs thus:~ '
. ·

whichSir, the clause
.
(

-

'_'No ~itizen of India shall accept any title from a,ny foreign State."

What is prohibited by the original clause is th" 'acceptance' of a title. I would
ask:_ if anybody accepts any foreign title, what is the penalty which is provided? No penalty< is provided for accepting it .. The State has no means of
giving effect to this clause. If anybody accepts a title from a forejgn State,
wha.t are you going to do-;-send him to. rigorous imprisop.ment for six months ?
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:

The State shall not recoguize it.

. ~ Mr ... Naziruddin Ahmad: I a1n gratef~l for the interruption. }VIy a~en<l~
ment is ·exactly this tha-t no title conferred by any foreign State on the -citizens
o£ India §hall be recognised by the State. The honourable. Member Dr.
Ambedkar has stated very kindly that the State. shall ~ot recognize it. That is
really the form in which it should be stated'. Supposing any title is conferred ·'
upon any honourable Member here by a foreign ·State and if he ~ccepts it; you
have no means of effe.cting a compliance with clause (2). All that you can do
tJ,s' has been rightly pointe<! out by Dr. Ambedkar is that you do not recognise
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it; and hllat is thB .form in which this amendment stand£. I ~o not think any
further authority is necessary than the interjection of Dr. Ambedkar to support my amendment.
(Amendment~ Nos. 401, 402 and 403 were not moved.)
Shri Algu Rai Shastri (United Provinces: General): *[I am not moving this
amen<hn~nt because a similar amendment was moved earlier by Shri Krishnamachari arid I agree. with him. I, therefore, do nop move my amendment, J

Mr. Vice-President: 40-i is not movt3d.
JIJ.ature.

I

405. 407, 410 and 411 are of similar
that amendment No. 405 ri1av be moved.

~le
'

-

u

(Amendments Nos. 405, 407, 410, 411 and 406 we~e not moved.) ·
Mr. Vice-President: Amendment Nos. 408 arid 409 are verbal ones and
therefore J disallow them. Now for general discussion. Mr. Kamath.
Shri H. V. Kama.th:
lV[r. Vice-President, 'Sir, with your permission, I·
want to say a few words in support of the amendment.
Mr. Vice-President·: I· can allow you discussion on the clause as a _whole,
but cannot allow you to speak about your own amendment.
·
· Shri H. V. Kamath: -With your permission, I want to refer to the amendment of sorrie other member. I want to say something in support of the
amendment moved by my friend Mr. Lokanath 1\{isra. But befor!! ,I come to
that, I would like to say one or two words about th~ doubt or difficulty raised
by my friend Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad in the course of his motion Q[l amendment No. 400.
He wanted to know if a member of the House, or for the
matter of that, if a citizen of India, is invested with a title by any foreign
State, what~ill happen? Shall we sentence him to rigorous imprisonment?
But I say the remedy is easy. We can say that the citizen who accepts that
title forfeits his citizenship of India.
Such a remedy is open· to us, in accordance w~th• the pr~vi_§ion of this article.
·
Mr. Naziruddin Ahmad:
B'ut therej~ no provision to that effect ..
Shri H. V. Ka.math:
I suppose ij, will flow from th~ existing provision.

Now, coming to the amendment which was moved by Mr. Misra, and which
I am going to support, the amendment says that titles should neither be conferred nor recognized by the State. I think, it is a very importa_nt provision
in the new set-up of our country. It is one.thing to say that titles should not 0e
conferred and quite another- thing to say that titles shall not be,recognized. Unfortunately, Sir, even today in our country, e.ven after the British have quitted
our country, tbe toys or the baubles that the British have left behind still remain
with us. Of course, we cannot compel our fellow-citizens, our brethren here, 'to
give u·p the titles th_at they might have received at the hands o£ their erstwhile
British Masters. There may not i:ie any compulsion. But certainly, we can see to it
t,hat the State, that is to eay, the Government does not in any way recognise
those titles. T will illu~trate my point. In most, or at least some of the
government documents, records or communiques or press-notes issued by the
Government from time to time, officers of the S!ate, including ambassadors
our
abroad, are referred t.o along with ·their titles. If I remember aright,
Charge-d-Affaires in Paris, and our Ambassador in America, whenever their
names are meritiqned by the Government in a press-note or communique, their
titles ao a.long with their names. The titles are not dropped. I for one,
fail to"' see why Government should continue to recognise or mention
'thesl'.l titles in the ~omse of their official communiques or notes.~T remembAr
very well, that after the R-ussian Revolution, and after the re:v:olution in Turkey 25 years ago, whatever titles had been bestowed by the former regime

* [ ] Translation of Hiudustani speech.
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were ab·1lished 1g1d those who did not- choose to give up such titles were given
no importance whatsoever. The State did not refer to those titles whenever
they referred to the names.
Of wurse, it may be lli'gued against the amendment of Mr. Mis:a:.~ •• that it
is not possible to make th!s a justiciable right. But' certainly, I fail to see, if
clause (1) of article 12 can be made a justiciable right, why not this? I have
got very serious doubts on the point whether clause (1) of .article ·12 can he a
j'Usticiable, fundamental right. No title shall be conferred by th~ State. But
if the State inadvertently or in a fit of absent-mindedness or due to some other
cause, .does confer titles·. what can be done against ·-the State? After all, the
State itself has conferred the title .. Will you proceed against the State? If
you can proceed against, the State in that eventua-lity, there is no ,reason why _
the ~tate cannot be procPeded against, if the State in any. way recol!nises a
title conferred by the erstwhile Brit.ish masters.! I therefore, supr.ort Mr.
Misra's amendmen~; :.,;o fai· as those titles are concerned which are still with
ns r nJortunateiy, fl11r'l ~'O far as. those title-holilers are concernerl ihF.: Government of India shontrl not recognise them in any way whatsoevPr in t.heir
documents or references or in any other way. If there is any legal difficulty
about incorporating it as a justiciable fundamental] right, I shaU be. happy to
hear from. my learned friend Dr. Ambedkar thatdhe principle is acceptable,
a.nd if it can be embodied in the Constitution somewhere, or if it could be
brought forward in Parliament by means of a special bill, to the effect that the
State wiJl. not recoe:nisp titles. then I shall he happy. I also hope> tlult. in that
event, rr1y "friend 1\fr. :Miera will not press his amendment.

Shri R. K. Sidhwa (C. P. and Berar: General): Mr. Vice-P~esident, Sir,
the conferment of titles during the British re.gime has been so scandalo.us
J;hnt a large sectiu;J of the people of the country has always viewed it with
contempt. The1~efore I am very glad that in ibis B:ouse i.md everywhere outside also, toaay the conferment.of i;itles is looked upon with equal contempt.
and this Constitution rightly provides t!lat there should be no tit.les · conferred
upon anyone by the State.
If you refer to P-i:t' :setH) a co~cession has been made of a pRl'Son l.1J)on whom
a title is conferred b.v a foreign State. Sir, if our State does not recognise in
our own country the conferment of titles, I really fail to understand why we
should dlow even a foJ't~ig;::: State to confer a title·upon one of cur own 6iti.zens.
T am of the opinion tl,at the word 'title' should be omitted from the; clause.
It says-..,..
"No person holding any office o:f. profit or trust unde~ the State shall, wit~o~t Lila
consent of the President accept any present. emolument, t1tle or office of any kmd from
or under any foreign su;,te."

Sir. emoluments. \l~e m.<:1 nnderstand. Presents we can tmdershnd, but why
titles? The whole objed of this article is not to conf;r titles; then why include
'title' in clause (3 J? .ThA ~Rauty of this article is really spoilt b~· J.bis little
word. I support this article, but I should have ·preferred that foreign states
.aJso should not be allowed to confer any title on any of our countrymen.
The Honourable Dr. B. R. Ambe$lka-r: ·Sir, t accept the !}.rnendment moved
by my Friend Mr. T. T. Krishnamachari.
With regard to the amendment moved by my friend J.1:r. Naziruddin Ahmad,
he >vaJ'tE'd the word ''aen10pted" -to be substituted by the word "rt>eog.nised ".
His argume.nt was, supposing the citizen does accept a title, what is the penal
provision in the Constitution which would nullify t.hat act? My answer to that
is _very simple: that it would be perfectly open under t.he f'omtitution for

